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1995 ONWARDS: 
Jill Valentine completes a special top-secret training program for the U.S. Army Delta Force, a 
unique opportunity for a woman. The details of this program remain classified and Jill will 
never speak of it, even when he colleagues ask about it.  
 
Sometime in the latter half of the 1990s, Oswell Spencer launches another business venture by 
purchasing the now ruined and abandoned former U.S. military base on Sonido de Tortuga 
Island located somewhere off the coast of South America. The old base will be converted into 
a new Umbrella research facility and once operational, many researchers will migrate to the 
island to work on classified projects. 
 
Budding journalist Johnny Takeyama struggles to find work in his native Japan. 
 
After struggling with life as a single mother, Karena LesProux returns to work as a private 
contractor, protecting, controlling and killing for the highest bidder. After only several jobs she 
attracts interest from Umbrella’s paramilitary divisions who go to great lengths to secure her 
services. She signs a lucrative contract with the corporation, guaranteeing food on the dinner 
table, good doctors at the first sign of a cough and excellent schools – the very best for her 
children. As long as she lives of course. She will eventually find a place with the Umbrella 
Special Service.  
 
Having still not learned the art of restraint when it comes to explosives, Hector Hivers is 
dishonourably discharged from the army and is one step away from a court martial when 
Umbrella step in to secure his services. Though potentially seen as a candidate for the 
U.B.C.S., his skills will see him join the U.S.S. by 1998. 
 
Christine Yamata is recruited by Umbrella for her scientific expertise. Her cold detachment 
from human emotions and seeing people merely as breeding grounds for her singular love of 
virology makes her an ideal employee. She has no compunction when it comes to 
experimenting on live humans. 
 
Following the end of her service in the German military, Michaela Schneider finds herself 
completely unsuitable for work in a civilian role due to her sadistic nature and unorthodox 
methods as a medic. But her toughness, and lack of sensitivity and sentimentality makes her an 
ideal candidate for Umbrella. Once on the books, Michaela also contracts with anyone willing 
to pay as a professional torturer. Just as effective at causing pain as she is at healing, she uses 
her extensive knowledge of the human body to bring her subjects to the brink of death and 
back again over and over until she gets the information she wants. Her personal work is also a 
vast source of top secret and back channel information for Umbrella. 
 
Vladimir Bodrovski’s penchant for exploiting his underworld network of criminal contacts for 
blackmail purposes soon brings him into contact with the authorities and he is expelled from 
the Russian Security Services. He is forced to flee Russia with investigators and the authorities 
on his heels every step of the way. He eventually finds a new home with Umbrella and his 
surveillance skills ensures that the corporation always stays well informed. 
 
Caroline Floyd excels in the intense curriculum of the U.S. Military’s Spec Ops program, 
establishing herself quickly among her peers. A descendant of the Cree tribes that inhabited the 
central mountains of North America, she keeps an ear to the spirits for guidance and mythical 
determination. 
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MI6 agent Marissa Ronson is badly injured during a bomb disposal operation and after lengthy 
rehabilitation she is forced to resign. However, her skills in the field of demolitions and 
reconnaissance soon attract the attention of the U.S. Government, who are successful in 
recruiting her. After successfully completing her training, Marissa is placed in the U.S. Spec 
Ops program.   
 
1995: 
Albert Wesker has a meeting with Oswell E. Spencer at an undisclosed location. Spencer 
brings along his butler, Patrick, who believes there to be nothing remarkable about Wesker 
until he takes off his sunglasses. His gaze is piercing and his eyes cold and unfeeling, giving 
Wesker a menacing presence that completely overshadows his other features. 
 
The town of Harvardville, located some 100 miles away from Raccoon City in the American 
mid-west, is in the midst of severe economic depression. Some residents believe the town to be 
dying and would love a large corporation to inject major capital investment like Umbrella has 
done for Raccoon. 
 
There is an accident at Arklay Labs when Lisa Trevor goes on the rampage and kills several 
researchers by ripping off their faces. This behaviour is similar to her actions when she was first 
injected with the Progenitor Virus Type–B variant 28 years ago.  This latest incident is enough 
for John Clemens to order her immediate termination. 
 
Chris Redfield is amicably discharged from the U.S. Air force due to frequent difference of 
opinion with his superiors. Because of his personality, Chris has been a source of frustration 
throughout his service, with plenty of commendations balanced out with disciplinary actions.  
Commanding officers describe him as: "uncompromising," "possessing unwavering dedication," 
and having a "high level of adaptability." These traits have seen Chris earn his wings, but they 
are also the root of his problems which both he and his superiors believe can no longer be 
resolved. Following his retirement, Chris becomes a drifter but possesses an exceptional skill 
set and formidable combat experience. 
  
Arklay Labs Chief Researcher John Clemens makes several complaints about the way the 
inhumane experiments are conducted at the facility. 
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MONDAY JULY 31ST 1995 
Albert Wesker and William Birkin reunite at Arklay Laboratories for the first time in four 
years. The termination of the Lisa Trevor has finally been ordered after a recent incident when 
she caused the deaths of several researchers and they will oversee this process. Progress on the 
G-Virus has moved onto the next stage at the underground lab in Raccoon City and Lisa’s 
usefulness as a test subject has come to an end. Wesker meanwhile is still no closer to 
uncovering the true intentions of Oswell Spencer and therefore his place in the 'Wesker 
Project' is coming along nicely. He recalls the very first time he came to Arklay 17 years ago 
now, remarking how the place hasn't changed since he left in 1991. Birkin is less nostalgic and 
still a regular visitor to Arklay. He is so busy with the G-Virus project that this hastily organised 
reunion to see off Lisa Trevor is more of an inconvenience to him than anything else. Once 
they land they meet up with John Clemens. They head inside and assemble in the lab, ready to 
observe as Lisa Trevor is given a last treatment that will finally end her tortured existence. 
 
"July 31st, 1995 
'G-Virus' (Seven years after previous record) 
When I descended upon that place once more, it was summer, the same day I had arrived 
seventeen long, long years ago. Any time I came there, I smelled the same odour. The 
surrounding scenery and structures, too, were the same as they ever were. 
Birkin was there with me on the heliport, just as he had been then. It had been a long time 
since I had seen him, for I had left the Arklay Research Facility over four years prior. 
That was the time when Spencer approved Birkin's proposed G-Virus Project, and accepted 
my transfer request to the Intelligence Bureau. From the outside, my request would have 
looked like a natural evolution, that I had abandoned the road of the scientist to try a change of 
fortunes. To tell the truth, the 'G' concept had gone to a level far beyond my understanding. 
Although my real aim was to find more about the reason behind Spencer's actions, but at the 
same time, I really had met my limits as a researcher.  
The helicopter kicked up a wind as it lifted off.  
Birkin was, as always, too consumed by his research  
documents to notice. 
He made periodic visits to Arklay in those days, but  
he was no longer associated with it. Some time ago,  
he had been transferred to a new, massive  
underground facility in nearby Raccoon City. That  
was where he would develop the G-Virus. 
In all honesty, I had not expected Spencer to  
authorise 'G' those four years prior. After all, it was a  
completely unproven idea, even more divorced from  
the concept of making a weapon than our previous research. 
The major distinction between 'G' and the t-Virus was the rapid mutations that G enacted on 
the body of its host. Any RNA-based virus was of course likely to mutate, but that applied only 
to the virus's own genetic code. The genes of an organism were a different matter. 
Even if a virus enacted structural changes on an organism, it was extremely rare for the genes of 
the host organism themselves to mutate, outside of certain exceptions such as radiation 
exposure. 
By contrast, an organism infected with G would continue to undergo rapid structural mutations 
for as long as it lived, free of any such external influence.  
The t-Virus has a feature not entirely dissimilar to this. We had confirmed that within certain 
environments, the activation of the virus within a living bio-weapon could cause fresh 
alterations to the organism's genetic structure. 
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In order for that to happen, however, an external source was required for a catalyst, and the 
structural altercations were always more or less predictable. G-Creatures had no such 
restrictions. No one could predict the course of their changes. No matter what 
countermeasures one envisioned, it could always mutate to nullify them. 
Seven years before, Birkin had caught his first glimpse of this in the 'female test subject.' 
Even when nothing changed about her on the surface, on a deeper level, she was constantly 
changing. Each experimental virus we injected into her was quickly assimilated as she lived on. 
Those twenty-one years of internal mutation had rendered her capable of assimilating even the 
Nemesis Parasite. The purpose of the G-Virus Project was to see how far those capabilities 
could go. 
The question remained. Would the final result  
of these experiments be an idealized life form...  
or a being mutated into uselessness?    
Either way, could it really be called a weapon? 
What was Spencer thinking when he approved  
this? Even after four years in the Intelligence  
Bureau, I still had no idea of what he was  
thinking. In those early days though, one rarely  
saw Spencer at all, not even at Arklay. 
It was almost as if he was preparing for  
something... 
Spencer had become like a mirage, growing  
ever more distant, but I knew that a chance  
would come eventually. I would just have to live long enough to meet it. 
With Birkin and I inside, the elevator took us to the lowest level of the facility, the place we 
had first encountered 'her.' The facility's new head researcher was there; Birkin's successor, a 
man by the name of 'John.' He had transferred from the Chicago facility, and was said to be a 
superior researcher. For this kind of work, though, he seemed a bit too morally upright. 
It seemed John objected to some of the facility's more barbaric practices, and sent proposals to 
rectify this to upper-management. At least, that was the rumour in the Intelligence Bureau. 
General consensus on the matter was that if we ever want information to leak to the outside, we 
should start with John. 
For the moment, though, Birkin and I ignored him. Our business was with 'her.' 
We were there to kill her. 
Absorbing 'Nemesis' had restored some of her intelligence, but the actions she took since then 
had been wholly bizarre. Her behaviour had escalated, and at last culminated in tearing off the 
faces of other women and wearing them for herself. According to the records, she had tried to 
do the same thing when she was first injected with the Progenitor Virus.  
None of us knew the meaning behind her actions, but after three researchers lost their lives at 
her hands, it became clear that she could not be allowed to live. Now that the G research was 
on track, there was no longer any value in keeping 'her' around." 
-Wesker's Report II; 31/07/95 
 
TUESDAY AUGUST 1ST 1995 
Because of her extraordinary regenerative capabilities, the treatment to terminate Lisa Trevor is 
an extremely thorough and time-consuming process. Birkin and Wesker are forced to spend a 
few days at Arklay Labs to ensure the final treatment is successful. Her life signs have ceased, 
but there is still every chance she could revive given previous events. 
 
As day turns to night, Lisa still lives. 
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 2ND 1995 
After a third day at Arklay with her vitals showing no sign of reanimation, Wesker and Birkin 
call time on Lisa Trevor. She is finally dead after 28 years of constant experimentation and her 
body is taken away by the Lab Manager. Wesker wonders just who she really was as her corpse 
is wheeled away on a gurney. The fate of the tragic George Trevor and his family still remains a 
secret known to only a handful of individuals. 
 
"We remained there for three days to confirm that her life signs had stopped completely. 
Then, the director ordered her body taken away. I never learned who she was, or why she had 
been brought there. Of course, in that regard she was no different from any other test subject; 
but to her in particular, we owed the existence of the G-Project. Had it not been for her, my 
life and Birkin's would have gone very differently. As I left the Arklay Research Facility behind, 
though, I couldn't help but wonder: How far ahead had Spencer planned this? 
(The incident begins three years later)” 
-Wesker's Report II; 1995 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But in the days that follow after Birkin and Wesker have left, Lisa Trevor reanimates once 
again and is found by researchers wandering around confused. The Arklay staff are at a loss as 
to how to dispose of her and an executive decision is taken to let her live and be confined to a 
sealed-off section of the mining tunnels running deep beneath the estate. She is bound in 
shackles and sealed away, destined to spend her days wandering around the old, stone tunnels 
and be forgotten about. Over time she will construct an elaborate home for herself and find a 
way to get back outside into the woods. But she will never leave this place until her endless 
search for her mother is concluded. 
 
The ‘Paraguas Line’ release a pamphlet detailing the history of their flagship; the Queen 
Zenobia, detailing its origins from George Trevor's original designs to its subsequent purchase 
by the Paraguas Line that saved it from the scrap heap. What the pamphlet fails to state is that 
the ship and its twin sisters are actually owned by Umbrella Corporation and now have secret 
laboratory facilities in the bowels outfitted for continued viral research. 
 
"HISTORY OF THE QUEEN ZENOBIA 
Tonnage: 148,000 gross tons 
Displacement: 90,000 tons 
Length: 335.8 m 
Beam: 52.3 m 
Height: 93.97 m 
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Propulsion: Electric diesel propulsion 
Crew: 1094 officers and crew 
Passengers: 2200 
This Paraguas Line flag ship was constructed  
in 1978. The interior is designed to replicate  
that of ships of the 1930s, the "golden age of  
cruise ships." The design was based on  
blueprints left by George Trevor before his  
disappearance. Newspapers from the time  
of the ship's construction report accolades  
the design received. 
The ship herself is named after Zenobia, the  
queen of the Palmyrene Empire who was  
deposed by the Romans. Like the legendary  
beauty of her namesake, this ship is also known as "The Beauty of the Atlantic," and remained 
one of the most popular cruise ships built in the 20th century. 
With the rise of air travel supplanting the popularity of long, sea-faring voyages, it looked like 
the Queen Zenobia, along with her sister ship, was destined to be junked in the late 80s. 
Fortunately, she was purchased by the Paraguas Line and her steam turbines were replaced 
with an electric diesel propulsion system. Her hold and cabin areas were expanded, and she 
was upgraded with the latest technology. The Queen Zenobia was reborn as a fully functional 
luxury liner. 
After its restoration, the Queen Zenobia set out on a cruise around the world, followed by one 
around South America, and many, many others. In the future, she will find her main harbour 
in the Mediterranean for her cruises around Africa. The Queen Zenobia will be bringing 
pleasure to passengers for years to come. 
The History of the Queen Zenobia - 1995 Edition" 
-REREV: History of the Queen Zenobia; 1995 
 
A bee-keeping business is established in the Eastern Slav Republic.  
 
THURSDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1995 
Alfred Ashford and his twin personality of Alexia celebrate 'Tanya's' 13th birthday for the 12th 
time. 
 
1996: 
Murphy Seeker's brother is brutally murdered by a street gang. By now, Murphy is a highly 
decorated U.S. Marine with a promising future. But upon his return to America, he somehow 
acquires the police documents on his brother's case containing the names and identities of the 
gang. Seeking revenge, Murphy takes his father's hunting rifle and tracks down all twenty 
members of the gang, killing them all. He is picked up by the authorities shortly afterwards and 
despite an impeccable service record, is given a life sentence in a federal prison. 
 
19 year-old Carlos Oliveria serves as a resistance fighter in South America, fighting against a 
local regime as part of a communist anti-guerrilla force where he has spent most of his life to 
date. But the local government have plotted to exterminate Carlos's unit for some time now 
and initiate a surprise attack thanks to his employees’ connections to the local mafia. Through 
sheer luck, Carlos manages to escape as the only survivor. Wounded and exhausted, he 
attempts to cross the border but is captured by a government patrol in the mountains. Shortly 
afterwards he is sentenced to death and spends several weeks in solitary confinement. 
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Despite only being nine years old, Sheva Alomar is given her first gun by the guerrilla unit she 
lives with in Africa. In the years to come she will develop impressive shooting skills that will 
serve her well in later life. One of her main duties for the guerrillas at this stage is to go to the 
local towns and purchase supplies for the group. 
 
In Raccoon City there are several failed breakout attempts by inmates at the Douglas Prison. 
 
Early on into his sentence, Murphy Seeker is freed by a security expert from the Umbrella 
Corporation. He introduces himself as a 'Mercenary Coordinator' and holds several long talks 
with Murphy about getting his sentence revoked in exchange for a lifetime of service with the 
U.B.C.S. Murphy agrees and within weeks he is shipped off to boot camp to begin an intensive 
training program. 
 
Still incarcerated in a maximum security prison in South America, Carlos Oliveria awaits his 
death sentence. But just prior to his execution, he is scouted and bought out of prison by an 
Umbrella Mercenary Coordinator who offers a contract with Umbrella to join the U.B.C.S. 
After accepting the deal, Carlos is given a new citizenship and sent off to boot camp. 
 
Future Umbrella Special Service member Hunk undergoes his training at the facility on 
Rockfort Island. He spends numerous days perfecting his skills in the 'Kill House'; a 
labyrinthine maze filled with shooting targets designed by the ever so unstable Alfred Ashford. 
Evaluators note that Hunk is a standout from all the other recruits. His cold, calculating and 
composed manner complements outstanding shooting skills. Much of his background remains 
a complete mystery although his file contains a vague eye witness report from a skirmish in 
Zaire when Hunk was just a merc. Hunk demonstrates unmatched potential and will quickly 
become one of Umbrella’s top operatives. He will also develop CQBZ tactics that will be 
utilised in B.O.W. warfare over the next twenty years. 
 
“Transcription from Tape - Zaire3324 
Recorded - 
I saw the six grey men moving behind the stalls, like shadows, crouching, sliding, almost 
invisible - but I still saw them. Suddenly I see a larger group of other men, mercenaries from 
Eastern Europe walking down the street. They saw the grey men and shoot immediately - cha 
cha cha cha cha cha. 20 guns firing and firing. 
The leader of the grey men, he shouts out to take cover and begins firing too with a small 
machine gun, all cool and calm. Some of the Europeans were hit and soon all the grey men 
were firing. 
More Europeans were killed, but also two of the grey men - and then the lead grey man 
commands the greys to attack! They leaped out of cover and towards the others they ran 
shooting and ducking and diving and rolling and shooting. Two more went down but even 
more Europeans. 
The leader and one other grey man made it through and they were right on the Europeans - at 
least seven or eight of them left. But the greys they and shoot and chop, until boom, a shotgun 
blast takes one down. 
Only the leader left, but he fights in blur, kicking up dust until I can't see, only hear. Then the 
dust clears, and he's standing there. And no-one else is. He looks at me... 
Did he know I was there the whole time watching him? 
He stares blankly at me as though I should fear for my life and is gone, again like a shadow. 
The image forever burned in my mind.” 
-ORC: Inserted Evil|: Eye Witness Report; undated. 
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At U.B.C.S. boot camp, Murphy Seeker and Carlos Oliveria meet and become good friends. 
 
APRIL 1996 
Chief Irons receives $2200 from William Birkin this month for services rendered. 
 
The Raccoon City Special Tactics and Rescue Service  
(S.T.A.R.S.) is founded by Albert Wesker and he is installed  
as Alpha Team captain and overall unit commander.  
S.T.A.R.S. are based at the Raccoon City Police Department  
and funded by the Umbrella Corporation and other private  
organisations as part of Mayor Michael Warren's Bright 21st  
Century Raccoon City Plan. Umbrella’s contribution ensures  
they play a key role in the decision making and recruitment  
process and it is through them that Wesker is headhunted for  
the role of leader. This whole plan has been in the works for  
the last several years and during that time Wesker has  
undergone extensive combat training as an Army Technical  
and Chemical Officer and is now an expert marksman and  
tactician. The role of S.T.A.R.S. Commander is a full-time job meaning he leaves his position 
in the Information Department, but his new role in the police will enable him to conduct 
intelligence operations for Umbrella. His is assisted by Barry Burton who is a former S.W.A.T. 
team member and military veteran. Together they will recruit members and build up this 
specialised team. 
 
In private, Wesker wonders if the S.T.A.R.S. role is his reward for 19 years of loyal service to 
Umbrella. If so he is disappointed that Oswell Spencer clearly underestimates his talents and 
decides to use his new role to his own advantage. 
 
"Birkin soon became Umbrella's foremost researcher, and used our t-Virus experiments as a 
jumping-off place to develop the new G-Virus. Meanwhile, I was made the chief of S.T.A.R.S., 
Raccoon City's Special Forces unit created to combat violent crime and increase public 
reassurance. This was all the result of a secret agreement I had made with Lord Oswell E. 
Spencer, the president of Umbrella. He had ordered Birkin and I to assassinate our former 
mentor, Dr. James Marcus. If the position with S.T.A.R.S. was to be my 'reward,' then it 
seemed he thought poorly of my ability." 
-Wesker's Report (Japanese 15th Anniversary Edition); undated. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: SPECIAL TACTICS AND RESCUE SQUAD 
The Special Tactics and Rescue Service (S.T.A.R.S.) was a privately funded Special Forces Unit made up of 
former military and law enforcement personnel trained to deal with specialist incidents. This elite group was 
created in April 1996 and divided into two teams based within the Raccoon City Police Department. Their 
main duty was to specialise and resolve emergencies too complex for regular police to handle as well as 
terrorism and organised crime. Although they worked under the employment banner of the R.P.D., they were 
also able to operate independently and received expensive, specialised equipment thanks to sponsorship from 
private organisations, including Umbrella Corporation. To begin with, S.T.A.R.S. was an experimental idea for 
an elitist group trained to respond to the diversifying needs of high-grade criminality, such as cybercrime, with 
a vast network of troops, new kinds of narcotics and new methods of terrorist attacks utilising bio-chemical 
weapons. The unit was eventually created under mayor Michael Warren's 'Bright Raccoon 21' revitalisation city 
project and had access to advanced equipment and an extensive intelligence network. Because S.T.A.R.S. was 
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funded by private businesses and came under the law enforcement umbrella, it differed from public 
institutions including the regular police and had its own special recruiting program, different to that of the 
R.P.D. Candidates had to undergo an intense screening process and recruitment was carried out by a scouting 
system on a merit basis regardless of sex, age or personal history. In addition, despite the previous working 
record of most of its members, S.T.A.R.S. was first and foremost a policing organisation and not a military one. 
Therefore, investigation skills and advanced first-aid training  
were more desirable traits for candidates rather than  
combative skills such as shooting and hand-to-hand combat.  
In essence, priority was given more to civic relief and the  
prevention of criminal offences rather than active  
elimination of offenders and terrorists. The deployment of  
the S.T.A.R.S. teams was usually reserved for special  
operations, but specifically, its four main duties were to  
preserve public order, VIP escort and protection, counter- 
terrorism, and hostage rescue. For counter-terrorism  
situations, the S.T.A.R.S.' resources almost rivalled those of  
the British Special Air Service (S.A.S.), though unfortunately  
these abilities were never demonstrated as no large-scale terrorism incidents occurred during the unit's brief 
operational service. During operations in S.T.A.R.S., the team's formation was based on a five man cell (five 
person formation unit). Since twelve officers were present in S.T.A.R.S., they were divided into two groups, A 
(Alpha) Team and B (Bravo) Team, and missions were carried out by irregular six man cells. However, it was 
only a principle and they sometimes held military-like large-scale operations with three sets of two man cells 
(two person formation of an advance-guard foremost and a sniper). 
Following the unit's inauguration in April 1996, Albert Wesker was made the unit commander at the request of 
Umbrella Corporation. Wesker had an impressive list of credentials including recent experience as an army 
tech engineer. Because Umbrella's funding covered approximately 50% of S.T.A.R.S. operational costs, their 
recommendation was accepted. Former S.W.A.T. team member Barry Burton joined him and through Barry 
the likes of Chris Redfield, Jill Valentine and Forest Speyer joined the team. 
Before S.T.A.R.S. could become operational, they had to undergo an intensive 18-month training program. 
This began in April 1996 when Joe Kendo, an ex- S.W.A.T. member from San Francisco, was hired as a trainer 
to put the S.T.A.R.S. members through their paces until December that year. When his contract as a trainer 
expired, he was requested to manufacture customised weapons for the team. Joe and his brother Robert ran the 
famous 'Kendo Gun Shop' business they had established in 1984 and had a reputation for making excellent 
firearms. In addition, Umbrella Corporation also supplied weapons for the S.T.A.R.S. to trial. Throughout the 
next year, the S.T.A.R.S.' continued their rigorous training, taking part in drills, controlled exercises, role-
plays, academic testing and recruiting more members until they were finally cleared for active service in 
December 1997. 
S.T.A.R.S. soon proved their worth and served the citizens of Raccoon City well. They prevented bank 
robberies, kidnappings and were involved in siege cases such as drug-addicted patients threatening staff. Soon 
the unit had achieved an 80% success rate in hostage situations. As time went on these figures were expected to 
improve as the remaining 20% were down to hostage fatalities before S.T.A.R.S. intervention. One of their most 
successful cases was preventing an arms transaction between two mafia organisations and the seizure of a 
quantity of high-grade weaponry, including an Asian-made M202A1 FLASH rocket launcher. They also 
continued to recruit new members with medic Rebecca Chambers and chemical specialist Kenneth J. Sullivan 
being late additions to the team. 
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The standard firearm for S.T.A.R.S. members was the Beretta M92FS which was an Italian-made 9mmX19 
calibre large military pistol. Due to its tough structure based on MIL specifications, ease of handling and 
excellent double action trigger rapid fire characteristics, it became the standard adopted gun for S.T.A.R.S. and 
many police organisations, including the U.S. Army. But some voices within S.T.A.R.S. felt that the 9mmX19 
calibre was inadequate and this led to a redevelopment of the weapon by Joe Kendo, resulting in the Samurai 
Edge; also known as the Beretta 92F S.T.A.R.S. Special. Team members were also sometimes permitted to carry 
personal weapons such as Barry favouring his .357 Colt Python. Each member also carried a standard combat 
knife with an emblazoned S.T.A.R.S. emblem. Each captain’s knife had a gold emblem etched to signify their 
leadership. For vehicles, the S.T.A.R.S. employed two Bell UH-1 Iroquois helicopters for the Alpha and Bravo 
Teams respectively. They also occasionally utilised the R.P.D.'s AS350B Eurocopter. 
Relations between the team members were good and new members were greeted warmly. Richard Aiken was a 
qualified tutor and was usually tasked with looking after any new rookies. There was a slight tension with 
Bravo Team leader Enrico Marini who secretly feared Chris Redfield or Barry Burton were plotting to usurp 
him as the unit's vice-captain and as Wesker's main right hand man. Wesker, Chris and Forest Spyer also had a 
healthy shooting rivalry and often fought for victory in the annual team marksmanship competition. 
Each member of the unit wore a different coloured undershirt with the S.T.A.R.S. emblem over the right sleeve 
and a Kevlar tactical vest suited for each operative's personal skills. For example, Rebecca's vest displayed the 
Red Cross sign and had pouches for first aid supplies, whereas Chris's vest came equipped with a sheath for his 
enlarged combat knife. They were allowed to customise their uniforms to some degree such as changing the 
primary colour. In mid-1998 a new uniform was proposed which was much more professional and would 
ensure all members wore identical outfits. It consisted of olive drab fatigues and a black tactical vest. Chris 
Redfield was chosen to trial this uniform but it was never formally adopted following the unit's demise. But 
Chris kept the uniform as a memento and wore it during his personal mission to Rockfort Island in tribute to 
his fallen colleagues.  
The S.T.A.R.S. teams met their ultimate match in the summer of 1998 when they were assigned to search for 
missing hikers in Raccoon Forest and the vast expanse of the Arklay Mountains. Unbeknownst to anyone at 
that time, they were actually being lured into a trap by their own leader, Albert Wesker, who had secretly been 
a double agent for Umbrella Corporation all along. Umbrella had ordered him to lure the S.T.A.R.S. members 
to the mansion and have them engage in battle with the creatures and infected staff to record active combat 
data for assessing the viability of the mutations as biological weapons. During this disastrous mission, more 
than half the team were killed, including Wesker who was seemingly slain by the Tyrant T-002. Only Chris 
Redfield, Jill Valentine, Barry Burton, Rebecca Chambers and Brad Vickers made it out alive. Following the 
mansion incident, a review was held and although further recruitment was planned, it was agreed substantial 
organisational restructuring was needed as to whether S.T.A.R.S. would be retained in its current form. In the 
end, Chief Irons of the Raccoon City Police Department took steps to absorb and dissolve the unit, intending 
to replace them with an in-house S.W.A.T. team.  
5-MAN CELL STRUCTURE: 
LDR (Leader): The commander makes tactical operation decisions in the field and is the brains of the cell. The 
captain and vice-captain are responsible to undertake the duties in S.T.A.R.S. 
PM (Point Man): Location scout on the front line during the mission. Reconnaissance and securing the 
position ahead of time are the main responsibilities. The most resourceful officer often falls in this category. 
BUM (Backup Man): Forms a duo with PM for main duty to cover advance guard and takes action in a 2-man 
cell. The position requires a high level of precision same as PM. 
OM (Omni Man): Transporting various types of equipment and the mobilisation of heavy armaments are the 
main duties of this role. Strategic actions away from the advance guard are also required. 
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RS (Rear Security): Rear guard such as protection of HQ and helicopter are the main duties as well as sniper 
cover depending on the mission. There were two RS positions per team. 
In addition to the above, it was not uncommon for S.T.A.R.S. missions to second regular R.P.D. personnel. 
Officer Kevin Dooly often assisted with piloting one of their helicopters. 
KEY PERSONNEL:  
Albert Wesker: - Alpha Team Captain. A biotechnology specialist and former Army Engineering Officer. 
Chris Redfield: - Alpha Team Point Man. A trained pilot and former U.S. Air Force officer. 
Jill Valentine: - Alpha Team Rear Security. Skilled in explosive ordinance disposal and trap disarmament.  
Barry Burton: - Alpha Team Back-up Man. Extensive firearms knowledge and custom weapons supplier. 
Joseph Frost: - Alpha Team Omni-Man. Qualified service technician and hazardous chemical disposal. 
Brad Vickers: - Alpha Team Rear Security: Qualified pilot and information processing specialist. 
Enrico Marini: - Bravo Team Captain. Skilled in survival techniques and mental strength. 
Kenneth J. Sullivan: - Bravo Team Point Man. Ph.D. in Chemistry and chemical weapons specialist. 
Richard Aiken: - Bravo Team Back-up Man. Technician and communications specialist. 
Forest Speyer: - Bravo Team Omni-Man. Superior marksmanship skills and trained computer hacker. 
Edward Dewey: - Bravo Team Rear Security: Trained pilot and superior sniper skills. 
Rebecca Chambers: - Bravo Team Rear Security: Medical professional and chemistry specialist. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
News of the new specialised policing unit is reported in the local press across the city and is 
warmly received by citizens, adding to Umbrella's ever increasing popularity. The intervention 
of Umbrella and other private companies has seen Raccoon City's economy thrive but the 
town’s sudden unprecedented growth has unfortunately also seen a rise in crime rates and 
urban terrorism incidents that were previously unthinkable. It is hoped the S.T.A.R.S. teams 
will be able to address these issues. 
 
"Residents of Raccoon City will now be able to sleep a little more soundly. Mayor Michael 
Warren has announced in addition to the Raccoon Police Department, the S.T.A.R.S. (Special 
Tactics and Rescue Service) team. This is part of his campaign 'A Bright 21st Century for 
Raccoon' and has been founded by Umbrella Corporation." 
-REGENESIS: Extract from a Newspaper Article about S.T.A.R.S.; undated. 
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Joe Kendo; a former member of the San Francisco S.W.A.T. team, is appointed as trainer and 
advisor to S.T.A.R.S. on an 8 month contract. He currently runs the Kendo Gun Shop in the 
suburbs with his younger brother, Robert.  
 
Barry Burton contacts Chris Redfield with a view to recruiting him for S.T.A.R.S. Chris has 
become a drifter since his retirement from the Air Force and readily accepts Barry's offer. 
Other members to join include Jill Valentine and Forest Speyer. Experienced and much 
admired veteran Enrico Marini is made captain of Bravo Team. Young rookie Joseph Frost is 
also appointed to Bravo Team. 
 
Another individual to pass the recruitment process is Richard Aiken. Before accepting the role 
he has many long discussions with his girlfriend, Bridgette, who harbours serious concerns 
about her boyfriend taking up such a potentially dangerous line of work. But Richard believes 
it is the only way to overcome his guilt of doing nothing to try and protect his baby sister all 
those years ago. He wants to dedicate his life to helping and protecting others. In accepts the 
job and writes Bridgette a letter explaining his reasons for doing so. 
 
"Dear Bridgette, 
I understand your concerns about me taking up this dangerous line of work. As a member of 
S.T.A.R.S., I will always be in the line of fire. I figured this was as good a time as any to try and 
explain my actions. 
Bridgette, I know I’ve talked about her before, but the memory of my little sister eats at me 
from the inside. I couldn’t save her from that criminal. 
I know you tried to console me, telling me that there was nothing I could do being so young. 
But I was so paralyzed by fear and doubt that I couldn’t do anything. 
My baby sister was killed right in front of my very eyes and I couldn't move an inch. I couldn’t 
protect her. I was so helpless. It feels like I should have died in her place and I just can’t shake 
that feeling. 
All I can do is try to bury that feeling and protect the people that need it most, so they don’t 
have to go through what I did. I’m not giving up this job, and I will continue to protect who I 
can. 
S.T.A.R.S. is the only way I can live with myself. I don't want to die in vain. I never want to 
hesitate when that moment comes again. 
Don't worry; I’m not that little kid anymore and I’ll come back alive. 
I promise. You're the most important thing in my life, and I always want to be there for you 
when you need me. 
Love 
Richard" 
-REUC: Richard's Letter; undated. 
 
As the new S.T.A.R.S. members begin their training, they are given plenty of study and training 
manuals to read and work through. Unit commander Albert Wesker has written the preface 
explaining their remit and exactly what their role and function will be. 
 
"(First part omitted)......I was delivered this manual concerning various skills that you should 
master as my S.T.A.R.S. officers. However, these are the minimum necessary and you should 
be informed of further skill acquisition to be performed through actual combat. 
It should be noted here that S.T.A.R.S. is only one end of a police organisation and is not 
military. Therefore, skills of first aid for investigation and injured people are asked more of 
officers rather than combative skills such as hand-to-hand and shooting. In other words, 
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priority is given more to civic relief and prevention of criminal offences than active elimination 
of offenders and terrorists. 
In the chapters that follow, the various skills required as officers as I first stated are explained, 
but I want you to recognise well that the techniques which avoid or prevent combat are more 
important than combat techniques, and I want you to make use of them for the 
accomplishment of your noble duty to protect the safety of our citizens. 
S.T.A.R.S. Captain Albert Wesker" 
-Inside of Biohazard Director's Cut; S.T.A.R.S. informal document. 
 
A Caucasian male is killed in mysterious circumstances and his body dumped in the Aimes 
River in Raccoon Forest where he will lay undiscovered for six months. He has a number of 
powerful drugs in his system when he died. 
 
TUESDAY MAY 14TH 1996 
At the underground lab beneath Raccoon City, a number of employees submit themselves for 
experimentation with a t-Virus variant under the supervision of Greg Mueller. The aim of the 
tests is to contribute towards perfecting the virus for tyrant compatibility based on years of 
research performed on the ten clones of company exec, Sergei Vladimir. Each individual 
donates their cells for exposure to the variant virus.  
 
"t-Virus Patient List 
May 14th, 1 96 
The following patients are slated to participate in the virus testing og am pending certain 
conditions. 
Bria  Reynolds 
Nathan Crabbe 
Michael Sip  k 
Mar re Lyo 
Erik Straw 
Deatra  roo s 
Yoko Suzuki 
Jon Rudy 
Reta Ernhart 
Wayane Crisip 
Richard Folks 
Kristie Derring 
Ralph Speck" 
-REOUT2: Experiment Participants; 14/05/96 
 
But during the experiment something goes wrong and Yoko Suzuki is particularly traumatised. 
Greg helps her supress the incident by using a specialised medical procedure to selectively 
erase parts of her memory. Upon her recovery she returns to her job as a computer technician 
none the wiser. 
 
AUGUST 1996 
Word is sent out to an inconspicuous Umbrella waste disposal plant in the North Atlantic Sea 
that they are to take delivery later this month of an imprisoned criminal to be used as a test 
subject for a primitive experiment. The supervisor of the island is a man from research and 
development named Morpheus D. Duvall; an eccentric individual obsessed with beauty and 
perfection. The forthcoming experiment will be code-named: 'Pluto.' 
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LOCATION PROFILE: UMBRELLA WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY AND BENTHIC LABORATORIES 
The Waste Disposal Facility was located on a small and very isolated island somewhere in the North Atlantic 
Ocean. It was a very inhospitable place with freezing-cold temperatures and its main function was the disposal 
of failed experiments, test subjects, and B.O.W.'s that did not meet the required standard. 
The island, although small in size, was privately owned by Umbrella and run under the jurisdiction of the 
European branch. On the surface, the island was protected from the rough seas by high cliffs and craggy bluffs. 
There was a jetty and port to greet supply ships and the surface area of the island's interior was home to an 
industrial zone. There was a large power plant to generate electricity as well as huge cranes and mining 
equipment dotted across the landscape. Huge factories and warehouses were present as well as water towers 
and several abandoned buildings. Below ground was an extensive sewer complex running several miles deep. 
Although the island had no official name, it was unofficially referred to as 'Benthic Island’ and was one of many 
backwater facilities operated by Umbrella and was of little real importance. It was supervised by eccentric 
employee named Morpheus D. Duvall. He was a strange man obsessed with beauty and perfection and seemed 
to care more about general hygiene and worker health management than the actual running of the facility. The 
workers were not happy with his management style and often complained about him in their personal logs. Life 
on the island was grim and the location was very bleak and isolated.  
The underground facility was split into two parts. The first was the 'Waste Disposal Station' which was used to 
process and dispose of rejected material and creatures. The water channels were also used to monitor the failed 
B.O.W.s able to roam free in designated and controlled environments. Any changes and evolution was 
monitored by the research staff. This was where creatures such as the Nautilus and Torpedo Kids were found. 
Further down was an old heliport located at the bottom of a huge concrete chimney in the heart of the 
industrial zone. The second part of the facility was the seabed laboratory, located off the coast at a depth of 100 
metres. The official name for the seabed laboratory was the 'Biosphere’, and this was where extensive secret 
experimentation was carried out. The labs were connected to a waste facility that ran along the waterways down 
to a fifth basement level. These sewage areas were where all the failed B.O.W.s were allowed to roam free. On 
level B5 inside a small storage warehouse full of packing crates, an elevator led further down beneath the ocean 
to where the seabed labs/biosphere was located. The first floor of the labs contained the power supply room and 
a waste chute as well as a storeroom, warehouse and a clean room. There were two further levels down 
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connected via elevator and a basement containing a moon pool with submarine access and a monitoring and 
control room. A hidden door was located behind the chair in this room which led to the very bottom of the bio-
sphere. This final area was where the missile silo was  
constructed. 
In 1996 there was a serious accident when an  
experiment codenamed ‘Pluto’ escaped and went  
riot, killing several researchers. Even by mid-1997  
the facility was still in disarray thanks to Morpheus  
doing little to improve conditions and remedy the  
situation. Eventually, Umbrella fired Morpheus in  
August 1998 after making him the scapegoat for the  
t-Virus leak at Arklay Labs earlier that year. Not  
long afterwards, the company cut their losses and closed down the North Atlantic facility. The seabed 
laboratory was shut down and abandoned completely, although the waste processing station remained 
operational, with a skeleton staff left on site for continued observation of the failed B.O.W.s roaming free. But 
at some point following his dismissal, Morpheus returned to the facility and employed an architect to construct 
an elaborate missile silo within the lowest level of the biosphere. Construction continued over the next few 
years as Morpheus gained numerous followers and got the labs up and running again, although Umbrella 
themselves were never made aware of this. This was all meticulously planned so that Morpheus could finally get 
his revenge on Umbrella by launching t-Virus loaded missiles at key targets across the world. However, his plan 
was thwarted by A.U.P.I.T. agent Bruce McGivern and Chinese State Security operative, Fong Ling. 
Presumably the island was sealed off and left completely abandoned afterwards. 
 
MONDAY AUGUST 25TH 1996 
An imprisoned criminal code-named 'Alpha' is shipped out to the North Atlantic facility for a 
classified experiment. Morpheus Duvall takes delivery of the guinea pig and he is prepped and 
sent down to the Seabed Laboratory. Morpheus is an all-out narcissist with an odd fascination 
with beauty and total disregard for everything else. Consequently he is an extremely inadequate 
supervisor who pays very little attention to the day to day operational running of the facility or 
the lowly employees under his command. He harbours a secret desire to establish a kingdom 
of great beauty in Africa, where he believes a great power lies. This is a reference to the 
Progenitor Virus and its classified cultivation source. But not being a Level 10 company 
employee, he is unaware of its exact location. 
 
FRIDAY AUGUST 30TH 1996 
A plot by inmates of the Douglas Prison in Raccoon City to orchestrate an escape attempt is 
thwarted quickly by the R.P.D. The ringleader behind the incident is notorious criminal Kyle 
Brendan. Brendan is an associate of Derek Azula and sources close to the police suggest Azula 
was the one who planned the whole thing. Poor security measures at the prison is allegedly the 
reason the perpetrators believed their escape attempt would be successful.  
 
"August 30th 1996 
A failed breakout was reported early this morning at the Douglas Prison. Outdated security and 
a poor infrastructure are to blame for the 4th such incident this year. 
Kyle Brendan (34) is said to be an acquaintance of Derek Azula (31), and it is suspected that 
Azula masterminded the escape plot. Azula's lawyers, however, refuse to comment on the 
incident." 
-REOUT2: Daily Raccoon; 30/08/96 
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SEPTEMBER 1996 
Chief Irons receives $5000 this month for his continued service to Umbrella. 
 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 26TH 1996 
At the North Atlantic facility, the 'Pluto' experiment commences on subject 'α' to determine 
how he will react to an external loss of vision. The man is very frightened and will be subjected 
to a number of different viral variants and pain over the coming weeks. But before initial testing 
begins, a crude pain-alleviation method is applied by the researchers. 
 
"September 26, 1996 
The experiment currently planned from sometime past has begun. 
The subject, nicknamed α, is a death-row inmate selected in order to contribute to medical 
development. 
One month has already passed since the subject was brought to this facility, but he will not be 
told what will happen to his own body, he seems to be frightened. 
I shall write down the progress of the experiment as follows. 
1st Day: Experiment Start 
We added stimulation by driving a metal bar into the frontal lobe and extinguishing the 
subject's sense of pain. This is based on the humanitarian intent which removes the pain 
derived in subsequent experiments." 
-Biohazard: Heroes Never Die; Experiment Alpha Log; 26/09/96 
 
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 29TH 1996 
The experiment continues and an operation is performed to remove the subject's eyes. 
 
"4th Day: Ocular Excision 
We removed the eyeballs and investigated reactions to external stimuli without visual aid." 
-Biohazard: Heroes Never Die: Experiment Alpha Log; 29/09/96 
 
OCTOBER 1996 
Brian Irons receives a further $4000 from William Birkin and Umbrella for this month. 
 
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 9TH 1996 
Subject 'α' is administered muscle boosting drugs leading to increased weight mass.  
 
"14th Day: Abnormal development of muscular fibres was recognized due to the administration 
of anabolic steroids. 
Compared before treatment, weight also sharply increased and will need to wear restriction 
implements in various experiments from now on." 
-Biohazard: Heroes Never Die: Experiment Alpha Log; 09/10/96 
 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 31ST 1996 
A body is discovered badly decomposed in the Aimes River by a passer-by in Raccoon Forest. 
The body is recovered by the R.P.D. and post-mortem results show that powerful drugs 
including traces of steroids are found in the skin tissue. Identification of the body is proving 
difficult and the coroner estimates the man has been dead for approximately half a year. 
Shortly afterwards the police begin a murder enquiry. Staff Writer Alyssa Ashcroft types up the 
story for the Comet News and theorises the body could be connected to the illegal dumping of 
pollutants into the Aimes River by local pharmaceutical corporations. 
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"October 31, 1996 
"Body washes up on Shore of Aimes" 
Alyssa Ashcroft, staff reporter. 
The body of an unidentified white male has been found in the Aimes River in the northwest 
Arklay Mountain Region. At least half a year has passed since the man died, so the body has 
been impossible to identify. Powerful steroids, along with other drugs, were found in the body, 
and police are suspecting foul play. 
The river has long been used by local pharmaceutical companies as a dumping ground, and 
links to illegal activities in connection to that have not been ruled out." 
-REOUT2: Comet News; 31/10/96 
 
NOVEMBER 1996 
Corrupt Raccoon City Police Chief Brian Irons has $1500 paid into his bank account by 
Umbrella this month. 
 
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 1ST 1996 
Back at the North Atlantic Disposal Facility, the 'α'  
experiment undergoes a significant change when  
researchers note the subject begins to react to minute  
sensory differences. Evidently the removal of its  
eyeballs has allowed the subject to develop a much  
evolved form of hearing. A number of tests are  
performed and the scientists are delighted to find that  
not only can 'α' recognise precisely where a sound  
originates from, it also knows exactly how far away it  
is from the source. But despite these small successes,  
ultimately it does not meet the required standard as a  
weapon. 
 
"36th Day: Sharpening of Hearing 
Sharpening of hearing was recognized as an effect accompanying previous eyeball excision. 
It can precisely comprehend the direction and distance of the sound it heard." 
-Biohazard: Heroes Never Die; 01/11/96 
 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 6TH 1996 
There is a small accident at the Waste Disposal Facility and subject 'α' is able to break free of 
its restraints and go on the rampage, killing five researchers. The experiment is immediately 
suspended and armed teams are sent in to try and capture the creature, now known as 'Pluto.' 
The reason the accident occurred is put down to the poor safety protocols and sloppy 
supervision by Morpheus Duvall. This incident will have far-reaching repercussions for the 
island facility. 
 
"41st Day: Experiment Cancellation 
The experiment was cancelled due to the subject's escape. 
Although vision is lost, it became brutal due to the administration of the anabolic steroids and 
the repeated treatment to the brain, and is in a very dangerous state. 
It is predicted that its hearing has increased in the past and become sensitive. 
In the event of capture, careful caution is required in not making sounds." 
-Biohazard: Heroes Never Die; 06/11/96 
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Silenced weapons are employed by the teams trying to locate Pluto due to its sensitivity towards 
sound. Although the subject is eventually captured and restrained in the days that follow, five 
people have died and Morpheus comes under a lot of scrutiny from his workforce and reports 
made back to Umbrella Headquarters. A strict safety review is ordered for the entire facility 
over the coming year. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: PLUTO 
Pluto was a human-based experiment designed to create a weapon able to function without the aid of vision. 
The test subject was a condemned criminal who was originally lobotomised to make initial control a lot easier 
and a metal rod was hammered into his frontal lobe to alleviate pain stimuli. The administration of powerful 
steroids alongside a mutant t-Virus strain made the subject rapidly increase in size. But the constant injections 
caused the increased abnormal development of muscle  
fibres to turn into fat, leaving the subject obese. Its  
eyes were removed early on in the procedure and after  
a while it began to develop an extremely evolved sense  
of hearing to the point where it could track an external  
sound's exact point of origin and its own distance  
away from that sound. The application of several  
different t-Virus strains had left Pluto severely  
deformed, with much of his skin tissue developing  
green patch-like growths and his right arm becoming  
essentially a large club. The green growths on its chest  
were similar in appearance to the unique effect of the  
t-Virus upon Albert Lester at the old abandoned hospital in Raccoon Forest. They served as an extra layer of 
‘natural’ armour plating gave Pluto an extra resilience against standard firearms. 
Pluto was extremely aggressive and used its heightened sense of hearing to stalk its prey. Once locked on, he 
would charge at its target, using its large body mass as a battering ram. Despite its large bulk, the creature was 
surprisingly agile, although the loud stomps and strange gurgling sound it made ruled out the possibility of 
using it as an infiltration device. The numerous procedures performed on the subject's brain had also left its 
skull exposed, which was a fundamental weak point. If silenced weapons were employed against it, Pluto would 
have no defence and be useless in any potential combat. The only pleasing thing about Pluto was its 
determination to hold onto a target once it had initially located it. Even if the prey were to remain as silent as a 
mouse, it was extremely difficult to elude Pluto once it had initially discovered them. But in the end, Pluto did 
not meet the required standard for a marketable B.O.W. and a decision was taken by researchers to dispose of 
it. However, at some point it escaped and went on a rampage, killing five researchers in the process before it 
was eventually recaptured. When the Waste Disposal Facility was closed down in 1998, Pluto had free reign of 
the facility and spent its days wandering the dark and abandoned corridors, searching for its prey. It was 
eventually encountered by Bruce McGivern in 2002 and killed. 
 
DECEMBER 1996 
Brian Irons receives another $8000 in bribe money from Umbrella. 
 
In Raccoon City, the S.T.A.R.S. teams are now well into their training program. All is going 
well although a few of the members are not happy with the standard issue Beretta M92FS and 
voice several concerns which are fed back to the weapons manufacturers.   
 
Joe Kendo's 8-month contract as a trainer for the S.T.A.R.S. comes to an end and he returns to 
San Francisco to become a gunsmith again. But just a short time later he receives a phone call 
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from Barry Burton asking him to create customised handguns for the S.T.A.R.S. members. 
What Barry has in mind is something very few gun-smiths in the world could accomplish but 
he believes Joe is one of them. Joe looks at the specifications Barry sends over including orders 
for certain parts not available through normal channels and other implements needed to be 
constructed from scratch in order to successfully combine them with others. Remembering the 
excitement of a good challenge, Joe accepts the offer. Barry’s desire for customised firearms 
also relates back to some bitter experiences when he was a member of SWAT. 
 
"Conditions of production are as follows: 
(1) Use of ammunition... 
Generally, in law enforcement agencies, 9mm parabellum (9mmx19mm) ammunition is used. 
Furthermore, one must consider storage and supply of ammunition; often the SMG (sub-
machine gun) cartridge provides strength and durability. 
(2) The number of cartridges... 
Must be able to load 13 or more rounds in the magazine. 
(3) Sight... 
Durability of fixed types must be considered for fast sighting, in close-range combat, using 3 
dot-types. 
(4) Accuracy... 
Accuracy must be 2 inches (5 cm) or less within 25 yards (23 m). Furthermore, 3,000 addition 
rounds shot must have equal accuracy. 
(5) Function... 
In consideration of gunfire from various situations, the trigger action used must be double-
action.  Furthermore, one must be able to operate from left to right, and an ambidextrous 
safety is required. 
(6) Weight... 
Weight must be considered for transport in a long-term combat mission, and actual weight 
excluding ammunition must be 35 ounces (1,000 g) or less." 
-Biohazard: The Samurai Edge Story; December 1996 
 
SATURDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1996 
At the South Pole facility Alfred Ashford and his dual personality of 'Alexia' visit the B6L 
culture room where the real Alexia still lies in slumber. Outside the room the Alexia pod has 
been growing steadily since 1982 and the ants that live inside continue to keep guard. Inside 
the room, Alfred watches 'Tanya' sleep in the frozen cryo-tube and celebrates her 13th birthday 
for the 13th time. 
 
1997: 
Rani Chawla is born in India. She will grow to be a happy little child until 2002 when both her 
parents are killed because of a staged t-Virus outbreak.  
 
18 year-old Claire Redfield enrols at college. She is a bit of a tom boy with an interest in 
motorbikes. Her brother Chris has taught her numerous self-defence techniques and even 
slipped her a S.T.A.R.S. issue combat knife for self-defence, teaching her how to throw it 
properly. Initially she doesn't believe she will ever need to use such things but is extremely 
proud of his work in S.T.A.R.S. and knows he is only looking out for her. 
 
Police Officer Angela Miller travels to visit her brother Curtis and his family. Curtis is originally 
from Harvardville but now works as a doctor in Raccoon City. He has a wife and young 
daughter and Angela is very fond of her niece. They pose for a happy photograph together. 
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Umbrella hold their annual meeting to discuss all Raccoon City operations. The meeting is 
attended by company executives as well as William Birkin who is in charge of all citywide 
facilities and John Clemens from Arklay. During the meeting several members raise concerns 
about Chief Irons. He has been on the company's pay roll for four years now, keeping the 
police in check and ensuring any illegal company activity never comes to light. However, 
people have noticed his behaviour is becoming increasingly erratic. He is furnishing the R.P.D. 
with expensive art pieces using his bribery money and slowly arousing suspicions from his co-
workers that he is on the take. Concerns are raised that if his behaviour continues he could 
come under investigation from the authorities, potentially exposing his link to Umbrella. It is 
agreed from now on that the Chief's movements will be monitored more closely. William 
Birkin will continue to be his point of contact. 
 
R.P.D. officer Kevin Ryman applies for a role in S.T.A.R.S. But he fails the entrance exam.  
 
Conditions at the Umbrella Waste Disposal Facility in the North Atlantic continue to decline. 
More grievances are filed against head supervisor Morpheus Duvall. 
 
FEBRUARY 1997 
Brian Irons receives a further $1800 from Umbrella. 
 
MARCH 1997 
Brian Irons receives $4000. 
 
APRIL 1997 
Brian Irons receives $10000. 
 
MAY 1997 
On the very outskirts of Raccoon City sits a subterranean water treatment facility stretching out 
into the boundaries of Raccoon Forest and beyond the Raccoon dam. Some time ago it was 
taken over by Umbrella and is connected to Birkin's laboratory beneath the Lonsdale Train 
Yards at the vacant factory. There is a mix-up at the plant when regular industrial waste is 
delivered to the facility alongside Umbrella's waste product. The resulting extra volume means 
the workload is too big for the workers to process and contaminated materials are being mixed 
up. Very soon the facility exceeds the maximum capacity for waste accumulation, resulting in 
the discharge of many untreated pollutants. 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: UMBRELLA WATER TREATMENT PLANT 
The Water Treatment Plant was located on the very edge of Raccoon City's North-east industrial zone. It was 
bought out by Umbrella at an unspecified time and modifications were made to link it to other company 
facilities located close by. A majority of the complex was located underground and spread out across a 
significant portion of Raccoon Forest with a back surface entrance located in the woods close to the old 
Management Training Facility. When the facility was still operational much of the waste product from James 
Marcus ran through the plant and the two facilities were wired to the same fail-safe self-destruct system in case 
of a biohazard outbreak. The treatment plant's location may also have been the reason why Birkin's 
underground lab was constructed where it was. Once the lab was constructed the main entrance to the plant 
was underground and employees had to get there by riding down the turntable from the marshalling yard up 
on the surface. From that point on, the water treatment plant became the main source of waste dump for the 
huge volume of material coming in from Birkin's lab. 
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The layout of the plant was constructed around a series of large underground caverns situated far beneath 
Raccoon City and the surrounding forest area. The lowest part of the facility was nine levels below the surface. 
The site was largely made up of sewage treatment pools, water treatment tanks and automated purifying 
equipment. Whilst operational it was manned 24 hours a day and had a staff dormitory on site as well as a bar 
and rec room. When the treatment system overloaded in 1997 the plant was shut down, although employees 
still remained on site to manage the Raccoon Dam. Umbrella continued to make use of the abandoned plant 
and used its rooms for B.O.W. storage by installing cultivation tanks for creatures such as Plague Crawlers. 
Upon closure, the company's waste management was shifted to the P12-A Incinerator Facility where a new 
disposal system was installed and operational by 1998. Also that year, the Queen Leech became sentient and 
made its nest in the lower furnaces on B9 level. It attacked the staff manning the dam and they all became 
infected. William Birkin later activated the self-destruct mechanism which destroyed large parts of the plant 
and the training school. Following the incident, the elevator leading down to the entrance of the Treatment 
Plant located on B4 level of Birkin's lab was completely sealed off. 
FACILTY LAYOUT: 
Access elevator – Located on B4 Level of Umbrella’s underground laboratory in the turntable annex. 
B5 – At the bottom of the access elevator a small iron bridge crosses over a fast-flowing underground river to 
the entrance of the facility. Inside is a small control room monitoring power levels, purification devices, CCTV 
and other instruments to keep the overall facility operational. Power can be rerouted to and from the fire tank, 
warehouse, main control room, pump room, restroom, lodgings, purifying room, the water tank, reservoir and 
the first and second experiment rooms. A small elevator outside the control room leads down to the next level. 
B6 – The elevator stops at a small pump room full of rusted pipes and whirring generators. Air scrubbing fans 
spin on the walls and a door leads out onto the main annex with mesh gantries running alongside several large 
water tanks bearing the Umbrella logo. A door to the left requires a valve handle for access and leads to a 
corridor running down to the lodgings. These are comprised of bunk beds and washing facilities. A door on the 
other end of the lodgings leads to steps running down to the purification rooms. Alternatively a second door at 
the end of the main gantry leads to the rec room which holds a bar, pool table and pin ball machine. Stairs here 
lead down to the next level.  
B7 and B8 contain the main facilities for operating the underground dam. Construction materials and forklift 
trucks are dotted around here. There are also various control rooms, a gondola for transporting materials over 
the reservoir, and a water treatment pool. 
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B9 – Contains the main furnace. This is where the Leech Queen made its nest when it became sentient in 1998. 
This area also contains a large freight elevator that rides up to the surface diagonally and emerges into a small 
warehouse and heliport in Raccoon Forest. 
 
SATURDAY MAY 10TH 1997 
The Treatment Plant Manager complains about the sheer volume of waste material flowing 
through the facility. It is too much for them to handle and he notes his frustrations in his diary; 
 
"5/10 
Damn it! 
Why is normal industrial waste being delivered here? 
This is an Umbrella Corporation facility. 
We can't deal with this volume of material. Plus they're sending us contaminated materials that 
we can't process. What are we supposed to do with it?" 
-RE0: Treatment Plant Manager's Diary; 10/05/97 
 
FRIDAY MAY 16TH 1997 
An operator is transferred to the Waste Disposal Facility on Benthic Island in the North 
Atlantic. 
 
MONDAY JUNE 16TH 1997 
The new operator at the North Atlantic island waste disposal facility is astounded at how 
sloppily the place is run by Morpheus Duvall. He is not surprised the accident with the Pluto 
experiment happened and it seems Morpheus has done little since then to improve safety 
measures and the discarded B.O.W.s roam free in many areas of the underground waterways. 
The island is a very dangerous environment to work in and the operator starts to wonder if this 
place is where he will meet his end. 
 
"June 16, 1997 
It's been one month since I was dispatched here. 
Even so, I am astounded by the sloppy supervision 
of this Umbrella waste disposal facility. It’s not  
surprising this accident happened.  
A large number of employees have died. How long  
can I live? I don't want to become like those guys. 
If death is near, I want to die a human..." 
-Biohazard: Heroes Never Die: Operator's Notebook; 16/06/97 
 
TUESDAY JUNE 24TH 1997 
Less than two months into his tenure on Benthic Island, the operator has had enough. He has 
constant arguments with Morpheus Duvall about his lack of due care and attention towards his 
staff and it continues to fall on deaf ears. Working conditions continue to decline and he fears 
it is only a matter of time before another more serious accident occurs that could end up killing 
them all. He spends his days working in the dark, sloshing through the water channels and 
fantasising of leaving this place, but the bleak working conditions and staff shortages means he 
has no chance of getting off the island anytime soon. He tries to motivate himself to work but 
struggles, feeling as though he will be trapped here forever.  
 
"June 24, 1997 
The man named Morpheus, who is in charge of management here, is disgusting. 
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Being devoted to the development of Bio Organic Weapons is fine, but shouldn't he also care 
about preserving employee health? Isn't this an Umbrella facility? Or is it his personal 
property? 
How many days have passed since then? 
I don't want to stay in this facility... not anymore. 
But I can't move. I don't hear what my body says. Help me." 
-Biohazard: Heroes Never Die: Operator's Notebook; 24/06/97 
 
JULY 1997 
Lieutenant Billy Coen of the U.S. Marine Corps  
finds his unit assigned to an undesignated region  
of Africa for a covert mission to intervene in a  
civil war. Their objective is to remove a ruthless  
dictator from power as part of a guerrilla clean- 
up operation. His unit are dropped into thick  
jungle via helicopter far away from their target  
area, meaning they have to trek for miles through  
the unrelenting terrain in sweltering heat. One by  
one they are picked off by enemy snipers lurking  
in the trees whilst others succumb to the heat and collapse from dehydration. Being on 
unfamiliar territory in such extreme conditions take their toll on the marines, who suffer both 
physically and psychologically. By the time they finally reach the enemy hideout, only four of 
them are left, including Billy. After doing some  
recon they discover the supervisors in  
Intelligence have given them the wrong  
information and instead of a guerrilla base, they  
find themselves in a small village populated by  
innocent civilians. The mission has been a  
disaster and good men have died for nothing.  
This revelation, coupled with the effects of the  
intense heat, causes the unit leader to snap and  
he orders his men to round up all the villagers in  
the middle of the square. Soon they are all surrounded at gunpoint after men, women and 
children are dragged out of their homes and thrown to the floor. They cower in fear and Billy 
suddenly realises his commander is going to execute them all. Desperately he tries to intervene 
but is soon knocked out by one of his team mates. As he loses consciousness, Billy can only 
watch in horror as his comerades open fire and murder all the villagers. 
 
In the aftermath of the mission, all four men are extracted. But the team leader and his two 
confederates band together and blame Billy for the incident, claiming the heat had driven him 
crazy and they had to subdue him. Billy is summarily arrested and confined whilst the matter is 
investigated internally. Once U.S. Command has a full report, they cover the whole thing up 
and declare the mission a success. Billy Coen is isolated in a psychiatric facility at Dunnell 
Marine Base despite protesting his innocence. 
 
In the days that follow, an NGO from Africa leaks details of the American operation and 
claims that the supposed execution of 23 guerrillas was actually 23 innocent civilians. The 
investigation is re-opened and finally the U.S. Military is forced to admit the truth, causing 
uproar across the world. Despite there being no proof of his guilt, Billy Coen is made a 
scapegoat for the whole thing with the official line being he panicked due to the extreme 
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circumstances and unintentionally killed the villagers. He will stand trial in a military court and 
if found guilty will be given the death penalty. 
 
Jeff Hendricks, a journalist writing for War's Power magazine, releases his thoughts on the 
botched U.S. operation in Africa, concluding the whole affair stinks of a classic military cover-
up. He believes Billy Coen has been framed and has been trying to gain access to Dunnell 
Marine Base for several weeks now but media access is strictly prohibited. 
 
"Tragedy rocks the U.S. Marine Corps! 
A dark day in Africa. 
Rumours surround Dunnell Marine Base, situated in the American Heartland. 
These rumours were sparked by the U.N. condemnation of the Guerrilla Clean-up Operation 
in Africa. 
The NPO has disclosed that the execution of 23 alleged soldiers was actually the slaughter of 
23 innocent local inhabitants. 
The military has retracted their initial statements about the operation and the world is in an 
uproar over their involvement in the affair. 
An investigative committee has been quickly assembled to look into the incident, and the 
results of the inquiry are disturbing. 
They have announced that the truth of the matter is that "one marine panicked under the 
extreme conditions and unintentionally killed the civilians." 
This marine is said to be currently being held under close medical supervision and will receive 
just punishment in full accordance with the law. Details on the individual remain undisclosed at 
this time. 
The military's reluctance to disclose information has only fuelled media claims of a cover-up. 
Should the top brass be allowed to shirk responsibility for a soldier in their command 
massacring 23 innocent people? Does this cold-blooded killing machine of a marine even 
exist? This would not be the first time the military kept information on an operation quiet, but 
the emergence of a single soldier to blame seems all too convenient and reeks of conspiracy. 
If they do not disclose the full truth behind the incident, there is no foundation for regaining 
the trust of the citizens they are supposed to protect. 
The military will not be able to escape the suspicions of the people, nor of the family of the 
soldier implicated in this sad affair. 
Dunnell Marine Base continues to deny media access to the facility, while soldiers continue 
their drills as if nothing has happened. Where is the justice? Is this what our America has 
become? 
We all want to believe that our brave, shining knights in the US military have our best interests 
at heart, so we can only hope and wait for an appropriate response to the public's outrage. 
Jeff Hendricks, 
War's Power Magazine 
-REUC: Memo about Billy's Past; undated. 
 
THURSDAY JULY 24TH 1997 
Following the aftermath of the accident back in May which saw the treatment plant on the 
outskirts of Raccoon City exceed maximum capacity and leak waste into the surrounding areas, 
Umbrella decide to close down the facility. The workers are a little surprised at the sudden 
announcement but are glad of the news so that they can get out of there and transfer to other 
facilities. The equipment will remain up and running and will be automated and synchronised 
with the Raccoon Dam who still have operational staff on site. Some of the abandoned areas of 
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the treatment plant will be utilised by workers from Birkin's laboratory who install culture tanks 
and equipment in several closed-off rooms to hold B.O.W. specimens in stasis. 
 
"7/24 
Well, looks like they're closing it down. 
Not surprising, using it like they did. 
Had to be done, but... It was pretty sudden. It's not like they cared until now. Anyway, as long 
as I get out of here, I don't care what they do." 
-RE0: Treatment Plant Manager's Diary; 24/07/97 
 
AUGUST 1997 
Brian Irons receives $8000 bribe money from Umbrella. 
 
SEPTEMBER 1997 
Brian Irons receives $12000 from Umbrella. 
 
OCTOBER 1997 (circa) 
Andy Holland, a petty ex-thief whose criminal history includes theft, burglary and assault, is 
struggling to find work and surprised when he receives an offer from Umbrella. The job is to 
work as a janitor on an isolated European island but considering his apartment is now in 
default, he decides to cut his losses and leave. He boards a ship bound for Sheena Island, 
ready to begin a new adventure. 
 
NOVEMBER 1997 
Brian Irons receives $10000 from Umbrella. 
 
DECEMBER 1997 
Brian Irons receives $10000 from Umbrella. 
 
Following 18 months of intense training, the S.T.A.R.S. teams under the command of Captain 
Albert Wesker begin active operations.  
 
Carole Sindemann, personal assistant to Chief Irons, begins to notice a stark change in her 
employer's behaviour. 
 
SUNDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1997 
At the South Pole base, Alfred and 'Alexia' celebrate 'Tanya's 13th birthday for the 14th time. 
 
1998 (FIRST HALF – UNSPECIFIED DATES): 
Following years of research on the ten clones of Sergei Vladimir, William Birkin finally 
announces completion of the ε-strain t-Virus which dramatically increases the compatibility 
ratio for the average human to become a Tyrant. Originally when t-Virus research first reached 
Stage 3 ten years ago now, the compatibility rate was as low as 1-10,000,000 meaning it was next 
to impossible to find a suitable Tyrant host. But thanks to this new t-Virus variant with the 
application of Sergei's cloned DNA, testing can now begin in earnest. The ε-strain t-Virus has 
the epochal property to instantly evolve any organism it assimilates into and its usage in the 
Tyrant Program to create the ultimate human-based B.O.W. is considered top secret. 
 
Although the numbers for Tyrant creation are now much more favourable, its practicality is still 
regarded as questionable since the initial test specimens administered with the new t-Virus who 
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don't become regular zombies are unable to endure the dramatic physical changes and often 
die. Using the compiled data, the Arklay research team devise a method to use only young 
adult males with strong physical strength and heightened immune systems for their test subjects 
from now on. Four young, condemned prisoners are selected with athletic physiques and 
perfect health records. Additional body strengthening surgeries are collectively conducted on 
each subject before administration of the ε-strain t-Virus commences. 
 
Of the four test subjects, two die, but the  
surgeries on the remaining two succeed and  
show favourable progress. These two  
specimens are placed into separate pods and  
given proper treatment until they become  
Tyrants. Whilst inside the pods they are  
covered in a liquid solution that helps  
propagate the t-Virus infected cells to a  
suitable level. Both specimens are under  
round the clock observation by researchers.  
Eventually, the first subject is ready to  
emerge and although the virus has  
transformed it dramatically, its humanoid  
appearance is kept relatively intact, albeit with several enhancements. But upon further study 
the virus application has not fused as well as the science team had hoped. The specimen has 
developed several unexpected faults and is difficult to control. The researchers label the 
specimen 'T-001' and it will be closely evaluated for further study. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: T-001TYPE TYRANT  
The T-001 type, also known as the Proto-Tyrant, was the first successful experiment at bonding a human 
subject with the ε-strain t-Virus. The goal of the Tyrant program was to create the perfect human-based 
biological weapon, combining unprecedented combat efficiency with the capacity for following complex 
commands. Although the genesis of the T-001 dated back to 1988 when Birkin first engineered a t-variant that 
could successfully create a Tyrant, its compatibility rate was extremely  
low and it took ten years of additional research before the first  
successful subject was created. The base human for the creature was  
originally a condemned criminal with an excellent physique and  
health record. The subject underwent additional body-strengthening  
surgeries before being administered the maximum amount of t-Virus.  
It was then secured in cold storage inside a pod with a liquid solution  
which allowed its infected cells to propagate to a sufficient level. The  
effects of the virus caused the subject to increase in height by roughly  
a third thanks to growth hormone application and its skin became  
severely decayed. More surgery removed the subject’s genitalia to  
supress hormone imbalance and nutrients applied to keep the muscles  
from breaking down. But because the effect of the ε -strain t-Virus  
was so strong, the intelligence of the subject did not reach required  
levels and no development of thinking ability was observed. Its skin  
continued to erode to such an extent that the heart became exposed at the front and its spinal cord at the back, 
severely increasing potential weak points and the vulnerability of the creature. The most notable mutation was 
on the creature's right arm, in which a hardened shell-like growth formed over the lower limb and extended 
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claws on its fingers, including a large spear-like appendage used as its primary weapon when attacking targets. 
The subject also boasted astounding vitality and was extremely aggressive. Despite some minor physical 
imperfections, its build and muscular structure was excellent and the specimen was initially dubbed a 
successful prototype. However, because of its low intelligence levels, a decision was taken to discontinue 
research on the T-001 whilst it was still undergoing training and near final completion. After all relevant data 
was collected, the Proto-Tyrant was frozen in cold storage and transferred to the underground laboratory in 
Raccoon City to be disposed of. But for reasons unknown this action was delayed and it remained asleep until 
being set loose on the early hours of July 24th 1998 to hunt down S.T.A.R.S. members Rebecca Chambers and 
Enrico Marini. Although development was stopped before the Tyrant was fully completed, its combat abilities 
and agility were extremely impressive. But its faults were still evident and it suffered multiple body spasms as it 
moved and was completely out of control. All collected data from the T-001 was used to finalise completion of 
the T-002 type model. 
 
Kevin Ryman fails the S.T.A.R.S. application process for the second time. 
 
Doctor George Hamilton splits from his wife and they begin divorce proceedings. 
 
A female industrial spy going by the alias Ada Wong has dealings with Derek Simmons, who 
by now is an influential figure in the U.S. Government. 'Ada' works as an independent 
contractor, hiring herself out to various shadowy organisations and individuals from around the 
globe. She boasts an impressive skill set with extraordinary combat and athletic abilities, 
specialising in stealth and infiltration tactics. She is also extremely intelligent and cunning. 
Simmons is impressed with her talents and considers her to be one of a select few with special 
traits equal to his own and her influence causes ripples in his normally logical and unperturbed 
personality. Although Simmons currently works for the government, it is his capacity as leader 
of The Family in which Ada comes into play. Simmons believes in world stability and he along 
with The Family will do anything to preserve that stability even if they have to act illegally to do 
so. Ada's skills as a spy are unparalleled, and the missions she carries out are instrumental in 
his goals. He believes they will make an excellent team over the coming years and wants her by 
his side. 
 
Ashford family butler Scott Harman decides to leave his post due to the increasingly erratic 
mental state of the current family master, Alfred. He has witnessed his ruthless side many times 
now, including his massacre of workers who constructed the bridge to his private residence and 
his willingness to let the island's prisoners be experimented on by the sadistic surgeon. He 
decides to cut his losses and flee before he ends up the same way. 
 
"Sir Alfred, 
Please forgive me, as I must tell you of my abrupt departure by leaving this letter. I first served 
your father, Lord Alexander, and have for so long shared in the joys and sorrows of the 
Ashford family. Lord Alexander disappeared unexpectedly 15 years ago, then an accident 
during an experiment took the life of our dear Alexia. 
You were forced to become the master of the family at a very young age, and nearly lost your 
sanity from the sorrow of having lost all of your family members at once. There was nothing I 
could do, and I felt powerless. I first though that I should kill myself to apologize. I then 
realized that it would be an insult to our dear Lord Alexander and Alexia, in the other world... 
Scott Harman  
Butler, Ashford family" 
-RECVX: Butler's Letter; undated. 
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Despite initially choosing hundreds of children for manipulation, Oswell Spencer's relentless 
quest for perfection has seen the Wesker Children program reduced to just thirteen 
candidates. These are; 1: Hans, 2: Felicia, 3: Marco, 4: Jonah, 5: Irma, 6: Ken, 7: Laura, 8: 
William, 9: Hiro, 10: Derek, 11: Miles, 12: Alex and 13: Albert. Now the next stage of the 
program is ready to take place. Each of the 13 subjects will be given a specially prepared 
'Experimental Prototype t-Virus' derived from the original Progenitor Virus. This unique 
variant has been developed over a number of years specifically for this program and is designed 
to weed out the unworthy and naturally select the more gifted Wesker Children to advance to 
the next stage, ready for Spencer's new world. The candidates whose DNA is not unique 
enough to adapt to the virus will die. Be it through recommendation of a friend, part of a 
routine health check, or even by force, all the remaining 13 Wesker Children will have the 
virus administered to them over the course of this next year. Despite her illness and her role as 
supervisor of the project, Alex is still a viable candidate and will take the virus herself. 
 
In addition to working for Simmons and The Family, Ada Wong is hired by a mysterious rival 
corporation to Umbrella. This organisation has no name and is simply referred to as the ‘rival 
company or ‘3rd organisation'. She is ordered to infiltrate Umbrella's Raccoon City operations 
to try and obtain information on the t-Virus and steal a sample for their own biological weapon 
research. She is sent into Raccoon City with a list of company employees she can possibly 
manipulate. Posing as a freelance researcher, she eventually meets John Clemens, chief 
researcher at Arklay Labs. After using her feminine charms to seduce him, presumably in one 
of Raccoon City's many bars, the two become intimate and enter into a relationship.  
 
As their relationship grows, John eventually takes her back to the Arklay estate and is able to 
get her some medial work in the non-classified areas of the facility. As she gains his trust, he 
confides to her about Umbrella's work and she makes frequent reports back to her new 
employers. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: THE RIVAL COMPANY (3RD ORGANISATION) 
The rival company was the mysterious main competitor to Umbrella Corporation in the field of biological 
weapon research. Their real name has never been revealed and they have been referred to by some as ‘the 3rd 
organisation’ or simply ‘the organisation.’ Nothing much is known about them, including how they were 
structured, their hierarchy, the number of personnel they employed, where  
they were based or how they were funded. The only confirmed fact was that  
they operated under the guise of a legitimate pharmaceutical company and  
that Umbrella viewed them as their strongest and most dangerous  
competitor. But their true motivations appeared far more complex for when  
Umbrella began to suffer following the Raccoon incident, it was WilPharma  
who stepped into the breach as the world’s leading pharmaceutical company,  
suggesting the rival company was a much more clandestine firm choosing to  
operate secretly in the background of global affairs and preferring to stay  
away from the public spotlight. It is speculated the rival company was more of a global-based network than an 
actual physical entity, employing spies, military personnel and scientists in various cells that all reported back 
to a board of overseers. They were not based in any one country and had no central base of operations, 
rendering them extremely hard to track down by both Umbrella and the authorities. When Albert Wesker was 
a confirmed member, the B.S.A.A. and U.S. Government were never able to track him down. Likewise when 
Jack Krauser joined, he completely dropped off the grid and became a ghost to his former employers. To 
generate revenue, the rival company had at least several reliable and profitable front companies used to further 
fund and support their more illegal activities. They were supremely well financed and had a spy network so vast 
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they had operatives planted in many organisations across the world, including agents inside Umbrella and the 
U.S. Government. They also had major influence inside the global B.O.W. underworld and one of their 
primary interests was the study of synthetic biology and manipulation of biological devices and systems. Their 
corporate logo comprised of two pills crossed over to resemble an ‘X’, possibly symbolising a chromosome.  
The rival company first came to the surface in 1998 when they hired the services of renowned industrial spy 
Ada Wong. They wanted her to infiltrate Umbrella’s Raccoon City operations and steal a sample of the t-Virus. 
Ada accepted this lucrative offer and used her looks and charm to seduce John Clemens, who at that time was 
chief researcher at the Arklay Labs. The two began a relationship and this eventually gained Ada access to the 
Arklay estate. Whilst staying with John and carrying out medial work, Ada made frequent secret reports back 
to the rival company about Umbrella’s B.O.W. program. It was also how they came to know about the existence 
of the still in-development G-Virus after John confided in Ada about this top-secret project. Around the same 
time, the rival company were contacted by Albert Wesker, an Umbrella employee with an extensive 
background and one of the key figures in t-Virus development. For personal reasons he wished to defect from 
Umbrella’s ranks and join them. This defection came about because over the years he had witnessed Umbrella’s 
leader, Oswell Spencer, cast aside many influential company figureheads when they were no longer useful to 
him and Wesker believed such a time may come when Spencer may do the same to him. He had initially 
decided to one-day leave Umbrella after Spencer had ordered him to assassinate his former mentor James 
Marcus back in 1988. He also believed that the rival company was be the perfect place to further his own 
individual plans. But the figureheads of this mysterious organisation were initially suspicious and Wesker 
knew he would have to prove his worth and loyalty to them. But this opportunity arrived sooner than expected 
thanks to the viral outbreak at the Arklay Labs in May 1998 and all the careful planning by the rival company to 
steal Umbrella’s research was thrown out the window. As conditions worsened at the locked-down estate, Ada 
Wong was forced to abandon her mission and escape with her life. Her lover John had made a dying plea for 
her to expose all of Umbrella’s wrong-doings through the media and make the outbreak public, but she ignored 
him at the request of her employers.  
With Ada gone, the rival company instead pinned their hopes on Wesker and it was agreed he would join them 
following his completion of the ‘X-Day’ protocol which involved using his S.T.A.R.S. team members to collect 
combat data on the various creatures running loose across the facility. But instead of reporting back to 
Umbrella, he would fake his death and present his collected combat data to the rival company, along with 
associated embryonic B.O.W. samples and a vial of the t-Virus. To gain more favour with his perspective new 
employers, Wesker also planned to present them with the combat data and embryo of the Tyrant T-002; one of 
Umbrella’s most formidable B.O.W.s, as a ‘gift.’ Umbrella had previously ordered the T-002 to be disposed 
having already safely evacuated its cloned embryo some time earlier, but Wesker planned to let it loose on his 
highly-trained S.T.A.R.S. operatives regardless and observe the results.  
The X-Day protocol was carried out on the night of July 24th 1998, with representatives of both Umbrella and 
the rival company eagerly awaiting the outcome. However, one of Umbrella’s top executives, Sergei Vladimir, 
believed Wesker was planning to betray Umbrella and did his best to disrupt the traitor’s activities. All through 
the night Wesker recorded the battles being fought at the mansion which were all uploaded to the computer 
systems at Arklay. However, Sergei locked Wesker out of the system using the newly installed Red Queen AI, 
meaning he couldn’t obtain the precious data he’d spent all evening gathering. Even worse, once the self-
destruct system was activated by Rebecca Chambers, the emergency situation meant all of the combat data was 
automatically downloaded to the U.M.F.-013 mainframe at the underground lab in Raccoon City, ensuring 
Umbrella got all the data and he did not. To compound Wesker’s misery, the T-002 was unexpectedly slain by 
Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine. With no choice, Wesker had to cut his losses and escape from the compound 
before its destruction. But the night was not a total loss as he still managed to secure a t-Virus sample and the 
development data for the MA-121 Hunter Alpha.  
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Following the mansion incident, Wesker was still inaugurated into the rival company albeit with a shattered 
reputation after the leaders were left disappointed his mission was not a complete success. But now they had 
the t-Virus in their hands, they could begin their research in earnest. With Wesker believed to be dead by both 
Umbrella and the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members, he could still become a useful operative but would have to 
prove his loyalty at a later date and restore his reputation. In the meantime, thanks to the recovered 
development data, the rival company set about sabotaging Umbrella’s most successful and flagship B.O.W. 
product by creating an improved model of Hunter. 
The organisation also retained the services of Ada Wong and in the following months she infiltrated Raccoon 
City again and learned from a senior researcher that the G-Virus was nearing completion. Wesker knew this 
individual was William Birkin and learned his former colleague was looking to leave Umbrella upon realising 
they were looking to take the G-Virus away from him. Wesker saw this as an opportunity to make up for his 
previous loss by securing both Birkin and his G-Virus for the rival company. The rulers of the organisation 
agreed and wanted to test his loyalty. Wesker teamed up with Ada, but because he needed to preserve his 
‘deceased’ status to the rest of the world, Ada would be the field agent whilst he co-ordinated things from 
behind the scenes. To become better acquainted with Ada, Wesker sent her an extensive report of his time with 
Umbrella with a detailed breakdown of the t-Virus project dating back over the last 20 years. It was also around 
this time that one of the rival company’s spies watching Rockfort Island was compromised. Umbrella 
intercepted this intelligence leak and began a three month investigation to try and crack the identity of the spy; 
an endeavour that would prove fruitless thanks to the organisation’s shadowy network. 
With Birkin’s negotiations with Umbrella faltering, and the prospect of him defecting to the U.S. Government 
becoming very real, Umbrella took measures to increase security around all of their key installations. But 
shortly afterwards they began to receive reports that agents of the rival company were active in and around 
Raccoon City. In late September, Wesker soon learned that the U.S. Government, under a plan by Derek 
Simmons, was also trying to secure Birkin and so needed to accelerate his plans. Unfortunately, Umbrella got 
to Birkin first and he was assassinated, or so everyone believed until he injected himself with the G-Virus whilst 
mortally wounded. He massacred the Umbrella Security Service retrieval team and the incident resulted in a 
biohazard engulfing Raccoon City at an alarming rate. Whilst Umbrella took steps to contain the incident by 
deploying their U.B.C.S. forces, Ada Wong went to find Ben Bertolucci, a freelance journalist she had been 
exchanging information with. It was whilst searching for Ben at the R.P.D. building that she encountered 
rookie cop Leon S. Kennedy in a meeting that would change her fate forever. Meanwhile, the U.S. Government 
and Derek Simmons were pushing for a sterilisation operation to destroy the city; - not just to stop the 
biohazard, but to prevent Umbrella or anyone else securing the G-Virus. Umbrella did their best to stall this 
action by showing edited footage to the world’s media of the U.B.C.S.’s heroic rescue attempts and using their 
influence in the senate. This subsequent delay created a small window of opportunity for the rival company to 
achieve their goals. In addition, Umbrella had deployed the Nemesis T-Type into town, their latest and greatest 
B.O.W. and Wesker took steps to ensure its combat data was collected for the rival company. Likewise the same 
was done with the G-Birkin creature during one of its final battles with Claire Redfield. 
In the end, Ada apparently failed in her mission by seemingly betraying Wesker to help Leon and when she 
eventually turned up at the meeting point, she found her contact had committed suicide. Wesker called via 
video-phone and scathed her, deeming her actions would have severe consequences for their organisation. 
However, it turned out Ada had secured a sample of the G-Virus from Birkin’s corpse and was ready for 
evacuation. Wesker decided to comply and provided her with a grapple gun and the location of an Umbrella 
evacuation helicopter she could hitch a ride on before the city was annihilated. Ada was successful in her escape 
and reported back to Wesker and the rival company with the G-Virus sample. 
With her contract fulfilled and nursing severe injury, Ada left the services of the rival company shortly 
afterwards. She was ready to leave the ‘Ada Wong’ alias behind for good, but fate would eventually bring her 
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back to the organisation. She also severed ties with Derek Simmons after learning he was the one responsible 
for bombing Raccoon City. She would go on to work for several different organisations over the next few years, 
including a Chinese criminal syndicate, but Wesker always watched her from behind the scenes and waited for 
the opportunity to utilise her again. Sherry Birkin had also been secured by the U.S. Government and was the 
only person in existence to house the G-Virus antibody. But thanks to operatives planted inside influential 
positions within the government, Wesker and the rival company could still gain access to her if they needed to.  
Following the Raccoon City incident, the rival company’s own research began to bear fruit when they 
successfully created the Hunter II and its poisonous ‘Sweeper’ variant. These were improved models over 
Umbrella’s original MA-121 versions and this sabotage severely disrupted the success of Umbrella’s flagship 
B.O.W. 
In December 1998, Wesker, using the rival company’s  
intelligence network, learned of a possible  
‘awakening’ on Rockfort Island. He theorised this  
meant that the legendary Alexia Ashford was still  
alive and if true, created a possibility that samples of  
the infamous t-Veronica virus still existed. Again,  
Umbrella began to uncover evidence that the rival  
company was plotting against them, believing they  
were going to launch a direct offensive very soon.  
They also learned of the Hunter II development and began to suspect that Wesker had survived the mansion 
incident and was now working with their competitors. Further investigation revealed the rival company had a 
spy planted on Rockfort Island that had been feeding information back to them. Eventually the spy all but 
verified Wesker’s suspicions about Alexia and the rival company planned an operation to capture her. Wesker 
led the operation himself and took charge of the organisation’s Special Forces unit that went under the initials 
H.C.F., meaning Hive/Host Capture Force. The operation launched on December 27th, 1998 and H.C.F. 
launched an aerial offensive on the island, bombing strategic locations that resulted in an experimental t-Virus 
strain leaking out across the island. They also sent in ground troops, although many became infected due to the 
virus leak. Wesker also brought along a consignment of Hunter II and Sweeper specimens to test them in the 
field. Within hours, H.C.F. had secured 90% of the island’s facilities and systems and eradicated all organised 
resistance. Although it soon became apparent that Alexia was not on the island, Wesker discovered she was 
located at Umbrella’s South Pole facility in the Antarctic and made preparations to head there via submarine. 
Surviving employees from Rockfort were already en route to the base and several of the planes crash-landed 
into the facility, resulting in another biohazard breaking out. 
Wesker eventually encountered Alexia face to face and witnessed her incredible powers. As he’d suspected, the 
only strain of t-Veronica in existence was the one inside her body, and thanks to the 15 years of cryogenic sleep 
which had slowed down her circulatory system enough for the virus to adapt to her cells, had resulted in a 
slightly enhanced strain which he named; t-Alexia. Although she was later destroyed by Chris Redfield, 
surviving H.C.F. operatives recovered the corpse of Steve Burnside on Wesker’s orders. Steve had earlier been 
injected with the t-Alexia strain as a test, but had still turned into a hideous creature. With his body secure, the 
rival company were able to extract the t-Alexia strain from Steve and they became the only organisation in the 
world with access to the virus. Wesker had also obtained embryonic samples of more Umbrella B.O.W.s such as 
the Bandersnatch. 
In 1999, amidst the continuing experimentation on Sherry Birkin by the U.S. Government, Derek Simmons 
took the decision to keep her in protective custody in order to keep her safe from Wesker and the rival 
company, unaware they already had spies operating inside the government. At the turn of the new millennium, 
the rival company became extremely active in the B.O.W. market. One of their first creations was the 
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Jabberwock S3; the first B.O.W. in existence to use t-Veronica as a base. The success of the Hunter II and 
Sweeper also caused Umbrella to scrap their Hunter program indefinitely with clients preferring the rival 
company’s models. 
In 2000 the rival company also worked in conjunction with criminal organisation The Connections following 
discovery of a fungus-based super organism with psychotropic compounds able to impose a profound control 
over body and mind when introduced to a host organism. H.C.F. provided The Connections with technical 
assistance in conceptualising a new form of biological weapon that could turn enemies into allies and hostile 
elements into willing servants. If successful, this project would eliminate the costs of not only POW handling, 
but combat itself. It was an ambitious project that could forever change the direction of modern biological 
warfare and the key element was the discovered ‘vicariant evolution fungus’ more commonly termed as 
‘Mutamycete.’ However, for reasons unknown the rival company left this project at an undisclosed time and it 
was seen through to its completion by researchers of The Connections alone.  
In 2001, Wesker came into contact with South American drug lord Javier Hidalgo and sold him a sample of the 
t-Veronica virus in exchange for a significant slice of his business empire. Hidalgo’s organisation, the Sacred 
Snakes, had a long-running contract with Umbrella to purchase low-cost B.O.W.s, but Wesker convinced them 
to end that contract and sign up with the rival company instead. He also provided a list of products marketed 
by the rival company including two new types of B.O.W.  
In 2002 following the conclusion of Operation Javier when Hidalgo was killed, former U.S. SOCOM agent Jack 
Krauser faked his own death and reached out to Wesker, joining the rival company as an operative. The 
organisation evaluated him closely with his skills and personality being tested both on and off the battlefield. If 
the organisation didn’t deem him good enough, he could jeopardise their ongoing operations. 
As the Raccoon Trials dragged on with seemingly no conclusion in sight, the rival company helped finance and 
organise a Private Anti-Biohazard Unit alongside other rival pharmaceutical corporations of Umbrella. This 
money allowed for specialised equipment and weaponry to be provided to all teams. But this equipment was 
bugged so that operatives of the rival company could monitor and gather intelligence on all anti-Umbrella 
operations. Throughout all this time, Wesker’s influence within the organisation was growing by the day and as 
he slowly made his way to the very top of the company, he began to attract opposition from certain sections of 
the upper hierarchy who viewed his motives with suspicion. For one thing, the t-Veronica Virus, which had 
been exclusively theirs, was now freely available on the world’s black markets thanks to Wesker’s own 
indecision. He’d also acquired a number of personal assets and some now started to believe that Wesker’s 
ultimate motivations did not match those of the organisation. 
In early 2003, spies of the rival company reported the existence of a secret Umbrella hangar located in a 
desolate village in the Russian Caucasus. Because of their financial plight with various business suspension 
orders and their facilities being under investigation, Umbrella had set up remote hangars in various parts of the 
globe for storing hidden B.O.W.s, and viral samples preserved in stasis. This particular hangar was located 
underneath an innocuous looking grain silo at the top of the village and spies reported that Umbrella were 
hiding a previously unreleased Hunter model known as the Hunter Delta. Shortly after this, the villagers were 
attacked by B.O.W.s and contact was lost with the rival company operative inside the village. Using their 
intelligence network, Wesker conducted a comprehensive background check on an old chemical plant located 
three miles away from the village, discovering that the property rights had transferred to a rich noble family 
which he identified as Oswell Spencer. In addition, a large amount of foreign capital was invested and extensive 
underground building work had been carried out. With this information, he was sure they had located 
Umbrella’s final base of operations. Wesker intentionally leaked this information anonymously to Chris 
Redfield and Jill Valentine, knowing that this would bring it to the attention of the Private Biohazard 
Containment Unit, before heading out to Russia himself to collect the Hunter Delta specimens. 
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When Wesker arrived at the village he found all the residents to be dead. As expected, he also ran into his old 
rivals Chris and Jill. After initially being trapped in the grain silo with all the zombies, Chris had triggered a 
dust explosion that had severely weakened the structure of the building. Soon afterwards the floor collapsed 
and destroyed most of the Umbrella hangar, preventing Wesker from acquiring the specimens he came all this 
way for. But the trip was not a total loss, for inside the village chief’s house he recovered detailed schematics for 
the chemical plant that would aid his coming infiltration mission. Soon afterwards he launched a one-man 
assault on the chemical plant, causing a level 4 biohazard. Less than two hours later the Private Anti-Biohazard 
force arrived, whose communications Wesker had been monitoring thanks to the surveillance devices planted 
inside their equipment. Just as Wesker had planned, Chris and Jill’s team were the perfect diversion whilst he 
completed his mission. He killed Sergei Vladimir, the new unofficial head of Umbrella, and stole all of the 
corporation’s archival data within U.M.F.-013 before deleting the whole system and rendering Umbrella 
helpless. Not long afterwards, Umbrella were dissolved completely after Wesker testified anonymously in court 
using evidence from his copy of Umbrella’s archives. With Umbrella no more, the path appeared clear for the 
rival company to ascend to the forefront of biological weapons technology. However, things quickly began to 
change as many of Umbrella’s assets had leaked onto the black market by ex-employees and were now finding 
their way to other pharmaceutical companies and terrorist organisations who started up their own biological 
weapon programs. Later that year, the rival company discovered that Wesker had been in contact with 
operatives from Tricell Inc and supplied them with information on the t and t-Veronica viruses. He also leaked 
Umbrella’s perfect strain t-Virus onto the black market, intending to trigger a global era of bioterrorism and 
further arousing their suspicions over his true intentions. 
By 2004, Wesker had risen to the very forefront of the rival company. Armed with the fruits of Umbrella’s 
research his influence could no longer be ignored and he had achieved wealth, status and honour. But there 
were those within the rival company board of overseers that viewed Wesker as an ‘uncontrollable spark that 
could burn the organisation from within’, and believed he was using them all to further his own goals. They 
had already confirmed his secret contact with Tricell and many came to believe he was planning on betrayal. 
The rulers of the rival company judged Wesker as a cancer that was slowly spreading and feared his influence 
was now too mighty to stop. Wesker’s private goal was to resurrect Umbrella Corporation in his own image. 
The years he had spent secretly studying anti-B.O.W. research, exploring countermeasures, tactics and 
techniques to totally neutralise the viral weapons of all combatants in a conflict would see his new Umbrella 
change the balance of the world by controlling the very flow and direction of modern global warfare. This 
secret research on anti-B.O.W. weapons and countermeasures was solely for his own profit rather than that of 
the rival company. It was the ultimate egotist’s idea that only he hold these countermeasures. 
It was around this time that Ada Wong mysteriously came back into the fold and contacted the rulers of the 
rival company. She had a private personal objective of her own, and use of the rival company necessitated her 
taking one step closer to achieving that goal. Naturally the rulers of the rival company reacted to Ada’s sudden 
contact with puzzlement, scepticism and mistrust. They were well aware of her background as a spy and a 
history made up entirely of false footsteps, lies and misdirection. Many of the rival company’s top executives 
believed she was trying to infiltrate them at the behest of another organisation. Aside from her 
accomplishments in Raccoon City which led to ‘Ada Wong’ becoming a legendary name in the underground 
spy network, nothing concrete was known about her. Some execs were rightly mistrustful of her intentions and 
called for her to be eliminated, but then the rulers decided instead to adopt a strategy to draw in Ada. By now 
the rival company were embroiled in a power struggle with Albert Wesker whose influence was fast becoming 
too powerful to ignore. The rulers of the rival company feared being usurped and wanted rid of this ‘malignant 
tumour’ that could destroy them all. Aware of their past working history, the rulers wanted to use Ada to 
suppress Wesker and function as a watchdog towards him. Although there was no reason to trust her 
unconditionally, they figured that even if her ultimate motivations still harboured treachery, it would still be 
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beneficial because if the two kept each other in check their most inconvenient actions as double agents would 
naturally be restricted for the organisation, at least the executives judged it so. In view of this, Ada’s 
reinstatement into the rival company was permitted. Ever the professional, Ada performed her role perfectly, 
and whilst remaining cautious she approached Wesker making the most of the position she kept at the 
organisation. She was soon recognised by the rulers as a capable intelligence gathering agent on Wesker’s plans 
when used as a pawn. Egotistical and supremely confident, the arrogant Wesker was planning a takeover of the 
rival company and appointed and personally chose people to work for him. He wanted trusted followers to 
recreate Umbrella in his own image and favoured earnestly faithful and cunning wolves with sharp, piercing 
fangs rather than those he saw as foolish hounds. Jack Krauser was one such example who bought into 
Wesker’s ideal to recreate Umbrella with absolute certainly, viewing it as the only way to bring order and 
balance to the insanity plaguing the world. With Ada, Wesker perceived she had a character he liked and 
skilfully built an alliance with her to put her under his control, or so he thought. He wanted to use Ada as his 
most highly valued trump card in the crucial aspects of the plans he  
devised. But Wesker was no fool and also did not fully trust Ada’s  
motivations. He correctly assumed his own movements would be  
handed back down to the top brass of the organisation through her.  
Soon enough information began to leak, and he conversely actively  
wanted the information to leak. He wanted the other executives of  
the rival company to know that he was planning something big, and  
this was the revival of Umbrella. Faint traces of his plans created an  
unnatural rut in the accumulation of information through the rival  
company’s intelligence channels. As the top brass of the  
organisation tried to piece together this intricately interwoven  
mixture of internal speculation, they were too busy worrying about  
Wesker to recognise Ada’s personal motivations. She continued to  
operate faithfully and displayed nothing other than the façade of truly serving the rival company, as if her 
greatest pleasure was accomplishing her mission. For her part, the deception continued and her personal 
objective, whatever that was, was slowly moving closer to completion. 
It was during a routine mission that Ada intercepted an e-mail from a researcher named Luis Sera pleading for 
help and protection. This was how the rival company came to know of the Las Plagas parasite that was in 
possession of a cult known as the Los Illuminados. Luis sent her small tissue samples she secretly fed back to 
the rival company who quickly determined the parasite possessed high potential for military applications. 
Wesker also took a keen interest in the organism and sent Jack Krauser to Southern Europe to infiltrate the Los 
Illuminados and gain the trust of their leader, Osmund Saddler. Luis contacted Ada again and begged her to 
take him into protective custody. The rival company wanted samples of the parasite, but Wesker also desired 
them for his own faction to aid with his oncoming corporate takeover. To halt his relentless ascension to 
power, the organisation’s top brass demanded any recovered Dominant Plaga sample be returned to them and 
that Wesker be prevented from acquiring it all costs. This was to be Ada’s ultimate loyalty test; she would have 
to choose a side. When Krauser failed to secure Saddler’s trust and reluctantly had to call Ada for assistance, 
she seized her chance. In the end, Krauser and Saddler were killed by Leon and Ada was successful in retrieving 
a Dominant Species sample. Wesker was extremely pleased and organised her evacuation from the island. 
Thanks to her, he believed Umbrella was now one step closer to its re-establishment. But as ordered, Ada 
betrayed him and sent the Dominant Plaga back to her executives of the rival company instead. Wesker was 
disappointed by Ada’s ultimate betrayal but was not altogether surprised and had a contingency in place for 
such an occurrence. He later acquired a dead Dominant Species Plaga by recovering Krauser’s corpse from the 
island. He extracted the specimen and cloned it. This setback to his plans only delayed the inevitable and the 
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power struggle that continued within the rival company eventually ended with Wesker assuming total control 
regardless.  
Over the next two years, Wesker continued his plans to revive Umbrella but found himself increasingly 
distracted by thoughts of his old master, Oswell E. Spencer. What started as a simple curiosity soon descended 
into a dangerous obsession thanks to the principles of the Wesker Children project subliminally pulling at his 
strings. The obsession became so intense that Wesker used all the rival company’s power, money and time, and 
finally discovered Spencer’s location in 2006 when Ada Wong provided the information as an olive branch. 
There Wesker learned of his origins and Spencer’s plan to create a new race of super humans to rule over as a 
god. Wesker severed his own chains by killing Spencer and decided to take over this plan. Homo sapiens had 
interfered in his own plans too many times and clearly there was still room for evolution. However, shortly 
afterwards Wesker was presumed dead following a fight with old enemies Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine. 
Suddenly the rival company found themselves without their leader, and their resources severely strained thanks 
to his relentless quest to track down his former master. What happened next for the organisation is unclear, 
but it is believed executives loyal to Wesker led the group and continued his vision of resurrecting Umbrella. A 
deal was struck with a contingent of former Umbrella employees, many of whom had genuine intentions of 
atoning for the sins of Spencer’s original corporation. The new rival company leaders submitted an application 
to the U.S. Government via Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code, officially applying for the 
reorganisation of Umbrella Corporation. The official mandate provided was to atone for sins of the old 
Umbrella and the complete eradication of illegal biological weapons. This ambitious pledge promised to put a 
stop to not only anyone who was engineering or selling bioweapons, but those who supported those efforts as 
well. The name ‘Umbrella Corporation’ was to be retained to demonstrate that the new employees took 
responsibility for the mess of the original company and had a solemn promise to fix it. Naturally this 
application was met with a heavy degree of scepticism, but following thorough checks, a final decree was 
entered and the assets of old Umbrella were released to the rival company executives under heavy sanctions to 
redeem the dark legacy of the original corporation. In 2007 Umbrella was formally revived as a Private Military 
Company. Since the company’s trademark was changed following rehabilitation, the company logo was altered 
and its flagship colours changed from the traditional red and white to blue and white. ‘Red Umbrella’ 
commonly refers to pre-rehab and ‘Blue Umbrella’ refers to post-rehab. Following the official reestablishment, 
the remnants of the rival company crumbled and word spread amongst other groups and organisations that 
they had collapsed completely, but its top brass lived on and were now running this new Umbrella.  
Although the majority of ex-Umbrella members employed by this new group had genuinely honourable 
intentions, the executives in charge of the PMC did not. When Wesker was finally killed for real in 2009 
following the culmination of events in Kijuju and the Uroboros project, his private assets were seized and all 
his secret anti-B.O.W. research was discovered. This information was used by Umbrella’s researchers to 
develop a new array of specialised firearms and the products and experimental data left behind by Wesker were 
inspected in-house and further researched. The fruits of this research would later be extremely effective in 
redeeming most of the original Umbrella Corp’s dark legacy.  
At the same time, the former rival company executives began a series of clandestine, ultra-top secret 
experiments designed for the purposes of operative training, prototype-equipment development, combat data 
acquisition, and a revival of the Close Quarters Battle Zone (CQBZ) battle system originally designed and 
favoured years earlier by Hunk. These experiments were running from at least 2011 and were classified from 
the rest of Umbrella. At the heart of these tests was operative training for a new paramilitary unit dubbed 
‘Umbrella Corps.’ The instigator for these experiments was a former associate of Wesker and a close follower of 
his work. In 2012 he took a great interest in experiments performed in the isolated village in Southern Europe, 
the site of the infamous Las Plagas outbreak in 2004 and an incident the rival company had direct involvement 
in at the time. This mysterious executive had a great deal of knowledge about this location and was interested 
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in the mutated Ganado specimens. Only the best operatives made it into the ‘Umbrella Corps’ unit which was 
essentially a successor to the original U.S.S. teams. In early 2013, a highly-promising operative came through 
the experiments unscathed. His codename was 3A7 and his unexpected survival led to researchers naming him 
the ‘New Grim Reaper’, effectively making him Hunk’s successor. ‘Umbrella Corps’ also field-tested prototype 
weapons and equipment, and the unit also attracted secret corporate sponsorship from other global 
organisations. The ‘Zombie Jammer’ was one such product and this was perfected and later made standard 
issue. A variant of this unit was sold to Chinese company Shen-Ya Pharmaceuticals in 2014.  
The experiments continued under the orders of the executive and looked for  
talented operatives worthy of a place in the coming world order. It appeared one  
of the executive’s targets was to train Umbrella Corps ready for eventual war  
with the B.S.A.A. who would be their main obstacle to controlling global  
biological warfare. Umbrella Corps were deployed throughout 2015 and 2016,  
entering quarantine zones all over the globe, engaging in conflicts against other  
corporations with nebulous interests in bio-weaponry who had hired  
mercenaries to enter restricted, virus-infected areas to steal assets, samples and  
acquire valuable data. The Umbrella Corps units were highly classified and not  
disclosable because of U.N. sanctions banning the PMC from possessing their own paramilitary units. 
At the same time, Umbrella PMC continued to redeem their name and thanks to Wesker’s anti-B.O.W. 
research had developed a number of specialised firearms, including the Albert 01 Samurai Edge and the Albert 
02 shotgun. These weapons were tested and supplied to various anti-B.O.W. organisations including the 
B.S.A.A. To further build up good PR for Umbrella, they even developed a working relationship with the 
B.S.A.A. and had Chris Redfield working for them as an observer for several missions. Although by this point 
the B.S.A.A. were convinced of Umbrella’s honourable intentions, Chris himself was not so sure and used his 
new observer role to investigate the motivations of the company from within. In 2017 he took part in 
‘Operation Lurking Fear’ which was a mission to apprehend Lucas Baker. By this time Umbrella were tracking 
down criminal organisation The Connections and had reliable intelligence on the E-Series bioweapon and 
Mutamycete fungus thanks to their secret co-operation on the program back in 2000 when the rival company 
and H.C.F. provided technical assistance to the group. This mission ended in success when Lucas was killed 
and his transaction to send all the E-Series data to unnamed buyer was stopped. All this subsequent data was 
later recovered and retained by Umbrella… 
Ten years after their reformation, ‘Blue Umbrella’ PMC has done much to redeem the legacy of Spencer’s 
Umbrella and put to rest the fears of the world although many lingering doubts still remain. Their true 
motivations still remain dark and mysterious. Nobody knows their leaders are the former rulers of the rival 
company and the executive in charge is following Albert Wesker’s original vision. Even long after his death, the 
ghost of Wesker continues to pull the strings behind world events… 
 
Renowned field scout and chemistry expert Kenneth J. Sullivan is personally sought out for 
recruitment to the S.T.A.R.S. teams by Albert Wesker himself. Though quiet and reserved, 
Kenneth accepts the offer and moves to Raccoon City, finding himself enjoying the quiet 
lifestyle in the isolated mid-west. 
 
The Chairman of the Raccoon Zoo's board of directors, Elliot Martin, begins the illegal trading 
of rare orchid specimens. He will use the money generated from these sales to build extensions 
in the zoo, including a new Terrarium Dome for rare and exotic plant life. 
 
After weeks of testing and the model nearing completion, a reluctant decision is taken by 
Arklay researchers to halt development on the T-001 type Tyrant after several flaws become 
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apparent. The Tyrant will be sedated and sent across to Birkin's lab in Raccoon City to be held 
in storage and disposed of at a later date. All collected data on the model will be used to 
perfect the T-002 type. The T-002 specimen now becomes the main focus, although it still 
requires several months of development before field testing can begin.  
 
At the underground lab, William Birkin and his staff make initial preparations to use the  
ε-strain t-Virus to create their own tyrant. Whilst the T-002 Type is a unique model, Birkin 
plans to create a standard Tyrant type that could be mass-produced, allowing for further 
variation and enhancements. This model will become known as the 'T-103 Type'. Design 
proposals are to create a more human-looking model that could potentially blend in with 
society as an infiltration unit. It will also include an exterior, rather than interior power limiter. 
 
Leon S. Kennedy enrols at Police Academy. 
 
The Raccoon City S.T.A.R.S. teams led by Wesker intercept a high-grade weapons transaction 
between two different mafia factions and a number of weapons are seized. One of which is a 
four-twin rocket launcher. It has instructions written in Kanji so it is believed the manufacturer 
is an Asian territory. It is kept in storage in the weapons armoury in the basement of the R.P.D. 
where it will sit collecting dust for several months. 
 
Six year-old Lucas Baker receives an honourable mention when he takes part in an amateur 
robotics championship. He demonstrates a canny ability and a high IQ with most of the other 
competitors being much older than him. 
 
With the Tyrant Program now up and running, plans are quickly formulated to create new 
models and research teams at Arklay Labs are sent through a proposal to improve the base 
Tyrant system following collected data from the current in-development models. Although the 
T-001 was scrapped and the T-002 is still in the early phases of growth, a common problem of 
sudden cellular mutation caused by the t-Virus  
is present in both specimens. One idea already  
pitched is the development of an external  
'power-limiter,' an artificial device designed to  
keep runaway mutation in check until the  
Tyrant came under severe injury or threat. Due  
to the aggressiveness shown by the Proto- 
Tyrant, this is something already being applied  
to the T-002 to render more control, albeit  
applied internally via surgery. The Nemesis  
Project running at the European 6th Lab are  
currently experimenting with organic parasites but now the Arklay team believe they can take 
this one step further by using electronic chip connections direct to the subject's brain cells. 
After booking the Visual Data Room on level B2 through Keith Arving, the research team 
gather for a slide-show presentation and discuss their ideas. The collective proposal is 
codenamed ‘T-A.L.O.S.’, which stands for Tyrant Armoured Lethal Organic System. This 
weapon would use a standard Tyrant as a base whilst adding remote computer control 
capabilities via a microchip implanted in the brain. Its cardiovascular system will be artificially 
improved to give it a level of mobility currently unthinkable in a natural organism. They devise 
this Tyrant would be armoured in a special metallic alloy that would not only help defend itself 
from missiles and other projectile fire, but would also restrain runaway t-Virus mutation. 
Advanced plans further down the line would be to equip the finished product with heavy 
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weaponry allowing it to respond to distant targets. The name of the project comes from a 
bronze giant from Greek mythology and a very early prototype will soon begin development at 
Arklay over the course of the year. But unforeseen circumstances will see development 
suspended and transferred to a new Umbrella base in Southern Russia. 
 
"Next-Generation B.O.W. Proposal 
Arklay B.O.W. Research Team 
The success of the T-002 Tyrant experiment has shown us that progress towards a marketable 
humanoid B.O.W. is moving along nicely 
However, we must strive to continue the research and development of cutting-edge products to 
satisfy the varying needs of our clients. 
The plan our team proposes is as follows. 
1) Tuning Control Synapse Connector 
The current risk with deployment of T-virus based weaponry is the lack of control. 
Sudden cellular mutations can result in the halting of functionality, impairment of judgment, 
and the various other conditions reported in the past. In order to enable the safe transport and 
deployment of this weaponry, a more stable solution is essential. 
Our 6th Research Lab in Europe has discovered one method of control by using organic 
parasites. 
We would like to pursue a more consistent result by using chip connections to brain cells. We 
are in the final stages of testing and feel confident in the likelihood of product realization. 
2) Enhancement of Combat Functionality for Land-Based Weaponry 
The Tyrant boasts a combat prowess and survivability that far surpasses that of even the best-
trained combat troops. However, it is still only theoretically capable of successfully deterring 
roughly one military division. 
When facing AFVs or military-grade helicopters, its kill ratio begins to falter. 
By arming the Tyrant with specialized combat firepower and armour, it will become more-fit 
for the variety of situations it is likely to face in the field. 
In the past, the ideal has been to leave the Tyrant unhindered by additional equipment so that 
it can maximize its two strong points - motor performance and response reflexes. 
However, the use of enhanced armour modules, internal reinforcement implants, long distance 
homing weaponry, etc. could preserve the natural abilities of the Tyrant while maximizing its 
options in field manoeuvres. 
The potential for this enhancement is fast becoming a reality. When complete, it could make 
the Tyrant the ultimate all-in-one combat package." 
- REUC: T-A.L.O.S. Project Proposal; undated. 
 
Chris Redfield wins a marksmanship contest against his fellow S.T.A.R.S. officers and is 
awarded with a small trophy kept in a cabinet on the back wall of the office in the R.P.D. He 
was pushed close for the title by Albert Wesker and Forest Speyer. 
 
Rebecca Chambers graduates university at the age of 18. Her scientific talents are spotted by 
Umbrella Corporation and they begin scouting her. 
 
Through a dummy corporation, Oswell Spencer purchases an abandoned Chemical Plant 
located in the wilderness of the Russian Caucasus. A geological survey suggest solid 
subterranean foundations and funds are allocated to begin extensive underground development 
to construct a highly-sophisticated facility for B.O.W. development. The chemical plant on the 
surface will be re-opened and operated as a front. Once the underground laboratories are 
complete, Sergei Vladimir will be given control of the base.  
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The nearby Worshippers of the Church of Great Bones hear of the factory’s renovation and 
are understandably curious. Officially it was concerned with geological surveys and the village 
leaders assume it now belongs to a private company involved with the exploitation of mineral 
resources and was potentially owned by a section of the government. Other rumours speculate 
the renovation is due to the hands of a new owner and a large investment of foreign capital. But 
the Church never receive an official answer as no one from the factory makes any contact with 
them. 
 
A man named Kevin gets a new job as a tram driver for the Raccoon City streetcar system. 
 
In their short operational history, S.T.A.R.S. have measured an 80% success rate in cases 
involving hostage rescue from bank robberies, kidnapping and siege cases. The R.P.D. also 
clarify that the remaining 20% are down to fatalities registered before S.T.A.R.S. intervention. 
 
S.T.A.R.S. firearms specialist Joseph Frost brokers a deal with the Saco Defence Corporation, 
a major military manufacturer, to trial a prototype grenade launcher. Saco send three units to 
S.T.A.R.S., each with slightly different specifications. 
 
JANUARY 1998 
Chief Irons is paid $5000 in bribe money from Umbrella this month. 
 
FEBRUARY 1998 
Chief Irons is paid a further $2800 
 
A local museum in Raccoon City; 'Rams', shuts down business for good. 
 
Three customised 9mm Berettas are delivered to  
the R.P.D. for the attention of Brian Irons. One  
in a plastic case marked with the Umbrella logo  
and two aluminium cases bearing the Kendo Gun  
Shop logo. Although Umbrella and Joe Kendo  
are bidding for the contract, Joe's younger brother  
Robert, who runs the brothers' gun shop just off  
Flower St, has joined the fray. The gun he  
designed differs somewhat from Barry Burton's  
original specifications, providing a substantial  
challenge for Joe and Umbrella Industries to  
match. Chris Redfield is selected to conduct the  
trial test. He has the best shooting technique on  
the team and has won many marksmanship competitions in the past. To begin with, an 
accuracy test is conducted on all three firearms using various types of ammunition. The Kendo 
Custom designed by Joe achieves results of 3/4 inches (1.8 cm) every 25 yards. After more 
tests, including the corrosion-resistant in seawater and fall test, and 40,000 rounds of 
ammunition later, Joe's Kendo Custom archives the highest results in all. Even though 
performance is sufficient in actual field use, a request is issued for the addition of front 
serration of the slide and to extend the slide stop. 
 
MARCH 1998 
Chief Irons receives $3300 in illegal payments from William Birkin. 
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A falsely-accused soldier on death-row somewhere abroad is tortured and forced to give a false 
confession after being captured by enemy forces. But he experiences a miracle on the day of 
his execution when he is bought by a representative from Umbrella. He is sent to boot camp 
for the U.B.C.S. and placed on a six-month intensive training program. 
 
Following feedback from Chris Redfield on Joe Kendo's customised Beretta semi-automatic, 
another package arrives from the Kendo Gun Shop. This time an improved model is given to 
four members of S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team for phase two testing. The chosen officers are Albert 
Wesker, Chris Redfield, Jill Valentine and Barry Burton. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Albert Lester, the ex-director of the old hospital in Raccoon Forest that closed down after the 
scandal of patient mistreatment in 1993, returns to Raccoon City after five years of absence, still 
haunted by the death of his wife, Dorothy. He goes for a walk into the woods and visits the 
hospital which is now a crumbling relic, abandoned since being closed down by the police all 
those years ago. He breaks inside and as expected finds no evidence of the Umbrella 
experiment that caused all his troubles. He soon comes across a curious plant growing in the 
basement and its toxins cause him to hallucinate, exposing him to the t-Virus and suffering a 
unique reaction. The more time he spends in close proximity to the plant, the more he comes 
to believe it is actually a reincarnation of Dorothy. He begins to feed her, hunting down 
animals living in the local region and within a week, the plant grows rapidly in size thanks to the 
sustenance he provides. He believes that the more he nurtures the plant, the more his 
depression and loneliness will fade. He even gets hold of an axe and begins hunting down local 
hikers. When not at the hospital, he sleeps inside an old cabin located less than a mile away. 
He covers its walls with pictures of Dorothy. 
 
"It's been 5 years since my wife died. They say that time heals all wounds, but that is absurd. It 
only gets worse with each passing day. It will linger forever. 
There's no hope left anymore. None. Oh, Dorothy... Why did you have to leave me behind? 
I keep going back to the hospital. I can't forget her. The experiment has been covered up and 
swept under the rug, but I have no feeling of closure. 
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I came across a curious plant growing in the intensive care unit in the basement.  
My wife's voice echoes in my head. Am I imagining things? Or... Could it be? 
I've decided to view this plant as Dorothy's reincarnation. If I convince myself that Dorothy's 
wish has come true, maybe my own burden of sadness will be lightened. 
One week has passed. Dorothy has grown and now stretches beyond the basement. A large 
cluster of her has grown like a bulb in the basement. I enjoy feeding it birds, dogs, and other 
animals that I hunt down for her. For my Dorothy. My life feels full again. This is good. I'll live 
out the rest of my life here with her." 
-REOUT2: Administrator's Diary 1; undated. 
 
SUNDAY MARCH 15TH 1998 
Two botanists hiking through Raccoon Forest come across the old hospital and decide to 
explore inside. They find huge plants and vines in almost every room with flowers they do not 
recognise. They are overjoyed at their discovery. 
 
"March 15th 
I can hardly explain my surprise at finding this abandoned building. The strong vines... the 
gigantic tropical flowers... I was convinced that I'd discovered a new species." 
-BIOOUT2: Botanist’s Notebook; 15/03/98 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 18TH 1998 
Three days later the two botanists return to the site, bringing along some specialised 
equipment. They have told no one of their discovery and want the place to remain their secret 
for now. They continue to study the strange plant life, oblivious to its dangerous properties. 
 
"March 18th 
Rick and I decided to set up camp right here so that we could begin research and take samples. 
It is imperative that this site remain secret." 
-REOUT2: Botanist’s Notebook; 18/03/98 
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THURSDAY MARCH 19TH 1998 
The plants are showing signs of collective intelligence. Their vines gather together and 
barricade the only accessible door leading out of the hospital, trapping them inside. The plants 
see them both as a potential food source. 
 
"March 19th 
This is no good. The plants seem to possess a will of their own. They move as if controlled by 
intelligence. They have blocked the only door to the cabin." 
-REOUT2: Botanist’s Notebook; undated. 
 
Later that night, they are observed and watched by Al from the shadows. He believes Dorothy 
is calling to him by preventing the two men from leaving. She wants them. 
 
FRIDAY MARCH 20TH 1998 
Trapped in the hospital, the two botanists  
continue to panic over their predicament.  
Rick believes they are being watched by  
someone but his friend dismisses his notion  
as paranoia. He still has the satellite phone  
but is reluctant to use it as he doesn't want  
the authorities to find out about this place.  
He eventually relents but in a stroke of  
misfortune, manages to drop the phone and  
break it. Checking their bags they estimate  
they have enough food provisions for  
another week, yet hope to be out of here  
long before then. They search the rest of  
the basement next to the intensive care unit  
where the giant plant lurks. The walls are bare crumbling concrete and shafts of sunlight pour 
in from a small, grimy window up above. A rusting old trolley full of medical equipment is by 
the door, left untouched for five years and collecting dust. Inside the next room is an old 
pharmacy that was never cleaned out. Its cobweb-ridden shelves are still full of various 
medicines, serums and chemicals. They notice that the plant vines near these bottles are all 
dead and dying. As an experiment, they fill up a syringe with the chemical and inject it directly 
into the vine blocking the door leading out of the basement. Immediately, the vines wilt and 
die, allowing them to finally escape the hospital. 
 
“March 20th 
There's no way out of this place. If it comes down to it, I can use my satellite phone as a last 
resort. We have a week's worth of food left. It's best to just wait for now. 
Rick swears up and down that he can sense a human presence here. He's likely hallucinating. 
Meanwhile, I managed to drop my phone and break it. I no longer care about new plant 
species. I just want out of here. 
There's a room that appears to be a pharmacy here. I found a tank full of medicine or 
chemicals in there. The vines around it have begun to wilt and decay. 
There's a knob-like protrusion on part of the vine climbing the wall. It's much more tender 
than other parts of the plant. I used a syringe to inject it with the medicine. It worked! We can 
get out now!” 
-REOU2: Botanist’s Notebook; 20/03/98. 
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As the two men begin the exhausting trip back towards Raccoon City, they are accosted by 
Albert Lester. He is naked from the waist up and wears a black hood over his head, carrying a 
large axe and stalking them from the trees. Although they manage to evade him for a while, he 
eventually catches up and bludgeons Rick to death. Whilst Al cuts up the body ready to take 
back and feed to Dorothy, the other botanist manages to get away and takes temporary refuge. 
He writes a note to say goodbye to his children should he not make it back alive. 
 
"Rick is dead. He was killed. Who is that freak? Why is he attacking us? 
Bianca, Jessie 
Please forgive your father for dying before you. I'll always love you." 
-REOUT2: Botanist’s Notebook; 20/03/98 
 
Soon afterwards Al catches up to the botanist and kills him. Al feeds his remains to Dorothy. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: 'AXE-MAN' 
The Axe-man was former hospital administrator Albert Lester who became  
exposed to a strange plant that had been infected with a medicinal strain of  
the t-Virus years earlier. His infection was unique in that he kept his human  
form and his skin hardened like that of a plant, making him resistant to gun  
fire. This metastasised through a rough patch of green skin on the lower-left  
side of his chest. In addition he retained full memory and intelligence  
although he did degenerate and become more insane over time. His pain  
receptors were dulled significantly and he was able to shake off the full force  
of a shotgun blast. As his infection progressed, he noted how he lost the  
ability to feel temperature variations and his appetite rapidly reduced. This  
latter symptom was particularly unusual for a t-Virus carrier, with a rapidly  
increased metabolism being a normal trait of an infected human subject.  
Lester’s reaction to the virus suggests his DNA was almost perfectly  
compatible to the t-Virus, but unfortunately further study is impossible after he died when the old hospital 
collapsed in on itself. There is no further data available. 
 
APRIL 1998 
Carole Sindemann, loyal PA to Brian Irons for many years and responsible for handling many 
of his business affairs, accepts his offer to become an official employee of the Raccoon Police 
Department as his new secretary. This way she gets to work with him every day and assist with 
his appointments, meetings and administration work for his role as Chief of Police. 
 
As progress continues on the T-002 Tyrant and preliminary work on the top secret T-A.L.O.S. 
project gets under way, researchers are still concerned at how the mutations brought on by the 
t-Virus will be controlled. A safe method is needed to prevent runaway t-Virus mutation that 
will otherwise break control over the Tyrant and make it go berserk. The T-002 in 
development at Arklay Labs is already equipped with an internal 'power limiter' to carry out 
this very function, but many researchers believe this will not be adequate enough for future 
models. Now researchers come up with an idea to employ an external power limiter that acts as 
a protective shield, such as body armour or a coat that can be bullet proof and fire proof from 
the outside, and prevent random t-Virus mutation on the inside. This would greatly increase 
the cost of producing individual Tyrants but in theory they would be much easier to control, 
which financiers deem is worth the expense. The decision is made at board level and a team is 
put together to join the Special Projects division. One of the specialists picked for the team is a 
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bio-engineer employed at Arklay Labs with a background in the renewable bio-energy division. 
He is transferred away from Arklay and sent to work on this new project immediately. But like 
the rest of his hand-picked colleagues, he is kept in the dark about the true nature of the 
project and instead told he will be developing a prototype material to harness the power 
produced by bio-electric generators. These next-gen experimental generators will change the 
way power is produced in the poorest regions of the world. But a current problem lies with 
random power surges that are blowing the systems too regularly for them to be viable. The 
researcher’s role will be to develop a cover that can absorb this power safely and limit the 
output of the generators. No mention of bio-weapons development is made and the research 
team are unaware they will be aiding development of the ultimate biological killing machine, 
unwittingly creating an external power limiter for the T-103 being developed at Birkin's 
laboratory. 
 
The researcher joins his new colleagues but they are never shown one of these bio-electrical 
generators and are simply given data from experiments to theorise and work with. Eventually 
they are shown a small scale prototype involving a t-Virus infected Doberman bolted down to a 
table. It snarls and tries to tear them apart but is securely locked in place. The researchers are 
told the dog has rabies and it has all manner of wires and diodes protruding from it with 
electrical current being pumped through its body. When the researcher begins to ask questions 
about what kind of generators they are building, he is told by the men leading the project that 
they are not developing a conventional generator for people's homes in everyday life. He is also 
reminded not to ask too many questions. 
 
The officer in charge of the weapons storage of the R.P.D. is issued with a new key card. 
 
THURSDAY APRIL 2ND 1998 
Local newspaper The Daily Raccoon runs a story about high levels of contamination in the 
surrounding water supply. An environmental group has analysed samples from the municipal 
water system and local rivers flowing down from the Arklay Mountains. The published results 
show shockingly high levels of toxicity present and this leads to calls for reformation of local 
environmental protection laws. 
 
"April 2, 1998 
High Levels of Toxins in Local Water  
According to a local environmental group, recent tests of the municipal water system and local 
streams have revealed shockingly high levels of dangerous toxins. 
A significant increase in the level of contamination over the last year or so has prompted many 
to demand a thorough investigation into local environmental protection laws." 
-REOUT2: Daily Raccoon; 02/04/98 
 
MONDAY APRIL 6TH 1998 
At the R.P.D., Carole Sindemann is still trying to find her way around the dusty old building. 
She has been here before a few times, but not enough to memorise its labyrinthine corridors 
and is currently exploring the western wing. She decides to go up the stairs onto the second 
floor where a long corridor stretches out with various artwork etched onto the walls. At the end 
is a curious statue depicting the upper bust of a knight brandishing a red jewel in its right hand. 
This statue is flanked by two female busts either side facing the opposite way. Her curiosity is 
piqued as this sculpture seems a bit out of place for a police station, although she is well aware 
of the chief's obsession for art and that the station house was a former art museum. There is an 
inscription on the base of the statue: 'The God of Sun and the God of Moon. Their gaze upon 
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me is the only thing that can release red soul.'  She pushes one of the statues as an experiment. 
It moves easily but nothing happens. When she later asks the Chief about it, Irons is furious 
and reprimands her. 
 
"I accidentally moved one of the stone statues on  
the second floor when I leaned against it. When  
the Chief found out about it, he was furious. I  
swear the guy nearly bit my head off, screaming  
at me never to touch the statue again. If it’s so  
important, then maybe he shouldn’t have put it  
out in the open like that…" 
-RE2: Secretary's Diary A; 06/04/98 
 
The reason for the Chief’s anger is because this jewel is part of a puzzle used to locate a hidden 
serpent stone that unlocks a hidden door in his office. This secret door leads down to his 
private chamber full of torture implements for his sadistic little hobby. This room also contains 
a sewer access where he can get to the underground laboratory for meetings with William 
Birkin. 
 
TUESDAY APRIL 7TH 1998 
Carole Sindemann discovers Chief Irons' personal art collection is worth a fortune and on 
display throughout the station. The old storage room on the second floor near his office is full 
of old paintings and statues that must be worth thousands of dollars. The Chief also has an 
appreciation for taxidermy and his office is full of stuffed birds and other animals. There is 
even a stuffed tiger in the back room corridor. 
 
“I heard that all the art pieces from the Chief’s collection are rare items, literally worth 
hundreds of thousands of dollars. I don’t know which is the bigger mystery: where he finds 
those tacky things, or where he’s getting the money to pay for them.” 
-RE2: Secretary's Diary A; 07/04/98 
 
SATURDAY APRIL 25TH 1998 
An Umbrella manager is transferred to run the  
P12-A Incinerator Facility, otherwise known as  
the ‘Dead Factory’ after having previously been  
employed at Raccoon University. He is looking  
forward to the new challenge and sees it as a  
good way to celebrate his birthday. A new, state  
of the art disposal system and incinerator has  
been installed as well as an underground elevator  
linking down to the railway track connecting to  
Umbrella's main underground laboratory. There   
are high expectations for this facility, especially  
as all the waste from the underground lab will  
now be shipped here following the closure of the Water Treatment Plant in July last year. As 
Director of the chemical plant, William Birkin retains control over this facility. 
 
“Today is my 30th birthday. I was transferred to this facility today. I am very happy because the 
work environment is very different from life in the university." 
-RE3: Manager's Diary; 25/04/98 
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The new Manager is given his instructions regarding the security of the factory as it is one of 
Umbrella's key facilities within the city. Its outside appearance is unaltered and looks 
abandoned and run down. This is a deliberate move to avoid unnecessary attention from both 
outsiders and the authorities. There will no doubt be minor problems with drunks and 
squatters, but these people can be gathered and used as guinea pigs. Not even the police will be 
bothered about them. 
 
""Security of the Plant" 
Since this plant is a facility under the disguise of a deserted factory, civilians will sometimes 
enter. If this should occur, do not hesitate to shoot them. If they choose to surrender, arrest 
and then transfer them to the laboratory as guinea pigs. You will be rewarded. 
"Maintenance of the Device" 
This entire plant is controlled by an epidemic prevention system. When contamination is 
detected in the treatment room or decomposed specimen pool, the plant will automatically be 
locked down for isolation. In that case, you must follow the manual to unlock it. If the 
contamination is over the limit, the whole system will automatically lockdown. Then, you must 
remain in the plant and wait for subsequent orders. Those who leave the facility without 
permission will suffer extreme consequences." 
-RE3: Security Manual; undated. 
 
MAY 1998 
Alyssa Ashcroft receives a tip from an anonymous source offering information about the 
business dealings of Elliot Martin; Chairman of the Raccoon City Zoo’s Board of Directors. 
Looking deeper, she learns of the imminent opening of a new terrarium dome which will 
include an exhibition of over 750 species of rare and exotic plants. Because regulations 
prohibit the acquisition of many of these flowers, there are concerns Mr. Martin may have 
violated international law. Alyssa begins to discreetly investigate the matter, hoping to uncover a 
major bootlegging scandal. 
 
Chief Irons receives $2500 from William Birkin this month. 
 
Seven high-ranking researchers are sent from Umbrella's main North American HQ to Arklay 
Labs for undisclosed visitation purposes. 
 
A creature stirs in the sewers of the abandoned water treatment plant on the outskirts of 
Raccoon City. This creature is the mutated form of the Queen Leech Dr. James Marcus 
created twenty years ago now. It typically takes the form of a young Dr. Marcus and this 
surprising phenomenon is made possible by the Queen entering the remains of Dr. Marcus 
and merging with his DNA over a long period of time. Ten years have passed since this fusion 
sparked by the t-Virus and during that time, its body tissue has transformed, allowing it to reach 
its ultimate form. As the name Queen Leech implies, it reigns over countless mutated leeches, 
commanding them at its whim. It possesses extremely high intelligence and it thinks and acts 
just like Marcus, even with the ability to speak. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: QUEEN LEECH 
The Queen Leech was originally a t-Virus specimen being worked on by Dr. Marcus in the late 1980’s. Marcus 
had been working on the leeches for ten years and they had demonstrated a collective intelligence and 
recognised him as their master, mimicking his movements and even coming together to look like him. When 
Marcus was later murdered by Umbrella, the Queen Leech sought out his corpse and nested inside, beginning a 
miraculous process to merge with his DNA. After ten years the t-Virus within the leech had fully fused with the 
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human remains which were absorbed by the leech. The transfiguration of its body structure reached an 
unthinkable level and was completely transformed. It moulded its body shape on the late doctor, typically 
taking the form of a younger Marcus who felt at his peak when he first graduated from university back in 1939. 
It also inherited Marcus’s memories and feelings, including his resentment towards Spencer and Umbrella. 
This is thought to be down to the fusion phenomenon after the Leech began moulding with his corpse. It 
remains a common mis-conception that the Queen Leech resurrected Marcus from the dead, but this is not the 
case. It is theorised that over many years, the Leech Queen could acquire basic genetic information from dead 
people, resulting in its look as Marcus. 
As the queen, it had full control over countless other  
leeches using secreted micro chemicals and could  
break the mould of Marcus and become its first  
transfigured form. Whilst still maintaining a vaguely  
humanoid shape with recognisable limbs, it no longer  
looked human and had a number of large whip-like  
tentacles emanating from its back, which it used to  
attack targets. It would also use these appendages to  
restrain its targets whilst it infected them with the t- 
Virus. If the Queen sensed bodily harm, it would cease  
retraining its natural functions and mutate into a  
larger, second form. It would merge with all leeches in the nearby area, significantly adding to its body mass 
and using them as an energy source to multiply its own cells. This process rearranged the structure of its first 
form and completely regenerated damaged sections. The mass of the second form was many tens of times 
greater than the first. Its great size and appearance made it seem primitive and extremely grotesque. Its 
tentacles and feelers were full of rows of razor sharp teeth. The second form of the Queen Leech was practically 
invulnerable and powerful enough to withstand fire from even heavy weapons. But although the vitality of the 
creature was extremely high, when the Leech was in its second form it also exposed its greatest weakness. To 
maintain this form, the leeches were coated with an almost transparent film that allowed ultra-violet rays to 
pass through. This was its downfall for the ultraviolet rays found in sunlight broke down its cellular structure if 
exposed directly. The burnt cells had a hard time maintaining the second form of the Queen, rendering it 
extremely weak and unable to protect itself. Because leeches are hermaphrodite, the name of "Queen" as the 
ruler of this population was only for convenience. 
 
The Leech Queen makes its nest in the place of its birth, which is the water treatment facility 
and uses the furnace area on B8 level as its hive due to the warm temperatures. As it grows 
stronger, the leech begins to spread out and infect the facility. Although the treatment plant is 
now largely abandoned and much of the machinery is automated, there are still workers 
present servicing Raccoon Dam and soon they are all infected. As the Queen grows stronger, 
more inherited memories from Marcus come to the surface, specifically his hatred of Umbrella 
and Spencer. This hatred is what leads the Queen to the Management Training Facility in 
Raccoon Forest. 
 
On Rockfort Island, Alfred Ashford's private attendant, Robert Dorson, writes in his journal 
about his lack of access to his master's personal affairs. He is not allowed inside the private 
mansion where he supposedly lives with Alexia. Dorson's room is on the second floor of the 
palace and leads directly into Alfred's private office, but access is restricted via a solid oak door 
that can only be unlocked when a pair of ornamental gold lugers are placed into slots on the 
door itself. When not in use these lugers are locked away in the military museum on the 
ground floor. Although he has heard many rumours that Alexia actually died when she was a 
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child, he very recently caught a glimpse of an unidentified female figure standing at one of the 
windows of the mansion. But when he asks Alfred about this he flies into a rage. What Robert 
doesn't know is that the female figure is actually a mentally-disturbed Alfred dressing up as his 
sister. 
 
"Four years have passed since I began serving Sir Alfred. He doesn't trust anyone! Even though 
I am his attendant, I am still strictly prohibited from entering his private house! What is his 
problem anyway?! They say he lives with his twin sister, Alexia in his private house on the hill. 
Occasionally, I've seen someone standing by the window of the house. It might have been 
Alexia, whose extreme beauty is often talked about. I once asked Sir Alfred about this but it 
only enraged him. Even though I am his attendant, he will not show me any lenience. If I ask 
about her again, I could put my life at risk. After all, it is a mystery why he so desperately wants 
to keep his private life with Alexia a secret." 
-RECVX: Secretary's Note; undated. 
 
At Arklay Labs, researchers studying a group  
of confined zombies infected with the ε-type  
t-Virus notice an irregularity in one of the  
subjects. Its skin has a reddish tone easily  
distinguishable from the other specimens  
and with it a ferociousness that surpasses that  
of a standard zombie. The t-Virus causes  
various mutations and is known for  
occasionally inducing unusual behaviour in  
infected subjects which is what has happened  
here. This one creature appears to be  
unique and despite being created with the  
same process and conditions as the other zombies, it clearly possesses extremely high vitality 
and attack power. Further investigation reveals this unique reaction occurred after the zombie 
had been shot in the head. The specimen is quickly isolated for further study.  
 
Examination of this subject leads to discovery of 'V-ACT’ and the mutant form of t-Virus its 
body has created. When incapacitated, the specimen enters a dormant period and its body 
tissue reconstructs at a cellular level, making it more vicious than ever. Although the prototype 
specimen is constrained, four researchers are killed just trying to feed it and the isolation room 
is transformed into an instant bloodbath. Researchers name this creature 'Crimson Head 
Prototype 1'. Others simply refer to it as the ‘Super Zombie.’ 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: CRIMSON HEAD 
The Crimson Heads were more aggressive zombies created through a mutant strain of the t-Virus discovered 
after an irregular mutation found in a single, unique subject. A Crimson Head started off life as a regular 
zombie, but when knocked down by any external force or incapacitated due to lack of sustenance, the host's 
consciousness was lost and entered a dormant period. This is when the process known as V-ACT occurred 
where the virus revitalised cells and reconstructed the body tissue. This resulted in a faster metabolism for the 
creature and an increased heart rate, meaning more blood was pumped around its body. Because of its 
decaying flesh, this increased activity resulted in the creature's skin adopting a reddish tint and blood seeping 
out from tears and wounds. V-ACT also kick-started the respiratory system of the host and a Crimson Head 
can be observed inhaling and exhaling. The resulting increased bloodlust caused a Crimson Head to move 
faster and even jump at its victims. The mutated virus also caused further minor mutations and the subjects 
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developed long, sharp talons they did not possess in their original zombie form. Crimson Heads were 
extremely aggressive and would stop at nothing in the pursuit of their prey, including destroying other zombies 
if they got in the way. Crimson Heads were fast, although limped somewhat when  
running due to the advanced decomposition in their muscle  
tone and would usually attack by swiping their claws,  
though they would still bite its victims if they could get  
close enough. Some Crimson Heads also liked to play dead  
and would wait for their prey to approach before jumping  
up extremely quickly and attacking. Although no increase  
in intelligence was observed from a standard zombie, some  
specimens were able to barge through doors when they  
sensed prey on the other side. If a group of zombies were  
created using the V-ACT strain, the only way to prevent the  
V-ACT transformation is to either incinerate the body or  
destroy the head completely. The original prototype specimen #1 was preserved and locked up in the backyard 
cemetery of the estate after the new mutant form of the virus had been extracted from its body. 
 
After freezing the specimen, the research team led by John Clemens are able to extract a 
recombinant sample of the mutant t-Virus from within its bloodstream. Dubbed the 'V-ACT 
strain', they test it on other humans and the results confirm that when standard zombies are 
incapacitated, they undergo the V-ACT process and are reborn as 'Crimson Heads.' These 
zombies have increased aggression and bloodlust as well as mutations on their fingers they do 
not possess as normal zombies. The results are pleasing and these Crimson Heads are only 
marginally less dangerous than the original prototype specimen. 
 
Because the Crimson Head Prototype 1 killed four researchers, a crisis meeting is held to 
determine its fate. Although the mutated virus has been extracted from its body and is currently 
undergoing cultivated production, the Crimson Heads it produces, despite being impressive, 
are not as dangerous as this original prototype, rendering it unique and highly valuable. This 
means a termination order is not an option. Instead they freeze it using liquid nitrogen and seal 
it away in the basement crypt in the backyard cemetery. The door to the crypt is locked and 
can only be opened using a special tip removed from a golden arrow. This arrow is from one 
of the cherub statues located in the art corridor near the library on the second floor of the 
mansion. Researcher Martin Crackhorn notes down his thoughts on the prototype specimen 
and the V-ACT phenomenon. It is similar to a process already documented by Albert Wesker 
and William Birkin in the 1980s where under certain environments the t-Virus would 
reactivate following an external trigger, resulting in fresh, albeit largely predictable changes to 
the organism’s genetic structure. V-ACT seems be a more evolved form of this process. 
 
“About V-ACT 〜A Researcher's Note〜 
It's become clear that the mutant form of the "t-Virus" results in changes to the body, the vessel 
of the genome. The host's consciousness is lost, and this type enters a dormant period and 
reconstructs body tissues. It appears that in this case, cells are activated and reconstruction of 
the body tissue itself is performed. 
(We named this "V-ACT") 
I should specifically mention it has a "significant increase in muscular strength and speed." 
The body in this condition has "faster" movement by means of body tissue changes. And its 
nature is, above all, "berserk." Four researchers were already killed in an accident that occurred 
when we fed them. The spot became a blood bath in an instant. 
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(We named these "Crimson Heads" from their excessive savagery.) 
Although these can't be neglected in their current state, we have to avoid disposing of the 
precious prototype (Proto 1). It is our duty. 
However, what should we do with this excessively dangerous specimen? 
We decided to use freezing gas for "Crimson Head Prototype 1", and decided to confine it in 
the basement of the mansion graveyard.” 
-BIOREMAKE: V-Act; undated. 
 
Charles Coleman; Umbrella's chief of security for all Raccoon City operations, sends out a fax 
detailing instructions to the manager in charge of the underground sewer annex that connects 
to various Umbrella facilities, including the underground lab and the P-15B warehouse. The 
fax details when key personnel will have access to the facilities. 
 
"-User List of the Connecting Facility- 
On the first and third Wednesdays of the month, Angelica Margaret, chief of maintenance, will 
make use of the facilities. Be sure to reduce the moisture levels in the facility by activating the 
fan, as the equipment she will be using is susceptible to the effects or water vapours. 
On the 28th of every month, the chemical transporter Don Weller will use the facility. The 
chemicals he will be transporting are extremely volatile. Extreme caution should be observed 
throughout their transport. 
On the 6th and 16th of every month, police chief Brian Irons will visit the facility to attend the 
regular meetings that take place in the lab. 
On the fourth Friday of every other month, William Birkin will use the facility to conduct a 
training seminar for the Chicago branch of Umbrella Inc. As the probability of an attack upon 
Dr. Birkin will be high, take every measure conceivable to guard his life. 
You will be informed of all other potential visitors and times they will arrive as needed. Guide 
these individuals to their destination safely. We expect nothing but the best from you. 
Charles Coleman 
Secretary Chief 
Umbrella Headquarters" 
-RE2: Sewer Manager Fax; undated. 
 
Over at Arklay Labs, primary work on the T-002 Type Tyrant is completed and the creature is 
regarded as the pinnacle of B.O.W. research to date. But although an impressive specimen, 
researchers have raised concerns over the control mechanism, so a live combat test is needed 
to make further improvements. This will be arranged at a later date. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: TYRANT T-002 TYPE 
The T-002 Tyrant was one of the first successful humanoid biological weapons created with the t-Virus with a 
heavy emphasis on its combat abilities. It also boasted superior durability and high thinking capacity to register 
and obey commands. This B.O.W. used a strong adult male human as the base organism with various gene 
manipulation and body strengthening surgeries applied before being placed in a pod full of solution and 
administered the virus. Of the four original subjects that were created in early 1998, only two survived. The first 
of which, the T-001 Type, or ‘Proto-Tyrant’ had its development halted close to its completion after several 
faults became apparent. This was because it was administered the maximum amount of t-Virus which led to 
physical imperfections and loss of brain function. All data from the T-001 was collated and applied to the 
ongoing development of the T-002 Type. This data from the discarded Proto-Tyrant allowed researchers to 
limit the amount of t-Virus used, refining application levels to ensure the subject’s physical features did not 
erode too badly and its brain would remain sufficiently intact to stabilise intelligence levels to the extent it 
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could be trained to execute commands. Its intelligence was high for an individual using the t-Virus and had a 
power of understanding almost equal to a human. It carried out various commands more easily than the 
Hunter. The Tyrant was physically impressive with strong muscle definition and its design specifications were 
based upon achieving maximum effectiveness on the battlefield. The subject stood at over 8.7 feet tall and 
weighed 540 pounds. It also boasted several independent  
cardiovascular systems and its respiratory organs  
allowed for prolonged athletic capabilities that could  
allow it to out-run and out-speed any human, potentially  
reaching a projected speed of 43mph. Its left arm  
developed a large mutation, turning its fingers into  
enlarged talons that could be used as a stabbing and  
cutting weapon strong enough to penetrate hardened  
concrete. The skin tone of the Tyrant was a very pale  
grey and numerous veins and arteries could be seen  
across its body. As well as the talons on its left arm, the  
Tyrant developed a growth on its right thigh full of  
tumours. Like its prototype brother, the virus had caused  
the body to erode leaving its sub-hearts exposed on the outside of its chest. These hearts have different 
functions, with one devoted to venous blood and the other arterial. However, because smaller, more refined 
doses of t-Virus were used, its spinal cord was not exposed on its back like it was on the T-001. Since strong 
cardiopulmonary function was achieved, its mobility and reflexive speed greatly exceeded the record numbers 
of conventional B.O.W.s, and the drop of metabolism due to the virus was also suppressed to some extent. But 
the biggest distinction from the T-001 was a more refined internal power-limiter that kept further t-Virus 
mutation restrained. When the Tyrant came under fire or sensed endangerment to its life it could disengage 
this limiter, triggering internal mutations that allowed for greater physical strength, agility and offensive 
abilities far exceeding conventional values. Due to increased blood flow, its skin developed a subtle reddish tint 
and its capabilities as a weapon were dramatically increased. When in this form it became known as the ‘Super 
Tyrant’, but in this state the subject was completely out of control and lost all capacity for following orders. It 
simply became a mindless killer that would destroy anything in its path. 
The T-002 was seen as a resounding success and was hailed by some within Umbrella as the ultimate life form. 
To commemorate its success, it was officially christened as the ‘Tyrant’, using the initial from the t-Virus as a 
symbol of the power it exhibited. But in order to catalogue its incredible capabilities, expansive battle data was 
required and a secret combat test was arranged at the contaminated Arklay Labs estate in July 1998 against the 
elite S.T.A.R.S. Special Forces teams. The S.T.A.R.S. members were highly skilled and well-trained, making 
them perfect test subjects for the Tyrant. In the end a wealth of data far beyond what was imagined was 
collected. The T-002 was due to be commercialised following the combat test, but after concerns about the lack 
of control when in its Super Tyrant form, this idea was discarded and focus was shifted into the T-103 with the 
T-002’s battle data used to develop a more refined control mechanism. Every subsequent Tyrant model was 
created based on data collected from the T-002 type. When the biohazard occurred in May 1998, final research 
on the Tyrant was left incomplete and because the subject remained idle for over two months, it gradually lost 
its capacity to follow commands. 
 
In Raccoon City, operations begin at the P12-A Incinerator Facility as the new disposal system 
is completed. Its workforce is thoroughly tested thanks to the high volume of waste material 
transferred over from the underground lab. 
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The mutant V-Act strain of the t-Virus is cultured and shipped out of Arklay Laboratory to 
Umbrella's North American headquarters for review and potential mass-production. William 
Birkin also studies the new strain at the underground lab in Raccoon City. 
 
Now that the T-002 is complete, its embryo, which has been cloned in advance, is also 
transferred off the Arklay Labs facility. The embryo will be used as the basis for the new T-103 
type Tyrant, explaining why all models look the same. 
 
The Queen Leech, taking the form of a young James Marcus, appears at the abandoned 
Management Training Facility in Raccoon Forest. It is drawn there thanks to its inherited 
memories of Marcus being the first Director in the 1960's and 70's. It will use this place to plot 
revenge on Umbrella. 
 
Alfred Ashford has Robert Dorson stripped of his position and thrown in the prison barracks 
on Rockfort Island for asking too many questions about his sister. 
 
Arklay Labs researcher Henry Sarton conducts a botanical experiment by injecting a foliage 
plant in the Guardhouse guest room with the ε-strain t-Virus. He is pleased to see the plant 
reacts favourably to the virus and will continue observations. This plant is located at 
observation point 42. 
 
WEDNESDAY MAY 6TH 1998 
Chief Irons is scheduled to have a meeting with  
William Birkin at the underground lab. At the  
R.P.D., he tells Carole Sindemann he is  
unavailable before locking his office door. He  
then uses three coloured serpent stones to  
unlock a secret passage in the back of his office.  
A small elevator takes him down to a dark  
tunnel, full of dripping condensation and  
lichen-ridden walls. Fire-lit torches illuminate  
the darkness as he heads through a door and  
into a crude basement he has personally  
decorated as some kind of sadistic torture  
chamber. From here a trapdoor with a ladder  
leads down to the sewers. Irons checks in with the Sewer Manager as he passes through and 
from here he is able to reach the entrance to the underground lab. 
 
SATURDAY MAY 9TH 1998 
After a particularly long shift at the Arklay Labs estate, an experimental animal keeper meets 
some colleagues in the rec room at the Guardhouse for a poker night and some well-deserved 
beers. Soon the alcohol is flowing and the games begin under a haze of cigarette smoke. But 
the keeper doesn't have much luck when it comes to the cards. 
 
"Played poker tonight with Scott and Alias from Security, and Steve from Research. Steve was 
the big winner, but I think he was cheating. Scumbag." 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 09/05/98 
 
This will be one of the final nights of normality at the mansion. 
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SUNDAY MAY 10TH 1998 
Today, Arklay Labs take delivery of a new batch of B.O.W.s frozen in storage. These are the 
first official MA-121 Alpha Hunters; a product Umbrella has extremely high hopes for. The 
concept for the Hunter was originally drawn up by Birkin in the early 1980's and after a 
prototype was developed, it has taken years of additional research to create the perfect 
organism with high ferociousness and combat ability. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: MA-121 HUNTER α 
The Hunter was a B.O.W. created by inserting genes from reptiles into a fertilised human egg and injecting the 
t-Virus, altering the genetic structure. It was designed to develop an organism which could attack enemies 
equipped with anti-virus equipment and protection measures. It was able to track and kill specific targets with 
enough intelligence to obey simple commands and possessed high aggressiveness, agility and jumping power. 
The Hunter α was the flagship Umbrella B.O.W. and the first to be mass- 
produced using cloning technology thanks to its practicality and low  
development cost. It was a bipedal organism with green-scaled skin. This  
was an intentional look designed to cause those who saw it a psychological  
feeling of repulsion. Its scaled skin was a result of reptile DNA being  
infused into a fertilised human egg through the t-Virus. The hardened  
scales of its body were keratinized ensuing the Hunter could withstand a  
large amount of damage before it began to weaken. This was because its  
thick skin had the same level of intensity as Kevlar fibre used in  
bulletproof vests. The application of the t-Virus βII-strain increased  
muscular power and reflexive speed to the equivalent level of a large  
carnivorous animal. It was also the first B.O.W. developed that  
successfully halted the natural brain cell erosion caused by the virus. Its  
intelligence levels were relative to that of an arthropod and could be trained to follow and execute roughly ten 
types of commands. When in a pack, the MA-121 α showed cunning and worked together to track their prey, 
perfectly demonstrating why they were given the name 'Hunter' in the first place. The Hunter's primary 
weapons were its hard, long claws extended on both hands and feet. These claws were actually its bones which 
became transformed and exposed. Its basic fighting tactic was hand-to-hand combat after rapidly closing in 
from the target's blind spot. Specifically, it first dashed to approach a target from a distance of 10-15 feet (3-5 
meters). It abundantly used various attack patterns of either shortening to a suitable distance from the 
opponent's chest and tearing it up with its sharp claws, or jumping greatly and attacking its opponent's head. 
When two Hunters cooperated, they specialised in combinations, as one jumped greatly behind the target and 
trifled with the opponent, the other one quickly approached, interjected and struck, causing fatal injuries. 
Following the success of the Alpha model, several successful variants were later produced based on combat data 
collected from the mansion incident. All Hunters were created and cloned as females. 
 
The animal keeper is called to the labs and given the run-down on the new creatures. To him 
they look like skinned gorillas. He feeds them in their pens with live pigs and is horrified that 
the Hunters literally tear the animals to pieces before they start eating them. 
 
"May 10, 1998 
One of the higher-ups assigned me to take care of a new creature. It looks like a skinned 
gorilla. Feeding instructions were to give it live animals. When I threw in a pig, the creature 
seemed to play with it...tearing off the pig's legs and pulling out the guts before it actually started 
eating." 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 10/05/98 
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In addition to the Hunter Alphas, the lab also receives several unique Hunter sub-species 
specimens known as 'Ticks'. These creatures are purely experimental and whilst Hunters were 
created using the genes from reptiles, the Ticks are created using insect genes. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: TICK 
The process for creating a Tick remains the same as that of a Hunter although insect genes replaced reptile 
genes at the point of virus application. The resulting creatures are not as muscular as a standard Hunter and 
instead of several claws, their hands devolve into just one large talon, similar to  
that of a Chimera. Two slightly different Tick variations are observed by  
researchers. One has the standard green-skinned texture of a Hunter with two  
antenna on its head, the other has paler skin with a reddish texture and is  
slightly bulkier with no visible antenna on its head. Their viciousness and  
combat abilities remain similar to that of a standard MA-121 Alpha although  
they are not quite as durable due to their insectoid origins. They are also not as  
well protected as Hunters thanks to a thinner skin, but they compensate by 
being slightly faster and more agile than their reptilian counterparts. Because 
Because these creatures were the result of a simple experimental test, they were 
not given a development code number and no plans were made to mass- 
produce them. The few specimens in existence were confined to the mining tunnels beneath the Arklay estate. 
But whether they were encountered by any S.T.A.R.S. members remains undetermined. 
 
At the R.P.D., Chief Irons takes delivery of a new piece of art. It is a horrible painting depicting 
a nude woman being hanged. It is expensive but Carole Sindemann finds it quite disgusting and 
is a little disturbed by the chief's attitude towards such things. The painting is entitled 'A 
Sacrifice to Hell Fire.' 
 
“I wasn’t surprised to see the Chief come in today  
with yet another large picture frame in his hands.  
This time it was a really disturbing painting  
depicting a nude person being hanged. I was  
appalled by the expression on the Chief’s face as  
he leered at that painting. Why anyone would  
consider something like that to be a work of art is  
beyond my comprehension.” 
-RE2: Secretary's Diary A; 10/05/98 
 
Irons displays the painting above the old fireplace in the rear storage area of the briefing room 
on the first floor west wing. The painting conceals a small hollow in the wall to hide another of 
the red jewels. The painting is reacts to heat and he spends the evening posting No Smoking 
signs all over the first floor of the station. This is to ensure nobody accidentally uncovers the 
secret of this painting. 
 
MONDAY MAY 11TH 1998 
Post-Midnight: 
In the early hours of the morning, an experiment is carried out in the Arklay Estate courtyard 
using a number of Cerberus specimens. The test is to evaluate group practicality of the dogs 
and how they work as a pack.  
 
A majority of the mansion staff are on downtime and are unaware of what is about to unfold. 
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Whilst most workers at the facility are now asleep, an experiment is carried out on the B4 
Culture Laboratory involving the T-002 Tyrant. 
 
The Queen Leech in the form of young James  
Marcus makes his way across the darkness of  
Raccoon Forest from the Training Facility to  
Arklay Labs located just a few miles away. As  
most of the facility personnel are on downtime, it  
is able to sneak unnoticed into the facility. Even  
though some researchers are working through the  
night, the Queen is able to access viral storage  
undetected. Disguising it as an accident caused by  
the careless scientists, he causes a containment  
failure leaks the V-ACT strain t-Virus in the lab  
and water supply, knowing it will infect the  
workers and spread across the whole complex.  
Before anyone notices the outbreak and the  
general alarm is sounded, the Queen leaves the Arklay Labs and heads back to the Training 
Facility before daybreak. 
 
Researchers in the lab confirm a biohazard is occurring and wonder if it was caused by the 
Tyrant itself. Quickly, the creature is placed back into slumber in its cryogenic pod and anti-
viral countermeasures are applied. Only a handful of people know about the accident and 
begin to take steps to contain it as best they can. Hopefully, the leak will be confined to the lab 
and not reach the main mansion building and dormitories. But the virus has already laced the 
entire estate's water supply. All security teams report to their stations. 
 
In the ensuing confusion all senior researchers and key personnel are woken up, and several 
Cerberus specimens in the courtyard manage to escape and rush off into Raccoon Forest. 
 
5AM: 
Scott the security guard is given orders to rouse the  
experimental animal keeper. He heads over to the  
eastern wing of the mansion's first floor and knocks  
heavily on the bedroom door. The keeper is  
woken up and annoyed to find it is still practically  
the middle of the night. Scott explains about the  
accident in the lab and hands him a biohazard  
protection suit he is to put on immediately. As the  
Keeper gets dressed in a hurry, he grumbles to  
Scott how it was inevitable something like this was  
always going to happen. Scott explains the need for  
secrecy as to not cause a panic across the estate. 
 
"May 11, 1998 
At around 5 A.M., Scott woke me up. Scared the shit out of me, too. He was wearing a 
protective suit. He handed me another one and told me to put it on. Said there'd been an 
accident in the basement lab. I just knew something like this would happen. Those bastards in 
Research never sleep, even on holiday." 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 11/05/98 
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As the day wears on the senior staff come to realise the virus has leaked beyond the lab and 
they cannot hide it anymore. Although they try to downplay the incident, a memo is sent out to 
every employee on site to wear a biohazard suit as a precautionary measure. But no specific 
details about the accident are revealed.  
 
“New procedure to be enacted immediately. Due to a recent accident in the lab, all members 
of this facility are required to wear biohazard suits, which will be provided. Please advise the 
medical staff without delay if you are experiencing any skin irritation." 
-REGENESIS: Memo Regarding Biohazard Suit Policy; undated. 
 
The whole facility is placed on lockdown with security operatives posted at every exit. The 
guards look mean and menacing, wearing all-black uniforms reminiscent of SAS soldiers. 
Albert Wesker in his role as consultant researcher is called in to handle the aftermath. Soon 
after, all e-mail access is blocked and phone lines disabled as contact with the outside world is 
prohibited. William Birkin sets up a secure route through the sewers to evacuate sensitive 
materials from the estate.  
 
One by one, all employees are told to report to the infirmary for checks against possible 
contagion. The rate of infection seems to have topped initial prediction and supervision begins 
to realise it may be too late to stop it. 
 
TUESDAY MAY 12TH 1998 
Despite the ‘accident’ the previous day, the facility personnel are told to report back to work. 
The Keeper is annoyed at having to carry out his duties in a biohazard suit which he has now 
worn for over 24 hours. He also notes how the facility guard dogs have been acting a bit 
strangely, as if they can sense something is wrong. 
 
"I’ve been wearing this damn space suit since yesterday. My skin’s getting grimy and feels itchy 
all over. The damn dogs have been looking at me funny, so I decided not to feed them today. 
Screw ’em." 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 12/05/98 
 
Several more employees begin to show early signs of t-Virus infection. 
 
WEDNESDAY MAY 13TH 1998 
On Rockfort Island, a new prisoner is transferred  
to the barracks of the prison complex. He makes  
friends with his bunkmate who turns out to be  
Robert Dorson, Alfred Ashford's former  
personal attendant. 
 
"This room stinks of death. Based on the  
information I’ve found, I believe that I’m far  
south of the equator. Lucky for me that Bob in  
the bunk below me is one of those interesting types of guys…" 
-RECVX: Prisoner's Diary; 13/05/98 
 
At Arklay Labs, the Keeper reports to the medical team for an examination. After examining 
his symptoms, the doctors conclude he is infected but the Keeper is not made aware of this 
fact, neither is anyone else who have already been exposed. He is told to remove the biohazard 
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suit and to go about his work as normal. The Keeper complies, blissfully unaware of his 
impending doom. It seems that management are trying to keep everything under wraps to 
avoid mass panic. The security teams are told to watch animal keeper closely. 
 
"I went to the infirmary because my back is all swollen and feels itchy. They put a big bandage 
on it and told me I didn’t need to wear the suit anymore. I guess I can sleep well tonight." 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 13/05/98 
 
Although countermeasures have been put in place, small quantities of t-Virus leak into the 
sewerage system from the Arklay Estate and begin slowly filtering back to Raccoon City. 
 
THURSDAY MAY 14TH 1998 
The Keeper begins to develop physical symptoms of infection, including blisters and degrading 
patches of skin. With operations running with a skeleton staff due to the accident, he realises 
several of the Dobermans have escaped the confines of their pens and are now running loose 
in the forest. This is definitely a bad thing but he decides not to report this, realising it will 
probably go unnoticed anyway as the bosses are too busy worrying about the viral spill to care.  
 
“Found another big blister on my foot this morning. I ended up dragging my foot all the way to 
the dog’s pen. They were quiet all day, which is weird. Then I realised some of them had 
escaped. Maybe this is their way of getting back at me for not feeding them the last three days. 
If anybody finds out, I’ll have my head handed to me." 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 14/05/98 
 
Back in Raccoon City, the manager of Umbrella’s  
P12-A Incinerator Facility writes how the new  
disposal system for getting rid of the guinea pigs  
sent from William Birkin’s lab has now been  
completed. He expresses the need for further  
testing before putting the system into operation  
but they do still have the incinerator plant at the  
rear of the factory as a back-up. 
 
“The disposal system has been completed. Using  
a special type of gas, it can decompose the cells  
of the guinea pigs. We have to try this out before  
beginning practical usage of the system, since it isn’t 100% stable yet." 
-RE3: Manager's Diary; 14/05/98 
 
All employees at the plant are given instructions detailing how to operate the new system. 
 
“The incinerator plant is one of the facilities that burn the disposable items which are sent from 
the laboratory. The incinerator burns the waste materials that cannot be decomposed at the 
treatment room. It also supplies electricity to the facility by a thermal power electricity 
generator. Part of the electricity is stored in the big battery installed in the facility’s 
underground area. The electricity is used as an auxiliary power source. The auxiliary power 
circuit will be activated once the three ‘auxiliary circuit units’ are properly placed in their 
sockets. In case the circuits are not connected automatically, a person can connect them 
manually to activate the system.” 
-RE3: Incinerator Manual; undated. 
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FRIDAY MAY 15TH 1998 
At Arklay Labs, the crisis begins to worsen as the first zombies are shot and killed. The bodies 
are disposed of and the incidents covered up to avoid any panic. Although serious, it is 
imperative the accident is downplayed and the day to day running of the facility continues, 
despite the slowly worsening conditions. Supervision are still seemingly unaware of the escaped 
Cerberus specimens and all lower-level employees are still completely in the dark about what is 
going on. There is no word from Umbrella HQ about taking action or countermeasures 
arriving from the outside. Their only priority at the moment is immediate containment. 
 
Unaware of these facts, the animal keeper has his first day off in a long while and decides to go 
and visit his partner. But as he shows his pass to try and leave he is stopped by armed security 
guarding the main exit. Bemused, he tries every other possible way out only to be met by the 
same thing. He notices a lot of staff are on edge and that many of the regular workforce have 
been reporting in sick. He tries instead to phone his wife only to discover all the phones have 
had outside lines disconnected. He is extremely angry and begins to suspect that this accident is 
a lot more serious than the higher-ups are letting on. 
 
"May 15th 1998 
My first day off in a long time and I feel like shit. Decided to go visit Nancy anyway, but when I 
tried to leave the estate, I was stopped by the guards. They said the company's ordered that no 
one leaves the grounds. I can't even make a phone call - all the phones have been ripped out! 
What kind of bullshit is this?!" 
-BIOHAZARD PACHISLOT: Keeper's Diary; 15/05/98 
 
Due to the lack of available personnel, research is suspended on the Crimson Heads. The 
prototype specimen is already confined to the crypt in the courtyard. 
 
NIGHT: 
As the Arklay Estate is settles down for the evening,  
one anonymous researcher is fully aware of what is  
happening and knows everyone is going to die,  
including himself if he doesn't get out soon. Once  
infected with the t-Virus there is no cure and  
projected figures show a significant percentage of  
the workforce has been contaminated. Soon they  
will become flesh-eating zombies and hunt the  
remaining survivors down. The researcher leaves  
the lab and picks up a few personal effects from his  
dorm before making a break for freedom. He  
hopes to get into Raccoon Forest and use the trees  
as cover to hike all the way back to Raccoon City.  
He manages to make it outside but is spotted by the  
armed guards patrolling the roof. He is shot and killed before he can reach the tree line. His 
body is recovered and taken back to the lab and incinerated. This incident is kept covered up 
but rumours are already spreading among the remaining staff by the morning. 
 
SATURDAY MAY 16TH 1998 
Chief Irons passes through the sewers to meet with William Birkin. Birkin informs him of the 
t-Virus spill at the Arklay Estate, reassuring him that countermeasures are in place and that 
security around all Umbrella's facilities in the city are on high alert. He also confirms the 
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mansion is in complete lockdown and that Irons must ensure no R.P.D. officers go near the 
immediate vicinity. He also warns to keep an eye on the press as absolute containment is a 
priority. 
 
At the quarantined mansion, the keeper hears about the shooting that occurred the previous 
night. His symptoms are beginning to get worse and he is itching and scratching his body all 
over. He is extremely scared about what is happening and realises the medical staff lied to him 
about his symptoms when he went for his initial examination. He is still being watched closely 
by Scott and the other members of the security team who know he will eventually become a 
zombie. 
 
“A rumour is going round that a researcher who tried to escape the estate last night was shot. 
My entire body feels hot and itchy and I’m sweating all the time now. I scratched the swelling 
on my arm and a piece of rotten flesh just dropped off. What the hell’s happening to me?" 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 16/05/98 
 
Far away from the unfolding events at the Arklay Labs, Robert Dorson explains to his cell-mate 
just who he is and why he has been imprisoned in the barracks on Rockfort Island. He used to 
be Alfred Ashford’s attendant until he made a small mistake involving talk of Alfred’s twin 
sister, the mysterious Alexia. After listening to the story, the prisoner wonders what fate lays in 
store for him. 
 
“Today Bob told me some crazy story of why he was put in this place with me. Bob said that he 
used to be an attendant of the head of this place. This ‘boss’ named Alfred supposedly placed 
him in here because of a tiny little mistake. What does that mean? What’s going to happen to 
me?” 
-RECVX: Prisoner's Diary; 16/05/98 
 
SUNDAY MAY 17TH 1998 
At Arklay Labs, the research teams and workforce continue to try and go about their daily 
routines, knowing that something is definitely wrong at the estate. The higher-ups won't tell 
them anything and no one is allowed to leave. All they can do is go about their work but 
everyone is on edge with many people feeling sick and unwell. 
 
At the Guardhouse, one of the scientists  
supervising the aquatic t-Virus B.O.W.s  
causes a small accident due to a lack of  
sleep and a general nervousness about  
what is happening at the facility. The  
accident is contained but the incident  
causes another researcher to finally snap  
and suffer a mental breakdown. Unable to  
take the claustrophobic conditions any  
longer, he heads to the nearby munitions  
storage and gets a grenade, blowing  
himself up and destroying the reinforced  
glass of the Aqua Ring. Gallons of water pour out and begin to flood the basement level, 
releasing the FI-03 Neptune B.O.W. and its two calves in the process. The control room area 
and weapons storage are soon fully submerged, rending all the equipment and munitions inside 
useless. The researchers quickly evacuate the whole area and manage to get out without 
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suffering any further casualties. On the upper level of the Aqua Ring, the water line rises to just 
above the observation platform and the Guard Room is half submerged, destroying all the 
monitoring equipment inside. The central control room containing the emergency drainage 
system is pressurised and contained but can only be reached by wading past the escaped 
sharks, which no one is willing to attempt. All the weapons kept in storage on the bottom level 
are now completely destroyed. 
 
Up above on the main floor of the Guardhouse is an old guest room adjacent to the Gallery 
which is set aside for botanical experiments. One of the plants growing inside is affected by the 
recent accident in the Aqua Ring and begins to grow at an alarming rate. Its roots push down 
through the floorboards and reach down to the flooded waters of the basement. The water is 
full of chemicals and these accelerate the growth of the plant even more. Curious, the 
researchers move in to study the plant but it becomes aggressive and attacks them. Due to the 
plant being situated at a site designated as 'Point 42', the curious specimen is nicknamed 'Plant 
42' by the researchers. Henry Sarton was originally in charge of the experiment. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: PLANT 42 
Plant 42 was created accidentally after the t-Virus outbreak at the Arklay Labs in May 1998. It was first infected 
by researchers as part of a controlled experiment, but suffered further secondary exposure following the 
facility-wide biohazard outbreak. The virus had a substantial effect on the plant, causing it to grow to such a 
size that it easily overwhelmed other infected plants in the area. Its name came from its growth location of 
'Observation Point 42' and after only a short time its sheer mass  
caused it to break through the walls and door of the  
Guardhouse. Its roots penetrated all the way down to the  
submerged Aqua Ring and it was able to absorb chemical  
compounds from the water. The main bulb of Plant 42 fused  
itself with the ceiling of the guest room and sprouted several  
tentacle-like appendages utilised as a defence mechanism. These  
vines had small spiked bulbs on the end and were used to bash  
away any potential threat. These bulbs and petals could also  
secrete corrosive fluids lethal to any organism. The plant was  
extremely aggressive and if a human being got too close the  
tentacle would wrap itself around its prey, squeezing it tight and  
rendering it helpless as Plant 42 used its suckers to drain the  
veins dry of blood. This was the primary way it gathered nutrients to supplement its extreme mass. But as well 
as its dramatic size increase, the most profound effect the t-Virus had on Plant 42 was an extraordinary 
increase in intelligence. Researchers noted the plant had turned to predation and attacked humans with its 
blood-sucking tendrils in order to preserve its own life. When it had prey trapped in the room, it used its vines 
to block the door to prevent any escape. It had also been known to do this when it was sleeping as an excellent 
defence mechanism and researchers had to conclude that the plant was acting on its own judgement. Because of 
this curious and developed behaviour, the science team were at a loss to determine what species of plant the 
organism was before infection, suggesting it was some type of insectivorous classification. Although Plant 42 
was highly evolved, it was unable to move its trunk, foregoing all mobility to function with marginal energy 
production focused on photosynthesis. When under attack, it closed its five large petals around the main bulb 
as a shield to protect it. However, like all plants, it was extremely susceptible to fire. Its roots were also 
unprotected and they could be killed when a special chemical known as 'V Jolt' was applied. Following the 
acquisition of Plant 42’s research data during the mansion incident, this research was used to develop the Plant 
43 – ‘Ivy’ B.O.W. 
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MONDAY MAY 18TH 1998 (circa) 
With a week having passed since the initial accident, things are rapidly spinning out of control 
and the incident is becoming too difficult to cover up. The fact the Guardhouse was free of 
infection until yesterday's accident is a big blow and in the main mansion building, several 
researchers have become zombies. Although these creatures are quickly eliminated by the 
security teams and their bodies burned, it is inevitable they will only increase in number. There 
are also various reports of unknown creatures stirring in the network of underground mining 
tunnels and unconfirmed sightings of secondarily infected woodland creatures from the forest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Back at the Guardhouse, Plant 42 continues to grow and its roots have now firmly reached the 
basement levels and feed off the nutrients contained in the flooding waters where the Neptune 
B.O.W.’s swim freely below. Several researchers are killed by the plant and some have even 
had their veins completely bled dry for it sucked human blood through tentacle appendages 
sprouted from its bulb. Surviving researchers, including Henry Sarton, conclude the plant is 
attacking humans because the t-Virus has resulted in an extraordinary increase of the creature’s 
intelligence. In other words, Plant 42 has begun to act on its own judgement, attacking humans 
with its bloodsucking tendrils in order to preserve its own life. They have also noted that when 
it lays dormant it uses its vines to block the only door into the room, preventing further study. 
 
To make matters worse, infected wasps have begun to appear in the Guardhouse areas after 
feeding on the pollen of Plant 42. They build their nests somewhere in the dormitory areas to 
propagate their numbers and are lethal to anyone who gets too close. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: WASP 
The Wasps were secondary infectants, becoming exposed to the  
t-Virus either by ingesting insect carriers of the virus or by  
feeding on the pollen of Plant 42. The virus caused them to  
secrete abnormal amounts of growth hormone causing them to  
grow up to ten times their original size. They also had giant  
stingers filled with natural venom that was further enhanced by  
the t-Virus. Winged creatures capable of flying had the  
potential to spread the virus over a large area and the infected  
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wasp would encircle its prey before thrusting its stinger into the target’s body. The wasps were societal insects 
that congregated in nests, ready to attack anyone that wandered too close. Though it was possible to fend off 
one or two, any unfortunate victim of their attack would fall prey to a large number of the creatures when they 
attacked in swarms. Because their life cycle was short they often bred in large numbers and researchers noted 
the effects of the t-Virus appeared to vary on each wasp, resulting in different growth sizes, aggressiveness and 
endurance levels. Witnesses also reported sightings of a singular wasp queen which was noticeably larger than 
the other subjects and boasted improved killing power. 
 
The wasps seem to be building up a large nest in the Gallery and soon several researchers fall 
victim to them. 
 
TUESDAY MAY 19TH 1998 
The experimental animal keeper is now rapidly succumbing to the effects of the t-Virus. Since 
his last diary entry, his intelligence has almost diminished. 
 
“Fever gone but itchy. Today hungry and eat doggie food.” 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 19/05/98 
 
WEDNESDAY MAY 20TH 1998 
Angelica Margaret makes her second monthly inspection of the sewerage system beneath 
Raccoon City. 
 
On Rockfort Island, a team of armed guards deploy  
to the barracks where Robert Dorson is bound and  
removed. The prisoner knows he is being taken to  
the building next to the guillotine stand. Many of  
Rockfort’s prisoners end up visiting there, and none  
ever come back. 
 
“Without warning, a group of military men took  
Bob to the building behind the guillotine stand. At  
midnight, I’ll sneak out of here to see him. I’ve been hearing that anyone taken to that building 
never comes back. On top of that, there are these REALLY large plastic bags constantly being 
removed from that place. I’d better pray for Bob…” 
-RECVX: Prisoner's Diary; 20/05/98 
 
Back in Raccoon City at the Dead Factory on the outskirts of town, the manager conducts a 
routine inspection of the treatment room when he accidentally locks himself inside, realising he 
cannot get out even with his key card. He impatiently sit and waits until one of his staff comes 
down to let him out. 
 
“While I was checking the treatment room, the door shut and I was locked inside. I couldn’t 
get out for an hour. I guess even if you have the key card; it’s useless when you’re locked 
inside.” 
-RE3: Manager's Diary; 20/05/98 
 
A female hiker jogging by one of the rivers in the Arklay Mountains is set upon and attacked by 
an escaped Cerberus. Both her hands are bitten off and her left foot is severed. Her body falls 
into the Marble River where it slowly flows downstream back towards Raccoon's City's Cider 
District. She is to be the first of many innocent victims over the next several months. 
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10PM 
A member of the public is out for a walk along the Marble River which runs along the outskirts 
of Raccoon City into the forest and Arklay Mountains beyond. A short time later they discover 
a body of a woman washed up on the river bank. She has been severely mutilated and 
immediately the police are called. Within minutes, a number of R.P.D. patrols arrive and 
cordon off the body, shielding it from public view in an evidence tent. Police Officers stand 
watch by the cordon and keep curious members of the public back as forensic officers go about 
their job. Although foul play is not ruled out, initial reports suggest the woman is an 
unfortunate victim of a wild-animal attack somewhere up in the mountains and her body had 
washed down here. Despite these initial findings, the R.P.D. will later launch a murder 
investigation. 
 
THURSDAY MAY 21ST 1998 
PRE-DAWN: 
On Rockfort Island, Robert Dorson is tortured to death by the surgeon working for Alfred 
Ashford. He is taken down to the secret torture room hidden beneath the infirmary and made 
to die in agony on the various torture devices. Up above, Dorson’s former bunk mate manages 
to get out of his dormitory and slip past the guards. He arrives at the infirmary but is frozen stiff 
upon hearing horrible screams and creepy laughter coming from within. Too scared to help, 
the prisoner makes his way back to the barracks and jumps into his bunk, unnerved by the 
whole experience. 
 
“I was wrong. I shouldn’t have gone there. What is going on in there? All I could hear was 
some insanely creepy laughter and the sound of Bob screaming. I don’t know what to do. I 
can’t stop thinking about it…Is that going to happen to me?! I can’t let it…I just can’t…” 
-RECVX: Prisoner's Diary; 21/05/98 
 
Back in the torture clinic, the surgeon who has just killed Robert Dorson notes how all this 
death is beginning to warp his mind. 
 
“There is a demon in my mind. I can’t control the fierce impulses that the demon sometimes 
drives me to act upon. It is a brutal ceremony. With the demon next to me, I enjoy watching 
people agonize in pain, screaming and convulsing repeatedly as they die. But, Sir Alfred was 
kind enough to acknowledge me, and has given me the facilities, chemicals and ‘equipment’ 
necessary to study everything. I must never betray Sir Alfred’s kindness. It is especially critical 
that no one discovers the sacred place that only he and I know about. I swear, the basement of 
this medical building will be kept secret. Of course, I keep the key to the sacred place with me 
at all times…Even if an outsider see’s it, they will never be able to tell that it is the key. I must 
remember that my life ends when I lose Sir Alfred’s trust.” 
-RECVX: Anatomist's Note; undated. 
 
At Arklay, Scott comes looking for the animal keeper, finding him almost fully transformed 
into a zombie.  His increased metabolism has resulted in a ravenous appetite and he lunges at 
Scott, biting into his neck and feeding off his still twitching corpse. 
 
"Itchy itchy Scott came. Ugly face so killed him. Tasty. 
4. 
Itchy. 
Tasty." 
-REMAKE: Keeper's Diary; 21/05/98 
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Henry Sarton and the surviving members of his research staff continue to observe and report 
on the behaviour of Plant 42 in the Guardhouse. It has now taken hold of the entire dormitory 
with its roots firmly in place across the entire building.  
 
"Four days have passed since the accident. The  
plant at Point 42 is growing at an amazing rate.  
Although there are many unknown aspects  
about this plant, we know that in comparison  
with the other group of plants, the t-Virus has  
had a substantially stronger effect on this one.  
The t-Virus has drastically morphed its host’s  
anatomy as well as its size. Looking at its  
current state, it’s difficult to imagine its original  
appearance. Nowhere on Earth will you find  
anything like it. We’ve also found that  
PLANT 42 has two main sources of acquiring  
its necessary nutrients. One source is through its root. Somehow it has rooted itself down into 
the basement. Immediately after the accident, a scientist went mad and destroyed the Aqua 
Ring. Ever since, the basement has been like a pool. There is a high possibility that it’s one of 
the chemicals in the water that’s promoting the PLANT 42′s rapid growth. However, we have 
yet to determine the specific chemical. 
A bulb-like body of the PLANT 42 has been sighted hanging from the ceiling of the first floor. 
We are sure that it used the air ducts to reach the first floor. Numerous long tentacle-like vines 
are protruding from the bulb. We believe the vines are the second means of acquiring its 
nutrients. When the PLANT 42 sense prey, it uses the tentacle-like vines to capture its prey. 
After doing so, suckers on the vine drain the prey of its blood. We’ve also noticed that it has 
some intelligence. When it captures its prey or when it’s inactive, the vines twine around the 
door to stop possible intruders. Unfortunately, several of our scientists have already fallen 
victim to this PLANT 42. When we heard the stories from the survivors, they all observed one 
thing in common: 
When the uniform petal-like flaps open and reveal its vital internals, it has a tendency to 
become more aggressive. One witness reported that it was as if it was trying to protect itself. 
Why it behaves the way it does is still unknown. 
May 21st, 1998 
Henry Sarton" 
-Remake: Plant 42 Report; 21/05/98 
 
FRIDAY MAY 22ND 1998 
Today members of the Chicago branch of Umbrella travel over to Raccoon City and are 
transported to the main underground lab. They gather in one of the conference rooms and 
William Birkin arrives to give a training seminar. 
 
SATURDAY MAY 23RD - TUESDAY MAY 26TH 1998 (circa) 
At the Rockfort Island barracks, the prisoners are decreasing in number. One by one they are 
all removed from the dormitories and taken to the building beyond the guillotine where the 
unhinged surgeon lies in wait for them. They are all sadistically tortured in the basement 
beneath the infirmary and sometimes even Alfred Ashford himself comes to watch, sitting in 
the viewing chair with a cigar and some brandy. Eventually, only Robert Dorson’s original bunk 
mate remains, waiting to be sent to his impending doom. 
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Back at Arklay Labs the surviving staff in the Guardhouse have come up with several 
countermeasures to fight back against the ever powerful Plant 42. As already noted, the 
specimen is intelligent enough to develop defences against intruders and once its victims are in 
range, it whips out at them with thorny appendages, or seizes them around the neck and 
strangles with incredible strength. Additionally, the t-Virus has enabled it to excrete acidic sap 
from its petals and tentacles, which it uses to defend itself. But despite its dramatic evolution, 
Plant 42 is still extremely susceptible to fire. The researchers also come up with an analysis 
indicating that the UMB chemical V-Jolt will break down the creature’s plant based cellular 
structure. 
 
"The similarities in the cellular characteristics of the rapidly growing plant infected by the 
Tyrant-Virus have been reported in previous papers. However, while repeating these 
experiments, an interesting new fact became clear. We learned that a chemical in the UMB 
family, UMB No.20, contains a compound that is toxic to the cells of the plant. 
We have given UMB No.20 a new name: V-Jolt. If our calculations prove correct, when V-Jolt 
is applied directly to the root of the plant, the entire plant should be dead within five seconds. 
V-Jolt can be made by simply mixing the VP and UMB chemicals in a specific ratio. However, 
extra care must be taken when handling these UMB chemicals. They have been known to 
generate toxic gases if mishandled. 
The characteristics of each UMB chemical are as follows: 
UMB No. 3 red 
Yellow-6 yellow 
UMB No. 7 green 
UMB No. 10 orange 
VP-017 blue 
V-JOLT dark brown” 
-REMAKE: Organic Chemistry Lab Experiment; undated. 
 
In the main mansion building, almost half the research staff have succumbed to the effects of 
the t-Virus with their flesh decaying and their intelligence severely deteriorating. Blood congeals 
over their skin and all functions outside of the autonomic nervous system completely shut 
down, resulting in an inability to feel pain. Their high vitality stems from an incredible 
metabolism and is also the cause of the itching sensation, bringing about extreme hunger and 
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driving them to wander the halls in search of human flesh and attacking survivors. Those not 
yet fully transformed will just stand and stare into space, capable of just basic motor functions. 
 
As the outbreak continues to spread, several woodland creatures in the nearby vicinity of the 
estate and its grounds also become infected, amongst which are the mildly-venomous adders. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: ADDER 
These adders inhabited Raccoon Forest and became secondarily infected after feeding on creatures and corpses 
that had already been exposed to the t-Virus. Although no major changes in appearance was observed, the virus 
caused them to multiply in large numbers and their natural  
haemorrhagic venom became even stronger. They detected  
their prey by sensing body heat, preferring to lie in wait in  
tree tops and then drop down on top of them. Adders  
thrived in damp and dark places such as the underground  
mining tunnels and could almost always be found close to a  
water source. They possessed faster reflexes than a typical  
snake and would jump to bite their prey on sight. This bite  
would secrete the enhanced venom and carry the risk of transferring the t-Virus. Adders liked to attack in 
groups though the natural green-skinned adder would only cause flesh wounds. But due to the unnatural 
breeding rate, a red-skinned variant began to appear with even more potent toxicity in its venom. 
 
In addition to the adders, crows living in Raccoon Forest become infected by flying near the 
mansion grounds and eating dead flesh and bugs carrying the virus. They construct several 
territories for themselves inside the mansion but rarely attack unless their territory is disturbed. 
But when they do, they peck their targets with their sharp beaks fiercely and repeatedly. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: CROW 
These were originally wild crows living in Raccoon Forest and became secondarily exposed to the t-Virus by 
pecking on the flesh of infectees such as zombies and animal corpses. Because their skin is completely covered 
in feathers, no visible changes were observed to their physical form and any  
skin decay was hidden from view. They displayed features common with t-Virus  
exposure such as highly increased aggression. Normally a loud noise or a gunshot  
would be enough to deter a crow from attacking, but once infected it would attack  
indiscriminately and not be shaken by gunfire in the slightest. The infected crows  
still maintained many characteristics of their regular counterparts such as loud  
cawing to instil fear into their targets and working in groups for co-ordinated  
attacks. Because they only needed a small food source to flourish and discarded  
remains were enough for them, a large amount of crows were infected. Because of  
their ability to fly, they are capable of spreading the virus over a wide distance and  
the presence of infected crows has been confirmed in several other biohazard  
outbreaks such as Raccoon City and Sheena Island. Because of flight capability they are capable of spreading 
the virus over a wide area. 
 
WEDNESDAY MAY 27TH 1998 
After a police press conference regarding the suspected murder of a female hiker in the 
mountains a week earlier, the Raccoon City Times runs an article on the case. The woman was 
so badly mauled that she still has not been formally identified.  
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"Animal Attack? 
Woman mutilated May 20th. 
At around 10pm a 20 year-old young woman’s body was found by a passer-by on the left bank 
of the Marble River in the Older District of Raccoon City. Raccoon Police assume it to be a 
grizzly or other animal’s doing because there are teeth marks along her mutilated arms and left 
foot that show considerable power. Since she was wearing a hiking boot on her remaining foot, 
it has been determined that she was attacked in the Arklay Mountains and fell into the river. 
They are hurrying to identify this woman.” 
-RE1: Scrapbook; 27/05/98 
 
Now all alone in the prison barracks on Rockfort Island, the prisoner gives up all hope of 
escape and is physically and emotionally drained. He realises he and all his friends have been 
nothing but playthings to Alfred Ashford and his twisted surgeon. 
 
"Since my last entry, all of my fellow inmates have been taken to that building! I know that I am 
next…It’s obvious that we were all here to be used as Alfred’s guinea pigs. There’s no way out! 
What I am going to do?!...” 
-RECVX: Prisoner's Diary; 27/05/98 
 
THURSDAY MAY 28TH 1998 
Chemical transporter Don Weller uses the sewer network to transport volatile chemicals to and 
from William Birkin's underground lab. 
 
JUNE 1998 
Due to the lack of personnel, many of the test subjects at Arklay Labs escape their confines 
and freely roam round the estate. An experimental snake has grown to a gigantic size and set 
up home in the rafters of the mansion attic, occasionally venturing out through a hole in the 
roof to look for food. It appears to be yawning as it swallows its prey, leading to the researchers 
naming it ‘Yawn’. It is unique in that its width is inconsistent with its length, and the venom it 
secretes through its sharp fangs requires an unusually powerful serum to counteract it. The 
Yawn does not have highly developed intelligence and is incapable of any physical movement 
beyond that of a normal snake. But because of how dangerous it is, the mansion attic is 
declared off-limits and is locked with the key hidden in the grandfather clock in the dining 
room. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: THE YAWN 
The Yawn was originally a poisonous snake purposefully  
bred for future B.O.W. development. However, in the  
chaos following the biohazard outbreak at Arklay Labs  
in May 1998, the snake escaped and was subsequently  
infected with the t-Virus, causing it to grow to a giant  
size. Prior to its original escape, researchers had  
performed gene manipulation on the snake and evidence  
of these experiments could be seen on parts of its  
enlarged body, demonstrating characteristics from both  
reptiles and amphibians. The gene manipulation was  
also a possible explanation as to why the snake grew to a gigantic size when similar creatures such as the adder 
were left physically unchanged. Its body length was just short of 40 feet long and it was able to swallow adult 
humans in a single gulp. For its overall size its length was short in spite of its thickness and imbalance during 
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movement was undeniable. But despite these imperfections, it could have been a powerful B.O.W. if it was ever 
put into practical use. The venom it secreted from its fangs was highly poisonous if not treated as soon as 
possible. It was hemotoxic and slow-acting, causing bleeding and destroying tissue. Although study of the 
snake was limited, those that saw it and lived to tell the tale could not see any obvious increase in intelligence 
levels and its range of movement was still the same as a normal snake, with the exception of size limitations. 
The influence of the virus caused it to go berserk and there was no precedent for it to follow any kind of orders. 
It was given the nickname 'Yawn' as it would curiously stop and open its mouth, as if yawning from tiredness. 
 
As things continue to get worse at the mansion several researchers commit suicide, unable to 
take the conditions any more. 
 
Down in the laboratory complex beneath the estate, the  
few remaining security personnel struggle to keep things  
in check. Former researchers roam around as zombies  
and dead bodies litter the floor. But worse than this, the  
extremely dangerous Chimera B.O.W.s have escaped  
and have free reign of the bottom two levels of the lab.  
They like to hide in the air ducts and attack their victims  
from the ceiling. 
 
In the tunnel network beneath the courtyard, the  
arachnid B.O.W.s Web-Spinners have taken over large sections of the labyrinth mining tunnel 
system. One spider in particular seems to have been effected by the virus spill more than 
others and has grown very large due to further, unexpected mutations that increase its life force 
and attack power considerably. It is darker in colour and has been christened the 'Black Tiger' 
by eye-witnesses. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: THE BLACK TIGER 
The Black Tiger was the result of a web-spinner B.O.W. that  
became secondarily exposed to further t-Virus infection.  
The Web-Spinner was an early B.O.W. that was soon  
scrapped, but several subjects were kept alive for data  
collection. One of these specimens underwent further  
experimentation and this was distinguished from other  
specimens by the unique, black markings on its body. When  
it got loose in the courtyard tunnels, it survived hidden in  
the darkest corners and preyed on researchers and survivors  
walking through. Compared to a normal Web Spinner, the  
Black Tiger has a much larger physique and exceptional  
vitality. Its ability to spin webs and create a nest returned  
and it turned one of the underground rooms into its sanctum. It is unknown why the Black Tiger underwent 
further mutations and why its web spinning ability returned, but these advantages allowed the spider to hunt 
and kill prey in a much more spider-like fashion. It shot its web to snare unsuspecting targets and contained a 
large quantity of venom in its abdomen. Its webs were further enhanced by this venom, and it could also spit at 
its targets, causing horrible disfigurement. Its abdominal cavity also protected countless offspring. Victims 
were drained of blood and spun in webs left hanging down from the ceiling, allowing the baby spiders to eat at 
their leisure. 
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By this point a majority of those who survived the initial t-Virus outbreak in the Arklay Estate is 
dead and the site is populated solely by a variety of B.O.Ws, murderously stalking its many 
corridors and rooms. Amidst the carnage, Lisa Trevor begins to roam the Arklay complex 
unopposed, though she is still bound in shackles. But despite the ongoing chaos, the good news 
for the remaining survivors in that the two most dangerous B.O.W.s held at the facility are still 
securely locked up. The vicious MA-121 Hunter Alphas are still in their pens underground 
and the experimental T-002 Tyrant lies dormant in the culture laboratory on B4 Level of the 
lab. Also present is an early prototype body for the T-A.L.O.S. which is presently codenamed 
T-011. 
 
Many of the zombies killed by those left alive at the  
mansion have been reanimated by V-ACT, causing  
them to mutate into Crimson Heads after the  
creature’s body tissue is reconstructed on a cellular  
level and they resume activity with increased  
bloodlust. This causes them to move faster and  
even jump at their victims. They are much more  
dangerous than regular zombies making conditions  
even more treacherous for the people still trying to  
survive the disaster. The only way to kill these  
creatures is by burning the bodies or removing the  
heads altogether. Some survivors have gathered  
together cans of kerosene and placed them at various locations on the first floor of the 
mansion. If anyone comes across a ‘dead’ zombie, orders are for the body to be burned 
without hesitation to prevent transformation. 
 
“Special Instructions for Disposing of Dead Bodies. 
We have new information regarding those beings. They may appear to be dead, but in fact, 
they are able to come back to life. However, there are ways to prevent them from becoming 
active again. Currently, there are two known methods to cease their resurrection. 
Incineration 
Destruction of the head 
If further methods are discovered, you will be notified immediately.  
Meanwhile, to those of you who still have the will to live, oil has been placed on the first floor 
of the mansion. Take as much as you need. You’ll need something to light it with, which you’ll 
need to find yourself." 
-REMAKE: Special Instructions for Disposing of Dead Bodies; undated. 
 
Although they continue to fight in vain, almost all of the survivors have begun to show 
symptoms of t-Virus infection. They have been trapped for a month now, and Umbrella 
doesn’t seem to be sending in help anytime soon. The armed security patrols have all been 
wiped out, meaning the mansion is no longer locked down and can be accessed by outsiders. 
Zombies roam the halls, and the vicious secondary infectants lurk around every corner. 
Umbrella’s Sanitation Division receive a report conducted by the specially constructed 
Raccoon Disaster Contingency Committee detailing their conclusions on the current situation 
at Arklay. One of their main concerns is that the mansion is now open to outsiders and with 
the increasing numbers of murders and disappearances in the woods, it is only a matter of time 
before an official police investigation begins and the area is put under heavy scrutiny. However, 
Umbrella have two key men working for them at the R.P.D.; Chief of Police Brian Irons and 
Captain of S.T.A.R.S. Albert Wesker. 
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“To: Sanitation Division 
Attn: Manager of Sanitation 
From: Raccoon Disaster Contingency Committee 
The contents of this fax are confidential and  
intended for the named addressee only.  
Any copying or disclosure of the contents of this  
fax to any third party is strictly prohibited by the  
sender. After reading the contents of this fax, it  
must be destroyed immediately. We expect  
significant increase in the damage done by the  
recent t-Virus outbreak over the initial estimate.  
There are several concerns. 
First concern: 
More than half of the researchers have been infected by the t-Virus and died. It has also been 
reported that almost all of the survivors of this accident are beginning to show symptoms of t-
Virus infection. 
Second concern: 
Our secret security patrol team has been completely eradicated. Therefore, our most secret 
research is in danger of public disclosure. Quick action is required to prevent mass media 
coverage. 
Third concern: 
There is a high possibility that most of the specimens are running loose inside the compound. 
We expect many casualties to follow. However unfortunate they may be, these casualties 
underscore the success of our research results. Action must be taken to prevent our research 
results from being made public. We suspect the first official investigation will come from the 
State Police and  
S.T.A.R.S. We strongly recommend taking measures against them first.” 
-REMAKE: Fax; undated. 
 
Rival company spy Ada Wong is forced to abandon her mission and flee the mansion, 
unsuccessful in retrieving a sample of the t-Virus. Using her impressive survival skills she is able 
to evade the creatures and escape undetected, leaving her lover John Clemens behind. John is 
devastated by the biohazard and vows to expose the dark truth about Umbrella should he ever 
make it out alive. He is unaware that Ada has already escaped. 
 
Back at the underground laboratory in Raccoon City, work continues on the T-103 Tyrant 
series, the subjects for which are being grown from the recovered T-002 embryo from Arklay 
Labs, meaning development can move along quicker than starting from scratch with fresh 
human subjects. Although the T-103 will feature the same outstanding combat abilities as the 
T-002, an emphasis is placed on greater recovery abilities and making its appearance closer to 
that of a human. In addition, a customised variant of the T-103 is being worked on at the same 
time with the aim of camouflaging as a human and the purpose of guarding high-level VIP's. 
This project is named ‘Ivan’ and the completed units will be placed under the charge of Sergei 
Vladimir. 
 
Over the course of the year, Umbrella has vastly expanding its operations on Sheena Island. 
Research is carried out in yet another of the corporation's clandestine research facilities for 
built into the heart of the island is the Tyrant Factory; set up with the aim of mass-producing 
the commercialised Tyrant B.O.W.s. The factory is hidden deep underground, situated below 
a dilapidated and abandoned old mansion nestled in the El Mona mountains as a cover. As 
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things stand, the T-002 was to be mass-produced following the conclusion of a successful battle 
test. But the situation at Arklay Labs may have shelved those plans indefinitely. It is more likely 
the T-103 will be mass produced instead following successful completion. If a battle test with 
the T-002 does go ahead, its data will be used to improve the control system of the T-103. The 
research planned for Sheena Island is highly secretive with only Oswell Spencer and the board 
of executives aware of the full details. Once the mass-produced Tyrant production plant begins 
operations, Sheena will become one of Umbrella's most important global facilities. 
 
Vincent Goldman is sent to Sheena to head up the Tyrant research that will soon be 
performed there. Something of a sadist, the ambitious Goldman secretly murdered his own 
colleague in order to secure his promotion to the island and will stop at nothing to achieve his 
goals, holding a blatant disregard for anyone else. He has his own big ideas for the Tyrant 
Program and when he arrives, he links up with Dr. Klein, head of the Gene Application 
Engineering Laboratory, to discuss his ideas. Goldman believes the ideal Tyrant should be 
more agile and used as a stealth infiltration weapon rather than a walking tank. He wants to 
study techniques and methods to induce further miniaturisation in Tyrants and ultimately 
camouflage the B.O.W. as a human and send it into enemy territory. He believes the key to 
this lies in a neurotransmitter unique to the pituitary glands of adolescents going through the 
final stages of puberty. This chemical is called "β Hetero Nonserotonin." 
 
After several months of experimentation, the former Arklay researcher working on the Tyrant 
power limiters successfully creates a bio-electric polymer material which when wrapped around 
the subject specimen, severely reduces any power leakages. The researchers measure the 
current flowing across the dog's skin both before application of the material and after, finding 
the power had dropped down to about 20% of its previous levels – well within the targets they 
had been set. They also find that when wrapped in the material, the dog responds to simple 
commands, something that was impossible before the new material was applied.  
 
Shortly afterwards, the researcher is abruptly removed from the project after its apparent 
completion. He is given no feedback about his work, but left with the impression that senior 
management is pleased. What he remains unaware of is the material he helped create will form 
the basis of the external power limiter for the new T-103 Type Tyrant and be developed into a 
special trench coat that is bullet-proof, blast-proof and serves as primitive human camouflage. 
Should the trench coat/power limiter be removed, the T-103 will change into a Super Tyrant. 
 
Back at the Raccoon City Police Department, all field  
testing on the new handgun is completed and the  
S.T.A.R.S. custom Samurai Edge Beretta 92F  
STARS Special is finalised. After the four Alpha  
Team members’ personal tests are concluded with  
satisfactory results, the decision is taken to adopt the  
gun and make it standard issue. The finished product  
has the S.T.A.R.S. insignia inserted on the grip, and  
the Kendo name on the slide. There is also a small  
emblem of a Japanese samurai with an oriental sword  
on the slide leading to Joe Kendo naming the weapon  
'Samurai Edge'. The gun has a double safety lock to prevent use by criminals in case of theft. 
The base model is supplied to eight S.T.A.R.S. members whilst four personalised versions are 
crafted for the four members of Alpha Team who took part in the trials based on their own 
individual feedback. 
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These special customisations were possible largely thanks to the close relationship between 
Barry Burton and Joe Kendo. But although these weapons were crafted incorporating the 
strong passions and individual traits of each of the four testers, only Wesker devised a concrete 
plan and sent it to Joe. He is aware of his subordinates’ commitment to their firearms and 
superficially thought he was obligated to superior countermeasures. He mentally envisioned 
everything including arms, tactics and strategy, things he conjured as if they were his own 
thoughts to ensure he always held the upper hand. He also asked for a silencer, allowing him to 
be able to kill secretly. Wesker told Joe the silencer was essential in principle as he had many 
secret operations. He ordered the frame of a 20mm rail build to equip a light module and 
such, having envisioned things to direct his own areas of speciality-- the matters of killing, 
containment and jujutsu in enclosed spaces or darkness etc—Wesker could create 
circumstances for a battle the other side could never win. 
 
"Jill Valentine Model 
Jill Valentine, a member of S.T.A.R.S. who investigated the incident was involved in 
intelligence tactics and espionage; she joined the military Special Forces, similar to the Army's 
Delta Force, instead of police S.W.A.T. Jill Valentine is an expert of bomb disposal; she 
dislikes doing gun battle on the forefront preferring espionage tactics so special construction of 
a miniature slide stop was required to avoid getting caught on clothes - she's able to holster and 
upholster her handgun from the rear of her waist during retreat. In addition, the S.T.A.R.S. 
insignia colour was changed to "light blue"; Jill's favourite. It's not easy having a combination of 
"real virility" and "masculinity" in a design. Perhaps this is the true identity of Alpha Team's only 
woman, Jill. 
Chris Redfield Model 
Chris Redfield is a member of S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team and Ace #1 marksman. A custom gun 
request for a shooting-competition winner is difficult and requires the highest precision and 
function. 
The final product is beautiful to behold, with a silver-plate finish, and medium slide that makes 
for exquisite trigger operation [for perfect accuracy regardless of any circumstances]. In the 
pursuit of greater accuracy, the slide has been replaced by hard steel, and to avoid the change 
in dimension by the thickness of the coating "Blue finish" * is applied. Also, "no lustre" is used 
to deflect outside light, allowing convert contact with the enemy. 
*(The steel surface was coated with a liquid chemical used for rust prevention.)* 
Barry Burton Model 
Barry prefers high power large-calibre guns, thus has chosen the more powerful .40 S&W 
bullet over the 9mmx19mm bullet. Furthermore, a custom request for tougher "+P" bullets was 
made to withstand use. In order to lighten the intense recoil shock of discharge, 4 port holes 
are opened in the barrel point, and a "large-size compensator" is made possible using the 
"stabilizer." The lower part of the stabilizer is rail-mounted, allowing various adjustments such 
as "laser sight" and "flashlight." 
Adjustments were made to extend magazine size for .40 S&W bullet use. 
Albert Wesker Model 
Albert Wesker is a man with two faces - S.T.A.R.S. leader and Umbrella secret agent. He is 
calculating and prefers skilful "covert action" rather than direct combat, and requested a custom 
gun from Joe Kendo. The frame is made from duralumin super-steel with adjustments for rail-
mounted "laser sight and flashlight" integration of an all-in-one design, including luxurious 
unique modifications such as the checker ring, square-type trigger guard, beaver tail and silver-
colour grip. A large removable silencer which mutes sound sufficiently can be mounted directly 
to the frame in a one-touch motion. 
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The silencer type installs directly into the barrel, but accuracy doesn't worsen because a brake 
is not used on shorter recoil." 
-Samurai Edge History; June 1998 
 
In later years the Samurai Edge will become a famous firearm. Special customs factoring in 
gender, physique, habits and technical prowess later appeared in the news media and will 
become a big talking point. 
 
S.T.A.R.S. commander Albert Wesker promotes Joseph Frost from Bravo Team to Alpha 
Team. 
 
Missing person’s cases continue to rise on the outskirts of Raccoon City and sightings of dog-
like monsters in the Marble River district flowing out into the Arklay Mountains are being 
reported to the Raccoon Times. 
 
RBC News deliver a special news bulletin confirming that the bizarre murders across Raccoon 
City are continuing to escalate. Reports have just come in that a group of friends camping in the 
forest have been killed. 
 
MONDAY JUNE 1ST 1998 
Raccoon City journalist Alyssa Ashcroft writes an article revealing the findings of an undercover 
investigation into the Chairman of the Board of Directors at Raccoon Zoo, Elliot Martin. It 
seems many of the new extensions and exhibits recently unveiled at the zoo are the result of 
money coming from Martin’s illegal trading of rare orchid specimens. 
 
“’Raccoon Zoo’s Bootlegging Disgrace’ 
Alyssa Ashcroft, Staff Writer. 
A recent inquiry into the finances of Elliot Martin {67}, chairman of the local zoo’s board of 
directors, has revealed shocking news. The Washington Treaty specifically prohibits the trade 
of rare orchid specimens, but Martin has repeatedly defied this ruling, according to an 
anonymous tip from within the zoo. If this is true, many questions arise regarding the funds 
derived from these sales. Is this new flora exhibit truly a place for children to dream and learn, 
or is it merely an illegal money-making scheme?” 
-REOUT2 - Money Scoop; 01/06/98 
 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 3RD 1998 
Angelica Margaret makes another maintenance inspection of the sewer network beneath 
Raccoon City. 
 
Back at the Arklay Labs, researcher Martin Crackhorn manages to evade the zombies, 
Crimson Heads and secondarily infected creatures stalking the halls of the mansion. He makes 
it to the second floor of the east wing and locks himself in his study. But despite surviving this 
far he is beginning to show symptoms of infection and used his knowledge of the t-Virus to 
delay the transformation process for as long as he can. As the zombies sniff him out and begin 
banging on his door trying to get inside, Crackhorn decides to commit suicide before he 
becomes one of them. But first, he wants to say goodbye to his true love. Searching around the 
room, he finds some paper and sits down at his desk opposite the fish tank to say his final 
goodbye. 
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“June 3rd, 1998 
My dearest Alma. Let me first apologise for not being able to call you. A man wearing 
sunglasses didn’t permit any phone calls. I’m sorry, Alma. I sit here trying to think of where to 
begin, how to explain in a few words all that’s happened in my life since we last spoke, and 
already I fail. I hope this letter finds you well, and that you’ll forgive the tangents of my pen; 
this isn’t easy for me. 
I think I told you that I moved to the pharmaceutical  
company’s lab. They headhunted me. Even as I write,  
I can feel the simplest of concepts slipping away, lost  
to feelings of despair and confusion-but I have to tell  
you what’s in my heart before I can rest. Alma, please  
believe that what I’m telling you is the truth. 
The entire story would take hours for me to tell you,  
and time is short, so accept these things as fact: last  
month there was an accident in the lab, and the virus  
we were studying was leaked. All my colleagues who  
were infected are dead or dying, and the nature of the d 
isease is such that those still living have lost their  
senses.  
This virus robs its victims of their humanity, forcing them in their sickness to seek out and 
destroy life. Even as I write this, I can hear them, pressing against my door like mindless, 
hungry animals. 
Alma, I have tried to survive to see you again. But my efforts have only delayed the inevitable. I 
am infected, and there is no cure for what will follow-except to end my life before I lose the 
one thing that separates me from them: 
My love for you. 
Within the hour I will have entered my eternal sleep, where there is peace. Please understand. 
Please know that I am sorry. 
Martin Crackhorn.” 
-REMAKE: Researcher's Will; 03/06/98 
 
SATURDAY JUNE 6TH 1998 
Chief Irons visits the underground lab once more to have another meeting with William 
Birkin. 
 
SUNDAY JUNE 7TH 1998 
As William Birkin frantically goes through  
numerous test subjects to reach his goal of  
creating a synthesised sample of the G-Virus, the  
disposal facility manager voices his frustration  
about the huge numbers of bodies they are  
forced to clear. The disposal system is  
experiencing serious problems fully containing  
all the waste and minute traces of the t-Virus  
begin to seep into the city’s sewer system from  
the Arklay facility, affecting some of those who  
work there. This is a serious containment breach 
that will have far-reaching consequences further 
down the line. 
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“The number of guinea pigs we have to dispose of is increasing. The system isn’t working 
smoothly. The laboratory staff doesn’t listen to my opinions, and I’m getting extremely 
frustrated.” 
-RE3: Manager's Diary; 07/06/98 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MONDAY JUNE 8TH 1998 
Back at Arklay Labs down in the depths of the laboratory, chief researcher John Clemens is 
now one of the last survivors and is currently hiding in one of the rooms near the prison, where 
numerous x-rays of test subjects line the walls. Zombies wander the corridor outside and loose 
Chimeras can be heard skittering through the ventilation system nearby. He is infected with the 
t-Virus and will eventually turn into a zombie just like all the others. He has not seen or heard 
from Ada for several days and decides to write her a letter, detailing how she can escape from 
the estate and begging her to take evidence and expose Umbrella's illegal work to the media. 
He also provides instructions on how to set off the self-destruct system. John can feel his 
mental faculties failing and doesn't believe he can set the triggering system off himself.  
 
“June 8th, 1998. 
My Dearest Ada,  
By the time you read this letter, I will no longer be the person you once knew. The results of 
my test came today, and as I suspected, it came out positive. I feel like I am teetering on the 
edge of reason just thinking about my impending doom. I would give anything not to become 
one of them. 
As far as I know, you are not infected. I sincerely hope things do not reach such a desperate 
pass, but if it has turned out that you are now the last person remaining alive, I want you to get 
the material from the Visual Data room. Then, activate the self-destruct system in the power 
room, and escape from here. Please do everything in your power to make the whole incident 
public. 
If everything is still running normally, you should be able to release all of the locks using the 
security system. I have set up the terminal in the small security room so that you can log in 
using my name and yours as the password. You will need another password to release the lock 
on the door in the 2nd level basement where the visual data room is located. As a safety 
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measure, I have coded that password into an x-ray photo. I know you, and I’m sure you’ll be 
able to figure it out without any trouble. 
There is just one more thing-and this is my last request. I hope you never have to lay eyes on 
me in this state, but if you do run into me in my hideous form, I beg you to put me out of my 
misery. I hope you understand. 
Thank you Ada. 
Yours truly, 
John.” 
-REMAKE: Researcher's Letter; 08/06/98 
 
John is unaware that Ada has already fled the lab, and he will go to his death completely 
oblivious to the fact she is a spy and was using him all along to gain classified information on 
Umbrella. 
 
Back at the R.P.D., Secretary Carole Sindemann  
is busy cleaning the chief’s office. She is a little  
unnerved by all the taxidermy decorating the  
room and as she wipes the desk she accidentally  
touches the painting on the back wall concealing  
the puzzle lock leading to his hidden chamber  
below. At that moment, Irons comes into the  
office with a crazed look on his face, obviously  
feeling the pressure from the unfolding mess at  
Arklay Labs. His efforts to stop the police from  
uncovering the truth is causing him to boil over  
with stress. He notices Carole has touched the  
painting and goes ballistic. For a moment, Carol  
actually believes Irons is going to strike her. 
 
"As I was straightening up the chief’s room, he burst through the door with a furious look on 
his face. It’s only been two months since I’ve started working here, but that was the second time 
I’ve seen him like this. The last time was when I bumped into that statue, only this time he 
looked even more agitated than ever. I seriously thought for a moment he was going to hurt 
me.” 
-RE2: Secretary's Diary B; 08/06/98 
 
After Carole leaves, Irons locks himself inside his office and will not emerge for two days. 
Numerous officers knock on his door to check on his wellbeing but he does not answer. He is 
using this time to pass through the sewers to William Birkin's lab for more crisis meetings. 
 
TUESDAY JUNE 9TH 1998 
Chief Irons is still locked in his office and refuses to come out or answer the door despite 
repeated knocks from Carole and several other officers. It becomes apparent that he will not 
be seen for a second day in a row. 
 
Fed up with the Chief's behaviour, Carole Sindemann decides to submit a formal complaint 
against Irons for the way he has treated her in recent weeks. She is not prepared to put up with 
his erratic behaviour any longer. 
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"FAO the Manager, Division of Personnel 
I would like to file an official complaint about Chief Brian Irons and his recent behaviour 
towards me.  
I have worked as Chief Irons' secretary for a good many  
years now and until just recently we have had a very  
good professional relationship. However, over the last  
six months or so, his behaviour has changed a lot - in  
fact I would say dramatically. 
The first incident I would like taken into account  
happened on April 6th. I had moved one of the statues  
on the second floor of the building, because, quite  
honestly, it was in the way. I merely moved it from the  
middle of the room to closer to the edge. 
However, Chief Irons took this extremely badly,  
screaming at me that I should never move ANY statue  
in the building and that I should stick to typing letters  
and taking messages as that was what I was paid for. He  
used a range of bad language as he shouted this at me. I  
was, as you can imagine, very shocked. 
Chief Irons later apologized to me, explaining that he  
had things on his mind, but reiterated in no uncertain terms that I was to leave all of his statues 
and art alone as he had them all just as he liked them. 
Obviously, this exchange left me feeling very abused and angry, and I began looking at Chief 
Irons differently as a result. Thinking about what he'd said, I began to wonder why he had so 
much fine art. I did a little bit of research and discovered that many of the pieces hanging in the 
building are worth thousands of dollars - and some are worth tens of thousands. 
An incident in May makes me believe that The Chief must be involved in some extra-
curricular activities in order to afford such expensive items. I walked in on him analysing a new 
painting in his office. The subject matter of the painting I won't go into here, but it was another 
very expensive piece of art. How on earth could he afford this on his salary? 
But the final straw came yesterday, June 8th, and is the main cause of my complaint: I was 
cleaning Chief Irons' office in his absence, as I often do, when he walked in on me. I don't 
know what had gotten into him, but he began yelling at me, cursing and acting very threatening, 
screaming that I should keep away from all of his personal things, and that I was a 'snooping 
bitch'. 
And this coming from the Chief of Police? I admit I burst into tears and left. I shouldn't be 
treated like that - I was just doing my job. I can't help it if he thinks people are going to be 
thumbing through his belongings when his back is turned can I? It makes me think he must 
have something to hide and suggest that Irons himself is investigated. 
I doubt very much I shall be returning to work any time soon, but I await your response with 
interest. 
Carol Sindemann, 
Secretary to Chief Irons." 
-ORC: Inserted Evil: Official Complaint; 09/06/98 
 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 10TH 1998 
The Raccoon Today newspaper runs a story on an illegal art and taxidermy collector’s racket 
operating in Raccoon City. It reports that the defunct art museum "Rams” which closed back in 
February has just legally sold off many paintings, sculptures and other items, but has also 
illegally sold more than two hundred stuffed animal specimens, including rare species. The 
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R.P.D demands that Rams relinquish details of their buyers, but they never do. One of the 
buyers is Brian Irons, and thanks to his corruption the case is never investigated thoroughly. 
 
“June 10th, 1998. 
’Illegal Art Ring’ 
Defunct local museum Rams, which closed last February, has allegedly sold some 200 stuffed 
wildlife specimens on the auction block. Sculptures, paintings, and other pieces are accounted 
for and have been sold to private collectors and legitimate museums, but no information 
concerning the specimens has emerged. 
The police are demanding the auctioneer relinquish an inventory list confirming their 
whereabouts. Such specimens are banned from sale by auction, and rumours of endangered 
species in this batch are rampant.” 
-REOUT2: Raccoon Today; 10/06/98 
 
Irons has been locked inside his office for two days now and rumours begin to spread across 
the precinct about his wellbeing and mental state. There is still no sign of any response to 
Carole Sindemann’s accusations. 
 
"The chief has been locked inside his room for the past two days.  He won't come out for any 
reason and people are beginning to spread rumours." 
-RE2: Secretary's Diary B N64 Version; 10/06/98 
 
But a few hours later, Irons finally emerges from his office having found time to write a formal 
written apology to his secretary and an explanation his art collection consists only of 
reproductions of the real thing. This response seems to quell the matter and prevents any 
further action from being taken. Carole Sindemann reluctantly agrees to continue in her role 
and drops the matter. 
 
"FAO the Manager, Division of Personnel 
Dear Tony, 
It is with great regret that I recall the events of two days  
ago, Monday June 8 and wish to apologize not only to  
Carole, my secretary, but also to the other officers on  
duty that day and to the state authorities who entrust  
me to carry out my duties. 
I have no excuse for my behaviour, other than to say  
that I have been working very hard as of late to keep  
Raccoon City as safe as it can be for its residents. I  
believe that I have been working too hard, and not  
taking enough time out for myself, resulting in my  
short temper on the day in question. 
As to the question of my art collection and how I came  
about it, I hold my hands up and admit it: they are all  
reproductions! Of course I couldn't afford originals of  
this quality, so I have invested in high quality facsimiles  
of the real things. To the trained eye of course this  
would be obvious, but to my slightly more philistine  
colleagues, this would have been hidden. 
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My only aim in collecting these reproductions was to keep the look of the station somewhat 
akin to that of its previous history. Rest assured I will learn from this incident and ensure that 
nothing like it ever happens again." 
-ORC: Inserted Evil: Official Response; 10/06/98 
 
In his frustration, Irons has also written a draft of the response he would actually like to send, 
just to show everyone how hard he works to protect Raccoon City and that although he is paid 
in kind by Umbrella, he is using them and not the other way around. 
 
"My God Tony - as if I've got time to waste on this kind of crap. 
Yes I shouted at the bitch but quite honestly, she was going  
through my stuff and that's the least she deserves. She's damn  
lucky I didn't shoot her, stuff her and mount her right there. 
But of course, that kind of thing’s frowned upon isn't it? Yes,  
we've got to stick to the 'rules' because we're the ones enforcing  
them. God these rules make me sick to the pit of my stomach.  
What was wrong with the old way of doing things anyway? Back  
then, somebody steps out of line, you let them know about it,  
you know what I mean? 
And so what - I've got some pretty pictures. And maybe they  
cost more than Carole will see in a year. But hell, what I do  
with my money is my business. And I work damn hard for it –  
and not just for the Raccoon Police Department either. I'm a  
worker Tony, you know that... and so long as I keep the city  
working like clockwork, then it doesn't matter what else I'm doing. Right? 
And hear these words Tony, because Raccoon is my top priority. You can be sure that the 
work I'm doing is for Raccoon City because I won't let anything happen to it. This is my city, 
with my rules. It ain't some corporate annex that can be bought. No matter what they think. 
They can only push me so far..." 
-ORC: Inserted Evil: Recovered Response; 10/06/98 
 
MONDAY JUNE 15TH 1998 
One week has passed since Carole was scolded by Irons for touching the painting in his office. 
She has accepted his official written apology and is back cleaning in his office today when 
curiosity begins to get the better of her. She touches the painting behind the Chief's desk and 
feels a switch. Upon pressing it, the painting moves aside to reveal the hidden passage. 
Intrigued, Carol ventures down the passage and finds an elevator, riding down to the basement 
below where another winding tunnel awaits. A torch lights up the walls and at the end of the 
passage is an old wooden door. Stepping inside she discovers the Chief's sadistic torture 
chamber, full of implements for pain and suffering. Horrified, she retreats back upstairs to the 
office and puts the picture back into place on the wall. She quickly finishes her duties and 
leaves, but unfortunately she has left behind evidence that she has been in the Chief's room. 
 
“I finally discovered what the Chief has been hiding all along…If he finds out that I know, my 
life will be in serious danger. It’s getting late already. I’m going to have to take this one day at a 
time…” 
-RE2: Secretary's Diary B; 15/06/98 
 
Carole leaves work and returns to her apartment, unaware her fate is already sealed… 
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Later that evening after Carole has gone home, Chief Irons arrives back at his office and 
notices something amiss. After confirming his hidden room has been breached, he realises his 
secretary knows his secret and will have to be silenced for good. 
 
TUESDAY JUNE 16TH 1998 
Carole arrives for work and is called up by Irons to his office. There she is attacked, gagged, 
and taken down to the torture room where she is 'processed' and killed. After disposing of the 
body, Irons informs other officers that his secretary has been fired or is on an extended leave 
of absence. 
 
After dealing with the secretary, Irons then heads down to the labs for his second monthly 
meeting with William Birkin.  
 
The Raccoon Weekly publishes a story about  
strange creatures being sighted in Raccoon Forest  
and the Arklay Mountains. The report describes  
the escaped Cerberus test subjects. 
 
“Monsters in Arklay Mountains? 
Some people claim they’ve seen monsters in the  
Arklay Mountains. The monsters are supposedly  
about the same size as large dogs and usually run  
in a pack as wolves do. This may sound like a  
group of ordinary wild dogs, but these monsters  
are surprisingly fierce and hard to hurt. They say  
these dogs won’t bother you unless you wake  
them, so you smart readers should stay out of the Arklay Mountains for the time being. But if 
you’re looking for adventure, check it out! You wanna try?" 
-RE1: Scrapbook Raccoon Weekly article; 16/06/98 
 
Following the release of newspaper articles publicising the strange goings-on in the woods in 
close proximity to the mansion, Umbrella once again remind Chief Irons to keep the R.P.D. 
away from the area. Separately, they order Wesker to make sure the S.T.A.R.S. teams also do 
not get involved. But despite the orders, his team cannot help but study the case as and when 
they can, curious as they are. The heightened emotions of the citizens is leaving them little 
choice. 
 
During this time, the Raccoon Police Department announce they suspect the recent spate of 
murders may be the work of some kind of “death cult”, consisting of approximately ten people; 
with the apparent eating of victims being linked to a kind of ritualistic sacrifice. 
 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 17TH 1998 
Umbrella employee Angelica Margaret conducts routine maintenance on the sewer systems 
concealing a hidden route to William Birkin's facility. 
 
MONDAY JUNE 22ND 1998 
Two researchers amongst the last alive at the Arklay estate are running for their lives from the 
creatures roaming loose in the Guardhouse. Their escape routes are restricted due to the 
massive roots and vines of Plant 42 blocking many of the doors, but after working as a team to 
avoid the zombies, spiders and wasps, they barricade themselves inside Room 001. There is no 
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point leaving the Guardhouse because of the Cerberus’ roaming the courtyard. They would 
never make it back to the mansion alive. The Gallery at the centre of the Guardhouse is 
virtually impossible to pass through due to a large wasp’s nest in the central corridor and the 
rec room is populated by several web spinners that have found a way inside from the tunnels 
below via holes in the floor. After resting for a while, one of the men, Robert, begins to show 
symptoms of t-Virus infection. The other survivor sneaks up behind and kills him, leaving his 
body in the bathroom. With no hope of escape or survival, the other researcher decides to 
commit suicide. 
 
"June 22nd, 1998. 
I had to do it. We ran from those things-helping  
each other to survive. But Robert started to  
show the symptoms. I had to do it. Those damn  
things are pure evil… 
There was no other way. He would have done  
the same if it were the other way around. After I  
put him out of his misery I had to just put him  
in the bathroom. Now I’m probably the last  
one… 
How could this happen? I’ll never forgive  
myself for being part of this project. Eventually  
I’ll get what’s coming to me, though. There’s no  
way to escape from this nut house. It’s just a  
matter of time now… 
Everything is set. All I need is a little courage to get it done. Knowing that I’ll leave many things 
undone is regret beyond words… But, this is better than just waiting to turn into one of them. 
Please understand and at least let me end my life as a person… 
Linda…please forgive me…” 
-REMAKE: Suicide Note; 22/06/98 
 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 24TH 1998 
Chemical Transporter Don Weller falls ill and is forced to take several days off work. 
 
SATURDAY JUNE 27TH 1998 
After being ill for several days, Don Weller is able to leave his bed and return to work. His job 
is to transfer volatile chemicals to and from Birkin's lab across the secured sewer network. His 
sickness stems from the viral leakage coming through the sewers from Arklay. 
 
SUNDAY JUNE 28TH 1998 
Don Weller is infected with trace amounts of the t-Virus seeping into the sewers from the 
mansion fallout in the Arklay Mountains. The sewer manager observes him and notes that he is 
very sweaty and constantly scratching himself.  
 
"June 28th 
It's been a while, but I saw Don today and we talked after completing our work. He told me he 
had been sick in bed until yesterday. It really doesn't come as much of a surprise given how 
long he's been working here. He was sweating like a horse and kept scratching his body while 
we were talking. I asked if he was hot, but he just looked at me funny. What's wrong with him 
anyway?" 
-RE2: Sewer Manager Diary; 28/06/98 
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TUESDAY JUNE 30TH 1998 
18-year old college graduate Rebecca Chambers is recruited by the  
S.T.A.R.S Bravo Team to serve as field medic, also joining the  
R.P.D.'s intramural basketball league. Richard Aiken is assigned as  
her mentor and she will work alongside him during her probation.  
Perhaps sensing something of his long-dead sister in her, Richard  
takes this responsibility very seriously. Edward Dewey, another Bravo,  
also becomes concerned for the young rookie's well-being. 
 
JULY 1998 
After monitoring the situation at Arklay for over a month, Albert  
Wesker is of the opinion that the current crisis at Arklay is unfixable  
and could even lead to the downfall of Umbrella itself. For a while now he has considered 
leaving Umbrella for pastures new, an idea first born into his mind ten years ago when Oswell 
Spencer ruthlessly assassinated his once close-friend and research partner James Marcus. 
Spencer's callous killing of his rival led to Wesker always being on edge about Spencer and 
wondering if the same fate might one day befall him. Now the out of control biohazard at 
Arklay Labs has finally made up his mind to jump ship. With thoughts of Spencer still running 
through his mind, Wesker makes formal contact with Umbrella's rival company. 
 
The rival company are very interested in recruiting Wesker, especially as their infiltration 
operative Ada Wong had to pull out of Arklay Labs a while back with her mission left 
incomplete. They believe Wesker's extensive knowledge on Umbrella's t-Virus program could 
prove invaluable in the rival company's bid to overthrow them in the field of biological 
weaponry. But they are cautious and let him know in no uncertain terms he cannot simply 
defect and cross over, he needs to prove his loyalty first. They want a sample of the t-Virus as 
well as detailed data on the T-002 Tyrant specimen and other associated samples. 
 
After several months of work, Umbrella announce completion of the T-103 type Tyrant, the 
much-touted successor to the T-002. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: T-103 TYPE TYRANT 
The T-103 was a product from the American branch of Umbrella and was the  
most recognised Tyrant type having undergone mass-production on Sheena  
Island and other parts of the globe. Its base model was used to create several  
other successful variants over the years and it was recognised as the ultimate  
human combat B.O.W. The T-103 began life in early 1998 after Umbrella’s  
Tyrant Program was kick-started when Birkin finalised development of a  
new strain of t-Virus thanks to the DNA and research obtained from the ten  
clones of Sergei Vladimir, who was a rare, natural genetic host for Tyrant  
compatibility. This new variant was aimed at increasing the number of  
human hosts compatible to become a base Tyrant and resulted in the  
successful adaption of test subjects for the T-001 and T-002 models being  
managed at Arklay Labs. When these subjects began to show potential as a  
successful combat-ready humanoid B.O.W.s, work began on other Tyrant  
models, and the T-103 was the first of these. This model was designed to have  
all the combat prowess of the T-002 but with greater emphasis on intelligence  
and control. It was also made to look more human so it could act more like an infiltration weapon and was 
equipped with an external power limiter in the form of a green trench coat to keep the t-Virus stable and to 
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prevent transformation into a Super Tyrant. This coat also helped disguise its appearance and was bullet 
resistant. 
Work on the T-103 project really began to gain momentum shortly after advanced development neared 
completion on the T-002 after progress on the original T-001 (Proto-Tyrant) had been discontinued. Instead of 
using new humans as the base model, subjects for the T-103 were grown using the cloned embryo from the  
T-002, meaning that all fully-grown Tyrants would look exactly the same. Physical development began around 
May 1998 and the first prototype T-103 models were ready by July. The Tyrant had similar height and weight 
specifications to its T-002 brother, though improvements had been carried out to ensure there were no visible 
organs exposed on the body as potential weak points. It also had a much higher recovery rate than its 
predecessor thanks to increased metabolism. When equipped with the green trench coat, the Tyrant had the 
appearance of a tall, balding man, yet its imposing height and physique meant it still fell somewhat short of a 
true infiltration model. The coat was also impervious to bullets and fire, meaning the Tyrant was completely 
protected apart from its exposed head. The trench coat power limiter was applied because researchers 
discovered from the earlier Tyrant models that when they sustained severe damage, the connection to the  
t-Virus was severed and they would go berserk, becoming a ‘Super-Tyrant’. When in this form they became 
even more ferocious and deadly, exhibiting even greater recovery ability, but it was impossible for them to be 
controlled. This wasn’t planned at the design stage so when wearing the trench coat this transformation was 
prevented, making the Tyrant a more profitable weapon. The appearance of clothes also helped it to carry off 
its human-like guise and it wore gloves and heavy boots to finalise this look. 
When in the form of a Super-Tyrant, the creature boasted astounding regeneration ability and could only be 
stopped with missiles or high-powered weapons such as anti-tank guns. Conventional weaponry was useless 
against it in this state. Even when damaged, the T-103 had the potential to regenerate so significant harm had 
to be inflicted on the Tyrant to such an extent that its regeneration could not catch up. Although control of the 
Tyrant was practically impossible whilst in this form, the tremendous destructive power of its claws, its 
brutality, and its agility made it an ideal B.O.W., deserving of its name. Once the first test models were 
completed around July 1998, Umbrella were so pleased they became confident it would be commercialised in 
the weapons industry as a masterpiece B.O.W. with high intelligence and a semi-realistic human appearance. 
Mass-production was initially halted until combat data was gathered from the T-002 model at the mansion 
during its battle against the S.T.A.R.S. members. Following the mansion-incident, this data was applied to the 
T-103 to further refine control techniques before undergoing mass-production on Sheena Island. The 
techniques provided by developing this Tyrant series were diverted to other B.O.W.s such as the Nemesis  
T-Type, the Bandersnatch, and later the Jabberwock S3. 
 
As this stage only a handful of test models for the T-103 have been created and they will not be 
put into mass-production until combat data has been gathered from the T-002 still slumbering 
at the contaminated Arklay Labs estate. However, one T-103 unit is picked out and customised 
to serve as a bodyguard to Sergei Vladimir. This unit is named 'Ivan’ and is given several 
further enhancements. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: 'IVAN' 
Ivan was a specifically customised T-103 that used one of the very first prototype models as a base and was 
created with the express purpose of protecting high-value V.I.P.s. Its basic combat functionality was the same 
as a standard T-103 but this one had been specially modified to better assimilate into human society. Because 
Ivan was designed to be a unique variant not to be considered for mass-production, more time and money 
could be spent applying significant improvements to this one specimen without the need to worry about 
production costs, timeframes and budgets. Most of the customisations were recommended by Sergei Vladimir 
as Ivan was going to be his body guard. Ivan was also capable of tactical thinking and wore a head-mounted 
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display in an orange visor grafted directly onto its face which supplied data information during combat. It wore 
the same standard trench coat power limiter as all T-103’s but Ivan’s was a  
distinct white colour rather than green, as was his boots and gloves. It also  
had the ability to discard its limiter and transform into a Super Tyrant  
should the need arise. At an unspecified later date, Sergei had a second Ivan  
created that looked identical save for the fact it wore a blue head-mounted  
display. They became known as Ivan A and Ivan B and were never far away  
from Sergei whilst he was out in the field. Ivan was also capable of firing  
projectile weaponry and could take control of missile launchers mounted on 
a turret.  
 
Deep inside the underground laboratory in Raccoon City, IT technicians are working hard to 
install ‘Umbrella Mainframe 013’; a 13th generation supercomputer system housing the entirety 
of Umbrella’s data archives. All data gathered from the network of Umbrella’s branches 
around the world is stored as backup on this mainframe and this wealth of information is kept 
in one location to serve as a safety measure should Umbrella run into difficulty and need to be 
re-established.  
 
The Red Queen artificial intelligence defence system is also finalised, and stored within U.M.F-
013. This AI will have unrestricted access to the entire Umbrella network, but in most 
circumstances, “she” is programmed to work in the background performing only its primary 
monitoring function. In emergencies, it will serve a more active role, safeguarding and 
protecting sensitive systems and data from intrusion. One of the most advanced computer 
interface systems in the world, the Red Queen is completely self-aware and can take measures 
based on its own judgement. Once ready, the Red Queen will go online for the first time later 
this month. Its existence remains a classified secret. 
 
As Umbrella continue attempts to cover up the goings on at Arklay Labs, Chief Irons visits the 
underground lab more often than usual.  
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In Raccoon Forest, bizarre murders and strange disappearances continue to take place. There 
are outlandish reports of families being attacked by a group of about ten people. Victims are 
apparently eaten. 
 
Despite the ongoing problems at Arklay, Umbrella executives are alarmed by reports people 
are vanishing in Raccoon Forest in close proximity to the abandoned Management Training 
Facility. Witness reports proclaim parasitic leeches are taking the form of humans and 
attacking any trespassers that enter the abandoned facility. There are no official leech-related  
t-Virus experiments currently in operation and haven’t been since the removal of James 
Marcus’ authority over the virus 20 years ago. Although Marcus conducted some independent 
research during his ten year exile, all traces should be long gone by now since his death in 
1988. These reports are disturbing and Umbrella launch a formal investigation into the matter, 
conducting a study into the possible re-opening of the training facility as a potential 
replacement for the mansion if it cannot be saved. Umbrella place their Raccoon City officers 
William Birkin and Albert Wesker in charge of this ‘Reclamation Project,’ but this sudden 
shift in focus comes as an unwelcome distraction for both men. Wesker is still trying to sort out 
the disaster at the mansion and keep the S.T.A.R.S. at bay, not to mention move forward with 
his own personal plans, and Birkin is striving to complete his work on the eagerly anticipated 
Golgotha Virus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROJECT PROFILE: THE RECLAMATION PROJECT 
This was a plan by Umbrella to investigate the remains of the Management Training Facility in Raccoon Forest 
which originally closed down in 1978 following the removal of General Manager James Marcus. Marcus had 
been running a scandal using company trainees as test subjects in unauthorised human experiments. He had 
recently created the first successful t-Virus in January 1978 and to further his research had begun snatching 
unsuspecting personnel. This cover-up was only discovered when Marcus' trusted subordinates, Albert Wesker 
and William Birkin, betrayed their master and told Oswell Spencer everything Marcus had been up to. Spencer 
was rightfully livid, not just because of the unsanctioned human experiments, but because Marcus had created 
a successful t-Virus and kept it to himself, hoping to use it against Spencer and take control of the company. 
Eventually the training facility was closed down on 29th July 1978 and Marcus was exiled from Umbrella and 
eventually assassinated in 1988. Since then, the training school was left abandoned to gather dust. This was a 
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sloppy move by Umbrella as they neglected to empty the facility. Furniture and laid out dinner tables had been 
left untouched for 20 years and dangerous and volatile chemicals were left lying around. Umbrella had 
intended to strip it clean but just never got around to it.  
By 1998, things had begun to fall apart for Umbrella following a reported t-Virus spill that contaminated the 
mansion in Raccoon Forest. Reports of bizarre murder cases and people suddenly disappearing hinted that the 
virus was not contained and when reports began circulating about strange 'leech-like' creatures attacking 
people near the abandoned training facility, Umbrella decided to act. The training school was located several 
miles away from the mansion lab and so it was perplexing why t-Virus creatures were appearing so far away. 
The company wanted these sightings investigating and at the same time requested a detailed study into the 
condition of the training facility with a view to possibly re-opening the main building. An accepted theory is 
that Umbrella viewed the training school as a potential replacement for Arklay Labs should that estate be 
deemed a total loss. Umbrella placed Wesker and Birkin in charge of organising the Reclamation Project but 
neither man was happy about it. Wesker had his hands full running S.T.A.R.S. and Birkin saw it as an 
unwelcome distraction to his G-Virus research. 
What nobody was aware of was that the abandoned training facility was now home to the Queen Leech; James 
Marcus' last experiment before he died in 1988. The leech had located Marcus' corpse in the sewers and nestled 
into his body, procreating a new life using the t-Virus. The Leech Queen was able to take the form of James 
Marcus and inherited his memories and personality, including his immense hatred towards Umbrella and 
Spencer. Consequently it was the Queen disguised as Marcus who caused the biohazard at Arklay Labs. It also 
created countless Mimicry Marcus' creatures that stood guard at the training facility where the Queen waited. 
In the weeks that followed, Wesker and Birkin mobilised two investigation teams made up of scientists, 
researchers and military personnel sent to the training facility to conduct the investigation. But both teams 
were attacked on sight and killed by the leeches now infesting the complex.  
It was the night of July 23rd when Wesker and Birkin finally discovered the truth. Things had gotten even more 
complicated when Umbrella's private train, the Ecliptic Express, was attacked and contaminated with the  
t-Virus. When the subsequent clean-up crew were also wiped out, Birkin and Wesker were at a loss to explain 
what was going on. It was only when they tracked S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team member Rebecca Chambers to the 
training facility did the Queen Leech finally reveal itself and explain its motivations. The Reclamation Project 
was in tatters as the training school was also now infected with the virus and full of ungodly creatures. Wesker 
himself travelled to the site via the underground cable car and made a quick first-hand inspection of the facility 
before William Birkin had no other choice than to detonate and destroy the whole place. It was the only way to 
prevent the biohazard from spreading further. 
 
The ‘leech’ like creatures attacking hikers in the woods are actually ‘Mimicry Marcus’ - 
composed of countless leeches merged together to imitate the late Dr. James Marcus. The 
leeches function as a collective intelligence, secreting an adhesive bodily fluid over their cuticle 
in order to mould together. This coating hardens as they fuse together. When approached by 
an outsider, the leeches break their form and attack with large tentacles attempting to grab their 
targets and cover them with bodily fluid. The Queen is using these creatures to guard the 
Management Training Facility whilst it further its plans inside. 
 
Umbrella Operations put forward a detailed review into the activities of Raccoon City Police 
Chief Brian Irons following the recent saga with his personal secretary filing a grievance against 
him and his noticeably erratic behaviour since the t-Virus spill at the mansion. Many influential 
people across town believe Irons is possibly on the take and Umbrella consider terminating 
their agreement with him as he is becoming an increasing liability. But given his influential 
position, Irons will not go quietly and is privy to information that could seriously jeopardise 
Umbrella should it ever be exposed publically. In conclusion, it is decided that if an 
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opportunity ever arises for Irons to be involved in an ‘accident’, it should be taken 
immediately. 
 
"This report classified - CONFIDENTIAL 
Prepared by........ 
In our Operations meeting of last year, several members  
raised concerns about Brian Irons, the Chief of Police in  
Raccoon City. Chief Irons has been a 'friend' of Umbrella  
for several years now, acting as a go-between, and  
somebody who helps us go about our business relatively  
easily. 
However, as time has moved on, Irons' behaviour has  
become increasingly erratic and showy, arousing suspicion  
amongst his co-workers, other Raccoon City powers and  
indeed Raccoon City residents that he is a dirty cop. 
Our concern was that the Chief's behaviour would prompt  
investigation from the authorities. This seems to be the  
case already as his conduct whilst on duty has recently  
come under some considerable scrutiny from within his  
own department. His secretary has recently filed an official  
grievance against him relating to abusive behaviour and the  
stockpiling of expensive works of art throughout the Raccoon Police Station. 
This situation has since been resolved to the satisfaction of the authorities, but it is our 
recommendation that we begin to take steps to remove Irons from our operations before he 
becomes a liability to our work in and around Raccoon, and more importantly, before one of 
his outbursts results in a connection being made between Umbrella Corporation and Irons. 
However, we must be cautious. Irons has been in our employ for the last five years, and during 
this time, by association, has been privy to some of our more delicate initiatives. We cannot 
simply cut the ties with Irons and risk that he reveals some of the more controversial projects 
we have been conducting in the area. 
The situation is of course exacerbated by the fact that he is the Chief of Police, and therefore, 
despite his recent attitude, has the respect and support of the local populace and authorities. 
We cannot attempt to discredit him by bringing his past out into the open again as he was 
found innocent of both charges - even though Irons has since admitted that he perpetrated 
both crimes. We also of course can't reveal that he is corrupt without revealing our own role in 
his activities. One thing is certain however: we can't simply sit back and hope that Irons 
continues to that Irons continues to play ball. We must assume that his recent conspicuous and 
borderline psychopathic behaviour will continue. We believe that the power he now wields, 
both officially through his position and unofficially through Umbrella, has driven him to 
believe he is untouchable. Who knows what he will say, and to whom? 
This is the reason we need to take action - and this needs to be the most extreme action. Our 
recommendation is that we monitor the situation carefully and if an opportunity arises to put 
things right, we take it. 
Of course, any action we lake will need to ensure a clean separation, with no loose ends leading 
back to Umbrella." 
-ORC: Inserted Evil: Irons Report; undated. 
 
Bizarre murders and disappearances continue to take place in and around Raccoon Forest. 
Many of the bodies are so badly mutilated that they have yet to be identified. Their gruesome 
nature means less than 10% of the incidents have been formally reported to the media. In 
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some cases the victim’s faces have been ripped open and their bellies torn apart. The presence 
of human teeth embedded in the wounds suggests cannibalism, with investigation teams not 
ruling out the eating of living victims.  
 
The Raccoon City Police Department believe that the perpetrators are an organised group of 
devil-worshippers who consume narcotics before killing and eating human sacrifices. To track 
down potential suspects, the police are actively investigating local hospitals for patients with 
suspicious injuries and pharmacies with unusual customers, as well as looking for any violent 
cults active in the local area. So far there has been no progress. 
 
The effect of these bizarre incidents has been profoundly negative for Raccoon City and the 
impact on several of the city’s industries has been recorded as a crime of unprecedented 
magnitude. There are city-wide curfews put in place by police and night time operations of 
factories in the industrial zone have been suspended, with production output 30% down 
compared to this time last year. Many citizens refrain from going out at night and a large 
decrease in retail sales and distribution industry has also been recorded. Consequently, sales 
from gun stores and video rental stores have recorded a sudden rise. The tourism for the area 
has also been devastated, with people staying away from the forest and mountain areas.  
 
WEDNESDAY JULY 1ST 1998 
Angelica Margaret conducts maintenance in the Sewer Facility. 
 
MONDAY JULY 6TH 1998 
Brian Irons attends another William Birkin's facility.  
On his way down he encounters the sewer manager  
who notices Irons looks particularly grim. Once at  
the lab, he sits down with Birkin to discuss ongoing  
police action in relation to the biohazard in Raccoon  
Forest. Irons has with him several files containing  
patrol reports from the R.P.D. in relation to the  
proximity of the mansion. In return, Birkin informs  
Irons that Umbrella are finally planning to make  
their move to deal with the crisis. They want to  
salvage the incident by using the infected mansion as  
a test zone to collect combat data on the B.O.W.s  
roaming free across the facility. This combat data  
will go a long way to calculating the effects of the  
t-Virus as a suitable biological weapon. When Irons asks which unfortunate subjects are to be 
the bait, Birkin responds that Umbrella want the S.T.A.R.S. teams to penetrate the mansion 
and engage with the creatures. Irons is not happy about this as it will no doubt draw unwanted 
attention to himself. He already had one close shave last month when his former secretary 
uncovered his darker side. But now Umbrella put pressure on him to dispatch S.T.A.R.S. and 
force him into a corner.  
 
The S.T.A.R.S. teams under Captain Wesker have now been operational for 8 months and in 
that time have more than proved their worth to the citizens of Raccoon City. They are trained 
for major incidents and counter-terrorism operations. They will be perfect test subjects to send 
into the mansion when ready. Each of the team members began researching the case and 
studying the crime scene areas. Locating this ‘death cult’ is top priority. 
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TUESDAY JULY 7TH 1998 
The Sewer Manager notices that Chief Irons has been  
making extra visits to see Birkin recently. He wonders  
why and sympathises for he knows first-hand what a  
tough operator Birkin can be. Irons looks glum  
because he is preparing to dispatch S.T.A.R.S. to the  
case in Raccoon Forest, potentially making the  
incident very public indeed. 
 
"Chief Irons has been visiting the lab quite often lately.  
I don’t know what he is doing over there, but he  
always looks grim. The expression on his face has  
been even more unsettling than usual…My guess is  
that it’s because of Dr Birkin’s impossible requests. The chief has my sympathies, though. 
After all he’s done for the city, he doesn’t deserve this.” 
-RE2: Sewer Manager's Diary; 07/07/98 
 
THURSDAY JULY 9TH 1998 
Due to people still going missing in the Arklay Mountains, the city authorities decide to 
barricade off the main road leading into the forest and warn the public not to venture into the 
foothills. The cordon will be manned by a patrol from the R.P.D. twenty-four hours a day. 
Although every entrance cannot be covered, officials believe that by blocking the main access 
point it will at least deter a majority of people from trying to enter.  
 
“RACCOON TIMES, JULY 9TH 1998. 
MYSTERY IN THE ARKLAY MOUNTAINS! MOUNTAIN ROAD BLOCKED. 
Due to successive disasters in the Arklay Mountains, the city authorities have decided to block 
the road leading into the foothills. At the same time, police intend to begin the search for the 
lost people with the help of S.T.A.R.S. team members. They expect great difficulty because of 
the vast size of the Arklay Mountains and the primeval forest that covers most of the area. 
People are still reporting sightings of grotesque monsters in the mountains.” 
-RE1: Scrapbook - Raccoon Times article; 09/07/98 
 
Chief Irons holds a press conference to officially announce S.T.A.R.S. being assigned to the 
missing persons’ cases in the Raccoon Forest and Arklay Mountains areas. This is to reassure 
the public and it seems to do the trick in quelling anger from the citizens who have been 
demanding action into the strange events. Wesker is also present and states that due to the 
heightened emotions of Raccoon's citizens, S.T.A.R.S. have no choice but to move in. 
 
"Earlier, strange reports come in from locals about  
missing people and unusual sightings of dog-like  
monsters. The mangled remains of a woman  
hiker are fished out of the river. The police  
report notes that something powerful had got hold  
of her, judging by the depth of teeth marks. Most  
likely a grizzly or wolf attack. 
Public demands Police action. 
Police action: 
a) Entrance to mountain road barricaded 
b) S.T.A.R.S. contacted 
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c) S.T.A.R.S. informed that hiker was part of a tourist group that had gone into the mountains 
a few days earlier. S.T.A.R.S. will join mountainside search for more hikers." 
-RE1: Game Manual; undated. 
 
Despite previous orders from Umbrella to keep the S.T.A.R.S. at bay, Albert Wesker is now 
told that Umbrella want S.T.A.R.S. on the case. The plan is for him to lure both teams to the 
mansion where they will engage the creatures in combat and record live battle data to test their 
effectiveness as biological weapons. The S.T.A.R.S.’ superior combat training will make them 
ideal test subjects and a battle with the T-002 Tyrant is also required so that improvements can 
be made to the T-103 model before it undergoes mass production. The plan is named 'X-Day' 
for a date in the near future that is yet to be determined. In the meantime, Wesker is ordered 
to carry on with the Reclamation Project concerning the Management Training Facility. 
 
The reason for S.T.A.R.S. being officially assigned to the case follows conclusions by the 
R.P.D. investigation that this hypothetical cannibal cult, if it does exist, must be operating from 
high up in the Arklay Mountains to avoid suspicion. S.T.A.R.S. are the only unit sufficiently 
qualified and equipped to search such a large area. It will also help reassure the unease 
spreading amongst the citizens of Raccoon City.  
 
Raccoon City Police block the main mountain road leading up to the foothills of the Arklay 
Mountains.  
 
Newly assigned to the case, S.T.A.R.S. member Chris Redfield begins reading through the 
crime scenes and studying the photos and forensic reports of the murder victims. He is not 
surprised a majority have not been reported in the media. The nature of these murders is so 
bizarre that he believes local news outlets would not have accepted it.  
 
FRIDAY JULY 10TH 1998 
14:40 
Don Weller passes through the sewers once more with a collection of volatile chemicals. His 
ID is confirmed at the sewer entrance. 
 
"July 10 2:40 PM 
ID: Don Weller 
Purpose: For the transportation of specialty chemicals." 
-RE2: Sewer Manager's Diary - unreleased page; 10/07/98 
 
TUESDAY JULY 14TH 1998 
As the Reclamation Project gets under way, Wesker and Birkin formulate their strategy and 
decide to split their investigation into two teams. With Wesker busy fulfilling his duties as 
S.T.A.R.S. Captain; it is left to Birkin to relay the orders. First Investigation Team will be sent 
in first; with a second team on standby should there be any unforeseen circumstances. They 
are briefed that people have been going missing near the site of the management training 
facility and that the t-Virus may be involved. They are not told anything about the goings on at 
the nearby Spencer Estate. 
 
"Orders came from the boss today. Looks like we’re in charge of investigating the remains of 
the Arklay Mountains Laboratory. We’re moving in two groups, with us in the initial group, 
assigned to start checking what’s left of the abandoned experiment.” 
-REO: Passenger's Diary; 14/07/98 
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WEDNESDAY JULY 15TH 1998 
Angelica Margaret conducts sewer maintenance once more. 
 
FRIDAY JULY 16TH 1998 
Preparations are made for the first investigation unit to be deployed to the Arklay Mountains. 
As many research personnel are seconded to this expedition at short notice, a series of 
experiments have to be postponed, including an investigation into a B.O.W. specimen 
designated Type-Y139; a prototype crustacean-based organism possessing developed 
intelligence and a very strong body. One issue holding this project back is the sudden 
development of the carapace causing the specimen to develop a fatal weak spot on its head. A 
researcher notes an initial survey of Y139 concluded it was unfit for use as a weapon because of 
this flaw. He wonders if the staff at the old training facility ever worked on something similar, 
and if so their research may be extremely valuable. He cannot wait to arrive on site and get 
started. 
 
"July 16 
Unfortunately, because of this investigation, research on the prototype B.O.W. ‘Type-0139’ 
had to be temporarily suspended. ‘Type-0139’ is the same… 
There are many unknown responses to t-Viruses on crustaceans, and it is a very interesting 
subject of research. Even with administration of very small amounts of ‘t’, depending on the 
species and breeding environment, there are transformation elements such as significant body 
growth and solidity, abnormal production of natural toxins, and the development of 
intelligence, which if controlled, could be established as a weapon.  
However, the rapid development of the shell also creates a problem of strength decrease at the 
same time. It is surprisingly weak at certain points, and a significant problem is fragility in the 
head carapace. 
Was the same kind of research done at the laboratory at our destination? It would be beneficial 
to find research data and samples that could assist with future experiments." 
-BIO0: Passenger's Diary; 16/07/98 
 
Type Y139 is also the basis for a very similar scorpion-based B.O.W. known as 'The Stinger.' It 
possesses very similar faults to Type Y139 and the research team make plans to transport a 
sample specimen with them to the Management Training Facility for further evaluation and 
analysis. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: STINGER 
The Stinger was the result of injecting the t-Virus into a scorpion. The base organism belonged to the creature 
class arachnid, a phylum very close to spiders in classification. Therefore, like the Giant Spider, it continually 
repeated ecdysis under the influence of the t-Virus and grew to a  
size dozens of times its normal mature form with amazing speed. 
Fully grown it was 3 meters long, including its pincers which  
were strong enough to cut through steel. The virus also caused  
its exoskeleton to harden to such an extent that it could  
withstand gunfire and suffer no damage. However, a gap  
developed around the head carapace area to compensate for its  
sudden, rapid growth. This exposure resulted in a large and very  
obvious weak point that made the Stinger unviable as a B.O.W.  
In addition, the substance secreted by the stinger's tail needle was not poisonous and only mildly harmful to 
humans. It was unknown whether toxicity wasn't considered when the scorpion was chosen as the base 
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organism for the administration experiment or if it was detoxified due to changes of gene information by the 
virus. Due to its large size, its movement was restricted and its attack powers slow and clumsy, consisting of 
charging at its target and stabbing with its tail. Intelligence differences were minimal though it had been 
observed using its pincers to protect its primary weak spot when in combat. 
 
Problems are increasing at the Dead Factory. The Manager records how Birkin’s researchers 
are sending across too many bodies for them to process and that the liquid medicine used to 
vaporise the bodies is not potent enough. He reports the problems at the factory to Umbrella 
Headquarters but no response is forthcoming as they have bigger matters to attend to at the 
moment. Despite confirmation trace t-Virus is leaking out, all headquarters offer in response is 
a weak vaccine containing antibodies to protect against the virus should anyone become 
contaminated. All the workers at the factory have been inoculated but the Manager fears that 
may not be enough. 
 
“We can’t dispose of all the bodies and the quality of the liquid medicine is not good enough, 
either…” 
-RE3: Manager's Diary; 16/07/98 
 
Chief Irons has another meeting with William Birkin. 
 
JULY 17TH - 18TH 1998 (circa) 
Local television, radio and newspapers are full of  
reports about the increasing number of missing  
persons in the forest. 
 
SUNDAY JULY 19TH 1998 
With only days to go before First Investigation Team is sent into Raccoon Forest, one of the 
researchers begins to wonder if the t-Virus is indeed the cause of all the recent murders and 
disappearances in the Arklay Mountains. If so, then the potential consequences are 
unthinkable. But he has to put that train of thought out of his mind and concentrate on what 
lies ahead, eager to uncover what secrets lay within the old Umbrella Management Training 
Facility. 
 
“The day is finally approaching!  I am growing more anxious. The Raccoon City TV and 
newspapers are full of reports about the bizarre murders in the suburbs. It can’t be the virus. 
Can it? If it is… No. I cannot think of that now. I have to concentrate on this investigation and 
make sure it goes smoothly.” 
-RE0: Passenger's Diary; 19/07/98 
 
MONDAY JULY 20TH 1998 
In the evening, many important Umbrella executives from around the world, including Colonel 
Sergei Vladimir and Oswell E. Spencer, gather via satellite link and hold an emergency meeting 
to discuss the situation at Arklay Labs. Nothing has been heard from the site for nearly three 
weeks now and it is safe to assume all personnel on site are dead. The security team has been 
wiped out and the mansion is exposed. The private railway line used for evacuating primary 
research materials from the annexed mansion laboratory has not been used since S.T.A.R.S. 
intervened and the sewer system escape route will be closed off at midnight tomorrow evening. 
With some reluctance, the only conclusion everyone agrees to is that the complete destruction 
of the whole facility is necessary, including all research and test B.O.W.s. But before the site is 
to be destroyed, they will order Albert Wesker to lure the S.T.A.R.S. teams into the mansion 
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to engage with the B.O.W.s so that accurate combat data can be recorded for each subject to 
provide an accurate assessment on their effectiveness as marketable weapons. Wesker can also 
recover embryonic samples for each specimen as required. The T-002 Tyrant already had its 
embryo cloned and evacuated a while back so the completed subject in the labs can be 
disposed of without any lasting damage to ongoing Tyrant research. But the T-002 has to at 
least engage the S.T.A.R.S. so its combat data can be applied to refine the control mechanisms 
and improve the T-103 line before it goes into mass-production on Sheena Island. The board 
also decide that the other Tyrant prototype on site, T-A.L.O.S., can also be destroyed, much to 
the annoyance of Spencer. The date is set for July 24th, and the operation codenamed ‘X-Day’. 
The S.T.A.R.S teams will be guinea pigs and all those who need to know about X-Day will be 
contacted by fax, Wesker included. Although he says nothing during the meeting, Spencer 
privately feels the T-A.L.O.S project has tremendous potential and makes secret plans to have 
it extracted from the site. 
 
TUESDAY JULY 21ST 1998 
In the day following the conference, Spencer privately ponders everything that was discussed. 
He feels backed into a corner regarding the destruction of the mansion and these reports 
concerning the training facility all point to something much bigger going on than just a simple 
accident. He is also troubled about the T-.A.L.O.S. Project which the board had voted to 
dispose of. Despite the project being in its infancy, he believes that to lose it now would be a 
huge setback and extremely expensive in the long run. With this in mind he writes a letter to 
his trusted servant Sergei Vladimir in Russia. He wants him to come to Raccoon City, secretly 
infiltrate the mansion and extract the T-A.L.O.S. specimen before the X-Day protocol is 
carried out.  
 
“Dear Colonel, 
It has been so long since we last met. Has summer come to Russia yet? 
I realise it is sudden, but I have a request that only you can handle, old friend. You already 
know from the television conference the other day that a response to the incident at Arklay has 
been ordered. The mail calling for X Day procedure has already been sent. There are stirrings 
behind closed doors calling for a ‘disposal’ of the entire facility. However, I just cannot help 
but feel it is a waste, what with our guardian of Crete.  
I apologise for having to make this request of you, but could you fly over to Raccoon and 
recover the prototype for me? There is cause for the urgency of this request. Hidden forces are 
at work, trying to back me into a corner. I suspect there is more to the virus outbreak and the 
other various incidents than is suspected. The company has decided to destroy any evidence 
implicating their involvement.  
In the current circumstances, I fear that any correspondence sent by traditional means would 
be monitored, and so I sealed this message. Umbrella is embroiled in a dangerous situation 
and these are dangerous times. This is when those who would take advantage of such 
misfortune will begin to emerge. You have always been our loyal cleaner, and the time where 
your services are needed have come again. 
Happy Hunting.” 
- REUC: Sealed Letter to Sergei Vladimir; undated, unsigned, but stamped with an old seal. 
 
It is also around this time that Spencer holds a secure phone call with William Birkin and 
arranges for a special ‘experimental virus’ to be delivered to his lab. The specifics of the virus 
are confidential but Birkin is given specific instructions to make sure Wesker is given it before 
he leaves for the ‘X-Day’ operation. What Birkin doesn’t know is Spencer has made 
arrangements for this virus to be prepared and delivered to close guardians of all remaining 
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Wesker Children candidates. Their progress will be monitored by Alex, and she will also inject 
herself with the same virus. 
 
Back in the Raccoon City underground sewer  
network, the Sewer Manager enjoys a few rare  
drinks as he settles down for the night shift and  
listens to the quiet hum of the motors and  
generators around him. 
 
“I rarely drink because I’m on the graveyard shift,  
but I don’t suppose I have much to complain  
about since this is how I make my living.” 
-RE2; Sewer Manager's Diary; 21/07/98 
 
Up until S.T.A.R.S. had been assigned to look for missing persons in Raccoon Forest on July 
9th, Umbrella operatives had been using the private railway line to extract primary research 
materials from the annexed mansion laboratory to the underground lab at the edge of Raccoon 
City. However, since the railway has now become monitored, Birkin, Annette, and their special 
extraction teams have been collecting and transferring the research materials using the sewer 
system network as a transport passage.  But with a time and date now set for X-Day, the 
timeframe for use of this transport passage expires at midnight. After that, there will be no 
passage through and everything must have been evacuated to the underground lab so that no 
external influences can interfere with the X-Day operation. But as the team rushes to get the 
materials transported in time, many contaminants have flowed successively into the sewer, 
bringing the t-Virus ever closer to Raccoon City. 
 
SATURDAY JULY 22ND 1998 
02:13AM 
A fax outlining the X-Day procedure is sent out to all relevant personnel. Wesker receives his 
orders and is to set in motion a series of events to lead the S.T.A.R.S members into the Arklay 
Estate where he will observe and assess his elite operatives in action against the many creatures 
roaming the mansion and surrounding grounds, collecting the resulting combat data. He is also 
required to collect two embryos from each B.O.W type, discarding the T-002, then destroying 
the whole facility to eliminate any evidence, disguising the catastrophe as an accident. In 
private, Wesker is disgusted Umbrella wants to dispose of the Tyrant for he regards the 
specimen as the ‘ultimate life form’. He plans to present its combat data it to the rival company 
as a gift.  This will be his final mission for Umbrella. 
 
“CONFIDENTIAL 
Attn: Chief of Security 
Date: July 22nd, 1998 2:13 
X Day is drawing upon us. Execute the following procedures  
within one week. Prompt actions are demanded. 
1. Lure S.T.A.R.S. to the estate, and obtain B.O.W.’s raw 
combat data against S.T.A.R.S. 
2. Collect two embryos of each mutated specimen as  
samples, excluding the Tyrant. Dispose of the Tyrant. 
3. Ensure complete disposal of the Arklay Laboratory  
including all personnel and test animals. Arrange the 
explosion as being a disguised accident.  
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When the above procedures are executed, report to headquarters for further instructions. If for 
some reason you are unable to execute the procedure by the deadline, report immediately. In 
case of emergency situations, report directly to the extension number 5691. 
Good luck. 
Umbrella Headquarters. 
Umbrella Inc.” 
-REMAKE: Mail to Chief of Security; 22/07/98 
 
Former 2nd Lieutenant Billy Coen of the U.S. Marine Corps is court-martialled at a hearing 
for the slaughter of 23 innocent civilians during a covert mission in Africa in 1997. He is 
stripped of his rank, military benefits, service pension and given the death penalty. Under the 
order of Commander Samuel Regan, he will be transported to the Ragathon Base where his 
sentence will be carried out. The transport route will take them across Raccoon Forest 
tomorrow evening. Although that area is currently cordoned off under curfew, they will appeal 
to the authorities for special permission to travel through. Coen will be under escort by two 
Military Police officials. 
 
THURSDAY JULY 23RD 1998 
Raccoon City Television runs a story about a group of families being attacked in the outskirts 
of the foothills in the Arklay Mountains. Partially-eaten human remains are said to have been 
found. 
 
The First Investigation Team for the Reclamation Project arrive on site at the Training Facility 
and set about restoring electrical power to certain sections and re-wiring the CCTV so they can 
relay their findings back to William Birkin in Raccoon City. So far, everything appears quiet 
with nothing out of the ordinary and no signs that anyone has been here recently. More 
importantly, there is no evidence of any biohazard. As the investigation explores each room it 
becomes apparent the facility was seemingly abandoned in a hurry. In the dining hall, plates 
and cutlery are still laid out, covered with moulded food stains over twenty years old now. The 
generator and incinerator in the basement are still operational and some of the old computer 
equipment still works, despite now being covered in a thick layer of dust. In the main lecture 
theatre, a podium stands amidst a drawn back curtain covered in grime. It was from this very 
spot that Dr. Marcus used to address the trainees upon their arrival all those years ago now. As 
the technicians try to restore main power, the team light the various torches and candles that 
decorate the facility. Structurally, the building appears sound although dust and signs of neglect 
are everywhere. Somewhat disturbingly there are a lot of chemicals left exposed and lying 
around in many rooms of the main building. This is a little sloppy considering the place has 
been abandoned for the last ten years. 
 
“We are searching the facilities, and it looks like a lot  
of chemicals survived. Fortunately, the storage tanks  
are still all full. We’ve just started and there’s still a lot  
we don’t know, but it appears that the chemicals can  
be mixed to produce new substances. The chemicals  
are scattered all about. Not because of the accident,  
but more as a result of plain mismanagement. When  
we reopen the facilities, we have to develop a system  
for dealing with these chemicals.” 
-RE0: First Investigation Notes; undated. 
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The investigation team penetrates deeper into the ramshackle training facility and after 
searching the abandoned church by the lake, discover an elevator leading down into James 
Marcus’s private chambers. Inside here the team find research papers detailing the truth about 
Marcus that Oswell Spencer and Umbrella have tried to cover up for the last 20 years. They 
also find the first signs of life, coming across nests of what appear to be mutated leeches lying 
dormant in certain sections of the facility. Some of the roof has caved in and they have to enter 
the upper laboratory via a hole in the library ceiling. The library itself is thoroughly searched 
with all the bookcases checked for evidence. In the lab they find four culture tanks with 
preserved human remains. Some of the equipment in the main lab still works, including a gas 
chamber and three tubes continuously replenished with fresh bio-organic fluid. At the back of 
the lab the team find a morgue and a storage chamber, of which they do an untidy search, 
flipping over old gurneys and pulling down shelves of old equipment. There are more leeches 
in here, large and overgrown in apparent slumber. They have to be careful around them as 
they may possibly carry the t-Virus. They also show signs of a collective intelligence. 
 
"Dr Marcus, co-founder, with President Spencer,  
of Umbrella Corporation disappeared 10 years  
ago. The results of his research have been kept  
under wraps for all that time. The reason  
became clear here at the Training Facility run by  
Dr. Marcus…well, not here exactly, but  
underground. When we ventured below, we  
understood… 
There we found evidence of Dr. Marcus’  
research into the t-Virus prototype called  
Progenitor. The evidence of years of hideous  
experimentation that used company employees  
as guinea pigs. We cannot know how many were  
forced to become subjects, but based on the  
evidence, no less than twenty individuals were involved. Some of them were taken deliberately 
to keep the corporation’s secret safe. Where the doctor is now, I don’t know. But considering 
the rapid growth of the Umbrella Corporation, I can’t imagine that the research is continuing. 
No… his experiment lives and continues to grow in the dark. Those things, the fruit of his 
research, they fill this facility.” 
-RE0: Investigator's Report 1; undated. 
 
Colonel Sergei Vladimir arrives in Raccoon City from Russia to extract the T-A.L.O.S. 
prototype from the Arklay Research Facility before its destruction during the X-Day protocol. 
Accompanied by Ivan, his customised T-103 bodyguard, he makes preparations to head out 
the Arklay Mountains later tonight. 
 
Back at the underground lab, William Birkin mobilises the  
second investigation team to enter the forest after reviewing  
reports fed back from the first team. The Ecliptic Express  
will be travelling through Raccoon Forest later this evening  
so the second team will catch a lift to the site. He is a little  
concerned about the reports of James Marcus's old  
experiments surviving the last ten years in the bowels of the  
executive training school. He will feel much better when  
they have more men on site. 
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"8 miles north of Raccoon City, in the Arklay Mountains, lies our company’s Management 
Training Facility. It was shut down 20 years ago. Now we are conducting a preliminary study 
into the re-opening of the facilities. First Investigation Unit are already on-site and opening the 
investigation. I want your team to provide support.  
The following orders re William Birkin and 1st Investigation Unit. 
{The rest is torn and unreadable}” 
-RE0: Investigation Order; undated. 
 
The Queen Leech suddenly appears and attacks the first investigation team at the Management 
Training Facility. The mutated leeches and Mimicry Marcus' under its command slaughter 
many of the team members. Soon the training facility and church are all crawling with zombies. 
 
"We should have finished with this dump long ago.  
When this all started, did anyone expect that there  
would be guns blazing away like this? 
We weren’t told a thing about these creatures at the  
briefing attacking us… Guess they were a surprise to  
the head honchos too. The things in the woods-just  
started attacking people. That had to be planned.  
Someone deliberately scattered that virus, no doubt  
about it. But the guards, our fellow soldiers, they still  
must be around… Well, whatever.  
Don’t have to worry about that anymore. What I’ve  
got to worry about is whether to use my last bullet on  
myself or a friend. That’s the only decision I have left to make.” 
-RE0: Investigator's Report 2; undated. 
 
Thanks to the attacks by the leeches, many creatures living inside the dormant building 
become secondarily infected by the t-Virus including crows and giant spiders. But a more 
unique specimen is a centipede which has grown to gigantic proportions. The survivors that 
come across it give it the nickname 'Centurion.' 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: CENTURION 
The Centurion was a secondary infectant found in the  
Executive Management Training Facility. Whilst the largest  
centipedes in nature can reach up to a length of 30 cm, thanks to  
the t-Virus the Centurion grew up to approximately 10 meters  
long. Had controlled amounts of the t-Virus been applied, its  
size could have been smaller or potentially larger and it served  
as a solid example of just how dangerous a leak of the t-Virus  
could be should it ever contaminate a large ecosystem. Because  
of its vast size, the centipede which would normally feed on rats  
or lizards turned to humans to supplement its intense hunger.  
The Centurion is a multi-legged creature and very aggressive. It  
would quickly close in on its prey, rear up and then strike at its victim. It used sharp, powerful fangs to bite 
through human bones. Its patterned movements were reminiscent of an insect's, indicating its low intelligence. 
The only threat it posed is from its attack power and durability. 
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Back at the R.P.D., Wesker officially gives the go-ahead for S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team to begin 
their aerial search of the forest to look for missing hikers. 
 
DUSK: 
Billy Coen's prisoner transport reaches Raccoon City. Their military truck has been given 
special permission to pass through the forest. 
 
“1958A-7635 
Prisoner Name: Billy Coen 
ID Number: D-1036 
Former Second Lieutenant, Marine Corps 
Age: 26 
Height: 5’9” 
Weight 163lbs. 
Transfer destination: Ragathon Base 
Convicted of first degree murder. Court-martialled and sentenced to death by the 703rd 
Military Tribunal. Sentence to be carried out upon arrival. 
Samuel Regan, 
Commander, 
Donnell Marine Base." 
-RE0: Court Order for Transportation; 22/07/98 
 
20:00 APPROX 
The Ecliptic Express leaves Raccoon City carrying members of the 2nd Investigation Unit 
where they will be dropped off at the Management Training Facility. As the journey gets 
underway, the train's conductor, Jimmy Lewis, loses his pass card which grants him access to 
the driver's cab of the locomotive.  
 
“The key card for the driver’s compartment is in my bag as always. But I need the other guy’s 
key too to open the damn thing. But, it looks like I’ve lost it somewhere. If it was like a normal 
key, someone would be sure to turn it in, but this key is different… 
I’ll look for it, too, but if you happen to find it, please hand it in. 
Thanks in advance.” 
-RE0: Note from Conductor; 23/07/98 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL ZERO begin. 
 

THE ECLIPTIC EXPRESS INCIDENT: JULY 23-24TH 1998 
 
The moon casts a silvery glow down upon the Arklay Mountains and all is quiet. On a privately 
owned rail track running through the forest floor, the luxury passenger train Ecliptic Express 
owned by Umbrella moves quickly through the darkness. The train caters for both regular 
employees and company VIP’s and tonight has a scheduled stop at the old abandoned and 
secluded Management Training Facility originally run by Dr. James Marcus 30 years ago. 
Upon arrival, members of a second investigation team will disembark and link up to support 
the first investigation unit already on site as part of the Reclamation Project. The aim of this 
investigation is to assess whether the old training school can possibly be re-opened and used 
again, potentially as a replacement for the Arklay estate which is due to be destroyed in the 
near future thanks to the biohazard contaminating the whole complex. 
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"A mid-western town in America: Raccoon City. A solitary island far off in the sea: Rockfort 
Island. An island that would become the second Raccoon City: Sheena Island. There are still 
many unanswered questions about these seemingly unrelated yet intensely traumatic events. 
Though it is believed the international enterprise Umbrella was somehow involved, little is 
known as to the origin of this faceless corporation.  
When was it established? By whom? And how was the t-virus created?  
To uncover the truth, we must delve deeper into the events that transpired at the beginning; 
before the mansion incident..." 
-RE0-Introduction Narration; 23/07/98 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20:17PM 
The oncoming headlights of the train provide a sharp contrast to the blackness of the forest 
floor. Inside the luxurious interior of the Ecliptic Express, Umbrella employees chat, dine and 
drink, completely oblivious to the evil that stirs around them. Some enjoy fine cuisine in the 
dining car, others drink in the Ecliptic Salon and other, more long-haul passengers are asleep 
in their cabins. But a majority of the passengers are sat in the various carriages talking shop, 
discussing various projects and speculating how the R&D teams will react to their latest 
developments. One man in a sharp pin-stripe suit with an Umbrella lapel on his left breast 
reads a newspaper and is distracted by a sudden squelching sound. He gazes out of the window 
but sees nothing other than the blurred shapes of the darkened woodland flashing past. 
 
At that exact moment high up on top of a nearby cliff,  
the Queen Leech, in the form of young James Marcus,  
stands and watches the train pass through the valley  
floor below. He is dressed in a long white robe with his  
arms outstretched and is signing. Up above, storm  
clouds gather and block the light from the moon. 
 
Back inside the train, the passengers recoil in horror  
when a number of enlarged leeches press themselves  
against the outside of the windows and reveal razor- 
sharp teeth. People begin to panic and run as the glass  
caves in and screams are soon heard up and down the carriages. Before long, the whole train is 
swarming with leeches and they immediately attack anyone they can find. They even manage to 
get inside the driver’s cab and attack the conductor, leaving the train roaring forward 
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unmanned. Within minutes, all of the passengers are dead or incapacitated, a majority now 
infected with the original Marcus-strain of the t-Virus. Soon the automatic brake is applied and 
the train slows to a stop in the middle of the darkened forest. 
 
Back in Raccoon City, S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team are  
gearing up to begin the search for missing hikers in  
the North West Arklay Mountain region. Captain  
Wesker is in to brief the team before turning the  
mission over to Enrico Marini. Not long  
afterwards, the team is airborne and making their  
way towards the mountain range. 
 
William Birkin contacts Wesker to explain contact  
has been lost with the Ecliptic Express and its last reported location was roughly three miles 
away from the contaminated Arklay estate. With Bravo Team now gone, Wesker is free from 
his official policing duties and able to join his colleague. He travels over to the vacant 
marshalling yard where the underground laboratory is located and joins Birkin in the small 
monitoring room on B1 level of the turntable. They sit in the darkness observing a bank of 
monitors showing various images from the interior of the training facility. Birkin has already 
mobilised U.S.S. Delta Team to intercept the Ecliptic Express and investigate what has become 
of the train. 
 
In Raccoon Forest the Military Police van is making  
its way through the Arklay Mountains. Although  
road travel through this region is not currently  
advised, they have been granted special dispensation  
by the local authorities to ensure the subject arrives  
at his destination in time for sentencing. But on the  
bumpy forest road in the middle of a dense thicket,  
the truck comes under attack from the leeches and  
is run off the road. The two military police officers  
are killed but Billy Coen manages to escape. He  
takes a gun and a radio from one of the dead  
officers and disappears into the undergrowth just as more of the strange leeches appear. He 
soon comes across the train tracks and spots the Ecliptic Express standing silently in the 
darkness amidst the swaying trees. He quickly seeks refuge inside. 
 
22:17PM 
The S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team helicopter continues its sweep across Raccoon Forest and far 
below is nothing but a thick layers of foliage and crag faces blanketed with thousands of trees. 
There are no lights and the whole area is shrouded in darkness. R.P.D. pilot Kevin Dooly is at 
the controls with Edward Dewey alongside him as co-pilot. In the rear cabin Enrico Marini and 
Forest Speyer sit opposite Kenneth Sullivan, Richard Aiken and Rebecca Chambers. All have 
anxious looks on their faces and Rebecca is especially nervous as this is her first proper 
mission. 
 
"It began as a simple investigation of some bizarre murders in the suburbs of Raccoon City. 
Nothing in our training could ever have prepared us for the nightmare that ensued. We never 
stood a chance.” 
- RE0: Rebecca Narration; 23/07/98 
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Suddenly, a small explosion hits the rear of the helicopter and it begins spinning out of control. 
Enrico demands a report and Edward shouts they have engine failure. Kevin fights with the 
controls and skilfully manoeuvres the helicopter towards the ground. Black smoke bellows 
from the ruined engine and the tail rotor smashes against a tree trunk. Seconds later they 
impact on the forest floor, spinning awkwardly and buckling the landing struts. All of Bravo 
Team have survived the crash unscathed and Enrico orders them outside whilst Kevin remains 
to assess the damage. He salutes rookie Rebecca as she jumps out into the warm night air. 
They are currently in a section of forest designated ‘Romeo’ and Arklay Labs is south-west of 
their current position approximately three miles away. 
 
Enrico orders them to secure their current position and investigate the surrounding area. 
Quickly they all fan out and Forest, Richard and Kenneth soon disappear into the 
undergrowth. Up above, the sky is beginning to cloud over and a storm is brewing. Rebecca 
decides to stick close to Enrico and after a few moments of searching, she calls his attention 
over to the crashed MP truck. Enrico shines his light and illuminates the bodies of two dead 
military police officers. He beckons the rest of the team over and soon they are all at scene, 
speculating about what may have happened. Enrico is bent over one of the bodies and his 
name badge identifies him as ‘Vincent.’ Rebecca spots an attaché case with some 
documentation and calls Enrico over. They all gather around her and none of them notice a 
trickle of thick slime running down the top of the truck. She has the transportation order for a 
prisoner named Billy Coen; a former United States marine on a death sentence for murder. 
 
“COURT ORDER FOR TRANSPORTATION 
PRISONER ID: D-1036 
NAME: Coen, Billy 
RANK: Ex-Lieutenant 
AGE: 26 
HEIGHT: 5ft. 9in. 
WEIGHT: 163lbs. 
UNIT: Marine Special Task Forces 
ALLEGATION: First-degree murder 
SENTENCE: Death by Injection on July 22nd 
ORDERS: 
Prisoner is to be transferred to the Ragathon base for execution. Due to the fact that the 
transport will travel through the Arklay Mountains, extreme caution is recommended. Prisoner 
is considered to be completely insane and exceptionally dangerous." 
-RE0: Court Order for Transportation {in game version}; 23/07/98 
 
Rebecca reads aloud from the document until Edward snatches it out of her hand for a closer 
look and angrily comes to a quick conclusion that Billy Coen murdered the MP Officers and 
escaped. These were good men just doing their jobs. Enrico takes the file and orders everyone 
to separate and survey the surrounding area. He warns them all to keep their guard up as Coen 
is on the loose and is highly dangerous. 
 
Once again, Bravo Team split up and disappear into the darkened undergrowth. Rebecca soon 
finds herself alone, with only the small torch penetrating the blackness ahead. The trees are 
dark and foreboding and her feet crunch on broken twigs and bracken. A sudden noise makes 
her whirl around but there is nothing there. Behind the next copse of trees she discovers the 
Ecliptic Express parked stationary on its tracks. Lights are on inside but she can see no 
movement so she cocks her gun and moves forward just as the first drops of rain begin to fall. 
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When she reaches the carriage door the rain quickly turns into a thick downpour and bounces 
loudly off the roof of the train. She decides to get out of the deluge and search inside. 
 
“It was a stormy night when the leeches overwhelmed the Ecliptic Express. The Special Forces 
unit sent to investigate the area reported an emergency. But the announcement was suddenly 
cut off and followed only by silence. Enter the S.T.A.R.S. unit member, Rebecca Chambers. 
Umbrella has been at the centre of my plans for a long time, but the train incident would prove 
to be the beginning of the end." 
-REUC: Train Derailment 1; Albert Wesker's Narration; 23/07/98 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first passenger carriage is empty with the only sound coming from the relentless drumming 
of the rain on the roof. Luggage is strewn about the cabin and many seats are stained red with 
blood. The interior décor is very impressive with luxury green fabric double-seating, oak-
panelled walls and brass furnishings. Bags lay crumpled on seats and spilled paperwork is 
scattered randomly across the floor. Rebecca heads down the central aisle towards a door on 
the right marked ‘Dining Car’ but it is locked. Retracing her steps, she moves down to the left 
and through the door opposite. The next carriage is much more brightly lit and she calls out to 
any survivors, identifying herself as Officer Chambers from S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team, but she 
gets no response. The seats are full of dead people and the only sound is that of a news report 
coming from a transistor radio on the floor. As she bends down to switch it off, Rebecca fails to 
notice one of the dead men rise from its chair and shuffle towards her. Only when it lets out a 
guttural moan does she turn and yelp in fright. Instinctively, she turns to run only to find two 
more zombies approaching from behind. One of them is the train’s conductor and still wears 
his blue cap. Sandwiched in, she quickly raises her Samurai Edge and fires. Three shots take 
the first zombie down and it takes the rest of her clip to put down the other two. Numb with 
shock, she stands rooted to the spot wondering what just happened. She thought they were 
already dead. 
 
This carriage is also in disarray. Several bodies are slumped over the seats although none 
appear to reanimate. There is an open access hatch by the door and looking out briefly into the 
rain reveals a ladder leading up to the roof. Some stairs climb up to the next floor so she 
decides to have a quick look and at the top finds a diagram of the train layout and signs 
pointing towards the first-class cabins. There is also a wooden desk with an antique telephone 
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but the cord has been cut. Her attention is drawn to a curious mound of slime in the corner. 
Closer inspection reveals hundreds of eggs covered with a protective layer of slime. There are 
more of them blocking the corridor ahead. With nowhere else to go, Rebecca decides to 
return back downstairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
She moves on through to the next carriage and finds herself in a dimly-lit corridor with a blue 
carpet. A smashed window on the right hand side allows the rain to pour in and bounce off a 
table and chairs. What had started as a light drizzle has now quickly turned into a downpour. 
Further down are two doors on the right, opposite several windows with the blinds all pulled 
down. Room 202 is a small cabin furnished with a set of bunk beds and a sink. A thin film of 
slime covers everything in the room and a dead body is slumped in the bottom bunk. He is 
also covered in slime and Rebecca concludes he must have been attacked in his sleep. A black 
hat and a brown leather trunk sit on the top bunk and the rain beats fiercely against the sole 
window on the wall. On the desk is a journal and she flicks through to the last few entries. 
Some of these passengers were evidently part of an investigation team on their way to an old 
laboratory located somewhere in the forest. There is also mention of a virus and it is speculated 
this unnamed pathogen may be responsible for all the recent disappearances in and around the 
suburbs of Raccoon City.  
 
Room 201 is next door and despite the absence of a sink, is practically identical to the first 
cabin save for the layout being mirrored. A warm glow shines into the room from a lit table 
lamp standing on a wooden corner unit. The bunks are unoccupied and cluttered with 
scattered luggage is an open suitcase spilling out reams of documentation. One paper is stained 
with blood and titled ‘Investigation Orders.’ Some sections are illegible but the general gist 
concerns an investigation into the possible re-opening of an old facility. The rest is torn and 
unreadable. 
 
Rebecca moves back into the corridor and heads past the baggage compartment where several 
suitcases have spilled out the door. Further down on the left is the door to the conductor’s 
office but it is locked. Finally the passage ends at a locked door with a card reader on the wall. 
Slumped on the floor here is a dead train employee whose corpse has been brutally ripped 
apart. A quick search of the body reveals him to be in possession of the dining car key. As she 
kneels down, Rebecca suddenly senses a presence behind her and turns round to find herself 
face to face with the escaped convict, Billy Coen. He has stolen a standard issue Army firearm 
from one of the military police and has it pointed directly at her face. He doesn’t seem 
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surprised she knows his name and he recognises her as member of S.T.A.R.S. Because the 
authorities don’t seem to want him around, he decides to take his leave and begins to walk 
away, leaving her unharmed. Rather foolishly,  
Rebecca gives chase with the intention of arresting  
him. But Billy holds up his arm with the dangling  
broken handcuff and decides he doesn’t want to be  
arrested before walking away out of sight. Frustrated,  
Rebecca is left alone wondering how she could have  
handled that situation better. 
 
Suddenly, one of the windows suddenly caves in as a  
large, bulky shape comes crashing through and  
crumples on the floor. It is Edward Dewey, and he is  
badly injured. She runs over and discovers his body is covered with lacerations and deep 
wounds. His voice is weak and he is in obvious pain as he struggles to tell her that the forest is 
full of zombies, monsters, and that she needs to be careful. But before she can ask him 
anything else, he dies in her arms. He was so happy just a few hours ago. Suddenly there is 
another crash as one of Edward’s attackers comes crashing through another window. It is a 
Cerberus B.O.W., a t-Virus infected Doberman Pincher and one of several escaped specimens 
from the Arklay estate. It growls at her with  
dead eyes and half its jaw has decayed beyond  
repair. Rebecca raises her weapon and fires  
several times, sending the devil dog careering  
back against the wall before it eventually lays  
still in a rapidly spreading pool of blood. She  
checks Edward’s body and takes some  
handgun ammunition to reload her Samurai  
Edge. As she retraces her steps back towards  
the first passenger car, another Cerberus  
breaks through a second window. Staying cool,  
she quickly dispatches it before it can get too  
close. Worryingly, these dogs are taking more  
bullets than they should to put down and their pain responses seem drastically reduced. 
 
Back in the first passenger car several more of the former travellers have now reanimated and 
aimlessly shuffle around in front of their seats. She doesn’t have the ammo to take them all on 
so decides to make a run for it down the centre aisle, although she is forced to put five rounds 
into the conductor who stands in her way. The door at the end takes her back into the original 
car where she first entered. The overhead lights are still off and thankfully this place is empty. 
Her radio suddenly bleeps for attention and she receives a garbled transmission from Enrico. 
The growing storm outside is interfering with the signal and he is difficult to make out. He 
wants to know her current location but she struggles to get through to him. He reports that the 
rest of Bravo Team have found detailed information on the fugitive from a document found in 
the wrecked MP vehicle. Apparently Billy Coen has allegedly killed as many as 23 people. 
They have also confirmed he was institutionalised and warns her to keep her guard up. The 
signal is fading fast and he tells her to stay alert at all costs if she should run into him as he 
wouldn’t think twice about killing her. Then the transmission cuts off before she can respond. 
As she moves on through the carriage, the door behind her opens and she is shocked to see 
the conductor zombie following her. As it starts to shuffle its way up the aisle towards her, 
Rebecca takes the dining car key and unlocks the door, permitting access to the next car. 
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She is now in a small wooden compartment with stairs to the left leading up to the next floor. 
Directly ahead is the staff only kitchen area but the automatic door has no power and won’t 
open. As she ponders what to do, the door behind her suddenly opens and Billy Coen gets the 
drop on her once again. He looks her straight  
in the eye, explaining that things are getting  
too dangerous and suggests they cooperate  
from here on in. Rebecca scoffs at his  
suggestion. Why should she team up with a  
wanted felon after all? But Billy is in no  
mood to play games. In case she hasn’t  
noticed there are some pretty freaked out  
things on this train and he wants to get out of  
here. But he doesn’t believe either of them  
have a chance of escape if they attempt it  
alone. Stubborn, Rebecca insists she doesn’t need his help and chastises him for calling her a 
little girl, a notion he finds playful and prompts the question of what should he should call her. 
Her name is Rebecca Chambers, but that’s Officer Chambers to him. Amused, Billy leans 
back against the door and challenges her to explore the upper floor on her own if she’s so sure 
she can handle things by herself. He will wait down here. As Rebecca nervously heads for the 
stairs, she stops momentarily to examine a table at the bottom with a note lying on top. 
 
"When closing the dining car, supervisors are asked to switch off the automatic doors after 
ensuring all staff have vacated the car. The main automatic door power switch is located on the 
roof of the fifth car. Inspections will take place when the train is garaged. After inspections are 
complete, use the ladder at the rear of the second floor of the dining car.  
Umbrella Corp. Maintenance Department." 
-RE0: Notice to Supervisors; undated. 
 
At that moment, an unmarked helicopter silently approaches the area, the noise of the wind 
and rain blocking out any sound of its approach. Two U.S.S. members rappel down nearby 
and board the train, immediately heading for the driver’s cab. This is Delta Team whom 
Birkin has dispatched to investigate the loss of contact with the train. When both members are 
on board, the helicopter above moves off as silently as it arrived. 
 
At the same time, Rebecca arrives upstairs onto  
the second floor of the dining car. Smoke  
billows up here and she notices a table cloth  
hanging down from one of the tables is on fire.  
Half-eaten meals sit on the other tables and  
next to her is a wooden counter littered with  
customer order slips. A door behind the  
counter is locked from the other side. As she  
slowly moves forward she notices an elderly  
gentleman sat at one of the dining tables. She  
goes over to speak with him and gets the shock  
of her life when he turns to face her just as his head unexpectedly detaches and bounces off the 
floor. She steps back in shock as his body begins to convulse and disintegrate into numerous 
leeches before reforming and attacking her. This is a Mimicry Marcus; a strange creature 
comprised of hundreds of individual leeches fused together in humanoid form. They do this 
by secreting an adhesive bodily fluid over their cuticle which allows them to mould and bond 
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together, hardening as they do so. The leeches have developed the ability to resemble their 
leader to such an extent that even clothing is apparent. Rebecca turns to run and the Mimicry 
Marcus suddenly collapses once again and the leeches move after the retreating S.T.A.R.S. 
member. They crawl up her body and begin to envelop her when Billy suddenly appears from 
behind and fires off two gunshots to make them retreat. Two of the leeches leap at him but he 
dives to his right and shoots them out of the air with trained marksmanship. 
 
The leeches retreat back outside where they are  
called back to their Queen. Rebecca and Billy  
can hear the singing coming from somewhere  
outside and they peer through the rain splattered  
windows to see a mysterious figure stood on a  
nearby hill. The Queen, still looking like the  
young James Marcus, sings its lullaby as thunder  
and lightning rages all around him. Hundreds of 
leeches swarm and are gathered at his feet. As  
Rebecca and Billy speculate who the mysterious  
individual may be, the whole train jerks as the  
engine starts up and they begin to move.  
Rebecca panics and wonders who is controlling the train. Billy tells her to go and check out the 
first engine car, stressing they need to co-operate with each other from now on. She still isn’t 
sure but Billy insists she has no choice unless she wants to end up as worm-bait. She reluctantly 
agrees but promises to shoot him if he tries anything funny. He is fine with that and tosses her 
some extra ammunition. He pulls out a radio and tells her to call him if she finds anything 
useful. 
 
Once Rebecca has gone, Billy heads to a window at the back of the carriage where an open 
hatch leads to an access ladder for the roof. The file downstairs mentioned the junction box to 
restore power to the dining car should be located up here somewhere. With the train now 
moving at high speed, the raging wind and rain is relentless and he struggles to hold on as he 
clambers outside and up onto the roof. Slowly and carefully he makes his way along the top 
until he comes across a large hole where the metal sheeting has been ripped back by a powerful 
force. The power cables underneath have been disconnected and as he realigns them. 
Suddenly a mould of slime appears within the circuitry and several leeches jump out. He 
unconsciously jumps back and falls through the hole in the roof, landing hard in the upper 
kitchen below. Back in the junction box, the sentient slime disappears as quickly as it first 
appeared. As Billy picks himself up, he notices debris is all over the kitchen floor from where 
the roof has caved in. As well as cupboards and utensils on display, there is a large dumbwaiter 
leading down to the main kitchen directly below. The rain beats against the glass window 
relentlessly and the only door out is locked, leaving him trapped. On one of the shelves he 
finds the train key for the conductor’s office. He puts it into the dumbwaiter and sends it down, 
intending for Rebecca to find it. 
 
Rebecca meanwhile is in the downstairs kitchen after the automatic doors opened once Billy 
reconnected the power. She is currently searching around the counter laden with various kinds 
of food and utensils next to a sink overflowing with water. A door in here leads to the freight 
car but it is currently locked. There is an access panel on the floor but she has no tool to open 
it. A large, full-length chrome refrigerator is on the wall but is also locked. Suddenly, she is 
alerted to the sound of the dumbwaiter being activated and finds the key for the conductor’s 
office has been sent down. Billy is trapped in the room upstairs. She takes the key and makes 
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her way back through the length of the train, dodging past several more revived zombies and 
past Edward’s body which is covered in bite marks. Inside the conductor’s office, the place is a 
mess with paperwork strewn all over the floor. The desk is full of documents pertaining to train 
operations and a map of the United States is pinned on the opposite wall. Inside a cupboard 
she finds a locked bag and a note from Jimmy Lewis the conductor, complaining that he has 
lost the key for his bag and the key card for the driver’s compartment is inside. Rather than a 
standard key, the bag has slots for two curious round hollows. A switch on the wall brings down 
an access ladder and she climbs up to find herself in the Ecliptic Salon. She is behind the fully 
stocked bar with bottles and glasses spread over the counter. Broken glass litters the floor after 
bottles of fine wine and champagne were smashed during the initial leech attack. A green chalk-
board on the wall displays the menu; ‘Today’s Specials: Mediterranean-style Shrimp, Carpaccio 
Roast Chicken’, and two pictures on the wall are entitled ‘Join the Party’ and ‘The Party’s Over’ 
with a group of people celebrating then leaving respectively. As Rebecca moves down the 
lounge past the fine looking wingback chairs and oak tables, a sudden hissing sound can be 
heard from something very large is stomping around on the roof outside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
She moves through the door at the end to emerge into a corridor where the first-class sleeping 
compartments are located. A service trolley is by the door loaded with recently used plates and 
bottles. There is also an ice pick which she takes. A sign on a stand reads; ‘Welcome to the 
Ecliptic Salon! Please join us for a moment of relaxation.’ More of the slimy egg sacs block the 
corridor up ahead so she only has access to the first bedroom; Room 101. Inside she finds a 
loaded hunting rifle on the bed with two shells and not much else. She heads back through the 
Ecliptic Salon only for another hiss to reverberate around the room and the overhead 
chandelier suddenly comes loose and smashes down to the floor. Suddenly, razor sharp 
pincers pierce large holes in the roof and a huge shape drops down into the room. This is the 
Stinger; an experimental specimen the investigation teams were bringing with them to the 
training facility for further study, but secondarily infection thanks to the leeches has mutated it 
to an even larger size. Rebecca quickly opens fire with her Samurai Edge but her shots just ping 
off the Stinger’s hardened carapace armour. She quickly reverts to the hunting rifle and aims 
for the soft centre of its head. Her shot hits home and the Stinger shrieks and retreats 
backwards. The creature tries to use its pincers as a shield to protect its face but she keeps 
firing, driving it back far enough so it cannot reach her with its tail. Soon the Stinger lets out 
one final shriek before collapsing to the floor, quite dead. A strong wind now blows through 
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the carriage from the exposed roof and the shattered windows. The bar area has been 
completely destroyed and amongst the debris she finds a panel opener. This can be used to 
open up the hatch in the lower kitchen leading to the freight car. She heads back down the 
ladder into the conductor’s office, working her way back up the train. Once at the kitchen she 
sends the ice pick up in the dumbwaiter so Billy can free himself from the room upstairs. 
 
Within moments, Billy joins her in the kitchen and offers to crawl through the hatch into the 
freight car. Flattening his body, he maneuverers through the crawl space. He has barely 
climbed out the other side when a metal cage bursts open and a Cerberus leaps at him from 
nowhere. Using lightning fast reflexes, he shoots it dead in the face. A second dog comes at 
him and again a clean headshot takes it down. Now able to get his bearings, he unlocks the 
door to let Rebecca through from the kitchen and they explore the freight car. There are two 
open cages at the end where the dogs were stored and a strange odour lingers around them. 
Numerous boxes are filled with food and other supplies and some shelves contain 
miscellaneous materials but nothing of any use. On the floor of one of the dog cages, Rebecca 
finds a strange gold ring and wonders if it is what they need for the Conductor's bag. It slots in 
perfectly but there is still one more to find. A door next to the cage leads outside into the 
driving rain where the emergency brake is located, but they need a magnetic swipe card to 
operate it. There is also a hook shot unit on the wall with some corresponding instructions. 
 
"Warning: 
This device should only be used when inspecting  
difficult to access car roofs, or when connecting  
special trains. Return to its proper location after  
use. 
1. Where to use. 
There is a ladder outside the small window by  
the 1st floor section door of the third carriage.  
Fire the device so that it hooks high onto the  
ladder. 
2. Using the winch to climb. 
After securing the hook, use the winch to lift yourself up. 
This grappling hook can only lift one person at a time. Be aware that the unit may be damaged 
if lifting more than 80kg." 
-RE0: Hookshot Operator's Manual; undated. 
 
Rebecca hits the release lever and Billy takes it from the wall. Together they return back to the 
kitchen and prepare to move up the train when a zombie suddenly bursts out of the fridge. 
Before Rebecca can even react, Billy spins round and puts a bullet between its eyes. They 
move back down through the fourth car and into the third. The access panel is swinging open 
with the train's motion and Rebecca stands guard as Billy fires the hookshot up onto the ladder 
and hauls himself up. Now back on the roof, thankfully he only has to move a few yards before 
he finds a convenient hole which drops him down into first-class passenger cabin 102. There is 
a single zombie in here with its back to him, likely the former occupant of the room and Billy 
soon puts it out of its misery. The room is furnished with a single bed and is soaked from the 
rain. A sink and mirror stand in the corner cracked and stained with someone's blood. At the 
bottom of the wardrobe he finds a small jewellery box, inside which is a finely crafted silver 
ring. Now finally they can get to the driver's cab and stop the train. One last quick search of the 
room turns up nothing else of any real interest. A box of valuables belonging to the passenger 
sits on a dresser next to the bed but nothing inside is useful. He quickly heads out the door. 
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At that exact moment all around the train, the mounds of eggs covered in slime suddenly burst 
open, and more leeches begin to emerge from their slumber. Billy steps out onto the corridor 
to find the little creatures crawling all over the walls and  
floor. Turning right leads back to the ruined Ecliptic  
Salon so he jogs down the left corridor, finding himself  
at the antique telephone and stairs leading back down to  
the first floor. Rebecca is still waiting at the foot of the  
stairs and together they move back through the train,  
beyond the second class sleeping cabins and Edward's  
body, past the baggage compartment and conductor's  
office before arriving back at the entrance to the exterior  
engine and driver's cab. 
 
Now they are running the Ecliptic Express, Delta Team make contact with Wesker and Birkin. 
One operative steps outside into the pouring rain to get a better signal on his radio. They 
confirm they now have control of the train and Wesker acknowledges from the dark 
monitoring room of the underground lab some eight miles away. Birkin is still apprehensive 
and ponders just how the t-Virus managed to leak  
on the train. It makes no sense considering the  
infected Arklay estate is almost three miles away.  
Wesker quickly cups his hand over the  
microphone so Delta Team cannot hear their  
conversation. He insists how the train initially  
became infected is irrelevant, now it has happened  
their primary goal is to ensure no knowledge of  
this gets out. They need to destroy the Ecliptic  
Express completely. They plan to divert the train  
away from the training facility and take it far up  
into the mountains where it can be detonated  
safely and destroy all traces of the virus. He gets back onto Delta Team and enquires how far 
away the next branch line is. The operative responds they are about ten minutes away before 
he is suddenly attacked by numerous leeches coiled away in the internal innards of the train’s 
engine compartment. His comrade comes out to assist but he too is soon overwhelmed. 
Within moments both soldiers are dead and their unexpected demise adds a further twist to 
the night’s events as Wesker and Birkin sit in the darkness pondering just what is going on, 
their repeated hails to Delta Team going unanswered. 
 
Meanwhile, Billy hands the silver ring to Rebecca and she opens the briefcase. Inside they find 
Lewis’ ID card and swipe the reader by the door. Back outside in the rain they spot the two 
dead U.S.S. operatives on the floor but there is no sign of the leeches anywhere. Sparks 
emanate from the engine compartment and Billy notices it has been completely destroyed. 
They find the driver’s cab to be empty and the control system frozen on automatic. The wipers 
flap valiantly against the beating of the rain on the windscreen. Examining the controls Billy 
realises the train will either derail or crash completely and so they need to stop it quickly. 
Rebecca notices some documentation relating to the emergency brake and quickly skims 
through it.  
 
"Using the brake control.  
The following three steps are necessary to operate the brakes: 
Step 1: Activating the controls. 
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Brake controls are located in the following locations: - First car Driver's Compartment. -  
Rear deck of fifth car. To activate the system you must insert the magnetic card into the device 
on the fifth car. This will supply power to both sets of controls. 
Step 2: Enter Rear Deck Code. 
Enter the code for the rear deck unit to release the lock. After this the Driver's  
Compartment code can be input. 
Step 3: Enter Driver's Compartment Code. 
Enter the code for the Driver's Compartment to remove the lock. Upon completion of these 
three steps the manual brakes will be available for use." 
-RE0: Brake Operation Manual; undated. 
 
Rebecca offers to go to the back deck and  
manipulate the control panel for the brake. She  
tells Billy to stay here and apply the brake when  
ready. He agrees and tells her not to screw up.  
Annoyed, she picks up the magnetic swipe card  
for the brake and heads out the door. Outside,  
the two U.S.S. soldiers begin to twitch and  
reanimate as she runs past. Inside the first  
carriage both the train employee and Edward’s  
corpses are also missing. She encounters several  
zombies during her journey back up the train,  
including Edward, who she interrupts tearing  
chunks out of one of the dead passengers. He turns to face her, blood dripping from his mouth 
and he reaches out for her with dead hands. She steels her nerves and shoots him between the 
eyes. She quickly continues on through the kitchen and freight car, soon emerging outside at 
the rear of the train. She swipes the card and inputs the code, immediately getting on the radio 
to alert Billy that she has engaged the control device for the brake. He acknowledges and 
activates the emergency brake which immediately begin to squeal and groan in protest. 
 
The train passes the branch line that Delta Team  
intended to change and is still headed on course  
for the Training Facility. The Ecliptic Express  
takes an extremely sharp bend at too high a  
speed and for a moment balances precariously  
on one side before landing back on the track in a  
shower of sparks. They are not slowing down  
quick enough. Up ahead is the tunnel leading  
into the cliff the training facility is built on. It was  
boarded up after its abandonment in 1988 but  
the wooden barricade splinters into a thousand  
pieces as the train roars through. Soon they reach the end of the line and smash into the 
concrete barrier where the tracks abruptly stop and derail the train, toppling it onto its side. 
Sparks fly as it careers along for a few moments, metal scraping angrily against the concrete 
floor before eventually coming to a stop. The whole tunnel is quickly full of dust and smoke 
and sections of the wreckage are on fire. Both Rebecca and Billy have been thrown clear. 
 
Meanwhile, several miles back in the thick forest, Kevin Dooly is having no luck in fixing the 
engine of the S.T.A.R.S. helicopter. He also fails to raise communications with the R.P.D. after 
briefly getting through long enough to report an emergency before losing the signal. He is so 
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pre-occupied with his work he fails to notice the pack of Cerberus dogs that have snuck on 
him. They soon pounce and as he is still sat in the pilot's seat there is nowhere for him to run. 
The dogs soon maul him, scraping out one of his eyes. 
 
Not far away the other members of Bravo Team reappear and also come under attack. There 
is a brief fire fight before they are forced to flee deeper into the woods with no choice but to 
leave most of their equipment behind in the helicopter. The dogs give chase, but Kenneth, 
Forest, Enrico and Richard work well as a team to survive. However, they soon lose their 
bearings from one another and get lost in the forest. 
 
In the midst of the train wreckage in the tunnel,  
Billy slowly regains consciousness and groggily  
gets to his feet. He begins searching for  
Rebecca and soon finds her clutching her arm.  
By some miracle despite a few bruises and  
scrapes they are both okay. He jokes that they  
managed to stop the train but now they need to  
find a way out. Rebecca’s radio suddenly beeps  
and she receives a transmission from Richard  
Aiken. He asks her position but she is not sure  
where she is, although she can see an entrance  
up ahead. He acknowledges and says he is  
heading to the mansion right now. He wants her to rendezvous there. She agrees and clicks the 
radio off, prompting Billy to sarcastically ask if she needs a bodyguard. She says no and quips 
that he might need one instead. As they head for the door, a few flaming zombies emerge from 
the wreckage and begin to slowly wander over. The tunnel is full of smoke from numerous 
small fires and it is difficult to see. An old, rusted door takes them into a sewer canal and they 
are soon knee-deep in murky, green sewage water. Rebecca asks where they are as the stench is 
so bad it makes their eyes run. Water gushes out of an outtake pipe and rusted grilles block 
further access into the tunnels. The walls are damp and slimy, coated in rust and seeping 
mould. Up above, several electric lamps hang down and the odd wire stretches out across the 
ceiling. Their only way out are some old rungs on the wall that lead up to a closed trapdoor 
above. 
 
Billy pushes the door open and emerges into the  
main hall of the management training facility. It is a  
dusty old relic, quite beautiful in its artistic  
splendour, with cold marble flooring, elegant stone  
pillaring and a weathered, rustic appeal. Several  
torches burn in large oil burners at the foot of the  
main staircase and a large wooden chandelier hangs  
from the roof, which itself is decorated with an  
angelic mural. A red carpet is laid out at the foot of  
the stairs with the Umbrella Corporation logo and  
the words ‘Umbrella Research Centre’; the unofficial name of the building. Billy says the words 
out loud but Rebecca’s gaze is transfixed by a huge portrait at the top of the stairs. It depicts an 
elderly man with the same face as the strange creature that dissolved into a pile of leeches back 
on the Ecliptic Express. A small brass plaque on the bottom reads; ‘The first General Manager; 
Dr. James Marcus.’ 
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Back at the underground lab, Wesker and Birkin have picked up Rebecca and Billy on the 
CCTV cameras and watch them on the monitors. Birkin asks who they are and Wesker 
confirms Rebecca as being just a rookie member of S.T.A.R.S. He is unfamiliar with the male. 
A sudden voice booms through speakers in the  
main hall and startles them all as a recording of  
Dr. Marcus himself appeals for silence as they  
reflect upon the guidelines of the training facility.  
‘Obedience breeds discipline, discipline breeds  
unity, unity is power. Power if life.’ In the  
monitoring room, Wesker and Birkin watch as  
one by one all the CCTV monitors flicker into  
static before being replaced with the smiling face  
of the Queen Leech disguised as young Marcus.  
At this moment it is stood in the audio-visual  
room on the second floor of the training facility. It has noticed an outside line leading back to 
Raccoon City and concluded it must be from Umbrella. Wesker asks his identity but the queen 
ignores the question, instead confirming responsibility for scattering the t-Virus in both the 
mansion and the Ecliptic Express. Birkin is aghast at this revelation and the man explains his 
motivation is simple revenge on Umbrella. He begins to sing his lullaby and raises his arms as a 
giant mass of leeches grows before him before reassembling into a perfect imitation of James 
Marcus. Birkin is speechless upon seeing their former mentor. The young man pierces their 
gaze and accuses them both of helping Umbrella to murder Dr. Marcus ten years ago. The 
mysterious young man begins to cackle with laughter before severing the connection, leaving 
the two Umbrella officers sat in the dark wondering if James Marcus has truly risen from his 
grave to take his revenge on them all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Back in the main hall, Rebecca and Billy are still staring at the haunting portrait of Marcus. 
Billy asks if she knows him and she replies she is familiar with the name although he has been 
dead for some time now. Billy sarcastically comments on his friendly appearance, or lack of it. 
Even in death he has quite a presence. They move up the stairs to the upper balcony and find a 
curious statue holding a set of scales. An inscription reads; ‘When good and evil are brought 
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into balance, a new path will be opened before you.’ At this moment in time the scales are 
empty. There are four doors in all on the upper floor, with two more downstairs. This place is 
huge so they decide to begin their exploration from the ground up and pass through the double 
doors leading into the east wing. 
 
They emerge into a large dining hall lit via  
candlelight and full of tables still lined with  
cloths, used plates, cups and cutlery now  
abandoned for 20 years. Immediately two  
zombies lurch at them, one dressed in a  
white lab coat like a researcher, the other in  
black combat fatigues. Once neutralised,  
they search their surroundings. There is a  
locked door on the other side of the room  
brandishing a fire motif. A serving window  
reveals a kitchen beyond full of utensils and  
stainless steel work surfaces. A wooden podium is set up to allocate seating arrangements and a 
dead body lays slumped near a rusted sink where not a single drop of water runs from the 
faucet. The corpse is dressed in combat gear with deep wounds all down his arm. Next to a few 
overturned food trolleys and a withered plant is an unlocked door to the next area. 
 
The next door takes them into a corridor with a relentless hissing from a cracked seal in the 
steam pipes. To their left reads a sign prohibiting naked flames and some steps leading down 
to the basement level. The steam is too intense for them to get past so they head right and 
through another door beneath a light that flickers and buzzes constantly. They are now in a 
darkened storeroom crammed full of packaged junk and shelves full of objects all coated in 
dust. An aged, broken grandfather clock is set against the wall by the door and a bird cage is 
covered in a dust sheet. A single zombie lurches at them from the darkness dressed in blue 
combat attire and Billy soon puts it down with a crisp headshot. Another hides round the 
corner and Rebecca takes it out before examining some old paintings stacked up in the corner, 
including one of a young child. Numerous metal shelving racks are back here and Billy finds 
part of a black angel statue he believes may be connected to the scales in the main hall so 
decides to take it with him. There is also an antique globe encrusted in dust, a can of gasoline 
on the floor and a shotgun leaning against some boxes. Billy checks it and is delighted to find it 
fully loaded with seven rounds. The only exit is a ladder leading to an outside terrace. 
 
Up here the exterior of the building is weathered and old with a majority of the walls covered 
in leaves and ivy as if nature itself has laid siege on the crumbled old building. Another body is 
slumped on the floor where the path turns to the right. The wind blows loudly and although 
the rain has stopped the clouds are still thick and angry looking, with the occasional distant 
rumble of thunder heard in the distance. They follow the path round and take out several 
more wandering zombies. These shuffling corpses are all former members of Umbrella’s 
investigation teams. A little further down is a branch to the right ending at a solid brick wall. 
This is actually for the hidden observatory entrance when lowered to permit access to the 
church. Peering over the stone railings they can see the wide expanse of a deep lake below.  
 
The balcony ends at a single heavy-looking wooden door with flies and moths buzzing around a 
shining lamp. The door is locked from the outside so they slide back the bolt and re-enter the 
main building, emerging into an impressive-looking lecture theatre. To their immediate left is a 
set of double doors but they cannot get through thanks to two suits of armour blocking access 
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with their broadswords. Further down, an artists’ scaffold has been set up to restore some of 
the artwork on the walls but it looks to have been abandoned for a while. Another door leads 
into another beautifully decorated corridor with crisp, white-stained marble flooring and wall 
décor. A painting depicts a baby being held by a young woman and an old woman. Two 
zombie lurk round the corner and several gunshots later, rusted red crimson spills out across 
the floor. Many more paintings line the walls, all of them depicting women in various states. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A set of double-doors on the left leads into a cosy-looking library and student study area. Every 
wall is filled with bookcases stacked to the brim with a wide selection of books, most relating to 
chemistry and biology. At the back of the room is an old-fashioned elevator used to transport 
materials to the attic storage area on the third floor but the crank handle is missing. The study 
area on the right hand side has a couple of computers, one of which has evidently been used 
recently but no longer works. To the side is the librarian’s desk with a computer for database 
searches now covered with dust following years of neglect. Behind this desk is a locked door 
with a burnt-out candle on the wall. A portrait on the adjacent wall depicts a secretive-looking 
bearded man in a green robe lighting this same candle. It is inscribed; ‘This light will guide you 
to a greater truth…’ Billy has his lighter but there is no fuel to light the candle at present. 
Rebecca examines a chest of drawers next to the painting and finds a piece of microfilm 
labelled ‘A’. 
 
Returning to the passage outside, the only other  
door in this corridor is locked and the lock has  
an emblazoned fire motif, so they return to the  
impressive lecture theatre. Frescoes and art  
dioramas are exquisitely etched into the  
concrete walls with the first one depicting a band  
of revolutionaries. Another large landscape  
painting shows a multitude of people fighting in  
a war, and another of a large mob brandishing  
weapons under a blue sky. Further on is a  
depiction of a group of people eating in a dining  
room all glaring at each other and finally one of a crowd of people standing around a castle, 
wailing in grief. In the corner, an antique typewriter rests on a wooden table with a lamp. Billy 
examines some of the desks and benches in the centre of the room, noting each one has a 
small monitor installed. He also finds a dusty old copy of the training facility guidelines and 
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regulations written by James Marcus himself. At the head of the room is an elevated stage with 
a large projection screen behind a white curtain. A wooden podium with an Umbrella logo is 
mounted for speakers to address their audience. A small computer is built into the podium but 
the readout informs them the security system is locked and a system disc needs to be inserted 
to activate the release mechanism. 
 
The double doors at the back of the room take  
them back into the main hall next to the  
goddess statue with the scales and Billy places  
the black statue in place. Moving round the  
balcony, they pass more feminine statuettes  
although none of their faces show any traces of  
kindness. Nearby, a large oil painting depicts  
two lovers at play. The next door down is  
unlocked and they step through into a lounge  
with a green sofa and matching chairs around a  
wooden table beside an ornate fireplace.  
Several small pictures decorate the walls,  
including a woman, a man in a doctor’s gown and a horse galloping across the landscape. On 
the table they find a very old document of which much of the writing is now illegible. It tells of 
regular meetings of the Vaccine Research and Infectious Agents teams being held in the 1FW 
Operations Control Room and the 2F SE Meeting Room with the entry code being 8:15. 
Rebecca rummages through a dresser against the wall and finds the wooden handle needed to 
operate the elevator in the library. Suddenly there is an almighty crash as all three windows 
cave in and several dark, screeching shapes burst inside. These are crows; secondarily infected 
by the t-Virus. Swatting them away, Billy leads them back out into the main hall. Here they 
continue to follow the balcony around, stopping to gaze out of the large windows above the 
front doors. Outside the rain seems to have let up but the sky is still covered with dark, 
ominous clouds. They soon find the 2F SE Meeting Room but the door is locked. Closer 
examination reveals there is no keyhole and the top part carries an engraving of a clock. The 
only remaining door in the hall is locked from the other side. 
 
Frustrated at their lack of progress, they return to the library and Billy hands her the shotgun 
and uses the handle to send Rebecca up to the third floor. She arrives into a dusty old storage 
area but before she can step off the lift platform, something large and insect-like drops from the 
ceiling to land before her, pincers flared. This is a Plague Crawler; an insect based B.O.W. 
originally developed by Marcus soon after  
the first successful t-Virus prototype was  
created. But following evaluation they were  
deemed not suitable as bioweapons due to  
their lack of intelligence. However, some  
specimens avoided destruction and have  
been lying dormant in this facility for nearly  
20 years now. Rebecca raises the shotgun  
and has to fire twice to kill it. Looking  
around, she sees a number of rusty old cogs  
lying about and a clock face mechanism  
directly in front of her, although the minute  
hand is missing.  
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Another Plague Crawler drops down from its hiding place on the ceiling and another blast 
from the shotgun puts it down, with dark, oily blood soon spilling across the dusty wooden 
floorboards. A host of smaller gears and winding mechanisms for the clock are laid out on top 
of an old table and a single door leads outside onto a terrace. From this vantage point she can 
look out at the front of the grounds and see the bridge has collapsed over a large chasm that 
blocks any escape out into the forest beyond. A fountain and pond sit behind her and several 
crows are perched on the railings watching for any sudden movements. There is also a small 
freight elevator leading down to the front of the building but it is inoperative at present. 
 
Another door leads back inside and into a huge storage area covering the entire length of the 
main building. The place is largely empty save for numerous rusted animal cages. To her left 
are two large pits and to her right are the controls for the winch mechanism to lower the cages 
into the pits which were evidently used to observe the in-development B.O.W.s in combat. 
Inside one of the pits she can see a cage had been lowered and blocks in a key on the floor. 
She cannot winch up the cage on her own. At the back of the room is another set of double 
doors leading to the observatory but again these are blocked off by the crossed broadswords of 
two guardian knights. To the right is a set of stairs leading back down to the second floor.  
 
Down here the corridor appears clear and  
there is a door on either side. The one on  
the left is unlocked and takes her into a  
room full of art objects used for storage.  
Two Plague Crawlers lurk within but she  
manages to dispose of them both before  
they can reach her. An impressive-looking  
grandfather clock stands by the door but it  
is broken and has stopped ticking  
altogether. A fireplace is on the opposite  
wall, above which sits a painting of an  
aristocratic lady and Rebecca notes the  
painter has accentuated her sense of nobility. Also present is a white statue of a lady bearing a 
noble but tragic expression on her face. On a small table she finds an angel statue identical to 
the one Billy found in the east wing, although this one is white in colour. There is also a locked 
blue door with a water motif. In a stroke of luck, lying on a green sofa she finds a fully-loaded 
grenade launcher that must have belonged to one of Umbrella’s investigation operatives. There 
is also some shotgun shells by the fireplace. Stepping back into the corridor, she unlocks the 
door at the end of the passage which leads back into the main hall. She radios Billy to join her 
and places the white angel statue on the scales whilst she waits. 
 
Once Billy returns she leads him back up to the  
third floor attic where he can turn the handle  
and hoist up the animal cage whilst she climbs  
back down into the pit and retrieves the fire key.  
But just as she grabs hold of it, a large grate  
tumbles off the wall and a huge, mutated  
centipede wriggles out and clasps Rebecca in its  
arms. This is the Centurion; a secondarily- 
infected creature grown to over 100 times its  
original size thanks to the effects of the t-Virus.  
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It begins to wriggle round the large room, looking for a way out with its newfound meal. 
Rebecca screams and Billy dashes over wielding the grenade launcher, pumping round after 
round into the belly of the huge creature. It screeches in pain and seems far more interested in 
finding a way to escape the room rather than attacking Billy. At one point it even drops 
Rebecca, but recaptures her before Billy can get to her. Eventually, after six grenade rounds, 
the Centurion shrieks in the throes of death and crashes down dead to the floor. Billy is by 
Rebecca’s side in an instant and helps her up, asking if she is okay. She is a little shaken but 
otherwise fine and thanks him for the assistance. Now they have the fire key they can set about 
opening up some of the locked doors they encountered earlier, particularly those painted fiery 
red. 
 
Starting in the dining hall, Billy unlocks the door leading to the kitchen. Cupboards line the 
walls and racks hold a wide selection of spices and seasonings, some of them being quite rare 
nowadays. There is also a sink that has lost its shine and an old stove with plenty of well-used 
utensils hanging down. Stainless steel tables line the centre of the room, one of which has a 
large chopping board and the remnants of rotting meat. A large refrigerator by the wall has a 
broken door and will not shut properly. Rummaging around, Billy finds some fuel to top up his 
lighter. Now they can light the candle in the library upstairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once back upstairs, Billy lights the candle on the wall by the painting and this unlocks the 
door. On the other side is a small room where two zombies are bent down and feasting on the 
corpse of another. Rebecca quickly shoots them both with the shotgun before they have the 
chance to rise up and attack. The whole left hand wall is taken up with crammed bookcases 
containing works on a wide variety of subjects including biology, sociology and political science. 
At the end is a cluttered desk with a brightly burning oil lamp and dozens of hand-scribbled 
notes pinned to the wall above. A raised platform on the right contains more dusty old 
bookshelves, some in a state of total disarray. There is a painting of a bowl of fruit on the wall 
although some of the fruit is rotten, and opposite is an equally disturbing painting of a crowd of 
people gathering around a baby. There is something menacing about the look in their eyes. 
Billy notices one of the bookcases looks out of place and there are drag marks all over the 
wooden floor as if it has been moved. He pushes it out of the way revealing a hollow space 
behind. Inside is a book entitled ‘Book of Good’ and the pages have been hollowed out to 
conceal a pair of white marble angel wings. These can be attached to the white statue on the 
scales in the main hall. 
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The fire key also unlocks the door outside the library revealing an old classroom now cluttered 
with junk. Framed photographs on the walls show various stages of the training facility’s 
construction, including the building of the conservatory and the main bridge outside. Another 
shows an elderly scholar immersed in his  
research. Desks lay cluttered in the centre  
of the room and there is a beautiful old  
wooden globe that is well-crafted but looks  
as though it will fall apart when anyone  
touches it. At the head of the room is an  
old fireplace with a stuffed deer’s head  
mounted on the wall above. When Billy  
flicks on the light switch he notices an  
object resting on its antlers and Rebecca  
recognises it as the missing iron needle for  
the clock face in the attic. On one of the  
desks they find an old diary belonging to the Assistant Director of the training facility dating 
back to the late 1970s. It mainly talks about how useless most of the trainees are with the 
notable exception of a pair referred to as William and Albert. He describes how there is 
something cruel and ruthless about them both and they have a highly competitive rivalry, 
exactly the sort of qualities Umbrella were looking for. 
 
Together they return all the way back to the attic space where Rebecca attaches the clock 
needle. Remembering the memo they found earlier in the lounge, she sets the time to 8:15. 
This unlocks the doors to the SE meeting room on the second floor and the operational 
control room on the first floor. Back in the main hall, they fix the white angel wings in place 
before heading to investigate the meeting room on the balcony. Inside is a large wooden table 
and chairs dominating the room and a roaring fire crackles in the hearth on the opposite side. 
Four zombies lurk but they are soon reduced to mush. A search of the room reveals the fire 
was only lit a short time ago, meaning at least one other person is here with them tonight. The 
cupboards and shelves are filled with neatly-filed documents although some have been pulled 
out and lay scattered on the floor as though someone in here was searching for something. On 
the mantelpiece, Rebecca finds a second piece of microfilm and on the table a note has been 
left behind; 
 
"A Verse of Poetry: 
The Moon bows to the Earth 
The Earth swears loyalty to the Sun 
And the great Law of the Sun Governs all things. 
This itself is the keystone, 
The pointer to Glory 
All our hands 
Cannot open the door to the heaven." 
- RE0: A verse of Poetry; undated. 
 
With nothing else of interest in here they return to the main hall and try the door on the first 
floor leading to the west wing. A small corridor stretches out with faded green wallpaper and a 
ruffled, red rug covering most of a black and white chequered floor. The wind can be heard 
whistling behind the window. The passage turns to the left where a door leads into a bathroom 
containing nothing of interest so they move on, around the corner again to the now unlocked 
operations room. Inside they dispatch a couple of zombies before examining their 
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surroundings. A large map of the world dominates the back wall and a projection machine 
points to a screen on the opposite side. Several desks have been joined together at the front of 
the room filled with blueprints and documents  
including an old map of Raccoon City. Rebecca  
examines the projector and inserts the two pieces  
of microfilm, resulting in an image being displayed  
of a birds-eye view of the lecture theatre with a  
letter and a number drawn onto each of the seats.  
It looks like some kind of code and the machine  
suddenly makes a noise and spits out an M.O.  
system disc. They decide to return to the lecture  
hall to figure it out. In the corridor outside they  
run into a Mimicry Marcus; which Rebecca  
recognises from the train. It lurches slowly at them before shaking and expanding to grow 
longer arms. It is very strong and requires four grenade shells to destroy. 
 
Once back at the lecture theatre, Billy inserts the system disc into the slot on the podium. The 
system boots up and gives the command to input code '0A'. Rebecca examines the desks and 
notices the built in monitors with the red buttons. Using the numbers and letters from the 
microfilm projection, they press the corresponding buttons to input '0A'. There is a loud click 
and Billy jumps back as the swords held by the suits of armour blocking the double doors to 
his left suddenly retract on their own. Unbeknownst to them both, this also happens to the 
main front doors, and the doors on the third floor attic leading to the observatory. Intrigued, 
they both head to the door by the armour and step through. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They are now in another tight corridor with fake windows adjoining the walls. Two more 
zombies await in here but they are little threat. A dust-ridden old carpet lines the floor to 
muffle their footsteps and round the corner is a set of double doors leading into the office of 
James Marcus himself. Amazingly, the floor in front of them has been decorated in the style of 
an ornate chess board. It is beautiful to look at and comes complete with life size ivory chess 
pieces set up in a diorama. Beyond the chess board is Marcus' desk which Billy searches whilst 
Rebecca checks out the rest of the room. On the left side is a round wooden table and a single 
chair near an old fireplace with a painting on the wall above so covered with dust that she 
cannot make out what it is.  Next to that is a large globe that is in an advanced state of decay. 
On Marcus’ desk is a smaller version of the same chess board but the pieces have ended in 
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checkmate with the black king trapped by two white rooks. Intrigued, Billy moves to the main 
board and maneuverers the pieces so they match up with its smaller counterpart. This causes 
the small board to retract and reveal a hidden compartment containing James Marcus’ diary 
and the black ‘Book of Evil’ containing the set of black angel wings they need to complete the 
puzzle in the main hall. The diary dates all the way back to the 1960s and describes Marcus’s 
relationship with his professional colleagues and their discovery of the Progenitor Virus. The 
passages also document the downfall of his professional working relationship with Oswell E. 
Spencer and his successful creation of the first viable t-Virus strain. Rebecca and Billy both 
ponder what these words mean as they stare out the back window and look out across the dark 
lake beyond. 
 
They return to the main hall and Billy attaches the black angel wings to its corresponding statue 
and completes the puzzle, balancing out the scales perfectly. This activates a hidden 
mechanism that causes the large portrait of Director Marcus at the top of the stairs to retract 
down into the floor, revealing a hidden passage behind. Peering into darkness, they see stone 
steps descending down into the basement. Reloading their weapons, they both prepare to head 
down. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the underground laboratory, Wesker and Birkin are still sat in the 
monitoring room on Level B1 watching the events unfold. The room is in complete darkness 
save for the glow of the observation monitors and they ponder the implications about James 
Marcus supposedly rising from the grave to avenge his murder. His claim of responsibility for 
the outbreak at the mansion, the Ecliptic Express, and the training facility has resulted in their 
plans for the Reclamation Project being reduced to tatters. If they don’t find a way to stop him 
soon, the incident will become too big to conceal and Umbrella will be dead in the water. 
 
"The plans to reuse the Management Training Facility were scrapped by Marcus' unfortunate 
outburst. Not only that, but the incident appeared to spread the virus to the area surrounding 
the mansion causing a biohazard outbreak. It is time to abandon the sinking ship that is 
Umbrella." 
-REUC: Beginnings 1; Albert Wesker's narrative; 23/07/98 
 
Wesker stands behind Birkin, watching the younger  
man fidget as they observe Rebecca and Billy on the  
monitors. The sudden twist to tonight’s events have  
only reinforced his belief it was time to get out of  
Umbrella and speed up his defection to the rival  
company. Birkin is on the verge of panic and  
mumbles that if the virus has escaped further than  
anticipated then they cannot hide this anymore.  
Wesker, calm as ever, muses that Umbrella is  
finished and turns to leave. Birkin is incredulous  
that Wesker can simply just walk away, insisting they  
need to stay and continue their research; they can make a more powerful virus. Wesker 
implores Birkin to do as he likes, the t-Virus is near completion and only needs final combat 
data evaluation. That is why he has the S.T.A.R.S. in place and ready to deploy. As he leaves 
he pauses by the door and overhears Birkin scatter some paperwork in frustration and mumble 
to himself that he’d better get rid of the training facility before there are any more 
complications. Minutes after Wesker has left, Birkin remembers there is something down in 
the P4 laboratory he needs to give Wesker, a special delivery on the specific instructions of 
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Oswell Spencer himself. He quickly leaves the monitoring room and moves to catch up with 
his friend. 
 
Meanwhile, Rebecca and Billy have emerged into  
the basement of the training facility. A corridor  
stretches out before them and a large spider  
drops down from the roof. Rebecca shrieks at the  
size of the thing as it comes at them with hairy  
legs and large fangs, spitting venom that only just  
misses Billy. A round from the grenade launcher  
is enough to kill it and it falls onto its back, legs  
spasming in the throes of death before coming to  
a stop. Somewhat disturbed, they move on. It is  
dark and bleak down here, with cabling running  
down the right side of the wall and metal grilling  
and pipework on the roof. The lights above flicker and buzz, casting eerie shadows across the 
narrow tunnel. Another spider lurks and again Billy shoots it with the grenade launcher before 
it can get too close. At the end of the tunnel, just before it forks to the left is a single door 
marked 'Monitor Room', but it is locked. Turning left they kill a final spider before the tunnel 
ends at a single wooden door. They emerge into a small room marking the entrance to a 
prison. A barred window looks into the next room and a sturdy looking wooden door blocks 
access. A desk has a number of documents left behind including a register of inmates who were 
transferred to other facilities. There is also a map of the basement on the wall which Billy 
takes. 
 
The next room is where Umbrella’s investigation  
teams found Marcus’ illegal human test subjects  
strung up 20 years ago and resulted in his  
sacking. Some of the shackles are still in place  
and fire crackles in the gas torches. There is no  
other way out of the room save for an open  
ventilation shaft on the wall. Rebecca can  
squeeze inside if Billy helps and he hoists her  
up, glad he can be of service. She drops down  
the other side into a room full of torture  
apparatus. A large well sits in the corner with a  
human-sized cage suspended above. She peers  
over the edge and water has collected at the bottom. There is also two cages covered in spikes 
encrusted with old, dried blood and at the back of the room are four electric chairs all scarred 
with numerous claw marks. It was here that James Marcus conducted all kinds of horrific 
experiments on various mammals, arthropods and insects during his research into the 
Progenitor Virus all those years ago. He also used this room on humans once he began 
snatching trainees for his later work on the t-Virus. A door on the back wall leads back outside 
but is heavily locked. An old note on the floor concerns a fault with the power regulator which 
is at the other side of the room. Following the instructions she is able to fix the generator and 
next to the power regulator is an old wooden table with a huge axe resting upon it. Not being 
able to reach back up to the vent, she begins to look for an alternative way out. 
 
Meanwhile, the Queen Leech still watches Rebecca from the audio-visual room on the second 
floor. He muses that the intruders are wasting his time. He has already claimed this place for 
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himself which means they are trespassing and he is very territorial. He thumbs a switch and 
somewhere in the depths of the facility the release locks disengage for the cages holding the 
Eliminator B.O.W.s. Being small, they are able  
to scrabble through the ventilation system and  
within minutes one drops down into the  
dungeon to confront Rebecca. She retreats back  
into a corner only for the flooring to give way  
beneath her feet and plunge her down into  
darkness.  
 
Back at the underground lab, Birkin catches up  
with Wesker and persuades him to come down  
to the P4 lab. The gift he has for him is a variant strain experimental virus he synthesised 
himself via instructions from Spencer’s office. Taken from his laboratory’s top-secret mutation 
stocks, this variant was originally designed to resurrect test subjects in the event of death during 
experimentation so long as a tissue fragment remains, although it is not yet been perfected. 
70% of those injected are resurrected with enhanced muscular strength and cardiorespiratory 
ability far beyond their original state, 20% are revived but exhibit no body strengthening and 
the remaining 10% are not revived at all; essentially providing a 90% success rate. Birkin urges 
caution in using it but believes it may be useful during the highly dangerous X-Day protocol 
Wesker is about to participate in. It may aid in his plan to leave behind Umbrella. However, 
neither are aware of the true purpose of the experimental virus and its key role in the next 
phase of the highly classified ‘Wesker Children’ project. The virus is a variant of the original 
Progenitor Virus and is designed to weed out the less worthy subjects of the program. Should 
subject no.13 Albert survive the injection then he will be deemed suitable to move onto the 
next stage of the project.  
 
They are currently on B4 level heading for the  
master elevator. Wesker is now in possession  
of the experimental virus and the instructions  
as Birkin meanwhile peruses an old file he has  
dug out on James Marcus and is rattling on  
about how none of what is happening tonight  
makes any sense. He asks Wesker if he  
honestly believes James Marcus to be the true  
identity of the crazy young man in the training  
facility. The notion is impossible, yet if it is  
somehow true then Umbrella will be finished.  
Wesker’s position on the matter is inconclusive, but he concedes that should the old 
conspiracy against Dr. Marcus be revealed then Oswell Spencer’s career will be over, not to 
mention theirs too. He reinforces his earlier comments about leaving Umbrella. The biological 
weapon utilising the t-Virus (T-002) has almost been completed and the only remaining task is 
to acquire its combat data. Birkin however refuses to leave alongside him. He has finished 
primary research on the t-Virus, but he still needs more time to complete the superior G-Virus. 
Wesker tells him to do as he pleases, for he will follow his initial plan and lure the S.T.A.R.S. 
members into the mansion. Their superior combat training will make them perfect test 
subjects. In the meantime, Birkin will locate the self-destruct device for the training facility and 
activate it. Annihilating the whole place into a mass of rubble will destroy the biohazard and get 
rid of the strange Marcus clone once and for all. 
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Wesker takes the elevator up alone towards the surface, intending to travel to the training 
facility to conduct a first-hand assessment of the biohazard before Birkin destroys the place 
completely. He is already thinking ahead to X-Day and believes the experimental virus Birkin 
has provided is the perfect way to fake his death and make his defection to the rival company 
even smoother. He takes a moment to go over the instructions Birkin has provided. 
 
“We go way back so I hope you forgive me cutting the formalities. I don't have much time. I 
must describe how to use the item in question. 
The sample you have been given is from one of the mutation stocks. It possesses a unique 
characteristic. 
It should be injected into the host at least 5 minutes before needed. The results are almost 
immediate, but they do require a few minutes to completely take effect. 
Even in death, as long as some portion of the host remains, the virus can reconstruct the rest of 
its body and bring it back to life. 
During this process, there is a brief period where the host appears, for all intents and purposes, 
dead. 
In experiments with animals, 70% of the subjects grew more powerful as a result of this 
resurrection. Their muscular and circulatory systems for exceeded those they possessed in life. 
This virus has been designed to conquer death. 20% came back to life, but with none of the 
beneficial side-effects present in the primary group. The remaining 10% remained dead. 
In other words, there was a 90% revival rate. The virus has not been used on a human yet, but 
that is soon to change. 
I'm not sure how this will help, but I'm sure you will put it to good use! Good luck.” 
-REUC: Virus Memo; undated. 
 
Meanwhile, back in the bowels of the training facility, Rebecca has fallen one floor down and 
managed to grab hold of a loose girder, leaving her hanging on for dear life. Below her is a 
huge abyss enveloped in darkness with water gushing down from numerous outtake pipes. She 
cannot hold on for much longer… 
 
Back in the prison, Billy is still awaiting Rebecca’s return when he suddenly receives a garbled 
transmission begging him for help. Desperate, he begins checking the basement for a way 
around to find her. The monitor room has now been unlocked and inside he finds a table full 
of tools and a single broken locker. The light above flickers on and off and all the monitoring 
equipment is smashed and broken. In the corner is a single bed stained a dirty brown colour 
and at first glance he isn’t sure if it is from dirt or dried blood. There is a zombie playing dead 
underneath it. With no time to search around, he heads through the only other door on the 
opposite side, unlocking it from this side. He emerges into the power regulator room filled with 
the torture devices for Marcus's Progenitor tests. A gaping hole covers the floor at the far end 
of the room and the surroundings look as though they could give way at any moment. There is 
no sign of Rebecca and before he can look around he is set upon by three Eliminators. He 
quickly dashes back through the door, shutting them inside.  
 
Desperately trying to memorise where he has been and where Rebecca could be, he heads 
back up the corridor and up the stairs to the main hall. He dashes through the east wing doors 
and towards the basement. He runs down the stairs to find the generator furnace is no longer 
spewing out steam so he is able to get past. Inside, he runs past more Eliminators lurking 
within, moving beyond a curious-looking sculpture of several different wild animals before 
rounding the next corner. Taking a right, he goes through the next door and finds Rebecca 
hanging on for dear life. Reaching down, he grabs her hand just as she loses her grip on the 
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girder. He will pull her up and after lifting her clear of the hole they both collapse in a heap on 
the floor. 
 
She thanks him once again and is eternally  
grateful but he says not to mention it. He is  
just keeping his word after all, reminding her  
that they promised to co-operate with each  
other. Suddenly, her radio beeps with an  
incoming transmission from Enrico Marini.  
The signal is very weak and full of static as  
he asks if she has managed to locate their  
fugitive. After a brief pause, Rebecca replies  
that she hasn’t, although she will continue to  
search for him. She clicks the radio off and looks full of guilt. This is her first mission and she 
is already disobeying orders. So much for her great law enforcement career but then again it’s 
not likely she will live long enough to worry about it. Billy seems genuinely shocked she is 
covering for him and feels as though she deserves an explanation when she looks him in the 
eye and asks what really happened to those 23 people he allegedly murdered. She isn’t going to 
judge him, she just wants to know the truth.  
 
He casts his mind back to the nightmare and says that it happened around this time last year. 
His unit was ordered to Africa to intervene in a civil war and their mission was to raid a hideout 
of some guerrilla forces located deep inside the jungle. But the hideout was located far away 
from their initial entry point and an endless trek through the jungle resulted in several of his 
team mates dying from heat exhaustion and others being picked off by the enemy. In in the 
end, only four of them survived to reach the hideout which turned out to be nothing more than 
an innocent village. The memory is clearly painful as he continues recalling the events, 
explaining that the idiots in charge of the operation had his unit operating based on wrong 
information, but despite that their team leader would not walk away empty handed and 
ordered an unprovoked attack on the village. He goes on to recount the whole grizzly tale, how 
all the villagers were rounded up and executed, but deliberately leaves out the part where he 
tried to stop the attack. Rebecca is shocked and asks if he really did kill all those people, but 
Billy suddenly changes his tone and says it doesn’t matter anymore. That was then, this is now 
and she promised she wouldn’t judge him. She reiterates that she isn’t judging him but the truth 
about what really happened does matter. Her colleagues on Bravo Team may believe Billy 
killed the military police officers during his escape in the forest but she doesn’t think he did. 
She believes the zombie dogs killed the MPs and wants him to confirm her belief, but he keeps 
silent. The way he sees things he only has two choices; either report to the marines and serve 
out his sentence or keep on running for as long as he can. Rebecca decides to let the matter 
drop, not wanting to upset him any further. Now they need to focus on escaping this hellish 
place. 
 
The room they are in is small and unkempt and probably used for storage. Exposed wiring is 
everywhere and a single lantern hangs from a metal beam in the ceiling. Various debris lays 
scattered around the place including a 'Warning: No Loitering' sign. A wide hole gapes before 
them in the floor, the product of the ceiling's collapse where Rebecca fell through. The back 
wall shows the exposed foundation of the mountain the training facility is built upon. With 
nothing else of interest here, they ready their weapons and make for the door, preparing to face 
the Eliminators waiting for them outside.  
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As they open the door, the primates’ rush at them but Billy stands his guard and let's fly with 
the shotgun. Rebecca joins in with her Samurai Edge and soon all the B.O.W.s are cut down 
and laying in a pool of blood on the floor. 
 
Moving down the passage, a rusted iron door on the right side takes them into a darkened 
tunnel with steps leading down. A torch burns fiercely on the wall as they move down the steps, 
Billy taking point. The tunnel is dark at the bottom and populated by two Giant Spiders but 
once again the grenade launcher proves to be an invaluable weapon against these creatures. 
Moving down the tunnel they notice lots of old piping and wiring that must connect the power 
to the lower levels. Another iron door on the right brings them into another dank room with a 
large volume of water coming out of a pipe on the wall and falling into an abyss far below. 
Rebecca concludes it must be drainage from the factory. The rest of the room is bare save for a 
couple of boxes at the other end. A dead Plague Crawler lays on its back on the floor and its 
corpse is being consumed by two more of its kin. They have their backs to the two humans and 
are too engrossed in their meal to notice their presence. Billy and Rebecca decide to quietly 
leave when the young Bravo spots a key on one of the crates in front of the creatures. Whilst 
Billy waits by the door, Rebecca runs and snatches the key. The two B.O.W.s are slow to react 
and she disappears out of the door and closes it before they can get to her. Examining her 
prize, it seems to be a locker key. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Back inside the main tunnel they head forward, avoiding the venomous spit of the spiders and 
pass through a set of double doors and emerge into the battle zone arena where Marcus 
collected live data on various creatures he developed in the eighties whilst in exile. A set of 
stairs led upwards to the control room and armoury where an impressive albeit dusty arsenal is 
still on display in various gun racks. Closer inspection shows that they are all in poor condition 
and stacked up here waiting to be disposed of. Other working guns have been taken apart with 
parts and gunpowder scattered all over the work surfaces. Other weapons are lined up to be 
repaired, yet each one has a part missing rendering them useless for now. Rebecca tries the 
door of a dirty locker only to find it locked and uses her newfound key to open it. Inside are 
various documents and newspaper clippings as well as a Durmain case locked with a 
combination lock. However, someone has scratched the numbers 385 on it. She tries the code 
and the lock clicks open. Inside are custom handgun parts that when fitted will greatly increase 
a gun's firing precision. She allows Billy to attach them to his own army-issue 9mm to give it 
more bite. Next to a swivel chair is a control panel overlooking the battle zone below. The 
viewing window has been smashed and the controls operate a number of mechanical gates in 
the maze. Rebecca volunteers to go into the maze and instructs Billy to operate the controls 
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and open the gates as she goes. He reluctantly agrees and hands her the grenade launcher just 
to be safe. Rebecca then makes her way down stairs, her feet clanking off the metal steps as 
Billy familiarises himself with the controls. 
 
She reaches the bottom and moves inside. Empty shell casings litter the floor and both gates to 
her left and right are up. Billy presses the left button on the control panel and both gates retract 
into the floor to let her pass, but in their place more gates rise up to block the way ahead. After 
Rebecca steps through, Billy pushes the same button and she can continue round further. She 
notices two holes in the wall blocked by iron bars and there is a key on the floor in the second 
hole but she cannot reach it. There is a red switch on the wall which she pushes, activating the 
system. A primitive computer voice announces that the battle sequence is initiated and the exit 
doors are now locked. Across the room all the gates retract yet the main entrance remains 
blocked. The holes in the wall open up and two Hunters drop down into the room. The first 
one leaps and Rebecca ducks as it flies past, its claws just missing her head. She whirls round 
and fires the grenade launcher into its back, breaking its spine. The second Hunter comes 
charging round the corner but again is no match for the powerful weapon. She moves over to 
inspect the cages the Hunters emerged from and finds the water key. She meets back up with 
Billy and they head back out through the tunnel and up the stairs to the main basement. 
 
With the Eliminators dead they can now  
explore the room properly and the whole  
place is lit up by a number of burning  
torches in metal grates spread out around  
the room. In the centre is a strange  
sculpture of a number of animals, each one  
bearing an inscription. A horse: 'No amount  
of cunning can match the speed of my  
supple limbs.' An eagle: 'I dance freely  
through the air, capturing a legless prey.' A  
deer: 'I stand tall on the earth with horns  
proudly displayed.' A snake: 'I creep up on  
my victims in legless silence and conquer even the mightiest of kings with my poison.' A jaguar. 
'I am the king of all I survey: No creature can escape my grasp.' Finally there is a wolf: 'My 
sharp wits allow me to bring down even the greatest horned beast.' Underneath each statue is a 
plaque which reads 'The strong prey upon the weaker.' It is a puzzle and a test of weakest to 
strongest. Each has an unlit torch and they spend several minutes circling the sculpture to try 
and figure out the answer. In the end, Billy lights up the Deer, the Wolf, the Horse, the Jaguar, 
the Snake and finally the Eagle. That seems to do the trick as a barred portcullis raises up to 
permit entrance to the single door on the back wall. 
 
Inside is a small corridor with one door on the right and another at the far end. Loose rocks 
and rubble litters the cracked floor underfoot as they move and open up the first door. This 
room appears to have been someone's digs at one point as a wardrobe and an old desk sit in 
the right corner next to two old beds pushed out of place. Both the bed sheets are stained with 
old, dried blood. On the opposite side is a crude, wooden desk and the drawers have been 
ransacked leaving old papers scattered across the floor, likely the work of Umbrella's 
investigation units some hours before. At the back of the room is an overturned bed and on the 
back wall is an old fireplace. In the empty grate lays a stone tablet depicting a knight. The word 
'Unity' is inscribed. Although quite heavy, Rebecca insists they take it with them, remembering 
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the words of James Marcus on the public address system when they had first entered the 
facility. Nodding, Billy leads her out of the room.  
  
The second door is another dormitory. Two  
zombies are in here with their backs turned so  
they quickly take them both out before they can  
turn to attack. There are three sparse and simple  
bunk beds at the back of the room with the  
mattresses and sheets missing from all of them,  
exposing wiry, rusted springs. A large wooden  
box sits in an alcove with various junk inside and  
a table has a brightly burning oil lamp on it.  
Several books lie open on the desk, including a  
trainee's diary from some twenty years ago  
documenting the disturbing effects of the leeches  
on a colleague when he got too close to them. Rounding out the room are some cabinets 
containing various personal effects, none of which are particularly useful. 
 
They return back upstairs through the dining room and back into the main hall. Here Rebecca 
notices that the swords blocking the main front doors have retracted upwards allowing safe 
passage through. The doors are unlocked and they step through into the late night air where 
immediately the howling wind hits them. But their joy at being able to escape soon turns to 
disappointment when they see the bridge across the chasm has collapsed in the middle. The 
abyss is so wide and deep there is no other way to cross it.  Beyond the precipice they can see 
nothing but darkness. They try going around the sides of the building but both sides are 
blocked by wire mesh fences which despite their age show no signs of decay. Various weeds, 
trees and greenery poke out from the aged brick walls and a small elevator stands to the right of 
the front door but the battery is missing and no power is supplied. It seems they have no choice 
but to head back inside and look for a back door. As they head back, Billy notices something 
on top of the antiquated white pillar that used to form part of the bridge. Upon closer 
inspection it looks like a stone slab similar to the one Rebecca is carrying but unfortunately 
there is no way to reach it from here. Billy makes a mental note of its location and they retreat 
back inside. 
 
Rebecca remembers the storage area where she  
was attacked by the Centurion on the third  
floor has another set of doors with suits of  
armour blocking it shut with their swords so  
they decide to head up to see if they can now  
gain access. Sure enough they see that the  
swords have retracted and they make their way  
inside, dodging a few Plague Crawlers that  
currently inhabit the large room. They now  
find themselves in an observatory with a huge  
telescope looking out into the night sky. There  
is another set of sturdy double doors in here but they are locked and there is no keyhole 
anywhere. They climb down a ladder onto a small mesh gantry lined with generators and 
computers linking power to the telescope. At its base is a control panel with three slots the 
same shape as the Unity tablet Rebecca has with her. There is a message carved into the panel: 
'The Three Fundamental Principles of the Umbrella Corporation.' Rebecca slots the slab 
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neatly into place. There are two more slots for ‘Obedience; and ‘Discipline’ and if they can 
find these two remaining tablets they may finally be able to escape this hellish place. 
 
THURSDAY JULY 24TH 1998 
Rebecca leads Billy down to the art storehouse on the second floor where the locked door is 
with the water motif. Using the key recovered from the basement testing area, they unlock the 
door and prepare to venture into the only unexplored portion of the main building. They 
emerge into a darkened corridor where the overhead light is failing and flickers on and off. 
There is a fuse box on the wall next to a door leading into the audio-visual room where the 
Queen Leech has been monitoring their movements throughout the night, however there is no 
sign of it now. Two rows of black shelving units are stocked to the brim with old VHS and 
Betamax tapes, files and recordings. Most of the papers present look like they once contained 
images of something but they have long since deteriorated beyond use. Stepping round the 
corner, they are frightened by a Mimicry Marcus standing idly by the desk. Their close 
proximity causes it to transform into its leech-state and attack but Billy is able to kill it with the 
grenade launcher. They explore the rest of the room and observe a bank of security monitors 
that have been used very recently. Broadcasting equipment is also present, but the technology 
is very outdated and looks neglected. Billy spots a vice-handle on one of the shelves which he 
takes and Rebecca finds an old map of Raccoon City with several locations marked with red 
circles. Satisfied, they step back out into the corridor. 
 
Around the corner another Mimicry Marcus awaits and they blast it with the grenade launcher 
and shotgun. These are very hard to kill and the numerous leeches seem to gather together and 
congeal to create a form of armour plating, but the heavy weapons are eventually able to 
penetrate them. The passage stretches out before them with a door on the right next to a green 
chalkboard on the wall and another door at the far end. The opposite wall is decorated with 
numerous small photographs. The overhead light continues to flicker on and off ominously. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The door on the right leads into the rec room used by students and teachers alike to wind 
down after class. A red and beige carpet drapes over the floor and a well-stocked bar is to the 
left with discarded glasses and empty wine bottles left on display. A piano sits in the corner and 
a lamp gives off a warm, relaxing glow. Rebecca tries the dust-covered piano and attempts to 
play a tune on the displayed sheet music but fails miserably. Evidently she needs more practice 
and Billy takes over, expertly playing a perfect rendition that triggers an entrance to a secret 
passage behind one of the walls. Rebecca moves over to investigate and finds a small wine 
cellar with racks on either side stocked full with a fine selection of rare vintages. Up above the 
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electric light buzzes constantly. There is a battery box at the far end which she takes, hoping it 
will power up the elevator at the front of the building, but this causes the wall to slide back 
down into place, trapping her inside. After a brief moment’s panic, Billy plays the tune on the 
piano once again to open the door and release her. She shows him the battery and he nods 
before leading them back out into the corridor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The remaining door leads into another small corridor with hexagonal tiling on the floor and 
crumbling white walls. A door stands directly opposite and another to the left at the far end. 
The first takes them into a small workshop occupied by two zombies who were formally 
Umbrella soldiers. They take one out each and explore the room, spotting a few work desks in 
the centre, each filled with various tools and measuring equipment. Two large drums are by the 
back left wall but are so old that whatever the contents inside were are long gone now. Metal 
shelving racks are full of various machine parts and a work bench opposite near several gas 
bottles has three vices on it. The central vice has one of the stone tablets stuck inside but the 
handle is missing. Billy uses the one he found in the Audio Visual room to unscrew it and now 
they have the Obedience tablet.  
 
The final door leads to the remnants of a very old laboratory. Almost all the equipment in here 
is badly worn and some of the machines show traces of rust. A pressurised gas chamber stands 
in the centre of the room with its door open. Inside the floor is littered with bone fragments 
Rebecca suspects are human. Dried blood, scalpels and other surgical instruments are present 
but nothing of any interest. They move back into the corridor, facing off against another 
Mimicry Marcus along the way before retreating back to the Art storehouse. They decide to 
split up for this last part. Billy will take the battery and use it to power up the exterior elevator 
in the hopes it will provide means of accessing the last tablet. Rebecca wants to return to James 
Marcus' office one last time and conduct a more thorough search. There is a door adjacent to 
that office which they have not tried yet and both agree to rendezvous in the observatory in ten 
minutes. 
 
Billy makes his way back to the main hall, down the stairs and out the main doors. Using the 
battery, he powers up the elevator and brings it down to ground level. There is a packing crate 
on the lift and he climbs over and pushes it over to the stone pillar where the last tablet lies. 
Large puddles from the recent rainstorm cover the stone floor. He climbs on the crate and 
recovers the Discipline tablet. Grinning to himself, he begins to make his way back up to the 
observatory. 
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Meanwhile, Rebecca’s second search of Marcus’s private office has yielded nothing of extra 
interest, but the door opposite contains a small infirmary. Inside are four beds for patients, 
each with sheets stained with blood. There are  
two sinks against the left wall underneath an  
old, dusty mirror cracked so badly she cannot  
even see her own reflection. The back wall is  
full of cabinets containing old medical  
equipment. On one of the beds Rebecca finds  
a memo from Umbrella's first investigation  
unit. It talks about how many of the chemicals  
have survived and are still sloppily lying  
around when they should have been properly  
catalogued and stored. It makes no mention  
of the creatures stalking the facility which prompts Rebecca to believe this was a recent attack. 
Given that neither she nor Billy had come across any survivors it seems safe to say the 
investigation team was completely wiped out before they arrived. She does one final check, 
searching an old shelf containing an assortment of medicines that are all too old to be of any 
use. She also finds a cylinder containing some kind of chemical she puts into her mixing set, 
believing it may prove useful later on.  
 
With nothing else of any use she leaves the  
infirmary and heads back down the passage to  
the lecture hall. She then moves into the main  
hall and through the door that leads up to the  
attic storage. Avoiding the Plague Crawlers she  
heads through the double doors and back into  
the observatory where she finds Billy waiting  
for her. They carefully put the final two stone  
tablets into place and there is a sudden  
shudder and dust rains down from the ceiling.  
Suddenly, the entire observatory begins to  
shift downwards onto the floor below. This part of the training facility is actually built above the 
lake at the rear of the main building and as the observatory retracts into the water a small 
rippling wake careers along the surface. Once it connects with the ground floor the movement 
stops and the rear door unlocks. Puzzled, Rebecca and Billy wonder what has just happened 
and can see the water level now only just swilling underneath the grille on the floor Intrigued, 
they head back up the ladder towards the exit. 
 
The door leads back outside to a stone bridge crossing the lake. Thunder rumbles above and 
the clouds look menacing in the night sky. It is well past midnight and the chatter of bats can be 
heard. Under the bridge, the lake looks cold and uninviting. An ornate lamppost on the left 
side lights up the way ahead as several bats fly overhead and on the other side of the bridge is a 
looming church and bell tower. The church doors are locked and strangely there is no key 
hole. A weed-ridden path runs down the left of the old building where they find an elevator but 
it has no power. A gate leads round the back but is locked from the other side. Retracing their 
steps they search the bell tower and find four curious tiles on each corner of the floor. When 
Rebecca steps onto the top left one it retracts into the floor and unlocks the church door. But 
when she steps back off the doors lock again. Billy nods and heads to the door ready to go in 
alone as Rebecca steps on the pressure pad and unlocks it again. 
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The inside of the church is empty with debris on the floor due to part of the roof collapsing 
inwards. Huge chunks of rock have smashed into the pews, leaving splintered wood 
everywhere. An altar at the front is covered in  
murals of two women and statues guarding  
them. Lit candles provide an aura of divinity,  
yet he can't help but sense something  
ominous about it. A single door on the right  
leads into the vestry. Inside is large bookcase  
but all the books lay in total disarray as if  
someone was evidently looking for something  
here. A candle burns brightly on a desk  
containing a typewriter and some paperwork.  
Billy returns back to the main sanctuary  
where a noise puts him on his guard. After a  
few moments a large shape swoops down into the room through the large hole in the roof. It is 
a Giant Bat, made huge thanks to secondary t-Virus infection. It caws at Billy, revealing its 
sharp fangs and begins to swoop around the room trying to get at him. He raises the shotgun 
and opens fire but it is hard to get a bead as it moves so fast. Several smaller bats also join in 
the fight. The bat swoops low and almost catches him but he manages to duck out of the way 
and bring the shotgun round for a point blank shot to the face. This disorientates the bat and it 
shrieks in pain, allowing him to get several more shots off and eventually the thing crashes 
down dead to the floor. 
 
Curiously, Billy looks up at the hole in the roof the bat came through and wonders if he could 
use the hookshot to get up there. Taking it off his back he fires up into the ceiling and hoists 
himself up. From this height the wind is extremely loud and he can feel the chill on his skin. 
The dark grey clouds in the night sky look extremely menacing as thunder rumbles and the 
occasional burst of faraway lightning can be seen. Raccoon Forest covers the ground for miles 
around in every direction and there is no sign of life and no lights anywhere. At the other side 
of the roof is a ladder leading down to the back of the church to the rear garden. Through the 
iron fence he can see a scenic view of the lake and the water looks dark and murky. The 
garden is unkempt with many weeds and small trees scattered everywhere but he finds a circuit 
breaker on the back wall and turns it on, resupplying power to the elevator. Unlocking the gate, 
he returns to the elevator where the light above the doors buzzes on confirming it to be 
operational. He shouts over the wind round the corner for Rebecca to join him. Together they 
enter the elevator and ride downwards to James Marcus's private offices and the birthplace of 
the first t-Virus over twenty years ago. 
 
The elevator doors part and they emerge into a  
small corridor. Shards of rubble cover the floor  
from a collapsed stairwell on the left hand side.  
Small electric lights flicker on either side of the  
narrow hallway and the atmosphere is eerily  
quiet. The passage is blocked off by a brick wall  
just beyond a door on the left leading to a  
library. Inside here the bookshelves show signs  
that someone has rifled through them very  
recently and around the corner is a small  
wooden stepladder with a glowing oil lamp  
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giving off a pleasant illumination. Rebecca notices one of the bookcases is exclusively dedicated 
to biology books and on the opposite side of the room is a wooden chest decorated with 
ornamental plates so dusty that the pictures on them are indecipherable. On a wooden table 
they find a small scrap of paper torn out from the diary of James Marcus and the brief extract 
explains how he has hidden something important away in a special capsule to prevent 
Spencer’s men from finding it. A special stripping agent is required to open it. Round the 
corner they find another body of an Umbrella investigation team member slumped against the 
wall. The desk next to him is full of paperwork and another bookcase on the back wall 
contains a number of texts about viruses, but all of them are unfamiliar to Rebecca. There is 
seemingly no other way out of this room until she spots a large hole in the ceiling. She 
volunteers to go up this time and Billy hands her the hookshot. 
 
She climbs up to find herself inside a dusty old  
laboratory. Work desks have been pushed  
together and chairs have abandoned lab coats  
strewn on the back. A note left behind by the  
former lab manager talks about having to change  
the code for entry to the underground platform.  
An old computer on one of the desks doesn’t  
respond when she tries to turn it on and her  
attention is soon drawn to a storage shelf  
opposite, full of pickled jars. Some kind of  
internal organ appears to be inside. Moving  
round the corner she explores more shelves, each full of capsules containing various 
specimens. To her left is an aisle stocked to the brim with chemicals, but the labels are so worn 
she cannot identify what is inside any of them. To the right are four large culture tubes 
containing the remnants of old human experiments. The fluids inside have kept the bodies well 
preserved and each one has a look of great suffering on their face. At the back wall is a core 
temperature freezer containing a number of old leech samples. She opens the door and one of 
them begins to glow, suggesting this is the secret Marcus was trying to hide from Spencer. She 
decides to take it with her, knowing she’ll need to find a stripping agent for it to be of any use. 
Next to a smashed statue she finds a map of the lab on the wall and she steps through the only 
door to emerge on a small landing above the passage with the elevator below. There is a button 
on the wall and when pushed, the wall directly below moves upwards, blocking her view 
downstairs but opening up a new passage beyond the library door. 
 
A door to her right is locked and as the passage  
turns to the left, the next door leads into a  
gantry with a small control room. She can see  
the natural formations of a deep cavern  
stretching away into the distance and a metal  
bridge is situated on a pulley some yards away.  
She is too high up to drop down to the lower  
floor and the door to the control room is  
locked so she moves back out into the  
passageway outside. The only remaining door  
leads into the central experiment laboratory  
and this is the very same room James Marcus  
was assassinated in back in 1988. Three large tubes are full of bubbling green liquid and she 
notices they are being constantly replenished with fresh bio-organic fluid. All the surrounding 
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equipment is all up and running again thanks to Umbrella’s investigation teams. All the shelves 
are filled with numerous apparatus and laboratory equipment, all of which look worn and well 
used. She peruses the paperwork on the main work station and comes across a journal entitled 
‘Leech Growth Records.’ This is a record of Marcus’ leech-based experiments from February-
June 1978 and is a fascinating yet disturbing read. On the floor are two more Umbrella bodies 
and she puts a bullet in each of their heads to avoid the chance of any untimely resurrection. At 
the back of the room is an isolation chamber filled with poisonous gas next to a red cylinder 
containing a red chemical. Not believing her luck, she adds it to her mixing set, combining it 
with the green chemical to create the stripping agent needed to unlock Marcus’ frozen leech 
sample. There is a device located next to the chamber used to pump the gas inside but it is 
empty right now. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next room beyond the lab is dirty and grimy with bloodstains all over the floor. A 
dumbwaiter leading down to the library is on the wall to her right and after taking care of 
several lurking zombies, Rebecca begins to explore her surroundings. Rusted shelves line the 
back walls stocked with old chemicals, some of which have their labels ripped off and others 
look as though they were used for surgery. An alcove contains a couple of dusty old operating 
tables that have been overturned just recently thanks to Umbrella’s searching investigation 
teams. The next alcove has a large sink on the wall that is old and covered in filth. Another 
blood-splattered gurney stands next to a bunch of old operating machines. The remains of 
something unidentified lay upon the gurney as well as a note left behind by an investigation 
team member. It explains how ever since Dr. Marcus disappeared 10 years ago the results of 
his research have been covered up, yet in the bowels of the training facility they found evidence 
of his Progenitor Virus studies and hideous experimentation using company employees as 
guinea pigs. The ‘fruits’ of his research, meaning the leeches, now fill this place. A curious door 
leads out of the room decorated with a bust of Director Marcus himself. There is space in the 
base for an object so she uses the stripping agent to open the capsule containing a blue petrified 
leech. It fits into the slot but nothing happens. Puzzled, she elects to send it down to the library 
via the dumbwaiter to see if Billy can find a way to utilise it. 
 
Meanwhile, Billy is still in the library and is surprised when the dumbwaiter suddenly activates 
behind him. He is baffled by the blue leech charm but takes it regardless and heads out the 
door to find a way to link up with Rebecca. Outside he is alarmed to notice a new corridor 
stretches out to his left where there was once a brick wall and a Mimicry Marcus now awaits. 
Upon seeing Billy, it immediately transforms and attacks, but three grenade rounds later and it 
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is splattered against the wall in several places. The corridor then turns to the right, decorated 
with many fine pictures of women, including one embracing a demon. A door up ahead 
requires a four digit combination but the device to input the code is missing. To the left the 
passage ends at a single door bearing a bust of Dr. Marcus. It is guarded on either side by 
statues of women holding lit candles. He spots the indentation on the bust and inserts the blue 
leech charm which fits perfectly. This makes the lock unlatch and the door open. 
 
He is now inside James Marcus's private  
chambers which is quite beautifully decorated  
with a rich blue, patterned carpet and many  
fine antiques. Row upon row of bookshelves fill  
the left wall and the opposite side is dominated  
by a large fish tank still operating with an  
automated filter. Mysterious objects are floating  
in the water. Next to the tank is an unlit  
fireplace that hasn't been used for a long time  
and a beautiful, grand old writing desk sits in  
the back corner full of paperwork with an open  
journal and a magnifying glass lying on top. At  
the opposite end of the room, a coat stand has been knocked over onto a large painting on the 
wall with the title: 'Woman in Love with a Dead Man.’ Looking at the bookshelf, Billy notices 
something by a mock up model of the upper torso of a human skeleton. It is a picture 
commemorating James Marcus's university graduation way back in 1939. Marcus himself 
stands on the right and looks like the spitting image of the man Billy saw through the window 
back on the Ecliptic Express. This makes Billy believe the young man could either be Marcus’s 
son, or grandson. He also finds an Input Reg. Coil for a cable car which he puts into his 
pocket.  
 
A door by Marcus's desk leads into a storeroom lit entirely by candlelight full of paintings, 
antiques and collectibles, including a ship’s navigation wheel. On the opposite wall is an old 
fireplace full of cobwebs and a large pot that despite a few cracks looks to be a valuable work of 
art. But for some reason just looking at them sends a chill up his spine. A large statue on the 
back wall is holding another leech sculpture, this time green in colour. Billy hurries back to the 
library where he sends the green Leech Charm up the dummy waiter to Rebecca. 
 
Back upstairs in the operating room, Rebecca smiles when she sees her gift arrive. She takes 
the charm and places it into the hole in the door which leads into a morgue full of frozen 
compartments to store cadavers. Some of the refrigerator doors have been left open and a 
strange smell emanates from within. Up ahead a zombie drags itself along the floor towards her 
and she waits until it is close enough before blasting it in the head with the shotgun. Another 
body sticks out of one of the bottom refrigerators to her right and moves ever so slightly so she 
shoots it, watching as dark crimson blood pools on the floor. At the end of the morgue the 
room opens up where old gurneys have been shunted into the corner. Three body bags lay on 
the floor, the first of which is open revealing an old corpse inside. Rebecca gets the feeling that 
it was just stuffed in there. On the floor next to a trolley is a red container holding a sterilising 
agent she can use on the gas chamber next door. She returns to the main lab and uses the agent 
to neutralize the gas flooding the chamber. Once this is done the safety lock deactivates and 
she can go inside. A zombie gets up off the floor in here only to be put straight back down 
again thanks to the shotgun. There is a key resting on a drum at the back marked ‘Breeding 
Room’ which she guesses is for the locked door out in the corridor. 
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Using the key, she unlocks the door and steps into the breeding room. It is a dank, damp and 
sparsely decorated room full of old, rusted animal cages. A number of the stacked up cages all 
bear traces of having been smashed open from the inside. Up above an electric light constantly 
flashes on and off, unnerving her even more.  
As she rounds the corner there is a sudden  
squeal as two Hunters come running at her.  
Instinctively, she raises the shotgun and fires,  
hitting them both at the same time. One falls  
back whilst the other still manages to leap in  
the air and she has to duck as its claws sail  
over her head, missing by mere inches. She  
quickly fires again at the Hunter trying to get  
up off the floor before turning and blasting  
the other one before it can attack again. At  
the back of the room she notices two human- 
sized cages and one of them has a dial inside which she takes. Scattered paperwork on the floor 
forms part of an old report into Marcus’s Progenitor Virus experiments on various mammals, 
insects and arthropods. Marcus concludes his findings with the revelation that human testing is 
imperative if he is to achieve any worthwhile results. She retreats back to the operating room 
and sends the dial back down to Billy via the dumbwaiter, radioing him the code of 4,8,6,3 she 
deciphered using clues from the Leech Growth Records and the Laboratory Manager’s diary. 
 
Using the dial and code from Rebecca, Billy  
finds an underground docking station  
complete with tram leading off into the  
darkness of the caverns. He radios Rebecca  
with his findings and suggests they regroup  
as soon as possible. Currently the cable car  
has no power but a lever on the wall sends a  
bridge overhead down on tracks to connect  
with the platform above on the next level.  
He also notices an Output Reg. Coil on the  
floor which he takes. After pulling the lever,  
he climbs up onto the platform just as Rebecca comes in through the door. Together again, 
they set about trying to power up the tram. The controls seem to be in the office but as 
Rebecca discovered earlier, the door is locked. Peering through the glass she notices a large 
hole on the floor inside and so she uses the ladder to climb down to the lower level and fires 
the hook shot to pull herself up into the office, unlocking the door for Billy from the inside. 
He comes through and checks the controls regulating the power input and output. He places 
both coils into the panel and the cable car powers up. 
 
Hurriedly, they both leave the room and climb down the ladder onto the platform below. But 
just as they are about to climb inside, an Eliminator hiding on the roof of the cable car 
suddenly jumps down at them. Rebecca pushes Billy out of the way as it lands down beside 
them. It takes a swipe at her before jumping at Billy who catches it in mid-air. As they struggle, 
he loses his balance and topples over the railing, disappearing into the abyss below with a 
scream. Rebecca yells after him and peers over the railing but he is nowhere to be seen. As she 
continues to search, a Mimicry Marcus sneaks up on her from behind. As she whirls round to 
confront it the room is suddenly plunged into darkness as the power fails. Rebecca breaks into 
a run, feeling the slimy body of the leech man as it slaps at her. She reaches the ladder and 
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pulls herself up, running back to the control room to find leeches all over the control panel and 
the output coil lying on the floor. Stamping on a few of the slithery things, she retrieves the coil 
and puts it back into the panel, restoring power to the cable car once again. Using some skilled 
timing, she manages to evade the Mimicry Marcus and get inside the cable car before it can get 
to her. The interior is empty save for a corpse propped up in one of the chairs. It has a loaded 
magnum in its holster which Rebecca slowly takes out. She then hits the switch and the cable 
car begins to move. She slumps down on one of the seats, exhausted. She ponders about Billy 
and the rest of her team, wondering just what the hell is going on as the cable car sets off into 
the darkness leaving the training facility behind. 
 
Meanwhile, Bravo Team captain Enrico Marini has spent a majority of the night trekking 
through Raccoon Forest alone after becoming separated from the others. He has continuously 
tried to reach Rebecca and Richard on the radio but the transmissions have been too garbled. 
As far as he is aware, Richard is still with Kenneth and Forest on their way to the Arklay 
Mansion and should be still be somewhere ahead of him. But with no known direction of 
travel, Enrico has followed the train tracks, unfortunately in the opposite direction the Ecliptic 
Express travelled to the Management Training Facility, and now finds himself back on the 
fringes of Raccoon City in the industrial zone. He finds himself in an old marshalling yard and 
discovers a hidden entrance to a secret underground laboratory run by Umbrella Corporation. 
Inside he discovers evidence that the company may be responsible for the strange creatures 
they have encountered in the forest. He also discovers the location of the mansion Richard had 
mentioned was being used by Umbrella for their research. He is anxious to catch up to his 
comerades. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shortly afterwards, Rebecca’s cable car docks at the station beneath the marshalling yard. She 
steps outside and looks back at the tunnel she just came from which extends into blackness. A 
door to her left is locked but another door brings her out into a large shed in front of the main 
turn table. Several gas bottles are slumped against the wall next to a pile of rusting fuel drums. 
A crane hangs down from the roof used to load heavy goods and a door to her right leads to 
the control room. Inside is a large control panel used to monitor the turn table. Yellow hard 
hats hang from hooks on the wall and an access hatch leading underground is tightly sealed. A 
schematic of the marshalling yard is pinned to the wall next to a chalkboard with the site work 
schedule scrawled on. She takes the map and heads back outside. 
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At the end of the shed is a large, octagonal shaft extending hundreds of metres downwards. A 
small platform has a service elevator extending some ten metres down to a platform below. 
Rebecca rides the elevator down as thunder rumbles in the distance. She follows the walkway 
round at the bottom and passes through the only door leading to the monitoring room; the 
same room Wesker and Birkin occupied at the beginning of the evening. Something electronic 
gives off a buzzing noise and the room is quite murky, full of machinery and pipework. The 
latticework walkway extends around an old generator and ends at a control station with a bank 
of security monitors. All the screens except one are switched off and Rebecca gazes at the one 
black and white image that depicts an enlarged humanoid figure slumbering in a large culture 
tank. Unbeknownst to Rebecca, this is the T-001 Tyrant, originally scheduled for disposal via 
liquidation. She finds a key on the floor labelled ‘Factory Key’ and returns all the way back to 
the control room. She uses the factory key on the control station to bring the turntable up from 
B4 Level of the underground lab. Once it docks, she returns outside and gingerly steps onto 
the vacant platform before hitting the activation switch. Yellow klaxons begin to whirl and an 
alarm sounds as barriers raise up on either side and the turntable begins its descent back down 
into the lab. 
 
Meanwhile, somewhere in the bowels of the lab, William Birkin is feeling increasingly 
apprehensive and struggles with the notion that his old mentor James Marcus has seemingly 
risen from his grave and is seeking revenge for his murder. He is eager to detonate the training 
facility and take care of the problem, but has to delay the activation to allow Wesker time to 
complete his mission. The whole Reclamation  
Project has been a disaster from the start and  
he is eager to move on and get back to his  
G-Virus research. He also has security leaks of  
his own to worry about and has been tracking  
an unauthorised breach of his lab by a  
S.T.A.R.S. member. It is the captain of Bravo  
Team, Enrico Marini, and Birkin is concerned  
at how and why he is here. Thankfully access  
to the main shaft is locked down and most of  
the lab is inaccessible, meaning there is little  
danger of him reaching any restricted areas.  
But at that moment, another alarm sounds and he realises the turn table has been activated. 
Viewing the monitors, he spots the S.T.A.R.S. rookie he and Wesker had been watching at the 
training facility some hours ago now. There is no sign of the unidentified male she was with but 
now he has two unwelcome S.T.A.R.S. members snooping around his business. After 
pondering what to do, Birkin decides upon a little experiment. With the lab locked down and 
no personnel around, he decides to release the T-001 from its slumber. It’s only targets would 
be the two S.T.A.R.S. members. He begins pushing buttons and moments later the Tyrant 
awakens and begins to smash its way out of its holding capsule. 
 
After what seems like an eternity, the turntable carrying Rebecca docks at B4 level of the lab. A 
shutter is open behind her with more rail tracks leading back out to another part of the forest 
but the tunnel is blocked via a large pile of rubble. To the left is an elevator leading down to 
the Water Treatment Plant but it is locked down at the moment. She moves the opposite way 
into the large room where a locked security office on the right sandwiches the route to the 
Main Shaft on the left and the master elevator in the middle. The words ‘Umbrella Laboratory’ 
are stencilled into the floor and the main shaft access is also locked down. Instead she moves 
down towards the master elevator when she suddenly realises it is in use and that someone is 
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approaching her level. She quickly tries to hide and is beyond relieved when Enrico Marini 
steps out. He is surprised to see her and comes within a whisker of blowing her head off. She 
cannot believe he is still alive and he asks if she  
is okay. She wants to know what happened to  
Richard, Kenneth and Forest and Enrico  
confirms they are still somewhere ahead of him  
but that she should have seen them by now if  
he was following their course correctly. He tells  
her that if they go straight from here, they  
should arrive at an old mansion that Umbrella  
uses for research, but Rebecca hesitates and  
says she has to find Billy Coen first. Enrico is  
surprised she managed to track him down at all  
and says there is no point worrying about him as he won’t survive in this environment. But 
Rebecca insists she needs to find him and promises to catch up with the rest of Bravo Team at 
the earliest opportunity. Enrico isn’t too happy but reluctantly agrees to her request. He warns 
her to be careful before continuing on his way. He climbs up and over the rubble and 
disappears down the opposite tunnel, still following the train tracks that lead towards the 
mansion. Rebecca watches him go and will never see him again. 
 
She notices a key lying on the floor and realises  
it is for the elevator leading down to the closed  
Water Treatment Plant. She heads back over  
and uses it to restart the elevator, waiting  
patiently as it slowly ascends back up to her  
level. As she waits, some loose rocks fall from  
the rubble behind her and she spins round to  
be confronted by the hideous, malformed  
figure of the T-001 standing on top of the rock  
pile. She cannot believe her eyes as it jumps  
down to confront her. It is massive; easily over  
7ft tall and its right hand has deformed into a  
huge, spiked claw. It shakes violently every so  
often and is clearly not functioning at optimal capacity. The Tyrant strikes out and she ducks 
out of the way, its claws scraping down a wall and smashing a control panel that brings down 
the exit shutter and closes the tunnel off from the rest of the lab. Quickly, she draws the 
magnum and opens fire. The T-001 roars in pain before turning and jumping towards her. It 
only narrowly misses and Rebecca fires again, noticing the creature’s movements are slow and 
cumbersome. It takes an age to turn around but once it does, its leap is deadly. It attacks again, 
sending her sprawling painfully against some stacked up fuel drums. She continues to fire and 
the Tyrant roars once again. It is shaking badly now and makes another lunge, this time missing 
quite comfortably. Two more rounds and the monster finally collapses to the floor, trying 
unsuccessfully to rise up before soon lying still. Behind her the lift pings for attention and has 
reached her floor. There are four levels and she is currently on level 3. She presses the button 
for Level 4 and rides all the way down to the bottom. 
 
No sooner has Rebecca left the area, the T-001 rises once again. Trapped in the rock fall, it 
slices a hole through the ‘Umbrella Laboratory’ shutter like it were made from paper and 
staggers away. 
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At that moment, at an undisclosed location somewhere within the depths of the Water 
Treatment Plant, the Queen Leech watches Rebecca thoughtfully as its children slide and 
suckle all over the CCTV monitors before it. He announces that her playtime is over and that 
she and her friends no longer amuse him. He will get rid of them all and then nothing will stop 
him from gaining his ultimate revenge. 
 
At the bottom, Rebecca steps out of the elevator to find herself at the entrance to Umbrella’s 
derelict Water Treatment Plant. She is currently 5 levels underground and this facility 
encompasses the main underground dam and spreads out far beneath Raccoon Forest over a 
further four subterranean levels. Right now she stands on a bridge with a fast flowing 
underground river directly below. Looking down, she spots Billy hanging onto an exposed rock 
face, semi-conscious. She shouts down to him but he is knocked off his perch by an 
unidentified creature lurking beneath the surface and washed down a storm grate and out of 
sight. She can hear his screams recede into the distance and helplessly shouts after him. With 
no other choice, she crosses over the bridge and through the entrance doors to the facility. 
 
She crosses a small gantry where a service  
elevator leads down to the next floor. To the  
right is a control room which operates the  
power supply regulator for the dam area.  
She needs to reroute power from other  
areas to power up the facility and begins to  
play around with the switchboard. Soon she  
has restored power to the whole plant and  
the whole control room suddenly lights up  
in a frenzy of lights and readouts from  
various different monitors. Down in the  
depths below, overhead lighting is activated  
and numerous automated filtering machinery and water treatment equipment fires up to begin 
operations. Satisfied, Rebecca heads to the elevator and rides down to B6. Several zombies 
lurk down here in worker’s uniforms and hard hats. Although the Water Treatment Plant had 
ceased operations a year ago, the dam was still supervised by a skeleton crew and all of them 
have become infected since the Queen Leech’s resurrection in May. Rebecca uses the last of 
her magnum ammunition to put them out of their misery. Looking around, the room is full of 
large banks of computer machines and monitoring equipment. Large cooling fans spin 
overhead and a latticework gantry on the floor exposes some large pipework running 
underneath. A single door leads to the next area. 
 
The events of UMBRELLA CHRONICLES: BEGINNINGS begin. 
 
At that moment, Albert Wesker steps out of the master elevator and re-emerges onto B4 level 
of the lab where Rebecca and Enrico were just a short time earlier. His preparations complete, 
he is now ready to return to the Management Training Facility in the forest. He activates the 
controls and rides the turntable up towards the surface. Once there, he makes his way across 
the marshalling yard towards the no.5 storage shed where the door to the sky tram platform 
lies. He radios through to Birkin that he will return to the training facility and depart from 
there. However, he soon discovers the power has been deactivated and he will need to get it 
running again. It was switched off when Rebecca rerouted all power to the water treatment 
plant below. Frustrated, he retraces his steps and takes the turn table back down to B4, before 
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riding the elevator down to the Water Treatment Plant on B5. There is no sign of the T-001’s 
body where Rebecca left it. 
 
He steps out of the elevator on B5 and crosses over the bridge, heading through the entrance 
doors where ‘Umbrella Sewage’ is written above. He ignores the service elevator and heads 
straight for the control room, receiving confirmation that the power has been rerouted very 
recently by someone. Moving several switches around, he is able to restore power to the tram. 
He returns up to the main lab on B4 and begins  
to ride up the turn table for the second time. As  
he ascends in silence, there is a sudden thump as  
something large and bulky drops down before  
him. Wesker is astonished to see the original  
failed Tyrant prototype; the T-001 Type. He had  
assumed this specimen had been disposed of  
long ago and watches as it shudders and twitches  
as it moves towards him. Its heart is exposed and  
likewise the spinal column on its back.  
Compared to the slumbering masterpiece at  
Arklay Labs; this thing is a mess. He raises his Samurai Edge, eager to try out his new toy for 
the first time in the field since Joe Kendo completed the new weapons customisation for the 
S.T.A.R.S. only last month. He opens fire as The Tyrant lunges forward, aiming for its 
exposed heart. The creature buckles as each round hits home but it keeps on coming. Because 
the turn table is still rising, there is nowhere to retreat to and he is forced to use the two large 
metal girders for cover. But thanks to the Tyrant’s weakened condition, Wesker is able to 
emerge victories and brands the fallen specimen ‘pathetic’ just as the turn table reaches the 
marshalling yard surface. 
 
He quickly moves towards the shed, knowing that his time is limited and it will be dawn soon 
enough. But before he can reach the door, he hears a noise behind him and spots the Tyrant 
rising up for another go. Although a failed specimen, the T-001 has still successfully inherited a 
remarkable recovery ability thanks to the t-Virus. Wesker is mildly impressed and resumes fire 
once again, dodging attacks as the monster sprints at him and slashes with its claw. The Tyrant 
is noticeably weaker now and he is able to get close enough to fire several rounds in quick 
succession point blank into its heart. The monster grunts and collapses onto one knee before 
exhaling one last roar and lying still on the floor. Clearly the Tyrant still needs more work on its 
combat abilities. Quickly, he returns to the tram platform and sets off into the darkness towards 
the training facility and adjacent church, pondering the night’s events thus far. 
 
Meanwhile, Rebecca continues to venture  
even further underground in the massive,  
abandoned water treatment plant. Having  
left the generator room she found herself  
on an L-shaped gantry flanked with three  
large storage tanks brandishing the  
Umbrella logo. Old cobwebs lace the  
pipework running along the roof and a low  
humming sound comes from the  
ventilation system. A sole Mimicry Marcus  
patrols the gantry and after she takes care  
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of it she notices the door on the left is missing a valve handle required to unlock it. Instead she 
heads through the door at the end of the passage and emerges into the rec room. What had 
been an old treatment room has been crudely converted into a pub with a bar in the corner 
next to a broken pinball machine. An old pool table is present with the balls set up mid-game 
and covered in a fine layer of dust. A loud buzzing sound comes from the overhead light and 
two zombies shuffle and stammer around. After taking them both out, a set of metal steps lead 
down to the next floor. 
 
She is now on Level B7, so far underground that a  
vast network of tunnels and caverns have been  
mined out to install all the water regulating facilities  
and equipment. An underground reservoir leads to  
the main dam and a yellow forklift struck stands  
abandoned and inoperable thanks to a lack of  
battery. Various packing crates and silver fuel  
drums are also scattered around and a large pipe  
pumps water from the reservoir to other sections  
of the facility. A single door leads to a room with a  
drainage pool and at the bottom is some old  
wooden crates, a metal crate and a revolving gate. A control panel is on the left and on the 
opposite side of the pool is the red valve handle she needs to unlock the pressure door on B6. 
She ignores it for now and heads through the next door, emerging onto a rusty metal staircase 
that leads even further down. Leeches are writhing on the steps and Rebecca takes great 
pleasure in stamping on them as she heads down. 
 
A door at the bottom has a sign reading ‘Reservoir’  
and she passes through into a room full of sewage  
water beneath a rickety, rusted walkway running  
above. To the right the main door to the reservoir  
is locked from the other side. To the left another  
walkway leads around a huge pipe pumping gallons  
of water into the room and sprawled across the  
walkway is the limp form of Billy. He is  
unconscious and she rushed over and nurses him  
back to health. Soon he begins spluttering and  
coughing up water. He wonders where he is and  
she reassures him he is safe. He suddenly looks up and his gaze catches a pile of broken and 
long-forgotten human skeletons stacked up in the corner of the room. These are test subjects 
that have long-since rotted and been forgotten about, the last remains of the poor, unfortunate 
souls Dr. Marcus experimented on all those years ago. Rebecca ponders what could have done 
this to them and for Billy the image reminds him of what he saw in Africa a year ago now. He 
concludes these people were test subjects in Marcus’ research when he was messing around 
with the Progenitor Virus. 
 
Quickly, they begin to retrace their steps out of this place. Rebecca leads the way and they stop 
in the water pool room to collect the valve handle. Rebecca moves the crates into position to 
form a bridge and then Billy operates the controls to flood the pool. From there they return 
upstairs through the rec room and insert the valve handle into the door, emerging into a room 
full of rusting machinery. There are seven naked zombies in here, all of which are soon blown 
apart thanks to Billy’s shotgun. A ladder leads up to an overhead gantry and they find a body 
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from one of Umbrella’s investigation teams. He has left behind a memo stating his belief that 
the t-Virus has been scattered deliberately. Looking at his corpse, he appears to have shot 
himself. Climbing back down, they pass through a door with a warning notice; ‘Danger! Always 
wear protective clothing while operating the equipment’ and emerge into a smoky-corridor 
patrolled by two MA-121 Hunters. A red warning light flashes from somewhere up above as 
Billy blasts them both with his shotgun. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next door takes them into a dormitory full of bunk beds for the unfortunate shift workers. 
A body lies on one of the beds and judging by the rate of decomposition he has been here for 
some time. A framed photo is on a stand by the side of the bed with the sad words ‘Daddy, 
please come home soon,’ written on it. Between two of the bunks is a metal desk with a 
typewriter and there is a noticeboard on the wall. On the other side of the room is a cracked 
porcelain sink underneath a broken mirror on the wall. In the right hand corner, two battered, 
black leather sofas intersect a table filled with dried-up fruit near a calendar on the wall and a 
poster of a bikini-clad girl. The final bunk has several dried blood stains on the sheets and a 
scrawled note has been left next to a pair of discarded long-johns. 
 
"Battery Fluid 
The fluid used in batteries is a diluted solution of mixed water and sulphuric acid. Both must 
be of a high purity. When fully charged, battery fluid should have a specific gravity of 1.280+-
0.010 at 20 degrees C. 
Battery Acid Purity 
Take care that the dilute sulphuric acid solution is of a sufficient purity." 
-RE0: About Battery Fluid; undated. 
 
After pocketing the memo they move through a door marked ‘Purification Room’ and into a 
sewage processing area where a foul smell lingers because the filtering system is offline. A set of 
metal stairs leads down between two huge storage tanks. Raw sewage is overflowing and seeping 
down the sides of the tanks and more leeches linger on the steps and crunch underfoot. At the 
bottom is an unlocked door leading out to the main reservoir with a metal bridge running 
across the water to the other side. There they emerge into the gondola room where a square-
shaped gantry overlooks the floor below and the gondola is ready to ship various materials 
across the water. But right now it is inoperable because the motherboard is missing and the 
terminal is not receiving any electrical current. Several more naked zombies lurk in here and 
after taking care of them they find a diary extract from the former plant manager. The diary is 
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at least a year old and talks about how the system is overflowing capacity because regular 
industrial waste is being delivered to the plant as well as contaminated materials that cannot be 
processed. The final entry touches on the plant’s closure following an accident. 
 
A small elevator at the other side of the room  
leads down to B8 level where they find a pool  
of thick soup made up of raw sewage and  
chemicals. All the equipment and piping are  
encrusted with a thick layer of filth and they  
come across a discarded generator in the corner  
that has been damaged beyond repair. There  
are many dials and pressure valves used to  
monitor the water levels leading to the pool and  
the water flow. Up above, water spills out of  
several more pipes directly into the pool. As  
they pass by, a clawed hand suddenly rises up out of the soup and pulls itself out of the depths. 
This is the T-001 back for another go. Somehow it has made its way back down here from the 
surface level and despite being weakened thanks to prior damage from Rebecca and Wesker 
on two separate occasions, it is ready for one last fight. Billy and Rebecca raise their weapons as 
the humanoid monstrosity lumbers towards them. 
 
Meanwhile, Wesker arrives at the underground platform beneath the church at James Marcus’ 
private laboratory. He rides up the elevator and emerges from the chapel into the pre-dawn 
night air where the wind still whistles and the nearby lake looks serene and calm. The sky is 
definitely getting lighter and it cannot be far off dawn meaning he has little time before Birkin 
activates the self-destruct device. As he crosses the impeccably carved stone bridge over the 
water, several bats linger in the air above the ornate lampposts and he is forced to engage 
several zombies in the observatory. The next door takes him into the large storage area where 
the body of the Centurion still lies. This place is now populated with several Eliminators and 
he avoids them by sprinting for the door at the far end. Now on the roof of the facility, several 
crows perch on the water feature and watch his progress with interest as the chasing Eliminators 
smash their way through the windows after him. Wesker quickly makes for the door which 
leads to the bell tower. From there he will be able to drop down into the library. 
 
At the same time, Rebecca and Billy finally kill  
the T-001, although only because of its  
weakened state. Had the creature been  
operating at full capacity the outcome would  
have been very different. Now at the other side  
of the treatment pool, Rebecca finds a switch  
which drops down a small ladder permitting  
access to a gantry up above. A nest of pipework 
is installed up here, some of which has fallen  
apart in several places and not just due to rust  
and erosion. Round the corner she can see the  
circuit breaker has been destroyed and power  
seems to be coming from the back-up supply. There is also a motherboard on the floor which 
she takes. Heading back down the ladder they leave via the next door and find themselves on 
the central floodgate for the main Raccoon City dam. A walkway stretches across but the water 
line is currently too high and flowing too fast. They are going to have to backtrack and use the 
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gondola to get across. After installing the motherboard, a metal transport crate crosses over on 
a wire from the other side of the dam. The container is very compact and only Rebecca is able 
to fit inside. She waits patiently as Billy activates the controls that sends her across the water to 
the control room at the other side of the dam. After climbing out, Rebecca inspects the control 
room and is able to locate the switch to open the floodgate on the dam. Once open, the water 
level of the reservoir drops and the bridge is now exposed for Billy to cross over and re-join 
her from the other side. 
 
He heads outside through the door where a  
broken chain-link fence has been bent  
backwards and a couple of rusted oil drums  
are stacked up and a sign reads ‘High  
Voltage’ on the wall. At the end of the  
walkway he climbs down a ladder onto the  
bridge situated on top of the three open  
floodgates with crisp-white water cascading  
out of them. As he crosses over, something  
leaps out of the reservoir to attack him. It is  
a Lurker; one of James Marcus’ early  
amphibian-based experiments. Billy avoids  
its lancing-tongue long enough to climb up the ladder on the other side. There he heads 
through a door and into the generator room where a large engine chugs at a furious pace. A 
couple of naked zombies wander round and after decapitating them both, he inspects a locked 
door with a magnetic card reader. He is able to unlock another door to his right where some 
steps lead back up to the dam control room but they have collapsed. Inside this room are three 
large culture tanks with Plague Crawlers suspended in bio-organic fluid, although the middle 
one has been shattered and is empty. On a nearby shelf is a battery but he cannot reach it by 
himself and will need to regroup with Rebecca. 
 
Some steps to the left lead back up to the next level and as he makes his way up, Rebecca steps 
through the door and they are reunited at last. There are various computers and monitoring 
equipment set up in here, all displaying  
mysterious-looking graphs as well as a number  
of smaller B.O.W. storage capsules all  
containing the larvae of some kind of life-form  
unlike anything they have seen before. On the  
desk next to a computer is a bottle of  
industrialised water treated to remove  
impurities. There is also a cylinder containing a  
chemical that Rebecca adds to her mixing set.  
Remembering the instructions from the file  
they’d found earlier in the workers’ dormitory,  
she mixes the chemical with the water to make  
battery fluid. Billy then leads her back downstairs to get the battery from the shelf only for the 
two remaining culture tanks to shatter and the Plague Crawlers attack. After Billy takes care of 
them, Rebecca examines the battery and finds it to be old and neglected. She tops up the 
battery fluid before returning upstairs and unlocking the door at the opposite end of the 
control room. They are now back in the original water channel where Rebecca first found Billy 
and this underground facility is evidently bigger than they thought. They return to B7 and used 
the battery to activate the yellow forklift truck and retrieve a key card for the incinerator room. 
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Billy remembers the room was located all the way down on B9 so they make their way back 
down to the very bottom of the facility. 
 
Meanwhile, Wesker continues to fight his way  
through the infested training facility, coming  
across many incapacitated zombies Rebecca and  
Billy had taken care of hours earlier. The lift  
from the clock tower to the library is broken so  
he is forced to jump down to the floor below.  
Zombies are lurking and the beautiful, ornate  
library is soon reduced to rubble as he is forced  
to detonate several grenades to clear the area. In  
the marble corridor outside he shoots two more  
former members of Umbrella’s investigation team before moving onto the lecture theatre. 
From there he heads out the double doors onto the second floor balcony of the main hall by 
the statue with the angel wings. Proceeding downstairs, he already realises this place is a lost 
cause and cannot be salvaged. He knows there is no point leaving via the front door as the 
bridge outside has long since collapsed. His best bet is the underground train tunnel. He 
should be safe from any possible blast radius down there. 
 
After using the key card on the locked door on B9, Rebecca and Billy emerge into a long 
tunnel bathed in a yellow glow. Huge, Umbrella-marked storage tanks loom on the right hand 
side behind a sturdy-looking chain link fence and jets of steam spit out from pressure valves at 
regular intervals. A door at the end takes them into the incinerator which has been converted 
into a nest for the leeches. There are thousands of them, crawling over the machinery and 
pipework, attracted by the intense heat radiating from the furnace. Up on the gantry, the 
Queen, still in the form of young James Marcus, walks across. He has been waiting and 
explains they are just in time for their own funeral.  
Billy demands to know his identity and watches in  
astonishment as the queen morphs into the older,  
more recognisable face of Dr. Marcus. Rebecca  
cannot believe it is really him and he explains that  
ten years ago, Oswell Spencer had him  
assassinated and stole all of his research. He  
recounts that day back in 1988 at his private lab in  
the church when two U.S.S. members burst in and  
gunned him down in cold blood. In the final  
moments before death claimed him, Wesker and  
Birkin had appeared, new chief researchers at Arklay Labs, and Birkin mockingly informed 
him that he would take over all of his research. However, the Queen Leech had located and 
bonded with his corpse, crawling inside and beginning an amazing evolutionary process. The t-
Virus fused with the leeches and brought him back from the darkness of death, taking years to 
procreate a new life. He reverts back to the young Marcus form and insists he is alive and ready 
to take his revenge on Umbrella and then the whole world. But suddenly, Marcus begins to 
convulse and retch, bringing up leeches and realising with horror that the Queen is discarding 
the human portion of its consciousness and reverting to its true form. Before long, all traces of 
James Marcus have disappeared and all that remains is the hideous enlarged leech. It jumps to 
the ceiling before falling back down and attacking, still employing human-based movement 
through its inherited memories. Both Rebecca and Billy open fire and quickly separate, 
running in and around the furnace and forcing the Queen to pursue one of them at a time. 
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Billy acts as the bait whilst Rebecca shoots it in the back with the magnum. The Queen howls 
in frenzied frustration and slaps at Billy with its tentacles before turning its attention to 
Rebecca. It gets close enough to wrap one of its tendrils around her leg and hoist her up into 
the air, but before it can finish her off, Billy turns on it with the grenade launcher. Several 
rounds later, and the Queen collapses to the floor, apparently dead. Amidst its sinewy remains, 
they find two keys, both of which need to be turned simultaneously to unlock the door to the 
emergency elevator shaft at the back of the room. 
 
Back in the underground laboratory, William Birkin finishes backing up all the research data 
collated by the investigation teams at the Management Training Facility before their untimely 
demise and keys in his personalised activation code to activate the self-destruct system. He also 
ensures the corresponding sections of the abandoned water treatment plant will also be 
detonated. The Reclamation Project may be in tatters but he is hopeful the resulting 
sterilisation will wipe out all traces of the biohazard and destroy the mysterious individual 
claiming to be James Marcus. 
 
Still in the bowels of the plant, Rebecca and Billy are riding the elevator towards the surface 
when it suddenly lurches violently. Billy realises the Queen is chasing them and looks over the 
railing to see a larger, more powerful mutation of the leech burst through the wall and climb up 
the elevator shaft at astonishing speed. Suddenly, a computerised voice announces that the self-
destruct system has been activated and alarms begin to sound. Rebecca wonders who could 
have set it off as Billy frantically works the elevator controls in a bid to make them travel faster. 
But within seconds the Queen is on them and smashes into the underside of the elevator car 
just as it reaches the summit, tossing Rebecca and Billy off into the storage warehouse and 
helipad above. 
 
Simultaneous to these events, Wesker reaches  
the underground train platform at the training  
facility and the tunnel is still filled with smoke  
from the still burning wreckage of the Ecliptic  
Express. As he moves past the rubble he is  
shocked to see the shadowy form of Sergei  
Vladimir step forward out of the smoke. He is  
standing on one of the overturned carriages of  
the train alongside another, unknown form.  
Unbeknownst to Wesker this is Ivan; a  
re-engineered prototype T-103 Tyrant, the end product of a very recent breakthrough in the 
Tyrant Program that Wesker himself has been kept in the dark about. Sergei addresses him 
with his thick, Russian accent and asks Wesker where he might be going. The S.T.A.R.S. 
captain calmly responds he is proceeding to his next mission, leading Sergei to angrily remind 
him that the reclamation of the management training facility was his mission, and now he 
expects to just walk away without taking any responsibility for his failure? He grips his twin-
bladed throwing scythe; a personalised trinket forged from a rare metal compound found in 
the aftermath of the Tunguska meteorite explosion. Wesker explains that the t-Virus has 
escaped and the facility needs to be detonated to dispose of it. Sergei threatens Wesker not to 
forget who is in charge, and is irritated by his lack of respect. He cannot just walk around and 
do what he feels like. Sergei slides the blade across his tongue, cutting the inside of his mouth 
so he can taste the warmth of his own blood. The sensation of pain excites him. He suggests 
Wesker needs a little authority reminder and signals Ivan who jumps off the train carriage to 
confront him. The Tyrant is huge, dressed in a big, white trench coat and wearing an orange 
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visor. He is completely hairless with pale grey skin. Wesker raises his Samurai Edge and 
realises this is not a man, but a new form of Tyrant, and one he is not familiar with. 
 
Meanwhile, the Queen Leech hauls itself up out of the elevator shaft and faces Rebecca and 
Billy. They are now in a warehouse situated in the middle of Raccoon Forest with a heliport 
and lots of complex machinery and materials that look as though they haven't been touched a 
long time. The heliport itself is partly obscured by all this hardware suggesting it has been out 
of action for some considerable time. The Queen moves forward to attack and they both 
unload their weapons in a bid to drive it back. As it moves forward, it steps into a beam of 
sunlight poking through from a gap in the roof. Immediately the Queen lurches back as if its 
flesh is burning. Rebecca looks up and shields her eyes from the glare, realising the creature 
cannot handle sunlight. They need to open the windows. Billy looks around and spots one of 
the red release valves for the roof. He leads her over to the far wall as the Queen begins to 
follow. He instructs Rebecca to turn the release valves whilst he uses his charm to distract her 
majesty. As he runs off firing the grenade launcher, the Queen is soon on his tail. Rebecca 
turns the valve and notices the instructions for the release lock mechanism. 
 
"Gate Operation Manual 
To open the Heliport in case of emergency,  
follow the procedures below: 
Removing the lock: 
- There are four locking mechanisms in the  
room which must be activated in this order: 
- 1. Southwest Side. 
- 2. Northwest Side. 
- 3. Southeast Side. 
- 4. West Side. 
Turn each of the mechanism's handles to unlock the gate." 
-RE0: Gate Operation Manual; undated. 
 
The first lock soon disengages and she hurries over to the next one as Billy does his best to 
distract the Queen and the self-destruct warning continues to blare across the room. She 
reaches the next valve and frantically spins the wheel until the lock on the ceiling retracts. She 
can hear the muffled explosions of Billy's grenade launcher somewhere behind her. Soon she 
has the third valve open and there is only one more to go. She runs round the corner to see 
Billy's grenade launcher click dry, gazing in horror as the Queen smacks him with its tail, 
sending him flying into the wall. Rebecca runs over to get the Queen's attention then makes for 
the last valve. She frantically turns the wheel, knowing she only has a few seconds before the 
giant creature is upon her. Suddenly the lock clicks open and the roof above them retracts, 
pouring bright sunlight into the room. The Queen shakes in pain and knocks Rebecca and 
Billy to one side as it desperately tries to shamble out of the light. The queen relies on 
hundreds of leeches merged together in a translucent film. But the ultraviolet rays from the sun 
damage its cells, rendering it unable to maintain its form and break down completely. Rebecca 
lies winded by a pile of packing crates and spots a magnum revolver on the floor behind them. 
She shouts Billy’s name and tosses him the gun. He catches it perfectly, aims at the dying 
Leech and fires, striking the Queen in the back and shattering it. The body of the leech begins 
to disintegrate and tumble down the elevator shaft just as the explosion and flames from the 
self-destruct system consume the tunnel far below. The whole warehouse begins to shake and 
vibrate and the mouth of the tunnel is suddenly awash with flame, forcing Billy to shield 
himself from the heat. Together they turn and run for the exit as scaffolding and machinery 
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rain down around them. At that second, several miles away, the entire training facility goes up 
in a colossal explosion. 
 
Back down in the train tunnel, Wesker has  
just spent several minutes avoiding the  
impressive Ivan creature when suddenly  
the whole tunnel vibrates as the facility  
above them detonates and a wall of flame  
bursts out of the sewer door and knocks  
Sergei back. When the smoke finally  
clears, Wesker is nowhere to be seen,  
having taken advantage of the distraction to  
escape. Ivan scans the tunnel, but the S.T.A.R.S. Commander has disappeared. Sergei 
chuckles to himself and concludes Wesker didn’t like his lesson. But his escape is of little 
importance as they have the T-A.L.O.S. retrieval to take care of anyway. Everything for 
Umbrella. 
 
Rebecca and Billy walk some ways through the  
forest and emerge on top of a craggy hill, basking  
in the bright sunshine of another beautiful day.  
Billy throws his handcuffs off the cliff and  
collapses to the ground. Rebecca takes a  
moment before solemnly announcing its time for  
them to part ways and say goodbye. Her team  
mates are waiting for her. As the sun disappears  
behind a cloud and the whole landscape falls  
into shadow, she spots the ominous form of the  
Arklay Estate in the valley below. That must be  
the old mansion that Enrico was talking about. She turns to Billy and yanks away his dog tags, 
placing them around her own neck. She will declare officially that Lieutenant Billy Coen is 
dead, killed during the events of the previous evening. Billy concurs and says he is nothing 
more than a zombie now. Rebecca stares him in the eye and gives him a military salute which 
he returns with respect, a silent acknowledgement of their brief time together and their 
impressive partnership that has kept them alive through unimaginable horrors. Then, without a 
word, Rebecca turns and heads towards the mansion, not looking back. Billy watches her go 
and thanks her one last time before turning and walking away in the opposite direction. 
 
"The pair overcame impossible odds and made it out alive. Lucky, I suppose. Since the event, 
Billy Coen has gone missing, while Rebecca is about to enter a new nightmare as she heads for 
the    mansion." 
-REUC: Train Derailment 3 Epilogue; 24/07/98 
 
At the same time, Wesker emerges into the forest from the tunnel and follows the train tracks 
back towards Raccoon City. It is still early morning and he hopes to get back to the R.P.D. 
before anyone realises he has been gone. There is no sign of Sergei following him and so he 
can now concentrate on his preparations for X-Day. 
 
"My pursuers left behind, I regrouped with the S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team. There was no time for 
delays, Umbrella's command structure was in motion, and the real struggle was about to begin." 
-REUC: Beginnings 2 Epilogue; 24/07/98 
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S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team members Richard Aiken, Forest Speyer and Kenneth J. Sullivan have 
already reached the Arklay Estate. But the complex is no safe haven for its old, dusty corridors 
are full of zombies. They decide to split up and search the estate for the others.  
 
During the course of his search, Forest Speyer is  
attacked and mortally wounded. Bleeding badly, he  
manages to make his way upstairs and outside onto  
the terrace of the East Wing. Exhausted, he collapses  
onto a chair where his wounds draw in a flock of  
infected crows. Soon he is pecked to death, too weak  
to resist and suffering a very painful demise. 
 
Enrico Marini also arrives at the mansion. As he  
searches around he uncovers evidence that  
S.T.A.R.S. have been set up by Umbrella and that  
one of their team members is working for them. He tries to find the laboratories beneath the 
estate but as he searches around the underground tunnels he is attacked by a Hunter. Unable 
to move because of his injury, he has no choice but to wait in the dark and hope that someone 
finds him. 
 
Rebecca Chambers reaches the Guardhouse which she finds deserted. Exhausted from the 
events of the previous night, she shelters in Room 003 and collapses onto the bed. Soon she is 
fast asleep. 
 
Sergei Vladimir reports back to the underground lab in Raccoon City to supervise the Red 
Queen synchronization with the U.M.F.-013. The Red Queen is a state-of-the-art Artificial 
Intelligence which will link in and control the Umbrella Mainframe and is due to go online 
later tonight. Because Sergei harbours a deep mistrust of Albert Wesker and his ability to 
complete the X-Day protocol, Sergei programs Red Queen to revoke Wesker's access 
privileges to the mainframe system at exactly 0000 hours. He also initiates an order for Red 
Queen to download and back up all data from Arklay Labs to the U.M.F.-013, including the 
combat data Wesker will be recording. With Wesker unknowingly frozen out of the system, he 
will be unable to stop this process. Sergei realises these actions may impede the X-Day 
protocol, but he is confident in his suspicion Wesker is planning to betray them all, even 
possibly by defecting to a rival organisation. Either way he will know soon enough. Once the 
preparations are complete, Sergei and Ivan head back out into Raccoon Forest, hoping to 
extract the T-A.L.O.S. prototype from the lab and get out before Wesker and the S.T.A.R.S. 
Alpha Team arrive. 
 
"The code name for the AI defence system developed by Umbrella. The AI is contained within 
U.M.F.-013. However, the AI has unrestricted access to the entire Umbrella network for 
administration, monitoring and carrying out certain procedures. 
This additional functionality is a security fail-safe but, in most circumstances, Red Queen is in 
the background performing only its primary monitoring function. In emergencies, it will serve a 
more active role and protect sensitive systems and data from intrusion along with cleaning up 
hostiles. 
It is self-aware and can take these measures based on its own judgment." 
-REUC: Red Queen Notes 
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Members of Raccoon S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team arrive in Raccoon City late in the day under 
orders of Captain Wesker. They are to have a briefing before preparing to head out into the 
Arklay Mountains to look for their missing comerades. 
 
Chief Irons hold a press conference announcing the loss of communication with S.T.A.R.S. 
Bravo Team. Yesterday evening Bravo Team joined the ongoing mountainside search for 
missing hikers and communications were suddenly cut off. Their last transmission was in the 
early hours of the morning and there has been no contact since. Even though the entrance to 
the mountain road is blocked, the police appeal for any eye-witnesses or anyone who has any 
information to come forward. Officials refuse to confirm or deny that the S.T.A.R.S. Alpha 
Team will be deployed in a search and rescue mission. The information from the conference 
makes all the evening editions of the various Raccoon Press. 
 
"S.T.A.R.S. PATROL HELICOPTER MISSING 
RACCOON CITY, ARKLAY MOUNTAINS. 
A Raccoon City Police Department spokesman  
revealed that a patrol helicopter carrying the  
S.T.A.R.S Bravo Team, part of Raccoon City's  
Special Forces, has been missing as of the  
morning of the 24th. 
Police confirmed in a press statement that  
Bravo Team had been dispatched to investigate  
the string of mysterious disappearances  
occurring in the Arklay Mountains. However,  
barring a final transmission received in the early  
morning, there has been no further contact. 
The police suspect that the team has encountered some kind of trouble, and request that any 
possible eye-witnesses co-operate by sharing anything they may have seen. In the meantime, 
they are considering sending out the S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team as early as this evening to search 
for the missing Bravo Team. 
This latest incident will surely serve only to further frighten the populace, who are already 
extremely anxious following an increasing number of gruesome murders near Raccoon City in 
recent years." 
-REMAKE: Game Manual Raccoon Press Evening Edition; 24/07/98 
 
Following the press conference Irons gives Wesker the go-ahead to take in the S.T.A.R.S. 
Alpha Team. Wesker, alongside Chris Redfield, Jill Valentine, Barry Burton, Joseph Frost and 
Brad Vickers will take off from the R.P.D. helipad at dusk. Their first port of call is the north-
western zone of the expansive forest where Bravo Team's helicopter was last spotted. But 
Wesker of course plans to make sure they end up at the Arklay Estate, one way or the other.  
 
Prior to the team deploying, Wesker calls Barry aside and blackmails him by bluffing that 
Umbrella have his wife and daughters under surveillance. He requires Barry’s help to ensure 
the night’s events run smoothly and that Jill and the others survive long enough for accurate 
combat data to be recorded. If Barry complies, then his family will not be harmed. Speechless, 
Barry is left shattered by the revelation. But the threat to his family is just a fabrication by 
Wesker. 
 
Disorientated and unsure about what to do, Barry ponders his next move. If the biological 
weapons Wesker spoke of do indeed exist, then they are going to need substantial firepower to 
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deal with them. Alone, he heads down to the basement of the R.P.D. and enters the weapons 
storage room. Perusing the armoury, he comes across the four-twin rocket launcher the 
S.T.A.R.S. confiscated after disrupting a weapons transaction between two rival mafia gangs. 
Barry takes the rocket launcher and loads it into the helicopter. Only Brad Vickers is aware of 
the weapon being present and Barry asks Brad to keep it a secret from Wesker and the others. 
 
Sergei Vladimir and Ivan reach the Arklay Estate and infiltrate the labs to retrieve the T-
A.L.O.S. prototype. 
 
S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team take off from Raccoon City in the early evening. 
 

THE MANSION INCIDENT: JULY 24-25 1998 
 
The events of UMBRELLA CHRONICLES: NIGHTMARE begin. 
 
Just as Alpha Team are setting off from Raccoon City, Bravo Team member Richard Aiken 
extends his search of the Arklay grounds down to the Guardhouse. Inside Room 003 of the 
dormitories, Rebecca Chambers is still fast asleep. It is now dark outside and she has been 
asleep for most of the day. Richard, having failed to locate Enrico or any of the others, is about 
to walk in on her.  
 
"After splitting up with Billy, I went to the mansion where Bravo Team was to rendezvous. 
When I arrived, I found that none of the others were there and the mansion was unsettlingly 
quiet. I was exhausted from the events of the previous day and before I knew it, I had drifted 
into a nightmare." 
- REUC: Rebecca’s narration Nightmare 1; 24/07/98 
 
Her sleep is harrowed by a recurring dream  
about being consumed by a large snake. She  
squirms as the scaled body of the Yawn coils  
itself around her body, gazing into her eyes  
with a piercing stare before opening its jaws to  
strike with those sharp fangs... She jolts awake  
with a start as Richard calls out her name, her  
body laced with sweat after the nightmare. She  
turns on the bed to see him stood in the  
doorway, relieved to see a familiar face after all  
this time alone. He steps into the light and asks  
if she is okay, concern written across his young face. She reassures him she is fine and stands 
up, rubbing sleep from her eyes. She confirms that Edward Dewey is dead and Richard reports 
things are not much better on his end. The rest of Bravo Team got attacked by the zombies 
and had to split up. The others are either in hiding or already dead. Richard isn’t about to 
abandon his teammates and suggests they try and find Enrico as he will know what to do. He 
laments this being Rebecca’s first mission with S.T.A.R.S. and admits it’s been quite horrible, 
but first they need to get to someplace safe and he leads the way towards the exit. Their feet 
creak on the old wooden flooring as they move, passing a couple of shelves on either side of 
the wall where a brightly lit oil lamp illuminates the blood-splattered door. Rebecca wonders 
where the captain could be as she steps past a wicker basket full of old architectural plans. 
Richard is sure Enrico is fine and pauses by the door when he can hear the moans of a zombie 
on the other side.  
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Sure enough, a single, decayed virus carrier awaits them and he shoots it square between the 
eyes with his Samurai Edge. He glances down the corridor and to the left is a dead end with 
shelves filled with glass vials and chemicals. A few boxes lay scattered across the floor and the 
wall at the end of the passage has a hole from which a swarm of angry bees suddenly emerge, 
huge in size thanks to the effects of the t-Virus. Richard shouts a warning and they head down 
the opposite side of the passageway where another zombie comes striding down towards them. 
This was once a medium built man with a balding head and Rebecca soon puts him out of his 
misery before he gets too close. A musky smell permeates the dank corridor and the wooden 
floorboards beneath them creak and moan under the pressure. Cobwebs criss-cross the rafters 
and dust is visible under the lights on the walls and ceiling. The windows are grimy and look 
out into the gloomy darkness outside where they can only make out the outlines of a few trees. 
There is an old cabinet with piles of newspaper articles scattered and Richard had noticed 
earlier that many of them were articles concerning the S.T.A.R.S. teams. An antique clock 
hangs on the all above but it seems to have stopped at 01:10. 
 
A door at the end of the corridor takes them into another passage with three crates stacked up 
on the right side and a small hole on the floor caused by the protruding vines of Plant 42. 
Carefully they edge past and arrive at another junction where a lightshade hangs down from the 
ceiling covered in cobwebs. Having already explored this area on his own earlier, Richard 
knows the passage to the right leads to the rec room, Room 001 leads to the first dormitory and 
the passage to the left to the main exit. He heads left towards the main exit with Rebecca close 
behind, figuring Enrico must be somewhere in the mansion. But as they reach the door, a 
Web-Spinner drops to the floor, blocking the way. From the other side, a host of smaller 
spiders appear from their hiding place behind mop buckets and boxes. Carefully, the two 
S.T.A.R.S. members retreat backwards. Richard complains about the spiders being everywhere 
and Rebecca suggests retreating back into the rec room.  
 
For a moment they believe they are safe until  
she spots another arachnid monstrosity  
prowling the right hand corner of the room.  
Quickly they open up with their Samurai  
Edges and take it down. Then they conduct a  
quick search of the room, finding numerous  
posters of women lining the walls as well as  
various memos and notices pinned up  
haphazardly. A staircase leads up to the first  
floor balcony where the pool table is.  
Underneath this balcony on ground level is  
the bar with some tables and chairs and  
Rebecca notices a big poster on the wall advertising an arm wrestling contest with the winner 
being made honouree Chief of Police at the R.P.D. for a day. She moves to the bar whilst 
Richard heads upstairs, but no one is around. He believed Enrico might be here and tosses a 
pool ball across the table in frustration, but at least Rebecca says they can stock up on supplies 
and soon locates a med kit on the bar. 
 
After a few minutes they head back outside into the corridor, but they don't get very far when 
more spiders converge on them, seemingly determined not to let the humans out the exit door. 
Richard curses again and Rebecca points to the large hole on the floor next to the three crates 
and begins to lower herself down inside. Richard isn’t too sure about this but she insists they 
have no other choice and will be dead if they stay here. She jumps down through the gap, 
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landing on a rocky slope below. Richard is right behind her and before long they slide down 
into the nest of the Black Tiger in the midst of the underground mining tunnels beneath the 
estate. This hole must have been how all the spiders had first gotten into the Guardhouse. Two 
Web-Spinners rear up to attack and the two S.T.A.R.S. members pepper them with bullets. 
There are also a few zombies which Richard quickly takes out with precision headshots. 
 
The tunnels are dark, damp and covered in moss and lichen, giving the walls a strange, green 
tint to the stone. This particular room is covered in thick spider webbing and the floor is almost 
matted with hay and straw. Rebecca can see the remnants of cocoons on the ceiling and 
believes there may be another nest up there somewhere. Richard suggests they keep moving 
and leads them over to a set of heavy iron double doors that are thankfully unlocked. The 
tunnels beyond are cold and damp and several comatose bodies lie on the floor. Basic electric 
lighting is installed and lamps and wires hang from the ceiling at various intervals. Their 
footsteps echo on the rocky, uneven floor and several of the corpses stir around them. Richard 
notices a panel on the wall with two hooks to hold something in place. There is nothing here 
now but a flamethrower is usually kept for emergencies to help the workers ward off the 
spiders and Ticks that have been left to roam down here. 
 
They quickly move through the door and into  
the next tunnel which continues straight down.  
Old wooden beams keep certain parts of the  
structure in place confirming that these tunnels  
were originally built for mining purposes many  
years ago. A pool of water has gathered on the  
floor and is ankle deep as they slosh through.  
Conditions are extremely claustrophobic and 
it is difficult to see with only the small lanterns 
hanging from the roof in the corners providing 
a little light to beat back the enveloping 
darkness. Richard takes point as he cautiously  
leads them round the corner to the right, passing a small recess in the wall containing a dusty 
old typewriter beneath a hanging electric bulb. Several bats fly at them and they fire off a 
couple of shots to scare them away before moving on past water trickling down the lichen-
ridden walls and gathering in large pools on the floor. They must be directly below a river or 
stream above. The tunnel turns back to the right and at the end is a ladder leading back to the 
surface. A door to the left leads further into the tunnel network. Richard shows no interest in 
the door and heads straight for the ladder, indicating they should be able to get back above 
ground. Both are unaware that their injured captain, Enrico Marini, lays injured in the darkness 
just several rooms away. 
 
The ladder leads up to a narrow tunnel running down to a waterfall. Stepping through the ice-
cold water they find themselves in the main courtyard. Directly ahead is a gazebo with white 
marble pillars above a weathered water fountain bathed beneath a single bright light. A flock of 
crows circle above them in the night sky and several infected adders slither across the wet floor. 
The path to the right leads back to the main entrance of the Guardhouse and to the left the 
path leads to another elevator but that route is blocked by two Cerberus. Quickly, they run into 
the gazebo and to the second elevator located on the far left wall. This takes them up to the 
next level at the back of the mansion.  
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Up above the lift grounds to a halt in a small tunnel filled with old gardening and maintenance 
equipment. A stepladder with an old shirt hanging on it leans against the left wall next to an old 
trolley with a rusted metal barrel inside. At the end of the tunnel, a few crows swoop down to 
attack. These are followed by a swarm of wasps and a pack of Cerberus dogs. Rebecca shouts 
that there are too many to handle but Richard says they have no choice but to make a stand. A 
Wasp Queen, larger than any of her kin, also makes an appearance and soon too dangerous 
for them to stay outside. Quickly they head to the back door of the mansion. Rebecca warns 
that this place is also swarming with monsters but Richard says they are going inside regardless 
and insists it will be easier for them to mount a defence inside the building. There could still be 
other survivors inside so they need to search it thoroughly. 
 
Meanwhile, Sergei Vladimir and Ivan successfully retrieve the T-A.L.O.S. prototype body from 
the main laboratory and prepare to leave the Arklay Estate. 
 
Richard and Rebecca begin their search of the mansion and the corridor ahead appears to be 
clear. Lime green, pinstriped wallpaper decorates the walls and the floor is solid oak. A few 
framed pictures hang on the walls and there is a blue door directly ahead as the passage turns 
to the left. Richard warns her to stay on her toes and Rebecca notes how the decor is very 
similar to the Management Training Facility she spent much of the previous night exploring. 
She whispers a silent thought hoping Billy is still okay. Richard ignores the door leading to the 
art gallery and turns to the left. Numerous black and white photographs of influential scientific 
figures neatly line the right wall, and to the left is a door locked with an emblem of the Spencer 
family. Another door further down on the left leads to the east wing stairs but Richard instead 
heads for the double doors directly ahead. He notices Rebecca doesn’t look so good and asks 
if she is okay. She reassures him she is fine, she just had a bad dream back at the Guardhouse. 
 
Richard opens the double doors taking them  
through into another corridor of similar design.  
He mentions that something feels wrong about  
this place and believes they still have a long night  
ahead of them. His words put Rebecca on edge  
but he reassures her that if they remember and  
utilise their training, they will be fine. The passage  
turns to the left once more and they pass a door  
leading to a bathroom. Another locked door leads 
back outside into the garden and finally another  
door to the right moves into an L-shaped corridor  
with black and white chequered flooring. Several  
windows are on the left and on the right several  
glass cabinets contain plates and other decretive  
trinkets. Rebecca also spots a picture of the mansion suspended in darkness hanging on the 
wall. She believes Enrico must be in the mansion somewhere as Richard notes things are going 
from bad to worse and that they need to find him quickly. As Rebecca opens the door at the 
far end she is unprepared for the zombie waiting on the other side. Richard shouts out a 
warning and fires over her shoulder, blowing half the zombie's head off and sending it spinning 
to the floor as Rebecca yelps in fright. The room they are in is a reception room fashioned like 
a small art gallery. Many fine portraits and photographs line the walls and a porcelain statue of 
a water goddess is positioned in the centre. The double doors opposite lead them into the 
main hall of the mansion. 
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The grand hall is a marvel of mercurial architectural design and beauty. Rebecca is quite taken 
with the exquisite grandeur, marble flooring and pristine wooden balconies. The hall appears 
free of any dangers and so they try the main doors but they are securely locked. They will need 
to find another way to escape. As they move up the grand staircase to the second floor, 
Rebecca asks about all the bizarre murders and disappearances that have been happening lately 
and Richard agrees they must be related to what is happening at this mansion. Those are no 
ordinary murders and something bigger is going on here. It is up to them to get to the bottom 
of it. But he also stresses their main mission has to be about survival. Uncovering all the facts 
and information in the world won’t do them any good if they are dead. He promises they will 
expose all of what is happening here, but right now they need to focus on themselves. On the 
second floor landing, they move to the right and head towards the first door bearing a carving 
of armour and is locked. Slowly, they move down the balcony, their footsteps muffled on the 
rich red carpet lining the floor. The next door along leading out to the eastern terrace is also 
locked and again the lock bears a small carving of armour. They continue following the balcony 
right round, passing a few cracked and dried oil paintings and stopping at the main window to 
look out front where Rebecca spots movement outside. Two figures are walking away from the 
mansion and disappearing into the woods. As they gaze outside, Richard wonders who they 
could be and what they are up to. 
 
The two individuals are Sergei Vladimir and his  
Ivan bodyguard. They have successfully  
infiltrated the labs beneath the estate and  
extracted the T-011 prototype body for the  
T-A.L.O.S. project as ordered by Spencer  
himself. This is a highly confidential mission  
known only to Spencer and Sergei. Everyone  
else aware of the X-Day protocol has been kept  
in the dark. Spencer sees a potential in  
T-A.L.O.S. that no one else does, hence its  
secretive recovery. But this retrieval was risky  
and Sergei had to get in and out of the labs before Wesker and the rest of S.T.A.R.S. Alpha 
Team arrived. Now as they retreat back into Raccoon Forest they find their path blocked by a 
pack of five Cerberus dogs. Each of these dogs wear collars identifying them as escaped 
specimens once kept at the Arklay Labs. Sergei shows no fear or emotion as Ivan steps forward 
with the T-A.L.O.S. body still slumped over his shoulder and swats away the first canine to 
attack. After swiftly taking care of the others, they both disappear into the darkness, their 
mission a success. 
 
Back in the mansion, Richard is eager to get going as there is no way they can get outside to 
follow them. They have their own mission to find the rest of Bravo Team and he tells Rebecca 
to move. Together they continue on past another huge oil painting so old and dust coated that 
it has crusted over and the original image is hard to see. The next door is unlocked and takes 
them onside onto the exterior west wing terrace. Now back in the cool night air, Richard leads 
them forwards. Windows to their right offer a glimpse back into the mansion, showing the 
upper balcony of the dining room. The terrace is full of window boxes and plant pots and ivy 
has slithered its way across the concrete walls like a blanket. Suddenly they are attacked by a 
flock of infected crows and as they swoop, Rebecca loses her footing on the steps and falls 
backwards down the stone steps. Richard fires off three shots from his Samurai Edge, scaring 
the crows off and is by Rebecca's side in an instant. She is okay but visibly upset. Her optimism 
is slowly falling and she is starting to believe that they are the only ones left alive. Richard tries 
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to remain hopeful and insists help will come. He is sure Enrico is still around here somewhere 
and tells her not to give up hope. They just need to hold out for a little while longer and he 
makes her smile by insisting nothing can go wrong  
with him around. He helps her up to her feet,  
unaware of the large form on the roof above  
them. As a shadow looms, Rebecca quickly grabs  
hold of him and yanks them both out of the way  
as a huge shape drops to the floor where they  
were stood a second earlier. This is the Yawn; a  
huge snake grown to gargantuan proportions  
thanks to prolonged exposure to the t-Virus. It  
had been sealed away in the attic by surviving  
researchers following the accident two months ago, but it had chewed holes in the wall large 
enough to escape through the foundations. Richard is horrified as the huge snake coils up to 
attack and opens its jaws to expose fangs as sharp as steel. He quickly fires off a few shots at the 
Yawn's mouth, causing it to retreat in pain. They need to get out of here so begin to back off 
down the wall and run around the terrace toward the back door leading back inside the east 
wing. 
 
Quickly scanning the cramped hall with its white walls, Richard heads left, jumping over the 
banister of the staircase and heading for the door at the far end. Rebecca is right behind him 
and they turn in horror to see the giant snake is trying to squeeze its bulk through the back 
door in an attempt to get into the corridor and come after them. Rebecca follows Richard 
through the door and into a dimly lit corridor decorated with a dull green wallpaper. Large 
gold candlesticks align each wall alongside statues of little angelic cherubs. Behind them, they 
can hear the Yawn shrieking in frustration as it tries to squeeze through the door after them. 
Richard insists they can run past it and leads them round the corner and through the nearest 
door before Rebecca quickly slams it shut behind them. They are now in another twisty 
corridor with brown wooden floors and side boards. Sets of web-encrusted deer antlers are 
hung up on each side of the passage and a statue of a woman not unlike the Venus Demilo 
stands in the corner. Lit candles flicker ominously but do an admirable job of lighting up the 
hallway which twists to the left again, beyond a door holding a small storeroom. A small alcove 
on the left displays an old tapestry on the wall and windows on the opposite side look out onto 
the Arklay estate's grounds. They cannot hear the Yawn any more. 
 
A set of wooden doors in between two flaming  
torches takes them into a quite magnificent library  
set out over two floors, filled with bookcases stored  
behind protective glass covers. Up above they can  
see the walkway for the upper floor and the ladder  
leading up to it. The room appears empty and they  
cautiously move inside. As they search around  
Rebecca suddenly senses a presence behind her  
and whirls round only to find nothing is there. But  
the Yawn then appears behind her, fangs open and  
ready to strike until Richard pulls her out of harm's  
way. Richard wants to finish the snake off and they  
both open fire, causing enough damage for it to  
retreat and slither up to the upper floor. They lose sight of it momentarily and wait with 
trepidation before it suddenly sweeps down to attack with its jaws and drops back down to the 
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floor. Richard shoots some more as the Yawn rears up for another attack. This time it focuses 
on Rebecca and moves straight for her. Richard dashes over and shoves the young rookie out 
of the way just as the snake arrives and catches him it its powerful jaws, sweeping him off his 
feet. It tries to swallow him whole and he cries out in pain, struggling to squirm free. 
 
Back on the floor, Rebecca gets to her feet and tries to take aim at the Yawn's head but it 
moves around so much it is practically impossible to shoot it without hitting Richard. Instead 
she aims lower and shoots three times into its lower body. Up above Richard screams again as 
Yawn tightens its grip on his trapped arm and Rebecca is splatted with his blood. In a last 
desperate act, Richard fires his gun into the back of Yawn's throat, causing the large reptile to 
finally let go and he falls to the floor in a shower of blood. Rebecca is transfixed with horror as 
she watches the wounded snake retreat up to the rafters and disappear out of sight. She dashes 
over to her fallen team mate and helps him take off his headset and body armour so she can 
inspect the damage. His right arm is incredibly swollen and his skin has turned purple along his 
bicep. He has been poisoned and he winces that he messed up good and wasn’t much of a 
back-up to her. But she knows he saved her life and isn’t sure  
what to say. Still covered in his blood she has a look of absolute  
resignation and he chastises her for making that face; they still  
have to have hope. He is certain someone will come and rescue  
them. His pain is so intense he almost passes out but she has  
no medical supplies to help him. She also has very little ammo  
left and now firmly believes they are the only ones left alive in  
this house of horrors. 
 
"I hated how hopeless I felt, seeing Richard lying there,  
wounded. I had to be stronger. I had to fight and I had to  
survive, no matter what happened. I'll prove I have what it  
takes to survive." 
-REUC: Nightmare 2: Rebecca's Monologue; 24/07/98 
 
After a while, Rebecca and Richard try to leave the library and try and reach a safer place. 
However their progress is slow due to his injuries and they cannot move too fast for fear of him 
passing out. The mansion is extremely dangerous and they can only hope help arrives soon. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL begin. 
 
By now S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team have reached the North-West quadrant of Raccoon Forest, 
the area where last-contact from Bravo Team was established. In the cockpit, Brad Vickers 
performs aerial sweeps over the thick blanket of forest below although it is hard to make 
anything out in all the darkness. But a few moments later, Jill Valentine spots something 
sticking out of the trees. Using a powerful searchlight, they illuminate the area and confirm the 
position of the crashed Bravo Team helicopter. There is no movement, no fire and no smoke, 
suggesting it has been there for some time. 
 
“Alpha Team is flying around the forest zone, situated in north-west Raccoon City, where we 
are searching for the helicopter of our compatriots, the Bravo Team, who disappeared during 
the middle of their mission. Bizarre murder cases had recently occurred in Raccoon City. 
There are outlandish reports of families being attacked by a group of about 10 people. Victims 
were apparently eaten. The Bravo Team was sent in to investigate, but we lost contact.” 
-REMAKE: Chris Redfield narration; 24/07/98 
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Landing nearby, the team deploy on the ground to investigate whilst Brad remains with the 
helicopter and keeps the engine running in case they need to evacuate quickly. Joseph Frost is 
on point with his shotgun, making sure to get the  
whole search captured on his bodycam. The  
Bravo helicopter is a wreck, with significant  
engine damage and buckled landing struts. The  
rear cabin is empty with no signs of any struggle  
although strangely most of the equipment and  
weaponry is still present. Carefully, Joseph  
climbs further inside and moves towards the  
front cockpit, tensing when he realises the pilot’s  
seat is still occupied. There are fresh bloodstains 
present and Joseph wretches when his light  
illuminates Kevin Dooly’s mangled face, frozen in terror, mouth open and one of his eyes 
scratched out. Joseph is shocked at the sight and quickly retreats back outside, taking several 
deep breaths to compose himself.  
 
“Bravo Team’s helicopter was a derelict, save for the remaining body of Kevin. We continued 
our search for the other members but it turned into a nightmare.” 
-REMAKE: Chris Redfield narration; 24/07/98 
 
Wesker orders the team to split into groups and  
search the area, maintaining visual contact with  
the helicopter at all times. Wesker and Barry  
stick close together as do Joseph and Jill, with  
Chris moving out on his own. The forest is  
silent and dark with no sounds of any wildlife  
present. Not even a coyote can be heard. The  
air is warm with a faint breeze and the trees  
seem to be closing in all around. Joseph pans  
around the area slowly, trying to get as much as  
he can documented before he suddenly senses a  
presence behind him. Whirling round, he brings his shotgun to bear on a cluster of shadows, 
but his torch reveals nothing in the darkness other than his own imagination playing tricks. But 
suddenly out of nowhere, Joseph is taken down by a lightning fast shape that turns out to be a 
Cerberus hound. It tears into him and he fires his shotgun in shock, alerting the other 
members to his position. Jill is first on scene and fires at the devil dog, her bullets thumping 
wetly into its dead flesh. The dog ignores her and continues to tear into Joseph, soon joined by 
several more of its brethren. They rip and bite at his flesh and soon his screams are reduced to 
nothing but a weak gurgle. Helpless, Jill’s gun runs dry and she continues to fire an empty 
chamber as she stands utterly transfixed by the gruesome sight. One of the dogs turns its 
attention towards her and she stumbles back as it leaps at her… but then Chris knocks it back 
with a precision shot. 
 
Quickly helping Jill to her feet, they retreat back as fast as they can as the other Cerberus’ look 
up and give chase having finished mutilating Joseph’s corpse. Chris and Jill run as fast as they 
can but know they will never be fast enough. Meanwhile, spooked by the gunshots, Brad 
Vickers has lost his nerve and taken off alone in the helicopter. He flies past overhead and 
Chris screams in vain for him to come back. Within seconds the first Cerberus is almost upon 
them and it jumps for Chris’s throat. But as he desperately tries to shield his face, the dog is 
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suddenly blasted back and they look up to see Wesker covering them. He urges them to move 
and continues to fire. Soon they are reunited as a foursome and each take it in turn to halt and 
provide covering fire for the others. Barry’s  
magnum turns out to be the most effective and  
a perfect headshot kills one of the undead  
canines. Up ahead, through the dense thicket  
of mist and trees, Chris spots the outline of an  
old mansion in the gloom and shouts at the  
others to head straight for it. Their lungs burn  
as they sprint towards the estate, Chris turning  
round to cover for them once again, his gun  
barking several times. Within moments, Jill,  
Barry and Wesker barge through the main front doors, but there is no sign of Chris anywhere. 
He has been lost somewhere outside and with the dogs closing in, they have no choice but to 
quickly close the door behind them. 
 
“The mansion incident. That was the night I led the S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team into the Arklay 
Mountains and we touched down in the surrounding woods. We were to look into the 
disappearance of Bravo Team. At least, that was the bait. The reality was quite a different story 
for the unsuspecting members of the Alpha Team. After being attacked by a pack of monsters, 
only Chris and a few others including myself made it to the mansion. Everything was going 
according to plan. Soon I would have the research data that I needed.” 
REUC: Mansion Incident 1; Albert Wesker narration; 24/07/98. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After taking a moment to catch their breath, the three remaining S.T.A.R.S. members take in 
their surroundings. Barry is astounded by the beauty and magnitude of the quite magnificent 
main hall. This place is lavishly furnished with fine paintings, Chinese-style urns and solid-gold 
candelabras. A beautiful staircase leads up to the second floor balustrade and they can see 
every minute detail and crack in the pristine marble flooring. Wesker keeps up his façade and 
echoes his opinion of this not being an ordinary, everyday house. Jill wants to know where 
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Chris is and makes for the door only for Wesker to stop her. It’s too dangerous to go back 
outside. 
 
At that moment, no less than a few rooms away  
beyond the dining room, Bravo Team member  
Kenneth Sullivan enters the adjacent corridor,  
affectionately known as the Tea Room. He is tired,  
having explored the house all day after becoming  
separated from the others. He steps round a blind  
corner and straight into the arms of a waiting zombie.  
Perhaps down to fatigue, Kenneth’s reactions are  
unusually slack and his aim is off. He is only able to  
get off a couple of shots before the zombie is on him  
and he falls back over the carpet. The virus carrier  
then tears out his windpipe and Kenneth’s screams turn into a slow gurgle; the whole grisly 
sight captured on his bodycam. 
 
Back in the main hall, Jill is ready to argue with Wesker over Chris when a sudden far away 
gunshot stops her in mid-sentence. Wesker continues to stir the pot and wonders if it could be 
Chris. He asks Jill to check it out only for Barry to announce that he will accompany her. 
Wesker concurs and he will remain behind to keep the main hall secure. He warns them both 
to stay sharp and to investigate the sounds of gunfire. Barry and Jill emerge into a dining room 
with a magnificent oak table stretching out across the tiled flooring. An antique grandfather 
clock ticks softly and a roaring fire crackles in the grate. Their footsteps echo softly off the 
chequered floor and thunder rumbles overhead. Barry calls her over to the fireplace where he 
has found a fresh pool of blood on the floor. It could belong to one of the Bravo team 
members, or even Chris. He asks her to look around for other clues. 
 
Having waited for several minutes, Wesker abandons his post and leaves the main hall, ready 
to begin his final mission for Umbrella and gain his ticket to the rival company. He has a 
skeleton key to unlock every door in the estate and it is time to execute his plans. 
 
Jill tries the only other door out of the dining  
room and emerges into a dimly lit corridor  
with patterned green wallpaper. There are a  
few doors along the passage but both are  
locked. She doubles back, her footsteps  
bringing up huge clumps of dust from the  
long red rug draped across the wooden floor.  
Stepping round the corner near an open  
window she comes across the gruesome sight  
of a zombie feasting on Kenneth’s corpse.  
Repulsed, Jill retreats back to the main hall  
as the creature slowly gets up to follow her.  
She runs back to a surprised Barry who looks on in horror as the zombie strides into the dining 
room after Jill. He takes aim with his colt python and fires three times, knocking it to the floor. 
Jill explains that this creature was responsible for Kenneth’s death and that they should report 
back to Wesker. But as they move back around the dining table, the incapacitated zombie 
suddenly gets up and leaves the room. 
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Once back in the main hall, they are dismayed to find that Wesker has seemingly disappeared. 
Barry asks Jill to look around, but not to go too far. Jill checks behind the staircase and finds a 
set of locked iron gates that guard a passageway leading down into darkness. She also checks 
upstairs, circling the second floor balustrade and passing several oil paintings in large, 
expensive-looking gold frames. The paint is dried and cracked in places but others are well 
preserved and the people inside are still vividly depicted. A large, central window looks out into 
the forest but she cannot make anything out beyond the darkness and fog. There is no sign of 
Wesker anywhere. She returns to Barry who suggests they further their search by splitting up. 
He will investigate the dining room again whilst Jill checks out the door on the opposite side. 
Before he goes, he hands over a set of lock picks, determining that she will make better use of 
them and suggests they meet back up in this hall should anything happen. Jill nervously agrees 
as thunder rumbles once again. There is definitely a storm settling over the house.  
 
Once Barry has gone, Jill moves through the  
double doors on the other side and into a small  
reception room. A beautiful white marble  
sculpture dominates the centre of the room  
depicting a woman drawing water. Pictures and  
portraits line each of the walls with many small  
lamps and spotlights illuminating them. They  
all look like they could come to life at any  
moment and she almost believes the faces in  
the portraits are watching her. After pushing a  
chest of drawers aside she discovers a small  
passageway used for storing art supplies. Some  
old shelves display antique trinkets and there a  
wooden globe covered with a dust sheet near some stacked picture frames. Another zombie 
lurks in here and after taking care of it, she uses her lock pick to open the next door leading 
into an L-shaped corridor with black and white chequered tiles. Something unseen jumps 
against the window from outside as she walks past, cracking the glass. 
 
Meanwhile, Wesker is keeping busy since leaving the main hall when Barry and Jill first went 
into the dining room, preceding to conduct a brief tour of the east wing and careful to relock 
any doors he passes through with his master keys. Before going to the labs he needs to get a 
first-hand assessment of the biohazard as well as destroy any incriminating evidence of his 
involvement. Many of the researchers working here such as Henry Sarton and Martin 
Crackhorn had worked underneath him and may have made reference to him in their journals 
and diaries. If Jill or one of the others uncover any evidence of his involvement here then the 
game will be up before it has even begun. He will need to search the researchers’ rooms. 
 
Jill moves deeper into the eastern wing, passing through the L-shaped corridor and emerging 
into another corridor with rustic wooden flooring and patterned green wallpaper. A picture of 
the mansion under the setting sun hangs on the wall. She uses her lock picks on a back door 
that leads to a small outside passageway with an old, rusting boiler. A bag of plant chemicals sits 
in an old wheelbarrow and she can hear the devil dogs that got Joseph howling off and on in 
the distance behind the imposing treeline. Ivy hugs the walls and numerous moths flicker 
around dust-encrusted lanterns. Returning inside, she next explores a bathroom with a spinning 
ceiling fan and a large mirror covered in grime. The bath is full of dirty water and she unplugs 
it only to find a zombie slumbering at the bottom. It attacks her and falls out of the bathtub. 
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But she stamps on its head before it can rise. The putrid smell is too much for her and she 
quickly throws up in the toilet. 
 
Meanwhile, having somehow evaded the dogs  
outside, Chris finally makes it into the main  
hall of the mansion. It is empty and the  
candles cast dancing shadows onto the walls  
with the only sound being the ambient wind  
echoing around the large room. He explores  
the dining room and the adjacent corridor  
beyond, coming across the mutilated corpse  
of Kenneth. He checks the body and removes  
the DV tape from his bodycam. If he can find  
some audio-visual equipment, he should be  
able to find out what killed him. He explores the rooms beyond, coming across a dead raven in 
a cage and the rotting body of a male researcher in a white lab coat on the floor. Judging by the 
look on his face his death was instantaneous. From there, Chris heads up the rickety stairs and 
onto the second floor of the western wing, emerging into a brightly lit corridor with burning oil 
lamps. The rotten corpse of a zombie lays on the floor ahead. Stepping over it, he passes 
through the door and into the next room. 
 
He is now in a narrow stone passageway full of cobwebs and dust. An impressive suit of armour 
is displayed in a small alcove to his right. An inscription on its shield reads; ‘Death is only the 
beginning.’ He climbs up the steps and notices some curious tracks carved into the floor. 
There is another suit of armour in a small hollow but this one has a shield covered in spikes. 
This inscription reads; 'Death is the true essence of bliss.'  The corridor then turns to the left 
where the tracks end at a stone slab with a key placed into an indentation. There are two 
alcoves either side of the slab wide enough for Chris to step round. There the tracks begin 
again before ending at a final suit of armour bearing the words: 'Death is everything.' A small 
offshoot ends at a single wooden door where an emblem of a helmet is carved into the lock. 
He returns to the slab and examines the key, wary of a trap. It bears a carving of armour and 
the inscription beneath reads: ‘May whoever takes this emblem find peace in death.' Chris 
takes out the key when suddenly the stone slab retracts into the ground, the walls close in and 
the armour suit with the spikes begins to move down the track, threatening to impale him. 
Quickly, he places the key back in its indentation and the spiked armour retracts and the walls 
move back once again. Breathing a sigh of relief he decides to get the hell out of there and runs 
back down the steps and back into the corridor outside. 
 
Now back in the passageway, Chris navigates round the corridor, passing another locked door 
and a zombie admiring its own reflection in a full-length mirror. Nine ornate candlesticks align 
each side of the passage and through a small archway with tied back curtains are several white 
cherub statues, including one with its head knocked off. The statue holds a golden arrow which 
can be removed. The tip is made from peridot, often referred to as a poor man’s gold, and he 
decides to take it with him. A door at the end leads onto the upper balcony overlooking the 
dining room. Another zombie is in here but thankfully it is on the opposite side of the 
balustrade. Chris moves round and heads through the double doors back into the main hall. 
The upper hallway is unoccupied and he takes hold of the elegantly carved banisters and 
moves downstairs, feet muffled on the carpet. He admires the large chandelier hanging down 
from the ceiling and the numerous candles flickering on the walls. A full length painting of a 
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woman hangs on the back wall and on closer inspection he notices it is actually a hidden door 
leading outside. 
 
He emerges down some stone steps to find himself in a small cemetery surrounded by a rusted 
wrought-iron fence. Many of the graves are old and crumbled, covered in moss, lichen and 
bearing inscriptions too indecipherable to make out. The ground is overgrown with weeds and 
grass, the wind whistles and the silhouettes of the trees in the darkness beyond look menacing. 
At the back is a large tomb bearing an engraving of an angel and a hollow indentation in the 
shape of an arrowhead. He places his recovered item into the slot and the slab raises up to 
reveal the entranceway to an underground crypt.  
 
Chris descends down the stone steps, hearing mechanical noises and a naturally burning 
furnace lights the way. At the bottom the room opens up to reveal four stone statues, each with 
a human face and holes where the eyes, nose, ears and mouth should be. More disturbingly is 
the coffin suspended by four chains on the ceiling on the other side of the room. This casket 
houses the frozen Crimson Head Elder prototype; patient zero of the mutant V-Act strain  
t-Virus. Underneath the coffin is a rounded,  
stone table with a book resting on it entitled  
‘Book of Curse.’ On the back cover is the  
sword mansion key which he takes. Inside  
the book is an interesting excerpt; 
 
“The four masks. 
A mask that speaks no evil, a mask that  
smells no evil, a mask that sees no evil, a  
mask that cannot speak, smell, or see evil..." 
-REMAKE: Book of Curse; undated. 
 
Underneath the book another is another inscription; ‘An eye for an eye. A tooth for a tooth.’ 
Puzzled, Chris returns to the mansion. 
 
Meanwhile, Jill continues her exploration of the ground floor eastern wing. She is now in a 
completely empty room with walls beautifully decorated with murals of travellers and animals 
in a woodland setting. The Umbrella Corporation logo is also etched onto the marble floor. 
The next door leads into a small lounge with a comfortable looking sofa, a large coffee table 
and an unlit fireplace. An acrid smell  
permeates the air from something long  
burnt in the grate. A stuffed deer’s head is  
mounted on the wall and on the opposite  
side, an old shotgun hangs on a rack. She  
takes the weapon and is pleased to find it is  
fully loaded with seven shells. Satisfied, she  
returns to the outer room only to trigger a  
trap whereupon both doors automatically  
lock and the ceiling begins to lower. She is  
trapped and will shortly be crushed to  
death if she cannot find a way out. 
 
At that moment, Barry is walking down the corridor outside and hears Jill’s panicked screams 
on the other side of the door. Unable to open it, he shoots the lock and drags her out of the 
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room seconds before she is flattened. Jill is immensely grateful but wonders why Barry is here 
when he said earlier that he was going back to the dining room in the other wing to investigate. 
He reassures her he just had something he wanted to check and reasserts they should get back 
to searching for Wesker and Chris. Nodding, they go their separate ways once again. 
 
Chris is now back inside the mansion on the  
second floor of the main hall. Using his newly  
acquired sword key, he unlocks the door  
leading to the eastern passage. The corridor is  
musky and dark with a small table lamp  
illuminating the gloom. A few dressers are  
pushed against the wall and a decorative  
ornamental plate has smashed and shards of  
china litter the carpet. There are a few locked  
doors in here, all with carvings of armour on  
the locks. Several zombies also await but he  
takes care of them with clean headshots.  
Moving through a curtained partition he  
notices an empty picture frame on the wall.  
The glass has been deliberately smashed and the picture removed. He takes a door at the end 
which leads into a small study. An old-fashioned gramophone is on a cabinet by the door and 
the vinyl record set up to play is named ‘Jupiter.’ Cases of bookshelves covering various 
peoples of the earth stand next to a desk with an open journal full of black pages. At the other 
end of the study is a table beside an old rocking chair. On the table is a chessboard carved 
from ivory and the game has ended in checkmate. Next to that is a wooden cabinet with a table 
lamp and some trinkets including a silver miniature canon, an egg timer and a photograph of a 
man and a woman. There is also a dog whistle next to a crumpled memo written on the back of 
an old photograph of the eastern terrace. 
 
"Today, Sir Spencer told me to hide something where no one could find it. Well, I had this 
idea. I figured if I could somehow have it protected by a dangerous animal like that vicious 
canine that lives here, no one would be able to get near it! As far as I can tell, the mutt is always 
hanging around the second floor balcony on the west side of the terrace, and he ought to come 
running at the sound of a dog whistle. This is where you come in. The thing is, I reckon you're 
the only person that can get near that damn dog without risking a serious mauling. Which 
means only you can put this collar on him. The object that Sir Spencer wants hidden is 
concealed inside. You're the only person I can trust with this. Of course, you'll get something 
out of it as well.  
Remember that certain item that you've always wanted to get hold of? Well in exchange for 
your services, I might just be able to get it for you. This could work out well for both of us... 
Jon Toleman." 
-REMAKE: Crumpled Memo; undated. 
 
Looking at the picture, Chris recognises the pattern on the window as the same one from the 
second floor dining room balcony he'd passed through earlier. He decides to take the dog 
whistle and return to the west wing to try and find the dog on the terrace. 
 
Back downstairs, Jill now finds herself in an art gallery full of fine portraits. The painting by the 
door is entitled ‘Bring the light of truth to the three spirits.’ Further down are several depictions 
set into stained glass. The first is of a valiant wearing a bracelet and is in yellow glass. The 
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second is of a sage wearing a necklace and is set in red glass. Finally, the third is a picture of a 
saint wearing a crown set in yellow glass. Around the corner the three pictures are duplicated 
although these ones have a switch beneath them. At the end of the passage is a stain glass 
depiction of Lisa Trevor. The inscription beneath reads; ‘Lisa – protected by the three spirits.’ 
Lisa is shown wearing an orange bracelet, a purple necklace and a green crown. It is a test to 
match the lighting on the paintings to match the jewellery that Lisa wears in her picture. As Jill 
presses the various switches, a number of crows perched on an overhead railing watch her 
closely, cawing every so often. After colour-coordinating the objects, the back wall retracts 
revealing a secret passageway into the backyard cemetery. On the floor is a strange mask of a 
face with no mouth which she picks up.  
 
Using the lock pick, she unlocks the iron  
gate and emerges into the overgrown  
cemetery with the crumbling, weathered  
tombstones. She spots the opened crypt  
and heads down the stone steps to the  
bottom where she discovers the purpose of  
the mask she just found. Slotting it into its  
rightful place, she nearly jumps out of her  
skin when one of the chains holding the  
casket at the other end of the room  
suddenly gives way, causing a splattering of  
blood to drop to the floor. Unnerved, but knowing she now has three more masks to find, Jill 
leaves the crypt and hurries back to the mansion. She returns to the upper main hall and is 
pleased to run into Barry. He’s been looking for a back door to try and secure an escape route. 
He’s also found some grenade shells he hands over should she find the right weapon to use 
them. They then split up again and resume their search for the others. 
 
Meanwhile Wesker's suspicions about the researchers working under him have proven to be 
correct. He is in the study on the second floor with the fish tank and fishing lures on display, 
and has found Martin Crackhorn's journal which describes Wesker as 'a man wearing 
sunglasses.’ It’s not the most obvious reference but nonetheless he tears the page out just in 
case. In order to make sure his subordinates don’t succumb too quickly to the B.O.W.s, he 
goes back to the ground floor and places some ammunition and medical supplies in the 
storeroom under the stairs, leaving behind a note on the wall. He needs them to survive long 
enough to record some decent combat data and to get to the Tyrant. Quickly, he hurries on, 
aware that time is precious and that he cannot afford to be seen. 
 
Chris has retraced his steps back across the mansion and finds himself on the second floor 
western terrace. Somewhat creepily, he notices the stain glass window looking into the upper 
dining room has a figure resembling a witch, but the reverse angle when inside resembles just 
an ordinary woman. The wind whistles ominously and the streams of ivy covering the brick 
walls of the grand old mansion sway in the breeze. He sounds the dog whistle and moments 
later two infected canines emerge. Like the ones in the forest, these Cerberus B.O.W.s are 
extremely vicious but Chris is able to hold his own. The item Spencer wanted hidden so badly 
turns out to be an imitation mansion key hidden in a dog collar. Chris recognises the small 
armour carving and quickly returns to the passage on the third floor where the imitation key is 
being held. Soon he has the real armour key now in his possession and begins unlocking some 
of the locked doors on the second floor.  
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He enters a dusty-looking old corridor with shabby wallpaper and a very cheap, stale carpet 
lazily draped across the floor. Rounding the  
corner, he bumps into Bravo Team members  
Rebecca Chambers and Richard Aiken. Richard  
is in a bad way having been injured by the Yawn  
a few hours earlier. He is weak and implores  
Chris to get his team out of this place. Rebecca  
explains that he was bitten by a poisonous snake  
and needs serum, but she left it in the infirmary.  
Chris agrees to quickly go and get it. 
 
His search takes him back over to the western wing and past several shuffling zombies. Moving 
downstairs he finds the dead body of a zombie outside the door to the infirmary and this one 
looks as though it has been dead for a while. The small infirmary contains shelves of medicines 
and a small bed. A desk sits in the corner with a lamp, a notepad and a typewriter. On the desk 
someone has left behind a note about disposing of the dead bodies. In order to stop them 
coming back to life, the corpses must either be burned or decapitated. To assist with this, cans 
of kerosene have been left in several rooms across the first floor of the mansion. Glad he has 
his lighter, Chris turns his attention back to the medicines. The main shelf is stacked with 
various pills and elixirs and many of the products bear the Umbrella logo. The cabinet 
opposite has many kinds of serums, many of them a sickly colour. He takes one from the shelf 
and quickly leaves the room. Soon he is back with Rebecca and Richard and she manages to 
apply the serum and stabilise him. Richard hands Chris his radio moments before the shock 
causes him to lose consciousness. Rebecca assures Chris that he is fine and the serum will start 
to counteract the poisonous venom in his system. The corridors are not safe, so together they 
move Richard down to the infirmary and lay him on the bed so he can rest up. Chris moves to 
continue his investigation and Rebecca promises they will assist once Richard wakes up. 
 
Chris moves back out into the corridor with  
décor the same as upstairs; plain, dirty white  
walls with lower wood panels and creaky  
flooring. A few candles light the way and the  
odd picture hangs on the wall, including one of  
the mansion illuminated by a bolt of lightning.  
He investigates a storeroom containing old  
discarded furniture including a rocking chair  
and a ladder, all covered in cobwebs. A can of  
kerosene has been left here for the surviving  
research staff to burn the bodies of those  
infected before they became Crimson Heads.  
 
Moving on, he uses the armour key to exit the corridor and emerge into a darkened passage 
illuminated by strobes of moonlight shining in from the windows. A silver candlestick sparkles 
on a wooden cabinet full of other trinkets. The walls are old and look rotten and dilapidated 
with the paint peeling in many places. A few pictures have been put up here and there but it is 
too dark to make out the details. There is a sudden bang and he can make out the shadow of a 
zombie illuminated by the moonlight on the wall. It is outside in the garden and is pawing at 
the window trying to get in. Straight ahead is a small greenhouse and the air inside is warm and 
moist. Several flowerboxes are in here but most have wilted and died as no one has been 
around to cultivate them. A blue hose snakes across the ground connected to a small water 
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pump by the door. He notices a death mask affixed to the opposite wall but as he moves 
around to get it, a large plant tendril lashes out and slaps him across the arm. Disturbed by the 
seemingly sentient plant life, Chris decides to retreat from the room. 
 
He double backs and decides to explore the other side of the passageway. Light resonates from 
a small alcove on the left side and he sees a table lamp on a small shelf lighting up a door. He 
checks the room out to find it is no bigger than a cupboard. It is lit by candles hanging down 
from two lanterns and contains a tiger statue with two reliefs where its eyes should be. There is 
an inscription beneath which reads; 'A tiger glowing with blue and yellow light'. Puzzled, Chris 
leaves the room. Back in the corridor, a door opposite takes him into what was formerly the 
experimental animal keeper’s bedroom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The room is lit up brightly by a lamp next to the bed and a large cabinet stands by the door 
stocked full of high-proof liquor. There is also a walk-in wardrobe opposite the bed but the 
door is stuck on something and won't budge. Clothes and various bits of junk are scattered 
everywhere and a dead body lays on the floor. At the other side of the room, two posters are 
pinned to the wall in-between some coat hooks. One is of some scantily clad females entitled 
'Swimwear Girls' and the other is of a girl in hot pants and a top with the slogan 'Venus Mode'. 
A second walk-in wardrobe buckles as he approaches and suddenly a zombie bursts out and 
grabs hold of him. He wrestles with the virus carrier and unclips a flash grenade from his belt. 
As the zombie opens its mouth to bite, Chris shoves the grenade into his mouth and pushes 
the creature back into the wardrobe. Seconds later its head explodes in a shower or gore. Chris 
searches the room and finds the animal keeper’s diary on the writing desk. The journal dates 
back several months and on May 11th, describes an accident that occurred in the basement 
laboratory. Each progressive entry documents the keeper’s descent into madness before 
eventually ending with the words; 'Itchy. Tasty'. It seems there is a laboratory somewhere on 
the estate and this accident seems to be the likely cause for the zombie-like creatures he has 
encountered so far. They are the former residents and workers of this mansion. Satisfied, Chris 
moves to continue his search. 
 
Having left the art room, Jill has been exploring the rest of the ground floor eastern wing. She 
finds a back door in a small outside passageway with concrete archways covered in bushes, 
foliage and weeds. The passage ends at a sturdy looking door where a lantern hangs on the wall 
and has attracted several moths. The door is locked and the inscription reads; ‘The defiler of 
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the accursed coffin.’ This is a reference to the hanging casket and the death masks in the back 
yard crypt. Back inside, she finds Oswell Spencer’s personal study but the door is locked. The 
Spencer family emblem is carved into the ornate doorknob and this is one lock that cannot be 
picked. Instead, she goes through the next door and finds herself in a brightly lit passage with 
the same patterned cream and green wallpaper that decorates much of the house. An exquisite 
painting of a woman praying in front of a large crowd hangs by the door. Further down a 
staircase leads up to the next floor and a large chandelier hangs down from the ceiling. Here 
she finds the storeroom and a note pinned to the wall. ‘I left some bullets in the room on the 
right. I’ll go ahead and look for a way out. – Wesker.’ The storeroom contains some old boxes 
and stepladders. Amidst the junk is a can of kerosene and some handgun rounds and medical 
supplies. After tooling up, she heads back outside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
She decides to head upstairs to the second floor and notices many portraits line the walls of the 
staircase and somewhat unnervingly, all the faces have been painted out. Two zombies patrol 
the upper landing but she is able to take them out with her newly acquired shotgun. Another 
portrait sits on the wall here in a golden frame depicting a woman mourning in front of a large 
crowd. A nearby door takes her into a small room with green wallpaper and a deer’s head 
mounted on the wall. Its antlers are full of old cobwebs and a smashed picture is on the floor. 
There are two doors in here and the first leads into a small bedroom lit by candlelight. 
Strangely there are footprint indentations on the  
deep, plush-red carpet that seem to disappear  
under the bed. The opposite room contains a  
researcher’s study and she is surprised to find  
Barry standing inside going over some  
paperwork. Her sudden appearance startles him  
and he shows her the remnants of Martin  
Crackhorn’s goodbye letter, though the first  
page referencing Albert Wesker has been torn  
out. When Jill questions where the missing  
section is, Barry guesses it must have been the  
most important part and somebody didn’t want anyone to see it. He then leaves to continue his 
search and Jill has a look around the room. Aside from the large fish tank there is a desk with 
an open case full of various biological reports. Fishing lures and hooks hang in frames on the 
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walls and a white lab coat dangles from a coat stand by the door. Various cabinets along the 
wall house containers full of dead bugs and glass frames on the wall above the desk display 
preserved butterflies and other insect specimens. 
 
Meanwhile, Chris returns to the infirmary to  
check on Richard and Rebecca. Richard is still  
unconscious but resting comfortably. Rebecca  
has been perusing all the medical supplies and  
offers to treat his wounds. Chris has a few  
scrapes so she checks him over and mentions  
that all the medical supplies in here are from  
Umbrella. Chris doesn’t know much about the  
company and Rebecca explains they are the  
biggest corporate tax payers in the area and  
make most of these medicines right here in  
Raccoon City. But there isn’t much left so he needs to be more careful from now on. Chris 
nods and leaves to continue his investigation. He will be back to check on them again shortly. 
 
Jill has been exploring the remaining rooms along the east wing landing on the second floor. 
She follows the passage round past a painting of a woman being menaced before a door at the 
end leads into a small sitting room. Two comfortable-looking wingback chairs sit in front of a 
large fireplace. There is wood in the grate and it is stocked and ready to be lit. A single window 
looks out into the darkened forest but there doesn’t seem to be any other houses in the area. A 
picture of the partly-constructed mansion hangs on the wall and there is another locked door in 
here, this one with a carving of a helmet. Frustrated, she retraces her steps back down the 
landing and heads through the door near the study which takes her into another darkened 
passageway with cracked white wall paper. A small table has a lamp shining brightly and there is 
an old wooden mount next to it. Her feet scrunch on glass shards on the floor and she realises 
a large frame on the wall has been smashed open and the picture inside removed. There are 
also two incapacitated zombies on the floor. Someone has passed through here already.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next door takes her into a small display room full of various suits of armour. Spears and 
other medieval weaponry line the walls. Five suits of armour are on each side of the room and 
two suddenly move forward as if on a pulley. In the centre of the room is a stone mount with a 
plaque bearing a small inscription; ‘Woe to those who disturb my sleep.’ On the back wall is a 
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small depression holding a box of some sort behind a grate. Four pictures are on the wall 
above; a sword, an axe, a shield, and a broadsword. It is a puzzle and whenever she moves a 
statue, another would roll out in its place. She needs to get the sequence right according to the 
pictures to claim her prize. Shortly after much trial and error, the grate slides up and she is able 
to retrieve the box. It is decorated with the sun and moon and reads; ‘Sunshine will awaken 
me’. She presses buttons on the front and back to release the catch. Inside is another death 
mask, this one with no eyes, mouth or nose. Two down, two to go and she makes her way to 
the back yard crypt to slot it into place. 
 
Meanwhile, growing anxious and impatient, Rebecca Chambers decides to go exploring and 
leaves Richard sleeping soundly in the infirmary. 
 
At the same time, Chris uses the armour key to  
gain access to a room on the first floor west  
wing. There is a fine grand piano in here as  
well as a bar housing numerous alcoholic  
beverages. A picture on the wall by the door  
commemorates the completion of the mansion  
and several items of furniture are covered in  
dust sheets. Searching some shelves at the back  
of the room he finds Lisa Trevor’s old music  
book, containing the sheet notes for  
Beethoven’s ‘Moonlight Sonata’. Out of  
curiosity he places it on the piano and tries to  
play a few notes. The piano is exquisite and the ivory keys are in tune, but he is hopeless at 
playing. Suddenly, Rebecca enters the room and gives him a fright. Her eyes light up at the 
sight of the piano and she comes over for a closer look. Chris asks if she can play and she runs 
her hands down the keys, playing a somewhat awkward rendition of Moonlight Sonata until she 
slams the keys in frustration. She is a little out of practice and her interpretation is off. Chris is 
eager to continue their exploration of the mansion but Rebecca wants to remain behind to 
practice some more. He reluctantly agrees but reminds her not to get too carried away. 
 
Back in the corridor he moves to his left, round the  
corner and beyond an elevator that evidently does  
not stop at this floor. From here some stone steps  
lead down to a door with a single candle flickering  
on the wall. Using the sword key, he unlocks the  
door and enters a kitchen, his presence  
immediately sending scores of tiny cockroaches  
scurrying along the floor for cover. The white tiles  
on the walls are covered in a film of grease and an  
unbelievable stench comes from rotting meat laid  
out across a stainless steel table. Large serving  
spoons and other utensils hang from a rack above  
the table and a sink is full of dirty dishes and  
crawling with maggots. There is a door off to the left but it is locked from the other side. On 
the back wall next to a large fridge and freezer are some shelves holding condiments and a 
bunch of spices he has never seen before. Hiding amongst them is an old key which he takes. 
There is a body on the floor by the table but it does not stir when he moves past. Around the 
corner is an old service elevator next to another emaciated corpse, but the power is not 
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switched on. He decides to return to the corridor and head back upstairs when the door 
suddenly opens before him and a zombie comes staggering through. As he backs away, Chris 
notices the corpse on the floor has reanimated and is dragging itself across the floor to get at 
him. In one quick movement, he steps forward and shoves a flash grenade inside the mouth of 
the zombie approaching him. The creature staggers back before its head explodes like a 
melon. 
 
Chris jogs back up the steps and passes the bar where he can  
still hear Rebecca practicing inside. He moves back into the  
dining room and spends a moment basking in the warm  
glow of the fire in the stone mantle. He studies the wooden  
emblem fixed to the wall above the mantelpiece in-between  
two goblets. It is decorated with Greek characters and is  
galled around the edges due to frequent fitting. A crack of  
thunder suddenly reverberates across the house and his eyes  
are drawn to a curious painting on the wall next to the  
grandfather clock. The image depicted is of two knights  
running each other through. The short sword has been thrust into the breast of the knight in 
the green tunic, whilst the long sword has pierced the head of the knight in the red tunic.  
 
After a moment he passes back through the empty main hall and into the east wing, using the 
old key he found in the kitchen to unlock a side door leading back outside. He is on a narrow 
path next to a wrought-iron fence blocking access to the woods beyond. A lamp shines through 
ivy-stained walls with several frenzied moths buzzing round it. Overgrown grass and weeds are 
slowly taking over the path and lower part of the fence. A little further down is a rusty cart 
entangled in the ivy and an old boiler where constant humidity has caused it to rust. Inside an 
old wheelbarrow he notices a bag of garden chemicals and wonders if they may be of use 
against the sentient plants in the greenhouse. Suddenly he is put on guard by the savage barking 
of two Cerberus hell hounds who skitter around the other side of the iron fence looking for a 
way inside. Chris takes this as his cue to return back inside, taking the chemical with him. 
 
He continues his search, surviving a jump-scare from  
a zombie bursting out of the bathroom door and  
several more caving in through the windows from  
outside. He soon reaches the east wing stairs and  
finds Wesker’s note on the wall about leaving  
supplies in the storeroom. A quick check reveals it  
to be empty, meaning Jill, Barry or a surviving Bravo  
must have been here before him. He also finds the  
same duplicate note about kerosene being left in  
various rooms so that staff members may use it to  
burn the bodies of their fallen comerades. A fuel  
canteen is nearby so he takes it with him. Upstairs he  
comes across the bodies of two incapacitated  
zombies on the landing. They wear dirty, brown lab coats and look to have shotgun blast 
wounds. As he carefully steps round them, both zombies suddenly reanimate and leap to their 
feet with astonishing speed. They have undergone a secondary mutation causing claws to 
develop where their fingers once were and can now run at speed. These are Crimson Head; 
the resulting mutation of an incapacitated zombie that has undergone the V-Act process. Chris 
fires of several shots before running for the nearest door. 
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Passing through the darkened corridor with the armour display room, he spots the body of the 
zombie he shot earlier and it too reanimates as a Crimson Head, so he quickly re-enters the 
dusty passage where he first met Richard and Rebecca. A lone zombie now occupies this space 
with its back to him and he quickly shoots it in the head, then douses the body in kerosene and 
sets it alight. After watching the zombie cook, he explores the back of the passageway and finds 
the entrance door to the attic with an emblem of a shield carved into the lock. A bloodied 
handprint is on the wall and cobwebs are everywhere. A small passage runs down to the left 
and an old rug has been thrown down to muffle the incredibly creaky floorboards underfoot. 
An electric light flickers on and off by the only door. Inside is a darkened room with an oak 
table in the centre covered with plates, glasses and paperwork all laid out haphazardly. He uses 
his lighter to ignite a candlestick and the room sparkles in a soothing orange glow. Pots and 
pans hang from a rack on the wall and old oak cabinets and shelves are full of wine glasses. A 
closer inspection reveals a cupboard full of ornamental plates concealing a hidden alcove. A 
zombie has been trapped behind here and Chris is only too happy to put it out of its misery. 
Searching the cupboards back here reveals more sheet music used to complement those he 
found downstairs in the bar so he takes it with him to give to Rebecca. 
 
Jill meanwhile has returned to the mansion having  
successfully installed the second death mask inside  
the crypt in the garden. Now back on the upper  
floor of the main hall, she decides to explore  
some of the doors she hasn’t yet tried and soon  
finds herself on the outside east-wing terrace. Near  
the door is a decorative glass table and chair  
situated next to a hanging lamp. She looks down  
below and can see the fog hugging the ground and  
the wavy grass shimmering in the wind. Through  
the mist she can see a dense copse of trees  
surrounding the thicket of bushes and  
undergrowth. The whole spectacle is incredibly foreboding. Further down the terrace she finds 
Barry who suddenly whirls around and almost blows her head off. He is in shock and when she 
asks what he is doing out here, he indicates a gruesome discovery he has made. Bravo Team 
member Forest Speyer is slumped on a chair. He has been dead for some time and his body is 
covered with deep lacerations. His right eye is missing and the areas around his lips have been 
eaten away. Jill is aghast and Barry is determined to find out what killed him. He asks Jill to 
continue investigating other areas whilst he takes a closer look at the body. As she turns to 
leave, he hands her Forest’s grenade launcher. He won’t be needing it any more. 
 
Meanwhile, Chris has spent a few moments with Richard in the downstairs infirmary. He is still 
unconscious and sleeping soundly but the serum seems to have counteracted the effects of the 
Yawn’s bite wound and the swelling across his arm has greatly reduced. From there he revisits 
the greenhouse and successfully uses the garden chemicals to poison the water supply and kill 
the pulsating plant within, causing its vines to shrivel up and wither. Once dead he is able to 
step round them and retrieve the death mask with no eyes from a large silver shield on the 
back wall. In the darkened corridor outside the greenhouse, he notices the black silhouette of a 
zombie projected onto the white wall from the moonlight outside. It bangs on the fragile glass 
and eventually smashes its way inside, together with another of its kin. However they both fall 
clumsily to the floor and Chris is able to get past before they can rise to their feet and attack. 
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He returns to the bar where Rebecca has sufficiently refreshed her piano playing skills, 
stopping to burn the body of the zombie in the corridor outside. Rebecca looks up and grins, 
believing she has perfected Moonlight Sonata. Chris comes over to watch as she plays a much-
improved rendition, enough to trigger the release mechanism on a secret door that opens up 
on the side of the wall near to the bar. This is the exact same trick that she had encountered in 
the training facility with Billy the previous evening and she warns Chris to be careful as he goes 
over to look. He steps inside a small room with a glass window that looks out onto the 
greenhouse on the other side. A green statue of a woman holding a golden shield emblem is 
placed at the back of the room and on the floor is an extract from George Trevor’s diary dating 
back to November 1967. The contents reveal that Trevor was detained by Spencer during a 
stay at the estate and was trying to kill him because he was the only other person who knew the 
secrets of the mansion. It also mentions something about booby traps, tiger eyes and a gold 
emblem but unfortunately the remaining pages of the diary are missing. After a moment’s 
hesitation, Chris carefully removes the gold emblem from the statue only for the door behind 
him to close up and trap him inside. Trying not to panic, he replaces the emblem and is 
relieved when the door opens again. He needs to replace the shield emblem with something of 
equal size and suddenly remembers its wooden counterpart above the mantelpiece in the 
dining room. Rebecca is relieved when he emerges from the hidden room and he steps past 
her to head back to the dining room and returns minutes later carrying the old wooden shield 
with Greek lettering. He steps back into the hidden room and takes the gold emblem and 
replaces it with its wooden counterpart. This does the trick and the door remains open. With 
his new prize, Chris returns to the dining room whilst Rebecca heads back to the infirmary to 
check on Richard. 
 
Chris places the golden shield in the slot above the  
fireplace and is rewarded when a hidden  
mechanism opens up inside the grandfather clock  
revealing the internal cogs inside that can  
manipulate the time displayed. An inscription  
written here reads; ‘When the two have run each  
other through, the path to your destiny will open.’  
On the clock face the number 12 has been  
replaced by a picture of a helmet, 3 with a shield, 6  
with a breastplate and 9 with a sword. This puzzle  
is clearly related to the painting on the wall next to  
the clock of the two knights killing each other.  
Chris studies it for a few moments and soon works out the correct time should be 6 o’clock. 
Setting the clock hands to this time causes the pendulum to begin chiming and the clock to 
slide to one side revealing yet another hidden compartment on the wall. Inside is the shield key 
which he knows will unlock the attic up on the second floor. He pockets the key just as a huge 
crack of thunder reverberates around the estate. Quickly he heads back towards the infirmary 
to see Rebecca and Richard. 
 
They are both still present and she assures him Richard will be absolutely fine with just a little 
more time. She asks Chris if he wants his wounds looked at but he is okay for now although he 
is glad he can count on her should anything happen. They are very short on medical supplies 
so she warns him to be careful.  He leaves them once again and heads upstairs for the attic. 
The zombie he’d shot earlier is now trying to drag itself up the stairs, trailing its ruined legs 
behind it so this time he shoots it in the back of the head. At the top of the stairs is the corpse 
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of another zombie indicating that someone else has passed through here recently. But he is out 
of kerosene and is forced to leave the body intact. 
 
He eventually makes it to the attic having managed to avoid the Crimson Heads patrolling the 
outer corridor. He uses the shield key to unlock the door and steps inside. A single electric 
bulb near the door briefly illuminates the darkened room which is full of old clutter and 
numerous thick cobwebs covering the rafters. Moonlight pours in from several windows and 
illuminates great swirls of dust permeating the air. Shelves on the wall contain an assortment of 
old glass jars and cardboard boxes but nothing of any interest. Thick oak beams run across the 
ceiling and a wooden pillar stands in the  
centre of the room next to a rusted barrel  
covered in more cobwebs. Suddenly, a large  
shape drops effortlessly into the room to  
confront Chris from a crack in the wall.  
This is the Yawn; the same snake that  
attacked Richard and Rebecca earlier. Its  
huge jaws open and it lunges forward,  
forcing Chris to jump back. It rears up to  
strike and slides around the pillar so he runs  
around the opposite side. He spots a large  
hole in the wall the snake must be using to move around the house and lying on the floor is 
another death mask so he quickly scoops it up. The Yawn is coiling itself around the pillar and 
will have him trapped in a matter of seconds so he quickly makes a run for it. The snake lunges 
and Chris feels a moment of burning pain as its sharp talons tear through the skin on his arm. 
Quickly he makes it to the door without looking back. But outside his relief turns to panic 
when his vision fades and he collapses against the wall, suddenly feeling very dizzy. He realises 
he has been poisoned and is only faintly aware of Rebecca walking into the room just moments 
later. He mumbles that he has been poisoned and is rapidly losing consciousness. Rebecca 
immediately heads back to the infirmary to get more of the serum. 
 
She crosses back over the upper main hall and  
into the west wing staircase where the body of the  
zombie Jill shot earlier reanimates and chases  
after her as a Crimson Head. This forces her to  
take an alternative route back up via the dining  
room and lower main hall once she recovers the  
serum from the infirmary. When she gets back to  
Chris he is still slumped semi-conscious by the  
wall. She injects the serum into his arm and after  
a few moments he begins to come round. Aside  
from a splitting headache he seems to be okay  
though Rebecca warns him to not do anything she wouldn’t do and is just pleased she was able 
to find him in time. He inspects the prize he nearly died for which is a death mask without a 
nose. With two now in his possession, he decides to return to the crypt and attach them into 
place. 
 
In the garden outside, a zombie he shot earlier has reanimated as a Crimson Head and runs 
amongst the broken tombstones. Chris cautiously moves forward amidst the swirling fog and is 
able to kill it with an excellently placed headshot. He moves down the stone steps of the crypt 
and at the bottom discovers that two of the death masks have already been fitted into place. 
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Looks like Jill, Barry or Wesker has the same idea as him. He quickly slots the final two into 
position and the two chains supporting the casket finally give way and it crashes to the floor 
with the lid coming off. A decomposed body of a man with a beard is inside. Suddenly, a 
portcullis crashes down and blocks the only exit as the corpse suddenly rises up out of the 
coffin. This is the Crimson Head Prototype 1; the first specimen where the mutant V-Act strain 
of the t-Virus was detected. Its hands are still bound in chains and it runs at Chris, craving his 
blood. His Samurai Edge has little effect and he ducks out of the way as the creature swipes 
with its extended talons. He fires several more times into its back and the elder roars in 
frustration. After ducking another attack, Chris finally fires between its eyes to put it down for 
good. Relieved, he walks over to the casket and notices a button inside. Pressing it raises the 
portcullis that blocks the exit. Also in the casket is a hexagonal stone and metal object that 
looks not unlike an Umbrella symbol with the Spencer family emblem in the middle. Chris 
takes it with him and leaves the crypt for hopefully the last time. 
 
As he is about to re-enter the mansion, he notices a gate in the fence has been unlocked and 
another secret room opened that leads into the art gallery. He wanders through and finds 
himself surrounded with pictures cast into coloured stained glass windows. Several crows perch 
on a railing overhead and watch him closely as he moves through the room. The door on the 
other side takes him back into the corridor where the back door of the mansion is located. 
Hanging on the dull, green wallpaper is a picture in a frame that has been half-burned. Going 
through the door leads back outside onto a small path overgrown with weeds and ivy. 
Moonlight stabs through gaps in the trees, creating ominous shadows everywhere. At the end of 
the path is a door with a hollow for an emblem to be placed. An inscription reads; ‘The defiler 
of the accursed coffin.’ This prompts Chris to insert the stone and metal object he recovered 
from the Crimson Head Elder’s tomb and he is rewarded with the satisfying sound of the lock 
releasing. 
 
Meanwhile, back in the infirmary, Richard regains consciousness. After Rebecca brings him up 
to speed, they agree to split up and search for the others. 
 
Chris now finds himself in a tool shed full of gardening supplies and implements. A set of 
wooden doors directly ahead leads further into the garden. A small set of stairs to the right near 
a shelf full of assorted plant pots and an old tool box ends at another door, and so he elects to 
go this way. He is now back outside and a muddy gravel track runs down alongside a wooden 
picket fence entangled with overgrown weeds and grass that shimmers in the wind. Large trees 
smother the area, some of which are long dead and have lost all their leaves. A wooden sign 
post points to four differing directions reading ‘North: Valley of Destruction, South: Cave of 
Hatred, East: Summit of Madness, West: Path of Revenge.’ 
 
Further down he passes a spinning red weathervane  
and to the left is the jagged gradient of an exposed  
cliff with a small waterfall running down. The  
mansion is still visible in the darkness behind him  
with several of the upstairs lights still on. The steps  
continue on down beyond another old signpost  
when Chris picks up a garbled transmission from  
Wesker over the radio. The message is broken but  
it is a warning to stay away from the woods outside  
the mansion due to a lurking monster in chains.  
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The transmission is lost shortly afterwards. He continues on, passing a blue weathervane and 
reaching a locked gate at the bottom flanked by two Cerberus statues; the guardians to the gates 
of the underworld. To the right of the gate is a plaque bearing an inscription; ‘The gate will 
open when the guard dog’s desires are fulfilled.’ The statue on the right has red eyes and reads 
‘The War Cry of Revenge.’ Its opposite number has blue eyes and reads ‘The Last Gasps of 
Destruction.’ This puzzle is linked to the corresponding weathervanes and setting the red one 
to the west and the blue to the north causes the two statues to turn away from each other and 
release the lock on the gate. 
 
Meanwhile, down in the depths of the  
laboratories beneath the estate, Wesker sits  
in a dimly lit control room and watches a  
live feed of events playing out in the  
mansion above him. Cameras are set up  
and recording various rooms of the Arklay  
facility including the main mansion  
building, the Guardhouse, and the lab itself.  
He has spent the last hour or so watching 
Chris, Jill and Barry pit their combat 
training against the t-Virus infectants and seen surviving Bravo Team members Richard and 
Rebecca enter the fray. He plans to soon release the MA-121 Hunters to make things even 
more interesting. He allows himself a wry smile when he spots Jill about to enter the attic on 
the second floor and punches up the image on the main viewer where he knows The Yawn will 
be lurking. 
 
Jill steps into the darkened attic full of dust  
and old cobwebs. The floorboards creak and  
groan and it doesn’t look like anyone has  
been inside for a while. Suddenly, The Yawn  
drops down from its hiding place in the  
rafters, opening its mouth and rearing up to  
strike. Jill slowly backs away when Richard  
Aiken enters the room, his arm now  
bandaged up and brandishing his pump  
action assault shotgun. He takes aim at the  
snake and calls this payback time. They  
move apart so the Yawn can only attack them one at a time. After a sustained volley of fire 
from both S.T.A.R.S. members, the overgrown reptile eventually collapses motionless to the 
floor. Jill thanks Richard for his help and he simply nods. They have a lot to talk about. 
 
Meanwhile Chris has continued on through the land surrounding the estate, passing through a 
graveyard where many tombs are in a state of disrepair and hidden amongst the weeds and long 
grass. Several crows watch him closely as he runs down the path towards the next gate. In the 
thicket of the trees he is put on guard by a ghostly moan somewhere up ahead and the rattling 
of chains. A dense layer of fog covers the ground, the trail soon becomes lost completely in the 
overgrown foliage and the trees around close in to create a very foreboding atmosphere. The 
rickety wooden fence is still visible and he follows it through the woods for some time until he 
comes across an isolated cabin. It stands alone in the darkness with a single electric bulb 
shining above the door. The full moon glistens in the night sky behind. The door is unlocked 
so he steps inside. 
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The interior is full of cobwebs with tools and gardening equipment everywhere. There is a sack 
of pumpkins on the floor and bunches of onions hanging from hooks on the wall. A large fire 
burns in the main room and random bits of junk such as cardboard boxes and petrol cans are 
strewn everywhere. A number of stained  
bandages hang down from a crude washing  
line and at the back of the cabin is a  
bedroom. Underneath a burning oil lamp  
he spots a fragment of a picture showing a  
man, woman and a small child alongside a  
journal with illegible writing. The very back  
of the cabin has a small passage ending at a  
boarded up trapdoor and lying on top is a  
crank which he takes with him. Suddenly  
he hears the sound of the cabin door  
opening and closing so he quickly heads back to investigate. This place is now the domain of 
Lisa Trevor; the unfortunate soul who has been subject to numerous horrific experiments 
involving the Progenitor Virus dating back over 30 years. Her body has been left horribly 
mutated and her mental state has completely diminished. Despite numerous attempts, no one 
has been able to kill her and she was eventually bound in shackles and left to roam the 
restricted tunnels underground. Sometime following the accident she has evidently found her 
way back up to the surface. Seeing her now, Chris backs away in shock before Lisa’s sinewy 
hands and wooden stock come crashing down on his head, knocking him unconscious by the 
fire. But because Chris is male, Lisa leaves him be and has no intention of ripping off his face 
because he is not her mom. 
 
Meanwhile, Jill split up from Richard and returns to the graveyard crypt only to discover that 
someone has inserted the final two death masks and the coffin that was earlier suspended via 
chains is now lying open on the floor, and the body it was housing now lies bullet-riddled 
nearby. She returns to the back door of the mansion and finds the stone and metal object 
needed to unlock the garden door had been attached also. This means Chris or one of the 
others is still ahead of her. With renewed vigour, she passes through the tool shed and through 
the double doors directly ahead to emerge in the upper courtyard of the main garden.  
 
Although overgrown and unkempt, the courtyard  
is serenely beautiful in the night air with ivy  
covering the walls, a stone gazebo and moss- 
covered flagstones. Three Cerberus lurk out here  
and she is forced to utilise Forest’s grenade  
launcher to get rid of them. A tunnel to the left  
runs down to a small elevator but it is currently  
out of power and the car is at the lower level.  
Straight ahead past the gazebo is a set of iron  
gates. On the other side she finds her way ahead  
blocked by a pool of murky, brown water and the  
path on the other side snakes to the left and over  
a bridge. There is a mechanism to open the  
floodgate and drain the pool but she has no  
crank to activate it. Frustrated, Jill decides to lower himself into the dirty, cold water and swim 
over to the other side where the path over the bridge ends at another elevator. This one is 
operational and she is able to ride down to the lower courtyard. This area is even more 
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beautiful than the one above with an amazing array of plant life and foliage complimenting the 
rustic aesthetic of the weathered stone architecture. Several infected crows lurk in the trees and 
she has to be careful not to startle them. A passage leads down beneath the bridge and ends at 
a ladder leading down underground. Alternatively a gate straight ahead leads towards the 
Guardhouse and workers dormitories so she decides to head this way. 
 
The Guardhouse is eerily quiet inside, with no sign of the Web Spinners that were earlier 
harassing Richard and Rebecca several hours ago now. Her footsteps creak loudly on the 
floorboards and throw up great clumps of dust. Up above the wooden beams and rafters are 
encrusted in cobwebs. Tools and boxes lay scattered near to a rack of blue herbs and a can of 
empty pesticide spray. An unlocked door on the right hand side leads into a storeroom with 
shelves for old buckets and some freshly cut rope. Another can of kerosene has been left here 
for the workers to dispose of infected bodies. Back in the passage outside, a door opposite is 
marked ‘001’ but is locked. There is a turn to the right in the corridor where several crates are 
stacked next to some holes in the floorboards. Alternatively continuing straight ahead a set of 
double doors lead into the rec room.  
 
Inside she gets a shock when a Web-Spinner crawls  
down the back wall behind her and she turns and  
fries it with the grenade launcher just in time. This  
room is decorated with several posters on the walls  
as well as having a dartboard, record player and  
some speakers. A partially acid-burned leather  
jacket hangs on a coat stand and at the back of the  
room is a wine rack full of cheap vintages. A  
partition leading down to the bar area is decorated  
with ornamental plates. Round the corner some  
steps lead up to a small room with a pool table and  
another dartboard. Directly underneath is the main  
bar area. A poster on the wall here advertises an  
arm wrestling competition with the winner being named honorary R.P.D. Chief of Police for a 
day. The bar has several tables and chairs dotted around and discarded bottles and glasses all 
over the counter. Several empty kegs are stacked up in the corner and someone has left behind 
a red book behind entitled ‘Bandage of Blood’ yet curiously all the pages inside are blank. 
 
Jill returns to the corridor and tries the offshoot in the passage only to get the shock of her life 
when a plant tendril shoots through the hole in the floor and painfully slaps against her leg. She 
is forced to push one of the wooden crates over the hole and climb past to get to the door on 
the other side. She is now in another dust-ridden corridor and can hear the buzzing of wasps 
from somewhere nearby. She passes an old dresser with a bunch of newspaper articles left 
stacked on top and oddly they all seem to contain articles about S.T.A.R.S. Around the corner 
she passes a locked door marked ‘Gallery’ and the next door down is ‘002.’ As she grasps the 
handle to open it, she suddenly picks up voices from within. One of them is definitely Barry, 
the other she cannot make out.  
 
The other voice is Albert Wesker, who has rendezvoused with Barry in this room to discuss 
the night’s progress. Barry is arguing that what Wesker now wants was not part of their original 
deal, but Wesker simply shrugs and says he has his orders. Barry doesn’t see why it is 
necessary for S.T.A.R.S. to be destroyed and wants assurances about his family. Wesker will 
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guarantee their safety as long as Barry plays his cards right. It’s all up to him. Wesker then 
leaves, heading down the ladder behind the wardrobe towards the basement Aqua Ring.  
 
Seconds later, Jill enters the room from the  
corridor outside. Barry looks incredibly anxious  
and surprised to see her. He has to think quickly  
when she says she heard voices in conversation  
and makes a feeble excuse about talking to  
himself which is becoming a bad habit and a  
sure sign that age is starting to take its toll. Jill  
doesn’t seem convinced and he tries to assure  
her he is fine, this creepy estate has just gotten to  
his nerves a little. He decides to head outside for  
some fresh air, hoping to get the chance to kill a  
few monsters along the way to make him feel better. He tells her not to worry and then leaves, 
leaving Jill more than a little confused and suspicious about his increasingly erratic behaviour. 
 
Back in Lisa Trevor’s cabin, Chris slowly regains consciousness to find himself lying in front of 
the roaring fire. He gets to his feet and hears the rattling of chains and Lisa steps into view once 
more. She is horribly disfigured, wearing a strait jacket and her arms and legs are bound in 
shackles. Disturbed, Chris opens fire but his bullets don’t seem to have any effect other than 
causing her to scream once or twice in frustration. She lashes out at him but her movements 
are slow and awkward and he is able to get past her and leave the cabin. Without looking back, 
he runs back down the overgrown path through the woods and past the graveyard, retracing his 
steps all the way back to the potting shed. From there he takes the door on his left and emerges 
into the main courtyard. He just registers the three dead Cerberus on the floor when the radio 
in his pocket begins to beep. It is Brad Vickers. He is still in the vicinity, flying around in the 
helicopter and evidently circling the estate looking for his teammates he earlier abandoned. 
Chris tries to respond but his transmission isn’t getting through. His radio is broken. 
 
At the same time, Jill re-emerges from the Guardhouse, her conversation with Barry having put 
her on edge and changed her mind about exploring the dormitories. She has come outside to 
look for him but once again he is nowhere to be found. In the lower courtyard, she elects to try 
the ladder under the bridge leading down to the old mining tunnels beneath the estate Perhaps 
Barry went this way? But no sooner has Jill disappeared underground when Chris uses the 
crank to raise the floodgate and drain the water pool blocking his way across the garden. The 
released water creates a waterfall washing down to the lower courtyard and concealing the very 
entrance Jill just went down. 
 
With the water drained, Chris climbs down onto the sodden path and proceeds forward, 
climbing up the other side and avoiding several adders that slither out of the undergrowth 
before recalling the elevator that will take him down to the lower courtyard. At the bottom, a 
raging waterfall now flows down from the top level, peppering the flagstones with cold water. 
There is a stone gazebo with another water feature and looking closer he finds a strange, 
transparent creature swimming around inside. He continues forward, heading up the winding, 
uneven path towards the guardhouse. Moths are attracted to the lamps on the cobbled walls 
and several adders lurk in the undergrowth, attracted to the warm, moist environment.  
 
Inside the Guardhouse he searches the storeroom and rec room before climbing over the 
crates and heading into the next corridor. He searches room ‘002’ which is now empty. There 
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is a blood splatter on the interior of the door and a white shirt soaked in blood hanging on peg. 
The adjacent bathroom has water all over the floor from blocked pipes. The bath is full of 
muddy water and the porcelain sink drips from a broken valve. Some shelves contain toilet roll 
and cleaning accessories, and amongst all this he  
finds the residence key for dormitory 001. He  
suddenly hears the sound of the dormitory door  
opening and closing but when he returns outside  
his hopes of finding a teammate are dashed when  
he spots a rotting zombie waiting for him. After  
dispatching it he searches the rest of the  
bedroom, finding a wicker basket full of  
architectural plans and on the bedside table is a  
document marked ‘Plant 42 Report.’ This report  
explains how a t-Virus leak has caused a  
particular plant located at ‘point 42’ to become  
secondarily infected. It feeds on nutrients from a  
destroyed water tank in the basement mixed with  
chemical elements. The plant also shows signs of  
intelligence and has already killed several people. The report is dated 21st May 1998, just over 
two months ago now. Several old newspapers and magazines lie on the bed and someone has 
also vomited blood all over the sheets. A couple of bookshelves line the back wall but contain 
nothing of interest so he decides to return to room 001 and unlock the door. 
 
Inside Room 001 Chris is greeted with the grisly sight of a dead body hanging via a noose tied 
to the rafters. The bed shows signs of use and a full-length lamp bathes the room in a warm 
glow. It is quite cluttered with a rocking chair, bookshelves containing literary and philosophy 
manuscripts, and a writing desk. On the desk is a self-defence miniature pistol containing one 
bullet and a suicide note dated June 22nd and addressed to someone called Linda. The writer 
was one of two researchers who were desperately trying to stay alive and he was later forced to 
shoot his colleague, Robert, and leave his body in the bathroom.  
 
Richard Aiken enters the Guardhouse and moves to room 002. Whilst searching he discovers 
the hidden ladder leading down to the Aqua Ring behind the bookcase. He climbs down to 
explore.  
 
Back in room 001, Chris searches the bathroom and finds Robert’s body on the floor. The 
bath is full of muddy water so he spontaneously decides to pull out the plug and drain it. The 
light above the spinning ceiling fan buzzes and shelves contain rolls of heavily discoloured toilet 
paper. When the water is drained he is surprised to find the Control Room Key at the bottom. 
But as he takes it, Robert suddenly reanimates and drags himself along the floor. Chris 
manages to step around him and head back out of the door.  
 
He spends the next several minutes retracing his steps and looking for the control room when 
he finds an old map of the Guardhouse pinned to the wall near to room 002. The map shows a 
hidden passage inside the 002 dormitory. Pulling the map off the wall exposes a hole in the 
wood and he can see a large beehive in the room beyond. Several enlarged wasps begin to 
crawl through the hole so he quickly retreats into room 002. Here he notices the bookcases 
have been recently moved and someone has just come through here. A hidden ladder is 
revealed so he climbs down to investigate, emerging into a concrete tunnel with dried paint 
peeling off the walls and A644-1 stamped onto the floor. 
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Further on the tunnel turns to the right, passing a door locked from the other side and a large 
pool of water with three crates pushed over, enabling him to walk across to the other side. He 
is now at the entrance to the flooded Aqua Ring and the water rises up to his knees as he 
pushes open the door. He is now waist deep on a submerged viewing gantry of a giant 
aquarium. The huge glass tank has been  
shattered and the lower level is  
completely underwater. He spots  
Richard stood by a railing in the middle  
of the room and looking very agitated.  
Chris begins to walk over to him, failing  
to notice the dark shape approaching  
under the water. This place is the  
domain of the FI-03 Neptune and  
Richard spots it coming. He dashes out  
and heroically pushes Chris out of the  
way as the huge great white shark rises  
up out of the depths to devour him. Its jaws close on Richard and drag him under the water in 
a matter of seconds. Chris desperately searches the water line but the only trace of his team 
mate is a growing pool of red blood. Desperate, Chris takes off down the gantry and sloshes 
through the water as fast as he can. Two smaller sharks prowl the surface and he stops to fire a 
few shots, causing them to spasm violently and swim away. There is a sudden build-up of water 
and it feels like the whole room shakes as the giant Neptune breaks the surface and clamps its 
jaws on the metal gantry Chris was stood on just a second earlier. He struggles on and the 
Neptune eventually releases its grip and sinks back beneath the surface. He soon reaches the 
steps leading out of the water and fumbles for the key to get inside the control room. 
 
He is now on the upper platform and climbs  
down a ladder to the main control room  
where a red light flashes to indicate the  
ongoing emergency situation. There are two  
large observation windows looking out into  
the flooded area and every now and then the  
Neptune can be seen swimming past. The  
water drainage system is displaying an error  
message and on a table at the back of the  
room a notice has been scribbled onto a  
white board; ‘Caution! In case of a drop in  
oil pressure control, open valve #1.’ The pressure regulator has three valves hidden around the 
corner and opposite is the exit door, currently inaccessible due to the pressure and volume of 
water on the other side. Chris begins to reset the system and lower the emergency bulkheads 
when the Neptune suddenly crashes against the glass of the windows, causing spider-web cracks 
to appear and an alarm to sound. An unknown source of pressure has been detected and all 
doors are automatically locked to achieve maximum safety. Trying to stay calm, Chris restores 
the oil pressure and releases the safety before trying the drainage system again. This time it 
works, the shutters are lowered and all the water is drained from the Aqua Ring completely. 
The blinking red light is replaced with a solid green and the exit door unlocks. 
 
The back door leads to the armoury which has been completely destroyed thanks to the 
flooding. Diving suits and nets are sprawled everywhere next to collapsed shelving units and 
materials labelled ‘Dynamite’ are all soaked beyond use. A set of double doors take him into 
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the lower part of the Aqua Ring which was formerly a control room until the flooding had 
completely decimated all of the equipment inside. Glass shards cover the floor and overturned 
chairs and ruined computer monitors are covered in bite marks. There is no trace of Richard’s 
body anywhere but Chris does find his assault shotgun on the floor which he takes with him. 
Further on, some steps lead down to a lower area where a small pool of water still remains. 
The Neptune is here, half submerged and unmoving. He carefully moves past its immobile 
form and climbs up a gantry on the other side. The electric generator and water flow control 
system are located here, as is a box of keys. As Chris reaches for it, the shark suddenly lunges 
and thrashes in the water. It was playing dead all along and now the box of keys falls into the 
water. Thinking quickly, Chris kicks the generator into the water and reactivates the power. 
Current flows through the water and fries the shark, killing it for good and soon the power unit 
overloads and shorts out. When safe to do so, Chris jumps down and retrieves the gallery key 
from the box on the floor. He moves out into a small corridor where boxes and materials have 
crashed down on top of each other after the water was drained. Further down is a ladder and 
the three crates he used to cross over the water earlier. The ladder takes him back up and he 
unlocks the door to find himself back in the concrete corridor by the main entrance to the 
Aqua Ring. 
 
He returns to the main Guardhouse and unlocks  
the door leading into the Gallery. It is quite  
beautiful inside with wooden display cabinets  
lining the walls and framed award certificates.  
Backlit shelves contain decorative beakers, test  
tubes and other scientific apparatus. A table sits  
in the middle of the room cordoned off with  
rope and displays an assortment of antique lab  
equipment. There is a room for storing  
chemicals nearby but the door is locked and  
requires a 4-digit passcode to unlock. On the  
opposite side is a set of double doors blocked  
from the opposite side and a door to dormitory  
003. As he gets closer he is accosted by several  
wasps and realises this must be the room where he saw the beehive earlier. An offshoot passage 
reveals a dead researcher sat against the wall dressed in a bloodied lab coat. He has a look of 
absolute anguish on his face and holds a bug repellent spray. Chris takes the spray but cannot 
get anywhere near the hive because of the wasps. Instead he retreats back to the corridor and 
sprays through the hole in the wall where he found the map. This seems to do the trick and 
soon all the wasps collapse down to the floor. Now clear, he returns to the Gallery and inspects 
the ruined hive, noticing the key for 003 on a table beneath the nest. After collecting it he is 
ready to search the final dormitory. 
 
Inside, a lamp hangs by the door near to a framed picture of a mansion towering over a forest. 
The bathroom reveals that the roots of a giant plant have invaded most of the room and the 
roots have wrapped round the toilet bowl and sink. There are cleaning products on the shelf 
and all of them are manufactured by Umbrella. Back in the main room there is an old-
fashioned, high quality bed but the giant plant is crushing the wall behind and a swarm of angry 
moths surround it. A window looks out into the darkness outside but the view is blocked by a 
dense thicket of trees. Next to a wastebasket full of roadmaps is a bookcase and a random 
white book is sandwiched between six red ones. Chris flicks through and find it is a scientific 
journal entitled ‘Organic Chemistry Lab Experiment’ describing a special chemical known as 
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V-Jolt to weaken any plant infected with the Tyrant Virus and how to create it. The space left 
between the red books catches his attention. They are all entitled ‘Bandage of Blood’ and each 
spine makes up part of a picture of a nude woman and the books need to be rearranged to 
form the full picture. He takes a few minutes to quickly return to the rec room and retrieve the 
missing book. Once they are in the correct order, a hidden mechanism causes the bookshelf to 
slide to one side and reveal a hidden door. Chambering his weapon, Chris steps through and 
enters an empty state room. He barely registers the organic plant-growth covering most of the 
wooden furnishings before he is grasped by a large tendril from somewhere up above. Plant 42 
has him and he tries in vain to struggle free. For reasons unknown, Plant 42 does not try to 
consume him and simply holds him in place, preparing to slowly drain all the blood from his 
body. 
 
Meanwhile, a little earlier Rebecca Chambers  
had entered the Guardhouse having come  
down from the mansion. She had explored  
the rec room where she had been intrigued  
by three coloured lamps projecting an eye  
with differing numbers of eye brows. The  
colours matched those of the pool balls and  
left her with the number 3, 5, 6 and she’d just  
used them to crack the code for the chemical  
storage room in the gallery when she heard  
Chris screaming. She bursts into the  
stateroom and spots him caught in the huge grasp of Plant 42. She screams his name and Chris 
yells that the plant roots are in the basement. He manages to squirm one of his arms free long 
enough to toss her the file on how to create the V-Jolt. He needs her to make up the chemical 
and use it on the roots as soon as possible. 
 
Quickly, Rebecca returns to the chemical room and uses the file and some equations written 
on the walls in chalk to quickly make up the V-Jolt. She then heads down to the basement and 
into the Aqua Ring via the armoury and control room. On the upper viewing platform she 
finds the pulsing roots of Plant 42 inside the Guard Room where the control system for the 
water tank is housed. She throws the corrosive chemical all over the root system of the plant 
and they immediately begin to shrivel and retract. Moving as fast as she can, Rebecca starts to 
make her way back upstairs. 
 
With the life slowly being squeezed out of him, Chris is surprised when Plant 42 suddenly 
releases its grip and he falls to the floor. The tendrils retreat as if in distress before reaching out 
again seconds later. Chris runs around the room trying to avoid them whilst concentrating his 
firepower on the central bulb until the plant eventually withers and dies. There is not much to 
search in the room other than a few chairs and the fireplace with a couple of candlesticks as all 
the walls are covered in plant roots. But lying in the grate of the unlit fire is the final mansion 
key, carved with a symbol of a helmet. Satisfied, Chris leaves the room. 
 
Back in the Gallery, he runs into Rebecca who is so pleased he is still okay. He thanks her for 
the help but informs her of Richard’s demise. She tries to remain composed but it is easy to 
see she is struggling and Chris tries to blame himself. Rebecca changes the subject and says she 
will return to the chemical storage room and try to come up with something useful to help 
them. He gives her a minute before following to make sure she is okay. He finds her inside the 
small room going over the numerous chemicals stored neatly on the shelves. There are plenty 
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of medical supplies in here and she can treat any superficial wounds he might have. But once 
he is patched up, Rebecca cannot hold her grief any longer and breaks down. Chris gently tries 
to reassure her and tells her to be strong. He decides just to leave her be for now and she will 
be safe in here. 
 
He leaves the Gallery and moves back out into  
the corridor, ready to plan his next move when  
he hears gunfire coming from round the  
corner. It is Captain Wesker, firing at several  
enlarged wasps. Wesker is as calm and  
unreadable as ever, and feigns surprise that  
Chris is still alive. Chris asks about Jill and  
Wesker lies by suggesting they got separated  
whilst they were looking around. He advises  
that they need to get a better grip on the  
situation at hand as this is unlike any other  
operation they’ve conducted before. He notes there are still plenty of locked doors in the main 
mansion building and asks Chris to check them out while he continues his investigation here. 
Chris acknowledges and Wesker leaves, heading for the Gallery. 
 
Wesker has already secretly released the MA-121 Hunters from their storage pens and they 
now roam the mansion and surrounding areas. It is time for phase 2 of combat data collection. 
 
As he leaves the Guardhouse and sets off down the garden path, Chris picks up another radio 
transmission from Brad Vickers. Brad asks anyone who picks up this message to somehow 
send him a visual sign if they are unable to answer. Chris tries to respond but gets no answer. 
He continues on through the lower and upper courtyard and returns to the tool shed where he 
is surprised to find a box of shotgun shells and some medical spray on the floor. There is also a 
recent note pinned to the door. ‘Use this to protect yourself from that monster in chains that 
can’t be hurt by guns. I also fixed the doorknob so you can get away. – Wesker.’ Grateful for 
the assistance, Chris scoops up the items and continues onward.  
 
When he arrives back inside the mansion, he is just passing the picture puzzle room when he 
hears the back door opening behind him. At first he believes it may be Rebecca, but it is in fact 
an MA-121 Hunter Alpha B.O.W., Umbrella’s premier new product. It attacks with razor 
sharp claws and sends Chris spinning to the floor. He barely manages to get away and escapes 
through the nearest door. Shaken up, Chris steels his nerves and prepares to search for the 
locked rooms requiring the Helmet Key. 
 
Whilst Chris had been in the Guardhouse and beyond, Jill has been exploring the 
underground mining tunnels. The air down here is warm and moist, with large puddles 
formulating on the uneven floor and water dripping down the walls and ceiling. There are a few 
doors and the foundations are held up by generations-old wooden beams marking a system of 
mining tunnels that were here long before the mansion was ever built. A little further down the 
path splits and up some makeshift steps to the right the passage ends at a dead end thanks to a 
large, wedged boulder with dried bloodstains beneath it. On the opposite side is another door 
leading into a larger room with a big chasm in the middle. It is an elevator shaft and inside a 
nearby alcove she finds the machinery and generator to operate it. An exposed bit holds part of 
a cylinder shaft with some symbols carved on the side but the second half of the unit is missing. 
She’ll need to find it if she wants to power up the elevator. 
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Another door in here leads into a darkened cavern. More pipes and wiring run across the 
ceiling and water seeps through cracks in the rocks above. The relentless dripping echoes down 
the tunnel and she is put on her guard when she suddenly hears a voice in the gloom. It is 
Enrico Marini, and he recognises Jill’s  
movements instantly. She runs over to him  
but he holds out his hand to stop her and  
appears very wary. He wants to know if she is  
with anyone else and she notices he has a  
bad wound on his leg and cannot move. She  
confirms she is on her own and this seems to  
make him relax slightly. He discloses that the  
S.T.A.R.S. are finished and that he  
discovered information that one team  
member is a traitor. Umbrella have set them  
up and lured them all here. As he talks, Wesker sneaks up on them both and hides around the 
corner. Taking aim, he fires a single precision shot hitting Enrico in the heart and killing him 
instantly. Wesker then takes off, disappearing further into the tunnel system. Jill is in shock and 
bends down to inspect Enrico’s body, wondering who the traitor could be. Whoever killed him 
was definitely a professional. He holds a hexagonal-shaped crank and she gently takes it off him 
before checking her weapon and preparing to hunt down his killer. 
 
She heads back through the elevator room and back into the passage beyond. There are two 
Hunters in here now and she has to use the grenade launcher to get rid of them. Through the 
door she ignores the ladder leading back up to the surface and follows the passage round. The 
way ahead is blocked by another chasm and she has to use the hex crank to rotate the wall so 
the ceiling becomes the floor and she can get by. A door at the end takes her into another 
cavern and some metal hooks are fixed to the wall where a flamethrower is normally kept but 
there is no sign of it at the moment. She begins to move down the right hand side of the tunnel 
when suddenly further down another huge boulder becomes dislodged and comes rolling right 
towards her. Jill expertly dives back into the alcove by the doorway as the boulder rumbles 
harmlessly past and smashes into the wall on the other side. When the dust settles she notices 
the smashed wall has a set of double doors on the other side. 
 
The doors lead into a room full of crates and  
barrels that has been converted into a massive  
spider’s nest. There is webbing everywhere and  
human remains can be spotted in cocoons  
hanging down from the ceiling. Jill reels in  
shock when the biggest arachnid she has ever  
seen suddenly emerges from its slumber and  
climbs down to meet her. This is the Black  
Tiger; a disposed of Web-Spinner that has  
become secondarily infected and gained back its  
ability to make webs. Jill immediately opens fire  
with her grenade launcher. Several smaller  
Web-Spinners also emerge but the Black Tiger is easily distinguishable due to its larger size 
and black markings all over its body. It spits a corrosive fluid at Jill which sizzles on the floor 
next to her feet and it constantly raises its two front legs for protection and exposes razor sharp 
fangs. After a tense battle, eventually one of Jill’s grenades destroys the sac on the spider’s back, 
causing it to flip over and die. Several baby spiders emerge from the ruined sac and she stamps 
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on them in disgust. She then utilises her knife to slash away the thick webbing that blocks the 
exit door. 
 
The next passage has more wooden beams holding up the foundations of the tunnel and 
several dust-crusted light bulbs illuminate the gloom at scattered intervals. The left passage is a 
dead end so the right hand route ends at another door with more mechanical hooks for 
holding a flamethrower. The next grimy tunnel has another hole in the floor so she has to use 
the hex crank three times to move past, almost getting caught out by another boulder booby 
trap in the process. Turning the crank reveals a hidden alcove on the left side with another 
door. Inside is a square-shaped room lit up by gas torches on the wall. Jill has to solve a puzzle 
involving pushing two smiling goddess statues back into slots on the wall. This results in 
opening up a hidden compartment containing the second part of the cylinder shaft mechanism. 
 
SATURDAY JULY 25TH 1998 
At exactly 00:00hrs, the Red Queen AI goes online and takes control of Umbrella’s entire 
global data network. Archived copies of data from every Umbrella facility is downloaded and 
stored within the UMF-013. Within a matter of nanoseconds, Red Queen is past the firewalls 
and has complete control of all systems within the Arklay Labs facility. The AI makes a rapid 
assessment of the situation and immediately revokes Wesker’s employee access privileges to 
the mainframe system. This means he will not be able to download the very data he has spent 
all night acquiring. At this point, Wesker is still unaware of the Red Queen’s existence. 
 
Meanwhile Chris continues to explore the mansion, each area now seemingly infested with 
Hunters and it is clear someone has let them into the house deliberately. He also confirms 
Wesker was true to his word and had fixed the doorknob by the east wing staircase. He is 
attacked by another Hunter in here and is forced to flee upstairs and into an old sitting room 
with an unlit fireplace. A window looks out into the dense, dark forest and there doesn’t appear 
to be any other houses in the area. He lights  
the fire with his lighter and soon the room is  
bathed in a warm, soothing glow. A strange  
relief is carved into the chimney breast with  
strange lines that almost look like a map. A  
door next to a coat stand requires the Helmet  
Key so he duly obliges and steps through into  
a large, almost empty room full of fine  
paintings and portraits on the walls. A  
sculpture of a goddess sits in a relief on the  
far side with another in the middle of the  
room. Upon closer inspection he discovers a false wall with a switch behind it. Pushing it 
causes the wall to retract and almost crush him. He has to slide the two goddess statues into the 
correct position before the walls close back in and this in turn opens up a secret alcove. Amidst 
a chest of drawers with two candles illuminating the gloom, he finds a book on the floor 
entitled; ‘Wolf of the West, Eagle of the East.’ Inside a hole has been carved within the pages 
to conceal an eagle medal. He takes it with him and bends down to inspect a curious hole on 
the floor which enables him to drop down to the lower level. 
 
He is now in a small dark space with mouldy, cracked walls, dried leaves and bits of ivy poking 
through. A single light on the wall barely illuminates an old, weathered headstone. The name 
‘George Trevor’ is carved into it and lying on the floor is a section of his old diary dating back 
to November 1967. Flicking through the pages it appears as though Trevor died on this very 
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spot having been lured into some kind of sick trap. Chris discovers a hidden button on the 
gravestone which causes it to move back and reveal a secret ladder leading downwards. He 
climbs down the rungs and emerges into another damp and dark corridor. The walls are dull 
and grey down here, flecked with grime and dirt. Pipes run down and steam emits from a leak 
somewhere in the ceiling. A Web-Spinner sits perfectly still on the wall directly ahead and he 
has to fire off two shots to kill it. Further down the corridor turns to the right by some old 
boxes and he is soon forced to kill another lurking spider. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
He soon comes to a junction, with the right hand side ending at a dead end full of cardboard 
boxes, and inside one is the discarded shell of a moulted spider.  He doubles back and tries 
the opposite side, the overhead lights occasionally flickering on and off ominously. A door at 
the far end takes him into a similar looking corridor, although this one has about an inch of 
water on the ground and cockroaches and other insects scurry along the walls. Water drips 
down from leaky piping up above and turning right he spots the silhouette of a zombie in the 
distance. Taking a moment, he quickly steps forward and blasts its head off with the assault 
shotgun. Further down the water underfoot soon gets deeper and he finds a fuse box where the 
switches have tripped. He restores the power and doubles back where a door at the end of the 
corridor unlocks from this side and takes him back into the kitchen. 
 
Now he has reactivated the switchboard, he can  
ride the elevator up to the second floor and he  
emerges into a darkened corridor with oak  
flooring. Gas torches line the walls and cast more  
flickering shadows. A set of double doors leads  
into the library but the doorknob is broken and it  
won’t open. A window opposite looks out onto  
the estate grounds with a moth sat on the  
windowsill and a decorative Asian-scroll with a  
western-style picture hangs on the wall. He also  
finds a small storeroom full of old junk, including  
dust-covered props and an old deer head trophy.  
Rummaging around, he finds some spare  
ammunition and also a battery that will power up  
the courtyard elevator. Back in the corridor he moves past a damaged goddess statue and 
unlocks the door to find himself back in the corridor where he originally found the peridot 
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gold arrowhead. He remembers there is another locked door in the armour key trap room that 
needed the Helmet key so he heads back there, wary of any Crimson Heads still lurking in the 
area. 
 
His destination leads to a rickety old corridor lit only by moonlight struggling to penetrate 
through the dusty windows. Thick cobwebs encrust the wooden beams on the ceiling and an 
old bookcase stands next to a red leather-backed chair. The books are all about philosophy 
and the question of life or death. At that moment, The Yawn crawls along the outside of the 
mansion and into the 3rd floor corridor by smashing in one of the windows and pushing its 
bulk inside to pursue him. Chris backs away, towards the ladder that will drop him down into 
the beautiful, ornate library crammed with bookshelves and glass display cabinets holding 
thousands of dusty old tomes and manuscripts. But the snake reaches him first, causing him to 
fall off the balcony and drop painfully down to the floor below. The Yawn stalks Chris as he 
runs around the bookcases, passing a display cabinet that holds the twin eagle book he needs. 
He fires back as the huge snake squeezes around the shelves and after several shotgun blasts to 
the face, the mighty reptile finally falls and smashes several glass cases. Chris immediately 
heads over to recover the second book and this is one entitled ‘Eagle of the South, Wolf of the 
North.’ Inside he finds a second medal hidden in the pages. This one has an inscription of a 
wolf. Carefully tucking it into his vest, he prepares to leave the library. 
 
Back in the underground tunnels beneath the estate, Jill successfully bypasses several Hunters 
and returns to the elevator room, attaching the completed cylinder shaft into the mechanism 
and inputting the correct code. In response the elevator fires up and she is about to head down 
when Barry suddenly enters the room. They are glad the other is still okay and he confesses he 
heard a strange noise which brought him down here to investigate, but he never expected to 
find a place as expansive as this. He wonders what might be at the bottom of the shaft and Jill 
insists there is only one way to be sure and starts their descent.  
 
When they reach the bottom they find themselves  
in an old mining area and are stood on an artificial  
wooden scaffold. Spotlights light up the walkway  
and sandbags have been left everywhere. Huge  
torrents of water run down the walls and at the  
bottom of a ladder an underground river flows off  
into the distance. The area below is full of boxes  
labelled ‘waste materials’ and there is a trash  
compactor and a background whirring noise  
comes from a nearby generator. Immediately they  
are put on guard by a wailing sound coming from  
somewhere up ahead. Barry is cautious and suggests it could be another person. He asks Jill to 
go and check it out whilst he remains to secure the elevator should they need to ride back up in 
a hurry. 
 
The door takes her into another tunnel with dripping water everywhere. She hears a sound up 
ahead and as the tunnel splits in two she comes across the decayed form of Lisa Trevor 
shuffling towards her. Jill heads down the right side, passing a curious lever on the wall. She 
emerges on the other side past some barrels and wooden crates full of gunpowder, but they are 
all so wet they are of no use any more. A door at the end takes her into another dumping 
ground full of rubbish including sandbags and scaffolding poles. In the opposite corner are 
boxes labelled ‘chemicals’ and at the end of the ridge is a transportation cage for moving 
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materials over and down the river. Out of curiosity she pushes a wooden crate onto the 
transporter and watches as it jerks down the cable over the rushing torrent of the river and out 
of sight. She returns back through the door and finds Lisa still waiting so she heads round the 
opposite side of the cavern this time, finding a door locked with a mechanical hook and 
identical to the one she’d found earlier to hang the flamethrower on. Closer inspection shows 
the hooks are too close to the wall and need retracting somehow. She quickly heads back 
towards the main tunnel where Barry awaits before Lisa catches up with her. But as soon as she 
steps through the door, Barry activates the elevator and returns to the upper level, leaving her 
stranded. She calls out to him but he says nothing and is soon out of sight. Jill can only gaze up 
in the darkness, lost in her own bewilderment and confusion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Back in the mansion, Chris returns to the 2nd floor west wing landing where the stairs lead 
down to the infirmary. Up here is another locked door requiring the helmet key and inside is a 
lavishly decorated lounge with a patterned rug spread out across the room, A stuffed bull’s 
head is mounted on one wall, and a deer’s head on the other directly opposite. There are a few 
pictures present and also some wooden cabinets. In the centre of the room is a table and a 
wicker chair and beneath the soft glow of the lamp are some left-behind papers. It is a memo 
addressed to the chief of security from Umbrella HQ. It is dated July 22nd and reveals that 
S.T.A.R.S. have been purposefully lured to the Arklay estate to fight with the creatures running 
loose as some kind of combat experiment. The recipient is also instructed to gather sample 
specimens and dispose of the ‘Tyrant.’ Finally they are to destroy the entire estate and make it 
look like an accident. As he paces the room to take this all in, a curious stuffed eagle on a 
revolving plinth follows him with its gaze, as if there is some kind of motion sensor inside. By 
flicking off the light switch he notices an eye in each of the mounted animal trophies are 
glinting. But when he tries to take the red jewel from the deer’s eye the hawk camera locks in 
place and he cannot get it out. Frustrated, he turns to prise out the yellow jewel from the bull 
opposite, and although the hawk follows him he manages to get there first and the jewel pops 
free without any problems. He does the same to retrieve the red jewel and realises the hawk is 
some kind of elaborate security mechanism. 
 
Chris returns downstairs, passing the infirmary and having a close encounter with two Hunters 
who smash their way in through the windows. Opposite the animal keeper’s quarters, he heads 
into the room opposite where the tiger statue awaits and remembers the inscription: ‘A tiger 
glowing with blue and yellow light.’ He slots in the yellow jewel and the statue rotates to the 
right, revealing a hidden MO system disc made by a company called ‘Parasol.’ The red jewel 
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could fit in the other tiger’s eye but there is no mention of this colour in the inscription so he 
decides against it, fearing a trap. Passing back through the dining room where the fire still burns 
and the grandfather clock still ticks, he returns to the main hall and locates the final door 
requiring the helmet key as another loud rumble of thunder passes over the house. 
 
He is now in a display gallery with floral designs like  
a sun dial and an elaborately fashioned globe set  
into a marble sculpture. Each wall is decorated with  
full-length designs of women and an antique  
telescope is on display. The wall opposite has a jar  
with a pickled internal organ inside. Next to a  
golden candlestick is another fragment of George  
Trevor’s diary. This small extract mentions him  
hiding in a hidden room behind a painting of the  
mansion in the back of the art room. Not even  
Spencer knows about it. Behind the display shelf is  
a small passage that ends at a door. On the other  
side is an empty room devoid of any furniture other  
than a wooden cabinet on the left wall. A full-length mirror covers the front room with red 
curtains tied back. The back wall has curtains draped across the full length. A search of the 
cabinet reveals a locked jewellery box with a small hole in the front that just so happens to fit 
the red jewel he earlier collected from the lounge upstairs. Slotting it into place causes several 
metal shards to fall off the top. Bemused, he soon realises they need putting back in place 
before the box unlocks. When solved the lid unclasps and inside he finds a broach of the 
Spencer emblem that when touched extends into a key. This key matches the emblem on the 
door opposite the art gallery in the east wing. This will be his next destination. 
 
Jill meanwhile has finally found a way to escape  
the underground mining area. After Barry had  
left her, she’d searched down by the trash  
compactor and found a broken flamethrower  
inside the cargo crate she’d earlier sent down  
on the transporter. Returning to the tunnels  
where Lisa stalked, she pulled a lever to activate  
the mechanical hooks and slotted the  
flamethrower in place to unlock the door. She  
now finds herself in a drainage ditch and after  
passing through an open gate, emerges into a  
large chamber lit entirely by candlelight. An old  
fireplace is against the back wall, unlit but  
showing signs of use. There is also a cabinet  
with a huge collection of dolls that are faded  
and worn and a table in the centre with more beat-up dolls and used candles. Old wooden 
chairs have been stacked one on top of the other like a crude art piece and looking closer Jill 
notices the desk has been set out as a dinner table with teeth and mutilated body parts arranged 
at each seat. The teeth have been pulled out individually and are the dismembered remains of 
Lisa Trevor’s tragic victims. Her dissections are set around the table in an attempt to comfort 
her constant loneliness. Another cabinet has been used to display the torn-off faces of her 
victims and the bottom drawers are all full of human hair. The skin is all dried and has the 
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texture of pre-baked dough. A little further on a sheet covers up a mound of human skulls, 
collected over time to make a large pile, barely visible in the flickering candlelight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The only other way out of here is a flooded tunnel and the cold water soon rises all the way up 
to her shoulders. Jill slowly moves forward, following the chains and pipes that align the ceiling. 
Several adders glide across the water and she has to shoot carefully to drive them back. She 
emerges out onto the other side and into another room beyond a partition of tied-back red 
curtains. Inside she finds a desk next to a table lamp with a family photograph. The mother 
and daughter depicted seem very close. A larger framed picture of Lisa is on the wall above 
and on the other side is a small table surrounded by candles. Some notes left behind tell a 
tragic story of Lisa Trevor being the subject of a horrific experiment and was injected with a 
variant of the Progenitor Virus on November 10th, 1967. Her mother Jessica was given a 
second variant of the virus and her father George was also killed. The bed next to the wall is 
still warm and opposite is another cabinet with many photographs depicting Lisa in various 
stages of her upbringing. A ladder on the back wall leads up onto a small platform. From here 
she feels her way down the weathered brickwork of another tunnel full of cobwebs before 
heading up another ladder all the way up to a wooden trapdoor she is able to prise open at the 
top. She is now inside the wooden cabin where Lisa knocked Chris out cold several hours ago. 
The fire still burns fiercely in the hearth but this place is unoccupied so she steps back outside 
into the night air of the grasslands surrounding the estate. The wind whistle through the rustling 
of the trees and a zombie can be heard moaning somewhere in the distance as she starts back 
down the gravel path and heads for the mansion. 
 
Chris meanwhile has arrived at Oswell Spencer’s  
locked study, but only just after he was subject to  
another attack in the preceding corridor from a  
Hunter that smashed up the bathroom and burst  
through the door. Now though he uses the  
emblem key to unlock the door and steps  
through. It is dark inside and an open window  
on the back wall lets the cool night air circulate.  
He switches on the lamp and examines the desk.  
There is an old-fashioned telephone but the  
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cord has been cut. A bookshelf on the right contains numerous science books, almost all of 
them biology related. Another cabinet on the wall contains more books ranging from genetics 
to statecraft. He quickly begins to search for anything useful. 
 
At that moment, Rebecca Chambers is on the  
second floor above him and comes under  
attack from a Hunter. She lets out a wild  
scream that reverberates through the house.  
She is in the study and cowers in the corner  
as a single Hunter strides towards her.  
Moments later, Chris suddenly bursts into the  
room behind the Hunter and blasts it with the  
shotgun. The creature is knocked down and  
screeches in frustration. Chris moves in and  
fires two more rounds before the Hunter can  
recover and soon it is lying in a pool of its own green blood. He runs over to Rebecca and she 
apologises for getting him worried. He helps her to her feet and says they cannot stay here any 
longer. It is too dangerous and they have to get to the others and find a way out of here. He will 
go on ahead and look for a way out. Until then she will continue on alone and she reassures 
him she can handle herself. 
 
Chris leaves her to compose herself and moves down the darkened passageway, passing the 
armour room. He can hear a zombie on the other side of the door where he first found 
Richard and can hear it rattling the handle trying to get out. The door at the end takes him 
back into the upper main hall where thunder and lightning crackles over the estate once again. 
He walks down the main staircase and investigates the alcove behind, discovering a gate leading 
to a hidden underground passage. Two stone and metal emblems bearing the Spencer emblem 
have been inserted into place here. On the other side is a corridor with bare, cracked stone 
walls and several lanterns illuminating some steps leading further down. They continue on for 
some time where the concrete walls eventually give way to the natural rock formations beneath 
the estate. Wooden boards have been laid to create a crude walkway down the tunnel which 
soon ends at a single door. 
 
On the other side is another cramped tunnel lit up by numerous candles. At the bottom of the 
steps is an open grate and a ladder leading even further down. At the bottom is a large stone 
platform raised up over a large chasm with an old sarcophagus in the middle. Lisa Trevor is 
here and engaged in battle with her is Captain  
Wesker, who fires twice then ejects his spent  
clip. He notices Chris appear behind him and  
orders him to join the action. Chris takes up  
position next to his commander and opens  
fire, trying to drive Lisa back. A door at the  
opposite end is blocked via a portcullis and  
the stone crypt in the middle is linked to four  
chains connected to four large stones on each  
corner of the platform. Wesker distracts Lisa  
as Chris pushes each stone off the edge of the  
chasm in turn. Once all four are gone, the chains pulls the lid from the sarcophagus and reveal 
the skeletal remains of Jessica Trevor. Lisa immediately loses interest in the two S.T.A.R.S. 
members and walks over to the coffin, reaching inside to take her mother’s skull. She then 
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inexplicably throws herself off the side of the chasm and disappears in the mists far below. As 
Wesker checks the area over, Chris wanders over to the open tomb and peers inside. Lying on 
top of the remains is a faded letter addressed to Lisa from Jessica dated November 13th, 1967. 
It reveals they were both subject to heinous experiments and left in much pain. Now finally 
reunited, hopefully their suffering is at its end. Wesker checks his gun and announces he will 
stay and investigate this area a little further. He urges Chris to press on ahead. 
 
The portcullis blocking the door had raised when the sarcophagus opened so he is free to go. 
Further on an old garden elevator leads up to the courtyard area back on the surface. Up here 
he hears a coyote bay in the distance and the wind sway through the trees. A large steel door to 
the left leads to the heliport but it is tightly locked. To the right, the courtyard opens up to 
reveal a stone pond full of water and closer inspection reveals two vacant slots for the wolf and 
eagle medals to fit. Once in place the water immediately begins to drain and the floor gives way 
to reveal a hidden elevator shaft. This is the secret entrance to the main laboratories beneath 
the estate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The elevator takes him down and he emerges into a concrete room alongside a huge water 
storage tank that has presumably just collected all the pond water. A set of heavy steel doors are 
locked and mark the emergency exit route to the heliport. Next to this door is a ladder leading 
to the second level down. The next room down is full of metal grating and warning signs 
plastered on the wall. A small desk is in the corner and a chair has been knocked over beside 
an old storage box. The next door ahead leads into the annex of the main laboratory and a can 
of kerosene sits next to two rusted old gurneys where steam hisses from an old pipe running 
across the ceiling. These labs have seen better days and large puddles of water have gathered 
on the grimy floor from leaks in the ceiling. Cobwebs cover the metal railings and the walls are 
seeping with damp and mould. A lone zombie soon comes shuffling towards him and he takes 
it down with several shots from his Samurai Edge. Further round the passage turns to the right 
with some stairs leading down to B3 level. An offshoot to the left of the stairs leads to a set of 
doors that are locked electronically and a plaque identifies as the ‘Visual Data Room.’ Another 
two zombies approach and he dispatches them both before examining a desk next to the door 
which is corroded by what looks to be acid. Another MO system disc is here and he picks it up 
before descending down to the next level. 
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A gate at the bottom of the stairwell leads into the next set of passageways and the walls and 
floor look almost green thanks to all the grime and the dim lighting system. Water drips loudly 
from the ceiling and steam expels from a circular grate on the wall. A tunnel off to the left 
contains another zombie so he elects to head the opposite way and through another set of 
double doors. This next passage is littered with gurneys and medical equipment that look like 
they were abandoned in the middle of use. Plastic sheeting and quarantine tarp has been drawn 
across them from railings on the walls.  
 
A door to the left leads into a small office doubling  
as an x-ray room. In the corner is a desk with a  
computer and a clutter of equipment scattered  
about. Amidst the paperwork is a letter from Chief  
Researcher John Clemens. It is addressed to his  
girlfriend Ada Wong who in reality is an industrial  
spy working for Umbrella’s rival company. The  
last entry is dated June 8th and describes how  
Clemens conducted a test on himself and  
discovered he was infected with the t-Virus. His  
last wishes were for Ada to escape, destroy the  
facility and make this whole disaster public through  
the media. He goes on to say that she can escape  
by accessing the security system via a terminal in  
the security room and that the computer passwords are both their names. However, she will 
need an additional password to access the Visual Data Room on B2 Level and that password is 
coded into the x-ray pictures in this room. Looking around, Chris spots four x-rays around the 
room, belonging to people named Alex Bechet, Ed Fisher, Gail Holland and Clark David. 
Some scrawlings left behind on a notepad instruct that the initials be placed in alphabetical 
order. Using the board on the back wall, added with some trial and error and changing the light 
in the room, Chris rearranges the x-rays until he finds the correct sequence and recovers the 
code ‘CELL.’ Satisfied, he moves back out into the corridor but the next room down on the 
right is locked. Further down the corridor ends at a pair of sturdy steel doors locked via an 
electronic system requiring three codes to deactivate. 
 
He moves back into the main B3 lab area and down  
the opposite passage, blowing the zombie’s brain  
matter all over the walls. On the other side, a door  
to the left leads into the security room although it  
has been set up as a surgical room. A biohazard  
mark is stamped onto the tiled walls indicating the  
presence of hazardous materials. An operating table  
in the centre of the room has part of a bloodied  
corpse still present and a huge bloodstain covers the  
floor beside a bank of LCD monitors. Numerous  
files and memos have been left lying around  
including researchers’ notes detailing the V-Act  
process which causes an incapacitated zombie to  
undergo further cellular mutation and become a Crimson Head. Patient Zero was the zombie 
he had fought earlier in the backyard crypt. A computer on the desk flashes an Umbrella logo 
screensaver and he logs onto the ROPLS operating system using ‘John’ and ‘Ada’ as passwords 
to gain access. He accesses the basement door lock operation and selects the B2 floor, 
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inputting the password ‘Cell’ for authorisation. Once unlocked, he selects B3 floor and unlocks 
the door next to the prison. Happy with his work, Chris searches the rest of the room. A large 
information management server leans against the wall next to the desk but appears to be 
broken. At the back of the room is a freezer full of chemicals all kept in frozen storage. The 
freezer is also full of human cadavers secured in transparent body bags hanging from hooks on 
the ceiling. Umbrella were certainly conducting some heinous research down here. He quickly 
leaves the room and return to the main passage. 
 
Further down a door to the left is locked manually with a symbol resembling a power area 
carved into the lock. To the right is another door, also locked with the same key. He follows 
the corridor around, past shelves lined with jars and containers and upon closer inspection he 
can see tiny eggs on the sides of the containers. A huge, spinning fan swirls behind some 
protective mesh fencing on the left wall and a couple of old operating tables stand neglected. 
Further on he completes a circle and ends up back where he started so decides to head 
through the double doors which are now on his left and investigate the door he just unlocked 
with the computer.  
 
Inside is another office and ants scurry away  
as a naked, test-subject zombie comes at him. 
He quickly puts it down and takes a look 
around. A dirty old lab coat hangs on a  
hook by the door but there is no ID badge.  
A dirty sink is full of empty beakers and test  
tubes and a desk leans against the back wall  
full of x-ray photographs displaying a skeletal  
structure that does not look human. Further  
along is a sealed chamber with warning signs  
plastered all over. It is a refuelling device for  
volatile compounds that may explode if  
shaken or jarred. Another desk sits opposite  
in a cluttered alcove near a shelf full of  
bottles containing various liquids and powders. Paperwork is scattered everywhere and on a 
shelf full of triangular flasks is a fax mentioning the S.T.A.R.S. It is a report back to Umbrella 
highlighting the potential damage of the t-Virus leak. It recommends measures be taken to stop 
both the R.P.D. and S.T.A.R.S. from investigating too quickly. Somewhat disturbingly, the 
report concludes that despite the deaths of the research staff caused by the viral spill, this 
outcome underscores the success of their research. Elsewhere on the desk is a security system 
passcode transmission device. He inserts one of his MO discs and transfers the code to the 
internal system, deactivating one of three electronic locks leading down to the prison. He has 
two more terminals to find. 
 
He returns upstairs to B2 and back to the Visual Data Room which is now unlocked. Inside is 
full of recording and audio equipment. Two desks have been slid together to form a 
conference table in the middle of the room and on the other side is a projector pointing to a 
large screen on the back wall. Cabinets of electrical equipment are lined up and a passcode 
entry terminal is on the wall. Amongst some shelves, Chris finds the third and final MO disc 
but there is no input terminal in here. More cabinets contain various maps and schematics 
neatly filed away. Of particular interest is a file labelled ‘Security Protocols’ which highlights the 
function and staff for each level of the laboratory. He reads through it and makes a shocking 
discovery about one of the consultant researchers. 
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“SECURITY PROTOCOLS 
LEVEL ONE 
Heliport /  
For Executive use only.  
This restriction does not apply in the event of  
an Emergency. 
BASEMENT LEVEL ONE 
Passage to Heliport /  
Entry IS prohibited unless accompanied by a  
Consultant Researcher or the Chief of Security.  
Unauthorized persons entering the Heliport  
Will BE shot on site. 
Elevator /  
The elevator Stops During emergencies. 
BASEMENT LEVEL TWO 
Visual Data Room /  
For use by the Special Research Division only.  
All Other access to the Visual Data Room MUST BE cleared with Keith Arving, Room 
Manager. 
BASEMENT LEVEL THREE 
Prison /  
Sanitation Division Controls he use of the Prison. At least one Consultant Researcher (E. 
Smith, S. Ross, A. Wesker) MUST BE Present if viral use IS authorized. 
Triple Lock Door /  
Entry into the room IS Limited to the sole person who deactivates the lock with all of the Pass 
Codes.  
Accessing the exclusive Output Terminals Located in Each section of the Senior Researchers 
Deactivates the lock. 
Power Room /  
In this room nitro Compound IS USED as the primary fuel source of power.  
Access IS Limited to Headquarters Supervisors. This restriction May not Apply to Consultant 
Researchers with Special authorization. 
Pass Code Output Terminals /  
Use and access of the Output Terminals IS Limited to authorized Senior Researchers. 
BASEMENT LEVEL FOUR 
Regarding the Progress of "Tyrant" after the Administration of t-Virus ... 
Illegible hereafter.” 
-REMAKE: Security Protocols; undated. 
 
Chris is dumbfounded. Wesker has betrayed them all and deliberately led the S.T.A.R.S. to 
the estate knowing exactly what they would find and was willing to sacrifice them all in the 
name of combat data collection for the monstrosities created by Umbrella. He moves back to 
the central table and activates the projector. A film has been left in place entitled ‘Umbrella: 
Bio-Organic Weapon Official Report’ and showcases all the weaponised creatures he has 
encountered so far, including the MA-39 Cerberus, the FI-03 Neptune and the MA-121 
Hunter. There is also a slide for something known as the T-002 Tyrant which is a humanoid 
B.O.W. The final slide is a group photograph of the B.O.W. Research Group Development 
Staff and standing on the right wearing a white lab coat and sunglasses is Albert Wesker 
himself. Beyond that the final slide is just a batch code bar number. Before he leaves the room 
he notices a small monitoring room he can see through a window but there is no door to get 
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inside. He wonders if the passcode machine on the wall is connected to it and suddenly 
remembers there was a slide cartridge in the room downstairs next to the prison. He moves to 
retrieve it and upon his return is disappointed  
to find that all it does is add a curious red  
filter to the projection film. However, the very  
last slide now has several numbers missing  
from the barcode and leaves only the code  
’8426’. He tries this passcode but nothing  
happens. He tries multiple variations of the  
same four numbers and is eventually  
successful with ‘8462.’ A door on the far wall  
slides upward to reveal access to the  
recording room. Inside are banks of  
monitors, speakers, sound and imaging equipment capable of viewing multiple film and video 
files. A storage chest has the laboratory key lying on it next to the viewing chair. He places the 
DV tape he took from Kenneth Sullivan’s shoulder camera and it replays the grisly final few 
moments of his life. The footage confirms his death at the hands of a zombie. 
 
He returns down to B3 Level and uses the laboratory key to unlock a small room that has 
seemingly been converted for storage. Shelves of materials and boxes line the walls and a large 
ventilation hole is on the wall. He can hear a noise from somewhere behind the shelf that 
sounds like some kind of insect-like creature so he carefully retreats back out the room for 
now. Now back in the corridor, he uses the laboratory key to unlock the last door and moves 
deeper into the facility, finding himself in yet another dank corridor smelling of damp, grime 
and disinfectant. A set of double doors on the left are rusted shut and a hand rail runs down to 
a junction with the option of heading left or right. Alternatively there is a door straight ahead. 
He decides to head right, walking down a small set of steps near a shorted out junction box 
fizzing on the upper wall. Loose wires hang down and trail across the floor near to where more 
water drips from the ceiling. Another naked zombie stands by a set of double doors at the end 
of the passage and it comes shambling over with outstretched arms. He shoots it in the face, 
sending it spinning backwards to the floor. The doors ahead lead into the power maze where 
the main generators are housed to supply power to the whole estate. This is also where another 
unseen danger lurks… 
 
Meanwhile, as Chris was exploring the upper levels of the laboratory, Jill has made her way 
back to the mansion via Lisa’s cabin, passing through the woods, the graveyard and back to the 
gardening shed where she’d found Wesker’s note. From there she had walked up the path 
towards the back door and found a discarded S.T.A.R.S. radio belonging to one of her 
colleagues.  
 
After re-entering the mansion, she quickly moves through the east wing, passing the shotgun 
trap room and the bodies of three dead Hunters in the corridor. The door to the bathroom is 
wide open and she peers inside to see the mirror above the sink has been smashed. Moving 
on, she walks through the L-shaped corridor with the black and white tiles, but as she jogs past 
the cabinets filled with decorative porcelain plates, she gets the shock of her life when two of 
the windows cave in and two Cerberus’ jump inside. Jill feels the sinewy-wetness of the dogs 
brush against her legs as they skid on the tiled floor. Not looking back, she sprints for the door 
at the far end and only just makes it through. From there she passes through the reception 
room and back into the main hall, moving directly behind the main staircase to find the gates 
unlocked and open with two Spencer emblems slotted into place. She moves inside and heads 
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down the stairs into the caverns below, passing through Jessica’s tomb where her now headless 
skeleton rests and up the elevator to the heliport on the other side. In the courtyard by the 
heliport she finds the circular pond and water feature has been drained to reveal a hidden 
elevator shaft. She calls it back up then rides down to the laboratory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
She climbs down the ladder by the sealed emergency exit and down onto B2 level. Passing 
through the doors she finds herself in a corridor next to a full can of kerosene and two old-
fashioned gurneys stacked on top of one another. A little further down the bloodied corpse of 
a zombie lays on the floor in the middle of a pool of water formed from leaks in the ceiling. 
Near the top of the stairs are two more zombie corpses. At least someone is still ahead of her. 
She heads down the steps to B3 Level and notices another zombie lying prone in the left side 
tunnel. She decides to head this way in the hope of finding her colleague. The adjacent security 
room is unoccupied so she heads for the door at the far end following the pipes and valves that 
run across the ceiling. The door takes her into another passage and if she’d arrived several 
minutes earlier she would have bumped into Chris Redfield heading into the power maze. A 
naked zombie comes sprawling round the corner and she blows it away with the grenade 
launcher before heading straight forward and through a door into an old store room. 
 
This room is full of old supplies covered in dust and  
a few chairs. A green circular table holds a few  
medicinal sprays, some documents and a typewriter.  
Up above the light bulb is encrusted in cobwebs and  
the walls are covered with dozens of claw marks. At  
the back of the room is an unplugged refrigerator  
and boxes and shelves full of various chemicals with  
labels too grimy to read. She leaves the room and  
heads further down to the right, hitting a switch to  
bring up an elevator. As she waits she hears  
someone approaching from behind. It is Barry.  
Given all that has happened she half expects him to  
be waving a gun in her face but all he does is  
playfully suggest she could have waited up for him, seemingly forgetting that he had earlier 
abandoned her in the caves beneath the estate. Wary, Jill watches him closely as he climbs into 
the elevator with her and they ride down to B4 level. At the bottom they step out into an 
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extremely dark passage with decontamination jets spewing out of the walls. Jill leads the way 
around the corner to the left where the main doors to the Culture Laboratory await. 
 
The doors open automatically and they step through into the dimly-lit lab. Banks of computers 
and monitoring equipment line the walls and dominating the centre of the room are a number 
of capsules filled with a clear liquid containing a number of creatures too hideous to describe. 
These tubes are where the Hunters were grown. Barry takes in all the monitoring equipment 
and locates the main terminal used to monitor the status of the capsules. As they move down, 
neither of them notice Albert Wesker hiding around the other side of the tanks. He takes an 
injection gun loaded with a sample of the experimental virus given to him by Birkin and injects 
into his left arm, unknowingly participating in the next stage of Spencer’s ‘Project Wesker.’ He 
draws his Samurai Edge and moves further down the tanks. Jill and Barry reach the end and 
spot a huge stasis tank, larger than any other in the room and containing a horrific-looking 
humanoid creature. This is the Tyrant T-002 Type and even in slumber it looks extremely 
menacing. 
 
Wesker emerges out of the shadows, pointing his weapon at them both. He sounds pleased 
and announces that tonight has been an excellent night for collecting data on Umbrella’s 
biological weapons and evaluating their performance against trained flesh-and-blood 
combatants. Jill is dumbstruck and accuses him of setting the team up from the beginning. He 
praises her deduction skills and admits the set-up has been Umbrella’s plan all along. He looks 
over to Barry who slowly raises his weapon and points it at Jill’s head. She is not surprised but 
Wesker tells her not to blame Barry for  
everything as his wife and two daughters  
will be in danger if he doesn’t do everything  
he commands. Jill scowls at Wesker,  
branding him pathetic but he doesn’t seem  
to care and types away at the computer  
terminal, preparing to download all the data  
he has collected over the last several hours  
ready to take to his new employers. He  
assures Jill she need not worry for too  
much longer, she will be free from all of this very soon. She asks why the S.T.A.R.S. needed to 
be eliminated and he explains that was all Umbrella’s intention, not his. Jill isn’t impressed and 
accuses him of being just like all the other things in this estate; a slave to Umbrella. This makes 
Wesker momentarily angry and he suddenly jabs her in the chest then clubs her in the face 
with the butt of his gun, sending her spinning to the floor, wheezing in pain. He recomposes 
himself, commending her intelligence and believes she has misunderstood him. The ‘things’ 
she mentions are nothing, and he plans to burn all of them along with this entire facility. That 
will be the end of his connection with Umbrella. He orders Barry to head up to the ground 
level and await further instructions. Barry lowers his weapon and turns to walk away. Jill calls 
out to him but he ignores her. He is in a world of pain and very conflicted. Wesker chuckles, 
pleased that his bluff has worked. Barry must really be afraid of Umbrella. Jill lambasts him an 
evil bastard for plotting with the company to abduct Barry’s family and Wesker reaches out and 
knocks her down to the floor again, amused. He reveals this bluff had nothing to do with 
Umbrella and he has just been using Barry for his own personal interests, though Barry fell for 
it and believed he was acting on Umbrella’s orders. This revelation makes Jill realise that 
Wesker is planning something else, something much bigger.  
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Wesker knows Chris is not far behind and wants to save the T-002 for his best marksman, so 
Jill arriving at the lab first is a minor inconvenience. But she may still be of some use and he 
decides to lock her in the prison on B3 Level. After securing her inside he returns to the lab 
and powers down the elevator to buy himself a little more time to prepare for Chris’ arrival. He 
needs to make sure the ensuing battle will be fully recorded. 
 
Whilst the drama of the last ten minutes has been playing out, Chris has been pinned down in 
the power maze for quite some time thanks to an infestation of insect-like creatures known as 
‘Chimeras’. The power maze is a hive of latticework, pipes, hissing steam vents and is 
incredibly hot. He had moved past a large furnace when a Chimera came scrabbling along the 
ceiling and grasped him clean off the floor. After a brief struggle, he’d managed to get free via 
use of a flash grenade. The sound they make is the same thing he’d heard in the storage room 
when he’d first used the laboratory key. Sticking to the shadows, he’d decided to lay low for a 
while near to the refuelling device for the power room, but now it is time to move.  
 
He cautiously moves back round the passage,  
hugging the generators and the machinery and  
hoping the lurking Chimera has left the room. He  
door to the next area appears clear but as he  
approaches, the ventilation grille above is kicked  
out and one of the creatures comes scuttling out.  
With no choice this time, Chris raises the shotgun  
and fires twice, putting the creature down and  
opening up wounds that appear to spill writhing  
maggots out onto the floor. The next room is  
bathed in an orange tint thanks to the large furnace  
present. Straight ahead is another passcode input  
device and he quickly slots in the second MO disc.  
One more to go. He then backtracks down a small  
passage and around the furnace to another set of doors taking him into the main power room. 
In here is a huge automated generator and the mechanism for the lab’s emergency triggering 
system. He also finds a console to supply power to the main elevator but it won’t initialise when 
he tries to start it up. He needs fuel to get it started. Suddenly three more Chimeras rush out of 
the latticework to attack and Chris flees from the room, running at full pelt and turning to blast 
the ventilation duct as the creatures scuttle after him. Once clear, he returns to the refuelling 
device and retrieves the empty capsule. 
 
Back in the corridor outside the notices the body of  
a fresh zombie on the floor by the T-junction and  
wonders if someone else passed through here  
recently. A quick check reveals the storage room to  
be empty and the elevator down the hall to be  
deactivated. Puzzled, he returns to the main B3  
area. He decides to first check out the room he’d  
earlier unlocked with the laboratory key as it is the  
only available area he hasn’t fully searched. Once  
inside he can hear the Chimera chirping away in the  
darkness. The way forward is blocked off by large  
shelving units but he uses the exposed ventilation  
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hole to reach the next room. He drops down into another surgical room on the other side of 
the doors that are rusted shut. A large operating table is covered in blood though it doesn’t 
look like the result of surgery. Various monitoring equipment and medical precision 
instrumentation lay nearby. Another ventilation shaft takes him into a small morgue 
surrounded in darkness. Three black body bags lie on a simple bed and the dates on the tags 
are all quite old. Cabinets on the walls are full of various antitoxins and a small desk in the 
corner illuminates the final passcode input machine under the dull glow of a lamp. He inputs 
the last MO disc which should now unlock the prison doors. As his eyes adjust to the darkness 
he realises this is actually the same room he first entered, only now he is on the other side of 
the metal shelf racks splitting the room in two. He can still hear the Chimera lurking 
somewhere but cannot see it anywhere. He decides to quickly backtrack and return to the main 
corridor before it finds him. 
 
He heads straight for the prison and discovers the  
three lights on the door lock have changed from  
red to green and he is able to pull down the release  
levers to open the door. Inside is a tunnel with a  
single light on the ceiling and some stone steps  
leading downwards. It is very dark and damp and  
thankfully another light is at the bottom to prevent  
him slipping in the darkness. Some wires and  
circuitry fizz and pop by a vent on the wall next to  
a single cell door. He peers through the bars and  
spots Jill sitting on a camp bed looking lost in thought. She looks up when he bangs on the 
door and comes rushing over, overwhelmed he is still alive. She begins to explain that Wesker 
is the traitor but he already knows. The cell door is locked and he can’t get it open. He needs 
to find another way to get inside and tells her to sit tight. He’ll be back for her soon. 
 
With a fresh wave of determination surging through him, Chris heads back upstairs and into 
the small lab with the refuelling station. Once the capsule is refuelled he needs to move 
extremely carefully. The main ingredient of the fuel is nitro compound and any sudden 
movements or jarring could trigger an explosion. In the main B3 area he carefully walks 
around the bodies of the fallen zombies, praying none of them reanimate. He soon comes to 
the power maze and is pleased he cleared the area of Chimeras earlier. If any came at him now 
he would be helpless. He sets the fuel capsule into place and activates the power for the 
elevator leading down to B4 Level. Now he is ready for his reunion with Wesker. 
 
Moving back into the corridor, he powers up the  
elevator and recalls it to this level when Rebecca  
finally catches up with him. She explains she saw  
him moving through the garden area and has  
been on his tail ever since. Now that she has  
caught up, Chris tells her to just stick with him  
from now on. Together they both step into the  
elevator and head down, reloading their weapons  
in silence. At the bottom they hurry past the  
decontamination area with the large biohazard  
symbol etched into the floor. 
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They head into the Culture Lab and find Wesker at the other side of the room, typing away at 
the computer. He has been expecting them and doesn’t even bother to turn around. Chris has 
fulfilled his expectations. Only then does he hold them at gunpoint. Chris desires to know just 
how long he has been with Umbrella only  
for Wesker to reveal he has always been  
with the company, and S.T.A.R.S. were  
just his little piggies. The Tyrant Virus  
leaked throughout this estate and as a  
result he was unfortunately forced to give  
up his precious S.T.A.R.S. subordinates,  
but their sacrifice has been for a worthy  
cause. Chris accuses him of killing them  
all with his own dirty hands, something  
Wesker doesn’t totally deny by admitting  
Enrico’s murder. He will destroy them all along with this entire facility and to prove the point 
he suddenly shoots Rebecca point blank in the chest. She sprawls to the floor without a sound 
and lays still. Wesker stops Chris from going to her and demands his attention. He wants to 
show him something that may be of interest to him. He begins tapping at the keyboard once 
again and the backlight on the Tyrant’s tube begins to glow, illuminating the creature in all its 
glory. It is massive, at least 8 feet tall with powerful legs and muscular arms all encrusted with 
scars and ugly mutations, including a massive clawed arm. Its huge heart beats on the outside of 
its chest and a thin line of scar tissue runs down its face. It has no lips to speak of, and its eyes 
remain closed. 
 
The fluid suddenly begins to drain from the tank and Wesker introduces the T-002 as the 
ultimate life form. Chris actually begins to laugh and accuses him of becoming senile but 
Wesker doesn’t care. He should never have expected Chris to understand and opens his arms 
as if to embrace the creature as it awakens. It is magnificent. But inside, Wesker closes his eyes 
as he knows what needs to happen next.  
Without warning, the T-002 opens its eyes and  
suddenly thrusts its clawed talons straight  
through the glass and impales Wesker straight  
through the chest. Chris can only watch in  
horror as the Tyrant hoists the S.T.A.R.S.  
Captain up into the air and casually tosses him  
aside, his body careering against the computer  
banks on the far wall. The Tyrant pauses for a  
moment before turning to regard Chris, its face  
locked in a permanent sneer. Chris turns to run  
away, keeping a distance between himself and the Tyrant which just casually walks after him 
with giant strides. The door to the lab is electronically locked so he is forced to take it on. He 
fires several times and the impact of each shot causes small fragments of tissue and bone to 
split away but it does not slow the creature down. When close, the Tyrant swipes at him, slicing 
through solid metal as if it were tin foil and raking down his body armour. Chris runs around 
the culture tubes, stopping to fire every so often and trying not to slip on the numerous blood 
stains and glass shards covering the floor. He tries firing at the Tyrant’s exposed heart and it 
staggers ever so slightly but keeps on coming. This game of cat and mouse continues for several 
moments until Chris is almost out of ammo. He fires once again and the Tyrant is so close now 
that he braces himself for the inevitable swipe of claws that will end his life. However after the 
last shot the Tyrant suddenly stops, sways from side to side then topples over to the ground. 
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Chris runs straight over to Rebecca who still lays motionless on the floor. As he moves to check 
for a pulse he is relieved when she suddenly begins coughing and sits upright. For a moment he 
cannot believe it until he realises she is wearing a bullet-proof vest. He helps her to her feet and 
suggests they get moving, there’s no reason to stay here any longer. The lab door is locked so 
Chris heads over to Wesker’s prone body, noting what a pathetic way it was for him to die in 
the end. His corpse has no keys but he does find an observation note written by William 
Birkin talking about how the G-Virus was discovered 21 years after the Progenitor Virus was 
first administered to the specimen subject. He believes it will surpass the capabilities of every  
t-Virus to date and wipe off Alexia Ashford’s smile in the afterlife. At the back of the room they 
find the electronic lock on a control panel and deactivate it. They quickly leave the lab and ride 
the elevator back up to B3 level but Rebecca stops him after they disembark. Earlier she found 
some files that confirm a large quantity of t-Virus is still present in these labs and she suggests 
they need to destroy this whole place. Chris agrees and asks if she can take care of it. She nods 
and heads towards the power maze to activate the self-destruct system she found earlier. It will 
also deactivate every lock in the facility and allow him to get Jill out of her cell. 
 
Rebecca heads through the power maze rooms and down to the room with the main generator. 
She quickly types away at the console and begins the arming sequence for the triggering system. 
 
No sooner has Chris reached the main B3 hub, a warning activation begins to sound and 
instructs all personnel to evacuate immediately, confirming that all locks are deactivated to 
assist with the emergency evacuation. The message repeats every few seconds and Chris hurries 
on. 
 
At that precise moment, back in Raccoon City, the Red Queen AI detects an emergency 
situation has occurred at Arklay Labs and the self-destruct system is active. It automatically 
begins to download all data stored at the facility into the U.M.F.-013, including all the combat 
data Wesker has spent all evening collecting and the recorded Tyrant fight with Chris Redfield. 
 
Chris passes the morgue and more Chimeras  
climb out of the ventilation shafts overhead.  
He peppers them with shots from his Samurai  
Edge and one jumps onto the ceiling and tries  
to swipe down with its claws, but he ducks  
underneath it. He heads down towards the  
prison where a red siren flashes on the ceiling,  
splashing the whole passage with flashes of  
bright red. He takes the steps down two at a  
time and opens the cell door at the bottom to  
find Jill waiting for him. He apologises for  
making her wait but she always knew he would come back for her. Quickly, they head back 
outside and up the stairs where Jill takes the lead. They need to get going… 
 
The events of UMBRELLA CHRONICLES – REBIRTH begin. 
 
"I died once. I will never forget the cold, dark fingers of death reaching out for me. However, 
even that death was a necessary component of the big picture. The virus that Birkin had 
created brought me back from the brink of annihilation. When I awoke, hatred became my 
master... 
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I found that the Tyrant that killed me was dead, and the facility was just moments away from 
self-destruction. I did not have time to enjoy my newfound life, I had something I needed to 
do. Time to grab the data and get out." 
-REUC: Rebirth 1 Wesker Narration; 25/07/98 
 
Albert Wesker reaches up to grab the console  
and pulls himself to his feet. His face is  
bloodied and there is a gaping hole in his  
chest yet he feels no pain. He removes his  
sunglasses and lets them drop to the floor,  
taking in his surroundings. He is still in the  
Culture Lab and the Tyrant lays on the floor  
nearby, the self-destruct warning sounding in  
the background. He walks over to the  
computer, crushing his ‘property of Umbrella  
Corporation’ sunglasses under his boot. He  
begins typing commands to download all the  
data he has collected, including Chris’s battle with the Tyrant. However, he is surprised when 
his ID access is blocked. The triggering system activation has set off an automatic protocol to 
download all data back to the main lab in Raccoon City and a female computerised voice 
confirms the directive. Wesker mutters to himself, knowing his old friend Sergei Vladimir is 
behind this move. Thanks to him, Umbrella is going to get their precious combat data after all. 
All he can do now is make a digital copy but when he tries to log in to the Umbrella mainframe 
he is incensed to find he is locked out. The Red Queen introduces herself and announces that 
as of 0000hrs, she has revoked his access privileges to the mainframe system. Wesker tries to 
bypass but Red Queen again blocks access. Her primary function is the management and 
protection of Umbrella assets, with a secondary mission to protect Umbrella officer lives. 
Wesker punches the screen in frustration. He cannot gain access, meaning he cannot get the 
combat data to present to the rival company, including data on the Tyrant he was planning to 
offer as an extra gift. All he has now is the Hunter development data and a sample of the  
t-Virus itself. He promises the Red Queen will regret its actions. 
 
He retrieves his Samurai Edge from the floor and prepares to leave. He needs to change his 
plan and secure his escape first. He can deal with Chris and the others later, and makes a silent 
promise not to forget Sergei’s kindness. He will have his revenge on Sergei and Umbrella, but 
for now he needs to get out of the Arklay facility alive. He can feel the virus coursing through 
his veins and when a Chimera attacks from a ventilation shaft, he dispatches it with ease, 
leaving himself impressed with his clearly improved reflexes and awareness. He leaves the 
Culture Lab and heads up the elevator to B3 level. He moves down the corridor and peers 
round the junction. A single Chimera is on the roof and he shoots it down with expert 
precision. Another attacks from behind and he shatters its head completely with a devastating 
kick. He chuckles to himself, amazed by his own strength. In the next area he comes across 
several reanimated Crimson Heads but again they pose no threat when just half an hour earlier, 
they could easily have overwhelmed him. He is hardly breaking a sweat and is actually finding 
this quite enjoyable. 
 
Meanwhile, Chris and Jill have reached B2 level and are also attacked by Crimson Heads born 
from the zombies Chris had incapacitated earlier. Fighting together, the two of them are able to 
drive the ferocious virus carriers back without too much trouble. After passing through the 
small room with the storage chest, they climb the ladder up to B2 where they find Barry stood 
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by the emergency exit doors which are now unlocked. He is surprised to see them and 
immediately locks eyes with Jill and begs forgiveness. She tries to reassure him that he is not to 
blame for everything that has happened. It was all Umbrella and Wesker’s doing. Barry 
explains he had planned on coming back. Even  
if it meant compromising his family’s safety, he  
couldn’t bear turning his back on his friends  
again. There will be time for talk and reflection  
later but for now Chris urges them all to move.  
The exit doors lead into a long, sleek corridor  
with metal pipes and mesh grilling everywhere.  
Ahead is a steel shutter that is closed with metal  
barricades and bricks beneath it. The passage  
turns to the right and Jill takes the lead when  
her radio begins to beep. It is Brad and he is still circling the estate up above in the helicopter. 
He is fast running out of fuel and urges anyone left alive to make contact with him now, or at 
least send a visual sign. This is their last chance. 
 
Meanwhile, Wesker has also reached B2 level and spots the bodies of the fallen Crimson 
Heads. He hopes Chris and Jill live long enough for them to have their inevitable tear-filled 
reunion. Taking the ladder up to B1, he knows the S.T.A.R.S. will be using the emergency exit 
via the helipad so he decides instead to return to the main mansion and leave via the front 
door, planning to keep his resurrection a secret. But as he moves towards the elevator that will 
take him up to the courtyard he is surprised to find the grotesque form of Lisa Trevor blocking 
his way. Either she had somehow managed to climb up the chasm and back to the altar, or the 
fall had landed her on the foundations of the laboratory and she’d somehow managed to get 
inside. But using his new-found power he is easily able to subdue her, concluding that no one is 
perfect. He then rides up towards the surface. But Lisa, seemingly recognising Wesker as one 
of the men who had performed the countless experiments on her, prepares to follow. 
 
Jill, Chris and Barry soon reach the end of the  
tunnel and find Rebecca waiting for them. Jill  
calls out that they are getting out of here but  
she is upset about the loss of the team. Chris  
reassures Rebecca and says they will save their  
grieving for later, but right now they need to  
move. Rebecca composes herself and  
confirms the self-destruct is active. A sudden  
in-human screech warns that the B.O.W.s are  
on their tail and closing in. Barry takes aim  
down the corridor and shouts at Jill to go  
ahead and get in contact with Brad in the helicopter. Chris assures Jill they can still make it and 
he joins Barry. Rebecca also stays behind and they will buy her enough time to send out a 
signal of some kind. Jill gets into the helicopter and prepares to ride to the surface when the 
computer announces the facility will detonate in three minutes. It is going to be close. 
 
Wesker reaches the main hall of the mansion after passing through the underground tomb 
area. The exit is close at hand but somehow Lisa Trevor has gotten ahead of him and is 
blocking his way out. He hasn’t got the time to fight her directly so elects to try and find an 
alternate route of escape. He backs up the main staircase and jumps over the banister, glancing 
behind to see Lisa following him. She is stalking him, as if she somehow recognises his face 
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from all the hideous experimentation she has been subjected to over the last 30 years. Quickly 
he heads through the door on the second floor towards the armour display room. 
 
Meanwhile, Jill emerges out into the early morning sun of the heliport which is surrounded by 
a 12 foot high perimeter wall with ivy and leaves covering the top. Several crates and boxes lay 
scattered around and a forklift truck is in the corner. A bright red light pulses on each corner of 
the helipad and a box of flares has been left nearby. She quickly fires one up into the sky and 
within seconds she picks up the sound of Brad’s approaching helicopter. Moments later, the 
helicopter arrives and hovers above as  
Chris, Barry and Rebecca emerge  
from the elevator. But suddenly there  
is an almighty crash and a section of  
the concrete floor explodes outward,  
revealing a gaping hole. Seconds later  
the huge form of the Tyrant jumps  
out and lands on the tarmac. It has  
disengaged its internal power limiter  
and is now stronger than ever. Jill and  
Barry immediately open fire and the  
creature swats at Jill, scraping her head  
with its claws and sending her spinning to the corner where she loses consciousness. The T-002 
then turns its attentions to Barry, striding towards him and making him back up against the 
wall. He manages to get two shots off before his magnum clicks empty. The Tyrant is almost 
on him as Chris and Rebecca frantically fire into its back and at the last second it spins round 
and rushes at Chris who barely has time to register its speed. The Tyrant backhands him in the 
chest and he is sent spinning along the length of the tarmac with the wind knocked out of him. 
The Tyrant now fixes its gaze on Rebecca as Barry reloads and tries to distract it. Brad cannot 
land whilst this creature roams the heliport. They need to do something fast. 
 
Simultaneously, Wesker continues his journey  
through the upper east wing of the mansion  
before moving back downstairs and double- 
backing through the ground floor and returning to 
the main hall. When he arrives he is shocked to 
find Lisa still waiting for him and she emerges 
from her hiding place behind one of the marble  
pillars. There is no time for any further detours,  
he will have to take her on and grant her wish for  
eternal slumber. There is only moments left  
before the whole estate goes critical… 
 
Back at the heliport, the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members continue to fight in vain against the  
T-002 but the creature appears unstoppable. At one point it grasps Rebecca off the ground and 
hoists her up by her neck, ready to deliver the killing blow until a sustained volley of fire from 
Chris and Barry causes it to drop her in irritation. The Tyrant is much more aggressive because 
when Chris incapacitated it in the Culture Lab, it sensed its life was in danger and disengaged 
its power limiter, causing it to undergo a sudden mutation and increase its overall power and 
durability in combat. This is known as its ‘Super Tyrant’ form. Suddenly a rocket launcher is 
dropped onto the helipad from the helicopter up above. Brad’s voice comes over the radio and 
he urges his colleagues to use it on the Tyrant. Barry and Rebecca use themselves as bait to 
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create a diversion allowing Chris to pick up the weapon. He takes careful aim and fires, 
obliterating the creature in a single shot. The dust barely has time to settle before Brad brings 
the helicopter down to pick them up. 
 
Back in the main hall, Wesker fires a precision shot at the central chandelier, causing it to 
come free of its shackles and crash down on top of Lisa, pinning her to the floor. Wesker 
immediately heads for the front door, telling Lisa to be a good girl and stay dead this time. 
Using his newfound speed, he runs at full pelt through the woods, putting as much distance 
between himself and the Arklay estate as possible. Just seconds later the entire facility goes up 
in a colossal explosion, destroying all the buildings, labs and everything still roaming within. 
 
Up in the helicopter, the four S.T.A.R.S. survivors can finally breathe a sigh of relief as Brad 
flies them back towards Raccoon City and above the forest. Jill rests her head on Chris’ 
shoulder and soon drops off to sleep. Barry still checks over his magnum and looks at the 
picture of his wife and two daughters. Rebecca is also very tired but Chris tells her she did just 
fine. He stares out of the window and mutters that this case was just too strange… 
 
"It was near daybreak on July 25th when the  
incident at the mansion drew to a close. Except  
for Chris and a few others, the R.P.D. S.T.A.R.S.  
were wiped out. All of the evidence of the event  
had vanished with the destruction of the  
mansion. For a brief moment, I felt the pain of  
coming death. However, this too was part of the  
plan. Nobody was aware of it, but I had been  
reborn. I cast off my frail humanity and became  
something greater." 
-REUC: Mansion Incident 3 Epilogue; 25/07/98 
 
Wesker stands in the forest, watching the mansion burn half a mile  
away. He can feel the virus coursing through his veins and his  
abdomen where the Tyrant had stabbed him has already healed  
over. He may have lost the precious combat data, but he has the 
t-Virus and the Hunter Alpha development data. With both  
Umbrella and S.T.A.R.S. now believing him to be dead and  
buried, he is free to officially join the rival company. 
 
"And so I was reborn like a phoenix emerging from the flame. I no  
longer needed Umbrella. A new horizon stretched out before me.  
I had risen beyond the human race and cheated death itself,  
leaving nothing to oppose me." 
-REUC: Rebirth 2, epilogue; 25/07/98. 
 
The fire from the mansion explosion quickly spreads and ignites the neighbouring trees. Soon 
a full forest fire will rage. 
 
Sometime later, the S.T.A.R.S. helicopter arrives back at the R.P.D. and a large crowd of 
police officers and staff gather on the roof next to the heliport. They are dumbstruck and 
saddened to see that only five of the original 13-man unit have returned home alive. Bravo 
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Team have been completely wiped out save for the young rookie Rebecca Chambers. The 
officer assisting the Bravo unit, Kevin Dooley,  
has also not returned. But perhaps the biggest  
shock of all is the loss of the unit's commander  
and founder, Albert Wesker. The man had an  
ice-cool demeanour and was an excellent  
marksman. Many officers just stand in shocked  
silence with hands on their heads as the  
survivors disembark and walk past. Barry  
supports Jill and Chris holds his chest. Behind  
them Rebecca is exhausted and finally Brad  
Vickers; a man with a million thoughts swirling around his head concerning his own actions. 
 
After getting patched up, the survivors  
immediately go to see Chief Irons in his  
office to give a debriefing of their mission.  
But his reaction is not what they are expecting.  
Irons flatly refuses to believe their stories of  
the dead returning to life and will not  
entertain the fact that Umbrella, the world's  
most profitable pharmaceutical company,  
orchestrated the entire event. After some  
angry exchanges, Irons orders the survivors to  
go to hospital and get their wounds seen to.  
Then he wants their official reports whilst he opens up an inquiry into the incident. As they 
leave, Chris, Jill and the others know they are going to have a hard time convincing people of 
their ordeal. 
 
The Raccoon Fire Department are sent out into the Arklay Mountains to help contain the fire 
from the mansion explosion which has already reached a width of 100 acres. The National 
Guard and volunteers are called in to assist with keeping the blaze under control both from the 
air and the ground.  
 
The local press soon swarm outside the R.P.D. and Chief Irons does his best to fend them off. 
Because the survivors are all police officers, they are banned from correspondence with the 
press thanks to the Code of Professional Ethics.  
 
By the time the fire from the mansion is extinguished, the burn damage has exceeded 700 
acres (roughly 30 hectares) and the surrounding region has become ecologically destabilised. 
Luckily, with the site of the mansion being so isolated, there was little danger of the fire 
reaching populated areas. An enquiry is opened to try and determine the course of the fire. 
 
LATE JULY 1998 
Umbrella’s research teams begin to dissect the combat data Red Queen recovered from the 
mansion. Footage of the T-002 in action against the S.T.A.R.S. members enables 
improvements to be made to the T-103 Type's control system. However the evaluators 
conclude the Tyrant was left unattended for so long after the initial biohazard that it lost its 
ability to follow orders. It also went completely out of control following an unexpected limiter 
release before it could display sufficient performance. But regardless the data collated will be 
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applied to the T-103. Once these improvements are in place, the model will undergo 
immediate mass-production at the Tyrant Plant on Sheena Island. 
 
Sergei Vladimir takes the recovered T-A.L.O.S body to Umbrella’s base in the Russian 
Caucasus region. The creature is placed within one of the laboratories and research continues 
on the project unimpeded. The Red Queen AI system remains within Raccoon City inside 
U.M.F-013; the supercomputer built within a sheltered section of William Birkin’s massive 
underground complex. 
 
Albert Wesker formally joins the rival company, albeit with a dent in his reputation following 
his failure to collect all the desired data from the mansion incident. However, he does provide 
them with a t-Virus sample as well as the MA-121 Hunter Alpha development data. The 
organisation immediately begin work on an improved model, ready to sabotage the success of 
Umbrella’s flagship B.O.W. 
 
Claire Redfield loses all contact with her brother Chris after he stops responding to her letters 
and phone calls. 
 
Back on duty, Rebecca Chambers files a report on Billy Coen and contacts the U.S. Military. 
She lies in order to protect Billy by saying she and the rest of Bravo Team found his body on 
the evening of July 23rd in the overturned prisoner transport truck alongside the two military 
police officers. Yet when they returned to the scene the following day the bodies were missing, 
presumably dragged away by wild animals. Rebecca deliberately fabricates this as she knows the 
military will want some proof of Coen's death before they stop looking for him. She still hides 
his military dog tags and preys he is well away from Raccoon City by now. 
 
"On July 23rd, an MP vehicle was found inside the Arklay Mountains. Corpses of MP 
members and an unidentified body were found near the vehicle. According to the information 
from military authorities, the unidentified body was identified as former ensign Billy Coen, who 
was sentenced the death penalty following a court-martial on July 22nd. While Coen was on 
transfer via Navy MP escort, they must have experienced some kind of accident.  
The corpses were severely mauled, apparently torn apart by unidentified wild animals.  
The following day we returned to the location to recover the bodies but they were nowhere to 
be found. Military authorities have requested that we turn over Coen's body as proof of his 
death. But due to the circumstances described above, it will be a difficult task to recover the 
corpse. I am requesting that this case be temporarily closed until further notice. 
Raccoon City Police Department 
S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team 
Rebecca Chambers” 
-RE2EX: Rebecca's Report; undated. 
 
In the S.T.A.R.S. office, Jill Valentine also  
begins to work on her incident report after  
reviewing evidence they managed to recover  
from the estate. 
 
"July 24th 1998 
Raccoon Forest: 
The following documents were obtained at a sanatorium owned by Umbrella Corp.: 
'Umbrella Bio-Organic-Weapon Publicity Material' 
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Dev. Code: MA-39 Cerberus 
Dev. Code: MA-121 Hunter 
Dev. Code: Fi-3 Neptune 
Dev. Code: T-002 Tyrant 
In addition to the above, it is believed that  
several other B.O.W.s were created by  
means of accidental infection. 
During the course of the tests, it was  
discovered that the contagion is not limited  
to human beings, and may pose a hazardous  
risk to plant and animal life forms. Effective  
means of controlling this contagion have yet  
to be found. 
Raccoon City Police Department 
S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team 
Jill Valentine." 
-RE2EX: Jill's Report; undated. 
 
To appease the S.T.A.R.S. members and quell public and press speculation, Brian Irons 
authorises an R.P.D. investigation into the mansion incident. Special Investigator Damien A. 
Ashkenazy of the Raccoon Police Department Internal Investigation Committee will head up 
the case. His brief is to look into the legal ramifications of the case, the survivor’s testimonies, 
the allegation of Umbrella Corporation involvement, the impact it will have on the police 
department, and the long-term economic and environmental consequences. 
 
On Sheena Island, Vincent Goldman begins his operation to collect significant quantities of the 
β Hetero Nonserotonin neurotransmitter to push forward his new Tyrant experiment. 
Adolescent subjects will be captured and brought to the island from all over the world as test 
subjects. 
 
Back in America, William Birkin continues to study the mutated V-Act strain of the t-Virus 
that was recovered from Arklay Labs before its destruction. He is fascinated by the process that 
creates the Crimson Heads and if he can find a way to improve it, he may have the definitive 
strain of the virus. 
 
WEDNESDAY JULY 29TH 1998 
Working conditions at the Dead Factory have  
become almost intolerable as they cannot  
cope with the amount of bodies coming in.  
The disposal system continues to exceed  
maximum capacity and some workers have  
been infected with the t-Virus, prompting the  
manager to start carrying a gun. The viral  
antibodies the workers are supplied with from  
HQ are ineffective against the virus. Several  
workers have become zombies and had to be  
isolated, shot and their bodies thrown into the  
incinerator. The factory is becoming an  
accident just waiting to happen but supervision at headquarters are presently more concerned 
with covering up the aftermath of the mansion incident. 
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"Although the function of the system decreases, the number of bodies we have to dispose of 
doesn’t. The infection level has increased, and the antibodies we’re using are no match for the 
new mutation of the virus. Some of the workers have been infected with the disease. I have 
continued to work, but I always keep a gun with me. I must remember to save one bullet for 
myself. I want to weep. I don’t want to die here. I swear I’ll lose my mind if I imagine how 
painful the death will be…” 
-RE3: Manager's Diary; 29/07/98 
 
Although Umbrella's main headquarters is located in Europe, thanks to Birkin's work in 
stabilising and improving the t-Virus since the death of James Marcus, the American branch of 
the corporation has gained significant influence in recent years. Now the T-103 is about to 
undergo mass-production, the Tyrant program is already being billed as a major success and 
has led to Umbrella USA and the Chicago Branch gaining significant influence in the overall 
corporate hierarchy. This results in animosity from Umbrella Europe and not to be outdone, 
many Umbrella laboratories scattered across Europe join forces to counteract this threat and 
spark an intense rivalry between the two continental research divisions of Umbrella. Umbrella 
Europe want to use data gathered from the mansion incident to begin work on an experimental 
amphibian-based Hunter to rival the MA-121 α. In addition, they are still working on their ace 
in the hole; the Nemesis Project which they hope will make them more successful than their 
American counterparts. 
 
Umbrella begin their own investigation into the mansion incident. 
 
MID-1998 CIRCA (UNKNOWN DATES) 
The remaining Wesker Children are administered the prototype virus. Some take it on the 
recommendation of a friend, others as part of medical treatments, and others have it forcibly 
administered. The results are a disaster as the virus turns out to be too potent. Hans, Felicia, 
Mark, Jonah, Irma, Ken, Laura, William, Hiro, Derek and Miles are all killed. Alex Wesker 
survives the virus but due to her illness, she receives no beneficial side-effects. She remains in 
charge of the program and is tasked with refilling the quota from the pool of failed candidates. 
 
AUGUST 1998 (UNDATED EVENTS) 
Thanks to the combat data on the T-002 Tyrant downloaded  
to U.M.F.-013 during the mansion incident, the most obvious  
problem raised upon reviewing the material was the inability  
for strong control over the Tyrant subject. This alerts  
Umbrella's bio-weapons research team that drastic  
improvements need to be made. Under direct orders from  
Umbrella HQ, all research teams from all branches are  
tasked to come up with a new plan designed to correct  
previous mistakes and improve on existing strong points. The  
main conclusion they all arrive at is that the level of  
intelligence of almost all B.O.W.s created by the t-Virus is  
very low, meaning they are not appropriate to be sold as  
'products'. Though being considered the 'ultimate life-form',  
the Tyrants also lack the intelligence to carry out orders  
perfectly. At the European 6th Laboratory, the research team  
which began the Nemesis Program ten years ago, successfully  
created a test parasite dubbed 'NE-Alpha' - also known as  
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'Nemesis'. This parasite had been finalised by the European branch at the same time the 
American Team supervised by William Birkin had been developing the T-002. They had 
begun by parasitizing a totally different creature on a B.O.W. that could enhance the B.O.W.s 
abilities greatly. Its brain was controlled by the parasite and the process is a completely original 
and diabolic transforming technique. Under the direction of this theory, the parasite will be 
tested on a T-103 subject. After transplanting the parasite onto the Tyrant's spinal cord at a 
cellular level, it will devour the t-Virus cells to reproduce, and form an independent "brain" 
around the medulla. Meanwhile, the parasite will erode the creature's central nervous system 
and destroy its frontal lobe, then link the rest of the brain functions to its own brain. Through 
this, the host's entire neural network would be changed. The name for this new creature is 
Nemesis T-Type. 
 
Umbrella begin work on an anti-B.O.W. gas known as "P-ε". It will be stored as a biohazard 
countermeasure in the main underground laboratory in Raccoon City. 
 
Jill Valentine suffers nightmares and flashbacks to the mansion incident and is unable to sleep 
at night. 
 
With control improvements made and added following feedback from the T-002 battle against 
S.T.A.R.S., the T-103 type Tyrant undergoes mass-production on Sheena Island under the 
direction of Vincent Goldman. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: T-103 MASS-PRODUCED TYPE TYRANT 
After control improvements were implemented into the prototype T-103  
models following battle data recovered from the mansion incident, its combat  
prowess and durability function were substantially improved enough to  
achieve marketable status, leading Umbrella to put the T-103 into mass  
production at the secret Sheena Island facility. Mass-produced T-103 Tyrants  
were created using the cloned embryo of the T-002, and they in turn were  
clones, explaining why all units looked identical. It exceeded the T-002 in every  
way and became known in the weapons industry as the pinnacle B.O.W.,  
boasting superior intelligence levels and a realistic humanoid appearance.  
Once cloned on Sheena and matured, the units were sold to clients across the  
world as well as utilised by Umbrella for training purposes. Some would be  
used to test the combat powers of new B.O.W.s by having them face a Tyrant,  
and others were used as targets for the corporation’s various Anti-B.O.W.  
squads and paramilitary units, usually on Rockfort Island. Each unit was given  
a batch number to distinguish it from its counterparts, one example is the  
training model sent to Rockfort Island by Hunk was designated ‘T078’ to  
represent it as the 78th mass-produced unit. Usually when mass-produced  
units were sold to clients, they were equipped with the external ‘trench coat’  
power limiter because this added control function added to the product and  
selling value. But the units retained by Umbrella for training were deployed without a limiter from the outset, 
meaning they were already in their mutated Super Tyrant form. For operative safety, the extended claws on the 
Tyrant’s left hand were purposefully blunted but researchers were impressed the creatures adapted to this 
disability by utilising their hand as a club and battering ram instead. Despite already being in its Super Tyrant 
form, the mass-produced type could still undergo a small but substantial mutation if it sustained enough 
damage. It boasted a substantial physical appearance, and unlike the T-002, had no exposed heart on its chest, 
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ensuring there was no obvious weakness. The Tyrant T-103 mass-produced type was one of Umbrella’s most 
successful and profitable biological weapons and many variations of this model were developed by other 
individuals and corporations. 
 
The unprecedented success of the T-103 Tyrant series sees several new variants go into 
immediate production, including the 'Tyrant R' and the 'Tyrant C'. Umbrella also receive 
proposals for several independent Tyrant projects including the Thanatos Tyrant by Greg 
Muller and an unspecified project by Vincent Goldman. All these actions are down to the 
successful retrieval of the combat data gathered on the T-002 during the mansion incident. 
 
Greg Muller formally proposes the Thanatos Tyrant to the executive board. It is based on 
research dating back to 1996 when he used a number of volunteers, including Yoko Suzuki, to 
help refine the t-Virus to adapt to more human hosts. The man difference between the 
Thanatos proposal and the T-103 program is that Thanatos will be a unique specimen adapted 
to the ε-strain t-Virus and designed with sheer brute force and improved agility in mind. The 
test subject is a muscular, black, African-American male. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: THANATOS TYRANT 
The Thanatos Tyrant was developed as a unique model by Umbrella scientist Greg  
Mueller. It was designed with sheer strength and brute force in mind, hence the  
name symbolising the Greek god of death. Unlike the T-103’s which were all  
cloned from the embryo of the T-002 and looked identical, the Thanatos specimen  
was originally a human black African-American male who underwent gene  
therapy and body strengthening surgeries before being injected with the ε-strain  
t-Virus. He was then placed into a pod of bio-organic fluid where he successfully  
adapted to the strain, slowly transforming into a Tyrant subject rather than  
becoming just a standard zombie. He then underwent further manipulation before  
being fashioned into the ultimate weapon by Mueller. There was no attempt made  
to make him an infiltration weapon and so Thanatos was deliberately the largest  
Tyrant to date with increased muscle mass. Instead of claws it had enlarged hands  
on both sides with talons for slicing and dicing. Like the T-001 and T-002 before it,  
Thanatos developed an exposed heart on its chest, although interestingly this  
curious growth occurred on the right side of the chest as opposed to the left where  
a regular human’s heart would be. Greg Muller counteracted this potential weak  
point by developing a protective metal casing around the organ that was  
impervious to small arms fire. Thanatos was also fitted with a power limiter, but unlike the artificial trench 
coat worn by the T-103, Thanatos’ limiter was internal, just like the T-002. Its first form was designed around 
speed and mobility and its athletic abilities easily surpassed previous Tyrant models. It was capable of jumping 
great distances, including whole building stories if required. It was also extremely durable and practically 
invincible to regular gunfire. Its recorded running speed also far outmatched the T-001 and T-002. 
When damaged, Thanatos would disengage its power limiter and undergo a mutation to transform into 
‘Thanatos R.’ In this form the creature lost its right arm completely and its left would compensate by increasing 
in both size, mass and developing extended claws for extra reach. In a unique trait later incorporated into the 
Bandersnatch, its left arm also became elasticated, allowing it to flail across great distances like a whip. 
Thanatos R also had its body and muscle mass increase by over 100%, growing to a height of over 12 feet tall, 
resulting in incalculable strength and agility increases. This Tyrant was also extremely intelligent and carried 
out its creator’s orders to the letter. Its durability was also strong enough to resist a powerful injection of the 
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unofficial t-Virus vaccine; ‘Daylight’. Only one Thanatos specimen was ever created as Greg Mueller always 
intended his creation to be a unique, masterpiece. It was eventually destroyed during the Raccoon City 
incident. 
 
Umbrella are so impressed with Mueller's proposals for the Thanatos that they grant funding 
for the project on the condition it be put under mass-production upon completion as a sub-
species classification of the T-103. This infuriates Muller who always envisioned Thanatos as a 
single, unique and magnificent specimen of perfection. In his opinion mass production will 
take all this away and Thanatos would become just another product and no longer be 'god-like'. 
Like many scientists that have come and gone before him, he becomes paranoid the company 
will snatch his vision away from him. As a bargaining chip, he formulates plans to develop a 
potential vaccine for the t-Virus that could severely disrupt Umbrella's future weapons 
manufacturing. He could use this against the company if they ever turned on him. 
 
Greg Mueller makes contact with an acquaintance named Peter Jenkins who is a professor at 
Raccoon University. Peter is gifted in the sciences and will be the ideal partner to make such a 
vaccine. Greg tells Peter about Umbrella's biological weapons program and the t-Virus before 
fabricating he is no longer employed by them after disagreeing with their heinous practices. He 
now wants to atone for his sins by creating a cure. Horrified that such a dangerous pathogen 
exists, Jenkins readily agrees to his request and the two begin work immediately. Their vaccine 
project is code named ‘Daylight’ with the rationale being you don’t need an umbrella in the 
daylight. But Greg does not tell Peter about the Thanatos Tyrant which is being developed in 
his basement laboratory at the university. 
 
As well as the Tyrants, the combat data collected at the mansion on the MA-121 Alphas allows 
for the Hunter Program to practically explode. Several new models are quickly put into 
production by both the American and European branches ready for deployment in just a few 
months’ time. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: HUNTER β 
The Hunter Beta was the first attempt at creating a successor to the  
extremely successful Alpha model that was deployed during the mansion  
incident. Using the same development code of MA-121, the Beta project  
was handled once again by Umbrella USA and the emphasis was to  
increase performance enhancement over the original Alpha Model. A  
standard Hunter grown from a human embryo can take up to a year to  
develop so to save money and keep the budget for the project down, the  
Beta Hunters were not created from scratch and developed instead by  
using cloned Alpha models as a base template and having them undergo  
further superimposed gene remodelling. The end results were mixed.  
Compared to the Alpha model, the Hunter Beta’s offensive capabilities  
were slightly lower and its basic appearance was far more grotesque  
thanks to the development of red, tumour-like growths all over its face  
and upper body, restricting its vision. The gene remodelling sequences  
also resulted in the Hunter’s claws becoming uneven with the subjects  
having larger claws on its left hand than the right. This affected balance and made the creature automatically 
left-handed. Despite these faults, the agility levels of the Beta model rose astoundingly. It was quicker than the 
Alpha, developing instantaneous force and had the ability to dodge bullets thanks to a much improved central 
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nervous system. It also had intelligence levels that matched its predecessor and was able to carry out simple 
commands effectively. It also favoured to attack its prey in groups.  
Approximately 20 Hunter Betas were deployed into Raccoon City via land transport trucks in September 1998 
for a battle test. Once the results of this test had been analysed, further experimentation was due to be carried 
out to iron out the faults of the Beta model before it underwent mass-production and completed the MA-121 
product line. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: MA-125R HUNTER 'R' 
The Hunter R was another attempt to improve upon the successful  
MA-121 Alpha model used during the mansion incident. The project was  
supervised by a team under William Birkin. Although successful, the  
practicality of the Alpha series was called into question by some, resulting  
in the development of the Hunter R to try and improve 'usability' and an  
increased focus on agility rather than aggression. They were grown from  
infancy and were created using improved genes, resulting in increased  
intelligence levels and a more reptilian look. It had smaller claws than a  
regular Hunter and sections of its chest and arms were now covered in  
scales. It also developed small spikes on the top of its head. Because they  
were smaller, the Hunter R was able to move around a lot quicker and was  
a harder target to hit. They were considered successful and mass-produced  
under the code number: MA-125R through the usual cloning program. As  
well as being sold as weapons, they were also utilised for training purposes and used as opponents to test the 
combat abilities of in-development Tyrants. A smaller variant, dubbed Hunter μ, were created at Umbrella’s 
corporate headquarters for this very purpose and used in controlled combat conditions to test the command 
and control traits of the T-004TP. 
 
In competition, Umbrella Europe begin work on the Hunter γ, which will be created using 
amphibian DNA. It will be developed following completion of the β model.  
 
By studying more of the data backed up to U.M.F.-013 from the mansion incident, Umbrella 
are extremely interested in the secondarily infected botanical organism known as 'Plant 42'. 
Using recovered data from said organism, research begins into growing a plant-based B.O.W. 
tentatively titled 'Plant 43', or 'Ivy.' 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: PLANT 43 (IVY/POISON IVY) 
Officially designated ‘Plant 43’, the Ivy is the result of attempting to weaponise a plant-based organism 
following analysis of the data acquired from Plant 42 during the mansion incident. It was created via selective 
breeding and was capable of independent movement thanks to its roots being surgically removed and its ability 
to sense and inhale different air vapours through its skin. Because of its lack of roots, it relied on ingesting 
water vapour through its skin surface to survive and attacked and ensnared its prey through use of two 
tentacle-like appendages. Additionally, its head-like bulb sprayed a corrosive fluid containing digestive 
enzymes capable of incapacitating any victim. They also developed an impressive ability to adapt to almost any 
environment, including airborne toxins such as anti-B.O.W. gas.  
In the Raccoon Underground Lab, the Ivies adapted to the P-Epsilon gas in just a short time and was able to 
secrete a poisonous fluid which gave birth to the ‘Poison Ivy’ variant. This was because its natural adaptation 
ability exceeded that of the effects of the gas. As a result, internal physical changes meant that the Ivy no longer 
expunged acidic fluids, but rather emitted a highly poisonous gas. Although plenty of carnivorous plants exist 
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in nature, their existence was generally limited to their responses to external stimuli. However, thanks to 
application of the t-Virus, the Ivy was able to develop a sentient intelligence that stimulated its own 
independent movement, shuffling along like a human caricature. It  
was even capable of ‘playing dead’ and yet could still attack targets  
that tried to move by. But despite these impressive traits, the Ivy  
was subject to a number of weaknesses. Its movements were  
extremely slow and cumbersome and because the base organism  
was a plant, it was extremely susceptible to fire. There was very  
little researchers could do to counteract these flaws and this was 
enough for the organisms not to be mass-produced for sale as  
viable weapons.  
In later years the Ivy-YX was developed by incorporating human  
genes in an attempt to increase mobility. 
 
On Sheena Island, work begins on an as of yet unnamed Tyrant Project under the supervision 
of Commander Vincent Goldman. His aim is to create a much smaller, more refined and 
ferocious Tyrant that could easily blend into society as a human and be completely different to 
the walking tank that is the T-103. He believes the key to increasing ferociousness levels is 
down to a neural transmitter known as Beta-Hereto Nonserotonin which is prevalent in 
adolescents experiencing high levels of fear and stress. Already several teenagers from around 
the world have been brought to the island and the chemical has been extracted from their 
brains at the Tyrant Factory. 
 
Goldman consults with Dr. Klein; head of the Gene Application Engineering Laboratory about 
artificially generating and selecting the strongest genes to be incorporated into the new Tyrant. 
Dr. Klein develops an experiment where many different cell types are introduced to the same 
environment, forcing them to fight in a survival of the fittest scenario. The experiment is 
repeated with all surviving cells and they are put together once again until eventually only one 
will remain. Over the next three weeks, hundreds of thousands of gene selections will be tested. 
Dr. Klein will report exclusively to Goldman who demands perfection. 
 
The rival company send Ada Wong undercover into Raccoon City to gather information on 
Umbrella's 'G-Virus' which is still in development. She is also keeping tabs on the corporation's 
activities for Derek Simmons and The Family. 
 
Thanks to the samples and data passed to them by Albert Wesker on the MA-121 Hunter 
Alpha, the organisation begin work on an improved successor named 'Hunter II.' They are 
aware Umbrella are working on their own variants but the rival company believe they can cash 
in and sabotage Umbrella's early success and strike a blow against their competitors. 
 
Wesker still has to prove his loyalty to the organisation having failed to bring them the Tyrant 
and waits patiently for his next opportunity. He is introduced to Ada Wong and he complies a 
detailed report about the development history of the t-Virus to aid with her investigation into 
the G-Virus. A copy of this report will somehow be leaked to the media in later weeks. 
 
A joint funeral and memorial service is held for the fallen S.T.A.R.S. members by the victims 
and their colleagues at the Raccoon City Police Department. During the service, Richard 
Aiken's girlfriend,  
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Bridgette, reads aloud a letter he wrote to her when he first signed up to S.T.A.R.S. The 
survivors of the mansion incident are also in attendance.  
 
"Dear Bridgette, 
I understand your concerns about me taking up this dangerous line of work. As a member of 
S.T.A.R.S., I will always be in the line of fire. I figured this was as good a time as any to try and 
explain my actions. 
Bridgette, I know I’ve talked about her before, but the memory of my little sister eats at me 
from the inside. I couldn’t save her from that criminal. 
I know you tried to console me, telling me that there was nothing I could do being so young. 
But I was so paralyzed by fear and doubt that I couldn’t do anything. 
My baby sister was killed right in front of my very eyes and I couldn't move an inch. I couldn’t 
protect her. I was so helpless. It feels like I should have died in her place and I just can’t shake 
that feeling. 
All I can do is try to bury that feeling and protect the people that need it most, so they don’t 
have to go through what I did. I’m not giving up this job, and I will continue to protect who I 
can. 
S.T.A.R.S. is the only way I can live with myself. I don't want to die in vain. I never want to 
hesitate when that moment comes again. Don't worry; I’m not that little kid anymore and I’ll 
come back alive. 
I promise. You're the most important thing in my life, and I always want to be there for you 
when you need me. 
Love 
Richard" 
-REUC: Richard Aiken's Letter; undated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On Rockfort Island, a training intake is under way for potential recruits to join the Umbrella 
Security Service. The loss of Delta Team during the incident on the Ecliptic Express means 
that unit will need replenishing. Overseeing the training is Hunk, current leader of U.S.S. 
Alpha Team and the most seasoned member of the entire platoon. As well as testing their skills 
against experimental B.O.W.s and fighting through the 'Killing Zone' in the basement of the 
training facility, they take part in individual CQC exercises. Hunk is impressed with the skills of 
a very secretive individual known only as Vector. 
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"Training Report - Rockfort Island Training Facility, ______ 
My initial analysis of the new recruits was entirely accurate with one exception. The recruit 
Vector impressed me from the very beginning but I believe my evaluation of his skills severely 
undervalued him. 
Everything about Vector is honed to a fine edge - like the blades he delights in using wherever 
and whenever possible. On one of the first mornings of the training, the recruits paired up for 
one-on-one combat. Vector was paired up with a large Russian who'd been with their Spetznaz. 
Although I do not rate the Russian force's training and strategies, the Russian facing Vector was 
a fine specimen, obviously well used to grappling in close quarters. 
I signalled for the combat to begin and as I expected, the big Russian charged forwards to grab    
Vector in a bear-like embrace. Vector stood stock still until it appeared he would be crushed by 
the onslaught. At the very last second, Vector dropped to the ground and swept out the 
Russian's leg as it came down. With his balance stolen, the Russian began to fall forwards - only 
to meet Vector's elbow as it travelled upwards with incredible force as he rose to his feet once 
more. 
As the Russian tumbled backwards, his nose and jaw clearly broken, again Vector stood like a 
statue in the pose that had done so much damage. Only when the Russian crunched 
unconscious to the floor did Vector move again, looking with disdain at his downed opponent. 
Of course I had to test my own skills against his. 
After circling and testing each other’s defences with low kicks, lunges, feints and jabs, Vector 
launched an attack on me - a superman punch followed by a series of spinning kicks. I blocked 
each attack, but was driven back. 
Then it was my turn to attack. Noticing that Vector's left leg was on loose gravel rather than the 
solid concrete, I focused my attacks on his left knee, knowing that this surface would make it 
harder to leap from. Kick followed punch followed kick as I sought to drill home my advance. 
Although none of my blows found their target, I was looking for a specific opening - and then I 
saw it. 
As Vector blocked another of my punches, I used the momentum to spin to his outside and 
reached my goal. I was behind him and ready to deliver a neck breaker. But as I reached 
around his neck to deliver the (in this case mock) killer blow, I was stropped in my tracks. 
Vector grabbed both of my arms and used them as a platform to vault over my head. 
I turned and we faced each other. "Impressive" I said. Vector inclined his head in my direction. 
"Thank you sir." 
This is just one incident amongst many. I will continue to monitor him with great interest - and 
formally request that at least some of his training be conducted within my own team on live 
operations. 
HUNK 
Rockfort Island Training Facility, ______" 
-REORC Inserted Evil: Vector Report; undated. 
 
As part of their training Hunk is also developing a new, unique fighting style known as ‘CQBZ’, 
which is an extension of CQB close quarters battle techniques for indoor combat in urban 
areas for the likes of anti-terrorism. Hunk has developed this original fighting style in 
preparation for future scenarios where bio-weapons will be deployed in warfare. CQBZ stands 
for Close Quarters (Quarantined) Battle Zone and incorporates virus infectants such as 
zombies into CQC situations within urban areas and buildings. These methods are all based 
around close proximity combat techniques under a viral environment. As more virus-based 
weapons and pathogens are produced it is inevitable more biohazards will break out and 
CQBZ is a fighting style adapted to quarantine zones. In addition, Hunk is also devising 
blueprints for weapons and equipment tailored for CQBZ and anti– ‘infected person’ combat. 
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It is envisioned these quarantine zones will mostly be the likes of confined buildings and 
research areas therefore standard firearms for CQBZ are not long-range weapons with short-
range guns such as PDWs and shotguns favoured instead.  
 
Umbrella continue their own investigation into the mansion incident having sealed off the blast 
site and currently have experts combing through the remains. One of the key figures in this 
investigation is U.B.C.S. Monitor Nikolai Zinoviev who makes regular reports back to 
headquarters with their findings. The key concern is remnants of trace t-Virus still 
contaminating the area and there are likely still some escaped specimens and zombies lurking 
in the forest zone. Whilst sifting through the rubble, investigators find the remains of the 
experimental animal keeper's diary which documents his slow transgression into a zombie 
having been infected immediately after the accident. The diary is preserved as evidence and 
will eventually end up in the hands of Oswell E. Spencer himself at his European retreat. 
 
As well as Umbrella's own investigation and the one run by the R.P.D.  
headed up by Damien Ashkenazy, a third independent investigation  
into the mansion incident is set up by a tribunal of city officials in  
conjunction with the R.P.D. and assistance from virology experts. This  
‘Biohazard Investigation Incident Committee’ (B.I.I.C.) is set up  
because of the bizarre nature of the incident and the alleged  
connections between Umbrella Corporation and the local police. If  
the surviving S.T.A.R.S.' members' testimonies turn out to be true and solid evidence can be 
found to back up these accusations, then a case will be presented to the F.B.I. for a criminal 
investigation into Umbrella. 
 
Speculation about what really happened in the Arklay Mountains is still rampant around 
Raccoon City and the local press. If needs be, the investigation committee is prepared to leak 
evidence to the media of secret collusions between an influential local congressman known as 
'K' and the drug mafia in order to deflect attention from the rumours and ongoing investigation 
into Umbrella Corporation. The situation will continue to be monitored. 
 
Brian Irons receives $15000 in bribe money from Umbrella. 
 
Wary of the investigations into Umbrella, William Birkin orders security to be tightened 
around the underground sewer network beneath Raccoon City connecting to their various 
facilities. He also harbours a secret fear that he may be blamed for the biohazard at the 
mansion. Despite the stories of the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members being met with extreme 
scrutiny, Birkin decides to take no chances whilst the public spotlight is on Umbrella and 
orders all regular access to the main labs beneath Raccoon City to be blocked off. 
 
A researcher transferred to Birkin’s lab complains about the secret route to transfer employees 
to and from the lab via the sewer. He has to make the trip to the labs from Raccoon General 
Hospital on a frequent basis and is unhappy about having to practically wade through the 
sewage water to get to his destination. He believes both Birkin and Chief Irons are taking things 
too far with their extreme security measures. He barters for a boat to be installed and 
eventually gets one for easier passage. 
 
"Damn Umbrella…I understand the need to choose a location few people would investigate, 
but why the hell choose the sewers! Birkin and that pig of a chief!  
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I am a normal man. I don’t wanna trudge through such filth. Not even for 5 minutes. I won’t go 
to the laboratory until they provide me with a boat. 
I finally got a boat…but it doesn’t handle so well in narrow channels. Oh well though…it’s much 
better than walking.” 
-REOUT1: Researcher's Diary; undated. 
 
There is an accident in the Raccoon Underground subway. Some debris on one of the tracks 
causes an approaching train to make an emergency stop. But a short circuit in the electrical 
brake system causes the power supply to burst into flames. The stationmaster launches a full 
investigation into the incident. 
 
Unemployment and corporate scandals are on the rise throughout Raccoon City. The R.P.D. 
begin to receive sporadic reports about strange creatures showing up at random across the city. 
This is due to fallout from the over-exposed chemicals at the PA-12 Incinerator Facility and 
zombies that have travelled through Raccoon Forest from the mansion. 
 
The former Arklay researcher who unknowingly developed the new power limiters for the  
T-103 Tyrant model is told that plans are in place to get him involved in the next stage of a 
similar project. Within a week he is flown out to the European 6th Laboratory to join a team 
working on the Nemesis T-Type. Again, he is given almost no information, only that his 
background and specialist knowledge will help the team achieve even greater success. His initial 
excitement turns to dread when on his first day he witnesses what he is told is a condemned 
man be intentionally infected with the NE-Alpha parasite, causing him to question just what it is 
he is really getting involved in. He is unaware that this 'condemned man' is actually an 
immobile T-103 Tyrant and that he will be developing the power limiter for the Nemesis 
B.O.W. 
 
With their newfound power, the Chicago Branch put increasing pressure on William Birkin to 
complete the G-Virus. This pressure only increases Birkin's growing displeasure with 
Umbrella. 
 
The North American branch begin another classified project. Whereas their European 
counterparts artificially developed the NE-Alpha parasite that takes over the compatible host's 
brain and enhances intelligence and susceptibility to suggestion, the Americans wish to develop 
a parasite with the same function but with the ability to exist independently of its host. This is 
the birth of the Nemesis Beta project and is classified with the European branch being kept in 
the dark about its existence. William Birkin will be one of the lead developers though he will 
be ably assisted by others as he still has his hands full with the final stages of his G-Virus 
project. Partial development will take place at the underground research facility though the 
main development will be housed at the P-15B storage facility in Raccoon City disguised as a 
huge storage warehouse located near to the park and P-12A Incinerator Plant. 
 
Umbrella Psychological Evaluation Unit submit their evaluation on William Birkin and suggest 
that these evaluations become more frequent given the extreme pressure he is under at the 
moment. They note that he is in the lab all hours of the day and night and is incredibly tired. 
He is easily irritable and very touchy about his relationship with Chief Irons of the R.P.D. The 
UPEV also warn that this tiredness may lead to an accident, something Umbrella should be 
extremely concerned about given reports that the t-Virus leak at the Arklay Lab was an accident 
caused by careless researchers who never slept. 
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"Closing Comments 
Birkin continues to exhibit a strange mixture of mania and extreme reserve. Watching him talk 
about his work is like watching an internal battle take place as one part of him wants to dazzle 
with the detail and scale, whilst the other wants to keep it all hidden within. His obsessive talk 
of ‘the future’ is worrying as well. He refuses to provide any real information or idea of what he 
believes this future will hold for him, and yet… he also seems to see this future as a truly great 
place for him and his family. 
He is incredibly tired. His work ethic is commendable – but how long can he work at this pace 
before mistakes are made? The fact that he became very agitated when questioned about the 
past is a sign of this fatigue – particularly the conversation relating to the local police force. 
In the opinion of this department, Umbrella should continue to keep an extremely close eye 
on Dr. William Birkin and ensure that his psychological evaluations take place at much more 
regular intervals. Our suggestion is to schedule a new evaluation next month. Perhaps things 
will have settled down a little by then. 
Umbrella Psychological Evaluation Unit" 
-REORC Inserted Evil: WBpsychological; undated. 
 
Back at the P-15B facility, work continues on the secret Nemesis Beta parasite under the 
supervision of Dr. Turner. They now have a working prototype that can successfully survive 
without a host. It is almost spider-like in appearance, with eight legs and pincers around its 
mouth it uses to latch onto a nearby host. Initial tests during the first week prove that on its 
own, the Beta parasite is extremely weak but they acknowledge the parasite was defenceless 
when the tests were carried out. 
 
PARASITIC ORGANISM PROFILE: NE- β PARASITE 
The NE-β parasite was developed by Umbrella USA as part of their intense rivalry with Umbrella Europe and 
was a short-lived attempt to sabotage the success of the Nemesis Project. William Birkin supervised 
development whilst simultaneously working on the G-Virus. The first major difference between the α and β 
parasites was appearance. The NE-β was much larger and  
able to move around as an independent organism, much  
like a spider or crab. It has four large front legs, four  
smaller ones at the back and a hardened carapace shell  
protecting the main body. The parasite was quite weak  
when independent and not attached to any host. Small- 
arms gunfire was enough to kill it although the organism  
possessed intriguing defence capabilities. It would  
encircle its prey and test the air around it before striking  
the target from behind. Using its sharp front pincers, it  
would decapitate the target and begin feasting blood from the neck stump, penetrating down and sucking up 
juices from a number of proboscis-like tubes until it reached the spinal cord and hacked directly into the 
central nervous system. The NE-β then essentially became the infectant's 'brain' and controlled it directly. The 
top of the parasite still remained visible where the host's head formerly was and could utilise its pincers to 
attack targets close up. Once in control, the parasite's increased intelligence ensured the controlled host would 
display tactical abilities when it attacked, employing caution, timing and aggression rather than just rushing in 
blindly. The parasite could also increase the host's durability and speed. For example, a standard zombie 
infected with the NE-β parasite could run at its prey, something a regular t-Virus zombie would be incapable 
of. Another offensive trait was a unique ability to spit acidic bile onto a target which then acted as a pheromone 
to attract nearby organisms infected with the t-Virus. These subjects displayed increased aggression because of 
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this stimulant. One final defence mechanism of the parasite was its ability to detach from its host once the host 
body sustained too much damage. Because it could survive independently, it could crawl off and locate another 
suitable host. It should also be noted that the bigger the host organism was, the bigger the parasite would grow. 
When a T-103 type Tyrant was exposed to the β parasite, its pincers grew so large the Tyrant was able to use 
them as extra legs and to dig underground. This development was down to the absorption of nutrients and 
growth hormone from the host organism. Despite these impressive features, the parasite's biggest weakness was 
its exposed head. The Alpha parasite used for the Nemesis existed under the skin of the host and was protected 
by the rib cage, but the β's exposed core made it vulnerable to attacks from behind, meaning if the parasite was 
caught off guard it could easily be killed. Once the parasite was dead, the infected body would cease to function.  
The NE-β parasite was developed at the P15B warehouse facility in Raccoon City in secret as a direct 
competitor to the Alpha parasite the European branch were working on. But due to the timing and subsequent 
catastrophe of the Raccoon City incident, these parasites were unable to be mass-produced and the project was 
discontinued following the death of William Birkin and the loss of all research. 
 
AUGUST 1-10 1998 (First ten days) 
William Birkin instructs Chief Irons to keep a close eye on the remaining S.T.A.R.S. members 
and to continue to block their efforts into investigating Umbrella. Now that the mansion is 
gone, their primary focus will be on the corporation’s other facilities in Raccoon City. 
 
"To: Mr Brian Irons. 
Chief of the Raccoon City Police Department 
We have lost the mansion lab facility due to the renegade operative Albert Wesker. 
Fortunately, his interference will have no lasting effect upon our continued virus research. Our 
only present concern is the presence of the remaining S.T.A.R.S. members: Redfield, 
Valentine, Burton, Chambers and Vickers.  
If it comes to light that S.T.A.R.S. has obtained any evidence of our research, dispose of them 
in a way that would appear purely accidental. Continue to monitor their progress, and make 
certain their knowledge does not go public. Annette will continue to be your contact 
throughout this affair. 
William Birkin.” 
-RE2: Mail to the Chief; undated. 
 
SATURDAY AUGUST 1ST 1998 
Local economist Joel Clemens announces his intentions to run for City Councilman. His new 
book 'The Other Side of the Coin' is the talk of the town and he believes his ideas and 
proposals will rejuvenate the economy in Raccoon City. 
 
"August 1st, 1998 
’Clemens to Run for Office’ 
Economist and lecturer Joel Clemens, whose bestselling book ‘The Other Side of the Coin’ is 
rocketing up the charts, has officially announced his intention to run for City Councilman. Said 
Clemens {48}, ‘If my knowledge and experience with economics can’t rejuvenate this city, then 
nothing can.’ His voice full of confidence, he then smiled broadly to the crowd. As corporate 
scandals and rampant unemployment rock the citizens of Raccoon City, perhaps Clemens has 
what it takes to bolster the local economy.” 
-REOUT2: Money Scoop; 01/08/98 
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 5TH 1998 
In the two weeks since the destruction of Arklay Labs, Umbrella’s clean-up crews have been 
coming over the debris to see if viral strains remain in the area. There have been no signs of 
any B.O.W.s surviving the explosion though it is highly unlikely that the specimens loose in the 
forest prior to the accident will all be caught. The explosion wiped out all traces of research 
and nothing is salvageable, though thanks to Sergei Vladimir, all essential data was backed up to 
Umbrella’s mainframe in William Birkin’s laboratory. Despite an extensive search throughout 
the remains, the body of Umbrella researcher and S.T.A.R.S. leader Albert Wesker has yet to 
be found, despite the survivors of the incident reporting him being killed on site. Nikolai 
Zinoviev writes a progress report to Umbrella detailing the aftermath of the mansion incident. 
 
"Date: August 5th, 1998 
Report from U.B.C.S. member. Part 1. 
The biohazard that occurred at Lord Spencer’s mansion and biochemical factory ended on 
July 25th when members of the STARS teams destroyed the entire facility. 
As of 05/08/98, there are no signs of viral leakage in the surrounding area. However; we must 
continue to monitor the area with extreme caution. Our secret operative Albert Wesker, is 
MIA and is presumed dead. However, we have received information that Jill Valentine and 
Chris Redfield are preparing to report the incident to the press and their police chief. I request 
this matter to be addressed with the utmost urgency. 
U.B.C.S. Commander 
Nikolai Zinoviev" 
-REGS: Report on Destroyed Raccoon City; 05/08/98 
 
A worker at the Tyrant Factory on Sheena Island despairs over his job of having to cut into the 
skulls of children to extract the Beta Hetero Nonserotonin neuro transmitter. Even though the 
work he conducts is extremely significant in helping to develop a new type of Tyrant, he just 
wishes there was a way to conduct his work without having to feel so guilty about things. 
Vincent Goldman urges him not to view the subjects as people, but necessary raw materials. 
 
“August 5th, 1998 
I can’t stand it anymore! I have to take the  
subjects to the operating table sever their skulls  
to extract a part of their brain. I do this over and  
over; day after day…It is awful. Guilt stays with  
me all the time, even after I go to bed. 
Commander Vincent instructs us…’Do not see  
them as humans. They are just raw materials we  
use to create Tyrants with.’ But it is we who cut  
their skulls.  I can never consider them as just  
raw materials. They are humans just like we are. 
I asked Commander Vincent about ways to reduce their suffering, but he ignored my request, 
saying that by using anaesthetics, pure Beta Herero Nonserotonin cannot be extracted. Even if 
it is the company’s orders, I don’t believe what we are doing is ethical… I’m sure I’ll be sent to 
the worst possible place when I die. Or perhaps I should say, I’m already there…” 
-REGS: Factory Worker's Diary; 05/06/98 
 
In Raccoon City, Umbrella sanitation worker Angelica Margaret conducts her regular bi-
monthly maintenance in the underground sewer network. 
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THURSDAY AUGUST 6TH 1998 
Brian Irons has a meeting with William Birkin at the underground lab. The main item on the 
agenda is the movements of the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members and the impending reports they 
are about to present on the mansion case. Birkin once again emphasises Irons intentionally 
block all their attempts to further investigate the matter. 
 
FRIDAY AUGUST 7TH 1998 
Jill Valentine writes in her diary about how she still suffers nightmares from the mansion 
incident. Every time she tries to sleep she relives the horror of her fellow teammates dying in 
agony. There is also an uneasy atmosphere at work across the R.P.D. Other officers are doing 
their best to avoid the S.T.A.R.S. members and everything is very uncomfortable. Chris 
Redfield has become very withdrawn and is reluctant to speak to anybody and Brad Vickers 
seems too afraid to stand up to Chief Irons. 
 
"August 7th 
Two weeks have passes since that day. My wounds have been healed, but I just can’t forget it. 
For most people, it’s history now. But for me, it all comes back clearly whenever I close my 
eyes. Zombies eating people’s flesh, and the screams of my teammates dying. No, the wounds 
in my heart have yet to heal…” 
-RE3: Jill's Diary; 07/08/98 
 
At the hidden lab beneath the P-15B Warehouse, Dr. Turner supervises the next stage in the 
development of the NE -β parasite by introducing a single zombie into its environment to see 
how it reacts and to check for unforeseen combat abilities. The zombie pays no attention to the 
parasite and at first the parasite does not attack, as if taking the time to size up its opponent. 
But after a short while it suddenly decapitates the zombie and seems to feed on the blood 
oozing from its neck stump. 
 
"DAY 7 
Experiments on the new parasite continue to  
uncover startling results. Our initial tests proved  
that the parasite itself is incredibly weak. Only a  
small amount of damage from a handgun, from  
a flamethrower and even from cutting weapons  
can kill it quite easily. Although of course it  
must be stated that the parasites were  
defenceless as we carried out these tests. I for  
one would not like to take on a mobile parasite  
with nothing but a knife. 
However, today, events took a startling turn. 
To determine the parasite’s effectiveness in  
combat, we introduced a fully t-virus infected humanoid specimen into the test area to 
determine if it had some unforeseen combat abilities. As expected, the specimen did not attack 
the parasite (it is not composed of ‘flesh’ after all). But, considering the parasite’s previously 
exhibited aggression, we were surprised to note that it did not attack the infected humanoid 
either. 
Instead it seemed to ‘sample’ the air, before moving behind the specimen. It then launched 
itself at the back of the specimen and with one flick of its pincers decapitated it where it stood. 
Instead of falling to the ground, it remained standing, swaying slowly from side to side while the 
parasite seemed to be feasting from its neck stump. 
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Although this is extremely fascinating, we cannot currently explain this behaviour. 
Trials will continue. 
Dr. Turner" 
-REORC Inserted Evil: Parasite Report; undated. 
 
SATURDAY AUGUST 8TH 1998 
Back in the S.T.A.R.S. office at the R.P.D., Chris sits at his desk and finishes typing up his 
official report into the mansion incident on July 24th. The office feels like such an empty place 
now, so much so that Jill, Barry, Chris and Rebecca each now have their own desk. After he 
finishes typing, he goes to see Chief Irons and submits it to his office. 
 
"Dear Chief 
Below is my account of what led up to the explosion of the mansion: 
On July 23rd, S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team, led by Captain Marini, went to investigate the bizarre 
homicides that occurred in the Arklay Mountains. After contact with the team's chopper was 
lost, S.T.A.R.S. Alpha team, led by Captain Wesker went in. We found the remains of Bravo 
team's helicopter on the ground.  
After landing we were immediately attacked  
by bloodthirsty dogs. We later discovered  
that these dogs were actually zombie dogs as  
they did not even feel our gunfire. After  
Joseph Frost was killed, we were forced to  
retreat to a nearby mansion. 
After further investigating the mansion, we  
learned that it was actually a secret  
laboratory of Umbrella Inc. All researchers  
were turned into zombies by some type of  
unknown virus. We also discovered that  
Umbrella was using that lab as a testing area  
for new Bio Organic Weapons. 
We found the dead bodies of some of the Bravo team members including Enrico Marini, 
Kenneth Sullivan, Forest Speyer, and Richard Aiken. We believe that those Bio Organic 
Weapons caused their deaths. 
After that we discovered that Captain Wesker was actually working with Umbrella and that 
both Alpha and Bravo teams were being used as live test subjects for the Bio Organic 
Weapons. Wesker had betrayed us! 
We barely managed to survive that nightmare. However, since the mansion exploded, there is 
no evidence to support our claims of Umbrella's secret lab or the Bio Organic Weapons. The 
zombie phenomenon that has been occurring in the city is extremely similar to the zombies we 
saw at the mansion. We suspect that Umbrella is somehow linked to all this. In order to solve 
this mystery and put an end to the zombies that are roaming the city, I propose we launch a 
formal investigation into Umbrella. 
Thank you for your attention to this extremely important matter. 
Chris Redfield 
S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team.” 
-RE2EX: Chris' Report; undated. 
 
Jill Valentine also prepares a more detailed file to supplement the initial report she made upon 
their return from the mansion, also submitting a recovered researcher's diary as evidence. She 
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explains their rationale for blowing up the Arklay Mansion and therefore destroying any 
potential hard evidence against Umbrella Corp, believing it necessary to halt the spread of the  
t-Virus. Jill urges a mass media appeal to the public as she believes the threat of the virus 
contaminating the city is still very high. 
 
“Arklay Mountains Biohazard Case Summary Report 
August 8, 1998 
The Beginning 
Early July 1998. Unnaturally murdered bodies seemingly eaten by someone were discovered in 
the Arklay Mountains, the outskirts of Raccoon City in the American Midwest. 
Circumstances (1) 
Same Year, July 23. An investigation is started with S.T.A.R.S. by the Raccoon Police 
Department, taking the situation seriously. S.T.A.R.S. B (Bravo) Team is dispatched but 
communication is cut-off. 
Circumstances (2) 
Same Year, July 24. A (Alpha) Team begins dispatch to search for B Team and we investigated 
the vicinity for some time, but evacuated to a nearby mansion because we encountered 
monster dogs. 
Investigation Report (1) 
As a result of our investigation in the mansion, the mansion was proven to be a den of 
Zombies. Other than them, we encountered a large number of traps as well as animals and 
plants believed to have rearranged genetic information. In addition, we confirmed the deaths of 
B Team officers. 
Investigation Report (2) 
After my investigation I independently discovered a research facility hidden deep underground. 
The mansion was a biological weapon laboratory constructed secretly by the global 
pharmaceutical company, Umbrella. Chris Redfield also confirmed this. 
Regarding Zombies 
Zombies were researchers infected due to the leak of a virus, the "T-Virus", used to create 
biological weapons. (I submitted a researcher's diary. Please refer to it.) 
Background of Case Handling 
Chris Redfield and I blew up the facility to prevent the virus spreading to the town. 
Summary 
I believe the destruction of the facility was the optimal method of disposal in that extreme 
situation. However, Chris Redfield and I have concluded that we'll wait at least 60 days to pass 
from the time of the virus leak at the site. Therefore we can't help but say that the possibility of 
the virus leaking into Raccoon City is very high. We will re-investigate the case immediately and 
think we must urgently appeal to the citizens for caution through the mass media. 
Jill Valentine” 
-Biohazard 3: Last Escape Survivor File; 08/08/98 
 
Unfortunately, Irons scoffs at both of their reports when Chris visits his office to discuss the 
matter. At this point he does not suspect Irons to be involved with Umbrella, although the 
Chief's attitude casts little doubt over the possibility judging from his blunt responses. The 
exchanges between the two men become quite heated but Irons refuses to change his position, 
flatly refusing Chris's request to open a formal investigation into Umbrella's activities and fends 
him off with false excuses. Realising he is getting nowhere, Chris storms out and prepares to 
take matters into his own hands. But given the fact Raccoon City is essentially under the control 
of Umbrella, he knows he faces a long battle ahead and there are only a handful of people he 
can really trust. 
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"August 8th 
I spoke to the chief again today, but he refused to listen to me. I know for certain that 
Umbrella conducted t-Virus research in that mansion. Anyone who's infected turns into a 
zombie. But the entire mansion went up in that explosion, along with any incriminating 
evidence. Since Umbrella employs so many people in the city, no one is willing to talk about 
the incident. It looks like I'm running out of options." 
-RE2: Chris' Diary; 08/08/98 
 
MONDAY AUGUST 10TH 1998 
Chris begins purposefully acting strange and withdrawn whilst at work. He makes no effort to 
speak to his colleagues and even starts to avoid Jill and Barry. It seems his fellow officers' lack 
of belief is starting to get to him. However, this attitude is merely a ruse to avoid suspicion from 
Irons and buy time to plan his next move. If he can make Irons believe he is slowly losing his 
mind than the Chief may back off, allowing him to move around in secret more freely. 
 
TUESDAY AUGUST 11TH 1998 
The R.P.D.'s Night Watchman, George Scott,  
decides to take a break from his official duties  
by skiving in the clock tower. He goes up to the  
second floor and passes through the library.  
From there he takes the stairs up to the third  
floor of the main lobby which is the only way to  
access the clock tower. When he arrives, he is  
surprised to see a sign informing personnel that  
the clock tower is now off limits to all  
employees by order of Chief Irons himself.  
George wonders why this is, given that there is  
nothing of any value or danger inside.  
Nevertheless, he ignores the order and heads  
inside to enjoy a few smokes in peace. It's been a quiet evening so he could probably enjoy this 
solace for a good few hours. But by the time morning arrives, George is caught inside the clock 
tower by Irons who has just arrived for work. The Chief is livid and sends him home 
immediately. As he leaves the police station, George enjoys taking in the sun and bright blue 
sky. His thoughts wander back to Irons and he gets the distinct impression the chief was more 
angry he had been in the clock tower rather than purposefully neglecting his duties.  
 
"I finally saw blue skies for the first time in ages, but it did little to lift my spirits. I was 
reprimanded by the chief for neglecting my duties while I was up in the clock tower.  
There's only one thing I still don't understand: The chief seemed more concerned that I was 
up on the tower rather than that I was neglecting my duties. Why was access to the clock tower 
prohibited anyway?" 
-RE2: Night Watchman's Diary; 11/08/98 
 
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 12TH 1998 
There is an altercation at the R.P.D. when Elran, a probationary officer, is walking with a cup 
of hot coffee and accidentally bumps into a distracted Chris Redfield as he stands with Jill 
Valentine. Elran spills his coffee and some of it lands on Chris. But before he can apologise, 
the S.T.A.R.S. officer turns and punches him straight in the face. Elran goes down and other 
officers have to intervene to stop Chris getting to him once again. Jill eventually drags him away 
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but rather than say anything, Chris simply winks at her and walks out of the room. Elran lays 
dazed and in shock on the floor, his face already beginning to bruise. 
 
THURSDAY AUGUST 13TH 1998 
Jill writes in her diary about her concerns regarding Chris. His recent behaviour is going to land 
him in deep trouble with Irons who is just looking for any excuse to get rid of them anyway. 
Their disastrous mission in the Arklay Forest a few weeks back and their stories about zombies 
and monsters have made the whole R.P.D. a laughing stock. 
 
“August 13 
Chris has been starting trouble more often lately. 
He doesn't really speak to the other officers and always appears irritated. Before this, he beat 
down Elran of the Juvenile Division just for dropping some coffee. I stopped him immediately, 
but he just lightly winked when he saw me. 
Why did he do that...?” 
-BIO3: Jill's Diary; 13/08/98 
 
At the P-15B facility, Dr. Turner records how the NE-β parasite is now in full control of the 
headless zombie carcass. The parasite had originally hacked the zombie's head off to gain 
direct access to the spinal cord and central nervous system.  
 
"DAY 13 
The parasite is now controlling the specimen! 
We initially believed the parasite was feasting on the juices from within the specimen’s carcass, 
sucking them up a number of proboscis-like tubes. But as we continued the trials and extended 
the duration periods the results were staggering. 
In truth, the parasite was hacking straight into the infected’s central nervous system, straight 
into its spinal column and controlling it directly. The parasite effectively became it’s ‘brain’. Or, 
as one of my colleagues put it, the parasite is driving the specimen like a two-legged vehicle. 
We have observed the parasitic couple nearly all day today, and there seems to be no further 
developments. 
Dr. Turner" 
-ORC Inserted Evil; nebetaparasite.com: Parasite Report; undated. 
 
FRIDAY AUGUST 14TH 1998 
With his suspicions about Irons growing by the day and his resources within the R.P.D. pretty 
much exhausted, Chris submits a leave of absence request for a vacation. Irons immediately 
accepts, believing that without his S.T.A.R.S. uniform, Chris won't be able to cause too much 
trouble for Umbrella and the R.P.D.  
 
Later that day Chris discovers information that Umbrella may be working on a new virus 
named G. This corroborates evidence he found on a note he took from the body of Wesker in 
the mansion lab relating to the G-Virus and someone called William Birkin. Until now, he’s 
been hoarding this information himself to protect his friends but now realises he needs their 
help. After pondering for most of the day, he decides to share this information with Jill, asking 
her to visit him at his apartment at midnight. 
 
A film festival opens in Raccoon City, hosted at the theatre across the road from City Hall. It 
will run for two days. 
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SATURDAY AUGUST 15TH 1998 
Midnight: 
Jill arrives at Chris's apartment. She is glad to see him and has been very worried about his 
behaviour. His place is a mess with research papers and newspaper clippings on Umbrella 
strewn all over the place. She barely has time to sit down before he shows her papers that are 
allegedly part of a G-Virus research report. She realises he has been keeping this information 
to himself and that he believes something terrible is about to happen. He has not been sleeping 
and the stress and worry explains his erratic behaviour at work. 
 
"Midnight. Chris, who has been on a leave of absence for a ‘vacation,’ called me, so I visited his 
apartment. As soon as I walked in, he showed me a couple pieces of paper. They were part of 
a research report titled simply ‘G.’ Then, Chris told me that ‘the nightmare still continues.’ He 
went on to say that ‘It’s not over yet.’ Ever since that day, he has been fighting all by himself. 
Without rest and without ever telling me.” 
-RE3: Jill's Diary; 15/08/98 
 
SUNDAY AUGUST 16TH 1998 
02:40AM 
In the early hours, Chief Irons passes through  
the sewer to hold another clandestine meeting  
with William Birkin. He is in even more of a  
foul mood than usual and when the Sewer  
Manager tries to make a joke, he draws his  
gun and threatens to shoot him. Eventually  
the Sewer Manager is able to calm Irons down  
and he soon continues on his way. But he is  
left bitterly shaken by the encounter. Irons is  
extremely stressed out and the overtime he has been putting in to cover Umbrella's tracks  
and prevent Chris and the others from getting to the truth is clearly getting to him. 
 
“Chief Irons came in late today, looking grimmer than his usual self. I tried to joke with him to 
cheer him up, but he wasn’t amused. He pulled his gun and threatened to shoot me! I was able 
to calm him down, but that guy must have some serious problems. He knows he can’t enter the 
lab without my help and my medal. This is what it means to the chief to ‘serve and protect?’” 
-RE2: Sewer Manager's Diary; 16/08/98 
 
MONDAY AUGUST 17TH 1998 
Strange incidents begin to occur more frequently across Raccoon City. Witnesses report 
monster sightings one after another all over town. Discharge influence from the Chemical Plant 
flowing into the sewerage system seems to be the most likely cause. As problems at the Dead 
Factory mount up and t-Virus slowly filters out into the city, the R.P.D. begin to receive a lot of 
reports of sightings of unusual creatures across town. These reports concern Chris Redfield 
immensely. 
 
“We’ve been receiving a lot of local reports about strange monsters appearing at random 
throughout the city in the middle of the night. This must be the work of Umbrella.” 
-BIO2: Chris' Diary; 17/08/98 
 
The media and F.B.I. formally begin their investigations into Umbrella. The Federal 
investigation is led by Jack Hamilton of Internal Affairs, a friend of Chris Redfield. 
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MID-AUGUST 1998 (Dates unspecified) 
Freelance journalist Ben Bertolucci travels to Raccoon City to investigate the strange goings-on 
and rumours of a 'cannibal disease' and its link to Umbrella. He checks into the Apple Inn and 
stays in Room 104. He also buys a commuter pass for the Raccoon Underground.  
 
William Birkin sends a memo to Chief Irons reporting that work on the G-Virus is 
approaching completion and that he expects a long overdue promotion for his work. He also 
has evidence that Chris Redfield and the other S.T.A.R.S. members are still trying to uncover 
information on the project. Under no circumstances is Irons to let any of them near the vicinity 
of the Chemical Plant at the vacant factory. He also wires an extra $10,000 to his account. 
 
“To: Mr Brian Irons. 
Chief of the Raccoon City Police Department 
I have deposited the sum of $10,000 to the account for your services this term, as per our 
agreement. The development of the G-Virus, scheduled to replace the t-Virus, is near 
completion. Once it’s completed, I am certain that I will be appointed to the executive board 
for Umbrella Corporation. It is imperative that we proceed with caution. Redfield and the 
remaining S.T.A.R.S. members are still attempting to uncover information on the project. 
Continue to monitor their activities, and block all attempts to investigate the underground 
research facilities. 
William Birkin.” 
-RE2: Mail to the Chief; undated. 
 
In response to this order, Brian Irons considers the disbandment of S.T.A.R.S. But because he 
has no grounds to demote or fire them, he decides to grind them down slowly by cutting their 
budget and reducing their weapons, equipment and resources. 
 
After becoming tired of Irons' constant refusal to dig into the real facts of the mansion case and 
blocking his own attempts at investigating Umbrella, Chris Redfield submits a request to the 
F.B.I. to investigate the possible existence of the G-Virus developed by Umbrella Corporation. 
He also requests a background check of Brian Irons. Chris put in touch with a federal agent 
named Jack Hamilton. 
 
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 19TH 1998 
Angelica Margaret conducts her second monthly inspection of the sewer system. 
 
THURSDAY AUGUST 20TH 1998 
After completing its initial investigation into the May 11th biohazard at the Arklay Labs, 
Umbrella decide to place the blame onto eccentric researcher Morpheus D. Duvall and his 
research and development department. He is terminated from his contract effective 
immediately and leaves his position at Umbrella’s B.O.W. Waste Disposal Facility on the 
North Atlantic Island. Duvall is livid and swears revenge at being set up to take the fall for an 
incident he had nothing to do with.  
 
"Research & Development Division 
Mr. Morpheus D. Duvall 
As a result of investigation, "gross negligence" in the development department under your 
supervision was found to be associated with the accident that occurred in Raccoon City on May 
11, 1998. As the person in charge of the same department, we are dismissing you as of today 
for having neglected to take action to advert the crisis in the above-mentioned matter. 
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The terms of the Agreement you signed upon entering the company are still in effect, and you 
are prohibited even in future from any disclosure of your activities within the company. 
Furthermore, the payment of salary, etc. associated with retirement are pursuant to the 
"Treatment in the Case of Dismissal" on the contract form. 
August 20, 1998 
Umbrella Personnel Division” 
- BIO: Heroes Never Die: Dismissal Notice; 20/08/98 
 
Shortly afterwards, the Atlantic Facility and Seabed Laboratory complex are closed and the 
remaining staff all relocated. The facility has never really recovered since the accident with 
‘Pluto’ escaping and running riot, causing a mini-biohazard and killing several employees. Since 
that time, Umbrella has been looking to rid themselves of Duvall and have now seized their 
chance. But despite the closure of the Waste Disposal facility, the failed B.O.W.s populating 
the bowels of the island are left to roam as the chances of them escaping are nil. In the years to 
come, these creatures will continue to change and evolve. A skeleton staff remain on site to 
monitor and observe these creatures, but the seabed laboratories located 500 meters down in 
the biosphere are now totally abandoned. 
 
Umbrella agents kidnap a young boy on a street in the Republic of Congo. He is to be sent to 
Sheena Island and processed for Beta Hereto Nonserotonin to assist with Vincent Goldman’s 
new Tyrant project. Once the terrified boy arrives at the island, he is locked up at the prison 
where he will be held and conditioned for the next several months. 
 
FRIDAY AUGUST 21ST 1998 
The media and police begin investigating Umbrella's city-wide operations. Ben Bertolucci is 
engaged earnestly in gathering information around this time.  
 
The Sewer Manager is informed by William Birkin that the police and media are beginning a 
citywide investigation into Umbrella and there is a high possibility the sewers will be searched. 
All Umbrella sewer facility operations are to be suspended until the investigation is over. He 
will lose his job as manager if the underground lab is found and exposed. 
 
“William informed me that the police and media have begun their investigation on Umbrella’s 
affairs. He said that the investigation will be citywide, and that there’s a possibility they’ll even 
search the sewer. He asked me to suspend all Umbrella sewer facility operations until the 
investigation has concluded. The sewer will still be used for passage, but he stressed I had to be 
extremely cautious, and that I’ll lose my job if anyone finds out about this operation.” 
-RE2: Sewer Manager's Diary; 21/08/98 
 
In the weeks since the mansion incident, two reporters of the Raccoon Times have been 
conducting their own secret investigation and the possible involvement of Umbrella. One of 
them finally makes a breakthrough by somehow acquiring a copy of Wesker's Report II, a 
document Wesker initially wrote to Ada Wong when he first joined the rival company. How a 
copy came into this journalist’s possession is unclear. Nevertheless, this detailed report has 
enough evidence to expose Umbrella's true colours to the public. The reporter sends a 
summary of the document to his colleague and tells him to prepare to go public. They might 
just have the story of the decade. 
 
"Emergency Report 
Aug 21, 1998 
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I have a very important report to show you, because you and I are both reporters of Raccoon 
Times, and I think I can trust you. 
During our secret investigation about the Mansion Incident that happened last month, we 
finally found some evidence of Umbrella's crimes. According to the report we found, now 
we've got the truth, and it is far different from all the  
things we were told before, I want you to tell the public  
as soon as possible. 
The first thing we need to focus is that it tells us the real  
identity of Albert Wesker, who is behind all these evil  
things. The report says that he was first trained at the  
Umbrella management training facility, and then was  
transferred to that mansion (They call it "Arklay  
Research Facility"), becoming one of the chief  
researchers and carrying out many experiments. After  
that, he quit his position as a researcher, and requested  
a transfer to Umbrella's Intelligence Bureau. In this part, 
his detailed information was shown, and one detail  
which made me notice is that he was also suspicious  
about the purpose of those researches. On one side, he  
seemed to act under the orders of Umbrella, but in fact  
he had his own purpose as well. I think we can find  
some reasons of his strange behaviours in the report. 
Of course, I wrote down all useful things on it. Those  
evil experiments in that mansion, the details of that evil virus, and goals that the researchers 
kept pursuing. The "female research subject", which is mentioned quite a lot of times in this 
article, is supposed to be that monster called "Lisa Trevor", just like the description of those 
survivors, and her tragic story is told by this report. When S.T.A.R.S. members were facing this 
monster, it showed unbelievable vitality and toughness, it almost cannot be killed. As for the 
reason of it, I think it will be clear after you read page 4 and 5 of the report. And about her 
strange behaviour of ripping off people's faces is also understood according to the content of a 
diary found in the incident. 
What's more, as the investigation continues, many noticeable names appear in this report. 
William Birkin, a genius man and also Wesker's partner researcher in the mansion. Alexia 
Ashford, a genius girl whose talent made William almost lose his mind. John, William's 
successor on the chief researcher, who was aware of the danger of those terrible researches. 
And Ada Wong, a woman who received this report. It seems that all those people above didn't 
appear in the mansion incident, but it is possible anyone of them is now doing some terrible 
things somewhere. 
Because of this, I'm pretty sure our opinion is right, and the incident is not over yet. The origin 
of all these evil things, Umbrella is still holding a good image to the public, and no citizens here 
have noticed their real face. If people who know the truth like us are not going to expose their 
evil behaviours and alert the world, they will keep playing a role as the merchant of death. And 
at this moment, they must be keeping on researching that devil's virus, and developing some 
terrible biological weapons. It seems that they are now working on the development of the "G-
virus", even its prototype has very terrible power. Can you imagine what's gonna happen if it's 
finished and applied to producing biological weapons? A biohazard will happen again. The 
incident happened in that old mansion deep in the mountains this time is not an end, maybe 
the whole city will be involved in a tragedy sometime. 
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I think you must have understood what I said, the remaining things you should do is to sum up 
this report and the results of our investigation, and then make them public as soon as possible. 
You have to start preparing immediately." 
-Biohazard Kaitai shinsho: Emergency Report; 21/08/98 
 
However, before the reporters have a chance to go public, they are caught and eliminated by 
Umbrella agents. No doubt Umbrella have plenty of people working in the media and were 
tipped off about what was about to happen. The bodies of the two reporters are never found 
and their evidence is destroyed. Only the original blood-stained memo remains which is 
quickly seized by the assassins. 
 
SATURDAY AUGUST 22ND 1998 (CIRCA) 
Under Dr. Turner's supervision, a female researcher and an armed escort at the P-15B facility 
enter the holding cell of the 'parasite zombie' to take a tissue sample. Initially the specimen 
does not react to their presence but then suddenly charges at the pair and violently kill them 
both. Dr. Turner observes from the monitoring station and documents how the creature 
displayed signs of acute intelligence since it purposefully waited for the two humans to be far 
enough away from the exit door before attacking. Its unexpected physical movement is also 
similar to that of a V-Act specimen. They need to research this further and will next try to 
remove and study the parasite to see how it bonds with its host. 
 
"DAY 22 
Again the parasite has surprised us. 
One of our armed security men accompanied one of my colleagues into the parasite’s cell to 
retrieve some tissue samples. What happened next shocked us all. The parasite-humanoid 
appeared to wait until they were a couple of steps into the cell before it made an aggressive 
manoeuvre towards them – almost running. Before the security guard had chance to react, the 
parasitically-bonded specimen had lifted him off his feet and hurled him against the bars. 
My colleague was just as unfortunate, as the parasite’s pincers tore the top half of her body 
from the bottom. 
Unbelievable. The “parasite zombie” was demonstrably faster and stronger than its zombie 
host or the parasite itself. 
Tomorrow we shall try to remove the parasite from the zombie to understand how it can 
animate the specimen so effectively. 
Dr. Turner" 
-REORC: Inserted Evil - nebetaparasite.com: Parasite Report; undated. 
 
SUNDAY AUGUST 23RD 1998 
Chief Irons continues his vendetta against S.T.A.R.S. by stripping them of equipment and 
moving the 4 digit lock safe from their office down to the Eastern Office on the ground floor.  
 
"8/23/98 
This letter is just to inform everyone about the recent movement of equipment that has 
happened during the precinct’s rearrangement. The safe with 4 digit lock has been moved from 
the S.T.A.R.S. office on the second floor, to the eastern office on the first floor. 
‘2236’ 
Raccoon Police Liaison Dept." 
-RE2: Police Memorandum; 23/08/98. 
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Chris begins to make discreet plans with Jill and Barry about their next move and proposes 
they conduct a covert investigation into Umbrella's European headquarters in Paris. They are 
soon all in agreement and make a collective decision not to involve Brad Vickers or Rebecca 
Chambers in this plan. Brad’s general cowardice and lack of mental toughness to face up to 
Umbrella counts him out. This has been evident in recent weeks as he has been siding with 
Chief Irons over the mansion case rather than backing up his fellow survivors. Although 
Rebecca’s integrity is without question, she is planning to leave Raccoon City and Chris and the 
others leave her out of their dangerous investigation for her own protection. 
 
At the P-15B facility, Dr. Turner's research team make their first attempt to retrieve the NE -β 
parasite and separate it from its zombie host. Due to the increased speed of the creature, they 
attempt to shoot the zombie's legs off so it cannot move. However, to their great surprise, 
another side effect of the parasite's control over the specimen has resulted in it becoming 
indestructible. Small arms fire, machine guns, flamethrowers and even a frag grenade cannot 
do sufficient enough damage to neutralize the subject. Soon the team are forced to withdraw 
and rethink their strategy as the creature in its current state is far too dangerous to approach. 
 
MONDAY AUGUST 24TH 1998 
Chris leaves Raccoon City and flies to Europe on his own. Barry makes preparations to leave 
the city and get his family safely to Canada before joining up with Chris in a few weeks’ time. 
Jill makes a last minute decision to remain behind as she wants to investigate one of Umbrella's 
key facilities in Raccoon city. She will join up with Chris and Barry in a month or so. Chris 
elects not to tell his sister Claire about this trip for her own protection, a decision that will 
prove to be fateful.  
 
"August 24th 
With the help of Jill and Barry, I finally obtained information vital to this case. Umbrella has 
begun research on the new G-Virus, a variation of the original t-Virus. Haven’t they done 
enough damage already? We talked it over, and have decided to fly to the main Umbrella HQ 
in Europe. I won’t tell my sister about this trip because doing so could put her in danger. 
Please forgive me Claire.” 
-RE2: Chris' Diary; 24/08/98 
 
Before he leaves, Chris takes the opportunity to smuggle out a new prototype uniform for 
S.T.A.R.S. he was due to trial which is made up of a green shirt, pants and black Kevlar body 
armour with the S.T.A.R.S. crest. He plans to wear it in memory of his fallen comerades.   
 
With Chris now gone and Barry preparing to fly out to Canada with his family, Jill Valentine, 
Rebecca Chambers and Brad Vickers are the only remaining S.T.A.R.S. members left on 
active duty. The events of the last few days have led Chief Irons to falsely believe his 
disempowerment plan for the S.T.A.R.S. is working perfectly. Jill and the others know they are 
on borrowed time and it is only a matter of time before Irons closes down their unit for good.  
 
“August 24th 
Chris left town today to go to Europe. Barry told me that he would send his family to Canada 
and then follow. I decided to remain in Raccoon City for a little while longer, because I know 
that the research facility here will be extremely important to this entire case. In a month or so, 
I’ll be joining them somewhere in Europe. That’s when my real battle begins…” 
-RE3: Jill's Diary; 24/08/98 
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LATE AUGUST (Unspecified dates) 
William Birkin becomes paranoid when no offer of joining Umbrella's board of executives 
seems forthcoming. For the first time he wonders if he is making the right choice remaining 
with the company. 
 
Ada Wong continues to gather intelligence on Umbrella's operations for the rival company. 
She has regular meetings with Ben Bertolucci to swap information, offering him sensitive 
information on Raccoon City mayor Michael Warren in exchange for what he knows about 
Umbrella. 
 
At the European 6th Laboratory, the former Arklay researcher working on the external power 
limiter for the Nemesis T-Type continues to be dismayed at what he sees. The Nemesis is kept 
in a secure cell under constant observation. He recalls how the floor of the cell literally cracked 
as it stomped around in its giant boots. The NE-α parasite controlling its movements and 
measuring its intelligence, seems to have adapted perfectly and the research team now begin 
weapons testing with a Gatling gun and rocket launcher being the preferred options. Several 
team members are killed during these tests. Umbrella Europe want even more control over the 
creature and ask the researcher to modify the material used to make the power limiter into an 
intelligence inhibitor, to make the specimen easier to control and manage. Having been 
exposed to the true nature of Umbrella's work, the researcher cannot continue with these 
unethical practices and tries to secretly sabotage the project by frying the skull of the Nemesis. 
However, he underestimates the brute strength of the creature and only succeeds in making it 
even more resilient. 
 
Damien A. Ashkenazy of the Raccoon Police Department’s Internal Investigation Committee 
finalises his investigation into the mansion incident and publishes his report. His findings are 
inconclusive due to the lack of physical evidence following the mansion explosion, despite 
confirming the property rights were in the name of Oswell E. Spencer, a co-founder of 
Umbrella Corporation. He has studied verbal testimonies and written transcripts from the five 
survivors of the incident and the allegations of Albert Wesker's betrayal cannot be confirmed 
due to his death. There is also no proof of the unethical experiments the S.T.A.R.S. team 
members claim were being conducted at the mansion and therefore any legal action against 
Umbrella would be inadvisable. This seems to come as a relief to Ashkenazy as taking on the 
world's leading pharmaceutical enterprise would be fruitless, not to mention embarrassing and 
economically dangerous given the police and Raccoon City's close ties to the corporation. He 
also recommends the findings of the report be kept confidential. 
 
"INVESTIGATOR'S MEMORANDUM 
ABOUT THE END OF THE INCIDENT 
The prime factor that is making elucidation of this incident difficult is the point that the 
mansion is no longer at the site anymore. Therefore, the investigation cannot rely solely on the 
survivors' testimonies, rendering it impossible to advance any legal procedures. In addition, 
reports that there was an internal betrayal were also made, and its impossible pursuit may pose 
a problem. 
*As for the true intentions of Officer Wesker, confirmation is impossible due to the man's 
death. 
POSSIBILITY OF UMBRELLA CORP. INVOLVEMENT 
It has been proven over the registry that the on-site mansion was owned by Lord O.E. Spencer, 
who is in the leading position of the Umbrella Corporation. However, material evidence that 
the unethical experiments in the reports were carried out has not been obtained. It is not a wise 
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policy for Raccoon City to advance some kind of legal action against Umbrella Corp. under the 
present circumstances. 
*Umbrella Corp. computers said to have been present at the site were destroyed by fire. 
CORRESPONDENCE TO THE PRESS 
Presently, various press have paid attention in relation to the incident. Fortunately, because the 
survivors are all police officers, contact with the press is forbidden by the Code of Professional 
Ethics, but the foundation of a rather irresponsible feeding frenzy cannot be denied either. 
Should the mass media-orientated official announcement delete the problematic parts from the 
case or should we consider an intentional leak? 
CONCLUSION: This matter greatly differs from the characteristics of conventional 
cases/crimes and it may be difficult to reach a final conclusion, as it includes a delicate political 
issue. Even if the reports of the survivors are true, it would probably be a realistic policy if we 
left this confidential to outsiders until the end. 
Raccoon Police Department Internal Investigation Committee 
Special Investigator 
Damien A. Ashkenazy" 
- Biohazard Director's Cut V-Jump Guidebook; undated. 
 
A report is also sent to Michael Warren's office outlining any lasting ramifications of the 
incident for the city and its economy. The night time curfew enforced by the police during the 
spate of murders leading up to the incident harmed distribution output significantly and citizens 
tightened up on home security with product sales at local gun shops going through the roof. 
Chief Irons has also pledged to overhaul the police department to regain public trust following 
the incident, this will likely include the disbandment of S.T.A.R.S. Although Umbrella have 
made many public statements over the last month denying any wrongdoing, they have also 
offered to supply financial aid to the city to help the industry sector get back up and running. 
The loss of the mansion itself and its contents are estimated to cost its owner Oswell E. 
Spencer millions of dollars and field surveys and ecological studies are currently taking place in 
the fire-damaged sections of Raccoon Forest in a bid to restore the area. The replantation of 
trees will be a large operation and will also be funded by Umbrella. 
 
“1. PRESENT STATUS OF EACH CONCERNED BUREAU 
The impact on several of the city's industries was recorded as a crime of unprecedented 
magnitude. Since night-time operation of factories was suspended, industrial production 
decreased by about 30% compared with the previous year. Many of the citizens refrained from 
going out at night and a decrease in large sales was forced upon the distribution industry. (The 
sales of gun stores and video rental stores alone showed a sudden rise) The impact on the 
tourism industry, which assumes the forest and mountains of the city outskirts as its main 
attractions, was devastating. As a result, it is also said that the damage the industrial world 
suffered from the occurrence of the serial-murder cases prior to this conclusion of the incident 
was equal to the direct hit of a hurricane. 
2. R.P.D. (Raccoon City Police) 
The Raccoon City police suffered from a considerable loss of face due to this matter. It will be 
necessary to carry out bold actions, including the complete reform of the organization as soon 
as possible in order to regain civic trust. 
3. UMBRELLA CORPORATION 
The Umbrella Corporation has denied involvement in this incident entirely. Moreover, it 
added that it is ready to offer various kinds of financial support for the city's revival, including 
municipal authorities and industry. 
P.S. 
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I received a report from the city's Health and Sanitation Bureau regarding the skin disease 
showing signs of spreading as a new problem in the city. According to experts, it seems more 
likely to be a totally new kind of thing. The probability is that an undiscovered virus is the cause 
of the disease...... 
CONCLUSION: 
Information regarding the damage Raccoon City has suffered in this incident is shown in the 
previous investigation report. Regardless of abnormality, the serious impact only one serial 
murder case had on the area is just amazing. Revival from the damage in connection with this 
incident is aimed for using all our methods as city authorities. 
I. COST OF LIVES 
The controversial serial murders which already took place by the time S.T.A.R.S went into the 
mansion are included in this matter. At least seven of the twelve S.T.A.R.S. members in all 
who had been in the mansion can be calculated as direct victims of the incident. This is the 
worst cost of lives in this place's history. 
II. PROPERTY DAMAGE 
The mansion owned by Lord Oswell E. Spencer, an influential figure of the business world 
and the leader of Umbrella Corp., was completely destroyed by fire in this incident. Lord 
Oswell is also famous as a collector of fine arts and crafts and if the amount appraised of the 
vanished collectibles is totalled in addition to the asset value of the mansion itself, the deficit 
amount reaches at least millions of dollars. 
III. ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE 
In the case of the mansion's destruction by fire, the neighbouring forest was also fire-damaged 
within a width of 100-acres. Although the fire didn't approach houses due to the strenuous 
assimilation activity from the fire department and volunteers both in the air and on the ground, 
it is certain that the environmental/ecological balance of the entire forest area is greatly out of 
control due to the fire. Prompt field surveys by experts and restoration work from an ecological 
viewpoint, such as afforestation, will be required." 
-Biohazard Director's Cut V-Jump Guidebook; undated. 
 
The Biohazard Incident Investigation Committee also conclude their investigation. It seems 
they have managed to recover several significant pieces of evidence and that their findings 
could have a severe impact on Umbrella Corporation if made public. 
 
"At the Time of Investigation File Reading 
This investigation file describes the details of the virus leak accident biohazard (referred to 
below as the Biohazard Incident) in the Umbrella Corporation's BC (Bio-Chemical) weapons 
research and development facility, which occurred this July in Raccoon City. As compared with 
the investigation reports (*editor's note) which merely traced the surface of the incident based 
on private sector reports submitted in the past, these documents serve as profound detail which 
gets more to the core of the incident. Mentioned below are the contents of three files which 
constitute these documents. I would like you to refer to them when you read each file. 
In addition, it is a precautionary measure but naturally, this document is top secret. Reading, 
copying or reproduction of this document without the consent of the authorities is declared to 
be punishable by federal law." 
-Inside of Biohazard: Director's Cut Guidebook; August 1998 
 
The first part of the report details the outline, structure and resources of the S.T.A.R.S. teams 
as well as detailed biographies on each team member. The operative training manual is also 
studied and investigators note a suspicion in its contents given the descriptions of the enemies 
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S.T.A.R.S. operatives were due to face. An updated copy of this manual was handed out to all 
teams members just prior to the mansion incident. 
 
“This file is a textbook prepared for S.T.A.R.S. officers just before the biohazard incident in 
Raccoon City. At a glance, it looks just like an ordinary manual but due to the description of 
enemies believed to have higher abilities than humans, it is considered to be indirect evidence 
of the encounter with S.T.A.R.S. officers and Bio-Organic-Weapons having been set up. In 
addition the preface by S.T.A.R.S. Captain Albert Wesker is introduced below. 
-(first part omitted)… I was delivered this manual concerning various skills that you should 
master as my S.T.A.R.S. officers. However, these are the minimum necessary and you should 
be informed of further skill acquisition to be performed through actual combat. 
S.T.A.R.S. chief; Albert Wesker.” 
-Inside of Biohazard: Director’s Cut; August 1998. 
 
The investigators wonder why the S.T.A.R.S. units were so well-equipped and financed 
independently as a sub-branch of a small, local police force. They speculate about whether this 
was a pretence to the unit eventually becoming soldiers of the Umbrella Corporation. Also with 
over half the unit being wiped out during the incident, significant restructuring will need to be 
carried out. 
 
"The details and actual contents of the battles in the above-mentioned documents are 
surprising, and were passed on to many branches (like professional, as it were, military affairs 
organizations). There is no end to the question of why such a full-scale manual was necessary 
for S.T.A.R.S., which should only be an annexed organization of the Raccoon City police. 
When I think in retrospect, S.T.A.R.S. was probably made to systematically deviate from the 
general police, and was there not an intention to turn them into soldiers of the Umbrella 
Corporation? 
Now, for S.T.A.R.S. after the incident, since more than half of its officers died in the line of 
duty, including the Captain and Vice-Captain, it has become substantially impossible to 
perform its functions. In future, personnel recruitment etc. will be performed and it has not 
been determined whether the organisation will be retained in its current form or whether the 
Raccoon City police will absorb the organisation, but in either case substantial organisational 
restructuring will be performed so as to not tread on the same rut." 
-Inside of Biohazard Director's Cut; August 1998 
 
One of the most significant pieces of evidence is part of a research memo seized from 
Umbrella during the committee's investigation following the mansion incident. Its contents 
seem to corroborate the testimonies of the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members. 
 
"For many years, our company Umbrella has continued research and development of Bio 
Organic Weapons (B.O.W.) which meet the needs of our customers, and this time, we have 
finally succeeded in the commercial manufacture of the t series, a crystal of the latest 
biotechnology. This series uses the newly developed t-Virus and it is possible for almost all 
existing living things to be used as B.O.W. bases. As a result, phenomenally low cost and high 
versatility have been realized, and some problems such as the conventional task of difficulty of 
control...... (The rest is omitted)" 
-Inside of Biohazard Director's Cut; undated. 
 
Quoted above is a draft of a B.O.W. release document seized from Umbrella after the 
biohazard incident at the mansion. It is believed it was probably intended for military 
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authorities or various large companies as customers but the biohazard put a stop to these 
transactions for the time being.  
 
"Now, in connection with the criminal investigation of this Umbrella head office, confidential 
material related to various incidents besides this was discovered. The research memo shown 
below on the following page is also one of the seized documents and was prepared by multiple 
researchers of the B.O.W. development team. Intrinsically, it seems like a summary memo of 
the release addressed to customers quoted earlier made by the Public Relations Department 
that avoids detailed and intricate descriptions not needed by customers, hence some parts 
missing accuracy can be seen. However, because the document concerned works out the 
abnormality of this matter, it is essential as valuable evidence in prosecuting the devilish work 
of the Umbrella Corporation, and was greeted with the approval of the parties concerned." 
-Inside of Biohazard Director's Cut; August 1998. 
 
The report then goes into more detail, with an index of seized classified memoranda and a 
warning that the contents of this report are above top secret. 
 
“August, 1998 
The incident that happened at Raccoon City  
was due to a release of biological weapons  
and a bio-weapon-grade pathogen that were  
being secretly developed by Umbrella  
Pharmaceuticals, and produced casualties of  
workers who worked at the research facility  
and civilians nearby the facility. This  
incident has already been resolved due to  
S.T.A.R.S. intervention. 
In this bio-weapons leakage incident, which happened over a period of several months 
following the spring of 1998, Umbrella concealed the incident from the beginning and except 
for a handful of workers, no Umbrella employees knew about the incident. Furthermore, 
instead of attempting to better understand the incident, the company forced researchers to 
report data from time to time about the incident in order to advance development of further 
bio-weapons. The research memos related to bio-weapons shown on the next page are 
information that was reported to Umbrella Headquarters over a period of several months from 
the time of the beginning of the incident until S.T.A.R.S. intervention, and were ultimately 
collected by this committee. These memos contain information about bio-weapon 
characteristics and their usefulness as weapons. Most memos are shown in their original form. 
Furthermore, in order to be ready for any similar future incident, information on how to deal 
with bio-weapons disposal is provided with the cooperation of S.T.A.R.S. 
Some of the information in these memos indicate bio-weapons that were not intentionally 
developed, but instead were created by chance as the result of an accident, etc. We can see 
how the company completely disregarded common morals as it forced workers to gather 
information and work to commercialize bio-weapons, even though they were subjected to great 
risk. 
Biohazard Incident Investigation Committee” 
-Inside of Biohazard: Director’s Cut; August 1998. 
 
The report continues, going into details about biological weapons and the viral agents used to 
create them thanks to the seized documentation. Interestingly, these documents refer to the  
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t-Virus by its alternate codename; Clay Virus. Transmission of the virus and how it spread 
throughout the mansion complex is also theorised.  
 
“B.O.W: 
B.O.W. stands for and refers to Bio Organic  
Weapons secretly developed by Umbrella  
Pharmaceuticals. The aim of this B.O.W.  
research project was the production of  
powerful soldiers exceeding the strength of  
humans, and was a crazed plan that entered  
the realm of "playing god" in order to  
develop various bio-weapons by modifying  
the genes of animals and humans.  
Apparently still in the experimental stage, the  
ultimate B.O.W. remains incomplete. Continued investigation should further the truth. 
Clay Virus: 
One unavoidable and important factor in Umbrella's B.O.W. development is the pathogen 
called the Clay Virus. 
The Clay Virus takes up residence in the cells of the host just like a normal virus, and self-
propagates by using the synthesis properties and energy of proteins. In other words, the protein 
and nucleic acid synthesis program of cells that have been infected with the Clay Virus is 
rewritten based on the nucleus of the virus, resulting in growing numbers of new Clay Virus 
nuclei. The most significant attribute of the Clay Virus is in how the infected cells themselves 
are subjected to mutated evolution. 
After infection, the Clay Virus spreads throughout the victim's body and affects its systems, 
starting with internal secretory systems, spreading to nearly all organs making up the body, such 
as the skin, muscles, nerves, circulatory, respiratory, digestive and skeletal systems. One major 
transformation is an unusual increase in growth hormone and the tendency for the body to 
increase in size. The effect of the virus on the muscular system - to multiply the strength of the 
host organism - is particularly surprising. For the nervous system, the virus dulls sensations of 
pain and fear, while at the same time significantly increasing aggression. These are the 
important elements which make a B.O.W. a weapon. 
On the other hand, metabolism is slowed down significantly and some B.O.W. species 
undergo tissue decay, making them not particularly pleasant to look at.  
In addition, the Clay Virus fundamentally functions as an intermediary of genetic combination 
between different species that would normally be unstable, and it appears to make it relatively 
easy to perform complex genetic manipulations together with the Clay Virus. 
Clay Virus Strains: 
The Clay Virus prototype was discovered during an experiment using a primitive arthropod. 
Various subspecies were created from the prototype within various living organisms that 
became hosts, with several virus strains currently known to exist today from strains α-ε. In 
particular, the ε-strain is an almost perfect form of the Clay Virus and is also known by the 
alternative term t-Virus (Tyrant Virus). 
Infection Route: 
According to reports, the Clay Virus began leaking in an accident and initially seemed to be an 
airborne strain, but later became a transdermal strain. This was discovered from 
documentation indicating that hazmat suits were required for the Clay Virus ε-strain during the 
early days of the incident, that two organisms preyed on infected individuals and became 
infected during the middle part of the incident, and that S.T.A.R.S. personnel weren't infected 
even when injured by Zombies and other infected individuals during the latter part of the 
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incident. The Clay Virus ε-strain virus presumably has a property to evolve with the progress of 
time and external environment, gradually stabilizing over time from the airborne ε-strain virus, 
infecting and multiplying within host organisms and becoming a transdermal ε-strain variant. It 
can be said that the Clay Virus is a type that gradually grows less infectious over time.” 
-Inside of Biohazard: Director’s Cut; August 1998. 
 
The B.I.I.C. conclude that so far the incident has had no effect on the continued profits and 
popularity of Umbrella. In the eyes of the public, this investigation is solely to look into an 
'accident' and therefore no significant damage will be caused to the corporation. However, 
should things escalate and Umbrella's illegal, unethical practices are exposed, a full on war 
could develop and they have strong ties in deep pockets all across the globe to defend 
themselves. 
 
"So far, no noticeable changes have appeared in  
the financial condition of the Umbrella  
Corporation, the ringleaders of this incident. It  
is not because the full extent of the incident has  
yet to be told to the general press, but the fact  
that only one Umbrella Corp. facility caused  
the explosion accident is superficial. Naturally,  
the criminal investigation following the incident  
was socially responded to as an "accident" and  
concluded with the result of only having minor  
influence on the stock market. 
In future, even if the situation changes and  
develops into the arrest of executives, we should refrain from acting too rashly considering the 
magnitude of the Umbrella Corporation's influence (according to information from a reliable 
source, it seems there are some with support from senators and even presidential aides). In any 
case, further future criminal investigation is pending." 
-Inside of Biohazard Director's Cut; undated. 
 
The B.I.I.C. receive a secret document from the few members of the R.P.D. who actually 
support the S.T.A.R.S. members as well as detailed accounts of the survivors' actions during 
the mansion incident which enables the B.I.I.C. to piece together an accurate summary of 
events. This report has seemingly been sent without the authority or knowledge of Chief of 
Police Brian Irons.  
 
"R.P.D. Secret Document THE BIOHAZARD INCIDENT Report 
In early summer, 1998, horrible cases in which entire families were slaughtered by intruders of 
unknown identity occurred one after another in the Raccoon City suburbs. It appears this 
series of continued bizarre murder cases have now tentatively calmed down due to the police's 
announcement they were "done by stray Dobermans which escaped from an Umbrella Corp. 
facility." In some civilian reports, it seems that theories of "alien experiments on human bodies" 
and "immortal killers" are still rampant, but these rumours will no doubt be forgotten soon. If 
need be, we are ready to leak to the media about the collusion between congressman K and the 
drug mafia in question, but it seems this measure is unnecessary at this time. 
At any rate, only we the top brass of the police and the few surviving S.T.A.R.S. members who 
touched the case directly know the whole picture. Properly speaking, we normally would have 
immediately requested for a criminal investigation from the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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(FBI), but it was necessary to uniquely install an incident investigation squad in consideration of 
this incident's peculiarity and the former connections between the police and Umbrella Corp. 
Prepared here is a report by a party concerned with the incident who will become the core of 
the investigation. Although the actual report was performed via oral statement, it has been 
summarized with few exceptions. Of course, even if there were pros and cons regarding the 
reliability of this unbelievable case report, as indicated on the attached sheet, the reporter's 
psychiatric examination results were completely normal. Investigation for further truth must 
await the results of the compulsory investigation of Umbrella Corp., but future correspondence 
should first be urgently determined based on this report. 
*Note: Stubbornly, this report only recorded the incident occurring and not Chris Redfield or 
Jill Valentine themselves. Actions not in this record were carried out and they specified that 
Chris and Jill possibly obtained some sort of findings. 
AFTER THE BIOHAZARD INCIDENT  
The Arklay Mountains laboratory was completely destroyed by the previously mentioned 
explosion. The ensuing fire also spread to the neighbouring trees. The local fire department 
and National Guard troops struggled to contain the fire, but a large area of about 750 acres 
(about 300 hectares) of forest had burned by the time the fire was put out. However, the one 
saving grace of this disaster is that the true source of the fire has never been revealed. It should 
also be noted that the 4 survivors have not been cleared of suspicion of virus infection, and 
their whereabouts remain unknown. 
List of Biohazard Incident Victims: 
S.T.A.R.S: 
Albert Wesker (A Team) 
...Stabbed in stomach by a Tyrant in the  
research lab basement and instantly killed.  
Cause of death thought to be shock due to  
internal organ trauma. 
Joseph Frost (A Team) 
...Bitten to death by Cerberus in the forest  
Mountains. The direct cause of death was a  
broken spine suffered in the attack. 
Enrico Marini (B Team) 
...Instantly killed by gunshot wound to the chest in the central courtyard (or garden). The killer 
was determined to be Albert Wesker based on circumstantial evidence. 
Kenneth J Sullivan (B Team) 
...Heavily injured body found in the mansion on the first floor. Cause of death: zombie-
inflicted head and neck injuries. 
Richard Aiken (B Team) 
...Died shortly after being found in front of the mansion attic. Body was covered with claw 
wounds, severe scratches and bite wounds from the left shoulder to the right leg. The direct 
cause of death is thought to be "Yawn" shock. 
Forrest Spyer (B Team) 
...Body found at the mansion 2nd floor terrace. Direct cause of death: blood loss due to claw 
attack. 
Edward Dewey (B Team) 
...Only right wrist and below was found in the Arklay Mountains. With most of the body 
missing, unlikely to be able to determine the cause of death. 
Umbrella Pharmaceuticals: 
25 lab employees (estimated) 
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...Nearly all died from attacks by other workers who were infected by the virus and turned into 
zombies. Perhaps because there was early knowledge of the news that the virus had leaked out, 
the number of workers committing suicide were greater that of the mansion. 
7 researchers visiting from headquarters (estimated) 
...All of these were missing and unaccounted for, with no bodies found. In some cases, they 
could be held isolated by Umbrella, so confirmation of their whereabouts must be urgently 
done. 
22 Experimental subjects Type A (names unconfirmed) 
... People who were turned into Hunters through virus injection. Nearly all were shot by 
S.T.A.R.S. forces. They are thought to have been homeless people or people with otherwise 
irregular place of living, so verification of identity would be extremely difficult. 
1 person - experimental subject type B (name unconfirmed) 
...An experimental subject who became a tyrant through experimental treatments such as virus 
injection. It was not possible to find the body due to the lab explosion, making identity 
verification impossible. 
Civilians: 
Raccoon City residents 4 families, 13 people  
(estimated) 
Victims of attacks by Zombies or Cerberus  
escaped from the research facility. 
Travellers from other states - 7 people  
(estimated) 
Thought to have been attacked by Cerberus  
while mountain climbing. All except two  
were lone climbers. 
The victims indicated in the above list are  
only an estimate based on an ongoing investigation. The number of victims is expected to 
increase as details of various documents produced by the forced investigation of Umbrella are 
verified. Also, due to the sudden increase in the numbers of lost or missing persons reported to 
the city police since the spring, it is believed that there are still many potential victims." 
-Inside of Biohazard Director's Cut; August 1998 
 
The B.I.I.C. investigator begins to summarise the complete investigation and is of the 
judgement that criminal proceedings must be filed against Umbrella. The potential of the t-
Virus is extremely dangerous and if not contained could result in further contamination and the 
unthinkable possibility that all of Raccoon City could be someday infected. 
 
"Summary of Investigation Files: 
The above is all results of the investigation. But I can't help but suppress swelling anxiety as the 
full picture of the incident is elucidated like this. In other words, would virus contamination 
really end like this? This is what I've heard. 
What has become clear due to the criminal investigation of the Umbrella Corporation is that 
there are still unknown portions when it comes to the properties of the virus which 
contaminated the Arklay Mountains facility. The bacteriology advisor in our committee is of 
the opinion that it may be a P3 level virus with extremely low infection ability (similar to the 
AIDS virus), but that's a mere guess. Currently, contamination of facilities outside the site hasn't 
been confirmed and the situation has not continued, but we are withholding prejudgment for 
the time being. worst but thinking about the possible contamination of Racco n C y, we should 
take future countermea ure ......” 
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*The above document was discovered on the desk of an official of this case who suddenly went 
missing. It seemed to predate a clean copy and typos in the latter half are significant, but we 
dared to place the original because its association with the case was recognized." 
-Inside of Biohazard Director's Cut; August 1998. 
 
Despite all this overwhelming evidence, the threatened large-scale criminal investigation against 
Umbrella never comes to pass as the official in charge of the investigation suddenly goes 
missing along with all the seized documents and other evidence implicating illegal biological 
weapons development. Someone is clearly steps to ensure no harm will come to Umbrella in 
the aftermath of the mansion incident. 
 
The manager for Raccoon Zoo reviews the employee evaluation forms for this last month. 
Susan Fischer is the outstanding employee of the month with Austin Taylor at the bottom of 
the list. Austin is a hunter and spends his time in the Observation Deck overlooking the 
exhibits to make sure none of the animals escape their enclosures, particularly Max the lion. 
However, the manager has a problem as Austin likes to bring his own personal hunting rifle to 
work. The manager is against this and has told him on numerous occasions to take it home.  
 
"August evaluations: 
John Murphy BB  
Lloyd Stewart B  
Susan Fisher A  
Patrick Reyes B  
Kim Derek CC  
Joseph Murrows AA  
Austin Taylor D  
Matt Smith B  
Maggie Nadel BB 
Notes: 
I don't know about that Austin. He's a good hunter, but I don't like him bringing his gun to the 
Observation Deck. I told him to take it home and he agreed, but he seemed angry." 
-BIOOUT2: Employee Evaluation Form; undated. 
 
FRIDAY AUGUST 28TH 1998 
Following Umbrella's conclusion of their investigation into the mansion incident and 
confirming the death of Albert Wesker, Oswell E. Spencer contacts the Information 
Department and requests Alex to give him an update on the status of 'Project Wesker'. Albert's 
death has practically brought the program to a halt as he was the outstanding candidate 
alongside Alex herself. His demise has brought the overall success rate down to just 18% with 
only Alex left behind. Because the screening process for the project has been so strict there is 
no reserve list of qualified individuals to replace the final stage losses, meaning the Prototype 
Virus cannot be further tested. Alex determines the only way the Wesker Children Project can 
be saved is to select individuals from already failed candidates and make adjustments in order 
to boost the quota of hopefuls back up beyond the 90% mark. She feeds this information back 
to Spencer. 
 
“It has been confirmed that the accident at the Raccoon City Arklay Research Facility was due 
to the involvement of Project W test subject No. 013 (hereafter referred to as Albert). His 
death in the accident has made obtaining any further information an impossibility. (Albert's 
death was confirmed by the Information Department.) 
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Albert's death puts the current success rate of Project W down to 18 percent.  
The quota of qualified individuals for the project has been drastically reduced and must be 
addressed immediately. This poses a grave situation for any progress that can hope to be made 
in the project. Since there is no roster of qualified individuals to replace the recent losses, it 
would be advisable to start selecting individuals from the pool of failed candidates. 
After this, adjustments can be made that will restore up to 93 percent of the quota prior to 
Albert's death. 
Umbrella Information Department 
Alex W.” 
-RE5: Report on Project W; 28/08/98 
 
Somewhat surprisingly, Oswell Spencer is unconcerned at this news. Despite reviewing all the 
evidence, something in the back of his mind tells him that Albert is still alive. If this is true, 
then he knows the failsafe of the Wesker Project will eventually come into effect: - his own 
existence. All Wesker Children are sub-consciously programmed to seek Spencer out, which 
manifests itself as a growing anxiety within each of the subjects. All Spencer has to do is bide 
his time and wait. One day, Albert will return to him. 
 
After several unsuccessful days of trying to neutralize the NE -β specimen, the organism has 
displayed yet another interesting defence characteristic. It sprayed an acidic bile over two 
security guards and a researcher that immediately incapacitated them all. The bile also acted as 
a kind of pheromone that agitated all other t-type test subjects in the nearby holding areas. If 
the research team could extract and store this bile, then a powerful weapon could be produced 
as well as a further control mechanism for the B.O.W.s. 
 
"DAY 28 
The more the NE-Beta Parasite is studied, the more impressive it becomes on every level. 
Today showed that the parasite is doing much more than just ‘driving’ the specimen – it has 
made it much tougher than it ever was before. 
We decided on a course of action to remove the parasite from the zombie. We believed the 
most obvious course was to attempt to destroy the zombie’s legs, leaving the parasite host with 
no method of locomotion. It soon became clear however that the specimen was now almost 
completely impervious to damage! Small arms fire, machine guns, flamethrowers and even a 
frag grenade had minimal effect on the host as well as the parasite, which continued to search 
for ways to get its pincers on its attackers. 
During today’s activities we lost two more security guards and another research aid – but they 
were sacrifices worth making as they revealed another offensive weapon the “parasite zombie” 
has at its disposal. As these three entered the cell, the parasite began spraying a strange 
substance onto them – an acrid bile that instantly slowed their progress as they began coughing 
and gasping for air. With its perceived threat incapacitated it was only a matter of seconds 
before the unfortunate trio lay dead. 
This spray attack also had another characteristic however. We noticed that while the three 
guinea pigs were covered in the bile, all of our test subjects in nearby holding areas became 
extremely agitated, throwing themselves against the wall closest to the bile-covered trio in order 
to break through and get to them. It was also noted by some of my colleagues that they did this 
with an urgency and strength not usually noted. 
It seems that this substance, whatever it proves to be, has some kind of stimulating effect on 
other B.O.W.s and is of course something we need to study further. 
Dr. Turner" 
-ORC Inserted Evil: Parasite Report; undated. 
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SUNDAY AUGUST 30TH 1998 
University lecturer Peter Jenkins and former Umbrella researcher Greg Mueller continue their 
work creating the 'Daylight' vaccine for the t-Virus. Greg is still seething about Umbrella's plans 
to mass-produce his Thanatos Tyrant masterpiece and his objections have completely turned 
him against the company. Now his main  
motivation for creating Daylight is to destroy the  
t-Virus' value as a weapon and cripple Umbrella  
from within by way of revenge. Daylight requires  
three main components; the blood of the  
Thanatos Tyrant, V-Poison, which they can get  
from the Emissions Tower near the university,  
and Progenitor-Base. The research is nearing its  
final phase and will soon be ready for testing.  
Peter notes in his diary how they might soon be  
able to halt the threat of the t-Virus for good. 
 
“August 30th- reagent creation is at its final stage.  
When it is completed we will finally have a  
means to stop that wretched t-Virus. I heard about Umbrella’s heinous dealings from an ex-
head researcher named Greg. I wouldn’t have been able to create this reagent without his 
expertise and assistance. Using viral research for personal gain is unforgivable. We named this 
reagent ‘Daylight’. You don’t need an Umbrella in the daylight. I find the name quite suits the 
reagent, considering its main purpose.” 
-REOUT: Peter's Diary; 30/08/98 
 
SEPTEMBER 1998 (Unspecified dates) 
After receiving the feedback and research results of the Alpha and Beta model Hunters, 
Umbrella Europe resume development of the γ model, using a fertilised amphibian egg. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: MA-124 HUNTER γ 
The Hunter γ was an experimental project launched by Umbrella Europe to develop an amphibian based 
Hunter that could operate in water. It was based on data gathered from both the Alpha and Beta models with 
the primary difference being that an amphibian egg was used as the base for the fertilised ovum as opposed to a 
human. Human genes were incorporated later in the culture process  
during application of the t-Virus. This was one of the first  
amphibian based experiments since James Marcus’s original  
attempts with the Lurker in the late 1970’s. This B.O.W. was given  
the development code of MA-124. Although expectations were high,  
the resulting creature was disappointing, with levels of intelligence  
unfavourable when compared to the Beta model. Its vision also  
degenerated and it lacked the sharp perception ability for attacking  
targets like its Alpha and Beta counterparts, although it maintained  
the same level of basic aggressiveness. But to compensate for its  
reduced eyesight, the creature developed a keen sensory ability. 
Unlike a regular Hunter, because of the change in base-organism, the completed creature resembled a large 
frog and led to the development team nick-naming it ‘Frogger.’ This also meant it lacked the signature claws of 
a standard Hunter. Because of its aquatic attributes it was an efficient swimmer and a great menace in areas 
where water was plentiful. It also had a superior digestive system and was able to swallow a human whole. Its 
appearance resembles that of a gluttonous carnivore and it possessed no teeth. However, like all amphibians, it 
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was weak when on land and exposed to dry air and direct sunlight, making versatility in that area extremely 
limited and commercialisation difficult. A performance test was carried out by the European Branch during 
the Raccoon City incident and several specimens were captured by workers at the General Hospital. Following 
feedback assessment, a decision was taken to not mass-produce the MA-124 models, although the development 
data was kept on file and a small number were sold to Javier Hidalgo in the early 2000’s for use in Amparo 
where the natural water source was plentiful. 
 
After studying the progress charts of all these new specimens, William Birkin compiles an in-
depth progress report on the Hunter Program for the executive board. The Hunter has been 
one of Umbrella's most successful products to date and with all these new variants in 
development, he projects a bright future for the continued success of the project. 
 
"As a result of the scheduled product improvement plans for the MA120, productions of the 
latest multi-purpose B.O.W. MA121-Hunter has been completed.  
Although the Hunter has demonstrated high performance exceeding expectations as a 
B.O.W., in the interest of producing improved products with higher levels of usability and 
enhanced power, Hunter-R and additional enhanced B.O.W.s are currently under 
development. There should be no shortage of practical applications for current products under 
development. 
William Birkin." 
-RE2EX: MA-121 Progress Report; undated. 
 
In a meeting with representatives of the Chicago branch, William Birkin provides them with an 
update on the G-Virus and announces creation of 'G-Creatures.' These are the types of 
conventional biological weapons the Chicago branch are looking for. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: G-CREATURE 
A G creature is the result of a human being directly injected with the G-Virus before it the virus was completed. 
These were originally designed to be weaponised B.O.W.s of the G-Virus developed by William Birkin as 
desired by the Chicago branch of Umbrella. However, when Birkin's focus switched from using the virus to 
create new weapons to instead creating new, superior life-forms, this angered the Chicago branch and triggered 
a chain of events that eventually led to his death in  
September 1998. Consequently the virus was left in  
a semi-complete stage and direct injection resulted  
in these organisms that were simply known as ‘G’.  
Whereas the t-Virus caused only a single  
generation of mutations, the G-Virus would keep  
going and affect its host at the genetic level,  
evolving and changing DNA to meet its needs.  
Direct injection created G cells in the host’s body  
and these cells fused with the cells of the host,  
eroding flesh whilst rearranging its anatomy, causing it to mutate into an unheard of life-form. This resulted in 
a creature that slowly lost all sense of reason and humanity, developing into a dangerous and volatile creature 
existing only to destroy and reproduce with a blood relative in order to spread its seed. A G-Creature has 
incredibly strong life-force and amazing strength. It will also retain memories of its former life but with each 
major mutation it undertook, these memories would become less and less until it eventually had no 
comprehension whatsoever of its former existence. 
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FIRST FORM G: - Its first form began the asymmetrical mutations and left the host with a moderately     
human appearance but the effects of the G-Virus on the host’s right arm gave it superhuman strength and a 
giant eyeball that grew from the shoulder and functioned just like any other natural organ. It also increased in 
aggressiveness and began a quest to seek out compatible hosts to try and breed. It had the ability to implant 
embryos into other organisms. If compatible, they would become G-Creatures, but if incompatible with the 
new host, the embryo grew and eventually erupted from the body, maturing into an independent organism 
known as a G-Adult Body. 
SECOND FORM G: - When a G-Creature mutates into its second form, the G-Virus spreads down to infect the 
lower body as well, causing more asymmetrical mutations. The head of the original host is sucked down into 
the heart area, and a new head is grown in its place, including a whole new brain. Other mutations included a 
different bone and skin structure and the development of new organs exclusive to G. In addition, large claws 
grew out of the right hand and the eyeball embedded within the right shoulder expanded. 
THIRD FORM G: - When in this form, the mutations have spread even further and all mental faculties are 
destroyed, meaning it no longer has any memory of its former existence. Physical alterations include creation 
of a new eye on the left thigh. It also grew two new arms and the larger, primary arms moved to the back, 
resembling demon-like wings. Small changes have also taken place in the heart and other organs. By now the 
host body tissue and the G-Virus have completely united to form the perfect G organism and the muscular 
tissue of the lower body developed extensively. 
FORTH FORM G: - The mutations continue as G healed its own injuries to the extent that the G cells have 
spread throughout the entire body, causing a number of new mutations and resulting in the main body being 
too heavy to support on two legs, meaning it changed to four-legged, bi-pedal movements. Considering the 
extent of damage the G-Virus has caused, this can be seen as a natural evolution. In this form, the head and 
chest have morphed together, and the large jaws have become its most prominent characteristic. Its agility has 
also increased considerably but in order to compensate for these changes, G needs a constant fresh supply of 
energy and thus will feast on other organisms. Consequently, he more it ate, the more it mutated. 
FIFTH FORM G: - The result of the above changes lead to a massive mutation to make the fifth form. By now 
its arms have changed into tentacles and its body has grown soft and pulsed like that of a mollusc. The remains 
of not-yet fully digested creatures protrude from its body and it has essentially become a   living lump of flesh 
and teeth. It possessed a soft, malleable body that allowed it to squeeze through narrow spaces and corridors. It 
used its tentacles to whip and ensnare its targets, biting them if they got too near. It also maintained the same 
level of endurance and durability as its forth form, making it difficult to inflict critical damage, even with heavy 
weaponry. 
Although the G-Creature recorded in Raccoon City was destroyed in its fifth form, it was unknown whether the 
mutation cycles would have continued into a sixth, seventh or eighth form. When the creature was observed 
there were no factors indicating the G-Creature’s evolution was coming to a halt. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: G-ADULT ORGANISM (G-IMAGO) 
A G-Adult Body was the resulting creature born from an organism that genetically rejected the G-Virus. For 
example, if a G-Creature implants an embryo into an organism without similar DNA, the host body will reject 
G from its system and the embryo will violently burst free of the body, killing the host instantly. This occurred 
because the genetic incompatibility between G and the host was insurmountable, causing the G cells to 
forcefully reproduce and spread throughout the body in a process known as ‘false reproduction’, resulting in 
the G Adult Body. It repeats pseudo-replication. Therefore, from the moment it is born it has none of the host's 
features and transforms into an extremely distorted appearance. Although starting off small, a G-Adult will 
undergo mutation very quickly and soon become a large and powerful creature. Several features of a complete 
G conversion become apparent such as the development of a large tumour with an eyeball. However, these 
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developed features varied depending on the traits of the original G-Creature that spawned it. It also had 
powerful claws and its skin split in several places across the body due to increased muscle mass as well as 
tumour-like growths all over its back. A G-Adult Body could also  
reproduce G Young Bodies from its mouth which would attack and bite  
their prey, allowing the G-Adult to get closer to its target. These 
creatures were strong and durable, but their movements were slow and 
awkward. They were also incapable of ranged attacks, meaning they 
could be dispatched relatively easily if enough distance was kept. 
Unlike a G-Creature that would continue to mutate after suffering  
damage, a G-Adult Body could not evolve any further and possessed  
little to no ability to mutate. Therefore after suffering a sustained  
amount of damage, they would die pretty easily. Because of these traits,  
the G-Adult Bodies were considered complete failures as weapons. They  
also had an alternative name of G-Imago. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: G-YOUNG ORGANISM 
G-Young Bodies are small, independent organisms spewed out from the  
mouths of G-Adult bodies. They squirm around on the floor and spring  
up to attack their prey, using their razor sharp teeth to dig in and hang  
on to their targets. They have three tentacles or feelers on each side of 
their body and can also use their tail to spring themselves forward and 
jump. Their preferred method of attack is to latch onto their prey and 
clamp down, slowly dragging them down and refusing to let go. 
Individually they are very weak, but can be menacing when attacking in  
groups. G Young Bodies are a minor annoyance and have no reproductive capabilities of their own. It remains 
unconfirmed if a G Young Organism continues to grow or how it will evolve. 
 
Despite the formidable properties of the G series bioweapons, Birkin remains unsatisfied and 
attempts to explain to the Chicago executives how subjects infected with the G-Virus have the 
ability to reproduce and create new life forms, with the potential to spawn an evolved superior 
race of human beings. But despite this pitch, the Chicago branch are not interested and begin 
to put Birkin under even more intense pressure to get the virus completed as soon as possible. 
They are disturbed by Umbrella's Europe's success with the Nemesis Project and want to 
redress the balance with the announcement of the G-Virus. Birkin is livid at their short-
sightedness and becomes disillusioned with Umbrella and the direction they want to take his 
work. He begins to check in with the Chicago branch less frequently and secretly changes the 
focus of his G-Virus research away from developing biological weapons and more towards 
creating a new master race. 
 
PROJECT PROFILE: G-HUMANS 
As William Birkin continued to work on the G-Virus he began to see the evolutionary potential as G-infected 
organisms could reproduce and create completely new life forms. He predicted that with more research he 
could create a superior life form known as a ‘G-Human.’ This new race would have beneficial side-effects such 
as rapid regenerative abilities and a decelerated aging process amongst others. If male and female humans 
infected with the G-Virus had sex, a G-Human would be born. Essentially this ensured a whole new race of 
super-humans could be created, becoming a dominant force on the planet. This was why the G-Virus was 
unofficially referred to as the ‘Golgotha Virus.’ Golgotha is a Hebrew word for ‘skull’ and a reference to the 
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theological place where Jesus Christ was crucified. Because of how the G-Virus works, it represented the 
process for mortal men to transition into gods of humanity. Because G could theoretically conceive an entirely 
new race of Homo Sapiens through natural birth, there would be no compatibility issues that had hampered 
previous viral strains, including the original Progenitor Virus. Birkin also theorised that this process would not 
be restricted to humans and could also be applied to animals and other organisms. This was fundamentally 
different to anything the t-Virus was capable of achieving. 
Unfortunately, Birkin’s research was hampered due to increasing pressure from the Chicago branch of 
Umbrella who desired more conventional biological weapons and at the time of his death, the virus was still 
incomplete. Therefore, when Birkin took a gamble and injected himself, he deformed and turned into a 
creature known as ‘G’ rather than becoming a perfect G Human. Consequently, the virus never got completed 
and no G-Humans were ever created. The closest possible match was what became of Sherry Birkin following 
her inoculation with the DEVIL vaccine. DEVIL was developed by Birkin’s wife Annette as a vaccine but ended 
up being just a stabilising agent for controlling the G-Virus’ sudden mutations. DEVIL created antibodies that 
attacked the G cells whilst they were early in development and at their most vulnerable. Consequently if DEVIL 
was introduced to an already developed G organism it would have no effect. But because DEVIL was 
administered to Sherry only hours after her original infection, the antibodies did their job and the mutation 
ability of the virus was supressed. Sherry went on to be the only person in the world to carry the G-Virus 
antibody and although the virus in her system adapted and changed over the years, her body fought the 
infection and she kept her youthful appearance and gained extraordinary healing abilities that could see blunt 
force trauma and foreign body invasions completely fixed in mere seconds. Despite the G-Virus falling into the 
hands of several third parties following Dr. Birkin’s death, no one had the ability or foresight to complete his 
research and the virus was largely shelved because of its volatile nature and unpredictability. The only other 
person on record to be directly injected with the virus was Curtis Miller in 2005. However, he too became just a 
G-Creature and not the perfect G-Human that Birkin had envisioned. 
 
In response to Birkin’s lack of co-operation, the Chicago Branch begin to notice his change in 
behaviour and realise they cannot control him. Therefore they impose a number of sanctions 
to ensure he stays in line and the research is completed on time. The representatives from 
Chicago desire new, more effective, more functional weapons, and the B.O.W.s being 
developed by Birkin will increase Umbrella USA's voice of influence. Birkin already gained 
influence and notoriety as being the scientist responsible for creating and mass-producing the 
Tyrant and Hunter B.O.W.s. These successes had resulted in the power of the American 
branch slowly increasing, forcing Umbrella Europe to bend to its will. Furthermore, if Dr. 
Birkin's G-Creatures being a new evolution in B.O.W. research proves to be successful, it 
would allow the Chicago branch to assume what would essentially amount to dictorial control 
over the entire corporation. However, they are fully aware Umbrella Europe are trying to 
counter this by speeding up completion of the Nemesis T-Type and their own Hunter variant. 
 
The sanctions Chicago impose on Birkin only further his disillusionment and he begins to 
become paranoid that other research teams may take over his work. He hates being under the 
control of the Chicago branch and wishes to study freely. With his progress reports suddenly 
becoming less frequent, the executives from Chicago begin to realise Birkin may becoming a 
problem. 
 
Back at the European 6th Lab, there are now four completed Nemesis models. But one of the 
subjects, possibly the one recently electrocuted by the former Arklay researcher, has 
maintained the ability of independent thought and attempts to break free, forcing the specimen 
to eventually be restrained and destroyed. This incident is unexpected yet proved beyond 
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doubt that the intelligence levels raised by the NE-α parasite has exceeded everyone's 
expectations. Nevertheless, the remaining three specimens have their intelligence 'restricted’ so 
that such an incident does not repeat itself. 
 
Leon S. Kennedy successfully graduates from Police Academy. When looking for a placement 
he becomes interested in the bizarre incidents and disappearances occurring in and around 
Raccoon City and applies for a position with the Raccoon Police Department. The R.P.D. 
currently have several vacancies as Chief Irons recently launched plans to recruit a number of 
new officers to calm the heightened fears of the citizens. Although he has little practical 
experience, Leon is able to make up with his youth and abilities and is not easily scared. After 
completing his resume, he sends it off to the R.P.D. for the attention of Brian Irons. 
 
"Raccoon City Police Department 
Attn: Brian Irons 
Leon S. Kennedy 
Private Information enclosed." 
-REOUT2: Resume Envelope; undated. 
 
The recruiting department at the R.P.D. also request  
a copy of Leon's appraisal from the police academy. 
 
"New Recruit Profile 
Name: Leon Scott Kennedy 
Height: 5' 10' (178cm) 
Weight: 155lb (70.2kg) 
Nationality: American 
Academy Report: 
Kennedy is an extremely capable and determined graduate of the academy. He has a strong 
sense of justice and is an upstanding character ideally suited to wear the badge.  
Consistently the highest scoring recruit of his class, Kennedy excelled in both academic and 
physical training, with particular note made of his ability to improvise when under duress.  
His resilience and drive will see him do well with whichever state police force he joins and we 
look forward to observing his progress over the next few years. 
Start date: September 29th." 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: New Recruit Profile; undated. 
 
Eventually Leon will be successful in his application and is assigned to Raccoon City.  
 
As well as work on the G-Virus and the NE- β project, Birkin has also spent the last two 
months studying the mutant t-Virus strain recovered from the Arklay Labs taken from the 
Crimson Head Prototype 1. This was a mutation related to the ε-type t-Virus originally 
designed to make the virus more compatible for humans to become Tyrant subjects. When a 
zombie is infected by this mutant strain and incapacitated, the t-Virus recombines the cells and 
body composition, triggering the V-ACT process which mutates the zombie into a Crimson 
Head. Birkin has since experimented with this process and developed yet another t-Virus 
variant that tries to capitalise on this process. When this is tested in a controlled environment, 
scientists examine the infected zone and discover a quadrupedal creature running loose. It has 
large forearms with sharp talons similar to that of the T-002 Type Tyrant. At first researchers 
believe it could potentially be a 'wild Tyrant' in that the original infectee was a semi-compatible 
Tyrant host and now lies somewhere between a zombie and a Tyrant. But when they capture 
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the subject and begin to study it in detail, they realise it is the result of a unique mutation 
triggered by the t-Virus when the zombie is near death. These are exactly the same conditions 
that caused the V-ACT process in the old strain, but this new variant has created something 
entirely different, a human-based organism which will soon come to be known as the 'Licker'. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: LICKER 
The Licker was an irregular mutant born following a human zombie’s secondary exposure to a new t-Virus 
strain. This new variant was developed by William Birkin at the underground laboratory following 
experimentation on the mutated V-ACT strain recovered from the Arklay mansion. Although the 
circumstances and process when these mutations occur are  
similar, the main difference is the end result. The V-ACT  
strain will transform an incapacitated zombie into a Crimson  
Head whereas this new strain will slowly mutate a zombie  
that is near death into a Licker. When the t-Virus creates a  
zombie, the metabolism process is sped up, creating a  
constant state of hunger leading the subject to seek out and  
consume flesh from other organisms, including their own  
kind. When they are unable to find enough sustenance to  
sustain their energy levels, they will go into a hibernation  
state close to death. In certain subjects, the t-Virus then  
triggers a unique reaction. With the mutated strain from the  
mansion, this was the V-Act process which led to a Crimson Head. But the refined t-Virus variant developed 
from that strain, triggers the production of new cells within the body creating an altogether different mutation. 
The subject’s brain expands to the extent where it shatters the skull and becomes visible. The skin also 
deteriorates to expose a completely reformed muscle structure that allows the new creature to carry out 
movements and feats of agility impossible for a regular zombie, including faster movement and jumping great 
heights and distances. Their bone structure also altered dramatically, enabling them to move around on all 
fours. In addition, their hands mutated and became larger, and their nails transformed into large claws, similar 
to that of a T-002 Tyrant. The Lickers used these claws to dig into surfaces and combined with their increased 
muscle in their legs. This allowed them to move across walls and ceilings with minimal effort, giving them the 
opportunity to lay in wait and ambush their prey. Because of their enlarged brain, the eye cavities were 
completely concealed, leading to a rapid degeneration of ocular perception and eventually blindness. This 
meant Lickers could not track their prey by sight and was a severe weakness, rendering them highly susceptible 
to silenced weapons. But to compensate for this, the Licker developed a very highly-evolved form of hearing 
and attacked when detecting even just the slightest sound from any potential target. When prey was detected, 
the Licker adopted an attacking stance by standing up on its rear legs. It attacked full-on with teeth or its lance-
like tongue which was able to constrict and peel the skin from its victims. Their tongues could stretch to a great 
distance and this trait how they were originally given the name ‘Licker’ when discovered by members of the 
Raccoon City Police Department. A Licker could also attack with its front talons and would typically let out a 
piercing screech before leaping from a great distance. When in a dormant state, its breathing can also be heard.  
Lickers develop as they grow and when in infant stage they are much smaller and nimble with hardly any 
muscle. When fully matured they are bigger, with substantial muscle mass and fully-formed, larger claws. 
When first observed, the Licker was just a curious mutation originally believed to be a ‘wild Tyrant’ given its 
similarities to the early T-Type models. A specimen was caught and evaluated in the underground laboratory 
before a weaponised version was developed, dubbed Evolved Licker, which underwent mass-production on 
Sheena Island. Other variants were also recorded when the t-Virus leaked across Raccoon City, including an 
irregular mutant nicknamed ‘Suspended’ or ‘Regis Licker’, encountered at the Apple Inn. In later years Tricell 
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Inc. developed the Licker β following minor improvements and application of the Progenitor Virus. Even later 
still, Licker Betas were used in a civil war and an experiment was applied to use a synthetic Dominant Strain 
Las Plagas parasite to program them with orders which was successful.  
The Licker remains one of Umbrella’s most popular products and long after their collapse, is still one of the 
most desired biological weapons by prospective customers. 
 
Researchers immediately see potential in the Licker and its offensive and athletic capabilities 
are impressive enough to suggest it could rival the Hunter as a combat-based B.O.W. Work 
begins immediately at creating a weaponised version at the underground lab. 
 
William Birkin is so snowed under with work he is spending so much time at the underground 
lab that he does not come home for a week. 
 
At the underground lab, two Spanish researchers hold a conversation in their native tongue 
about William Birkin and his recent change of behaviour. They put it down to the stress he has 
been under with the G-Virus research and Nemesis Beta parasite development. 
 
"Birkin is acting strange lately. He looks distracted." 
"By his work?" 
"No. He's as focused as always when it is about the research. What I mean is... I don't know, he 
seems absent when I talk to him." 
"In fact, the other day I watched him talk on the phone. He looked nervous. He only answered 
'yes or no'." 
"It looks like he's close to finding a breakthrough in Project G. Maybe the pressure is affecting 
him. As you know, the company has great hopes in him." 
"Okay. Umm... I don't really like him but no one can deny he's a genius." 
"Yes, it's clear that after his work on the Project G and the NE-Beta Parasite he's called to do 
great things. You should check out the parasite data." 
"I'm not even allowed to go near it. I think that's the cause of his rare behaviour. He's close to 
finding something and maybe he wants no one to find out and take his merit." 
"Yes, maybe. But he should be put under control. Something's happening there. I'm not gonna 
say anything, though." 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: Hacked recording from Umbrella CCTV laboratory feed; undated. 
 
Barry Burton flies his family off to Canada and leaves Raccoon City, promising to catch up with 
Chris and the others as soon as he can. In his haste to leave he forgets to pick up his new 
‘Raging Bull’ custom he ordered from Robert Kendo’s shop. 
 
Jill Valentine resigns from S.T.A.R.S. and continues her independent investigation into key 
Umbrella facilities within the town.  
 
Rebecca Chambers leaves Raccoon City behind. Retaining her keen interest in medical 
science, she decides to make it her duty to stop people from abusing it. She views corporations 
like Umbrella as a disease infecting humanity and wants to find the cure. But while Chris 
Redfield and the others use their brawn, she intends to use her brain.  
 
Brian Irons disbands S.T.A.R.S. Brad Vickers is the last on duty and the only member to be 
spared Irons' wrath because he sided with him upon his return from the mansion incident. 
Since then, Brad has kept his distance from Chris and the others pursuing Umbrella, figuring it 
was better not to take any unnecessary risks. Because he had spent all of the Arklay incident in 
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the helicopter, he has not yet been directly exposed to any B.O.W.s and has no desire to enter 
harm's way. 
 
To replace S.T.A.R.S., Irons quickly forms a select police unit made up of specially trained 
officers of a higher calibre than the average patrol officer. Team members are selected for their 
individual excellence, and outfitted with shotguns and submachine guns; weaponry far more 
powerful than regular officers carry. They are known as ‘Raccoon SWAT.’ 
 
As William Birkin nears completion of the G-Virus he begins to falsify progress reports to the 
Chicago branch in order to buy himself time to plan his next move. He is under unbelievable 
pressure to complete his research and this only increases his dissatisfaction with Umbrella's 
impatience. The potential of the G-Virus is limitless and once complete will be the most 
significant development in the company's history, more so than the original t-Virus 
development by James Marcus. He had assumed his work on G would earn him a seat at 
Spencer's table on the executive board, but no offer has been made and he finds himself 
beginning to doubt what the future may hold. Having witnessed first-hand what became of 
Marcus, Birkin realises Spencer will simply do the same to him should he not comply with his 
orders. At the same time he is aware of Umbrella’s strong relationship with the U.S. 
Government. If he could broker a secret deal with them and be placed under their protection 
with limitless research facilities, he could bring the G-Virus to the government rather than 
Umbrella and retain full control over the research. 
 
"I feel I'm getting closer to unravelling the secrets I've passed by so many times before. That 
elusive key which will unlock all that the G-virus will have to offer.  
It has so much to show us, I'm sure of it. If only I could procure more subjects to help me with 
my investigations, all these years of labour and careful investigation could reach some kind of 
glorious resolution. 
I can sense the greatness of the G-virus. Its raw  
power. Its links with a higher level of being. It is  
existence on a higher level -something to which  
we should all aspire. And it's something that I  
will deliver to the world. My G-virus is the next  
evolutionary step - created by man. With my  
work, man will surpass god himself. 
"My work." An interesting turn of phrase.  
Umbrella will see it as their work. Their reward.  
But what have they done for it? They've  
provided equipment, and raw materials. But  
I've shown the way. I have cleared the path. Me. William Birkin. And yet they will reap the 
reward while I will likely be forgotten. 
Or worse. I'm reminded once again of that deed. The order to terminate Marcus. To 
appropriate all of his data. All of his life's work. Am I now filling that Marcus seat? Who will be 
ordered to take my life's work? When will my work become more valuable to Umbrella than I 
am myself? And what of Annette and my Sherry? 
If Umbrella feel that I am no longer needed, what becomes of them? 
I must proceed with caution. I need to finish my work of course, but perhaps keep the details 
close. My colleagues can’t know how near I am to completion - those fools wouldn't possibly 
understand even if I told them! Their silly little projects - games and child's play. My work must 
continue. 
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So the future... perhaps Umbrella isn't the place for my G-virus. Are there other organizations 
that would be interested? Maybe my work for these places would need to be more... 
conventional. Controlled perhaps. But at least G would survive and thrive. Become part of a 
brave, new world. 
As would I." 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: Birkin Journal; undated. 
 
Annette Birkin undergoes her next psychology evaluation for Umbrella's Personnel Division 
and notes it was quite different to her previous ones in that the evaluators asked lots of 
questions about her husband pertaining to hypothetical situations. 
 
Worried about her husband, Annette sends Birkin an internal memo asking about his welfare. 
She can excuse him never being at home because she is as much in awe of the G-Virus as he is, 
but yet he needs to spend more time with Sherry. At only 12 years-old the poor girl is confused 
and hardly ever sees her parents. As far as she is concerned, her mom and dad work at the 
Umbrella Chemical Plant on the city limits and she cannot understand why they never come 
home.  
 
"Umbrella internal mail: CONFIDENTIAL 
Sender: Annette Birkin 
To: William Birkin 
My dear William, 
It's strange writing you a letter, but I don't feel like I've  
seen you in such a long time. It's been almost a week  
since you've been home. 
I know how you can be consumed by your work – and  
goodness knows if anyone can understand that it's me –  
but Sherry misses you. I know I haven't been around  
much either, but we need to consider what's really  
important. Maybe we're not being fair to Sherry. 
I had my psych evaluation yesterday but it was strange.  
They seemed to be as interested in you as they were in  
me. Asking me questions about how I would react to  
things you'd theoretically done. It was quite unlike all my  
previous other ones. Still, I suppose they know what they  
are doing. 
Anyway my love, we both need to think about Sherry  
more – and begin spending more time with her. Let's be the family we always wanted to be. 
Yours always, 
Annette" 
-REORC: Birkin Files.com: Letter from Annette; undated. 
 
William picks up on the psyche evaluators questioning of his wife and believes Umbrella are 
beginning to close the net on him. 
 
With nothing heard from Spencer regarding his executive candidacy, Birkin’s progress reports 
on the G-Virus to the Chicago branch continue to be less frequent and soon he stops reporting 
in altogether. As he is also chief of all Umbrella’s Raccoon City operations, he does nothing to 
quell the ongoing problems at the P12-A Incinerator Facility regarding the overloading of the 
disposal machines and infected workers. If the bio-hazardous conditions continue to escalate 
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there, it means Umbrella will be forced to take their prying eyes off him for a while and 
concentrate on averting another disaster. To speed up this process, he continues to send too 
many waste materials from his own lab to the P-12A Incinerator Facility. A biohazard in 
Raccoon City would certainly give him the perfect place to hide in secret whilst he secretly 
defects across to the U.S. military. But in the meantime his paranoia about Umbrella 
potentially wanting to steal his work is growing by the day. 
 
The new recruitment program for the Umbrella Security Service is completed and Delta Team 
has been reformed. Its team leader is a former French Special Forces soldier named Karena 
LesProux. She operates under the code name of 'Lupo' meaning ‘wolf’ in Italian. The unit is 
informally known as 'Wolfpack' due to Lupo's code name and her subordinates referring to 
their leader as 'wolf mother'. Other team members include German Michaela Schneider, 
Russian Vladimir Bodrovski, Japanese-American Christine Yamata, Puerto Rican Hector 
Hivers and a mysterious Japanese male known as Vector. 
 
An Umbrella representative arrives back at headquarters following a trip to Rockfort Island 
where he had several meetings with Alfred Ashford. A mass produced T-103 Type is currently 
stored at the South Pole transport terminal and is scheduled to be delivered to Rockfort Island 
in the near future as a training model for the Anti-B.O.W. squads. The batch number is T078 
and due to its volatile nature, it requires strong security measures when it is eventually 
transported. After reading reports on Hunk at Rockfort, the representative makes a 
recommendation that U.S.S. Alpha team be the ones to transport the Tyrant to the island. 
 
"Umbrella Internal Memo 
Subject: Hunk 
You were right about Hunk; he's a piece of work alright but no doubt trustworthy. 
I think we should use him when we transport it. 
It might become volatile in transit. 
The U.S.S. would be better equipped if it actually does get out. Their special B.O.W. training 
will at least give them a chance.  
But no one can know what is inside... not yet. Not even Hunk. 
He won't like it. But he'll follow orders. 
He'd follow us into hell if we asked him..." 
-REORC: Inserted Evil; Internal Memo; undated. 
 
The former Arklay researcher working on the power limiter for the Nemesis B.O.W. at the 
European branch decides to cut his losses and flee Umbrella. This course of actions comes 
after discovering that all the work he has done for the company was to help create terrifying 
biological weapons. 
 
Claire Redfield contacts the R.P.D. to find information on Chris, who has broken all contact 
with her. However she is unable to find anything out so she plans a break from university in the 
near future to come to Raccoon City and find him. 
 
Strange disappearances and bizarre murders continue to occur within Raccoon City. These are 
due to continued fallout from the mansion incident aftermath and ongoing leakage from the 
Dead Factory. Raccoon Police deal with a number of cases in and around the Arklay 
Mountains and these cases echo the murders that took place in Raccoon Forest earlier this 
summer. 
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"Case 1 
Location: Arklay Mountain western area 
Details: A family of three (mother, father and child) found slaughtered by an unknown assailant 
or assailants. Their bodies were covered with what appear to be human bite marks, and their 
internal organs had been harvested. 
Case 2 
Location: Mendez River dock area 
Details: The body of a 39 year old man found on the riverbank with portions of his flesh eaten 
away. Closer examination revealed that he was surrounded by carcasses of wild birds and hares. 
Eyewitnesses point to a suspicious character in blood covered clothes nearby. 
Case 3 
Location: Arklay Mountains Lindsay household 
Details: The bodies of a slain elderly couple were found covered in blood with their necks 
bitten into. Scraps of what appear to be meat were found in large quantities in both of their 
digestive systems. It is unknown if a third party was involved." 
-REOUT2: Bizarre Case File; undated. 
 
Thanks to information relayed by Chief Irons, Umbrella distribute an internal warning to all 
section managers based in Raccoon City about the R.P.D.s influx of new recruits that will be 
arriving over the course of the next month. 
 
"Distribution: 
Section managers based in and around Raccoon City 
It has been brought to our attention that R.P.D. will shortly be receiving an unusually high 
influx of new police officers across all departments - the cause of this is not currently known, 
but unfortunately it is something we can't ignore. 
Of course the R.P.D. and their activities aren't anything we need to worry about. We have the 
means to ensure that our experiments can continue as planned whether the R.P.D. agree with 
them or not, but we still need to take steps to make sure that our work does not become public 
knowledge. 
As you know, we have just stepped up our activity in the Arklay area, so this news has come at 
a particularly critical time. We therefore must all take care, and ensure our authority remains in 
place over the next few months. We can't afford for petty police procedures to jeopardize our 
goals." 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: Umbrella Report; undated. 
 
Leon Kennedy visits Raccoon City and the R.P.D. where he meets his future colleagues and 
receives his patrol uniform and kit. He is greeted the officers who will be training him, 
including Kevin Ryman and Rita. Kevin and Leon becomes friendly and Kevin suggests getting 
tickets for a football game. 
 
Ada Wong continues to meet with Ben Bertolucci to exchange information. She also obtains 
confirmation that Umbrella is nearing completion of the G-Virus but that the lead scientist in 
the project is having disagreements with the company over how the virus will be handled. She 
updates the rival company with a progress report and although she mentioned no name, Albert 
Wesker knows this lead scientist is his old friend, William Birkin. Although he and Ada have 
been ordered by the top brass of the organisation to steal the G-Virus, Wesker hatches a 
personal plan to save Birkin, knowing that if he refuses to hand the G-Virus over to Umbrella - 
they will kill him. He figures he owes Birkin for developing the experimental virus that saved 
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his life and left him with superhuman powers. If they got Birkin out of Raccoon City he could 
join the rival company and bring the G-Virus with him as an offering. 
 
Chief Irons calls a press conference to announce the formation of a special task force to 
investigate the strange murders occurring in the city over the last few months, a number which 
has now passed the thirty mark. Details of the investigation are being kept secret with only 
minimal information being made public to ensure no copycat crimes take place. But there are 
slight concerns an unidentified journalist has already received a leaked copy of the 
documentation. 
 
"DAYLIGHT SLAYING? CLOUDS LOOM OVER RACCOON CITY 
R.P.D announced it will set up a special join investigation HQ for a serial murder case in which 
over 30 murders have already occurred. While there is no connection between suspects, the 
methods in which the victims were slain are all similar. Ordering a joint investigation into the 
serial murders was the rational thing to do. The scale and the detail of the investigation has not 
yet been made public. The authorities have been avoiding announcing any details of the cases. 
They are sticking with that stance to prevent any copycat crimes from occurring.  
Rumour has it that a certain member of the press has obtained some information. The suspect 
was temporarily insane at the time of the incident. Authorities continued to take a 'no 
comment' stance on the factuality of those rumours. This case seems quite problematic." 
-REOUT: Newspaper; undated. 
 
All the stress of recent weeks appears to have gotten to Chief Irons as he has taken to 
kidnapping and raping several young blonde women. He has carried out these deviant acts in 
the sewer system in one of the many connecting tunnels that leads to Umbrella's underground 
network near to the main lab. Some of these girls also may have been used as guinea pigs by 
the researchers. The girls' cries of terror have been heard by members of the public through 
storm grates and drains, prompting several phone calls to the police. Patrols have been down 
and thoroughly searched the sewers several times but nothing has ever been found. The whole 
thing seems like a ghost story akin to those told round campfires but due to the strange 
occurrences throughout the city of late, the R.P.D. are taking the reports very seriously. It’s not 
long before the media get wind of the stories and add further fuel to the fire. 
 
"'AN EERIE VOICE FROM UNDERGROUND' 
Recently there is spooky talk around South Campbell Street. It is said that groans can be heard 
from the drainage system at night. 
It is easy to dismiss it as a ghost story that middle school students love to talk about on camping 
nights. But the amount of missing people has increased rapidly at this locale for the past 
month.  
8 people have gone missing. Strangely, the missing people have a lot in common: They are all 
single white females aged 18 to 23 with beautiful blonde hair.  
The street was wrapped in a dense fog the day after they went missing. From the sewer drain, 
which runs north-south along the street, a woman's constrained voice could be heard for several 
hours. 
Of course, the drainage sewers have been thoroughly investigated. But neither the missing 
person nor any traces have been found… 
The Police Department has so far denied the relationship with the bizarre incidents that have 
rapidly increased after the mansion incident. However, the events must be related." 
-REOUT: Raccoon Today; undated. 
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Umbrella's Intelligence division uncover evidence of a spy affiliated with their main 
competitors in the field of biological weaponry known simply as the 'rival company'. The 
individual is in contact with H.C.F.; the Special Forces division of the rival company and it is 
believed this individual may be located on Rockfort Island. Umbrella quickly launch an 
investigation to uncover the spy’s identity, an investigation that will run for the next three 
months. 
 
At the same time Umbrella receive confirmation the rival company have stepped up their 
espionage activities around the Raccoon City and Arklay Mountains area. It is speculated their 
target is William Birkin and the G-Virus. A number of agents are said to be involved, among 
them a female spy operating under the alias of Ada Wong, the same operative who successfully 
bypassed Umbrella's security and infiltrated the Arklay Labs earlier in the year. A coded 
warning is sent out to all research divisions across the city. 
 
"$£$XX.)* HUYF FF %$£23& the area at all times. UnauthoriZZZ (){sonnel are to be detained 
by on site security immediately in the closest secure area. The most important of these is the 
increased activity by The Organization and we have reason to believe that they have some of 
their foremost agents active in and around Arklay and RC. We'v@ h@d repxxtz th"||||| 
among them, includ&*% codename Mi£££cc$$......>da Won&. 
Do not take any chances - use all means at your dis&*$$$ ti ebsyre that Umbrell! @@ 
@xxxxx.... 
<<Message section lost??>> 
&^) UUsearchers, which are a potential weakness. They often do not realize the value of their 
work to other parties. Or more worryingly, perhaps they do. We systematically run checks and 
assessments to ensure that no-one working in the labs has been compromised, but these cannot 
be guaranteed. Vigilance on your part is the biggest defence as the researchers themmmmmm 
dddd nnt realize they X££* been targeteeeee.;;;;;;; xc3 33!@ 
<<Remainder of message lost>>” 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: Umbrella Warning; undated. 
 
The bio-engineer who recently fled Umbrella after working on the Nemesis Project is taken 
into protective custody by the U.S. Government. He is questioned by men working for Derek 
Simmons and in return for protection, provides classified information of his experiences 
working for Umbrella and the illegal secret projects he was a part of. 
 
"Transcription of conversation with ex Umbrella employee: 
I won’t give you any of my details. I don’t trust anybody anymore. They have their hooks into 
everything and everybody. They’re that powerful. I was on the inside, I saw the influence, the 
power, the control they have. They’re not a company, they’re the equivalent of a government. 
What they say goes. I used to work in the labs below the mansion... but I saw things, things I’ll 
never forget. I’m a bio-engineer and was originally employed to work in the renewable bio-
energy division. It wasn’t long though until I was moved from there to a special projects 
division where we were briefed on something that would change me forever. 
We were told that we were developing a material that would help to harness the power 
produced by bio- electric generators. Apparently these next-gen experimental generators would 
change the way power was produced in the poorest regions of the world, but there was a 
problem with power surges which were blowing the systems too regularly for them to be viable.  
My team’s role was to develop a cover which would absorb this power safely and limit the 
output of the generators. That was the story. And to some extent it was true. 
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I should have realized that we weren’t being told the whole truth. We never even got to see one 
of these experimental generators – we were given the data and worked theoretically for weeks, 
before we were finally shown a small-scale example of the kind of generator they were talking 
about. Even now, months later, I find it hard to describe the horror I felt as I looked at the 
poor animal hooked up with wires, diodes, drips and other connections I couldn’t even hope 
to understand. It was obviously a dog – or had been – like a police dog. But this dog was quite 
obviously pulsating… the things being pumped into it were powering it, and sending it wild. 
Thank god it was secured to the floor, because the look in its eye made it perfectly clear that 
this was a killer and it wanted to get at all of us. As I watched, I swear I could see its skin 
sparking as its muscles bunched and released. It let out a low growl and some kind of slime 
came out of its mouth, a lurid green, acrid slime that stank horribly. And this was to be the 
kind of generator people would have in their homes? The lead scientist laughed and assured us 
that of course it wasn’t. This was a generator that used the same bio-organic principles, but in a 
much more manageable form. It was easier to use a rabid dog that was going to be put down, 
than to build and experiment on the kind of generator Umbrella was looking to create in the 
long run. And anyway the lead scientist finished, that really wasn’t my concern. It felt all wrong 
to me, but I had a job to do, and although it seemed cruel, the benefits of the perfected 
generator would far outweigh the suffering of this animal. 
In hindsight, I should have walked out there and then. But no, stupidly I looked blindly past 
the wrongness of it and began working on this material that would contain the power this beast 
was generating. I never even thought to question what would power the real generators. I 
suppose I just imagined it would be some bio-engineered fuel that another team was 
developing. Again, that was partly true. 
And so after several weeks, I’d helped develop a material – a bio-electric polymer which, if we 
wrapped the ‘generator’ in it, severely limited its power leakages. We measured the current that 
flowed across the poor animal’s skin both before the application of the material and after and 
found the power had dropped down to about 20% of its previous levels – well within the targets 
we had been set. When wrapped in the material, the flesh (it could hardly be called a dog any 
more) would even respond to simple commands. It was bolted to the floor so it couldn’t move, 
but it would cock its head and listen if we spoke to it, whereas before we’d been unable to 
communicate with it – it was too busy trying to tear us apart with its foul jaws! 
So that was it… mission accomplished. Or so I thought. A few months later I hadn’t heard any 
further news about the development of these generators, or indeed the power limiting material. 
When I asked about them, I was told that plans were already in place to get me involved with 
the next step of a similar project.  
Within a week I was flown to Europe to help a team there work on a very special, top secret 
project. I was given no more information, only that my background and specialist knowledge 
would help the team to even greater success. 
I thought the dog experiment was bad. My first day at work in Europe and I witnessed a 
condemned man being ‘infected’ with a parasite, the NE-alpha parasite which had just been 
discovered. I can't even begin to tell you how sickened, disgusted and repulsed I was at this. 
What the hell was I doing there? What had this to do with anything that could help anyone 
anywhere? 
I soon received my answer – I was witnessing what was at that stage named the Nemesis project, 
and I later realized I had been present at the birth of what is now known as the T02. 
Apparently this was to be a ‘super soldier’ that Umbrella could use to carry out orders that 
normal soldiers could not. Umbrella had suddenly revealed to me exactly what it was all about 
– it was the complete antithesis of the company I thought I’d joined. 
They were dealing in soldiers, not solutions; death, not life. I could see this immediately, but 
they still persisted in their charade, that this super soldier would in fact bring peace wherever it 
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was deployed, and that its main duties would probably be to help out in disaster zones by 
helping to find and dig out survivors of earthquakes, floods and the like. One look at this 
abomination, which was becoming more powerful by the day, more hulking, more extreme and 
I KNEW Nemesis wasn’t a glorified rescue dog… it was an… unholy beast. 
I vividly remember seeing the abomination, which no longer resembled a human, climb to its 
feet one morning. The floor of the cell literally cracked as this lumbering creature planted its 
unthinkable weight onto its huge jackboots – boots that were at least twice the size of my own 
shoes. As it stood, I could see its eyes – stark and white, with no pupil - and I could swear for a 
moment it was looking at me, trying to understand what was happening. There was obviously 
still something of the condemned man left inside that now grossly swollen head. Veins pulsed 
and throbbed beneath skin that now had a greyish, sickly tinge as Nemesis’ lips pulled back 
from his teeth in a snarl. Its arms bunched and relaxed, and even through its thick leather coat 
I could see enormous muscles tensing not just on its arms, but also across its barrel chest. The 
creature looked down at itself and let out the most horrendous, blood-chilling roar I have ever 
heard. I knew then that we’d created a monster. 
My work was very limited on the project at first, partly by choice and partly because it appeared 
my specialty wasn’t needed. They’d shipped me over to create a power limiter for the Nemesis 
– but as tests continued, we soon realized that with the NE-alpha Parasite controlling the host, it 
still retained some semblance of intelligence which we thought would ensure it wouldn’t run 
amok and could focus on its mission. 
As the creature grew, the team began to suspect that it had the intelligence to use tools. Now 
here would have been a chance to show that T02 was to be used for good. But no, instead of 
seeing how he would handle construction or rescue tools, the team set about seeing which 
weapons Nemesis could wield. "The tests did not go quite as planned I’m happy to say 
(although I hate myself for admitting that I took pleasure in the deaths of some of the team), 
with the rocket launcher training proving particularly problematic – maybe not a surprise 
considering the background of the original host! 
It was here that I had to contribute most to the project – and in fact this was a role I relished as 
I had to modify my power limiter material to work as an intelligence inhibitor, to make the T02 
easier to control and manage. I saw this as my opportunity to severely weaken the beast – to try 
and make it as ineffectual as possible. Perhaps to even kill the project by reducing Nemesis to a 
blubbering wreck. 
But I underestimated the strength, resilience, stamina and will of the creature. I set out to fry 
the intelligence out of its skull.  
It’s fair to say I hardly even dented it – in fact, I think my work actually made the Nemesis 
more effective. I believe I handed Umbrella the controllable creature they always wanted. 
You may wonder why I was still on the project at all. Why I hadn’t left Umbrella long ago. As 
you know my friend, Umbrella makes it very hard for you to leave once you’ve discovered 
certain things… they take steps to ensure you stay loyal. Or out of the picture permanently. 
The more time I spent in Europe on this project, the more I learned about Umbrella and the 
more I realized what an idiot I’d been. The dog ‘generator’, the limiter material, Nemesis, 
B.O.W.s and a whole host of things I’d rather forget. I learned that the Nemesis was based on 
an American project (which I’d also unwittingly contributed to) focused on developing Tyrants. 
I found out that ALL of my work had been used to develop weapons. I realized that I had to 
get out. 
So I disappeared – of my own volition rather than them making me disappear. I’m telling you 
this so you can warn people.  
They’re not going to sit on T02 for long. They’re itching to use it in a combat situation, I only 
hope that that situation never presents itself." 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: Informant Conversation; undated. 
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Now in Europe and free of the R.P.D., Chris Redfield begins his private investigation into 
Umbrella. But despite believing he is moving freely, the company's spies have tracked him and 
have him under surveillance at all times. 
 
The latest issue of monthly gossip magazine The Inquisitor is released featuring a story about 
Mayor Michael Warren. 
 
At the Underground Laboratory, a number of misplaced chemicals and medicines from the 
Chemical Storage Room on B7 Level has resulted in the head of Administration, Walter Ryan, 
implementing a new security measure. A PC connected to a passcode terminal is set up in the 
room and a code must be inputted each time the chemical storage units are opened. This will 
help prevent the misplacement of more chemicals and encourage researchers to return any 
materials they have taken. Mr Ryan also issues a stern warning that if anyone is suspected of 
intentionally stealing chemicals they will be dealt with harshly. 
 
"Due to several misplaces material incidents.  
We have decided to introduce a pass code  
system. With this new system implemented  
we will be able to check and log each time  
the cabinet doors have been opened or  
closed. This increase in security should cut  
down on material mishandling. 
At the same time, we are currently  
organizing the chemical cabinet. This task  
should be finished by early next week. 
Finally, please note that this information is  
confidential. 
It should be understood that our company will prosecute all offenders to the extent of the law. 
Passcode: 0634 
Head of Administration Div. 
Walter Ryan" 
-REOUT: Interoffice Memo; undated. 
 
A lecturer working at Raccoon University is currently staying with his daughter temporarily in 
Room 102 of the Apple Inn. His daughter is just about to start a new school and he encourages 
her to write a journal of her experiences. He has to leave early for work today and she is left 
alone and bored in the hotel room. She plays with a weird picture on the wall with strange 
buttons beneath it. It is an electronic map of Europe divided into nine squares and is certainly 
out of place with the rest of the décor. 
 
"Dad told me to keep a diary whenever I join a new school. So today I am testing it out. 
Dad is always so busy. He is a university teacher. He left early in the morning today to have a 
meeting with some bigwig. 
I have to get ready to change schools, but I have to watch over the hotel room until dad gets 
back. Man, there is nothing to do here. I've already searched all over the room for something 
fun to do... 
There was this weird picture... 
I touched the switch next to the picture a couple of times but nothing happened. I'm so bored. 
I'm getting hungry, too. I hope dad gets back soon so we can eat." 
-REOUT: Guest Memo 1; undated. 
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After months of experimentation and testing, the final Nemesis T-Type is completed and ready 
for deployment by Umbrella Europe. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: NEMESIS T-TYPE - PERSUER 
The Nemesis T-Type was a product created exclusively by Umbrella Europe to capitalise on the success the 
American branch had with the Tyrant Program. Because the Americans had already developed the ideal Tyrant 
specimen with the T-103 in terms of physicality and performance, the goal of Umbrella Europe was not just 
improve the Tyrant, but create a whole new life form that could be implanted into it, taking full control over 
motor functions, decision-making, and raising intelligence levels far beyond any level thought possible. The 
genesis behind the ‘Pursuer’ came shortly after the  
mansion incident when Umbrella scientists carefully  
scrutinised all data recovered by the Red Queen AI.  
Their overwhelming conclusion was that most B.O.W.s  
created with the t-Virus lacked the necessary intelligence  
levels required to suitably follow orders in combat and  
therefore were inefficient to be sold as products. In  
addition, the inability to control the Tyrant was  
worrying and improvements needed to be made if the  
hugely expensive Level 3 human biological weapon  
program was to be a success. The Americans applied  
several control improvements to the T-103 before it underwent mass-production through cloning on Sheena 
Island, but the Europeans wanted to take this one step further and were concerned about how powerful 
Umbrella USA was becoming, especially as the executive board had financially backed the Tyrant plan over the 
Nemesis plan. 
They began experimenting with organic parasites and this led back to a project the European 6th Lab had been 
working on since 1988; the Nemesis parasite. Named after the Greek Goddess of revenge, Nemesis was a 
suitable name to motivate the European branch to create a weapon capable of hunting down and defeating the 
very people who had defeated the American-made Tyrant at the mansion. It was all part of an intense power 
struggle brewing between these two powerful branches of Umbrella following that incident at Arklay. Hence 
the name of this new creature was to be Nemesis T-Type and nicknamed the ‘Pursuer’.  
The NE-α parasite had been in development for ten years and an early prototype was injected into Lisa Trevor 
in 1988 which led to the discovery of the G-Virus. However, development of the parasite was slow-going for it 
was so powerful it killed all of its hosts within 5 minutes of insertion. Lisa Trevor was the only subject who 
survived thanks to her unusual survival ability from numerous experiments with the Progenitor Virus. But 
following a decade of refinement the parasite was now more or less perfected. NE- α was implanted into the 
spinal cord of a mass-produced T-103 at a cellular level. Over time, the parasite would absorb the t-Virus cells 
within the body and grow, spreading throughout the Tyrant’s entire system and eventually forming a unique 
brain near the medulla oblongata. At the same time, it eroded the central nervous system and destroyed the 
host’s frontal lobe, modifying the neural network to link its own brain with the remaining brain functions of 
the host. Once this was complete, the Tyrant’s entire thought process would be left in the hands of the Nemesis, 
and its actions could be controlled completely from the outside. Whilst the NE- α parasite on its own wasn’t 
overly intelligent, it had the ability to boost its intellect by simultaneously using its own brain as well as the 
host’s brain. The parasite also secreted a cell activation composition which transformed the human-esque 
Tyrant into something more akin to a monster with a unique and creepy appearance. For part of the cultivation 
process, a special compound known as VT-J98 was required and was speculated to be a stabilising agent. 
The new-found intelligence levels of Nemesis allowed the subject to make its own decisions without the need 
for constant direction and be trained to operate complex weaponry; a concept that was impossible before. This 
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arsenal included a large Gatling gun and a specially-designed rocket launcher that was too large and too heavy 
for a normal human to carry. To protect it from harm, the Nemesis T-Type was also equipped with a specially 
made artificial power limiter similar to that worn by the T-103’s. This was in the form of a highly durable 
protective coat that was both bullet proof and blast proof. In addition it also acted as a kind of straight jacket as 
a fail-safe to prevent the Nemesis from going out of control.  
Thanks to the unique secretions of the parasite, the Nemesis had  
regenerative powers far beyond that of any other B.O.W. or  
Tyrant. These same secretions are what altered the body  
composition to give the creature such a unique look. However,  
injuries or damage that required regeneration came at a heavy  
price, resulting in strange and awkward-looking mutations in its  
body. To aid its regenerative capabilities, the Nemesis in its  
weakened state would feed on other creatures infected with the  
t-Virus, allowing the parasite access to a fresh supply of t-Virus  
cells to absorb and grow.  
Several models of the Nemesis were developed at the European  
6th Laboratory and during final testing one of the subjects  
gained a sense of self-awareness and attempted to escape from  
the facility with others. This proved beyond all doubt to the research team that the intelligence levels of the 
B.O.W. had been vastly improved. Specimen ‘T02’ was programmed with orders to eliminate all S.T.A.R.S. 
members and was deployed during the Raccoon City incident. 
NEMESIS FIRST FORM: - When deployed for combat it stood at over 7 feet tall and was dressed in a protective 
overcoat and combat boots. It was equipped with a rocket launcher or a Gatling Gun depending on the 
situation it had to face. Its intelligence levels were superior to any other Tyrant and had the ability to think 
freely and carry out complex commands. It was also able to infect its victims with the t-Virus, specifically a 
more potent variant that incubated within its own body. Although its coat was bulletproof, it could still be 
damaged by excessive fire and the power limiter would engage caution mode. Although there was no 
significant change in appearance, this defence system allowed for the creature to use parts of its semi-visible 
tentacles as a weapon. When in caution mode, the tentacles produced a liquid compound which affected the 
nervous system of the victim, restricting their movement. 
NEMESIS SECOND FORM: - When damaged and forced to regenerate, the Nemesis began to mutate, secreting 
a fluid that sped up the reaction of its cells. The tentacles which were only partially visible in its first form, now 
began to develop at an alarming rate and loosened up, flowing more freely than normal. Because half its power 
limiter has been destroyed, the t-Virus mutation is not kept fully in control, meaning the tentacles enlarge and 
naturally become more aggressive. The body of the creature also swelled as the parasite became larger and tried 
to adapt to the critical situation of its injuries. When it this form it became more aggressive and boasted even 
greater attack capabilities than its first form. The growing tentacles also took over the creature’s arms meaning 
it no longer had the ability to wield its firearms. Instead it employed its tentacles in whip-like attacks on its 
targets. 
NEMESIS THIRD FORM: - Although the Nemesis had the ability to overcome the intelligence-decreasing 
secondary effects of the t-Virus, it couldn’t overcome the destabilising effects. Once its Tyrant-shared    brain 
was destroyed, it activated its defensive instincts and underwent another major mutation. This process caused 
the Nemesis to lose its head and to compensate the parasite developed a protective organ for predation and 
absorption. The cells from the two creatures began opposing one another for control and the mutations kept 
on happening until the creature reached a massive size. As its brain continued to work to protect its predatory 
abilities, it eventually mutated into a giant, all-consuming digestive organ. Large pustules full of a strong, acidic 
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compound formed all over its back and by now it had lost all resemblance to its original form. Giant bone 
protrusions stuck out from its chest cavity and it spewed poison all around itself. Although its intelligence had 
diminished rapidly, it still tried to carry out its directive of hunting down S.T.A.R.S. members and its main 
purpose was to hunt for prey. Its damaged limbs were substituted for yet more abnormal growth of tentacles. 
 
As part of their ongoing power struggle, Umbrella USA manage to acquire several NE-α 
parasites from their European counterparts. These samples are shipped to the P-15B 
Warehouse in Raccoon City under authorisation of the Chicago branch to try and create their 
own Nemesis. However, upon their first attempt, the mass-produced T-103 host body rejects 
the parasite. The T-103 is kept on ice at the lab whilst the researchers figure out a way to 
progress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the R.P.D., Chief Irons sends out a general e-mail to all front line officers and backroom 
staff to announce the installation of a new specialised security system inside the police station. 
This somewhat extreme measure is a response to the increasing crime rate levels across the city 
and September's focus will be on riot suppression through the use of nerve gas canisters. For 
the moment, they are stored inside the R.P.D. and when activated, anyone trying to access a 
restricted area without the correct ID tag will trigger the system and flood the immediate area. 
 
"Attention all officers and staff: 
In response to the increasing crime rate in the city, the station's security system has been 
upgraded. This will help not only us, but also law abiding Raccoon citizens. 
Starting this month, our focus will be on riot suppression. Nerve gas canisters have been 
prepared. Additionally, sensors to check ID tags will be implemented to permit entry only to 
those authorized. 
The sensors are sensitive and will likely require frequent adjustment. Please be certain to use 
this new equipment property. 
Chief Brian Irons" 
-REOUT2: Police Notice; undated. 
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As whispers and rumours of a 'cannibal disease' continue to spread across Raccoon City, the 
first infected humans check it at Raccoon General Hospital. The initial symptoms are gangrene 
and congestion of their blood quickly followed by slowly degenerating intelligence levels. 
 
At the remnants of the old hospital in Raccoon Forest, Albert Lester has been continuing to 
feed the 'Dorothy' plant throughout the year with slain animals and humans. The plant has 
grown so large it has taken over much of the old building and its vines are actually holding up 
the crumbling structure. The virus infecting the plant has also infected him and has 
experienced a unique effect where he can no longer feel any pain when hurt. He has been shot 
with a shotgun felt nothing and suffered no injury. 
 
"Since she's gotten her vines around that "treat",  
her growth has been incredible. She's already  
consumed nearly the entire building and her  
appetite is only growing. 
Three more today. Campers. Young,  
practically kids. The arrogant pricks think the  
world owes them a favour, spoiled rotten  
bastards that they are. Kids today are all like  
that.  
They said they were lost. I offered to guide  
them. I took them down the current path. Perhaps the only time they've done anything right in 
their miserable lives. One more during the day, and another this evening. One of the bastards 
had a shotgun and got off a couple of good blasts before I took him down. Didn't hurt a bit, 
though. 
Hell, I don't even feel cold or heat any longer. I don’t even get hungry. Perhaps I'm not even 
human anymore. Well, what's wrong with that? Anything that helps me protect Dorothy can't 
be all bad. 
No new "visitors' today. I sure would like to hear you laugh again... 
Dorothy. 
Dorothy. 
Why are you crying? Where does it hurt, baby? 
Don't worry, I'm here with you." 
-REOUT2: Administrator's Diary 2; undated. 
 
At Raccoon Zoo, gatekeeper Joseph Murrows is becoming forgetful in his old age and is 
starting to forget all the lock codes for the various enclosures. The lock for the zoo's back gate 
needs to be changed each month and he can never remember what the code is once he sets it. 
For September, Joseph decides to make it easier for himself by setting the code to the first five 
digits of the serial number on the back. It may be a risk but he is confident no one will figure it 
out. At least he will be able to remember it now. 
 
“I guess it's only natural to start forgetting things after having been gatekeeper here for 20 years. 
Take that code to the back gate that they change each month, for example. It's only 5 digits, but 
I still forget it. I figure the best way is to just set the lock to the first 5 digits of the serial number 
written on the back of it. That way, all I have to do is flip the lock over and read the number. 
That might seem irresponsible, but I couldn't imagine anyone actually figuring out that the 
combination is written right on the lock. The problem is whether or not I'll remember. God, 
I'm getting old..." 
-REOUT2: Joseph's Notebook; undated. 
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Matthew Reagan, head of zoo maintenance, has finished repairs to the electrical system which 
has been acting up recently, causing power surges to sweep through certain areas and short-
circuiting entire systems. A circuit breaker is set up in the main office to test out the new system 
which will take place at 9:30am this morning.  
 
"Notice of completion of repairs.  
The previously reported problem with the flow of electricity within the zoo has been repaired. 
A test will be run at 9:30 AM to double-check the system. 
The 5 affected areas are as follows: 
1) Elephant Stage gate mechanism  
2) Terrarium Dome panels  
3) Front shutter mechanism  
4) Stage lighting system  
5) Crane mechanism 
There has been a circuit breaker set up in the office for testing purposes. After the test, power 
will be routed through normal means. 
Matthew Reagan, Maintenance Head" 
-REOUT2: Repair Notification; undated. 
 
The zoo also release a pamphlet to announce they are gaining three lionesses for the next two 
months to go with their only male lion, Max. Hopefully this will boost visitors to the zoo over 
the next two months. 
 
"Raccoon Zoo News no. 551 
Hey, everybody! It's me! Max the Lion! And I'm in a great mood! Why? Because I'm getting 
some new girlfriends! 
Allow me to introduce them to you: There's Silfy, with her beautiful coat, pretty-eyed Angela, 
and that pouty-lipped Jennifer... They're all grrrreat! I feel like jumping right out of my cage to 
celebrate! 
The best part is, they'll all be crashing at my pad until the end of October! Be sure to come 
check me out as I wine and dine these fine felines. Just make sure you give us some privacy on 
occasion too, OK?" 
-REOUT2: Zoo Pamphlet 1; undated. 
 
At the Raccoon Underground, the investigation  
is concluded into the on-board fire that  
occurred on one of the trains last month. Strict  
new safety measures are put in place and all  
power must be cut to the track during  
emergency stops. Emergency electrical supply  
can be activated via the break room. 
 
"The cause of last month's on-board fire has  
been determined. When the train made an  
emergency stop to avoid hitting debris on the  
track, a short circuit occurred in the brake system's power supply. 
To prevent further accidents in the future, a policy has been developed to cut all power to the 
tracks in the event of an emergency stop. Only after the situation is under control will power be 
restored. 
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To activate the emergency electrical supply, power must be rerouted via the breaker room. 
Each section is requested to run routine maintenance and checks to ensure preparedness. 
The Stationmaster" 
-REOUT2: Warning; undated. 
 
The Stationmaster also sends a memo to all employees about the installation of an electronic 
lock on the door to the Storage Room after a spate of thefts and items going missing. Rather 
than interview and investigate all subway employees he figures this is a simpler option. If a 
power failure occurs the lock will automatically engage but this can be reset from the control 
panel in the Breaker Room. He notes of his disgust at having to take this course of action. 
 
"Recently, the storage room has been the stage for a rash of missing and presumed stolen items. 
As a result, an electronic lock system has been installed to guard against further theft. 
For the item being, the lock can only be controlled from a special room. In the unlikely event 
of a power failure, the lock will engage automatically, but resetting power in the breaker room 
unlocks it. 
It is regrettable that such precautions had to be taken. I expect everyone to thoroughly and 
sincerely consider their actions from now on. 
The Stationmaster" 
-REOUT2: Company Memo; undated. 
 
Since the first major biohazard incident at the Arklay Labs earlier in the year, Umbrella have 
been working on a vaccine to the t-Virus to hopefully prevent further accidental outbreaks. 
Whilst they have so far been unsuccessful in this venture, they have developed a reagent that 
slows the spread of the virus once exposed to an organism. This compound has been under 
development at Umbrella's Corporate Headquarters in Raccoon City by a research team led by 
scientist Michael Jenkins and supervised by two other researchers named Linda Baldwin and 
Carter. The reagent is known as 'AT1521' and is designed to inhibit the growth of the t-Virus in 
already infected individuals. It has not yet been tested on humans but clinical trials on rodents 
have proved extremely effective. 
 
"Concerning AT1521: 
The reagent known as AT1521 (hereby referred  
to as "AT") is designed to slow the spread of the  
t-Virus in infected individuals. 
AT is only effective in those who have yet to  
exhibit symptoms of the virus. It does not  
eliminate the virus already in the bloodstream,  
but only suppresses it and slows its progress. 
AT has enjoyed a 99.91% success rate in lab  
mice. Against the t-Virus, which has no actual  
cure, it remains the only method of control and  
suppression available. 
Details on its refinement are listed below. Only under the most extreme of circumstances is 
this information allowed to leave company grounds. 
Michael Jenkins" 
-REOUT2: Reagent Refinement File; undated. 
 
As well as vaccines, Umbrella have made several attempts at creating viable anti-bodies to fight 
off infection. While some of these anti-bodies succeed at slowing down the infection rate, their 
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overall effectiveness is quashed due to the highly adaptable and mutation-prone nature of the 
virus, rendering them virtually useless after a set period of time. These anti-bodies are typically 
administered to staff at high-risk facilities such as the P12-A Incinerator Facility and 
paramilitary units like the U.B.C.S. Stronger variants of these anti-bodies are reserved for 
company Monitors and other executives. 
 
The Corporate building also take delivery of a new Tyrant. This is an experimental sub-species 
of the mass-produced T-103 Type and designed with a greater emphasis on control. A 
computer program is artificially installed in the brain of the creature which can be programmed 
via an external MO disc. This Tyrant is due to be tested against a group of Hunter MA-125R's 
in the near future. Carter will be in charge of this project. 
 
"Handling experimental life form T-0400TP (known henceforth as "T") 
Activation procedure:  
While maintaining pressure and temp settings, transfer the activation program to T's memory 
cortex. When the program has installed itself, control is established. 
The activation program MO disk must be inserted in the proper terminal.  
Because of its tap secret nature, the disk is encrypted with a security code.  
This must be unscrambled in the mainframe room before insertion. 
Experiment outline:  
Hand-to-hand fighting with Hunters will be used to determine the amount of damage "T" is 
able to withstand. This is also useful in measuring the authority of the control program. 
Supplementary notes: 
The experiment is approved only for use under optimum conditions in the experimentation 
chamber. Safety is not guaranteed if performed outside conditions and locations prescribed." 
-REOUT2: Experiment File; undated. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: TYRANT R (0400TP) 
The Tyrant R is a unique experimental unit designed to test out a new technique for controlling the Tyrants. 
The initial test specimen was a mass-produced T-103 given several minor variations under the development 
code 0400TP. This new control method involved using various cybernetic  
implants and control chips attached to the Tyrant's cerebral cortex and then  
programming the creature's commands via computer programs stored on  
external computer discs. At the time of development, two main programs  
had been installed into the creature. The first was an activation program  
needed to be transmitted to the 0400TP whilst it slumbered in a cold storage  
capsule maintained at a fixed temperature and internal pressure level. This  
activation program had a built in security code should the Tyrant ever fall  
into the wrong hands. A second program could then be used to program the  
unit with specific commands via direct transfer from the computer room.  
This enabled commands to be sent remotely and change the parameters of  
its mission when required. 
Appearance-wise the creature was the same as a standard T-103 and  
equipped with the same external Power Limiter. Combat power and  
regenerative ability remained unchanged. When under damage it also had  
the ability to become a Super Tyrant or in the case of this model; 'Tyrant Reborn.' Once its limiter was 
discarded, the t-Virus activated the cells of the creature at incredible speed, causing the Tyrant to increase in 
size and mass almost immediately. Its skin became as hard as rock, providing armour plating with the ability to 
withstand a blast from a rocket launcher at close range. The 0400TP was due to be tested against a nursery of 
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Hunter MA-125R's in a controlled environment to determine its combat effectiveness and damage capabilities. 
However, the biohazard in Raccoon City prevented this from taking place. Although not unique to this model, 
a failsafe explosive device surgically implanted into the base of its neck could be detonated remotely in the case 
the Tyrant broke free of its programming. 
 
At Raccoon General Hospital all door access card keys are now placed under the protection of 
senior Doctor Scott Jones as part of a security measure. 
 
"Due to a change in staff, card keys are now managed by senior staff member Dr. Scott Jones. 
Obtain permission before using them. Contact -> doctor's box on 1st floor or nurse’s desk on 
3rd floor." 
-REOUT: Card Memo; undated. 
 
At Raccoon University, Patrick, the head of maintenance, sends a message to his colleague 
Roger about the decaying electrical cable in one of the first floor corridors. He outlines his 
concern that rats may chew through the whole cable and risk a serious accident. 
 
"To Roger,  
That power cable on the ceiling is decaying. If we leave it as it is, those pesky rats will gnaw it in 
two. As you know, a powerful generator is used at this University since they use so many high 
output lab devices. If the cable is cut, someone could get electrocuted. Please call a repair 
person and have him fix it. I'll be on business and won't return for a while. The generator is 
located on the northwest side of the 1st floor hall. Be sure it's done,  
Patrick." 
-REOUT: Cable Repair Request; undated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alan Erdot, the former director of the old hospital in Raccoon Forest, visits Raccoon City and 
returns to the scene of his nightmares after a five year absence. The place is a relic and he is 
curious to see that the building has been taken over by a large form of plant life. Even though 
he no longer lives in Raccoon, Umbrella's recent publicity in the fallout of the mansion 
incident and the accusations hurled at them about biological weapons have caused him to relive 
the memories he has tried so desperately to forget. Whilst exploring around, the plants show 
signs of intelligence and he has had to lock himself in one of the old offices. He wonders if the 
Umbrella drugs are the cause and surmises the patient data he used to send back to the 
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company was probably being used for the development of biological weaponry. Again, he 
cannot believe the things they used to do, all in exchange for money. He believes the plants will 
kill him and wonders if this is divine retribution for the terrible deeds he and Albert Lester 
performed here back in 1993. He writes his final confession for someone to find and ponders 
what will become of him when he dies. 
 
"I can hardly recognize this place. Perhaps the plants are subject to the experimental drugs' 
effects. All I know is that I will die today. I will go to hell to pay for what I have done. I was one 
of the doctor's involved in the experiments here. The test drugs supplied by Umbrella were 
routinely administered to patients and results returned to the company. We were trading 
human lives for money. Their scheme had run off the tracks. They were completely out of 
control.  
I've only recently come to know that the data is apparently being used by Umbrella for the 
development of biological weaponry.  
We are all criminals here, but the Administrator alone had the ultimate motivation in his wife. 
Her disease had been declared incurable, and the prognosis had driven him to try any and all 
means to help her. It wasn't long until the police got wind of the illegal drug imports, but they 
never pressed charges as threatened. That's when I first became aware of Umbrella's power. 
They even control the police. After what happened with the reporter, we thought the hospital 
could no longer slide beneath the media's radar. We were wrong. Money makes the world go 
round, and it also keeps people quiet. It's been 5 years since then. I've moved on. Move away 
from Raccoon. But I still hear the screams. They never stop. Perhaps this insanity is some sort 
of divine punishment for my crimes against humanity. I doubt anyone will ever read this, but it 
doesn't matter in the end. Nothing matters now. I've had enough of this. All of it. All I want 
now is sweet release. 
Alan." 
-REOUT2: Doctor's Confession; undated. 
 
Shortly afterwards, he is either killed or commits suicide. 
 
Merah Biji’s parents make preparations to travel to Raccoon City on a business trip. They are 
going for work reasons and so have to leave their daughter behind with relatives. Merah is 
deeply upset she cannot join her mum and dad on this trip and is forced to remain behind with 
her grandfather.  
 
More strange disappearances occur in and around Raccoon City. Citizens are reporting 
sightings of strange individuals and unusual-looking creatures. 
 
After over three weeks of experimentation, the tired, sleep-deprived scientists working under 
Dr. Klein on Sheena Island have finally selected the dominant cell that survived the trials 
following hundreds of thousands put forward. This cell will be used to culture the new Tyrant. 
Because of their lack of sleep during the course of the experiment, the researchers name the 
selected gene ‘Hypnos’, after the Greek God of Sleep. Dr. Klein theorises that the Hypnos 
gene will promote the constant production of strong cells, resulting in superior regenerative 
capabilities over previous Tyrant models. Progress reports are sent to Vincent Goldman’s 
office and he responds favourably. Because of the Hypnos Gene, the new Tyrant will be 
christened the ‘Hypnos T-Type.’ Alongside the Hypnos Gene, the second major component 
needed for this new model is the Beta Hereto Nonserotonin neural transmitter, large quantities 
of which are being extracted from the brains of adolescent prisoners still being brought to the 
island from all over the world. 
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TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 1ST 1998 
A former soldier on death row completes an intensive six-month training programme for 
Umbrella’s private militia; the Umbrella Biohazard Countermeasure Service {U.B.C.S.}. He 
recalls how Umbrella security officials 'bought' him just days before he was due to be executed. 
 
"September 1st 
Following six months of intensive training, my body’s edge had returned. I was a good soldier, 
but they ordered my execution without stating a reason. I was tortured and forced into giving a 
false confession. But on the morning of my execution, a miracle happened. The company gave 
me a second lease on life.” 
-RE3: Mercenary's Diary; 01/09/98 
 
At the Underground Lab, head of Administration Walter Ryan changes all the security 
passcodes for the computer room on B5 Level and B4 Level East Area Passage. They will be 
able to unlock all doors with a security level of 4 or lower. Ryan emphasises they are not to be 
leaked to any outside sources. He has already had to improve security by installing a security 
code for the storage units in the Chemical Storage Room following a spate of thefts. 
 
"As of the 1st day of this month, the pass code settings have been changed. Please be advised 
that last month’s code will become invalid at 12:00AM on the day the new pass code is 
initiated.  
B5F Computer Room: J126/A375/C582.  
B4F East Area Passage: D580/B482/A194. 
In the meantime, as you are well aware, you can unlock the electronic locks for doors with a 
security level of 4 and lower via these codes. Caution should be taken by all system managers 
when handling these codes so they are not leaked to outside sources. 
Administration Division. Senior Staff Member Walter Ryan.” 
-REOUT: Monthly Pass Code; 01/09/98 
 
At Umbrella's Corporate Headquarters in Raccoon City, the research teams have been 
reporting frequent problems with the cultivation tanks holding the experimental specimens for 
viral research. The tanks are not strong enough and have been breaking regularly. Today, the 
glass smashes on one just as a researcher stands next to it. He is injured and requires thirty 
stitches as a result. 
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 2ND 1998 
At the Corporate HQ, one worker  
comments how they need to address the  
problem of the cultivation tanks breaking.  
If the tanks are to house live specimens,  
researchers cannot be asked to work on  
them if they are not 100% secure.  
Hopefully the unfortunate accident that  
occurred yesterday will ensure supervision  
do something about it. 
 
"The cultivation tanks have been breaking  
frequently this month during experiments. Yesterday, a co-worker needed 30 stitches as a 
result. Something must be done.” 
-REOUT2: Researcher's Journal; 02/09/98 
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Angelica Margaret conducts maintenance in the underground sewer network. 
 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 5TH 1998 
R.P.D. Night Watchman George Scott befriends an old man named Thomas who works at the 
scrap yard at the rear of the station by the sewer entrance. They get talking and George 
discovers Thomas actually designed and built the chess-based lock for the rear door to the 
disposal yard. They both share a passion for chess and make plans to meet up and play a game 
the following evening whilst both on shift. However, neither is aware that Thomas has very 
recently contracted the t-Virus whilst working in the sewers. He is already beginning to scratch 
and itch. 
 
"I recently talked to the old man who works in the  
scrap yard out back. His name is Thomas. He’s a  
quiet man and really seems to enjoy chess. He even  
went so far as to design a special key and lock  
engraved with chess pieces for one of the doors in  
the disposal yard. We made plans to play chess  
tomorrow night. I can't help but wonder how good  
he is. One thing that's been bothering me about  
him, though, is the way he's always scratching  
himself. Does he have some sort of skin disease, or  
is he just rude?" 
-RE2: Night Watchman's Diary; 05/09/98 
 
A young boy who was abducted last month by Umbrella agents in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, writes down his experiences since being brought to Sheena Island. Although essentially 
a prisoner, the boy and others like him are allowed to spend time at various places throughout 
the small city including a cinema, a nightclub, an arcade, and a library amongst others. But at 
the end of these supervised visits they are always escorted back to a prison barracks ominously 
named ‘Paradise.’ The boy also documents how every single person on the island is connected 
to Umbrella in some capacity. Despite the company seemingly caring about his wellbeing, he 
knows he is still held captive and cannot leave the island. He doesn’t even know where in the 
world the island is. 
 
"September 5th 
16 days have passed since I was abducted on a street in Congo by the men in black, and was 
brought here. I didn’t understand what was happening at first, but I gradually became aware of 
the truth of this city. We seem to have been confined here to serve as guinea pigs for a medical 
company called Umbrella Inc. 
All the residents of this city work for  
Umbrella, even the women and children  
are family members of employees. The  
guinea pigs seem to have been gathered  
from around the world. The guy in the  
next room is from China, the one in  
front of my cell is from Brazil. The rest  
are Russian, Japanese…It’s like a world  
trade show. It’s strange that they are all  
around my age. The youngest is 16, and  
the oldest is 19 or 20. 
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Those guys from Umbrella sometimes take us to an arcade or to a night club so we can enjoy 
ourselves and relieve our stress, but I won’t let them deceive me. I will escape from this place, 
no matter what it takes! I must…Anyway, the most important thing to do now is to organise and 
gather our comrades for what lies ahead.” 
-REGS: An Imprisoned Boy's Diary; 05/09/98 
 
At the P-15B Warehouse lab facility, trials are still continuing on the NE-B parasite and the 
infected zombie, but a horrific accident occurs and Dr. Turner is killed. Whilst the parasite 
feasts on the doctor's corpse, the security team are finally able to kill it. Professor Dalwin will 
take over the research from now on. Due to their volatile nature, the parasites will remain 
sealed in this facility until further experimentation is carried out. 
 
"Excerpt from NE-Beta Parasite Laboratory Tests (Codename: NE-β) 
Day 36 
I will be taking over this record from today as the Doctor was unfortunately killed this morning.  
The parasite and specimen itself were finally killed today as well. The method was simple: 
whilst it fed on a fresh body (the unfortunate Doctor), we attacked the parasite itself from 
behind. Concentrated fire killed it, at which point the exhausted specimen body was also 
destroyed… 
Obviously this is just the start of our studies. 
Professor Dalwin." 
-REORC: Parasite Report; undated. 
 
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 6TH 1998 
Andy Holland, the janitor who lives in the sewer network beneath the city on Sheena Island, 
jots down his thoughts on the city’s appointed commander, Vincent Goldman. Goldman has 
been stationed on the island for several months now and made great strides in advancing the 
Tyrant programme, so much so that the latest Tyrant model, the T-103, is currently being 
mass-produced at the factory on the edge of the city. It is thanks to these advances that 
Goldman has been promoted to Commander of the city. But although Andy has never met 
him, Goldman has a very cold reputation and is not a man you want to get on the wrong side 
of. 
 
“September 6 
Although I haven't met him, several months ago that bastard Vincent became this town's 
commander. He's an elite from Umbrella Headquarters and as outrageous as it sounds, he's got 
no concerns about killing his colleagues to advance his career. Well, another year living in this 
dark basement, it's none of my business...” 
-BIOGS: Janitor Andy's Diary; 06/09/98 
 
Albert Lester still hides in Raccoon Forest and continues to kill local wildlife and passers-by to 
feed ‘Dorothy’; the t-Virus infected plant that lives in the basement of the abandoned hospital. 
Although he has managed to keep a low profile so far, his actions are beginning to make 
headlines. The incidents are eerily similar to the murders that plagued the Arklay Mountains 
earlier in the summer.  
 
“September 6th, 1998. 
A ghost? Sightings of a mysterious masked figure in the NW Arklay woods are on the rise. 
The bloody remains of crows and wild dogs have also been showing up near river banks in the 
area. The whole region has been swept up in the hysteria and a mood of fear and paranoia is 
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prevalent. Long-time residents insist that it’s the ghost of a patient from the nearby hospital that 
closed down 5 years ago.  
Are these bizarre sightings just a taste of things to come?” 
-REOUT2: Raccoon Today; 06/09/98 
 
Chief Irons passes through the sewers for a meeting with William Birkin at the lab. Birkin 
confirms that his work on the G-Virus is almost complete and to be on the lookout for any 
suspicious individuals who may be looking for the virus. 
 
George Scott and Thomas compete diligently in their first chess game. The experience is 
enjoyable and they hope to make it a regular occurrence. 
 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 8TH 1998 
EARLY AM 
Criminals Nathan Donnelly and Samuel Kirk break into MacLeed's Gun Shop on Clemens 
St., stealing $800 in cash and several firearms. However, the R.P.D. are contacted and soon 
several officers arrive on the scene. Both Donnelly and Kirk are arrested close by although they 
have no guns or cash and may have dumped them. 
 
At the Umbrella Corporate HQ, titanium frames and a new automatic locking system have 
been put in place to prevent any further accidents with the specimen cultivation tanks. 
 
“A titanium frame has been installed to reinforce  
the cultivation tanks. In the unlikely event of  
another breakage, the doors are set automatically  
to isolate the threat. Once the lock is set, it will  
only open when the sensors indicate that the life  
form in question is dead. This ensures that any  
dangerous life forms are contained within that  
room with no chance of escape. There are two  
ways to open the lock. If the life form sensor is  
not deactivated, the door will remain locked until  
the creature dies. Short of an unlikely suicide,  
this method is unreliable.” 
-REOUT2: Researcher's Journal; 08/09/98 
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH 1998 
Old man Thomas thrashes George in their latest game of chess. However, because of Thomas’ 
work and proximity to the underground sewers, he is slowly succumbing to the leaking t-Virus 
that is ever so slowly spreading from the Dead Factory and contaminating the entire network. 
His metabolism is speeding up and his appetite is ravenous. 
 
“Thomas is a much better player than I imagined. I used to think of myself as a fairly decent 
player, but he did a pretty good job of humbling me. About the only thing I imagine could 
match his skills in chess is his appetite. All the guy did was talk about food throughout the 
entire game. He sounded fairly healthy, but he didn’t look quite right…I wonder if he’s okay.” 
-RE2: Night Watchman's Diary; 09/09/98 
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Journalist Alyssa Ashcroft writes up her story on yesterday's gun shop robbery. Although the 
R.P.D. don’t have enough proof for a conviction, they have enough circumstantial evidence to 
keep the men in custody for further questioning and investigation. 
 
September 9, 1998 
BURGLARY IN GUN STORE 
On the early morning of September 8, two men forced entry into "Mac Reed's" gun store on 
Clements St. and stole $800, shotguns and ammunition, then escaped. 
The Raccoon Police Department received the report and in response, immediately arrested 
the suspects several minutes later on suspicion of robbery and trespassing on private property. 
The suspects identified themselves as Samuel Kirk (37) and Nathan Donnelly (33). 
Although the two are now placed under investigation in the Raccoon Police Department and 
have accepted the charges regarding the crime, there is much uncertain testimony regarding 
their address and residency, and verifications of identity have not been obtained. 
Alyssa Ashcroft 
-BIOOUT2: Daily Raccoon; 09/09/98 
 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH 1998 
Lott, the son of Dr. Klein on Sheena Island, spots  
some of the ‘guinea pig’ children at the local  
Entrepot Arcade. His dad has told him there is  
something wrong with these children and that  
Umbrella will fix them so they can become  
normal people. 
 
“I saw some prisoners at the arcade today. They  
all had sleepy eyes. One of the girls even slavered.  
Some of the boys were glaring at me. They wore  
rugs and smelled rotten. Like dad and  
Commander Vincent told me, they are very different people from our Umbrella families. Dad 
told me that they bring them to this island so that they can operate on them and make them 
into decent people. I think they are doing the right thing. I hope they will become decent 
people sometime soon.” 
-REGS: Lott's Diary; 10/09/98 
 
Meanwhile at the Paradise Prison at the other side  
of the city, the imprisoned boy from the Congo  
realises the Umbrella people have been drugging  
them by putting sedatives in their food. Sitting 
alone in his cell, he ponders his own fate. 
 
“Recently, the others have been acting strangely. It  
seems they put some kind of weird drug into our  
meals. I sometimes lose consciousness, too. I have  
to be careful.” 
-REGS: An Imprisoned Boy's Diary; 10/09/98 
 
As the t-Virus continues to slowly spread from the nearby Dead Factory, more infected persons 
check into the hospital by Raccoon Park. The medical staff are baffled by the whole thing amid 
concerns this 'flesh-eating disease' could spread throughout the whole town. Once the patients 
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lose their mind, they become ravenous animals with a craving for blood and flesh. Many have 
had to be restrained to their beds and others sedated. The head doctor in charge of their care 
worked for Umbrella after being scouted by them following his graduation from a prestigious 
university. However, he knows nothing of their dark side. 
 
“These patients suffer from gangrene and congestion of their blood at first. Then their minds 
slowly deteriorate. In the end, there’s nothing left. When that happens, even mercy killing 
seems pointless. After all, they’re already dead… 
This disease is unlike anything I have ever witnessed. Once the patient’s mind is gone, they 
become flesh hungry monsters and act like wild animals.” 
-RE3: Hospital Director's Diary; 10/09/98 
 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH 1998 
Recently a group of enormous insectoids measuring approximately 6-feet in length and sporting 
formidable sets of pincers are spotted in the west Arklay Mountains by campers close to their 
tent. Although the campers are not harmed, the creatures severely injure their hunting dog, 
which is forced to endure two-week veterinary care as a consequence. The Raccoon Today 
runs a story on the sightings. 
 
"September 11, 1998 
UMA in the Arklay Mountains? An enormous insect measuring an estimated 6 feet and 
sporting a formidable set of pincers has been spotted in the West Arklay region. 
Campers recently reported the sudden appearance of 2 or 3 of the beasts near their tent, 
crawling low to the ground. Their hunting dog was attacked and spent 2 weeks under a 
veterinarian's care. 
Graham Barrows (52), an entomologist and assistant professor at Raccoon University, insists 
that no such insect could possibly exist. He refers to the rash of sightings as ‘Nothing more than 
mass hysteria.’" 
-REOUT2: Raccoon Today; 11/09/98 
 
What the campers actually saw was an earwig secondarily infected with the t-Virus, causing it to 
grow rapidly in size. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: SCISSOR TAIL 
The Scissor Tail was originally a common earwig among many creatures  
secondarily exposed to the t-Virus as it slowly consumed the areas in  
and around Raccoon City. Like most insects, the t-Virus caused rapid  
growth leading the earwigs to develop up to ten times their original size  
or in this case, over one meter in length. But this enlarged body mass  
did not include their wings, rendering them useless because the  
increased weight of the Scissor Tail meant it could no longer fly. Its  
movements were also slow and it preferred to lie in wait on the forest  
floor or in damp and dark places, waiting for potential prey to walk by.  
Other effects included an unnatural increase in aggression, so much so  
that these normally omnivorous insects became primarily carnivorous.  
This was a direct result of the intense appetite brought on by the virus  
and could also explain why some Scissor Tails were also recorded in the very centre of Raccoon City as they 
went hunting for a fresh and regular food source. Its primary attack was from sharpened pincers at the back of 
its tail which was also how these creatures were given its name. It utilised its pincers in much the same way a 
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scorpion used its stinger. If their prey got too close, the Scissor Tail would tackle them to the floor and bite 
repeatedly. Sometimes it would intentionally leave their targets bleeding profusely, making them easier to 
track. Some moderate intelligence was recorded and if the Scissor Tail sensed it was in danger, it would quickly 
burrow underground to get out of sight. There were two types of Scissor Tail recorded during the Raccoon 
incident. The first was the standard brown variant and the second was slightly smaller and blue in colour. This 
blue Scissor Tail had the ability to secrete a potentially lethal poisonous toxin from its pincers. 
 
At 13:30, four guest accounts are logged in the  
Underground Laboratory in Raccoon City for  
access to the Experiment Culture Laboratory. 
These guest accounts will be valid for 24 hours. 
 
"September 11th, 13: 30, # of guest: 4 
*Checking for other possible additional guest  
users... 
*Entry Name: "GUEST" 
*Password: None" 
-REOUT: Staff Memo; 11/09/98 
 
Chief Irons is faxed a receipt detailing his backhand payments received from William Birkin. 
 
“FAX copy. Receipt. 
 Tax dollar? 
Recheck personal assets 
Can I get this out of the station? 
1996 
April $2,200 
September $5,000 
October $4,000 
November $1,500 
December $8,000 
1997 
February $1,800 
March $4,000 
April $10,000 
August $8,000 
September $12,000 
November $10,000 
December $10,000 
1998 
January $5,000 
February $2,800 
March $3,300 
May $2,500 
August $15,000 
September 
Confiscated ammo and customer file September 11 
th 
-> AMB” 
-REOUT2: Secret File; 11/09/98 
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SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 12TH 1998 
A Raccoon City Transit Authority employee named Ricky admits to being afraid of the dark in 
his notebook. His co-worker Jim Chapman tells him not to worry as they are always working 
underground anyway. 
 
“I can’t get used to working late. I’m actually afraid of the dark. Jim always says that it doesn’t 
make any difference if it’s night or day since we’re underground, but…” 
-REOUT2: Ricky's Notebook; 12/09/98 
 
George Scott goes to meet with Thomas for their latest game of chess. However Thomas' 
physical condition is so bad that they have to cancel. Thomas initially became infected with the 
t-Virus on the 5th, but his symptoms have become progressively worse within one week. 
Consequently, George himself is now infected thanks to his visits through the sewers to meet 
Thomas. 
 
“I was supposed to play another game of chess with  
Thomas, but we had to cancel because he hasn’t been  
feeling too well. He stopped by to see me, but I told  
him to go back and rest since he literally looked like  
the walking dead. He insisted he was just fine, but I  
could tell he was really having problems. Come to  
think of it, I haven’t been feeling too good myself l 
ately…" 
-RE2: Night Watchman's Diary; 12/09/98 
 
SEPTEMBER 13TH-15TH (MIDDLE) 
Because he falsified progress reports then stopped checking in altogether, the Chicago Branch 
send several spies to infiltrate William Birkin's operations in Raccoon City to get an update on 
the G-Virus research and to retrieve a sample. 
 
Birkin contacts the U.S. Government and enters negotiations about leaving Umbrella and 
defecting across to them. He is put in touch with a high-ranking official believed to be Derek 
Simmons. The situation that develops is extremely delicate. Up until now the U.S. 
Government has enjoyed a lucrative, yet highly secretive alliance with Umbrella Corporation. 
The government was the company's first customer for the sale of biological weapons and in 
turn the company developed political influence in the Senate. But despite this cosy 
relationship, Umbrella remain a troublesome presence for the U.S. Government. They are 
aware Umbrella sells weapons to other countries across the globe, including weapons that 
could one day potentially be used against U.S. soldiers. Simmons puts forward an argument 
that if Umbrella were to recover the completed G-Virus, a whole new generation of devastating 
weaponry could be used against the United States. To prevent this, he proposes they authorise 
an extraction operation to take Birkin into protective custody. The Pentagon is naturally 
apprehensive because should the operation go wrong, the long-running alliance with Umbrella 
will surely come to an end and the corporation will have documented proof citing the U.S. 
Government sanctioned and purchased illegal biological weaponry. But Simmons counters that 
with Birkin and the G-Virus in their hands, they would no longer need to be allied with 
Umbrella and could spearhead their own biological weapons program. He also believes that 
Umbrella would never dare to expose the government’s wrongdoings because doing so would 
only expose themselves in illegal corporate malpractice. 
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Simmons also has personal reasons for preventing Umbrella getting their hands on the  
G-Virus. The Family have constantly observed the pharmaceutical giant for years and watched 
their remarkable rise to power closely. It could hurt the ongoing goal of global stability should 
Umbrella gain the power to create a new generation of biological weapons with the potential to 
procreate and evolve. As negotiations continue, a deal is proposed for United States Special 
Forces to launch a classified operation to extract Birkin. Once safe, he will then be forced to 
turn over all his research results. But Birkin refuses the deal and demands total protection 
from Umbrella and the right to continue his work at an American research institute. Simmons 
also tells Birkin that Umbrella have already sent spies into Raccoon City to steal the  
G-Virus from him. 
 
Birkin sends an urgent memo to Chief Irons, ordering him to search the sewer network 
extensively for any suspicious persons and detain them immediately. His wife, Annette will 
continue to be his main contact from now on. 
 
“To: Mr. Brian Irons. 
Chief of the Raccoon City Police Department 
We have a problem. I have received information informing me that Umbrella HQ has sent 
spies to recover my research on the G-Virus. There are an unknown number of agents 
involved. They must not be allowed to take this project away from me as it represents my entire 
life’s work. 
Search the city thoroughly for any suspicious persons. Detain any such individuals by whatever 
means deemed necessary and contact me immediately through Annette. With these 
precautions, any possible threat should be eliminated. I will not allow anyone to steal my work 
on the G-Virus. Not even Umbrella… 
William Birkin.” 
-RE2: Mail to the Chief; undated. 
 
The R.P.D. lose all contact with Chris Redfield after he stops reporting in. 
 
Birkin's paranoia continues to grow by the day. He hasn't reported to the Chicago branch for 
days yet is due to meet with their representatives in just under two weeks’ time on September 
25th where he is expected to announce the completion of the G-Virus. But he is behind 
schedule and the virus remains unfinished. He is fully aware the Chicago executives will have 
taken note of his dissent and becomes convinced Umbrella will send a team to eliminate him 
under the guise of eliminating the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members. He believes this action is 
inevitable yet he doesn't know when it will happen. He already has Chief Irons on the lookout 
for any possible spies but he needs to buy more time in order to allow the U.S. Government 
sufficient opportunity to plan an extraction operation. He is monitoring the problems occurring 
at the Dead Factory and will continue to increase the levels of contaminated waste being sent 
there, creating a full-scale biohazard. This will hopefully create a whole new problem for 
Umbrella to focus their attention on. In addition, he also sabotages the safety protocols in his 
own lab. He knows only too well that Umbrella's elite Security Service would not be held back 
by the laboratory's defences and security detail, but penetrating the research facility would be 
difficult if a biohazard were to occur. With the underground sewer network being the likely 
entry point, Birkin makes arrangements for the t-Virus to spread into those areas. Within days, 
secondarily infected creatures will emerge and the workforce will become zombies. He doesn't 
care if all of Raccoon City becomes infected so long as it buys him enough time and delays 
Umbrella's assault long enough for the government's Special Forces to extract him safely. Once 
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safely holed up in this growing biohazard zone, Birkin continues his secret negotiations with 
Simmons. 
 
Chief Irons becomes increasingly aware of Birkin's erratic behaviour and begins to wonder if 
his ego against Umbrella is going to end up in disaster for them all. To protect his own 
interests, Irons begins to put together a file containing all of Umbrella's illegal dealings in 
Raccoon City, planning to use it as an insurance policy should Umbrella agents ever come 
looking for him. 
 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 15TH 1998 
The USA branch of Umbrella writes to Birkin asking for a donation of a compound they are 
currently short of. It is named 'APL-14' and it seems the Ashford base in the South Pole is 
primarily responsible for this shortage. 
 
“Mr. William Birkin 
Yesterday a certain country placed a mass order of that APL-14, but our stock is insufficient. 
Although we've made requests of other facilities I would like you to immediately return the five 
cases of APL-14 delivered to you for research. 
Our investigation has discovered that the shortage was caused by the repeated ineptitude of the 
Antarctic base. Severe caution has been demanded from Mr. Ashford to prevent such an 
occurrence in the future. At any rate, the Ashford’s reputation is irreparably tarnished. 
Your quick response is greatly appreciated. 
Regards, 
Joel Allman 
Vice-President 
USA Branch” 
-BIO2EX: Umbrella Memo; 15/09/98 
 
15:24PM 
At the underground lab, one of the spies sent by the Chicago  
Branch infiltrates the complex and mingles freely with the  
research staff. He manages to gain a guest account access to  
the experiment culture room on B4 Level and observes one  
of the G-Virus experiments held in a large capsule. It is an  
infected human arm that has grown and expanded in size.  
The upper portion of the arm has split to reveal a large eye.  
The spy quickly jots down some notes and takes a picture  
ready to forward back to his superiors. He then quickly  
leaves the room before anyone finds out he was there. 
 
"Film A: Code G Human Body Experiment 9/15 15:24" 
-RE2: Film A 
 
At Raccoon University, Peter Jenkins receives a t-Virus sample from Greg Muller so he can test 
the Daylight vaccine. The initial results are encouraging but as the day wears on, Peter begins to 
wonder just how Greg managed to obtain the virus sample in the first place. Greg says a friend 
smuggled it out for him but Peter is sceptical and wonders if he is hiding something from him. 
Could he still be working for Umbrella? 
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“September 15th 
I received the ‘t’ sample from Greg and tested Daylight on it. It’s still not all that stable but it is 
managing to suppress the growth of the ‘t’ viral cell. Victory is nigh! Come to think of it…How 
did Greg obtain the ‘t’ sample? He told me a friend secretly got the sample but he thinks he’s 
being chased by Umbrella. Is he hiding something from me? Well, I shouldn’t snoop…” 
-REOUT: Peter's Diary; 15/09/98 - A few pages have been torn out. 
 
At the underground lab, the Chicago branch spy is caught and apprehended before he can 
report back to his superiors. He is eliminated by Chief Irons who confiscates his camera and 
stores the film inside the evidence room back at the R.P.D. 
 
When the spy fails to report in, the Chicago branch take it as confirmation that Birkin is 
planning to betray them all. An emergency meeting takes place between Umbrella USA and 
Umbrella Europe. Although they are business rivals, they are still part of the same company 
and Umbrella needs the G-Virus. After hours of discussion, a decision is taken to send in the 
U.S.S. to take the virus from Birkin by force. Christine Henry, company executive and director 
of the French branch of Umbrella, relays the mission parameters. 
 
"The following orders to be assigned to Special Agent HUNK: 
Infiltrate our company's research facility in the Raccoon City suburbs and seize samples of the 
G-Virus presumed to be in the possession of Dr. William Birkin. 
You may use any means necessary to obtain the samples. 
After obtaining the samples, deliver them to Loire Village. 
Furthermore, failure of this operation will not be tolerated. 
France Branch Facility Director 
Christine Henry." 
-BIO2EX: Written Orders; undated. 
 
Hunk is one of Umbrella’s most efficient and mysterious paramilitary personnel. In 
preparation for his mission in Raccoon City, a file is dug out from the archives compiled after a 
series of sessions with a company psychologist. 
 
“Subject name: HUNK 
Subject occupation: USS operative 
Reason for report: 
 
HUNK has recently seen heavy action and carried out a number of relatively intense 
operations yet has shown no signs of stress or any normal emotional response for that matter. 
Our sessions were to ascertain whether HUNK has sustained any long-term, hidden 
psychological damage as a result of his participation in these operations. 
 
First impressions: 
My first impressions of HUNK were of a man incredibly committed to his work. In fact, in all 
my conversations with him, he never once suggested that his life contained anything other than 
his duties as a member of USS. This however was not seen as a negative – HUNK was not 
complaining – if anything it showed that HUNK was not interested in anything which did not 
relate to life as a member of USS. 
It's hard in fact to imagine HUNK complaining about anything. He is very much a product of 
his profession in that he is a man who follows orders to the letter – with no regard to his own 
safety, or to the consequences of his actions. 
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It's actually quite a task to get HUNK to speak about many things in great detail – and virtually 
impossible to get him to talk about himself. Even after several sessions, I am still in the dark 
about most of his background – his family, friends (I'm  
almost certain HUNK would see the whole concept of  
'friends' as laughable) or even relationships (the name Bella  
seems to have some resonance with him although I'm yet to  
ascertain what the relationship is exactly) are a closed door. 
With any other subject I would suggest that I need more  
time to break through the resistance, to really get through to  
the inner HUNK – but it's apparent to me that HUNK is  
not offering any resistance. It's almost as if he's wiped those  
parts of his life from his memory. This could well be a  
method he's developed to protect himself from the horrors  
he's seen – to separate the human side of HUNK from the  
soldier side. The problem is, I think the soldier side is now  
all there is to him. My fear is that the human side of  
HUNK is now lost forever. 
As a psychologist, this is a fascinating study. I should  
imagine that for a USS commander, HUNK is the ideal  
soldier – almost the super soldier of legend. He seems to have no morals or reservations, no 
fear and no apparent desire to get out and return to an individual life at all. 
HUNK is at his most animated when talking about action he has seen. But even here, he is not 
trying to impr6ss, he merely relates the action that took place. 
The incident we'll come to in more detail shortly demonstrates that his cold-hearted, detached 
persona is not an act, but s#aethi?? that is not a part of him. It is this that ??@%^& ###.. tui 
luwl +%•ª ©∆ further study if requies.” 
-ORC: Inserted Evil: Hunk Psycho; undated. 
 
Hunk's U.S.S. Alpha Team are sent into Raccoon City where they will lay low for several days 
and perform reconnaissance on the sewer network looking at possible penetration points into 
the underground lab. In conjunction with this order, all U.B.C.S. units are put on standby 
should things go wrong and they need to be sent to Raccoon City. The U.B.C.S. are based in 
Europe and movement of troops and preparation will take time. One member writes in his 
diary about being called back to active duty. 
 
“I cut my vacation short and returned to the HQ office. It looks like my UBCS unit’s been 
called into action. Umbrella maintains its own paramilitary unit to counter corporate terrorism 
and V.I.P. abduction. In addition, they have night men who specialize in handling problems 
caused by illegal products. I’m currently a member of the latter.” 
-RE3: Mercenary's Diary; 15/09/98 
 
Paulo, a U.B.C.S. merc serving in Delta Platoon B Squad and yet to see active service, is scared 
of Nikolai Zinoviev, the Sergeant in charge of his unit. He's heard many rumours about his 
shady past as well as some of the dirty things Umbrella have been involved with in the past. 
When the order is given for the U.B.C.S. to be put on standby, Paulo hastily writes a scribbled 
letter to a friend named Jacques. He hasn't signed on to be a company guinea pig and is going 
to run away before they are deployed. He urges Jacques to do the same.  
 
"Jacques, don't let anyone else see this -  
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I probably shouldn't even be writing it down, but I can't risk having a conversation with you. 
Destroy this once you have read it. 
I'm unsure of Sergeant Zinoviev. I've heard him talking about  
things he's done in the past and I'm not sure I like what I've  
heard. You've heard about that team that died under his  
command right? He was the only survivor. Well what if that  
team wasn't killed by an enemy? 
What if Umbrella ordered the massacre? Why, I don't know.  
What if they wanted to test some new weapon... like a bio- 
weapon? I've heard things... Umbrella has weapons that are  
totally inhuman. From what I've learned about Umbrella, I  
wouldn't put it past them to test them on its own troops.  
Civilians, enemy soldiers, their own soldiers? It seems like it's  
all the same to them. And Zinoviev is their pawn - just some  
comments I've heard him make. Things that I shouldn't have  
heard. 
So I'm warning you to get out while you can. We're soldiers,  
we're not murderers and we're not guinea pigs (which is something else I hear). If Nikolai has 
done it once, he'll do it again. If his orders tell him to. We can't trust him.  
Because we can't trust them. 
You won't see me again and I can't tell you where I'm going. I only hope that Umbrella don't 
track me down.  
Take my advice Jacques, get out too." 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: Warning Note; undated. 
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 16TH 1998 
Chief Irons passes through the sewer for what will ultimately be his last meeting with Birkin. 
No doubt they discuss the apprehension of the spy from the Chicago branch and what 
Umbrella is planning for its next move. 
 
Angelica Margaret conducts sewer maintenance once more. 
 
At Umbrella's Corporate Headquarters, the research team take on a new B.O.W., the Hunter 
μ. These are infant versions of the MA-125 Hunter R series recently developed at the 
underground lab by William Birkin and his research team. The Hunter μ specimens will be 
kept in a nursery for a period of two weeks until they reach maturity. The pens holding them 
are reinforced by a charge of electrical current to create a barrier but the computer system has 
issued a warning that power levels may not be sufficient enough to contain them. Needless to 
say the research staff are not too happy about this and HQ responds by sending over a cache of 
weapons should the worst case scenario occur. When the Hunters mature they will be used as 
combat opponents to test out the 0004PT Tyrant. 
 
“September 16 
A new test subject has come in, "Hunter μ." It was said to be a specimen for further downsizing 
a regular Hunter. Starting today, it will be kept in the culture room for two weeks. 
The attached document says "its power is a little inferior, but its movement force and abilities 
for combat are not to be outdone." I don't feel relieved even though the strength of the capsules 
was increased. 
It may be best to prepare weapons in the event of an emergency.” 
-REOUT2: Researcher's Journal; 16/09/98 
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THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 17TH 1998 
The new owner of the Apple Inn in Raccoon City is very security conscious and wants the 
janitor to test the building alarm more frequently from now on. 
 
“I was told to check the alarm device every week from now on but I used to only do it twice a 
year! The new owner seems to be a bit of a worry wort. Who would wanna break in here?” 
-REOUT: Janitor's Daily Report; 17/09/98 
 
At Raccoon University, despite initial tests on the Daylight vaccine progressing well, Peter 
Jenkins and Greg Mueller encounter a setback when they run out of V Poison, one of three 
crucial components needed for the reagent. Peter recalls there being a large wasp's nest in the 
emissions tower next to the university but it would be very dangerous trying to acquire some. 
But given the seriousness of their situation he believes they have no other choice. 
 
“We don’t have enough V-poison for the compound. I vaguely remember there being a wasp’s 
nest in the emissions tower, but I shouldn’t just wander recklessly over there… 
Granted that, I’m stuck without the necessary components…I guess I’ll head there after I get 
equipped with some protective gear." 
-REOUT: Section of a Diary; 17/09/98 
 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 18TH 1998 
Robert Kendo purchases a newspaper, leaving it on the 'Parts & Repair' counter of his shop. 
There are no major headlines, and this symbolically represents the calm before the impending 
storm. 
 
Because of Birkin's recent actions, the number of  
infected is slowly increasing and more patients  
are admitted to the General Hospital with  
symptoms of the 'cannibal disease.' The head  
Doctor knows his treatment options are limited  
but will dedicate his every waking moment to  
finding a cure for this strange ailment, even if it  
means becoming infected himself. 
 
“Another patient has been admitted to the  
hospital. He’s showing symptoms of the first  
stages of the disease at this point, but…I haven’t  
been able to sleep at all these past few days. I refuse to let these patients become zombies. I am 
not just an ordinary citizen, I am a doctor. Even if I die, my clinical charts will contribute to 
finding a cure.” 
-RE3: Hospital Director's Diary; 18/09/98 
 
At the Raccoon Underground, transit worker Ricky is bitten by an enlarged flea that has 
become contaminated with the t-Virus. This creature will eventually be known as a 'Mega-Bite' 
and they will construct a giant nest within the abandoned tunnels of the underground. 
 
"A big-ass bug bit me on the back of the neck today while I was inspecting the tunnel. It’s 
swollen and itches like mad. Damn!” 
-REOUT2: Ricky's Notebook; 18/09/98 
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SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: MEGA BITE /GIGA BITE 
The Mega bite was the result of a common flea becoming secondarily infected by the t-Virus thanks to 
increased contaminants flushed into Raccoon City's sewer network from the P-12A Incinerator Facility and the 
underground lab. The fleas sucked the blood from infected  
bodies and like most arthropod-insects, the t-Virus caused  
them to grow to roughly 100 times their original size. A  
Mega Bite's diet was comprised exclusively of blood and  
they would attach themselves to their prey in order to gain  
access to an ample amount. Once it had its fill, the Mega  
Bite would swell in size from roughly one foot to two  
meters. It no longer craved food and instead would try and  
abduct prey and return it to the nest where the queen 'Giga  
Bite' resided. Mega Bites had an impressive jumping ability and if they sensed a threat to the Giga Bite, they 
displayed an unusual trait of curling up into a ball and rolling at any aggressor to try and crush them to death. 
They were also poisonous and secreted a toxin whilst sucking their prey's blood in an attempt to paralyse them. 
Like a normal flea, a bite from a Mega Bite would cause swelling and an intense itching sensation.  
The Giga Bite was the flea at the head of the social structure. It had a unique mutation that caused it to grow to 
a huge size and it took control of the entire flea colony. It made its nest in one of the subway tunnels and 
controlled an army of Mega Bites it used to defend itself. There was only ever one recorded specimen. 
 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 19TH 1998 
At Raccoon University, Peter Jenkins’ curiosity has got the better of him and he finally 
discovers the truth behind Greg Mueller. He claims to be a former Umbrella researcher but in 
truth he still works for them and has committed all kinds of atrocities with the t-Virus, including 
human experimentation. The whole Daylight project has been a sham from the start. Peter 
believed they were trying to create a vaccine to help cure the infected, but it seems Greg had a 
different motivation altogether. He realises that if only he besides Greg knows how to create 
the Daylight reagent, then his life could be in serious danger. He decides to play ignorant for 
the time being but as a contingency he hides the compound instructions, discards the t-Virus 
sample they have been using and contacts his old friend George Hamilton, a doctor at the 
Raccoon General Hospital. 
 
“It seems I’ve been totally mistaken. How could Greg do such terrible things?! It seems this has 
all been a ruse. He planned everything from the start! There must be a reason why he rushed 
me to complete the ‘Daylight.’ Am I the only one who, other than Greg, that knows how to 
create the compound? Is my life in danger? I should just play dumb for a while. 
*Discard t sample 
*Hide compound instructions 
*Contact George" 
-REOUT: Peter's Diary; 19/09/98 
 
SEPTEMBER 20-22ND 1998 (CIRCA) 
Thanks to William Birkin deliberately increasing contaminants in and around the 
underground lab and Dead Factory, many arthropods living underground have become 
secondarily infected by the t-Virus and strange mutations begin to occur. In some places the 
virus has seeped into the soil and a millipede becomes infected after biting into infected bodies 
buried near the facility. In the space of a week, this creature will grow into what becomes 
known as the Grave Digger and begin to lay eggs across the city.  
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SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: GRAVE DIGGER 
The Grave Digger was originally just a small millipede that became secondarily infected by the t-Virus. Thanks 
to increased contaminants from the underground lab and Dead Factory, the soil in which this arthropod 
dwelled underground was heavily contaminated. The millipede went through repeated moulting and 
metamorphosis inside this infected area and soon became a  
creature that bore little resemblance to its original form.  
Although it maintained a worm-like appearance, it grew up  
to ten meters in length and its jaws became powerful  
enough to crush through concrete, allowing it to create  
tunnels and move all over the city. Its impressive digestive  
system enabled the creature to swallow a human being  
whole. When hunting prey, the Grave Digger detected  
vibrations of movement then sensed their distance from  
underneath the ground before rushing up to the surface in  
a surprise attack. Its huge form left the creature in a  
constant state of hunger and in order to maintain its bulk,  
it feasted on the corpses living beneath the cemetery in Raccoon Park, hence the name Grave Digger. It was 
extremely hostile towards any living human it encountered because of its constant feeling of starvation. The 
Grave Digger also reproduced by laying eggs, sometimes in bunches of 100 that would hatch into Sliding 
Worms. 
Two types of Grave Digger were encountered during the Raccoon City incident. The first was an adult coloured 
white that had recently shed its skin. The second was a fully-grown adult coloured dark brown. This variant 
had a high-tolerance to damage with armour-like flesh forged over time because of its constant movements 
through solid rock. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: SLIDING WORM 
The Grave Digger laid its eggs in bunches, sometimes in the hundreds in the contaminated sewer zones in 
Raccoon City. Under these unique conditions, these eggs incubated and hatched in as little as two hours and 
gave birth to another irregular mutant known as the Sliding  
Worm. These larvae grew to about one meter in length and  
like the adult variety, had four small but very sharp fangs on  
its mouth. Its body was slimy, elastic and very flexible,  
allowing it to bounce along the floor as it sensed its prey. It  
had incredible jumping power and was able to propel itself  
off the ground using powerful muscles and flexibility. The  
Sliding Worm was attracted to blood and used its fangs to  
bite and cling to its victim, sucking their blood like a leech.  
Just one worm could extract one litre of blood at a time but  
if they attacked in swarms their prey could soon die of blood loss if they didn’t escape quickly. The larva 
absorbed nourishment this way and had capacity to mature into a fully-grown Grave Digger in just one week 
by shedding its skin over and over, becoming more durable each time. 
 
At the underground lab, researchers announce completion of the weaponised Licker based on 
the original irregular mutant caused by the latest strain of t-Virus. It has taken weeks of 
experimentation to produce but the end result is highly successful. Although similar to the 
original form, the evolved Licker has several improvements. A number of specimens will be 
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kept at the underground lab for training but the development data will be sent to Sheena Island 
for further research and cloned production. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: EVOLVED LICKER 
The Evolved Licker was the result of Umbrella’s attempt to  
weaponize the irregular Licker mutant that was first  
observed when testing the modified ε-strain t-Virus.  
Although impressive in its original form, the evolved  
Licker was larger with increased muscle density. Their skin  
turned green and developed scales, giving them a reptilian  
look. Their senses were also sharpened and instead of three  
claws on their hands, the Evolved Licker had a single,  
larger, claw that could be used for stabbing. But despite the  
differences in colour, durability and claw size, it still  
attacked in the same manner as the regular Licker. Additionally their jumping skills were also improved thanks 
to greatly enlarged front legs. The base specimen for Evolved Lickers were ‘improved zombies’ and they could 
move around much faster than their regular counterparts. This variant would be mass-produced firstly on 
Sheena Island, then later across the world and was one of Umbrella’s most popular products on the B.O.W. 
market. 
 
One of the staff workers at J's Bar complains about the kids living in the apartment block next 
door. They can get onto the roof of their apartment building and because it is located so close 
to J's, they can jump over a small gap and onto the roof of the bar where the neon sign is. Once 
there they have been running riot and closed the shutter to the wine warehouse to disrupt the 
deliveries. They have also damaged the lock on the sign attached to the chain-link fence on the 
roof. But the employee has now welded it back in place so hopefully there will be no further 
problems. 
 
“I hate the kids living in the next apartment. They sneak into this building via an access way on 
the roof almost every day and cause so much trouble! The day before yesterday, they closed 
the shutter on the 3rd floor while I wasn’t looking. Because of that I couldn’t go to the roof to 
get a package I needed. Then I got a gold scolding from Jack. How ridiculous! It’s not even my 
fault! I can’t remember how many times they broke the lock that holds the sign to the chain-
link fence. However I have welded it so that they will never be able to enter. If they should 
break it I will sue them for damaging my property. You better watch your butts’ kids!” 
-REOUT: Diary of Bar Staff; undated. 
 
The bar's owner, Jack, is having some problems with local gang members who have shown up 
every night for a week now. As a precaution he has taken his gun down to Kendo’s Gun shop 
and had Robert Kendo modify and fix it up to perfect working order. When ready, the gun is 
delivered back to the bar. Jack is away on business today so he leaves a note for one of his 
waitresses, Cindy Lennox, to collect the package and bring it up to his room. 
 
“To Cindy: 
Please bring the package from Robert’s store to my room. I’m having lots of dangerous 
customers lately so I asked him to fix up my gun. I’ve had enough! Those muscle bound punks 
have shown up almost every night for one week. Tonight I’ll threaten them with my gun and 
turn them away. 
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P.S. There may be no space in my room for the package. If that’s the case put it in the drawing 
room.” 
-REOUT: Jack's Memo; undated. 
 
A journalist who has travelled to Raccoon City to investigate the strange cannibal disease has a 
breakthrough in his investigation. He is an acquaintance of Ben Bertolucci and witnesses a man 
transform into a zombie and resort to cannibalism. He catches it on camera and heralds it as 
proof this strange disease is real. But he doesn't see them as zombies and believes they may be 
suffering from something similar to encephalitis. His next move is to uncover the cause of the 
disease. 
 
“At last I have found the evidence I need to prove that the ‘cannibal disease’ is indeed 
happening in this city. One man actually ate people to death. He was like a savage animal 
tearing away a new flesh. It was completely disgusting. I have heard rumours that many people 
are also suffering from this disease now. However, the cause of the disease is not yet known. Is 
this another mystery of the present disease? I will have to check on it…” 
-RE2EX: Reporter's Memo; undated. 
 
At the underground lab, experimentation on the G-Virus has been moving at breakneck pace 
by William Birkin's senior research team. The virus is due to be completed and presented to 
executives of the Chicago branch on September 25th. But Birkin himself has other plans and is 
still secretly in negotiations with Derek Simmons and the U.S. Government. 
 
Researchers have been experimenting to see how G-organisms seek out potential hosts to 
implant G embryos. A G-Type attempts to breed by actively searching for a genetic relative and 
impregnating them with a G-Embryo. This embryo will mutate a genetic relative into a G-Type, 
but will reject a non-genetic relative, resulting in a malformed G-Type leaving its former host by 
literally tearing them apart from within. In one recent experiment, the hosts did not match and 
the G larva was rejected by its host. The specimen is extremely unstable and has to be sealed 
away in the lab. R&D head Martin Walcott sends detailed instructions on how to transfer the 
sample safely using a special capsule. 
 
"The sample currently stored in the lab, is a parasite that was rejected by its host due to 
incompatibility. As it is extremely unstable, you have to be extremely careful when handling it. 
When transferring the sample, use a portable capsule manufactured by the MI corp. Also, 
chemicals in the capsule get contaminated every few hours so they must be changed. 
Any failure to do so, could result in the subject awakening. Please be sure to handle with 
extreme caution. 
R&D #1 
Martin Walcott" 
-REOUT: Top-Secret Memo; undated. 
 
In such cases as above, when freed the parasite will grow into a creature known as a G Adult 
Body. 
 
A woman named Amy staying at the Apple Inn writes a note to her sister, Louise. She explains 
that despite a recent offer to stay in Raccoon City, she has decided to leave with a man named 
Ed in order to escape her sad memories of the town. She is confident her sister will be fine 
without her.  
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"Louise, 
Thanks a lot for your offer, but I have decided to go with Ed instead. I just don't think I could 
get away from all my sad memories if I stayed here. 
While I was looking at the picture of that old castle in my room, I started thinking about 
Manchester where we were raised. I'll never forget those fun times that mom and the two of us 
had before the accident. 
But I just don't want to think about that. Anyways, I'm sure you'll be okay without me. 
I'm sorry... good bye. 
Amy" 
-REOUT: Guest Memo 2; undated. 
 
A custodian working in the underground lab accidentally loses the turn table key for the train 
platform that runs to and from the lab from the Marshalling Yard on the surface. He borrowed 
the key from the Admin Department and if their head Walter Ryan finds out he knows he will 
be in deep trouble. Everyone working in the lab is very tense at the moment and rumours have 
been spreading that if anybody slips up they may be used as a guinea pig in one of the many 
experiments being performed down there. Thankfully one of the security guards named Roy 
finds the key in the bathroom and returns it to admin. In the end no harm is done but the 
custodian still receives a drilling from his boss. 
 
"I had such a shitty day today! I accidentally lost  
the "turn table key" that Rick in admin gave me.  
I'm sure I look like absolute crap! If  
management finds out I lost the key, getting  
fired will be the least of my worries. There's  
even a rumour "screw-ups" could even be used  
as bait for some creepy test "subject" the  
company is working on. 
Thank god! Roy from security found the key in  
the bathroom and brought it to the admin.  
Although I found out about this through my  
boss who look like he is about to chew me a new one. 
Man, I've haven't been ripped such a big one since I was a snot-nosed brat in Junior High 
School! 
Shesh! Like it even fuckin' matters. You can't do anything with the key if you don't know the 
code in the first place! 
Man, when I quit this company I'm gonna use that key and the code and make those elevators 
my own personal private ride!  
Even I wouldn’t forget a code as easy to remember as the word "Hope." 
Yep, my own personal elevator....Kinda like the sound of that!" 
-REOUT: Custodian's Diary; undated. 
 
The animal keeper at Raccoon Zoo who looks after their prized elephant, Oscar, is cleaning up 
near his paddock when he comes across an old cassette tape containing a copy of the old zoo 
parade theme from a few decades back. He shows the tape to his colleague Lloyd Stewart who 
believes it may be worth a few dollars in time. The keeper is also concerned about Oscar as he 
is over excitable and has a big appetite. He is in the first stage of secondary t-Virus infection. 
Lloyd will also be working extra shifts throughout the week as he is on 'emblem duty' which 
controls the main locks to the zoo's gates. The zoo staff have also been informed the 
Terrarium Dome is being closed down sometime next month. They have not been given the 
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exact details but it likely has something to do with the former Chairman of the Zoo's Board of 
Directors, Elliot Martin's illegal bootlegging scandal which was exposed a few months back in 
the press. 
 
"When I was cleaning up the junk around  
here, I came across an old BGM tape. I  
played it to see what it was, and it was the  
old zoo parade theme. According to old  
man Joseph, there used to be a big  
elaborate parade in which they outfitted  
elephant in Christmas lights up until about  
15 years ago. He says Oscar was the star of  
that parade for years. 
I let Lloyd have a listen, and he's convinced  
that it'll be worth money someday. He said  
I should dub it while I still have the chance. I think he's nuts, but it might be a good idea to 
copy it for posterity. 
Oscar sure has been acting strange lately. He's not sick or anything, but he just won't calm 
down. He got so excited at feeding time today that he broke part of his cage. Nothing like that's 
ever happened before. Maybe I'd better have the vet take a look at him. 
Lloyd's been put on "emblem duty" this week, so he'll have to stick around longer than usual. 
He won't stop bitching about it, but he's got it easy, really. The dome is close to the front gate, 
after all. 
Speaking of which, I guess the dome is getting shut down toward the middle of next month. 
They're too damn cheap to tear it down, so it'll probably just sit there for years and rust. What 
a waste." 
-REOUT2: Elephant Keeper's Diary; undated. 
 
Lloyd Stewart is given his instructions for the week regarding emblem duty. The increased 
security is because of a recent accident where several animals escaped the zoo, which led to 
severe reprimands from local citizens. This resulted in zoo officials having to install a special 
lock at the front gate where special blue and red lion emblems are needed to unlock it. 
 
"Lloyd: 
The new front gate locking mechanism is  
kind of a pain. Ever since the incident, the  
folks that live around here have been  
clamouring for tighter security. 
We have to listen to them. Anyway, first  
you've got to check the office to make sure  
the main power is on. Then, you need to  
put the emblems in the 2 lion status. That  
activates the lock. Be sure to store the  
emblems separately. 
Don't forget the password for the electrical  
system, too. It's changed every week, so be on your toes. This week, it's K306. I know it's a 
pain, but I'm counting on you, Lloyd. 
Raccoon Zoo Management" 
-REOUT2: Message from Management; undated. 
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At Umbrella's Corporate building, Carter has been planning a little unauthorised experiment 
involving the Tyrant R (04000TP). Originally the Tyrant was supposed to be controlled from 
interchangeable MO-discs and the computer programs stored on them. The first program is 
the "activation" program, which installs itself into the Tyrant's memory cortex, establishing a 
separate "control" program. This method is soon due to be tested with the Tyrant engaging in 
hand-to-hand combat against the facility's Hunter μ specimens. However, for extra security, 
Carter has requested a remote explosive device to be wired to the Tyrant’s body and activated 
by remote control should a malfunction in the specimen's programming occur. A tech expert 
named Jeffrey has completed the remote control device which taps into a unique frequency. 
However, he urges caution when using it. 
 
"Carter: 
The remote control you ordered is ready. It was really hard to tune the frequency so as to not 
be disrupted by other machinery operating nearby. As I explained before, you need to be 
within 6 feet of the target and hold each button for 2 seconds or longer for the signal to 
transmit properly. These compromises were necessary due to the unit's size. 
But, Jesus...do you really plan to use this thing? Oh well...as long as you pay what you 
promised, I can't complain. Just be careful, OK? 
Jeffery" 
-REOUT2: Memo to Carter; undated. 
 
A researcher at the underground lab named  
Frederic Downing has sensed for days now  
that something is amiss. William Birkin has  
been constantly on edge and there seems to  
be a feeling across the facility that something 
big is about to go down. Downing, obsessed  
by wealth, has been planning to leave  
Umbrella for a while now. His ultimate aim  
is to create vaccines for both the t and G  
Viruses and then sell them on the black  
market. But he will need to create a new life  
for himself first, erase his history as an  
Umbrella employee, and find employment at another elite pharmaceutical company. It will 
take some time, years even, but he is confident his plan can be a success. Taking advantage of 
all the distraction, Downing achieves something even Umbrella's own spies cannot manage and 
steals samples of the t-Virus and the G-Virus before fleeing the lab. Within hours he has left 
Raccoon City completely and doesn't look back. A new future now stretches out before him. 
 
The staff at the Raccoon General Hospital have been working all hours to try and create a 
vaccine for the 'cannibal disease.' They hope to utilise the synthesiser on B4 Level installed by 
Umbrella. The reference material is a medical equipment manual written by a Douglas Lauper, 
a representative from Umbrella's North American Medical Services branch. 
 
"Umbrella Medical Equipment 
North American Representative 
Douglas Lauper 
To operate the synthesizer for creating vaccine culture fluid, please perform the following items 
first. The synthesizer operation preparations must be completed. 
1: Supply sufficient electrical power. 
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2: Set culture fluid base in device. 
If the operation preparations for the synthesizer are completed, it can perform culture fluid 
synthesis. Please perform culture fluid synthesis by operating the five levers. Two gauges show 
synthesizer rate fluctuation. If the two gauges are simultaneously matched with the synthesis 
point in the centre gauge, it will automatically synthesize and create the vaccine culture fluid, 
and the synthesis operation will be finished." 
-BIO3: Medical Instruction Manual; undated. 
 
Despite Umbrella sending out a city-wide advisory notice to valued employees to evacuate 
Raccoon City, the head doctor ignores all the warnings and works day and night to come up 
with a vaccine. He will not abandon his patients. 
 
At Raccoon Zoo, a Rafflesia plant blooms in the Terrarium Dome. This is a big deal for the 
zoo as the rare plant only flowers for one week of the year so they organise a big publicity 
campaign to try and attract visitors to the complex. 
 
"Raccoon Zoo News no. 560 
Nice to meet you! My name is Mertie, and I'm the new Rafflesia who just bloomed in the 
Terrarium dome! 
Have you ever heard of Rafflesia? At over 30 inches across, we're the world's biggest flower! 
We only bloom for one week out of the year, so be sure to drop by and say "hi" while you have 
the chance! 
If you come see me now, I'll give you a special mascot medal! Collect them to earn free zoo 
tickets and other prizes! Have fun collecting your medals! I'll be waiting for you at the 
Terrarium Dome!" 
-REOUT2: Zoo Pamphlet 2; undated 
 
At the underground lab, William Birkin continues to negotiate with Derek Simmons and high 
ranking officials from the U.S. Government. An operation to extract him is being planned but 
is taking time to progress as the select few individuals formulating the plan are also aware 
Umbrella have collaborators planted inside the government hierarchy and could potentially 
uncover their plot to get Birkin. Specialised equipment is being prepared by the U.S. Army 
including an experimental rail cannon should they run into any B.O.W.s due to Umbrella's 
interference. Another major problem is that the U.S. Government have only limited 
intelligence on the layout of Raccoon City’s underground lab. Although Birkin has fed them 
information on the basic layout and structure, the whole facility is made up of complicated 
pathways and secret rooms for the sake of being a secret facility and so it takes time to analyse 
all of this data and put together an incursion operation. Birkin also reiterates that 
representatives from Umbrella's Chicago branch are coming to Raccoon City to meet with him 
on September 25th, so the extraction operation needs to take place before then. 
 
Meanwhile, Umbrella's head office have been discussing the implications of Birkin's potential 
betrayal. Should Birkin's research results and the G-Virus be brought to an American research 
institute it could be a serious problem for the company. Nearly everyone who works for the 
Umbrella USA branch is American but that does not mean they prioritise the interests of the 
United States. They are fiercely loyal to the corporation. 
 
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 20TH 1998 
A notice is sent out to all Raccoon City residents about a temporary water shortage due to a 
routine sewage inspection. 
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“Wonderful Life’ September Edition 
Making the most of Raccoon City’s social scene! 
Notice of limitation of water service. 
Water service will be limited due to routine maintenance and inspection on September 20th 
from 1:00 to 6:00AM. 
Due to the hours listed above, your cooperation is requested in reducing the amount of 
household water usage to approximately 1/5th of its normal level.  
Also bear in mind that the use of special purifying chemicals warrants extra caution in keeping 
children and pets away from open sewer access points.” 
-REOUT2: Wonderful Life; 20/09/98 
 
On Sheena Island, sewer caretaker Andy Holland hears more disturbing things about their 
city’s new commander, Vincent Goldman. 
 
“September 20th 
I heard a disgusting rumour… 
The new commander, Vincent, orders the facility personnel to do savage experiments every 
day on kids brought in from all over the world. I don’t even know why those kids were brought 
to this city, but it sure is disturbing. Well, I don’t want to get involved, so long as it doesn’t 
affect me…” 
-REGS: Sewer Caretaker Andy's Diary; 20/09/98 
 
Later tonight, the guinea pigs on Sheena Island are taken to a nightclub called Heaven's Night 
to relax. Although the music and drinks help them relax, one of the boys overhears workers 
talking about cutting open their skulls to extract some kind of protein. He knows they have to 
come up with an escape plan soon otherwise they are all doomed. 
 
21:30PM 
Members of U.S.S. Alpha Team led by Hunk are conducting reconnaissance at the sewer 
network access points, observing personnel movements and looking for an ideal place to 
breach the underground labs. However, one member of the team is spotted by an over-
observant member of the public. Wondering why someone would be skulking around the 
sewer at this time of night, they contact the R.P.D. to report the suspicious individual. The 
police respond by sending down Sergeant Neil Carlsen who is patrolling the vicinity in a squad 
car. Parking up near the sewer entrance on the outskirts of the city, Carlsen locates the U.S.S. 
agent and moves in to question him, but the operative runs away and is forced to leave behind 
his equipment. Normally, the U.S.S. agent would simply incapacitate the cop, but in this 
instance he cannot risk himself or his unit being compromised given the delicate nature of their 
mission. He easily evades Carlsen, whom stops to seize the bag left behind. He is shocked to 
find it contains some serious hardware. He immediately returns to the R.P.D. to book it into 
evidence and write up his report. 
 
“September 20th 
9:30pm. 
Reporter: Sgt. Neil Carlsen 
We received a report about a suspicious individual skulking around the sewers in the outskirts 
of Raccoon City. I searched the area and located the individual, but he ran away before I was 
able to question him. 
I recovered the following items: 
*A small amount of C4 plastic explosive. 
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*An electronic detonator. 
*9x19 Parabellum rounds. 
*Infrared scope {broken.} 
End of report.” 
-RE2: Patrol Report; 20/09/98 
 
The operative was conducting a deliberate  
preliminary inspection of the sewers before  
U.S.S. Alpha Team carry out the laboratory entry  
plan. 
 
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 21ST 1998 
Chin, one of the guinea pigs imprisoned on Sheena Island, is taken away to the Tyrant 
Processing Factory on the mountain. Here his brain will be cut into to extract Beta Hereto 
Nonserotonin, the chemical needed to help create Vincent Goldman’s smaller, more ferocious 
Tyrant. The imprisoned boy knows they need to hurry and execute their escape plan. 
 
“I can’t believe it! 
Another friend of mine, Chin, from the next  
room, was taken to the factory on the  
mountain. I don’t think Chin’s coming back.  
He will meet the same fate as Anna or Jacob  
who disappeared last week. I know…I know  
what happens to those who are taken to the  
factory on the mountain… 
When they took me to a nightclub yesterday  
I overheard a conversation that some factory  
workers were having…Under orders from  
Vincent, the commander of the city, they cut open our brains and extract some kind of 
material, whatever they call it. 
All I can say is that Vincent is a devil. No…Not just Vincent. Even the women and children of 
this city don’t treat us as human beings, but as guinea pigs. 
All the people in the city are evil and I will surely be killed if I stay here any longer. We have to 
hurry and execute our escape plan!” 
-REGS: An Imprisoned Boy's Diary; 21/09/98 
 
The janitor of the Apple Inn has a late-night drink with Todd, one of the building security 
guards. Todd is moaning about a new card key lock installed in the guest rooms. The Inn has 
been recently taken over by a new owner and he seems very security conscious. 
 
“I had a drink with Todd, the security guard. He was grumbling about the new type of card key 
installed in the rooms. That number lock on the south door should be enough. What a pain.” 
-REOUT: Janitor's Daily Report; 21/09/98 
 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 22ND 1998 
The janitor has some more issues with Todd. He carelessly left his card key in the bathroom 
but luckily the janitor found it and returns it to him. He suggests keeping it somewhere safe 
such as with the picture of his daughter he always carries round with him. 
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“Todd left a card key in the bathroom and I brought it to him. When I told him to keep it 
together with his daughter’s photo, he seemed embarrassed. He sure can be a jerk.” 
-REOUT: Janitor's Daily Report; 22/09/98 
 
Thanks to their network of spies planted within the U.S Government, Umbrella receive 
confirmation that a rescue plan to abduct Birkin by the U.S. Military is imminent. This news is 
passed on to Hunk and timing is now of the upmost importance to ensure U.S.S. Alpha Team 
get to Birkin first. After days of intelligence gathering and working out the best route to breach 
the underground lab, Hunk sends a situation update to Command. It would seem their best 
bet is to infiltrate the lab through the underground sewer network rather than an overhead 
breach across the Lonsdale Train Yards by the vacant factory. 
 
Because of his increasing paranoia, William Birkin has seconded an attachment of U.B.C.S. 
mercenaries to guard the underground laboratory and patrol all levels for extra security. 
Because of this, Hunk requests additional help to get inside and U.S.S. Command respond by 
sending in the newly formed U.S.S. Delta Team led by Karena ‘Lupo’ LesProux. The unit is 
known as Wolfpack. Upon receiving her orders, Lupo rounds up Delta Team and they head 
for Raccoon City to rendezvous with Hunk and his team. 
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 23RD 1998 
Post-Midnight: 
Under cover of darkness, a team of highly trained covert U.S. Special Forces soldiers begin 
their mission to extract William Birkin from Raccoon City. The operation is strictly classified 
but government officials in charge remain unaware Umbrella already know the details because 
of an intelligence leak. Thanks to the information on the G-Virus passed onto them by Birkin, 
the soldiers are bringing along a specialised prototype rail cannon designed to combat any 'G-
Creatures' should there be any complications with the virus. Colonel Franklin Hart, head of the 
Technology Division of Engineering has expressed doubts about deploying this weapon so 
early but the limited time window for this operation means they have no choice. He does 
concede that the weapon will be extremely effective against B.O.W.s. 
 
“I still think it's too early to deploy the "Cursed Sword of Paracelsus" in actual combat, though 
it's unavoidable if we need it as a trump card in our operation to seize the G-Virus developed 
by Umbrella. 
The rail cannon's power is satisfactory but please be careful as there are also many problems. 
For the glory of the United States of America, go smash this magnetic iron hammer on those 
traitors to our nation. 
Technology Colonel 
Franklin Hart” 
-BIO3: Classified Photo File; undated. 
 
Because the cannon is so heavy and needs to be transported via rail, the incursion route into 
Raccoon City will be via the underground freight train access which leads from the mountains 
to Level B7 of the underground lab. From there the team can hopefully work their way up to 
Birkin's P4 lab. But because the Government only have very limited knowledge of the facility 
layout, their intelligence is unreliable and the Special Forces take the wrong elevator. Instead of 
arriving at the underground laboratory, they actually emerge at the P-12A Incinerator Facility. 
After securing the area, the soldiers begin hooking up the rail cannon to the electrical 
generators. They then lay low and wait for Birkin to rendezvous with them, completely 
unaware they are in the wrong facility. 
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U.S.S. Delta Team arrive in Raccoon City and penetrate the sewer network. Like Hunk's unit, 
they have detailed schematics of the layout of the underground lab and adjoining sewers and 
have been administered strong antibodies against potential t-Virus infection. 
 
Despite the best efforts of facility administrator Walter Ryan to keep the underground lab 
secure by constantly changing all the passcodes and security levels, Hunk has been given all of 
today's new access codes and is able to breach the lab undetected. The plan is for him to 
infiltrate alone whilst the rest of Alpha Team secure an escape route back through the sewer 
tunnels. Once Hunk is inside, he will incapacitate the security and let Wolfpack in from the 
inside. They will then rendezvous with another Alpha Team member outside Birkin's main P4 
laboratory entrance. A female operative going by the call-sign 'Goblin 6' will scout out the 
upper levels and the Lonsdale Train Yards for any signs of resistance and the impending arrival 
of the Government's Special Forces team. Alpha Team's pilot, Night Hawk, will be standing by 
to evacuate the team once the objective has been completed. 
 
Meanwhile, the U.S. Government realise their mistake and quickly dispatch another team of 
soldiers to get to the underground lab. But because the initial extraction team ended up at the 
Dead Factory due to an intelligence error, it is now probable that Umbrella will get to Dr. 
Birkin before they will. In desperation, this second unit is ordered to save time and simply 
breach the lab from the top level, going in all guns blazing. Their initial intelligence was 
obviously falsified by Umbrella agents, meaning the corporation knows exactly what they are 
planning and therefore any attempt at discretion is now pointless. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY - CONTAINMENT 
begin. 
 
Now well into the middle of the night, all is quiet in the underground lab. Most of the research 
staff are on downtime and the night shift are busy locked away in their various laboratories. 
Many sections of the complex are in complete darkness due to no one being around to activate 
the sensors for the automated lighting. Numerous U.B.C.S. guards patrol all nine levels of the 
underground facility from the surface access turntable at Lonsdale Train Yards all the way 
down to the emergency underground train station on B8 level.  
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On one of the upper levels, Hunk waits patiently inside an elevator until he gets a transmission 
from Delta Team leader Karena LesProux confirming they are in position and standing by. 
Hunk opens the elevator doors and expertly takes out two U.B.C.S. guards using close quarters 
combat and his knife. With the area clear, he inputs an access code provided by those at the 
highest levels of power under the command of Umbrella executive Christine Henry. This 
raises the blast door to the utility tunnel revealing the six members of Delta Team waiting on 
the other side.  Once introductions are out of the way, Hunk gives a sit-rep to command and 
they are given the go-ahead to proceed.  
 
Whilst riding the elevator down, Hunk briefs  
the team on the task at hand. They are here  
to acquire the G-Virus from Dr. William  
Birkin which he is attempting to deliver to  
the U.S. Government.  He likely knows they  
are coming and has a detachment of  
U.B.C.S. mercenaries protecting him.  
Beltway believes they are all on the same  
team but Hunk explains the U.B.C.S. are  
essentially just guns for hire and they cannot  
assume their loyalty to Umbrella. They are  
unaware of this mission and are considered expendable. 
 
The elevator eventually lets them out on the desired floor and they find an unmanned 
reception desk. The automated lights sense their movement and illuminate the sleek, chrome 
walls and floor as the team fan out with weapons primed and probe every available corner for 
threats. An Umbrella logo lights up on the back wall and Spectre takes out his pistol and 
expertly shoots a surveillance camera affixed to the wall. Hunk inputs another entry code to 
gain them access to the next area which is a large storage warehouse full of holding tanks for 
securing B.O.W. specimens. They are all full of luminous green, bio-organic fluid and several 
contain MA-121 Alpha series Hunters locked in stasis. Computers and monitoring equipment 
is everywhere and several large power cables snake across the floor. The upper levels are criss-
crossed with walkways and elevated gantries and the faint humming of machinery can be heard 
in the background. So far all seems quiet. 
 
But as they move down the steps, several spotlights suddenly distort their vision and they are 
ambushed by a squad of U.B.C.S. guards. A fire fight breaks out and the vast room is hit by the 
staccato of gunfire and bright muzzle flares. But their superior training and elevated position 
gives Wolfpack the advantage and soon all the mercs are all taken care off. After checking the 
bodies, Command radios through a transmission confirming they’ve pinpointed Birkin’s 
location. He has just entered his P4 laboratory on B4 level. 
 
The team continue on with Hunk in the lead and eventually come down to a waiting area 
where an Umbrella logo is painted onto the wall and two luxurious white leather sofas sit on 
display alongside several coffee tables and some flower displays. Banks of television screens 
and monitors are suspended from the walls displaying various information and readouts. 
Suddenly, an intruder alarm sounds and Hunk confirms it is not them as they have authorised 
access. Instead the alarm signals the arrival of the U.S. Government’s recovery team for Dr. 
Birkin. They have breached the lab from an undisclosed entry point. 
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Eventually the U.S.S. reach the P4 laboratory where another member of Hunk’s team is 
waiting outside. Hunk orders Lupo and her team to secure the entrance whilst he and his 
colleague head into the lab. Inside, William  
Birkin is synthesising another sample of the  
G-Virus and gloating over his work. As Hunk  
and his subordinate enter with their guns drawn,  
Birkin quickly seals a hydraulic case containing  
t and G samples and draws his own weapon in a  
standoff. He has been expecting them and  
won’t allow anybody to take away his life’s work.  
Hunk tries to appeal for calm but as he backs  
away, Birkin’s sample case knocks over a  
specimen jar on the desk. Mistaking it for gunfire, Hunk’s subordinate opens fire and cuts 
Birkin down in a swath of bullets. Hunk orders him to ceasefire and recovers the case. 
 
As they rendezvous with Delta Team back outside, an explosion signals the arrival of Birkin’s 
rescuers, a U.S. Military Spec Ops squad. As Hunk leaves, Wolfpack provide covering fire, 
pushing the Spec Ops back into a small warehouse full of metal crates and several transport 
trucks.  
 
Meanwhile, having heard all the gunfire, Annette  
Birkin comes rushing into the P4 lab and finds  
her husband lying mortally wounded on the  
floor. She gets up to fetch medical supplies to  
tend to his bullet wounds but William knows he  
is dying. Once she is gone he commits his final  
act and injects himself with the G-Virus. But  
because the virus remains incomplete, within  
minutes he mutates into a hideous first-stage  
G-Creature. 
 
Back in the warehouse, Wolfpack successfully wipe out all members of the Spec Ops team. 
Hunk and his teammate come down on a transport elevator to collect them. Once they are all 
aboard, the elevator starts up towards the upper levels just as an inhuman growl from 
somewhere far off reverberates around the area. Hunk radios through to Goblin Six who 
confirms the upper levels have been secured and all ground escape routes are on lockdown, 
she is just waiting on them. Command also requests a situation update and Hunk confirms the 
samples are secure and they are en route to the rendezvous point. 
 
Meanwhile, the rest of U.S.S. Alpha Team  
are waiting in the sewers and getting anxious.  
They radio Hunk for an ETA and he  
responds they are one minute away.  
Suddenly, they hear distant gunfire and run  
to investigate. They find Hunk and his  
comrade under attack from the G-Creature  
that was once William Birkin. Birkin lets out  
a huge roar and charges, tossing Hunk aside  
and cutting down his subordinate with ease.  
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The sample case goes flying to the floor, splitting open and sending precious viral samples 
rolling across the floor. Two more Alphas arrive on scene to find Birkin consuming the  
G-Virus samples in the case and smashing the remaining t-Virus vials. They soldiers open fire 
but Birkin turns and decimates them both. As G-Birkin finishes off the rest of Alpha team in 
the sewer tunnel, rats and mice emerge from the shadows and begin to lick up the smashed  
t-Virus on the floor. 
 
Meanwhile, Wolfpack catch up with a disorientated Hunk who groggily leads them down a 
series of utility tunnels full of pipes and vents that pump air and gas throughout the whole 
sewer facility. However, G-Birkin soon smashes its way through the wall and attacks them with 
a large metal pipe. In the chaos the team get separated from Hunk once again. 
 
Wolfpack shoot explosive barrels to slow G-Birkin’s pursuit down and are eventually able to 
close and seal a reinforced steel door to trap him. This should at least buy them a few minutes. 
They are now in another storage area linked to the water treatment facility above. But as 
Command orders them to get out of there and find Hunk, they are set upon by more Spec 
Ops; the remainder of Birkin’s retrieval unit. Several zombie dogs also join the fray and these 
are determined to have been let out intentionally earlier by Birkin to stall any would-be 
abductors from reaching his lab. 
 
After taking care of the threat, they open a door with a red valve handle and emerge into 
another corridor. G-Birkin appears again to chase them down and they eventually run into 
Hunk who urges them towards the exit. Once they are all safely though, Hunk refuses to go 
with them, citing that he lost the sample and must go back for it. After shutting himself back 
inside the tunnel, he moves to engage G-Birkin. 
 
Rats and mice soon spread the t-Virus across the entire town and within days Raccoon City will 
be engulfed in a full-scale biohazard. The virus leaked from the case is the latest variant and 
will create Lickers upon secondary exposure rather than Crimson Heads. But the G-Virus was 
not exposed as G-Birkin consumed all the samples in the case. 
 
One of the U.S.S. Alpha team members is still alive in the sewer, despite being mortally 
wounded by Birkin. His back is broken and he cannot move his legs. Attracted by the blood 
dripping from numerous wounds, rats soon swarm around his body and begin eating him alive. 
The only other confirmed survivor is Goblin 6 who remains out of sight and radio contact. 
 
All contact is lost with Hunk, though he is still alive. 
 
Wolfpack are extracted from Raccoon City by Night Hawk. They will spend the next several 
days in debriefing about what exactly happened and what went wrong. Ultimately they will be 
blamed for the biological outbreak. 
 
Thanks to the latest spill, the t-Virus quickly spreads through the entire sewer network by 
infected rodents, causing a number of other creatures residing in the tunnels to become 
contaminated. Cockroaches living in the damp, dark conditions attack infected mice and soon 
become infected themselves. They fight with mutated rats for control of the sewers and win. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: LARGE ROACH 
Normal winged-cockroaches living in the sewer areas beneath Raccoon City became infected by the t-Virus and 
grew up to 8 times their original size (about 40 centimetres). They were soon large enough to prey upon the 
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very same rodents that spread the virus in the first place. Their natural durability remained intact and the virus 
generated an increase in fertility rates, causing their  
population to explode. They had a tendency to bite soft flesh  
on their prey, and on humans this tended to be the area  
around the carotid artery on the neck. Large roaches  
preferred to attack in numbers and even tried to suffocate  
their victims by leaping onto their faces and blocking off the  
air supply. The roaches were quite territorial and would lie  
in wait in pipes and ventilation shafts, waiting for  
unsuspecting prey to enter their domain before attacking in  
swarms. Since defeating the mutated rats in the sewers, they demonstrated a tendency towards cannibalism. 
 
Colonies of giant spiders living in the deepest recesses of the sewers are infected and become 
Giant Spiders, very similar to the ones documented earlier at the Management Training 
Facility. Despite mutating to large sizes, these spiders use cover of darkness to sneak up on 
their prey in absolute silence and clasping venom-secreting jaws into their victims.  
 
An alligator someone had as an unwanted pet and released into the sewers has become 
infected and will grow to gigantic proportions over the next few days. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: ALLIGATOR 
The Alligator was originally a baby pet that was flushed  
down the toilet and ended up in the underground  
sewer network. It got mixed in with sewage and was  
found near the garbage dump, subsequently becoming  
infected after consuming contaminated food and water  
from the sewage pit. The t-Virus caused a huge size  
increase until the specimen was over 10 meters long.  
Although originally an alligator is characteristically  
more docile compared to a crocodile, this individual  
became brutal and highly aggressive under influence of  
the t-Virus. In addition, it had the unusual characteristic of biting down on anything, whether it was food or 
not. It liked to lurk near to the garbage dump where it had a regular food source and would wait quietly 
underwater for anything unsuspecting to approach. There was only one recorded specimen in Raccoon City of 
this type, although two were later documented in the sewers of Sheena Island that displayed very similar 
characteristics. This creature was a special case as Umbrella had never created any alligator based experiments 
before or since. 
 
As well as debriefing Wolfpack, Umbrella HQ receive a full report from Annette Birkin 
confirming the t-Virus has leaked and that William has injected himself with the G-Virus and is 
loose somewhere in the sewers. Immediately they start to strategize possible countermeasures. 
 
Likewise the U.S. Government also realise what is going to befall Raccoon City. They need to 
take action immediately and come up with an appropriate cover story. Just before dawn, a 
national announcement is made through the Pentagon that there has been a leak of radioactive 
waste within the town limits. This provides cover for an army investigation unit to be deployed 
into the town to verify the seriousness of the t-Virus spill. 
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Umbrella send a priority evacuation order to all high-level employees inside Raccoon City, 
including the head doctor at the General Hospital and Police Chief Brian Irons. Again, the 
doctor will not abandon his patients and continues researching a vaccine. Irons is dismayed at 
the news and realises in no uncertain terms that Raccoon is doomed. This revelation is enough 
for his sanity to begin to slip away from him. 
 
“It’s all over. Those imbeciles from Umbrella have finally done it…Despite all their promises, 
they’ve ruined my town. Soon the streets will be infested with zombies. I’m beginning to think I 
may be infected myself. I’ll kill everyone in town if this turns out to be true!!!" 
-RE2: Chief's Diary; 23/09/98 
 
MORNING: 
Annette Birkin is in turmoil following the revelation her husband injected himself with the  
G-Virus and mutated into a G Creature. She is fighting to stay in control and keep things 
organised at the underground lab, despite the impending disaster. She does all she can to keep 
the outbreak a secret so the personnel and staff can go about their work as normal, but she 
knows this will not last long. People are whispering about an incident that occurred throughout 
the night and that Dr. Birkin has not been seen since. Frantically, she tries to contact Sherry, 
who by now will have arrived at school at Raccoon East Elementary. She phones the school 
and explains to Sherry that something bad is going to happen and she must leave school and go 
home straight away. Once there, she must wait for Annette to come and get her. 
 
"TEACHER: Raccoon East Elementary. 
ANNETTE: Hello, I'm Annette Birkin.  
TEACHER: Oh, Sherry's mother. What can I do for you? 
ANNETTE: I'd like to speak with my daughter right away. 
TEACHER: Err, she’s in class right now... 
ANNETTE: It's an emergency! 
TEACHER: O-Ok. I'll get her right away. 
SHERRY: Mom? 
ANNETTE: Sherry, honey! I have something very important to tell you so I want you to listen 
very carefully. You need to do exactly as I say, OK? 
SHERRY: Ok. 
ANNETTE: I need you to leave school and go home right away. Tell your teacher it's got to do 
with mommy's job and that you have to leave right away. Can you be home in 30 minutes?   
SHERRY: I suppose... But, why? Did something happen? 
ANNETTE: We don't have time for questions honey. I'll explain everything to you at home. 
Now, please just trust me and do as I say.  
SHERRY: Ok... 
ANNETTE: I'll call you when get home. Now hurry!" 
-REDC: Phone call from Annette 1; undated. 
 
At the Apple Inn the janitor records more problems in the boiler room. The mechanism may 
be unsafe but he does not think it is too serious and will inform the owner when he returns 
home from business next week. 
 
"That strange noise in the boiler room just keeps getting louder and louder. I doubt 
retightening the bolts on the pipes will help. I’ll tell the owner next week. No reason to come in 
Sunday.” 
-REOUT: Janitor's Daily Report; 23/09/98 
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Despite the warning that went out earlier this morning about leaked radioactive waste, many 
people still flock to Raccoon City from out of town because of a big football match between the 
Raccoon Sharks and the Old Court Thunders at Warren Stadium taking place later this 
afternoon. 
 
Sherry makes it home from school and anxiously waits until her mother rings. Eventually 
Annette calls and is relieved to find her daughter is still safe. She tries to explain what is going 
to happen without frightening Sherry any more than she needs to, stopping short of saying that 
a major t-Virus spill is going to transform a majority of Raccoon's citizens into flesh-eating 
zombies. She instructs Sherry to retrieve a gold pendant from her jewellery box upstairs, a 
pendant Sherry is unaware contains a hidden sample of the G-Virus. She then needs to go to 
the police station where she will be safe until Annette can get there to collect her. She warns 
Sherry to take the back streets and not to interact or touch anyone along the way, even if they 
are her friends. Having already lost William, Annette cannot bear the thought of losing Sherry 
as well. Until she can get to her daughter, she will do everything in her power to protect her 
husband's legacy and prevent Umbrella or anyone else from getting hold of the G-Virus. 
Annette hangs up the phone before Sherry can ask about her dad. 
 
"SHERRY: Mom? 
ANNETTE: Oh good, you made it home.  
SHERRY: Mom, what's wrong? 
ANNETTE: Listen carefully honey. 
SHERRY: Alright... 
ANNETTE: In a little while...maybe about an hour or so, people in this city are going to start 
to panic. There will be a lot of fires and people will start fighting. There's been an accident, so 
people will be confused. But don't worry, you're going to be OK. I'm going to tell you a safe 
place to go and I need you to go there, OK? 
SHERRY: Mom, wait! What's going to happen? Where are you? And, and... What about my 
friends at school!? 
ANNETTE: We don't have time, I'll explain everything later, sweetie. Look, our house won't 
be safe anymore so here's what I need you to do. There's a white jewellery box on the dresser 
in mommy's bedroom. I want you to take the necklace with you then leave the house and go to 
the police station. You should be able to take Flower Road, but if it's too dangerous, I want you 
to take the back way.  
SHERRY: Dangerous? 
ANNETTE: There will be a lot of confused people in town and some of them may be angry. 
Sherry, this is very important. Stay away from everyone. Even if you see your friends or your 
teachers on the way, don't get close to them, alright? Sherry? 
SHERRY: OK... I won't get close to anyone... 
ANNETTE: That's a good girl. Once you get inside the police station you'll be safe. That's 
where I'll meet you. Sherry, you can do it. Trust me. 
SHERRY: OK... Please hurry mommy. I don't want to be by myself..... 
ANNETTE: Of course, sweetie. Now, go.  
SHERRY: Mommy! Where is Dadd--" 
-REDC: Annette Phone Call 2; undated. 
 
A resident staying in Room 204 of the Apple Inn cannot sleep because of a strange light 
decoration installed in his room. 
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“It’s true I’m the one who specifically requested to stay in this room since it was where my late 
wife and I used to stay. It used to be a peaceful place where I could do some writing while 
remembering my lovely wife. 
However there is a new hotel owner and he put some strange map up as a decoration. The 
cursed thing is flickering on and off and keeping me from concentrating. I was hesitant to 
complain since they gave me a big discount on my stay, but my patience has worn out. I’m 
going to leave and find a more appropriate hotel in the morning.” 
-REOUT: Guest Memo 3; 23/09/98 
 
At the underground lab, the atmosphere is  
extremely tense following the attack on William  
Birkin in the early hours. Annette is doing her  
best to keep things in order and the regular staff  
are still kept in the dark about the unfolding  
biohazard. But the workers can sense  
something is seriously wrong and rumours are  
spreading. Dr. Birkin seems to have  
disappeared and hasn’t been seen since  
yesterday. Sections of the workforce have been  
infected and concentration levels are falling,  
resulting in an accident with several MA-125R  
Hunter test subjects escaping from their pens in B area. The escaped subjects go on a killing 
spree and before long several researchers are killed. This accident maybe the delay that causes 
Annette to never reach the police station to meet Sherry. 
 
Several plants lying around the lab in researcher’s dormitories start acting strange and begin to 
grow as they become infected by the t-Virus. Down on Level B7 in the chemical disposal 
room, another plant is infected and combined with the chemicals stored here, begins to grow at 
a massive rate, spreading through the ventilation system and breaking out through the wall. 
Within three days, this plant will have grown so large it will consume the entire central atrium 
of the complex. 
 
More zombies begin to sporadically show up throughout Raccoon City, though still not 
significant enough in number for the whole city to become aware of them. But the R.P.D. start 
to receive calls about the strange sightings and reports of rioting come in from various places 
across town. There are a lot of people from out of town in Raccoon City at the moment due to 
the football game at Warren Stadium. 
 
Down in the depths of the sewer network, more creatures are rapidly becoming infected by the 
spreading t-Virus. Fleas that eat the flesh of animals infected with the virus grow to hundreds of 
times their original size and end up being as large as an average human with a grotesque 
appearance. These become known as 'Drain Deimos'. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: DRAIN DEIMOS 
Nicknamed 'DD', the Drain Deimos was a small parasitic insect, possibly a flea that lived on the skin of infected 
animals and zombies, sucking and absorbing bodily fluids and nutrients, becoming infected by the t-Virus in 
the process. This caused rapid growth and mutation, repeating over and over through metamorphosis until it 
was over 100 times bigger than its original size, making the DD as big as an average-sized human. Its 
appearance was grotesque because of their extremely quick growth spurt, resulting in its exoskeleton not being 
fully formed and its inner organs and muscles appearing in odd and unnatural places. It crawled on walls and 
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ceilings like a spider and when it captured a human, it pierced them through the cervical vertebra with its 
needle-like proboscis in its mouth, usually killing its prey  
instantly and allowing the Drain Deimos to absorb bone  
marrow and cerebrospinal fluid at its leisure. This creature  
preferred dark and wet places like narrow alleyways and  
was asexual but could transform itself into a female when  
it obtained enough nutrients, allowing it to lay eggs and  
begin a cycle of self-reproduction. When mobile the DD  
moved with caution and were unlikely to attack unless  
provoked. When they homed in on a target, they attacked  
head-on with little regard for their own safety, using claws  
and fangs against their prey. Drain Deimos have also been  
witnessed rising on its hind legs and running like a biped. 
 
Another flea-based organism that bears a resemblance to the Drain Deimos is a two-headed 
version dubbed 'Brain Sucker.' It is believed that the changes in characteristics of these two flea-
based organisms are due to the fact that the Brain Sucker must have fed on a different kind of 
animal that became infected with the virus. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTAT PROFILE: BRAIN SUCKER 
The Brain Sucker was another irregular mutant very  
similar to the Drain Deimos. The base organism was  
unknown but was believed to be a parasite of some kind.  
It sucked infected blood from its food source and grew  
to gigantic proportions. But a unique difference from  
the DD was that the Brain Sucker developed two heads  
and had a distinct reptilian body, suggesting two  
separate creatures had been fused together to create a  
bizarre new organism. It is believed these differences in  
appearance were down to the differing DNA of the host  
organism that originally infected the parasite. As its name implied, this creature's main source of nourishment 
was to suck out the brains of any human unfortunate enough to come near them. A Brain Sucker destroyed the 
head of its target by combining its two tongues into a form sharp enough to crack through the skull, then 
reverting back to insert both tongues into the remains and suck up the nutrients. Brain Suckers attacked with 
their claws much like the Drain Deimos but were not as cautious and much more violent. They also had the 
ability to spit a toxic venom at their prey from a distance, something a DD was not capable of. The Brain 
Sucker laid eggs to reproduce and these eggs hatched into smaller versions of themselves, allowing them to 
propagate at frightening speeds. Like the DD, they also preferred to hide in dark places. No subjects were ever 
recorded outside of Raccoon City so further study was not possible. 
 
Meanwhile, the new wave of t-Virus spreading across the city from the botched G-Virus 
retrieval operation has caused zombies already lurking from previous infection to become 
secondarily contaminated and their bodies further ravaged by the virus. This causes the 
zombies to begin the transformation process into Lickers. Whilst in the midst of their 
transformation, these creatures create a nest in the Apple Inn, hiding out of sight until their 
metamorphosis is complete. Amongst their number is an irregular mutation with the 
appearance of something in-between a human and a Licker. This unique specimen will 
become known as the 'Suspended' or 'Regis Licker'. 
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IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: SUSPENDED (REGIS LICKER) 
The Suspended was a one of a kind, unique mutation that occurred when a female zombie was secondarily 
exposed to the new strain of t-Virus. For reasons unknown, she developed several unusual mutations whilst 
still regaining much of her original human appearance. It is not  
known why she didn't develop into a full Licker specimen, despite  
having several traits such as the lance-like tongue and the red-sinew  
flesh appearance due to the blood congealing beneath the skin. But  
its legs did not fully transform and develop claws, meaning it could  
only dangle down and hang from surfaces rather than crawl along  
them. In addition, its brain did not expand enough to break through  
the skull and therefore it retained the use of its eyes and kept its hair.  
When the Suspended was originally just a zombie, it had its stomach  
ripped open and when it mutated further its internal organs became  
exposed. But unlike a Licker, the Suspended developed no increased  
muscle and its hands did not develop into claws. It also had several  
strange, bone-like protrusions on its right arm. Its tongue was longer  
than that of a regular Licker and used it as a whip to lash at its  
victims and even wrap around their necks and try to strangle them to  
death. It also possessed an ability to emit a unique sound that attracted nearby Lickers to its location. Only one 
of its kind was ever recorded and it was sometimes also referred to as 'Regis Licker.' Unfortunately this unique 
specimen was destroyed before further study could be undertaken. 
 
Afternoon: 
At Warren Stadium the football match takes place between the Raccoon Sharks and the Old 
Court Thunders. But the infection has reached the stadium and one supporter becomes 
zombified and attacks others, sparking a riot. Around 50 police officers are deployed to quell 
the disturbance, but a mass outbreak of zombies begins to occur as the infection quickly 
spreads through the crowd. 
 
Eventually the zombies pour out of the stadium and begin to make their way back towards the 
centre of the city. The R.P.D., already snowed under by the mass reports of rioting across 
town, receive intelligence that this large crowd are making their way back towards Main St. 
With Chief Irons nowhere to be found, Deputy Police Chief Raymond Douglas supervises 
emergency contingency operations to quell the riots. 
 
Douglas leads a briefing in the Situation Room  
and officers in attendance include Aaron, Arthur,  
Dorian, Elliot, Harry and Edward. The plan  
Douglas proposes becomes known as 'Operation  
Mop-Up,' and involves stopping the large crowd  
from the football game getting too far into the  
city. Thanks to the radio and officers out in the  
field, they are getting regular Intel on the  
movement of this crowd and estimate they will  
reach Main St in a few hours’ time. The reports  
go beyond standard rioting with officers  
witnessing scores of people attacking and biting  
each other. The zombie-like state these people are in has led to their movements being slow 
and cumbersome so the police have some time on their side. Main St will be barricaded off to 
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prevent the crowd from passing and Douglas assigns six officers to this operation, including 
Harry, Edward and Elliot who will also plant plastic explosives in the area. Douglas has also 
authorised them to use extreme force if necessary. 
 
“Operation ‘Mop-Up’ 
Contents: 
Set bomb in town square 
Set barricades 
Time: 
Today from 7:00pm-8:00pm 
Personnel: 
6 officers 
Notes: 
Though rescue is preferred when possible,  
permission is granted to shoot to kill if  
necessary.” 
Notes 2: 
Evacuate the area immediately following detonation and await further instructions from 
headquarters.” 
-REOUT: Emergency Orders A; undated. 
 
The second part of the plan involves evacuating the surrounding areas before the zombie 
crowd arrives. Douglas and Arthur will lead this part of the operation and Dorian will also ferry 
around the surrounding areas in a transport van to evacuate civilians to pre-determined 
checkpoints. 
 
“Evacuation. 
Contents: 
Conduct the evacuation of citizens to predetermined locales. 
Time: 
Today, 7:00pm 
Personnel: 
2 officers 
Notes: 
Inform uncooperative citizens that you cannot guarantee their safety.” 
-REOUT: Emergency Orders B; undated. 
 
Douglas also types out a notice that is to be pinned up at regular intervals across the city 
warning about evacuations from hot-spot areas. At this stage it is believed the rioting may be 
down to people panicking about the announcement of a potential radioactive leak in the city. 
 
"To the citizens of Raccoon City. This is an important bulletin from the Raccoon City Police 
Department. Incidents of riots and looting are being reported around the city at an increased 
rate. We are doing all we can to restore order, but we recommend that citizens evacuate the 
area immediately to ensure their safety. Please follow all orders and above all, remain calm. 
Raccoon City Police Department 
Deputy Chief Raymond Douglas” 
-REDC: Evacuation Order; undated. 
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As the officers prepare to head out, Douglas still cannot find Chief Irons. He is not in his office 
and cannot be raised on the radio. 
 
The army's investigation unit reports back on the situation in Raccoon City and recommend 
immediate quarantine procedures be implemented. After studying the report, the President 
and his advisors issue an executive order to blockade the city immediately. But because the 
order has to pass through Congress, there are delays and many panicked civilians try to escape 
from the city in the meantime. The National Guard are in contact with the R.P.D. about 
evacuating civilians to safe zones across the outskirts of town, but by the time Congress pass the 
executive order it will be tomorrow morning when troops arrive at Raccoon. Evacuation 
helicopters will take off at predetermined times and locations such as the tram station beyond 
Raccoon Zoo and the General Hospital rooftop. 
 
Computer technician Yoko Suzuki flees from the underground laboratory, possibly because 
she knows the virus has leaked. 
 
After liaising with the National Guard, Raymond Douglas leaves orders to distribute the 
evacuation timetable across town so citizens will know when and where to go. The first evac 
helicopter will leave at 10AM tomorrow morning. These leaflets will not be distributed until 
tomorrow morning so as not to cause a panic. 
 
"To the citizens of Raccoon City:  
This is an important bulletin from the Raccoon City Police Department. Incidents of riots and 
looting are being reported around the city at an alarming frequency. We are doing all that we 
can to bring the city under control and quell the riots, but we recommend that citizens evacuate 
the area to ensure their safety. We are dispatching helicopters to the following locations. Please 
bring proper ID and assemble here:  
Place: Zoo front gate tram terminal  
Time: Today at 10 AM. 3 PM. 6PM. 10PM (tentative schedule) 
This area will soon be cordoned off, so civilians are advised to disperse immediately. Please 
follow all orders and, above all, remain calm. 
Raymond Douglas  
Raccoon City Police Department" 
-BIOOUT2: Evacuation Order; undated. 
 
Michael Warren is informed of the impending disaster by Umbrella executives. Panicking, 
Warren quickly makes plans to flee the town and in his cowardice abandons his own daughter, 
leaving behind a rushed message for Brian Irons to find and protect her. He then evacuates 
Raccoon City with his security detail and is placed into protective custody by the U.S. Military. 
 
The President's executive order is approved by Congress and the army and National Guard 
begin mobilising and heading for Raccoon City. Word reaches the emergency services within 
the town that the army has been called in. 
 
Despite the increased reports of riots the police are putting down to people panicking because 
of the Pentagon's announcement of leaked radioactive waste, many citizens within Raccoon are 
still completely oblivious to the chaos that is slowly unfolding around them. 
 
Thanks to numerous road blocks, the large crowd of zombies from Warren Stadium have 
been confined to Main St but are heading closer towards the middle of town. 
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THE RACCOON CITY INCIDENT: SEPTEMBER 23RD - OCTOBER 1ST 1998 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK - OUTBREAK begin. 
 
APPROX 7:30PM 
After a long hard shift at work, seven of  
Raccoon City's unsuspecting residents are  
in J's Bar for a few drinks. Police officer  
Kevin Ryman has just come off duty and is  
cheekily still in uniform having arrived  
directly from the station, but he can get  
away with it as a regular patron. The bar's  
owner, Jack, finds it ironic that Kevin is a  
cop considering the amount of trouble he  
has caused here in the past. He is even on  
the bar's list of regulars to potentially ban in the near future. Luckily for Kevin, Jack is not 
working tonight. He sits at the left side of the bar and is served by Will the bartender. RNN 
News plays on the TV behind the bar. Elsewhere, journalist Alyssa Ashcroft sits at one of the 
barrel tables typing away on her laptop working on another big story. Subway worker Jim 
Chapman is on the next barrel over, filling in one of his puzzle books. Scutum Security Service 
employee Mark Wilkins and his colleague Bob are grabbing a quick bar meal after a long day 
at work. Mark is a Vietnam veteran and is currently experiencing family problems with his wife 
and kids. Bob looks extremely tired and sweaty and is unknowingly infected with the t-Virus. 
On the right side of the bar, respected surgeon George Hamilton sits alone, cracking his 
knuckles. He has just been through a recent divorce. Next to him further down in the corner is 
David King; a plumber and a man with things on his mind as he stares deeply into his glass. 
 
As well as Will behind the bar, Cindy Lennox is on  
waitress duty tonight. She is wiping tables and  
collecting glasses when the door opens and Yoko  
Suzuki comes inside. Yoko is a university student  
and computer technician based at William Birkin's  
underground laboratory. She seems troubled and  
heads straight for the bathroom rather than the bar.  
Once there, she removes her glasses and proceeds  
to cut her hair, as if trying to hide her identity from  
someone. Back in the main bar, Kevin continues to  
eye the TV as the newscaster reports on the incident at Warren Stadium earlier in the 
afternoon. There was a disruption earlier at today's football match between the Raccoon Sharks 
and the Old Court Thunders. The game was interrupted when an unruly fan went out of 
control and sparked a riot. The number of injured is not yet known and more than 50 local law 
enforcement officers were called to the scene. Kevin shrugs at the report, glad he missed that 
one. Nobody notices a huge rat scuttle along the floor until Cindy squeals in shock, dropping 
her tray and smashing a glass. Mark looks over and she gives him an apologetic look. He turns 
back to his food and glances at Bob who seems to be half asleep on the bar. Mark asks what’s 
on his mind but Bob has lost his appetite and is only half listening to his friend. He does not 
look well at all. 
 
The door to the bar suddenly opens and a man staggers inside. He looks unsteady with his 
head down and appears to be drunk. Will goes to collect some glasses and spots the man by 
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the door, remarking about how strange he looks. Mark also seems troubled by the new arrival 
but is distracted when Bob suddenly slides off his chair and collapses to the floor. Mark rushes 
to his side and discovers Bob is semi-conscious.  
Will tries to help the drunken man by the door  
when he suddenly lurches forward and takes a  
bite out of his neck. This man is a zombie and  
Will struggles with him for several moments  
until he manages to push him out the door,  
slamming it shut and locking it behind him.  
Blood pours from his neck and his vision  
becomes all hazy as he slides to the floor. Kevin  
and the others move to go to his aid when more  
zombies appear at the main window from the  
street outside, pressing their putrid hands and  
flesh against the glass. George wonders what the  
devil is going on and Kevin says it sounds like a riot outside. In the women’s bathroom, Yoko 
has just finished altering her appearance when a pair of decayed hands push through one of the 
ventilation grilles on the wall. She recognises the dead flesh as a zombie and hurries for the 
door. She needs to find a way out of here immediately. 
 
In the main bar, Mark helps Bob to his feet and wonders what all the ruckus is about. Bob 
spots the zombies outside and says it’s dangerous to stay here and they should at least get out of 
this room. He is struggling for breath and looking very pale. Mark and Kevin run over to the 
two barrel tables by the windows and push them across to barricade the entrance and stop any 
more zombies getting inside. George Hamilton dashes over to tend to Will's wounds. Blood 
still gushes from his neck and he looks really bad but it’s his duty as a doctor not to leave the 
injured behind. Cindy runs round to the bar by the two slot machines in the back left hand 
corner where all of Jack's photographs are on the wall. From behind the bar she retrieves the 
staff room key and appeals to everyone to stay calm.  
 
Suddenly the zombies outside manage to bash  
through the door and break it off the hinges.  
Three of them spill into the room and tumble  
over the barrels in front of the door. Rising  
awkwardly to their feet they shuffle forward  
until they reach Will who still lays injured on  
the floor. Smelling his blood, they collapse on  
top of him and begin to devour him alive.  
George scrabbles back along the floor away  
from the creatures, transfixed at the sight of  
the zombies eating the poor bartender alive  
and wondering what in the world is going on.  
Behind him Kevin has already drawn his weapon but insists he is a just a cop and not a 
superhero, moaning that this is why he hates the night shift. He fires at the zombie on top of 
Will. Blood and bits of sinew bounce off its back but it shows no sign of registering any pain. 
At the back of the room Cindy fumbles with the key to unlock the door leading up to the next 
floor as more zombies spill into the bar. Mark also opens fire and is amazed to see his shots 
buckle wetly into the things, slowing them down but not stopping their advance. He shoots one 
in the head, causing it to explode like a melon and a sudden gap in the main entranceway 
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allows David, Yoko, Jim and Alyssa to bolt out the front door and onto the street outside. 
Kevin, Mark, Bob, Cindy and George are not so lucky. 
 
As Cindy continues to fumble with the lock, a zombie staggers towards her and she shouts not 
to come any closer just as Kevin shoots it in the back of the head. He urges the others to join 
them and says they’d better all stay together. Mark has Bob’s arm around his shoulder and 
guides him towards the door, ignoring Bob’s pleas to forget about him. As more zombies close 
in, Cindy finally manages to unlock the door and they all spill into the next room. As Mark 
helps Bob along, they both turn around in the doorway to see the bloodied corpse of Will 
reanimate and rise up off the floor as a zombie. George cannot process what his eyes are 
showing and brands the whole thing as absolutely ludicrous. Kevin fires off three more shots 
before his weapon runs dry. Excited, he is beginning to believe this is better than a normal day 
at work. They quickly clear the door and Cindy closes it shut behind them. 
 
They are now in a small hall with stairs leading  
up to the next floor. Old pictures are displayed  
on the walls and an old cupboard holds a  
bronze statue of a man riding a horse. Mark  
begins to ascend the stairs with Bob still in tow  
saying they should still be able to evacuate and  
the others all follow. Kevin reloads his weapon  
and covers them from behind, keeping a close  
eye on the door they just came through. They  
are not in Kansas anymore. Various posters  
line the dirty white concrete walls, all faded  
and torn. At the top of the stairs they reach a  
small landing and Cindy gets the fright of her  
life as the window suddenly caves in and  
putrefied hands reach through to grab at her. Kevin fires out the busted window and the 
outstretched, rotting arms soon retreat. The stairs continue upwards onto the second floor. 
Various junk lies scattered about here, with old boxes labelled ‘Nat-ral Brewery’ but nothing 
useful. Cindy wonders what all this craziness is and Mark concurs it is absolutely unbelievable. 
George wonders how a person can become so violent and that is reminds him of experiments 
with LSD in the 1960s. He also wonders if it is some kind of new epidemic. Kevin jokes it may 
be a curse from an old girlfriend and Cindy contemplates if this is all real or just a dream. She 
questions how Will could change like he did and Mark wonders if these people can still be 
called human anymore. Kevin also confirms he has no radio so they cannot call for help. 
 
The passage continues round to a doorway on the left leading to the main staff room and 
another at the end of the passage for the break room. Setting Bob to one side, Mark and Cindy 
decide to check out the break room and like the rest of the building, this room has wooden 
flooring and blue painted walls matching the corridor outside. A large noticeboard hangs on 
the wall full of hand-written memos and there is also a corner unit with a half empty wine bottle 
amongst other things. A couple of lockers align the wall with uniforms for the employees 
draped across and a single camp bed is set against the back wall near a poster of a semi-naked 
girl. There is nothing of use in here and so they return to the main staff room.  
 
As they move back out into the corridor, the first zombie from the bar below reaches the top of 
the stairs and comes striding round the corner. Kevin takes it out with a headshot and urges the 
rest of them to get inside the staff room. Mark goes back for Bob who by now is struggling 
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badly, urging him to give it his all. They are all going home tonight but again Bob tries to 
persuade his friend to forget about him and leave him behind. They all move into the main 
staff area and Mark uses a loaded nail gun from one of the desks to barricade up the doorway 
with several planks of wood. This should buy them some more time at least. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK - HELLFIRE begin. 
 
Meanwhile, Alyssa, David, Yoko and Jim find the street outside J’s Bar crawling with zombies 
and take off up the road before ducking down a side alleyway. More zombies await down here 
but they manage to evade them by running past. The alley is tight and confined, ending at a 
dead end with some steps leading down to where four more zombies lay in wait. Quickly 
looking around, they spot a set of unlocked double doors to the left and sprint through to find 
themselves standing in the courtyard of the Apple Inn. The courtyard is free of danger so they 
can rest for a minute and work out what the hell is going on. 
 
Inside the Apple Inn at this very moment are  
several members of the Raccoon Fire Department  
looking for civilians to evacuate. Len and Charlie  
are currently investigating the boiler room and are  
on the top gantry overlooking the malfunctioning  
boiler on the bottom floor. Charlie shouts out if  
anybody is there and peering down he can see the  
room is full of escaping steam from the cracked  
piping in the rapidly overheating boiler. He tells  
Len to check downstairs and his colleague makes  
for the ladder to his right. However, he soon pauses when a large groaning is heard from below 
as the pressure overloads. Charlie realises it is going to blow so he grabs Len and shoves him 
towards the door, shouting at him to get out. But the boiler downstairs explodes, sending a 
huge curtain of flame funnelling up through the whole room and incinerating the two fire-
fighters. 
 
Back in the courtyard the explosion reverberates from inside, sending the rear entrance door 
flying off its hinges in a pillar of flame. A thousand spider-web cracks spread across the 
concrete walls with dust and debris flying. Alyssa yelps in shock and admits the explosion 
scared the crap out of her. David agrees it was damn big and Yoko wonders if someone may be 
inside. After taking a second to take stock of their situation they begin to move towards the 
door. A plaque in the middle of the courtyard has an engraving of the hotel map carved into it. 
Yoko peers through a window and is taken aback to see a Licker casually crawl across the glass 
on the other side. The double doors they came into the courtyard by are caved in and so they 
have no choice but to go inside the hotel. A corpse is propped up against the side door 
meaning they have to enter via the ruined boiler room.  
 
The remnants of the boiler is still on fire and steam hisses out of several cracks in the 
pipework. Jim compares the temperature to being like a sauna and they find the body of 
Charlie on the floor where he has fallen from the top gantry. David goes over and picks up his 
radio, hearing a partial transmission from another fireman named Danny who is looking for 
Charlie. David tries to send a message but cannot get through. Danny makes a garbled plea for 
Charlie to get to the front lobby where he’ll be waiting just as the transmission gets cut off. They 
decide their best course of action is to find a way to the lobby before the fire spreads too far. 
Yoko stops to pick up Charlie's ID tags before David leads them all up the ladder onto the next 
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floor. On the gantry above they find Len's body and Yoko takes his tags as well. The room is 
still filled with smoke and it is hard to breathe. Further on is the exit and the door is thankfully 
unlocked. 
 
They emerge into a corridor with a cheap, plain blue carpet and red-papered walls. Large 
windows look down onto the Apple Inn square below. Yoko is barely out of the door when a 
zombie comes striding over only for David to smash it down with a metal pipe. Suddenly they 
realise that Alyssa and Jim are not with them. Looking out the window, they can see them both 
in the courtyard below. As they watch, the zombie that was pinning the other door shut 
suddenly reanimates and comes after them. They manage to evade it and disappear through 
the door. Yoko hopes they will catch up with them later but wonders why they did not follow 
them. Stepping back into the boiler room she gets her answer when she sees that the ladder 
leading to the floor below has collapsed. Moving back into the corridor with David they press 
on. 
 
They move to their left and pass through the  
only accessible door on this floor leading to  
the Northwest Passage 3 which is bathed in red  
from the flames of a fire blocking the corridor  
directly ahead. To the left the corridor ends at  
an open window and crows can be heard flying  
around outside. Part of the wall and carpet is  
on fire here and they carefully negotiate  
around it, feeling the heat on their bodies.  
Yoko notices a large map of Raccoon City is  
on the opposite wall. They climb out of the  
window onto a gantry and with no way down,  
they have to step onto the ledge of the building  
and edge their way round. Yoko is scared as the wind is strong. She takes it step by step along 
the ledge with crows cawing and flapping around her. David is right behind and urges her to 
stay calm.  Neither of them dare look down. They continue to move on, passing guest room 
windows on fire and a zombie furiously beating against the glass inside one of the rooms 
consumed by the flames. Rounding the corner, an open window occasionally shoots out bursts 
of flame so they have to time their approach carefully, but eventually they make it safely across 
to the next terrace with a metal fire door. The door is locked and they can feel mass amounts 
of heat from the other side so instead they take the ladder down to the second floor of the 
building.  
 
On the next terrace down they head through an unlocked door and back inside into Northwest 
Passage 2. A zombie staggers around to the right so they head left where a corpse is slumped 
against the back wall next to a fire extinguisher. There is a set of double doors on the right but 
a card key is required to get inside. They decide to run back the opposite way, past the zombie 
and round the corner to the left where the first door on the left side leads into a store room. It 
is dimly lit inside with junk on the shelves, boxes scattered around the floor, some old lockers, 
and a notice board stuffed with memos. They find the Janitor's report file which talks about the 
malfunctioning boiler and clearly he never realised how serious the problem was. With nothing 
else of use, they return to the passageway. 
 
The next door down leads into another corridor, but there are two more rooms in here to 
explore. The first is the owner's room which has been decimated by fire and the floorboards 
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have burned away to reveal the ground floor underneath. The next room is Guest Room 201 
containing two single beds and an en-suite bathroom. There is a female zombie in here as well 
as smoke seeping in from the fire below. They quickly leave and head out into the new 
corridor where the fire has destroyed much of the landing to their right, exposing the next floor 
down. David leads Yoko down the other way and the corridor is sparsely decorated with dull 
grey walls and carpet. The only real decoration are a few paintings scattered here and there and 
the large windows on the opposite side looking out onto the courtyard. The passage turns to 
the left before ending at a door leading to the Boiler Management Office which is essentially 
nothing more than a very small junk room. Another door in here leads to a small gantry 
overlooking the ruined boiler room. The corpse of the Inn's security guard lies slumped over 
the railing and Yoko takes his card key from his body. They then retrace their steps to the 
Northwest Passage 2 and the set of locked double doors. Using the card key, they enter and 
find themselves in the Security Office. 
 
Meanwhile, having become separated from the others, Alyssa and Jim had moved back outside  
into the courtyard before entering via the other door and into the first floor corridor. The 
decor in here is dull and grey, typical of a cheap hotel. The passage to the left ends at a dead 
end so they turn right where the corridor forks around to a single door on the left and some 
fire damage further down the passage. The first door is locked so they continue down the hall,  
carefully stepping through the fire-scorched passage and closer inspection reveals the damage is 
actually from the collapsed ceiling above. Past this debris, the next door leading to the lounge 
stairs is also locked. The lock looks flimsy enough for Alyssa to crack with her lock pick but for 
now they ignore it and move on.  
 
Round the corner, the next door is guest room  
102 and is unlocked. This room is basic, with a  
bed, wardrobe, cupboards and a desk. There  
is also a cheap TV, a painting of some scenery  
on the wall and a green pot plant. A male  
corpse lays on the floor and on the desk is a  
section of diary. Inside it explains that a girl  
and her father were staying in this room and  
that the man, probably the dead body on the  
floor, worked at the university. The girl was  
bored and played with a strange electronic  
puzzle on the wall. The puzzle in question is a  
painting of a castle in Finland on the right wall.  
There is a switch to flip up or down but nothing happens when it is pressed. The en-suite 
bathroom also has nothing of value is inside and is clean and tidy with everything in order. 
 
The next room down the hall is Guest Room 103 which is identical to the last one except this 
time a picture of Germany with another switch is on the opposite wall. Both the main room 
and bathroom are empty. The next room, room 104, is larger in size. A large double bed 
dominates the centre with bedside tables and lamps on either side. There is an old newspaper 
on the dresser with the headline 'Plaintiff loses in drug disaster case.' Smoke is creeping into the 
room from the fire outside and a large ceiling fan ventilates the air. Sheets and bits of bedding 
are strewn about the floor and there is a notebook belonging to some guy named Ben and a 
guest memo for someone named Amy who decided to leave Raccoon City with a guy named 
Ed. A picture of the United Kingdom is on the wall but a female zombie patrols close by and 
so they quickly get out and head for the stairs leading to the next floor. 
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On the second floor the left side of the passage is engulfed in flame but the stairs leading up to 
the third floor are clear for now. To the right the first door they come across leads to room 
204. In here is a strange picture puzzle that relates to the pictures in the other rooms. The 
guest from this room has left behind a memo  
expressing his desire to leave in the morning  
because of the annoying puzzle. There is no  
sign of the guest but all his luggage is present,  
packed and ready to go, suggesting he never  
left. The picture puzzle is an electronic map  
of the world with some sections lit and others  
not and Jim with his keen interest in puzzles  
wonders what it is all about. Alyssa recalls the  
other pictures they have seen and wonders if  
this blinking map means something. Jim then  
realises the corresponding numbers needed  
to be lit up to light all sections of this picture.  
Quickly, he dashes back to the three rooms  
downstairs to set the pictures correctly whilst Alyssa heads to the room next door to look for 
the last one. Room 202 is an empty single room with a picture of Spain. Setting the switch 
correctly, she returns to the room and waits for Jim. Within minutes he is back and all sections 
of the picture have been lit up. This allows Alyssa to retrieve a gold key from the base of a 
statue depicting a knight mounting a horse. 
 
Heading back out into the corridor, they  
move past room 202 and find the next door  
down leads to the lounge stairs. Another  
door beyond the stairs is locked and requires  
a key code so they head back to the first  
floor. The fire is really bad at ground level  
now and many of the doors are blocked off.  
There are four bodies on the floor here as  
well as some poor soul trapped in the lift with  
the doors still opening and closing on his  
corpse. There is one available door but it is  
locked. Part of the ventilation system has  
collapsed from the ceiling but there is  
enough room for them to crawl along the floor underneath. Once through, they can then 
escape out of the double doors on the left hand side. However the fire damage in this corridor 
is too substantial so they have to retreat back into the previous room and crawl back under the 
vent. Jim coughs and splutters and curses being shit out of luck but Alyssa says they need to 
keep on truckin’. When they reach the stairs they head all the way up to the third floor. 
 
They soon emerge into the 3rd floor passage where a door to their immediate right leads into 
the linen room. It is smoky inside with musky green, peeling wallpaper and trolleys full of junk 
and cleaning materials. A memo pad is stuffed inside a can; 
 
"Guard's Notebook 
Routine patrol on the roof: 
Starts this Saturday. 
Switchboard repair request: 
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Kyle. 
Change pass code in the security room: 0721 
Sandra's school admission present: 
Tomorrow." 
-REOUT: Guard's Notebook; undated. 
 
Now they have the code for the security room on the second floor. On one of the shelves, Jim 
finds another memo belonging to the janitor. 
 
"Repair Locations: 
*Switchboard disconnections 
*General piping in the boiler room 
*Wall cracks in room 304 and 305 
*Ventilator at front lobby 
*Guest room repairs take priority." 
-REOUT: Janitor's Repair Memo; undated. 
 
With nothing else of any use they leave the room and quickly check the rest of the rooms on 
this floor.  
 
Room 304 is empty yet the passage to room 305 is blocked due to fire in the hall. 
Remembering the Janitor’s memo, Alyssa inspects the wall cracks and bashes a hole, allowing 
them to crawl through to the next room. There is a zombie in here as well as a dead woman 
with a large hole in her chest. A fire burns but is not expansive enough to stop them unlocking 
the room door and getting back out into the corridor. The next door is locked and requires a 
silver key for access and a Licker prowls nearby. The passage then runs past the stairs before 
ending in yet more fire. They quickly run down to the next floor and cross the length of the 
Inn to get to the security door where they type in the required four digit code. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
David King and Yoko Suzuki are in here, having come in through the opposite door. There 
are banks of security monitors present as well as shelves containing files and stacks of security 
reports and protocols. A wooden table in the centre of the room has a half-eaten meal and a 
couple of bottles of wine on it. There is also a large fridge and at the back of the room is a 
small statue that requires a red jewel to activate a hidden door behind a bookshelf. Jim tries to 
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push it but it is far too heavy. Yoko finds a manual which talks about the emergency ladder 
leading from the Front Lobby 2F to the Front Lobby 1F that runs on emergency power. 
 
"EMERGENCY MANUAL 
How to use the escape ladder: 
The ladder installed at the hall on the 2nd floor in the canter of the lobby is compactly stored 
except for emergencies. It extends whenever the smoke detector goes off. To avoid power 
problems like power outages, the device is connected to a special emergency power supply. 
During normal operation, please be sure to switch over to the emergency power supply in 
order to operate the unit. The emergency power supply is controlled via the switchboard in the 
north end of the first floor." 
-REOUT: Emergency Manual; undated. 
 
Knowing they need to activate the emergency power, they split up once more to find the power 
room and silver key. This time, David and Jim go together while Alyssa teams up with Yoko. 
The fire is spreading and they need to move quickly. 
 
Meanwhile, whilst the chaos at the Apple Inn  
continues to unfold, Kevin Ryman, Mark  
Wilkins, Cindy Lennox and George Hamilton  
have been exploring the staff room area on the  
second floor of J's Bar. There is a desk and filing  
cabinets for paperwork in the right corner of the  
room next to a large fridge with its door left  
open. On the other side of the room is a coffee  
table in between a battered red leather sofa and  
two chairs. A copy of Raccoon Today sits on the  
table and a dartboard is nailed to a metal beam  
in front of a water cooler machine in the middle  
of the room. A small table near the back room  
has a bag of flyers advertising for part-time bar staff and there is a phone but the line is 
seemingly dead. Cindy and George decide to check out the employee locker room. Looking 
out the windows they can see scores of people trying to run away from the zombies but are 
continually being attacked. Aside from the lockers on either side, the room is filled with paper 
work and random bits of junk, nothing of any use. 
 
Another door at the back of the staff room  
leads into a drawing room full of old relics  
and Kevin decides to have a look inside. A  
statue has a dust sheet draped across and  
an old rug covers the floor. Tables and  
chairs are scattered about and an old  
cupboard stands by the far wall. It is too  
dark to see anything out of the windows  
but some groans can be heard far away.  
Suddenly one of the windows caves in and  
a crow comes flying inside and a rat can  
also be heard scurrying across the floor. Kevin finds a lighter on the table then returns to the 
main staff room. The next door is the owner's room which is essentially Jack's study. It is dimly 
lit with a huge bookshelf dominating the back wall crammed with many thick tomes on 
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different alcoholic drinks. There is a hollowed out section of the shelf with a rack of Jack's 
favourite expensive beverages. A statue of a naked woman stands in the far right corner next to 
a tank with tropical fish and an antique-looking grammar phone in the far corner. On the wall 
are photographs of Jack and some of his friends. He has a desk in here but the drawer is 
locked via some mechanism. There is also a small outside terrace with a barrel and a chair 
looking down on the street below. 
 
Regrouping, there is another door in the main  
staff room leading up to the third floor but it  
is locked. By now the first zombies arrive at  
their barricade and begin to bash at it. Mark  
covers the entrance with his weapon as the  
others frantically search for the key. Just as the  
first zombies break through, Cindy finds they  
key on the table beneath the Raccoon Today  
newspaper. As Kevin and Mark hold off the  
zombies, she and George unlock the door.  
Taking hold of Bob, the five of them retreat  
through into a small bland passage with steps  
leading up to the next floor. At the top of the  
stairs is a door underneath a red sign with '763' emblazoned across. Inside is the liquor room 
containing rack upon rack of expensive and popular brands. Kevin concedes this place would 
be great for a party and Mark agrees it is certainly packed to the brim. George wonders if it is a 
safe refuge and they begin to explore. A door to the right leads to the Wine Room and inside 
aged wines are carefully stored in racks and a special fridge. A table holds a red table lamp that 
emits a warm glow into the room and on the desk is a key for a forklift truck which George 
places in his pocket. 
 
Returning to the liquor room, the zombies are already banging on the other side of the door so 
they quickly proceed down the warehouse. As they round the corner, there are more shelves 
full of wine bottles. It is too dark to read the labels but they do not seem to be high class 
brands. They reach the carry-in entrance for loaded goods but the shutter is down and locked 
up tight. Wine aroma permeates the area and seeps from the many barrels of home brewed 
vintage lining the stacks. The back wall has childish scribblings written on it and Cindy notes it 
is probably from the kids in the apartment block next door who often liked to sneak in here. 
Some small steps next to a forklift truck lead to another exit but again the shutter is down and 
locked from the other side. In the distance, they hear the door to the liquor room being forced 
open and several zombies pour into the room. They need to act fast. 
 
Looking round, George spots a ladder enabling them to climb on top of the wine stacks. But 
up above it is so close to the ceiling they would have to crawl along the tops of the shelves. 
There is also a gap in the middle that is too big to pass but George soon fixes this by using the 
forklift key he picked up earlier to raise three large crates up on the forks to bridge the gap. 
With Cindy supporting Bob, and Mark and Kevin holding off the zombies, George climbs up 
the ladder and hopes he can find a way into the next room and unlock the shutter. As he crawls 
along the top of the stacks he can hear the moans of the zombies and sounds of gunfire below. 
He quickens the pace and turns the corner to the left, spotting an open ventilation shaft on the 
wall just large enough for him to crawl through. After going inside he emerges onto another 
stairway, at the bottom of which is a shutter next to an old switch board leading back into the 
Liquor Room. He opens the shutter and immediately Cindy leads Bob through, followed 
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closely by Mark and Kevin. Cindy is glad to be out of that room, she hated it in there. Random 
bottles used to fall off the shelves and other staff members had reported hearing a human 
scream on certain occasions. J’s Bar has long been rumoured to be haunted. With no way to 
close the shutter in time, they quickly head up the stairs before the zombies reach them. 
George believes going up must be better than down and Kevin likens their situation to being 
trapped like rats in a cage. He takes point once again with Mark supporting Bob and Cindy and 
George right behind. 
 
At the top of the stairs is a fairly new work desk  
with a storage room key and the door to the  
rooftop. Outside, the wind howls in the darkness  
and the faint panic-induced screams of the  
citizens can be heard in the distance. Several  
infected crows fly around, hungrily eyeing up the  
fresh human meat. The rooftop appears to be  
deserted and George dares to believe they may  
be safe but then tells himself any such thoughts  
would be premature. Mark believes this place is  
far from secure, noting the zombies will show up  
everywhere and they cannot just keep on  
running. Cindy indicates there is a storeroom on the roof and they can maybe find something 
inside. Rusted, mesh fencing surrounds the rooftop and they run down the passage just as Bob 
suddenly collapses. Mark rushes to his aid but they cannot afford to rest now. Bob leans against 
the wall and says he cannot move anymore. He knows himself and refuses to be someone 
else’s burden. He suddenly lifts up his gun to shoot himself but Mark stops him. Bob pleads 
for Mark to understand. He is no different from the zombies. He can already feel the hunger 
and asks him to let him die whilst his conscience still remains. After a few moments, Mark 
releases his grip and watches as his old friend lifts the gun to his temple and pulls the trigger. 
 
Mark’s grief is cut short suddenly when the door to the stairwell bursts open and the zombies 
pour out. Kevin, George and Cindy urge Mark to join them as they run away further round the 
rooftop near the huge neon sign of J's Bar that overlooks the main street. George uses the 
storeroom key to check the locked room nearby but it is full of useless junk, including an old 
jukebox. They appear to be trapped. There is no way down from here and George suggests 
they look for a rope. Mark responds that the worst case scenario is they jump, but suggests they 
exhaust all other options first. Kevin begins kicking an old section of fencing right next to the 
high voltage warnings by the neon sign, mumbling about this being another fine mess he’s 
gotten himself into. Once the fence is down the four of them haul themselves up and run down 
the narrow walkway. They try not to look down. 
 
On the street below, several police squad cars full  
of officers led by Raymond Douglas and Arthur  
deploy outside J's Bar to respond to the rioters  
and begin evacuations as part of Operation  
Mop-Up. As Douglas and the others head off into  
the night to set up the perimeter checkpoints,  
Arthur remains on the street and speaks loudly  
into a megaphone, advising civilians that because  
to the riots in progress this area will be closed off  
soon. All civilians need to proceed to his 
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checkpoint immediately. If they do not arrive in time the police cannot guarantee their safety. 
 
Back on the rooftop, the announcement comes  
as welcome news to the foursome who quicken  
their pace. Just beyond the neon sign is a small  
gap leading to the apartment block next door.  
They have to jump across but any mistiming  
could result in plummeting to their deaths  
below. Peering down the gap, they can see the  
R.P.D. squad cars parked up far below and  
George points out the obvious when he says a  
fall from here would be fatal. Kevin holsters his  
weapon and elects to go first, stating it’s now  
make or break time. One by one, they all  
manage to jump safely across and a dead body  
lies on the other side in front of a large water tank. Another corpse is slumped near the door 
leading into the top floor of the apartment block. Kevin leads them inside and says it’s time to 
head on down. The interior is old and skanky, with blotchy walls and cheap flower petal tiled 
flooring. Old cardboard boxes lay scattered about next to a rusty old fire extinguisher and an 
emergency exit door is sealed up tight. Cindy presses the button for the elevator and they travel 
down to the ground floor. But once back outside a female zombie lurches at them and Kevin 
has to shoot it in the head. There is more scribbling from the local kids on the walls here and 
four doors but all are shut tightly as if nailed. Instead they quickly head for the main exit and 
back out onto the street outside. 
 
It is pandemonium. Civilians are running and  
screaming in a panic and police are firing back  
at the oncoming zombies. Quickly, three of  
the cops are taken down, including Arthur  
who gets his neck bitten into. Deputy Chief  
Raymond Douglas is firing his 9mm at the  
virus carriers and it clicks dry just as he spots  
Kevin and the others coming down the steps  
behind him. They have startled him and he  
reloads, surprised they are still alive. The  
whole city is a war zone and the police need  
all the help they can get. He instructs them to  
move the police car across to create a  
barricade and stem the flow of zombies on the street. Kevin and Mark run for the first of two 
squad cars they need to move and quickly push them into place to block the oncoming horde. 
But it won't hold forever and already some of the creatures are crawling underneath the 
vehicles to get at the fresh meat on the other side. Kevin opens the boot of the first car and 
retrieves a loaded shotgun. Raymond also holsters his 9mm and draws the same weapon, 
slowly retreating back down the street, telling them all to follow. The body of a mauled civilian 
with a green top lays outside the entrance to J's. Cindy runs to the bottom of the street but it is 
completely barricaded off. A set of locked double doors secured with a decorated padlock 
leads into a back yard and Raymond takes a key ring from his belt and unlocks the gate. He 
worries the zombies are getting closer and shouts they need to get out of here now. He pushes 
the gate open and ushers the others through before slamming it shut behind them. 
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The back yard is full of junk giving off an offensive  
smell. A door leading out to the left side is under  
construction and blocked off, and the exits doors  
on the opposite side are locked and Raymond  
does not have the key. Already zombies are  
crawling through drains on the other side to get at  
them so the deputy chief opens fire on the doors  
with his shotgun. With Mark's gun now empty and  
George and Cindy unarmed it is left up to Kevin  
to keep the zombies at bay. They are running out  
of time and ammo but eventually Raymond  
manages to shoot through the lock and kicks the  
doors open. He urges the survivors through the gate and continues to shoot at the oncoming 
undead with his shotgun. He tells the others to go and spots a parked fuel tanker further up the 
street. An idea comes into his head but before he can move he is tackled to the floor by a 
zombie. He shouts to the others to leak the gas from the fuel tank and use it to burn the 
zombies just as the creatures bite into his neck and kill him. More zombies tear into his flesh 
and Cindy is too paralyzed with fear to move so George takes hold and leads her away from the 
carnage further up the slope towards the canal. 
 
The road up ahead is blocked and he asks the  
others if there are any areas to cut through.  
Kevin points to the canal and says worst come  
to worst they get wet and that the water  
passage may be their ticket. Mark isn’t a fan of  
the water but George points out that even  
sewerage beats an untimely death. Kevin uses  
the last of his shotgun rounds to blow the  
zombies off Raymond's body and retrieve his  
lighter. As he runs back up the slope, Mark  
turns the valve handle on the tanker to release  
the fuel. Soon the liquid flows steadily down  
the street and covers the ground the zombies  
walk on. Once he is clear, Kevin tosses the lighter behind him and watches as it instantly ignites 
the fuel and all the zombies are soon smothered in flames. Before long, they collapse to the 
floor, burned to a crisp. But the survivors’ joy soon turns to panic when they see the intense 
flames licking up the street and back towards the tanker. The oncoming heat drives the four of 
them back to the edge of the canal and they have no choice but to jump in. Mark still looks 
unsure and Kevin shouts at him to either get wet or get dead. Mark is hesitant because the fire 
reminds him of the napalm attacks in Vietnam. But with nowhere else to go, the four of them 
jump into the dirty cold canal and swim through one of the storm grates into the sewer. 
Seconds later, the whole fuel tanker goes up in a colossal explosion, taking half the street with 
it. Although the sewer appears free of any immediate danger, the four of them take a break to 
catch their breath after such a narrow escape. They wade through the darkness and Mark 
grumbles he is way too old for this shit. 
 
Meanwhile, Jim, Yoko, David and Alyssa continue to fight through the rapidly spreading fire 
consuming the Apple Inn. They have found a means of escape via a hidden room in the 
security office on the second floor leading to the main lobby. However, they need to find a red 
jewel to unlock the door and activate the emergency power to operate the escape ladder. 
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Whilst David and Jim have gone back downstairs, Alyssa and Yoko have left the security office 
and are now back in Northwest Passage 2. Moving down the corridor, they evade a lone 
zombie by the door to the upper level of the boiler room. Heading round the corner to the left, 
they pass the store room and map of Raccoon City on the opposite wall, following the corridor 
to the right and through the silver door into the Owner's Room. Seeing that much of the 
wooden flooring has been burnt away by the flames on the lower floor, the two girls push a 
wooden crate through the hole down below and lower themselves down to stand on top of it. 
On the lower floor of the owner's room the intense heat suddenly hits them as this whole area 
has been decimated by the flames. At the back of the room a large bookshelf is still intact, 
though it won't be for long. Alyssa spots the  
guest registry on a cabinet next to the shelf.  
 
"Guest List Copy 
*Security box No. Duplicate 
Mr. Andrew Evans JIA 
Ms. Anna Lowell BAE 
Mr. Dario Rosso PBH 
Mr. John O'Donnell ITB 
Mr. Joseph Wilson DCR 
Mr. Louis Sullivan CJF 
Mr. Toby Whitman CCP" 
-REOUT: Guest List Copy; undated. 
 
Several backdrafts cause fire to seep into the room from various holes in the floor but 
thankfully the exit door is clear and they are able to get out, coughing and spluttering into 
Northwest Passage 1. This corridor is dark and musky with smoke and the ominous breathing 
sound of a nearby Licker patrolling the corridor is audible. To the right is a single door at the 
end of the small passage near to a window showing nothing but giant flames on the other side. 
The door is marked '101' and unlocked. Inside, the room comprises of two single beds and is 
furnished cheaply like the rest of the guest rooms with a desk, a few cabinets, cheap pictures on 
the wall, an en suite bathroom, and a TV. A body, presumably that of Ms. Anna Lowell, lays 
dead on the floor in-between the two beds. On  
the left hand bed is a receipt for a room service  
charge. 
 
"Hotel Charge Breakdown 
Room service: 
Afternoon tea 
Laundry 
Service charge 
Total: $12 
A. Lowell" 
-REOUT: Hotel Charge Breakdown; undated. 
 
At the back of the room is a safe in the wall requiring a three digit code. Checking the registry 
copy she took, Alyssa taps in BAE next to Anna Lowell's name and the safe clicks open to 
reveal the silver key. Before they leave, Yoko checks the bathroom where she finds a dying 
man on the floor leaning against the bathtub. She bends down to help him but he has severe 
injuries and no chance of survival. He tells her to please be quiet and references the Licker 
when he says the thing outside is very sensitive to noises. If it finds them again they will be done 
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for. The creature must have attacked him whilst he was trying to get out. His bleeding won’t 
stop and he knows he will never make it out of here alive. He tells Yoko to keep her guard up 
and warns against the Licker’s spear-like tongue before losing consciousness for the final time. 
Feeling a little sad, Yoko leaves him in the bathroom and heads back out into the Northwest 
Passage 1.  
 
They tip toe silently down the passage, remembering the dying man's words about the Licker 
being sensitive to noise. They can hear it moving about somewhere but cannot see it because of 
the smoke. The corridor turns to the left where the door to the power room is next to another 
map of Raccoon City on the wall. Quietly using the gold key, they unlock the door and step 
through. Inside is a huge switchboard with various gauges and buttons placed everywhere. They 
manipulate the controls and Alyssa confirms she has activated the emergency power. They 
need to hurry to the escape ladder and get back to the lobby.  
 
Quickly, they return to the passage. The route to the left is completely blocked by fire so they 
unlock the next door on the right with the silver key. This takes them into another ground floor 
corridor near to where she and Jim first entered the building. Alyssa remembers that room 306 
on the third floor was locked and needed a silver key for access. They dash all the way round 
the passage to the stairs at the opposite end and head up to the third floor. Thankfully Room 
306 is closest to the stairs. Inside, it is empty with minimal fire damage. Searching around they 
find the red jewel laying by a curious plant at the back of the room. Relieved, they quickly 
retrace their steps back to the security office on the second floor. 
 
Inside the office they find Jim and David waiting  
for them and Yoko places the red jewel inside  
the white bust on the table. Immediately the  
doors slide open in the hidden compartment  
and they find themselves on the upper balcony  
level of the main lobby. Jim activates the  
emergency ladder which extends downwards, 
enabling them to climb down to the lower floor.  
The lobby is huge with an extensive reception  
desk. In one corner is a grand fireplace with two  
large chairs sitting in-between a coffee table. A  
corridor leads to the main exit but before they  
can reach the door, a vent in the ceiling is  
suddenly kicked out and a creature drops down to block their path. It seems to be a female 
zombie that is in the transformation phase of becoming a Licker but in reality has suffered a 
unique mutation to the t-Virus and has been left with traits of both creatures. This strange 
organism seems content to just hang from the vent and only makes an attack when the 
survivors try to pass. Yoko is transfixed by the strange mutation and as David readies his 
shotgun, Alyssa notices a number of other Lickers creeping into the room. 
 
Meanwhile, after a brief rest Kevin, George, Cindy and Mark continue their trek through the 
sewers. It is very dark and full of leaky, cracked pipes. Rats scurry across the floor between 
their legs and water drips from the ceiling. Further down the tunnel is soon blocked off by a 
steel grate but Cindy spots a ladder leading up to a manhole opening, meaning they can get to 
the surface from here. One by one they all climb up the metal rungs and out onto the street in 
front of the Apple Inn. The hotel is on fire and flames and smoke are pouring from within. 
The front door is stuck and won't open. Peering inside, Kevin can see that the ventilation shaft 
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has collapsed and is unaware that four people are inside the lobby fending off the Suspended 
and her brethren at that very moment. A sign next to the door reads 'Seasonal fish Plate now 
available.' The restaurant across the road is empty and has already been evacuated. The other 
end of the street is completely blocked after a huge white truck and a yellow taxi collided with 
each other in an accident. The seats in the taxi are all bloody but there are no bodies. There is 
a big green dumpster by the wall and a newspaper stand to the left with headlines about strange 
noises on South Campbell St. A door to the right leads to a construction yard but is sealed 
shut. 
 
Two civilians sit outside a sturdy locked gate on  
the opposite side. One is a black man with a  
red shirt the other is white with a blue shirt sat  
on the floor. Red asks what the hell is going on,  
describing how he saw a couple next to him  
start biting each other’s faces all of a sudden.  
He looks at Kevin and regards their situation as  
being so ridiculous it’s almost laughable and  
demands to be taken to the police station. He  
wonders what is taking the police so long to get  
here. Blue ponders how all this chaos could  
happen and says he feels like he is being forced  
to watch some B-movie horror before  
beginning to sob. As Cindy and George try to reassure them, Kevin and Mark spot another 
police officer walking over to them. Kevin recognises him as Dorian who nods at Kevin before 
making a general announcement on his megaphone. He addresses himself as a representative 
of the Raccoon City Police Department and appeals for calm, stating vehicles are standing by to 
commence evacuation. He needs everyone here as quickly as possible. Once the survivors are 
gathered around, Dorian tells them all to get in the back of the van so Kevin, Cindy, Mark, 
George, Mr. Red and Mr. Blue all climb on board. Dorian fires up the engine and they set off 
into the night, taking a route through the deserted back streets as most of the main roads in this 
area have been cordoned off by now. Dorian explains the highway is too dangerous so they are 
taking the side streets. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the smoking front lobby of  
the Apple Inn, Alyssa, David, Jim and Yoko  
are trying to fend off the Suspended and her  
minions. David warns against its whip-like  
tongue that has left a laceration down his arm  
and Yoko has been keeping the regular  
Lickers at bay by constantly pressing the alarm  
button on the reception desk. The shrilling  
bell is so loud it disorientates the creatures and  
causes them to retreat back to the far side of  
the room. David blasts away at the Suspended  
with his shotgun and the creature counters by  
striking out with its enlarged tongue. Alyssa is struck on the chest and forced to retreat back 
with the wind knocked out of her. Jim tries to get close enough to distract it by swiping at it with 
a broom and as it turns its head suddenly, David is able to land the killing blow with the 
shotgun. The creature howls in the throes of death before falling out of the vent and clattering 
down onto the floor. 
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After a few moments, a fire fighter named Gill appears on the other side of the front door. He 
tries the handles only to find it locked. Quickly, he takes his fire axe and smashes the door with 
two hefty strikes before kicking it open. He spots the foursome coming down the hall and is 
relieved they have made it. He urges them to get out and they run outside into the night, finally 
able to breathe fresh, cool air for the first time in what feels like hours.  
 
Within minutes, R.F.D. and R.P.D. officers  
arrive in force in the street below the exit  
overpass. Danny, the man who attempted to  
contact Charlie via the radio in the boiler  
room, comes over to speak with the survivors.  
They were lucky to get out and now it’s not  
just the hotel, the whole city is burning. Each  
of the survivors thanks him and Danny  
confirms they have been patrolling the city  
trying to help those in need. He indicates the  
fire fighters helping the wounded behind him.  
One officer is helping a man with a blue shirt and jeans limp down the street, another is bent 
down consoling a woman sitting on the floor. Across the street a police officer is in 
conversation with another man. Danny also reveals the army has been called in and suggests 
they get out of the city whilst they can. He has a very bad feeling about things. Yoko takes him 
to one side and hands over Charlie and Len’s ID tags. He is grateful to her and walks off for a 
moment alone. He clasps the tags tight in his hands and whispers a silent prayer that his two 
fallen colleagues will always be with him. He hopes they will find peace. 
 
As Alyssa, Yoko, David and Jim are evacuated from the area and back to the R.P.D., they 
reflect upon the battle they have just fought. 
 
"I also had a bad feeling, but how could things get worse? Starring at my beat up shoes, I 
thought about it for a while, but the answer alludes me." 
-REOUT: Jim Hellfire Epilogue 
 
"Oh joy, so I escaped from the fire, doesn't change anything. I'm still in the city of wriggling 
dead bodies. Forced to listen to their moans, when is this stupid game going to end?" 
-REOUT: David Hellfire Epilogue 
 
"I clear the smoke from my entire body, but the stench of death still remains. Two things are 
for certain, I'm alive by some miracle and the next hell is waiting around the corner." 
-REOUT: Alyssa Hellfire Epilogue 
 
"I'd rather not see tomorrow anymore, I was really thinking like that until a few minutes ago, 
this nightmare is too much for me. But I’m alive now and somehow that comforts me, I'll cling 
to this for now." 
-REOUT: Yoko Hellfire Epilogue 
 
The Police begin to cordon off the immediate area around the Apple Inn as the Fire 
Department try to bring the fire consuming the hotel under control. 
 
Meanwhile, further into the city, Dorian's van doesn't make it back to the R.P.D. and is soon 
forced to a complete halt by yet another barricade blocking the road. He stops and turns to 
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look at the anxious faces in the back, explaining that there are too many road blocks for them 
to continue. He regrets to tell them they will have to get out and continue on foot. Red and 
Blue are both furious as they all climb out. Kevin reloads his shotgun via the ammo cache in 
the back of the van and also hands out weapons  
to Mark, George and Cindy. Outside, Red is  
livid that they have been left in this situation  
and furious at how irresponsible the police are  
for daring to leave them in a place like this.  
Telling them to walk is like telling them to just  
go away and die. He refuses to move from this  
spot and waits by the van. Blue is sat on the  
floor, almost inconsolable and mumbling about  
how he is going to be for dinner and apologises  
to someone called Margaret. Mark is also  
unhappy and wonders how these people can  
call themselves police officers before asking  
what they are going to do next. Kevin answers with brutal honesty and suggests cops are not 
much help to them now. They have to protect themselves. Privately, Cindy wonders how the 
police could be so heartless and wonders if this is happening anywhere else before deciding she 
does not want to go down that particular train of thought. George searches the van for more 
ammunition and he too is wondering what will become of them all, also doubting that the 
police have a clear evacuation strategy. But strangely he is finding his confidence growing by the 
minute as their situation unfolds. He believes men are at their strongest when cornered and 
only then to they reach full potential. That’s how he feels right now. Knowledge, intelligence 
and experience are all useful without courage. 
 
Back outside, Mark and Kevin discuss their next move and the big man concedes he has no 
Intel on this part of town but believes this path will lead to the main road. Open spaces allow 
manoeuvrability and they cannot just stay in the same place otherwise the zombies will 
surround them. Kevin pipes up that in a crisis like this they should rely on their government 
institutions but surely even they will not be immune to what is happening here. He even 
wonders if the police station has come under attack just as Mark interrupts and insists they 
evacuate ASAP. Dorian indicates Red and Blue on the floor and says he cannot leave here. He 
tells the others to walk from here and asks Kevin to search for their fellow cops and save as 
many civilians as possible. He tells him to survive and figure out what has happened to 
Raccoon City. He must survive for that reason and survive no matter what. Kevin smiles grimly 
and turns to lead Mark, George and Cindy to safety. 
 
Past the barriers blocking the road ahead, groans  
can be heard in the distance and the zombies are  
heading this way. Instead, they run up the steps  
past some apartment blocks and onto the  
footbridge running alongside Raccoon Mall. A  
chandelier-like light shines down on a small  
square, illuminating two green dumpsters and  
secure metal gates blocking both back entrances  
into the mall. They run down the footbridge  
which has windows on either side looking down  
onto Main St directly below. Kevin cannot believe what he sees when he looks down. Main St 
is full of zombies. Hundreds of them, all made up of infected civilians from the football match 
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at Warren Stadium. It all began when one supporter turned into a zombie during the match 
between the Raccoon Sharks and the Old Court Thunders. The zombie bit the person next to 
him and the infection spread from there. There was no escape because they were all packed 
into the stadium and it was not long before most of the crowd became infected. As part of 
Operation Mop-Up, the police have been blocking off side streets and barricading roads to 
ensure this large zombie crowd has nowhere to go but towards Main St. As they are being 
herded towards this point, three R.P.D. officers called Eric, Harry and Elliot are in charge of 
lacing the entire street with plastic explosives. 
 
On Main St., the zombies press against the  
metal barriers that have been hastily erected to  
block their progress. In front of the barrier,  
Eric works at connecting the explosives to the  
detonator ready to blow the street up. He is  
flanked on his right by Elliot and on his left by  
Harry, both of whom are shooting at the  
zombies. Hurriedly, Eric tries to quicken his  
work, smelling the zombies baying for his  
blood only a few feet away. Elliott takes out a  
few of the undead with headshots but there are  
far too many to contain. He shouts to Eric what is taking so long and for him to hurry up. Eric 
shouts back that he is trying and is almost done. Of the three, Harry is the most nervous and is 
totally overwhelmed by this experience. Suddenly the combined weight of the zombie-mass 
pushing against the barriers cause them to over balance and tip over, spilling the virus carriers 
at the front to the floor and causing the ones behind to trip over their fallen comerades. Eric 
yells that the explosives are all wired up and ready to go, just as Elliot shouts out a warning but 
is too late as a zombie tumbles down on top of Eric, quickly followed by several more. Elliot 
tries to help but he too is soon overwhelmed and taken down to the floor. Harry is frozen in 
fear and watches his two colleagues screaming and being eaten alive. He backs away trying to 
aim at everything at once, wondering what he can do. 
 
Having witnessed all this from the bridge, Mark and Kevin know they have to try and help. But 
the scene is too much for Cindy and she decides to retreat back to the police van and wait with 
Dorian. George agrees to accompany her whilst Kevin and Mark go to assist Harry. 
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Running down to the other side of the footbridge, Mark and Kevin reach the main entrance to 
the Raccoon Mall where the shutters are down and the heavy gates locked. Some stone steps 
lead down towards Main St where halfway down, a light illuminates a plaque set into the brick 
wall holding a construction memorial plate for the pedestrian bridge. They run down the next 
set of steps and soon arrive at the bottom. The zombies are everywhere and Mark wonders if 
the whole city is like this as Kevin jokes they might just all leave if he asks nicely. He runs over 
to Harry who has retreated as far back as he can. The older cop recognises Kevin and 
stammers that he has shown up just in time. He asks for his help in activating the detonator 
which is still on the floor next to Eric’s body. Harry offers him his gun and will stay and secure 
this spot.  
 
Quickly, Mark and Kevin take off towards the zombie horde, unleashing with their weapons. 
Mark runs for the body of Harry which has been left discarded on the right side of the street 
near a lamppost and recovers the plunger for the detonator. Kevin fends off three of the 
undead with his shotgun before finding the detonator unit on the floor. He connects it to the 
wires leading to the terminal by Eric's body and takes the plunger off Mark. He attaches the 
plunger to the detonator and presses it. Immediately, all of Main St is lit up by a series of 
spectacular explosions as the zombies from the football crowd are wiped out and buried under 
large chunks of flaming rubble and concrete. It takes several minutes for the scene to play out 
and eventually calm down until once again the street is quiet, the moans of the zombies 
replaced by the flickering embers of a thousand small fires as great plumes of dust and black 
smoke filter up into the air. Kevin feels the adrenaline surging through his body and admits that 
was a rush. Mark again responds by saying he is too old for this. Together, they and Harry wait 
for reinforcements to arrive. 
 
Before long, the R.P.D. arrive to clean-up  
and secure the area. Numerous uniformed  
officers and vans go about the business of  
trying to gather evidence and restore  
normality. One of officers is identified as  
Aaron who hurries around to rely orders  
from supervision. Fire trucks and  
ambulances are on scene and for now the  
area is secured. But reports are still  
coming in from across the city regarding  
zombies, rioting and fires spreading across  
town. Kevin, Cindy, Mark and George are taken back to the R.P.D. by Dorian, each reflecting 
on events of the last few hours. 
 
"Everything started to go wrong from then, no... Maybe we just didn't realize things have been 
going wrong for a long time. Dead people wandering the city in search of the living. Heh, when 
that becomes normal I know it is time just to give up." 
-REOUT: Outbreak Kevin Epilogue 
 
"This was just a horrible situation from the start. But the battlefield is always there to deal with. 
And you must always fight to win, that was all I could of at that time." 
-REOUT: Outbreak Mark Epilogue 
 
"Looking back, it was just the beginning of the nightmare. Seeing a city filled with corpses and 
surrounded by flames, I couldn't help but wonder how long it would last." 
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-REOUT; Outbreak George Epilogue 
 
"Who could have ever have imagined a day like this would come, with all of the tragedy’s 
surrounding us I felt insignificant. But it’s different now, I believe that I will survive anything, 
I'm scared but I have to keep going." 
-REOUT: Outbreak Cindy Epilogue 
 
Throughout the rest of the evening, the R.P.D. is swamped with reports of rioting, looting and 
incidents regarding cannibalism. Police and Fire rescue teams work throughout the night to 
cordon off areas and evacuate civilians from the worst-affected areas. The National Guard and 
Armed forces will not be here until the morning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meanwhile both Umbrella and the U.S. Government watch events unfold from afar. The 
alliance between them is now well and truly over and one of them will ultimately have to take 
responsibility for this biohazard incident that will only worsen in the days to come. Each side 
will try to blame the other and it is now a race against time to see who will get their hands on 
the G-Virus first. 
 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 24TH 1998 
PRE-DAWN: 
In the early hours of the morning, looters take  
advantage of the chaos enveloping the city by  
damaging the jewel-encrusted clock at the main gate of  
Lonsdale Yard near City Hall. Two of the twelve gems  
installed on the clock face are stolen.  
 
MORNING: 
The Army and National Guard arrive at Raccoon City  
and begin to set up blockades around major access  
routes into the city. As far as the general public is concerned, the cover story about radioactive 
waste contaminating the town over the last 24 hours is still in place and holding. The national 
media have reported the story. 
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"Yesterday just before dawn, the Pentagon announced radioactive waste has been leaked 
throughout Raccoon City, in accordance with the U.S. safety regulations, the city has been 
placed under quarantine and the army has been sent in, to investigate and control the 
situation." 
-REOUT: Outbreak Epilogue News Report 
 
However, it takes some time for U.S.  
troops to surround Raccoon City, mainly  
because of the delayed decision from  
Congress. Raccoon City is to be  
blockaded by the President's executive  
order, but because of the delay in the  
army's arrival, many civilians are able to  
flee the city. Luckily a majority are  
caught in the security network of the  
Army and National Guard and those  
detained for examination receive  
quarantine treatment depending on the  
level of symptoms they show. Army officials report it will take most of the day before the city is 
fully contained. 
 
10AM 
The first rescue evacuation helicopter arrives at the front gate of Raccoon Zoo to evacuate 
waiting civilians.  
 
Chief Irons succeeds in his plan to spread confusion and disarray amongst the police. All 
escape routes have been cut off and he ensures that no help will arrive from the outside. He 
knows only too well that last night's incidents were only a taster of things to come and soon the 
city will be overwhelmed by zombies. He also knows that surviving officers are mounting a plan 
of escape downstairs so he plans to hunt them down and eliminate them himself.  
 
"I was successful in spreading confusion among the police as planned. I’ve made sure that no 
one from the outside will come to help. With the delays in police actions, no one will have a 
chance to escape my city alive. I’ve seen to it personally that all escape routes from inside the 
precinct have been cut off as well. On the floor below, those that survive are working a 
desperate plan of escape, but no one will get out of here.”  
-BIO2: Chief's Diary; 24/09/98 
 
Officer Marvin Brannagh files a report that about the theft and damage done to the jewel 
decorated clock at the main gate leading to the rear of City Hall and Lonsdale Yard. But 
because all the R.P.D. officers are currently engaged with the unfolding city crisis, this theft 
investigation has to be temporarily suspended due to a lack of available resources.  
 
“There are reports of a theft in the municipal building before dawn. A jewel-decorated clock at 
the main gate was damaged. Two of twelve gems that are installed on the face of the clock are 
missing. Due to the lack of available officers at this time, I have no choice but to suspend the 
research of this case. 
Signed, 
Marvin Brannagh." 
-RE3: Marvin's Report; 24/09/98 
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Despite the loss of Deputy Chief Raymond Douglas the previous evening and Chief Irons still 
missing, supervisory officers get together in the briefing room on the first floor of the R.P.D. to 
devise an escape plan, but their efforts have been unknowingly hampered sufficiently by Irons 
to cause a substantial delay in their actions and response times. Nevertheless, in order to 
reassure the public and show a visible presence on the streets, almost every available officer is 
sent out on patrol, leaving the station virtually empty save for support staff. Extra police dogs 
are also deployed to ensure order is kept on the streets. 
 
3PM 
The evac helicopter arrives back at Raccoon Zoo to pick up the next batch of civilians. 
 
After going against her mother's wishes and spending the night at home waiting for her dad, 
Sherry Birkin finally arrives at the police station. She is upset her dad did not come home last 
night and is worried about him. But now she is even more confused as the station seems to be 
deserted and no one is manning the front desk. Afraid, she moves behind reception and uses 
the telephone to call her mom at the Chemical Plant. Suddenly, she can hear a roar of a 
monster in the background and Annette realises this must be William. At this early stage after 
injection, he should still retain some of his human memories and will be actively looking for 
Sherry or herself to impregnate with a G embryo. She figures William must have known she 
would send Sherry to the R.P.D. and he has gone there to look for her. Annette tells her to go 
up to the second floor and hide. Eventually, she herself will find a way to get to the police 
station and rescue her daughter. 
 
"Sherry - Please... Pick up the phone...! Mom!? 
Annette - Sherry, I'm sorry. I'm running a little late. 
Sherry - There's no one at the police station! Where is everyone? What is going on!? 
Annette - Are you OK? You're not hurt, are you? 
Sherry - On the way here, it was really strange! Everything was a mess, but there were no 
people around. Where is everyone? What's going on, mommy!? 
Annette - Sherry, just calm down and listen to me, OK? Something terrible is happening. The 
reason the city is like this has to do with mommy's job. But it wasn't my fault. It wasn't anyone's 
fault. There was an accident... yes, a really big accident. But don't be scared honey, if you stay 
in the Police  
Station, you'll be safe. Mommy's going to keep you safe. That, I promise you. 
Sherry - ... Where's Daddy? Is he with you at the lab? Is he OK? He hasn't called and he didn't 
come home last night either. Are you there? 
Annette - ... I'm sure Daddy is already in a safe place. We'll be able to meet him when 
everything calms down. 
Sherry - You promise? 
Annette - I promise. Just trust me, sweetie. 
Sherry - OK, I trust you... I just wanted to hear his... 
[Some kind of growl is heard] 
Sherry - M-Mommy? 
Annette - What's wrong?? 
Sherry - I heard something... A strange sound, like... a monster growling...! 
Annette - Oh my god, already? ... Sherry, where are you exactly!?  
Sherry - What do you mean? 
Annette - Which phone are you calling from!? 
Sherry - Uh... Umm, it looks like the front desk... There's a big statue of a woman. 
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Annette - Listen to me. Go up to the second floor and find a place to hide, there should be a 
room with heavy doors. Get inside that room, hide and then stay very quiet. 
Sherry - OK... What about you mommy? 
Annette - I'm going there too. Do not get near anyone until I get there. Even if someone comes 
in that room, just keep hiding and stay very quiet. Don't talk to anyone, OK? 
Sherry - Mom.... Hurry. 
Annette - I will honey, I promise. I love you." 
-REDC: Phone call from Sherry to Annette 3; undated. 
 
As the day wears on, the virus continues to spread throughout Raccoon City like a tidal wave. 
One of the worst places affected is Raccoon Zoo and many of their plants and animals have 
succumbed to the virus over the last few days, creating a unique collection of secondary 
infectants. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: HYENA 
The Hyenas were pack animals kept as an attraction at  
Raccoon Zoo and during the outbreak in September 1998  
they became secondarily exposed to the t-Virus. Although  
no noticeable changes in size were observed, they became  
extremely aggressive and very excitable. Much like a zombie  
dog or Cerberus, the virus necrotised the brain to the extent  
that it no longer had any sense of fear and its tolerance  
reaction to pain was heightened. They were fast and agile  
creatures and liked to hunt in packs of two, pursuing a  
potential food source relentlessly due to the extreme feeling  
of hunger brought on by the virus. There were minimal physical changes in the infected creatures with only 
small amounts of skin and tissue degradation present, which was unusual for a mammal. No enhancement of 
muscle tissue was observed and therefore the Hyena’s retained their naturally frail form, meaning they were 
easy to take down with even small-arms fire. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: HORNBILL 
Hornbills were attractions at Raccoon Zoo that became secondarily infected by  
the t-Virus during the citywide disaster of 1998. The virus had almost no  
physical effects on the Hornbill whatsoever with no size increases observed.  
Like crows, their thick feathers also concealed any tissue necrosis on its body.  
As with most creatures the Hornbill became much more aggressive and  
distressed. Interestingly, for an omnivorous creature, the t-Virus caused them  
to become carnivorous and they feasted on the meat scraps of dead animals  
and humans. The Hornbill was very territorial and retained this characteristic  
in its infected state, choosing not to venture far from its enclosure. They  
hunted in flocks and preferred to wear their targets down over time,  
remaining high in the sky out of harm’s way before swooping down on its prey  
from above at regular intervals. They had a wingspan of roughly five feet and  
their long bills could cause quite a bit of damage. They often circled and  
swooped, making them a difficult target to hit in the air. But like most birds, their bodies were weak and fragile 
and this proved to be their biggest weakness. 
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SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: GNAW 
Gnaw was the name of a secondarily infected crocodile that lurked in the  
swamp enclosure of Raccoon Zoo. Unlike the alligator infected in the sewers,  
this crocodile did not suffer a dramatic increase in size, citing a clear  
distinction of how the t-Virus affects different species in different ways,  
despite them both being from the reptile family. However, it still grew to a  
size much bigger than a regular crocodile and experienced heightened  
aggression and hunger. Its hunting behaviour remained unchanged and it  
preferred to lurk under the surface of the water until its prey was nearby  
before leaping out at lightning quick speed. The scales of its reptilian skin  
proved to be a useful natural armour and the animal suffered only minor  
skin degradation. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: RAFFLESIA 
The Rafflesia was rare endoparasite plant with no stems, leaves or roots  
that was native to the rainforests of Indonesia. It bloomed over the  
course of a week and had the distinction of producing the largest  
individual flower on earth. Interestingly enough, the flower emanated  
an extremely unpleasant aroma and was named ‘corpse flower’ by local  
tribesman. In September 1998 one subject was imported to Raccoon  
City Zoo’s terrarium dome where it flowered during the t-Virus  
outbreak.  When fully bloomed the flower had five large petals around  
a central bulb and had the appearance of rotting flesh. The smell it gave  
off attracted flies to the plant which in turn caused them to become  
infected and grow to a larger size. These flies would turn poisonous and  
swarm and protect the Rafflesia. If the plant was ever destroyed, the flies would go berserk and cover the whole 
terrarium dome. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: LIONESS 
In September 1998, Raccoon Zoo had imported three lionesses  
from other facilities as part of a breeding program for  
Raccoon’s resident male, Max. These females were named  
Silfy, Angela and Jennifer and were due to stay at the zoo until  
the end of October, but became infected by the t-Virus during  
the biohazard outbreak. The effects of the virus were minimal,  
with only minor size increases and changes in muscular  
power observed. Tissue necrosis occurred in patches across  
their bodies and faces, giving them a disfigured and  
threatening appearance. The virus primarily affected their  
feral instinct, causing them to become much more aggressive and to attack on sight. They also showed evidence 
of heightened senses and their hunting ability, particularly in pairs, was much improved. Because they were all 
secondary infectants, any change in intelligence levels was not recorded, but the male lion, nicknamed ‘Stalker’ 
once infected, prowled the zoo for food and when under attack, the infected lionesses would rally round to 
protect him. 
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SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: TITAN 
Titan was the nickname given to the Raccoon Zoo’s start attraction, Oscar  
the elephant, following his infection by the t-Virus. After showing the  
initial signs of infection, Oscar became more excitable and frenzied  
during feeding time, so much so he broke part of his enclosure with his  
brute strength. Over time, his skin began to decay rapidly and his tusks  
developed curious spiked protrusions. His eyesight also degenerated  
somewhat leaving him relying on his hearing for hunting. Elephants are  
herbivores but the t-Virus caused Oscar to become carnivorous as he was  
documented trying to bite humans several times when he attacked them.  
He also used his naturally large frame to charge at his opponents and use  
his strong legs to stomp on them. He also used his trunk to smash through  
windows and drag people out of buildings. The virus caused Oscar to  
become extremely ferocious and he would charge at any moving targets, though his movements were restricted 
somewhat due to his bulk. Despite these changes, there was evidence to suggest Oscar retained much of his 
intelligence as he still recognised his home at the Elephant Stage and reacted positively to the parade song that 
was used in his act every Christmas for the last 15 years. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: STALKER 
Stalker was the nickname given to Max, Raccoon Zoo’s only male Lion  
following his infection by the t-Virus. The effects of the virus were  
much the same as the Lionesses with minimal changes physically 
other than atypical patches of skin degradation. Thanks to reduced  
levels of testosterone when compared to an adult human male, the lion  
reacted less favourably to the secretion of growth hormones and only  
gained minimal size and muscular advantages. The virus eroded its  
skin and caused patches of necrosis to appear across its body,  
eventually spreading to its face and leaving Stalker blinded in one eye  
with a disfigured appearance. In contrast, Titan’s stamina levels were  
heightened and it was able to jump great distances. It also gained a  
highly evolved predatory instinct, far surpassing its original hunting behaviour and its sensory perception to 
the surrounding environment became greatly evolved. Titan attacked using its claws to drag its prey to the 
floor before clamping its powerful jaws over the target and leaving no chance of survival. It was also capable of 
calling the other lionesses’ to its cause. 
 
6PM 
Another helicopter arrives at Raccoon Zoo to evacuate the 40 waiting civilians from the city. 
But this time an infected person is on board and not long after take-off, this person becomes a 
zombie and begins attacking the other passengers. This causes the helicopter to crash not far 
from the zoo and burst into flames. All 40 passengers and the pilot are killed. 
 
Having left the sanctuary of the R.P.D. earlier in the day, Cindy Lennox, George Hamilton, 
Yoko Suzuki and Alyssa Ashcroft head towards Raccoon Zoo after hearing from police officers 
that evacuation helicopters are escorting civilians from the tram station at the zoo's rear gate. 
They are unaware the rescue helicopter has just crashed and will not be coming back at the 
next scheduled evac time of 10pm. 
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Throughout the day, many animals have escaped from their various enclosures in Raccoon 
Zoo. Almost all the zoo's employees have either fled or been killed and only four surviving staff 
members are left alive on site. Patrick Reyes currently lies injured in the booth above the 
elephant stage, Lloyd Stewart and an unnamed colleague are holed up in the main office trying 
to restore electrical power, and Austin Taylor is keeping guard in the Observation Deck with 
his hunting rifle. They are all stranded and out of communication with each other. 
 
As night falls the streets around the zoo are quiet. A half-eaten zebra lays in the undergrowth. 
There is extensive damage to the perimeter of the zoo where something powerful has burst out. 
Corpses of animals including wolves, goats and gorillas line the bloody streets. A few zombies 
amble around the carnage but there are no signs of life and several small fires litter the area. 
Close to a crashed car a group of zombies hungrily tear away at the flesh of a dead rhinoceros 
when a large shadow looms up behind them. A few of the zombies turn round only to be 
charged at and battered into the night sky by the huge infected elephant that was Oscar but is 
now known by surviving zoo staff as 'Titan'. 
 
9PM 
The army finish blockading and quarantining Raccoon City. There is now no way out of 
Raccoon City. This will hopefully halt the spread of infection from reaching the city limits. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK FILE 2 – WILD THINGS begin. 
 
APPROX 9:10PM 
Cindy Lennox and their party find themselves  
on the street at the zoo's rear gate. The street  
is deserted, the air is warm, and the night  
almost soothing. Golden light from the street  
lamps reflects up from the road surface and  
there is no evidence of the chaos that  
currently engulfs the city. Cindy walks up to a  
wooden bulletin board outside the main  
entrance to the Elephant Restaurant.  
Displayed is a map of Raccoon Zoo and an  
Evacuation Order from the R.P.D. Any  
civilians reading this are instructed to come to  
the tram station near the zoo’s front gate  
where evacuation helicopters will arrive every  
few hours. The next one is due at 10pm so  
they had better hurry. Wrecked cars block the path to the right so they have no choice but to 
head towards the zoo anyway. A lone zombie comes at them but as the street is so wide they 
can easily dodge round it. They pass several houses on the right next to the restaurant and see a 
truck has jack-knifed and been abandoned, blocking the only other way off the street past the 
zoo. Soon they reach the rear entrance and Cindy suggests the zoo is probably safer than 
staying out here. George admires the design of the gate, calling it ‘magnificent,’ but to their 
dismay it is locked with a heavy chain and padlock. 
 
Running back down the street they find a door leading to a rear alleyway behind the Elephant 
Restaurant. The body of a cop lays slumped against the wall here and suddenly reanimates 
when they get too close. The door is locked with a fragile lock and so with two zombies now on 
their tail, they retreat back and into the restaurant itself to hide. Yoko calls out to anyone hiding 
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inside but gets no response, so the four of them move inside and close the door on the 
zombies outside. The interior of the restaurant is nicely decorated with stone flags on the floor 
and brick walls and pillars. The tables and chairs are all of Asian design and there is also a big 
bar and counter connected to the kitchen in the back. To the right of the bar are four stone 
alcoves with the two right-sided ones leading to the male and female bathrooms. Each one has 
an old western-style saloon door on the front. Several stools are stacked on top of the bar and 
at the front all the blinds are closed, obscuring the view of the street outside. Cindy has fond 
memories of this place. It’s been around a while and she’s eaten lunch here before. Alyssa is 
less impressed but has heard they do great steaks.  
 
They move through to explore the back room  
with a reception desk and the rear entrance. A  
cash register is on the desk as well as a  
notebook belonging to Joseph Murrows, the  
gatekeeper of the zoo. George has a flick  
through it and discovers that the code for the  
zoo's front gate is actually on the back of the  
padlock itself! As he reads the journal, Alyssa  
tries the door to the kitchen only to find it  
locked and so sets to work with her lock  
picks. As she works, she remembers she has  
eaten here once and was here on a story. It  
wasn’t all that great but better than it is now  
though. Within minutes the door opens and  
she and Cindy conduct a search of the kitchen. A large clock above the door reads 9:13PM 
meaning they have just under fifty minutes to get through the zoo to the rescue helicopter at the 
terminal. The kitchen is immaculately tidy save for the fact that there are roaches in the sink 
and the water has been cut off. There is a large oven and fridge freezer as well as an assortment 
of cupboards holding various utensils. Cindy walks down the inside of the bar and finds a pair 
of bolt cutters. She also finds a recipe pinned to the counter. 
 
"Heal your tired body and soul with this soothing, natural herb pie recipe! Are you forgetting to 
add herb essence to your family's pies? Balanced nutrition and a clean bill of health are yours 
with these easy to make pies! Ingredients (two servings): 
Flour: 8 oz.  
Sugar: 6 oz.  
Wheat Flour: 8 oz.  
Milk: 2 1/2 cups  
Butter: 2 oz.  
Fresh Cream: 1 1/4 cups  
Salt: 1 tsp.  
8 Egg Yolks  
v Powdered Gelatine: 1/2 oz.  
Water: 1/2 cup  
Corn Starch: 2 oz.  
Green Herb Powder: 1 oz.  
Red Herb Powder: 1 oz." 
-REOUT2: Herb Pie Recipe; undated. 
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The restaurant seems to be free of any dangers so they perch at the bar and take a moment to 
discuss their dilemma before making the treacherous journey through the zoo. Alyssa can feel a 
story coming on with what is happening in the city and Cindy still cannot believe dead bodies 
are walking around. George believes there is no safe haven and that although the police are 
active, they have a lot on their hands and it seems impossible to get any of this under control. 
Yoko replies that even if they did find the cause of what is happening to Raccoon City, what 
could they possibly do about it? As the moans of the zombies outside grow louder, it’s time to 
move out. Another door in the kitchen leads back out into the main restaurant but it is also 
locked with a flimsy lock. Yoko stands by the front door and is alarmed when a zombie from 
the other side begins banging on the other side to try and get in. The foursome decide to 
escape via the back door next to the reception desk. George tries the rear door but it is locked 
so again Alyssa solves the problem with her lock picks. 
 
They are now in a back alley near to the car park. A side gate is further down on the right but is 
closed tightly. A specials board is next to the back door of the restaurant and a dumpster full of 
garbage is on the opposite wall. Further down on the left are some black bin bags full of trash 
including zoo pamphlets advertising the  
Rafflesia that has just bloomed this week.  
Suddenly the silence is broken by a high- 
pitched female scream from somewhere on  
the car park above. But before they can  
investigate, a zombie comes striding up the  
alleyway out of the darkness to attack them.  
Yoko clobbers it with a scrubbing brush she  
found in the restaurant earlier and they find  
the gate to the car park is locked up.  
Instead they move further down the alley  
past some nicely trimmed bushes growing  
on top of a wall and reach the door taking  
them back onto the main street. The door  
is locked until Alyssa works her magic once again. The wind seems to have picked up as they 
run back down the street towards the zoo's rear gate. Cindy prepares the bolt cutters but 
George smiles and turns the padlock over to reveal the code Joseph Murrows wrote on the 
back. Soon the lock is open and they get the gates open. Time is of the essence now if they are 
to rendezvous with the rescue team. George preys there are no zombies inside and Cindy 
remarks that the next time she comes here will be a nice Sunday afternoon. Yoko just hopes 
they can get through this. She alone knows the dangers of the t-Virus and its high infection rate. 
 
Alyssa leads them inside. She has a personal reason for wanting to visit the zoo after recently 
exposing the former chairman of the board of directors Elliot Martin for being caught up in a 
bootlegging scandal involving the illegal acquisition of rare orchid specimens. Once through the 
gate the foursome find themselves on the main South Concourse. All seems quiet and a large 
map of the whole zoo is on the left hand side with a concessions trolley directly ahead and 
paths to the North and East Concourses. As they go over to examine the map, they become 
aware of a huge rumbling sound which gets louder and louder. Suddenly the concessions 
trolley is taken out by a huge boulder as Oscar, the zoo’s elephant, bashes through the zoo's 
rear gate, sending concrete and debris flying in all directions. The elephant has been infected 
by the virus and its skin has decayed. It is now known as 'Titan'. 
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George quickly grabs Cindy by the hand and they take off up the path towards the North 
Concourse. Yoko crouches down as Titan bashes the floor and swings its huge trunk around. 
Alyssa helps her to her feet and they make off towards the east exit, disbelieving that even the 
animals have gone crazy. This situation is a disaster. Yoko concentrates on running, wanting to 
put as much distance between herself and Titan as possible. As they reach the gate, she cannot 
help the thoughts swirling through her mind, wondering that if the virus even got to the 
elephant, could the whole city be ruined… Behind them, Titan bellows in a stampede trying to 
get at them but luckily all four of them escape unharmed. 
 
Cindy and George run and pass the monkey  
cage on the left but the monkeys are all  
missing. On the right is a cage for small  
carnivores but it has fallen completely silent.  
They soon come to a door leading to the  
Service Road but it is locked. Heading right,  
they manage to make it to the North  
Concourse. A big sturdy, steel cage stands to  
their left and the bars have been snapped  
and bent back as something powerful clearly  
escaped and splatters of dried blood are  
present. But before they can investigate  
further they hear Titan bellowing behind  
them and look on in horror as the zombie  
elephant climbs over the barrier to get onto  
the North Concourse. George takes Cindy's hand and shouts that it is time to flee so they try to 
move faster and Cindy wonders if Titan can smell them with its big nose. They run for the 
building in front of them but the door is locked with the symbol of an alligator. On the 
opposite side amidst a hedgerow is another door locked via a metal shutter. Moving on, they 
see a further door at the end of the concourse leading towards the Observation Deck but two 
zombified hyenas block the way. The concourse forks to the right and George stops at some 
steps leading up to the zoo's office. Yanking Cindy along with him, they climb up and sag 
through the door which is thankfully unlocked. They can hear the Hyenas scratching about 
outside and the occasional bellow of Titan not too far behind. They are safe for the moment, 
but they have lost track of Alyssa and Yoko. 
 
The office is plain in design with a wooden  
reception desk and a computer directly  
ahead next to two chairs set against the wall  
and a bookcase. To the right of the desk is a  
leather sofa and a table. A door behind the  
desk is locked from the other side. To the  
right of the sofa is a small child’s play area  
for children who have become separated  
from their parents and is full of toys and  
games. Moving through, George spots a man  
standing on the other side. He looks to be  
an employee of the zoo and is holding his  
side as if injured. They begin their way over  
to him when suddenly the window behind caves in and the long trunk of Titan crashes through, 
tearing the unfortunate employee back out through the window before he can barely register a 
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scream. George is horrified the elephant managed to destroy the wall. Carefully, they move 
through the children’s area, wary about getting too close to the windows. Ironically there is a 
painting on the wall of the same elephant next to one of the windows entitled 'Our friend, 
Oscar'. There are two doors in here. One leads to a small storage room with an overturned 
desk and a locked cupboard. The large window on the wall has already been smashed by 
Titan. A platform here is used to transport heavy materials to the lower floor but the exit is 
blocked by a metal shutter. George surmises it must be the entrance they passed by outside 
earlier. 
 
Moving back outside, the next door takes them into the Inner Office. There is another survivor 
in here who is startled to see them. His name is Lloyd Stewart and he is a zoo employee. Cindy 
asks if he is okay and he adjusts his cap and wonders if they may be his boss before apologising 
as they have startled him. Lloyd looks frightened and is surprised to see other people still alive. 
He is injured and he confirms the animals got to him. He thought he’d be safe in here but he is 
stuck and communications are cut. They begin to search the office for anything useful. There is 
a large photocopier out of toner and Cindy reads a memo on the desk about various repair 
notifications and that a circuit breaker to reroute the power is somewhere in the office. There 
is a rack with old newspapers and round the other side of the immaculately tidy desk is an 
electrical panel for tests but requires a passcode to operate. If they can somehow find the code, 
they could restore power to all sections of the zoo.  
 
A door to the side leads into a plush office that is  
nicely decorated compared to the rest of the  
building. An ornate desk is at the back of the  
room with a bronze statue of Mr Raccoon; the  
zoo's mascot. There is a slot for inserting medals  
and the dial reads '2'. There is a medal on the  
desk so Cindy slots it in and the readout turns to  
'1'. Seems they need to find one more. George is  
intrigued by two paintings set on opposite walls  
of the room, one is bright blue of deer grazing  
and the other bright red of lions basking. A bust  
of a man sits on a plinth next to the blue picture.  
Moving back into the inner office, the only other  
door unlocks back into the reception desk near the children's play area. It seems George, 
Cindy and Lloyd are stuck in here whilst they consider their next move. 
 
Meanwhile, Yoko and Alyssa have escaped from Titan and reached the East Concourse. 
Luckily for them, Titan had chased George and Cindy so they are not pursued. They are now 
in area containing the sections for plant-eating animals with a few concession stands and 
benches to sit on. A door connects the East Concourse to the North but is currently locked. 
Ahead is the main entrance to the Elephant Stage over a bridge on top of a river. The door is 
unlocked and they go through. A path to the left leads towards the Terrarium Dome but again 
the door is locked. The path to the right is a dead end and so they have no choice but to enter 
the Elephant Stage. They take a moment to catch their breath. Inside is a wonderful arena with 
bright spotlights illuminating the blue floor where Oscar entertained hundreds of people sat in 
these stands during his heyday. Alyssa remarks this place gives her the creeps but the elephant 
act does seem like fun. She has never seen Oscar’s show before. 
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The only other exit is a ladder going up to the technical booth above the stage. There is 
another zoo employee up here named Patrick Reyes and he is injured. Patrick is mortally 
wounded and he is impressed there are still other survivors in the zoo. He says he doesn’t have 
much time left and thanks them for talking with him. His face grows sad and clearly it is too 
much effort for him to talk. On the control panel for the stage is a diary from the elephant 
keeper where he talks of Oscar's recent erratic behaviour and how he came across an old BGM 
tape of the zoo's parade theme. It must have been written only days ago. Suddenly there is a 
huge bellow and they look out of the booth window to see Titan entering the stage looking for 
prey. Alyssa notices the huge doors and wonders if they could somehow trap the elephant in 
here, perhaps using the zoo's parade theme as bait. But unfortunately, the power is down at the 
moment. There is some dubbing equipment on the desk opposite but they need to find that 
tape first. For now there is an exit on the other side of the room amidst some scattered boxes. 
 
The door takes them into a connecting passage  
leading down towards the Terrarium Dome.  
There is an infected Hornbill patrolling this  
corridor and Alyssa has to use her stun gun to  
ward it off long enough for them to get through  
the nearest door into a supply room. It is  
cramped and full of junk inside. Workers  
uniforms are hung up next to a metal shelving  
unit full of files and paperwork. There is a  
discarded stuffed animal that smells mouldy  
and some inflatable multi-coloured balls but  
nothing useful. They do find a parade BGM  
tape on the shelf which Yoko pockets, but with  
the power down it is no use at the moment.  
They step back out into the corridor and quickly run down the steps before the Hornbill can 
get at them. At the bottom of the steps they turn to their right and Yoko leads the way into the 
Terrarium Dome. The dome was to be the zoo's premier new attraction until the recent 
bootlegging scandal and there were fears amongst the staff that it would be closed down, 
something now irrelevant thanks to the blossoming biological outbreak that is consuming 
Raccoon City. 
 
The air is hot and humid inside the dome and  
they can hear hundreds of flies swarming  
about close by. Stairs lead up to the next level  
but they decide to get out of here as quickly as  
they can. Turning right, they take the bottom  
route and run into a huge Rafflesia infected by  
the t-Virus. Moving on, they pass  
advertisements for a botanical boat tour as  
well as three plant and animal panels that look  
connected. Soon they reach the back of the  
dome with a signpost next to the stairs. It  
reads; 'Up: Secret Forest Tour. Down:  
Scientific Explorer Tour'. Quickly, they head  
out of the rear door and onto the Lakeside Area, emerging onto a large wooden enclosure with 
a swamp full of muddy-brown water. Nearby is a half-rotted totem pole with a Mr. Raccoon 
medal on the floor. Alyssa picks it up puts in her pocket, dismayed to find the bridge crossing 
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the swamp has collapsed. This enclosure is home to a crocodile named ‘Gnaw’ that has 
recently become infected with the t-Virus. Although it has not grown too much in size, its 
increased ferociousness has resulted in it  
being able to tear down the wooden bridge  
and observation point running overhead.  
There are also a couple of hornbills flying  
around and they realise they have no choice  
but to swim across. Slowly they wade into  
the dark, dirty and extremely cold water.  
They try to be quiet, but Yoko can feel the  
nervousness growing as she realises that  
Gnaw could be anywhere, even directly  
below. The sight of the half-submerged  
broken observation port bobbing up and  
down in the water does not help either. She  
frantically picks up the pace, prompting  
Alyssa to speed up behind her. Their splashes attract the Hornbills circling above and they 
swoop down to try and get at them. Alyssa gags as the dirty water seeps into her mouth and she 
suddenly spots a pair of eyes just above the water to their right. Frantically, the two women 
swim as fast as they can until they are able to put their feet down and slosh up the muddy slope 
on the other side. They are barely out of the water when the huge form of Gnaw powers out of 
the murky depths to snap at them, its giant jaws missing Alyssa's neck by inches. As the large 
crocodile tries to haul itself out of the depths, Yoko grabs Alyssa and leads them through the 
door next to another old totem pole. 
 
They are now on the path in front of the Observation Deck. There are plenty of trees, grass 
and bushes here and the scene is akin to something from a rainforest. A wooden signpost is 
next to the trail with a bloodied shirt  
hanging from it, its owner the victim of a  
powerful animal attack. Suddenly, out of  
the undergrowth and completely without  
warning, an infected Lioness jumps out at  
them, just missing Yoko and crashing into  
the bushes on the other side. Quickly,  
they run up the wooden steps towards the  
Observation Deck, only just managing to  
get inside and slam the door shut before  
the Lioness catches them. Alyssa shouts  
at the animal to go to hell and Yoko  
wonders if all the animals are dead and  
like the human zombies. There is another  
surviving employee in here called Austin Taylor, who is a hunter. They go over to him and he 
says things have gotten crazy outside. They ask if he is the only survivor up here and he 
confirms it is just him. Yoko asks why all the animals are crazy and Austin says he would also 
like to know as well. He is surprised they have made it this far and introduces himself. His 
buddy is out there somewhere and he has lost contact with him. If they run into anyone, he 
asks they tell them he is still alive up here. Alyssa asks what he plans to do and he says he will 
just stick around here. There’s no point moving when this place is safe. Yoko looks out of the 
window and spots the tram station in the distance. Alyssa searches around and finds a hunting 
rifle in a locker at the back. There is also a calendar on the wall from 1997 and on the desk 
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they find a key with an alligator emblem inscribed. Bidding Austin farewell, they head back 
outside and back down the steps of the beautifully constructed wooden building. There is no 
sign of the Lioness so they run down the jungle path until they come to a locked door requiring 
the Alligator Key. Moving through, they find themselves on the North Concourse where they 
avoid the two patrolling hyenas and run round the corner into the office. 
 
George and Cindy are in here and are relieved to see them safe and well. They are with Lloyd 
Stewart so Alyssa goes to inform him about Austin. He is happy Austin is still alive and thanks 
them for the message. He will go and see him and hands over a first aid spray as a token of his 
gratitude. As Lloyd prepares to leave, George and the others know they have to get the power 
online but they still need to find the code. They decide to split up once again only this time 
George will take Alyssa and Yoko will go with Cindy. Before they leave, Alyssa checks the back 
storeroom where she finds a crumpled up memo addressed to her from an old contact at the 
zoo that helped her break the bootlegging story.  
 
"Miss Ashcroft: 
There's something I need to tell you concerning my recent contact with you. 
MONKEY, BIRD, CAT... in that order 
At the bestiary in the zoo (where the Giraffes, Baboons, and Orang-utans are) there will be a 
new jungle exhibit built called the Terrarium Dome. It will contain over 750 species of rare 
plants. 
MO 
E ARD 
T A B 
A 
I Y K" 
-REOUT2; Memo to Alyssa; undated. 
 
She also uses her Mr. Raccoon medal in the director's room, causing two strange spotlights to 
appear either side of the desk. George stands on one and Alyssa on the other, making the red 
painting on the right side slide up to reveal the Lion Key in a hidden compartment. Before 
they leave George notices that the Mr. Raccoon statue has reset itself and now requires six 
more medals, presumably to unlock the secret behind the blue painting. He doesn't fancy 
searching out another six medals amidst this chaos, besides they simply don’t have the time. 
 
Using the map they head from the North  
Concourse to the South and use the Lion  
key to gain access to the service road. There  
is a bridge going over a river directly ahead  
but a truck has been knocked over and  
completely blocks the path. It has tipped its  
load and bales of hay and straw litter the  
road. A gate to the right marked staff only  
has been opened. Suddenly, another lioness  
jumps out of the dense foliage so Alyssa  
and George dive through the gate. Here  
they pass another statue of Mr. Raccoon  
amidst the neatly trimmed bushes. Wooden  
posts with lights illuminate the path ahead  
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of them. The building in front is the Show Animals Boarding House but the door is locked 
from the other side. There is also zoo van parked here and as George goes over to check for 
keys the back doors burst open and another lioness jumps out! They hide at the side of 
the stone steps as it begins to hunt their scent. Quickly and silently, they move along the path 
and climb down a service ladder into the waterway below. The water is cold and comes up to 
their knees but at least they know the two lionesses above won't fancy getting wet. Luckily there 
are some crates stacked up against the wall here allowing Cindy and George to climb up and 
reach a small ventilation shaft leading inside the boarding house building. 
 
This place is dark and extremely smelly.  
Animal cages are everywhere, littered with  
straw and faeces. Some of the bars have been  
bent back and they soon realise they are not  
alone in here. Another lioness prowls the  
darkness. They both make sure to keep the  
stacks of cages between them and the beast as  
silently they navigate their way through the  
maze. They jump over some packing crates  
and around the back of a forklift truck before  
ascending some steps to the second floor.  
George spots a control panel for a mechanism  
to move the cages as quickly they pass  
through the door and emerge outside onto  
the animal stage. There is a large light switch  
here but the power still isn't connected. Lots of recording equipment is also present with 
machines for playing music during the shows. A ladder leads down to ground level and they 
emerge at the bottom onto a gravel floor. Thankfully there doesn’t appear to be any animals 
here and eight benches are set out for children in front of a worn stage set for the animal show. 
On the opposite side, a large set of wooden gates lead into the front street plaza. 
 
This is a huge area with many shops and cafes  
and the whole place is lit up with ornamental,  
old-fashioned street lamps. There are two  
large pools enclosed by concrete walls and the  
walkway running between them has two lion  
statues facing each other with slots for  
emblems to be inserted into them. There is  
also a gated paddock leading to the 'Zebra  
Zone' but most importantly of all, the front  
gate plaza also has the entrance leading out  
onto the street where the tram station is.  
However, the gate is securely locked and they  
will need the two Lion emblems to get out.  
Time is short and they now have only about  
twenty minutes left before the helicopter is due to arrive. Near to the front gate, George finds a 
message from management on the floor by a blood-drenched jacket containing the passcode 
for restoring the power in the office. Suddenly, Alyssa waves frantically as she spots two 
lionesses enter the plaza from the opposite end behind one of the water pools. Quickly and 
quietly, they begin to back away without drawing their attention. Playing a slow game of cat and 
mouse, George and Alyssa edge past the cafes and the shops, sticking close to the concrete 
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pillars and walls until they circle all the way back round. They are so hunkered down that they 
cannot see the lionesses and as they reach the gate leading back towards the animal show stage, 
Alyssa spots a hidden crawlspace in the foliage behind a concession stand. Pushing it to one 
side, they are both able to get down and crawl through the gap. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They emerge amidst ferns, bushes and palm trees to find themselves on the trail outside the 
Observation Tower. They can hear infected Hornbills flying around above them and the 
Lioness is also still around here somewhere. George can hear his own heart pounding. Moving 
carefully down the path, they run down the back end where the trail eventually leads to a door 
next to an old, rusted generator that no longer works. The door is locked and requires the 
Alligator Key to unlock which Alyssa is in possession of and leads back onto the North 
Concourse. The two infected Hyenas roaming this area are fortunately down the other end 
which allows them safe passage to the office. Once inside they head over to the control panel 
and George inputs the four digit code which boots up the power system for the whole zoo. 
Soon all systems are back online and the Elephant Stage is powered up, as well as several 
external lighting sources and the power systems at the animal show stage and storehouse. Now 
they are in business, but time is running short. 
 
Meanwhile, Yoko and Cindy have been exploring and encountered Titan again on the South 
Concourse. They manage to escape to the East Concourse and from there move back to the 
Elephant Stage. When they first enter the area, Cindy notices the body of a man hanging on 
top of one of the main gates to the Stage and is holding something that is impossible to reach. 
But at that moment, Titan comes crashing into the area looking for them. Frantically, they both 
dash to the back of the stage and climb the ladder up to the observation booth where Patrick 
still waits. It is now that the power is suddenly restored to the zoo and all the lights come on. 
Not believing their luck, Cindy activates the controls on the main panel at the viewing window 
and is able to close the main doors to the Elephant Stage, trapping Titan inside. The body on 
the gate also falls down to the floor on the other side of the entrance. Titan bellows in 
frustration and charges at the door relentlessly. The doors are made of wood and will not hold 
forever but it should at least buy them a few minutes. 
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Quickly they move down through the connecting corridor, past the supply room and down the 
stairs to the Terrarium Dome entrance. There is a door to their left they can unlock from this 
side leading them back to the Elephant Stage entrance so they can examine the fallen body. It 
is a man and the item he holds are some rifle rounds which Yoko immediately loads into the 
Hunting Rifle. From there, they return through the door and re-enter the Terrarium Dome.  
 
Although Yoko had passed through this area earlier, Cindy is immediately put on her guard by 
the incessant buzzing of flies and the running water from the automated waterfalls and springs. 
Yoko realises the electronic information panels in here should now be active but they will have 
to deal with the infected Rafflesia first. Cindy  
gags at the smell the putrid plant gives off and  
waits at the bottom as Yoko heads up the  
wooden stairs to the upper level. A large  
spotlight highlights the fallen leaves blocking  
the view of the shrubbery here. A control  
panel depicts three different animals; a bird,  
a swan and a penguin. She presses one of the  
buttons to light the first symbol up. A small  
walkway is positioned to her right on a  
wooden platform with an information box on  
it. Directly below is the pulsing Rafflesia with  
the swarms of flies buzzing around. She hits  
upon a brainwave and pushes the crate off the edge so that it crushes the infected plant to 
death. Pleased, she moves along the wooden walkway and avoids the vines of another infected 
plant before returning downstairs by the rear exit near a poster on the wall advertising a 
botanical tour boat. Back downstairs, Cindy finds another information panel in an enclosure of 
pretty red flowers that give off a choking stench and are probably poisonous. She activates the 
panel and turns on the second symbol. Yoko finds the last one behind the corpse of the 
Rafflesia and as she turns it on, catches some movement out of the corner of her eye. Quickly, 
she presses the button and a panel opens up on the wall revealing a Lion Emblem. They take it 
with them and move on. The rescue helicopter is due at the front gate in ten minutes. 
 
Meanwhile after restoring power, George and  
Alyssa return to the Show Animals Boarding  
House in a bid to try and reach the front gate  
once again. They manage to avoid the  
lionesses in the area and this time are able to  
enter the front door after Alyssa had  
removed the padlock from the other side  
during their previous visit. The lion is still  
prowling around inside and the whole room  
is now bathed in a green tint from a spotlight  
in the top left corner of the room. They both  
sidestep around the cages and even climb on  
top of them to avoid the lion before reaching  
the steps to the upper area. It bangs on the bars in frustration below them. Now that the power 
is on they can use the crane to lift up the metal bars blocking the route next to the ventilation 
shaft they had first entered by. Whilst Alyssa stays on the upper platform and keeps watch, 
George carefully navigates his way back round the urine-smelling storehouse to the crane and 
finds that it has lifted up the bars to reveal a Blue Lion Emblem. This is one of the things they 
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need to unlock the main gate. Quickly, he re-joins Alyssa and they move back outside onto the 
Animal Stage control centre. With the power restored they can power up the spotlights and 
illuminate the animal stage which distracts the lioness long enough for them to climb down the 
ladder and run down the gravel enclosure to the gate for the Front Street Plaza. 
 
Meanwhile at that very moment, Yoko and Cindy are about to climb up to the Observation 
Deck where Austin was only for a hyena to come galloping towards them. Yoko raises the 
hunting rifle and blasts it at close range, sending it skidding back into the wooden steps with 
blood splattering everywhere. Unfortunately, the gunshot has attracted a Lioness and two 
Hornbills to the area. They both quickly try to hide in the undergrowth before finding the 
crawl space that leads through to the Front Gate Plaza where they are reunited with Alyssa and 
George. George is particularly pleased to see Cindy. They keep the two lionesses at bay whilst 
Alyssa and Yoko insert their respective coloured emblems into the two concrete lion statues. 
Immediately, the two lions' eyes flash red and blue and they swivel on a motorised platform to 
face each other. This in turn unlocks the shutter for the front gate. Quickly, all four of them 
run for it, relieved to be outside the hellish zoo and back onto the streets once again. 
 
The road is deserted, with a few wrecked police  
cars blocking the way next to Raccoon Zoo  
Station on the other side of the road. The  
streetlights cast a golden hue onto the road and  
in the bottom corner is a concession stand with  
red and white stripes and a cassette player that  
still works. The rescue helicopter is due any  
minute and Alyssa remarks that she’d kill for a  
shower right now. 
 
At that moment, a huge, feline figure moves  
through the Front Plaza with grace before  
leaping onto the roof. Standing on the dome, it  
watches its prey from above before jumping down onto the street below to face them. This is 
Stalker, an infected male lion formerly known as Max, and he is hungry. Cindy watches in 
horror as the huge lion begins to circle around them. Alyssa admits it’s now kill or be killed 
and their best strategy is to split up so Stalker can only go after them one at a time. Yoko steps 
up with the hunting rifle, knowing the gun is their only chance now. She fires and catches the 
lion on the lower leg, knocking it off its feet. Immediately it gets back up and retreats, opting to 
take a more cautious approach. But the four of them manage to remain calm and composed. 
Stalker attacks them one at a time, but they work together long enough to take it down. Yoko 
waits until the very last moment to fire her last shot with the rifle which strikes Stalker full on in 
the face and after a low moan, it collapses to the floor, breathing heavily before eventually lying 
still. 
 
They are pleased Stalker is dead but there is no sign of the rescue helicopter anywhere. They 
wait and wait until they realise it is not coming. Resigned, they have no option to take the tram 
and head deeper into Raccoon City towards Raccoon Central Station. The four of them sit in 
the tram, each lost in their own thoughts and wondering what became of their rescue. They had 
made it in time yet their trek through the hell that was Raccoon Zoo with its infected wildlife 
has seemingly all been for nothing. Now they have no choice but to ride further into the city. 
But the tram suddenly buckles thanks to debris on the track and looking out of the window 
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before them, they see why the evacuation chopper never came to meet them at the allotted 
time at the tram terminal.  
 
"As a doctor I must always be at a certain level of preparedness for dealing with circumstances 
such as this, I wouldn't consider myself a patriot but I couldn't just watch people suffer without 
lending a hand. AGH... ‘But alas there are limits to that side of me." 
-REOUT2: Wild Things - George's Epilogue 
 
"I must of said "This Sucks!" about a hundred times that day, and when that was closed about a 
million more. Aah..."How much longer could I cheat death in the seemingly endless living 
hell?" 
-REOUT2: Wild Things - Alyssa's Epilogue 
 
"When I think about it, I really didn't manage to do anything that day. I just moved along like a 
leaf carried by the current of a stream, I should have known there'd be no rest waiting for me at 
the end. No chance to catch my breath, I was such a fool to expect anything different." 
-REOUT2: Wild Things - Yoko's Epilogue 
 
"I was so sleepy, I only wanted to lay down and take a nap, just a little further and my dreams 
would be realized, I can't believe I was that naive. But no matter how tight I shut my eyes, I 
simply couldn't erase what I had already seen."  
-REOUT2: Wild Things - Cindy's Epilogue 
 
The tram has stopped at Raccoon Central  
Station where they see the evacuation chopper  
has crashed and is in flames on the ground.  
The wreckage is surrounded by bodies, those  
of the civilians it had been carrying, and  
already some of them were beginning to  
reanimate to join the ever-growing ranks of the  
living dead that are slowly consuming Raccoon  
City. Quickly, Cindy, George, Alyssa and  
Yoko leave the stationary tram and disappear  
into the night before the virus carriers’ can  
sense their presence. 
 
A news broadcast reports on the crash of the helicopter that went down after it picked up forty 
civilians at the Raccoon Zoo's tram terminal shortly after 6PM. The report reaffirms that the 
city has been completely blockaded by the military. 
 
"Despite the continued efforts of the police and National Guard, the chaos has yet to be 
brought under control. Apparently, a rescue helicopter sent to western Raccoon City with 
nearly 40 refugees on board has crashed. It is unclear if anyone survived. As of 9 o'clock, the 
city has been quarantined and civilian movement is limited. And entry by anyone other than 
authorized military personnel has been strictly forbidden. All signs point to the situation 
worsening before it gets better." 
-REOUT2: Wild Things Epilogue. 
 
Throughout the rest of the night and into the dawn hours the number of zombies continues to 
rise. Those still uninfected are now trapped like rats inside the city limits. 
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FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 25TH 1998 
As the sun rises on day 3 of the outbreak, a reporter makes some notes about the ongoing 
crisis engulfing the city after having been prevented from leaving by the military and realising 
now there is little hope of escape. Although this action condemns Raccoon's citizens to be 
killed by the virus ravaging the town, it at least should ensure the contagion is contained. Rather 
than looking for futile ways to escape, he decides to make use of what time he has left to focus 
on finding out what the cannibal disease is and where it has come from. 
 
“The city limits have been blockaded by the nation's military. The town is in a dangerous state.  
Most of the citizens are either dead or dying from exposure to the pathogen. Their judgement 
is justified to ensure that the rest of the United States isn't contaminated with the "cannibal 
disease." I understand their rationalization for creating the shit they wanted. But if I'm eaten or 
infected there won't be any closure either way. I will pursue the truth until I die.  
What I do know is that the pathogen's infection method isn't airborne.” 
-BIO2EX: Reporter's Note; undated. 
 
William Birkin is due to attend a meeting with Umbrella representatives from the Chicago 
branch today. The purpose of this meeting was to officially announce successful completion of 
the G-Virus. But due to the biohazard in Raccoon City and Birkin's demise, the meeting 
obviously never takes place. The G-Virus itself remains incomplete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Umbrella are still evaluating the scale of the biohazard in Raccoon City and will use the 
situation to test out a number of new products. Decisions are taking place about deploying the 
new MA-121 Hunter Betas into the city for combat data analysis. It also looks increasingly 
likely the Nemesis T-Type will be sent into the hot zone with the objective of eliminating any 
remaining S.T.A.R.S. members and other enemies of the company. The research team in 
charge of the pursuer are also responsible for its education and officials have it memorise 
photographs and other visual materials of the S.T.A.R.S. members, specifically Jill Valentine 
and Brad Vickers who are the only team members left in Raccoon City. The Pursuer is 
intelligent so it will carry out any instructions through understanding. 
 
In the meantime, U.B.C.S. forces are being mobilised and undergo preparations ready to be 
deployed into the city. Their mission is to rescue and evacuate civilians but a covert number of 
Monitors/Observers will also be sent in to collect combat data and carry out a number of 
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classified missions. The city-wide biohazard is becoming the perfect opportunity to test out new 
products and eradicate any evidence that Umbrella was responsible for the outbreak. 
 
The first product to be sent into Raccoon City is the Hunter γ. Several specimens have already 
been delivered to the Chicago branch from Umbrella Europe at a prior date. The Chicago 
branch will use unmarked trucks to transport the specimens into the city and set them loose. 
Although there is a fierce rivalry between these two branches, they both work for the same 
company and are forced to co-operate from time to time. It is unclear how they get past all the 
military blockades surrounding the city. Once deployed, the Hunter γ’s take up residence in 
wet and moist areas, loitering in and around Raccoon Park near the Circular River. 
 
At the General Hospital, whilst patients above  
ground continue to be treated for virus  
infection supervised by the head doctor, the  
basement levels are a hive of activity as staff  
work tirelessly to create any kind of vaccine  
for the contagion. They are using Douglas  
Lauper's reference material from Umbrella's  
Medical Services Division. The work is being  
carried out in the lab on B4 level and after the  
composite machines' operation is stabilised  
with sufficient electrical power, a culture fluid  
base is placed in the machines. The bulk of  
Lauper's manual explains how a combination  
of this base with the proper vaccine  
ingredients will create antigen bodies to treat those infected with the t-Virus. However, progress 
is slow and tedious, especially as several staff members have begun to show signs of infection 
themselves and their intelligence levels are beginning to drop. Umbrella's head office have also 
given orders not to create large quantities of the vaccine and administer it to the citizens of 
Raccoon City because they want to keep their responsibility for the disaster a secret. They are 
only to inoculate themselves. 
 
Whilst returning to the hospital from the underground lab via the sewer channel, researchers 
notice a hive of leeches nesting in the tunnel and capture a few for study. There is even a huge 
leech that seems to be their queen but it shuffles off out of view before they can get a close look 
at it. Once they return via B2 level, they lock the door with a key card and deposit the captured 
specimens in the laboratory adjacent to the fixed temperature room. A number of tests are 
carried out and subtle differences are present compared to the creatures James Marcus used to 
breed at the Management Training Facility. When placed in the fixed temperature room and 
exposed to a high heat they die extremely quickly. An order is left behind noting that further 
study is needed. 
 
“Can you investigate the leeches captured around the sewers? They seem to be different from 
those previously logged in our records.  
I assume they are a variant of the virus but I can’t verify it here. They seem to be different from 
the leeches Mr Marcus was involved with. There is a gigantic one that they failed to capture. It 
is estimated to be more than 1 metre long. They discovered that the leeches are vulnerable to 
high heat. Please be careful when examining the leeches.” 
-REOUT1: Investigation Request; undated. 
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IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: GIANT LEECH 
The Giant Leech was an irregular mutation following t-Virus exposure which caused one subject to grow to 
over 100 times its original size resulting in a length of over one metre. It was an aquatic leech and therefore 
differed in species from the ones used by James Marcus in the  
late 1970s. It resided in the sewer network where it set up its  
nest and never ventured too far away. It bred in the thousands,  
causing the leeches to infect the General Hospital located above.  
The Giant Leech hunted its prey by moving slowly and using  
small suckers and tentacles to detect movement. It was very  
territorial and would soon lose interest in any prospective prey  
if it was not close enough. It also had the ability to spit out a  
poisonous fluid via its mouth organ and was extremely sensitive  
to fire or high temperatures. The smaller leeches it spawned  
were not as intelligent as the weaponised variants developed by  
Dr. Marcus but still carried a ravenous appetite. They would slither along the ground and propel themselves up 
and latch onto their prey, sucking out the blood. In order to boost their own movement, the leeches would 
work together to take over a human host and manipulate its motor functions. This allowed them to move faster 
and reach places they ordinarily couldn't get to. 
 
Back at the police station, Chief Irons addresses his shell-shocked troops and raises concerns 
about possible acts of terrorism due to the unique situation Raccoon City finds itself in. With 
martial law declared and the army blockading every exit from town, he believes frightened 
civilians may lay siege to the police station to try and procure weapons and stage a desperate 
bid for freedom. He therefore orders all weapons to be distributed and stored at scattered 
locations across the station. Several officers voice their concerns at this bizarre course of action 
but Irons refuses to listen. This is all part of his secret plan to weaken the police response from 
within. 
 
Out on the streets, an R.P.D. officer and friend of Kevin Ryman named Jean has become 
trapped in the Raccoon Underground whilst trying to help civilians evacuate to a safe location. 
The underground subway network is now infested with zombies and infected fleas known as 
'Mega-Bites'. The subway has stopped running apart from one or two automated services. Jean 
is injured and no longer believes he will escape alive. He writes a final goodbye note to his 
colleagues, leaving behind the combination code for his desk drawer at work. 
 
"I've made it this far, but it's all over now. Everything's getting so dark. Forgive me for being 
such a piece of shit coward. Forgive me, Kevin, Aaron, Fred. I'm truly sorry. 0325." 
-ROUT2: Jean's Note; undated. 
 
He is attacked by the creatures infesting the underground and eventually collapses on the 
barricaded stairwell at South Raccoon St Station. 
 
As part of his ongoing plan to sabotage police response, Chief Irons brutally murders the 
officer in charge of the weapons storage and stuffs his body inside the morgue, unaware he still 
carries the key card for the armoury. He also has Michael Warren's daughter under his 
protective custody after the Mayor fled the town just as the crisis was beginning. As part of a 
twisted game, Irons decides to let her escape from his office so he can enjoy hunting her down 
later, if she survives long enough. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK FILE 2 – UNDERBELLY begin. 
 
By mid-afternoon, the sky is covered in cloud and smoke thanks to the numerous fires burning 
within the city. The Raccoon Fire Department are pushed to the limit trying to contain the 
situation and the crisis isn't about to let up anytime soon. Cars are on fire and smoke billows 
into the sky as Jim Chapman, Kevin Ryman, Mark Wilkins and David King rush through the 
zombie-filled South Raccoon Street. The undead reach out for them as they pass, some are still 
trapped in their cars. With no place to go, Jim leads the others into to his own sanctuary by 
heading down some steps left of the main street and into the east entrance of the subway. 
Someone has attempted to block it off by pulling down the metal shutters but they have gotten 
stuck three quarters of the way down so they are able to duck underneath.  
 
This place doesn't look particularly safe. Cracked, white tiles line the walls and there are grimy 
yellow handrails. Behind them the shutter has '133 Water St. 1R' written in white paint 
indicating the entrance street above. The remains of a newspaper lay on the floor and there is a 
briefcase someone has dropped with the initials 'BB' on it. It seems Ben Bertolucci has passed 
through here recently. 
 
After taking stock of their surroundings,  
suddenly being underground in the dark  
doesn't sound like such a great idea. Mark says  
this place sounds dangerous, not that any  
other place isn’t at the moment and Kevin  
concurs, remarking it feels like they have fallen  
right into a trap. But Jim is adamant he is not  
going back outside. The others look at him  
puzzled until it dawns on them that he works  
here and he admits the subway is his home  
away from home and he can get around here  
safely. He begins to descend the stairs down  
and the others shrug their shoulders and  
follow, their footsteps echoing loudly in the darkness. There are no other sounds and no other 
signs of life. Mark takes in his surroundings and admits he’s never used this particular station, 
although he rides the trains often enough. Kevin stares at the rubbish and litter that has been 
discarded along the tunnel and admits he could do with a smoke right about now. Behind 
them, David says nothing, but contemplates just making a run for it and is half-tempted to leave 
them behind. But even he doesn't fancy going back up there alone. 
 
At the bottom is a map of the city next to a large green advertisement for a soft drink called 
'Petdog'. On the opposite side is a billboard for The Daily Raccoon and an open door at the 
end leads them through to the East Ticket Gate. On the other side is a garbage bin leading to 
some more steps going down. Discarded coke cans and bits of rubbish litter the concrete steps 
and the white wall tiles have been sprayed with graffiti. At the bottom of the stairs are two 
automated ticket machines but the buttons do not work. Further down a strong iron railing 
blocks the way ahead and in-between are three ticket gates. The first one allows access whilst 
the next two are closed off and read no entry. Behind them is a dirty old ticket office and a 
metal bin has toppled over next to it, spilling garbage across the floor. Amongst the rubbish, 
Jim spots a small notebook with a series of letters written inside for a puzzle lock in the control 
room drawer. As an employee here he knows what this means. At the far side of the entrance 
gate is a blue mailbox next to four payphones on the wall. All of them are out of order. Near 
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the payphones are some steps leading up to another South Raccoon St Entrance and they head 
up to investigate but find it blocked off. A body of a recently killed police officer lays on the 
floor here. Kevin recognises him as Jean, a member of his own team based in the Eastern 
Office of the R.P.D. alongside Fred and Aaron. He has left a small suicide note with a four 
digit code Kevin recognises as the code for his desk drawer back in the office. With nothing 
else to explore here they head back downstairs and move through the ticket barrier onto the 
East Concourse. 
 
David wonders if the power is still on for the trains and Jill is doubtful any of his colleagues are 
left alive down here. Kevin admits he doesn’t like searching huge places as Mark takes delight 
moving through the turnstile without a ticket. On the other side is a large room with concrete 
pillars. A clock suspends down from the ceiling reading '10:10' and on either side of the room 
are steps going down to the subway platforms on the lower levels. The left stairs are for 
destinations to Old Court and New Lock Square. The right is for Warren Stadium and Rhodes 
Hill. On the back wall are doors to the male and female bathrooms. The light above the men's 
door on the right is broken and flickering. There are two zombies of dead commuters in here 
and Kevin and Mark take care of them both with their side arms. 
 
Jim decides to check the men’s restroom and inside it is  
empty bearing a couple of urinals and three toilet stalls.  
There are two sinks with mirrors on the wall and one of  
the lights is broken. Jim notes that his reflection looks  
really dark and cannot tell if it is down to the lighting in  
here or the dirt on the glass. The door to the middle  
toilet stall has come off its hinges and there is a body  
dressed in subway uniform slumped on the toilet. The  
man has grey hair and Jim recognises him as a work  
colleague named Ricky. There is dried blood on his  
hands and he searches the body and finds Ricky's  
notebook that mentions him being bitten by a large bug  
one week ago on September 18th. That seems to be his  
last entry as the writing becomes very erratic and  
mentions more bugs. Jim feels a tinge of sadness as he  
puts the notebook down. He and Ricky got on well and 
a lot has happened whilst he has not been around. 
 
Meanwhile, Mark searches the female restroom  
and finds it to be empty. Looking around there  
is nothing of interest, just some unhygienic  
looking toilet stalls and a couple of tampon  
dispensers. The air is cold and damp in here  
and these toilets are definitely not up to hygiene  
standards. He returns back outside to join the  
others. Because they have a large area to cover,  
they decide to split up to cover more ground. As  
Jim works here he asks Mark and David to  
check out the lower subway platforms to see if  
any of the trains are still running. He and Kevin  
will search the employee areas for any survivors  
and useful equipment they can salvage. 
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Jim leads Kevin over to a locked silver door at the top of the left set of stairs near a map of the 
subway. Taking out his employee key, he unlocks the door and leads them into a restricted 
area. They emerge into a narrow tunnel that is very dark and quiet. Jim calls out to any workers 
hiding in here but gets no response, although they can hear a zombie shuffling about 
somewhere up ahead. Kevin suggests they’d better start looking around as there is a lot to 
check in here. The air is cold and moist, and the generators and pipes every so often make a 
low rumbling sound. The pipes are covered in rust and could use some maintenance. On the 
other side of the wall is a red fire hose and further on is a metal shelving unit filled with boxes 
and various cleaning materials. There is an old memo here about the Kite Brothers and how 
they built this subway when they first came to Raccoon City in the 1960s. A female zombie in a 
black skirt and blazer comes lumbering out of the darkness towards them. Jim quickly opens a 
door on the right hand side to avoid it and leads them into the Break Room. 
 
Inside it is very dark with only a couple of lights  
on the walls. There are two banks of lockers  
facing each other in the middle of the room  
and they quickly hide inside as the zombie  
follows them into the room. The keep deathly  
still and silent as the zombie sniffs around the  
room before eventually lumbering back out of  
the door. Getting out of their hiding spots, they  
begin to explore the rest of the room. A  
garbage can is set against the back wall next to a  
black and white 'Ride the Subway as a Family'  
promotional poster on the wall. One of the  
lockers is locked with a combination code but  
they don't know what it is. Around the corner is  
a small alcove with two chairs and a desk set against the wall. A butcher's knife has been left 
which Jim takes with him. There is also a transistor radio on the desk, a bag, and some novels 
and porn magazines that must belong to another employee. In the corner next to the desk are 
two simple bunk beds that stink of sweat. One of the lower bunks has an old copy of The Daily 
Raccoon dating back to the end of August with a headline reporting a failed breakout from the 
Douglas Prison by criminal masterminds Kyle Brendan and Derek Azula. Near the opposite 
entrance are a couple of vending machines and Kevin mumbles this place is just like the police 
station. He heads for the exit but Jim suggests they move back into the original corridor first 
and check out the last few rooms.  
 
Back outside they come to a junction next to a switched-off air purifier on the wall. There is 
also a red can of gasoline here. To the right the passage runs down alongside the Break Room 
and joins up with the passage on the other end. They ignore this and continue forward where 
passage offshoots to the left leading to the employee rest rooms. Kevin elects to check these 
out whilst Jim takes a door further down on the right to the Control Room. 
 
Kevin enters the men's room first and not surprisingly finds it quite dirty although still much 
cleaner than the public ones. The floor is layered with small white tiles and a puddle of water 
has gathered in the middle of the room reflecting brightly from the electric lights on the ceiling 
above. There are a few urinals and toilet stalls and one of the sinks has a green hosepipe 
attached which snakes off along the floor. There are a few old boxes piled up in the corner of 
the room and resting upon one he finds a torn memo.  
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"I'm glad no one's found out that I drink booze in the break room. If they ever found my 
WINE, I'd be sunk." 
-REOUT2: Torn Memo; undated. 
 
He ponders to himself that WINE might be the four digit code needed for the locker in the 
break room. He then enters the women's bathroom and is surprised to come across a survivor 
hiding inside named Amelia. But before he can say anything she is suddenly grabbed and 
pulled up into the ceiling by something unseen. She lets out an agonising scream as she is 
yanked up out of sight and her blood begins to drip down to the floor. It all happened so fast 
but whatever creature was responsible seems to be gone so he quickly leaves the room. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meanwhile Jim is inside the dark control room lit up solely be a single light above the door and 
banks of computer monitors and readouts used for station operations. A huge electronic 
schematic on the back wall represents the subway management system and at present a large 
error lamp flashes red. The control panels are full of monitors displaying data on the 
operational performance of each station. There are two desks on either side with computers 
used for management and at the back of the room is a large filing system comprised of cabinets 
and drawers crammed full of documents and data. Working out the alphabetic puzzle code 
from the notebook he found earlier, Jim is able to enter the code '2916' into a combination 
lock in the filing cabinet which permits access to some recovery medicine. Amidst the 
paperwork scattered over the desk, he finds an interesting file. 
 
"Manually disengaging the connector: 
Usually, the connector is disengaged via the controls at the driver's seat, but manual 
disengagement is possible in emergency situations. By removing the cover on both sides of the 
connector, the connection is disengaged. To do so, insert the 2 emblems that operate as a key 
to the mechanism. Match them up to the joints in back and insert. 
This operation should only be attempted in emergencies. Removing the emblems from storage 
and transporting them without due cause is strongly discouraged." 
-REOUT2: Connector Manual; undated. 
 
Moving back into the corridor he bumps into Kevin. Several employee zombies now stalk 
them and he beats them back with his butcher's knife whilst Kevin goes for clean head shots, 
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but his ammo is running low. Once the coast is clear they muse over their next move. There is 
a door at the far end of the passage beyond the Control Room leading to the West Concourse. 
This is identical to the East and contains a ticket office, public restrooms, various billboards, 
advertisements and two exits up onto the main street, both of which are blocked off. They 
decide instead to return to the Break Room and Kevin inputs the code to unlock the locker. 
Inside is a key for the B2F area. He picks up the key and says he is getting sick of this shit. He 
doesn’t like all this backtracking. 
 
Meanwhile, David and Mark have explored the public sections of the subway and now find 
themselves at the West Ticket Gate. Moving down the cold, hard steps they pass a billboard 
for a football poster; ‘Raccoon FC Revival’ and an advertisement for a game on Sunday 
sponsored by Tachiki's Studio. On the other side of the wall is some childish graffiti and 
someone has spray-painted 'No Parking' on the blank orange space where an advertising poster 
would normally be. Proceeding through the door at the bottom they move through the ticket 
turnstiles and onto the West Concourse. A map is displayed on a stand next to some 
payphones which they memorise and there is an advertisement above for 'Text Telephone on 
Mezzanine at main fare collection point.' To the right is the red haze of a light from an old 
security alarm and Mark doubts it still works. They quickly explore the public restrooms but 
both are empty and another door on the right is for employees only and is locked. Amidst the 
scattered mail boxes and litter over the floor, they head downstairs and investigate the lower 
platforms. 
 
It is deserted down here save for a couple of  
zombies. The platforms have a couple of  
waiting benches and some small monitors at  
either end. A loose wire sparks near to a  
parked train on the tracks and David wonders  
if it is usable. Mark agrees they could escape  
on this if it had power. Looking inside, the  
interior of the train is empty. There are  
advertisements for such things as A.K.  
Systems and The Daily Raccoon on the  
hoardings and on one of the seats Mark finds  
an Employee Area key amongst books and  
discarded bags left behind by panicked  
commuters. There is also an advertisement for Raccoon University promising ‘the best 
decision of your life.’ At the other end of the well-lit carriage, David checks the cabin and 
discovers the power needed to start the train isn't getting through. They are stuck for the 
moment but with the employee area key they can now at least access new areas. 
 
Now on the employee passage on the other side of the Break Room, Jim and Kevin continue 
their search. To the right of the Break Room door is a shelving unit filled with cardboard boxes 
and Kevin finds some handgun rounds he uses to reload. A door to the left leads into the 
Breaker Room. Inside they find a memo pinned to the wall from the Stationmaster detailing an 
electronic lock system installed to guard against staff thefts from the storage room. If there is a 
power failure the lock will engage automatically but resetting power in the Breaker Room will 
unlock it again. The rest of the memo chastises the employees for the recent spate of thefts and 
tells of the stationmaster’s regret that they have had to install such a system. As Kevin looks 
around, the room itself is full of open panels and wiring with pipes and cabling running along 
the walls and ceilings and a relentless buzzing noise coming from the generators. There is an 
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emergency power unit on the left side and at the back of the room an electrical switchboard but 
the power is currently off. Another note from the Stationmaster on the wall concerns a fire that 
occurred last month and a new safety system has been installed meaning that if a train has to 
make an emergency stop, all power will be cut immediately. There are lots of other big 
machines in here but all are too complicated to operate and they need to concentrate on 
restoring the power first. Together, they leave the room and return to the passage outside. 
 
Moving down, the passage turns left down to the  
corridor they have already searched at the other  
side of the Break Room. An offshoot to the  
right leads round the corner past another air  
purifier and a couple of garbage cans ending  
with a door on the left and another directly  
ahead. The left door reads 'Storage Room' and  
is locked electronically. Opposite this room is a  
small alcove where cardboard boxes and storage  
crates have been piled up, amongst which is  
some pesticide spray. The door at the end of the  
passage is marked 'BF2 Area' and so they use  
the key they found in the locker to open it,  
emerging onto a stairwell. It is slightly breezy in here because of all the air moving through the 
dark tunnels. On the left side of the stairs chain link mesh fencing conceals metal girders and 
scaffolding. A lighter has been left on the floor here which Jim takes. With Kevin on point, 
they descend the stairs down to basement level 2 and at the bottom they can see the warm 
breeze is wafting up through vents on the floor. A small area has been chained off to restrict 
access so they head through the door to emerge into a dank passageway. 
 
The walls are made up of bare concrete breeze blocks and running water can be heard 
somewhere off in the distance. They now have the option of moving straight on or turning right 
and heading down some stairs. They elect to take the stairs to avoid the zombies up ahead but 
come to regret it when they see the lower level is flooded. Jim is not amused and wonders how 
this happened. There must be a bust water  
main somewhere and they have no choice but  
to continue onwards. By the time they reach  
the bottom of the stairs the water is up to their  
waists and freezing cold. There is an  
extinguisher on the wall next to a red light  
giving off a dull glow in the darkness. Two  
zombies waddle slowly towards them in the  
water. Kevin headshots one and it sinks below  
the depths. Another slightly wide shot causes  
the second zombie to buckle and topple over  
where it splashes around trying to regain its  
balance. A door to the right is labelled Pump  
Room and they decide to take a look inside where they find a large, cracked pipe with water 
gushing out. This is obviously the source of the flood. In the opposite corner is an old tank of 
acidic chemicals and up some stairs on a metal catwalk are more pipes and the faint sound of 
water can be heard running through them. The main drainage valve is also located here but 
unfortunately the valve handle is missing. Kevin sloshes through the water and up the steps to 
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inspect the pipe, remarking how hard it is to get around in here. Jim takes some small 
consolation that the water is at least clean. They need to find some way to plug this leak. 
 
Quickly they return to the corridor outside and follow it round, moving back up the stairs and 
out of the water. Now the passage runs to the left but there is one other door to the right they 
have not yet checked; the Refuse Dump. There is a calendar on the wall outside here but the 
inside has been turned into a nest for cockroach-like creatures called Megabites. Kevin isn't 
happy about the smell as they fumble around in the dark. The room stinks and is bathed in 
some kind of fog so both men quickly make a hasty retreat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They do a U-turn and proceed back up the corridor and round the corner to the left where a 
door leads into the Emergency Power Room. Inside they find a metal shelf rack with a 
magnum revolver which Kevin insists Jim take with him. Amidst some complicated machines 
they find a lever for the emergency power but they cannot turn it back on until they drain the 
flood water. They can both smell something burning and behind a protective fence at the other 
side of the room is the emergency power generator. It is making a constant rumbling sound 
and Jim notices it has two red valve handles screwed into it. He unhooks one and heads back 
to the partially submerged pump room to drain the flood water. Turning the valves causes all 
the floor grates to open and within minutes the corridors are clear. He moves back to examine 
the pipe and notes the huge crack the water was escaping out from. He wishes they hadn't got 
separated from David as he would have had some vinyl tape in his tool belt he could have used 
to seal it up. On the floor is a soaking wet piece of paper. The writing is barely legible. 
 
"Request: 
Replace valve pipe in pump room. Various pipe repairs throughout. 
Problems: 
Overflowing toilets, water supply shortage. 
Notes:  
When the valve is closed, water from the fire prevention system is diverted and the sprinklers 
fail to function properly. This should be fixed as soon as possible." 
-REOUT2: Maintenance Form; undated. 
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If the pipe isn't sealed then the water will not run through and activate the emergency sprinkler 
system should they need it. But that is something they cannot worry about right now. As they 
move back outside, Jim spots something lying on the floor he did not notice when the water 
was here. It is one of the founder's emblems, specifically the Werner Kite emblem. Realising 
its importance, Jim takes it with him and meets up with Kevin again in the Emergency Power 
Room where they throw the breaker to activate the emergency power. Now they can access the 
electrical switchboard in the Breaker Room and power up one of the trains to hopefully 
escape. Quickly, they retrace their steps back through the utility tunnels and up the stairwell to 
the employee area. 
 
At the top of the stairs they get the shock of their  
lives when they bump into David and Mark in  
the hallway trying to get inside the storage room.  
The door is still electronically locked as they  
haven't got the main power up and running yet.  
David has some repair tape on him so Kevin  
leads him back downstairs to fix the crack in the  
pipe in the Pump Room whilst Mark  
accompanies Jim back into the Breaker Room.  
The switchboard is now powered up and Jim  
moves to operate the system whilst Mark covers  
the door with his gun. There are five dials from  
A-E and each circuit has to be rearranged so that  
all conduits reach a total voltage of 10. It takes a  
few moments for Jim to do this and soon a zombie starts banging on the other side of the door 
trying to get in. Mark tries to hold it firm before eventually backing off and allowing it to come 
inside. He then calmly shoots it in the head, watching its blood splatter back all over the metal 
door. He quickly reloads, now down to his last clip. But a few moments later, Jim is rewarded 
with a beeping sound as power is successfully restored to all sections of the subway. Now they 
need to regroup and head down to the platform. Their best bet is to try to power up the train 
parked on the platform that Mark and David had checked out earlier. 
 
They move back into the passage past the break room to wait for Kevin and David to return. 
They should have sealed up the crack in that pipe by now. In the meantime they decide to 
check out the Storage Room now that the electronic lock has been deactivated. This is the 
room where a lot of thieving has been taking place recently by company employees. The room 
is a mess with upturned benches acting as makeshift tables. Cardboard boxes are littered about 
full of personal effects but nothing is really useful. Bags of cement and other maintenance 
supplies are lying around amongst which ironically is some repair tape. Some yellow plastic 
warning signs and pallets are stacked in a corner near a metal shelving unit on the back wall full 
of boxes for passengers’ lost and found items. Some metal steps lead up to an upper level 
gantry for more storage space but is cluttered up with boxes and rubbish and cannot be 
accessed. Some trollies and traffic cones are tucked underneath the stairs and more metal 
shelving units line along the right hand wall underneath a buzzing lamp. Mark is strong enough 
to be able to push a metal crate blocking the way back so he can search for useful items, 
coming up trumps when he finds a partially loaded assault rifle. God only knows how it ended 
up here. There is a ventilation shaft on the lower wall and Jim is able to crawl through and 
emerge into Storage Room 2. A weak light above the door struggles to illuminate the darkened 
room. A partially collapsed set of shelves is to his right and on his left are more storage units. 
He finds a shotgun on one of the racks and mop buckets and other cleaning materials lay 
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scattered around. Pleased with what they have found, both men return to the employee 
corridor where they find Kevin and David waiting for them. 
 
Together they follow Jim as he leads them  
down the corridor adjacent to the Break  
Room and out the door beyond the  
Control Room back out into the West  
Concourse. Directly ahead are the stairs  
down to the platform next to a large  
billboard for the Daily Raccoon and Stand  
Wood Newspaper on the wall. At the  
bottom the platform seems deserted with  
no zombies milling around so they head  
towards the stationary train only to be  
suddenly ambushed by a large Mega Bite  
hiding on the roof of the carriage. It jumps  
down onto the platform to confront them and all four men are amazed by the size of this 
insect. Kevin jumps back in disgust and Jim realises this bug must be one of the creatures that 
got Ricky. Mark and Kevin open fire on the creature as Jim hurries down the platform 
alongside the red train. Each subway train has the Kite Brothers Railway emblem on and at the 
end of the first carriage below the number '928' is a decorative train connector. There are two 
holes and this is where the founder emblems go. He inserts the Werner emblem but they still 
need to find the last one belonging to Oral Kite. 
 
Meanwhile Kevin, Mark and David riddle the  
huge Mega Bite with bullets. It has swollen to  
a larger size due to the amount of blood it has  
sucked out of its victims. The creature is  
eventually knocked onto its back and kicks its  
six legs in the air in frustration. Suddenly the  
three men are alerted to the sound of an  
oncoming train on the other platform as an  
intercom bellows; 'Train arriving now. Train  
arriving now.' Jim is confused and wonders  
who is driving the train as he turns to see the  
build-up of noise and oncoming light.  
Suddenly the train roars into the station, it is  
not slowing down and completely out of control. Its horn blares as it races down the track and 
smashes into the debris blocking the tunnel, resulting in a tremendous boom as it impacts and 
derails. Oil and fuel leaks all over the floor and sparks fly from the wreckage. It quickly ignites 
the oil and the whole train explodes in a plume of fire. 
 
Smoke soon envelops the tunnel and more Mega Bites come out to play, often rolling down 
the tunnel on their sides to try and crush their prey. Mark doesn’t like the smoke and wants to 
get out of there, the flames reminding him of the napalm he saw in Vietnam. His thoughts turn 
to his family and he wonders if they made it out of town. He hates their situation being out of 
his control and hopes they are still okay. He has to survive this just to see them again. But just 
when all seems lost the emergency sprinkler system kicks in and water rains down from hoses 
on the ceiling. All four men are soaked to the skin as Kevin finally kills the large blood-filled 
Mega Bite. Jim wonders if these creatures killed everyone down here and runs over to 
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investigate the wreckage of the second train. There doesn't seem to be anyone aboard and the 
wreck now completely blocks the tunnel. However, amongst the rubble he finds the Oral 
founder's emblem. Quickly, he picks it up and dashes back over the track to insert it into the 
decorative plate on the other train. This successfully uncouples the train from the carriages and 
now they can use it to escape. 
 
Quickly, all four of them retreat onto the train. The Mega Bites bang against the outside of the 
carriages in frustration but they seem to be safe inside. But as Jim works on getting the train 
powered up, a large tentacle suddenly smashes through one of the windows and grabs Kevin. 
This is the Giga Bite; the Queen of the Mega Bite colony and she is huge. She drags Kevin out 
of the window and turns around, her grotesquely large frame moving back down the tunnel 
towards her nest where she will cocoon him. Quickly, Mark, David and Jim leave the train car 
and pursue the creature down the track where it has retreated into the east tunnel. This tunnel 
is where it has made its nest, blocking the exit with its secretions and several bodies are here all 
covered in some kind of mucus and slowly being broken down for easy digestion. To their 
relief they see that Kevin mas managed to evade the grasp of the Giga Bite and is sprinting back 
up the tracks towards them. But the giant creature still blocks the tunnel and they are going to 
have to deal with it before they can escape. David suggests that someone has woken up 
mommy. 
 
Splitting up, the four men make their  
way down the dark dual-sided tracks  
and open fire on the huge creature.  
Within seconds they are accosted by  
a horde of Mega Bite brethren who  
come literally rolling at them down  
the dank tunnel like cannonballs.  
Mark is sent sprawling but the others  
manage to take cover behind some  
of the concrete pillars in the  
darkened tunnel. There are three  
grids on the ground with sub-floor  
lighting casting up into the tunnel, illuminating the giant cockroach in all its glory. As they 
continue to lay siege with their weapons, more Mega Bites arrive and Kevin and David try to 
distract them whilst Mark and Jim concentrate on the mother. Mark shouts that there must be 
a way. It cannot be reasoned with so there must be a weak point on its shell. The Giga Bite 
swipes at them with her claws and Jim is swept of his feet and smacks his head hard on the 
floor but Mark is by his side in a second to help him up. Finally after several minutes of battle, 
Mark finally strikes the killing blow and the Giga Bite falls down to the floor, dead. The 
remaining Mega Bites scurry for cover in the shadows now that their queen is dead. Kevin slaps 
Mark on the back and suggests the bigger they are the harder they fall. 
 
Suddenly, an automated message suddenly plays through the intercom and reverberates 
through the dark and smelly tunnel announcing that their train will be departing soon and all 
passengers waiting should stand behind the yellow line. Mark waves Kevin and David to get 
going as he goes to get Jim who is semi-conscious on the floor and tangled up in the sticky fluid 
the Giga Bite used to trap its pray. Several unfortunate victims have been trapped and 
cocooned here but they are beyond saving. 
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Kevin and David soon disappear out of sight into the main tunnel and Mark works frantically 
to cut Jim free from the secretions he has become stuck in. In the main tunnel, David and 
Kevin board the train as the automated station announcer repeats the message. They have 
made it and all they had to do was wait for Jim and Mark to catch up. But suddenly the train 
starts moving. The service is timed and automated so there is no way to stop it and Kevin and 
David are powerless as the subway train moves out of the station leaving Mark and Jim behind. 
After soon realising there is nothing they can do, both men sit down to catch their breath 
wondering what awaits them ahead. Kevin and David may not be the best of friends but they 
are stuck together for now. 
 
"It's hell above ground and hell below. There's nowhere left to run but out of this damn city. I 
guess I have no choice but to take out my frustration on those god-damn zombies." 
-REOUT2: Underbelly - David's Epilogue (Railway to Tomorrow) 
 
The train they are on is set to take them directly to New Lock Square. But they do not get very 
far as another train further down on the track is blocking their way. They cannot escape 
Raccoon City this way after all. Soon they are able to find a way out of the dark subway tunnels 
of the underground and can only hope that Jim and Mark somehow make it out too. 
 
"We made it out of that hive, but that's where our luck ran out. Just ahead a train was blocking 
our path and we had to pull back. But I'll tell you what; this crap is getting old real quick." 
-REOUT2: Underbelly - Kevin's Epilogue (Railway to Tomorrow) 
 
Meanwhile, Mark has managed to free Jim  
and they head back into the main tunnel,  
not surprised to find the train has gone  
without them. Mark believes they have left  
them on purpose but Jim says they cannot  
stick around here. He asks Mark if he is  
scared but the big man says he is just  
worried about his family. He moves to  
inspect the track where the train had  
originally stood. Something is glinting in  
the dim light. It is the ventilation tower key  
and Jim suddenly remembers there is an  
alternative exit inside the tower itself. He 
leads Mark back up the stairs to the West 
Concourse and through the door back into the staff only areas. Unfortunately all the zombies 
have gone and the whole area is infested with Mega Bites. Mark is able to distract them by 
splitting open a blood pack he finds on one of the shelving units and emptying it out onto the 
floor. The flea-like creatures lap it up and now barely notice the two humans as they pass by. 
At the end of the employee passage Jim leads them through the door and down the stairwell to 
B2F level. From there, they head through the tunnel and back into the Emergency Power 
Room. Moving past the large fenced-off generator, Jim is able to use his new key to unlock the 
door and give them access to the Ventilation Tower. 
 
On the other side of the door is another bland corridor with bare concrete walls and piping 
running down the sides. A broken mesh fence is by the opposite side of the wall with some 
blueprints for the tower stuck onto it. Some stairs lead down to the bottom where the passage 
turns sharply to the left. A couple of Mega Bites are lurking but luckily Mark still has enough 
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ammo to deal with them. Plumes of dust gather from the walls and floor and its clear not many 
people come down here. At the bottom they run across a grille on the floor emitting steam up 
into the corridor from the piping running underneath. A door at the end leads into the main 
tower itself. 'TR-72' is etched on the wall in white paint and a huge grille is on the floor with a 
large spinning fan beneath it. A very long ladder leads up to the next section of the vertical, 
circular tunnel and scaffolding and various building platforms is erected across the middle. Jim 
can feel the fresh air wafting down from above and can almost taste freedom. He can see the 
sky up above. 
 
Once they reach the top they run down a small  
platform and hit a switch on the wall which  
lowers a small service elevator onto the floor  
below. The chitterling sound of the Mega Bites  
in the tower is beginning to pray on Mark's  
nerves as he climbs down the ladder all the way  
back to the bottom to get the elevator. The  
bugs are everywhere. Instead, they climb a  
ladder up the other side leading to a number  
of structures encircling the tunnel and use  
differing ladders and platforms to get higher.  
Halfway up, Jim stumbles across a model train  
wheel which he takes. Using more ladders and  
avoiding the bugs, they eventually climb up and  
emerge on the mesh roof. There is a small alcove at the head of the room which bears the 
facial reliefs of Oral and Werner Kite. There is a slot underneath and Jim puts the model train 
wheel in place. This causes the mechanism to activate and lower an emergency ladder at the 
opposite side of the room. Together, Mark and Jim wearily make their way over. A small, steel 
water tank sits abandoned in the corner and the walls are crackled and chipped with grime 
seeping out in places. A single, bright light shines on the wall, although the bulb is covered in a 
layer of dust and film. Jim grips the handles and heads up first, Mark right behind him. Soon 
they are outside and back on the surface. 
 
It is now night once again and the moon can be seen obscured behind a blanket of cloud. The 
area seems deserted and they walk for a while in silence down a deserted alleyway. Streetlamps 
illuminate the gloom and there is no sign of anyone or anything lurking nearby. Only a dull 
breeze can be heard and the scene is almost peaceful. Both men are lost in thought and 
wonder what lies ahead in the days to come. 
 
"As usual, I can hear the zombies moaning somewhere far way. Getting out of that subway sure 
felt good, and to think I used to complain about the rush hour crowd!" 
-REOUT2: Underbelly - Jim's Epilogue (Cold Comfort) 
 
"The night sky I hadn't seen in so long was clouded over, somewhere my wife and son were 
looking at the very same sky. Please, please let them be all right and I promise I'll make it 
home to them!" 
-REOUT2: Underbelly- Mark's Epilogue (Cold Comfort) 
 
Despite the dangerous conditions outside, researchers venture out of the General Hospital and 
into Raccoon Park where they manage to incapacitate two Hunter Gammas. The specimens 
are brought back and isolated in the lab on Level B4 which is being utilised to create a vaccine 
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for the t-Virus. On Level B2, staff continue experimenting on the leeches captured in the sewer 
whilst from the ground floor upwards, the hospital continues to operate as normal, despite the 
growing numbers of infected patients and staff. 
 
The reporter makes another journal entry. He has come to accept the fact he won't make it out 
of the city alive and this makes him more determined to crack the case of the 'cannibal disease.' 
So far he has managed to conclude that the contagion is not airborne, which explains why there 
are still plentiful numbers of uninfected people still in the city. If it was airborne then surely 
nearly the whole population would be infected by now. 
 
“At last I have found the evidence I need to prove that the "cannibal disease" is indeed 
happening in this city. One man actually ate people to death. He was like a savage animal 
tearing away a new flesh. It was completely disgusting. I have heard rumours that many people 
are also suffering from this disease now. However, the causes of the disease is not yet known. 
Is this another mystery of the present disease? I will have to check on it... 
They have placed Raccoon City under martial law because of the cannibal disease.  
I have lost contact with the media outside of the city, but I won't give up. As a journalist, I won't 
keep my eyes shut and walk away. I have a duty to the people and my profession. I don't think 
the disease has spread nationwide yet.  
I believe that this city holds the key to its creation and cure. In fact, I'm sure of it. 
The military has set up blockades around the city to keep people from escaping or spreading 
the disease. Most of the citizens have either died or have come into contact with the disease. I 
know that it is the right decision to quarantine the city, but I can’t help but pity myself. If I am 
infected or eaten, it doesn’t matter. My fate is already sealed. All I have left is my journalism. I 
won’t give up until I solve the mystery of this deadly disease. I have just discovered that the 
disease is not spread through the air, but by some other means.” 
-RE3: Reporter's Memo; undated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Back in the fixed temperature lab at the hospital, the captured leeches have multiplied. 
Because a majority of the staff are infected by the virus and are slowly degenerating in terms of 
mobility and mental awareness, an accident occurs and Dr. Scott Jones is attacked when he lets 
his guard down. The leeches latch onto his body in large numbers and are able to manipulate 
his movement. He is now a 'Leech Man.' 
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IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: LEECH MAN 
The Leech Man is the result of literally hundreds of leeches attaching  
themselves to a human body or corpse and working together to take  
full control of the primary motor functions. It is believed this was  
done to help the leeches become more mobile and agile in their  
relentless quest to find blood, which was their only form of  
sustenance. This strange being must not be confused with the  
Mimicry Marcus, as those were created via a different species of  
genetically modified leech that had been enhanced and developed  
intelligence levels to the extent they could swarm together and take a  
humanoid shape. The Leeches that make up the Leech Man were  
unable to do this and it was a simple irregular mutant. The Leeches  
sucked the host body dry of blood and they solely controlled the  
body meaning it could no longer function on its own. It was  
extremely agile and used the ventilation system of the hospital to  
move around. The creature had limited intelligence and would  
ignore cornered prey if a fresh source of blood was available such as  
a blood pack or wet bloodstain on the floor. Likewise any person with open wounds was much more at risk 
than anyone healthy. The leech swarm that covered the cadaver it controlled also acted as a protective shield 
which was extremely hard to penetrate. Gunfire was almost ineffective and this was down to the thick bodily 
secretions the leeches produced. But the Leech Man was vulnerable to high heat and any exposure would cause 
the leeches to lose their grip on the host body and collapse, and they would expire shortly afterwards. 
 
The other researchers try to isolate the creature in the lab but it manages to escape into the 
ventilation system where it can potentially access every floor in the hospital. The creature 
seems to have a thirst for blood so any open wounds must be bandaged immediately and all 
blood supplies are locked away in freezers. The researchers continue their work on the 
vaccine, but are now nervously looking over their shoulders at every turn.  
 
Ben Bertolucci is caught and arrested by Chief Irons, who confiscates a secret file Bertolucci 
had compiled made up of illegal payment receipts Irons has received from William Birkin 
over the last two years. 
 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 26TH 1998 
It’s been three days now since U.S. Special Forces attempted a bold rescue of William Birkin 
from Raccoon City. No contact has been received since from the extraction team and all 
attempts to contact Birkin himself have failed. Something has evidently gone wrong and 
enough time has passed for Derek Simmons and the U.S. Government to consider a more 
extreme course of action to deal with the crisis. Whatever the cost they cannot allow Umbrella 
to get hold of the G-Virus. 
 
Back in the basement levels of the General Hospital, one doctor has the unpleasant task of 
sealing up the dead body of a colleague in an air-tight bag to stop the Leech Man from getting 
to it. But when he is later cornered by the creature, he is injured in the attack and the gun they 
have is useless. Now wounded and bleeding, the creature stalks the poor doctor. No matter 
what room he hides in, it is relentless in the pursuit of his blood. 
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"We should have disposed of that nasty crap much earlier. It got Robert’s body as well, even 
though I sealed it up in an airtight bag. The ammo in the spare gun we keep here for security 
ran out. Hell, bullets didn’t even dent it! What in the hell am I gonna do now? 
The bite wound from that thing just won’t clot. I’ve lost so much blood that I feel nauseous and 
dizzy. Wherever I go or hide, that damn thing is always on my heels. 
It just moves so incredibly fast. Come to think of it, in the beginning it was a lot slower…It’s a 
predator…and I think the smell of blood is exciting it. 
I’m…done…for…I’ll…be…the…next…" 
-REOUT: Male Nurse's Diary; undated. 
 
10AM 
A 42 year-old restaurant owner makes his way down Ennerdale St towards the R.P.D. and 
arrives at the station to find the front desk in a hive of activity due to the ongoing crisis 
engulfing the city. He is shown to the reception room and permitted to shelter at the station 
along with other civilians. This man is already infected but due to the station being so busy and 
understaffed, nobody notices. He quietly takes his place with the other civilians who are 
sheltering there. 
 
At the Underground Lab the escaped Hunters have now killed at least 10 people. A researcher 
named Frost has been badly injured and all he can do now is destroy the lab’s temperature 
controls. Once the temperature falls well below zero the Hunters should be frozen in their 
tracks. Frost believes it is the only way to stop them. He curses his foolishness and denotes they 
had no right to play God when creating these monstrosities. Now all they have to do is lay low 
until the creatures are frozen then they can finally try and escape. 
 
"Oh I can’t believe this… 
Three days have passed since a couple of  
subjects {MA-125R} who escaped from B area  
began a killing spree in the laboratory… I think  
at least 10 of my colleagues have been killed by  
them… 
However, I got to experience the horror, first  
hand, as one of their giant, sharp claws ripped  
through my body! The bleeding from the  
wound just doesn’t seem to stop… 
Why… 
Why did we create such terrible things!? We  
had no right to play god.  
The only thing left for me to do now is to  
destroy the laboratory temperature controls… When the temperature drops down to about 
zero degrees, they would be frozen in their tracks…hopefully, this is about the only thing I can 
do now. Damn my foolishness!" 
-REOUT: Researcher's Will; undated. 
 
Like the tram station outside Raccoon Zoo, the helipad on the roof of the General Hospital is 
another pre-determined evacuation point for civilians. Whilst the nursing staff struggle to 
maintain a working hospital, an officer from the R.P.D. assists in helping people evacuate via 
helicopter on the roof.     
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The rescue helicopter will fly people to the evacuation zones by the army barricades around 
the city and then immediately return to pick up another group. This happens throughout the 
day. 
 
The restaurant owner has only been sat for a short while at the R.P.D. when he begins to show 
physical symptoms of infection. He is itching and sweating with pale skin, his eyes become 
bloodshot and he develops an intense appetite. This causes the other civilians around him to 
panic and before long a police officer enters the confiscation room where they are all sheltering 
and shoots him dead. His body is taken downstairs to the morgue where it is discovered upon 
autopsy that he is in possession of one of the missing two jewels for the decorative clock 
outside City Hall. Marvin Brannagh has no available officers to follow up this lead and has to 
delay the investigation. He files the jewel away in a locker in the evidence room. 
 
"September 26th 
Based upon an autopsy report of a 42 year old  
restaurant owner, I have discovered that he has  
one of the missing gems. He apparently took  
shelter in the police department at about 10 am,  
where he was shot to death within 10 minutes  
of having developed the symptoms. 
Since the city is currently under martial law, we  
are forced to suspend this case. At this time,  
we'll keep the gem as evidence. 
Signed, Marvin Branagh." 
-RE2: Marvin's Report; 26/09/98. 
 
Whilst officers are trying to fortify the station, the R.P.D. is suddenly and unexpectedly 
attacked by a large wave of zombies, who manage to smash their way through the main doors 
and into the reception area. They also breach the windows at the sides of the building, getting 
inside the west corridor near the Night Watchman's Room, the east corridor outside the case 
file Archives Room, and the passageway outside the Operations Room. For some reason the 
electronic window shutters have not activated because some of the cord is missing, likely thanks 
to Chief Irons. Sounds of gunfire soon erupt as R.P.D. officers engage the zombies and the 
panicked screams of civilians echo round the corridors. Many people are injured and killed in 
the battle. 
 
An officer named David Ford panics when the creatures close in, devouring the corpses of the 
dead and reaching out for fresh meat but a marksman named Meyer manages to save him at 
the last minute by taking out several of the zombies. Due to the sheer amount of virus carriers 
the officers are forced to make a tactical retreat allowing for the creatures to penetrate deeper 
into the building. 
 
Trained officers merge on the undead with powerful, automatic weapons to drive them back. 
Some even employ explosive devices which eviscerate the creatures but also destroys the 
communications network and control consoles, cutting the R.P.D. off from the army and 
National Guard patrols at the city barricades. Without that communication, it is now 
impossible to maintain an organised evacuation of civilians.  
 
In one of the final exchanges, Meyer gets surrounded and calls out to David Ford for help. But 
Ford panics and cannot find the strength to go and help his friend. Instead he turns and runs 
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for the door, hearing Meyer call out his name in desperation as the zombies tear the flesh from 
his bones. 
 
Eventually and at a heavy cost, they force the zombies  
back enough to secure the western office. However,  
they have lost the main hall and are now stuck in the  
east wing of the building. A mix of uniformed officers  
and surviving civilians do their best to barricade up  
the exposed areas using planks of wood, nails, chairs,  
tables and whatever else they can find.  Armed  
officers will patrol the corridors and any potential  
breaching points. There are just over 20 of them left  
now and they are completely cut off from the rest of  
the station where the SWAT teams are currently  
gearing up for one last attempt to retake the streets of Raccoon City from the undead hordes. 
 
Once things are relatively secure, David Ford assembles the men in the briefing room to come 
up with an operation to safeguard civilians and contain the situation within the confines of the 
city. Despite today's surprise attack, the R.P.D. are still in good shape with SWAT teams and 
extra officers on standby. Officers sit in silence on the green chairs and lean on the tables at the 
back of the room by the vending machines and watch as David Ford moves to the podium at 
the front of the room. Behind him is a green chalkboard with a very detailed battle plan 
sketched out. Ford goes through the plan step by step, knowing he has his work cut out to keep 
morale up and the team focused as today's attack has clearly caught them all off guard. Chief 
Irons is still locked away in his office and Deputy Chief Raymond Douglas is MIA and 
presumed dead after failing to return from Operation Mop-Up two days ago. 
 
"September 26th 
The Raccoon Police Dept. was unexpectedly attacked by zombies. Many have been injured. 
Even more were killed. During the attack, our communications equipment was destroyed and 
we longer have contact with the outside. 
We have decided to carry out an operation with  
the intent of rescuing any possible survivors as  
well as to prevent this disaster from spreading  
beyond Raccoon City. The details of the  
operation are as follows: 
Security of armaments and ammunition. 
Chief Irons has voiced concern regarding the  
issue of terrorism due to a series of recent  
unresolved incidents. On the very day before  
the zombies' attack, he made the decision to  
relocate all weapons to scattered intervals  
throughout the building as a temporary measure  
to prevent their possible seizure. Unfortunately,  
this decision made it extremely difficult for us to locate all ammunition caches. It has become 
our top priority to recover these scattered munitions. 
To unlock the weapon storage. 
As stated earlier, it will be extremely difficult to secure all the ammunition. However, a 
considerable supply still remains in the underground weapon storage. Unfortunately, the 
person in charge of the card key used to access the weapon storage is missing and we have been 
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unable to locate the key. One of the breakers went down during the battle and the electronic 
locks are not functioning in certain areas. It has become a top priority to restore the power 
room and secure those locks. 
Recorder: David Ford." 
-RE2: Operation Report 1; 26/09/98 
 
Conditions in the hospital continue to worsen.  
The staff have too many patients to handle,  
many have already regressed into zombies and  
have to be restrained. They also have to be  
careful when navigating around the building as  
the 'Leech Man' still hides in the shadows  
using the ventilation system to move around.  
The doctors carry around blood packs taken  
from cold storage so they can ward off the  
creature which is attracted to the taste. In the  
laboratory on B3 level, several staff members  
have sealed themselves inside hoping for a  
breakthrough in their quest to create a vaccine  
for the t-Virus. They’ve studied the captured  
Hunter Gamma specimens and consulted the Medical Equipment Manual provided by 
Umbrella's North American Representative, Douglas Lauper. He is an employee of 'Umbrella 
Medical Equipment,' one of the corporation's many subsidiary companies and it was through 
them they obtained the expensive synthesis machine currently installed in the lab. However, 
the researchers are all in the advanced stages of infection and their intelligence has degenerated 
to the extent where they can no longer work on the vaccine and it remains incomplete, though 
many of the components are in place and ready to go. 
 
Above ground, the zombie patients break free of their constraints and go on the rampage, 
killing many of the remaining staff. A lone R.P.D. officer is injured but manages to hold the 
zombies off long enough for the last batch of civilians to make it up to the roof where the final 
evacuation helicopter is waiting. After seeing them off, the officer collapses to the ground, 
choosing to remain behind because of his injuries. 
 
Derek Simmons proposes a sterilisation operation to the U.S. Congress in a bid to deal with 
the ongoing crisis in Raccoon City. He wants to destroy the biohazard and prevent the t-Virus 
spreading further by deploying an experimental type of non-nuclear thermobaric missile. It is a 
tactical risk for the government to launch a missile on its own soil and wipe out 100,000 
civilians and it will be up to the American people to hold judgement on them in the years to 
come for their actions. However, Simmons' real intentions are far darker. Because Raccoon 
City is isolated in the mid-west and largely surrounded by desert, the chances of the t-Virus 
spreading beyond the town are minimal and instead he is ready to destroy Raccoon solely to 
prevent Umbrella from getting their hands on William Birkin's G-Virus, who surely have agents 
inside the town trying to retrieve it. A missile strike will also destroy any evidence of the 
government's prior collusion with Umbrella and their role in causing the initial outbreak. Once 
the city is destroyed the U.S. Government can strike at Umbrella with everything they've got to 
solely blame them for the disaster. 
 
At the R.P.D., Chief Irons ventures out of his office, now clearly teetering on the edge of 
insanity. He comes across an officer named Ed patrolling one of the corridors. Drawing his 
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weapon, Irons calmly shoots him in the back and blood sprays everywhere. He gets a rush of 
excitement from seeing Ed stare up at him from the floor, eyes wide in disbelief as he slowly 
dies in absolute agony. Sometime later, Irons returns to his office to write down the experience, 
suddenly remembering about Mayor Warren's daughter he allowed to escape several days ago. 
Now he can hunt her down... 
 
“I’ve had a change of heart about the remaining survivors inside the precinct. I’ve decided to 
hunt them down myself. 
I shot Ed in the back through the heart less than an hour ago. I watched him writhe in pain 
upon the floor in a pool of his own blood. The expression on his face was positively exquisite. 
He died with his eyes wide open, staring up at me. It was beautiful.  
I wonder if the mayor’s daughter is still alive?  
I let her escape so I could enjoy hunting her down later…I’m going to enjoy my new trophy. 
Yes, frozen forever in the pose I choose to give her.” 
-RE2: Chief’s Diary; 26/09/98. 
 
At the hospital, the head doctor records the zombie attack in his diary and is resigned to the 
fact they are all going to die. Most of the patients and staff are lost and now he is also infected. 
All he can do now is accept the inevitable and wait. 
 
"September 26th 
We lost most of the doctors and staff during  
the battle against the "zombie" patients. It's  
impossible to maintain the hospital under  
these conditions. And, I know that it's too  
late for me. I am beginning to feel that same  
itchy and hungry desire that all of my  
patients felt. It's too late for me..." 
-RE3: Director's Diary; 26/09/98 
 
Not long afterwards, the doctor is bitten on  
the neck. He manages to drag himself back  
to his office on the first floor leaving a trail  
of blood behind him before collapsing on one of the sofas and succumbing to blood loss. 
 
The only survivors left in the hospital are Dr. Hursh, the dying cop on the helipad roof and a 
wounded man hiding in the Treatment Room on the second floor. 
 
Umbrella give the order for U.B.C.S. teams to be deployed into Raccoon City. There will be 
120 operatives made up of four separate platoons, with each platoon further broken down into 
individual squads. To the world at large, their mission is to bravely rescue the stranded citizens 
of the town and evacuate them safely. Video cameras will be set up around town to portray 
these heroics that will hopefully win the corporation some public support. But unbeknownst to 
the U.B.C.S. mercs, Umbrella's true objective is to gather combat data from what has now 
become the largest civilised disaster area in history. The soldiers will be the perfect guinea pigs 
against the B.O.W.s and secondary infectants they will be fighting. All members are given weak 
antibodies against the t-Virus before being deployed. In addition, a number of 'Monitors' or 
Observers are sent in. These operatives are under special orders to collect battle data from 
their comerades, recover precious samples and destroy any evidence linking Umbrella to the 
biological outbreak. The Monitors' identities are a strict secret and no one in the U.B.C.S. is 
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aware of them. Each one has a secret call sign such as 'Bravo 16' and they are injected with 
stronger antibodies against the virus than their regular team mates. They are also provided with 
special intelligence on little-known escape routes and hidden methods of contacting outside 
agents to report their progress and call in extraction if necessary. They also have authorisation 
to sacrifice their comerades if the need arises. Two of these monitors are identified as Nikolai 
Zinoviev of Delta Platoon Bravo Squad, and Tyrell Patrick of Bravo Platoon Alpha Squad. 
The Monitors' secret base of operations inside the hot zone will be a shack inside Raccoon 
Park near the cemetery. 
 
In the days that have followed since the disastrous mission to acquire the G-Virus from 
William Birkin, U.S.S. Delta Team 'Wolfpack' have spent hour upon hour under questioning 
and debrief about just what happened down in the underground lab. Hunk is still MIA and 
now Umbrella know William Birkin injected himself with his own creation and mutated. 
Christine Henry is ready to hold each member of Wolfpack accountable for the Raccoon City 
disaster. But in order to atone for their actions, Henry orders them redeployed back into the 
city with a number of objectives to destroy crucial evidence linking Umbrella to the incident. 
After assembling their gear, Wolfpack are soon en route via helicopter back to Raccoon. 
 
Having heard about the evac helicopters leaving the city from the hospital roof, George 
Hamilton leads his party towards his place of work where it is hoped they can finally escape the 
biohazard. But when they arrive they find everyone to be dead and numerous zombies 
wandering around. After riding the elevator up to the higher levels, the circuit breaker suddenly 
trips and the power shuts down, trapping them on the 3rd floor. Metal shutters have also been 
locked and are blocking off access to the stairs. All they can for now is wait and so they rest up 
inside room 301 near to the Nurse’s Station. 
 
Despite being heavily fortified and barricaded, zombies breach City Hall and all the 
administrative and local government staff holed up inside are killed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NIGHT: 
As darkness falls, the first helicopters arrive in Raccoon City to deploy squads of U.B.C.S. 
members. Before long they are making situation reports back to headquarters. Clearly some 
areas are worse than others. 
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"UBCS Command: UBCS Team 4... Report. 
UBCS Soldier 1: Command, we're seeing a lot of RPD and civilian activity in the downtown 
area... 
UBCS Soldier 2: Team 5 reporting, gunfire near the hospital... Command, we have positive 
contact! 
UBCS Command: Understood. Move to contain. 
UBCS Soldier 3: Our line is breached we can't hold them off... 
UBCS Soldier 4: They're everywhere! 
UBCS Soldier 5: Containment failed! We need extraction!" 
-REORC: Corruption Intro; 26/09/98 
 
UBCS Echo Team are given orders to secure the St. Michael Clock Tower for use as a 
fortified shelter for civilians and evacuation checkpoint for the rescue helicopter. As they set off 
into the night and engage the zombies, they are reminded that they must give priority to 
rescuing people employed by Umbrella's affiliates. 
 
"UBCS Echo Team 
Echo Team's primary objective is to sweep the city area and evacuate surviving civilians to 
inside the clock tower. Give priority to civilians employed by Umbrella affiliates. (With 
reward). Revitalized corpses (beings called Zombies after death by contamination) have high 
durability, so it will be difficult to prevent them from functioning. Be on full alert. 
Evacuating Operation Area 
1: Carry out evacuation at the end of the operation, or when it becomes impossible to continue 
the mission. 
2: Guide the helicopter on standby in the outskirts to the large garden in front of the clock 
tower. 
3: Consider the clock tower bell as a signal of the end of the operation, or to communicate 
failure of the operation to all units in the city.” 
-BIO3: Operation Instruction; undated. 
 
The Monitors secure the shack in Raccoon Park  
cemetery as ordered and begin setting up their  
base of operations, including a portable  
communications console to provide contact with  
headquarters. They have a large map of  
Raccoon City with a number of strategic  
locations marked including the General Hospital  
and police station as well as layout schematics  
for each building. A green chalkboard is set up  
detailing mission objectives and they have a  
photograph of the S.T.A.R.S. members. Should  
any of the Monitors run into and kill any of the  
former elite police squad, they will be paid a  
significant bonus. Each Monitor has a different code name and differing missions, although 
some overall objectives are still the same.  
 
"Orders Monitor Bravo 16 
1: Collect all intelligence related to the current incident. Observe the UBCS. Gather combat 
data. 
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2: Recover treatment data in particular and completely destroy facilities containing evidence, 
such as medical institutions, etc. 
3: Confirm each test subject's mission execution capability. 
Following completion of the mission, evacuate immediately using the designated escape 
procedures. In addition, it is strictly prohibited to rescue anyone other than monitors or take 
money and valuables that can be traced to their source." 
-BIO3: Orders To A Monitor (Written Order to the Supervisors); undated. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK – THE HIVE begin. 
 
Meanwhile, George and the others are still  
sheltering in Room 301 on the third floor of  
the hospital. Looking out of the window, they  
can see zombies gathering on the road outside  
near the park entrance and the side alleyway  
leading down to the rear of the St. Michael  
Clock Tower. George says there is no  
sanctuary left and that the zombies will follow  
them anywhere. Cindy sits on the bed, too  
afraid to look but she can still hear them  
shuffling around and moaning in the night air.  
Some are even banging on the main door of  
the hospital, trying to get inside. George moves  
away from the two windows. There are four  
patient beds in this room, two on each side with a green privacy curtain on a coil next to each 
one. The bed nearest the window flaps in the wind and a hissing noise comes from a TV on a 
stand displaying nothing but loud static. There is a nurse call button on the wall and Yoko 
pushes it out of interest but nothing happens. Each bed has a set of drawers and a food trolley 
for meal time. The sheets are messy and random bits of paperwork are scattered about. A 
couple of phones hang on the wall and at the opposite end of the room is a small sink and 
mirror with various antiseptics and paper towels stacked in the corner. George peers out of the 
window and the group of zombies still surrounding the hospital and wandering aimlessly. 
 
Alyssa is startled when the door opens and a man in a white doctor's coat and striped tie steps 
inside. He is a little surprised to find them here. His name is Dr. Hursh and he is the only 
surviving employee left alive. He apologises for startling them and explains he is a doctor at this 
hospital. He also says it is not an ideal place to take shelter and not as safe as it may look or 
sound. He has already decided to get out of here as soon as possible. He then walks back out 
and heads for the nearby Nurse’s Station. Cindy and Alyssa are not pleased with this news and 
they all follow the doctor out into a very dimply lit corridor. Something is wrong with the power 
and they hear a faint electrical fizzing from somewhere nearby. Cindy presses the buttons for 
the elevator but there is no response. She cannot understand why it was working fine before 
and now it is suddenly broken. There are several bodies on the floor to their right next to a 
discarded wheel chair. On the opposite side is the door to the 3F Nurse's Station which Hursh 
went to. George and Cindy decide to follow him inside, but Alyssa and Yoko decide to explore 
around a little first.  
 
Yoko moves down to the waiting area where chairs and the like are scattered about. Someone 
made quite a mess here. Blood stains and several dead bodies are slumped and the area is in 
darkness as the overhead lights are out. Moonlight pours through from the window on the wall 
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and there is a potted tree to the left of the window. On the opposite side of the window is a 
small cart with a bunch of empty chemical boxes. A few pictures are on the wall but it is too 
dark to make them out. Heading down the passage, Alyssa passes the Nurses Station counter. 
The metal shutters have been pulled down but a cart and a filing cabinet have been forced 
through them, bending the metal bars. Paperwork and medical files are scattered all over the 
floor next to a couple of fluid drips on stands. Directly above is the only working overhead 
light. A fire extinguisher and alarm is on the wall next to a wooden notice board above a 
radiator with a notice detailing an increase in medical insurance fees. Further on is the staircase 
leading down to the second floor but a sturdy-looking shutter is closed, blocking access. That 
coupled with the inoperable elevator means they are essentially trapped here. To the left the 
passageway forks to the right next to a corner relief carved out of wood by a table on the wall. A 
sign has an arrow pointing right for 'Nurses' Station 2F' but again the passage is blocked by a 
sturdy looking shutter and a red neon exit sign is on the ceiling above. Another body is on the 
floor here next to three small waste bins, one of which has toppled over. One door on the left 
leads to Room 302. She waits for Yoko to join her and they check it out together. 
 
Inside is a room smaller than 301 with only two  
patient beds. An open window is on the far wall  
and the wind blows inside, slightly waving the  
drawn plastic blinds. It is quite humid and the  
only light in the room flickers every now and  
then from behind the bed nearest the window  
and an electrical crackling sound can be heard.  
The bed sheets are messy and quite unkempt,  
yet show signs of having been slept in very  
recently. A dried bloodstain is on the floor and  
a wooden set of drawers lean against the back  
with a television on top separating the two beds.  
Yoko roots through the drawers and finds  
nothing of use except a small wooden stick she  
can brandish as a weapon. On the opposite wall is a small porcelain sink but the basin feels 
sticky thanks to something other than water. On the second bed is a nurse's diary and Alyssa 
picks it up and leans near the light to read the pages. It talks rather ominously about a creature 
that feeds off blood and has been hunting down the staff relentlessly. At the back of the room is 
a cupboard with a crutch leaning against it. Inside, Yoko finds a loaded hand gun which she 
stuffs into her jeans. There is nothing else of use in here but as they turn to leave, an overhead 
ventilation grille is suddenly kicked open and falls to the floor with a large clang. Out of the 
duct drops a hideous monstrosity composed of a humanoid shape but covered in a writhing 
mass of leeches. It reaches for Yoko who in shock fumbles for her gun but is too late and the 
pulsing mass takes hold of her. She fears the worst until the creature suddenly recoils back, 
leeches spilling off it and writhing on the floor. Looking up she spots that Alyssa had picked up 
the wooden crutch and whacked it round the back of the head. Quickly, the two of them make 
for the door as the Leech Man rises to its feet. Alyssa and Yoko run for the Nurses Station 
before the creature can follow. 
 
Inside, they re-join the others and notice this place is a mess and half the room has been 
crudely barricaded off using tables, filing cabinets and other bits of furniture. There was 
obviously a battle here between the staff and the zombie patients at some point. A dead nurse 
lies on the floor and another is slumped against the desk. Papers are scattered everywhere as if 
someone was looking for something. There is a memo on the desk: 
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"Repair Work Memo: 
Repair Plan: A/C unit, switch panel. 
*Main Entrance 
*3F-)4F Landing space 
*Room 403 
*B2F Channel -) Drainage 
(AUTHORISED PERSONNEL ONLY)" 
-REOUT: Repair Work Memo; undated. 
 
George stuffs the note into his pocket, recalling  
how the basement levels have sewer access.  
Yoko spots a map on one of the tables and  
takes it with her. Several cabinets are lined up  
against the side wall but contain nothing of use and a spilled pot plant lies by the door. On the 
other side of the barricade, Dr. Hursh is stood by a control panel. He explains the elevator is 
no longer working and he has been trying to find out why. He studies the control panel and 
surmises the electricity on this floor is supplied by an auxiliary battery. He pushes more buttons 
and suddenly all the lights in the room flick back on and full power is restored. Satisfied with 
his work, Hursh begins to walk back towards the others when a sudden bang puts him on his 
guard. He looks on in horror to see the pulsing mass of the leech man climbing through the 
hole in the wall at the reception counter where the metal shutter has been bent back. Quickly, 
Hursh tries to climb over the barricade to reach the others as behind him the creature squeezes 
through the gap in the shutter, individual leeches pouring off its body like dead skin. Hursh 
panics and loses his balance, falling backwards off a small filing cabinet and crashing back down 
to the floor. He bangs the back of his head and is disorientated. He tries to get back up and 
feels the shadow of the leech man looming over him. It can smell the blood seeping through 
the bandage on his left hand and he screams in terror as it collapses on top and consumes him 
completely. 
 
Horrified, the others can only watch and stare as the leeches fall off the original host body and 
attach themselves by the hundreds to poor Dr. Hursh. Once they have control of the body, the 
new Leech Man crawls back out through the window at the reception desk and disappears into 
the corridor. Yoko jumps over the barrier and uses her gun to shoot a single, writing leech on 
the floor that squirmed around where Hursh had just been. Behind them, the dead nurse 
reanimates and she needs another two bullets to destroy her brain. Quickly, they search the 
room before the Leech Man comes back. George walks over to the blood temperature 
regulation device on the wall and opens the drawer. Inside are two blood infusion packs. He’d 
noticed the Leech Man seems to be attracted to the blood from the wound on Hursh’s hand 
and believes they can use the stored blood to distract it. Another window is on the right wall 
next to the device and Cindy can see more zombies wandering the street below. What’s left of 
the original host for the Leech man is on the floor. His nametag reads ‘Scott’ and it looks as 
though his body has been completely drained of blood. Someone has also recently searched 
through his pockets. 
 
Now the elevator is operational once more, the four of them decide to make a run for it and 
head back to the corridor outside. The passage is still gloomy and empty as they wait for the 
elevator doors to open. Once they are all inside, George pushes the button that will take them 
down to the first floor. As an employee here he notices security protocols are in place and that 
Levels 4F, the roof, B2 and B3 are currently inaccessible. They soon emerge out into the 
Doctor’s Station and immediately a zombie waddles hungrily towards them dressed in a white 
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lab coat. Yoko uses four shots to take it down and with the threat gone they move out to search 
the room. Their footsteps are muffled on the blue carpet underfoot and Alyssa and Yoko 
search as George and Cindy keep an eye out for any more potential dangers. There is a silver 
trolley with a kettle and an unfinished cup of  
coffee next to three large water bottles. The  
trolley is next to three individual desks pushed  
together to form one large table. Files, memos  
and various other documents are strewn  
haphazardly and Cindy notices some graffiti  
etched onto the desk which reads “My  
daughter’s birthday is September 30th.” At the  
opposite end of the table is a computer but  
nothing else of any real use. The curtains are  
drawn on the windows and the central pillar  
has a clock on the wall and a calendar pinned  
up beneath. The back wall has a noticeboard  
with numerous newspaper and magazine clippings for employees to read. The back left wall 
has three large steel lockers full of personal affects next to a small partition with some plants set 
inside. The far left locker is open and Alyssa finds a box of handgun rounds which she tosses 
to Yoko. On the other side of the partition are two comfortable-looking leather brown sofas sat 
either side of a coffee table in a small waiting area. The body of the head doctor is slumped 
against one of the sofas, a large wound in his back and blood all over his coat. He died only 
hours ago. Behind the sofa is a large potted plant and a desk and cupboard on the wall full of 
medical journals and books. A single door here leads to the office behind main reception and 
George ushers them through towards the main entrance. 
 
Inside, the office is dimly lit and the red curtains are closed across main reception to indicate it 
is closed at this time. A clock above the door reads ‘9:35PM’ and George wonders if it is 
correct or not. A large workstation dominates the room full of computers and stacks of 
important paperwork and records. On the right hand side of the room at the far end is a door 
with a green neon 'exit' sign above. The back wall is covered by a huge glass cabinet containing 
confidential patient files and medical records next to a photocopier. Someone has stuck a note 
on warning not to use paper unnecessarily. Finally, the left hand side of the room is full of 
drawers for different template forms and small  
individual lockers for various chemicals. None of  
them appear to be useful. The central desk is tidy  
and well organised and none of the computers  
are switched on. Cindy finds a scrub brush  
leaning by the sink which she takes with her and  
George finds another scrap of paper he believes  
may come in useful for later. 
 
“Piece of Memo: 
*Cabinet B6 
*Red chemical code number 
+2345” 
- REOUT: Piece of Memo; undated. 
 
They are now in the main lobby of the hospital. The walls, pillars and flooring are made of 
beautifully-decorated onyx-coloured marble, shiny enough for them to see their own 
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reflections. They hurry to the main door but are dismayed to see a horde of zombies banging 
on the glass on the other side. To leave this way would be suicide. To the right of the main 
entrance are the doors to the waiting room but they are blocked off by a steel shutter. There is 
a switch on the wall but it has no power. Benches and chairs are dotted around and potted 
plants are everywhere to try and create a soothing  
environment. At the opposite side of the room is  
another small waiting area with a notice board on  
the wall and a drinks machine. Another door is  
here but again a metal shutter prevents access.  
They are stuck. Suddenly, a ventilation grille  
directly above the vending machine is kicked  
open and the horrific form of the Leech Man  
literally spills out into the room below. George  
cries a warning and Alyssa gags as they hastily  
retreat back to the office, through the Doctor’s  
Station and back into the elevator before it can  
catch them. 
 
The group decide to split up into pairs, making it harder for the Leech zombie to track them. 
George and Cindy will ride down to Level B1 and try and get the elevator access working to 
floor B2 so they can potentially escape into the sewer. Alyssa and Yoko will ride up to the 
second floor and look for anything that could be of use. They agree to meet back at the 
elevator in a short while. 
 
Cindy and George are dropped off first and emerge into the cold, dark corridor of the first 
basement level. The walls and floor are made up of untreated concrete and there are 
numerous damp patches present. A maintenance trolley has been abandoned to their right 
next to a door for the morgue. To the left the passage runs down to the elevator control room, 
and beyond that is a locked door at the end requiring a key card after a small, meshed off 
maintenance and storage area. Taking Cindy’s hand, George leads her down towards the 
elevator control room. There is a single female zombie patrolling this corridor and he uses 
Cindy’s scrub brush to smash it to the floor where it lies dazed. Stepping over the body, they 
head through the door on the left and into the elevator control room. 
 
Inside there is a constant hum from banks of  
monitors and computer equipment that they  
dare not touch. A stepladder has been set out  
to adjust the wiring located above. Directly  
ahead is a painting of a silhouetted man on the  
wall entitled ‘Brakken’s Jealousy.’ A green  
board with a maintenance schedule is on the  
floor leaning against the wall and at the back is  
a row of equipment lockers. One of the main  
overhead lights has been pulled off the ceiling  
and hangs via the electric cabling. It is still  
switched on. Next to the lockers is a worker’s  
desk full of books on hair growth, implying the  
owner probably cared a lot about his hair. On the opposite side is another desk with a bag and 
an unfinished report of some kind. At the back of the room is a messy desk collecting dust and 
a spot lamp with a red bulb casts illumination onto an old PC that is out of power. To the left is 
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another workstation full of monitors showing security feeds from various rooms of the hospital. 
A laptop computer is opened up here but will not turn on. A keyboard is built into the control 
station for inputting security codes and three disgusting leeches squirm around on it until Cindy 
reluctantly steps forward and scrubs them onto the floor with her brush. George scratches his 
head and tries to remember the codes. There is a settings manual nearby that may offer some 
clues. 
 
“Elevator floors of operation: 
NORMAL ........ 3F - B1F 
LEVEL 1..........B2F 
LEVEL 2 ......... B3F, 4F 
Administrator is in charge of deciding the security settings for the various areas. A switch to 
security level 1 requires a 4 digit code. Whereas a change to level 2 requires a voice code 
authorisation.” 
-REOUT: Settings Manual; undated. 
 
They already know the head doctor is dead and there are unlikely to be any other survivors 
with voice authorisation access to unlock either the 3rd basement or 4th floor levels. He recalls 
the code for the roof as that is permanent so types in ‘0930’ and is rewarded with a satisfying 
beep and a prompt that the rooftop is now accessible. However, they will not be able to escape 
from up there. The code to access B2 level is changed daily for security reasons and he has no 
idea what it could be, although he suspects the piece of memo he picked up earlier may be a 
clue. Suddenly, they are interrupted when the vent shaft above is kicked open and the Leech 
Man drops into their midst. It stumbles after them and George takes one of the blood packs 
and splits it all over the floor. The Leech zombie goes into a frenzy and waddles over before 
bending down and sucking up the blood in great slurps. Both of them are disgusted by the sight 
and together they make a quick exit back into the corridor. They don’t have the card key for 
the door to their left and so they had back the opposite way towards the morgue. 
 
Meanwhile, Alyssa and Yoko emerge onto the second floor of the hospital. This floor is 
identical in layout to the third although all the lights are working and it is much brighter. A 
couple of trash cans are by the wall opposite the elevator and next to them is the door to the 2F 
Nurse’s Station. Yoko checks inside whilst Alyssa searches the rest of the corridor. Inside the 
Nurse’s Station is a newspaper stand next to a bank of medicinal cabinets containing aspirin 
and flu medicines. The work stations and reception desks are all cluttered as if they have all 
been ransacked. A refrigerator contains sterile materials and when Yoko goes over she gets a 
shock when the glass cracks and two leeches burst out! Disgusted, she quickly stamps on them. 
Inside the cabinet a message has been stuck to the door. 
 
“Here are the reagents for today. As usual, I put  
tentative names on the label. Please replace the  
names with the correct codes and keep them in  
the cabinet labelled B-6. 
Name (tentative): Code 
Cerulean: C-4041 
Emerald: E-1160 
Turquoise: T-7221 
Carmine: K-1210 
Ivy: I-2005” 
-REOUT: Chemical Code Message; undated. 
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She rips it off and stuffs it in her pocket, remembering the note George had found on the desk 
at the doctor’s station downstairs had mentioned the B-6 cabinet. At the back of the room is 
more clutter and a refrigerating device to keep blood chilled. There are more blood packs in 
here she takes with her. Anther door leads into another room but it is blocked off with a 
barricade made up of tables and boxes. A window shows a darkened room beyond and leeches 
crawl all over the other side of the glass. There is also a cart full of bandages and haemostatic 
medicines that could stop any potential bleeding. Some of these could be useful. 
 
Meanwhile, Alyssa searches the small waiting  
area opposite the Nurse’s Station. It is a  
mess but not as bad as the third floor was.  
Another doctor’s corpse is here, slumped  
alongside two civilians. A chair and table are  
placed next to two out of order payphones  
and opposite is a door tightly shut and won’t  
open. A no-smoking sign is on the wall to the  
right of the door and a painting of a scenic  
landscape to the left. She moves down the  
passage opposite the nurse’s centre where  
the shutters are down and the back of the  
counter is hidden behind a curtain. On the opposite wall is a cabinet with some books on top 
and two glass cases on the wall containing notes, flyers and heath posters. Further down is a 
large, brown trash can and the staircase. The stairs leading up to the 3rd floor are blocked via 
shutter but the stairs going down to the first floor are open for access. Ignoring the stairs for 
now, she turns to her left where the passage continues down past a trolley with empty ampoules 
and gauze strips. Directly ahead the corridor continues down beyond a sturdy looking shutter 
preventing her from going any further. However, there is a door for Room 202 to the left so 
she decides to quickly check it out. 
 
Inside is a small patients’ room with two beds. Unfinished cold tea is left in a pot on the tray of 
the first bed and the privacy curtain is drawn round the second one. There is a sink on the wall 
next to an out of order hand dryer and moving round the curtain, Alyssa sees the second bed is 
also empty though clothes are strewn everywhere and a leather bag sits on the dining tray. A 
large butcher’s knife has been left behind that she decides to take and the drawers next to the 
bed have all been ransacked as if someone was trying to leave in a hurry. There is a nurse's call 
button on the wall but there is no response when pushed. A TV sits on top of the drawers next 
to a saline drip by the window and opposite the bed is a large blue locker but there is nothing 
useful inside so she returns to the corridor. 
 
Yoko is outside waiting for her. She beckons Alyssa over and they head back towards the lift. 
Suddenly, a vent grille clangs to the floor loudly from the ceiling and the Leech Zombie drops 
out to confront them. Yoko fires off a few shots from her gun but it seems to have little effect 
on the creature. It lurches towards them and blocks the corridor leading back to the elevator. 
Alyssa tears open a blood pack and splatters it all over the floor. The creature immediately 
begins to feed and Yoko tugs Alyssa back and points to the vacant stairway leading down to the 
first floor. Together, they both make a run for it. 
 
Meanwhile, Cindy and George arrive at the morgue on Level B1. Inside, the room is sterile, 
cold, and not very appealing. The walls and floor are made up of dull, grey tiles with a greenish 
glow thanks to the dim lighting in the room. In the middle is a steel gurney with a yellow body 
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bag on top. A powerful light illuminates from above and the body bag is occupied but neither 
George nor Cindy have any intention of opening it. At the back is a trolley with a container and 
tools used for autopsy. The far left wall holds nine steel fridges for cold-storing cadavers and at 
the other side is a bank of four lockers and an old-fashioned porcelain sink stained with blood. 
There is nothing of any use in here so they decide to return to the elevator. With nowhere left 
to go they decide to head up to the rooftop to scan the city and see how things are looking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When they arrive on the roof they can immediately hear the wind whistling and the crackle of 
an electrical short from somewhere nearby. A huge red and white helicopter landing pad 
dominates the rooftop and crows can be heard flapping and cawing overhead. Black smoke can 
be seen rising throughout the city and several fires burn in the night. Zombie groans echo 
through the streets and the city is in chaos. George’s heart skips a beat when he spots a gondola 
used to clean the building affixed to the side railing. But any hopes of using it to get down to 
street level are dashed when he notices it is under repair and cannot be used. Cindy spots a 
body slumped against the back wall. It is a police officer and he is still alive, though just barely. 
She bends over to look at him but his eyes are glazed over and he is delirious from pain. He 
was responsible for getting the patients evacuated and the last helicopter left some hours ago 
now. He looks at Cindy and mistakes her for someone he is close to. Perhaps they share a 
resemblance. He calls her Maggie and is happy she has come to pick him up. But he knows he 
is dying and uses the last of his strength to hand over a sub-machine gun loaded with 30 
rounds. He then loses consciousness and his breathing stops. There is no way they could have 
saved him. With smoke and fire coming from almost every direction, George looks out across 
the vast blackness that is Raccoon Park and wonders if that could provide a possible escape 
route if the sewer proves to be a no-go. She hands him the machine gun and together they head 
back towards the elevator. 
 
Meanwhile, Alyssa and Yoko walk down the second floor staircase holding on the railing to 
emerge onto the first floor passage. Moans of zombies can be heard from somewhere nearby 
and a glass cabinet with a bulletin board is on the wall to their immediate right. It has been 
unlocked and the door has swung open. A notice on how to prevent catching a cold is inside. 
Directly ahead is another door but a shutter prevents access and a control switch on the wall 
confirms it is getting no power. A door to the left is labelled ‘Staff Room’ and a map of the 
hospital layout is on the wall. Beyond that is the night reception desk and another board with 
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memos posted up everywhere. Another door here is potentially a back exit but numerous 
zombie noises are coming from the other side so they dare not open it. Behind the stairs is 
another dimly lit alcove next to a large pillar. A heap of junk including a small cot, a magazine 
stand and some boxes has been pushed underneath the staircase and a hanging lamp casts a 
soothing orange glow into the room. A door to the locker room is at the back here and with the 
leech zombie not far away, they decide to split up and check each room. Yoko heads for the 
staff room and Alyssa checks out the locker room. 
 
Opening the staff room door, Yoko finds herself  
in night reception. This room has been  
completely trashed and has paperwork and  
books scattered all over the floor. It is hot and  
the air is thick with smoke as the glow of a  
crackling fire can be heard nearby. A metal  
shelving unit has been pushed over and round  
the back some cardboard boxes have caught fire  
and are burning. The fire seems to be dying  
down but it sparks and crackles and Yoko takes  
a moment to feel the soothing heat of the flames  
on her skin. The back window has also caved in  
and the plastic horizontal blinds are broken. A  
picture of the human muscular structure is on the wall next to a large notice board full of 
irrelevant memos. Books are haphazardly stacked on the spilt shelf including a boring-looking 
paperback entitled ‘Guard Regulations.’ More brochures have been posted on the walls 
including the ‘Easy Guide to Workman’s Compensation.’ The night reception counter is a 
mess with documents and pens scattered around and next to the counter is a control panel and 
security feeds of the shutters blocking the doors. She flicks a switch and the power to the 
shutters is restored. With nothing else of use in here she leaves the room. 
 
Inside the locker room, Alyssa notices a large washbasin and mirror with grime all over and it 
strikes her that these are not very sanitary conditions for a hospital. Another door further in 
leads to the examination room. Beyond that the cramped corridor moves to the left where 
there are more banks of employee lockers and a wooden bench. Magazines and newspapers 
lay scattered everywhere. One locker has been stuffed full of papers and looks more like a 
trash can. Personal effects are on display but there is nothing of any use. Boxes and plastic bags 
full of old clothes have been piled on top of the lockers and she gets the shock of her life when 
a female zombie suddenly bursts out of one of the lockers and collapses to the floor. 
Brandishing the knife Yoko gave her, Alyssa retreats and enters the examination room. 
 
Now back in the 1F passage, Yoko raises the shutter blocking the door. The door is unlocked 
and peeking through she sees it leads into the main lobby of the hospital. Satisfied, she retreats 
back into the passage and moves towards the locker room to catch up with Alyssa. 
 
Inside the examination room the whistling wind can be heard from a smashed window close 
by. As Alyssa moves closer, another window caves in and a zombie tries to get inside. 
Cautiously moving past its skeletal fingers that are just out of reach, she moves into the main 
room. It is dark in here and the only light comes from a giant x-ray viewing machine set into 
the back wall and another doctor is slumped at the desk in front of it. But when Alyssa gets too 
close the zombie suddenly reanimates and lunges at her. She quickly takes the knife and 
reflexively stabs it in the brain. It goes down spasming on the floor and she hasn’t got the nerve 
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to retrieve the knife. A viewing monitor and some storage drawers are next to the x-ray viewer. 
Many papers lay around, including x-ray results belonging to someone named ‘Chris’ who the 
examiner concludes has a strong frame. There is also a confidential file with ‘S.T.A.R.S.’ 
written on it. She also finds a card key here for B1 level which could come in very handy. At 
the back of the room someone seems to have made quite a mess as green partitions have been 
purposefully knocked over revealing an empty patient bed and a row of cabinets full of cold 
and flu medicines. A door to the right here leads to the Treatment Room. 
 
It is brightly lit in here and a soothing hum  
comes from the generators. There is a  
single bed alongside all kinds of expensive- 
looking prepped monitoring equipment  
and a large sink on the opposite wall for  
surgeons to scrub up with boxes of wipes  
and antiseptics. A shelving unit stands full  
of boxes with miscellaneous materials and  
the back wall is dominated by a large  
cabinet containing all manner of speciality  
chemicals, none of which she is familiar  
with. On the left hand wall samples of  
some kind of medical tool are attached to a corkboard. Nearby an antique typewriter sits on a 
stand and there is a body of a man leaning against the cupboards on the back wall. His body is 
still warm and he must have died very recently. With nothing of any use, she returns to the 
Examination Room and finds Yoko has come to find her. They make for the exit when the 
Leech Man enters the fray once again and has continuously had their scent ever since it found 
them on the 2nd floor. Alyssa uses the last of her blood packs to distract it and they head for a 
door to the right of the x-ray viewer taking them into the main waiting room. A phone is by the 
door and a clipping from a medical magazine on the wall beside a wooden coat stand reads 
‘materials that can cause cancer.’ Quickly they head through the door before the Leech zombie 
rises again. 
 
The waiting room is very lavish with deep- 
rooted wooden flooring and pristinely- 
painted white walls. Two marble goddess  
statues sit in wooden alcoves between a set  
of sturdy oak doors leading into the main  
lobby. An antique clock hangs on the wall  
and there are vases and other ornaments  
on display. At the back of the room a  
small reception desk has a light on but is  
closed and a passage leading off into the  
bowels of the hospital’s other wing is  
sealed off by another shutter that cannot  
be opened from here. A small rug is laid out across the floor with ‘Raccoon Hospital’ written 
across and there are several comfortable-looking chairs for people to wait on and a water basin 
for drinks, although the water is cut off at the moment. Suddenly, a window caves in and a 
zombie dog bursts inside. Yoko tries to shoot it but it is fast and hard to hit. But at that 
moment, the lobby doors open and George and Cindy appear. Quickly they beckon Yoko and 
Alyssa through then slam it shut, trapping the zombie dog inside the waiting room. 
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It turns out George and Cindy were able to access the waiting room because Yoko had restored 
power to the shutters a little earlier. Alyssa shows George the piece of memo she found and 
this enables him to work out that the code to open up B2 level on the elevator is 3555. 
Quickly, all four of them head back through the office and into the elevator. Once they arrive 
at B1 level, George heads straight for the elevator control room. He points down to the locked 
door at the far end for Alyssa to use the B1 key card she found. 
 
After George disappears inside the elevator  
control room, Alyssa and Yoko use the B1  
card key to unlock the door at the end of the  
passage. On the other side they find  
themselves in a large utility tunnel with bare  
concrete flooring and tin slat walls. There is a  
huge pipe to their left that gives off a deep  
rumbling noise and a male doctor zombie  
comes shuffling round the corner towards  
them. After taking care of the virus carrier, the  
passage snakes left then back to the right. On  
the right side of the passage is a small corridor  
leading to an incinerator that burns fiercely.  
Random bits of junk are piled up ready to be burned including a sign for a service entrance on 
Army St and a hook and crane hanging down from the ceiling. There is also a female zombie 
lurking down here that they manage to avoid and somewhere behind them, they can hear the 
Leech Man scrabbling around in the vent shaft close by. 
 
Beyond the incinerator is a door at the end  
of the tunnel leading into the Waste Liquid  
Disposal Room. In here is a large machine  
with pipes snaking out used to dispose of  
industrial waste. To the left is a half-raised  
metal shutter containing industrial  
detergents. There is also a large, rusted oil  
drum in the corner with a scrubbing brush  
leaning against it and an empty jerry can.  
To the right side of the room a sturdy  
looking shutter is closed and cannot be  
opened. Straight ahead a stairwell leads  
down to the lower level where the sewer  
canal flows out of a circular grid on the wall and down into an identical one on the other side. 
All the walls are grimy and rust is everywhere. The odd leech can be heard squelching around 
in the darkness. Alyssa climbs into the canal and wades through the water. Beneath the girders 
that hold up the structure for the machinery above are more oil drums and an old compressed 
air cylinder on a cart that looks like it had been used for medical purposes. Cardboard boxes 
are stacked in the corner next to a mesh fence and shutter where water can be heard coming 
from behind it. There is also a body here and padlock key on the floor which she takes. The 
body suddenly jerks forward and crawls across the ground to get at her but she jumps back into 
the water out of its reach. With nowhere else to go, they begin their retreat back towards the 
tunnel, hoping the key they found will prove to be useful. 
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Meanwhile, having inputted the code to access B2 level, George returns to the elevator where 
Cindy still waits nervously. Together they ride down to the second basement level and emerge 
into an empty corridor identical to the one above. A door opposite leads into the laboratory 
and smudged windows run across the wall. A cord has been pulled through a small gap in one 
of the windows that trails across the floor. Further down the passage to the left is a solid metal 
door on the left side that is firmly locked and cannot be opened. From there the tunnel opens 
up slightly before ending at another locked door requiring a key card for access. A body of a 
man in a black suit lays on the floor. Metal shelving units have been erected and are full of 
batteries and oil cans that give off a greasy smell. Rubbish bags lay piled up in the corner and 
there is a note on the wall saying that Dr. Scott Jones is now in charge of all the card keys for 
the building. A powerful spot light is on the other side of the door and up above one of the 
pipes has cracked and a steady stream of water runs down the concrete wall. 
 
Quickly, they decide to double back and  
investigate the laboratory on the opposite  
side. Inside is a hive of monitoring and  
experimental equipment including desks  
with electron microscopes and cabinets full  
of refrigerated samples. Noticeboards are  
pinned up on the back wall with laboratory  
data scrawled all over them. There’s even a  
storage shelf going along the length of the  
ceiling that is packed full of monitors,  
recording equipment and other  
complicated looking machinery. A cabinet  
on the wall is full of bandages, preservatives  
and a machine for storing chilled, sterilised blood packs. There are two bodies on the floor 
here and both have been completely drained of blood. George examines the bodies and finds 
tiny bite marks all over both of them. He also finds a researcher’s diary that confirms some of 
the staff here were secretly working with Umbrella. The journal also mentions a sewer tunnel 
and boat which they could possibly utilise to escape. There is also an investigation request file 
talking about the strange leeches they have found all over the hospital that are likely 
responsible for the abomination that has been following them around all evening. 
 
A door at the end of the lab leads them into the  
Fixed Temperature Control Room and Cindy  
remarks how it looks a strange room for a hospital.  
They are in an outer room with a control panel that  
changes the temperature of the pressurised room  
beyond through a large viewing window. At the  
moment the temperature is hovering between a  
steady 18-19 degrees. To their right a metal shelf  
unit has collapsed, spilling boxes and paperwork  
across the floor. There is also a huge dent in the  
concrete wall where something incredibly powerful  
has smashed against it next to the pressure door  
leading into the temperature room. Inside there are  
shelves containing various tools as well as a work bench with a device to observe the 
experiments and a microscope. Next to that is a large fridge with beakers and test tubes bathing 
under ultraviolet lighting and a large, stainless steel purified water tank used for experiments. 
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The walls are made up of grimy white tiles cracked and missing in several places and a 
temperature readout can be seen. A couple of green hoses snake along the floor with water 
coming out of one and flowing down a griddle in the middle of the room. 
 
Suddenly, George strikes upon a brainwave and tears open the last blood pack, scattering its 
contents all over the lab floor. After a few moments, the familiar sound of a vent cover clanging 
to the ground can be heard and the Leech Man appears. It hobbles through the automated 
door almost in a frenzy and completely ignores Cindy and George as it begins lapping up the 
blood all over the floor. Calmly, George escorts Cindy out of the room and moves to the 
control panel. He sets the dials to change the room temperature, rising it to dangerously high 
levels. They watch as the Leech Man heats up and begins to stagger around uncontrollably. 
Leeches peel off its hideous form and drop to the floor, writhing in agony before eventually the 
creature collapses dead. After waiting a few moments to confirm all the leeches have expired, 
George reduces the temperature back to normal levels and re-enters the room. What is left of 
the human corpse on the floor has been completely drained of blood and George recognises 
him as the unfortunate Dr. Hursh. Next to the body is a card key that must have fallen out of 
his pocket. It reads ‘B2’. With the Leech Man now dead they can tread a little bit more easily 
as they head back through the lab and back into the corridor outside. 
 
At that moment, Alyssa and Yoko step out of the elevator having ridden down from Level B1. 
Together they all run down the passageway and George uses the card key on the door at the far 
end, taking them through into the underpass entrance. Inside, the sound of sewage water can 
be heard flowing somewhere in the distance. To their left two half closed metal shutters behind 
mesh wiring hold some fuel drums and scuff marks are all over the bare concrete floor after 
being dragged inside and out numerous times. An old trolley stands next to two more rusted 
drums in the corner with a light on the wall emitting a hazy yellow glow into the room. Some 
chains and a hook hang down from the pipework across the ceiling and on the opposite side of 
the room is a small storage area full of assorted junk including rusted cogs, tarpaulin and 
wooden pallets alongside shelves full of boxes and other rubbish. Directly ahead is a moored 
up boat. It is chained up to the pipe work and a red jerry can full of fuel is by the side. Alyssa 
uses her padlock key to unlock it and after they all climb aboard, George powers up the 
outboard and they set off down the sewer channel. 
 
They ride in silence for a while as they skip  
through the filth ridden waters and look at the  
decades old brick architecture lining these old  
tunnels, all now covered in generations of grime  
and seeping mould. They soon emerge into a  
clearing and can see that they are in an  
expansive network of sewer channels that cris- 
cross underneath each other. A little further  
down, George spots a dark shape up ahead  
blocking the way. As they get closer he realises  
it is a gigantic mass of leeches and that this must  
be their nest. Quickly, he grabs the others and  
they all jump overboard. Coughing and  
spluttering at the cold water and appalling smell, they watch as the boat crashes into the leeches 
and the fuel tank ignites, sending a huge fireball wafting down the confined tunnel. As the 
leeches squirm and writhe all over each other, a large shape splashes out of the water, much 
bigger than all the others. This is their queen. 
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The huge beast lumbers awkwardly up the water channel towards them. There’s no way to get 
past it so the four of them have no choice but to retreat back towards the underpass entrance. 
The leech tries to swat at them with its  
extended tentacles and occasionally spits  
out a corrosive bile that fizzles in the  
water upon impact. If they stray too far  
away the leech will just lie inert in the  
water, simply blocking the way past.  
George tries blasting it with the sub- 
machine gun but it seems to have little  
effect. As they retreat, he notices the  
large pipes are vibrating because of the  
gas being pumped through them. If they  
could damage the pipe at the right moment they may have a chance to fry the creature. He 
takes aim as Alyssa and Yoko move forward as bait to get the creature moving again. Once it 
does, George shoots the pipe just as it passes by and the whole thing goes up in a colossal 
explosion, killing the Queen instantly. Breathing a heavy sigh of relief, the four of them 
continue on foot, wading through the knee-deep sewerage water. After a while, Yoko takes 
point. She knows these tunnels could lead to Umbrella’s secret underground laboratory if she 
leads them the right way. 
 
“All I could do was run about trying to escape. I’m ashamed of surviving like this and I feel like 
I have forgotten something very important. But why? Perhaps the answer lies ahead…” 
-REOUT: The Hive – Yoko Ending 
 
“Terror is our constant companion. It lurks in the shadows, ready to strike at any moment. 
Today, it chose me. Yet somehow I kept it together in that suffocating hospital. I suppose I 
should be thankful for that.” 
-REOUT: The Hive – George Ending 
 
“If this is a sewer then I should be able to follow it to the city limits. I’ll keep walking, just 
focused on that hopeful thought. Otherwise I’ll probably be consumed by fear. I should go one 
step at a time.” 
-REOUT: The Hive – Cindy Ending 
 
“Normally, I’d be loving this kind of thing. Y’know, everywhere I turn there’s a scoop but none 
of that matter if you’re not alive to tell it. Besides, mayhem has become the way of life here.” 
-REOUT: The Hive – Alyssa Ending 
 
Meanwhile up on the streets above, the night sky has clouded over and a crimson red reflects 
off the darkened horizon from the numerous fires that burn in the city. More U.B.C.S. squads 
are arriving by helicopter including D Platoon led by Mikhail Victor and soldiers including 
Nikolai Zinoviev and Carlos Oliveria. Back at the R.P.D., the police set out to make a final 
effort to clear the streets from the zombies, heading out in force in a convoy including 
numerous squad cars and SWAT teams. This will be their last stand. 
 
Meanwhile, UBCS Echo Team's mission has turned into a disaster. Since their deployment, 
they have rescued several important civilians, yet the sheer number of infected creatures has 
practically wiped their team out, leaving only two survivors. Despite given t-Virus antibodies 
before the mission began, the two soldiers are unsure if they will be effective or not. The 
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situation is much worse than what they were told at the briefing and their only hope now is to 
get to the St. Michael Clock Tower and survive.  
 
"September 26th 
It's only been three hours since the mission started, but the team is down to me and Campbell. 
The number of the zombies is far greater than we expected. 
There is no hope left for this city. 
We have already injected the antibody for the virus, but I'm not sure that it will work. I don't 
know if I will survive..." 
-RE3: Merc's Pocketbook; 26/09/98 
 
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 27TH 1998 
Pre-dawn hours: 
Legions of zombies walk the streets, seeking to satisfy  
that never-ending craving for human flesh brought on  
by their ravenous appetites. Up above, Umbrella  
helicopters fly over the melee, ready to deploy more  
U.B.C.S. squads into the hot zone, using rooftop  
buildings as drop-off points. Delta Platoon are en  
route to area E95070 ready to deploy. Below it is  
pandemonium as the uninfected citizens try to escape  
from the undead hordes, but there is simply nowhere  
to go. People are screaming in fear as they look for  
any and all means to escape. The main streets are  
flooded, back alleyways contain more horrors and vehicular retreat is impossible as one poor 
woman soon has a zombie banging on her window. One man backs off in horror and looks to 
retreat down a side street only to find more nightmares lurking in the darkness. Suddenly the 
sounds of approaching sirens can be heard as the Raccoon Police arrive en mass. Squad cars 
screech to a halt and set up defensive perimeters as SWAT officers deploy out of armoured 
vans and set up a defensive line with automatic weapons. Somewhere in the crowd, a journalist 
snaps a photograph of the police response. 
 
"The Policemen are pressing forward. It's dated "September 27th." 
-RE3: Photo A; 27/09/98 
 
Soon the R.P.D. have the road blocked off  
outside the Johnson National Bank, enabling  
civilians to shelter behind them and  
preventing the zombies from continuing  
onwards. A transmission is sent confirming  
the blockade is ready and they are awaiting  
orders. The S.W.A.T. teams will hold fire  
until the zombies are close enough. 
 
At that moment, high up above the police,  
U.B.C.S. Delta Platoon team zip-lines down  
onto a building roof from their helicopter.  
All units are to proceed to Richmond and Victoria and the team quickly hurry towards the 
nearest exit, eager to get their missing going. 
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Back down on the street below, the officer in charge gives the firing order and the R.P.D. open 
up on the zombie army. The street lights up in an explosion of gore, spent ammunition and 
muzzle flares as the undead are propelled back by the haze of bullets that smack directly into 
them, ripping apart their frail bodies. The virus carriers at the head of the pack are riddled by 
automatic fire and slump to the floor, only to rise up again moments later, albeit with horrific 
wounds and missing body parts. The officers yell at each other not to give up but despite the 
deluge of gunfire, the zombies continue to advance and the police are slowly pegged back to 
the point where their defensive line is broken. The zombies attack the SWAT teams and many 
officers are taken down and eaten alive as the swelling army of the dead engulf the area. 
 
Many U.B.C.S. teams come under attack in several different locations across town and it is 
chaos on the streets and back alleyways. One merc has taken to lobbing grenades in a bid to 
eviscerate the infected and another is backed into corner and eaten alive. Soon a heavy rain 
begins to fall and the numerous bloodstains covering the now abandoned police cars begin to 
smear and run. Bodies of dead officers are everywhere as well as discarded weapons and 
equipment. They have failed to stem the flow of zombies and the undead are now free to 
penetrate further into the city. Before long several of the bodies begin to reanimate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mikhail Victor leads U.B.C.S. Delta Platoon towards City Hall in a last ditch attempt to save it. 
But the municipal building has already been overrun and they are forced back. A majority of 
the platoon is wiped out in the ensuing battle and Mikhail himself is badly injured. 
 
The various U.B.C.S. teams have set up remote video cameras and are sending live feeds back 
to Umbrella, which in turn are being carefully edited and then 'leaked' to the nation's media. 
The videos soon appear on prime time news channels and depict the U.B.C.S. carrying out 
'heroic rescue' operations in Raccoon City, safely evacuating the civilians and protecting them 
from unseen threats. Any footage of zombies and B.O.W.s is carefully edited out beforehand 
to ensure their existence is not revealed to the wider public. This is done to swell public 
confidence in Umbrella after the company becomes the subject of many unfounded rumours 
across the globe about the real reason Raccoon City is under quarantine by the U.S. Army and 
National Guard. It is also done purposefully to delay any extreme action by the United States 
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Government and is successful when the sterilisation plan proposed by Derek Simmons to 
destroy the city is rejected. It would be political suicide for the President to approve such an 
action when live video footage shows Umbrella's rescue of civilians is successfully ongoing. 
 
With the sterilisation operation delayed indefinitely, the government decide to send in their 
own military units. On the surface they are to assist with civilian rescue but they also have a 
number of classified objectives to secure evidence of Umbrella’s biological weapons program 
and prove they are the ones responsible for the disaster. Eventually either the government or 
Umbrella will have to take the fall for the Raccoon City biohazard and so gathering hard 
evidence now will be crucial in the inevitable fallout to come. Multiple Echo Teams are 
mobilised from the U.S. Government’s elite Special Operations Field Unit and are soon 
gathered around the quarantined perimeter surrounding the city ready for deployment. But 
aside from a few key individuals, most teams are kept in the dark about what is happening 
inside the town and have no real idea what to expect. There is also now a significant 
intelligence gap because they have lost all communication with the police following Chief Irons’ 
sabotage of all the R.P.D.’s communications equipment.  
 
"We got an epidemic on our hands folks. Quarantine the area. The city's gone to shit. I've 
never seen anything like this. Alright, deploy the Special Operatives. There's more than just a 
common cold going around down there. We need to get to the bottom of this." 
-ORC: Spec Ops Mission 1 intro; undated. 
 
PARAMILITARY GROUP PROFILE: SPEC OPS FIELD UNIT 
The Spec Ops field unit were a highly trained and highly competent branch of the U.S. Army consisting of 
small teams of skilled operatives specialising in areas such as demolition, heavy weapons and infiltration. All 
operatives had previous military backgrounds and underwent a  
rigorous training and selection process before they were accepted.  
Because of their training the Spec Ops boasted top of the range  
weaponry and equipment, a very high mission success rate and  
made an exception to the rule of females not being considered for  
active combat roles in the U.S. Military. In September 1998 a Spec  
Ops team was deployed to Raccoon City to extract William Birkin  
and his G-Virus before Umbrella arrived to seize it by force. But  
thanks to bad intelligence, the initial team ended up at the P-12A  
Incinerator facility rather than Birkin's lab. A second team was  
quickly mobilised but failed to reach Birkin in time. Following the  
large-scale biohazard that engulfed the city, a number of Spec Ops  
units were deployed into Raccoon City to investigate the outbreak. Their mission parameters included 
collecting evidence against Umbrella and to rescue important individuals that knew the secret of the incident. 
One of the teams deployed was Echo Six under the command of Crispin 'Dee Ay' Jettingham and they were 
later given a secret mission to secure a sample of the G-Virus; a mission made redundant when the government 
later secured Sherry Birkin. Throughout the incident Spec Ops teams engaged Umbrella's B.O.W.s including 
the T-103 and Nemesis T-Type, suffering many losses in the process. It is unknown exactly how many 
operatives made it out of the city alive and what the mortality rate was. Standard issue weaponry included the 
M4 Carbine, H&K MP5, Mossberg 590 shotgun and Browning Hi-Power pistol. All operatives wore Kevlar 
body armour. 
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U.S.S. Delta Team Wolfpack arrive back in Raccoon City via helicopter and immediately head 
for City Hall. 
 
"The failure to contain virus samples has  
left Umbrella in a precarious situation.  
Hunk is not responding. The U.B.C.S.  
wing has deployed their forces. To  
ensure Umbrella's survival, the story of  
what happened must never be told. We  
need to make sure the truth dies along  
with each scrap of evidence and every  
survivor. Umbrella Security Service  
Task Force: commence Operation  
Raccoon City." 
-REORC: Corruption Intro; 27/09/98 
 
Nikolai Zinoviev leads Bravo Squad from U.B.C.S. Delta Platoon towards City Hall. He is 
aware of Wolfpack's secret mission and plans to sabotage it with the help of an unnamed 
backer inside Umbrella who provides him with the communications channel Wolfpack are 
using, enabling him to listen in on their conversations. Nikolai plans to use the outbreak to 
make extra money from Umbrella and does not want his efforts to be wrecked by the U.S.S. 
team. 
 
Meanwhile Campbell and the other surviving mercenary from U.B.C.S. Echo Team finally 
make it to the St. Michael Clock Tower, although they had to do some pretty unpleasant things 
to accomplish their survival, including taking weapons from dying comerades and using 
rescued civilians as bait for the zombies. While searching the various rooms they come across a 
young girl. 
 
"September 27 
I sharpened my nerves to survive and was finally  
able to reach the clock tower. 
We're desperate. Struggling through the crisis.  
I've snatched weapons from injured comrades  
and used citizens as decoys in order to survive.  
I've survived the battlefield that way since  
childhood. One young girl appeared before me.  
A survivor of this city. The girl reminds me of  
my younger sister, who starved to death in front  
of me.” 
-BIO3: Mercenary's pocket book; 27/09/98. 
 
Immediately they try to secure the clock tower as best they can and wait for more survivors to 
show up before they signal the evacuation helicopter. They push a large bell against the back 
door to seal that exit and align the upper balconies with plastic explosives before taking up 
defensive positions across the ground floor. Campbell is armed with a mine thrower and will 
patrol the main hall next to the chapel. The other merc will stay in the back rooms with the 
young girl. 
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1:50AM 
Whilst searching around City Hall, Nikolai's team are pushed back by the sheer amount of 
zombies. Whilst retreating through the server room on the ground floor, Nikolai puts phase 
one of his plan into action and shoots one of his teammates before locking the exit and sealing 
the others inside, leaving them to their fate. Within seconds they are all devoured by the 
zombies and the whole incident is captured on CCTV. 
 
The first of the U.S. Spec Ops teams arrives to secure City Hall. They set up a defensive 
perimeter in the main hall using powerful halogen lights and makeshift barricades. All the staff 
and civilians working here are dead. There are no survivors. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OPERATION RACCOON CITY - CORRUPTION begin. 
 
Shortly after being redeployed into the infested city, Delta team head into the sewers 
approaching City Hall from underground. Right now they find themselves below Warren St 
near to the Raccoon Press building. The utility tunnel is dark with only a few lights on the walls 
and ceiling providing illumination. A far off hum of machinery and generators can be heard 
and the odd metal crate lies tucked against the wall amidst scraps of rubbish on the floor. Lupo 
orders her team to move out, their objective is to reach City Hall. Beltway is still incredulous 
that Umbrella is blaming them for the biohazard outbreak and Bertha agrees, insisting they are 
not a clean-up crew and wonders what has happened during the week that has caused them to 
be redeployed. Four Eyes explains that reports state the outbreak has spread quickly and if 
they want extraction, they will need to cover up any ties to Umbrella. 
 
Further on, more crates lie pushed back against the walls at the bottom of the stairs and a 
security camera is on the wall opposite that Vector casually shoots down. A small offshoot to 
the right reveals more crates and a few empty beer bottles lying by some pipes. A light on the 
left wall illuminates some rubbish and old pamphlets on the floor and to the right is a small 
room with mesh walls, containing more steel crates, some tied down with green tarpaulin. 
Directly ahead is a sturdy looking door with an Umbrella logo stamped above a small notice 
reading 'Danger: Authorised Personnel Only.' The door opens into a larger room with 
machinery and a mechanical pulsing sound coming from the generators and pipework criss-
crossing along the ceiling. Steam jets erupt from several pipes as they pump air and water 
around the building above. The six operatives fan out into the room, weapons primed for 
action but the no one is around. The centre of the room is dominated by four large red gas 
cylinders and on the far side is another door. Lupo informs command they have reached 
position one. U.S.S. Control acknowledges and orders them to proceed into the cold zone. 
 
Wolfpack move into the next room which again is empty but a stench of death lingers. A 
spotlight on the ceiling illuminates a corpse slumped against the left wall; that of a woman 
dressed in business attire but her head is missing and her intestines have been pulled out. 
Something has been feeding on her. Four Eyes examines the corpse and looks further down. 
The room is messy, and near another metal shelf unit full of books, boxes and files have spilled 
out onto the floor. On the other side of the room, a cheap-looking couch has been knocked 
over onto its back next to a crate with a wooden board laid on top, fashioning a crude table. 
There are two more bodies on the floor here, one male, and one female with blood and 
entrails are all over the place. A dirty mattress is strewn on the floor next to a lit table lamp that 
has toppled over. Several open briefcases with clothes and personal effects are on display 
nearby meaning someone was either sleeping rough down here or several survivors had used it 
as a place to hole up before the zombies found them. Another body lays next to a lantern. 
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Lupo signals for them to move and they slowly ascend the stairs to a door up on the left. The 
mauled body of a janitor lays slumped half over the metal railing opposite. His bones can be 
seen protruding from his back and dried blood is splattered across the brick wall. A small 
spotlight from the ceiling illuminates the gruesome scene perfectly. Bertha asks if any of them 
are having fun yet but Spectre shuts her up, his instruments are detecting auditory sensation 
nearby. Four Eyes confirms the signal, there is something up ahead and she tells the others to 
ready themselves. 
 
The door leads into yet another empty room with another mattress on the floor alongside a few 
cardboard boxes, assorted litter and empty bottles. An electronic light flickers on and off on the 
wall and two more dead bodies lay on the floor. The sounds of heavy breathing and guttural 
moaning can clearly be heard close by. Beltway takes point and insists he loves his job as he 
heads for the door on the opposite wall. Bertha kicks it open and her flashlight illuminates the 
ghastly sight of a grey-skinned zombie. But before she can bring her weapon to bear the virus 
carrier takes hold of her and shoves her through to the adjoining room. It is a workshop of 
some sort and there are several more zombies in here, including some on all fours hungrily 
devouring a dead body. The zombies moan and stumble towards Bertha and the place is lit up 
with gunfire as her team mates storm into the room and open up on the undead. Within 
seconds all the zombies are dead and the floor is littered with empty shell casings. Wolfpack 
are disgusted at the scene before them and Beltway cannot believe the zombies are actually 
eating each other, but Four Eyes is fascinated by their behaviour; noting how their food sources 
have depleted to the point of desperation. Spectre tells Beltway to try surviving through a harsh 
Soviet winter before being so quick to judge. Bertha agrees the zombies are just exhibiting 
natural behaviour and doing what needs to be done to survive.  
 
Searching around, this room is clearly used for storage and is full of shelves containing boxes of 
files and books. There is a rusted water tank with dials and pressure gauges on the back wall 
and down a few stairs on the lower level are some wooden pallets and oil drums as well as a 
workbench with a bloodied electric saw and a severed arm beside the blade. A filing cabinet 
has had its draws pulled out and ransacked beside a desk with paperwork and memos all over. 
A small desk lamp is still switched on and a single door leads out of here with a red neon 'exit' 
sign above. Lupo tries it and finds it unlocked. 
 
The room opens up into a large storage area converted into a crude office. Several desks are in 
the centre with working computers around a vertical steel girder supporting the ventilation 
system running across the ceiling. More shelving units are present as well as cupboards, filing 
cabinets and drawers. Several have fallen over and paperwork is scattered across the floor. 
There has clearly been a struggle in here. Quite a few zombies are present including females 
dressed in shorts and uniformed police officers, but fortunately the room is spacious enough 
for Wolfpack to dispatch them all with ease. Vector admires his handiwork and recalls his 
training exercises on Rockfort Island. 
 
They move up some stairs and find a body too badly eaten away to be recognisable. Several 
mail trolleys have been knocked over and Bertha and Four Eyes examine some of the paper 
work as Beltway clocks a blue door to the left and beckons Spectre over to help him. It leads 
into another small storage room with similar décor and large wooden shelves with wrapped up 
architectural plans placed inside each slot. Two more female zombies lurk and each operative 
dispatches one each with a precision headshot. The filing cabinets have all been ransacked as if 
someone has already searched this place. Beltway grumbles they are not being paid enough for 
this as they check the remaining few areas and find the exit door. Lupo gives the order to open 
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it up and they are greeted by an armed figure that raises his assault rifle, only to have six 
weapons pointed back at him. It is Nikolai Zinoviev. Lupo orders her team to hold fire upon 
recognising his U.B.C.S. uniform and Nikolai introduces himself as being from Delta Platoon 
Bravo Squad. He recognises their attire and  
concludes upper management must be in a  
panic if they sent in Umbrella Security  
Service. Lupo asks what his business is here  
and Nikolai replies that his team was sent to  
this location to rescue civilians, but there’s  
no time for that. City Hall is a mess and he  
is trying to find a safe zone. Lupo retorts  
that there is no safe zone and wants to  
know what is happening inside. Nikolai  
explains that City Hall is crawling with  
infected and some unidentified military personnel who are looking for something. He also 
wants to know their mission but Beltway insists Nikolai leave the questions to them and 
suggests to Lupo they feed him to the locals. But Lupo says he’s U.B.C.S. and will likely get 
himself killed somehow. They need to move out. Nikolai wishes them all the best with their 
mission before disappearing off into the basement. 
 
Command contacts them over the radio and confirms City Hall has been locked down and 
they need to access the security room and override it. The exit door takes them into a well-lit 
stairwell with desks piled on top of each other in the corner and pools of blood and guts 
everywhere. The space beneath the stairs has been sealed off with mesh and is full of boxes 
and storage crates. A sign mounted on the wall indicates they can exit at floor one so Vector 
takes point as they move on up, passing yet more partially eaten corpses. An open briefcase 
lays next to what is left of a man in a business suit. The exposed documentation inside is full of 
bloodied hand prints. 
 
Soon they reach the first floor. Bertha looks up and sees that the stairs ascend all the way up to 
the third floor but have been blocked off by a makeshift barricade of tables, chairs and other 
assorted office furniture. However the exit door to the ground floor of City Hall is clear and 
they emerge into the municipal building proper with its grand décor of pristine white walls, 
solid marble pillars and plush red carpets. Decorative potted-plants and commemorative 
wooden benches are set against the walls displaying large portraits of influential Raccoon City 
figures past and present. A group of zombies are milling about the area but a quick haze of 
automatic gunfire sees them all splattered across the floor, ruining the expensive carpet. The 
way to the right has been blocked of by a barricade made up of shelves and wooden desks and 
a vending machine has been knocked over and the electrics have shorted, causing flashing red 
and a small fire burning behind it. Moving straight down there are stone pillars to the right 
which open up into a small courtyard. Inside a circular stone well, four spotlights shine on a 
beautiful, fully-grown tree reaching upwards towards the glass ceiling at the top of the building. 
A pinkish glow is cast down and around the courtyard the passage branches with several rooms 
which Lupo wants checking out in turn.  
 
The first has been blocked off by heavy wooden boards next to a payphone on the wall and the 
second is a bathroom. As Four Eyes moves towards it she is shocked when several zombies 
burst through. Inside are six toilet stalls and some sinks but nothing unusual. They move on, 
past a flag of the United States and a bronze bust of Ogee O’Gravy; a former Raccoon City 
major from the 1960’s. Another door on the left leads into a small study. Desks have been 
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piled up in here and the room is a mess. A knocked over lamp illuminates an imposing portrait 
on the wall of a middle-aged man dressed in a green satin shirt. 
 
Continuing deeper into the grand old building, they soon pass more crude barricades hastily 
erected and broken through. Several small fires burn and wires snake along the red carpet 
connected to portable lights. Following the corridor round, they find the main door that takes 
them into the central hub of the building. But before they go inside, Lupo has Vector and 
Bertha check out the last few rooms. Most are locked, but one opens up into a small library 
with study areas and shelves full of old books. The room is dimly lit and none of the four desk 
lamps are switched on. More looming portraits are in here, including one of an elderly man in 
a white jumper who Vector doesn’t recognise. At the back of the room however, is a large 
portrait of someone he does recognise; Arthur Ashford. He has seen that same picture when 
he was training at Rockfort Island and wonders why his painting would be here. 
 
Quickly, Wolfpack move through the main door in two-by two formation but all is quiet. The 
central area has been barricaded using steel crates and overturned benches to form a circular 
perimeter. Portable halogen lights are set up but none are activated. Wolfpack scan the room 
with their weapons, sensing something is amiss when suddenly the lights all come on all at once 
and they are temporarily blinded as bullets begin to whine and ricochet around them. Quickly, 
they take cover as a platoon of Spec Ops soldiers emerge from their hiding place. Vector 
recognises them as U.S. Government. The grand hall of the building quickly becomes a battle 
zone of automatic gunfire as both sides open up on each other and the noise is deafening. 
They can barely hear Command crackle in their earpieces that Government forces have 
already entered the area and must not be allowed to secure any evidence. Beltway turns to 
explosives and throws several frag grenades over the barricades, sending the Spec Ops 
scurrying for cover. Spectre remains calm in his hiding place and watches the soldiers 
occasionally pop their heads out from behind cover to take aim, leaving them exposed for the 
perfect headshot. Vector takes another few out when he gets close enough to revert to close 
quarters combat and slits a few throats.  
 
Before long all the government troops are  
lying dead on the floor. Bertha enjoyed the  
battle but Lupo warns the others to stay  
sharp, those soldiers were waiting for them.  
As if on cue, more quickly attack from one  
of the entrance hall doors and Four Eyes  
warns that the Spec Ops have superior  
positioning. Beltway dives out of the way as  
a frag grenade bounces and detonates close  
by, ruining the expensive marble flooring.  
Bullet holes crack the walls and fresh  
crimson blood covers the scene as Wolfpack engage in a bloody massacre of the Spec Ops. 
Once again, they are successful in wiping them all out with no casualties to themselves. Beltway 
chuckles, calling them ‘stubborn motherfuckers’ and believes there will be more still ahead. 
 
The team spread out to survey the scene and take in their surroundings. The main hub of city 
hall is beautiful with its marble and stone architecture. It is circular in design with four large 
archways leading off into different parts of the building. The ceiling becomes a cylindrical 
dome at the very top and behind is the memorial courtyard with the big tree. To the right is the 
main entrance hall and the left a huge staircase ascending to the next floor. Directly ahead 
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three small archways lead to the next courtyard which features bronze statues of past Raccoon 
City mayors. Lupo nods at Beltway and Bertha to quickly check upstairs whilst Vector and 
Spectre move into the entrance hall. She and Four Eyes will search the bodies of the Spec Ops.  
 
Four Eyes notes the steel barricades have  
clearly been brought in from the outside  
and that the halogen lighting has been  
recently installed with the wiring leading  
back to a portable generator near the grand  
staircase by an unlit candelabra. There is  
one other door to the right side of the  
staircase but it is locked. A black key card is  
needed to get inside. All the doors upstairs  
are either locked or barricaded as are the  
ones in the entrance hall, so the only way to  
proceed is through the next courtyard. This place is identical to the last courtyard except the 
commemorative tree is replaced by a bronze statue of Gerard M. Topenhat; a former Raccoon 
City mayor who served from 1968-78. He is a portly, bald man and stands proud with his 
hands in his pockets. A plaque is written upon the plinth he stands on and flanked by four of 
his colleagues on either side, though there are no markings to identify them. On the outer-side 
of the courtyard are a number of doors but most of them are locked, save for a couple of dimly 
lit offices containing nothing of importance. 
 
Following the courtyard right round, a set of double doors leads into the security office. 
Wolfpack hover beside the entrance, weapons primed and ready to breach. At Lupo’s order, 
Spectre and Vector kick the doors open. There are two government soldiers in here and they 
are caught completely off-guard by Wolfpack who blow them away, instantly leading Bertha to 
quip that there’s nothing like a bit of anarchy to make you feel alive. They spread out to search 
the room. The government operatives have rifled through drawers and cabinets and sheets of 
paper and files are all over the floor. There is a nest of security monitors over on the far wall 
and a number of desks in the middle with computer monitors, boxes and parcels all over. 
Some of the overhead lights flicker on and off and more security monitors are in each corner, 
all displaying nothing but white static. Lupo updates Command that they have reached the 
security room. They acknowledge and  
order Wolfpack to use the console to  
override the security lockdown. Four Eyes  
types in several commands that shut down  
the security protocols and release the  
electronic locks. Command is pleased and  
confirms they can now access the server  
room and destroy all the city’s records.  
Beltway points to one of the CCTV  
monitors depicting a security feed from  
earlier today. The footage is from the  
server room on the second floor and the  
time stamp reads 1:51AM, not more than an hour ago. They watch as Nikolai enters the 
picture and opens the door as three more U.B.C.S. operatives come into frame. He waits in 
the doorway then suddenly shoots one of his colleagues and locks the door, leaving the rest for 
dead as zombies pour into the room and devour them all in a grisly scene. Even Beltway is 
shocked that Nikolai deliberately fed his team to the infected and Spectre suggests that may be 
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against company policy. But Lupo is disinterested in a few dead U.B.C.S. and suggests they 
have a job to do. 
 
They soon hear a relentless banging on the doors and before long they give way to reveal a 
large group of zombies. Together, Wolfpack lay down a suppressing fire to take them all out 
and once clear they move through into a dimly lit staff kitchen area. Only one of the overhead 
lights is working here and blinks on and off repeatedly. To the right are some stairs going 
upwards so they move up and the passage turns right with more stairs leading up to the second 
floor. More zombies lurk here and after taking care of them they emerge by some double 
doors next to a few more vending machines. They can hear gunfire on the other side and they 
burst through to find several Spec Ops soldiers with their backs to them engaged in a fight with 
a group of zombies. Vector takes the first one out whilst Bertha sadistically shoots the other in 
the leg, causing him to bleed all over the place and the zombies to devour him in a feeding 
frenzy. 
 
They are now on the second floor of City Hall. Four Eyes peers over the balcony and spots the 
bronze mayor statues in the courtyard below. Looking over at the wall are two large angel 
statues gazing down upon the former city officials. Lupo has Spectre and Beltway check out the 
surrounding doors straight ahead. Most lead into offices and computer study rooms and there 
is a stairwell on the opposite side running back down to the first floor. These stairs also lead up 
to the 3rd floor but the entrance door is locked. Lupo and the others head down the right hand 
side, towards a set of double doors at the far end. A door on the right wall suddenly bursts 
open and a zombie grabs Bertha but Lupo is quick to pull it off and put a bullet in its head. A 
quick check of the room reveals it to be a high-ranking city official’s office. An expensive 
wooden desk is in the middle with a leather swivel chair. An antique cabinet is set against the 
back wall next to two flower pots and a portrait of Stanley Ashford. A large book case is filled 
to the brim with biographies on political figures and tax return. Two yellow flags on brass poles 
stand in each corner displaying the Raccoon City emblem.  
 
They move back outside and head through the double doors, taking them into the upper main 
hub of the building. A huge bloodstain is on the floor between two locked doors but before 
they can investigate they hear more gunfire chip plaster and concrete from the walls up ahead. 
They decide to head left and follow the passage round and come across more soldiers engaging 
the undead. The zombies are proving to be quite the welcome distraction and enable 
Wolfpack to get the drop on the government troops. However, some are still hiding behind 
well-placed barricades made up of chairs, tables and filing cabinets, making them a little harder 
to take out. They move on and come to some stairs on the left leading up to the third floor but 
these are gated off. A small marble balcony to the left lets them look down at the ground floor 
where they can admire their handiwork from earlier. Several bodies of dead Spec Ops litter the 
floor. 
 
After another engagement with Spec Ops, a door at the far end leads to a restricted area for 
staff only. It is empty though there are clear signs of a recent struggle. Stairs lead up on the left 
but they are blocked off with heavy furniture so they move on through a ransacked filing area 
and into the server room. Seven dead U.B.C.S. soldiers are in here which Spectre observes 
must be Nikolai’s team. Lupo wonders just how many people he has fed to the infected and 
comes to the conclusion his mind must be warped. A loud humming comes from all the 
machines as computers and filing storage units are set up all over the place. All the equipment 
is hooked up to seven large, powerful servers. Command tells them to stop stalling and 
concentrate weapons fire on the servers. One by one, the team put a bullet through each one, 
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shutting them down for good. Now they need to get to the records room and finish the job. But 
as they make preparations to move on, the bodies of the U.B.C.S. suddenly begin to 
reanimate, as if they could sense the movement amongst them. The server room is quite 
compact and soon Wolfpack are surrounded. They manage to get a few headshots off but soon 
have to rely on CQC, punching and kicking the zombies away then knifing them through the 
brain. Soon, they are clear to proceed and there are two other exits out of this room. The first 
leads to a staff canteen with a few dining tables and vending machines. The second is to 
another storage area. Lupo decides they need to double back to try and gain access to the third 
floor. 
 
They head back the way they came, passing the carnage and dead bodies from earlier. The 
occasional gunshot can still be heard from somewhere up above and it echoes around the 
grand hall. Chandeliers from the ceiling cast a warm glow into the room and eventually they 
come back to the marble stairs heading up to the third floor. The metal partition that had 
previously blocked their way has been unlocked and opened by the Spec Ops, leaving it open 
for them to follow. They move up and fan out across the balcony, taking cover behind a large 
bookcase. Lupo assesses the situation and notes that the Spec Ops have dug in on both flanks 
with both balcony routes around the main hall covered. They are protecting the records room 
on the other side. Office furniture has been dragged out of nearby rooms and tipped over to 
provide cover and explosive fuel drums have also been brought up. She decides to divide the 
team into two, with Vector leading the second team taking Bertha and Beltway down the left 
side. Four Eyes, Spectre and herself will storm the right side. Armed with frag and flash 
grenades, they make a run for it. Soon the whole room is awash with the bright glare of muzzle 
flash and the noise is deafening as it reverberates around the grand old building. Four Eyes can 
hear the government troops panic as she tosses a frag into their midst and is rewarded with 
satisfying cries of agony seconds later. On the other side Vector activates his stealth camouflage 
and moves in to slit a few throats. Spectre sits back and picks them off with his thermal vision 
and sniper rifle. Before long the smoke clears and the room is clear. 
 
Lupo has them check every door as they make their way round. Most are locked and others 
lead to private offices, study areas and a small lecture theatre. Soon they regroup at the 
opposite side of the balcony where a set of double doors stand before them near a large blood 
splatter on the floor. At Lupo’s command, Vector pushes it open and they emerge into a large, 
dimly lit room with creaky wooden flooring. All the overhead lights are off and there are just a 
few table lamps and spot lights illuminating the gloom. This room is an archive, full of shelving 
units containing books, schematics, floor plans, charts, economic records and much more. 
Spectre confirms they have located the records room and Command tells them to find the 
evidence and get rid of it. Lupo nods and they spread out, feet creaking on the dusty old 
floorboards. Documents and paperwork are all over the place and the numerous shelves 
contain files and boxes filled to the brim with city records. Lupo and Four Eyes come across a 
large table with a lamp illuminating several large rolled up schematics entitled ‘zoning plans’. 
Four Eyes takes out her lighter, burning the plans until they are nothing but dust. They 
continue to search and after a while have found and destroyed electrical plans, sewage plans, 
water plans and staffing plans. The update Command that all the evidence at City Hall has 
been taken care of. 
 
A door at the back of the room takes them into a cataloguing and reference room with a few 
computers and an electronic newspaper archive machine. Many of the drawers and filing 
cabinets have been rifled through and again the room is very dimly lit with the ceiling lights 
struggling to illuminate the darkness. A red exit sign leads to some stairs on the left and they 
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follow them down and around to a small storage room full of lockers and spare furniture. 
Several expensive portraits in gold frames lay stacked up against a table and several dozen fold-
away chairs lean against the back wall. A table on the opposite side is laid out with paint pots 
and decorating equipment. A door here leads onto the stage area of a huge reception hall 
where Mayor Michael Warren makes his public addresses and where city officials hold their 
press conferences. The hall is currently undergoing heavy renovations with scaffolding 
platforms set up all and sheets of wooden boarding and other materials all over the floor. The 
stage itself is dimly lit with an identical door on the other side and a huge gold emblem on the 
back wall of a raccoon on a branch. The words: ‘Raccoon City 1881’ are etched onto it. 
 
As they scan the room for potential threats, they spot movement in the shadows on the upper 
balcony opposite. It is Nikolai and Lupo calls out to him angrily, demanding to know what the 
hell he is doing and why he sacrificed his team. He cackles back that his men served their 
purpose most excellently, just as Wolfpack will do now. He fires a shot from his pistol that 
strikes the stage wall harmlessly above their heads. But the noise reverberates and attracts a 
host of Lickers who pile in from a hole in the ceiling. The fleshy creatures crawl along the walls 
and ceiling, lashing out with their lance-like tongues. Up above, Nikolai makes his exit as 
Beltway shouts in vain after him. Wolfpack opens fire to drive the creatures away and 
immediately jump down off the stage onto the main floor and make for the exit door at the 
opposite side, but door has been locked and booby-trapped. Although Beltway can disarm the 
laser trip-wires, they need a black key card to get out.  
 
After minutes of frantic shooting and knifing to  
keep the Lickers at bay, Lupo finds the key  
card on the floor next to a dead body clutching  
a mop. However, Nikolai has left one last  
surprise for them and as she picks the key card  
up she severs the connection resulting in the  
detonation of explosives linked to several oil  
barrels. The scaffolding rigs all burst into the  
flames and the whole room becomes one giant  
cloud of confusion and flames as smoke  
rapidly fills the hall and blinds everyone. The  
Lickers cannot be seen and Wolfpack fire off random bursts into the fog to drive them back. A 
whip-like tongue arcs around Four Eye’s legs and pulls her to the ground. It begins to drag her 
away before Spectre severs the tongue with his knife. He helps her up and they make for the 
back of the hall. Lupo uses the card key on the door and they are able to get out. 
 
They emerge out into the main hub of City Hall where the Spec Ops had originally set up their 
barriers and lighting equipment. Coughing and spluttering, Wolfpack make their way across, 
dodging what few zombies remain and head for the main exit where they make it outside into 
the cold night air and are able to catch their breath. Beltway suggests they kill Nikolai next time 
they see him and Command reiterates they need to get things together if they want to be 
extracted, reminding them that they are responsible for this entire mess. In the meantime they 
will look into the motivations of Nikolai. 
 
Meanwhile, the situation at the main underground laboratory has worsened. Although the 
temperature has dropped significantly and the MA-125R’s have all been frozen in place on B4 
Level, the casualties incurred have been significant. Frost, the researcher who came up with the 
original plan, now lays dead in the fixed temperature room, his corpse frozen against the 
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control panel having bled to death from his wounds. To make matters worse, a Giant Moth has 
gotten loose, becoming secondarily infected and growing even larger. It has completely taken 
over the computer room on B5 level next to Birkin’s P4 lab, turning it into a nest and filling it 
full of its larvae. The Moth also prowls B4 level near the catwalk looking for prey to feed to its 
young and does not seem concerned by the sub-zero temperatures, despite frost and ice now 
lining the walls and floors. 
 
Not counting Annette Birkin who is presently lurking in the sewer network, there are now only 
four survivors left in the lab; a woman named Monica and three other unidentified male 
researchers. One lays wounded at the bottom of the atrium on B7 Level and another is outside 
Birkin’s P4 Lab on B5 Level. The third researcher is currently on B4 Level. Monica decides to 
cut her losses and escape, planning to use the emergency train on B8 Level to get out of the 
city and through the mountains. She also plans to steal a G-Embryo in the hopes of selling it to 
the highest bidder, unaware that fellow researcher Frederic Downing has already gotten out of 
the city with a G sample. First of all she views instructions left behind from Research and 
Development team member Martin Walcott detailing how to handle the parasite that is 
currently stored in stasis in the culture lab on B4 Level. His memo mentions having to use a 
portable capsule manufactured by the MI Corporation and that once the embryo is contained, 
the chemicals in the capsule need to be changed every few hours otherwise the subject will 
waken and escape. Quickly, Monica makes her way for the Culture Laboratory on B4 Level, 
willing to kill anyone who gets in her way. 
 
SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: GIANT MOTH/BABY MOTH 
The Giant Moth was a gypsy moth that was used for experimentation in the Raccoon City underground lab. 
They were selectively bred as research subjects, then born after their cocoons had already been injected with the 
t-Virus. During the biological outbreak, one specimen escaped and became  
secondarily infected, causing it to grow to a gigantic size.  
For reasons unfathomed by researchers, the Giant Moth’s wings did not  
grow in proportion with the rest of its body, so it was only able to fly a few  
feet off the ground, and only for short distances. However, it was still  
strong enough to incapacitate a fully grown human and fly off with them.  
Other effects of the virus included an increase in the natural toxicity of  
their phosphorus powder with strengthened to an almost fatal level when  
secreted onto direct contact with humans. In addition to its unnaturally  
balanced wings, its defining characteristic was its large abdomen which  
constantly pulsated. The Giant Moth had the ability to produce larvae  
known as Baby Moths which still boasted a considerable attack power even  
in their infantile and vulnerable state. Their bodies were only about 30  
centimetres in length and their life force was quite weak, but because so  
many were incubated in their nests, they attacked in large numbers and could be quite vicious. The nests also 
aligned walls and ceilings and when they sensed prey nearby they dropped down from the ceiling and emitted a 
sticky mucus from their mouths in an attempt to trap their intended target. The Baby Moth then used its body 
as a spring and threw itself at it. They were usually attracted to warm-blooded organisms and gathered around 
warm objects. 
The Giant Moth in the underground lab used the computer room in B5 Level as its nest, covering the walls and 
ceilings with thick, sticky, silk-like threads. It would use the ventilation system to move around, abduct its 
victims and bring them back to this room, cocooning them to the walls. As well as the subject documented in 
Raccoon City, an identical Giant Moth with the same curious lack of wing-development was found nesting in 
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the sewers of Sheena Island. Other moth experiments using different species were carried out at the South Pole 
base under the direction of Alfred Ashford. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK – BELOW FREEZING POINT begin. 
 
In the Culture Laboratory on B4 Level of the  
underground lab, Monica holds one of the  
surviving researchers at gunpoint. He backs away  
holding his hands up in innocence but she coldly  
shoots him in the head, splattering the stasis tube  
behind with blood. She casually wipes the glass  
clean and stares at the G-Embryo concealed  
inside. She knows there is no turning back now  
but it will all be worth it in the end. Quickly, she  
makes preparations to extract the embryo into a  
secure transport capsule in an attaché case. Time 
is of the essence, for she will only have a few hours to change the containment capsule 
otherwise it will weaken sufficiently enough for the embryo to break free. But with the Hunters 
all frozen and just the odd zombie roaming around, she shouldn’t have any problems reaching 
the evacuation train. 
 
Meanwhile after slogging through the sewer  
tunnels for several hours, Yoko, George,  
Cindy and Alyssa have finally emerged  
through some narrow passageways and into a  
large, subterranean train tunnel. The tracks  
lead out of the city and go on for miles but the  
exit will no doubt be blocked off by now.  
Instead Yoko takes them the other way,  
knowing full well it will eventually lead them  
to the emergency evacuation train platform on  
the lowest level of William Birkin’s  
underground lab. The tunnel is large with  
horizontal lighting installed at parallel intervals  
on the walls and small concrete walkways on  
either side of the central track which is laced in gravel. A couple of copper pipes run down one 
side of the curved wall and they follow the tracks down until they reach a heavy steel door 
blocking the way. A small alcove is on their right side with a secured steel door cannot be 
opened A few bags of discarded cement have been stacked on top of each other here next to 
an old wheelbarrow. 
 
At that moment, Monica reaches level B8 and is trying to power up the underground escape 
train. She boots up the control panel and begins the initiation sequence for automated 
departure, however there is a malfunction with the system. She batters the control panel in 
frustration, wondering what is wrong until the readouts confirm the train is losing electric 
pressure due to the low temperatures throughout the facility. She decides to find another way 
out of the lab and scoops up the sample case and prepares to leave. One option is to simply 
follow the train tracks out of the city limits but it would take hours and there would be no way 
she could smuggle the sample past the army barricades. The turntable back up to the 
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Marshalling Yard now seems a better choice but she will need an ID card to unlock all the 
doors. In the chaos that has ensued in the facility, she has lost her own. 
 
Meanwhile, as Yoko and the others are debating their situation in the tunnel, a klaxon 
suddenly sounds and the steel barrier blocking their way retracts upwards, permitting them 
access to the train platform. Parked stationary on the tracks directly in front of them is the 
armoured, red escape train, ‘Galaxie 5000’. The foursome haul themselves up the side and 
onto the platform next to a control panel that operates the gate. To their right is a corridor that 
runs down towards a cargo elevator. Yoko suddenly pauses, believing she has just heard a noise 
before a sudden gunshot pings off the floor  
next to her foot. All four of them look up to  
see a woman wearing a gold lab coat pointing  
a gun at them Yoko recognises her as her  
colleague, Monica. Monica concedes she  
never expected Yoko to return here after her  
little incident and assumed she went and hid  
under a rock like the child she is. Yoko  
ignores the insult and asks what is in the  
capsule she is carrying, prompting a furious  
Monica to believe she is trying to steal it  
from her. Yoko pleads innocence and insists she doesn’t know what she is talking about, but 
Monica tells her not to play the innocent little girl as she could never fool her. But she 
concedes they can maybe come to an arrangement and demands Yoko turn over her ID card. 
Yoko begins searching her pockets and produces her Umbrella employee ID as Monica sets 
the case down and walks forward, casually snatching it out of her hands. She thanks her for 
being a little life saver and sarcastically remarks she is glad they had the opportunity to catch up 
before taking the case and disappearing down the corridor to the freight transport lift. 
 
A little shaken, the others ponder what to do as Alyssa finally breaks the silence and refers to 
Monica as a ‘bitch.’ George concurs and suggests there is more here than meets the eye as he 
tries to gain access to the train only to find it locked up. There is a master elevator further 
down but the doors won’t open and the control panel has been sabotaged. The controls are 
still sparking and they dare not touch it. The rest of the platform is blocked off by a metal 
shutter with ‘D702’ written in white. Cindy asks Yoko if Monica was a friend of hers but Yoko 
is hesitant and asks Cindy if it’s okay to trust her. 
 
With nowhere else to go they move down the passage after Monica. George allows Yoko to 
take the lead and remarks that she seems to know this location well. The passage is bare, with 
small electric lights installed on either side of the walls. Soon it turns to the left where they find 
the elevator shaft. The freight lift is not on this level and they are forced to climb up the 
emergency stairwell on the left hand side. The shaft is lit up in a hazy red glow thanks to the 
lighting of the tunnel. Cindy doesn’t like the look of the shaft and asks if there is a safer place. 
Up ahead they can see the elevator has gotten stuck at a higher level. It has become partially 
dislodged from the railing and is inoperable. Some loose cables hang from the ceiling and 
sparks crackle from the exposed ends. They pass girders and other mechanical components 
that make up the lift tracks before coming to an open ventilation shaft on the wall. The grille is 
lying on the floor and with the elevator not working this must be the way Monica went. Leading 
the way, Yoko goes first and they drop out the other side to emerge into the B7 East Passage. It 
is long, narrow and featureless. The walls are bare concrete save for horizontal lighting running 
across the floor and a couple of junction boxes emitting green and red lights. A fire 
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extinguisher is strapped to the wall and the body of a dead researcher lays on the floor right in 
front of them. George notes he hasn’t been dead for that long and Alyssa concludes the 
workers here are all zombies now. Cindy just wants to get out of here. 
 
They have two choices and can follow the passage to the right or left. Yoko tries to remember 
the layout of the maze-like laboratory and deduces that the door to their left leads to the 
chemical storage room. She decides to check it out and is proved correct. The room is full of 
rows of refrigeration units used for storing chemical stocks, virus samples and tissue fragments. 
But before they can explore the room some  
more, a researcher zombie dressed in a  
shabby, stained lab coat comes shuffling  
towards them. Yoko backs away and asks  
Alyssa for help who promptly responds by  
putting a bullet in its head and telling her to  
calm down. A majority of the fridges are  
secure and opened boxes of sterilised  
needles and containers lay scattered on top  
as well as several empty chemical bottles. In  
the corner to their left is a small alcove with  
a fire alarm on the wall next to a glowing  
red bulb. A section of the metal wall  
panelling has been prised open here and  
electronic switchboards and wiring are exposed, but all seem to be working properly. In the 
opposite corner is a small workstation with a computer terminal and some magazines, a coffee 
cup, some drink cans and an old transistor radio. George fiddles with the machine but it 
requires a four digit passcode to access the network which they don’t have. Cindy moves round 
the portable units to the back of the room where more freezers cover the entirety of the back 
wall stacked one on top of one another. Two of them are open but the shelves are empty. 
However, she does find a loaded handgun lying on top of one and takes it with her. With 
nothing else of use, they retreat back to the corridor outside. 
 
Moving past the ventilation grille they first  
entered by, they head the opposite way down  
the passage and move down to where it forks  
to the left and ends at an automated door,  
taking them into the B7 laboratory.  
Immediately, another researcher zombie  
comes waddling towards them and Yoko puts  
it down with several awkward gunshots.  
Bubbling sounds can be heard and through a  
large rectangular viewing window on the wall  
they can see into a large tank filled with green  
luminescent bio-organic fluid. Some kind of  
experimental creature is chained up inside.  
Next to that is a door leading into the B7  
south passage and further round is a large workstation with computers, equipment and various 
measuring devices lined up. A whiteboard on the wall has notes and equations scribbled all 
over and there are some cardboard boxes and four portable storage units. There is a memo left 
behind detailing how to create a strain of V-Jolt.  
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“Laboratory Memo 
UMB No.20 -> UMB No.3 + VP-017 
*Changes colour to auburn when mixed. 
*A very potent weed pesticide. 
*Very effective against plants. 
*Careful handling is required.” 
-REOUT: Laboratory Memo; undated. 
 
Opposite these units is a door that cannot  
be opened from this side. Inside is a  
central atrium and Yoko knows a ladder  
inside allows researchers to reach the  
upper levels should there ever be a power  
failure or emergency situation. On the  
other side of the room are three cylindrical culture tanks, all filled with the same luminescent 
fluids but these are empty of any organisms. Finally in the corner of this half-hexagonal shaped 
lab is a desk with a computer. An interoffice memo from head of administration, Walter Ryan, 
explains how a passcode system has been implemented in the chemical storage room to reduce 
the number of chemical samples going missing. The passcode is 9741. There is also a large 
whiteboard on wheels pushed against the back wall and it looks like someone tried to erase its 
contents in a hurry judging from the smudge marks. Moving on, they take the door that leads 
to the south passage. 
 
Inside is another bland corridor, dimly lit and almost hazy. A large pipe runs across the ceiling 
and not all of the overhead lights are working on one side. Soon, the passage turns left and 
continues on to a branch leading down to the chemical disposal room. Alternatively they can 
ignore this and continue onwards until the  
corridor ends at a single, rusted door. Yoko  
leads them down the offshoot and into the  
chemical disposal room after dispatching  
another zombie researcher blocking their  
way. An alarm is sounding in here to signal  
a malfunction and the room is mostly bare  
save for a large stack of chemicals in the  
corner all marked for disposal. A couple of  
heavy-duty haz-mat suits are also hanging  
from the side wall. The alarm is coming  
from a pressurised chamber at the far end  
and a large viewing window depicts red  
emergency lighting on the other side and the swaying form of another zombie. But the glass is 
so thick nothing much more can be made out. Yoko recalls this room is for testing Umbrella 
experimental compounds. Chambering her weapon, she activates the automatic door and walks 
inside, calmly shooting the zombie in the back of the head before it can even turn around to 
face her. The alarm is louder in here and emanates from a control panel on the wall signalling 
the malfunction. There are a few boxes present and an overturned chemical drum, but what 
stands out is a large, plant-like growth that is protruding out from the ventilation shaft on the 
wall. Large tendrils have spread out and wrapped themselves round the joints and seals in the 
wall and upturned the metal grille that makes up the floor. Yoko can’t be sure, but it looks like 
some exposed chemicals may have caused the plant to mutate and grow and she wonders how 
far through the ventilation system the rest of the plant stretches. Before she leaves, she notices 
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an orange polyethylene tank on the floor marked ‘UMB No.3’ and recalls the memo they 
found in the lab about creating a plant pesticide named V-Jolt. Given what is growing in here 
she decides to take the can with her, just in case. 
 
Moving back outside, Yoko leads the others  
down the corridor and through the one  
remaining door where they emerge into a  
large atrium that runs down the centre of  
the lab complex. The air flowing through  
here can be heard whistling as it circulates  
off the walls high above. A number of crates  
are stacked in the corner and on the  
opposite side the large metal-grille slats  
making up the floor are buckled and twisted  
out of place by a huge plant, the likes of  
which none of them have ever seen before,  
sprouting up from beneath and extending  
up the central atrium as far as they can see.  
Its vines and roots have spread out and latched onto the concrete walls, some of which 
unfortunately block the ladder they need to get them up to the next floor. Just as they ponder 
their next move, they hear a noise behind them. It is a surviving researcher and he sits cradling 
a shotgun in the corner. He looks wounded and George goes up to him. The researcher says 
he doesn’t want to die and asks if any of them have a first aid spray. George complies and the 
researcher hands over the fully loaded shotgun as a token of his gratitude. He loses 
consciousness shortly afterwards but is still alive at least. Alyssa and Yoko move to examine the 
huge plant growth that blocks their way. The vines are all still and there is some kind of 
opening right in the trunk of the plant. Alyssa cannot believe her eyes and does not think the 
plant is natural. Yoko wonders if it has been mutated, suddenly remembering the V-Jolt. Using 
the passcode on Walter Ryan’s memo she can possibly find the chemicals she needs from the 
storage room. 
 
Whilst Cindy and George wait with the injured survivor, Yoko and Alyssa retrace their steps 
back through the corridors, the B7 laboratory and into the chemical room. Accessing the 
computer terminal, Yoko inputs 9741 into the machine and is rewarded with a satisfying beep 
as a refrigeration unit at the back of the room pops open. Moving round to investigate, Alyssa is 
able to find the UMB No.17 chemical. She hands it to Yoko who combines it with UMB No.3 
to create the V-Jolt. Quickly, they head back to the atrium where George and Cindy still wait, 
avoiding another researcher zombie that has since reanimated in one of the corridors. Whilst 
the others stand back, Yoko throws the V-Jolt chemical over the plant, immediately causing it 
to wither. A transparent fluid is ejected from the strange, fleshy opening on its main appendage. 
Although the plant is far too big to be killed completely, the bottom portion and protruding 
wines shrivel and retract enough for the ladder to become free of any obstacles. One by one, 
they all begin to ascend up to the next floor of the atrium, the filtered air swirling in their ears 
and their feet clanking loudly on the steel rungs as they go.  
 
Soon they reach B6 Level and emerge onto a gantry. Another ladder leads up to the next floor 
but has been retracted and a valve handle is needed for a hole in the wall to extend the ladder 
upwards. They need to find it if they wish to continue. A door next to the ladder leads to the 
various sections of this floor and in the corner are some stacked up cardboard boxes next to a 
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metal crate with an old, discarded typewriter. Readying their weapons, they move through the 
door. 
 
They now find themselves in the B6 south  
passage and another cramped, lifeless  
corridor with bare concrete walls and no  
attempt at decoration. A security camera high  
up on the wall opposite moves from left to  
right on an axis, making a small whirring  
sound. Up ahead the passage turns to the  
right but is empty so they move on, past a red  
fire alarm on the left wall and its blood-red  
warning light. Spotlights at feet level on either  
side of the wall light the way ahead and soon  
they come to an intersection where the  
passage turns left or continues straight on. A  
card reader is on the wall and the green light symbolises the shutter has retracted to permit 
access. Another body lies on the floor on the other side and does not stir when they approach. 
Moving cautiously past, they continue onwards and soon the tunnel forks to the right, ending at 
a heavily damaged door that cannot be opened. Another security camera is mounted on the 
wall here although this one is fixed and does not move. Alyssa shivers and notes how cold the 
air is on this level. It seems to be getting colder the higher they go. They find something on the 
floor and Cindy notices it is a frozen, frosted wrench with shards of ice all over it. She hands it 
to Yoko who puts it in her rucksack. 
 
Suddenly they hear a ghostly wail reverberating off the walls and realise the body round the 
corner has just woken up. As a group they cautiously edge back the way they came and turn the 
corner to find a researcher zombie with its back to them. This time George takes the lead and 
shoots it in the head, causing congealed blood to splatter all over the floor. Cindy tells him to 
be careful and he replies he always relies on the three C’s; cool, calm and collected. Heading 
down the only remaining passage, it ends at a sturdy-looking steel door with another security 
camera hovering to the right. Frost has gathered on the edges and there is some kind of 
malfunction with the cooling system as the whole lab is unusually cold. 
 
Moving through the door they emerge into the  
B6 security centre, which is essentially a half- 
hexagon shaped room identical to the B7  
Laboratory now directly below them. Various  
control stations and computer terminals line  
the left hand side, with most of the monitors  
displaying warning messages. A network of  
pipes crawl across the walls and ceilings, used  
to pump gas and water around this gargantuan  
facility. At the back of the room is an  
emergency door that requires a valve handle  
to open. Inside is an emergency ladder which  
can be used to reach the B7 lab in a hurry  
without having to go all the way round. One of the computer terminals asks for a passcode to 
unlock the B5 computer room and the emergency shutter in the east area of Level B4, but they 
don’t know the code so are forced to ignore it for now. Moving right round the room there is a 
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large map of the facility layout on the wall and a few cardboard boxes stacked up. A large 
maintenance panel is on the wall but is bolted shut with an identical twin over the other side of 
the room. Yoko knows the valve handle is stored inside one of them but they have nothing to 
open it with unless they can find a way to thaw out the wrench. George tries shoulder-barging it 
several times but to no avail. 
 
A door at this side of the room takes them into the B6 East Passage and a card key reader on 
the wall flashes green to signal another emergency shutter has been retracted. The passage 
turns to the right before opening up into a larger room with a seating area and a couple of 
vending machines. There is a circular light on the wall and a knocked over trash can with 
empty cans and rubbish scattered. Lots of blood drips onto the floor from one of the seats set 
against the opposite wall and the cracks and chipped concrete suggest that someone or 
something was slammed into it with violent force. Two more zombies patrol in here, one 
female and one male, but the four survivors take careful aim and shoot them both down. Once 
dead, they move on through the next door, taking them into to the employee break room. 
 
The staff room is quite large, with red seating  
along the side and back walls with a large  
table in the middle. An alcove to the left  
contains a small kitchen and in the main  
room has a row of employee lockers and a  
large flat screen TV fixed to the wall,  
currently displaying nothing but loud, hissing  
static. A small trolley sits in front of the TV  
containing a VCR player and a set top box  
and in the opposite corner are two vending  
machines next to a large plant growing in a  
pot. One is for snacks and one for drinks,  
but both are sold out. A black and white  
poster and a few notes have been stuck to the wall and there is a name badge on the floor by 
the corner garbage can that belongs to Yoko. Alyssa examines the table which is quite a mess; 
full of coffee cups, a kettle, some empty soda cans, box files and assorted paperwork. There is 
also a fully-loaded semi-automatic handgun which she slips into her pocket. Amidst the red 
chairs lining the walls is a wooden, brown bookcase full of old magazines and newspapers. A 
white lab coat hangs over it which also belongs to Yoko when she worked here. Cindy explores 
the small kitchen and notes the units are small and basic with a few utensils left out on the 
sideboard. A trash can is on the floor and on the opposite wall a calendar has been stuck to the 
bare concrete. The sink is full of dirty water that is still quite hot so she asks Yoko for the 
frozen wrench. She dips it into the water, enjoying the steam wafting up into her face and 
before long the wrench is completely thawed out and can be used again. Meanwhile George 
looks through the employee lockers. One is locked with a simple lock and he beckons Alyssa 
to come over and open it with her picking tool. Before long she has it cracked and the door 
swings open to reveal a shotgun. George takes it with a grin and is pleased to find it loaded. 
With nothing else of use in here, the foursome leave the break room and pass back through 
the B6F East Passage and back into the Security Centre. 
 
Using the wrench, Yoko unbolts the maintenance panels on either side of the room. The one 
on the left is empty but the one on the right contains the red valve handle which they can use to 
access the ladder in the central atrium. Quickly, they pass back through the South Passage and 
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back to the atrium. Using the valve handle, they push the ladder up so it connects with the 
other side, allowing them all to climb up to B5 Level. 
 
Meanwhile, up on the B4 central shaft, Monica  
uses Yoko’s ID card to unlock the door leading  
to the main turntable area where the master  
elevator is. Using the turn table key, she tries to  
power up the locomotive that will take her back  
up to the surface at the Marshalling Yard.  
However, she gets no response when she twists  
the key. She is frustrated and looks around the  
walls that are covered in ice and frost. All the  
electronics and control mechanisms are frozen  
solid and now she has something else to fix  
before she can get out of this place. Suddenly she hears a flapping noise behind her. Whirling 
round, she gets the shock of her life to see the Giant Moth flying straight at her… 
 
Meanwhile, for the others it is a long slog up the ladder up to B5 Level, not helped by the 
gargantuan plant sitting silently next to them expanding all the way up and out of sight. The air 
still whistles around them and eventually they reach the next level up. They are now on the 
gantry of Level B5 and it is empty aside from a couple of cardboard boxes in the right corner. 
A door leads into the main section of B5 level and there is a ladder to the left leading up to B4 
Level. Yoko insists they stick together and ignore B5 level for now. They need to keep going 
up in order to reach the surface as soon as possible. Once they are on B4 Level they can use 
the turn table to reach the vacant factory.  
 
The others fall behind Yoko as she leads the way up the ladder to the next gantry on B4 Level. 
It is significantly colder up here and they are glad to get off the ladder as a few vines from the 
giant plant are spreading their way along the wall near to the rungs. A large vent is on the wall 
and cold air seeps out of the grille like dry ice. There is a junction box next to a single door 
with a light above and on the floor is a name badge belonging to Monica. She must have 
dropped it and is still ahead of them somewhere. 
 
Quickly, they head through the door and into the  
west area passage. It is extremely cold now and  
something is definitely amiss with the climate  
control system. The floor is bathed in dry ice,  
illuminated by the bright lights from the walls by  
their feet. Yoko shivers and cautiously leads the  
way through an open shutter and card key panel  
which is lighted green. The words ‘West Area’  
are written in red on the wall and they are soon  
stopped in their tracks by an icy statue ahead of  
them. Yoko recognises it as some experimental  
B.O.W. subject under modification. The cold  
temperature has frozen it solid and stopped it in  
its tracks completely. This is one of the escaped Hunter MA-125R’s. They dare not get any 
closer, but it shows no sign of life. They now have the option of turning right where an 
automated door leads to the central shaft or go straight ahead towards two employee dormitory 
rooms. The choice is made academic when Yoko finds both dormitory doors are frozen shut 
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and cannot be accessed. Backtracking, they head down the passage and towards the door 
leading into the main shaft. The floor is slippery underfoot and large patches of ice have 
formed all over the walls. Luckily, the door mechanics are still operational and it retracts 
upwards allowing them into the next area. 
 
They now find themselves on a large catwalk  
stretching out across the main shaft. It is  
extremely cold in here and the whole room is  
bathed in icy mist. The air can be heard  
whistling noisily around the structure and it is  
difficult to see ahead. Two red neon lights run  
down either side of the catwalk so they follow it  
down and George peers over the edge but he  
cannot see how far down it goes as the drop is  
lost in mist and fog. Yoko is cold and Alyssa  
remarks she is ‘freezing her tits off.’ They soon  
pass through a doorway with a red neon light  
over the top and emerge into an inner shell  
with a large power transformer in the middle. There is another doorway to their immediate 
right with a blue neon light running horizontally across and beyond that is an identical catwalk 
with blue lighting leading to the east area of this floor. A sudden noise like the flapping of wings 
puts them all on their guard and George takes point with his shotgun. There is also another 
frozen Hunter in here. Yoko points to the right at a doorway with a white light running above. 
The catwalk beyond will lead them to the area where the turn table is. Cautiously, they 
continue onwards. 
 
Suddenly out of nowhere, a Giant Moth swoops down from somewhere up above, 
materialising out of the mist and snatching George off the gantry! Before the others can react, 
the Moth flaps over the railing and disappears down into the darkness below with the poor 
unfortunate doctor’s screams fading into the distance. Cindy is mortified and Yoko and Alyssa 
are shell-shocked. They look over the railing but there is so sign of George or his abductor. 
The shaft could be hundreds of feet deep for all they know and there is absolutely nothing they 
can do. Putting a consoling arm around Cindy, Alyssa tries to reassure her as Yoko leads them 
on and through the single door on the opposite side of the catwalk. 
 
They are now in a small corridor with frost-laden walls that soon opens up into the main turn 
table room with the words ‘Umbrella Laboratory’ stencilled in large white lettering on the floor. 
A passage to the left runs down to the main master elevator but it is currently powered down 
and they do not have access to the master key to activate it. There is also a small security office 
but the door is frozen shut and has a big scratch-like indent across it. To the left an orange 
locomotive stands parked on the hexagonal turntable and is ready to go. Beyond that a heavy 
duty shutter blocks the way out for the train to reach Raccoon Forest and the old elevator that 
led down to the Water Treatment Plant that was all but destroyed when the self-destruct system 
was activated two months ago now. The shutter has been replaced since the T-001 Tyrant had 
ripped the old one to shreds in its futile bid to escape.  
 
There are two bodies on the floor, both are researchers dressed in white lab coats and 
reanimate when the three survivors get too close. Cindy is still sobbing about George as Yoko 
and Alyssa blow them away. They find a couple of items on the floor, one is Yoko’s ID card, 
but there is no sign of Monica anywhere. The other is the actual key for the turn table and 
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Yoko cannot believe their luck. She tries the turntable key to activate it but the mechanism is 
frozen solid and won’t move. They are essentially trapped here unless they can find somewhere 
to raise the temperature of the facility and thaw everything out. Yoko knows the temperature 
control room is on this level in the east area of the lab so she beckons the others to follow and 
they retrace their steps back through the Main Shaft and down the blue-lit catwalk and into the 
east area. 
 
They are now in the corridor and on the floor  
they find a custodian’s diary which details a  
particularly bad shift where he lost the turn  
table key and as a back-up the password  
‘HOPE’ is required. Fortunately this is now  
irrelevant as they already have the turntable  
key in their possession. The passage to the  
right is blocked by a blast door although the  
card key reader on the wall appears to be  
functional. A door ahead of them leads to an  
operating theatre but it is tightly shut and to  
the left the corridor runs round to a set of  
sturdy steel doors to the low temperature lab.  
This room is always maintained in sub-zero  
temperatures to keep the supercomputers constantly cool. Everywhere is laced in frost and dry 
ice covers the floor completely, seeping in from huge vent slats on the walls and the large 
machines in the middle of the room give off roaring noises like they have gone haywire. At the 
back of the room is the main control panel and the body of a frozen researcher lays slumped 
over it, his hands still on the control lever. The researcher's name, somewhat ironically, is 
Frost. Yoko tries to deactivate the lever but it is frozen solid and won’t move. They need to 
find a way to thaw out the controls. On the floor nearby, Alyssa finds Frost's diary which 
explains he lowered the temperature to sub-zero levels purposefully to slow down the MA-
125R Hunters who had escaped several days earlier. Now it all makes a little sense but they 
need to fix it otherwise they have no hope of escape. 
 
Retreating back into the main corridor, Yoko uses her key card to raise the shutter blocking 
access to the B4 Culture Room. As the shutter rises they are shocked by another frozen 
Hunter iced up like a statue. Cautiously moving around it, they proceed to the main door. It is 
locked electronically and accessed by a  
control panel on the left wall utilising a  
fingerprint recognition device. Because  
Yoko is an employee here her print is  
recognised as registration number 53029  
and the door unlocks. Quickly, they enter  
the Culture Room. Inside the room is  
empty but bubbles can be heard from filters  
inside the large specimen tank dominating  
the back wall, giving off a luminescent glow.  
A creepy, experimental object floats inside  
the capsule and it looks like it’s about to  
move. To the left of the main storage tank  
are two smaller capsules both filled with the same bio-organic fluid. One of the capsules is 
broken and the blood smeared all over the reinforced glass looks fairly fresh. This is where 
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Monica shot the researcher and got the G larvae from. The specimen tubes are all hooked up 
to various computer tables and the wires and cables that connect them drag across the floor. A 
sound of something sparking and short-circuiting can also be heard. Yoko spots a lab coat 
drenched in blood and with a burn mark through it that could be a bullet hole. On the 
opposite side of the room is a discarded gurney for holding test subjects as well as an open, but 
empty weapons case. In the opposite corner is a workstation with a knocked over swivel chair 
and another large specimen tube that has been completely torn apart with a menacing red 
warning light glowing angrily in the corner. A body of a researcher lays on the floor next to a 
portable blowtorch and Alyssa does not hesitate in shooting the corpse in the back of the head 
just to be on the safe side before picking up the blowtorch. The burner has plenty of fuel left 
and they can use it to thaw out the controls in the low temperature lab. Quickly, they retrace 
their steps back to the lab and use the burner on the control panel. In somewhat morbid 
fashion, the thawed arm of researcher Frost relinquishes its death grip on the lever and 
activates the mechanism as it slides off onto the floor. Immediately, the vents reverse the 
pressure and begin sucking in all the sub-zero air. Gradually, the facility will begin to heat up 
and then they can activate the turn-table. Yoko promises them all it should get warmer now. 
 
Meanwhile, George Hamilton opens his eyes.  
Somehow he is still alive although he cannot  
move. He is in the B5 Computer Room that  
is covered in what looks like webbing. Large  
tufts cover the walls, obscuring the various  
green and orange readouts from all the  
terminals and thick strands run along the  
ceiling amidst dozens of egg larvae. After  
getting his bearings, George realises that he is  
stuck to a large cocoon on the wall and that  
the whole room has been converted into a  
nest by the Giant Moth that abducted him. A  
large vent opening in the top right corner  
must be how the moth gets in and out. Although the webbing is sticky, after a brief struggle he 
is able to free himself although sometime during his abduction he lost the shotgun he’d 
acquired from the employee break room and is now unarmed. Dusting himself down, he 
notices a computer for processing employee identifications but decides to leave it alone for 
now. He has so many puzzling questions but is determined to get back to the rest of the group. 
 
Leaving the computer room he emerges into Area B passage of B5 Level. There are more 
cocoons out here all covered with sticky, thread-like strands. He feels strange and realises he 
may have been poisoned by the moth. This is a bad situation and he needs to find a means to 
detoxify himself quickly. Moving down the slatted passage he emerges into a bigger room with a 
closed shutter to his left leading off to other areas. It is warped and must have been caused by 
something non-human. Further down are a set of double doors with ‘P-4 Laboratory’ written 
above. This is William Birkin’s laboratory and the very place where Hunk stole the G-Virus 
several days ago now when he infiltrated the facility. However, now the doors are blocked off 
by a couple of heavy-duty crates. Lying against the wall in the opposite corner is a surviving 
researcher. He is injured but conscious, armed with a magnum pistol. George goes over to 
him. He is delirious and confuses him for Yoko at first and wonders if he came back for the 
test sample. He has heard Monica is after the sample but he knows it’s out of her league. The 
sample is Dr. Birkin’s masterpiece but he suggests sometimes keeping your hands to yourself is 
a good rule to live by. He offers George his magnum revolver, insisting he has no need of it 
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anymore. Only when George leans in closer does the researcher realise he is not Yoko. He 
wonders why a civilian would be in a place like this but suggests George get going now unless 
he wants to end up like him. With that, the man passes out. George considers his options, with 
the P4 lab blocked off and the shutter leading out of B passage down and inaccessible, he 
appears to be trapped. However, upon closer inspection of the back wall he notices an open 
ventilation hole and is able to crawl through. 
 
He soon emerges into the B5 emergency passage but barely has time to get to his feet before 
being accosted by a zombie. They have a brief struggle before he is able to push it off and 
splatter its brains all over the wall. He is in a cramped, dimply lit passage with only amber lights 
running along the lower parts of the wall lighting the way. A shutter is blocking any immediate 
escape to his right and a piercing red light warns him that it cannot be raised. A staff memo left 
on the floor talks about guest registration for facility. The entry name is ‘Guest’ and no 
password is needed, but this is not relevant to him now. He heads left and follows the orange 
lights down the twisting passage until he comes to another dead end, blocked off by a shutter. 
Looking closer, he spots another ventilation grille lying on the floor. Evidently someone has 
tried to escape through this way so George crawls onto his belly and pushes himself through. 
He emerges into Area C passage of B5F which is another gloomy corridor. Again the 
emergency shutter is down and blocks the tunnel to the immediate right so he heads left and is 
able to leave via an unlocked door. He now finds himself back in the main duct with the giant, 
mutated plant. Getting his bearings, he heads up the access ladder towards B4 level. Hopefully 
he can still catch the others up before they leave without him. 
 
Meanwhile, as George had been carrying out his  
daring escape, on the floor above, Yoko, Alyssa  
and Cindy have battled their way back to the  
turntable area having been confronted by  
several Hunters. The rising temperature had  
caused the ice coatings around them to melt and  
weaken enough for the creatures to break free.  
Alyssa and Cindy are desperately trying to hold  
two of the creatures back as Yoko fumbles at the  
control panel with the turn table key. A klaxon  
begins to wail and an automated service  
announcement calls for the attention of all  
personnel and confirms the platform will be  
going up momentarily. There is a three minute  
delay and the women have to hold off the Hunters until then. It doesn’t look good when 
Alyssa’s semi-automatic runs dry but they are saved at the last minute when George suddenly 
appears and blasts the reptilian monstrosities to death with his magnum. Cindy cannot believe 
it as they all believed him to be dead. She runs over and admits he had her so worried and 
George is equally relieved she is safe too. He grabs her hand and together they all run for the 
locomotive and get ready to ride to the surface. 
 
At that moment, Monica appears back in the room. She is disorientated after her 
incapacitation at the hands of the moth and still holds the attaché case which now hangs open. 
In her delay to escape, the chemicals in the portable storage capsule had weakened due to not 
being changed in time, resulting in the G parasite awakening and breaking free. The parasite 
has then entered Monica via her mouth and is trying to adapt to her DNA. As her vision fades, 
Monica collapses and loses consciousness just as the turntable activates and begins its ascent up 
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the brightly-illuminated hexagonal shaft taking Yoko and the others towards the surface. 
Monica’s body begins to twitch and she suddenly awakens in agony as a surge of pain shoots 
through her chest. Because she as the new host does not have similar DNA to the original G-
Creature that spawned the larvae, the parasite rejects her and seeks to escape, clawing and 
chewing its way through her chest cavity and rib cage before bursting free altogether in a shower 
of blood. Monica stops screaming abruptly and drops dead as the G organism squirms around 
on the floor. Within minutes, this creature will mutate into a G Adult Organism and pose a 
substantial threat. Attracted to the sound of the receding turn table, the G organism crawls over 
to the walls and begins vertically climbing the shaft to catch up. 
 
Meanwhile inside the locomotive, George is  
sat on the bench glad of a bit of a breather  
before they focus once again on their  
ultimate goal of escaping the city. Alyssa  
looks questioningly at Yoko and asks what  
this laboratory facility was for, but she  
replies that she still cannot remember  
anything and concedes ignorance is bliss in  
this case. When her memories do return,  
she’ll be ready. George believes they  
shouldn’t have rushed in here and Alyssa  
wonders about all the mysteries left behind  
inside, but escaping with her life is better  
than any potential story. Soon the  
locomotive shudders to a halt as they finally reach the surface. Emerging into the cool night air, 
they see that it is still the middle of the night and the moon shines brightly in the sky. They are 
all slightly disorientated following their trip through the hospital, the sewers, and then the 
underground lab but estimate it is probably only a couple of hours until dawn. The turntable 
has docked at the vacant factory in the middle of the Lonsdale Train Yards, an industrial zone 
close to the outskirts of the city. Various power outlets, power stations and pylons with blinking 
red lights can be seen in the distance. There are four sheds surrounding the main turntable and 
they have docked near shed number 6. They needed to find a way to uncouple the locomotive 
from the turn table then they can hopefully ride straight out of town. 
 
Alyssa is wanting to get a move on with things but before they can get far, they are interrupted 
by a curious banging sound coming from somewhere below their feet. George watches in 
amazement as a sizable buckle appears on the steel floor of the turntable, followed by a large 
protrusion and finally a tear as a small, hairless, slug-like creature pushes itself through. It looks 
so small and frail yet has just punched through solid steel. All four of them stare in horror as 
the creature suddenly begins to mutate before their eyes. Its muscle mass increases and its 
limbs lengthen. Sores and boils appear all over its body as within seconds it grows to a mass 
hundreds of times larger than its original size and becomes a fully grown G Adult Body. Its 
back is made up of large tumours and a large eyeball forms on its right hand side. Elongated 
teeth grow in its mouth as it lets out a huge roar of frustration and begins to search for nearby 
prey. Alyssa is speechless as she watches what can only be described as a large mass of flesh 
slumber along the floor after them. George is fascinated by its radical development and Yoko 
wonders if this creature killed Monica. 
 
The four survivors scatter but the raised platforms all around the turntable make any escape 
impossible. Cindy immediately rushes back to the locomotive but the door has been 
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automatically locked. Alyssa and Yoko run into the shed hoping to find another way out but 
there are no doors, just a stack of barrels at the far end and a small crane suspended from the 
ceiling. Some of the tinned slats making up the back wall have come loose but are too high up 
to reach. The G Adult Body follows them  
into the shed where they are now trapped.  
Quick thinking George however, runs to  
the other side of the locomotive and  
activates the controls, sending the  
locomotive down the track and into the  
shed where it crashes into the back of the  
creature. It howls in pain and turns to face  
its aggressor as the locomotive slowly  
retracts back to its starting position.  
George empties his magnum at the beast,  
watching as blood and pus burst out of the  
puncture wounds in its skin. The creature  
spits out G Young Bodies from its mouth  
which begin to scamper across the floor like hideous-looking spiders. They squirm around and 
jump up to try and latch onto the bodies of Alyssa and Yoko, who dodge and stamp on them in 
disgust. George distracts the monster long enough for them to get away and Alyssa also opens 
fire on the creature whose movements are slow and cumbersome. After what seems like an 
eternity, the control mechanism pings that it is ready and Yoko activates the turntable once 
again, sending the locomotive hurtling back into the G Adult Organism and this time crushing 
it for good. She shouts at the dying monster to pick on something its own size. 
 
After taking a few minutes to compose themselves, the survivors quickly lower the barriers for 
the tracks leading out of the industrial zone and ride the locomotive out towards the outskirts 
of town. It will be sunrise in a few hours and for now all four of them stare in silence at the 
huge moon glowing like an orb in the night sky, each of them lost in thought. This is not over 
yet but hopefully now they are finally close to escaping Raccoon City for good. 
 
"This is a warning to us for peering into the structure of DNA and believing we know 
everything, and so the world starts to collapse from within." 
-REOUT: Below Freezing Point; George Epilogue 
 
"We managed to beat whatever that thing in the meat locker was, but is it over? I may have just 
unleashed something terrifying." 
-REOUT: Below Freezing Point; Alyssa Epilogue 
 
"How unreliable the memory is, I remember my acquaintance but I cannot remember myself. 
Yet I feel something will change dramatically when I know everything." 
-REOUT: Below Freezing Point; Yoko Epilogue 
 
"Raccoon City has a hidden face, now I've seen it and I'll spend the rest of my life trying to 
forget." 
-REOUT: Below Freezing Point; Cindy Epilogue 
 
But as the train reaches the interior of Raccoon Forest, the tracks are covered in debris and 
they are forced to disembark and continue on foot. They walk for several miles through the 
woods as the sun slowly rises on the horizon to signal the dawn of a new day. Despite being out 
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of the city, the forest is not safe for they encounter several strange-looking zombies that appear 
to have plants growing out of their skin. These are known as Green Zombies. 
 
IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: GREEN ZOMBIE 
A Green Zombie began life as a standard human infected by the t-Virus. When  
these zombies were roaming the forest, they entered the vicinity of the  
abandoned hospital and some were consumed by the infected plant life that  
resided within. Spores from the plants would grow inside the zombie and sprout  
from the skin, with several vines appearing out of the upper torso area. The  
central bulb of the plant grew up through the brain of the zombie and when  
matured, burst through the head completely in order to flower. The relationship  
between plant and zombie is a symbiotic one. The plant growing inside will use  
the zombie’s motor functions to move and infect other zombies and nearby  
organisms with its spore. Likewise the zombie will use the plant’s poison as a  
countermeasure to defend itself from attacks, either by spitting or when shot at  
with projectile weaponry. Like regular zombies, the creatures can still transmit 
the virus via its bite and can still be destroyed with conventional weapons. 
 
MORNING: 
Meanwhile back at the R.P.D., the surviving contingent of the police force are still holed up in 
the western office and east wing which is cut off from the rest of the station. So far the 
barricades are holding and they are taking alternate shifts to man the door leading back to the 
main hall. The survivors include Elliot Edward, David Ford, Marvin Branagh, Aaron, Tony, 
Rita, Fred, Andy and about 12 others, including some civilians. They have used tables and 
chairs to barricade the western office door leading back to the main hall. As the officers keep 
watch, they notice a 'Welcome Leon' poster taped to the desk marked for one of the new 
recruits. Too bad his party has been cancelled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After hiking through Raccoon Forest for several hours, George, Alyssa, Yoko and Cindy come 
across an old cabin. It is empty inside but there are signs it is lived in and that someone has 
been here recently. Having been up all night, they decide to rest up for a few hours. 
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Back at the St. Michael Clock Tower, the two surviving mercs of U.B.C.S. Echo Team are 
doing their best to survive and keep their small contingent of evacuated civilians alive. 
Campbell spends most of his time patrolling the  
central hall by the main staircase with his mine  
thrower. He regularly checks the outside courtyard  
which is fortified by high concrete walls on all  
sides. Aside from the odd infected crow, there is  
little chance of the zombies getting through there.  
He also checks the decorative dining hall and the  
piano room adjacent to the chapel, ensuring all  
doors and windows are secure. The upstairs  
balcony has been wired with C4. In the other wing  
of the clock tower, Campbell's colleague patrols  
the study, the drawing room and the gallery with  
the antique clocks. The surviving civilians, including the girl he has taken a shine too, are 
sheltering in here. The rear door has been blockaded with a large bell. They still have a day 
and a half to wait before they can signal the evacuation helicopter so all they can do for now is 
wait and watch the minutes tick by. 
 
Back at the police station, some of the officers discuss the whereabouts and motivations of their 
leader, Chief Irons. He hasn't been spotted now for days and some begin to wonder if he is still 
alive. Others now firmly believe he has some links to Umbrella and have even gone so far as to 
try and collect evidence against him. Several rolls of film containing incriminating evidence 
from bookkeeping records, invoices, fax records and private information on Mayor Warren's 
daughter have been collected and are being held separately by Marvin, Tony, Fred and one 
other undisclosed officer. Should they escape Raccoon City alive, they plan to expose their 
corrupt chief of police to the world. Suddenly, several bangs are heard on the western office 
door behind the barricade. The banging soon intensifies and it seems the zombies in the main 
hall now want inside... 
 
1:00PM 
Finally, the sheer number of zombies on the other  
side forces the west barricade to cave in and the  
undead invade the western office in force. The  
whole room is suddenly lit up with gunfire as the  
surviving cops try to drive the creatures back.  
Tables and chairs are knocked over and chunks of  
concrete are ripped out of the walls from stray  
bullets. The confined conditions inside the office  
do not help matters and confusion ensues with  
people trying not to get caught in a cross fire.  
Twelve people are killed in this battle and soon  
David Ford begins a controlled retreat and ushers  
all survivors through the door into the evidence room whilst Marvin Branagh and his team 
hold the creatures off. Soon however, there are too many zombies in the way for Marvin's 
group to reach the evidence room. Instead they are forced back into the main hall where more 
zombies lurk. David Ford locks the door to the evidence room and keeps the civilian survivors 
inside for their safety, unaware some are already infected. His party of officers retreat back into 
the west wing as Marvin's group manage to kill the rest of the zombies in the hall and secure the 
main doors to the station. Marvin himself locks the door to the western office. 
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The precinct survivors are now separated into two groups. The west wing survivors include 
Elliot Edward, David Ford, Andy, and eight other survivors made up of other officers and 
civilians who are now being sheltered in the evidence room. The main hall and east wing 
survivors are Marvin Brannagh, Rita, Fred, Tony and Aaron. Both parties are now cut off from 
each other with no communication and are unaware of each other's situations. With Chief 
Irons holed up in his office, the mayor's daughter still in hiding, and Nathan Donnelly, Samuel 
Kirk and Ben Bertolucci in the cells, the total number of people left alive in the police station 
at this moment is 21. 
 
David Ford and his colleagues return to the  
briefing room where he writes up the latest  
entry in the operation report. Because the  
windows have caved in inside the western  
corridor outside the filing room, he has officers  
barricade up the door connecting the western  
corridor to the corridor outside the briefing  
room. With this sealed off, Ford's team are  
now confined to the briefing room, the eastern  
staircase, the evidence room, the dark room,  
the upper corridors, S.T.A.R.S. office and  
library. The library door leading back to the 2F  
main hall is electronically locked. 
 
"At 1:00pm, the western barricade in the police station was broken through, causing a battle. 
We temporarily sheltered the injured in the 1F seized property storehouse, but no less than  
twelve victims have been taken out with this battle. 
Recorder, David Ford" 
-BIO2: Operation Report 1; 27/09/98 
 
All casualties and civilians are now sheltered in the evidence lock-up. (Some are infected and 
they will become zombies in due course.) 
 
A woman named Regan Mallet and her daughter Lucy leave their address of 72 Houston St 
and make a bid to escape Raccoon City by taking a route through the forest. However, they are 
attacked by Green Zombies and Scissor Tails and become separated. Regan is later injured. 
 
With the world watching, Umbrella continue to broadcast edited footage from Raccoon City to 
the nation's media showcasing ongoing rescue operations, again delaying any kind of decisive 
retaliatory action from the U.S. Government. 
 
After learning of the U.S. Government's military operations within the city limits through use of 
Spec Ops teams, Umbrella also deploy several covert U.S.S. teams into the city to destroy any 
incriminating evidence of their involvement in the crisis and assist Delta Team/Wolfpack who 
are already on site. One of their objectives is to destroy City Hall completely. 
 
With his plans to destroy Raccoon City put on hold, Derek Simmons decides to use all 
available data on the unfolding biohazard as a case study into the validity of B.O.W.s and viral 
weaponry. Ever since U.S. Government had first become involved with the Umbrella, 
Simmons believed more and more with each passing year that the world would eventually stop 
using traditional weaponry and switch over to biological weapons. The data provided by 
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Raccoon City will allow him to assess the efficiency of such weapons with the eventual goal of 
creating his own through The Family. 
 
Back at the R.P.D., and now unofficially in charge, David Ford takes a moment for himself and 
retreats to the office adjoined to the dark room in the east wing. He nods as he passes other 
officers patrolling the corridors and once inside he closes the door, rests his trusty Mossberg 
shotgun on the desk and cracks open a bottle of whisky to calm his nerves. He is still haunted 
by his cowardice the previous day when he abandoned Meyer to his fate. He can still hear his 
screams in his head and is almost reduced to tears. He takes another swig of whisky and hopes 
no one walks in on him when he is this vulnerable. He contemplates suicide as he can see no 
other way out of this nightmare. They have a planned meeting to discuss possible escape routes 
in three hours time but he knows it is futile. The more whisky he drinks, the more courage he 
gets to blow his own brains out.  
 
"My sanity is at its end... I still can't believe this  
is happening. We lost another man yesterday.  
Meyer; one of our better marksmen. He saw  
me panic once we were overrun by the  
zombies but he came back to save me. 
But when the time to return the debt, I ran. I  
can still hear him calling out my name. I can  
still hear the screams coming from behind.  
The sound of his flesh being stripped from its  
bones. I was afraid... terrified... 
It's the 27th. The fight to stay alive continues.  
I took out several zombies who managed to  
break through the barricades. Now I'm cutting  
through the chill with whisky, unloading my Mossberg on anything undead. 
That shotgun's become a close friend of mine. I've blasted many a zombie into fertilizer with it. 
We've lost 13 men as of yesterday. In 3 hours, we'll bicker over trivial things in the meeting 
room. It's a total waste of time. When I finish this bottle, my old friend Mossberg will be 
turning one last body into fertilizer. 
Peace at last. 
I can hardly wait..." 
-RE3: David's Memo; 27/09/98 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OUTBREAK FILE 2 - FLASHBACK begin. 
 
Back in Raccoon Forest it is now mid-afternoon, and sufficiently rested, Yoko Suzuki’s party 
decide to continue their trek out of Raccoon City through the forest. It has been a long night 
for them, beginning the previous evening when they were chased by a mysterious entity 
comprised of hundreds of leeches inside the Raccoon Hospital. This was followed by an 
unwelcome slog through the underground sewer system before they ended up battling through 
Umbrella’s main underground laboratory. But they had all made it through alive and having 
sheltered in this cabin for the last several hours, they are ready to continue. 
 
Cindy remarks that she is glad they found this cabin but a flapping sound is irritating Alyssa and 
she looks up to see a moth buzzing around the lamp suspended from the rickety old ceiling. 
The walls of the cabin are covered with lots of written notes but the handwriting makes them 
difficult to read. A bed sits in the corner with blue sheets still a bit warm, suggesting someone 
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has used it recently. There is also a single wooden desk and chair, and a cabinet of drawers 
with clothes hanging out. On the table is a wrench with a roaring lion carved into the head for 
the nuts to fit in the open mouth. An old  
dresser and rocking chair sit in front of one  
of the windows looking out into the woods  
and there are liquor bottles all over the top.  
Some old black and white photographs  
stand on top of another cabinet by the door.  
One of them depicts a couple and reads;  
‘Al and Dorothy.’ Another lamp hangs on  
the wall by the door near some boxes and a  
stack of fairly recent newspapers. There is  
also a bookcase with old medical files on  
the shelves and Cindy picks up a book  
entitled; ‘Talk to Plants’ with a slogan:  
‘Plants have feelings too.’ She also finds a rusty and dirty ring with ‘eternal love’ inscribed 
inside. By the door is a sketchbook full of very strange drawings that are hard to describe. 
 
Suddenly, the door opens and an elderly man walks inside. He is bald, with a smattering of 
white hair and wearing black trousers, a white shirt and braces. Alyssa notes he looks like an 
older version of the man on the photograph and concludes this must be his cabin. This man is 
Albert Lester and he concedes to not getting many visitors around here. He looks at them all 
politely, seemingly not bothered that they had essentially broken into his abode. He goes on to 
say that he’s heard Raccoon City is in quite a state right about now and that he knows of an old 
road through these woods that leads to the neighbouring town. But he stresses it is easy to get 
lost and offers to show them the way. He beckons them over to the door and says he hopes no 
one gets hurt along the way as there’s no decent hospital round here after all. The little chuckle 
that follows suddenly makes Alyssa uncomfortable as if she is remembering something from 
her distant past. George also openly questions if it is prudent to trust this man. Yoko doesn’t 
like his eyes and believes something about him is strange. Alyssa concurs and Cindy is just 
shocked he lives all alone up here and must be lonely. Shaking their fears away, they head 
outside after the strange little man. 
 
The forest is beautiful outside, and the trees  
are packed closely together with the canopy  
blocking out a lot of the light from above.  
Squawks of nearby birds echo around them  
and the sound of running water can be  
heard somewhere in the distance. It is  
tranquil, peaceful and almost serene; the  
polar opposite of what was occurring back  
in the city. Craggy rocks poke up out of the  
grass-laden earth but there is no sign of the  
strange man and both Alyssa and Cindy  
wonder aloud where he went. George  
tramples over an old guide–sign on the  
floor that has been taken from a post, so  
old it’s been rendered illegible by the vines covering it. Cindy finds a notice on the floor next to 
a large boulder that makes up part of a mountain safety report advising that the old footpath 
and hiking trails will be closed this autumn due to high altitude fog and a rise in missing 
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person’s cases. Alyssa then spots Lester stood by a trail on their left side and heads over 
towards him just as he turns and disappears down the mountain path. They quickly follow to 
catch up with him. 
 
Moving down the trail it is easy to see why the  
forest and Arklay Mountains are so popular  
with tourists as the ancient oaks sway and  
creak in the wind, their leaves rattling and  
rasping together. There is a definite path in  
this area that spider-webs off into numerous  
different mountain trails. Albert Lester is  
surprisingly light on his feet and they struggle  
to keep up with him. They pass old  
guideposts and the remains of old stone wells  
but are soon reminded of their situation when  
they see several zombies shuffling towards  
them. As the creatures get closer they notice  
that they have strangle bulb-like plant growths and green tendrils emanating from various parts 
of their bodies. These zombies have been infected by plants contaminated with the t-Virus, 
resulting in a strange hybrid creature in which the plant growing inside it uses the zombie to 
propagate. Thankfully, Alyssa and Yoko are still armed and are able to shoot the creatures 
back. The zombies emit poisonous spores which can be fatal if consumed so they try not to get 
too close. Unfortunately this distraction means they lose sight of Albert Lester once again, 
prompting George to ask the others where he went. Cindy agrees he sure walks fast. 
 
Many of the pathways look identical and some are blocked off completely with logs and fallen 
tree trunks. Wooden guideposts are dotted around but they are so old the writing on them 
cannot be made out. Thankfully Lester is waiting for them around the next bend but is soon 
away again and disappears into the thicket. Alyssa and Yoko give chase, ducking round another 
Green Zombie to try and save some time. George is not so fortunate and has to blast it with his 
magnum, sending a cloud of green spores into the air. He waits for it to disperse before 
continuing on down the trail, his feet scrunching on the stone-clad earth. He shouts at Lester to 
slow down but is promptly ignored, leading Alyssa to remark he is the shittiest guide ever. The 
wind continues to whistle and rustle in the trees above and the sound of running water soon 
becomes louder. Cindy is becoming short of breath with the fast pace and says Lester must 
know his way really well as every path looks the same to her. 
 
Up ahead they emerge into a small clearing where a very old and rickety looking suspension 
bridge crosses over the fast-flowing Circular River below. The water is rapid and anyone taking 
a tumble inside would be washed downstream in an instant. It looks pretty lethal with many 
large, jagged rocks sticking up out of the surface. There is another guidepost here but again the 
writing is too faded to read. A moss-riddled tree trunk lies on its side next to the river bank and 
Alyssa stares at the signpost closely and suddenly has a vision of something really familiar. She 
can picture this exact scene and this exact signpost except this time a wounded man sits on the 
floor in front of it. He is badly wounded and dressed in a doctor’s uniform. He stares up at 
Alyssa and warns her to ‘turn back.’ Then he is gone. She shakes her head and looks up before 
suddenly realising she has been here before. She was here a long time ago for a story, though 
admits she cannot remember anything else. The old man is nowhere to be found but he must 
have crossed the suspension bridge ahead as there is nowhere else to go. The bridge is old and 
rotten but seems to be the only way across. 
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Alyssa decides to go first and the others watch nervously as she cautiously walks over to the 
other side, the planks creaking and groaning under her weight. She mentions out loud to 
herself that she remembers this place as she cautiously holds onto the guide rope and steps 
over the beautiful yet dangerous river below. Once she is safely across she exhales a sigh of 
relief and calls across for the others to join her, though her voice is lost in the deafening sound 
of the rushing water torrents below. Yoko comes next, holding on the handrails on both sides 
and almost slipping on the moss congealed on the wooden planks. Soon she is across without 
incident and Cindy asks George to go next. He takes his time and is thankful the rushing water 
drowns out any creaking and groaning sounds the bridge makes with his weight, praying it is 
soundly constructed. He too is soon across and now only Cindy remains. However, before she 
can step onto the bridge, the rope snaps and it suddenly collapses. They can only watch in 
horror as the wooden planks splinter against the rocks in the river and shatter before being 
washed away downstream. Cindy is now trapped. The river below is too deep and flowing too 
fast to swim across so she has no choice but to wave the others on as she tries to find another 
way around. She won’t give up. 
 
The path is dark on the other side of the river  
bank with the trees blocking out much of the  
sun’s rays. Giant shadows cast down onto the  
uneven trail ahead with rocks, dirt and tree  
roots protruding from beneath. The track  
soon turns to the left and the trees suddenly  
clear to reveal a very old and very dilapidated  
building. It appears long abandoned and is  
covered in cracks and ivy. Up on the roof at  
the far side there appears to be large and  
unusual-looking plant-like growths emanating  
from holes and windows on the upper floors.  
The entire complex is surrounded by a tall,  
rusty wrought-iron fence that is covered in  
vines, moss and ivy. George wonders if this is a hospital and Alyssa believes this place looks 
familiar to her. The gate is open and as they approach she suddenly experiences another 
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flashback. This time she is looking through the gate but it is no longer rusty and the hospital no 
longer abandoned. The grass is cleanly cut and the windows unbroken and clean. There are 
two police officers present. One is Raymond Douglas, the deputy chief, and the other is 
Arthur, a beat officer. Both were killed only a few days ago during Operation Mop-Up on 
Main Street, but whatever she is seeing now is from a number of years ago. Raymond asks 
Arthur if there are any other survivors before the vision fades and Alyssa is back in reality. She 
vaguely remembers now that there was some accident that closed the hospital, but everything 
else is still blank. 
 
Yoko leads the way as they step through the gate and into the compound. This is the rear of 
the hospital with an old security guardhouse near the back entrance. Grass, moss and weeds 
have completely taken over the area and the ground is uneven in places. George peers through 
a window but the glass is so filthy he can hardly see through it. He remarks it certainly seems 
deserted but he is still worried about the old man. A rusty night stick is on the floor and Alyssa 
finds an old flyer on the floor looking to recruit participants for a protest led by families of 
victims of malpractice. She remembers having covered the story herself as a junior reporter 
working under a journalist named Kurt five years ago. He had mysteriously disappeared during 
the investigation and she never found out what happened to him. Perhaps some answers lay 
inside? Her train of thought is again broken by Yoko who hands her a scrap of newspaper she 
has found on the grass. It is from a recent issue of Raccoon Today and talks about a mysterious 
masked figure sighted in this very region of the woods that has gotten citizens talking, with 
some even believing it is the ghost of a dead patient. 
 
Inside, the hospital is dark and foreboding. The  
walls are made up of exposed concrete that is  
cracked and broken in places with green mould  
and large patches of damp everywhere. The  
floor is chipped and broken, with lumps of rock  
and stone all over the place where bits of the  
ceiling have fallen down. Their footsteps skitter  
on all the loose stones. Alyssa doesn’t like it,  
describing the interior as ‘muggy’ and ‘creepy.’  
George agrees and doesn’t suppose it will be  
safe in here. An abandoned hospital in the  
woods, this is all simply too bizarre. Yoko  
agrees that nothing about this place is good,  
having sensed a change in temperature. The air is cold and a very unnerving atmosphere is 
present. Stepping up into the main corridor they have the option of turning left where the 
passage runs down past a broken elevator before ending at a door that leads to the main 
reception office. To the right the corridor runs past the main staircase leading to the next floor 
before turning sharply to the left and out of sight. Alyssa is certain now she has definitely been 
here before. 
 
But before they can decide which way to go, the door to the reception office opens and a man 
wearing a mask over his head appears brandishing an old axe. He is naked from the waist up 
and has what looks like a green coloured rash across his chest. He lets out a grunt and comes 
charging down the passage with the axe. Alyssa stumbles back against the wall as the man 
strikes with the axe, catching the stone walls and showing the corridor with sparks. George 
shouts out that he is human and not to attack but their crazed assailant pays no heed. George 
shoulder barges the man into the wall, causing him to stumble as Yoko backs away. But the 
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axe-man soon recovers and is now standing in-between Alyssa, George and Yoko. The man 
ignores the former and chases Yoko, who in turn runs off past the staircase and out of sight 
round the corner. Alyssa and George quickly run the opposite way towards the reception office 
and shut themselves inside, hoping against hope that Yoko can get away from her pursuer. 
 
The reception office is a mess with shards of  
broken glass covering the floor from the  
cracked windows looking outside. What  
windows have not been smashed are all  
grimy and covered in dirt. The reception  
desk running along the wall is layered in  
dust and the whole area is in neglect. Alyssa  
recognises the reception office and believes  
she has been here before. A giant plant has  
busted through from the ceiling up above  
and its large vines hang down on the floor.  
On a desk behind the plants amidst moss- 
covered files, storage units and a telephone,  
George finds an old map of the hospital  
near shelves full of old medicines and broken bottles. There is also the hospital guest register 
which dates back to 1993 just prior to when the hospital closed. Although the paper is old and 
the ink partially smudged, the name ‘Kurt’ can still be made out. Among other things, a few 
rusting office chairs lay on their side on the floor and there is an old doctor’s memo pinned to 
the wall but the writing is smudged. To the left of the room is an old wooden crate that pretty 
much disintegrates when Alyssa tries to move it out of her way and concealed behind is an old 
hunting shotgun loaded with seven shells. Someone must have hidden it here and she is 
grateful for the find. She also finds an old, torn and very faded journal. Flicking through the 
pages she gets a rush of adrenaline when she realises it belongs to Kurt, the journalist she 
worked with all those years ago now. In his last entries Kurt outlines his theory that the hospital 
is using experimental drugs on patients given to them by a pharmaceutical company operating 
under an alias and that he will need to get inside to find evidence. Why can’t she remember 
this? It is as if there is a hole in her memory. All she can recall is that Kurt never returned to 
work afterwards. She wonders what he found here. George meanwhile roots through some of 
the drawers and finds an old nurse’s watch, used to remind one of shift changes, medicine 
distribution times and the like, but there is nothing else of use. There is one other door in here 
and they open it up to emerge into the examination room. 
 
This room is again very sparse-looking and a single Green Zombie comes at them but Alyssa is 
equal to it with her semi-automatic. Looking around, there is a large glass cabinet sat against the 
back wall but again all the medicine bottles inside are broken. A rusting steel cart has patches 
of dried blood all over and contains old chemical bottles and solvents. This is next to a desk 
with an old microscope and a black and white picture of the human body on the wall. A 
broken clock reads 7:50PM. Alyssa remarks that she can smell antiseptic. George notices a 
small syringe on the desk filled with a powerful solvent. It does not look old and worn like 
everything else and stands out as if someone put it here fairly recently, so he decides to take it 
with him. More shelves are full of out of date medication and another desk has an old 
newspaper discarded on it. There are two small cubicles at the back of the room, and one has 
been sealed off rather crudely with nails and planks of rotting wood. Inside the first is an old 
bed with a privacy curtain wrapped around on an old rail. Another metal trolley next to the bed 
has rusting medical implements and bottles. Also present is an old medical device on a stand 
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for monitoring vital signs of the patients, but it no longer works now. George notices an old 
scrap of paper underneath the bed and he reaches down to get it. 
 
“Prepare by 7:00 PM tomorrow: 
IV Anesthesia: Midotoram (150) 
Anesthesia: Influren (200) 
Tranquilizer: Puncronium (50) 
Tranquilizer: Puncronium (50) 
To be administered at 7:30 PM: 
Atropine: Bentazocene (50)” 
-REOUT2: Anaesthesia Memo; undated. 
 
It is all medical jargon and probably years’  
old but George understands it as a  
powerful cocktail to numb the senses of  
any patient and comments that it is a powerful anaesthetic far too large a dose.  
 
Alyssa meanwhile examines the boarded off room and wonders who sealed it up. She shoulder 
barges the rotting planks and they break rather easily. Inside is another bed with dirty, faded 
sheets, indicating it has been here untouched for a long time. There are also some drawers and 
rooting through them she finds another syringe and a book entitled ‘Last Moments’ about 
making a patient’s last moments before death more comfortable. There is also a fine looking 
stethoscope with a head made of titanium-infused gold. With nothing else of interest, the two 
of them return to the reception office, keeping a close eye on the incapacitated Green Zombie 
on the floor. From there, they pass through reception and back into the main corridor. George 
examines the elevator but it has been completely destroyed and the rusty door is partially open, 
exposing the empty shaft inside. With no sign of the mysterious axe-man, they set off down the 
corridor to look for Yoko. 
 
Meanwhile, whilst Alyssa and George have  
been investigating, Yoko flees from the  
axe-man down the opposite end of the  
corridor. To the right of the stairs the  
passage is blocked off with old junk, so she  
turns left, running down where the passage  
ends at a large window with boxes and  
assorted junk piled up in front of it.  
Luckily, there is an unlocked door on the  
right hand side that takes her into another  
very dark corridor. Up ahead is a broken  
wheelchair and an offshoot to the right.  
On the left hand wall is a single door which  
she dashes into as she hears the axe-man close behind. This takes her into an old locker room 
for employees and she hides inside one of them and peers through the grille as the axe-man 
comes inside to look for her. After prowling around and tipping things over with his axe, he lets 
out a frustrated grunt before leaving the room. Yoko exhales sharply and listens to his footsteps 
receding down the corridor outside before emerging from the locker. Now she can take a look 
around and hopefully catch up with the others. She wonders where Cindy is at that moment. 
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At that exact moment, Cindy has just arrived back at the old cabin they had been sheltering in 
before Albert Lester arrived, believing it to be the safest place to go, especially as the mountain 
paths have now been invaded by giant cockroach-like creatures referred to as Scissor Tails. 
They are ugly, frightful and very, very dangerous but thankfully  
the mountain trails are wide enough for her to get past them  
unharmed. She expects the cabin to be empty and is shocked to  
find a woman resting up inside. She has mild injuries and looks  
pretty shaken up. Her name is Regan Mallet and she tells Cindy  
she was chased here by monsters. She got hurt along the way and  
lost track of her daughter, Lucy. She asks Cindy to tell Lucy  
where her mum is hiding should she come across her. Regan  
seems to be struggling to catch her breath and takes a moment  
before reaching into her pocket and producing a pendant. Lucy  
is naturally wary of strangers, but if Cindy shows this this to her,  
she will believe what she is saying. Cindy takes the pendant which  
is encrusted with a beautiful red jewel and has Lucy’s name etched into it. Regan is too injured 
to go out and look by herself so Cindy agrees to go out instead, not believing a little girl could 
be lost out in the woods alone, especially with the Green Zombies and the Scissor Tails 
roaming around. Putting her own fears to one side, Cindy takes a breath before heading back 
outside and down the mountain trail once again, deciding to search down by the river bank. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the hospital, Yoko continues to search the locker room. It is a mess with 
many of the lockers dented and broken. There are old newspapers and assorted junk all over 
the floor and the window on the back wall is too grimy to see out of. An old trolley is in the 
corner and stacks of boxes and other discarded items are present. She breaks open one of the 
broken lockers and finds an old nurse’s uniform that has been violently torn at the seams. On 
the floor in the opposite corner is a small notebook. Perusing through it, it seems two hikers 
with an interest in botany had found this place some months ago and explored inside, looking 
to investigate the strange plant life that was growing everywhere. Some of the plants seemed to 
exhibit intelligence and vines had actively blocked the doors to prevent the men from leaving. 
Eventually they had found a pharmacy and were able to create a special solvent that could kill 
portions of the plants. The diary also mentions one of the botanists, a man named Rick, was 
killed by a man with an axe, likely the very same figure who was stalking her right now. After 
that, the diary ends abruptly. Yoko drops the journal to the floor and heads to the door, 
determined to get out of here. 
 
Outside, the corridor is clear and she turns left down to where a broken wheelchair blocks the 
passage and an old crutch leans against the wall. Here the corridor turns to the right and runs 
down to a locked door with a blue seal on the knob. To the left of the door is a set of stairs 
leading down to the basement level. The wall adjacent has a huge hole in it, exposing the steel 
bonding rods and the rooms beyond. Cautiously, Yoko heads down the steps and at the 
bottom a large piece of concrete is on the floor near a dried bloodstain on the wall. There is a 
wet, gurgling sound and she looks up to see a large plant protrusion sticking out of a hole in the 
wall above. It occasionally drips mucus onto the floor and sounds as though it is sucking in 
nutrients from somewhere outside. She calls out to see if anyone is there and waits to see if 
anything comes around the corner, but nothing does. Around the corner to the left, an old 
discarded liquor bottle is on the floor next to a door leading into what was the intensive care 
unit. Beyond that the passage is blocked off by another plant growth that has stretched its vines 
out to block off the route ahead. A small tear in the plant exposes a red bulb that pulses and 
throbs grotesquely. Not wanting to touch the plant, she opens the door into the intensive care 
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unit and gets the shock of her life when she finds the room has been completely taken over by 
the large plant. A huge brown sac sits in the corner, secreting fluids and seemingly protected by 
moving tendrils and lashing vines. Human bodies are pinned to the walls and one on the floor 
has been completely drained of all fluids. Large tentacles hang down from holes in the ceiling 
and try to grab Yoko as she moves into the room. She is both fascinated and appalled at the 
same time and wonders if it is the root structure of the growth that has taken over much of the 
building itself. It’s almost too big to be real. An old bed sits in the corner with faded white 
sheets and a wooden shelving cabinet is close by but contains nothing of any use. Not taking 
her eyes off the large plant, she quickly retreats out of the room and back into the corridor. 
 
Whilst pondering her next move, she suddenly hears footsteps approaching from around the 
corner coming down the stairs. She fears the worst and the relief on her face is palpable when 
George and Alyssa come into view. After warning them about what lurks in the intensive care 
unit, they decide on what to do next as George moves over to inspect the throbbing vine in the 
corner. As an experiment, he produces one of the syringes he took from the examination room 
and injects it into the exposed bulb of the plant blocking the corridor. Almost immediately it 
begins to wither and die, allowing safe passage beyond and round the corner. He is pleased 
with his work, calling it ‘splendid’ and ‘quite effective.’ There is a door on the right hand side 
and beyond that the corridor stops at a dead end with a small, barred window allowing shafts of 
bright sunlight to pierce the gloom inside this decrepit old building. A discarded trolley sits by 
the wall with old medical tools, and sploshes of water drip from the ceiling somewhere above.  
 
The door on the wall is unlocked and takes  
them into the pharmacy. Yoko realises this  
must be the place the botanist mentioned  
in his diary. Perhaps they could find more  
chemicals here that would kill off the  
plants? Alyssa remarks the smell in here is  
making her nose burn and George begins  
inspecting all the supplies, suggesting out  
loud that more of the corrosive solvent is  
still lying around. Racks of shelves are full  
of office supplies and similar materials all  
covered in dust and grime. Others contain  
old medical boxes but every last one is  
completely empty. Looks like someone  
already ransacked this place for anything  
useful a long time ago now. Another rusted trolley is by the door with some old chemical 
bottles and an empty syringe and prescription medication bottle that is so old the label has 
faded beyond legibility. George notices a memo on the wall; 
 
“Solvent Use: 
This solvent is used as a component in anaesthesia or to break down cells during surgery. 
Before use, it must be diluted to between 1/50th and 1/199th of its normal strength. Store it at 
room temperature and always be sure to close the tank tightly after use. If left in high 
temperature for an extended period, the potency will increase. 
Only use the special syringe to extract the fluid, and do so slowly. Do not drink or touch it. Do 
not breathe in the volatile vapours. 
Davis." 
-REOUT2-Pharmacist's Memo; undated. 
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The storage tank for the chemical is at the back of the room. It still looks operational and there 
is a partial leak where fluid has wilted a collection of vines growing nearby. George refills the 
syringe he used earlier and also a fresh one he hands to Yoko. Alyssa grabs a few chemical 
bottles from the trolley and they fill these up also. Taking one last look around amidst the 
broken glass and debris on the floor, Yoko finds a key with a blue tag marked ‘Auxiliary 
Building.’ It must be for that locked door at the top of the stairs. 
 
Retracing their steps, they head back up and  
are proved correct when the key unlocks the  
door and takes them into the north corridor.  
Another Green Zombie patrols in here and  
Alyssa blasts it back with her shotgun,  
quickly stepping back to avoid the poisonous  
spores emitted by the strange creature. To  
the left the passage ends at a grimy window  
looking outside and a door on the left side  
which is locked. To the right, the corridor  
runs down where another plant has burst  
through a broken door. Although its vines  
have spread out across the wall and ceiling  
like the many others they have encountered  
so far, the central bulb is not pulsing and it looks dormant. The three of them cautiously 
approach but it lets them pass without any fuss until a rogue vine slaps George across the thigh 
with a painful sting. The plants must sense their movements when they approach. The passage 
now turns to the left past a couple more windows so covered in dust that the sunlight outside 
can barely penetrate through. Some stairs here lead up to the next floor. They haven’t seen the 
old man in a while and Alyssa wonders if he has been killed. George doesn’t want to speculate 
but this place is littered with traps. They also discuss the site of this hospital being located so far 
out of the city. Before the General Hospital was built in town six years ago, this was the main 
medical centre for all citizens. Alyssa wonders how the patients found their way here and 
believes this is no ordinary hospital. She’d rather be trapped in a haunted house… 
 
The second floor is more of the same, with  
cracked and chipped concrete walls and  
vines and weeds growing out of the floor.  
Dried leaves scrunch under their feet and  
ahead another plant blocks the way. This  
time large vines have dropped down from  
a gaping hole in the ceiling and an old  
hospital bed can be seen beyond but they  
cannot get past. Yoko looks out of the  
window on the right hand side and notices  
it is very foggy outside. George examines  
the plant and deems it safe. This one has  
no central core or bulb and is just made up  
of roots and vines. Rather than backtracking, they climb up the stems and emerge onto the 
maintenance access on the roof of the auxiliary building. Alyssa grumbles that her arms are 
starting to cramp up and suggests climbing really isn’t her thing. Yoko asks if things are any 
worse up above but George does not reply. They emerge back into the crisp afternoon air, glad 
to be free of the foreboding and claustrophobic corridors of the hospital. Crows squawk in the 
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distance, wisps of fog fill the air and the flow of the Circular River can still be heard somewhere 
in the distance. The grey, concrete walls are all covered in ivy and the trees conceal a great 
height to the ground below if any of them were to topple over the edge. 
 
Moving on, they emerge onto the main roof where they get their first good view of the plants 
and vines that are literally consuming the whole building. A giant plant the likes none of them 
have seen before is blooming here, with growths stretching even further up the hospital. Old 
water tanks and gas pipes are covered in rust and grime and the ground is uneven thanks to all 
the roots that trail across it. The fog seems to be getting thicker and blocks out what would have 
been an excellent view of the surrounding forest area. A maintenance hatch leads further up 
the wall but it is blocked off at the bottom by two odd-looking plants known as ‘Evil Shade.’ 
They look like orange bulbous sacs that pulse and every so often spit out that same poisonous 
spore that comes from the Green Zombies. They block access to the ladder and are emitting 
their poison much too frequently for any of them to chance quickly climbing up the ladder. 
Instead Alyssa steps up with the chemical bottles full of green solvent she’d filled up in the 
pharmacy and throws them at the plants. They shatter against the wall and the liquid 
immediately goes to work, causing both plants to shrivel up and die, leaving them free to climb 
the ladder. Being the gentleman, George asks Yoko and Alyssa to wait for him here whilst he 
goes up to check alone. The higher they are going, the more dilapidated and unstable the 
building is becoming so there is no need to risk all three of their lives unless absolutely 
necessary. 
 
He takes hold of the rungs and proceeds to climb  
up. The others watch him go until his silhouette  
vanishes into the mist. Soon he arrives at the 5th  
and top floor of the hospital and emerges onto a  
ledge where a gaping hole in the concrete lets him  
inside. Most of the floor in this room has  
completely caved in and more roots and plant  
stems creep up from the floor below and have  
entangled themselves around the structure.  
Suddenly, he hears a noise from somewhere  
ahead and is alarmed to see the crazy axe-man  
huffing and puffing as he hauls himself up onto  
the ledge outside. Panicking, George decides to  
climb back down when suddenly the man appears round the corner and comes running 
towards him. George ducks the blow and the axe hits thin air, almost causing the man to lose 
his balance and topple through the giant hole in the centre of the room. George doesn’t waste 
any time and bolts for the door on the other side, emerging onto a small ledge running across 
the top of the auxiliary building. He can hear the Axe-Man coming again so he carefully side-
steps around the ledge and round the corner, his only blessing being that the immense drop 
down to the floor below is completely hidden by a layer of mist. He mustn’t lose his bearings 
here. 
 
The ledge soon comes to a dead end and out of desperation he grabs onto a patch of thick ivy 
and hauls himself onto the roof of the uppermost level. Up here is where all the plants have 
bloomed. Giant, red and orange petals protrude outward like giant mushrooms and there are 
vines and stems as thick as tree trunks draped everywhere. The main flower has a large 
throbbing bulb and he quickly heads over towards it with a solvent syringe, avoiding large wasps 
that look twice as big as normal thanks to infection from the t-Virus. He wastes no time 
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injecting the plant and within seconds it has shrunk and withered down to the extent where its 
roots and vines can be snapped like a twig. Unfortunately, the plant was also holding up large 
portions of the building and a huge part of the outer roof crumbles and falls down to the floor 
below, creating another giant hole down on the 3rd floor maintenance access where Alyssa and 
Yoko are still waiting. Hopefully the death of the giant plant on the roof will enable them to 
move around a little easier now. Quickly, he climbs back down the ivy and onto the ledge. 
There is no sign of the Axe-Man and so he makes his way back down towards the others when 
a sudden thought pops into his head and he wonders if the old man from the cabin could 
actually be the axe-man… 
 
Meanwhile, after what must have been an  
hour wandering the trails and paths through  
this section of the forest and avoiding Scissor  
Tails along the way, Cindy arrives at a river  
bank next to some fast-flowing water. It is a  
serene and beautiful sight. The water looks  
clean and fresh and is peppered with rocks  
and stones that protrude above the surface.  
It is flowing too fast to wade across and  
seems quiet enough, but just as she is about  
to leave, she spots a small figure hunched by  
the river's edge. It is a little girl and Cindy  
breathes a huge sigh of relief. This must be  
Lucy Mallet. Lucy looks over at Cindy with some uncertainty and asks who she is, citing she is 
not supposed to talk to strangers. Her mommy is looking for her so she is just going to wait 
here. Cindy explains she has met her mom after seeing her at a cabin. Lucy wonders if she is 
lying but Cindy produces the pendent from her pocket and shows it to her. Lucy beams with a 
flush of excitement and asks if she knows where her mommy is. Cindy tells her about the old 
man’s cabin then takes her hand and together they begin to head back up the river. Now they 
needed to find a safe way back to the cabin without attracting the attention of the Scissor Tails. 
 
Meanwhile, Alyssa and Yoko have gone over to where the giant slab has smashed through the 
roof near to their position. It looks like they could climb down and investigate this new area 
and it’s not long before George catches up with them, explaining how he’d destroyed another 
of the giant plants. The three of them then drop down the hole and emerge into a 2F hall in 
the Auxiliary Building. They seem to be on the other side of the plant that was blocking their 
way earlier and an old bed has been left here with a rusting barrel and a plank of wood resting 
on it. They continue onwards and amidst the broken glass and dried leaves on the floor, 
George finds an old axe which could come in very handy indeed. They pass three windows on 
the right hand wall, all of which are cracked or have holes in, and the passage ends at a dead 
end. However, there is a hole large enough for them to drop through and back down to the 
ground floor where they emerge into a storage room.  
 
Yoko seems uncertain and asks if they are back on the first floor. Alyssa concludes this place is 
some sort of storage area. More cabinets line the walls in here but the medicines inside are old 
and useless. A few lumps of concrete litter the floor from the collapsed ceiling and broken glass 
is everywhere. The tiled floor is becoming overgrown with weeds as nature tries to reclaim the 
building. The window looking outside has its glass smashed but there are bars on the other side 
to keep out any intruders. On one of the shelves George notices an old stethoscope that has 
gotten rusty from being left outside in bad weather. It is useless now. There is also a rusty old 
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cart with a few dusty-looking bottles on top, but it is covered in dried blood and no one fancies 
touching it. There is also a back door leading back out into the forest but as they approach they 
stare in amazement as before their very eyes, some of the sentient vines creep up the wall and 
wrap themselves tightly around the door handle. It seems something doesn’t want them to 
escape the hospital and Yoko wonders if it has something to do with the large plant she found 
in the intensive treatment area in the basement. Amidst the rubbish on the floor, George 
notices a small, ornate key which he picks up. The tag on it reads; ‘Administrator’s Office.’ 
 
Despite being so close yet so far to freedom,  
they open the door on the opposite wall and  
find themselves in a corridor. Some old  
boxes and a discarded wheelchair blocks the  
passage to their right and they recognise the  
other side of the corridor as the area near  
the locker room. Looking over the boxes,  
they watch as the door opens and the  
Axe-Man enters, looking for prey. Quickly,  
and silently, they hug the wall and retreat  
round the corner to the left and out of sight  
before he can spot them. They move down  
the corridor quietly, passing several more  
grimy looking windows and George is on  
point with the axe with Yoko in the middle and finally Alyssa bringing up the rear with her 
shotgun. The passageway ends at a door which is locked on their side. There is a gaping hole in 
the concrete wall to their right and peering through they can see the steps to the basement and 
the door to the main auxiliary building where they were earlier. Unlocking the door, George 
leads them through and back into the main corridor. Remembering their bearings, they retreat 
back through the various corridors, past the locker room and back into the main entrance hall 
where they climb the steps up to the second floor. A quick glance out of the windows shows it 
to still be foggy outside. At the top there is a single door to the right and to the left the passage 
runs down onto a ward where there are several patient's rooms. There are more vines down 
this way and a green zombie with its back to them so they decide to take their chances with the 
door on the right, which fortunately is unlocked. 
 
They are now in a small waiting area with a  
bench to sit on and a dusty red carpet  
underfoot. A single door to the right leads  
to the Administrator’s Office which  
fortunately they have the key to unlock.  
Soon they emerge inside into a darkened  
room where the air is thick and musty.  
Great plumes of dust spew up from the old  
carpet and there are cobwebs everywhere.  
The paint is peeling from the walls and in  
the left-hand corner an expensive looking  
painting has been destroyed. It is still  
hanging on the wall. George examines  
some old paperwork laying on a wooden  
shelf which form part of a clinical report from five years ago about patients being administered 
something called ‘t-JCCC203’. Broken glass litters the floor and some ruined brass picture 
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frames lean against an old coffee table. A large cobweb has been spun in the corner with the 
moulted remains of a dead spider still inside. In the opposite corner a large, filth-encrusted 
desk lies abandoned with an expensive looking black leather chair behind it. There is an old 
scrap of paper in the corner which Yoko picks up. It is a sealed letter and is old and faded. It is 
addressed to Mr. Albert Lester and the sender is Greg Mueller. The name sets off a bell in 
Yoko’s mind and she realises she knows him. Greg Mueller is an Umbrella scientist working at 
Raccoon University but she cannot recall his face. For some reason his name strikes a chord 
with her but she doesn’t know why. 
 
George meanwhile is bent over examining the floor where a big wooden bookcase is set against 
the back wall behind the desk. There are drag marks on the floorboards as if it could be moved 
somehow. Alyssa is staring at the desk when she suddenly recalls another hazy flashback. She is 
back in this office, only this time it is still operational and smartly decorated. A portly, balding 
man in a white doctor’s coat sits on the leather chair behind the desk. He is explaining 
something to another man stood in front of the desk wearing a suit and tie. She recognises him 
as Kurt, and he doesn’t seem happy with what the administrator is telling him. The 
conversation is muffled and all Alyssa can make out is the administrator stating that nothing 
dishonest was going on here. But suddenly the flashback is over and she is back in the room, 
the desk suddenly old and decrepit once again and the chair behind it empty. She jumps 
suddenly when George pushes a button on the wall and the bookcase suddenly slides to the 
left, revealing a hidden passage behind. Yoko wonders why it was hidden and George’s interest 
is piqued as to why exactly the hospital administrator would have the need for a secret room in 
his office. 
 
Alyssa reiterates what she said earlier about this place not being normal and takes the lead. 
Inside the secret passage, they find a bunch of papers recently written by someone called Alan 
Erdot. It seems he was a former doctor at this place and that they had malpracticed by illegally 
administering trial drugs to patients; trial drugs that were secretly supplied by Umbrella 
Corporation. Although they were all guilty and driven by financial gain, the hospital 
administrator, Albert Lester, had motivation for using the drugs as his wife Dorothy was dying 
of cancer. But when it all went wrong, the police were bribed by the pharmaceutical giant and 
the whole thing was covered up. As a doctor, George cannot believe what he has just read. The 
letter also ominously mentions something about an incident with a reporter, but does not go 
into further details. It talks of events that happened five years ago so this confession must have 
been written very recently and Alan Erdot has been back here this year. George is disgusted by 
the revelations but Yoko doesn’t seem all that shocked considering she has already found 
documents with Greg Mueller’s name on them, and Alyssa knows the reporter mentioned in 
the papers must be Kurt. Although her mind is still full of gaps, she believes she is close now to 
finding the truth about what happened to him. 
 
The passage runs down and round a corner where steps lead up to the third floor of the 
Auxiliary Building. The floor is all cracked thanks to plant roots that have busted through the 
centre and the middle looks as though it could collapse at any moment. There are a couple of 
enlarged wasps in here but Yoko takes care of them with a can of bug repellent she’d found 
downstairs. There are windows running across the walls and it is still foggy outside, the view 
obscured by overgrown tree branches. The plant in the room is blocking access to some stairs 
leading up to the next level but there is a door on the left wall. George finds another diary in 
here, this one is written by Al Lester himself and talks of his struggle to cope with the death of 
his wife. He too found the curious plant growing in the basement and over time convinced 
himself it was a reincarnation of his dead Dorothy. He has been feeding it birds and wild 
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animals in order for it to grow even bigger. George is fairly certain now that the mysterious axe-
man is indeed Albert Lester, the hospital’s former administrator and believes anything could 
happen now. There is not much else to explore in the room but Alyssa finds another clue 
when she comes across an old antique fountain pen that is stained with blood and sweat. The 
name ‘Kurt’ is written on the cap. 
 
With nothing else to do in here, they head out  
through the door which takes them onto the  
3F roof of the Auxiliary Building. Here ivy is  
everywhere and most of the giant plant  
reaching up the building is visible. Evil Shades  
are dotted around and pulse grotesquely,  
spewing out their poisonous gas. It looks like a  
jungle to Yoko and she is shocked at just how  
much the strange plant life has spread around.  
Taking their time, the three survivors navigate  
through the melee, even passing under a huge  
overgrown plant root. There are some steps  
leading up to several rusted distillery tanks and  
a large hole in the floor which drops down into a patient’s room on the ward. One by one, they 
climb down and emerge into Room 202 back on the second floor. 
 
Meanwhile, Cindy and Lucy arrive back at Al’s  
cabin having successfully negotiated their way  
around the paths infested with Scissor Tails.  
Regan is overjoyed to be reunited with her  
daughter and thanks Cindy. She hands over  
her loaded shotgun as a token of her gratitude.  
Regan explains she and Lucy will rest here for  
a bit then get out of the forest. Cindy is happy  
for them both and waves goodbye, telling Lucy  
not to walk away from her mom again. Now  
armed, Cindy leaves the cabin once again and  
looks for another way to navigate across the  
Circular River and find the others. 
 
Back at the hospital, Alyssa, George and Yoko have been exploring Room 202. There are 
several uncomfortable-looking beds in here and all the sheets are faded and dirty. The windows 
are smashed, the frames rusty and the curtains dirty. The plastic privacy curtains above the 
beds are all stained and ripped. One the right hand bed near the door, Yoko spots an old 
Japanese comic book about true love but it is not particularly interesting. Alyssa isn’t sure of 
their current location and asks if they are now on the second floor. George isn’t sure but admits 
this whole structure is quite complex. Looking around they find an old set of children’s 
building blocks with illustrations of flowers in place of traditional letters. George also finds a 
worn and dirty envelope containing prescription medication for someone named Dorothy. 
This must have been the room where Dorothy Lester was treated. Suddenly, there are several 
loud bangs on the door before it gives way and two Green Zombies stagger inside. Mindful of 
their poisonous spores, Alyssa lets rip with the shotgun and once they are both down, George 
moves in with his axe to make sure they do not get back up again. There have not been too 
many of these things wandering around so far, but they sure are dangerous. Yoko stares at their 
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bodies with both fascination and disgust and wonders if she will become one of them should 
she die here. 
 
The door leads out into the main ward  
corridor, although the right hand side is  
blocked by huge vines and they cannot get  
past. Peering through, Alyssa spots a few  
more doors and the entrance to the  
Administrator’s Office where they were  
before. To the left of them now is an open  
window letting in wisps of fog from outside.   
Patches of ivy dangle down from above and  
obscure sections of the window pane.  
Directly ahead is another door which takes  
them into room 203. This room is almost  
identical with more abandoned, empty beds  
and windows along the back wall obscured  
with vines. Some old medical equipment and instrumentation lies around, some of it toppled 
over onto the floor and none still works. The roots of the plant blocking the way in the corridor 
outside are embedded through the wall here and another of the throbbing bulbs is exposed. 
Alyssa uses her final syringe on the thing, instantly killing it and crumbling the vines outside in 
the ward, allowing free access. They have now destroyed the three central points of nutrition 
for the large plant in the basement and it is now vulnerable to attack. Part of the wall has been 
smashed in here and they are able to look into the room next door. Yoko finds an old floppy 
disc marked ‘Top Secret’ and she briefly wonders what it contains before dismissing it as 
probably just a virus. Alyssa finds a bottle of rose oil; a lotion made from rose extract that is 
supposed to tighten up the skin. She sniffs the bottle and despite its age, it certainly smells 
good. George finds the door leading back to the corridor to be locked on this side and so he 
turns the key and they emerge into the main ward. The Administrator’s Office is further down 
the hall on their left hand side now and the plant that was blocking the route to the right has 
mostly died off, but several whip-like vines are still moving so they do not get too close. 
 
Directly ahead is an alcove with the lift for this floor but they already know it is broken and 
unusable. The remnants of a poster advising regular check-ups can also be seen on the wall 
here. To the left of this is another alcove with some cupboards for cleaning materials and a 
utility sink covered in mould. A wooden crate tucked under here has ‘Umbrella’ stamped 
across and George smashes it up with his axe in disgust. Concealed behind is a Daily Raccoon 
newspaper dated only three weeks ago and there is an article inside written by Alyssa talking 
about a gun shop robbery. They are put on their toes when another Green Zombie comes 
waddling round the corner but the three of them are equal to it. There are a few old beds 
stacked up in the corridor here, some with boxes filled with various materials on top.  
 
Suddenly, they can hear the determined grunts of the Axe-Man approaching up the main 
staircase. Quickly, Yoko hides under one of the beds whilst George takes Alyssa’s hand and 
they dash into the final patient room; Room 201. Inside, there are four beds, one in each 
corner and the tiled floor is cracked and broken. Whilst George looks for somewhere to hide, 
Alyssa seems to recognise this room and goes into another trance as she experiences another 
flashback. She has been in here before… She is back in this room and it is 1993. Kurt is on the 
floor, a bloodied wound in his chest and bent over him is a woman in a hospital gown. She is a 
zombie, and she is eating him alive. Kurt looks up into her face and pleads for help with his 
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dying breath, saying her name. She remembers now. She witnessed this moment five years ago. 
She has been here before and remembers the subsequent police investigation and the closure 
of the hospital. But something happened afterwards that made her forget the horrors she 
witnessed here. Nevertheless, she now has the memories and the paperwork to expose the 
truth, and vows to do just that once she escapes Raccoon City. Kurt was involved in this 
incident. He snuck into the hospital to prove wrongdoing, then he died suspiciously. She 
followed him looking for the truth. 
 
George suddenly grabs her and brings her  
back to reality, pushing her down and under  
the bed as moments later the door is kicked  
open and the Axe-Man appears. George has  
his hand over her mouth as they both freeze  
silently under one of the beds, the rusting  
springs prodding into their backs. They can  
hear the Axe-Man prowling the room,  
stepping on shards of broken glass. But after  
a few moments, he leaves and they can  
breathe again. They do a quick sweep of the  
room but uncover nothing useful other than  
an old nametag on the floor worn by a  
hospital staff member, but the surface is  
covered in so many scratches the name is rendered unreadable. There is nothing of any use in 
here so they return to the corridor outside where they see the Axe-Man trying to get at Yoko 
under the bed. George runs over and smashes his own axe deep into the man’s back with a 
blow that should instantly kill. The man roars in anger but turns to face his attackers like he’d 
suffered no more than a scratch. The greenish rash that covers his lower torso thanks to the 
virus must have a unique effect on him and hardened his skin. The man swings wildly with his 
own weapon and George only just manages to duck out of the way. A sudden shotgun blast 
from Alyssa makes him stagger back once more, allowing enough time for Yoko to get back to 
her feet. The Axe-Man breathes heavily and watches as the others slowly back away towards the 
stairs. After a moment he comes at them again only for another shotgun blast to send him 
reeling. 
 
Quickly, George leads Alyssa back down the  
stairs to the ground floor. From there they take  
a right and follow the passage round, through  
the door and past the locker room before  
taking the steps down to the basement. Yoko  
leads the way and they know they need to kill  
the ‘Dorothy Plant’ as it will never let them  
leave this place alive. Reloading their weapons,  
they enter the Intensive Care Unit. The plant  
is still sat in the corner, though a large tear has  
appeared down the middle of its central bulb.  
The sentient tentacles growing all around begin  
to thrash with activity as the three intruders  
enter its domain. Alyssa immediately opens  
fire with her shotgun, causing fluid secretions to burst from puncture wounds in the main sac. 
She fires round after round into the central bulb, demanding the plant let them go from this 
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place. Drainer vines from the ceiling try to reach down and grab them, even dislodging 
concrete blocks to try and drop on the humans. Yoko finds a few more chemical bottles full of 
solvent and hurls them at the base of the plant, destroying some of the smaller vines. She 
shouts at Dorothy that enough people have died in here. As Alyssa’s shotgun runs dry, George 
moves up close to try and finish it off with the axe, only for one of the ivies to snag his ankle. 
As he fights to get free, one of the drainer vines grabs hold of Alyssa’s arm and drags her up off 
the floor. She points at the rip on the sac and Yoko realises that is the source of its strength. 
George hacks himself free and reins blow after blow with the axe on the main sac of the plant 
until eventually the vines stop moving and amidst the fluid being secreted from the plant as it 
finally withers and dies, the remains of a female human corpse is ejected from the central bulb. 
This is what is left of Dorothy Lester. 
 
Suddenly, the whole building begins to violently shake as now the plant is dead, the vines and 
roots holding up the foundation of the hospital collapse and die, leaving the whole structure 
ready to cave in on itself. Alyssa realises what is happening and makes for the door. Quickly, 
the three of them back out of the room as huge chunks of concrete begin to rain down from 
the rapidly collapsing roof. In the corridor, Alyssa spots a stack of papers that were concealed 
under the now dead plant vine in the corner. It is another diary from Albert Lester, confirming 
their suspicions that he indeed is the Axe-Man and has been all along. He has been murdering 
people in the forest and bringing them here to feed to Dorothy, explaining all the bodies found 
stuck to the walls in the Intensive Care Unit. As innocent, friendly Albert Lester, he would lure 
his victims to this hospital before donning his mask and grabbing his axe. He has clearly been 
infected by the same virus that has contaminated Raccoon City, though for some reason he 
seems to have had a very, very unique reaction to it, strengthening his body and leaving him 
almost impervious to any form of pain. Alyssa quickly stuffs the documents into her pocket as 
they head back up the stairs to the ground floor where they quickly pass through the door and 
into the Auxiliary Building. From here they run through the door to their left and into the 
corridor leading down to the storage room and the exit. Unfortunately, Albert Lester is 
blocking the way with his axe. He charges at them and Alyssa produces the semi-automatic 
pistol she found in Birkin’s lab and shoots him but the bullets barely have any effect as he 
strikes down, just missing Yoko’s head by mere inches. George fights back, raining down blow 
after blow with his own axe, until finally Lester gives up, drops his axe and limps from the 
room holding his right arm. Quickly, the three of them run for the storage room where they 
see the vines that had blocked up the door handle have died away and they are finally free to 
escape. Once outside, they run some distance as the building only has seconds left to stand. 
 
Back down in the Intensive Care Unit, Albert  
Lester removes his mask and spots the corpse  
of his dead wife on the floor having been  
expelled by the giant plant. He walks over to  
her and cradles the body in his arms as the  
whole room begins to shake around him. He  
promises his dear Dorothy that he will never  
leave her side again, holding her tight and  
within seconds they are both crushed by a  
falling slab of concrete. Al is killed instantly 
and is finally reunited with his soul mate. 
 
Outside, the hospital finally gives up the ghost and collapses on its own foundations, caving it 
on itself and sending a huge billowing cloud of dust and smoke into the air, crushing the 
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remains of the giant plant life holding it together. George, Yoko and Alyssa have cleared 
enough ground between them to get safe. When the dust eventually settles, the three of them 
take a moment to reflect on events and the tragic end of Al and Dorothy Lester before 
continuing their trek through the forest. 
 
"I suppose it's normal to want to flaunt ones genius. But, sometimes that leads to sad displays 
like those I witnessed today. Even a doctor as trivial as myself must never forget, there are 
consequences." 
-REOUT2: Flashback: George Epilogue (A Glimpse of the Truth) 
 
"A strange feeling overcame me with the destruction of the hospital, somehow deep inside I felt 
a sense of relief. Even now, I'm not sure if I was crying." 
-REOUT2: Flashback; Yoko Epilogue (A Glimpse of the Truth) 
 
But it is Alyssa who has the most to think about. She has finally solved the mystery of what 
happened at the old hospital and what became of Kurt. Trial drugs provided by a dummy 
corporation belonging to Umbrella caused cancer patients to become infected with the t-Virus. 
Kurt broke into the hospital to uncover proof of his suspicions and was killed by Dorothy 
Lester, who had become a zombie due to her virus infection. Alyssa vows now to expose the 
truth so that Kurt can finally rest in peace. 
 
"The experiments in that hospital were more than just human rights violations, they were 
crimes against nature! ...Kurt... your sacrifice won't be in vain, I'll escape this damn town alive 
and spread the truth about what happened!" 
-REOUT2: Flashback; Alyssa Epilogue (Overcoming the Past) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meanwhile Cindy has found another old rope bridge which crosses over the river, but it’s not 
exactly what she is looking for as she knows it just leads back into the city. She turns back to 
look down the forest trail to see several Green Zombies shambling down towards her. She 
doesn’t have much choice and has to cross. As she runs across, she stops halfway to watch a 
host of mini waterfalls cascade down a beautiful rock formation. It is a rare moment of serene 
beauty in the black nightmare that has engulfed Raccoon City. She hopes everyone else is still 
okay. 
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"We spent almost a whole day out there in the woods, it turned out we had no choice but to go 
back to town, but I can't give up hope now. Not after all I've gone through!" 
-REOUT2: Flashback; Cindy Epilogue (An End to Wandering) 
 
Sometime later on, Alyssa, George and Yoko are stopped in the tracks by U.S. Army Spec 
Ops snipers positioned in the tree lines ahead of them. They will not let them pass and unless 
they want to be shot, the three survivors are forced to turn back around and go back the way 
they came. Yoko is not surprised by this, believing that Raccoon City seems to draw people in 
and keep them there. George fears the powers that be will only grant them so many 
opportunities to escape and he secretly fears time is running out for them. But on their way 
back into the city just as the sun begins to set in the sky, they run into Cindy and are reunited as 
a foursome once again. 
 
Back at the R.P.D., Officer David Ford's ambitions  
of drunken suicide are disturbed when the sudden  
appearance of a Licker in the west wing of the  
police station ambushes his party, killing three  
more people. The grotesque sight of the creature  
soon sobers David up and it is clearly more agile  
and dangerous than any zombie. With all the doors  
sealed off, it must have found a different way inside  
through the ventilation system and plans are  
already afoot to seal off any possible entrance  
points. The windows in the corridor next to the file  
room are still broken and exposed, with the electronic shutters inoperable because the cord 
has been cut on the control switch. But the barricade blocking the door from that corridor to 
the one outside the briefing room is still holding for now. With three more people dead, there 
are only 8 of them left alive. Ford updates the operation report log detailing the incident with 
the Licker. 
 
"-- Additional Report -- 
Three additional people were killed following the sudden appearance of an as of yet unknown 
creature. This creature is identified by missing patches of skin and razor-like claws. However, 
its most distinguishing characteristic is its lance-like tongue, capable of piercing a human torso 
in an instant. Their numbers as well as their locations remains unknown. We have tentatively 
named this creature the "licker" and are currently in the process of developing countermeasures 
to deal with this new threat." 
-RE2: Operation Report 1; 27/09/98 
 
A large fire breaks out at the rear of the police station after several gas canisters catch alight. 
This blocks off the rear exit and the emergency stairwell that descending from the helipad by 
the water tower is now completely inaccessible. 
 
In the main hall and east wing, Marvin Branagh's party have been looking for a way to escape 
as they are too few in number to protect the station for much longer. An escape via the front 
entrance is practically impossible as both Ennerdale St and Fission St are still crawling with 
zombies. The rear exit via the parking bay ramp is also blocked off with a heavy barricade and 
a broken SWAT van. With the fire bellowing next to the helipad, escape from that stairwell is 
also an impossibility. Instead, Marvin is looking through some old schematics of the precinct 
house when it was first constructed as an art museum. The blueprints appear to show a 
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network of hidden tunnels linked directly beneath the main hall which were used to transfer 
large and expensive art pieces in and out of the museum. If they can find a way to open it up, 
he believes they can use the tunnels to escape. He wishes now that they'd listened and trusted 
the S.T.A.R.S. members when they had the chance. If they had, they probably wouldn't be in 
this mess right now. He decides to call a meeting in the Sergeant’s room in the eastern office to 
go over his plan. 
 
“The police station building was originally  
constructed as an art museum. 
When it was closed in the late 80s, the city  
police department purchased it at a low  
price and remodelled it as a station. 
It was highly convenient since it was in the  
city centre and had parking lot facilities. 
It's said that the remodelling plan's  
middleman was current Chief Brian Irons.  
The various operational equipment in the  
police station were his suggestion. Although  
it was mainly for the pretext of crime prevention, everyone gossips that it was to develop his 
parochial art hobby. 
At the time of the remodelling, the various kinds of special air-conditioning ducts that existed 
in the days of the art museum were gotten rid of. 
However, some only had the entrance blocked up and the ducts themselves remain. If we 
follow them, will we be able to get outside? 
Maybe the hall's goddess statue. 
It was originally used as the central exhibition room and the statue was on a pedestal in the 
main exhibition space. Some kind of device is more likely still there. 
Seems worth checking out. 
Still... if we trusted the guys of S.T.A.R.S.... 
No, I can't start to grumble. 
Anyway, I'll try no matter how slim the possibility. 
I can't die here.” 
-BIOOUT2: Desperate Times; Marvin’s Memo; undated. 
 
It is now early evening and the sun is  
beginning to set, casting the sky in a  
beautiful fireball orange colour. In the  
eastern office Sgt's room, Aaron, Fred,  
Rita and Marvin are gathered round a roll  
of building schematics laid out on the desk.  
Marvin explains these maps are back from  
when the station was an art museum and  
that a hidden ventilation system still exists  
underground. Rita is excited and wonders  
if these will help them get out of here.  
Marvin believes so, but stresses the tunnels are so narrow that she might be the only one who 
can fit through. Rita is willing to try and promises to come back with help. It’s going to be a 
race against time. Marvin agrees and says now that they have lost all communications there’s 
nothing more they can do. He stands to address them all, glad they now have a purpose once 
again. They need to spread out and search for a way into that tunnel, it’s going to be their way 
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out of here. He has Rita return to the reception desk in the main hall and use the computer to 
go over old archives and try to find a way to access the tunnel entrance. In the meantime, the 
other officers take up defensive positions at key areas in the station. Fred will go to the helipad 
roof and stand guard, Aaron moves to man the emergency stairwell linking the first and second 
floors, Tony will keep watch in the reception office, and Marvin will take up post at the 
reception desk in the main hall alongside Rita. 
 
Shortly afterwards, Kevin Ryman, Jim Chapman, Mark Wilkins and David King arrive at the 
R.P.D. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK: FILE 2 – DESPERATE TIMES begin. 
 
Kevin, Jim, David and Mark find themselves  
in the main hall of the police station. It is a  
grand old place, still very much reminiscent  
of the old art museum it used to be. The hall  
is large and spacious with external balconies  
above showcasing the second and third  
floors. Jim is complaining about why this shit  
always happens to him and David remarks  
this place may be their last resort. Mark  
wonders why the Special Forces haven’t  
been sent in yet and Kevin laments over his  
missing colleagues. They had expected to  
find the station a busy hub of activity but the  
main hall is deathly quiet, with only two officers manning the main reception desk. A door to 
their right leads to the eastern wing of the station and down several steps directly ahead is a 
large stencil of the Raccoon Police Department emblem etched onto the marble floor. To the 
left is another door leading to the reception room and further along is the door to the western 
office. Straight ahead is a beautiful white marble statue of a water goddess illuminated by spot 
lights on either side. The statue sits inside an enclosed area that may have been filled with water 
during its museum era. On the floor, Mark notices a bundle of old forms bound together with 
twine. The form on top is listed ‘Standards and Procedures’ and must have been left behind by 
someone, though they are of no use now. 
 
Kevin heads to the reception desk to speak  
with Marvin, who is pleased to see him. He  
explains that the station is lost and that the  
zombies have taken control of the entire  
west wing. They need to do something while  
they still have a chance. Clearly Marvin is  
unaware that David Ford and other  
survivors are currently still holed up inside  
the west wing briefing room. He asks all  
four of them to help protect the station.  
Behind Marvin, Rita is typing away on the  
computer, accessing several old architectural  
designs of the building so she can map her escape through the tunnels. She spots Kevin and 
asks where the hell he has been all this time. The others gather round and listen as Rita 
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explains they will need to find a set of special plates to help with their escape plan. She tells 
them to follow police instruction and everything will be fine. 
 
They decide to split up to cover more ground.  
Mark heads up the steps alone and through  
the door into the east wing. David decides to  
climb the emergency ladder at the back of the  
hall leading up to the second floor balcony.  
Jim decides to stick with Kevin and they will  
check out the reception room. Jim thinks  
playing cop for a day will be kind of fun and  
Kevin retorts that he hopes he will be getting  
some hazard pay for all this. The reception  
office is a small area for members of the  
public to wait to be seen. The floor is tiled  
with grey and white marble squares  
interspersed with small black diamonds. In the  
centre of the room is a strange art sculpture sat on a round pedestal. A sofa leans against the 
wall to their left with a memo providing details about several pieces of equipment that have 
recently been moved around. The safe has been moved from the S.T.A.R.S. office upstairs to 
the ground floor eastern office, and the code is 2236. Kevin decides to make a mental note of 
this and concludes it must be the safe in the sergeant’s office. There is a sign on the wall next to 
the door saying ‘Smoking Prohibited’ and in the corner is a bust of the very first Raccoon City 
police chief; a face that loves justice. Another officer is stood guard here whom Kevin 
recognises as Tony, the dog handler. Tony is pleased to see Kevin and had assumed he was 
dead. He explains that the shit has hit the fan and the station is now a dangerous place. They 
need to help Marvin as best they can whilst he goes to the kennels. He won’t leave his beloved 
dogs behind. Jim looks at a noticeboard on the wall full of mug shots under the slogan; 
‘Raccoon’s Most Wanted.’ The door to the main west wing corridor is firmly locked and they 
cannot get through. They freeze as a Licker crawls past the window outside, the same type of 
creature they encountered at the Apple Inn several days earlier. Luckily, it doesn’t seem to 
notice them. 
 
Mark meanwhile finds himself in the east  
wing corridor decorated sparsely with  
uninviting, blue paint. A set of double  
doors on his right lead into the main  
eastern office and opposite are several  
payphones, but the cords have all been  
cut. A zombie approaches and he takes  
careful aim and blows it away. It was  
formerly a woman dressed in a sharp  
black business suit. Ignoring the east  
office for now, he explores further down  
the passage and round the corner where  
the zombie came from. The passage  
opens up into a larger area with cheap-looking benches and small desks with windows looking 
into the eastern office for officers to take enquiries. There are a couple of vending machines 
and some decorative plants in a pot. A green chalkboard is affixed to the wall with details 
regarding the ‘Raccoon Anti-Drug Campaign.’ The passage beyond continues down and ends 
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at a single door. As Mark approaches, a zombie police officer comes through and stumbles 
near to a couple of stacked boxes by the wall. Half its face is hanging off and its mouth drips 
with bile. Mark gets closer and shoots it through the head, before moving through the door and 
into the next corridor. 
 
This passage is decorated with brown  
wallpaper and has various small alcoves  
built into the walls on either side  
displaying small pieces of art. As he  
moves round to the left he gets a shock  
when the windows suddenly cave in and  
skeletal, putrid arms reach through to try  
and grab him. A door up ahead to the  
interrogation and interview room is  
locked. Further down to the left the door  
to the press conference room is also  
locked next to a serene painting of the  
Arklay Mountains on the wall. The door  
directly opposite is unlocked and leads  
into a small monitoring room. This room is empty inside and houses a desk and a large magic 
mirror looking into the interrogation room next door. There is also a large glass cabinet full of 
old case files and audio transcripts from suspect interviews. On the desk is an old coffee 
machine, a cardboard box, an open police manual and some files. There is also a book entitled 
‘Criminal Mind,’ about criminal psychology designed to get the reader thinking about the 
motivations and meaning of crime. Beneath the desk a small ventilation hole enables him to 
crawl into the locked room next door. Inside he finds a Mossberg shotgun on the table as well 
as some ammunition. Browsing some paperwork he also comes across an expenses report 
marked 'Undercover Supplies' which lists an expensive boutique. Inside a box he also finds a 
suspicious roll of film labelled 'Top Secret', although the case is broken and the film exposed 
and probably useless now. He briefly ponders what might be on it before crawling back 
through to the monitoring room to finish searching there. On the other side by the door are 
more shelves and even an old TV monitor. Lying on one of the shelves is a dusty gold-lined 
metal plate with a pink amethyst encrusted. He takes it with him and decides to return to the 
main hall and put it into position. 
 
Meanwhile Kevin and Jim are now  
searching the eastern office, where Kevin  
normally works from. He goes straight  
over to his desk and recovers his trusty  
desert eagle from the drawer. The empty  
desks are cluttered with paperwork and  
bulky computer monitors. A spinning  
ceiling fan creaks overhead to keep the  
office ventilated. On one of the desks he  
finds a resume envelope addressed to  
Chief Irons and recognises the sender as  
Leon S. Kennedy; one of the new  
recruits arriving shortly that he and Rita  
are due to train. On one of the desks Jim finds a box of half-eaten donuts and a hot cup of 
coffee with steam still swirling from the top. Large bookshelves lean against the wall full of 
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police manuals of guidance and case law, and on one of the desk he finds a small keychain toy 
of the R.P.D. mascot. Further down is an attendance list pinned to the board where some 
dissatisfied cop has written all his complaints down on a numbered list. There is a fridge in the 
corner next to a coat stand and inside Kevin finds a bottle of cheap gin with a taped note 
reading ‘Hands Off!’ On the nearby desk he also finds the order for ‘Operation Mop-Up’; the 
disastrous mission headed up by Raymond Douglas four days ago now to evacuate civilians 
from the town centre. He also comes across Jean’s desk and uses the 0325 code he found on 
his body in the subway a few days back to unlock the drawer. Inside are some recovery 
medicines.  
 
They also check out the small sergeant’s  
office and Kevin notices a bottle of liquor  
on the desk belonging to Chief Irons and a  
memo where Marvin Branagh has detailed  
his rather ambitious escape plan and his  
regret at not listening to the S.T.A.R.S.  
members. In the bin behind the desk he  
finds some indigestion pills. These must  
also belong to Marvin as he suffers from  
gastrointestinal distress. There is also a list  
of newly recruited police officers ready to  
report for duty. At the top of the list is Leon  
S. Kennedy. Jim examines the safe in the  
corner of the room and uses the 2236 code they found earlier to unlock it. Inside is one of the 
gold plates they are looking for. This one has a green onyx jewel. 
 
Moving back outside, they can now head  
through a door on the left leading to the  
east hall, night watchman’s room and  
basement entrance, or alternatively take a  
right and head to the emergency stairwell up  
to the next floor. They decide to go this way  
and run into Aaron who is standing guard  
outside. A group of zombies are trying to  
get at him from the other side of a chain- 
link fence and he is shooting them back.  
Several infected crows circle overhead.  
Kevin looks up to Aaron as one of his  
heroes and he was involved in the aftermath  
of Operation Mop-Up after they had detonated the explosive charges set up down Main St. He 
chastises Kevin for being late as usual and declines their offer of help. He has got this place 
covered and tells them to go and see Fred who is up on the roof. When Jim asks about a way 
out, Aaron mentions something about a hidden passage that was a remnant of the old museum. 
Quickly, they head up the metal stairwell and back through the door at the top into the 2F 
corridor. 
 
Inside is a zombie with its back to them but as soon as the door closes it turns and waddles 
across to them before Kevin takes it out with another precision headshot. A door up ahead 
leads to the waiting room but they ignore it for now and head the opposite way towards the 
heliport. The walls are bare save for a single painting on the wall and they have no idea if it is 
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valuable or not. There are several windows and on the floor next to a cigarette bin is a blood-
splattered badge from the legendary S.T.A.R.S. team, though it doesn’t say who it belongs to. 
 
They find Fred outside on the helipad as promised. He is keeping guard and shooting at the 
odd crow circling the darkened sky up above. A huge fire burns fiercely on the ground below 
with plumes of thick smoke billowing into the air. The stairwell leading down to the courtyard 
is now completely blocked off and Jim wonders if a nearby gas can caught fire. There is no 
escape for them this way but at least any zombie that attempted the climb would be soon 
burned to a crisp. Elsewhere on the helipad is a huge water tower locked behind a chain-link 
fence with a padlock. Marvin always has the key with him. Kevin explains to Fred that Aaron 
sent them up to help, but Fred has this place covered. He looks at Jim and asks what civilians 
are doing here. Jim replies that some dude asked for help and Fred nods, noting that Marvin 
asks a lot from people. He tells them both to help out downstairs. He will wait here for the 
signal to move out.   
 
Meanwhile, whilst all this had been going on, David King has searched the 2nd floor east area 
having climbed up the emergency ladder in the main hall. He’d first tried to access the west 
wing but the double doors leading to the library were electronically locked. Instead, he’d 
moved all the way round to the opposite side and searched the secretary’s office. This was 
where Carole Sindemann worked before Irons brutally disposed of her. In here he finds an 
onyx plate on top of an old locker and has to push an old storage chest into place to reach it. 
From there he returns to the main hall where Marvin and Rita were still waiting. They tell him 
they have nothing to report as of yet, but one of the plates has already been slotted into place. 
David puts his own find down and notes they have three more left to find. 
 
Kevin and Jim have returned to the ground  
floor and are heading down a dimly-lit  
corridor with cracked, mustard-coloured  
wallpaper leading towards the night  
watchman’s room. Several nice-looking  
framed paintings hang on the wall and Jim  
suddenly freezes when they pick up a low,  
rasping sound, followed by the clicking of  
something sharp on a hard surface.  
Something is in here with them. Peering  
round the corner, Kevin spots a Licker on  
the wall crawling along the window panes.  
It hasn’t yet spotted them and he takes  
careful aim at the creature. Jim freezes as  
the Licker draws closer, the sinewy-wetness of its exposed brain glistening wetly. He lets out a 
small gasp and the Licker immediately flinches as if it can now sense their presence. It begins 
crawling faster, scampering across the wall like some kind of giant spider with its grotesque 
tongue extending from its mouth. Jim takes a step back but Kevin stands firm and fires his 
magnum, knocking the creature off the wall. As it scrambles around on the floor, he quickly 
runs over and fires another two shots into its brain. Soon the creature lies still, blood pooling 
around it. It is practically dark outside now and there is a button to lower the emergency 
shutters for the windows but someone has cut the cord. On a small landing next to the stairs 
going down to the basement is the night watchman’s room. A stuffed deer’s head is mounted to 
the wall here with an inscription reading; ‘Donated to Mr. B. Irons.’ 
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The night duty room is a cluttered mess but gives off a calming atmosphere. A fan spins on the 
ceiling to ventilate the room but scratches and whines with each rotation as it catches on 
something. Two desks have been pushed together to form a crude dining table and it is full of 
clutter with various bits of paperwork, discarded junk food boxes, books, alcohol bottles, and a 
telephone with a flashing red light. There is also a whiteboard on the wall with the duty roster 
scrawled across. Kevin’s locker is in here and he opens it up to retrieve the joker key, a special 
key that unlocks every door in the station. Behind the lockers is a small alcove with a washbasin 
and bunk beds for those on night shift. Next to the bed is a memento photograph from a 
police shooting competition where Kevin stands in the foreground. After a few minutes they 
soon move back into the corridor outside and run into David and Mark. Now regrouped, the 
four of them head down to the basement together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The air is cooler down in the basement as the wooden floor gives way to bare concrete. The 
walls are grimy in places with damp patches visible and several cracks apparent. Kevin leads the 
way down to the main corridor. To the left a door leads to the morgue and autopsy room. 
Further down around the corner a back exit leads to a sewer entrance. To the right, the 
corridor runs past the substation room and armoury before turning left and down to the main 
underground car park. A virus carrier wearing an officer’s summer uniform slouches towards 
them but Kevin is equal to it and another of his former colleagues is put out of their misery 
with a clean head shot. In order to cover more ground, he indicates they split up to fully 
explore the basement level. He and David will head into the parking lot whilst Jim and Mark 
head the opposite way and investigate the morgue, a prospect Jim is none too happy about. 
 
Several gurneys are present in the morgue and a couple have toppled over, spilling a mattress 
and some bloodied sheets. A bright surgical lamp shines down on them from the back. The 
walls are bare and the floor is made up of grey tiles with a sink in the corner for scrubbing up. 
On the opposite side a trolley has a bottle of disinfectant and several surgical tools lying upon 
it. On the back wall are 12 freezers for the storage of bodies and Jim and Mark navigate their 
way round the gurneys for a closer look. Mark finds a brand new R.P.D. badge lying on top of 
some boxes. To the left a ventilation cover has come off the wall and Jim is repulsed to find 
two putrid arms reaching out of the drain to try and grab his feet. But on the floor next to the 
wandering hands is another jewelled plate they need for the main hall statue. This one is 
encrusted with an emerald. Quickly, they hurry back to the main lobby to put it into place. 
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Meanwhile, Kevin and David check out the substation room and find several electrical routing 
machines and the main generator that hums constantly and supplies power to the whole station. 
Numerous instrument panels flash blinking red lights and David searches an old desk and finds 
a secret file full of invoices and receipts for large quantities of cash received over the last two 
years. Brian Irons’ signature is on the bottom of the document. David recognises the name as 
the chief of police so decides to take the papers with him. From there they try to access the 
armoury but the electronic lock is disabled and the officer with the key card has been missing 
for several days. They continue on down to the parking garage. 
 
The underground parking structure is quite  
large with numerous parking bays arranged  
into three rows labelled A-C. A vending  
machine is by the door next to a knocked  
over trash can and a sign on the wall reads  
‘No Smoking in Parking Garage.’ Several  
marked police vehicles are in here, although  
one has a flat tire, and another has broken  
down completely and rests on mechanical  
stilts waiting to be serviced. Someone’s  
personal vehicle, a large brown estate, has  
been parked hap-hazardly, taking up two  
spaces. Further round, the exit ramp leading up the surface is blocked with a shutter so the 
only way forward is to continue towards the kennels and cell block.  
 
An overhead light pings off and on in the next corridor and Kevin has to use the joker key to 
access the kennels. There is a musky smell inside and the place stinks of rotting dog food. The 
shelves are full of equipment for the K-9 unit and David finds an old training manual entitled 
‘Sit, Stay, Beg’ with Tony’s name on the cover. Unfortunately the two R.P.D. Dobermans; 
Rocket and Jo-Jo, have become infected after eating contaminated dog food. They are 
ravenous and bark with anger but fortunately are still secure in their pens. Amidst some 
cleaning materials they find an old manhole opening that leads down to the sewers beneath the 
station. If Marvin’s escape plan failed, they could use this as an alternate route if they could 
locate a manhole opener. 
 
They move back outside and down towards  
the cell block where water drips from the  
ceiling into a small puddle on the floor.  
Moving through the outer door they are  
surprised to find both cells still occupied.  
The first contains two men in light-blue  
jumpsuits. Their names are Samuel Kirk  
and Nathan Donnelly, and Kevin  
recognises them both as the two offenders  
locked up for armed robbery at the  
MacLeed’s Gun Shop over three weeks ago  
after they stole $800 and several firearms.  
Nathan wants to know what is going on  
outside and that it sounds like a riot is occurring. Kevin and David ignore him and move on. 
The next cell contains a man wearing brown trousers, a white shirt and a red tie. His hair is tied 
back into a ponytail and an ID badge on his chest identifies him as Ben Bertolucci, a freelance 
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reporter. Ben explains he is still after leads even now and that he lost something important a 
while back. His eyes light up when he spots the secret file David is holding. He hands it over to 
Ben in exchange for one of the missing plates he has hidden in his cell. This one is encrusted 
with sapphires. One last search around reveals a newspaper and a book on the floor in front of 
the cells. The book is actually the autobiography of police chief Brian Irons. ‘The Power of 
Justice’ is written on the back cover. The newspaper is a recent issue of Raccoon Weekly and 
the cover headline reads ‘Fred, in his own words.’ With two of the onyx plates now in their 
possession, Kevin and David make their way back towards the main hall. 
 
They retrace their steps back to the parking  
garage, but rather than return up through  
the basement, Kevin leads them over to the  
‘B2’ parking bay behind the estate car  
taking up two spaces. Next to a traffic cone,  
Kevin pushes a crate aside to reveal a hole  
in the brickwork leading out to the  
underpass outside. David is alarmed in this  
rather serious lapse in security, but Kevin  
assures him not many people know about  
it. From the underpass they run up the  
concrete steps and into the main courtyard.  
It is almost dark now and the clouds above  
are tinged with red as the final embers of the sun set in the night sky. Directly ahead several 
zombies can be seen on the other side of the locked gate that leads out onto Ennerdale St. 
They move on down the gravel path and neatly kept garden area past several ornate, old-
fashioned lampposts and arrive at the front entrance. The main gate leading out onto Fission St 
is holding but there are dozens of zombies on the other side. Kevin makes a comment about 
them being surrounded and David replies they don’t have much time and that the zombies will 
inevitably break through soon enough. 
 
They head inside the main entrance and link  
up with the others. The final two jewelled  
plates are quickly slotted into place and this  
triggers a mechanism that lifts the water  
goddess statue upwards, revealing a hidden  
tunnel underneath. Marvin and Rita both  
come over to inspect it. As Rita climbs inside  
Marvin remarks it will take her at least an  
hour to crawl through a tunnel this narrow.  
He also hands her a radio. It doesn’t have  
much of a range but the signal should get  
through if he is still close by. Rita promises  
she will be back with help and disappears into the darkness. Once she has gone, the statue 
ominously slides back into place. All they can do now is wait. 
 
Tony makes his way down to the kennels to recover the dogs, unaware they are already 
infected.  
 
Kevin, Mark, David and Jim conduct another search of the police station and try and recover 
some of the scattered ammunition caches. 
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APPROXIMATELY ONE HOUR LATER 
Rita makes it outside and finds a SWAT van being driven by Harry; the cowardly survivor 
from Operation Mop-Up. Although frightened, he reluctantly agrees to drive Rita back to the 
R.P.D. to pick up the survivors. 
 
Tony is attacked by the dogs and collapses injured in the back of one of the pens. 
 
On the rooftop, Fred is killed after being attacked by several infected crows. 
 
Aaron is killed on the emergency stairwell when several zombies scale the outer fence and 
overwhelm him. 
 
Still in the main hall, Marvin sits on the steps with  
his head in his hands when his radio suddenly  
beeps for attention. It is Rita, and she is on her  
way back for them all. She asks him to gather the  
survivors and meet up at the front gate, but due to  
the sheer number of zombies gathering in the area,  
she won’t be able to wait there for long. The  
signal is weak so Marvin heads outside into the  
courtyard and tells her to be careful. More  
zombies have gathered on Fission St and time is  
running short. 
 
David and Jim return to the main hall having done a complete sweep of the ground floor over 
the last hour looking for supplies. They have managed to find several handguns, a shotgun, and 
some ammunition. The hall is empty and Marvin has abandoned his post. Puzzled, they head 
out the main door into the courtyard in time to see a zombie grapple with Marvin and take a 
chunk out of his chest. He quickly shoots it away and staggers back, holding his stomach. As 
David and Jim go to his aid, Marvin tells them that he let his guard down, but also that Rita 
called and she’s on her way back with help. He wants them to gather together as many weapons 
as possible and prepare for evacuation. He hands David a roll of photographic film marked 
‘Chief’s Bookkeeping Records’. Marvin is one of the officers’ secretly gathering evidence 
against their corrupt leader, Brian Irons. Now he wants David to hold onto it should he not 
survive. He also hands over a padlock key that will open the gate on the roof and give them 
access to the water tower. There are some planks of wood kept up there they could use to 
reinforce the main gate and buy more time until Rita arrives. 
 
They quickly pass back through the  
Eastern Office and the emergency exit,  
where they are dismayed to find Aaron’s  
corpse on the floor being devoured by  
several zombies. With the creatures  
preoccupied with their meal, David and  
Jim skip past them and clank up the  
stairwell to the second floor. From there  
they head down the passage to the  
helipad. Fred’s body is lying face down  
on the floor. Jim checks for a pulse but  
he is gone and there is no sign as to what 
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killed him. He searches the body and finds some more ammunition and another roll of film 
marked ‘Fax Records.’ David uses the padlock key to unlock the gate by the water tower. 
Inside are six large planks of wood leaning against the pumping mechanism that requires a red 
valve handle to activate. Between them, they take as many of the planks as they can carry and 
begin the journey back to the front gate. 
 
Meanwhile, Kevin and Mark have returned to the basement having used the computer in main 
reception to unlock the shutter in the parking garage. However, the shutter is on an automatic 
timer so they need to be quick. On the ramp they find an abandoned SWAT van that looks to 
have stalled halfway up. The corpse of the driver still grips the steering wheel and has an 
expression of horror locked on his face. The driver’s window is also stained with blood. 
Further up the ramp the exit is inaccessible thanks to a crude barricade made up of several 
large crates and some old road-block signs. But in and around the SWAT van they find several 
items including magnum ammunition, shotgun rounds and a sub-machine gun. There is also 
another roll of undeveloped photo film. This one is labelled ‘Mayor’s Daughter’, and Kevin 
puts it in his pocket, hoping it may one day be of use should he ever escape Raccoon City. 
Mark also finds a collapsing baton and now suitably tooled up, they move on. But before 
returning to the main hall, Kevin wants to go and get Tony from the kennels. 
 
Marvin returns to the main hall reception desk and speaks through the intercom, requesting 
everyone to return to the main hall immediately as help is on the way. Ominously, he gets no 
response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the kennels, Kevin and Mark find Tony badly wounded inside one of the pens. He has 
deep wounds all over his body and looks to have been attacked by his own infected canines. 
He barely recognises Kevin and wheezes in obvious pain, confirming that the dogs had 
changed and turned on him. He knows it is too late for him, his wounds are mortal, but he tells 
Kevin to survive at all costs before losing consciousness. Quickly, they both head back to the 
main hall for the last stand. 
 
At the same time, David and Jim make it back to the front courtyard and David uses his toolkit 
to reinforce the main gate with the wooden planks. Jim also finds Marvin’s police ID card on 
the floor, surmising he must have dropped it when he was attacked earlier. The magnetic strip 
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on the back is worn down. They patrol the courtyard in silence for about 10 minutes when the 
barricades soon begin to crack and give way. Both men look on in horror as the sheer number 
of zombies on the other side manage to force the gate open, allowing them full access to the 
front courtyard. Jim and David open fire but are soon vastly outnumbered as more and more 
zombies pour through the exposed gate. The gunfire attracts more of them but thankfully Mark 
and Kevin soon arrive to add some much needed support, opening fire with their shotgun and 
magnum respectively. 
 
After several minutes of brutal fighting,  
the zombies show no sign of relenting  
and just as all seems lost, a SWAT van  
suddenly reverses into the courtyard  
from Fission St and flattens one of the  
virus carriers. Rita throws open the  
back doors and beckons the four  
survivors inside. In the driver’s seat,  
Harry is a bag of nerves, especially  
when he spots one of the recently  
incapacitated zombies suddenly rise up  
again. He shouts at Rita to get a move  
on. As David, Jim, Mark and Kevin  
clamber inside the van, Rita asks where  
Marvin is and shrieks as a zombie grabs her foot. Marvin suddenly appears at the front door of 
the station and shoots it dead. He waves them away and shouts for them to get going without 
him. Rita refuses to leave him behind but at that moment, Harry’s bottle finally goes and he 
slams on the accelerator, lurching the van forward and away from Marvin. Rita shouts out his 
name in vain and breaks down as the besieged R.P.D. recedes into the distance. As the others 
sit in silence, Kevin comes over to console her. Marvin was born to be a cop and something 
tells him he isn’t finished yet. He jokes they still have the new recruits to train after all. 
Meanwhile Mark, Jim and David sit in silence and ponder their thoughts. 
 
“The memories of that steamy jungle come  
rushing back with all the power of a freight  
train. No matter how many times I hear it it's a  
sound I just can't get used to. All the guilt, all  
the blame, rests with those of us who made it  
out of that hell alive.” 
-REOUT2: Desperate Times; Mark Epilogue 
 
“Are you sure there was nothing you could  
do?!" If anyone asks me that later this is what  
I'm gonna say...don't ask a question you can't  
take back! Cause what's said is said and some things you never forget. That's what I'll say.” 
-REOUT2: Desperate Times; Jim Epilogue 
 
“I'd survived, came out on top. I'd won. But at the same time I was also a loser. Think about it, 
how can there be winners in a situation like this?” 
-REOUT2: Desperate Times; David Epilogue 
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As Harry drives them away into the night, they pass another marked patrol car heading the 
opposite way. At least someone is still alive.  
 
Back at the R.P.D., Marvin manages to shut the main door and retreats towards the western 
office. Although the wound in his chest is bad, he can still walk. He isn’t dead yet… 
 
Meanwhile, a Spec Ops team move to secure the power grid situated at the Raccoon 
Waterworks near the St. Michael Clock Tower so that communications can be maintained with 
the authorities manning the citywide blockade. 
 
Umbrella have already made plans to cut off the city's telecommunications system to disrupt 
civilian movement and to hamper communications between U.S. Army and National Guard 
officials. They plan to have a U.S.S. team detonate an electromagnetic pulse to wipe out the 
city's power grid. A UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter sets off for Raccoon City to deploy three 
portable EMP devices. U.S.S. Command relays details of the mission to Lupo and the rest of 
Wolfpack. 
 
"A number of survivors in Raccoon City may still have information that could damage the 
corporation. We don't have time to hunt them all down individually so we're going to have you 
knock out a power grid that will take down the city's telecommunications. We can't let anything 
get out that might link us to the outbreak. We are sending you some Electro--Magnetic Pulse 
Generators that you will use to deactivate the power plant in the northern sector of the city. A 
supply chopper is inbound with the generators, rendezvous with it on the Raccoon City 
Hospital rooftop helipad." 
-REORC: Lights Out Intro; undated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lupo acknowledges the order and Wolfpack head towards the General Hospital. 
 
Because Nikolai Zinoviev has access to Wolfpack's radio channel, he decides to sabotage their 
mission and plans to reach the hospital first to set up some traps. He plants laser trip wires 
across the building and attaches C-4 explosives to several zombies. He also wires the entire 
rooftop to explode. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – LIGHTS OUT begin. 
 
Within the hour, Wolfpack arrive at their destination and now stand in the main reception area 
of Raccoon City hospital. This is the main entrance and adjacent to the part of the building 
George Hamilton’s team found themselves in two days earlier which is to the rear by the park 
entrance. Inside all is quiet though there is plenty of evidence of the carnage that has unfolded. 
The floor is covered with blood stains and papers and documents are scattered everywhere. 
The reception room has its windows smashed and some of the overhead lights are flickering on 
and off. By the main door are a couple of potted plants and magazine racks displaying tourism 
leaflets for Raccoon City, scenic adventure tours in the Arklay Mountains, and pamphlets on 
medicinal herbs and first aid sprays. A television is mounted from the ceiling above but 
displays nothing but static. All is quiet and Lupo gives a silent command for the team to fan out 
and investigate their surroundings. 
 
Vector and Four Eyes head left and pass a small seating area with three black and white 
portraits of influential hospital figures fixed to the wall above. Beyond that is a large floor plan 
on the walls. A discarded wheelchair is tucked away in one corner and Vector spots something 
in the dim gloom, shining his light on a gurney with a body wrapped in bloodied sheets. On the 
opposite side, Bertha and Beltway pass an identical seating area, but this one contains the 
bloodied body of a doctor on the floor, his corpse illuminated by a table lamp that has been 
knocked over. Bertha concludes his injuries look too severe for him to turn. On the wall is a 
poster of a Raccoon in a doctor’s uniform talking to a child. The heading reads; ‘Doc Rock 
says vaccinate.’ 
 
Lupo and Spectre open the door to the reception room. It is a mess inside with overturned 
chairs and broken glass. Draws and filing cabinets have been ransacked and the floor is covered 
with paperwork. Two computers are on the main desk still switched on and waiting for 
commands, but the two staff members who worked here are lying dead on the ground with 
their insides torn out. The hospital is very dimly lit as the overhead lights are not working with 
only the emergency spotlights piercing the gloom, indicating the whole building is operating on 
emergency power. A number of rooms lead off the main reception area and Lupo has the 
others check them all out one by one. They are all surgical theatres with trolleys and beds with 
shelving units and white-tiled floors. Cupboards and sinks are on the wall containing medical 
equipment and refrigeration units for sterile storage. All the rooms have blood and bodies 
inside. To the left is a locked door and another requiring a blue key card so they ignore it for 
now and head right, passing a glowing red vending machine that has been prised open, 
emptying soda cans all over the floor. Numerous posters decorate the walls including health 
and safety guidelines, a reminder for people to see their doctors for regular check-ups, and to 
advertise Raccoon Hospital Heath Day which is due to take place between 9:30-11:30AM on 
October 26th. A coffee machine stands against the opposite wall but it does not work and its 
lights are off. 
 
Beyond more surgical rooms is an alcove in the corner where five gurneys have been 
discarded, four of them containing bodies that are fortunately covered up to preserve their 
dignity. To the left they pass three more empty operating rooms before arriving at a set of 
double doors with a red neon exit sign above. At Lupo’s command, they kick them open and 
emerge into a large conference room which at first glance has been converted into a party room 
to celebrate someone’s retirement. Tables with blue drapes and chairs have been set up 
stacked with food and other treats now rotting. Balloons and streamers are everywhere and a 
large red, blue and yellow banner is draped across the room which reads ’38 years of service. 
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Happy Retirement! We’ll miss you Laverne!”  Vector, Spectre and Beltway begin a sweep of 
the room, probing the corners with their weapons. An old-style projector sits on a small stand 
and Wolfpack are caught in its light when  
a familiar voice suddenly calls out. It is  
Nikolai and he bids them a good evening  
and sincerely hopes they haven’t forgotten  
about him. He remarks how impressed  
he was that they managed to escape his  
little diversion at City Hall. Spectre  
recognises his voice and wonders how he  
is tracking their movements. Nikolai’s  
recording continues and he explains his  
client cannot have Wolfpack interfering  
with their little side project so he’s rigged  
up a few toys to keep them busy. 
 
As if on cue, a horde of zombies spill into the room, clambering out from underneath tables 
and behind desks. Soon there are dozens of them and before long Wolfpack are surrounded. 
Forming a protective circle, the team open fire with a devastating volley of automatic weapons 
fire, tearing to shreds the unfortunate zombies who are close to them. Beltway tosses a few frag 
grenades into the fray and huge explosions knock tables and chairs flying. Some of the zombies 
blow up upon impact and Lupo notices some are strapped with C4 on their backs with blinking 
red lights on the detonators. She warns the others of the trap, telling them to keep their 
distance from the zombies set with explosives. More pour in from adjacent rooms and for a 
moment the team look as though they may be overwhelmed before some well-placed shots 
from Vector and Four Eyes soon even the odds. Bullet holes riddle the pillars that support the 
roof above them and zombies are propelled back into the tables and chairs stacked at the sides 
of the hall. As they try to clear a path through, Vector watches as the doors to an adjacent room 
burst open and more zombies pile inside, these ones with C4 charges strapped to them. He 
shouts a warning to the others and yells they need to shoot them before they get too close. The 
others back off as Spectre takes the first one out, causing an effect like spontaneous 
combustion as the explosive on its back detonates and takes several more out with it. Beltway 
loses patience and decides to toss another grenade into the fray and is hurt when the resulting 
explosion knocks him flying backwards into a table and several chairs. Bertha tells him to hold 
still whilst she fixes him back up. 
 
Once they have cleared a path, they move forward into the next room which is the Nurse’s 
Station for this floor. A large reception desk dominates the room and the floor is made up of 
chequered black and white tiles. The place has been turned into a makeshift emergency 
morgue as several dead bodies on various gurneys are lined up across the room. More zombies 
lurk in here and Four Eyes and Spectre take point to clear them out just as Nikolai’s voice 
booms across the speakers once again. He is laughing and pleased that his little contraptions 
seem to be working perfectly. Lupo notices CCTV cameras on the wall and ceiling above the 
Nurse’s Station and quickly shoots them down to hopefully stop Nikolai from watching their 
every move. 
 
Wolfpack continue to move through the ground floor of the main hospital building, passing 
through waiting rooms, administration offices and emergency surgery areas, all the time evading 
zombies of former staff, patients and police officers that lurk within. Blood splatters cover the 
floors and malfunctioning lights flicker on and off, adding to the discomforting atmosphere. 
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Eventually their way is blocked by a door that requires a black key card to unlock. Searching 
around, Lupo finds it on a tray above a red biohazard disposal bin in one of the side rooms. 
Approaching the locked door, they can hear low growls emitting from the other side. Lupo 
wonders what the sound is and warns the others not to let their guard down. Four Eyes concurs 
and remarks the vicious sounds might mean there are engineered B.O.W.s on the other side. 
Spectre steps up and fires up the thermal imaging on his goggles. He can make out the heat 
signatures of Lickers on the other side, crawling along the floors and ceiling. After taking a 
moment to reload and prep their weapons, Lupo gives the signal then swipes the card and 
unlocks the door. They move into a large room normally used for conferences but is now a 
makeshift emergency ward as trolleys and various medical instruments have been wheeled in 
and lined up somewhat haphazardly. Several Lickers fitter around the walls and ceilings, 
crawling up and down the support pillars. Wolfpack open fire and soon the once pristine room 
is riddled with bullet holes. 
 
After another fierce fire fight, the team arrive at a door underneath a red neon exit sign leading 
to the main stairwell. It has been booby trapped. Beltway recognises the trip mines with laser 
triggers and inspects the mechanisms, indicating the beams blocking access to the door ahead. 
He confidently concludes he can diffuse them pretty easily. He gets to work and within 
moments, the two mines are deactivated and they are able to move through the door. Inside 
more Lickers await and the roar of the gunfire is deafening. Command can barely be heard in 
their earpieces as a transmission comes through informing them they need to get to the roof as 
the EMP supply chopper is inbound. Four Eyes stabs another Licker through the brain with 
her combat knife and Vector takes out another CCTV camera on the wall before kicking open 
the next door and revealing the staircase. Beltway takes point and has to disarm a number of 
tripwires on the way up. Behind them, Spectre covers their tails, expertly taking out any 
zombies that wander through the doorway. As Beltway works, he contemplates how many 
bombs Nikolai must have and Vector agrees the U.B.C.S. man is certainly thorough in his 
work. 
 
Soon they reach the next floor and emerge into the nurse’s station. Several zombies are in 
here, bent over and busy consuming the corpses of their former colleagues. The team spreads 
out, using gurneys and furniture as barriers before expertly destroying the virus carriers with 
precision shooting. Bertha moves behind the reception desk and snaps the neck of an undead 
police officer before tossing aside useless books and medical reports but finding nothing of any 
use. There are a number of optional rooms to explore but Lupo indicates they head straight 
for the main exit and they pass through some double doors to the right of the reception desk. 
This takes them into a corridor with a gantry overlooking the main conference room below 
where Dr. Laverne’s retirement party was due to be held. A single door ahead with another exit 
sign leads into another stairwell taking them directly up to the roof. There doesn’t seem to be 
any hostiles in here and another security camera on the wall is destroyed by Lupo. One final 
trip wire awaits at the top of the stairs before a door takes them back outside into the cool, crisp 
night air. 
 
The roof offers a spectacular view of the city and Raccoon Park can clearly be seen in the 
distance. A helipad is up here as well as several zombies, who instead of mulling around like 
their brain dead compatriots, suddenly let out a screech and run at Wolfpack. Lupo warns the 
others to look alive. Bertha wonders what kind of zombies these are and Four Arms confirms 
they are Crimson Heads; explaining they have already gone through the V-Act process. They 
were created via a mutant strain of the Ɛ-strain t-Virus and as Raccoon City has been infected 
via a refined viral strain, these specimens must have been pre-infected and escaped from 
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somewhere. After another heated battle, Four Eyes takes a blood sample from one of the 
bodies as the others stare out into the night sky. Much of Raccoon City is on fire and the sight 
is strangely beautiful in a morbid way with the crimson glow of the flames reflecting back off the 
blanket of cloud in the sky. Suddenly the team are put on alert by the sound of an approaching 
helicopter. 
 
In the sky above, an unmarked UH-60  
Blackhawk is making its way to the hospital,  
carrying its cargo beneath. On a building  
adjacent to the hospital, Nikolai watches the  
approaching aircraft through the scope of his  
sniper rifle set up on a small tripod. He has  
the U.S.S. pilot in his sights and fires off a  
single shot, penetrating the windshield and  
hitting his target straight between the eyes.  
Within seconds the chopper begins to spiral  
out of control before crashing down  
somewhere inside the park in a ball of flame.  
Satisfied, Nikolai looks down at the hospital roof before turning away and activating a remote 
charge, blowing up the entire helipad and hopefully taking out the Wolfpack team completely. 
He then prepares to head to the park to steal the EMP charges from the helicopter. 
 
At the hospital, the explosion has caused the  
entire helipad roof to cave in, which actually  
saves Delta Team from being engulfed in  
the flames as they fall down to the floor  
below. Smoke and fire is everywhere and an  
automated alarm is now bellowing in the  
background. Four Eyes warns that the CO2  
will kill them if the heat doesn’t and ushers  
the others towards the door. Lupo gets on  
the radio, informing Command that Nikolai  
just shot down the chopper and they are  
about to burn to a crisp. Command replies  
instantly and says they cannot let Nikolai get hold of those EMP charges. They are to get to the 
crash site and recover them immediately. Quickly, Wolfpack move back through the hospital, 
evading zombies that stagger around on fire. The rooms have quickly filled with smoke and 
some exits are completely blocked off by the flames. The explosion has also caused some of 
the foundations to weaken, leaving cracks along the walls and sections of the floor to cave in 
completely, allowing the team quicker access to the levels below. 
 
The alarm continues to blare as they move through the ruined building, taking out any zombies 
that get in their way until eventually they are back down on the ground floor. Vector takes the 
lead and suggests the morgue will have a loading dock and they can exit through there. But as 
they approach the morgue doors, they are suddenly shattered when a Hunter bursts through, 
stopping them in their tracks. Beltway is confused and wonders what the hell B.O.W.s are 
doing in here. The Hunter sends Lupo spinning to the floor, but the others are able to drive it 
back before it can reach her and soon it is lying on the floor in a growing pool of its own blood. 
The morgue is already becoming rapidly consumed by the fire. There are several banks of 12 
mortuary lockers for the storing of bodies. Other slabs, gurneys and autopsy equipment are 
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laid out around the centre of the vast room with bookshelves now on fire and one exit has been 
barricaded up with trolleys and several cases of heavy equipment. Sterilisation sinks line the 
walls and red biohazard disposal bins are everywhere. Several bodies lie on trolleys and round 
the corner, more corpses wrapped in body bags have fallen out of the freezers and lay 
discarded on the floor. Another Hunter also lurks back here. Four Eyes gives the heads up 
about the MA-121’s on the loose. These are specimens the hospital staff captured prior to their 
downfall. The team take cover behind some trolleys and fire at the creature. Vector notices 
more laser tripwires attached to the ceiling. Evidently Nikolai has also been this way. Soon the 
Hunter is dead and round the corner to the left they find the back exit next to a shelving rack 
and a fire hose station. The intense heat of the flames is rising and as they avoid all the blood 
on the floor, Beltway patiently disarms the final two tripwires by the door and finally they are 
able to get out of the hospital. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wolfpack run down the ramp of the loading dock and emerge into the night air. Looking up 
they can see fire emanating from several windows of the hospital but nowhere near enough to 
consume the whole building. They hurry on, passing the main front entrance of the hospital 
where several letters of the bright red neon sign have shorted out. Wrecked cars are 
everywhere including fire department trucks, police cars and a taxi. Round the corner an 
ambulance has had a sickening collision with a car and taken out half the concrete wall. Its 
lights still flash and the siren is malfunctioning. Several small fires burn in the street and the 
road is blocked off at both ends by more fire engines. Lupo leads them inside the rear entrance 
of a bar named ‘Barry’s Tavern’ so they can get around the blockade. Now they are out of the 
hospital they can get to the crash site. 
 
But when they emerge back out onto the adjacent street, they can hear gunfire in the distance. 
Vector advises they stay quiet and move slow. Around the corner they can see another squad of 
Spec Ops engaged in a street battle with a large group of zombies. Whilst they are distracted, 
Wolfpack employ stealth tactics to sneak past them all, using cover from the many wrecked 
vehicles and fires that pepper the road. They regroup at the other end of the street, near a shop 
named ‘Dexter’s Discount’ and a boarded up pizza shop next door. Directly ahead is the main 
entrance to Raccoon Park but it is blocked off by a chain link fence and a heavy makeshift 
barricade comprised of crash barriers, barrels, boxes and heavy slabs of wood nailed to the 
fence. One by one, the team scale the barricade and jump down onto the other side, satisfied it 
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is high and sturdy enough to ensure no zombie will be able to follow them. Directly ahead 
inside the park they can see the looming silhouette of the St. Michael Clock Tower. Vector is 
on point and suggests the chopper crashed  
near to the clock tower. They also need to  
keep any eye out for Nikolai who may be  
lurking in the area. A low mist is beginning  
to hang in the air and near a phone box  
they see the main iron gates to the park  
are locked and reinforced with several  
wooden boards. Someone has attached a  
‘Danger. No Trespassing!' sticker to one  
of them and the surrounding perimeter  
walls are too high and too smooth for  
them to scale. Bertha suggests that with the  
entrance blocked they look for another way and moves off to search for an alternate way inside, 
checking around to the right on a small grassy area. Beyond a high fence to their right is the 
rear car park of one of the tall buildings on the main street. A car is on fire and they can hear 
the metal groaning and the flames sparking. The wind is also picking up and the mist is 
definitely becoming thicker. Soon they find a hole in the brickwork allowing them to get into 
the park. 
 
Inside, the fog swirls and visibility is reduced. What  
they can see is beautiful, with well-maintained grass,  
trees and park benches scattered about. Ornate  
street lamps emit bright white orbs of light amidst  
the swirling blanket of mist and the place looks to  
be deserted. Moving on, the smoking hulk of the  
wrecked helicopter emerges out of the gloom and  
Lupo leads them over. Nearby they find one of the  
EMP devices which Beltway secures. Two more to  
find then and Lupo moves them out down a small  
flagstone path that crosses over a stone bridge with  
brightly lit lanterns on top. The stream running  
below has dried up and only a furrow of dried earth  
remains. Suddenly they can see several spectral  
figures emerge from the gloom. The zombies have  
sniffed them out and are now advancing, their 
numbers including more escaped Crimson Heads. 
As Lupo and the others open fire, Spectre uses a  
remote device and disappears into the fog to look for the remaining EMP charges. His feet 
scrunch on dried leaves and he passes several trees illuminated by small spotlights affixed to 
the ground. In the far corner, he is able to find the second device and reports his find over the 
radio. One more to get. Suddenly, Nikolai is heard in their earpieces once more and suggests 
that if they want the final EMP charge, they have to come and get it. The team realise that he 
must be on their radio channel and Command orders Wolfpack to take him out. They need 
that EMP. Lupo leads them through the main gate and into the grounds of the clock tower. It 
is time for revenge. 
 
Inside the courtyard, the team fan out and assess their position. Directly ahead, the clock tower 
is huge and impressive in scale but they have little time to take in its beauty as Nikolai appears 
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at one of the upstairs windows. Lupo realises he has a sniper rifle and shouts at her team to 
take cover as she dives down to the floor behind the wall. Nicholai fires and she holds her head 
as small bits of concrete chip off the concrete just above her. Beltway grumbles they are sitting 
ducks thanks to Nikolai’s rifle and blindly fires off a few pot shots in the rough direction of 
Nikolai’s fire. Despite them outnumbering him six to one, Nikolai’s elevated position and laser 
sighting means he holds the advantage. Vector yells at the others to distract him with 
suppressing fire so they can move. Nikolai mocks and labels them fools for not knowing what 
they are doing. He reveals his client handed him Wolfpack’s communications channel, 
explaining how he knew where they were going, where they would be, and how he knew about 
their precious EMP devices. He’s been gathering combat data for Operation Watchdog and 
Wolfpack have been most useful in assisting him. He goes on to say that if his client wants this 
valuable information, they will have to pay for it, and neither they nor Wolfpack can stop him. 
 
As he continues to shoot, Lupo fires back, causing him to duck into cover and allowing 
Wolfpack to spread out around the courtyard. A statue of a woman sits in the centre they can 
use as cover as well as several other decorative pieces of garden furniture. Beltway heads for the 
main door to the tower but it is locked and secure. Nikolai scoffs as his shots cause Bertha to 
scamper for cover, suggesting he may have overestimated the U.S.S. for this fight is much 
easier than he anticipated. He tosses a few grenades of his own down into the courtyard and 
soon the place is covered in brick and dust. He continues to taunt them for being easy targets 
and a shot sends Four Eyes flying, her body armour the only thing protecting her. The 
incessant gunfire also attracts several zombies to the area who crawl under the gates and out of 
drainage holes to get at them. With the others otherwise engaged, Beltway tosses a grenade 
inside the window Nicholai is hiding in, causing him to retreat and get frustrated. The clock 
tower bell suddenly begins to chime as more zombies arrive. Nikolai fires again but a rapid fire 
return burst sends him ducking for cover as dust and chipping rain down on him. He decides 
to make a quick exit as down below Wolfpack continue to hide out of his firing line and take 
out the zombies.  
 
After a while, all is quiet. As Wolfpack hold their positions, listening to the silence and 
wondering if Nikolai has left the area, command relays a message to them, saying that Nikolai 
is not a priority. They are do disengage and proceed to the power plant immediately. They 
need to deactivate the power grid. 
 
Dusting themselves down, the team move on, knowing the final EMP charge must be inside the 
clock tower somewhere. The main entrance is locked, but they locate a side door leading into a 
small gallery with a piano in the corner and some full length glass windows on the opposite 
wall. A door to the side leads into a small chapel softly illuminated with a number of candles. 
At the front of the pews is a small altar, on top of which sits the final EMP charge. It’s almost 
too easy. Four Eyes confirms to command that all EMP charges are now secured and they are 
awaiting a mission update. Command responds by saying management is not sure what is 
influencing Nikolai other than he seems to have ulterior motives. They will keep looking into 
it.  
 
Reloading, the team prepare to move out and follow Lupo’s lead, locating another back door 
and soon they are back outside moving along a nicely fashioned flagstone floor with a number 
of park benches. Soon they emerge out onto the main road near where the Raccoon-Arklay 
tram lines run past. Moving on they pass a number of outbuildings where a small squad of Spec 
Ops await. No doubt they are part of a larger unit sent to protect the power plant. Lupo fires a 
warning before tossing a grenade into their mix, forcing them to break cover. Four Eyes quickly 
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follows this up with a flash grenade to disorientate them, allowing Bertha to get in close and 
hack them to bits with her machete. Moving round the corner, they can see a large building up 
ahead. Up above numerous telephone wires and power lines crisscross back into it, meaning 
they are definitely in the right place. An adjacent building has its doors open and a sign above 
reads: ‘Raccoon Water Works.’ A lamp lights up the sign above the door and several windows 
are visible further up. 
 
Inside the first room is a bank of lockers and  
a shelving unit containing industrial cleaners,  
some fire hydrants and painting and  
decorating supplies. Some distillery tanks are  
on the opposite side and up an elevated level  
near a gantry, larger water purification tanks  
can be seen. Huge blood splatters cover the  
white concrete floor in front of them and a  
door to their right leads down some stairs  
and through a few more rooms until they  
arrive at the main entrance to the power  
plant’s inner core. Caution and danger signs  
are on the steel doors and a mandate for hard hat wearing applies. On Lupo’s command, 
Beltway kicks the door open and they proceed inside. It is all quiet. Yellow klaxons spin lazily 
on the walls but emit no sound. Banks of lockers are on either side directly ahead of them with 
two metal staircases leading up to the upper level. In the background, various monitoring 
stations and panels can be made out and up above, a control room is attached to the ceiling 
and connected to a gantry running along the upper level. Lupo advises they have reached the 
power plant and Command orders them to plant the EMP charges on the generators and 
knock out the power grid. 
 
Wolfpack fan out into the room and take up firing positions, probing every corner of the huge 
room as Spectre moves forward and activates the control panel that raise the main generators 
for access. But as soon as he does, a side door opens and the waiting Spec Ops pour into the 
room. Beltway shouts that the boy scouts have arrived and that they must be trying to keep the 
power on. Four Eyes already has a sighting on the soldiers and ponders this place must be a 
priority for the U.S. Government as well. The power room affords quite a bit of cover and a 
game of cat and mouse ensues. Spectre is happy with the distraction and is able to go about his 
work unopposed, soon having the first EMP planted. He immediately moves to raise the 
second generator just as somewhere on the catwalk above them, Nikolai comes into play once 
again. He shouts that he is done playing games with the U.S.S. and that the time has come to 
finish this. He starts firing down with his sniper rifle, forcing Spectre into cover. He slides the 
second EMP over to Bertha, who is under the main station out of Nikolai’s line of fire. As 
Spectre keeps him busy, she breaks cover and attaches the second device. Spectre’s return fire 
sends Nikolai ducking for cover, prompting him to curse his mother. Beltway takes the third 
and dashes past Vector who is locked in CQC with two Spec Ops members. His incredible 
speed and reflexes mean they cannot get anywhere near him. Up above, Spectre spans the 
gantry with his thermal goggles but there is now no sign of Nikolai anywhere. Beltway warns 
that the charges are detonating and jumps back as the EMP pulse blasts across the room, short-
circuiting and disabling all electronic devices within range and sending showers of sparks 
billowing across the complex. Outside, several power grids in the northern part of the city wink 
out one by one, plunging the area into complete blackness. 
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Minutes later, Wolfpack regroup by the main door, the remaining Spec Ops now all dead. 
Nikolai had disappeared again, but his time will come soon enough. Command confirms their 
objective is complete. Not only will this limit communication to the outside from the survivors 
still trapped within the city, but it will also severely disrupt the on-site field activities of the U.S. 
Government. 
 
Meanwhile back at the R.P.D., Marvin Branagh tries  
his best to fortify the station before he loses too much  
strength from his wounds. He manages to gather  
some wood and boards up the doors leading to the  
east wing and the reception office opposite. It might  
not be much, but it is better than nothing. Job done,  
he returns back to the western office to rest up.  
 
There are now fourteen survivors left in the R.P.D.;  
Marvin Brannagh, David Ford, Elliot Edward, Ben  
Bertolucci, Nathan Donnelly, Samuel Kirk, Chief  
Irons, Mayor Warren's daughter and six others. 
 
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 28TH 1998 
Pre-Dawn: 
Umbrella deploy the Nemesis T-Type into Raccoon City via a private aircraft. It will execute its 
order for experimental combat deployment, the same as the Hunters who will be sent in at a 
later date. Once in position, the Nemesis begins its directive to hunt down all the S.T.A.R.S. 
members still inside the confines of the city. The confirmed kills of the highly trained 
S.T.A.R.S. members will demonstrate the height of its capabilities. Its deployment point is the 
P15B Warehouse facility in the northern section of town. Its custom made weaponry will be 
waiting for it there. 
 
Agents of the rival company on the ground in Raccoon City also begin to observe the Nemesis 
go about its job. They are under orders from Albert Wesker to gather its combat data. They 
also set up surveillance cameras so Wesker can see first-hand what is happening in the city. 
 
Reports reach Umbrella that the Nemesis T-Type  
is malfunctioning. It is attacking anyone and  
everything and not focusing on its pre- 
programmed targets. Wolfpack are ordered to  
repair it. 
 
"Delta Team, the corporation has used the  
outbreak in Raccoon City as an opportunity to  
deploy a prototype of our most powerful and  
responsive B.O.W. to date; the T02, code-named  
'Nemesis'. It's on a mission to kill the last  
remaining members of S.T.A.R.S. However, it has been damaged and is no longer responding 
to commands. We need you to relocate and repair it." 
-REORC: Gone Rogue Intro; undated. 
 
Four Eyes acknowledges the order, her own personal scientific curiosity piqued by their latest 
assignment. The opportunity to repair a prototype B.O.W. certainly appeals to her. Command 
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explains they will need to secure a working NE- α parasite and have identified one inside of an 
Umbrella facility nearby. Lupo acknowledges and prepares to lead her team out once more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY - GONE ROGUE 
begin. 
 
From their current position near the water works, Delta Team can make out the silhouette of 
the P12-A Incinerator facility in the distance beyond the park. Smoke and flame still bellow out 
of several chimneys and Lupo wonders why the Dead Factory still has power considering they 
just shut down the power grid, but Vector explains that all Umbrella facilities have their own 
power source. The team turn and head the opposite way down the street. Several zombies are 
shuffling about and abandoned cars are everywhere. Some have been burnt out, and some 
R.P.D. squad cars still have their emergency lights flashing. Small fires are burning on the road 
where piles of rubbish have ignited and car tyres, boxes and other assorted bits of junk are 
strewn about. The buildings all around them stand in complete darkness now that the power 
for this sector of Raccoon City has been shut down and a single flare burns brightly on the 
road, indicating someone has been down this way very recently. 
 
The road to the right is blocked off thanks to all the wrecked buildings and further down they 
can see several buildings are on fire in the distance. They negotiate their way past by moving 
round a large bus bearing an advert for Kendo Gun Shop. Several bodies are on the floor and 
discarded shopping trolleys and other rubbish cover the street. A sudden gunshot causes Lupo 
to halt and looking down the street they can see several red laser targeting beams emanating 
from darkened windows on a high-rise building to their right. Someone is taking pot shots at 
the zombies on the streets and with the technological sophistication of those beams, it has to be 
high-end equipment, meaning more government troops. Spectre soon confirms Spec Ops as 
he scans the area with his infrared and thermal imaging goggles. He unslings his sniper rifle 
from his back and moves up a small stairwell on the left hand side. From this position he can 
see several more zombies on the road on the other side of a second abandoned passenger bus. 
He blends into the shadows of the alcove with the darkened brick wall around him and targets 
the windows of the building opposite. There are three operatives inside and one by one he 
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takes them all out with precision headshots. He signals the all clear to Lupo and they move 
forward once again. 
 
The route ahead is soon blocked by a fire  
engine and they climb some stairs on the  
right hand side near some graffiti-ridden  
walls. Directly ahead is a seemingly  
abandoned warehouse. Sections of the tin  
slatted roof have caved in and many of  
the windows have been potted. The road  
below is cluttered with abandoned  
vehicles and two large portable floodlights  
rigged up to generators have been erected  
on the street. Only one of them is lit at  
the moment but as soon as Wolfpack hit  
the ground, the other flares to life, blinding the team as a squad of Spec Ops file out onto the 
elevated gantry on the warehouse directly ahead. It is an ambush. Lupo orders her team into 
defensive positions. They need to get down and return fire. Quickly, they dive behind barriers 
and wrecked cars as bullets and flash grenades pepper the ground around them. Spectre 
quickly fires his sniper rifle, igniting a red fuel barrel and knocking two soldiers over the 
railings. This prompts Vector and Beltway to purge the rooftop with automatic weapons fire.  
 
After a brief fire fight, Wolfpack move on, moving down the right hand side where they are 
able to cut through the cemetery joined onto Racoon Park. A set of large cast iron gates are 
built into the wall with ‘1913’ written on the top and they push them open and move inside. 
The moon shines brightly in the sky now, illuminating the graveyard with a silvery glow. A low 
mist hangs in the air and people have left candles and lanterns burning by individual graves. 
More zombies are in here but the wide spaces mean the team can manoeuvre around them 
without too much trouble. It is a little unnerving with all the tombs, crypts and cenotaphs, but 
they are soon out the other side thanks to another gate further down. 
 
Delta Team are now back down on a main street. Another large floodlight is erected here 
connected up to a generator and bathing the cemetery entrance in blinding light. Dumpsters 
and black bin liners lay discarded against the bare brick walls of buildings that have fallen into 
disrepair and dead bodies of former citizens litter the streets, their corpses ripped apart too 
much for them to turn. The stink of death is in the air. Another bus blocks the way to the right, 
partially hiding another advertisement for a sale at Kendo Gun Shop and directly ahead is a 
small and inconspicuous warehouse building. It looks to be a storage facility of some kind but 
there is nothing distinctive about it. No lights are on and it looks as run down and rusted as 
every other building around here. A sign on the wall reads ‘P-15B: A Division of Umbrella 
Corp.’ There is a vehicle entrance out front but the shutter is mostly lowered down with only a 
small gap at the bottom for someone to squeeze through. A side entrance to the right requires a 
key card but command have ensured they have access to get inside and they soon emerge into 
a large garage with two unmarked transport trucks inside. These were possibly used to 
discreetly transport B.O.W.s into Raccoon City for combat data evaluation. The Hunter 
Gammas were deployed several days ago now with some specimens captured by staff at the 
Raccoon General Hospital. No doubt Umbrella will be sending in more soon. A repetitive 
rattling is coming from somewhere inside the facility and Beltway wonders what the noise is. 
Listening closely, it sounds like automatic gunfire from somewhere close by. Vector confirms 
they are in the right place, but someone else has evidently got here first. 
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They quickly explore the dimly lit room but all the loading doors leading into the actual facility 
are closed. Puddles of condensation have built up on the concrete floor of the loading dock 
and pallets of equipment and a few barrels are dotted along the walls. The air is cold in here 
and the place is illuminated by only a few dust-covered lights suspended from the roof. Four 
Eyes moves to the controls and says they need to get the loading doors open. Pressing the 
button causes the shutters to begin to rise only for them to get stuck as the electronic breakers 
trip. Vector comes over to inspect the mechanism and confirms the motor has shorted. The 
breaker switches must be nearby. Quickly the team move to locate the circuit breakers situated 
around the room, conscious of the zombies spilling out of the gaps underneath the shutters and 
main door. Vector hits the first one but it doesn’t work. Soon they find another but again it is 
no good. It is Bertha who finds the next one and flips it back on. This time the power 
immediately comes back to life. Beltway soon confirms the motor is working once again and 
they are able to move out of the loading dock and into the facility proper. 
 
They are now in a huge, dimly lit storage area.  
Huge shelving racks stretch off as far as the  
eye can see containing boxes, crates and all  
manner of equipment and supplies. Pallets of  
boxes, forklift trucks and wooden crates are  
all over the place. There are also visible signs  
of carnage with the bodies of former workers  
on the floor and bloodstains and splintered  
wood everywhere. They split up to search the  
warehouse before taking the stairwell to the  
upper level and moving round mesh gantries  
crisscrossing the storage areas below to find the door to the main operations room. The noises 
they heard are closer now and Lupo urges them all inside. The operations area is a hexagonal-
shaped room looking out along both sides of the main storage facility which is split into two. 
Looking through the observation windows, they can see a Spec Ops platoon engaged in a heavy 
fire fight with the Nemesis T-Type who wields a powerful Gatling Gun. Lupo updates 
Command that they have reached the warehouse and their reply is an order to locate the 
computer terminal that will gain them access to the B.O.W. programming facility. 
 
The room they are in is a mess, with documents and paperwork scattered all over the place. A 
blood-stained whiteboard is on the wall detailing this month’s worker’s timetable and a couple 
of vending machines have been prised open. Moving further round they find broken transport 
pallets and boxes of supplies stacked up by the wall near to a stack of employee lockers. It is all 
very bland and uninteresting and certainly doesn’t look like a secret or important facility of any 
kind. At the back of the room is a small office with some computer servers and a few desks. 
Lupo heads over to the control panel and deactivates the security protocols. Back in the 
operations room, a hidden door opens in the central atrium of the hexagon, revealing a secret 
elevator leading underground. Intrigued, the team climb on board and ride down. An 
Umbrella Laboratory sign is above the door and command gets in touch to relay the relevant 
information, explaining this facility is where Umbrella technicians program the highest grade 
B.O.W.’s with the NE-α parasite before sending them into the field. Also in storage is a 
deactivated T-103 specimen which is a failed experiment. Wolfpack will need to extract the 
dormant parasite from its brain to implant into the Nemesis. Bertha is excited by the prospect 
of performing an operation although Four Eyes deems it odd that a Tyrant just happened to be 
here that they can extract a parasite from. In reality, Umbrella USA were using the parasite to 
try and create their own Nemesis, or a successor to that particular model as part of their 
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ongoing rivalry with Umbrella Europe; who first developed the NE-α parasite 10 years ago 
now. The fact the researchers in this facility have failed to fuse an NE-α parasite with a T-103 
suggests they do not have the necessary skills or equipment to complete the process 
successfully. The science team based here have been experimenting with the parasites on other 
creatures to find out exactly how it works. NE-α is extremely aggressive and can kill its host 
organism within five minutes of insertion. 
 
The doors eventually open and they emerge into a high-tech control room with chrome floors 
and walls. They are deep below ground now, probably somewhere in the sewer network 
beneath the streets. A single researcher zombie greets them and Bertha puts a bullet in its 
brain. Banks of monitors flash readouts and Umbrella logos at them and a central control 
panel is installed in the middle of the room. To the right, large plexi-glass windows look out 
into a storage area but the door to that area is locked. On the opposite side, another door leads 
into a large room used for storing specimen capsules for B.O.W.s which are then frozen and 
transported to other facilities. At first glance, the capsules are all empty but filled with 
preserved bio-organic fluids and ready to go. The fluid is luminous and gives off a haunting 
green glow. Vector wonders what is inside the programming lab and Four Eyes is impressed 
with the set up and the volumes of knowledge that is stored here. Lupo tells them both to keep 
their guard up and not to get sloppy. 
 
They continue to move around the catwalks  
but most of the pressure doors are locked  
and require a passcode to get through.  
However, a door to the right is open and  
leads into the central core of the  
programming lab. It is very high-tech inside,  
full of state of the art scientific equipment  
with closed off clean rooms and  
experimentation chambers. A huge  
Umbrella Corporation logo dominates the  
back wall and in the centre is a small  
control room with some zombies milling  
around inside. But as they watch something which looks like a spider suddenly scuttles up the 
body of the zombie and decapitates it with large pincers before latching onto the neck stump, 
causing the zombie’s body to speed up and start running around, almost as if the spider had 
control of it. Vector has never seen one of these before but Four Eyes recognises the organism 
as the NE-β parasite, although she is surprised as to her knowledge the Beta project had been 
recently discontinued. Lupo senses their danger and asks Command for an ID, but all 
Command will say is that this is one of Umbrella’s most secret facilities and contains some of 
Umbrella’s most dangerous specimens. Wolfpack must exercise caution. 
 
The door to the control room is locked so for now the parasite zombie is trapped inside. Lupo 
signals the others to spread out and search the lab. Stairs lead down to a lower level on the right 
hand side but they ignore it for now and concentrate on the left. Banks of monitors and 
computer screens display graphs, charts and other scientific data that is incomprehensible to 
everyone other than Four Eyes. There are computers, electron microscopes, measuring 
devices; every kind of scientific instrument and experimentation device is present as well as 
beakers, test tubes, specimen jars, large box files and paperwork everywhere. Another heavy-
looking door is at the back with a small Umbrella logo on but it is locked. Further down they 
find pressure canisters with experiments inside such as dissected Licker claws near to canisters 
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of liquid nitrogen. Medicines and fluids are loaded into experimentation and measuring 
machines, amidst more laptops and desktop computers, it is a scientist’s dream. Spectre and 
Beltway open up another door near the large Umbrella logo on the wall. Inside they find a 
patient’s bed and a small sterilised kitchen area with freezers for storage. Biohazard disposal 
bins are in here and a large shelving unit full of equipment has been covered with tarpaulin. A 
monitor affixed to the ceiling displays hissing static and the overhead lights are malfunctioning 
and flicker on and off. On the wall is a whiteboard with all kinds of scientific notes and other 
papers attached to it. There is also another door in here leading deeper into the facility but a 
blue key card is needed to get inside. 
 
Back in the main room, Lupo and the others move down a level where state of the art flat 
screen monitors cover the left hand wall. Large cables are strewn across the floor connecting 
power to all the high tech machinery and more empty B.O.W. housing capsules are down 
here. Opposite another kitchen area, Vector clocks another white board on the wall and on it is 
a detailed breakdown of the structure of the Raccoon City Police Department. In the top 
corner someone has sarcastically written 'All R.P.D., let’s be safe out there! Chief Irons.' 
Beneath is a breakdown of the force into each division including Patrol, Special Weapons and 
Tactics (SWAT), S.T.A.R.S., and K-9. There is also description of the uniform for each 
division and a detailed breakdown of their available weaponry with a conclusion that they 
possess some weapons impractical for law enforcement. There is also a scribbled flow chart 
detailing deployment zones and unit breakdowns. Someone has been planning how the R.P.D. 
was going to be able to react to this citywide biohazard.  
 
Looking further round they find more experimentation areas until some more steps down 
brings them to the contained T-103 lying comatose on a gurney behind a sealed laser grid. 
Lupo recognises the model and is impressed seeing one so close up as Bertha remarks the 
sight of an operating table is making her excited. Four Eyes inspects the equipment and 
determines the T-103 was in the middle of being programmed, wondering what they were 
using for neural induction of the instruction sets. Vector is less impressed and suggests there is 
nowhere to fight in here if the Tyrant reactivates. He urges they finish up and get out of here. 
 
Further down, Beltway finds the switch that  
shuts off the protective laser grid, leading  
Command to get back in touch. They need  
to find a large syringe so Four Eyes takes  
over and picks one up from one of the  
adjacent experimentation chambers  
holding a couple of zombified U.B.C.S.  
members. Their arms have burned off  
after walking into the lasers that were  
surrounding them. Four Eyes then  
prepares to carefully extract the parasite  
from the T-103’s neural cortex. As they  
move back towards the immobile Tyrant, a  
few of the beta parasites come scuttling down the stairs. Beltway shouts a warning and the 
others open fire on the creatures as Four Eyes calmly approaches the Tyrant. She carefully 
inserts the syringe and goes about her work with expert precision, successfully extracting the 
NE-α parasite without any damage to the organism or the host body. The parasite seems to be 
dormant and hasn’t even attempted to take control of the T-103. They update Command and 
their next order is to locate the rogue Nemesis and repair it. 
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They head back upstairs and move to the main exit they came in by, but the door has locked, 
probably on automatic lockdown when the parasites got out. They need to find another way 
and instead locate a central door on the opposite side. Suddenly, Beltway shouts that the 
Tyrant is reactivating and observes the T-103 rise up off its operating table. Lupo shouts back 
that without its control parasite the T-103 will attack anything. In the meantime the door is 
locked and they need multiple key cards. Quickly, they split up to frantically search the lab for 
the three key cards that will unlock the door whilst simultaneously trying to keep the Tyrant 
busy. They scatter so the Tyrant has less targets to chase. Beltway and Vector try to keep it 
suppressed with heavy weaponry as the others search through all the lab equipment and 
adjacent rooms. The Tyrant’s footsteps make the ground shake as bullets ping off its power 
limiter trench coat. Vector gets in a few head shots causing the monster to raise its arm for 
protection. This is its weak spot. 
 
Meanwhile, Spectre locates the first key card in one of the back rooms on the corpse of a lab 
worker. Shortly afterwards Lupo finds the second in the main control room. She’d had to open 
the door and release the parasite zombie inside, but once she’d taken care of it, the second key 
card was on the floor. Finally, Bertha recovered the last one from a storeroom down a corridor 
on the right. Once regrouped, they open the door and move through, locking the rampaging 
Tyrant in behind them. 
 
They are now in a holding area that has been locked down with heavy steel doors. Beltway goes 
over to examine them, determining that they cannot force their way through and will need to 
activate the security consoles. There are control rooms at the end of the catwalk on either side 
of the main exit. Wolfpack hurry to take out the zombies in their way before they are infected 
by the NE-β parasites that have followed them by crawling through the air ducts. Once the 
parasites infect the zombies they become stronger, faster and more resilient. Soon however, 
they are able to disable the door locks and move through into the next area. This is another 
room for holding the B.O.W. capsules and appears clear until they catch sight of the Tyrant. 
Somehow, it has followed them, but this room actually works to their advantage as it is 
cramped and difficult to move around all the storage pods, making it hard for the massive 
frame of the T-103 to manoeuvre. Best practice is to avoid it and they criss-cross around the 
room and down a utility corridor until a pressure door takes them back into the outer control 
room of the B.O.W. programming lab where they had first entered. From there they are able 
to ride the elevator back up to the P15-B warehouse, leaving the Tyrant and the parasites 
behind. 
 
Once back up top, they emerge out onto the  
hexagonal operations room. Looking out the  
window, they can see the Nemesis hit the  
Spec Ops team with a dazzling display of  
heavy fire from its Gatling gun before  
igniting a fuel drum that sends a colossal  
explosion reverberating throughout the  
room and knocking everyone back. Quickly,  
Wolfpack file down into the storage area  
and take up sniping positions from the  
gantry. Four Eyes quickly relays a mission  
update saying they have located the Nemesis. Command warns that in its damaged state the 
Nemesis will attack anything. They will need to disable it first. The team open fire on the 
creature, riddling it with bullets yet they have little to no effect. The Nemesis responds with a 
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devastating hail of fire that chips concrete off the floor all around them. Beltway tosses a few 
frag grenades over the railing and two muffled explosions later, Lupo gives them the signal to 
move out and spread across the room, meaning the Nemesis cannot track all of them at once. 
Their plan is to use the Spec Ops as bait to keep the Nemesis busy so they can weaken it from 
a distance. Lupo, Bertha and Spectre take up positions on the elevated gantries and walkways 
that criss-cross the warehouse below whilst Vector, Four Eyes and Beltway head downstairs and 
take cover inside the numerous cargo containers dotted around the space. As they continue to 
fire, every so often the Nemesis will stagger and roar in frustration, but the punishment it is 
able to withstand is astounding. The creature continues to fire, destroying anything in its path 
and tearing Spec Ops operatives into meat. It soon turns its attentions to Vector and he is only 
saved thanks to the several inches of steel shielding him in the cargo container he is occupying. 
 
Soon however, the Spec Ops are all dead and minutes later, the Nemesis staggers and drops to 
its knees. Four Eyes immediately breaks cover and sprints up behind the creature whilst it is 
incapacitated. Quickly, she injects the NE-α parasite into the base of its neck. This causes the 
Nemesis to fall to the ground and begin undergoing violent spasms as the parasite slowly 
retakes control. Four Eyes quickly retreats well back before the Nemesis eventually lays still. As 
the team watch from the shadows, the Nemesis slowly comes round and stands up. It walks 
over to a heavy weapons container located nearby and recovers a custom made rocket launcher 
that is too big and too heavy for a regular human to use. The creature pays no heed to 
Wolfpack as it calmly walks towards the exit of the warehouse, muttering only one word... 
“S.T.A.R.S….” 
 
Once the Nemesis has left, Wolfpack provide a mission update and move out ready to receive 
instructions for their next objective. Meanwhile, Umbrella will send a U.S.S. team to secure the 
P15-B facility from any further U.S. Government incursions. It was fortunate the 
malfunctioning Nemesis was there to stop them as the government getting inside the B.O.W. 
programming lab would have been a disaster due to the secrets and classified projects housed 
inside. 
 
02:30AM 
Back at the R.P.D., all is quiet inside the  
situation room in the west wing of the station.  
Of the eight survivors holed up in here, some  
are getting a much needed sleep as others  
stand guard. Cut off from the main hall and  
eastern wing of the station for coming up to  
two days now, they have no idea as to the fates  
of Marvin, Rita and the others. But suddenly  
something begins to bang on the doors.  
Somehow the zombies have found a way  
inside. The police officers quickly rouse the  
others and mobilise themselves, pressing  
against the door and trying to keep them  
closed. However, the zombies are too great in number and eventually force their way inside. 
Another fire fight breaks out and although the officers manage to incapacitate all the virus 
carriers, four more of them are killed, including David Ford. 
 
After the battle, Elliot Edward takes temporary charge and updates the operation log. Only 
four of them are left alive now and they cannot stay here much longer so concoct a last ditch 
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plan to escape through the sewers. The sewer access point is located in the kennels near the 
cell block, but it won’t be easy getting reaching it and there is no guarantee more horrors won’t 
be lurking inside the sewers. They plan to lock the door to the basement corridor and leave the 
key in the western office in case there are any more survivors. They will wait as long as they can 
before moving out. Elliot will leave the operation log behind detailing their plan and hopes that 
someone will find it useful. 
 
“September 28th 
Early morning 2:30 AM. Zombies overran the operation room and another battle broke out. 
We lost four more people, including David. We're down to four people, including myself. We 
failed to secure the weapons cache and hope for our survival continues to diminish. We won't 
last much longer... We agreed upon a plan to escape through the sewer. There's a path leading 
from the precinct underground to the sewage disposal plant. We should be able to access the 
sewers through there. The only drawback is that there is now guarantee the sewage disposal 
plant is free of any possible dangers. We know our chances in the sewers are slim, but anything 
is better than simply waiting here to die. 
In order to buy more time, we locked the only door leading to the underground, which is 
located in the eastern office. We left the key behind in the western office since it's unlikely that 
any of those creatures have the intelligence to find it and unlock the door. 
I pray that this operation report will be helpful to whoever may find it. 
Recorder: Elliot Edward” 
-RE2: Operation Report 2; 28/09/98 
 
Cindy Lennox, George Hamilton, Alyssa Ashcroft and Yoko Suzuki arrive back in Raccoon 
City after almost a full day wandering around Raccoon Forest. 
 
Back at the St. Michael Clock Tower, the  
situation has become bleak. Campbell and  
the other merc have been laying low and  
there are only two other civilians left alive;  
the girl who reminds the merc of his sister,  
and her father. All the other civilians are  
dead thanks to the horrors that lurk in the  
many rooms. One poor man was taken by a  
Giant Spider and cocooned in a web in the  
hallway linking the library with the clock  
gallery where he died of poisoning. The  
merc wants to signal for the evac helicopter  
early but is hesitant to do so because he  
doesn’t want to leave the girl. Campbell is  
ready to cut and run but the merc persuades him to stay for now. They heard something 
several hours ago which had sounded like a gunfire in the outside courtyard, but none of them 
had felt compelled to investigate, preferring to stay holed up in their secured rooms.  
 
“I wanted to evacuate as soon as possible, but the girl didn't. Her father insisted that he 
wouldn't leave the city where his beloved wife rests in peace. I really wanted to save the girl, but 
Campbell said, "All I care about is our lives." That's how I felt before, but now...  
The clock tower has become a dangerous place and I don't want to make any more mistakes...” 
-RE3: Merc’s Pocketbook; 28/09/98 
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Over the next several hours, all the survivors at the  
clock tower are killed. The girl's father is taken,  
then Campbell is killed in the main hall, still  
clutching onto his mine thrower. The merc and  
the girl are holed up in the clock tower gallery and  
die in each other's arms. 
 
DAWN: 
A U.B.C.S. mercenary separated from his unit  
slumps down in an alleyway somewhere in  
Uptown off Ennerdale St. He is tired, hungry,  
wounded and completely exhausted. He knows he  
has no chance of escaping the city alive now and  
recalls the time he was due to be executed and how Umbrella spared him. At the time he 
thought it was a miracle and a second chance for his life, but given the choice again he wishes 
they had killed him there and then. Execution would have been much more preferable than 
being trapped in Raccoon City right now. He decides to sit for a while before committing 
suicide. 
 
"Dawn's here, but we're still slogging through this nightmare. There are no provisions of any 
kind here. The undead walk the streets feeding upon the flesh of the living. Given the choice 
again, I would rather have been executed. Death row was a heavenly asylum compared to this 
place.  
I've chosen to pull the trigger myself, in the hope that my dead body won't come back to life." 
-RE3: Mercenary's Diary; 28/09/98 
 
Brad Vickers, the only other S.T.A.R.S. member left in town besides Jill Valentine, has an 
encounter with the Nemesis T-Type who is after his blood. Through sheer luck, Brad manages 
to evade the creature and escape, but he is left absolutely terrified by the experience.  
 
“No!! It’s that monster in the black suit again! Why does that thing keep chasing me?! What 
did I do? This must be someone’s sick idea of a joke. If I knew things were going to end up 
like this, I would have left the S.T.A.R.S. team a long time ago! But whining won’t help me 
now. I know I’m finished… 
Oh…In my hometown Delucia, I bet the flowers are in bloom. If I could only see them once 
more before I die… 
Brad Vickers” 
-RE2EX: Brad's Note; undated. 
 
Oswell E. Spencer makes a request to his trusted comrade Sergei Vladimir to come to 
Raccoon City and personally take charge of Umbrella's military operations inside the 
contamination zone. If the U.S. Government and Derek Simmons continue to push forward 
the order for the sterilisation operation, they are fast running out of time to secure William 
Birkin's G-Virus. Sergei will arrive from Russia and take charge the following day. 
 
Rookie Police Officer Leon S. Kennedy is due to start his new posting at Raccoon City 
tomorrow. Tonight he will attend a party with his girlfriend before stopping at a motel and 
driving directly onto Raccoon tomorrow. He has his uniform with him but evidently has not 
been watching the news of late. 
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A local business man named Dario Rosso frantically runs across the streets of Uptown 
Raccoon City. He has already lost his mother and his wife to the zombies and after another 
attack he becomes separated from his daughter who is also killed. Overcome with fear and 
panic, he takes refuge in a warehouse called the 'Blue Mountain Storehouse’ located just off 
Fission Street. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
U.S. Military command have had their communications disrupted thanks to the efforts of the 
U.S.S. Wolfpack. They still have units on the ground but a decision is made to send in one last 
team designated Echo Six, and led by Crispin 'Dee Ay' Jettingham. Their mission is to uncover 
any information and evidence behind the viral outbreak in Raccoon City and locate any key 
persons with inside information. They also have a classified objective to recover a G-Virus 
sample following the initial failure to secure William Birkin. With Dee Ay as team leader they 
also have Caroline 'Willow' Floyd on recon, Erez 'Harley' Morris as medic, Sienna 'Party Girl' 
Fowler on surveillance, Lawrence 'Shona' Kimbala as field scientist and Marissa 'Tweed' 
Ronson as demolitions expert. They will be deployed later today. 
 
Meanwhile a U.S.S. team take over a branch of RC Radio to use as a base. Another team 
secure City Hall and begin destroying documents and rigging it to explode. 
 
Almost all the U.B.C.S. members deployed to Raccoon City are now dead. Their combat data 
when engaged with the B.O.W.s and zombies has been recorded and uploaded back to 
Umbrella by the Supervisors/Monitors from their base inside Raccoon Park. 
 
Meanwhile Jill Valentine, former S.T.A.R.S. member and survivor of the infamous mansion 
incident has spent a majority of the outbreak holed up in her apartment, watching the chaos 
unfold. She’d remained behind in Raccoon City when Chris Redfield had left for Europe and 
Barry Burton had relocated his family to Canada. She’d wanted to investigate Umbrella’s 
facilities here in the city and had arranged to join up with her colleagues in a month’s time. 
However, the unfolding biohazard that has since engulfed the city has forced her to lay low. For 
days now she has been hearing screams, explosions and gunfire but at last it is finally dying 
down. Wearing civilian clothing and taking her Samurai Edge, she is ready to make her 
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desperate bid for escape. As she leaves her apartment for what will be the last time, she leaves a 
note on the table for anyone who may find it. 
 
“Early autumn. 
The arrival of nature, the scent of the forest, a  
cool breeze. 
Many times, it was the beginning of a  
changing season. 
One month and a half has passed since the  
incident ---- 
September has arrived in Raccoon City, a  
small industrial town located in the American  
Midwest. 
Citizens have buried the memories as they  
return to their day to day lives. 
The bizarre incident that occurred in the  
Arklay Mountains. 
The destruction of the Special Forces unit, S.T.A.R.S. 
The contamination of man and animal at the Umbrella Inc. bio-weapon laboratory in the 
mansion. 
The evil power of the "t"-virus, which transforms them into hideous monsters. 
It was impossible for citizens to believe the survivors. 
After all, it was they who experienced fear and the existence of many bio-weapons such as 
zombies, it sounded like imagination. 
Beyond imagination. 
The survivors did not wait for people to believe, instead they travelled to Europe to expose the 
huge evil. 
Now, unusual things are occurring in Raccoon City. 
Murder is a frequent abnormality in the town, and a weird disease becomes prevalent. 
t-virus infection ------ 
At first, the evil was hidden until citizens gradually transformed into monsters. 
People cursed their foolishness. But it was too late. 
They had chosen their destiny. 
Raccoon City was headed for disaster.” 
- www.capcom.co.jp/bio3/; Monologue of Jill; undated. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL 3: NEMESIS – PART 1 begin. 
 
Jill heads downstairs and finds the zombies waiting for her. The lobby is on fire and a small 
explosion blows the front doors open and she dives outside into an alleyway. The zombies are 
on fire behind her as she runs down the passage. A single zombie blocks the way and four 
shots with her Samurai Edge are enough to put it down temporarily enough for her to get past. 
She vaults over a red dumpster next to a broken shop window displaying a female mannequin 
dressed in red and black attire, but is soon ambushed by zombies on all sides. She forces open 
a door with her shoulder before retreating back and sheltering in the same Blue Mountain 
Storehouse Dario Rosso disappeared into earlier. Jill finds him alive inside and together they 
hole up and wait for the zombies to disperse. 
 
"September 28th. Daylight... The monsters have overtaken the city. Somehow... I'm still alive..." 
- Voiceover from Jill Valentine: RE3 Prologue 
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Inside the Blue Mountain Storehouse, Jill keeps  
watch by the window for some time until  
enough of the zombies outside have dispersed  
for them to try and make an escape attempt.  
She tells Dario they need to get out of here right  
now but he stubbornly refuses. He has just lost  
his daughter out there and is livid she now wants  
him to go back outside. Jill is sympathetic but  
stresses there isn’t going to be any rescue and  
they must leave right now. But Dario would  
rather starve to death holed up in this  
warehouse than be eaten by zombies. He shouts  
at her to leave him alone and runs off towards the loading area and climbs up into a storage 
container, locking himself inside. Jill bangs on the door after him but he refuses to come out. 
He is not leaving. 
 
Jill decides to search the warehouse for supplies, concluding Dario will at least be safe so long 
as he remains inside the container. There are two yellow forklift trucks used for loading and 
unloading cargo and the warehouse is stacked full of boxes, crates and pallets of matte paint 
drums. At the back of the room is an area for storing defective products next to an electronic 
storage container. The exit door to the warehouse is locked and through the grimy windows 
she can see it is eerily silent outside. At the top of a rusted staircase is the main office full of 
admin and various reports laid out on the counter. There is a desk with a delivery voucher 
book and a stack of boxes containing more vouchers. The area map for the delivery service is 
pinned on the wall and on a rack by the door is a bunch of keys.  
 
Now able to unlock the door, Jill leaves the warehouse and emerges out into an alleyway. The 
wind howls and swirls through the narrow confines and the occasional caw of a faraway crow 
can be heard in the distance. There are several trash cans dotted about and litter is strewn 
everywhere. A yellow pedal bike belonging to the R.P.D. leans against the wall further down. 
 
A door at the end leads to the street outside  
which is a filthy alleyway full of rusting,  
overflowing dumpsters and metal stairwells.  
Water drips from a leaking drain  
somewhere up above and the whole place  
reeks of death and decay. Mould and grime  
seep out of the brickwork and faded and  
torn posters are plastered all over. An  
abandoned apartment block is directly  
opposite and the entranceway has been  
hastily boarded up. Two corpses lay on the  
floor to the right near two large metal  
dumpsters stacked up against some closed  
shutters. Another zombie staggers through  
the street ahead, moaning hungrily. Jill decides to head in the opposite direction where a door 
leads into another cramped alleyway. She moves past some overflowing bins and up some steps 
onto a rotting wooden walkway where some of the boards are loose and others are full of holes. 
Following it round, she comes to a closed door on her right and an alleyway running down to 
her left. Suddenly the door burst open and fellow S.T.A.R.S. member Brad Vickers dashes out 
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and disappears down the alleyway, followed closely by several zombies. Jill shoots them all 
down, the shots from her Samurai Edge buckling wetly into their decayed forms. Her gun 
clicks dry with two of them still standing so she abandons her pursuit of Brad for now and 
continues straight on and through another door at the end. 
 
She now finds herself on Jack St. outside several  
shops. The route to the left is blocked by several  
tough-looking police barricades and a side-door  
to an alleyway running behind one of the bars is  
locked from the other side. She runs past a  
diner called ‘Knack’ with graffiti all over the  
walls and back up the road where Jack St.  
re-joins with Fission St. A barricade has been  
pushed aside to allow access and up ahead is a  
restaurant named ‘Cheryl and Diaz’. She needs  
to head left at the upcoming junction as the left  
side of Fission St. runs directly up to Ennerdale  
St. outside the R.P.D., but the route is blocked  
thanks to a wrecked police car. Suddenly she hears someone screaming for help and Jill spots a 
blonde-haired girl in shorts running away from two zombies. She gives chase, side-stepping 
more wandering zombies, avoiding barricades and dodging round signs and broken glass, 
eventually arriving back on the street she began outside the Blue Mountain Storehouse. She 
heads up the alleyway towards the warehouse door but is too late and finds two zombies tearing 
chunks out of the girl’s corpse on the floor. With no ammo, Jill can do nothing but silently 
back away and wonders if the girl was Dario’s missing daughter… 
 
She moves back out onto Fission St amidst all  
the debris and smashed glass littering the  
road. A door on one of the crumpled police  
cars moves suddenly as if something sinister is  
lurking inside. She moves back onto Jack St,  
past Bar Black Jack and through the side door  
to the alley where she first saw Brad. The  
remaining zombies seem to have dispersed to  
she decides to investigate Brad’s initial hiding  
place through the still-open door. There is a  
strange smell and the walls have turned a  
sickly-green thanks to the moss and lichen  
feeding on the damp seeping through the  
cracks. She heads down some stairs and  
emerges into a tiny storage area. A zombie lurks and takes her by surprise, lunging for her 
throat. She manages to wrestle it to the floor and notices a corpse in the corner conveniently 
holding a Benelli M3S sawn-off shotgun. She quickly takes it and blows the zombie’s head off 
before it can rise up off the floor. The dead man appears to have died before his guts were 
later torn out and several maggots crawl all over his corpse. The room contains cases of stored 
drinking water, crates of empty bottles and cardboard boxes that have been soaked through. 
On one shelf she finds a can of lighter fuel and decides to take it with her before returning 
upstairs to the surface. 
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She follows the alleyway opposite the door where Brad ran down, moving past the rusty 
drainpipes and graffiti-laden walls before a door leads out onto another street. The path to her 
right is blocked by a makeshift barricade and the shutter leading to the storage bay of Bar Jack 
is tightly shut. She uses the shotgun to take out a few more wandering virus carriers and passes 
a crashed yellow taxi that billows out smoke. A sturdy-looking gate on the left cannot be 
opened and further on is an apartment block but the entrance is all sealed up. She passes the 
back entrance to Bar Jack but the door is locked from the other side. Waste paper bins have 
been knocked over and old rags rustle in the wind. She passes a locked clothes boutique and 
another apartment block where the residents have blocked the entrance with an old piano, a 
wooden chair and a yellow child’s bicycle. Further round the corner she can hear a man 
screaming from somewhere up ahead so she follows the street round, past a bakery and a side-
street blocked off with wooden pallets and a van belonging to Kendo’s Gun Shop. But again 
she is too late to save anyone and finds two zombies feasting on their unfortunate male victim. 
The sounds of ripping flesh is nauseating so she quickly moves on past the Dali Fresh shop 
only to find the road blocked with more barricades up ahead. 
 
An offshoot to her right leads into another small alleyway running down to a small yard at the 
rear of Bar Jack. Gunshots catch her attention and she spots Brad Vickers firing at another 
zombie before retreating once again and moving inside the rear entrance of the bar. Jill moves 
down into the yard and takes out the remaining two zombies. A discarded toy box sits in the 
yard and someone has drawn a crude track with a train going around it on the floor with chalk. 
A child’s scooter leans against the wall and there is a storage area but the shutter is down and a 
crank is required to open it. As she approaches the back door of the bar she notices an advert 
from Umbrella on the wall advertising a new miracle drug that will make you look and feel ten 
years younger. 
 
Inside the bar she finds Brad involved in a  
tussle with a zombie cop. It manages to  
take a bite out of his neck before he is able  
to push it away. He fires at the creature and  
Jill assists until the zombie is dead on the  
floor. Exhausted, Brad slumps to the floor  
and Jill goes over to him. She asks why  
nobody is doing anything about the  
outbreak and Brad confesses he didn’t  
even know she was still alive. He goes on to  
say that the police are simply not trained  
for an incident of this magnitude and there  
is nothing they could have done. He gets to his feet and delivers an ominous warning that 
something is coming for them both, something deliberately designed to track down S.T.A.R.S. 
members. But before Jill can prompt him for more information, Brad suddenly leaves out of 
the front door. She decides not to follow as he clearly has no intention of teaming up with her 
so instead she decides to search the bar. A couple of pinball machines line the back wall and 
someone has left a lighter on a table next to a payphone. It is out of fuel so she tops it up and 
takes it with her. The main dance floor is made up of chequered black and white tiles and 
seven stools extend across the width of the bar. A fan spins on the ceiling and there is a 
mounted deer’s head on the wall. Partially consumed food and drink litter the bar and she 
comes across a souvenir postcard for the St. Michael Clock Tower, one of Raccoon City’s 
major landmarks. Bottles of bourbon line the shelves behind the bar and beneath the cash 
register she finds a box of handgun rounds she uses to top up her weapon. 
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She leaves via the back door and down a series of graffiti-laden alleyways until she emerges 
onto a street where the Umbrella Sales Office is located but the route to the office is blocked 
via barricades. Past a stack of wooden pallets and a red fuel drum is a gate bound tight with 
rope which has been soaked in oil. Further on the street is blocked by another steel barricade 
and several zombies on the other side are pushing against it. As Jill fumbles with the rope on 
the gate the barricade is suddenly pushed over and the zombies pour through. She backs away 
and aims her shotgun at the red fuel drum, resulting in a large explosion that eviscerates the 
wandering undead. When the dust settles she notices the trapped zombies had killed and eaten 
two police officers. One of them still holds a photograph of R.P.D. SWAT team officers 
pressing forward and it is stamped with yesterday’s date. Using the lighter she melts the rope 
sealing the gate and is able to access the next area. 
 
She is now in another dank alleyway where a raging fire has spread to a nearby garbage dump 
and cuts off the only other access route to the Umbrella Sales Office. She can hear a zombie 
dog barking somewhere close by and gets the shock of her life when it jumps out of the 
inferno, its body still on fire. Jill makes a run for it and passes another dog sniffing around a 
blinking red light on the wall which she realises is a fire hydrant but the hose is missing. She 
makes it to the gate at the end of the alley before the dogs can reach her and emerges out the 
other side and back onto Fission St.  
 
She is now on the other side of the wrecked  
police cars that were blocking her way and  
should be able to reach the police station  
from here. A truck has burst into flames near  
to ‘The Gallery’ and a coffee shop on the  
other side. The route up to the R.P.D. is a  
wreck. All the shops have been looted and  
there is smashed glass and broken bottles all  
over the road. At the junction of Ennerdale  
St. is the ‘L.E. Books’ store and several  
parked vehicles have all been vandalised and  
a damaged fire hydrant gushes great torrents  
of water up into the air. Traffic cones are  
scattered around and more blocked police  
vehicles prevent further travel up Ennerdale  
St but the gates to the R.P.D. courtyard are still accessible and beckon Jill inside. 
 
The outer yard is empty but before she can reach  
the main doors to the R.P.D., Brad Vickers  
comes in through the gate behind her. He looks  
in bad shape with his body armour and shirt  
more blood-splattered since their last encounter.  
He calls out to her and seems to be in some pain  
but the conversation is cut short by the arrival of  
the Nemesis T-Type who jumps down between  
them from a nearby roof. Brad recognises its  
nightmarish form instantly and immediately backs  
away. He pleads with Jill to do something as the  
Nemesis strides over and hoists him up into the air via his neck. Jill is transfixed with fear and 
watches helplessly as Nemesis draws back its right arm and shoots a tentacle through Brad’s 
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face, killing him instantly then tossing his body away like a rag doll. Nemesis then turns its 
attention towards Jill and mutters the word ‘STARS…’ She quickly bolts for the door and the 
huge creature runs straight for her but its enlarged bulk allows her to duck under its swing and 
she pushes her way through the main doors, quickly throwing the bolts shut behind her. 
 
Now alone in the main hall of the R.P.D., Jill watches his fear as Nemesis repeatedly slams into 
the doors on the other side, cracking the seams and almost tearing the locks from their hinges. 
She notices the door leading to the Eastern Office and basement areas have been nailed shut 
with planks of wood, likewise the door to the waiting room on the right. She heads towards the 
reception desk, crossing over the R.P.D. crest on the floor and the water goddess statue in the 
centre, noticing the emblem for the statue is missing. She heads to the computer on the front 
desk to access the security system but realises she doesn’t have her S.T.A.R.S. ID card for 
authentication. Amidst all the paperwork and files stored behind the desk she finds some more 
handgun ammunition and with the emergency ladder to the second floor retracted and out of 
reach, her only option is to proceed through the western office. 
 
This place is a mess with blood and debris  
everywhere, a grim reminder of when the  
barricades were broken through a day ago  
now. Plaster and concrete have come off the  
walls from stray gunfire and desks have been  
tipped over to provide cover. One of the  
work desks has party hats and plastic cups  
laid out as well as a pair of comedy glasses  
with a false nose. A poster reads ‘Welcome  
Leon’ and Jill surmises it must be for one of  
the new recruits. Filing cabinets are stocked  
full of archived paperwork and several  
wooden desks have been cluttered together  
in the middle of the room to form one large  
workspace. In the far corner is a trail of blood across the floor leading to the sergeant’s office. 
Inside she finds Officer Marvin Branagh who has been fatally wounded by zombies. His 
wounds are so bad that she believes him to be dead when he is in fact just unconscious. He 
holds a progress report concerning the investigation of the jewel theft from the decorative clock 
near to City Hall as well as an additional report stating how one of the gems was found on the 
body of a restaurant owner who was shot following manifestation of virus symptoms. The gem 
is now stored in evidence. A door ahead leads to the evidence locker and property holding 
area next to a chalkboard where police operations and shift schedules are lined up. An 
operation is laid out for the St. Michael festival which is due to take place tomorrow.  
 
The evidence room contains rows of metal lockers used for lost property storage and evidential 
items for ongoing investigations. In one unlocked drawer she finds the blue gem Marvin 
mentioned in his report and decides to take it with her. She knows from when Chief Irons shut 
down the S.T.A.R.S. unit that the key for their old office is kept in another locker but she 
doesn’t have the four digit code required to get inside. She will need access to the R.P.D. 
network to get the code. 
 
She heads into the west wing hallway where three zombies lurk, all dressed in civilian clothing. 
She quickly takes the first door on the right which is the corridor running down towards the 
briefing room where David Ford and his party made their last stand a day ago now. The 
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windows in the outer corridor have all been put through and hastily barricaded with planks of 
wood. The briefing room has two banks of green chairs looking at a green chalkboard detailing 
a police operation next to the podium where the senior officer conducts the briefing. There are 
numerous information posters on the wall and wanted pictures of outstanding criminals 
plastered above desks and a vending machine. On the desk next to the podium Jill finds her 
own S.T.A.R.S. ID card and a door at the back of the room leads into an old storeroom with a 
fireplace. A couple of rusted suits of armour have been left in here from the building’s old 
museum days and above the fire is a painting of a nude woman being hanged entitled; ‘A 
Sacrifice to Hell Fire’. This is part of Chief Irons’ extensive collection. 
 
Taking her ID card, she retreats all the way back to the main lobby where the Nemesis seems 
to have given up trying to bust the door open. She uses her card to access the computer and an 
information notice confirms the S.T.A.R.S. office key has been moved due to the emergency 
situation and provides the code for the evidence locker. She is unfortunate not to run into 
Elliot Edward and his party who are still hiding somewhere in this part of the station. 
 
Having retrieved the key from the evidence room, Jill returns to the west wing stairs and 
investigates the small office next to the dark room. A single desk is inside with a cabinet full of 
photography equipment. A memo is on the desk from David Ford, documenting the slow fall 
of the station to the zombie hordes. He has decided to commit suicide with his own shotgun, 
having drank a bottle of whiskey to give himself enough courage to do the deed. But Jill notes 
there is no body present in here. Back outside she notices the space beneath the staircase has 
been packed with spare printing paper and office supplies and she heads up to the next floor 
where an overweight zombie cop awaits. She blasts its head off with the shotgun and a couple 
more zombies await further down the hall. False plate glass windows run down the length of the 
hall with another reminder this place used to be an art museum. A door on the left wall has 
been nailed shut but a hole on the bottom is big enough for a child to squeeze through. The 
room soon opens up with a stone relief of a knight holding up a red gem with the inscription; 
‘Statue of a god holding up his soul.’ The next door takes her into the corridor outside the 
S.T.A.R.S. office and is dull and grey with no attempt made at decoration. Bare wooden 
floorboards and dull grey concrete walls leave an abandoned feel to the place with only the odd 
memo and poster pinned up for attention. Several cleaning materials have been left in a corner. 
 
Jill unlocks the S.T.A.R.S. office and heads  
inside, immediately recovering the lock pick  
set from her desk where her beret from the  
mansion incident still lies. Behind her, Chris’  
desk is as disorganised and untidy as usual. His  
guitar is here as is a ‘Made in Heaven’ leather  
jacket hung up on the wall. She checks out the  
communication station at the back of the room  
but it is out of commission and is only able to  
receive incoming transmissions. She opens the  
weapons locker to find most of the hardware  
has been cleaned out although she does find a  
magnum left behind; a Smith and Wesson  
M629C stainless steel six-shooter revolver. Barry Burton would be happy to find that. Near to a 
shelf full of archived case files from past operations, Jill searches Rebecca’s old desk. Her 
medical satchel still hangs on the wall and a packet of opened sweets lay scattered across the 
desk near a S.T.A.R.S. mug and a computer. At the other side of the room facing Chris’s desk 
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is Barry’s, instantly recognisable thanks to a pair of replica guns left lying on top as well as 
several boxes of handgun ammo. Wesker’s desk stands in front of a huge mural of the 
S.T.A.R.S. logo on the wall behind and has been thoroughly searched and trashed, with 
drawers pulled out and papers lying all over the floor. There is a photograph of the S.T.A.R.S. 
members on the wall posing with their helicopter taken during happier times. Most of the 
people on that picture are dead now. A cabinet to the left displays various trophies and one of 
them reads; ‘Marksman Contest Winner: Chris Redfield.’ On the next wall is a green 
chalkboard and a table with a fax machine. A recent fax has come through from Robert Kendo 
from his gun Shop on Flower St. explaining that his brother Joe has just completed the latest 
version of their Samurai Edge S.T.A.R.S. Special Beretta and to expect the hardware to be 
delivered soon. Having had one last nostalgic look around, Jill prepares to leave when the 
communications unit begins to beep, signalling an incoming transmission. She runs over and 
plays the message which is garbled and full of static. It is from someone named Carlos (Oliveria 
– U.B.C.S.) and he mentions that his platoon has been cut off and that no survivors have been 
found. Unable to respond, Jill leaves the room. 
 
Her plan is to head back through the library  
and use the emergency ladder in the hall to  
get back to the ground floor but  
unfortunately the door round the corner  
from the S.T.A.R.S. office is boarded up.  
The grille has been pulled off a small  
ventilation shaft nearby but no one bigger  
than a child could possibly fit through. She  
retraces her steps back downstairs and is put  
on her guard when she picks up the sound  
of smashing glass somewhere nearby. As she  
heads for the evidence room, the bottom  
window suddenly caves in and Nemesis  
comes crashing through, this time armed  
with a custom-made rocket launcher. It begins to pursue her through the station, following 
through the western office until for some reason it stops and does not follow her outside. 
 
NIGHT: 
In the courtyard the air is colder and the sky  
noticeable darker. The body of Brad  
Vickers is gone and only a large pool of  
blood remains. She heads through the gate  
and back down Ennerdale St. to where the  
burning truck blocks the way. There is a  
small alleyway next to ‘The Gallery’ that  
leads into the next area and she is able to get   
through using her lock pick set. She is now  
in another alleyway full of boarded up doors  
and windows and as it snakes round she  
comes across the body of a man slumped in  
the corner. As she goes over to investigate  
she fails to spot a Drain Deimos climb out through a window behind her. The dead man is a 
U.B.C.S. mercenary and his diary reveals his services were ‘bought’ by Umbrella six months 
ago just as he was about to be executed. The last entry is dated earlier today and it seems he 
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committed suicide only a few hours ago. Another door leads to another alley sandwiched 
between two apartment blocks. A sign advertising the ‘Catholic Student Centre’ is on the wall 
opposite and to her left is another fire hydrant on the wall. This one has a hose attached but is 
bolted on and cannot be removed. As she moves down the alley she notices the residents of 
the apartment blocks have made a washing line from one building to the other and numerous  
t-shirts and pants hang down overhead. Several old posters are plastered on the wall including 
advertisements for ‘Cool Pizza’ and a gate at the end takes her out onto the next street. 
 
She is now back on Ennerdale St. though it is  
hard to keep track as all the major junctions  
are seemingly blocked off either by  
barricades or wrecked and abandoned  
vehicles. Heading directly left would lead  
back up towards the police station but the  
route is blocked by numerous cars, including  
a yellow taxi with a dead body hanging out  
the back. To her right, Ennerdale St.  
continues on past the Raccoon City High  
School but that route is also blocked off  
thanks to a sturdy barricade. She has no  
choice but to continue forward onto E.63 St.  
which runs up the side of the R.P.D. building. These is a massive traffic pile-up here with 
several cars smashed up and a number 33 bus to Midtown crashed on top of them. A body 
hangs out from the front window of the bus and there is glass and debris all over the road. A 
large building to the right is identified as the ‘Racoon Post Office.’ Further up ahead just out of 
sight from Jill, another U.B.C.S. merc comes under attack from several zombie dogs and is 
ripped apart. Jill soon comes round, having been attracted by the gunfire and spots the 
distracted dogs enjoying their grisly meal. Further ahead she can see the rest of E.63 St. where 
it would join onto Flower St. is blocked off. As the dogs sniff her out and attack, she quickly 
ducks into the parking garage underneath the post office and shuts them outside. 
 
This area seems to double up as a  
maintenance garage as there are several  
vehicles in here undergoing repair. One car is  
having its battery replenished with jump leads  
attached to a nearby portable generator. A  
white van has its rear doors open and two  
long planks are attached to unload some  
heavy crates inside. Further down an elevator  
leads up to the main post office but there is  
no power. The front exit to the car park is  
inaccessible and the main exit shutters are  
also closed. A side door leads into a small  
office with some desks and boxes piled up. A  
large storage chest sits in the corner next to a plant growing in a pot and another door here 
leads back outside. 
 
She is now stood on the junction of Flower St. and Fox St. Turning left now would take her 
down Flower St. past the front of City Hall, the back of the R.P.D., and out near Kendo’s Gun 
Shop, but unfortunately the road has been completely barricaded off. Turning right, Flower St. 
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continues down past the Circular River but that route is also blocked via a wrecked police car. 
‘Eagie’s Pet Shop’ can be seen behind it and the front window has been smashed. The route 
down Fox St. running past the side of the electricity sub-station is also inaccessible so she is 
forced to head up the opposite side of the street. The Flower St/Fox St junction also marks the 
official geographical boundary between downtown and uptown Raccoon City. Inevitably, the 
street some becomes blocked again so she takes a side door into a construction site, finding 
herself in an alleyway draped with scaffolding on either side and transparent tarpaulin 
everywhere. Pipes and girders are stacked next to a work schedule pinned to the wall outlining 
future construction works in this area.  
 
A little further down she comes across another  
U.B.C.S. corpse on the floor where a wooden  
crate hangs from a rope up above and sways in  
the wind. As she bends down to examine the  
body, a Drain Deimos crawls out from the  
ceiling and jumps down to attack, emitting a  
high-pitched screeching sound. The Drain  
Deimos was originally a parasite or flea that  
sucked the blood of a creature infected with  
the t-Virus, resulting in a growth spurt to over a  
hundred times its original size. Jill blasts it with  
the shotgun and a sickly green blood spills out  
onto the metal catwalk. The path to the right  
leads up some stairs to a service elevator riding down to the electrical sub-station, but the 
battery is missing and as she heads back down she is attacked by another Drain Deimos. She 
ducks its clawed attack and runs away but can hear its talons scraping on the metal gantry 
behind her. Jill shoots the chain suspending the box in the air and it crashes down onto the 
creature, killing it instantly. 
 
A door leads out of the construction site and into another small alleyway. There is a door to 
her left but the rest of the road is blocked off. Suddenly she hears gunshots to her right and 
turns round to see another U.B.C.S. member shooting at a zombie before running away and 
disappearing out of sight. Jill takes off after him, emerging out next to a tribute plaque to 
Michael Warren set up in a gold light with a bronze compass and stone book set into reliefs 
either side of a statue. A small water channel flows beneath and one of the lights is 
malfunctioning and fizzes on and off. The plaque reads; ‘We must channel our knowledge to 
the future. For it shall always show us our greatest destiny. Raccoon City Mayor, Michael 
Warren.’ The road south leading back down to Flower St. is blocked off so she turns and runs 
up the street, passing a theatre currently playing a horror movie called ‘Biohazard 4.’ At the top 
of the hill the street is blocked by numerous car wrecks but the door to a restaurant called 
‘Grill 13’ is open and the lights are on inside. The U.B.C.S. merc must have gone in there. 
 
Inside, the diner looks warm and inviting with no sign of anything amiss. The floor is made of 
cork and all the dining booths contain a table and leather bound seats with condiments all set 
out. She heads for the rear kitchen area and notices a flyer left behind on one of the tables.  
 
"City Guide: The Tracks of Our City 
Dear Citizens, 
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Thanks to the kind and generous people of Umbrella Inc., this is a peaceful and friendly city. 
The vast donations from Umbrella Inc., have been used for welfare work, the construction of 
public utilities, and to help maintain public peace. 
In 1992, it was my fifth year as mayor of our beautiful city. It was then that through many 
donations and hard work our city was able to rebuild the municipal building and create a state 
of the art hospital. 
In honour of these fine accomplishments, I was awarded with a grand statue that same year. 
The statue rests in the municipal building. I came to this city as an engineer more than 35 years 
ago. I made contributions to the electric systems, and to the installation of the cable car. I 
pledge to follow the tradition of this fine city and will devote my life to its prosperity." 
The Mayor of the city 
Michael Warren." 
-RE3: City Guide; undated. 
 
Jill investigates the kitchen and can smell gas  
before noticing a crack in one of four  
canisters on the left wall. This staff-only area  
is full of stainless steel appliances and work  
surfaces and there is a ‘No Smoking’ poster  
on the wall, although someone has cheekily  
crossed out the ‘No.’ A hatch leads to the  
underground drain but she has no tool to  
open it. Around the corner is a green  
chalkboard detailing the buy-in situation of  
the various ingredients and food supplies  
and a small desk and a safe stand next to the  
rear door. She uses her lock picks to open the safe and finds a fire hook inside. She uses it to 
open the drain hatch when suddenly a noise puts her on guard and she turns to find herself 
standing face to face with the mercenary she’d spotted only minutes ago. He introduces himself 
as Carlos Oliveria and insists he is no zombie. He has a South American accent and reveals he 
is a corporal from Umbrella’s Biohazard Countermeasure Service. Jill is shocked to find he is 
part of a military unit belonging to Umbrella Corporation. He explains they were deployed into 
Raccoon City for civilian rescue but the mission went badly almost as soon as they landed. 
Suddenly their conversation is interrupted by the unexpected arrival of Nemesis inside the rear 
door of the restaurant. Wondering how it has managed to track her, Jill grabs Carlos and the 
two of them descend down the hatch and into the sewer beneath the restaurant. 
 
The drain is flooded and water sloshes up to their knees. There is also the body of a man 
dressed in a blue uniform down here. He is partially submerged and his chest has been ripped 
into and torn apart. They can hear Nemesis stomping around upstairs looking for them and 
smashing items in frustration. This causes one of the water pipes to burst and jets of cold water 
rain down on top of them, making the water level rise rapidly. As the water reaches their chests, 
Carlos spots a large ventilation hole on the wall and hoists Jill up onto his shoulders so she can 
reach it. Once she is through, he pulls himself up and they both emerge out of the other side, 
dropping down onto the side street at the back of Grill 13. Jill wants to ask him something and 
Carlos jokingly remarks that she must want to ask him out as all the foxy ladies love his accent, 
it drives them crazy. But Jill is in no mood for games and tells him to keep dreaming. She 
wants to know the real reason why Umbrella sent his team to Raccoon City and he again asserts 
their mission is to rescue civilians, but she is having none of it. Umbrella is the whole reason 
this entire incident began in the first place. They are liars. Carlos tries to assure her that the 
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U.B.C.S. are all just mercenaries, essentially just hired hands and not formally part of the 
company. If she wants answers about Umbrella then she needs to ask someone else. He 
notices several zombies slowly wandering towards them and suggests they finish their little chat 
later on. Before taking off, he again insists they are just here to help and if she can believe that, 
she should help them. He asks her to think it over before taking off and disappearing out of 
sight. 
 
Taking in her surroundings, she is now in a tight  
alleyway making up a small shopping precinct  
full of condensed shops and stores. Flags and  
posters are displayed and a door on the right  
leads to an old storeroom full of tools, boxes,  
assorted junk and a rusted crank, which she  
takes. Leaving the room she almost literally  
walks into Nemesis who is stalking the shopping  
precinct, although thankfully it has its back to  
her. She quickly turns and runs for the door at  
the end of the passage, emerging out onto  
Warren St. near to City Hall. She can hear the  
huge B.O.W. roaring close by and doesn’t have much time. The route to Lonsdale Yard is 
locked and there is no time to examine the clock face lock before Nemesis reaches her. A 
wrecked fire engine blocks the northern route up Warren St. so she quickly heads up and to 
the right where the Raccoon Press building is located. The entrance door is thankfully 
unlocked and she emerges into a small lobby with a payphone and an information desk. A 
photograph of a zombie has been left on top of the payphone with the word ‘Scoop!’ written 
across. Near a vending machine she notices the building has been locked down with a fireproof 
shutter and she can smell smoke nearby. Somewhere outside, she can hear the Nemesis 
searching for her. ‘STARS….’ 
 
Back at the Blue Mountain Storehouse, Dario Rosso is still locked up in the storage locker. He 
is sitting on one of several crates and writes the final entry in his journal under the soothing 
glow of an oil lamp. 
 
"I can't help but wonder if anyone will read these words, but writing them will help me maintain 
my sanity if nothing else.  
After I've become a meal for those undead monsters, will the G.I.s responsible for sealing off 
the town laugh upon discovering my corpse? 
So is this how it's supposed to end? I don't want to die. I'm just not ready... 
My wife, daughter, mother... My entire family has been killed. But none of that matters 
anymore. Right now, my life is the only important thing. That's all that matters. 
I never would have pictured my end to be like this. I had so much left to do. Rather than 
becoming a salesman, I should have tried my hand at being a novelist. It's what I've always 
wanted, but my mother would only tell me you have a long way to go. 
Why did I ever listen to her? 
But this looks like the end for the great Dario Rosso, novelist extraordinaire. Cut down before 
his prime..." 
-RE3: Dario's Memo; 28/09/98 
 
Shortly afterwards, Dario opens the locker and makes an attempt to leave, but unfortunately 
several zombies have already penetrated the warehouse and he is killed instantly. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – EYE OF THE 
STORM begin. 
 
At that moment, a few miles away in downtown  
Raccoon City, U.S. Special Operatives Echo  
Six are deployed into the hot zone. Dee Ay  
leads his team over to a make-shift barrier  
where a small fire burns. The road is full of  
wrecked cars, overturned buses and other  
debris and they are standing outside a self- 
service laundrette. Spec-Ops command ask for  
a sit-rep over the radio and each team member  
reports in individually before Dee Ay asks for  
the mission objective. Command replies that  
their information is sketchy at best. Reports from Raccoon City over the last 36 hours have 
been mixed and no one is sure what to believe any more. Echo Six are ordered to head to the 
R.P.D. building and make contact with local authorities to find out more about what has been 
happening.  
 
Dee Ay takes point and reminds them all to work as a team and listen to Command. As they 
begin their trek, they pass through back alleyways with trash cans and overflowing rubbish 
dumpsters. A body lays on the floor with the head missing and a large hole in its chest. A 
bloodied sheet hangs on the wall and several small fires light the way ahead. A foul stench of 
death is in the air. Harley is astonished and asks what the hell could have happened here. Dee 
Ay responds he has never seen a hot zone this quiet. Party Girl wonders where everyone has 
gone and Tweed is unnerved by just how quiet it is. They soon come to another main road, 
again cluttered with abandoned vehicles and wreckage, prompting Shona to remark that he has 
seen many deserted towns before, but nothing like this. 
 
They reach another alleyway and Harley spots movement up ahead before confirming civilian 
contact. As they move closer a blonde girl wearing jeans staggers into view. She has blood on 
her shirt and her skin is deathly pale. Each team member is shocked at the sight of the zombie 
and the realisation dawns that command hasn’t told them everything. The zombie tries to bite 
Harley and he wrestles with her and throws it to the ground. She slowly gets up, congealed 
blood all over her face and snarls. Behind her, several more of the things begin to gather in the 
darkness. Dee Ay asks out loud what is wrong with them and Willow simply says they are not 
human anymore. Command chatters down their earpieces once again and confirms 
authorisation for use of force on any hostiles and the team open fire, lighting up the gloomy, 
confined alleyway with a haze of muzzle flashes. Spacing is compact as someone has set a large 
dumpster on fire in the middle of the square. Once the area is clear they move on, passing 
hardware stores and more back alleyways plastered with posters with adverts for concerts, rock 
bands, movies and Umbrella Corp products. Dee Ay spots more zombies up ahead and hopes 
they’ve brought enough ammo. 
 
They are soon back on the main road near to the Racoon Food Market. Burned out cars and 
debris fill the street and an abandoned police car still has its lights flashing outside a pizza shop. 
A lit flare lies sparking on the floor as if someone has been down here very recently. The main 
road is blocked so they are forced back into the alleyways where more slaughtered bodies await 
to be found, all mutilated and too far gone to be reanimated as walking corpses. Party Girl is 
taken by surprise by a zombie dog but is able to dispatch it with her knife. Willow requests 
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help to navigate a wooden fence only for three zombies to come shambling through and break 
it. When they get back onto the next street, they come across a broadcast station for ‘RC-Radio 
77-7FM’; home of music, talk, news and sports. But as they approach, bullets richoet and 
whine around them and Willow screams at them all to get back and take up defensive 
positions. Command gets on the radio and orders them to engage and neutralise the assailants, 
but not to get bogged down. Their attackers are a squad of Umbrella Security Service and they 
have taken over RC-Radio as an operating base. Their operatives are hiding on the roof and 
with an elevated position, they have the firing advantage over Echo Six. 
 
Back at the Raccoon Press Building near Warren St, Jill remains trapped with the Nemesis still 
stalking the street close by. She locates the main switchboard using the stepladder and flips the 
circuit breaker to restore main power. This enables her to retract the shutter and move 
upstairs. Several small fires burn and the whole stairwell is bathed in an orange glow. The fire 
damage is too extensive for her to explore the first floor. The heat causes the glass to shatter on 
the door and a sudden backdraft blows the door off its hinges completely. But as she reaches 
the second floor at the top of the building, the smoke begins to clear and it becomes evident 
the fire hasn’t yet caused too much damage up here. She heads into a corridor filled with 
noticeboards and information posters. A fold-away table is stacked up against the wall and an 
office on the right is fire damaged and the heat is too intense for her to enter. There is another 
office further down to the left before the corridor ends abruptly at a window next to a magazine 
rack looking down onto the back alleyway below. 
 
The office is a mess with papers scattered all  
over the floor and desks cluttered with all  
manner of photographs, memos, scribbled  
notes and books. It is clear the staff here were  
very busy trying to unlock the mystery of the  
contagion overtaking Raccoon City before this  
place was abandoned. One reporter has left his  
journal behind and the last entry reads that he  
witnessed a man eating another person and  
that he believed the origin of the disease was  
somewhere inside the city and that it wasn’t  
airborne. There is no date on the journal but  
mentions the city being under martial law so it  
had to be written within the last several days. There is no mention of Umbrella. She finds 
another photo on the desk depicting the dead bodies of police officers following their slaughter 
outside the Johnson National Bank a day ago now. Fire is slowly beginning to seep into the 
room and near a toppled over filing cabinet and a desk plastered with newspapers she comes 
across a green gem on top of a stack of files. It is emerald and very similar to the one she 
already took from the R.P.D. This must also be for the decorative clock face by the gates to 
City Hall. But as she turns to leave, she gets the shock of her life to see Nemesis striding 
towards her in the corridor outside. She opens fire but her rounds ping uselessly off its massive 
overcoat that acts as its power limiter. With nowhere left to go, Jill takes a chance and dives out 
of the rear window, falling down and luckily landing safely on some garbage bags in the small 
back alley behind the building. 
 
She unlocks the door at the end to get back onto the main street and hugs the wall by the press 
building whilst Nemesis is still inside. She comes across an information board lit up by 
spotlights behind a glass panel and one of the posters reads; ‘Exclusive Information! The 
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incident in the Arklay Mountains uncovered!’ She runs past the front of the office and makes 
her way to the decorative clock beside City Hall’s rear gate. A body lays slumped against the 
opposite wall. He seems to be a former police officer but is too mutilated for her to make an 
identification. Jill quickly slots the two gems into place to complete the puzzle and unlock the 
gate. As she does so, Nemesis leaps down from the press building and lands next to the fire 
truck. Quickly, she disappears through the gate before it turns to face her. 
 
She is now in the pristinely-kept gardens of  
City Hall surrounded by greenery and  
antique-stylised streetlamps. Over the fence  
to her right is a bronze statue of Michael  
Warren in the decorative garden but the  
door is locked. City Hall itself looks big  
and imposing but many of the windows  
have been put through. A little further  
down, more windows at the back of City  
Hall have been hastily barricaded up and  
large planks of broken wood lay on the  
floor. She soon comes to a junction near  
some information boards with the path to  
the right running down towards a Stagla Gas Station and the path to the left running down 
towards Lonsdale Yard. She elects to go left and heads down another cramped alley where a 
zombie drags itself across the floor and she passes a small Japanese restaurant named ‘Koi’. 
Lonsdale Yard itself is an attractive area with an old-style cobbled path and a metallic-golden 
fence running down alongside immaculately kept shrubbery. Old-fashioned street-lighting and 
well-kept grass further compliment the area. This whole place is named after the combined 
efforts of three corporations; Hiroki Ohnishi Corporation, Big West Corporation and the 
Lonsdale Corporation, and its history is told via a small plaque on the wall. 
 
A door at the end takes her out onto Central  
Avenue where Central Station is located.  
This is where the main tram car operates to  
take people through the town and beyond to  
Arklay City in the North West or Stoneville  
in the east. Jill is immediately accosted by a  
group of undead police officers but luckily a  
red fuel barrel has been left discarded and  
she is able to fry them all with one well- 
placed shot. A body is slumped by the door  
but his injuries are severe and beyond fatal.  
He holds some shotgun shells which she  
gladly takes. Looking round, most of Central  
Avenue is blocked off with strong barricades and a large fire blocks the tram tracks. Around 
the corner a single trolley car is docked in the station so she heads inside, but her hopes of 
using it to escape are immediately dashed when she spots the operating control panel is missing 
several key components. A memo has been left by the door. 
 
"I know that you're intimidated by your new job Kevin, so let me tell you how to make sure that 
you and your trains get along just fine. You see, these carriages were made in 1968, and then 
imported from Europe. Sometimes they get rickety, but they still work because they are simple, 
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stubborn, and strong. We can always depend on them. If they have a bad day and are 
malfunctioning, you'll need to take a good look at their circuits for any trouble. Once you 
discover what's wrong, you'll be able to fix it easily.  
I'm sure that you'll be able to avoid those nasty little malfunctions if you check the parts every 
day. These old trains will surely have problems if you don't remember to check them out. Just 
remember that if you need to replace anything, you have to choose a suitable part. When I say 
suitable, I mean that even if you can't find another original part, you'd better find something 
that works good enough. Even with regard to oil, you must always prepare good quality oil for 
these trains. 
Never forget Kevin that a man may betray others, but a machine won't." 
-RE3: Mechanic's Memo; undated. 
 
The power cable and fuse unit are missing and the oil levels are too low. But Jill’s thoughts are 
interrupted by the arrival of Nikolai Zinoviev from the driver’s car. Jill recognises him as a 
survivor of the U.B.C.S. teams and says she just ran into one of his teammates named Carlos. 
Nikolai’s response is cold and he wants to know how a civilian female has managed to survive 
on her own for this long. But his tone changes when Jill says she is a member of S.T.A.R.S., a 
name Nikolai recognises as the Special Forces unit of the Raccoon Police Department. He 
heads back into the other carriage and Jill notices another merc slumped on the seat. This is 
Mikhail Victor, and he is badly wounded. He is delirious with pain and barely notices her, 
replaying battles in his mind and barking out orders to imaginary men who are no longer with 
him. She tries to reassure him that everything will be okay but he warns her to stay away.  
 
Instead Jill heads into the next carriage to speak  
more with the mysterious Nikolai, and finds  
Carlos waiting for her as well. He is pleased she  
has decided to help them out as their small  
group are all that is left and they need to work  
together to make it out of the city. Nikolai  
objects, citing they cannot trust her, but Carlos  
argues back. Their unit is down to just Nikolai,  
Mikhail and him, and Mikhail is hurt bad. They  
need all the help they can get. After a moment,  
Nikolai reluctantly agrees and suggests they go  
over their plan one more time. They are  
moving to the St. Michael Clock Tower area which is the designated landing zone for the 
extraction chopper. Once they get there and give the signal, the helicopter will fly in and 
evacuate them. Carlos notes it is some distance from here to the clock tower and the streets are 
too dangerous for them to make it on foot. Nikolai continues and states their main problem is 
that the route to the landing zone is cut off by the fire, so they need to power up the tram and 
navigate through it, using the tram as a moving shield to get them through the worst areas. 
Carlos is impressed and Nikolai suggest they split up and set to work locating the missing 
components they need to get the tram operational. Carlos gives Jill a shoulder harness to wear 
before he heads back outside. With this harness, Jill can carry extra items and already she spots 
a wrench lying on the bench which may come in handy. She checks her weapons and sets off 
once again into the zombie-infested streets. Mikhail is too weak to move so will remain behind. 
 
Jill backtracks through Lonsdale Yard, encountering one scare when a zombie trapped inside a 
green car breaks free and attacks near the Koi restaurant. She takes the opposite path at the 
junction for City Hall and heads for the Stagla gas station. When she arrives, the forecourt and 
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garage are a mess, with several battered vehicles left abandoned including a red 4x4 and a 
Delorean with a stars and stripes flag draped over it. The shutter to the station is closed and she 
produces the crank she found earlier to open it. It is a slow and mundane process and the 
crank is so rusted it snaps, forcing her to utilise the wrench taken from the trolley to complete 
the job. The wind is whistling through the abandoned streets and the odd cawing of an infected 
crow can be heard close by. Inside, the garage is a mess with a chair toppled over beside a table 
and paper steamers and decorations have been set up as if someone was celebrating something. 
Amidst the usual drinks machine and magazine racks, Jill searches behind the cluttered 
counter where the phone lays off the hook and the cash register is open. A selection of 
different-sized spanners are on the back wall next to a bikini-clad ‘Excite’98’ poster. A door to 
the right leads into the main workshop for vehicle repairs. 
 
Carlos suddenly enters the garage and gives her  
a wave. But then they hear the collective  
moaning of a large group of zombies outside.  
He glances out of the window and can see  
them all. They must have followed him and  
are getting restless. Jill can hear them, and it’s  
very unnerving. Whilst Carlos keeps watch by  
the door, Jill searches the garage. A red car is  
in the workshop for repair and the whole floor  
is soaked in leaking machine oil. At the back  
of the counter in the main shop is a cabinet for  
oil storage. The temperature is monitored and  
it is electronically locked. Carlos suddenly calls out to her. The zombies have moved closer 
towards the forecourt. They have sniffed them out and know they are hiding inside the garage. 
He cocks his rifle and asks if she has any objections to him playing hero. Before she can stop 
him, he heads out the door and opens fire on the undead hordes. Jill can hear his machine gun 
roaring as she frantically opens the cabinet to retrieve the can of machine oil. Suddenly the 
firing stops and Carlos lets out a scream. She panics and heads for the door when a sparking 
wire in the workshop ignites the machine oil and the whole place suddenly explodes. She dives 
to the floor as a huge fireball engulfs the sales room and she quickly picks herself up and heads 
outside. 
 
Carlos is slumped by the door, unmoving. The twitching bodies of a large group of zombies are 
sprawled on the floor nearby. She falls to her knees, believing him to be dead and is surprised 
when he suddenly regains consciousness. He groggily gets to his feet, mumbling that this hero 
stuff is harder than it looks. They begin to walk away but can hear more explosions within the 
garage as the fire continues to spread. Quickly they sprint away as the flames spread towards 
the gas pumps and the whole garage goes up in one colossal explosion. Once the smoke clears, 
Jill and Carlos realise they’ve had a lucky escape and where the garage once stood is now 
nothing but giant chunks of rubble and debris. They have the machine oil, and Carlos says he 
is going to go and scrounge up some more equipment as there may not be any at their 
destination. He takes off once again whilst Jill decides to head back to Central Station and 
replenish the oil levels for the tram. 
 
She arrives back at Central Station to hear the sound of automatic gunfire. In a vain attempt to 
help his comerades, Mikhail has left the tram but can barely walk because of his injuries. He is 
pegged back on the platform by several zombies and manages to incapacitate them with his 
rifle. He is breathing heavily from the effort and clearly struggling when several more zombies 
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appear. He limps over to a red oil drum and rolls it down the platform towards the creatures 
before firing and igniting the oil, eviscerating the virus carriers. He falls down and collapses by a 
broken clock on the wall as Jill comes to his aid.  
She helps him up, asking if he has some kind of  
death wish. But he is not sorry and says his  
people were wiped out by these monsters and he  
cannot stop just because he is wounded. She  
argues these monsters are also the victims of  
Umbrella but he becomes angry at the suggestion  
he is taking his revenge out on them. She doesn’t  
seem to understand that the U.B.C.S. operatives  
are not directly involved with the company and  
that there is no reason for any of them to take  
responsibility for this mess. Jill assures him she does realise that, and that’s the only reason she 
is co-operating with them. Gently, she helps him back into the trolley and he lays down on the 
bench once again. Mikhail apologises for his attitude, citing he is frustrated because he feels so 
useless. Jill says he has nothing to be sorry about. He has fought hard and has the wounds to 
prove it. But Mikhail feels guilty because he is still alive and his men are not. She leaves him be 
and moves to top up the oil. Unfortunately the quantity she took from the Stagla garage is not 
enough and she’ll need to find some kind of additive to top it up to the required level. 
 
Frustrated, she heads back towards downtown, stopping short outside the rear of City Hall 
when the door to the commemorative garden suddenly bursts open and several zombies attack. 
She uses the shotgun to blow their heads off and investigates the garden. Two spotlights 
illuminate Michael Warren’s statue and a curious switch on the front lowers his left arm, 
allowing her to remove the book he holds. It reads; ‘Given Knowledge’ and realises it is 
connected to the plaque near to Grill 13. Taking the book, she heads back towards the 
shopping district in time to catch a quick glimpse of Carlos running away from several zombies. 
She follows him down, moving past a café and emerging back into the small alleyway near the 
sewage disposal yard under construction. At the Warren fountain, there is no sign of Carlos so 
she places the book in the slot that reads ‘Place your wisdom here’, and this enables her to take 
the bronze compass from the other slot without activating the water and electrocuting herself. 
An inscription on the compass reads; ‘Future in my hand.’  
 
She quickly heads back towards City Hall and gets  
the shock of her life on Warren St. near the press  
office when a swarm of infected crows burst out of  
a nearby clothes shop and smash the front  
window. Placing the compass in the mayor’s  
hands activates a hidden mechanism causing the  
statue to rotate round and open up a slot on the  
back to reveal a battery. Intrigued, Jill takes the  
item, intending to use it to power the elevator and  
ride down to the electric sub-station. A couple of  
Drain Deimos lurk in the construction yard,  
slurping up the blood from the dead U.B.C.S.  
member. She kills them both with her shogun  
before proceeding upstairs and using the battery to power up the elevator and ride down to the 
street below. 
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The road below is a mess. There are bodies of workers in hard hats and the place is awash with 
rubbish, car wrecks and construction materials left abandoned. A large group of zombies have 
gathered and it takes a considerable chunk of  
her ammo to clear them all out. There are two  
doors leading into the substation, the first is  
locked from the other side but the second is  
open and leads into an outer yard where  
another door leads into the main building  
proper. There are two more doors in here,  
both with shutters down. The first reads ‘High  
Voltage Control Room. The lock will be  
released at 115V-125V.’ The second reads  
‘Low Voltage Control Room. The lock will be  
released at 15-25V.’ Next to the door is a large  
power transformer currently set to automatic  
mode. The generators are constantly humming and behind Jill is a power transmitter and a 
small corridor running down to an emergency exit where a worker’s desk with time sheets and 
shift patterns are stuck to the wall. Instructions to operate the power transformer include setting 
the transmitter to manual mode and not to exceed maximum levels as the old system is prone 
to short-circuiting. Jill fiddles around with the controls and unlocks the low voltage room. 
Inside is a large control panel and an electronic schematic on the wall full of blinking LEDs 
detailing the power grids. On a metal shelving unit full of batteries and hard hats she finds a 
fuse designed for use with large machinery and ideal for the tram. 
 
But as she leaves the low voltage room she hears a loud crash from outside as the zombies 
breach the outer door and now bang furiously on the mesh door trying to force their way 
inside. Quickly, Jill heads to the power transmitter and increases the electricity output. Soon 
the machines whir faster and bolts of charged electricity sizzle through them and conducts onto 
the metal gate, frying all the zombies and making their heads explode like popcorn. Relieved, 
she uses the transformer to open the second door and inside the high voltage room comes 
across a HK-P police-issue grenade launcher in a locker which she happily takes. Satisfied with 
her findings, Jill leaves the substation via the emergency exit. The door is old and rusty and she 
has to kick it open to get through. 
 
Outside are two zombies reaching for her but before she can react they are both suddenly 
eviscerated with rocket fire. She look up to see the Nemesis standing on the roof of a building 
opposite with its rocket launcher pointed right at her. Somehow it has caught her scent once 
again. Jill dives to the right as the creature fires and two more zombies are caught in the blast. 
Quickly, Jill runs down the street and out of the Nemesis’ line of sight as it reloads. As she 
moves up the road she notices someone has affixed some plastic explosives to the wall as a 
trap. She looks round to see the Nemesis jump down onto the road behind her and she fires, 
detonating the explosive and distracting the creature long enough for her to reach the elevator 
and return up to the construction yard.  
 
From here, she heads back to the junction of Flower St. and Fox St. and briefly spots Nikolai 
in combat with several zombies. He does not see Jill behind him and knocks one of the 
creatures down with his machine gun to create a path through to the door on the opposite side. 
Further on, she returns to the garage beneath the Post Office and recovers the jump leads from 
the car. In the alleyway beyond E.63 St. between the two apartment blocks, she uses the hose 
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to unbolt the fire hose, intending to take it with her and use it to clear a safe path through to the 
Umbrella Sales Office. 
 
Meanwhile, Echo Six have secured the RC-Radio building after wiping out the U.S.S. 
operatives both inside and on the roof. The fire-fight had attracted swarms of zombies to the 
area and after the lights on the roof had failed following a blown fuse, Tweed had fired off 
several flares that brought another Spec Ops team to the scene as back-up and had helped to 
eradicate all the surrounding virus carriers. 
 
With the area clear, Dee Ay led them to a storage  
garage where some poor soul has scrawled ‘Help  
Me!’ on the outer shutter. Inside they find the  
Spec Ops have converted the garage into a  
weapons cache with numerous equipment boxes  
and ammunition cases piled up, all fashioned with  
the Spec Ops field unit emblem. After Dee Ay  
leads them through several back alleyways full of  
rubbish and flaming cars, and then an  
underground car park, they finally emerge onto  
Fission St. near Ennerdale St. and can see the outer gates of the R.P.D. up ahead. But 
suddenly they hear a noise and look around to see Jill Valentine running towards them at full 
pelt, with the Nemesis right behind her. Jill runs straight towards Echo Six as the Nemesis grabs 
hold of a Raccoon City link bus toppled onto its side and heaves it along the ground towards its 
prey with tremendous force. She manages to dive out of the way at the last second as the bus 
scrapes along the ground and collides with more debris, eventually ending up back on its 
wheels. Jill tells Echo Six to run and sprints past them as they catch a glimpse of Nemesis 
through the shattered bus windows, calmly walking towards them all. Tweed and Harley 
wonder what the hell Nemesis is as Dee Ay gives the order to fall back and they all run after 
Jill. 
 
They follow her down another back alley where several zombies burst out from ruined 
buildings. Jill shouts to just shoot through them as they cannot afford to slow down. They soon 
emerge back onto the main street where Nemesis has double-backed and now blocks the path 
ahead of them. It shoots out a tentacle, wrapping around Jill’s ankle and begins dragging her 
towards itself. Echo Six open fire on the monster, peppering its trench coat with bullets until it 
roars in frustration and let’s go of her. They continue on, but soon they emerge into a small 
square full of zombies with no apparent way out. Construction scaffolding has been erected 
against the wall of one of the old buildings. Jill opens fire on the zombies and the rest of Echo 
Six back her up. Over the roar of the gunfire they spot Nemesis getting ever closer. As Dee Ay 
and Shona search for a way out, Jill shoots the scaffolding poles, dropping down one of the 
wooden walkways so they can clamber up to the next level. This earns Harley’s admiration and 
they all scramble up towards the roof whilst Tweed and Party Girl bring up the rear and 
provide covering fire.  
 
A wooden walkway allows them cross over to the roof of the next building where litter and 
broken bottles are everywhere. A mutilated body lays discarded near to an abandoned couch. 
Jill heads for the door and says they have to get out of here before Nemesis catches up with 
them. Dee Ay asks what they are dealing with but she doesn’t know what it is, only that nothing 
seems to stop it. Dee Ay and his team do a sweep of the building which is abandoned. Many 
bodies litter the rooms within and several reanimate, although a majority are too far mutilated 
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to turn. Jill waits on the steps and listens out for the Nemesis T-Type as Echo Six secure the 
area on the ground floor. When all is clear they head back outside onto the street. 
 
Jill is eager to get going and says they have to  
keep moving but Dee Ay gently takes hold  
of her arm. He wants some answers and asks  
who she is. Jill replies she used to be with  
S.T.A.R.S. and Dee Ay correctly assumes  
the Nemesis is one of Umbrella’s creations.  
Jill nods and explains the S.T.A.R.S. are not  
exactly Umbrella’s favourite people and  
have been investigating the corporation’s  
more questionable activities for a while now.  
Dee Ay speaks to his superiors over the  
radio and command verifies Jill’s story. She  
checks out as a S.T.A.R.S. member but Echo Six are not to share her mission objective with 
her. Dee Ay turns back to Jill and asks where she’s headed. Out of town, she says, and suggests 
they should do the same. Tweed insists they cannot leave until they rescue the civilians but Jill 
asserts there are no survivors, they’re all dead. She also says Echo Six don’t look like a rescue 
outfit but Dee Ay offers no answers, neither confirming nor denying her claim. Although 
grateful for their help, it’s clear Echo Six have a hidden agenda and Jill decides she is better off 
alone for now. If Echo Six are trying to discover the source of the outbreak, Jill suggests they 
try searching City Hall as they will find Intel on Umbrella located inside, but she strongly 
implies they should get out of Raccoon City now whilst they have the chance. She then runs 
off, kicking open the door of a nearby building, and disappearing inside. 
 
Alone once again, Echo Six move on and engage with several zombies in the car park of the 
Motel Dere. They moves through the hotel, up the stairs and emerge onto the roof underneath 
a large neon sign for the hotel where one of the letters has shorted out. Gunfire can be heard 
and Dee Ay suggests there are possible survivors nearby. They peer over the edge of the roof 
and look down upon the Raccoon Bus Station to see a team of 10 Spec Ops members engaged 
in battle with another of Umbrella’s U.S.S. platoons. The U.S.S. also have Nemesis fighting 
alongside them, for the Tyrant does not attack the Umbrella operatives. The Spec Ops hide 
behind makeshift barricades, trying to return  
fire on their aggressors and Echo Six try to  
even the odds by joining the battle and firing  
down from their elevated position on the  
roof. Party Girl switches to her sniper rifle  
and Harley and Shona concentrate their aim  
on the Nemesis as it lashes out with a  
tentacle, catching hold of one of the  
government soldiers. It picks the man up  
and pummels him to death before throwing  
the body away and letting out a roar of  
triumph. Tweed and Willow rain fire down on the U.S.S. and send them scrambling for cover 
behind a bus with an advertisement for Kendo’s Gun Shop. Nemesis kills another Spec Ops 
operative and another is shot in the head by the U.S.S., leaving only seven of them left. Party 
Girl switches to her grenade launcher and rocks the Nemesis with several thunderous blasts, 
causing it to stumble. The monster suddenly turns round and walks off across the bus station, 
seemingly leaving the fight. 
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Minutes later, the fight is won and Echo Six return downstairs and emerge back outside. There 
is still no sign of the Nemesis and the seven surviving Spec Ops from the other team keep a 
close watch over the area. The bus station is a mess following the battle, with half the structure 
collapsed and fires burning everywhere. Echo Six continue moving through back alleyways and 
narrow streets, eventually emerging out into another large square containing one of Raccoon’s 
many Stagla gas stations. Here Nemesis is waiting for them once more, and this time it is 
armed. Harley is incredulous, and wonders just where the creature found a Gatling Gun as it 
opens fire on them. The high-impact rounds pepper the rooftop ledge, sending chunks of brick 
and dust into the air. Dee Ay tells them all to scatter and lure the Nemesis towards the gas 
pumps. He signals Tweed and Shona to follow him downstairs whilst the others remain on the 
rooftop. They begin hurling grenades at the creature and it roars in frustration. Several zombies 
enter the fray and Nemesis bashes them out of his way impatiently, stomping after Dee Ay who 
sprints for cover via a boarded-up garage on the other side of the square. Shona and Tweed 
hurl more grenades at the creature but they barely slow it down.  
 
Still on the roof, Party Girl tracks the creature and waits until the last possible second before 
shooting and igniting the large gas pump right next to the Nemesis. The creature is lost in a 
colossal explosion before the flames eventually subside and it is left immobile on the floor. 
Dee Ay doesn’t believe Nemesis is dead and doesn’t want to hang around. Tweed makes a sit-
rep to HQ that the area has been cleared of hostiles. Command acknowledges and video feeds 
of the armed hostiles have confirmed them as Umbrella Security Service. Echo Six are now 
ordered to head to City Hall and find concrete Intel on the location of Umbrella’s hidden 
facilities in the city. Quickly, Echo Six move out before Nemesis revives. 
 
Jill meanwhile double backs onto Fission St.  
near the R.P.D. and finds herself in the alleyway  
where the fire has spread over the dumpsters.  
Taking the hose, she attaches it to the fire  
hydrant and extinguishes the flames to create a  
path through. She moves down the smoking  
alleyway, her feet sloshing through the puddles  
on the floor. A couple of lights on the wall  
illuminate the path ahead and there is a door  
located near some fan extractors and a mass of  
pipework. Through the door is another alleyway  
with planks of wood left scattered on the  
ground. Flies buzz around a streetlamp and steam blows out of a vent on the wall. The moan of 
a zombie trapped in the building to her left can be heard. 
 
Next to a trash can a little further down is a rusted door that takes her into yet another back 
alleyway. The path to her right leads back up to Ennerdale St. on the left side of the police 
station, but it is blocked off with a sturdy wooden barricade constructed hastily around a 
hotdog stand. She instead turns left, passing a shop blocked off with a heavy-duty shutter and 
arriving at another T-junction. The left route is barricaded off and on the other side is the gate 
where she had to use the lighter to burn the rope. The route to the right is also blocked off but 
the double doors to the Umbrella Sales Office are accessible. 
 
She steps inside and emerges into a small vestibule with the Umbrella logo on the right hand 
wall. Another door leads into the main office. Inside is Nikolai and another U.B.C.S. merc 
called Murphy Seeker. Murphy is a member of Alpha squad from Bravo Platoon and a close 
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friend of Carlos. Murphy has been infected with the t-Virus after drinking contaminated water 
and is on the verge of changing. He pleads with Nikolai but the older man shoots him dead just 
as Jill comes into the room. 
 
She demands to know what just happened and Nikolai protests that he had no choice. Murphy 
was about to transform into a zombie and become a threat so he eliminated him. When Jill 
suggests Murphy was still sentient and conscious, Nikolai coldly insists he was as good as dead 
and that it took fewer bullets to kill him now than it would have had he transformed. He bends 
down and begins typing on a portable computer, as if collecting data. Jill can see from the 
colour of Murphy’s skin tone that he was clearly infected. She looks around the room and in a 
filing cabinet with several open drawers she  
comes across an interesting document. 
 
“- Purchase Order - 
Specified medicinal solution VT-J98 
Suited to incubation of NE-T model test  
subjects 
Plan to order undiluted solution as needed 
UE Sixth Laboratory” 
-BIO3: Sales Office Fax; undated. 
 
The office is cluttered with drawers, filing cabinets and a display of locked safety deposit boxes. 
A table by the door contains product catalogues and company brochures. The bulk of the 
room is taken up by a large table split into several different work areas, all stocked full of files, 
papers, journals, calendars and a fax machine. A TV hangs on a bracket on the corner wall 
next to an electronically-locked door leading to chemical storage. A white board leans against 
the wall depicting sales overview for this quarter and several graphs are also pinned up. She 
tries the computer on the desk to find the electronic lock for the chemical storage room but 
she requires a password. Another file lying on the table catches her eye; 
 
“Before you begin your new position, please allow  
me to give you some advice. Some of the  
medicines in the storage room are unstable and  
their quality will deteriorate under changing  
temperatures or humidity. Therefore, you must  
remember to keep the temperature the same in the  
storage room at all times. You should personally  
check it every day. Although the computer checks  
it around the clock, a machine is not perfect. Try  
and remember that a machine is no more than a  
tool to be used by people. 
You must check all personnel coming and going to  
the storage room. Many dangerous drugs are stored there, if any of them are missing you have 
a serious problem on your hands. The door to the storage room is always locked, but when 
you let personnel into it, you will need to have them hand in their documents. And above all 
else, remember that if you find anything suspicious, contact your boss immediately. 
If you forget the password to lock the door, try and remember that it is a word that everyone is 
familiar with. Do not forget that once a new product is shipped, the password will be updated 
again. You can always enter the password from the terminal of the PC for administration.” 
-RE3: Manager’s Report; undated. 
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Jill uses the remote control to flick on the TV and finds it running a promotional video on a 
loop for several Umbrella products. Safsprin is a cold and flu remedy and other products 
include Aqua Cure and Adravil. Jill tries the password ‘Safsprin’ and is rewarded when the 
electronic lock to the chemical room deactivates.  
With Nikolai still too busy compiling data to take  
any notice, Jill steps into the pharmacy room.  
The room is quite dark inside, with amber lamps  
giving off an orange hue. Several warning signs  
are on the walls and steam hisses out of a pipe on  
the wall where the valve hasn’t been sealed tightly  
enough. Around the corner is a pipe full of  
liquid nitrogen to keep the room cool. At the  
back, the room opens up with green shelving  
units on either side stocked with drugs and  
chemicals. Perusing the shelves, she comes across a can of oil additive. She can use this to top 
up the oil in the trolley. This along with the fuse unit and power cord means they now have 
everything to get the tram up and running. 
 
Suddenly the sales office is besieged by a large group of zombies and they smash their way in 
through the doors and windows, tugging down the blinds and climbing in through the broken 
windows. Nikolai screams as he is attacked but his inherent survival skills allow him to survive 
and make his escape from the Sales Office. 
 
In the pharmacy room, Jill hears Nikolai’s scream as the door to the chemical room is pushed 
open and several zombies spill inside. Jill fires her shotgun and as more of them appear she 
shoots the valve on the pipe, releasing a white hot jet of steam that eviscerates the virus carriers. 
The main office is now full of zombies and there is no sign of Nikolai anywhere, making her 
believe he has been killed. She uses the office furniture to run past the slow moving infectants 
and heads out the main door. With all the components they need for the trolley, her only 
remaining task is to go back to the Blue Mountain Storehouse and try to persuade Dario Rosso 
to come with her. 
 
Following his narrow escape, Nikolai plans to use news of his ‘death’ to veil his movements and 
go about his role as a Monitor in secret. He still has a number of objectives to accomplish 
before he leaves Raccoon City. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – BY THE TRAIL OF 
OUR DEAD begin. 
 
Meanwhile, Echo Six have rendezvoused with another Spec Ops team who have hunkered 
down on one of the main streets behind a Stagla Gas Station. They have camped themselves in 
using barricades, razor wire, and sandbags to enforce a perimeter, using powerful floodlights 
connected to portable generators to light up the street ahead which is full of slowly advancing 
zombies. Whilst the four members of the second Spec Ops team provide covering fire, Echo 
Six head out up the road carrying portable, mechanical barricades to seal off all the alleyways 
and side roads leading onto the street. There are five barricades in all, and command wants this 
road sealed off and secured completely. Gunfire soon lights up the night as the undead hordes 
are pegged back once again. Echo Six work quickly and professionally to set up the remote 
barricades and block off the road. Command relays another message that more and more 
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reports are coming in implicating Umbrella in the production of biological weapons. They are 
to proceed on to City Hall as planned to retrieve the intelligence they need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At that moment, not very far away, Carlos Oliveria is making his way back towards Central 
Station and the tram to link up with Jill and the others. But as he moves down the road he is set 
upon by a large group of zombies. His rifle soon clicks dry of ammo so he turns to his pistol. 
Echo Six hear the shots and rush to the scene, recognising Carlos’ uniform as that of the 
U.B.C.S.; a hired-gun and not an actual  
employee of Umbrella. Command orders  
them to save Carlos as he might have  
information they can use. Carlos soon  
finds himself backed into a corner when  
his pistol clicks empty and is thankful  
when Echo Six show up to save the day  
and wipe out the virus carriers. He  
introduces himself and offers his thanks.  
Party Girl asks if he is alone and he  
explains he got split up from his original  
team at City Hall when they were trying to  
save the civilians. Tweed remarks City Hall is their next destination and Carlos warns the last 
he heard, armed soldiers were rolling through setting bombs up all over the place. Harley 
suggests it sounds like a party worth crashing and tells Carlos to go and find someplace safe. 
Grateful, the young merc takes off into the night just as Echo Six come under fire from 
unknown assailants. 
 
Using a ruined bus for cover, Echo Six soon emerge onto Flower St. outside the main entrance 
to City Hall, the opposite side to where Jill has passed through Lonsdale Yard and Mayor 
Michael Warren’s statue. Out here is a liquor store, a food market and a cinema across the 
road. The front of City Hall is suddenly lit up with powerful spot lights and several U.S.S. 
soldiers take up sniping positions. Following Wolfpack’s mission here a day earlier, the U.S.S. 
have secured the building and are preparing to destroy it to get rid of any intelligence about 
Umbrella and their city-wide facilities. Command orders Echo Six to stop the detonation of the 
building and Dee Ay warns his team to keep down and cut through the vehicles and barricades. 
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Harley tells them all to keep their heads down as he isn’t going to be putting them back 
together. 
 
Jill meanwhile unexpectedly encounters Nemesis  
in the alleyway near the Sales Office. It charges at  
her and swings its rocket launcher like a club,  
destroying the fire hydrant and sending water  
cascading into the air, showering them both. Jill  
uses this distraction to get away. She moves on,  
eventually passing back through Jack St. and  
Fission St. and all the way back to the warehouse.  
But once inside she is dismayed to find the door  
to the storage locker open and several zombies  
are feasting on the blood-soaked corpse of Dario.  
Angry, Jill kills all of the zombies and inspects the locker, coming across his journal where he 
laments the pointlessness of his life and how he wished he’d pursued his dream of becoming a 
novelist. Reloading her weapons, Jill heads back towards Uptown and Central Station. 
 
Following a tense fire fight, Echo Six have secured the front entrance to City Hall. Several dead 
U.S.S. members lay on the floor and spent ammunition casings litter the concrete steps. On the 
main road, several more zombies stagger towards them. Command tells them to enter City Hall 
and head for the records room. They need to search the planning records for anything that 
could be an Umbrella facility and to defuse any bombs along the way. Dee Ay leads the team 
inside, up the steps with lion statues on either side near a number of crates the U.S.S. were 
using as cover. Inside, several bodies lay sprawled in the lobby with large blood-stains covering 
the once-pristine marble floor. The reception desk has been trashed and several small fires 
burn through books and paperwork on the floor. Dee Ay notes that the Umbrella operatives 
have been purposefully burning documents, trying to erase all evidence of the corporation’s 
involvement and location. Whatever is left over will soon be destroyed by the bombs. Looking 
around they see filing cabinets have been set on fire and stacks of books and folders have been 
tossed into small piles and set alight. Wooden benches fill the waiting area and payphones are 
on the wall next to cabinets and large golden candlesticks. Large framed portraits of influential 
political figures decorate the walls and flags bearing the Raccoon City emblem and the Stars 
and Stripes can be seen behind reception which houses a couple of computers, some 
paperwork and abandoned coffee cups.  
 
The next door leads into another wide passageway that runs down to the central staircase at the 
spine of the building. Several zombies shamble around in here and tables, chairs, filing cabinets 
and boxes have all been moved around to create makeshift cover from previous gun battles. 
The spectacular room is circle-shaped with huge pillars running up the centre of the building. 
A grandiose marble staircase leads up to the next floor but on closer inspection, Willow notices 
they have been booby-trapped with laser-activated tripwires. Shona shoots the mines, and this 
alerts a squad of nearby U.S.S. to their location. 
 
Party Girl yells out a warning as gunfire rains down from the upper level. Willow throws a 
grenade blindly up the stairs and is rewarded with several satisfying screams upon detonation. 
Seizing the initiative, Dee Ay and Shona rush up the stairs and take out any remaining hostiles. 
The area at the top is bathed in a dull, red light coming from a large device attached to a metal 
canister, bearing the Umbrella logo and an electronic readout. It is protected by several more 
laser mines. This is one of the bombs and Tweed sets to work defusing it as the others spread 
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out to protect her. Once the bomb is deactivated, more U.S.S. arrive from a set of double 
doors against the back wall, but Echo Six are ready and gun them all down in an instant. Inside 
the room is a small storage area full of wooden planks and scaffolding that overlook a fire-
damaged stage area below. There are several red fuel drums in here and weapons containers 
for the U.S.S. teams. Echo Six help themselves before returning back downstairs. 
 
Moving around the barricades and trailing wires  
from all the mounted spotlights, Dee Ay leads  
them through some archways where three  
double doors await. All are locked save for the  
middle one leading into an area where statues  
of past Raccoon City mayors stand beneath a  
glass dome and several marble pillars. There is  
another device near next to a statue of Gerard  
M. Topenhat. Suddenly they hear the sound of  
a helicopter hovering somewhere up above as  
the glass roof shatters and another U.S.S. team  
rappel down into the building. Shards of flying glass go everywhere and muzzle flashes light up 
the room as another battle begins. A soldier with white markings on his mask is presumably the 
U.S.S. leader and confidently jumps down to ground level to confront Echo Six. Another 
operative attacks with a flamethrower Shona shouts out a warning as a flash grenade rattles on 
the floor and suddenly engulfs the room with piercing white light, disorientating anyone who 
doesn’t manage to look away in time. But after a tense battle where automatic gunfire 
practically destroys the whole room, Echo Six emerge victorious once again and are able to 
defuse the second bomb. 
 
Dee Ay leads them back into the central hall where a corridor to the right of the main staircase 
runs down some steps to a wooden door leading to the hall and stage area. All the walls are 
burnt as if a recent fire had taken hold of the room and the whole place is in the midst of 
construction with wooden crates, stepladders and scaffolding poles all over the place. Several 
portable spotlights light up the area and wires trail across the floor. There are several more fuel 
drums placed strategically with more laser mines and the third bomb. Not having time to mess 
around, Tweed shoots the mines to detonate them from a safe distance, but the resulting 
explosion attract a pack of nearby Lickers that are nesting in the area. Dee Ay is aghast and 
wonders what these strange creatures are that crawl along the walls and ceilings, their brains 
exposed and tongues unnaturally long. Command warns that they are mutated infected and 
should be dealt with immediately. The team form a protective circle around Tweed and open 
fire on the blind creatures as she works on defusing the third bomb.  
 
Once the area is cleared and the device neutralised, Command orders Echo Six to head up to 
the records room located on the top floor. Dee Ay leads them back out into the main hall 
where they move up the marble staircase and up to the next floor. They head down ruined 
corridors, trashed offices and skip round large bloodstains and burning office equipment, 
taking out the occasional zombie employee along the way. Two floors up, and they finally reach 
the door to the records room. 
 
Inside the place is very dimly lit with numerous shelves stacked to the brim with archival 
records all neatly organised and catalogued. Command crackles in their ears once again, 
ordering them to conduct a thorough search and uncover details on Umbrella’s facilities. 
Private reading and study tables are scattered around with brass reading lamps. Several 
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computers are also available for users to seek out a particular document. Everything about 
Raccoon City and its public history is available in this one, expansive room. Hidden amongst 
the record shelves are several zombies and as they spread out, the team can hear muffled 
voices and an orange glow flickering off the back wall. Someone is in here setting fires, burning 
important documents and records. Dee Ay orders his team forward silently, trying to avoid the 
shambling, slow-moving zombies and listening to their feet creak off the old wooden 
floorboards. Various filing cabinets have been ransacked and many of the metal shelving units 
have been pushed over, spilling important paperwork all over the floor. Further in, the room 
becomes even murkier as the smoke thickens near the source of the fire. Peering through a gap 
in the shelving, they can see U.S.S. burning evidence thanks to one operative armed with a 
flame thrower. On Dee Ay’s signal, the team ambush the U.S.S. from all sides and they are cut 
down in an instant. Harley and Shona move to secure the two private reading rooms at the 
back of the archives room whilst the others begin combing through all the paperwork on the 
floor, looking for something vital. But many of the archives relating to Umbrella are missing 
and presumed destroyed. 
 
After several minutes of searching, Dee Ay  
shouts that he may have something and  
beckons the others over. Under the glow  
of one of the lamps, he unfurls a large role  
of schematic across a table, showcasing  
plans for an extensive underground facility  
with numerous power supplies and water  
sources running to and from it. Party Girl  
comments that a whole lot of power seems  
to be running to a whole ‘lot of nothing’  
underneath the earth. These are plans for  
Umbrella’s P15B Warehouse facility, where development of the NE-Beta parasite took place 
under the supervision of William Birkin. Command congratulates them on their find, and their 
next objective is to locate this previously unknown facility and infiltrate it. Studying the plans, 
they will have to move to Downtown Raccoon City and access the sewers somewhere near 
Raccoon Park at the north end of town. From their current position at City Hall, it will be a bit 
of a trek. Dee Ay rolls up the schematics and stuffs them into his uniform before giving the 
order to move out, their work is done here. 
 
Whilst Echo Six were busy fighting through City Hall, Jill has been making her way back 
towards Central Station from the Blue Mountain Storehouse where she discovered Dario’s 
grisly fate. The journey is perilous and she has several scares, including zombies breaking 
through barricaded windows and crows smashing their way out of the crashed bus by the post 
office. As she passes through the garage, the whole place suddenly begins to shake as if a small 
quake was rumbling throughout the entire town. The source is actually the Grave Digger; a 
large, secondarily-infected arthropod with teeth powerful enough to chew through concrete. 
The floor gives way inside the garage, leaving Jill dangling on the edge of a large pit. As she tries 
to pull herself up, two large crates roll out the back of a white van and she is forced to leave go 
and drop down the pit some 6-8 feet below. She is now in a partially submerged sewer tunnel, 
one of hundreds that spread underground across the length of Raccoon City. A corpse of a 
Grave Digger is here, one of two adults that have been prowling the streets. There is a large 
hole in the wall where it had been tunnelling and several of its larvae; known as Sliding Worms, 
are visible swimming around in the water. 
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Once she finds a way back up onto street level, she has another encounter with the Nemesis in 
the alleyways to the rear of City Hall near Lonsdale Yard. She only just manages to escape 
when another tremor occurs, causing another  
sinkhole to form in the street. This time Jill is  
attacked by a live Grave Digger. Using an  
emergency generator, she activates two separate  
release switches whilst avoiding the creature’s  
attacks to lower down an emergency ladder so  
she can escape. This brings her out of a manhole  
back onto Central St and from there she returns to  
the tram still docked in the station where Mikhail   
still rests. She leaves him in piece and sets to work  
installing the remaining components she found and  
topping up the oil levels with additive. All previously red warning lights now blink green to 
signal the trolley car is fully operational. Finally they can get out of this place. 
 
Carlos suddenly enters the tram and looks over  
Jill’s work. It seems they are ready to go, but  
she appears uncomfortable and explains that  
Nikolai won’t be joining them. Carlos  
understands and decides to operate the tram 
himself. They move down the next carriage 
where he looks over the controls and sets them 
off down the track. Things are looking good  
and the tram soon picks up speed and moves 
through the fire that blocks much of Central 
St. This route will take them up the Central- 
Raccoon line running from Central St to  
Raccoon St where the line merges with the Raccoon-Stoneville line. From there they will dock 
at Raccoon City Station and have a short walk over to the St. Michael Clock Tower. 
 
As the tram continues, there is a sudden jolt and  
the whole thing shakes as Nemesis jumps on  
board and attacks Mikhail. Jill runs into the  
second carriage to witness the scene. She helps  
Mikhail drive the creature back with gunfire  
until it is temporarily incapacitated. Mikhail tells  
Jill to leave and she realises he is going to  
sacrifice himself. She tries to stop him but  
Nemesis is already advancing once again so she  
leaves the carriage. Mikhail fights bravely, but  
his gun runs dry and the Nemesis takes hold of  
him and smashes him around the train car. But  
before it can finish him off, Mikhail detonates a  
grenade, destroying the carriage and killing himself. The Nemesis is thrown from the tram and 
Carlos and Jill are able to escape. But as Jill and Carlos lament Mikhail’s heroic final act, the 
tram buckles again and they realise the explosion has caused heavy damage. The brakes are 
broken and Jill tries to activate the emergency stop as Carlos dives out of the window. Before 
she can join him, the tram derails after approaching a corner too fast and comes off the track, 
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scraping and sparking along the ground at speed before smashing through a concrete wall and 
coming to a stop in the outer gardens of the St. Michael Clock Tower. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – TRIPLE IMPACT 
begin. 
 
At the same time as Jill and Carlos’ tram ride, Echo Six are taking a more scenic route towards 
Raccoon Park, walking through the zombified streets. Lights from their torch attachments 
illuminate dead bodies sprawled over cars and silent, empty buildings. A banner hangs over the 
road for the annual fair otherwise known as the Michael festival. Party Girl comments that it 
looks like they have missed one hell of a party. Wedged between two crashed vehicles, a 
zombie suddenly reanimates and frantically tries to wriggle free as the humans approach. 
Shona pulls out an injection gun and jams it into the zombie’s mouth. He wants a blood 
sample whilst the specimen is still fresh. 
 
At that moment, just a few streets away, Wolfpack are tracking two survivors of the R.P.D.’s 
SWAT division. Both men are unarmed and running for their lives down a back alley as Lupo 
leads her team in pursuit. But Four Eyes is more interested in extracting blood samples from 
the infected than chasing police officers. Beltway is on the roof and can see the officers 
approaching below. Lupo orders them killed and bullets ping off the asphalt as the desperate 
cops run down the road. 
 
Back on the next street, Echo Six halt their approach when they pick up the sounds of gunfire. 
Party Girl suggests it may be more civilians so they change their route to intercept the source. 
Willow kicks open the door of a nearby house and she rushes inside, followed closely by 
Harley, Dee Ay and Tweed. Willow pauses by the landing and sweeps the darkness with her 
light, illuminating the ghastly sight of a Licker slumbering on the ceiling. She can see the 
glistening sinew of its exposed brain and as she approaches, her creaking footsteps alerts its 
attention. It spits out its long tongue and knocks her weapon from her hand, but Willow draws 
her combat knife and demonstrates some impressive athleticism to take the Licker down. 
Once the creature is dead, Willow shouts back to the others the route is all clear. 
 
Meanwhile, Lupo and Vector are in hot  
pursuit of the two R.P.D. officers.  
Beltway lies in wait further up the road  
and Lupo gives him an order to cut  
them off so he sets up a laser trip-mine  
near a dumpster. Spectre is on the roof  
and tracking the officers with his  
thermal scope, moving and firing at the  
same time to try and keep up with the  
chase. Eventually he stops and takes a  
more careful aim, shooting one of the  
officers in the back. The other cop  
abandons his friend and continues on, looking back at his wounded colleague and running 
straight into Beltway’s trap and blowing himself to pieces. The wounded officer tries to limp 
away and is attacked by Bertha who comes at him with a machete. He is only able to get away 
when her blade gets wedged in the bonnet of a car. He limps off down a darkened alleyway, 
bleeding heavily as more bullets rattle off the walls around him. Lupo, Bertha and Vector 
follow the blood trail to a darkened parking lot that is full of zombies and before long they find 
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themselves surrounded. The blood from the wounded officer has attracted the whole 
neighbourhood. The three soldiers form a protective circle and blast their way free, and Lupo 
spots the officer moving down the wall and through the exit door behind them. 
 
At the same time, Echo Six emerge from  
the other side of the vacant apartment  
building and climb down a pile of rubble  
and back onto the street. Party Girl is on  
point and brings the team to a halt when  
she spots the wounded police officer  
staggering onto the road in front of a  
delicatessen. She aims her weapon and  
warns they have a live one. The officer is  
clearly struggling with his bullet wound  
and trips over a metal pipe. Echo Six  
spot Wolfpack appearing behind them.  
Dee Ay steps forward and asks them to identify themselves, this is a quarantine zone and no 
one should be here. But he suddenly freezes when he hears the click of a weapon being 
pointed at his head and Vector deactivates his stealth camouflage. On the other side of the 
street, Lupo callously murders the police officer by shooting him in the head.  
 
Dee Ay uses the distraction to catch Vector off guard and they have a brief scuffle before the 
U.S.S. stealth operative reactivates his stealth camo and moves back. The rest of Wolfpack 
open fire on Echo Six, driving them down between nearby vehicles for cover. Tweed returns 
fire with her heavy weaponry and several rounds hit Vector’s armour, shorting out his stealth 
camouflage system. Dee Ay fires blindly from over his shoulder behind an abandoned car and 
a lucky round catches Beltway in the shoulder. He returns in kind by tossing a grenade at the 
car and the Echo Six leader only just manages to get away in time. He grabs hold of a nearby 
zombie and uses it as a human shield to get back to cover.  
 
He assembles his team and shouts that they need  
to flank Wolfpack, but the U.S.S. begin tossing  
pheromone grenades that Shona warns will  
attract virus carriers to their position. The  
zombies soon converge, and as Echo Six are  
forced to deal with them, Wolfpack take the  
opportunity to move in closer. Four Eyes shouts  
a warning to the others that a T-103 Tyrant is  
approaching and as if on cue, a large car is tossed  
through the air, crashing and rolling into the  
large electronic sign for the Stagla Gas Station  
which topples over and only just misses Lupo.  
As the smoke clears, the Tyrant materialises out of the gloom. It locks its cold, grey eyes on 
Lupo and charges. She fires but the round ping harmlessly off its power limiter and it picks her 
up and throws her against a car where she collapses comatose next to Dee Ay. Next to a truck, 
Harley and Bertha are locked in hand to hand combat as Beltway uses more of his grenades on 
the zombies. Tweed back-ups Dee Ay against the T-103 as it picks up another car to hurl at 
them. The battle continues to rage and as more zombies enter the fray, both Echo Six and 
Wolfpack gather their wounded and make a hasty retreat from the area on opposite sides of 
the battlefield, leaving the Tyrant to continue its rampage through the wrecked gas station. 
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11PM. 
A shaken Jill Valentine emerges from the ruins of the wrecked tram to find herself in the outer 
courtyard of the St. Michael Clock Tower. She is a little shaken up but otherwise unhurt. The 
clock tower is an impressive feat of architecture though it looks more than a little foreboding in 
the darkened atmosphere. The sky has clouded over to obscure the moon and the wind 
whistles through the streets. The courtyard is in ruins thanks to the trolley crash although 
several statues of birds and a central stone fountain remain untouched near several ornate 
lanterns. Two goddesses set on concrete blocks guard either side of the main doors but they 
are locked from the other side. Keen to get inside as infected crows begin to gather, Jill heads 
down a flagstone path towards a side door leading into a small vestry. A concrete slab is by the 
door with two urns growing weeds and an inscription too weathered to be readable. The door 
is unlocked and she emerges into a beautifully-decorated gallery room. 
 
The floor is made up of expensive marble tiles  
with a bronze and emerald green finish.  
Golden pillars line the walls with decorated  
archways over several large windows on the  
opposite wall. Several chandeliers hang from  
the ceiling and a fine-looking grand piano sits  
in the corner next to a red-lined sofa. A door  
to the left leads into a small, but well- 
maintained chapel. A red carpet runs between  
five rows of pews to the altar at the front  
bathed in candlelight. An organ is by the left  
hand wall and on the opposite side is a  
bookcase with velvet curtains. Drawing back  
the curtains reveals the clock tower key which she takes. A calm aura is present, and it was this 
very room that Nikolai hid the EMP device from Wolfpack a day earlier. She suddenly hears a 
large bang from somewhere up above and she moves to investigate. Passing back through the 
gallery, several zombies suddenly smash their way inside through the windows. Jill kills a few of 
them before using the clock tower key on the door opposite to move into a display gallery with 
a large dining table. 
 
Dinner is laid out for ten people across an antique table. Swords and pieces of armour 
decorate the walls and an old fireplace sits against the back wall amidst two stained-glass 
windows. The candlesticks on the dining table and mantelpiece are all alight, giving the room a 
soothing warmth. As she steps inside, Jill almost literally bumps into Carlos and is glad to see 
he survived the tram crash unharmed. But he is less optimistic and turns his back to her, 
unsure how they are meant to escape Raccoon City. Jill is a little taken aback by his attitude. 
They have made it this far and all that remains is to find a way to signal the evacuation 
helicopter. But Carlos suddenly turns angry and suggests she is not looking at the bigger 
picture. He believes Umbrella have no intention of letting any of them come back alive and 
they would be naïve to trust their grand evacuation plan. At the end of the day it’s just a piece 
of paper. Jill asserts they have no other choice but to trust them right now, but he won’t listen 
and suggests that if the two of them are to die in this city, they should choose themselves when 
it happens. Jill is disgusted at his defeatist attitude and gives Carlos a hard slap across the face to 
knock some sense into him. She mocks him and asks if he is really ready to just give up. 
Embarrassed, Carlos backpedals and mutters that he just cannot handle things before making a 
hasty exit from the room towards the chapel. 
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Jill decides to leave him be and heads out the other door, emerging into the exquisite main hall 
which is a true marvel of architecture. The vast space, marble pillars, flooring and grand 
staircase are all pristinely finished. She finds the body of Campbell on the floor; a U.B.C.S. 
merc from Echo Team. He and several others  
made it to the clock tower with civilians but  
were overrun before they could signal the evac  
chopper. He has a copy of the evacuation  
order in his hands and Jill peruses through it.  
Echo Team’s orders were to wipe out the  
downtown area of the infection and evacuate  
civilians to the clock tower, with priority given  
to Umbrella employees and their affiliates.  
Once ready to evacuate, the bell of the clock  
tower must be rung to signal the helicopter.  
Campbell also has a loaded mine thrower  
which Jill takes and slungs over her shoulder.  
On a nearby table she finds a map of the clock tower interior and behind the staircase on either 
side is a music box. Both play the same melody but are out of tune. Ignoring the stairs for now, 
she tries the door opposite which leads into a study. 
 
There are three zombies in here, two male and one female, and she takes them all out with 
headshots. Again, the room is warm and inviting with the wall-mounted lights and oak wall 
panels complementing each other. A lamp flickers on a table and several books have tumbled 
off the expansive shelves. A writing desk sits in the corner with an art picture postcard depicting 
three clocks. The following verse is printed; ‘Give your soul to the goddess. Put your hands 
together and prey before her.’ The door next to the desk is locked and ‘The Goddess of Time’ 
is etched beneath the key hole.  
 
A door on the opposite side of the study leads  
to a small lounge. A red rug is draped over a  
cork floor and a sofa and chair face an antique  
table with a game of chess set up on an  
expensive-looking board. A candlestick is lit  
up on a sideboard which illuminates a painting  
of a mountainside town. Another door beyond  
leads to an adjacent bedroom. The back wall  
in here has caved in thanks to the tram crash  
and the floorboards are ripped up, toppling  
the wardrobe onto the bed which has a hastily  
packed suitcase resting upon it. A sudden  
bang knocks a picture off the wall, exposing a  
hidden compartment that holds another clock tower key. As Jill turns to leave, several zombies 
emerge from the flames of the tram crash, their bodies on fire and burning. She ignores them 
and retraces her steps back to the main hall. 
 
She heads up the staircase and explores the upper level only to be put on guard when she hears 
the unmistakable growl of the Nemesis. It is still alive and somewhere close by. She notices a 
set of plastic explosives strapped to the wall and a flicker of movement above reveals three giant 
spiders hugging the ceiling. Disgusted, Jill shoots the explosives from a safe distance to kill the 
arachnids. A door at the end leads outside onto a balcony beneath the main clock face and 
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overlooking the courtyard and surrounding grounds below. The balcony is weathered, old and 
crumbling. A large urn filled with rainwater has recently toppled over, creating a large puddle 
on the floor. The cable for the light fixtures illuminating the upper tower trails along the 
ground. There is an ornamental copper plate set into the wall and using the clock tower key, 
Jill is able to drop down a ladder that allows access to the clock room and bell tower above.  
 
The clock room is full of well-maintained  
machinery and a beautifully ornamented  
mechanism that operates the bell. Upon  
closer inspection, one of the cogs is found to  
be missing and the bell is inoperable.  
Searching round, numerous shelves contain  
boxes and various pieces of junk. An  
elaborate music box plays the same melody  
as the ones down in the hall, but again it is  
out of tune and she has to manipulate five  
switches to make it work. Once activated  
correctly, a panel slides back to reveal a  
hidden chromos chain. When combined  
with the clock tower key, this becomes the Chronos key and will unlock the door in the study. 
There is also a silver gear but she will need to find a golden cog to combine with it. 
 
Jill heads back down the ladder only to be confronted by Nemesis on the balcony. It roars in 
triumph having finally cornered its prey and strides towards her, stepping into the large puddle 
of water. Thinking fast, Jill rips out the power cord for the lights and tosses it into the water, 
electrocuting the Nemesis and temporarily incapacitating it. Quickly, she heads back downstairs 
and makes for the study, hearing the Nemesis growling far behind her. The Chronos key 
unlocks the door in the study which gives way to a corridor with a dull, brown carpet and faded, 
peeling wallpaper. A portrait of two, aristocratic women hangs on the wall and the ceiling is 
covered in thick cobwebs. Around the corner, she finds a dead man webbed to the wall. His 
face is twisted with an expression of pain and he has succumbed to poisoning. Further on, 
several of the windows have been smashed and the wind whistles outside. 
 
A door at the end leads to a storage room where  
spare ornaments and art pieces are stacked.  
Another dead U.B.C.S. member lays slumped  
against the wall, cradling the body of a woman in  
his arms. His journal reveals his mission began  
two days ago on September 26th and that he  
and Campbell were the only survivors of his  
team to make it to the clock tower. It seems they  
died only hours ago. Next to the bodies are  
three portraits with clock faces set into them, the  
same clocks depicted on the art card she found  
earlier. Each clock presents a differing goddess,  
of past, present and future and a tray is set under each one. Nearby are three maiden statues 
each holding a stone, one of amber, one of obsidian, and one of crystal. This is a puzzle. At the 
back of the room is a small workshop and a spare bell for the clock tower that has been pushed 
in front of the back door to prevent the zombies getting inside. It is too heavy for her to move 
on her own. Jill turns her attention back to the puzzle and uses some trial and error putting the 
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stones into place on the respective clock faces until a hidden mechanism reveals the gold cog 
she needs. Now she can ring the bell and signal the helicopter. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – I NOW KNOW 
WHY YOU CRY begin. 
 
Echo Six have finally reached Uptown and hunker down with another Spec Ops unit that have 
recently secured the Raccoon Waterworks. But all that remains of that unit are two soldiers 
guarding the entrance and a sniper on the roof. The St. Michael Clock Tower is not too far 
away and can be seen in the distance. Dee Ay and the others are resting up when updated 
orders come through from command. Based on the schematics they recovered at City Hall, it 
is determined that Umbrella’s facility is located deep underneath Raccoon City. Echo Six are 
ordered to infiltrate the sewer network and look for any hidden access points. As Dee Ay 
confirms the order and gets his team ready to move out, the clock tower suddenly chimes 
midnight, signalling the start of another day. 
 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 29TH 1998 
Midnight: 
Several zombies emerge out of the shadows  
and Echo Six open fire as the clock tower  
continues to chime in the distance. They are  
aided by the Spec Ops sniper on the roof  
and his two colleagues by the Waterworks  
entrance. Party Girl suddenly points to the  
sky where they see an approaching  
helicopter. It is heading straight for the clock  
tower. They can also see the silhouette of  
Nemesis standing on the roof of the crashed  
trolley car. 
 
At that moment, Jill emerges from the main hall and into the courtyard, having signalled the 
helicopter only minutes ago. She frantically waves up to the pilot and finally believes her ordeal 
to be almost over. However, the Nemesis is stood on top of the ruined tram and takes aim at 
the helicopter and shoots it down with its rocket launcher. The ruined chopper crashes into the 
clock face and smashes down to the floor, bringing a ton of bricks and rubble down with it. 
The pilot and crew are killed instantly. 
 
A short distance away, Echo Six witness the crash and Tweed shouts that Nemesis has tracked 
down Jill once again. The merc they met earlier, Carlos, is there too. Shona shouts to Dee Ay 
that they must help them and to ask command for permission. Willow puts in the request, 
asking to temporarily deviate from their current mission to assist Jill and Carlos. But Command 
deny their request, their mission is not to rescue survivors. But Dee Ay argues the point and 
command finally relent, but they need to make it quick for this is not their objective. As the 
team look for the quickest route over to the St. Michael Clock Tower, the sniper on the roof 
swaps his rifle for a bazooka and aids them by destroying the fence barricade so Echo Six can 
get back out onto the streets. 
 
Back in the ruined courtyard, Nemesis jumps off the ruined tram and confronts Jill once again. 
The Tyrant suddenly shoots out a tentacle with its right hand, puncturing Jill’s shoulder and 
infecting her with the t-Virus. Wounded, she uses the mine thrower to keep Nemesis back, and 
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a brief battle ensues as she leads the creature in a game of cat and mouse around the courtyard 
amongst the debris of the ruined helicopter. By some miracle, Jill somehow does enough 
damage to the Nemesis to make it stagger  
back in pain. It limps away from the fight  
before collapsing in the midst of a roaring  
fire. Jill hobbles away clutching her shoulder,  
but doesn’t get very far and collapses  
unconscious in the middle of the courtyard.  
Minutes pass and then Carlos arrives on the  
scene. He spots Jill’s comatose form and  
takes her in his arms and feels extremely  
guilty for being angry with her. He begs her  
to wake up but she remains unconscious.  
Instead he picks her up and prepares to  
carry her back inside. 
 
Carlos suddenly hears a noise and is  
confronted by Echo Six. They each wear  
concerned looks when they spot the  
unconscious woman in his arms. Carlos  
recognises the team and explains that Jill is  
hurt. But before he can elaborate, Nemesis  
reawakens from its slumber. Echo Six tell  
Carlos to get Jill to safety while they take care  
of Nemesis. Carlos is thankful and  
disappears with Jill inside the chapel.  
Nemesis rises to his full form once again and  
aims his rocket launcher as Echo Six spread out amongst the ruined courtyard to provide 
multiple targets. It is quite a cramped environment and Tweed comments she could do with 
some explosives to make them an exit. They get lucky when a rocket blast from Nemesis takes 
out the gate leading back into Raccoon Park. 
 
The park is serene and beautiful in the moonlight with the grassy mounds lit up by the old-
fashioned street lanterns and a light mist is hugging the trees and bushes. Ghostly silhouettes 
stagger and lumber in the darkness and it soon becomes apparent the place is full of zombified 
police officers and civilians. Echo Six quickly spread out across the park although Nemesis is 
right behind them. It continues to fire its rocket launcher and they have to use the sparse trees 
for cover. A couple of flagstone paths run through the park leading to one of the main 
entrances but it is securely barricaded from the other side. There is also a small bridge that 
runs over a dried up stream leading down to a sewer grate. Lying on the grass is the wreckage 
of the helicopter Nikolai Zinoviev shot down 24 hours earlier. As gunfire lights up the gloom, 
Tweed attaches some C4 to the sewer grate and detonates it from a safe distance. This allows 
Echo Six to fall back into the tunnel and they get a lucky break when the explosion brings the 
ceiling down a short while later, preventing Nemesis from following them inside. They can 
soon hear it roaring in frustration on the other side. 
 
Dee Ay lights up a flare and they turn to observe the dark, wet and smelly tunnel up ahead. 
Shona isn’t happy and Harley jokingly asks if anyone is hiding a tank in their pockets. Waste 
has gathered all over the tunnel and they can hear zombies milling around in the darkness. As 
they move up the sewer, the whole tunnel suddenly vibrates and dust rains down from the 
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ceiling as an inhuman roar is heard from somewhere up ahead. Shona and Harley are put on 
edge by the sound. Round the corner, the central sewer canal is completely drained and an 
elevated walkway runs down the left side full of waste and rubbish. There are lights on the walls 
and ceilings at scattered intervals but their casings are all encrusted in grime and cobwebs. 
Ventilation ducts and drains are set on the walls and steam emits from grates on the floor. They 
take out several wandering zombies and the gunfire attracts some nearby Lickers to the scene 
and Tweed shouts a warning. They are joined by a couple of stray zombie dogs with C4 
charges attacked; a signature of Nikolai’s work. Once the area is clear, they continue down the 
winding tunnel for some distance with many alcoves and offshoots blocked off. Eventually they 
come to a single door and prise it open to find a host of zombified U.B.C.S. members on the 
other side. They again hear the Nemesis roar from somewhere above them. He still has their 
scent. 
 
Echo Six clear through the zombies before  
emerging at the entrance to a warehouse  
area and Shona suggests they rest up for a  
moment. Tweed examines a small control  
panel and is able to raise the shutter  
revealing a flight of steps leading up to an  
area housing several large generators.  
Several metal cages make up individual  
storage areas containing oxygen canisters,  
wooden crates and cardboard boxes  
marked fragile. Another staircase leads  
back down to the lower level and another  
storage area full of pallets of supplies and sacks marked ‘Raccoon Concrete’. There is a forklift 
truck and even a small transport car on a monorail with tracks leading off into the darkness. 
Further inside they come across several U.S.S. soldiers in the midst of a battle with zombies 
and Echo Six are able to get the jump on them and take them all down. This place doesn’t 
match the schematics they found at City Hall and seems to be a foundry; used to make metal 
castings. They pass through more workshops and eventually emerge in a control room 
overlooking a large furnace area full of smelting pots. 
 
There are two areas in here, with the lower level comprising of an employee’s lounge with 
kitchen, toilet stalls, seating areas and lockers. Willow activates the controls upstairs to open up 
the shutters and give them access to the furnace, just as Nemesis takes his cue to smash open 
one of the doors and emerge on one of the lower catwalks. Command suggests using the 
crucible to their advantage and the team lure Nemesis underneath one of the smoking vats and 
activate the control to tip molten metal all over the creature. The Tyrant roars in agony and its 
rocket launcher is destroyed. Smoking, the Nemesis is down but not out and uses its tentacles 
to attack. Now that it has no rocket launcher, Echo Six can afford to attack more and lure it 
beneath two more crucible pots before the hulking creature is finally incapacitated once again. 
Command congratulates their efforts and believes the creature to be dead. Updated orders are 
to continue on into the sewers and search out the hidden Umbrella facility. Dee Ay assembles 
the squad and they move out. 
 
Nemesis remains a smoking hulk on the floor and despite all the damage it has taken, its 
extraordinary regenerative capabilities ensure it is largely unharmed save for damage to its outer 
power limiter, meaning the t-Virus will cause the creature to partially mutate. 
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Pre-Dawn: 
Jill Valentine remains unconscious in the chapel of the St. Michael Clock Tower with Carlos 
keeping vigil over her. Thanks to her encounter with Nemesis she is now infected with the  
t-Virus. 
 
In the early hours, Leon S. Kennedy returns to his motel somewhere near Raccoon City after 
leaving a party from the previous evening. He has broken up with his girlfriend following a 
blazing row and is upset. He is due to start his job as a police officer for the Raccoon City 
Police Department later today. But rather than go to sleep, he continues to drink to block out 
the pain of his relationship break-up. This will cause him to sleep in and be late for the start of 
his shift, a crucial mistake that will actually save his life. 
 
September 29th is also the day of the 'Michael Festival' which is in honour of Saint Michael the 
Archangel. The clock tower in Raccoon City is named after St. Michael and the festival is an 
annual occurrence. However, the city-wide biohazard has ensured that any celebration of this 
day is cancelled indefinitely. 
 
Nathan Donnelly and Samuel Kirk somehow get out of their cell in the R.P.D. and leave the 
police station. Their eventual fate remains unknown.  
 
Ben Bertolucci choses to remain behind, safely locked away although he does possess the key 
to his cell and can leave any time. But having heard the G-Birkin creature prowling the station, 
he believes he is safer where he is. 
 
Still holed up in the east wing of the police station, Elliot Edward and his three colleagues have 
waited as long as they can. Having failed to secure the weapons cache, their ammunition is 
running low and they have no choice but to move on, ready to try for the sewer entrance. 
Cautiously, the four men leave the briefing room  
and proceed down the corridor to the door  
leading to the western corridor where the file  
archive room is located. Carefully, they remove  
the barricade they themselves had erected a few  
days earlier and pass through into the western  
corridor. The door to the file archive room is  
locked and there is a corpse of a headless police  
officer on the floor. He was a victim of the first  
appearance of the Licker two days ago now.  
 
Moving on, they proceed round the corridor to  
the left and unlock the door to the reception room. It is clear so they proceed forwards and try 
the door leading into the main hall. However, despite being unlocked, it is shut tight and won't 
open. They give it a shove and have to charge at it several times before finally forcing it open. 
Puzzled, Elliot and the others examine the other side to find some broken and split piles of 
wood. Someone had barricaded the door from the other side using nails and wooden boards. 
As planned, they ignore the main doors and move inside the western office where they leave 
behind the Heart Key on the desk in the Sergeant's office. This key will unlock the door in the 
east wing leading to the corridor running down to the basement entrance, which they plan to 
lock after passing through themselves. Marvin Branagh is still unconscious on the floor at this 
point and they either do not see him or believe him to be dead before returning to the main 
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hall. From there, the four men rip down the barricades blocking the east wing door and move 
inside. 
 
After scouting around, they are pleasantly surprised to discover the east wing to be reasonably 
clear of zombies. They move through the east office and into the corridor, turning the door on 
the lock behind them as planned. However, as they reach the basement, they begin to get cold 
feet about escaping through the sewers. They can  
hear the scrapes of Licker's claws on the walls at  
the bottom of the stairs, not to mention the  
possibility of infected dogs from the K-9 unit by  
the cellblock where the sewer entrance resides.  
And even if they made it into the sewers, all  
manner of insidious horrors could await them  
inside. After a brief discussion, the four men  
decide to remain upstairs and come up with an  
alternative means of escape, believing they can  
use their new surroundings to look for a way to  
call for help. They decide to search the rest of the east wing and see what they can find. In the 
meantime they need to secure their position as best as possible. From looking around, there 
are two exposed areas; the windows in the west corridor by the basement, and the windows in 
the corridor by the interrogation room and press office. They can seal the windows in the west 
corridor if they can find and replace the cord for the electronic shutters. They use planks of 
wood and nails to board up the windows outside the interrogation room. One of the officers 
notes the wooden boards they are using are covered in graffiti. In a chilling reference to famed 
horror movie ‘The Shining’, someone has wrote 'RedRum' on one of them; - murder spelt 
backwards. 
 
DAY: 
Claire Redfield, college student and younger sister of Chris, gets onto her motorbike and 
begins the long journey towards Raccoon City, determined to find her brother who has 
seemingly broken off all contact with her. 
 
Sergei Vladimir arrives in America from Russia. He will be placed in charge of all Umbrella 
military operations as Captain of the Guard and sent into Raccoon City later in the day. 
 
As Leon Kennedy is due to start on the evening shift at the R.P.D. and was originally to be 
welcomed with a small party in the Western Office. Decorations had been put up around his 
new desk prior to the station being attacked several days ago. 
 
Umbrella discover their information leak to the U.S. Government and learn of the Special 
Forces that have taken over the Dead Factory, a key stratigical position they wish to use for 
their own military personnel in the field. 
 
12:00 
Due to the ongoing emergency within Raccoon City, all Umbrella operations, equipment and 
personnel are placed under control of Sergei Vladimir who has arrived in the city to monitor 
the situation. He will personally take charge of a helicopter due to infiltrate Raccoon City 
airspace to carry out an important mission of recovering the UMF-013 mainframe computer 
from William Birkin's underground laboratory. He will also be using the aircraft to drop off six 
T-103 Tyrant models at various places inside the city, including one specifically programmed to 
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seek out and recover the G-Virus sample believed to be carried by Sherry Birkin. They also 
need to deal with U.S. Government Spec Ops who have taken over a key location in the P-12A 
Incinerator Facility, also known as the 'Dead Factory'. 
 
"EMERGENCY REQUISITION ORDER 
Today 1998.9.29.  
At 12:00, in accordance with Article 12 of Emergency Internal  
Regulations, all personnel and equipment attached to this aircraft will be under the command 
of Captain of the Guard, Sergei Vladimir. 
Rejection of any order is not permitted. 
We cannot guarantee your safety if you disobey command. 
1) 
This aircraft will infiltrate Raccoon City airspace under virus contamination and drop T1 into 
the Raccoon Police Department. This will successfully allow the complete elimination of 
survivors within the police department. 
2) 
Drop all remaining loaded "T" on the Incineration Disposal Plant P-12A. Ambush U.S. Special 
Forces. It is presumed that these Special Forces have an expert degree of training and the 
strongest equipment. Must be annihilated with utmost effort. 
3) 
This aircraft will leave Raccoon City airspace immediately afterwards. In addition, after having 
released all T’s, there is cargo which you must transport from the area concerned, however 
details will be instructed later." 
-BIOUC: Emergency Requisition Order; 29/09/98 
 
Sections of the blockade where the military forces are quarantining Raccoon City are attacked 
by zombies. This causes the military to retreat further back. As Raccoon City is located in an 
isolated area of the mid-west, and surrounded by stretches of wasteland with hardly a building 
in sight, the military decide to quickly back off to prevent any more unnecessary casualties. 
With a majority of the citizens in Raccoon City confirmed dead, the barricades and quarantine 
zones are relaxed, with only the major roads and routes still being monitored. There are 
several minor roads which now lead unopposed into the city. 
 
Umbrella discuss dropping in several MA-121 Hunter Alpha platforms to Raccoon City via 
helicopter but decide to hold off until U.S.S. Wolfpack complete their mission and are 
extracted.  They already have roughly 20 specimens of Hunter Betas being delivered via 
transport trucks from the Chicago Branch due to be sent in tomorrow. 
 
Down in the holding cells at the R.P.D., Ben Bertolucci sits on  
his bunk in silence. Despite having the key to his cell he has  
decided not to leave. Not only is the station crawling with  
zombies, but he has occasionally heard the frustrated roaring of  
the mutated William Birkin who is tracking down his lost  
daughter, Sherry. He has the evidence he needs on Chief Irons  
and Umbrella but his problem now is whether he will make it  
out of the city alive to expose them. In case something should  
happen to him, Ben scrawls a message on the wall of his cell. 
 
"With no hope of survival, I write in hopes that someone will be  
able to use this information... 
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The beasts are everywhere... 
I can hear them in the darkness as I wait... for release. 
The Chief is the one responsible. He conspired with the Umbrella Corporation... He knew of 
their experiments and turned a blind eye...for a price, no doubt. 
The station and the lower level lab at Umbrella are connected by the sewers. 
It is through here that they would transport test subjects... I suspect that is how the virus came 
to spread so quickly through the town. 
Relator, Ben Bertolucci, Sep 1998." 
-REDC: Ben Bertolucci's Expose; undated. 
 
Ben has not had any visitors or seen any police officers for a while now. He begins to wonder if 
they are all dead. 
 
Somewhere in the police station, Sherry Birkin encounters G-Birkin. Although terrified, she is 
able to escape not realising that it is in fact her father, William. Because of their blood relation, 
William is seeking out Sherry as a potential breeding tool. 
 
FBI agent Jack Hamilton finalises his report into Police Chief Brian Irons and an investigation 
into the existence of the G-Virus. He will type it all up and fax it over to Chris Redfield later in 
the day, unaware Chris has already long left the United States. 
 
Throughout the day, the five surviving police officers left in the R.P.D. are picked off one by 
one. The first is attacked in the Night Watchman's room and has his throat and abdomen torn 
out. The second is killed in the Eastern Office by the door to the emergency stairwell, and the 
third is killed on the 2F East corridor next to the helipad after the windows caved in and he was 
pecked to death by crows. Only Elliot Edward remains alive, separated from Marvin Branagh 
who still lies injured in the western office. 
 
DUSK: 
After oversleeping due to drinking too much the previous evening, Leon S. Kennedy hurriedly 
dresses himself in his newly issued police uniform, jumps into his jeep and sets off towards 
Raccoon City. It is already after sunset and he is going to be late.  
 
Leon takes Route 419 towards Raccoon City and Claire Redfield takes a separate minor road. 
Both are routes recently abandoned by the U.S. Military leaving the two of them with no idea 
of what they are heading into. 
 
In the western office of the R.P.D., Marvin Branagh regains consciousness. He is delirious with 
pain and props himself up against a filing cabinet, leaving a trail of blood across the floor from 
the Sergeant's room. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY - EXPENDABLE 
begin. 
 
After laying low for the last day or so, Lupo and the other members of Wolfpack are contacted 
by U.S.S. Command with a new mission. Hopefully, this should be the last one before their 
extraction is authorised. They each listen intently as Command relays their orders. 
 
"Management needs you at the Raccoon City Police Department. Umbrella had a secret 
arrangement with Police Chief Brian Irons guaranteeing the cooperation and discretion of the 
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Police Department. It has come to our attention that he has been compiling information 
implicating Umbrella in a variety of 'morally questionable' activities. He may be looking to use 
the information to extort Umbrella. Get rid of his Intel and make sure there aren't any police 
officers left to report anything. The prospect of extraction is high if the mission is a success." 
-REORC: Expendable Mission Briefing; 29/09/98 
 
Lupo acknowledges the order and Command stresses that time is at a premium before signing 
off. The team talk about finally being able to get out of Raccoon once this last mission is over 
as they trek through the dead city's streets, engaging zombies that were formerly citizens, 
families and police officers alike. Having been in the town for close to 48 hours now each 
member of Wolfpack had gotten extremely adept at zombie killing, but as they drew nearer to 
the R.P.D. they have to contend with several infected dogs that were formally part of the 
R.P.D.'s K-9 unit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elliot Edward manages to find a radio and call for help. A police helicopter agrees to return to 
the R.P.D. to pick him up. All he has to do now is wait. 
 
Ada Wong reaches the police station. Working under the  
supervision of Albert Wesker for the rival company, her  
mission is to secure a sample of William Birkin's G-Virus.  
She has been liaising frequently with reporter Ben Bertolucci  
to gather intelligence on Umbrella. She heard he was locked  
up in the cells and needs to speak to him about finding the  
entrance to Umbrella's hidden laboratory. 
 
There are six people inside the police station; Ben, Ada,  
Marvin, Chief Irons, Elliot Edward and Mayor Warren's  
daughter. 
 
On the outskirts of town, a truck driver entering via a minor road has bypassed the relaxed 
barricades and stops to fuel up at a Taxago gas station. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL 2 begin. 
 
Leon S. Kennedy and Claire Redfield each arrive  
separately into Raccoon City. Leon drives his jeep  
through a main road at the junction of Crescent St  
near a large waste-disposal bin. A body of a woman  
lays on the road before him and he brings his  
vehicle to a halt, scaring away several crows from  
the scene. He shuts off the engine and climbs out to  
investigate. 
 
Meanwhile Claire pulls over outside Emmy’s Diner where several rats scuttle over a nearby 
trash can. The street is quiet and after a long ride she is glad to finally be here. She plans to get 
a coffee before heading to the R.P.D. to find Chris. 
 
Wolfpack finally reach the police station and head round to the rear, using the stairwell to get 
up to the heliport. The fire that was raging some 48 hours earlier when Kevin Ryman and his 
party were here has burned itself out. They use the back door to get inside the precinct 
building and Lupo relays to U.S.S. Command that they have arrived on scene. There are no 
signs of any survivors. Command confirms the Intel they are looking for is located in the police 
chief’s office. They need to take care of it quickly. Lupo acknowledges and leads the others 
forward. 
 
On the outskirts of the city, the truck driver who also missed the military blockade pulls over at 
a Taxago gas station to refuel. But when he heads to the shop to pay, he is attacked by the 
proprietor, who is now a zombie. The driver is bitten on his right arm and he retaliates by 
throwing the zombie through the glass window. Annoyed, and with blood seeping from his 
arm, the driver gets back into his truck and resumes his journey. On the forecourt, the zombie 
gets up and shambles slowly behind. 
 
Claire finds Emmy’s Diner to be empty, and nothing looks out of the ordinary save for some 
spilled menus on the floor and toppled over bar stools. She calls out but gets no response until 
a sound from behind the bar catches her attention. She peers over and sees a zombie hungrily 
devouring a corpse. She shrieks in fright as the zombie rises and begins to shuffle towards her. 
 
Leon is busy examining the body on the street in  
front of his jeep. She has deep lacerations down  
her back and her clothes are soaked in blood.  
She doesn’t appear to have a pulse and he is so  
preoccupied he fails to notice the moan of a  
nearby zombie somewhere behind him; its  
skeletal hands feeling their way along the  
brickwork of the alleyway. Leon wonders what  
could have done this when a noise makes him  
whirl round and he spots three blood-stained  
zombies staggering towards him. More ghostly moaning sounds reveal more of the virus-
carriers, closing in from all directions. Confused at what he is seeing, Leon draws his sidearm 
and warns the things to halt their approach, but they pay him no heed and continue their 
advance. The ‘dead’ woman on the floor then tries to bite his ankle and he is forced to open 
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fire. His bullets buckle into the zombies and cause them to stagger back but they do not fall. 
He begins to back away, not realising he is heading towards a confined alleyway. 
 
Back at Emmy’s, Claire tries to reason with the  
undead man that stalks towards her. She backs  
off until she hits the front door and turns to see  
more zombies pawing on the glass on the other  
side. Panic rising, she darts her eyes around the  
room, spotting a fire escape and immediately  
sprints for the exit. Barging through and out  
into the night air, she comes face to face with  
Leon pointing his gun at her. She shrieks not to  
shoot and he tells her to get down before firing  
at the zombie advancing behind her. The shot  
strikes right between its eyes and it topples over in a crumpled heap. Leon helps her up and 
warns they cannot stay out here. They need to get to the police station where it will be a lot 
safer. Together they both run down the alleyway and back onto the main street as the zombies 
close in from all directions. Leon spots a parked patrol car by the sidewalk and they run for it. 
Luckily, the keys are still inside and he tells Claire to buckle up before putting his foot down 
and lurching the car forward, leaving their pursuers behind. 
 
At that moment, Wolfpack arrive in the office of Chief Irons. It is empty yet attractively 
furnished compared to the rest of the station. A host of stuffed animals are on display, 
expensive paintings hang from the walls and bookshelves are stocked full of political tomes. 
Closer inspection reveals a photograph of Irons displaying a large catch from a fishing trip. 
Command reaffirms that the Intel should be in this office somewhere and Lupo finds a stack of 
files on the desk stamped with the Umbrella logo. She takes out her lighter and burns them all. 
As the papers smoulder, the other members of the team speak of their relief at finally being 
able to leave Raccoon City. Command gets in touch once again, confirming their mission in 
Raccoon City is complete and that upper management had been getting somewhat nervous. 
Now no one is left to expose Umbrella and Wolfpack are ordered to convene outside whilst 
their extraction is arranged. Lupo leads them out of the office followed by Bertha and Spectre, 
with Vector, Four Eyes and Beltway covering their tails. They head for the main hall and walk 
right out the front door. 
 
20:31PM 
Leon and Claire are on route to the station in the  
police car. She is wondering just what the hell is  
going on as Leon tries to get the radio operational  
but cannot get a signal. She notes he is a police  
officer and Leon introduces himself, adding that  
it is his first day on the job. He screeches the car  
round a corner and following directly behind is  
the truck from earlier, its driver now fully  
regressed as a zombie thanks to the bite wound  
on his arm. The truck mows over a signpost for  
the R.P.D. as Leon asks Claire to check in the glove box and she finds a loaded Beretta 9mm 
he suggests she take with her.  
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Suddenly they are attacked by a zombie that had been slumbering in the back seat. Leon 
struggles to remain in control of the vehicle as he tries to stop the virus carrier from biting him. 
The car richoets like a pinball off the walls before  
he flips the wheel and spins them 180 degrees as  
they collide with a brick wall, sending the zombie  
flying out the back window. Shaken but otherwise  
unhurt, they both spot the truck steaming towards  
them. Quickly, they unbuckle their seat belts and  
dive out of the car seconds before the truck  
careers into them and the whole thing goes up in  
a thunderous explosion, sending a giant ball of  
flame into the night sky. Both Leon and Claire  
are thrown to the ground by the blast and  
separated by a wall of flames. 
 
Whilst all this is going on, Wolfpack have emerged onto the courtyard outside the R.P.D. 
Hovering above the gates is their evac chopper. It shines a spotlight down and its rotors cause 
litter and bits of paper to swirl around in the air. But suddenly and very unexpectedly, the 
chopper withdraws and takes off, leaving Wolfpack isolated and confused. Command reports 
their priorities have changed. Extraction is postponed and they need to examine a nearby crash 
that just occurred. Management does not have any patience for this. Quickly, Lupo leads her 
team out of the main gate and they hurry to investigate the source of the explosion. 
 
Leon gets up groggily from the floor and can feel the intense heat of the flames licking at his 
skin. He calls out to Claire who is somewhere on the other side of the carnage. He can just 
about hear her voice calling for him and shouts he is okay, instructing her to get to the police 
station and they can meet up there. The tanker wreckage has completely blocked off the road 
and there is no way around. 
 
Several zombies start to emerge from the flames  
so Leon turns and runs up the street, dodging  
round several more of the undead and passing a  
number of shops and stores including the  
Arukas Tailor and a restaurant named Tony’s  
Kitchen. A number of smashed up cars are  
parked haphazardly and ahead the road is  
blocked by a succession of heavy blue, metal  
barricades. Beyond the barrier he can see  
several more car wrecks and burning fires.  
Amongst the staggering zombies he spots a  
platoon of six heavily-armed soldiers running  
towards him. Their faces are hidden by masks He shouts at them to identify themselves only 
for them to open fire. As bullets richoet around him, Leon shouts at them to stop shooting and 
that he is not one of those things, but they pay him no heed. Quickly, he ducks down a side 
street to his left. 
 
On the other side of the barrier, Wolfpack lose sight of Leon and Lupo shouts at her team to 
track him down and kill him. A large tanker blocks their way to the barriers and they are forced 
to look for another way round. Next to a ‘Liquors’ store is an underground parking garage they 
can use to get around the buildings and intercept Leon. The entrance has its shutter down and 
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some desperate individual has scrawled ‘Help’ on the front. Once they get the shutter open, 
zombies crawl out from the other side. 
 
Leon runs down the side street, dismayed to find  
a dead end up ahead next to a parked up 4x4.  
Light emanates from the Kendo Gun Shop and  
he quickly dives inside, only to be confronted by  
the proprietor, Robert Kendo, pointing a loaded  
shotgun in his face. Kendo asks who he is and  
what his business is. Leon yells at him to hold  
fire, he is human. Kendo eyes him warily before  
finally coming out from behind the counter. He  
apologises and says he thought Leon was another  
zombie. He locks the door as Leon asks what  
the hell is going on, but Robert is as clueless as  
he is. By the time he realised something was amiss, the entire city was swarming with zombies. 
But Leon should be safe now, he’s keeping a close eye on things. Robert is a close friend of 
Barry Burton and up until very recently had been supplying firearms to the Raccoon City 
S.T.A.R.S. team. 
 
Meanwhile, Wolfpack’s plan of using the underground parking garage as a shortcut to intercept 
Leon backfires when they find it home to a nest of Lickers. Clearing a path through takes time 
and Lupo is forced to report back to command that they have lost track of the police officer. 
Command is livid and states upper management has run out of patience with them. They are 
moving to Plan B, and Wolfpack are to be abandoned. When the others raise concerns, Lupo 
stresses they finish the job and worry about it later. 
 
At the same time as all this, Claire Redfield runs down the main street in the opposite direction 
to Leon with the truck inferno blazing behind her. She passes a number of locked stores 
including a delicatessen with a silver Delorean parked outside. A hotdog stand stands amongst 
several trashed vehicles and near to a fast food outlet called Paul’s Hamburgers, and a crashed 
motorcycle lies on the road near a candy store. The end of the street is blocked off with more 
of the steel, blue barricades but luckily a gate on the right hand side takes her into the outer 
parking lot of the R.P.D.  
 
Three patrol cars are parked up out here but the  
main shutter leading to the underground car  
park is closed. Three zombie cops lurk across  
the yard and she evades their shambling forms  
and makes for the small security cabin. Inside is  
a single chair and desk for a security guard and  
she finds the cabin key next to an empty water  
bottle. This unlocks a nearby door to the  
auxiliary room and inside are several old and  
grimy looking generators that don’t look like  
they have been used for a long time. A small  
desk sits in the corner with several employee  
hard hats and a poster of a half-naked woman. She notices the generators are all defunct and 
covered in dust. The Umbrella logo is barely visible underneath. There is a sudden bang from 
the door she just came through and she realises the zombies have her scent and she cannot go 
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back. Instead a door opposite takes her out round the side of the main precinct building. A 
flagstone path runs down a gravel track and several more zombies stagger around, bathed in the 
glow cast from the street lamps. She skips round the putrid walkers and up a metal stairwell to 
the helipad by the water tower on the roof. 
 
At that moment, one of the last surviving police officers, Elliot Edward, emerges out of the rear 
door and onto the helipad, waving his arms frantically. Elliot is the last of four survivors that 
were holed up in the east wing as of yesterday. In the last 24 hours they had been picked off 
one by one after backing out of a plan to escape through the sewers. He waves up at the 
AS350B Eurocopter as it hovers above. Elliot shouts at him to get over here but the pilot says 
he cannot land but will drop a rope ladder instead. As Elliot fumbles for the ladder in the 
bright light, he fails to notice two zombies approaching from behind. He manages to avoid 
being bitten and retreats to the back wall, opening fire with his MP5 and shouting at the virus 
carriers to keep back. The automatic bursts tear apart the innards of the zombies but he misses 
their heads and they keep coming until they are close enough to drag him to the ground. As 
they rip him apart, he fires his weapon spasmodically and several rounds penetrate the 
underside of the helicopter and hit the pilot. The chopper suddenly spins out of control and 
crashes down on top of Elliot and the two zombies, exploding into a ball of flame. 
 
Claire witnesses the whole thing and immediately  
runs over but the intense heat from the flames  
prevents her getting too close. The crash has  
damaged the water tower and it has a large gash  
in the side and tips precariously over the fire.  
Through an open gate on a chain link fence she  
gains access to the tower but cannot operate it  
without a valve handle. A warning sign reads  
‘Excessive pressure may rupture the water tank.’  
With nowhere else to go, Claire takes the back  
door into the police station.  
 
She emerges into a bland-looking corridor with dull, grey walls and creaky floorboards 
underfoot. The whole place looks very dilapidated and quite out of place for a police station. A 
folded up chair leans against the wall and some discarded cardboard boxes are scattered about. 
All the windows have been smashed and fragments and shards scrunch under her footsteps. 
Further down, the passage turns to the left near an expensive-looking painting of four angelic 
figures hanging crooked on the wall beside a mop and bucket. The body of a police officer lays 
on the floor with several crows perched on top of the corpse. This man was one of Elliot 
Edward’s three surviving colleagues and the birds scatter and caw in alarm as Claire comes 
closer. 
 
As Claire witnessed the helicopter crash at the R.P.D., Wolfpack find themselves pinned down 
by a Spec Ops squad outside Hotel Dere after they lost track of Leon. Lupo nears a noise up 
above that sounds like an approaching chopper and wonders if it may be their extraction. They 
all look up in the darkened sky to see several helicopters each carrying a load of six pressure 
canisters mounted on a cable. These all belong to Umbrella and are under the command of 
Captain of the Guard; Sergei Vladimir. The helicopters hover and one by one, deploy the 
canisters to the ground at various locales across town, leaving huge impact craters in the roads 
and crushing unfortunate cars. With a hiss of stream, each canister opens to reveal an MA-121 
Hunter Alpha. Spectre is confused and Vector mutters a curse as he raises his weapon. Four 
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Eyes warns these are a lot of MA-121’s and they won’t discriminate between those who work 
for Umbrella and those who don’t. The reality of their situation finally hits Spectre and he 
realises that the corporation truly does not care if they die or not. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As they make a hasty retreat from the area, more canisters drop down around them and they 
soon arrive at an open square with another Stagla Gas Station. More Spec Ops lurk here but 
the arrival of the Hunters proves a welcome distraction, allowing Wolfpack to take solace in a 
nearby garage. They soon emerge back out onto the streets but have lost Leon’s trail 
completely. Lupo is frustrated but suggests they just try and find a safe house for now. They 
need to regroup and reassess their situation. 
 
Leon meanwhile has made a thorough search of Kendo’s shop, but all the gun racks are empty 
because Robert had handed out all his weapons to the stricken citizens. But he does at least 
find some extra handgun ammunition near the cash register. Behind the counter all the display 
cases have been smashed open. Posters align the walls for various firearm manufacturers, 
including one for Umbrella. Near a rack of flashlights behind the accessories counter, Leon 
spots a note. 
 
"How could this have happened, Barry? The town's been overrun by zombies and has literally 
become a nightmare on Earth. As you know, my concern for the town is as great as your own. I 
have waited for your arrival with the assumption you were still in the area, but the threat of my 
shop being overwhelmed by zombies has become too great. I've already distributed the 
majority of weapons and ammo to the town's survivors including the Raging Bull you specially 
ordered. I hope you understand, given the circumstances. At any rate, I have no intention of 
pointlessly sacrificing my life and will be retreating to Stoneville. If you get this message, meet 
me there. We'll go fishing..." 
-RE2EX: Robert's Note; undated. 
 
On the Parts and Repair counter is an advert for the Raccoon Shooting Club and a rolled up 
newspaper dated September 18th. There is a back door and as Leon approaches the front 
windows suddenly cave in and several zombies pounce on Robert. Kendo manages to get one 
shot off before he is taken down and literally eaten alive. There is nothing Leon can do to save 
him so he makes a hasty retreat out the back door while the undead are preoccupied with their 
grisly meal. 
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He now finds himself in a cramped alleyway full of overflowing trash cans and the stench of 
rotten garbage. The alleyway runs along grime-laden brick walls and moves past a graffiti-
covered street basketball court behind a chain- 
link fence. Two zombies slumber in here and  
begin to frantically bang against the fence as  
Leon runs past. A little further down the  
alleyway is blocked by a Kendo Gun Shop van.  
Its rear doors are open and he is able to help  
himself to more ammunition for his pistol. As  
he backtracks, the two zombies manage to prise  
open the gate to the basketball court and Leon is  
forced to take them down. He passes through  
the court, running past two benches and a  
discarded basketball on the floor. Graffiti  
slogans such as ‘Above the Rim’ and ‘This too shall Pass’ are artfully emblazoned on the 
brickwork. After skirting round two more zombies, he hits the gate on the other side. 
 
20:41PM 
Meanwhile, Claire has done a little exploring inside the R.P.D. and unlocks a door leading to 
an exterior fire escape taking her down to the first floor. Outside the eastern office she finds 
another body of a recently deceased police officer. Inside, she finds the red valve handle on a 
shelf she needs to release the pressure in the water tower. She immediately retreats back up to 
the helipad and uses the water tower to douse the fire consuming the helicopter wreckage. But 
as she prepares to re-enter the station, the sound of another approaching helicopter puts her on 
guard. 
 
Another Umbrella helicopter hovers above the R.P.D. and is  
piloted by Sergei Vladimir himself. Like the Hunter transports,  
this helicopter contains a storage pods with six large B.O.W.  
capsules; but each of these contain a T-103 Tyrant. Sergei hits  
the release switch and drops one of the canisters into the police  
station. It comes apart in mid-air revealing the horrific form of a  
seven foot tall Tyrant that crashes through the roof of the second  
floor east wing corridor. Its mission is to recover the G-Virus  
sample believed to be in the possession of Sherry Birkin. With  
the drop off complete, Sergei steers his helicopter towards  
Raccoon Park and the P-12A Incinerator facility beyond. The  
original U.S. Special Forces team sent in to retrieve William  
Birkin have been hunkered down there for almost a week now and it is imperative Umbrella 
retake the facility at all costs. The remaining T-103’s will all be deployed there in an ambush. 
 
As Claire comes back inside the police station she immediately notices extensive damage to the 
ceiling and the walls are all cracked. As she moves forward, a wooden beam partially collapses 
and prevents any further access back to the helipad. Moving down the corridor, she is horrified 
to come face to face with the T-103; a giant humanoid with pale, grey skin and lifeless eyes, 
wearing a large green trench coat acting as its Power Limiter. She immediately opens fire but 
her bullets have seemingly little effect. Soon the great hulk is upon her and raises its fists to 
strike. Claire quickly ducks under it and the Tyrant smashes a hole in the wall where she was 
stood only a second earlier. Without looking back, Claire sprints down the passage, ignoring 
the door to the emergency stairwell and heads for the only other exit on the opposite side of 
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the corridor. She is now in another passage with dirty, grey walls and wooden floorboards. 
Round the corner she can see the nose of the crashed helicopter where it has smashed clean 
through the wall. A corridor runs towards the Police Chief’s office but the helicopter wreckage 
is now completely blocking it off. 
 
At this moment, in his office, Chief Irons brutally murders Mayor Warren’s daughter and 
plans to stuff her body and add her to his taxidermy collection, frozen forever in whatever 
twisted pose he chooses. Her final, blood-curdling scream can be heard by Claire in the outer 
corridor. 
 
Leon meanwhile has continued on round more  
back alleyways, climbing over dumpsters and a  
stairwell and gantry beneath a large advertisement  
board for such products as ‘Gleam Watches’ and  
‘Step 1 Mini-Mart.’ Eventually a gate takes him  
out onto Ennerdale St but the route to his right is  
blocked off with heavy barricades. On the  
opposite side is a restaurant with one unfortunate  
diner lying dead slumped over a table, the back of  
his shirt all bloodied. There is also a dead police  
officer fallen back in his chair. Amidst the other  
wrecked cars on the street, four zombies are busy  
feasting on the corpse of yet another dead cop on the floor.  
 
Further down the street is blocked so Leon enters a wrecked .33 Midtown bus where two more 
zombies lurk, including a female in shorts dragging herself along the floor. Dead passengers lay 
in their seats with bloodstains everywhere and many windows are smashed and others spider-
webbed with cracks. The driver is also dead, slumped down over the steering wheel in cold 
silence. Leon quickly gets out the other exit of the bus and emerges on the other side of the 
wreckage back on Ennerdale St. There are some large, red dumpsters and an R.F.D fire engine 
actually on fire itself. There are several smashed police cars and bodies of dead and partially 
eaten cops are everywhere, lying amidst riot shields and other equipment. Six zombies prowl 
this area and he conserves ammo by running around their slow-moving forms. Up ahead the 
street is blocked once again but a gate to the left takes him into the grounds of the R.P.D. 
 
As the zombies on the other side begin to bang on  
the gate in frustration, Leon heads down a path to  
the right that leads to the front entrance of the  
station. It is a decorative garden with neatly kept  
bushes and trees all illuminated with attractive,  
old-fashioned street-lamps. This path is guarded  
by three more zombies so he backtracks and  
instead heads down some steps leading to a small  
underpass. This tunnel runs beneath the main  
entrance to the police station and back up the  
other side. It has lights fixed to the walls at various  
intervals and down here lurks the zombified form  
of former S.T.A.R.S. member; Brad Vickers. Despite having most of his brain destroyed, the 
more potent form of the t-Virus secreted from the tentacles of the Nemesis has revived him as 
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a zombie. Leon raises his H&K VP70 and shoots him in the head out of pity. Near his body, 
he finds a note where Brad curses his decision to ever join S.T.A.R.S. and makes reference to  
a ‘monster in a black suit.’ He then heads up the steps on the other side where the front 
entrance of the R.P.D. stands before him. 
 
20:53PM 
The main hall of the station is empty and  
impressively large. He stands on an elevated  
platform with a door on his right leading to the  
Eastern wing and the patrol office where Kevin  
Ryman and Jean are based. Directly ahead  
down a few steps, the hall opens up into a large  
room that reflects the atmosphere of the former  
art museum it was converted from. A large  
Raccoon Police emblem is stencilled into the  
marble floor next to a water feature and statue  
of a goddess. An empty round hollow sits above  
a small plaque which reads; ‘To obtain the key  
to open your heart, I’ll wait for the unicorn, the beautiful beast.’ To his left is a set of double 
doors leading to the waiting room but the electronic lock is active. Two ramps on either side of 
the goddess statue lead up to a raised level where another door on the left is for the Western 
Office. Directly ahead is the front desk. Behind the counter he finds stacks of paperwork, files 
and a computer controlling the electronic locking system. On the back wall is an emergency 
ladder bolted onto the second floor balcony but it cannot be lowered from down here. 
 
He tries the door to the Western Office and finds it  
unlocked. The office has been trashed with bullet  
holes in the walls, smashed up desks, and bloodstains  
everywhere. Marvin Branagh is now conscious and  
propped up against one of the lockers, the front of  
his shirt soaked with blood. Marvin looks up at Leon  
and surmises he must be the new officer due to start  
work today and even remembers his name. He  
apologies for his welcoming party being cancelled  
and Leon notices a desk with some party streamers  
and the ‘Welcome Leon’ sign. When he asks what  
happened, Marvin explains that approximately two  
months ago there was an incident at an isolated mansion on the outskirts of the city that 
reputedly involved the same zombie-like creatures that now roam Raccoon. Chris Redfield and 
the other S.T.A.R.S. members discovered that Umbrella Corporation was behind it all. They 
risked their lives to uncover the truth, but no one believed them. Not long after that, all this 
started to happen and now every last surviving S.T.A.R.S. member has disappeared. He winces 
in pain and Leon tells him to hang on in there. But Marvin orders him not to worry and to just 
concentrate on rescuing any survivors from the other rooms. He gives him his key card to 
unlock the electronic locks in the main hall. Leon tries to protest but Marvin reiterates the 
order with a loaded gun. Leon relents but insists he will come back for him later. But no 
sooner has he stepped back out into the main hall, Marvin locks the door from the inside. 
 
Leon returns to the computer behind the desk and uses Marvin’s card to unlock the doors to 
the east wing and the waiting room opposite. The waiting room is empty and a large storage 
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chest sits in the corner next to a decorative bronze bust of the very first police chief. To his 
right is the information desk and windows through to the western office on the other side. 
There is a bench to his left and lying on top is a station memo explaining the recent relocation 
of a safe from the S.T.A.R.S. office on the second floor to the Eastern Office Sergeant’s room. 
The code is 2236. There is a wooden partition with various information notices and wanted 
pictorials and behind that is the door to the next area. It is marked staff only and as he goes to 
open it, the shambling form of a Licker crawls past the window on the outside of the building.  
 
Through this door is another dilapidated-looking  
corridor which has seen better days. Cleaning utensils  
have been left in the corner and there is an  
abandoned trolley stacked with boxes of files.  
Exposed piping and wiring run across the ceiling and  
he can hear a dripping sound. The passage soon  
turns to the right and he spots a junction box on the  
wall. This contains the control for the metal security  
shutters on the windows but they are inoperable as  
someone has cut the power cord. All the windows  
are smashed. Another corpse of an officer is on the  
floor but identification is impossible as his head is  
missing and seems to have been twisted off. A door to his right is marked ‘File Room’ but is 
locked. A spade is etched under the key hole. A pool of blood has gathered and he notices the 
dripping sound is blood coming from above and the horrific sight of a Licker clinging to the 
ceiling. Leon stands aghast and backs away as the creature drops gracefully to the floor and 
spits its tongue out. It screeches and attacks with sharp talons but a disbelieving Leon is able to 
dodge and run for the door at the far end. 
 
He is now in another corridor. Again the windows  
have all been put through and been hastily  
boarded up with wood and nails. More  
bloodstains are evident and the floor is covered in  
broken glass. Further down he comes across the  
doors to the main briefing room. This room is  
empty but all the assembled chairs are lined up to  
face a podium and a green chalk-board has  
remnants of a detailed operation map scrawled.  
There are various posters on the walls and a  
couple of vending machines at the back of the  
room. The outer desks are cluttered with  
paperwork and discarded coffee cups. Looking around he finds an operation report dated 
three days ago on September 26th. This was the day the station was first attacked and officers 
were unprepared due to mis-communications over the weapon cache locations. An additional 
report recorded a day later documents the first appearance of the Licker creature. The report 
is signed by Officer David Ford.  
 
A door at the back leads into a small storage room for spare desks and chairs. A couple of 
rusted armour suits stand next to an old fireplace. An oil painting hangs on the wall above 
entitled ‘A Sacrifice to Hell Fire’ and depicts a nude woman being hanged. The room is very 
dark so Leon sees no harm in using his lighter to light the wood in the grate. Soon a warm fire 
is sparking and the increased light enables him to find some more handgun ammunition in the 
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corner. But just as he turns to leave, he notices the fire has burnt a hole in the painting and 
dislodged a hidden red jewel which falls out onto the mantelpiece. Curious, Leon puts it in his 
pocket and moves on. 
 
Around this time, Sergei Vladimir’s helicopter arrives  
at the P-12A Incinerator facility and deploys the  
remaining T-103 units down into the junk yard where  
all the trash is compacted for processing. Wrecked  
cars are piled up one by one as part of the factory’s  
façade as an abandoned disposal plant. The five  
Tyrants enter the engine room and take the waiting  
U.S. Special Forces by surprise. A huge fire fight  
erupts and the soldiers struggle to activate the  
Paracelsus Sword rail cannon. One Tyrant suffers  
enough damage to disengage its power limiter and 
transform into a Super Tyrant, others are killed 
outright by close-range weapons fire. But after a huge battle, all the Tyrants and soldiers are 
dead with no survivors. The rail cannon was not used and its battery units remain disengaged. 
 
Wolfpack have also continued to battle through the zombie-infested streets and avoided the 
recently deployed MA-121’s. They are now back near City Hall and low on ammo. Four Eyes 
spots an abandoned barber shop near a wrecked city bus that is all boarded up and suggests 
they hide inside. But as they make for shelter, they are suddenly attacked by two T-103 units. 
Following a long battle, both Tyrants lie incapacitated so the team escape into the barber shop 
and drop to their knees in exhaustion. As they cover the windows, Vector and Beltway try to 
contact Command but they are not responding. This all but confirms they have been left to 
their fate and Four Eyes admits their odds of survival are slim without support. Lupo moves to 
stand guard and says they have a long night ahead of them. But at least they can rest here for a 
while until they work out their next move. 
 
Simultaneously, Leon has continued his search of the  
ground floor west wing, looking for Claire and any  
other survivors. He continues on to the main stairwell  
where he is forced to engage several zombies. A door  
to his right leads to the evidence room but is locked  
with a diamond key needed for access. Opposite the  
main staircase where paper and admin supplies are  
stacked is the door to another office and dark room  
for photograph development. In here he finds a  
second Police Operation Report, this time dated  
September 28th and recorded by Officer Elliot  
Edward as the previous recorder, David Ford, had  
been killed in battle. After another battle with the zombies, only four of them remain alive and 
they decided to try and escape via the underground sewer network. They have locked the door 
leading to the basement level and left the key behind in the Western Office.  
 
Leon heads back outside and up the stairs, passing a sign that reads ‘2F, Chief’s Office, 
S.T.A.R.S., Library.’ He runs down the corridor on the second floor, coming across a door on 
the left that has been boarded up. A closer look reveals the lower half has been kicked 
through, creating a small crawlspace big enough for a child to fit through. The passage soon 
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opens up to where another art piece is on display. It is a bust of a knight chiselled out of rock 
holding up a red jewel identical to the one he’d found concealed behind the painting 
downstairs. An inscription reads; ‘The God of Sun and the God of Moon. Their gaze upon me 
is the only thing that can release red soul.’ Two statues stand either side of the sculpture; one 
bronze for the sun and one silver for the moon. There are two pressure pads by the wall and 
Leon manoeuvres the two statues into place. Once correct, the knight bust releases its grip on 
the jewel and he is free to take it.  
 
In the corridor beyond he finds the unlocked door  
to the S.T.A.R.S. office and heads inside. It is  
empty and not a little untidy with papers strewn all  
over the floor. There is a weapons locker in the  
corner by the communication station and inside he  
finds a loaded Remington M1100-P 12-gauge  
shotgun. There are four main desks, flanked by a  
larger one at the head of the room belonging to the  
S.T.A.R.S. Captain, Albert Wesker. His desk has  
been thoroughly searched and trashed, although in  
the top drawer he does find a roll of film he could  
develop in the dark room downstairs. The first  
desk has a partly-constructed gun replica causing  
Leon to believe its owner must be a member of the National Rifle Association. The second 
desk is disorganised and untidy and probably reflects the owner’s personality. The third desk 
has a blue S.T.A.R.S. beret lying by the computer and a picture of a young man that is 
probably her boyfriend. A note has been left behind. 
 
“It all began as an ordinary day in September. An ordinary day in Raccoon City. A city 
controlled by Umbrella. 
No one dared to oppose them. That and the lack of strength would ultimately lead to their 
destruction. 
I suppose they had to suffer the consequences of their actions but there would be no 
forgiveness. If only they had had the courage to fight... 
But it's true that once the wheels of justice began to turn, nothing can stop them. Nothing. 
It was Raccoon City's last chance... And my last chance, my last escape...” 
-RE2EX-Jill’s Note; undated. 
 
The final desk has an open bag of sweets and a S.T.A.R.S. mug. A medical satchel hangs on 
the wall. On the table is a case report written by Bravo Team operative Rebecca Chambers 
concerning an unidentified body found in Raccoon Forest that had been provisionally 
identified as a former Marine ensign named Billy Coen. Chambers had requested the case be 
suspended. Searching further, Leon finds another diary on the second desk, this one belonging 
to Chris Redfield. Its pages document his ongoing struggle to get Chief Irons to believe in the t-
Virus and what happened at the Arklay Mansion. No one in Raccoon City can believe 
Umbrella Corporation may be connected to the incident and the possible cause of recent 
reports of monsters being sighted within Raccoon City. Chris also mentions a new viral strain 
called the G-Virus which is an apparent successor to the t-Virus. Chris, Jill Valentine and Barry 
Burton are planning a trip to Europe to investigate Umbrella’s main headquarters, a trip he is 
not planning to tell his sister Claire about. The last entry is dated August 24th, over a month 
ago now. 
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21:25PM 
At that moment, Claire Redfield walks into the  
S.T.A.R.S. office and is mightily relieved to  
see Leon. He is pleased she is still amongst the  
living and hands over Chris’s diary,  
apologetically stating they won’t find her  
brother in Raccoon City after all. Claire takes  
the diary and spends a few moments digesting  
its contents before Leon says there is no  
reason for them to stay here any longer than  
necessary. They should split up, look for any  
survivors, then get out. Claire is in agreement  
and he hands her a two-way radio, that way  
they can keep in touch if anything happens. 
 
Leon leaves the office and follows the corridor round to where it ends at a single door. A pair 
of handcuffs hang from a rail and a ventilation grille on the floor has been prised open and is 
big enough for a child to fit through. On the other side of the door is a waiting area with a 
couple of leather sofas and a vending machine. A noticeboard is up on the wall displaying 
various memos and notices and a darkened corridor runs beyond to the janitor’s area where a 
few lockers for cleaning materials are stored. This area is the other side of the barricaded door 
with the hole leading to the 2F corridor with the knight bust puzzle. Leon backtracks and heads 
towards the only other exit which leads to the library. 
 
Back in the S.T.A.R.S. office, Claire goes over to look at Chris’ desk once again, noticing the 
big S.T.A.R.S. logo on the wall behind Wesker’s desk and the team photograph. Her brother’s 
guitar and ‘Made in Heaven’ jacket hang on the wall and on his desk sits a circular emblem 
with a picture of a unicorn. Curious, she takes it with her just as the machine in the corner 
beeps to signal the arrival of an incoming fax. It is addressed to Chris and is from the F.B.I. 
 
"Mr. Chris Redfield 
Raccoon City Police Dept. 
S.T.A.R.S division 
As per your request, we have conducted our internal investigation and discovered the following 
information: 
1) Regarding the G-virus currently under development by Umbrella Inc. 
So far, it is unconfirmed that the G-virus even exists. We're continuing with our investigation 
2) Regarding Mr. Brian Irons, Chief of Raccoon City Police Dept. 
Mr. Irons has allegedly received a large sum of funds in bribes from Umbrella Inc. over the 
past five years. He was apparently involved in the cover up of the mansion lab case, along with 
several other incidents in which Umbrella appears to have direct involvement. 
Mr. Irons had been arrested under suspicion of rape on two separate counts during his years as 
a university student. He underwent a psychiatric evaluation as a result of the charges but was 
released due to circumstantial evidence as well as his phenomenal academic standing. 
As such, extreme caution is advised when dealing with him. 
Jack Hamilton 
Section Chief 
Internal Affairs Investigations Office 
United States Federal Bureau of Investigation" 
-BIO2: F.B.I. Internal Investigation Report (Mail to Chris); 29/09/98 
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Claire leaves the office and heads back downstairs towards the main hall, passing back through 
the same route Leon took to get here. In the corridor outside the briefing room she is forced to 
side step around putrid, rotting arms from zombies poking their way through the barricaded 
windows and beyond that the Licker prowling the corridor outside the file archive room. She 
manages to wound it thanks to a bowgun she’d found earlier. Once back in the main hall, she 
fits the unicorn medal into place and the water goddess statue spits out a key in the shape of a 
spade. Now she can set about unlocking some of the sealed doors within the station and search 
for survivors. 
 
Leon now finds himself in the grand, old library,  
crammed with bookshelves and an upper  
balcony. The walls are decorated with green  
wallpaper and there is a large art fresco high  
above four bookcases that can be moved on a  
track. The fresco depicts a woman with a sword  
in one hand and a severed head in the other. He  
examines some of the bookshelves near to a  
reading stand, finding sections on profiling  
investigation and company data files primarily  
on Umbrella Inc. On the upper level are more  
books dedicated to chemistry and as he follows  
the landing round and passes the door to the 3F main hall balcony, the floorboards give way 
beneath him and he falls down to the lower floor.  
 
Picking himself up, he is now in a closed off partition used for the storage of furniture. A red 
button on the wall activates the four sliding bookcases beneath the large picture. There is a 
bronze plate on the wall with a smaller version of the picture and shows four vertical rectangles 
corresponding to a series of blue and gold spear tips beneath the painting. He presses the 
switch to power up the shelf so he can get back into the main room. He examines the 
bookcases and moves them so they match up with the spear tips corresponding with the 
diorama on the bronze plate. When they are in correct alignment, the bronze plate retracts to 
reveal a small chess plug in the shape of a bishop. Pondering its significance, Leon takes it with 
him before leaving via the double doors and emerging onto the 2F balcony. 
 
There are several zombie cops shuffling around  
up here and he quickly dispatches them all,  
noting the cathedral-like stained glass windows  
on the walls. He stops to activate the emergency  
ladder, dropping it down to the ground floor so  
they can get up and down via easier access.  
Continuing all the way around, a single door to  
his left leads to the receptionist’s office where  
Carole Sindemann worked. The room is empty,  
and in the corner is the secretary’s desk with a  
typewriter and a journal belonging to  
Sindemann. Its pages date back to April of this  
year and recalls how Irons scalded her for accidentally moving the stone statues on the second 
floor, the same statues he has just moved to recover the red jewel. Later entries comment on 
the chief’s expensive, personal art collection and the very last entry talks of her disgust about 
the Sacrifice to Hellfire painting which concealed the second jewel. Behind the desk is a map 
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of Raccoon City and the U.S.A. Opposite is a magazine rack and a bench on either side of the 
room for people waiting to be seen. A lighter has been left on one of the benches but he 
already has his own so leaves it be. 
 
The corridor beyond takes him into the passage  
where the crashed helicopter blocks the  
entrance to the chief’s office. The walls are  
cracked and have been charred black from  
recent smoke damage. Curiously, he notices  
another vent has been pulled off the wall, but it  
is far too small for an adult to fit through.  
Although he cannot get into Irons’ office, he  
can get past and access a door beyond the  
helicopter wreck taking him into a dusty old  
storeroom full of old art pieces. Boxes and  
shelves contain all manner of small trinkets and  
large dust sheets are draped over old statues and sculptures. Oil paintings have been wrapped 
in cloth then stacked in the corner and forgotten about, all former pieces from the art museum. 
On the ceiling is a circular plate glass window so covered in grime he can barely see the night 
sky outside. At the back of the room is a curious stone statue of a knight tied back by several 
chains. An inscription below reads; ‘Tyrannos the brave revives with two lights.’ Either side of 
the statue is the relief of a woman with a hole about the size of a fist on their chests. As an 
experiment, Leon slots both red jewels into place and is rewarded when a small hidden 
compartment opens up on the knight’s breast, revealing another chess piece in the shape of a 
king. 
 
After retrieving the spade key, Claire has returned to the corridor outside the file room where 
the Licker still prowls. This time she is able to finish it off with the bowgun and is disgusted to 
see its slimy dead form up close. Her key unlocks the file room door and inside is a small, 
compact room with metal shelving units overflowing with archived investigation files. A recent 
one is dated September 20th by Officer Neil Carlsen who responded to a call of a suspicious 
individual near the sewer entrance. Although the individual fled before he could be questioned, 
Carlsen managed to recover several items left behind, including ammunition and a rifle scope.  
 
In another cupboard near some cardboard boxes  
where more files have spilled onto the floor,  
Claire finds a report into the mansion case  
compiled by Jill Valentine. This file includes  
what little evidence the surviving S.T.A.R.S.  
managed to recover from the Arklay estate,  
including development codes for the B.O.W.s  
encountered; the MA-39 Cerberus, FI-03  
Neptune, MA-121 Hunter and T-002 Tyrant.   
The viral agent they encountered also created  
several secondarily infected organisms and was  
not limited to human exposure. Plant and animal life forms could also be infected. Intrigued, 
Claire continues to search, finding a shelf for visual media with VHS tapes and film reels 
displayed and catalogued. There is also a photocopier and a small stepladder so the upper 
shelves can be reached. On top of one of the cabinets, she comes across a first-aid spray. 
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She decides to return upstairs and gets a shock to find a little girl coming under attack from a 
zombie outside the S.T.A.R.S. office. This is Sherry Birkin, and she has been hiding 
throughout the precinct for the last several days waiting for her mother to come and get her. 
Sherry turns and runs, leaving Claire to deal with the zombie.  
 
Sherry runs down the passage and around the  
corner, squeezing through the small  
ventilation hole by the door to get into the  
next room. On the other side she gets to her  
feet and almost runs into Leon Kennedy.  
Leon holds up his hands in innocence but  
Sherry runs past him, down the janitor’s  
passage and crawls beneath the hole on the  
boarded-up door, disappearing out of sight.  
Leon calls after her but she is gone. He  
notices she has dropped a key on the floor as  
she crawled away. He picks it up and finds a  
diamond etched on the end. Now he can access the evidence room. As he walks back up the 
corridor he spots Claire coming through the door and is glad to see her. She asks if he has seen 
the little girl and he confirms she just missed her. Neither of them know who she is but Claire 
is adamant the police station is too dangerous for her to stay here alone. She will go and look 
for the girl and asks Leon to concentrate on finding them a way out of here. He is in agreement 
and watches as she heads through the door into the library. He goes the opposite way. 
 
Heading downstairs, Leon moves to the office near the staircase and develops the roll of film 
he found in the S.T.A.R.S. office. It is a single picture of Rebecca Chambers in her R.P.D. 
ladies basketball team attire. The picture is simply labelled ‘Recruit.’ 
 
22:45PM 
Using the diamond key, Leon unlocks the door to  
the evidence storehouse and steps inside a cold  
and cramped room. Several zombies are trapped  
inside and he takes them all out with headshots.  
These zombies were once civilians locked in here  
for their own safety, but one of their number was  
infected. There are two rows of security lockers,  
each one bearing a different four digit code to  
unlock. He finds one insecure with some shotgun  
ammunition inside. Other compartments are for  
storing explosives but they are all securely sealed.  
The only other door leads back to the Western  
Office and he notices Marvin has moved into the Sergeant’s office and is propped up against 
the wall, looking paler than ever. But as Leon approaches, Marvin gets to his feet and 
transforms into a zombie before his eyes. He reaches out to attack and Leon puts him out of 
his misery with a bullet to the head.  
 
The Sergeant’s office contains a bookcase in the corner and a noticeboard on the wall. On the 
desk next to a black and white framed photograph is the Heart Key, the same key left behind 
by Elliot Edward sometime earlier. He also notices a detonator but has no explosives to go with 
it. Moving back into the main office, he rummages through the cluttered desks for anything 
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useful, finding nothing but partially finished case files. A green chalkboard on the wall has 
today’s date scrawled on and details of a planned operation for the St. Michael Festival. A wave 
of sadness washes over him when he spots his own desk where party hats and drinks are laid 
out alongside a pair of comedy glasses. A note has been left on the desks by colleagues he will 
now never get to meet. 
 
"Memo to Leon 
To Leon S. Kennedy, 
Congratulations on your assignment to the Raccoon City Police Department. We all look 
forward to having you as part of our team and promise to take good care of you. 
Welcome aboard! 
From all the guys at the R.P.D." 
-RE2: Memo to Leon; undated. 
 
He unlocks the door and returns to the main  
hall, crossing opposite and noticing Claire has  
slotted the unicorn emblem into place by the  
water goddess statue. Jogging up the stairs by  
the main entrance, he heads for the door  
leading into the east wing of the station. He is  
now in a corridor with blue walls and tiles on  
the floor. A set of double doors on the right  
lead to the Eastern Office but he ignores  
them for now and continues down, passing  
three pay phones each with their cords cut.  
Further round, the room opens up into a  
small waiting area with a couple of benches  
and some vending machines. A security camera looks down from the wall above and another 
green chalkboard on the wall outlines rotas and shifts for the month. Officer George Scott was 
down to work yesterday evening’s night shift. At the end of the passage another door leads into 
a corridor with mottled, brown wallpaper. Glass shards and bits of wooden frame are all over 
the floor from where the zombies had smashed their way in two days ago when Kevin Ryman 
and his party were still here. They have been hastily boarded up with wood and nails. Graffiti is 
scrawled all over the wooden planks, including the word ‘RedRum.’ 
 
Further down is the interrogation room and he unlocks the door with the diamond key. Inside 
is a desk and a couple of chairs. A CCTV camera looks down at the desk and there is a magic 
mirror on the wall so officers can observe anonymously from the adjacent room. A working 
power cord has been left on the desk and he may be able to use it to reactivate the security 
shutters and secure some of the exposed windows throughout the station. A mop and bucket 
lean against a shelving unit on the wall and on one of the shelves is a third chess piece; a rook 
plug. But as he turns to leave, the magic mirror suddenly shatters and a Licker comes 
screeching through. Leon goes flying and automatically brings the shotgun up to bear, blasting 
the creature full in the face and sending it sprawling backwards against the wall, blood pouring 
from its shattered brain.  
 
The next room down is the interview room on the other side of the shattered mirror. Some 
chairs gather round a desk with some papers and a cupboard by the wall is full of audio and 
visual recording equipment. A door opposite leads to the press room but it is locked and 
requires the Club Key. An old, cracked painting of the Arklay Mountains hangs on the wall. 
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Leon retraces his footsteps all the way back to the entrance to the main Eastern Office and 
strolls inside. The office is larger than the western office and several zombies shamble around 
the desks and workspaces, all full of computers and paperwork. A fan spins on the ceiling and 
a map of the United States is pinned on the wall  
above the main doors. In the Sergeant’s office is a  
safe and he remembers the code from the memo  
he found earlier. Typing in ‘2236’ releases the  
lock and inside is some shotgun rounds and maps  
for the station interior. At the back of the room is  
a small corridor with a door to the right leading to  
the fire escape where a dead body lays. A door to  
the left requires the Heart Key to unlock so he  
heads inside, emerging into a corridor that looks  
long neglected. Dirty, faded mustard wallpaper  
decorates the walls and is torn and cracked in  
places with several old brass lamps running down. All the windows are smashed and he uses 
the cord in a nearby junction box to close the security shutters. This seals off the windows and 
prevents any further creatures from getting inside. At the end of the passage by the basement 
staircase is the door to the Night Watchman’s room, but it is locked with a picture of a club 
etched onto the lock. Instead, he heads down the steps to the basement level. 
 
At the bottom, the walls are bare, sterile concrete and a red light buzzes from a nearby junction 
box. The air is dry and cold and overhead lights hang down from a network of pipes and wiring 
along the ceiling. He can hear the sound of claws scraping on concrete and readies his shotgun 
in anticipation. After a few moments, a zombie dog strides into view and turns its head to look 
at him. Its skin has peeled away and exposes bare bone and bloodied eye sockets as it barks 
and sprints towards him. Leon raises the shotgun and blasts it dead. Another dog soon follows 
but he is equal to it. Further down the corridor splits. The path to the left leads to the Autopsy 
Room but it is locked with a club symbol. Further round to the left is a set of double doors 
leading to an outside alleyway but he decides against this path when he hears more zombie 
dogs barking outside. Doubling back, he heads the opposite way and comes to a set of heavily 
rusted doors leading to the generator room.  
 
Inside is a constant hum and whirring of machinery and at the back of the main generator are 
the controls for the reserve power supply. A rack of shelving units contain boxes, tools and a 
map of the station basement. Back outside, the next room along is the armoury, but the door is 
electronically locked. A red light on the card reader indicates power is not being supplied. 
Moving on, the corridor turns to the left and runs down to the main underground car park. 
 
22:58PM 
At first glance, the car park appears empty, with several  
squad cars and personal vehicles belonging to the  
senior officers. A SWAT van is parked up on the  
other side by the wall. As Leon begins to cross the  
garage, a gunshot rings out by his feet. He turns around  
to find a women with oriental features and a red dress  
pointing her weapon at him. She walks over and  
apologises. When she saw the uniform she assumed  
Leon was just another zombie. He asks her name and 
She identifies herself as Ada Wong. She is looking for  
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a reporter named Ben and believes he is locked up in the cell block, but she cannot get inside 
as the wrecked SWAT van is blocking the entrance. She has been trying to find another way 
inside but with Leon’s help she believes they can push the vehicle out of the way. Together 
they heave the van forward and reveal the single door leading to the cellblock. The only other 
way out of here is via the ramp back up to surface level but the heavy shutter is down. Leon 
follows Ada through the door to the detention block but she takes off ahead of him, ignoring 
his pleas for her to wait. Around the corner is a door to the kennels but he heads straight for 
the entrance to the holding cells. The electronic gate is closed and on a table by the gate is 
another roll of photographic film which he takes. The lock to release the gate is already open 
so he pulls the heavy door aside on its rollers. 
 
There are just two cells in all and the first stands  
empty with its doors open. Nothing inside but  
two wooden benches suspended by chains on  
the walls. The second cell is occupied by a  
slender man with long brown hair tied back in a  
ponytail. He is lying down on one of the  
benches. Leon calls him out by name, assuming  
this is Ben, and bangs on the bars to get his  
attention. Ben gets up lazily and rubs his eyes.  
Grumpily, he asks Leon what he wants as he is  
trying to sleep. At that moment, Ada comes into  
the room and Leon asks if this is the guy she is  
looking for. Ada ignores him and immediately questions Ben. He told the city officials that he 
knew something about what has been happening to Raccoon and she wants to know what. But 
Ben is dismissive, claiming not to know anything and that even if he did, he has no reason to 
share it with two strangers. Leon tries to shake him by suggesting they leave him locked up and 
enquires where the key to the cell is kept. But Ben surprises him by admitting he has it in his 
pocket. He’s quite happy being locked up and is not about to leave, there are bigger things than 
just zombies wandering around outside.  
 
A sudden roar, courtesy of G-Birkin, reverberates around the entire police station, putting 
Leon on edge. Ben reaffirms his intention to not leave his cell and tells both of them to get out 
of here before they lead the monster right to him. Leon naively proclaims he is not going 
anywhere and states he is the only cop left alive in the building, something even Ben did not 
realise. The young rookie is adamant that if he wants to live, Ben needs to leave with him. 
Bertolucci is not so sure and asks if Leon even knows how to get out of the R.P.D. safely. He 
discloses that there is a manhole in the kennels that will lead to the sewer entrance, but it won’t 
be easy to accomplish. Ada suddenly takes off alone once again and Ben points to a nearby 
shelf where Leon retrieves a manhole opener. He then heads for the kennels. 
 
Inside are kennels for the R.P.D.’s two prized Dobermans; Rocket and Jo-Jo. But both dogs 
have become infected with the t-Virus thanks to consuming infected dog food. For now, both 
are secured away yet are barking furiously. A wheelbarrow leans against the wall next to boxes 
of feed and in the corner is a big, brown manhole cover on the floor. Bending down, he uses 
the opener to prise it open. A ladder leads down to the darkness below and he exhales sharply 
when his feet enters freezing cold sewerage water. The walls are sopping wet and covered in 
green from lichen. Cobweb-ridden light casings barely illuminate the tunnel and he sloshes 
forward cautiously as his eyes slowly adjust to the darkness. Suddenly he picks up a flicker of 
movement and raises the shotgun and fires reflexively, the muzzle flash illuminating a ghastly 
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Giant Spider up ahead. The blast causes the arachnid to fall onto its back and kick its legs out 
in a death spasm. Moving on, he runs beneath another spider on the ceiling that spits out an 
acidic bile before running up some stairs and through the door at the top. 
 
He is now in a brightly lit corridor that forms part of the sewerage plant adjacent to the police 
station. The walls are laced with grime and dirt and a door to the left is marked ‘Storage’. 
Inside is an old storage box, a typewriter on a table, and some other junk. Stepping back 
outside, the next door along has the words ‘Septic Pool’ written in white on the wall. Inside he 
finds two rusted septic tanks either side of a central walkway suspended over a small chasm 
leading down to the sewer. Across the rusted bridge is a heavy-looking door on the left side. 
This door leads to the sewer entrance Ben mentioned but it is electronically locked. A panel 
with the cover hanging off reveals a unique lock designed to look like part of a chess board. 
There are four vacant slots and Leon slots the three chess plugs he has found so far into place. 
He has one more to find.  
 
Back in the corridor outside, he runs into Ada Wong  
once again. He realises he hasn’t formally introduced  
himself yet but she doesn’t seem impressed when he  
does so. She is looking at the heavy looking metal  
shutter that blocks access to the sewage farm outside.  
It looks to be a dead end but then she indicates the  
ventilation shaft up above. It might get them back  
upstairs and she asks him to give her a boost so she  
can go and check. Leon complies and bends down so  
she can climb onto his back. Boosting her up, she is  
able to climb into the shaft and crawl through. 
 
Dropping down onto the other side, Ada runs into little Sherry Birkin, who panics and flees 
before Ada can do anything. In her haste, Sherry drops her pendant as she disappears through 
the door. Ada picks it up, and it opens to reveal a happy photograph of Sherry with her 
parents, William and Annette Birkin. Ada decides to hold onto it in case she runs into the little 
girl again. 
 
Meanwhile, Claire finds herself in the library and her room by room search for Sherry has so 
far proved fruitless. She has spent several minutes perusing the bookshelves and comes across 
an interesting pamphlet written by Mayor Michael Warren. 
 
"City Guide No. 12 
--A Brief Look-- 
Hello and welcome to Raccoon City! As you will notice, our city is a clean and private town 
dedicated to families. Raccoon City has partnered with our friends at Umbrella Inc., in order to 
generate unprecedented growth and stability. Umbrella Inc. is a highly regarded and well-
funded corporation that cares about its employees. They have helped to create many public 
facilities to make this city a better place for everyone. As we look to the future, I will continue 
to support Umbrella Inc. in terms of new business developments. 
Please enjoy your stay in my lovely city. Thank you. 
Michael Warren 
Raccoon City Mayor" 
-RE2EX: Raccoon City Pamphlet; undated 
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She then returns downstairs and discovers the door leading to the evidence room has been 
unlocked. Inside one of the evidence lockers she finds a roll of film she takes to the 
photography lab to get developed. The resulting image is a picture of a G-Virus experiment 
taken at William Birkin’s underground laboratory. It is a grotesque, swollen human arm with a 
large eyeball growing out of the tissue, floating in a suspended animation tank. It is dated 
September 15th and was one of several pictures taken by an Umbrella spy who had infiltrated 
Birkin’s lab only to be caught and apprehended by Chief Irons. Returning to the evidence 
room, she picks the lock of the explosives locker to find some C4. In the western office, where 
the corpse of Marvin Branagh still pokes out of the Sergeant’s office, she finds a detonator on 
the desk. Now she has all the tools required to clear the helicopter wreckage outside the 
entrance to the chief’s office. 
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 30TH 1998 
After returning upstairs via the emergency ladder in the main hall and passing through the 
secretary’s office, Claire plants the C4 on the wall by the helicopter and detonates it from a safe 
distance. Once the smoke clears, the path is clear through to Irons’ office. She also notices the 
open ventilation grille on the floor and wonders if Sherry has passed through here. The 
corridor is a complete wreck with huge holes in the wall and the wooden floorboards all carved 
up and splintered. The chief’s office is well lit thanks to a large golden chandelier hanging 
down from the ceiling and the room has a very retro feel. Old shelves line the walls crammed 
full of books, framed photographs, certificates and expensive liquor vintages. A large rug is 
draped over the floor underneath a coffee table and a couple of chairs. At the back of the 
room is Irons’ desk with a large leather chair facing away. In a display corner to the right is a 
large amount of stuffed animals including a hawk and the head of a deer and bull. The Stars 
and Stripes, and flags for R.P.D. and S.T.A.R.S. can also be seen. But what catches Claire’s 
attention is the dead body of a woman in a white dress sprawled over the chief’s desk. 
 
00:03AM 
Just as Claire moves closer, the chair behind the  
desk suddenly spins round and she is presented  
with the sight of Chief Irons pointing a loaded gun  
at her. Upon seeing Claire he immediately  
withdraws the weapon and apologises as he  
believed she was another one of those zombies.  
He also confirms her query that he is in fact Chief  
Irons, but he has no interest in learning her name  
as she will inevitably just end up just like all the  
others. He notices Claire looking at the corpse on  
the desk and explains that she is the mayor’s  
daughter. He was charged with looking after her,  
but he failed quite miserably. His voice turns quite sinister as he begins to describe her beauty 
in detail, complementing her skin as being nothing short of perfection. But he knows it will 
soon putrefy and she will become a zombie within the hour like all the others. Claire suggests 
there must be some way to stop the process and Irons bluntly explains the only options are 
either to put a bullet through her brain or to decapitate her completely. He looks over his 
collection of animals and mentions that taxidermy used to be his hobby, but not anymore. He 
seems to tire all of a sudden and asks Claire for some privacy.  
 
Somewhat disturbed by his personality, Claire gladly obliges and heads through another door 
that leads to a corridor with white walls and a beige carpet draped over the floorboards. She 
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comes across a snarling tiger stuffed and mounted on a plinth, another member of Irons’ 
creepy collection. Another door leads to a darkened storage room with very little light. This 
place is dominated by glass display cabinets with various art pieces on display. Plates, goblets 
and miniature statuettes gaze up at her and the shelves along the back wall are full of antiques. 
Fine portraits decorate the walls and by the door are several suits of armour holding lances. 
Suddenly she hears muffled footsteps on the carpet. Another doorway is partially hidden 
behind some velvet curtains and whomever it is must have gone this way… 
 
Whilst Claire is inside the art storehouse, Chief Irons takes the body of Michael Warren’s 
daughter and retreats through the secret door behind his desk using three serpent stones on the 
painting on the wall. 
 
As all this is going on, Leon is still waiting patiently on Ada’s return by the ventilation shaft 
leading to the sewer farm. Suddenly, he hears her calling to him from the other side. He is 
relieved and asks if she managed to find anything. She tosses him a key etched with the symbol 
of a club she’d found on a shelf on the other side of the drainage pool. She’d had to drain the 
pool and maneuverer three crates into place before refilling the water and using the floating 
crates as a bridge to get across. Ada shouts that she cannot reach the ventilation shaft from her 
end and is going to have to find another way around. She will catch up with him later. Leon 
tries to protest but she has already gone. 
 
Back in the chief’s storeroom, Claire passes  
through the entrance into another room with an  
old fireplace. It is very dark so she reaches for  
the light switch and as soon as the lights come  
on, little Sherry Birkin makes a run for it. Claire  
catches her by the arm and Sherry struggles and  
shouts at her to let go. Claire reassures her that  
she is not a zombie and eventually the little girl  
breaks down and embraces Claire. She is scared  
to death and absolutely exhausted. Claire pulls  
out her radio and contacts Leon, informing him  
that she’s located the little girl and cleared the  
wreckage that was blocking the corridor outside Irons’ office. Leon acknowledges, he is still 
down by the entrance to the septic tanks.  
 
Claire introduces herself and Sherry does the same. Claire asks about her parents and the girl 
replies that they both work at the Umbrella Chemical Plant near the city limits. When Claire 
asks what she is doing wandering around the police station all on her own, Sherry explains that 
her mom called and said it was too dangerous for her to stay at home. Claire agrees and 
suggests Sherry stay with her for her own safety. But Sherry warns that there is a large monster 
waiting out there, and it is looking for her. As if on cue, another unnerving roar from G-Birkin 
rumbles out from somewhere far away, reverberating across the entire station. Claire wonders 
what the source is just as Sherry wails that sound is what she is talking about. She quickly takes 
off whilst Claire is distracted and disappears out of sight. 
 
As Claire turns to follow, she notices a diary on the desk belonging to Irons’ secretary. The last 
entries are all the way back in June and talk about Irons always having a fierce temper and 
scaring her to the point where she believed he was going to hurt her. Rather more ominously, 
in the final entry dated June 15th, the secretary discloses she has discovered what Irons has 
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been hiding all along, and that if he ever found out, her life would be in serious danger. There 
are no further entries.  
 
Claire quickly returns to the chief’s office, but Sherry is nowhere to be seen. Looking across at 
the desk, she notices Irons is also gone along with the body of the mayor’s daughter. After 
reading the secretary’s diary, she is not looking forward to running into him again. He has left 
his diary behind on his chair and she picks it up and flicks to the last few entries, horrified at 
the revelations. The pages more or less confirm that Umbrella is responsible for the incident 
that has befallen Raccoon City and that Irons himself had sabotaged police rescue operations 
and even murdered several officers himself. Later entries hint that he may even have just killed 
Miss Warren just so he could stuff her as an addition to his grisly collection. Concerned, Claire 
heads for the door. 
 
After Ada had left him, Leon has no choice but to  
head back through the grimy sewer tunnel with the  
remaining Giant Spider and back into the kennel.  
He checks on Ben in the cells but the reporter is  
in no mood for talk so he retreats back through  
the parking garage and uses the club key to unlock  
the morgue. A cold gust of air hits Leon as he  
enters the chilly and uninviting room. The bare  
walls are stained with grime and the room is full of  
old gurneys with bloodstains on the musty, green  
sheets. Several bodies lie on the tiled floor and  
look as though they could spring to life at any  
moment. On the back wall are twelve freezers containing mortuary slabs, some of them half 
open. He walks around the gurneys and begins searching a cupboard against the wall. Suddenly 
one of the freezer doors drops off its hinges and clatters to the floor, making him jump. He 
quickens his search and comes up trumps when he finds the weapons storage key card. He 
turns to leave when another freezer door is pushed off and a reanimated corpse falls clumsily 
out onto the floor. As if on cue, all the other bodies in the room begin to stir so he makes a 
hasty exit. 
 
Now back in the corridor, he returns to the armoury to try the key card and remembers the 
power to the control mechanism had been deactivated. He returns to the power room and uses 
a bit of trial and error with the switches for the reserve power supply until he achieves a reading 
of 80 volts which is enough to do the trick. Back outside, the card reader for the armoury now 
has a solid green light and he is able to use the access card to get inside. Disappointingly, many 
of the shelves inside have been cleaned out. The gun racks are all empty and there is nothing 
but a few batons left hanging on the racks. He rifles through some boxes and comes up with a 
box of ammunition to replenish his handgun. At the back of the room are four lockers next to 
a police riot shield tucked in the corner. Inside one he finds a fully-loaded sub-machine gun 
and a side-pack. He decides to equip the side-pack so he can carry more gear but elects to 
leave the sub-machine gun behind for Claire. He already has the shotgun and more than 
enough bullets for his pistol. 
 
He returns upstairs and is relieved to find the shutters still in place and the corridor clear. He 
uses the club key to unlock the Night Watchman’s room. Inside is a cluttered table full of water 
bottles, milk cartons and cereal packets. A TV is fixed to a bracket on the wall and there is a 
magazine rack in the corner full of newspapers all over a week old. Behind the table is a set of 
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lockers, including one belonging to Kevin Ryman. At the back of the room in a small alcove is 
a washbasin and two sets of bunk beds. A dead police officer is on the floor and closer 
inspection reveals his throat and abdomen have  
been torn out. A diary belonging to Officer George  
Scott is lying on one of the bunks so Leon has a  
quick flick through it. An entry dated August 11th  
records how Chief Irons was annoyed after  
catching him skiving his duties in the clock tower  
on the third floor above the library. Later entries  
introduce a man named Thomas who works at the  
sewage works. He is a chess enthusiast and is  
responsible for the unique lock installed at the  
sewer entrance door. The pair would meet  
regularly to play chess until Thomas fell ill with a mysterious ailment. There is a loaded 
magnum revolver lying on the drawers between the beds. He scoops it up and checks it over 
before leaving to continue his search. 
 
Claire meanwhile has searched the Eastern office and found that someone has unlocked the 
door opposite the emergency stairwell. She heads down the passageway with the mustard 
wallpaper and is unlucky not to bump into Leon who at that moment is in the Night 
Watchman’s room. Instead, Claire heads downstairs to the basement. Inside she explores the 
various rooms including the power room and the armoury, grateful to whomever had decided 
to leave behind a fully-loaded sub-machine gun. She then checks inside the morgue only to 
find it full of zombies, so she retreats back outside and continues round the passage to the left 
where a set of double doors lead into an outside alleyway full of rubbish and junk. Out here the 
wind whistles and groans between the cramped walls and the barking of a nearby zombie dog 
can be heard. There is an exposed manhole at the opposite end of the alley and she climbs 
down to find herself in some construction tunnels. The floor is made up of gravel and plastic 
tarp is draped all over the walls. After searching inside a storeroom and finding an old storage 
chest and a typewriter, she returns outside to find Sherry waiting for her. 
 
00:34AM 
Claire is relieved to see she is still okay, but she needs  
to come with her now. If they stay here much longer  
that strange monster they heard earlier will find them.  
But the little girl is defiant and refuses. It’s not that  
she doesn’t trust Claire, but she can’t leave until she  
finds her dad. He has been calling her name and she  
is scared he may have been attacked by the monsters.  
She suddenly takes off down the passage, beyond a  
stack of pipes on the floor and some yellow warning  
signs. She runs up a metal girder and crawls through a  
hole in the mesh fencing above, a space too small for  
Claire to follow. She shouts at Sherry not to go alone, but the little girl ignores her. 
 
Sherry drops down the other side into another construction tunnel. A sewer drain is to her left 
and a red lamp glows near an elevator that rides up to the sewage farm above. She has already 
passed through this area once when she ran into the woman in the red dress. The Sewage 
treatment area is made up of a number of rusty and run down septic tanks, filters and treatment 
pools. All of the equipment is marked ‘XD-R’ and in the distance are four large silos with red 
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lights and a couple of large white domes for waste water. Two zombies are wandering around 
in the night air but their movements are cumbersome and she is able to run past them. She 
crosses the bridge over the septic tank and through the door at the end. This is the room where 
she met the woman in red and dropped her pendant but there is no sign of it now. ‘Cess Pool’ 
is written on the wall and the shutter for the main door is down, prohibiting any further access 
and the ventilation shaft is too high for her to reach.  
 
Returning outside, she crosses back over the  
bridge and heads left, through another door  
and into a small building housing a drainage  
pool. The pool is full of water and three large  
crates bob up and down forming a crude bridge  
to the other side. There is no sign of her dad  
anywhere. Dejected, Sherry tries to return to  
Claire who still waits for her on the other side  
of the broken mesh fence down below. Claire  
asks if she is okay and if she managed to find  
her father, but Sherry says she couldn’t find  
him. Claire wants her to climb back through  
and stay with her but the girl cannot reach the hole in the fence from her side. She tells Claire 
not to worry and that she’ll find another way. She is big enough to take care of herself now. She 
takes off once again, ignoring a worried Claire as she frantically calls after her to come back. 
 
Meanwhile Leon has returned to the corridor  
with the interrogation room as the door to the  
press room is the only area left that requires the  
Club Key. It is a mess inside with documents  
and papers scattered all over the floor. Chairs  
have been folded up and tables pushed back to  
one side. The room is reminiscent of a stately  
retreat with rich red wallpaper and white pillars  
with brass lamps. At the back of the room is a  
large wooden desk where the press conferences  
take place. Two video cameras on tripods point  
at the desk from either side and a white board  
on wheels has been pushed to the side. Two large televisions are mounted on wall brackets in 
each corner of the back wall. As Leon begins to search he finds another roll of film on a desk 
near a picture of a man riding a carriage. Closer inspection of the painting reveals a gold cog 
fixed into place that acts as the wheel of the carriage. An inscription reads; ‘Light the queen, the 
king and the jack, then the carriage will start running.’ Puzzled, Leon moves back to the main 
desk. On the back wall are three faucets marked 11, 12 and 13 under reliefs of goddesses. To 
the left is an old stove burner which he can ignite with his lighter. The flames soon spark up 
and crackle and he realises the numbers on the faucets may relate to the corresponding playing 
card numbers mentioned in the riddle. He lights up number 12 first, then 13 and finally 11 to 
represent the queen, king and jack. This seems to work and as the gold cog fixed to the 
painting comes loose and falls out.  
 
But as he moves forward to retrieve it, he is sent flying when the side wall suddenly caves in 
and the hulking T-103 bursts through in a cloud of rubble and smoke. The Tyrant makes eye 
contact with Leon and begins to stride towards him. He notices it bears a small Umbrella lapel 
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on its massive green trench coat and he fires off a few shots with his shotgun but they have little 
effect. Not hesitating, Leon jumps over the ruined plasterboard, scoops up the gold cog and 
bolts for the door. He sprints down the corridor,  
past the interrogation room and round the corner,  
moving past the boarded up windows. Round the  
next corner he almost has a heart attack when the  
Tyrant bashes through the wall once again,  
showing him in dust and ruined plasterboard. The  
creature raises its massive arms to strike but he is  
able to duck out of the way just in time. He bolts  
through the door at the end of the passage and  
keeps on running, intending to put as much  
distance between himself and the nightmarish  
T-103 as possible. 
 
Claire returns to the first floor of the police station and checks the Eastern Office for signs of 
Sherry before moving back upstairs and heading for the chief’s office. Inside Irons is still 
nowhere to be seen but the little girl has somehow found her way back up here. She is pleased 
to see Claire and doesn’t plan on leaving her again. Looking round, Claire notices something 
different about the room. The painting behind the chief’s desk has slid to one side to reveal a 
diorama with three serpent stones that have been fitted into slots. This has opened up a secret 
compartment in the wall with a hidden passageway beyond. Inside is a small elevator that 
descents downwards and this must be where Irons has gone. Sherry is uncertain but Claire says 
she needs to go down there. She asks Sherry to wait up here until she comes back. 
 
Meanwhile, Chief Irons is hiding away in his crude torture room beneath the basement of the 
R.P.D. when he is suddenly confronted by G-Birkin who emerges from a trapdoor on the 
floor. Irons is horrified by the sight of his former colleague, now barely recognisable as a 
human with a giant eye sticking out of his right arm. G-Birkin heads straight for the Chief who 
screams for help. Birkin holds out his hand and implants Irons through the mouth with a G-
Larva embryo that will quickly nurture and grow inside him. But because Irons is not a blood 
relative of William Birkin, it is likely the G organism will reject its host. The hapless police 
chief falls unconscious to the floor and Birkin disappears again beneath the trap door. 
 
Seconds earlier, Claire had stepped out of the elevator when she had heard Irons’ scream 
reverberate off the stone walls. She chambers a round in her gun and continues down the 
darkened cavern. Shackles hang from the wall and around the corner two gothic-style gas 
torches flicker either side of an old door. Taking a deep breath, she steps inside. 
 
01:08AM 
The torture room looks like an old dungeon. Dusty wooden shelves line the walls full of 
strange objects including human and animal skulls, a spinal column, a stuffed baby crocodile, 
and jars of pickled organs and bottles of strange liquids including Formalin, Chloroform and 
other chemicals. In the centre is a large table smeared with fresh blood and a rusted saw. A 
white apron hangs on the wall near to a porcelain sink, both are splattered with blood. But 
before she can investigate further, Irons steps out of the shadows and holds her at gunpoint. 
He is holding his chest and looks to be in some pain. He congratulates her on making it this far 
but no one will be allowed to leave his town alive. Everyone will die. Claire tries to calm him 
down but he is having none of it. She cannot possibly understand what has happened here. 
Those monsters at Umbrella have destroyed his beautiful town and he is seething about it 
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considering all the work he has done for them over the last five years. Claire accuses him of 
working for Umbrella and demands to know about the G-Virus. Irons confirms that the  
G-Virus is capable of advancing human  
evolution and is superior to the t-Virus in  
every way. William Birkin is the man  
responsible for its creation. Claire recognises  
the name and Irons reveals that the little girl  
who has been running around the police  
station is Birkin’s daughter. The monster  
rampaging around the precinct is also a  
product of the G-Virus and suggests Umbrella  
must be trying to cover its tracks. He prepares  
to kill Claire, saying that if he has to die, he  
has every intention of taking her with him. But  
before he can react, his chest begins to convulse and he screams in agony. Claire watches in 
horror as his body splits down the middle in a shower of blood and some kind of spider-like 
creature jumps out of his chest. Irons is dead before he hits the floor and the creature 
disappears down through the open trapdoor. 
 
After running away from the T-103, Leon has  
returned to the photography lab on the first floor  
and is developing the two rolls of film he recovered  
from the cell block and press room. The first is a  
photograph of a zombie taken by Officer R.  
Lambert in front of the Arukas Tailor. It is a man  
whom regressed into a zombie within two hours of  
infection. Some accompanying notes on the picture  
explain how the subject repeatedly complained of  
severe agitation of the epidermis in addition to  
feelings of nausea. This continued right up until the  
moment he eventually lost consciousness. The  
second photograph reveals a T-103 Tyrant sans Power Limiter in a cultivation tank. Some 
notes read; ‘Development code: T-103. Due to accelerated metabolism compared to the 
earlier 00 series, this subject possesses exemplary regenerative capabilities. PH-X016 File 
Data.’ Intrigued, Leon pockets the photographs and moves on. 
 
Back in Chief Irons’ little shop of horrors, Claire steels her nerves as she takes another look 
around the room filled with strange implements. She retches against the smell emanating from 
what is left of the chief’s corpse. Her heart skips a beat when she spots a file on the table 
written by her brother. It is his report into the mansion incident. She reads the contents and 
inside Chris documents how Bravo Team under the command of Enrico Marini set off into 
Raccoon Forest on the night of July 23rd, and when contact was lost Alpha Team went in a day 
later and found the Arklay Mansion. The zombies and B.O.W.s populating the estate were the 
result of a virus engineered by Umbrella Corporation and their team captain, Albert Wesker, 
was a secret mole in league with Umbrella. All evidence was destroyed when the mansion 
exploded. The strange goings on in Raccoon City and reports of zombie-like beings are 
extremely similar to what the S.T.A.R.S. witnessed in the mansion and Chris suspected 
Umbrella to be somehow involved. He concludes his report by proposing they launch a formal 
investigation into the pharmaceutical giant. Claire is concerned and wonders why the report has 
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been left down here. Taking a deep breath, she slowly climbs down the trapdoor to confront 
whatever horror lurks below. 
 
She steps off the bottom to find herself on a metal  
catwalk held in place by scaffolding poles  
suspended over a large chasm disappearing into  
blackness. It is dark all around but she can just  
about make out some stalagmites in the distance,  
indicating she is now deep underground in natural  
caverns beneath the lowest sewer level. As she  
moves down the catwalk she spots the putrid mass  
of flesh that is Irons’ offspring pulsing unnaturally.  
She watches in amazement as the organism  
mutates and grows in size to a G Adult Body in a  
matter of seconds; the exact same process that  
befell Monica in the underground lab several days ago now. Within moments it has grown 
beyond the size of an overweight human with tumour-like growths covering its back. Because it 
birthed from an incompatible host, this G Adult Body will not evolve any further and she 
watches aghast as it lumbers towards her, spewing out numerous G Young Bodies from its 
mouth. Claire raises her grenade launcher and opens fire, blasting the hulking mass of 
pulsating flesh. Several of the G Young Bodies get too close and try to latch onto her so she 
stamps on them. Six grenades later and the G Adult Body drops to the floor and begins to melt 
away in a large puddle of slushy flesh. In the end the encounter wasn’t too taxing, although had 
the G Creature had more time to mature and gather its strength, it would have been a much 
more formidable opponent. With the path ahead now clear and a ladder on the other side 
leading back up into the sewers, Claire hurries back to get Sherry. 
 
Leon meanwhile is currently in the library with his  
intended destination being the bell tower on the  
third floor. A loud crash suddenly reverberates  
around the station as downstairs more zombies  
pile in through the unsecured windows, once again  
filling up the corridors of the precinct with the  
undead. It is getting too dangerous to stay here  
and they must leave soon. He climbs the stairs to  
the upper level of the library and uses the door to  
access the 3F balcony of the main hall. A short  
walk later and he is inside the bell tower. It is very  
musky inside and doesn’t appear to be visited  
much. Some old-style machinery is present, with pulleys and wheels connected to various joists 
and belts. Some heavy-looking iron cogs are stacked up in the corner and tools and wrenches 
hang from a board on the wall. Leon uses a crank he’d found earlier on top of a cabinet in the 
file archive room to bring down the wooden stairs enabling him to get to the upper floor. More 
machinery is present up here but the button to activate the bell doesn’t work because one of 
the cogs is missing. He slots into place the gold cog he’d found in the press room and now the 
mechanism is complete. However, to his surprise the bell doesn’t ring and instead a small 
compartment opens up revealing an alcove with an old dust chute. Resting on a small shelf is 
the fourth and final chess piece, the knight plug. Now he has the final key to unlock the door to 
the sewer entrance and they can all leave together. The dust chute descends down into 
darkness but is big enough for him to fit inside. With a new wave of zombies now prowling the 
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lower floors of the station and the T-103 still lurking, Leon decides to take a chance and jumps 
down the chute, hoping it will bring him out somewhere in the basement. 
 
02:11AM 
At that moment, down in the cellblock, G-Birkin enters the holding cells. Moving down, he 
spots Ben Bertolucci in the second cell and rips the door off. Ben screams in terror and backs 
away in fright. But as Birkin towers over the terrified reporter, it seems to sense that Ben will 
not make a compatible host and so rather than implanting him with an embryo, it instead slices 
open his chest, mortally wounding him. The eye on Birkin’s arm takes a moment to look 
around before closing up and the creature silently leaves, continuing its ongoing search for 
Sherry. 
 
Leon slides out of the dust chute having heard  
Ben’s screams of terror. As he moves forward he  
catches a very brief glimpse of G-Birkin as it  
disappears into the kennels (DC). Once the  
coast is clear he dashes to the cells and finds Ben  
covered in blood and slumped against the wall  
outside his cell. Leon runs over and finds he is  
still conscious. Ben is wheezing in pain but still  
seems more preoccupied with his job rather than  
his own impending mortality. He bemoans not  
been given a chance to crack the story of the  
Raccoon City mystery and talks of the bitter  
irony about the Chief of Police himself, Brian Irons, being a co-conspirator in the whole thing. 
He pulls out several battered papers from his pocket and hands them to Leon. Proof that Irons 
has been conspiring with Umbrella all along. He looks at Leon and pleads with him to get hold 
of Irons and make him pay for everything he’s done before he exhales one last breath and dies.  
 
At that moment, Ada comes into the cellblock, still wearing Sherry Birkin’s gold pendant 
around her neck. Together they look through the paperwork Ben handed over. It is a series of 
memos written by William Birkin addressed to Chief Irons. Irons has been working to cover 
up the mansion incident and prevent the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members from launching any 
formal investigation into Umbrella’s Raccoon City operations. He wants their activities 
monitored and they must be prevented from investigating the site where the vacant factory 
conceals the secret entrance to the underground lab. The memos also confirm the Arklay 
estate was lost due to the actions of renegade operative, Albert Wesker. Birkin also mentions 
something about the G-Virus, which is scheduled to replace the existing t-Virus, and that spies 
may have been sent into the city to forcibly take the G-Virus from him. Irons was being paid 
handsomely by Birkin to work for him. 
 
As this is occurring, Claire rides the elevator back up to the hidden alcove behind Irons’ office 
to find Sherry still waiting for her. The little girl hugs her and is relieved she came back. Claire 
however looks troubled and still cannot believe the man who created the G-Virus is actually 
Sherry’s father. Sherry asks what is wrong but Claire says it’s nothing. She has found a way out 
of here and hopefully should be able to find someplace safe if they can just make it out of 
town. Sherry seems uncertain but Claire promises they will be fine so long as she doesn’t leave 
her side again. She gets out her radio to update Leon. 
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Back down in the holding cells, Leon and Ada finish digesting the magnitude of Ben’s evidence 
when she turns to leave. He asks her where she is going and she replies the Umbrella chemical 
plant is where she believes she will find John. She disappears through the door as he calls out 
after her. Leon’s radio suddenly beeps for attention and it is Claire. She confirms she is still 
with Sherry and that they are leaving. Leon thinks this is a bad idea as the streets are still 
crawling with zombies. But Claire tells him to trust her. She has found a way into the sewer and 
wants him to follow them later. She cuts him off before he can argue and he is left alone 
bemoaning why no one ever listens to him. 
 
Upon leaving the holding cells, Leon returns to the  
kennel and uses the manhole to reach the sewer  
access on the other side. He enters the room to  
put the final chess piece into place when he notices  
G-Birkin stood on the walkway between the two  
large septic tanks. At first he looks like a normal  
zombie researcher before ripping off a metal pole  
from the handrail as a weapon and undergoing  
further mutation. Its muscle mass increases and its  
eye breaks through the skin on its bloated right  
arm. Leon manages to get off four blasts with his  
shotgun before G-Birkin is close enough to swat at  
him with the metal pipe. Leon ducks and backs away, taking shelter next to several red 
pressure valves near the wall. He continues to fire at G-Birkin who makes no attempt to deflect 
the shots. It swings its pipe wildly, taking chunks of concrete off the walls before eventually the 
creature lumbers and topples over the railing, falling down between the septic tank and 
disappearing into darkness. Relieved, Leon reloads the shotgun and hurries to slot the last 
chess plug into place. This releases the lock and he is now free to access the entrance to the 
underground sewer network. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – NOTHING IS AS IT 
SEEMS begin. 
 
Meanwhile, after being below ground for a little over 24 hours now and laying low, Echo Six 
make a sit-rep to command, having believed they have now found access to the network of 
sewers directly under the control of Umbrella. Willow confirms she has mapped the sewer 
entrance from the schematics found at City Hall and the updated location is relayed back to 
headquarters. Command replies with a warning that they believe U.S.S. operatives are nearby. 
They are to engage and neutralise them.  
 
Dee Ay takes point and leads them down a  
stairwell. Overhead lights illuminate the area  
quite well and a spinning ran from a ventilation  
shaft casts strange shadows down from above.  
Discarded bottles and decaying rubbish is  
scattered and down below is a dried up sewer  
canal leading into a tunnel. The whole place  
stinks. Dee Ay indicates the entrance and leads  
them inside. The tunnel ahead is covered in  
grime and cobwebs and further down they can just make out discreet movement in the gloom. 
Party Girl steps forward and uses her thermal imaging goggles to confirm the presence of 
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Umbrella operatives. Immediately the team drop down to cover as the sound of gunfire 
reverberates down the tunnel and numerous muzzle flashes pierce the darkness. 
 
02:47AM 
After unlocking the door using the chess plugs,  
Leon emerges onto a rusted, mesh walkway  
above a large processing filter used to separate  
and grind up the waste in the water below.  
Suddenly, some loose bricks fall from the  
ceiling above and Ada drops down from a hole  
in the roof. He calls over and she waits by a sign  
on the wall reading ‘Authorized Personnel Only  
– Raccoon Police’ as he comes down the stairs.  
He is angry and accuses her of being reckless  
and stupid by running off like that. The zombies  
are everywhere, not to mention the thing that killed Ben. Ada is nonplussed and so he tries a 
different take and explains it is his duty as an R.P.D. officer to look after her welfare. He also 
stresses that neither of them will make it out of Raccoon City alive unless they start working 
together. Ada finally agrees to do things his way, for now at least. Together they jump down 
into the sewer canal with the water sloshing up to their knees and head towards a rusted door 
next to a drain where the water runs into. The door has ‘XD-R’ written in faded white letters 
and Leon grasps the handle to haul it open. 
 
At the same time, Claire and Sherry have passed  
through Irons’ torture den and up the ladder on  
the other side of the catwalk where the remains  
of the G Adult Body still lays. A small button on  
a control panel brings down an emergency  
ladder for them to climb up to the sewer level  
above. This takes them into an alternate  
entrance to the same Umbrella-controlled  
network that both Leon, Ada and Echo Six now  
all find themselves in. They emerge into a  
concrete passageway with a rusted ventilation  
shaft and some pipes running down the ceiling.  
Soon they come to another sewer canal and on the back wall a walkway is visible on the upper 
level. Down the canal is another door marked ‘XD-R’ leading into the main tunnel. But as they 
both jump down into the dirty water, they hear movement from up above. Looking up, they 
see G-Birkin moving along the upper walkway, still brandishing the metal pipe he fought Leon 
with earlier. Sherry is frightened and hugs Claire closely, but fortunately G-Birkin doesn’t seem 
to spot them and continues on its way. Once it is out of sight, Claire urges Sherry to run and 
they both head towards the sewer door and move inside.  
 
They are now in a long, narrow tunnel where the brickwork is stained and tinged green due to 
all the chemicals and filth flowing past. The way ahead looks clear and they begin to move 
forwards when suddenly an automated drainage gate opens and Sherry is sucked through. She 
plunges about twenty feet down to the next level and splashes into a deep pool of water. She 
comes up for air, spluttering raw sewage. Behind her, water continues to cascade down from 
the level above and she can hear Claire calling her name from a distance. She shouts back but 
her screams are lost amidst the loud flow of the water. 
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With no other choice, Sherry begins to wade through the water until the tunnel is blocked up 
ahead thanks to a large grille. There is an elevated walkway to her left and she is able to climb 
up onto it. A door at the end takes her into a small underground storage area. Metal shelving 
units are stocked full of cleaning materials and maintenance equipment. Water drips from the 
ceiling and a chart on the wall has various workman’s scribbles all over. A ladder situated in a 
small alcove leads upwards but the entrance is blocked off at the top. Dejected, she climbs back 
down and suddenly hears the shuffling footsteps of a single zombie hiding behind one of the 
shelf racks. 
 
Meanwhile, having taken care of the small platoon of U.S.S. troops guarding the sewer 
entrance, Echo Six penetrate deeper inside. The tunnel they are in curves around to the right 
and a sudden roar reverberates off the walls. Seconds later, they watch in amazement as G-
Birkin suddenly smashes his way through the wall. Harley stares in shock as G-Birkin 
decimates the remaining Umbrella soldiers before disappearing back through the hole from 
whence it came, letting out another huge roar. Once the coast is clear, Dee Ay leads the others 
down the tunnel. They probe the massive hole in the brickwork left by Birkin but there is no 
sign of him now.  
 
A door at the end leads into the next tunnel where a portable floodlight has been wired up and 
shines brightly on the door as if someone had been here recently. Further on is another tunnel 
where the overhead lights have failed. Party Girl moves up ahead and uses her thermal vision 
to see in the dark as the others light up flares behind her. The smell down here is vile and 
Party Girl remarks she is glad she wore her shit-kickers. Willow is in agreement, a shower 
cannot come quickly enough after this mission. Party Girl suddenly calls for a halt when she 
spots movement up ahead. The pitch black tunnel is swarming with zombies and this is going 
to slow their progress down somewhat. 
 
Back in the warehouse, Sherry creeps around the  
storage units and avoids the solitary zombie. She  
finds a ventilation shaft on the wall she can crawl  
into, taking her inside a dirty sewer pipe crawling  
with large roaches that have almost doubled in size  
thanks to t-Virus exposure. Because of her small  
height, Sherry is able to run full pelt down the  
tunnel as the roaches scurry out of their nest up  
above. She crawls through the grille on the other  
side to emerge onto a waste chute full of collected  
rubbish. Black bin liners have been piled up as  
well as boxes, crates, pipes and even a discarded  
tyre. On the floor is a shining, silver emblem with a wolf emblazoned. Suddenly, the floor 
opens up beneath her and she falls down to the lower level, landing heavily in the midst of a 
garbage dump. Although several bin liners break her fall, she is still hurt and numbly calls out 
for Claire before losing consciousness. 
 
Moments later, G-Birkin enters the garbage dump room. He sloshes through the water towards 
the comatose form of his daughter. He observes her body before holding out his hand and 
inserting a G embryo into her mouth. Birkin then leaves the room. 
 
Whilst all this had been taking place, Leon and Ada have progressed through water-filled sewer 
tunnels with flies buzzing around grime-crusted lamps on the wall and found their way to one 
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of two main sewer management control rooms. There is a big control station on the wall used 
to regulate the quality of the sewage water. It has an electronic schematic of the whole tunnel 
network and the workforce are able to influence and moderate the flow of sewage from here. A 
large meeting table is in the centre of the room and a fax has been left behind addressed to the 
Sewer Manager from Charles Coleman; a security chief for Umbrella HQ. Ada has a brief flick 
through and notes the monthly comings and goings of several key individuals through the sewer 
network including Chief Irons and William Birkin, with the latter having regular dealings with 
visiting representatives of the Chicago branch of Umbrella. 
 
As Ada continues to read, Leon searches the rest  
of the room, noticing a small service elevator  
against the back wall that leads down to the lower  
level. A white chart hangs on the wall with a staff  
rota and two metal lockers stand against the wall  
with numerous scuff marks on the floor,  
indicating they have been moved recently. He  
pushes them aside to reveal a hidden door and  
opening it up reveals a ladder heading down. He  
climbs down and emerges into a very dark room  
where he is able to use his lighter to spark up  
several alcohol lamps on the walls. A soothing  
glow illuminates the room which turns out to be a storage warehouse full of shelving racks 
containing tools and cleaning materials. He follows the room round, lighting up another lamp 
and passing several fuel drums as he begins searching for anything useful. 
 
Claire meanwhile is still searching the tunnels  
for Sherry, angry at herself for letting her get  
separated again. She approaches another  
junction in the endless tunnel network only  
to find herself staring down the gun barrels of  
Spec Ops team Echo Six. She stammers in  
shock and raises her weapon. Dee Ay, seeing  
she is a civilian, defuses the situation by  
ordering his team to lower their guns. Claire  
identifies herself and asks them if they have  
come across Sherry. Tweed says they haven’t,  
and questions whether she could still be alive in spite of all the horrors lurking down here in 
the dark. Claire reiterates that Sherry is special, she survived this long all on her own and asks 
them to keep an eye out for her.  
 
Command soon comes on the line and informs the team that Sherry Birkin is the daughter of 
William Birkin, the Umbrella scientist who contacted the U.S. Government a week before the 
outbreak started. Their intelligence suggests Birkin has disappeared since the failed mission to 
extract him but his daughter may know something about his whereabouts. They are now 
ordered to help Claire locate her. Harley acknowledges the order and gently asks Claire that if 
it’s okay by her, they’d like to assist in finding Sherry. Claire is grateful for any help and 
suggests they get moving. Before they begin, Shona does a quick sweep of the area, discovering 
the remains of a crude bedsit set up by a homeless person, including a dirty white mattress, an 
open suitcase full of clothes, and a broken crate crudely converted into a table. Several old 
books and magazines lie around, including one on hostage negotiation. An overturned lamp is 
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on the floor and a couple of old shopping trolleys have been used to forage supplies from the 
disposed garbage.  
 
They set off once again with Claire leading the way and Echo Six sweeping the tunnel for 
dangers right behind her. She calls out for Sherry every so often but gets no response. A little 
further down they begin to hear numerous scuttling sounds as a swarm of escaped NE-Beta 
parasites converge on their location. Dee Ay shouts out a warning and the team open fire. 
Claire can only watch in horror as one of the parasites scuttles up the body of a nearby zombie 
and digs into the top of its spine, dislodging its head and taking control of its motor functions. 
However, Dee Ay and his team demonstrate their impressive training and soon enough the 
tunnel is clear again. Claire urges them forward and says she is still sure Sherry is down here 
somewhere.  
 
They soon come to a crossroads in the tunnel and notice a few fuel drums scattered around, all 
bearing the Umbrella logo. The paths ahead and to the right are blocked off as the tunnels 
have collapsed and are full of rubble. Claire leads them down the left side, through another 
twisting tunnel. They suddenly hear a low rumble up ahead as something inhuman mutters 
Sherry’s name. Claire wonders what it is and Dee Ay indicates his team to move ahead of her.  
As she waits for them to scope out the area ahead, the brick wall right next to Claire suddenly 
caves in and G-Birkin comes bursting through. She is sent flying to the floor and rolls out of the 
way just in time as it smashes its iron pipe down on the floor. Birkin recoils for a finishing blow 
but it is pushed back when every member of Echo Six open fire, allowing Claire to scramble to 
safety. They quickly move further into the tunnel with G-Birkin stomping after them, bits of 
flesh and muscle stripping away from its body as it absorbs the gunfire. Shona aims for the red 
fuel barrels next to the creature and soon the whole tunnel is lit up with flame following a 
thunderous explosion. Claire urges them all to fall back as they need to find Sherry as quickly 
as possible. They begin a hasty retreat, with Party Girl and Harley laying down covering fire. At 
the end of the passage some stairs lead up onto a raised platform next to some access panels 
and they move through a heavy steel door and seal it shut behind them. They can hear G-
Birkin roaring in frustration. 
 
They are now in another tunnel with numerous exits and a large fan spinning on the ceiling. 
Although she is grateful for their help, Claire realises they will have a better chance of locating 
Sherry if they split up and cover multiple routes. She tells them she will look for a way out and 
to please find Sherry before disappearing through a door. Echo Six decide to let her go and 
move through the door opposite, emerging onto a latticework platform with stairs leading down 
to the lower level. Steam hisses from several pipes on the wall and at the bottom is a large pool 
of blood. A yellow storage unit full of sewer maintenance materials sits next to three large pipes 
coming out of the wall. They approach a single door marked ‘Caution’ when a low rumbling 
suddenly echoes through the tunnel. Dee Ay halts the others and asks if anyone else heard 
that. The next room is empty save for a yellow stepladder left near the right hand wall last time 
maintenance was performed here. The tunnel beyond is dark and damp and they soon make 
out the grotesque forms of several Lickers nesting on the walls and ceilings. One of them lets 
out a low hiss and stretches its tongue out. Dee Ay whispers to the others to stay calm. 
 
In the garbage dump, Sherry regains consciousness. She realises she is still all alone and is very 
frightened. On top of everything else, her stomach begins to hurt as the G-embryo inside her 
begins to slowly mature. 
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Having searched the small warehouse underneath control room 2 and found some shotgun 
shells on a shelf, Leon returns up the ladder to find Ada still waiting for him. Together they 
move to the small elevator in the corner and ride down  
to the next level. At the bottom they are surprised to  
run into a blonde-haired woman in a white lab coat.  
This is Annette Birkin, wife of William and mother of  
Sherry. Upon seeing them, Annette immediately runs  
off and disappears down a side passage. Ada quickly  
takes off after her, ignoring Leon’s pleas to wait.  
Annette lies in wait for Ada and as soon as she comes  
into view, opens fire. Ada freezes as two rounds ping  
off the wall beside her and before she can react a third  
shot rings out as Leon dives across, pushing her out of  
the way and taking the bullet himself. Annette retreats into the sewer and Leon quickly loses 
consciousness. Ada calls his name and says she needs to talk to that woman. She can see his 
wound is not mortal so she gives chase and leaves him slumped in the corridor. 
 
In the sewer tunnel through the next door she can hear Annette sloshing her way down the 
canal and as she runs down, Ada catches a brief glimpse of her as she clambers up a ladder and 
disappears through an inoperative fan at the entrance to a duct. Quickly, Ada jumps into the 
stinking water and follows. She notices blood splatters and bullet-holes on the walls and she can 
make out a body under the water wearing a uniform she recognises as Umbrella Security 
Service. Up the ladder and inside the duct, she is accosted by large roaches but is able to get to 
the other side of the pipe unharmed. She drops down the other side and lands on a catwalk 
which seems to be the main hub of the sewer operations. Below is a large pool of filtered water 
and numerous control stations with measuring and regulating equipment are present. All is 
quiet save for the soothing hum of the machinery. But as Ada starts to move, another gunshot 
rings out, knocking her weapon from her hands.  
 
Ada watches as Annette walks over, pistol pointed  
right at her. She accuses Ada of being with that  
cop and tells her to identify herself, only to  
recognise the name Ada Wong. She remembers  
that one of the men from Chicago who came to  
assist with t-Virus research used his girlfriend’s  
name as his password. His name was John  
Clemens. Ada is surprised Annette knows such a  
thing and feigns ignorance by asking Annette who  
she is. Annette has no problem telling her and  
proudly explains her husband is William Birkin;  
the man responsible for the creation of the t-Virus. She goes on to explain that John Clemens 
is dead. He became just another zombie and she mockingly offers her condolences. Annette 
plans to kill Ada as she will not let anyone take the G-Virus away from her. Ada pretends to 
have never heard of it and Annette explains it is capable of creating the ultimate biological 
weapon with a potential even greater than that of the t-Virus. This leads Ada to conclude that 
the creature rampaging around the police department is William Birkin in his mutated form. 
Annette confirms this fact and states it is all Umbrella’s fault for forcibly trying to steal his 
research away from him.  
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Suddenly she is distracted and breaks off when she notices the pendant Ada is wearing. It looks 
exactly like the one she gave Sherry and demands to know where she got it. Ada truthfully 
answers that Sherry dropped it so she has been holding  
onto it for her. This seems to enrage Annette and she  
demands the pendant back. Ada seizes her chance and  
grabs Annette and a small struggle ensues only for Ada  
to gain the upper hand and knock Annette over the  
railing where she plummets down into the water pool  
below. Ada bends down to retrieve her weapon and  
decides to open up Sherry’s pendant. Inside is a  
picture of Sherry smiling with her mom and dad and a  
hidden compartment opens up to reveal a miniature  
vial of the G-Virus. 
 
Meanwhile, after taking care of more Lickers, Echo Six move on through the tunnels and 
breach the next door. They eventually come to a large room with a gantry running down the 
other side and standing on one of the lower platforms is Sherry Birkin. She is lost, alone, and 
very frightened. She is crying and suddenly whirls around when she hears Echo Six 
approaching, demanding to know who it is. Willow asks if she is okay down there and Sherry 
wonders if it is Claire. Party Girl steps in and assures her that they are friends of Claire, but 
Sherry isn’t so sure and asks where she is. Party Girl explains that Claire is not currently with 
them and that they need to get her to safety. Sherry says she doesn’t want to move because 
there are monsters in the dark so Party Girl suggests that if they give her some light, she can 
follow it to safety. 
 
She watches as Shona, Harley and Willow light up  
flares and throw them down onto the walkway at  
scattered intervals in front of her, lighting up the  
way ahead. Echo Six move parallel with her on the  
opposite side, keeping an eye out for hidden  
dangers. Whenever a zombie does appear, they  
are able to take it out before it can get too close to  
the girl. When she gets to the end, Sherry is able  
to use a special card key Annette gave her to  
unlock the door. Darkness surrounds the  
sparkling light from the flares and she has never  
been so scared. She calls out for her dad but gets  
no response. She continues on for a little longer, occasionally calling out to Dee Ay and his 
team for reassurance they are still watching her and eventually she comes to a dead end at a 
raised bridge. Willow concludes they must have reached the drainage shaft. Dee Ay locates the 
access panels that control the platforms and surmises they can use them to get Sherry over to 
their side. He flicks the switch and the bridge very slowly begins to raise so she can get across. 
In the meantime she has to wait at the edge of the platform with the zombies closing in. She 
pleads with Echo Six to not let them get her as they fire down at the undead from above. 
 
When the bridge is sufficiently lowered, Sherry makes a run for it and heads round the circular 
atrium of the drainage shaft and locks herself in the control room. From there she is able to 
unlock the door in the tunnels which allows Echo Six to gain access to the drainage shaft area. 
Usually this whole area is half submerged and is essentially a large hexagonal-shaped pit criss-
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crossed with stairs and walkways running above. On the floor, huge piles of waste and rubbish 
have gathered up in the recess areas.  
 
As Echo Six close in on Sherry’s location, they spot a lone Hunter making its way down. 
Willow shouts at the others to slow the creature down so they can get Sherry out. This Hunter 
is an anomaly, with curious red stripes down its back and is soon joined by several of its 
regular-looking brethren. Once the creatures are all dead, they head up the atrium where 
Sherry finally comes out of the control room, grateful for their help. The exit out of here is 
down a walkway extending away from the control room to a closed shutter. A bloodied corpse 
of a former sewer worker is slumped down by the door and Dee Ay ponders how to open it. 
But Sherry has access with her key card and when Willow enquires where she got it, she says 
her mother gave it to her. Dee Ay gently asks where her daddy is but she doesn’t know. She no 
longer wants to know because she knows he is different from what he used to be. Forming a 
protective circle around her, they press on down the tunnels, moving downstairs to the lower 
floor where another half-eaten corpse awaits them on the floor. Shona inspects it and notices it 
is missing is head and a leg. Dee Ay signals them all to keep moving. 
 
Meanwhile, Claire has continued her search for Sherry  
and found one of the two main sewer control rooms.  
She rides down the service elevator and emerges into a  
small corridor only to find Leon propped up semi- 
conscious against the wall. She runs over and discovers  
he has been shot in the shoulder. Leon wheezes  
through the pain and explains he ran into a woman  
named Ada Wong and shortly afterwards someone  
tried to kill them. Ada went after the sniper but he is  
worried and asks Claire to find her before something  
happens. Claire is more concerned about him but he  
assures her he’ll be okay, its Ada he’s worried about  
now. He closes his eyes and Claire nods and continues down the tunnel, passing through the 
door and into the sewer canal. 
 
Now back in the main junction, Claire reluctantly clambers down into the filthy water which 
comes up to her knees. She has the option of heading left or right and there is no obvious sign 
as to which way Ada went. She notices a bloodstain on the wall and the brickwork is full of 
bullet holes. On the opposite wall a ladder runs up to  
a large, circular vent but the fan is spinning and she  
cannot get past. She moves to her left and notices a  
body lying under the water dressed in combat fatigues.  
The route ahead is soon blocked off with heavy iron  
bars but there is small alcove to her left where two  
more bodies lay. Their uniforms are unmarked and  
they are wearing gas masks to conceal their faces.  
Their bodies have been ripped to shreds with bloody  
gouges all over them. Unbeknownst to Claire, these  
are former members of Hunk’s U.S.S. Alpha Team.  
Searching the bodies she finds some confidential  
orders sent to the team leader operating under the call-sign of ‘Hunk.’ These instructions are 
sent from the Research and Development head of Umbrella’s French branch, Christine Henri, 
and order Hunk’s team to infiltrate the hidden research facility located beneath the suburbs of 
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Raccoon City and retrieve the G-Virus sample from Dr. William Birkin. Once the sample is 
secured, it was to be delivered to Loire Village in France and Hunk’s team are authorised to 
use any means necessary to achieve their objective. On the second body, Claire finds a curious 
silver emblem with a carving of a wolf inside. This is one of two emblems needed to unlock the 
door to access the hidden subterranean cable car system that runs to various facilities. She takes 
it with her. 
 
Claire drops back into the water and heads in the opposite direction, finding another U.S.S. 
corpse on the floor and more bullet holes and obvious signs of battle on the grimy brick walls. 
Thick cobwebs lace the ceiling and she is repulsed by the sight of a Giant Spider scuttling along 
the wall next to an intake pipe spewing out water. Quickly she sloshes past and through a gate 
at the far end. Still in the same tunnel, Claire avoids two more spiders and comes across a door 
on a raised platform blocked off by torrents of dirty water raining down from the ceiling. There 
is a mechanism to her right for two emblem slots. She puts the wolf medal into place before 
climbing up out of the water and moving through a door on the left side. This will take her into 
the lower septic tank and water purifying room. 
 
03:15AM 
The place is vast, spanning two levels with  
machinery and equipment flanking a large, deep  
pool in the centre of the room. Claire is  
surprised to see a blonde-haired woman wearing  
a white lab coat hauling herself out of the water.  
Claire rushes to help but Annette waves her  
away, claiming she is just after her husband’s  
G-Virus sample like everyone else. This makes  
Claire correctly assume this woman is Annette  
Birkin. She quickly explains that Sherry is  
wandering around alone in the sewers and she  
needs her help to find her. Annette doesn’t believe her at first, claiming she told Sherry to go to 
the police station and wait for her there. Now she realises now that William will be after her. 
Annette explains that the mutated creature that has been causing so much destruction is her 
own husband. She recounts the events of a week ago when Hunk and the U.S.S. stormed 
Birkin’s lab and shot him, leaving him for dead and stealing the G-Virus. William was mortally 
wounded in the attack and injected himself with his own virus to stay alive. Claire cannot 
believe this and Annette explains the G-Virus has the ability to revitalise cellular functions; it 
can bring a person back from the dead. Birkin mutated into a G-Creature and decimated the 
Umbrella retrieval team. He recovered the sample case they had stolen and ingested the 
remaining G samples, but unfortunately vials of the t-Virus were smashed in the melee and 
licked up by nearby rats, who in turn spread the virus across the sewers and beyond. William 
has been infected now for over a week and his virus-induced transmutation should have caused 
him to lose all prior memories he had as a human by now.  
 
Annette recalls how she tried to save him, but it was already too late. She also states that every 
G-Virus infectant including William has the ability to implant embryos into other life forms. 
That is why he is after Sherry. The bodies of individuals with non-related genetic coding are 
likely to reject the embryo, but since Sherry is his daughter, that possibility is non-existent. It’s 
an inherent survival instinct and now both Sherry and the G-sample are in danger. Suddenly, 
they hear something that sounds like a far-away scream. Annette disappears out of the door to 
try and find Sherry whilst Claire heads the opposite way through the water purifying centre. 
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Meanwhile, somewhere close by, Sherry and Echo Six find themselves in a really old part of 
the sewer where the original brick foundations are visible. This place is crawling with zombies 
and Sherry repeatedly screams in terror as  
Echo Six form a protective circle around  
her and shoot the undead from all angles.  
They slowly make their way to the exit on  
the opposite side of the tunnel and Sherry  
is able to use her card key to get them  
through. They are now in another sewer  
canal and suddenly hear a familiar deep  
rumble reverberate through the walls as  
something inhuman calls out Sherry’s  
name. Suddenly, G-Birkin bursts through  
the wall in an explosion of brick and mortar. When the dust settles it stares his daughter down 
who recoils in terror. Shona and Willow open fire with their assault rifles, targeting the giant 
eyeball on Birkin’s right arm and driving him back.  
 
At that moment, a side door opens and Claire  
appears. Shona shouts at her to take Sherry  
and they will cover them for as long as they  
can. Claire thanks them and grabs hold of  
Sherry who shouts at Echo Six to not hurt her  
daddy. Shona asks if this thing is really her  
father but Claire and Sherry have already gone.  
Party Girl throws a grenade and the detonation  
causes several nearby gas pipes to explode,  
making G-Birkin stagger back and a wall of  
flame consume the tunnel behind him. Command gets in touch to confirm that Birkin has 
been mutated, likely by one of his own viruses. 
 
They continue to retreat down the tunnel until a door at the end takes them into a furnace used 
to incinerate all the waste. A large sign above reads ‘Danger: Intense Heat and Pressure!' and 
they are now on a cross-shaped walkway with yellow handrails and warning stripes. A mesh 
square is in the middle for the flames to rise up underneath. The junctions either side have a 
slogan reading ‘Containment Core: Authorised Personnel Only’ and a large fan spins behind a 
mesh grille. A circular steel door straight ahead is marked with Umbrella Corporation logos 
and this is the way they need to go but they need to take care of the G-Creature first.  
 
Command instructs them to kill Birkin as he is too far gone and they watch as the hulking  
G-Creature comes striding into the furnace, still brandishing the metal pipe he continues to 
smack onto the floor. Willow moves to the control panel and activates the furnace, making 
sure none of her team members are within firing range as huge gouts of flame shoot out of 
pipes on either side, consuming Birkin in flame and making him roar in frustration. Once the 
flames subside, Party Girl, Dee Ay and the others open up with machine gun fire as Willow 
waits for the incinerator to fire up again. An alarm sounds and warning klaxons blare, causing 
red and yellow patterns to swirl around the room. Every time Birkin strikes his pipe on the 
floor, dust and debris rain down from the ceiling as Tweed’s assault rifle pummels him from 
behind, causing bits of flesh and sinew to spray off his fleshy mass. Eventually Birkin hits the 
floor so hard, it cracks through the mesh and he falls through a hole and into the depth below. 
The fight is over, for now. Dee Ay updates Command that Claire is gone and asks whether 
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they should go after them but Command concludes they would be safer with another Spec Ops 
squad. For now they are to resume their search for the hidden Umbrella facility in the sewers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Whilst Echo Six had fought off Birkin, Claire has led Sherry back through the sewer tunnels 
and discovered she is in possession of the eagle medal needed to open up the locked door that 
will hopefully lead to a way out. Sherry complains that her stomach is hurting, but Claire tries 
to reassure her that she will be fine and they need to hurry. Once Claire inserts the Wolf 
Medal into the mechanism, the water drains completely from the sewer canal and the waterfall 
above stops, permitting access to the door ahead. The light on the control panel changes from 
red to blue and the door unlocks. They are now in a bare cavern with natural rock exposed all 
around them, almost like a mining tunnel. A latticework gantry fixed to the roof with steel 
girders runs down and as they move forward, the whole place shakes violently, raining dust 
down from above. The gantry turns to the right before another door leads to an underground 
cable car platform. 
 
A large, red cable car sits silently on the end of an  
expansive mesh platform in a dock next to a  
control panel. There are pylons and masts all  
linked together by thick cables stretching off into  
the distance out of sight. This station is part of an  
expansive network that joins numerous Umbrella  
facilities, including the old executive training  
facility in Raccoon Forest before it was destroyed  
earlier this summer. As well as the dock, there  
are a couple of green shipping containers, some  
traffic cones and some metal shelving racks  
containing fuels and cleaning utensils. Claire asks Sherry if her mom ever gave her something 
called the G-Virus, perhaps in a vial or a test tube, but Sherry looks puzzled and insists she has 
never heard of anything like that before. Claire asks if she is absolutely sure, because if she 
hands it over, she will look after it for safe keeping. But the girl insists she really hasn’t got 
anything, it’s the truth. Claire decides not to press the matter, but privately wonders why 
Annette would say what she did. Together they board the tram and ride off into the unknown, 
intending to put as much distance between them and the G-Creature as possible. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – ROOT OF ALL 
EVIL begin. 
 
Having defeated Birkin, albeit temporarily, Echo Six continue on into the labyrinthine sewer 
network beneath Raccoon City. Command relay a message that the hidden Umbrella facility 
should be nearby and to continue to look for an entrance. The tunnel they are in is dark and 
the lights have failed, forcing them to deploy flares as they move through the blackness. Tweed 
freezes when she hears a scuttling noise and before long they come under attack from NE-Beta 
parasites once again. Once they clear the area the tunnel becomes cluttered with construction 
materials and they come across a heavy steel door with a familiar symbol on it. Tweed grins 
and asks if anyone recognises the brolly mark and Shona is relieved they have found the 
entrance they have been searching for. This is the hidden sewer entrance to the P-15B facility; 
the same laboratory U.S.S. Wolfpack entered two days ago to repair the Nemesis T-Type. Dee 
Ay leads the way and opens the door, heading into a small control room. The automated lights 
are off and it is very dark save for an electronic Umbrella logo on the back wall and readouts 
from a few computer monitors. 
 
The next door takes them into a series of brightly lit rooms with reflective chrome walls and 
flooring. A sign indicates they are heading into the Contamination Control Area restricted for 
authorised personnel only. A systemised decontamination shower suddenly activates and they 
are all soaked to the skin within seconds. Once the shower finishes, large fans activate beneath 
the grilles and immediately recycle all the air in the room. Once the process is complete, the 
door lock into the main facility disengages and they are free to enter. Willow provides a sit-rep 
to Command, stating that they might want to take a look at what they are seeing. Command 
acknowledges and confirms their mission to be recon and information retrieval. They need to 
locate a command centre of some sort. With Party Girl on point and Tweed watching their 
tails, the team move inside the inner sanctum of the P-15B facility. 
 
Meanwhile, Leon still sits in the corridor by the junction to both service lifts leading to 
sewerage monitoring rooms 1 and 2. Claire had left him over ten minutes ago now and he is yet 
to hear from her or Ada. He gets up groggily and winces as a fresh wave of pain shoots through 
his shoulder. Gingerly, he heads through the door leading into the sewer canal. Thanks to the 
actions of Claire, the canal has been drained and is now empty. He investigates the body of a 
dead U.S.S. soldier and spots the Umbrella emblem on his gas mask. Two more are visible in 
an alcove further down, both ripped to shreds. He moves through a gate opposite, avoiding two 
Giant Spiders still prowling the area. There are two more dead U.S.S. in here, making five in 
total. They look to have been ripped apart by some kind of edged tool and more blood 
splatters and bullet holes are evident on the walls. The floor is also covered with spent shell 
casings.  
 
Moving through the next gate the drained canal reveals rotting planks of wood and rusted oil 
drums on the floor. Water no longer flows from the pipe on the left wall. An alcove to the left 
has a door leading to the sewage processing centre and straight ahead is a door for a restricted 
area. This is where Claire and Sherry went a little earlier. A clearance identification machine is 
installed to the right but the lock is currently disengaged because the Eagle and Wolf medals 
have been inserted into the device. But he decides to check out the processing centre first. 
 
All is quiet inside as he peers into the deep pool of water in the centre and looks over all the 
machinery, including an oil pressure regulator and oil tank with a blinking red light on the data 
transmitter. Looking up he sees an upper level with a mechanical bridge fixed to a central spire. 
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A red valve handle has been inserted into the oil transmitter and the instructions read; ‘Insert 
valve handle and rotate it to move the central bridge up or down.’ He turns the wheel the 
bridge lowers and twists 90 degrees, allowing him to cross to the other side of the pool. An 
identical machine on the other side enables him to send the bridge back up to the upper level 
where a single door next to a cluttered workstation leads to the next area.  
 
He is now in a wide passage that runs down to the main garbage dump. On the wall to his left 
he passes a small compartment containing a high-pressure gas cylinder. At the end of the 
corridor the rusted metal door has retracted, allowing open access to the garbage dump. It is 
full of waste and piles of collected rubbish, all half submerged in raw sewage water. Ada is on a 
platform on the opposite side, firing her weapon frantically into the water. He calls over to her 
but before she can shout a warning, a giant alligator rises up from beneath the depths and snaps 
at Leon, causing him to tumble back into the passage. He looks on in horror and disbelief as 
the huge reptile pulls itself out of the water and into the corridor after him. 
 
This creature is the result of a baby alligator  
kept as a pet before being released into the  
sewers where it became infected with the  
t-Virus. The effects of the virus include highly  
increased aggression and size increase to over  
10 metres long. It normally inhabits the  
garbage dump where food is plentiful. Leon  
backs away as the alligator crawls after him. It  
is so big it can barely fit into the corridor.  
Despite its bulk, he is only able to get off a  
few shots before it is on to him. Quickly, he  
turns to run and stops when he passes the  
release switch for the gas cylinder. He thumbs the switch and continues on, hearing the clatter 
of the canister landing on the floor. The alligator scoops it up in its mouth as it passes and 
Leon takes careful aim before shooting, igniting the gas and blowing the entirety of the 
alligator’s head off. 
 
Once the dust settles, Leon returns to the garbage  
dump. Ada still waits for him on the other side so  
he wades across. He is in a lot of pain and almost  
collapses in front of her, explaining his bullet  
wound isn’t making things any easier. She tells  
him to be quiet whilst she patches him up. He has  
lost a lot of blood and she needs to remove the  
bullet. He winces again and asks who the woman  
was who tried to kill her, but she brushes the  
question off as her problem, not his. Whilst he  
has no problem with her keeping secrets, he  
reminds her that she needs to start working with him or they’ll never make it out of here alive. 
He grabs hold of her hand and asks for her help. He cannot do this alone. After a short pause, 
she agrees to help him. Once she has the bullet out, she cleans the wound and dresses it in a 
thick, white bandage. She remarks that’s twice now he’s saved her but he says not to mention it. 
She tells him she found out that her boyfriend John is dead and just wants them both to get out 
of here, the sooner the better. She turns and leads the way up the ladder to the next level. 
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They are now on the upper level overlooking the garbage dump below. The walls are filthy and 
the hand rails all rusted. An opening to their left takes them onto the upper level of the 
processing room and from there they are able to  
cross over to the other side of the pool.  
Ductwork and wires hang from the ceiling and  
the gantry runs round to the right, ending at a  
large spinning fan on the wall. Beneath is a  
mechanism for stopping the fan but the valve  
handle is missing. This was how Ada first  
entered the room earlier. To the left the gantry  
runs uphill slightly before ending at a control  
station used to regulate the amount of trash  
coming through the area. The bloodied corpse  
of the sewer manager lays slumped against one  
of the machines. On the control panel is his diary. The entries go as far back as June but later 
entries make numerous references to William Birkin and Brian Irons. The last entry is dated 
August 21st and the sewer manager has just received instructions from Birkin to suspend all 
Umbrella sewer operations just as the police and media have begun an investigation into the 
company’s affairs. 
 
Back inside the P-15B facility, Echo Six have arrived at the main control room outside the 
entrance to the B.O.W. programming lab. Inside is a state of the art circular control deck with 
electronic display hooked up to three separate terminals. Harley remarks that the panel looks 
interesting and as he moves closer, it lights up and a holographic of the Umbrella logo flashes. 
A female voiced orientation message begins to play. 
  
"Welcome to Umbrella. Commonly known to the world as the leading global producer of 
pharmaceuticals and household products we are also a pioneer in biological and genetic 
research. As one of Umbrella’s specialised researchers, you will be working extensively with 
our t-Virus. This ground-breaking virus can be used to create bio-organic weapons as varied as 
our clients’ needs. The MA-121, the T-103, and the new T-02 Nemesis are just a few of our 
cutting edge products. Now the greatest minds at Umbrella have made a recent breakthrough 
into a new virus strain called the G-Virus. Only a select few will be chosen to conduct research 
with it. The G-Virus will make us the leaders in modern warfare and present a benchmark in 
scientific discovery that will be more significant than the polio vaccine or the atomic bomb. 
That is because the G-Virus will put natural evolution in the palm of our hands. With your 
help, together we will have the power to harness the full potential of humankind. Welcome to 
Umbrella.” 
-REORC: Orientation Film; undated. 
 
The hologram changes to display different images such as the MA-121 Hunter Alpha, the  
T-103 Tyrant and the Nemesis T-Type. It is a goldmine of information. Willow plugs her 
portable terminal into the device and informs Command she is uploading a facility schematic 
to them. Command acknowledges when the data transfer is complete. Dee Ay studies the 
holograms and concludes that if the t-Virus started this outbreak, the G-Virus could make it 
much worse. Harley refers to it like alphabet soup; a t-Virus to trigger an outbreak, and a G-
Virus to kick it into high gear. They are ordered to acquire a sample of the G-Virus and need 
to check out the B.O.W. programming lab. It is their only lead. 
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Meanwhile, Claire and Sherry have ridden the underground cable car across town and now 
find themselves on the outskirts of Raccoon City. They are docked in the basement level of a 
vacant factory situated in Lonsdale Train Yards, which is a front for the hidden entrance to 
William Birkin’s underground laboratory. A flare gun by the railing points back to the 
blackness from where they have just came, although they have nothing to light it with. A door 
takes them through a series of cramped utility tunnels with rusted surfaces exposing numerous 
rivets and bolts connected to pipework on the walls. Several zombies prowl the tunnels but 
Claire is able to incapacitate them all and get past, eventually locating a ladder that takes them 
up to the surface level. 
 
They emerge from a hatch into a small control room housed in one of three docking sheds 
used to keep the train locomotive. The walls and floors are stained with rust and a thick layer 
of dust covers the workstation indicating this place has long been abandoned. A rack holds 
several yellow hard hats and a cabinet contains various outdated medical supplies. An old 
storage chest sits next to some monitoring equipment and a green chalk board on the wall 
outlines the factory manager’s work schedule, though it doesn’t look like it’s been used in a 
while. An electronic schematic of the train yard is above the main control panel and shows 
three different numbered sheds surrounding the main turntable. This is the same place 
Rebecca Chambers visited two months ago now and where Yoko Suzuki’s party fought the  
G-Imago only four days ago. 
 
A door leads into the main shed which is full of  
rusted oil drums at the back. Some of the tin  
sheets on the walls have come loose and the  
night sky can be seen outside. The rail tracks  
on the floor lead outside to the turntable and a  
large, full moon glistens like an orb in the night.  
Huge chimneys and factories can be seen in the  
distance and this is the industrial zone on the  
very outskirts of the city that borders with  
Raccoon Forest and the entrance to the Arklay  
Mountains. A large transport locomotive is  
parked stationary on the turn table, orange- 
brown in colour. The barriers are all raised on each side with the exception of the utility shed 
they have just emerged from. The key for the turn table control panel is missing but Claire 
finds it in the driver’s cab of the locomotive. They use the key to activate the turn table and an 
alarm begins to sound. But instead of the turn table rotating like Claire expects, it suddenly 
lowers down into the floor like a secret elevator. 
 
Inside the train, Sherry complains that her stomach  
is really hurting and lies down on a bench. Claire  
tells her to hang in there, and realises now the girl  
has been infected by her father. She needs to hurry  
before the embryos pupate. Sherry is slipping in  
and out of consciousness. Suddenly there is a large  
bang from somewhere outside and she hears the  
unmistakable roar of G-Birkin. Claire checks her  
weapons and moves to the door, she needs to  
protect Sherry. A warning light flashes on the door  
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stating the lock will activate for a limited time during an emergency. She will be temporarily 
trapped outside with the monster. 
 
Moving outside, the turntable is still descending down the  
dark shaft. She begins searching in the darkness when a  
metal pipe clatters on the floor by her feet. She looks up  
to see G-Birkin on the roof of the locomotive and  
watches mesmerised as he undergoes another  
transformation right before her eyes, mutating into his  
second state. Birkin’s face is pulled down into his heart  
area and a new head grows in its place. His upper body  
develops a new bone and skin structure, and large claws  
sprout from his right arm with a larger version of the  
eyeball on his upper arm. Once the mutation is complete,  
G-Birkin jumps down to confront her. Claire wastes no time and opens fire on the creature, 
sending bone fragments and bits of flesh flying off its torso. G-Birkin is susceptible to flame 
rounds from her grenade launcher and roars in defiance. Its flesh cooks in the flames but he 
continues to advance. Because of his increased muscle mass, G-Birkin’s movements are slow 
and she is able to evade its claws. Before long, the beast can take no more and drops to the 
floor, seemingly now dead in a growing pool of its own blood. 
 
Quickly, she heads back inside the locomotive and the turntable soon docks on level B4 of the 
underground lab, in the annex linking the master elevator and main central atrium of the entire 
complex. Sherry is still semi-conscious and Claire picks her up and carries her outside. They 
are in a vast room and the words ‘Umbrella Laboratory’ are stencilled into the floor. Directly 
ahead a passage runs down to the master elevator and to the left a tunnel leading to the ‘Main 
Shaft’ of the facility. On the opposite side is a door to the security office and she heads straight 
for it. 
 
Inside is a bed, a fridge, four employee lockers  
and a desk cluttered with computers and  
security consoles. On the back wall a large  
cluster of 20 CCTV monitors show live images  
from various levels of the laboratory. Claire  
lays a sleeping Sherry down on the bed and  
drapes her in her ‘Made in Heaven’ jacket.  
Claire moves towards the door just as the little  
girl wakens up. She asks about the jacket and  
Claire says she can keep it and it will keep her  
safe. Sherry is grateful and explains that even  
though she is an only-child, neither of her  
parents ever spent much time with her because  
of their work with Umbrella. She grew up  
alone, but now that Claire is here, she finally has someone to rely on. She begins to sob quietly 
and Claire tells her to rest here a little bit and she’ll come back just as soon as she has found 
the antidote. She then leaves the office and prepares to start exploring the main lab. The 
master elevator is currently locked down and the shutter is closed behind the locomotive, 
preventing access down to what remains of the old water treatment facility. Her only option is 
to head directly to the main shaft. 
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As soon as the turn table was activated, a silent alarm was tripped and Umbrella Headquarters 
are made aware the underground lab has been infiltrated. 
 
It is also around this time that Sergei Vladimir arrives at the lab via another entrance to extract 
the U.M.F.-013 mainframe. 
 
At the same time as Claire and Sherry were making their way down into the underground lab, 
Echo Six have moved through the P-15B facility and reached the B.O.W. programming lab. 
En route they had to deal with a U.S.S. team sent there to guard the facility following 
Wolfpack’s mission here several days earlier. The U.S.S. had been in the process of setting up 
automated gun turrets when Echo Six storm in and ambush them. 
 
After searching around, they find a hidden room in the lab which holds a sedate T-103 Tyrant 
lying on an operating table. It was being programmed with visual images and data on Sherry 
Birkin, whose innocent little face can be seen on several monitors with a close-up of the 
pendant she has round her neck. Party Girl recognises Sherry and Harley observes the 
readouts and concludes she must have had the G-Virus on her all along. Too bad they didn’t 
have this information earlier. Command gets in touch and orders them to find Sherry, but first 
they need to deactivate the programming sequence before it finishes. They cannot have 
another T-103 going after her. Both Tweed and Dee Ay step forward and shoot the computers 
wired up to the Tyrant’s brain. This halts the programming sequence but causes the disrupted 
Tyrant to rouse from its slumber. Command advises that the P15-B facility has a self-destruct 
device and that activating it will be the only way they can be sure to kill the Tyrant. The 
command needs to be input from three terminals to be accepted. They need to find the three 
nearest their position, activate them, then get out before the whole place goes up around them.  
 
Dee Ay, Harley and Party Girl keep the Tyrant busy with short, controlled bursts of gunfire 
whilst the others dash to the control room to activate the three terminals. The Tyrant is like a 
relentless, unstoppable terminator, and it takes a huge combination of weapons salvo and 
grenades just to incapacitate it for a few seconds. But this is enough time for Shona, Willow 
and Harley to reach the control room and activate the system. Unfortunately, all non-infected 
personnel must be inside the control room before the purging can commence and the Tyrant 
is already rising as Dee Ay and the others dash inside and heave the door shut. Jets of flame 
shoot out of the walls on all sides and incinerate the entire laboratory around them, with the 
view through the Plexiglas windows of the control room becoming shrouded in dancing flames.  
 
Once the flames die down an alarm begins to  
sound and a voice announces that the self- 
destruct system has been activated and that all  
personnel need to evacuate immediately. Echo  
Six file out of the control room to find much of  
the lab on fire with all the instruments and  
equipment burning fiercely with thick smoke  
filling the area. A nightmarish silhouette appears  
through the flames and the smoking hulk of the  
T-103 soon comes into view, surprisingly  
unaffected by the purging system. The fire has broken containment and many NE-Beta 
parasites suddenly invade the room as Echo Six fight towards the exit. The parasites swarm the 
Tyrant and knock it to the floor. Before it can recover one parasite begins digging frantically 
into the spine of the T-103, triggering a very unique reaction. 
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As all this was taking place, Leon and Ada have double-backed through the sewers and passed 
through the restricted area and onto the sky tram platform. They have to reset the controls and 
recall the cable car back from the vacant factory in the industrial zone, which takes several 
minutes. Once docked, they both climb on board and set off towards the Marshalling Yard. 
They ride in silence for a few moments when there is a sudden thump from somewhere above. 
As they ready their weapons a hideously mutated arm suddenly penetrates through solid steel 
and swipes down at them. Frantically, Leon and Ada return fire at the creature which is of 
course, G-Birkin, still alive following his defeat at the hands of Claire Redfield on the turn table 
a little earlier. Birkin punches several more holes in the roof in an attempt to reach them 
before Ada fires off a volley from her pistol that makes the creature retreat for good. They wait 
in silence for several tense moments before they are certain it is gone. Not long afterwards, the 
tram docks on the other side. 
 
They are now on B1 level of the vacant factory  
and Leon uses his lighter to ignite the flare gun  
on the platform. The resulting blast briefly  
illuminates the underground caverns and  
really highlights the scale of this secretive  
subterranean transport network. The  
cascading light also brings his attention to a  
key lying on the floor. It is labelled ‘Weapons  
Box Key’ so he decides to take it with him.  
Moving through the door they navigate  
through the same utility tunnels Claire and  
Sherry passed through earlier and find  
evidence of Claire’s handiwork with several  
incapacitated zombies lying on the floor. Soon they find the ladder that leads up to the control 
room for the turn table. Ada is pleased they have finally arrived and suggests something must 
be hidden here. She moves over to investigate the control panel and discovers the key is 
missing for the activation switch. Leon steps outside into the transport shed and spots the large 
octagonal shaft extending down deep underground into blackness. A small service elevator 
leads down to a lower level and he rides down in silence, arriving on a metal gantry that runs 
along the wall of the large shaft towards a door at the far end. 
 
The door leads into a small monitoring room full of heavy machinery. This is the same place 
Albert Wesker and William Birkin used to monitor the progress of the Reclamation Project 
two months ago, but it is empty now. Leon moves down a heavily rusted gantry and passes 
beneath a CCTV camera. Amidst the humming generators and motors he comes across the 
surveillance system. Lying on the control panel is the key they need and he scoops it up. Also 
present is an advert laying on top of an open cabinet. 
 
“NEW POSITIONS AVAILABLE!! 
Umbrella Inc. Raccoon Branch FULL TIME (Includes benefits) 
WHO ARE WE? 
As the number one pharmaceutical corporation in the world, we are constantly reaching for 
new ways to expand and grow. 
WHAT WE'RE LOOKING FOR? 
We're looking for healthy, dedicated, and single individuals of any race, religion, or sex. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
Sales, Service, Production, etc. 
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Requirements: 
No Experience needed, but you must have a clean bill of health. 
Overseas positions are also available! (Please note this on your application.)” 
-RE2EX – Want Ad; undated. 
 
The panel on the wall shows six different viewing monitors and one of them is flashing. Leon 
peers at the monitor which depicts a black and white image of the entrance to the room he is in 
now and he looks on in horror as the fuzzy screen portrays the T-103 tyrant striding 
purposefully towards the camera. The trench-coated  
Tyrant seems to know it is being observed and  
wastes no time in smashing the camera to bits,  
wiping out the image and leaving nothing but hissing  
static. Frantically, Leon prepares the shotgun and  
awaits the Tyrant coming into view. He can hear its  
footsteps getting closer and as soon as he catches  
sight of the beast, he lets fly with the shotgun. The  
Tyrant buckles ever so slightly as Leon fires seven  
times in rapid succession. By the time the gun goes  
dry, the Tyrant is only a few feet away and quickly  
he switches to his desert eagle and fires again and again. The Tyrant is close enough to touch 
him now when it suddenly stops, wobbles slightly, then crashes down to the floor at his feet, 
incapacitated. Knowing this is only temporary, Leon quickly steps over its body and runs out of 
the door, heading back up the elevator and returning to Ada as quickly as possible. He gives 
her the key which she uses to hit the activation switch to recall the turn table from B4 Level of 
the underground lab. He leads Ada back outside where the turn table and locomotive returns 
to the surface. The key is still in the start-up panel so they flick it on and climb on board before 
heading back down again. 
 
Umbrella Headquarters become aware of the silent alarm tripped when the hidden elevator on 
the turntable was activated, confirming spies have infiltrated the underground laboratory. They 
quickly decide to re-establish contact with Wolfpack with an order to eliminate the spies in 
exchange for extraction from Raccoon City. 
 
Meanwhile, back in the middle of town,  
Wolfpack are struggling to hold out after being 
abandoned by Umbrella. They have destroyed 
hundreds of zombies and B.O.W.s yet their 
repeated hails for extraction have been ignored 
by Command. Their situation seems hopeless 
until a connection to headquarters is suddenly 
re-established. Command explains that upper 
management feel they have been a bit too 
quick to judge Wolfpack, perhaps even a little 
harsh and therefore have reluctantly agreed to 
their request for extraction. However, before they can leave, they must first deal with several 
spies that have infiltrated Umbrella’s main underground laboratory facility. Command 
transmits the coordinates for the facility and orders all of the spies to be eliminated. Lupo 
demands some answers as to why they were so suddenly abandoned in the first place but 
Command cuts her off without an answer. Lupo gathers her team. Vector and Beltway in 
particular are more than a little hesitant and are deeply untrustworthy of command at this 
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point. But they all realise that their only chance of getting a helicopter out of Raccoon City now 
is to complete this one last job. Quickly they saddle up and begin the trek out to Lonsdale 
Train Yards near the abandoned factory. 
 
04:18AM 
Meanwhile the train locomotive continues to ride down the turn table when suddenly a clawed 
arm comes shooting through the wall and pierces Ada’s shoulder. She yelps in pain before 
collapsing to the floor. Leon is by her side in an instant but she is unconscious. Quickly he 
heads outside the locomotive to investigate the threat and is shocked to find G-Birkin come 
striding round the corner, looking somewhat different from their last encounter. This is his 
third form and the mutations have spread even further. He now has a new eyeball on his left 
thigh and grown two new arms. His original arms have been pushed back and now resemble 
the wings of a demon. His heart and internal organs have also begun to transform and he 
barely looks human anymore. Leon opens fire as G-Birkin spreads its arms, making itself look 
as big as possible. After several shotgun blasts, Birkin demonstrates impressive agility by 
leaping high up onto the roof of the locomotive only to leap back down and swipe at Leon, its 
claws sending sparks scraping off the metallic flooring. Leon continues to be patient, firing off 
only a few shots before turning and backing away to increase the distance between him and the 
G-Creature. Eventually, Birkin has had enough and leaps off the platform and grabs hold of 
the wall of the main shaft. Leon watches as the creature recedes into the darkness before 
hurrying back to Ada. 
 
She is still unconscious on the bench, blood oozing  
from a gaping wound in her shoulder. Suddenly the  
turn table comes to an abrupt halt and a warning  
light flashes on the door indicating the motor for  
the turn table has been stopped due to problems  
with overheating. The sudden jolt awakens Ada  
from her slumber and she moans in pain. Leon  
tells her to take it easy and explains they are now  
inside Umbrella’s secret lab. He will go and find  
something to treat her wound and wants her to rest  
here in the meantime. She tries to tell him to leave  
by himself, insisting she will only slow him down  
with these injuries but he won’t listen. It’s his job to look out for her and he is sick of 
everybody ignoring what he says. Ada tries to assert that he will be in danger if he stays with her 
but admits she has enjoyed spending time with him in the brief few hours they have known 
each other. Leon flushes and is unsure how to reply, his youthful naivety really shining through. 
She goes on to say that she is not capable of caring about anyone but doesn’t want to lose him. 
Leon promises her they will leave this place together and tells her to wait here, he’ll be right 
back. 
 
He emerges back out of the locomotive onto the now silent turn table and notes they have 
stopped between floors roughly halfway down the large octagonal shaft heading back up to the 
surface. It is too dark to see all the way back to the top and the wind whistles around the 
confines of the tunnel. Moving round the locomotive, he eventually comes across a small gap 
in the pipework. Underneath a sign reading ‘P-600’ is a small gantry with a ventilation shaft big 
enough for him to crawl through. He kicks off the grate and soon drops down into a utility 
tunnel on the other side. But as he gets his bearings he suddenly hears the sound of machinery 
and motors kicking in as the turn table resumes its automatic descent down to the bottom of 
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the pit. He cannot reach back up to the vent on the ceiling so he has no choice but to look for 
an alternate way down on his own. 
 
The tunnel he is in is made up of rust-coloured bulkheads with pipes, junction boxes and 
yellow and black hazard stripes everywhere. There is a master elevator at the end of the 
passage but it has no power. Instead he heads the opposite way and steps over several large 
cables scrawled along the floor ahead of him. An unlocked set of pressure doors open at the 
far end and let him into the next area. 
 
Ada meanwhile rides the turn table all the way down to B4 Level and leaves the locomotive to 
continue on her mission. She plans to avoid Leon from now on unless absolutely necessary as 
any further time in her company will only put him in danger and compromise her mission for 
the rival company to recover the G-Virus. Despite her shoulder injury slowing her down 
somewhat, she begins to investigate the main shaft. 
 
As Leon and Ada were making their way down  
into the lab, Claire is busy exploring her  
surroundings and is now in the central atrium at  
the heart of the lab. Since the temperature  
controls were restored by Yoko Suzuki and her  
team several days ago, all traces of the frost and  
ice that covered the floors and walls are gone.  
She walks across a large latticework walkway with  
railings on either side and peering over the edge  
reveals a large drop, expanding further down than  
her eyes can see. Pipes, grilles, ventilation ducting  
and extractor fans cover the walls. Like the turntable, this is an octagonal-shaped room, 
incidentally also the shape of the Umbrella logo. She moves through a door into a central core 
where a huge breaker system is installed that regulates all the power in this section of the lab. 
However the main fuse has been removed and the power is not active in some areas. 
 
Two more doorways are in here. The one on the  
left has a blue neon light and leads to the East  
Area, with the door on the right having a red  
light and leading to the West Area. She decides  
to go east and moves along the walkway which  
also has blue neon lights running parallel on  
either side of the gantry. An automated door at  
the end takes her into a sleek-looking corridor  
with chrome walls and floors clean enough to see  
her own reflection. A sign on the wall reads ‘East  
Area’ in blue lettering next to a door directly  
ahead. A passage to the right is blocked off by a heavy-looking shutter. She tries pushing the 
shutter switch but gets no response, likely due to the power being down in this section. The 
door ahead is also locked and requires an employee card key for access. Instead, she moves 
down the left-hand passage and round the corner to a set of sturdy steel pressure doors that are 
partially frozen and encased in ice. Some of it has fallen off and melts on the floor below. 
 
Inside, the room is completely frozen over. Icicles hang down from pipes on the ceiling and a 
swath of dry ice reaches up to her lower chest. Around the corner is a large machine used for 
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super low temperature experiments and she looks at the control box but the fuse case is 
missing. There is also a computer used for organising data files and on a trolley nearby is a case 
for industrial fuses that has been designed for specialist superconductor fuses. She returns to 
the machine and slots it into place, watching as a mechanical arm selects a component and slots 
it into the case to create a main fuse. Now she can install this into the main breaker system and 
restore power to all areas of the lab. Quickly, she returns to the central core and inserts the 
fuse. Within moments, the main lighting and power system is reactivated. Satisfied, Claire 
proceeds down the red-lit gantry to explore the west area. 
 
Leon meanwhile now finds himself on a gantry overlooking a large factory area full of 
automated machinery. Steam hisses from pipes and large generators hum and turn. The room 
is a rusty, red orange and there is a metal crate in front of him next to a small service elevator 
leading down to the lower floor. He rides to the bottom and emerges onto another gantry amid 
some large gas canisters. Moving round, he spots the body of a researcher on the floor and he 
is holding a file; 
 
“INVESTIGATIVE REPORT ON P-EPSILON GAS 
-This report demands immediately attention- 
The P-Epsilon gas has been proven capable of incapacitating all know B.O.W.s (Bio-Organic 
Weapon). As such, it has been designated for emergency usage in the event of a B.O.W. 
escape. Reports based on data collected during the prior incidents indicate the potential for 
negative side effects. 
The P-Epsilon has proven to weaken the B.O.W.s' cellular functions. However, prolonged 
exposures will result in the creation of adaptive antibodies to the agent. Furthermore, some 
species have been observed to absorb the P-Epsilon gas as a source of nutrition and use the 
toxins extracted against anything that is a threat. Use of P-Epsilon gas should be severely limited 
to extreme cases only. We strongly request the authority to re-evaluate the P-Epsilon gas 
development system. We would like this re-evaluation to take place immediately. 
2nd R&D Room/Security Team” 
-RE2: P-Epsilon Report; undated. 
 
Exploring the rest of the room he notices an elevated  
level he cannot reach and further down the gantry is  
another small service elevator with a bright red  
‘Danger’ sign above. The power is on so he rides  
down to a works access overlooking a large smelting  
pool. Two Lickers are on the floor in here, although  
these are larger than the ones he encountered earlier  
and also darker in skin texture. These are known as  
‘Evolved Lickers’ and are engineered B.O.W.  
versions of the secondarily infected creatures that has  
been infesting the city. Carefully, he raises his  
magnum and takes them both out from a distance. A  
gantry overlooks the iron smelting pool and he can feel the intense heat radiating onto his face. 
A warning sign reads ‘Employees Only’ and continuing round the gantry, he finds the control 
to activate the power for the main master elevator. Switching it on, he returns to the factory.  
 
Back here curiosity gets the better of him so he pushes the metal crate onto the elevator and 
lowers it down to the factory floor, from there he pushes it along the floor to the wall so he can 
climb up and access the top level. Unfortunately the only door up here is locked and is marked 
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‘Power Room.’ With no other choice, he leaves the factory and is now able to use the master 
elevator in the utility tunnel to ride down to B4 level. He also notices a control panel to access 
the emergency escape route but a master key is required to unlock it.  
 
He gets off on B4 level to find several naked  
zombies in the corridor. These are purposely  
infected human guinea pigs stored at the lab for  
experimentation and are now running loose, but  
as ever their movements are slow and he is able  
to take them all out pretty comfortably. At the  
far end of the room he can see the turn table has  
docked so he heads inside the locomotive to get  
Ada only to find she has mysteriously  
disappeared. He is puzzled and wonders where  
she could have gone. He is now going to have to   
search the lab on his own. The shutter behind  
the locomotive is firmly sealed and the door to  
the right of the elevator leads to the security office where Sherry is but the door has been 
locked. The only other route is to the left and into the main shaft. 
 
Claire meanwhile has reached the west area of the lab as the door at the end takes her into 
another fancy-looking high-tech corridor with a green tint to everything. The words ‘West Area’ 
are written in red lettering on the wall next to another security shutter, this time on the left hand 
side with the passage continuing opposite down the right. Now that the power is back on a red 
light flashes on the shutter switch and Claire is able to open it up to reveal another passageway. 
However, on the other side are two strange plant-like protrusions on the floor and they perk up 
at the sound of the shutter opening and stand up. They are humanoid in basic appearance but 
have the head and skin texture of a plant. These creatures are officially known as ‘Plant 43’ or 
‘Ivies’ and are a B.O.W. based on data recovered and analysed from Plant 42 back at the 
Arklay Mansion. The Ivy inherits the blood-sucking capacity of Plant 42 but also has new traits 
such as the ability to move on its own and attack prey with its two vine-like appendages. They 
also have the ability to spit digestive enzymes to deliver a fatal blow to their prey. Claire staggers 
back aghast and ducks as a gloop of corrosive fluid hits the wall next to her and begins to sizzle. 
She backs away down the opposite side of the passage and watches as the Ivies follow her. 
Thankfully their movements are slow and she is able to get away. Further on is a door to her 
left but it is locked from the inside. The corridor ends at another door leading into a small 
dormitory. 
 
This room seems to be basic accommodation for  
researchers living and working on site with four  
alcoves in the opposite wall containing bunks for  
sleeping with yellow ‘BEA02’ signs written above  
and below. A blue sofa is on the opposite wall  
and to the right are some lockers and a computer  
installed into a small work station. There are a  
couple of blue swivel-chairs here although one  
has toppled onto its side and spilled some  
paperwork all over the green flooring. A  
squelching sound comes from a ventilation duct  
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in the top left corner and closer inspection reveals the vent has been completely taken over by 
some kind of plant organism with vines sticking out displaying sentient movement. The corpse 
of a researcher lays on the floor nearby holding a fuel drum. Oil is all over the floor as if he 
were trying to burn the plant in his last moments. Claire decides to happily oblige and fires an 
explosive shot with her grenade launcher, lighting up the oil and cooking the plant inside. Soon 
it has completely burned out and the automated sprinkler system kicks in to douse the flames. 
Once the fire is out, she checks over the rest of the room. First she finds a handwritten note on 
the sofa; 
 
“Temporary User Registration for the Culture Experiment Room. 
User Name: “GUEST” 
Password: None 
Valid for 24 hours.” 
-RE2: User Registration; undated. 
 
That sounds easy enough to remember and she moves to check out the computer on the desk. 
Another file is here detailing laboratory evacuation procedures.  
 
“Laboratory Security Manual -Security measures in case of an emergency- 
In the instance of an uncontainable biohazardous breakout, all security measures will be 
directed toward the underground transport facility.  
In the instance that any abnormalities are detected among cargo in transit, all materials will 
automatically be transported from the loading zone to the designated high-speed train. At 
which point, all materials will be isolated and disposed of immediately. 
In the instance of a Class 1 emergency, the entire train will be purged and disposed of without 
delay. 
In the instance that the lab itself becomes contaminated, the northern most route currently 
used to transport materials to and from the facility will be designated as the emergency escape 
route. This route will secure passage to the relay point outside the city limits. 
Disclosure about any information regarding research conducted here, or the existence of this 
facility, is strictly prohibited. 
Since it is top priority to keep all research classified, escape access may be denied under certain 
extenuating circumstances.” 
-RE2: Lab Security Manual; undated. 
 
This is interesting and could be the best way for Sherry and herself to finally escape Raccoon 
City. All she needs to do now is find it, which means exploring the lower levels of this facility. 
She reads over the display on the monitor and the console reads: ‘Anti-B.O.W. gas sprinkler.’ 
Claire hesitates for a moment before hitting the switch and a gas is expelled from the vents, 
turning the whole room a creepy shade of green. Hopefully this gas will weaken or even 
incapacitate the creatures wandering freely around the lab.  
 
With the plant in the vent now dead, she decides to crawl through the duct in the corner to get 
into the locked room next door. She drops down into another dormitory although this one has 
been completely taken over by plant life and is covered in vines and leaves from floor to 
ceiling. The vines have destroyed most of the interior of the room and smashed the computer. 
Two Evolved Lickers are on the floor in here and trying not to make a sound, she raises her 
weapon to fire. 
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At that moment, Leon steps into the West Area and comes across the two Ivies Claire released 
a little earlier. However, this area is now flooded with P-Epsilon Anti-B.O.W. gas and the 
adaptive antibodies of the plants have caused  
further mutations, meaning their venomous spit is  
now poisonous. Leon repels them back enough  
with the shotgun to slip past and reach the ladder  
on the other side of the shutter. Now he can  
climb down to B5 level. The door beyond leads  
onto a small gantry looking down a huge shaft.  
This entire area has been taken over by a gigantic  
plant that spans the entire length of the atrium  
and is bigger than anything he has ever seen.  
Numerous vines pulsate grotesquely and a  
squelching sound can be heard but the plant pays him no need as he climbs the ladder down to 
the next level. 
 
On B5 level, a door takes him into a cramped corridor where more Evolved Lickers are 
prowling. Around the corner, one of the roof panels gives way and another Licker drops down 
to confront him. Leon uses the last of his shotgun ammo to take them out and now switches to 
his magnum. The room soon opens up into a sleek waiting area with overhead lighting and 
marble-patterned walls. Four chairs sit against the back wall next to some aluminium trash cans 
and cigarette disposal bins. On the right hand side next to a console, an emergency shutter is 
tightly sealed in place. The console requires an MO Disc for access.  
 
Further down, the passage ends at an automated door that takes him into the control room for 
this level. There are identical control rooms on levels B6 and B7 and it is full of instrument 
panels and work stations. A giant screen on the wall is comprised of 25 separate monitors each 
showing security camera footage from various levels of the lab. On the opposite side of the 
room is an old storage chest and a typewriter on a desk. 
 
The next door leads into another brightly-lit  
corridor and his feet clank loudly on the metal  
floor panels as he walks down. The room then  
opens up and he has the choice of going left or  
right. To the left is the computer room but the  
outer passage has been taken over by some kind of  
sticky resin and is full of cocoons. Baby moth lava  
fall from the ceiling and writhe around on the  
floor. The door to the computer room itself is  
locked and requires an employee ID card.  
Alternatively to the right is the main entrance to  
William Birkin’s lab and the words ‘P-4 Laboratory’ are stencilled in large black letters above.  
 
The door leads into an outer room with a large grate on the floor for decontamination. There 
are five lockers on the left hand wall for weapons storage in case of an accidental biohazard and 
Leon uses the weapons box key he found by the tram to find an attachment for his Desert 
Eagle as well as a few spare clips. From there another outer room contains an emergency panic 
room underneath the floor but the shutter is closed and is not accessible. Beyond, an automatic 
door leads into the lab proper which contains several more naked zombies. The lab is a marvel 
of state of the art equipment, with ultra-expensive machinery and materials. There are 
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numerous refrigeration units storing various chemicals and viral samples and large workstations 
displaying synthesisers and electron microscopes. A relentless humming comes from several 
supercomputers powering the room and the air conditioning system purrs to prevent 
overheating and contamination. In the far corner is a large machine used for vaccine research. 
On one of the desks, Leon comes across an interesting file detailing some of the history of 
Umbrella Corp’s virus research. 
 
“The Progenitor Virus was discovered by Umbrella founder Oswell E. Spencer. 
The research by Spencer and others was passed to Dr. James Marcus, but his enthusiasm for 
the research was very unusual. His wildly eccentric conduct became glaring prompting him to 
be ousted from the company. Subsequent research was left to the discretion of Dr. William 
Birkin, leading to its present state. 
Dr. Birkin's research results are well known. He discovered the t-Virus and even succeeded in 
creating the more powerful G-Virus. 
At present, Progenitor Virus research is not only carried out by Dr. Birkin, but also conducted 
in laboratories around the world. In the future, possibilities of further new virus strain 
developments will also no doubt emerge.” 
-BIO2EX-Mother Virus Report; undated. 
 
He also finds an employee key card and the  
Power Room key, meaning he can now access  
the power room up in the factory area. He  
leaves the lab and decides to use his newly  
acquired key card to unlock the computer  
room door. He is now in the domain of the  
Giant Moth; the creature that incapacitated  
Monica and abducted George Hamilton several  
days earlier. This whole room has been  
transformed into its hive with large eggs on the  
ceiling and floor and a sticky residue dropping  
down. The moth sits on its birthing sac at the  
back of the room and flaps its wings in irritation at the intrusion. But the creature is quite weak 
and two magnum rounds from Leon is enough to kill it and cover the floor in its vile green 
blood. In the corner of the room is a computer on a workstation with moth larvae crawling all 
over the keyboard. He brushes off the critters and sees the computer is already online with 
Umbrella’s ‘RODEM’ system version 5.0. This system is for the Culture Experiment Room 
Staff Registry. In the username he just types in ‘Guest’ and registers his fingerprint. This grants 
him guest registration for 24 hours. Bemused, he leaves the room. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – REDEMPTION 
begin. 
 
Meanwhile, Wolfpack arrive at the Marshalling Yard and see various zombies shuffling around 
the stationary trains parked up everywhere. Beltway is still unsure they can trust the people 
back at HQ but Bertha believes they have demonstrated their skills enough to get extracted. 
Beltway is still not convinced and wants it on record that they should make Umbrella pay. 
Command advises that the regular elevator controls have been sabotaged so they will need to 
use the train elevator to access the lower levels. They recall the turn table from level B4 of the 
lab and have to defend their position until it arrives. They form a protective circle and blast the 
zombies until the platform returns to the surface, still holding the orange locomotive.  
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Wolfpack ignore the train and wait on the turn table as Lupo activates the controls to send it 
back down. But instead of heading all the way down to B4, they decide to get off at a higher 
level and work their way down the lab floor by floor.  
 
On an undisclosed level of the lab, Ada Wong finds  
her route blocked with a locked door requiring a  
passcode. She types in some numbers but is not  
having any luck. She suddenly hears movement and  
whirls round to see Wolfpack working their way up  
the corridor. Quickly she ducks down behind a  
crate, realising they are already onto her. Wolfpack  
open fire and Ada ducks down as bullets richoet  
around her. She returns fire whenever she can and  
makes a last ditch run for it before Delta Team can get too close. After a short stand-off, Ada 
disappears through the nearest door and locks it behind her, making Beltway curse that she 
managed to get away from them. Quickly, they look for an alternate route round and resume 
their search. 
 
Leon meanwhile retraces his steps all the way back towards the power room, stopping briefly in 
the East Area of B4 Level to raise the shutter and register his fingerprint on the security 
machine outside the main culture experimentation room. Unfortunately, two or more facility 
staff need to be present to enter and he cannot get inside. Frustrated, he returns to the master 
elevator and rides back up to B1 level, but as he makes his way to the factory area he is 
accosted by Annette Birkin.  
 
04:47AM 
Annette holds him at gunpoint and has a freshly  
synthesised G-Virus sample in her other hand.  
She directly accuses Leon of murdering her  
husband and looking to steal the G-Virus, but  
insists she’ll never give up Birkin’s legacy. She  
asks where Ada is, directly calling her a spy and  
openly mocking Leon when she realises he  
hasn’t a clue what she is talking about. She takes  
great delight in informing him that Ada is one  
of the operatives sent by a certain organisation  
that is a rival to Umbrella Corporation. The  
only reason she came here was to obtain the  
G-Virus. Leon accuses her of lying, but Annette assures him it’s the truth. She confirmed it all 
with a background check on her. She specifically got close to John Clemens at Arklay Labs and 
became his girlfriend to get inside information on Umbrella. Still Leon refuses to believe this 
revelation but Annette doesn’t really care as she is about to kill him anyway. But as she raises 
her weapon to fire, the T-103 suddenly drops down from one of the ceiling panels. Annette 
quickly bolts for the master elevator and rides down to B4 level. Leon is a little too slow and 
doesn’t make the elevator in time. He is temporarily trapped and is forced to engage the 
Tyrant in combat.  
 
Moments later Annette arrives on B4 Level and quickly sets off down towards her husband’s 
P4 lab on B5. 
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Whilst all this is going on, Claire is exploring B5 level and notices all the dead Lickers and 
zombies on the floor, realising someone has been down here ahead of her. She spots the large 
shutter marking the entrance to the emergency escape tunnel and decides to keep a lookout for 
an M.O. Disc to get her inside. The computer room opposite Birkin’s P4 lab is empty and the 
corpse of a Giant Moth lays on the floor. She also registers her fingerprint for guest access and 
is given authorisation for 24 hours.  
 
Retracing her steps back outside, she enters the P4 lab  
and finds more incapacitated zombie researchers  
inside. She checks around all the various workstations  
and rummages amongst the equipment and scientific  
apparatus for anything useful. Numerous chemical  
stocks are locked up in refrigeration units and cabinets  
and she notices the large vaccine synthesis machine in  
the far corner. Closer inspection reveals the lid to be  
open and a slot for a base vaccine to go inside.  
Checking more desks, she finds an Umbrella  
employee ID card which she takes with her. This  
should help her gain access to some of the off-limits areas around the lab. But as she leaves, 
she bumps into Annette in the corridor outside. 
 
05:13AM 
She holds Claire at gunpoint, angrily accusing her of  
killing William, something which she will never  
forgive her for. She holds up a vial of the G-Virus  
she has just prepared and says no one will take it  
from her. This is the most significant piece of  
research William has ever left in her hands. Claire  
shouts to try and get through to her that Sherry is in  
serious trouble. William has implanted her with a  
G-embryo and there’s no telling when it will mature.  
If that happens she won’t survive. Annette is  
shocked by this revelation but they are both  
interrupted by a nearby inhuman growl they both recognise as G-Birkin. Annette calls his name 
and takes off around the corridor where he drops out of a ceiling duct to confront her, still in 
his 3rd form mutation. She cannot believe he is still alive and reaches out only for him to slice 
her open with his claws and leave her for dead. He is so far gone now he cannot even recognise 
his own wife.  
 
By the time Claire comes running over from round the corner, she catches the briefest glimpse 
of G-Birkin jumping back up into the ceiling and then he is gone. Annette lays mortally 
wounded on the floor, covered in blood. The G-Virus sample has smashed open behind her. 
Coughing and spluttering, she says that William is still alive and is becoming stronger with each 
skin he casts off. Claire asks her for direction on how to save Sherry. Overcome with pain, 
Annette reaches into her bloodied lab coat and hands several papers over to Claire. She has 
detailed instructions and everything she needs to prepare the antidote is right here. Claire 
quickly looks over the document. 
 
“INSTRUCTIONS FOR SYNTHESIS OF THE G-VIRUS ANTIGEN: G-VACCINE. 
CODENAMED ‘DEVIL’ 
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Any beings infected by the G-virus will reproduce through the impregnation of an embryo 
within another living being. Unless rejected by the host, the embryo will undertake a process of 
gradual cellular invasion, infecting the host's cells on a molecular level as it rewrites their DNA. 
Once the metamorphosis is complete, the host will be capable of continuing this cycle of self-
replication.  
The duration of time for the process to run its course will vary from subject to subject. In the 
early stages of cellular invasion, it is possible to halt progression of the metamorphosis through 
the administration of the G-vaccine antigen. The following procedure details its synthesis. 
The vaccine creation requires the base vaccine. 
This can be arranged by the activator VAM. First set the empty cartridge to the VAM and 
activate it. After several moments the process will be complete and the white-colour base 
vaccine will be set in the cartridge automatically. Then confirm the green light is on, remove 
the cartridge and proceed to the next step. 
Once the base vaccine has been prepared, set it in the vaccine synthesis machine located in the 
P-4 level experiment room. The machine is fully automated and only requires the user to push 
the sequence start switch. At this point, the program will run automatically and synthesis will be 
complete within approximately 10 seconds. 
As the synthesis of DEVIL is an extremely delicate process, the quality will vary with slight 
shocks or changes in temperature. Careful handling is required for the proper results.” 
-RE2: Vaccine Synthesis; undated. 
 
Meanwhile, after an intense battle that took up  
most of his remaining ammunition, Leon barely  
managed to incapacitate the T-103 long enough  
to make it into the factory. Using the master key,  
he gains access to the Power Room which is  
another gantry two levels up from the main  
smelting pool. The control panel for the main  
power transformer is in here that controls the  
self-destruct system for the entire facility. But as  
he begins to search around, he is cornered by the  
T-103 once again as it drops down behind him.  
This time he is stuck at a dead end with nowhere  
to run. But as the emotionless Tyrant prepares for the finishing blow, Ada suddenly appears 
behind and shoots at its back to distract its attention. This works and the Tyrant turns its 
attention towards her. She continues to fire and urges Leon to run while he can. She keeps 
firing until her gun clicks dry and in the time it takes for her to reload, the Tyrant is close 
enough to grab and hoist her up by the neck. Leon is helpless and shouts her name. She fires 
four times in quick succession point blank into the Tyrant’s face, causing it to roar in rage. It 
tosses her aside like a rag doll and she careers off the control panel, denting it and causing a 
malfunction in the power transformer that triggers a build-up of unstable electrical energy. The 
Tyrant has also been injured and stumbles around blindly before toppling over the railing and 
dropping down into the smelting pool below, disappearing underneath the surface. 
 
Leon dashes over and cradles Ada in his arms. She is badly injured, with fresh blood seeping 
from multiple wounds. Her voice is weak and she tells him to escape from this place but he 
refuses. They are a team and he can’t just leave her behind. She weakly suggests she is just an 
insignificant woman who fell in love with him, nothing more. She gazes at him and they lean in 
for a kiss. Moments later, Ada sags in his arms and closes her eyes. Leon fights back tears and 
screams her name but she is unresponsive. He notices the G-Virus sample in her pocket and 
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lifts it up to inspect it. He grinds his teeth and cannot believe such an insignificant vial of purple 
liquid is the reason so many people have been dying.  
He tosses it away off the platform as hard as he can  
and watches it recede into the distance. He also picks  
up the master key that had fallen near her body. The  
power transformer is rapidly becoming unstable and  
huge arcs of electricity conduct around the super- 
heated coils. In his grief, Leon is barely aware when  
an announcement rings out declaring that the self- 
destruct sequence has been activated. This sequence  
may not be aborted and all employees must proceed  
to the emergency car at the bottom platform. He lays Ada gently on the floor and places her 
arms on her chest before saying his final goodbye. He will always remember her. 
 
Back on B5 level, after going through the DEVIL procedure, Annette weakly pleads with 
Claire to save her daughter, to apologise on her behalf for not being a better mother, and to tell 
her that she loves her. Moments later, she loses consciousness for the final time and bleeds out 
across the floor just as the whole tunnel vibrates and a warning announcement confirms the 
commencement of the self-destruct system. Quickly, Claire hurries off down the corridor. 
 
At that moment, Wolfpack are on the lowest  
floor near the smelting pool when the self- 
destruct alarm starts ringing in their ears.  
Command immediately gets on their radio,  
wanting to know what the hell is going on and  
why the self-destruct has been activated. They  
are ordered to get to the control room ASAP.  
When they eventually arrive, they look over the  
bank of security monitors. The electrical  
malfunction causing the power surge that has  
generated the self-destruct has affected the  
containment protocols on the culture tanks for isolated specimens and they can see several 
MA-121 Alphas breaking free. They also find the monitor for the power room where the self-
destruct system is located and rewind the footage. Wolfpack gather round the monitor as it 
shows the aftermath of Leon and Ada’s battle with the T-103 as it topples over the railing. They 
watch from another angle as Leon cradles the dying Ada in his arms and kisses her. One last 
angle shows Leon having one look back before saying goodbye and running off out of shot, 
leaving Ada’s body behind. Beltway recognises him as the cop they were chasing earlier. He’s 
been here with that woman all along.  
 
Command immediately get in touch and confirm they have identified the police officer as Leon 
S. Kennedy. He’s already gained access to classified areas of the facility and is likely in 
possession of sensitive information. They are ordered to shut down the self-destruct and get rid 
of him. But Lupo looks over the controls and reports there appears to be no way to shut down 
the self-destruct system. Command is livid and demands to know how Wolfpack could let this 
happen. First they let that cop get away and now he’s ransacking their facility… They are 
ordered to eliminate all spies. Lupo acknowledges and promises Wolfpack will take care of 
Leon. Command suggests they hot foot it to the power room. 
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Meanwhile in the smelting room, the T-103 survives its fall into the liquid metal and disengages 
its power limiter, causing it to mutate into its deadly Super Tyrant form.  
 
Claire reaches the main control room on B5 level and  
as she passes the workstation, one of the motion  
sensors pings and she looks at the CCTV monitors to  
see Leon emerging from the power room. Quickly  
she gets on the radio and he seems surprised to hear  
from her. He asks her location and she replies she  
can see him on the monitors but right now she needs  
him to go back and get Sherry from the security office  
on B4 level. He must save her. Leon asks what she is  
doing but she will only say she still has several loose  
ends to tie up and is counting on him for his help.  
She then disconnects and continues on her way.  
 
Meanwhile, Spec Ops command pick up a distress call sent out by Leon Kennedy across the 
radio, informing them of the location of Sherry Birkin and Claire Redfield.  
 
“Echo Six, we’ve received a distress call from a Raccoon City cop named Leon Kennedy. He’s 
trying to help Claire Redfield and Sherry Birkin escape from Raccoon City, but they are being 
pursued by Umbrella forces. Locate Kennedy and help him evacuate Sherry Birkin and her 
valuable cargo.” 
-REORC: The Longest Yard Mission Briefing; 30/09/98. 
 
The team acknowledge the order and press on towards the underground laboratory. 
 
05:21AM 
In the factory, Leon tries to remember where the security office is and makes his way back 
through the warehouse and into the utility tunnels back towards the master elevator. A machine 
at the back of the A-2 elevator has a slot for him to insert the master key which grants access for 
the elevator to ride all the way down to the very bottom of the facility where the emergency 
evacuation train is. But first he rides down to B4 level to pick up Sherry. 
 
Meanwhile, a few minutes after Leon left her behind, Ada Wong opens her eyes having faked 
her death in order to get Leon to leave her. Although badly wounded she is able to get to her 
feet and move on. But one complication she didn’t foresee was Leon taking her G-Virus 
sample and throwing it away. He also took her master key meaning she is now has to find an 
alternate exit. Quickly, she leaves the power room. 
 
Arriving on B4, Leon uses the master key to unlock the security office and finds Sherry semi-
conscious on the bed inside. Gently, he reassures her that he has come to get her out of here 
and that Claire is waiting for her. He scoops her up in his arms and leads her outside to the 
master elevator where they ride down to the lowest level. 
 
At that moment, Lupo and the rest of Wolfpack arrive at the power room beyond the factory 
and are dismayed to find that Leon has gone. To their surprise, the body of the ‘dead’ woman 
has also disappeared. Beltway suggests they spread out as they have to still be around here 
somewhere. 
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Leon and Sherry arrive on B9 level and find the emergency evacuation train ‘Galaxie 5000’. 
Leon carries the girl inside before gently laying her  
down on a seat, telling her to rest here and that Claire  
will be back soon. He then hurries towards the  
driver’s cab to make preparations to leave, the  
preliminary self-destruct warning still blazing in his  
ears. Inside the driver’s compartment he finds the  
activation lever for the train’s motor but it cannot be  
initiated due to an insufficient power supply. Also,  
the heavy security gates leading to the evacuation  
tunnel are shut. Quickly, he moves back to search the  
rest of the train to find some way to boost the power. 
 
Wolfpack are becoming desperate as they fight more zombies and realise they are hopelessly 
lost in this gargantuan underground facility. They have lost track of Leon and Ada and have no 
idea how long they have before the complex detonates. Lupo puts it a call to command relaying 
that their situation is hopeless and that they need to get out of here. To her surprise, 
Command reluctantly agree to deal with the spy situation later and order them to evacuate the 
facility. They will need to get out via a nearby service platform which is adjacent to the main 
furnace.  
 
Moments later they locate the freight elevator used to transport heavily materials to and from 
the various levels and start it up. They ride in silence for a while until the elevator buckles and 
they hear a huge, inhuman roar. Beltway looks over the side and shouts a warning that the 
approaching creature is a T-103 without its power limiter. The Tyrant jumps up onto the 
elevator with ease and is still glowing a fiery red thanks to its bath in the molten steel. All six 
members of Wolfpack separate and open fire, careful not to catch each other in a cross fire. 
The Tyrant is immensely strong in this form, boasting superior agility and brutality. It swipes at 
the team, but having six targets to concentrate on means the combined firepower from 
Wolfpack is able to drive it off the edge of the elevator. However it will soon be back and the 
gunfire has attracted a nest of nearby Lickers who begin to crawl down the vertical walls of the 
shaft. 
 
Meanwhile, Claire has returned to the East Area  
on Level B4 and used the employee key card to  
unlock the door leading into the surgical bay. It  
is stainless steel inside with gurneys, sinks and  
canisters of liquid nitrogen. A large VAM  
machine is set against the back wall and in an  
alcove around the back is a surgical room with a  
bed, some lighting equipment and numerous  
instrumentation set up. The bed clothes are  
stained with blood. The room is dark so Claire  
flicks on the light switch for a better look. The  
VAM machine is operational but requires a  
vaccine cartridge, which she finds on one of the gurneys. There is also a letter addressed to 
William Birkin from Joel Allman; vice-president of Umbrella USA. In it he talks about a 
shortage of a chemical known as APL-14 due to the exploits of the South Pole facility run by 
Alfred Ashford, and that Allman is asking numerous other laboratories to all donate five cases 
of APL-14 to counteract this problem. Allman signs off by assuring Birkin he will be taking 
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steps to ensure this doesn’t happen again and that the Ashford’s reputation is irreparably 
tarnished. 
 
The system controller is on the far back wall and needs to be activated so base vaccine 
synthesis can begin. On a sterilised instrument trolley full of scalpels and tweezers, she finds the 
M.O. disc she requires to access the tunnel to the emergency train platform. Seconds later, the 
VAM process is complete and the base vaccine is ready. As Claire leaves the room, she decides 
to investigate the Culture laboratory next door and realises that someone has already inputted 
their fingerprint verification with guest access. Claire lets the machine scan her own fingerprint 
and the heavy doors unlock before her. 
 
The culture room has been ransacked inside and  
the body of a dead MA-121 Hunter lays  
crumpled in the corner. Numerous tubes and  
sealed chambers house remnants of failed  
experiments and smashed glass covers the floor.  
All the computers and monitoring machines are  
switched off and she finds a large case used to  
transport important chemicals but it is empty. At  
the back of the room is another dead U.S.S.  
member, his abdomen has been ripped apart.  
On the back wall is a large culture tube that has  
been smashed open from the inside. A T-103  
Super Tyrant has escaped out of here. On one of the desks she comes across another file; this 
one is written by William Birkin and provides an update on the Hunter B.O.W. development 
program. 
 
“MA121 Progress Report 
As a result of the scheduled product improvement plans for the MA120, production of the 
latest multi-purpose B.O.W. MA121-Hunter has been completed. 
Although the Hunter has demonstrated high performance exceeding expectations as a 
B.O.W., in the interest of producing improved products with higher levels of usability and 
enhanced power, Hunter-R and additional enhanced B.O.W.s are currently under 
development. 
There should be no shortage of practical applications for current products under development. 
William Birkin” 
-RE2EX: Progress Report; undated. 
 
With little else to do, Claire hurries back down to B5 level and to the P4 lab so she can set the 
vaccine base into the vaccine synthesiser. 
 
Meanwhile, after fighting off another attack from  
the T-103 and knocking it off the elevator,  
Wolfpack finally reach the surface of the  
marshalling yard. They wonder what has  
become of the Tyrant and Command confirms  
it is still alive, although it won’t be coming back  
for them anytime soon. Lupo relays they are still  
in pursuit of the spy, Leon S. Kennedy, and  
require assistance. Command respond that they 
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have elevated Leon to be a priority target and he must not be allowed to escape the city. 
Wolfpack better hope there is a way to fix this mess… 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: OPERATION RACCOON CITY – THE LONGEST 
YARD begin. 
 
Having retreated back up to surface level  
following their hasty retreat from the P15-B  
facility, Echo Six now find themselves on the  
outskirts of the Lonsdale Train Yards near  
the vacant factory. Willow is confident that if  
they can get Sherry back to HQ with the  
G-Virus that will be more than enough  
evidence for the government, which means  
they can all go home. The area appears  
deserted at first but they soon catch signs of  
devastation and derailed and destroyed cargo  
containers, making the team glad they never caught the train. However, they are soon pinned 
down by U.S.S. forces converging on the area. Spec Ops command believe Claire, Leon and 
Sherry are safe for now, but all U.S.S. need to be neutralised. Quickly the team scatter for 
cover amidst the train as another gunfight breaks out. 
 
At the same time, Claire arrives back at the P4 lab and sets the white vaccine base inside the 
cartridge and into the vaccine synthesising machine. Once the process is complete she is able 
to remove a vial of the completed DEVIL antigen. Quickly, she heads back outside and sprints 
down the corridors, passing Annette’s dead body along the way. 
 
Leon meanwhile has searched the train and found it mostly empty save for large packing crates 
and transport cargo containers housing various research materials. On the floor at the very 
back of the train he finds the platform key needed to open the gate. 
 
Several floors above, Claire reaches the gate for  
the evacuation route and uses the M.O. disc to  
open the door, permitting access to a corridor  
flanked with mesh panels, red warning lights  
and numerous biohazard symbol warnings. A  
set of pressure doors at the end lead into a  
large laboratory area flanked with numerous  
empty culture tubes bathed in a red light.  
These are for the transportation of fully-grown  
B.O.W. specimens, yet they are all empty at  
this moment. Suddenly the room shakes once  
again and the preliminary warning for the self-destruct turns into a final countdown as the 
computer advises there is five minutes until detonation. Quickly, she dashes over to the freight 
elevator on the other side and hits the switch. Unfortunately the elevator is on the lower floor 
and will take several moments to reach her level. 
 
At the same time one level down, Leon uses the platform key to gain access to the rest of the 
station when the five minute countdown begins. Quickly, he crosses over a bridge to the other 
side of the tracks on the opposite platform and locates the storage for the high capacity power 
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plugs. He opens the compartment and takes the Joint S and Joint N plugs; used to activate 
large generators. A door behind the stairs leading up to the bridge takes him to another 
platform with a high yield generator that supplies power for the inside facilities and the escape 
train. But the generator is not working as the high-capacity plugs have been removed. Quickly, 
Leon works fast to install the two plugs and restart the system. Soon the emergency mode is 
activated and the power supply will be cut temporarily as it reboots. The emergency train will 
be activated upon restoration of the power. Suddenly all the lights go out and Leon turns round 
just as the T-103 jumps down onto the space in front of him. Claws extended and its torso 
bearing the battle scars of its recent scuffle with Wolfpack, the Tyrant begins to stalk Leon. 
 
Also at that moment, as Claire waits for the  
elevator, G-Birkin comes crashing down  
through the roof to confront her. Still in its  
third mutation phase, G begins to follow Claire  
around the lab and she retreats to the back of  
the room and fires successive rounds with the  
grenade launcher. She keeps her distance,  
using the culture tanks for cover and aware that  
she has no time to play cat and mouse. But  
when she eventually causes enough damage,  
G-Birkin collapses and begins a further  
mutation into its fourth phase. The G cells  
spread throughout the entirety of its body as it self-heals, triggering new mutations and resulting 
in the main body being too heavy to be supported by two legs. It adopts a bipedal stance, and 
its head and chest morph together with large jaws developing. 
 
Meanwhile Leon does his best to evade the  
T-103, but no matter how many bullets he  
pumps into it, there is seemingly no sign of it  
slowing down at all. It lunges at him again and  
he dives to one side as its talons scrape along  
the floor and bring up sparks. Suddenly he  
hears a voice from up above and sees the  
silhouette of a woman standing on top of a  
scaffold. It is Ada Wong, risking her mission  
once again to save him. She tosses down a  
rocket launcher and tells him to use it. Leon  
calls her name but she has already vanished.  
 
With no time to spare, Leon grabs the rocket launcher and turns to face the oncoming Tyrant 
just in time to blast it in the face. The impact of the rocket blows the T-103 apart and shortly 
afterwards the lights come back on as the power system is rebooted. Quickly, he begins to head 
back to the train. He crosses back over the bridge and onto the other train platform which now 
houses several naked, test-subject zombies. Leon shoots a path through and activates the device 
to open the main gates to the train tunnel. Quickly, he boards the Galaxie 5000 and prepares 
to leave. 
 
Simultaneously, several levels above, Claire delivers the final blow to G-Birkin and it crashes 
down to the floor, spluttering blood and convulsing. The elevator also arrives at her floor and 
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the doors part. She quickly dashes inside and travels down to the emergency train platform 
below. 
 
No sooner has Claire left when Ada enters the room. Quickly, she drops to the floor and 
scoops up a tissue fragment from Birkin’s pulsating corpse. With a sample of the G-Virus now 
back in her possession, it is time for her to leave the underground laboratory. 
 
Still up on the surface by the vacant factory, Echo Six are attacked in a large quarry area amidst 
a host of shipping containers by the parasitized Super Tyrant from the P-15B lab. It has 
tracked them here and the parasite is now so large it is able to fully support the Tyrant on its 
own. Echo Six are forced to engage it. 
 
05:42AM 
Now in the driver’s compartment, Leon pushes the activation lever and immediately all the 
control panels, readouts and monitors light up around him like a Christmas tree. Seconds later 
the train begins to move forward and pull out of the station, ready to take them out of Raccoon 
City.  
 
At that moment, Claire arrives on the train platform just as the whole facility begins to shake 
and rumble around her. Dust and debris rain down from up above and she can see the train 
pulling away. An open doorway reveals Leon standing there and he waves at her to come over 
quickly. Claire runs but is too late to catch Leon as he is soon swallowed up by the escape 
tunnel. She waits patiently and spots another opportunity to jump on board just as the facility 
begins to buckle and collapse around her and massive explosions ring out, engulfing the whole 
station in balls of flame.  
 
Once safely on board she makes her way up the  
carriages to Leon and Sherry just as the shockwave  
from the explosion hits them and the whole train  
shakes and vibrates. Sherry is knocked onto the  
floor and Leon puts his arm around her until the  
shaking subsides. Sherry is still unconscious so  
Claire quickly administers the DEVIL vaccine.  
After a few moments, the little girl begins to come  
round and the vaccine has worked. Relieved, Leon  
stands up and announces their ordeal is finally  
over, although Claire disagrees and insists she has  
to find her brother. Leon nods and realises this  
may just be the beginning of things to come for both of them. He steps into the driver’s cab for 
some privacy and says his final goodbye to Ada. 
 
Suddenly, the train buckles once again and another alarm begins to sound. Leon quickly exits 
the driver’s cab and re-joins Claire and Sherry, asking what is going on. Whilst they remain 
behind, Leon begins moving up the train to investigate the problem. But just as he is changing 
carriages, an automated voice warns that a biohazardous outbreak is imminent and that the 
emergency system has been activated and the train will detonate. Behind him the automatic 
door locks and he cannot get back to Claire who confirms the door won’t open from her side. 
 
He continues forward, moving into the next carriage and heading towards the rear of the train 
when suddenly an overheat grate drops off and a huge tentacle swoops down, feeling for 
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purchase. Leon turns to retreat as the huge, mutated fifth form of G-Birkin drops into the train. 
Its body has become soft and putrid allowing it to squeeze in confined spaces and its arms have 
degenerated into large tentacles it uses to drag itself forwards. Leon retreats as far back as 
possible before turning and emptying his remaining weapons at the creature. G-Birkin moves 
slowly forward, lashing out with huge tentacles and extending the teeth on its torso. The 
remains of several creatures protrude from its body after the monster has fed and not yet fully 
digested its meal.  
 
Once Leon causes enough damage, G-Birkin  
sags and begins to deflate with its outer layer of  
skin turning black as it collapses in on itself.  
Quickly, he heads out the door to try and  
return back to Claire and Sherry only for  
another alarm to ring out and a warning  
confirming the self-destruct system is active  
and that each train car will detonate  
sequentially. He bangs on the locked carriage  
door and yells at Claire to stop the train but  
she can’t as the door to the control room has  
automatically locked. Leon spins round to see G-Birkin coming at him once again, its massive 
form literally filling the entirety of the train car behind him. With no other choice, he climbs 
up onto the roof of the train and carefully crawls towards the driver’s cab.  
 
Claire tells Sherry to stay back as the carriage door buckles with G-Birkin’s huge form as it 
forces its way inside. Sherry removes a vent cover and climbs through the driver’s cab insisting 
she can stop the train. Claire shouts for Leon but he is nowhere to be seen and with Birkin still 
pushing forward, she has no choice but to climb underneath a grille and out onto the underside 
of the train, holding on for dear life. 
 
In the driver’s cab, Sherry ponders over which button is the right one to stop the train when 
suddenly an overhead hatch opens and Leon appears. He tells her to push the switch over 
there and points to the emergency stop. Sherry slaps the big red button and immediately the 
emergency brakes are applied. The wheels screech and spark under the strain as the Galaxie 
5000 gradually decelerates and Claire holds on underneath for dear life. Eventually the train 
comes to a stop just before the mouth of the tunnel. Leon asks Sherry if she’s okay before they 
go to find Claire, who is safely by the side of the track.  
 
Suddenly, they hear a roar as G-Birkin pulls itself forward again, by now consuming most of 
the train. An exasperated Claire claims this thing just won’t quit and tells them all to run for the 
tunnel entrance. As they sprint down the track, Birkin’s tentacles pierce through the front of 
the train as it feels its way around only for the countdown in the driver’s cab to reach zero. One 
by one, the train detonates from rear to front, consuming the tunnel in fire and eviscerating  
G-Birkin, this time for good. Leon and the others manage to get clear of the tunnel as a wall of 
flame is extinguished and fans out into the morning air outside. 
 
05:58AM 
It is a bright, sunny morning with hardly a cloud in the sky as they find themselves in the vast 
desert surrounding Raccoon City which is now several miles behind them over the mountains. 
Claire is relieved their ordeal is finally over and looks at Sherry’s mud-streaked face telling her 
she looks awful, but the little girl quickly shoots back that she looks no worse than Claire 
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herself. After a moment, Leon gets up and says it’s time for them to leave. Claire asks what’s 
wrong and wonders if something is following them, but Leon says there is no time to waste and 
they have to go now. It’s up to them to take out Umbrella. 
 
Back in the Marshalling Yard, Echo Six defeat the parasitized T-103. 
 
Wolfpack are once again abandoned by Umbrella for their failure to eliminate Leon Kennedy 
and secure Sherry Birkin. Although they survived the underground lab detonation, their fate 
remains unknown. 
 
After walking a little further into the desert, Leon and Claire disagree over their next course of 
action. If they continue onwards they will soon be intercepted by U.S. Government forces. 
Claire wishes to avoid the authorities as they will no doubt detain them indefinitely and stop 
her looking for Chris. Leon disagrees, arguing that he and Sherry both need immediate 
medical attention. Claire is somewhat taken aback by Leon’s decision but there is no time to 
argue as the army will be arriving any minute. Claire promises to come back for both of them 
and quickly leaves with a tear in her eye, disappearing into the undergrowth and not looking 
back. 
 
“"Leave Sherry behind with me." 
When Claire Redfield heard what Leon said, she  
couldn't believe her ears. 
"Leon, why?" 
"You're looking for your brother, right?" 
The weakened Sherry and injured Leon were in need  
of immediate medical attention. 
But she had no more time to spare. 
"I... I'll definitely come back. I promise!" 
Claire disappeared into the wilderness alone.” 
-BIO3: Claire Epilogue; 30/09/98 
 
Leon takes hold of Sherry’s hand and keeps her close as several minutes later, a convoy of 
army trucks arrive and armed soldiers dismount and detain them both. They are transported to 
a nearby army base located close to the quarantine zone. 
 
Back in the city, Echo Six’s extraction chopper  
arrives now that the government have  
confirmed their operatives now have custody  
of Sherry Birkin. But a sudden change of plans  
forces Spec Ops command to contact Dee Ay  
and apologise. They are now ordered to stay  
behind as the incident is still far from over and  
there’s more to do in Raccoon City. Command  
believes Sherry’s existence and Leon’s survival  
testimony will help expose Umbrella and  
despite them doing a good job so far, there is a new threat in Raccoon City and Echo Six are 
the only ones who can stop it. Dee Ay sighs and round his troops up to move out once more. 
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At the classified army base, Leon and Sherry are separated for questioning. Derek Simmons 
himself is present at the base as is his close friend and fellow high-ranking government official; 
Adam Benford.  
 
Benford represents a clandestine group whose  
primary mission is to gather information about  
bio-warfare weaponry and to develop effective  
countermeasures. He is interested in recruiting  
Leon for this agency due to the impressive  
survival skills he utilised to escape Raccoon  
City alive. Leon is isolated in an interrogation  
room and questioned at length by Benford  
and his associates. Benford’s aim is to create a  
Secret Military Agency to counteract biological  
threats from corporations like Umbrella.  
 
Sherry Birkin is taken away to another room and sits on the windowsill wondering about Claire 
as she is questioned by Derek Simmons and army officials, including a three-star General. 
Because Sherry now has no surviving family, there are no complications in regards to keeping 
her in the care of the government.  
 
“"Do you have any relatives?" 
The army officer asked her with a soft voice, but  
Sherry Birkin didn't answer. 
The girl doesn't have any relatives now. 
They met a tragic and bitter end due to the  
military virus they had created, "G." 
The little girl held herself with her arms and bit  
her tiny lip tight. 
"She'll surely come back to me..." 
For the lonely Sherry, only the single red jacket  
Claire left was the remaining bond between the  
two.” 
-BIO3: Sherry Epilogue; 30/09/98 
 
After listening to Leon’s account, Benford makes him an offer to join his organisation, using 
Sherry as leverage. He tries heavy-handed tactics to make Leon accept by suggesting the 
government have the authority to do as they please with both him and Sherry. Leon’s appeals 
to leave Sherry out of this falls on deaf ears as Benford suggests she may be an innocent, but 
she carries the G antibody. He reassures Leon they will take good care of her and suggests he 
has the qualities and experience the government are looking for. Benford suggests that if he 
wants this to end peacefully, Leon really has only one choice. He needs to work for him. After 
much thought, Leon closes his eyes and accepts the offer. 
 
“Leon Scott Kennedy was facing a man who identified himself as a U.S. government 
intelligence agent. 
"So you're gonna kill me..." 
The man distorted his lips slightly into a smile. 
"Leave Sherry out of this. She isn't guilty." 
"Ah, but she knows too much." 
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The man glanced up briefly, looking him straight in the face. 
"Let's talk frankly. We value your abilities. This isn't a bad negotiation. To make this go 
peacefully, you only have one choice." 
Leon closed his eyes and replied.” 
-BIO3: Leon Epilogue; 30/09/98 
 
Adam Benford is pleased with Leon’s decision as the whole incident in Raccoon City has 
played a large role in the very recent creation of his Secret Military Agency. Now that the 
government’s alliance with Umbrella is well and truly over, he knows his organisation will need 
to rapidly expand and that he will be a very busy man over the next few years. Leon’s 
recruitment into the government also ensures they can keep a close eye on him and Sherry 
who have both learned too much about the existence of illegal biological weapons. Leon is told 
Sherry will be detained indefinitely to protect her from Umbrella, but the real reason is so 
government scientists can use her as a guinea pig to learn more about the G-Virus and the 
DEVIL antigen. 
 
Having barely escaped the explosion at the underground lab, Ada Wong makes her way back 
into town. Badly injured and suffering blood loss, she finds a place to lay low and rest to 
recover her strength. She has the tissue fragment containing the G-Virus in her possession and 
still has plenty of time before she is due to meet her contact at the Apple Inn. 
 
Sergei Vladimir also successfully evacuated the U.M.F.-013 mainframe before it was destroyed. 
 
Following his questioning of Sherry, Simmons returns to  
an undisclosed location to chair a meeting of the special  
emergency committee in order to determine the fate of  
Raccoon City. Also present on the panel is Ron Davis, a  
locally-elected senator. Now they have Sherry Birkin in  
their possession, they can extract the G-Virus from her  
blood, meaning they have accomplished their goal.  
Privately, Simmons wants to destroy Raccoon as quickly  
as possible to stop Umbrella getting the G-Virus out  
themselves. He has already had his proposed  
‘sterilisation operation’ rejected once, now he needs to  
get it pushed through. He discloses none of this during  
the meeting and stresses the importance of containing  
the biohazard and stopping it from spreading even  
further. He argues that there are no more civilians left to  
save and any further rescue operations would be futile  
and only compromise the safety of the search teams. This sentiment is shared by Ron Davis 
and the panel will spend the next several hours debating before ultimately voting to decide 
Racoon City’s fate. 
 
Upon hearing of the government’s plan, Oswell Spencer spends the best part of the day using 
Umbrella’s political influence in the Senate to stall any such decision by the U.S. Government 
to authorise extreme action on Raccoon City, buying as much time as possible for his 
operatives still in the city to collect sufficient combat data and recover sensitive materials and 
samples. He has not yet lost hope of recovering William Birkin’s G-Virus for the company. 
The loss of such research would be incalculable. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL 2/RESIDENT EVIL: THE UMBRELLA CHRONICLES – 
4TH SURVIVOR begin. 
 
Hunk grips the bars of the ladder and hauls  
himself up out of the sewers. He is tired and  
weary, yet now so close to the end. The manhole  
at the top is already open, indicating at least one  
other person has used this route sometime  
recently. He emerges from the top to find himself  
in the kennels of the Raccoon Police Department  
basement. There is no one else around. Dropping  
to his knees next to a shelf of dog food, he scopes  
out the area, greeted with nothing but silence.  
Peering round the corner, he spots the individual  
kennels. They are all now empty. He tries to get through to HQ and is successful in reaching 
Night Hawk, the U.S.S. helicopter pilot still flying over the city. Hunk confirms he has secured 
the G sample and that he is all that is left of Alpha Team. He is on route to the rendezvous 
point. Night Hawk is not in the least bit surprised that once again only Mr. Death has survived. 
He tells him not to be late. 
 
Hunk begins his last mission to reach the roof of the police station. As he makes his way 
towards the door he is accosted by a couple of zombie dogs hiding in the kennels but within 
seconds they are lying in a pool of their own blood on the floor. Night Hawk’s voice crackles 
over the radio once again and he asks what happened to William Birkin. Hunk confirms he 
was initially injured in a fire fight before injecting himself with the G-Virus and coming back to 
life. Night Hawk asks about the other G samples and Hunk explains the containers were 
damaged in the fire fight and the virus has likely contaminated the area. They will have to 
contain it. Night Hawk acknowledges and will put in the request, although Hunk is seemingly 
unaware that Birkin himself ingested the remaining G samples and only the t-Virus leaked. 
 
Hunk exits the kennel and emerges into the corridor. To his right the passage leads down to 
the cell block where several undead cops slowly advance towards him. The passage to the left 
leads to the underground parking garage and as he moves forward he begins to receive ghost 
transmissions through his earpiece, quickly realising the cross-talk must be because the 
connection is bad. He heads towards the parking garage where further zombies await. More 
partial transmissions talk about how it has been days since the last contact with Raccoon City 
and there are more sounds of panic and people asking if they can be heard. The car park is 
empty save for a few more zombie dogs but the lights are still on, suggesting that the station still 
has operable power. There are a few cars in here, both marked police vehicles and civilian, but 
the underground shutter is down for the exit. Quickly, Hunk moves on, making for the 
basement door on the other side as more transmissions come through, including a broadcast 
from 777 RC-Radio and an Umbrella advert for Safsprin. 
 
He is now in the basement corridors heading towards the armoury and power room. RC-Radio 
are now advising any listeners left alive to get out of town and a partial news report states that 
Raccoon City’s municipal government is paralyzed, leaving the city’s poor citizens helpless. 
Hunk moves past the power room and pauses at the junction in the corridor, trying to catch his 
bearings. People are offering prayer now and another pre-recorded advert is heard, this time 
for Adravil. These transmissions are beginning to get annoying, but he daren’t turn his radio off 
in case Night Hawk tries to contact him again.  
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The corridor continues down directly ahead to the morgue and then round the corner where a 
back-door leads to another sewer entrance. The passage to his left leads round to the basement 
stairs which will take him up to the ground floor of the station. He elects to go this way as RC-
Radio announces that their station broadcasting centre is surrounded, but they will remain on 
the air regardless. 
 
Hunk cautiously moves up the stone stairs and emerges into a corridor that would be more at 
home in an old manor house than a modern police station. Faded, creased patterned wallpaper 
decorates the hall with wooden oak wall panels running along the bottom. A moose’s head has 
been attached to the wall next to a door identified as the Night Watchman’s room. He ignores 
the door and moves down the corridor. All the outside windows had been put through and his 
feet scrunches on the glass shards on the floor. At the bottom the corridor turns to the right 
and ends at a door leading into the Eastern Office.  
 
Moving down the tiled passage, he can see through the blinds into the main office where a few 
zombies shuffle around but nothing too taxing. Suddenly the fire exit door is kicked open and 
an MA-121A comes storming inside. Hunk is quick to the task with his SMG and blows the 
creatures brains across the back wall. He moves into the well-lit office and tries to avoid the 
zombies by slipping round the back of the desks. Another zombie wanders out of the 
detective’s office where the safe is and he obliterates it with a clean heat shot. The zombies are 
not posing any threat, but they are slowing down his progress to the roof somewhat. He is adept 
at CQBZ; a combat style he devised utilising specialised close quarters combat in a compact 
environment with the inclusion viral infectants. CQBZ stands for ‘Close Quarters Battle Zone’.  
 
Quickly, he takes the blue double doors out of the office and emerges into the corridor with 
the payphones. Taking a left, he slips through the door into the main hall which to his relief, 
appears free of any dangers. He can hear his own footsteps on the pristine marble floor as he 
moves through the room. The water-bearing goddess statue still stands tall and proud behind 
the R.P.D. emblem etched into the flooring where beyond the wooden reception desk sits 
empty and unmanned.  
 
Just as he passes the main entrance, the door  
swings open and more zombies poor inside. He  
fends them off but this particular group is too  
large. To add to his worries, rock music from  
the radio station begins to play through his  
headset alongside some creepy laughter from  
someone who is clearly unhinged. Hunk makes  
for the nearest door which happens to be the  
double doors to his right leading to the waiting  
room. The door is locked so he shoots the lock  
off and splinters the wood to get inside. At first  
it appears empty but soon zombies begin to emerge from behind the wooden partition. He 
quickly deals with them and heads for the door leading into the western wing only to find more 
undead blocking the way. Quickly, he decides to retreat back into the main hall before he is 
overrun. At the back wall he can see an emergency ladder has dropped down leading to the 
second floor balcony. This will save him some time and he vaults over the reception desk and 
climbs up to the balcony. 
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Moving further on, he is ambushed by two MA-121 Hunters in the receptionist’s office and he 
demonstrates some impressive shooting prowess to take them both out. The R.P.D. is clearly a 
lost cause now and is a haven for B.O.W.s and zombies who roam freely around its hallways 
and corridors with no one left alive to defend it. 
 
Hunk then picks up a partial transmission from one  
of his comerades on Alpha Team who is  
surprisingly still alive. Goblin 6 is a female member  
of the team and reports she is alive but injured,  
currently trapped at point K12 in the sewers and  
cannot move. Hunk doesn’t respond and she calls  
again seconds later to request for immediate  
assistance. She tries one final time and pleads not to  
be left behind before a shrill scream rings out.  
Hunk calmly responds that this is war, and survival  
is the responsibility of the individual. He soon  
emerges onto the helipad and waits for the approaching extraction helicopter, taking off his 
mask and staring at his own reflection through the G-Virus vial. 
 
“Mission accomplished. The survival rate was 4% and valuable human resources were lost. But 
that is war. The mission objective takes priority over everything else. Holding to that principle 
is why I have never failed a mission. The death cannot die.” 
-REUC: 4th Survivor; epilogue 30/09/15. 
 
Night Hawk picks up Hunk and flies him out of Raccoon City airspace. Later today 
preparations will be made for the G-Virus sample to be delivered to the Henri estate at Loire 
Village, France. 
 
With the military cordon surrounding the city slowly relaxing, Umbrella take the opportunity to 
send in unmarked transport trucks containing Hunter Beta specimens who are let loose in 
Raccoon City for the purposes of combat data evaluation and collection. 
 
U.S. Spec Ops teams are given orders to evacuate Raccoon City. The eventual fate of Echo Six 
remains unknown. 
 
Amid fears the U.S. Government’s sterilisation plans may come to fruition, Umbrella also 
begin to slowly withdraw U.S.S. troops from the city. 
 
Captain Rodriguez, leader of U.S.S. 2nd team originally sent into  
the city following the failure of Alpha Team to retrieve the  
G-Virus, decides to cut his losses and flee Umbrella. He is  
collaborating with a researcher named Linda Baldwin based at  
the corporate building where the AT1521 t-Virus vaccine is being  
developed. His plan is to steal the Nyx; an experimental  
biological weapon capable of absorbing organic matter and sell it  
to the highest bidder. The Nyx is currently stored at a cargo dock  
ready for extraction under supervision of an Umbrella executive  
named Tommy Neilson. Once it is secure, Rodriguez will steal it. 
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At some point, Peter Jenkins heads to the R.P.D. in a desperate attempt to locate his friend, 
George Hamilton. The station is inoperable as the police have been completely wiped out, but 
several survivors are sheltering in the parking garage which is now used as a temporary shelter. 
Many notes and goodbye letters have been pinned to the walls so Peter leaves a note for 
George, telling him he has vital information about the biohazard and must come to see him at 
the university as soon as possible. 
 
“Dear George, 
I have vital information about the current city crisis which only you will understand. I am 
waiting at the university. 
Please contact me as soon as possible. 
Peter Jenkins.” 
-REOUT: Peter’s Note; undated. 
 
Having watched the Raccoon City disaster play out  
through the media over the last week, Barry Burton  
decides to return to America from Canada to rescue  
Jill who he believes is still trapped within the  
confines of the city. He still feels guilty about his  
betrayal of his comerades and needs to atone for his  
actions. Satisfied his wife Kathy and daughters  
Moira and Polly are safe, Barry begins a trek back  
towards the U.S.A. and Raccoon City, calling in a  
favour to chart a civilian helicopter from an old  
contact. 
 
“Barry Burton looks at his young daughters and says, "I'm sorry but my comrades are waiting 
for me." He knows that he must repay his teammates for forgiving his betrayal. Even if that 
means leaving his family for now. His wife tries to hide her fear, so she smiles and says, "Don't 
worry. We'll be OK..."” 
-RE3: Barry Epilogue; 30/09/98 
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A band named ‘BIG E’ are booked to play at Bar Black Jack in Raccoon City at 1700hrs, but 
due to the ongoing crisis have not made the trip. 
 
Peter Jenkins returns to Raccoon University and heads down to the private study beneath the 
main staircase in the Entrance Hall where he hopes Greg will not find him. He writes some 
final instructions for George about how to create the Daylight vaccine should his friend manage 
to find him in time. 
 
Unaware that Jill is slumbering in the chapel beneath him, Nikolai is currently sheltering in the 
St. Michael Clock Tower making his latest situation report back to headquarters. Having been 
on-site for four days now he is of the conclusion Raccoon City cannot be saved. He believes 
the fundamental difference that distinguishes this biohazard from the one that occurred at 
Arklay Labs three months ago is the fact that Raccoon was contaminated deliberately by 
William Birkin. He believes viral storage security should be reviewed and expanded across all 
Umbrella facilities worldwide and that employees need to be further trained in security and 
countermeasures.  If Umbrella is to survive this incident, they cannot afford another major 
biohazard to occur. 
 
“Date: September 30, 1998 
Report from the U.B.C.S. member. 
Part 2 
At this moment, I am in the clock tower situated above Raccoon City. The city is overrun with 
zombies. It is safe to say that Raccoon City has been completely destroyed due to the 
biohazard. 
This situation is different from the accidental biohazard in the mansion. We suspect that it was 
intentionally caused by one of our company's researchers. Dr. William Birkin, the creator of 
both the t-Virus and G-Virus. 
I have researched both biohazard incidents, and noticed that two issues need to be addressed 
immediately. The security of the virus stored in our worldwide facilities must be improved. 
Also, we need to re-educate our workers. 
Biological weapon viruses will surely become our primary product, so they should be handled 
as such. All personnel should take extreme care not to allow any more biohazards to happen. 
U.B.C.S. Commander 
Nikolai Zinoviev” 
-REGS: Report on Destroyed Raccoon City; 30/09/98 
 
At Raccoon University, Greg Mueller heads to the  
hidden office beneath the main staircase in the  
main hall where Peter Jenkins is working on the  
final stage of the ‘Daylight’ vaccine. Greg sneaks up  
behind him and coldly slits Peter’s throat, letting  
him bleed out at the desk. Greg then locks up the  
office and places the red and blue gemstones back  
in their hiding places to that nobody can gain  
access and discover the body. Greg then returns to 
his laboratory to complete final preparations for 
the Thanatos Tyrant’s release. 
 
Rodriguez secures the Nyx specimen from the cargo dock using Tommy Neilson’s 
authorisation. He then flies over to Main St. where he is due to meet Linda. 
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A U.B.C.S. Supervisor returns to the hidden room at the cabin in Raccoon Park and writes up 
a report of his experiences thus far, having survived an encounter with Nemesis. He concludes 
the t-Virus will have a major impact in future warfare, especially when it comes to the 
negotiation and release of prisoners that can secretly be contaminated. 
 
“The durability of the contaminated subjects I've  
observed in the town is amazing. 
For example, even when hit in a vital part with a  
handgun bullet, they can survive without medical  
treatment for several days. But as expected, after  
onset of the disease (or after death by the  
disease?), contaminated people possess declined  
insect-like mental capacity. 
However, the feeling of repulsion from revived  
casualties is a serious proposition on the  
battlefield. 
One use would be to decrease enemy morale or  
cause disturbances, for example, administering  
the virus to prisoners of war and releasing them. Then if the POWs return and become 
monsters, what'll happen? 
The effectiveness will be very high. 
Intensely contaminated areas seem to have produced mutations of animals and plants. 
Although they occurred accidentally, they may be good samples for Bio Organic Weapons 
development.  
Of course, I can't bring back such things. 
I've heard that there is a giant alligator, but I have only encountered a giant creature moving 
underground. I don't even want to imagine what creature spawned that monster. 
I encountered "NEMESIS". 
If I didn't know about it, I'd have been contaminated and would have become one of them by 
now. If it is still walking around in the city, its mission is not yet over. S.T.A.R.S. members 
must be very tough, since they have survived until this point. However, they cannot hold out 
forever...” 
-BIO3: Supervisor’s Report; undated. 
 
U.B.C.S. Monitor Tyrell Patrick heads to the General Hospital. 
 
George Hamilton, Cindy Lennox, Yoko Suzuki  
and Alyssa Ashford arrive at the R.P.D. building  
but find it mostly deserted. They take shelter in the  
underground parking garage alongside several  
other survivors. Letters and goodbye notes have  
been pinned to the various walls. 
 
Nikolai begins hunting and murdering the  
remaining U.B.C.S. Monitors, hoping to increase  
his bargaining power for his fee with Umbrella  
when delivering all the information gathered and  
collated from Raccoon City. 
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After a furious day of debate in the U.S. Congress the emergency committee chaired by Derek 
Simmons receive approval to launch the sterilisation operation to destroy Raccoon City. A 
thermo baric experimental, non-nuclear missile will be launched at dawn the next morning. 
The tactical strike will be referred to as ‘Code: XX.’ 
 
Umbrella send a coded message to all Umbrella Monitors/Supervisors inside Raccoon City to 
warn them about the impending strike. 
 
“Attention. The Raccoon City Project has been abandoned.  
Our political manoeuvring in the senate to delay their plans are now futile.  
All supervisors should evacuate immediately. The US army is going to execute their plan 
tomorrow morning.  
The city will be obliterated at day break for sure.” 
-RE3: Fax from the HQ; 30/09/98. 
 
Having secured the Nyx, Rodriguez meets with  
Linda Baldwin on Main St and the two are in  
furious debate. Rodriguez is eager to depart as  
soon as possible as he knows Umbrella will  
already be onto him, but Linda does not want  
to evacuate without a sample of the AT1521  
experimental vaccine. She needs to get back to  
the corporate building and retrieve a sample.  
Rodriguez argues it is too dangerous to go back  
now but Linda shrugs him away. She needs  
that sample and asks him to trust her that it will  
be of great benefit to them both at a later date. She promises she will be back before he knows 
it and Rodriguez eventually relents, though stresses he won’t be waiting long. She thanks him 
before turning and dashing away across the street. Rodriguez watches her go and muses that if it 
comes down to just one of them, his ass will be the first one out of the door. 
 
WEDNDESDAY OCTOBER 1ST 1998 
Midnight: 
When the team extracting the Nyx specimen from Raccoon City fail to report in, Umbrella 
executive B. Lowell realises that Captain Rodriguez has gone rogue. He immediately revokes 
Rodriguez’s authority and relays emergency instructions to Umbrella executive Tommy 
Neilson who is still in Raccoon City, holding him personally responsible for the theft of 
Umbrella property should he fail to stop Rodriguez and recover the specimen. 
 
“To Tommy Nielsen 
We know the test subject was taken from the cargo dock under your supervision. Naturally it is 
imperative that you avoid the situation being made public. 
The ringleader is Captain Rodriguez, commander of the second USS squad. As of midnight 
today, we've deemed him a rebel and stripped him of all authority. 
I order you to recapture the cargo and eliminate the rebel. We won't tolerate the off-chance of 
failure for this mission. 
In addition, according to unconfirmed intelligence, there seems to be someone conspiring with 
him and guiding his escape. Show no mercy to anyone, even if that person seems to be his 
family, woman or children. 
To ensure full "preservation of confidentiality", there's only one choice. You understand, right? 
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Our company does not tolerate those who choose a position threatening its existence. You are 
no exception to that. 
If you want to sleep with peace of mind tonight, I suggest you clean your tarnished reputation 
by showing steady results. 
B. Lowell” 
-BIOOUT2: Written Orders; undated. 
 
Nielson will take charge of a U.B.C.S. unit led by Arnold to recover the specimen. They head 
towards the overpass near Main St where they believe Rodriguez is meeting his accomplice. 
Arnold has his men lace the roads with mines to seal off any ground exit. Nielson himself is a 
nervous wreck, knowing his life will be over should Rodriguez make it out of Raccoon City 
alive. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL OUTBREAK: FILE 2 – END OF THE ROAD begin. 
 
Inside the entrance lobby at Umbrella’s  
corporate headquarters, David King saves  
Carter’s life by battering a zombie to death with  
a led pipe, splattering its blood all over an  
Umbrella Corporation logo on the wall. Carter  
expresses his thanks and retrieves the AT1521  
sample he dropped on the floor. At that  
moment, Linda walks through the main  
entrance and David comes to within a whisker  
of pummelling her to death until Carter  
recognises her and shouts that she is still  
human. Linda is shocked but glad to see her colleague Carter is still alive and he introduces her 
to David. 
 
Five minutes later they are all gathered in a nearby waiting room alongside Kevin Ryman, Mark 
Wilkins and Jim Chapman. The room is made up of reflective chrome panels with overhead 
lighting and a seating area. There is a bank of lockers for guests to store their belongings and a 
bulletin board on the wall featuring a tour guide map. Carter deduces Linda came back for the 
AT1521 sample which she confirms and suggests they take it and leave now. She recommends 
David and his party leave too and extends an invitation for them to come with Carter and 
herself as she has a helicopter waiting. 
 
At that moment, elsewhere in the building, an unidentified malfunction triggers an electrical 
explosion, setting large parts of the corridors on fire and disengaging several safety protocols 
causing the MA-125R Hunters to escape confinement. Quickly they begin to run amok 
throughout the various rooms and departments, killing any remaining staff who have not yet 
evacuated. 
 
Back in the waiting room an alarm begins to sound and an emergency shutter lowers down 
behind them, blocking off access to the main entrance and their route of escape. Carter realises 
something is wrong and they need to check it out immediately. He disappears inside a nearby 
examination room and Linda reluctantly follows, cursing the timing of this malfunction. David 
and the others try to follow only to find the door has locked behind them. David wonders what 
is wrong with Carter and Linda and decides this Umbrella building is pissing him off already. 
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Kevin is also annoyed they have both left and believed they were going to be their guides 
around this place.  
 
Instead they take the only other door which leads  
them into the Central Passage 1. In here is  
another long, chrome corridor with purple-tinted  
lights reflecting up from the floor. It is all very  
minimalistic and sleekly designed. Mark  
comments how all the passages look the same as  
Jim prays this latest adventure will turn out okay.  
David tries a door on the immediate left but it is  
locked and requires a Level 1 key card. A little  
further on Kevin comes across the body of a  
recently-killed researcher with deep claw marks  
all over his body. On the wall behind is a nine- 
digit passcode machine and he notices the buttons for 6, 8 and 9 are stained with blood. David 
deduces there must be more freaks around and advises they’d best hurry. They soon pass 
another locked door needing the Lv1 key card and head round the corner where a large fire 
blocks the entire passage. Mark suggests they get out of here before it gets any worse and there 
is one other door on the right next to a stencilled ‘A-03’ which leads to the East Passage 1. 
 
In here another fire burns fiercely to their left  
but there is no working extinguisher nearby.  
A large wall-panel is dislodged and exposes  
pipes and wiring within. Other sections of the  
chrome wall are buckled from the recent  
explosion. Moving the opposite way, a  
Hunter R suddenly bursts through an  
observation window near to a locked door  
needing a Level 2 key card. Before the  
creature can recover its bearings and attack,  
they all quickly pile through an unlocked  
door on the right and into the reference room. Inside they find a messy desk with the key for 
the examination room and rows of shelves filled with books too complicated for them to read. 
Mark muses that it’s all a bit too scientific for a guy like him. In a dark alcove at the back, a 
computer illuminates the gloom and they are able to print off a schematic of the facility. 
Curiously, Kevin finds an attendance sheet on the desk with a table listing all the officers at the 
police station along with their photographs. Half of it has been torn off. Jim also finds an 
internal memo which may be of some use: 
 
“About the fire shutter lock system: 
The fire shutters automatically close in the event of an emergency. To open one, you must 
enter the 3-digit code on the control panel. All shutters within the facility are operated with the 
same password. 
For security purposes, the code is changed every 24 hours. Employees should check their 
computers each morning for the new code.” 
-REOUT2: Internal Memo; undated. 
 
They retrace their steps all the way back to the waiting area and use the key to get inside the 
examination room where they find Linda typing on a large computer. As surgical bed is set up 
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with special examination equipment and a table with specialised machines and measuring 
devices. X-ray charts line the walls and at the back of the room are cabinets containing dozens 
of medicines. Jim finds a paper on the desk  
written by Umbrella researcher Michael  
Jenkins concerning the AT1521 t-Virus  
reagent viable only to those in the early  
stages of infection yet to display any  
symptoms. Lab tests have shown the  
reagent to be successful in over 99% of  
cases with laboratory mice. David goes to  
speak with Linda who explains there are  
Hunters loose in the east wing but she  
believes the shutter may have opened just  
now and they can escape via the east exit with her key. But leaving right now is suicide and 
Carter will know that. He said he had an idea and she wonders what it was. David asks where 
he went and she says he is in the mezzanine. He also asks about those ‘green freaks’ and she 
warns to be careful around the Hunters. She will remain here to work on their escape route 
and advises he and the others go and find Carter. She’ll join them soon. 
 
A door at the back of the room leads into Central Passage 2 which again is made up of chrome 
walls and cool, purple-tinted lighting effects. Jim calls out to David and insists he has no time to 
babysit but gets no response. A door to the left leads to the west passage but they ignore it for 
now and move down the corridor where another Hunter lurks. Kevin and Mark are quick to 
shoot it down and the passage ends at another locked shutter with an observation window on 
the wall to their right. There is another room beyond but the glass is too dirty to see. Kevin 
takes a moment to experiment with the code input machine, remembering the three blood-
smeared numbers from earlier and tries various combinations of 6, 8, 9 until the lock clicks 
and the shutter retracts. Inside is another locked door requiring the Level 1 key card and a 
second unlocked door leading to the Laser Emissions Room. 
 
Inside is a bare room with red laser beams to  
their right generating a security force field. On  
the opposite wall to the left are two large plexi- 
glass windows looking into a control room  
beyond. The glass is far too thick for them to  
break. Jim inspects two large ventilation  
openings on the wall and notes a strange fluid  
is dripping out of them. They cannot proceed  
without shutting down the laser grid so they  
retreat back into Central Passage 2 and  
backtrack to the only other unlocked door  
and into the West Passage. At the very least Kevin remarks this little adventure is better than 
pushing pencils.  
 
This area again is blocked off at one end because of the emergency fire shutters so Kevin 
inputs the same release code and deactivates the lock. Beyond the shutter is a small room with 
another dead researcher and a broken shotgun. A steel door beyond is locked and cannot be 
opened. They backtrack down to the opposite end of the corridor which is blocked off with an 
impenetrable door. The only way to proceed is through an unlocked door to their right leading 
into the control area for the laser emissions room. 
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They emerge onto a gantry overlooking a pit of refrigeration liquid, causing cool air and dry ice 
to waft around their feet. Suspended in the fluid is a large cultivation tank that vibrates ever so 
slightly and bubbles can be seen from a tiny observation port. There are various control 
stations and panels on the walls and ahead are two observation windows looking into the room 
with the laser force field they were in earlier. David finds another file left behind on the work 
station which offer some clues as to how the fire may have started. 
 
“Safety sensor settings: 
Main settings: 
Maximum output: 70000kw/cm2 
Emission time: 180 seconds 
Beam radius: 120cm 
Operation control: auto mode 
                                            --NEXT 
Safety sensor settings: 
Object sensor: OFF 
Overheat sensor: OFF 
Electromagnetic shutter: ON 
Beginning preparations for restart 
                                            --NEXT 
*ERROR* 
Changes to system settings require permission from management. 
                                            --OK” 
-REOUT2: Settings Screen; undated. 
 
They also find the controls to deactivate the laser grid in the emissions room. It is on a timer so 
they quickly retrace their steps all the way back around and beyond the security grid before it 
reactivates. Once they are all safely through, a door leads into Central Passage 3.  
 
Another Hunter lurks here but Kevin’s shotgun soon sees it off. The door on their right 
requires the Level 1 key card and the passage to the right is blocked with another intense fire. 
However, coincidentally, on the floor they find the Level 1 key card belonging to a female 
employee and are able to continue onwards. Using the key card, they are able to unlock the 
pressure doors connecting the three central passages, now allowing access throughout. They 
also unlock the door next to the dead researcher in central passage 1 which enables them to get 
inside the experimentation laboratory.  
 
Kevin wonders what this place is for and decides it is already giving him the creeps. In here is a 
corridor flanking a large B.O.W. testing arena secured by pylons and red laser grids. Two 
Hunter R’s are still trapped inside and cannot leap high enough to get out without being 
frazzled. Up above, powerful spotlights shine down on the arena and viewing windows from the 
observation mezzanine on the upper level can be seen. Kevin compares it to a zoo and thinks 
it’s the weirdest thing he’s ever seen. With the Hunters safely trapped on the other side, Jim 
takes great delight in calling them ‘pussies’ and insists he is not scared of them. On the floor 
they find the remnants of an ID card partially shredded by claws, a timely reminder of how 
dangerous these creatures are. 
 
Some stairs further on lead up to the mezzanine where they find Carter typing at a computer 
attached to a large culture tank which is frosted over and vibrating strongly. David goes over to 
Carter who explains there will soon be no need to worry as he is going to activate a Tyrant to 
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fight fire with fire and use it to kill all the Hunters roaming free across the complex. Jim asks 
what the hell a ‘Tyrant’ is and Carter replies it is a weapon he is working on. He asks for 
David’s help and tells him to bring an encrypted MO disc so he can upload the control 
program. David retorts he doesn’t take requests so Carter tells him he is all but doomed. David 
asks if he’s really going to rely on the Tyrant to help them and the researcher responds he is 
willing to rely on anything if it means survival. David still isn’t happy and insists Carter is 
playing with fire but he assures him everything will be okay. Randomly on Carter’s desk is 
some hypno glasses like from a cartoon and a hurried note written so badly not a single word 
can be understood.  
 
Kevin and Jim check out the rest of the control  
mezzanine and find equipment and machinery  
they simply are not trained to use. A sterile  
chamber has mechanical arms to handle cold  
storage viral samples operated via remote from  
a control panel and they find an experiment  
file detailing how the T-0400TP Tyrant can be  
controlled. An MO disc is needed to transfer  
the activation program to the Tyrant’s memory  
cortex but due to the top secret nature of the  
control program, the disc’s contents need to be  
decrypted first. David takes an encrypted MO  
disc from the work station and heads through a rear door and down another stairwell into 
Central Passage 4. Kevin accompanies him whilst Mark and Jim remain behind with Carter.  
 
On one of the workstations they find another file offering more information on this 
experimental Tyrant prototype. The programmed MO Disc will transfer a control program 
into the specimen’s memory cortex much like uploading a program to a computer. The file 
also explains how a battle test is due to take place in the arena directly below them against the 
MA-125R’s. Mark gazes down through the viewing windows at the experimentation chamber 
below. This was where the Hunter R’s were going to be tested against the controlled Tyrant to 
measure their combat capabilities. Jim peers at the Tyrant’s capsule but cannot see behind the 
frost. He also randomly finds a movie ticket stub on the floor for a horror film starring an actor 
actually from Raccoon City. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL 3: NEMESIS begin. 
 
“October 1st, Night. I woke up to the sound of pouring rain. I can’t believe I’m still alive.” 
-RE3: Jill narration; 01/10/98. 
 
At the St. Michael Clock tower in the chapel, Jill Valentine slowly wakes up after being 
unconscious for two days. Carlos Oliveria is still by her side and has kept a close vigil over her. 
The rain is beating down against the church roof and loud thunderclaps can be heard. The 
room glows in soothing candlelight and Jill shifts uncomfortably. She recognises Carlos and he 
jokes that their roles have reversed since they originally met. He tells her not to worry and that 
this chapel is safe, but she knows she has been infected with the t-Virus. He tells her to take it 
easy but Jill says she’s okay. She cannot feel any pain, but that is what bothers her. If she can’t 
feel anything then what does that mean? Carlos tells her not to give up and that he will take 
care of her, giving her a command to not let the virus beat her. Jill turns away and says that 
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Carlos lets her rest and sets off to try and help her, knowing the Raccoon General Hospital is 
close by.  
 
He passes through the gallery where the windows  
have been smashed and a large fire burns outside.  
Beyond, the once pristine main hall is now a ruin  
thanks to the helicopter crash. Large chunks of  
rubble have rained down from the collapsed   
ceiling and blocked off the staircase and main  
entrance. He makes his way through the back  
rooms and pushes the large bell away from the  
rear door, stepping outside and emerging into a  
side alleyway. A heavy rain is falling and he heads  
out into a side street next to Raccoon Park.  
Within seconds he is soaked to the skin. Traffic  
cones and wrecked cars are dotted about, blocking large sections of the road. The gates to 
Raccoon Park are accessible but locked. Carlos heads left towards the hospital, passing a stack 
of cardboard boxes that have toppled over and are all soggy from the rain. To his right is the 
large wrought-iron fence of the park perimeter and lush green shrubbery can be seen on the 
other side. Several zombies are on the road, all glistening wet in the rain and block his route 
towards the hospital. 
 
Meanwhile, back at Umbrella’s corporate building, David and Kevin encounter more fire 
damage in Central Passage 4 which blocks the route to the left where two more Hunters lurk. 
Instead they head the opposite side and through a door back into Central Passage 1. They are 
now on the other side of the fire that was blocking their way earlier and can now access the 
door to the central mainframe. This room is full of complex machinery and the main cooling 
unit is switched on to prevent all the supercomputers running the building from overheating. A 
machine at the back contains Data Code A and allows the MO disc to be decrypted. Once the 
process is complete, they backtrack up to the observation mezzanine. 
 
Once reunited with the others they have the  
option of using another control panel to add  
data code ‘B’ to code ‘A’ already installed on  
the disc. Should they do this, the Tyrant will  
become even more ferocious. But as David is  
already extremely wary of their plan, they elect  
not to do so. He heads back to Carter who asks  
for the decrypted disc. He muses how he  
would have preferred code B but thanks him  
for a good job nonetheless. He begins to  
upload the code and disengages the storage  
capsule’s safety protocols just as Linda comes  
up to the mezzanine.  
 
Carter confirms he has reprogrammed the T-0400TP to take out the Hunters inside the facility 
and they all watch with trepidation as the capsule opens and the Tyrant walks out, dressed in 
heavy boots and its green power-limiter trench coat. Its empty eyes open and it completely 
ignores the staring humans and walks calmly across the room before smashing its way through 
the observation windows and jumping down into the battle arena below. Carter and Linda 
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watch as the Tyrant kills the three Hunters trapped in the pen before continuing on its way. 
Linda says he’s not her favourite choice as a bodyguard but admits it is impressive. Carter 
reassures her not to worry and holds up a remote detonator, insisting the Tyrant is fully aware 
of who his masters are. He has packed in a small surprise in the form of an explosive device so 
should there be any trouble, he’ll flick the switch and the monster will be obliterated into 
ground zombie meat. He believes weapons are only effective if used in the right way and refers 
to the T-0400TP as a ‘masterpiece.’ Linda is less impressed and suggests they just focus on 
getting out of here. She leaves the room and Mark just stares at the empty Tyrant’s capsule 
where cold air continues to rush out. David walks over to Carter who is still staring down at the 
aftermath of the slaughter below and describes the scene as ‘incredible’. David remarks the 
Tyrant looks almost human but it’s still just a killing machine at the end of the day. Jim is in 
awe and refers to the Tyrant as ‘one tough motherfucker.’ 
 
They head back downstairs into the  
experimentation laboratory where the laser  
grids have been deactivated and can now look  
around inside the battle arena. The laser  
pylons have been destroyed after the Tyrant  
smashed its way out and glass shards litter the  
floor from the ruined observation window  
above. A large stainless steel cage is present  
for bringing in the Hunters and against the  
walls are shock absorbent mats limited to 20  
tonnes. David remarks to the others that  
releasing the Tyrant was a mistake and there  
is no way Carter can control it. Kevin admits he doesn’t consider the Tyrant a friend but is just 
glad it is on their side. Jim also concedes he feels safer now. On the floor Mark randomly finds 
a detective manual booklet dealing with the analysis of fingerprints. They head back out into 
Central Passage 1 in time to see the Tyrant obliterate two more Hunters. Careful not to get in 
its way, they head out into the Eastern Passage 1 where they see Linda up ahead opening the 
door to East Passage 2 so they hurry to catch up with her. 
 
Meanwhile, Carlos arrives at the rear entrance  
of Raccoon Hospital and a sign by the door  
reads; ‘Raccoon City Hospital: Open 9AM to  
7PM or in the event of an emergency.’ He  
steps inside into main reception and the scene  
within is grim. Blood and bodies are strewn  
everywhere, amongst which are former  
hospital workers and two U.S. Government  
Spec Ops members. Blood stains smear the  
tiled floor and bloodied handprints smudge  
the walls. The shutters to the waiting room are  
down and cannot be accessed. The walls are  
full of noticeboards with advice about health insurance and a newspaper stand has been broken 
nearby. The furniture and potted plants have been vandalised and a door to his right leads to 
the staff only area.  
 
As he approaches the door, a lone zombie appears from a small alcove at the back of the room 
near a couple of vending machines. Carlos looks on in horror as the virus carrier is suddenly 
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decapitated by a Hunter Beta; a creature recently developed by Umbrella Europe and 
deployed into Raccoon City for combat testing. Unlike the earlier Alpha model, this variant has 
an improved nervous system and its body is horribly deformed and covered in tumours and 
red growths. Carlos blows it away in disgust before it can get too near. 
 
He moves through the door into the office  
behind reception which is dominated by a  
large workspace in the centre cluttered with  
files and paperwork. Glass cabinets contain  
thousands of medical cards and clusters of  
secure lockers hold various medicines. There  
is also a blood trail moving through the room  
to the next door as if someone badly injured  
has passed through here. The next room is the  
head doctor’s office and the trail of blood on  
the blue carpet ends at his corpse which is  
slumped over a brown leather sofa. Looking at  
his blood-splattered lab coat, Carlos can see his neck has been devoured from the inside out. 
Nearby is his diary and the merc flicks through the last few entries. Patients with t-Virus 
symptoms have been coming to the hospital as far back as early September. The number of 
people admitted to the hospital has gradually become too much for them to cope and five days 
ago now a majority of the staff were killed in a battle with the zombie patients. The director 
also believed he may have been infected himself.  
 
Putting the diary down, Carlos searches the rest of the room. There are more cluttered desks 
and a silver trolley full of unfinished coffee. A bank of three lockers stand at the back of the 
room and there is a noticeboard full of memos. The staff were due to have a party at Bar Jack 
on October 3rd. A calendar hangs on the wall and all the curtains are closed. There is an 
elevator set against the far wall but is currently locked down and requires voice recognition to 
access. Luckily Carlos finds a tape recorder on the desk with the doctor’s analysis of a patient 
with a fractured arm. Playing this tape disables the security lock and powers up the elevator. 
 
Many of the hospital floors are inaccessible due  
to the security lockdown and only 4F and B3  
are available. He decides to start from the top  
and rides up to the fourth floor, emerging into a  
brightly lit and sterile-looking corridor. Nothing   
looks amiss apart from some smashed glass on  
the floor where an overhead light casing has  
been destroyed. Several pictures and a hospital  
map also hang at awkward angles on the walls.  
Someone has also fixed plastic explosives to the  
walls. A door at the end of the corridor leads to  
the ‘Data Room’ but first he investigates an  
offshoot in the passage containing two patient rooms. Room 401 is sparse with a single patient 
bed and a saline drip connected to some monitoring equipment. A sink and mirror are 
opposite and a kid’s poster is on the wall. A tray next to the bed contains a bowl of fruit and 
some cheap flowers next to a pair of crutches. A dead doctor’s body is slumped against the wall 
and he holds a slip with the numbers ‘253’ printed on it. 
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Moving back outside, the door to Room 402 is locked so he moves around the corner to 
investigate the Data Room. Outside is a ruined noticeboard that reads; ‘Make sure that you 
return the materials to their original positions  
after inspection.’ As soon as he enters he can  
hear a pleading voice shouting not to shoot  
and a series of gunshots ring out. Carlos runs  
around the corner to find Nikolai Zinoviev,  
who has just shot fellow U.B.C.S. Monitor  
Tyrell Patrick. Carlos is surprised he is still  
alive and Nikolai asks him if he saw what just  
happened. Carlos demands to know what is  
going on and Nikolai raises his weapon and  
calmly explains that he is one of the  
Supervisors and that is all he needs to know. But before he can pull the trigger, a dying Tyrell 
pulls the pin from a grenade on his belt. Both Carlos and Nikolai run back but the resulting 
explosion sends Nikolai crashing through one of the windows.  
 
Dazed, Carlos gets up to explore what is left of the ruined room. It is essentially an archive 
storage with shelves stacked to the brim with various files on viruses, vaccines and books on 
general medical science. A cluttered desk is full of stationary and a battered cupboard has 
multi-coloured post-it notes and reminders stuck all over. In an alcove at the back, numerous 
specimen jars are laid out and wires are hooked up to a large machine containing unknown 
creatures soaked in formalin. He finds the key for the sickroom on the table and another 
photograph of some zombies walking. Written on the back are the words; ‘The effects of the  
t-Virus.’ 
 
Returning to the corridor outside, Carlos uses the  
sickroom key to unlock the door to Room 402  
next to a sign warning about being careful not to  
overuse the medicine. Inside is an immaculate,  
vacant room with the bed stripped and ready to  
be occupied. Near the sink on the wall is a  
picturesque painting of the Arklay Mountains  
basked in a rustic autumn glow. The painting is  
loose on the wall and Carlos pulls it off to reveal a  
hidden safe requiring a combination lock. He  
tires the code ‘253’ from the doctor’s slip and is  
rewarded when the pressurised door clicks open  
with a hiss of cool air. Present inside is the vaccine base; the core material used to create an 
experimental vaccine against the t-Virus. It needs to be mixed with the vaccine medium. 
Satisfied with his find, Carlos prepares to head back to the elevator and ride down to explore 
the basement level. 
 
Back at the Umbrella corporate building, the survivors are now in East Passage 2 and in here 
they find an electrical malfunction is causing wiring and circuits to fizzle and spark. A giant hole 
has been smashed through the shutter directly ahead and the Tyrant steps up to engage more 
Hunters lurking within. Whilst waiting for the hulk to complete its work, David spots a 
damaged section of the wall that could probably be prised open using his tools. When the 
Tyrant has finished killing the Hunters, they follow the chrome corridor down into East 
Passage 3 and find an unlocked door to the nursery where the Hunter μ’s are stored. 
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Transparent panels on the floor show luminous bio-organic fluid being deposited to four large 
culture tanks on the wall. Two are empty and two contain isolated Hunter specimens. An 
observation window looks into a space beyond marked ‘Sterile Room’ and Jim comes across a 
diary left behind by one of the researchers complaining about the instability of the culture 
tanks. A titanium frame had to be recently installed to reinforce them after several accidents. 
 
They return to the corridor outside and head  
for the east exit where Linda is waiting. Carter  
also joins them, still holding the remote  
detonation device and is impressed the  
Tyrant has finished cleaning up all the  
Hunters in this section of the building.  
Suddenly, the T-0400TP appears behind him.  
Something has gone wrong with its  
programming and it attacks Carter,  
pummelling him to the ground. The Tyrant  
destroys the AT1521 sample and also attacks  
Linda, knocking her over the railing and  
sending her falling down to the waterways far  
below. Carter, his body broken, reaches out as best he can for the remote detonator but his 
flailing fingers only succeed in knocking it off the edge. He still refers to the Tyrant as a 
masterpiece seconds before it brutally kills him. David and the others scatter as the Tyrant 
turns on them all. David picks up Linda’s Level 2 ID card she dropped on the floor but 
realises they cannot escape out of the east exit without her help. Jim comments on the irony of 
Carter being killed by his own creation and hopes they can find an alternative way out. David 
replies that it was Carter’s own fault he got killed. He should never have released the Tyrant in 
the first place. 
 
They retreat back into East Passage 3 with the Tyrant in hot pursuit, striding purposefully after 
them like some unstoppable terminator. Kevin and Mark try to hold it off as best they can 
whilst David frantically kicks in the damaged section of wall he found earlier. Soon he creates a 
hole small enough for the four of them to crawl through and reach the special research room. 
The hole in the wall is too small for the Tyrant to follow. This room is full of machinery they 
quickly conclude they are better off not touching. Vats of liquid preservative are present and 
monitors and wiring hang from the ceiling. At a central console, Jim finds memo addressed to 
Carter about the remote detonation device he was using as a failsafe for the Tyrant. 
 
“Carter: 
The remote control you ordered is ready. It was really hard to tune the frequency so as to not 
be disrupted by other machinery operating nearby. 
As I explained before, you need to be within 6 feet of the target and hold each button for 2 
seconds or longer for the signal to transmit properly. These compromises were necessary due 
to the unit's size. 
But, Jesus...do you really plan to use this thing? Oh well...as long as you pay what you 
promised, I can't complain. Just be careful, OK? 
Jeffery” 
-REOUT2: Memo to Carter; undated. 
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David inputs a second decrypted MO disc into the machine to download a sensitive file relating 
to volunteers who took part in an experiment involving the t-Virus back in May 1996. Amongst 
the names listed is Yoko Suzuki.  
 
With nothing else of use they head out the door at the end and into East Passage 1. A wall of 
flames blocks the route to their left and they can hear the Tyrant engaging several Hunters on 
the other side. The path to the right is also locked via a reinforced steel door requiring a Level 
2 key card so David opens it up using Linda’s ID. They are now inside a noisy generator room 
full of large ventilation ducts and pipes containing hydrogen gas. Extractor fans spin on the wall 
to purify the area and at the end of the passage is an elevator leading down to the underground 
waterworks. 
 
Back at the hospital, Carlos arrives on B3 level and emerges into a sterile corridor full of 
zombies who make up the former workforce. After clearing a path he moves down a narrow 
passage with green tinted flooring and blue walls until he reaches a door leading into a 
restricted laboratory. Inside are desks full of beakers, flasks and medical instrumentation. Virus 
samples and bottles are stocked on a metal shelving unit and numerous computers and 
monitoring equipment are everywhere. Behind the shelf unit is another safe on the wall but he 
cannot access it. Some of the instrumentation has been smashed and glass shards cover the 
floor.  
 
The next room is the main culture chamber and  
is dominated by three large hibernation  
chambers containing Hunter Beta specimens  
trapped in stasis. These are captured specimens  
the hospital staff collected in their increasingly  
desperate attempts to create a cure for the  
t-Virus. The biohazard symbol is everywhere  
and the room is full of expensive equipment  
including high-precision microscopes and  
sterilisation chambers. He also finds a large  
synthesiser of chemicals and a series of smaller  
specimen tubes were the staff were attempting to  
cultivate part of a creature’s cells. On a nearby workstation, he finds a detailed file with 
instructions on how to use the synthesiser.  
 
“Umbrella Medical Service North America Division Douglas Lauper 
In order to activate the synthesizer to cultivate the vaccine, please follow the procedure as 
detailed below: 
1. Supply enough energy to the system. 
2. Set the medium base to the device. 
When the device is ready, you can start mixing the vaccine medium. To mix the vaccine, you 
will need to control the five levers. This will cause the two gauges to increase or decrease. If 
you adjust the two gauges so that they stop at the centre, the vaccine medium will then be 
produced automatically.” 
-RE3: Medical Instruction Manual; undated. 
 
First he flips the switch to provide power and fire up the synthesiser. Unnervingly this also 
causes the fluid to drain from the three large tanks containing the Hunters. Searching around 
the shelves he finds the vaccine medium which is the raw material used to create the cultivation 
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fluid needed for the vaccine creation. It will create the vaccine medium fluid combined with 
several other chemicals so he inserts it into the synthesiser and activates the machine. Within 
seconds it releases a vial of red fluid. This is the cultivation medium used to create the 
experimental vaccine and needs to be combined with the vaccine base. Mixing the two 
elements turns the liquid purple and the resulting compound will be effective against t-Virus 
infection.  
 
Quickly he makes to leave when suddenly one  
of the trapped Hunters breaks free of its  
confinement and leaps out of its chamber with  
a high-pitched shriek and an explosion of glass.  
Carlos fires off a quick burst from his rifle  
before diving through the door and back out  
into the corridor. He retraces his steps back up  
to the ground floor, through the doctor’s  
station and main reception to the exit.  
However, in the main lobby he comes across a  
time-based bomb strapped to the central pillar  
and discovers he has less than ten seconds to  
get himself clear. Carlos sprints out of the main door and runs down the road as fast as he can, 
diving into the side-alleyway by the clock tower just as the hospital is engulfed in a massive 
explosion and topples down amidst a torrent of smoke and rubble. When the smoke and dust 
eventually clears, Carlos can see that the entire building has collapsed. With the rain continuing 
to lash down and thunder rumbling overhead, he heads back inside to get back to Jill. 
 
Meanwhile, at Raccoon University, Greg  
Mueller is making the final preparations to  
release his Thanatos Tyrant masterpiece. He  
muses to himself about his time at Umbrella  
and concludes that too much growth weakens  
an organisation and that what should be  
important becomes overshadowed by greed.  
The mass-production of numerous Tyrants is a  
ridiculous concept and would dumb down  
what is essentially the perfect killing machine.  
Muller looks at the slumbering Thanatos and  
declares that one masterpiece is enough just as the hulking creature tilts its head and begins to 
open its eyes.  
 
At that moment, back at the Raccoon City Police Department, a number of stricken survivors 
are still sheltering in the basement parking garage. Many sit quietly in silence, pondering their 
own fates and George Hamilton cannot believe even the police station has fallen. He peruses 
the dozens of notes and goodbye letters stuck to the walls addressed to missing family and 
loved ones. He is dumfounded to find a letter addressed to himself from an old colleague at 
Raccoon University. Peter Jenkins has important information about the citywide biohazard 
which he believes only George will understand. He wants to meet at Raccoon University as 
soon as possible. George wonders about the significance of the university but knows he has to 
get there to see his old friend as soon as possible. He rouses Cindy, Alyssa and Yoko and 
persuades them all to move out. It will take them a few hours to get there. 
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Meanwhile, Carlos makes it back to the clock tower but no sooner is he inside when there is a 
large bang from somewhere upstairs as if the foundations of the building are weakening. But 
wherever Carlos moves, the banging follows and dust rains down from the ceiling as if 
something large and powerful on the floor above is tracking him. After passing through the 
library and into the main hall, he is astonished to witness the mutated form of the Nemesis 
bash through the wall on the upper balcony and jump down to confront him. Thanks to the 
damage caused by Echo Six in the foundry, Nemesis has disengaged its power limiter, causing 
further mutation and the development of larger tentacles it now uses as its primary weapon. 
Nemesis skids on the floor behind him and Carlos takes cover behind a table and opens fire. 
The Nemesis lashes out half-heartedly with its tentacles before heading for the door in the 
direction of the chapel. Carlos realises it is going after Jill and quickly follows it through to the 
decorative dining room and discovers it has already smashed in the door to the gallery.  
 
Moving through, he finds Nemesis pounding at the chapel door with its tentacles. Carlos 
immediately opens fire to draw it away and another battle ensues. Although still very 
formidable, the creature is definitely weaker without its rocket launcher and protective limiter, 
meaning Carlos is able to drive home several key shots despite getting slapped and tripped over 
by its lashing tentacles several times. Eventually his rifle clicks dry just as he incapacitates the 
monster. Quickly he steps over its still form and into the chapel. 
 
Jill still lies unconscious on the altar and he  
quickly takes the experimental vaccine and  
injects it into her left arm. After a few  
moments she begins to stir and come round.  
Soon she is well enough to sit up and recovers  
from her grogginess, already feeling better as  
the viral antibodies flush round her  
bloodstream. Carlos is relived and knows she  
has barely made it. He asks how she feels and  
she says she is okay. He tells her about  
Nemesis and Jill is horrified it is somehow still  
alive. He explains it has been waiting for her  
all along and at that moment they can hear it mutter ‘STARS’ from somewhere not too far 
away. Jill believes it is deliberately toying with them and Carlos adds to the bad news by 
explaining that Nikolai is still alive. She is surprised at this and wonders what he is after, but all 
Carlos is certain of is that he is their enemy and warns her not to trust him. He then takes his 
leave by saying he has something he needs to take care of and promises to meet up with her 
later. He leaves the chapel before she can say anything and his aim is to distract Nemesis long 
enough so she can get out of the clock tower safely. 
 
Meanwhile, beneath Umbrella’s corporate building, David King, Mark Wilkins, Kevin Ryman 
and Jim Chapman emerge into a cold, concrete structure with a walkway overlooking a drained 
sewer canal below. It is possible to jump down but sharp debris has gathered up below. Instead 
they take the only other door which leads to the drainage area. They are still on an elevated 
walkway overlooking the drained canal below. Old tyres, withered cardboard and other rubbish 
fills the waterway, creating an unbelievable stench and the sound of running water can be heard 
coming from somewhere close by. Jim looks over the railing and spots Linda’s frail form on 
the floor below but they need to find a way to get down to her. Kevin wonders if she is okay as 
that was one hell of a fall she took. They move on, following the walkway around where shafts 
of light stab through from the grated ceiling above. But suddenly, from nowhere, the T-0400TP 
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drops down to confront them having smashed its way through from the facility above. They 
cannot hope to defeat it here so they barge past and make for the door at the end of the 
walkway leading into the maintenance room. 
 
It is loud in here thanks to an incessant roar  
from a large generator installed behind a mesh  
fence. A board with the work schedule is  
nailed to the wall near two rusting trolleys and  
some yellow graffiti has been sprayed.  
Amongst the equipment is a metalworking  
machine but it is missing the valve handle  
needed to operate it. Suddenly the Tyrant  
appears through the door behind them so they  
quickly move forward onto another walkway  
where David spots Carter’s remote detonator  
on the floor. Quickly he uses it to activate the remote charge inside the Tyrant and incapacitate 
it to the floor. A check further down the tunnel reveals a possible exit to the surface but they 
will need to find a six-sided valve handle to lower the emergency ladder. Instead, they cross a 
bridge overlooking the sewer canal below where several zombies can now be seen waddling 
around and move into the floodgate control room. Kevin remarks he is getting sick of trailing 
through labs and sewers and wonders when they’ll find another bar. Jim admits he’s ready to 
cry but believes their situation cannot possibly get any worse. 
 
The floodgate control room is full of control stations and metal storage racks for holding 
various equipment. A cluttered desk in the middle has old newspapers and food and drink 
remnants left behind. A dirty sink and mirror are affixed to the wall and look as though they 
haven’t been used for a while. Jim finds a small file on the table and wonders what its 
significance is. 
 
“Handle processing 
6 -> 4 
Maintenance room” 
-REOUT2: Memo Scrap; undated. 
 
The only other door out of this room is  
tightly locked but Mark notices a number  
of cracks in a section of the floor which  
has been circled around in orange paint.   
He remarks it looks strange and suggests  
they push something heavy on top of it. A nearby sign next to a traffic cone reads ‘Danger’ and 
he pushes a nearby crate over the cracks which cause the floor to give way and allow them to 
drop down to the emergency materials storeroom below. They emerge onto a small gantry full 
of rusted toolboxes and rotting planks of wood. Each of them climbs down onto the floor 
below where a cracked pipe is spewing dirty sewage water into the room. This place is full of 
wooden packing crates all marked ‘Umbrella’ and a broken switchboard is on the wall next to 
an out of commission forklift truck. A single Web-Spinner dwells here and it spits corrosive 
fluid at them before two blasts from a shotgun send it onto its back. They search amongst the 
boxes and Kevin is able to smash one apart to reveal another passageway with a ladder leading 
back upstairs to maintenance passage 1. In here they find a map of the underground pinned to 
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a noticeboard and are able to unlock the door leading back to the maintenance room where 
they originally pushed the crate through the floor. 
 
Heading the opposite way takes them past  
another metal shelving unit into another  
corridor where they find an employee break  
room featuring some more shelves, traffic  
cones, an employee locker and a cluttered  
desk with a half-eaten meal left behind. There  
is also a hot-water heater here that is as cold as  
ice. The stairs leading out of the second  
maintenance passage have been blocked off  
completely thanks to a rock fall so they have  
no choice but to retrace their steps back to the  
emergency materials storeroom downstairs.  
They search around in here some more until David spots an open ventilation shaft on the wall 
opposite an old, inactive alarm system. He takes the lead and hoists himself up and through to 
the third maintenance passage. Kevin says he is in a shitty mood and admits he’s not so good in 
dark places. This place is partially flooded and moving down some steps they are soon waist-
deep in raw sewage. Jim is not happy his sneakers are going to get real dirty. There is a ladder 
at the far end of the passage and they get a shock when two, rotting zombies rise up from 
beneath the surface. Kevin and Mark shoot them back down and one by one the four of them 
climb up the ladder and emerge into the old waterway. 
 
Junk is piled high up here including the remnants  
of old mining equipment. Old rusted barrels and  
discarded crates are scattered around and  
lanterns on the wall illuminate the natural rocks  
of the tunnel which is supported with wooden  
beams at various intervals. David remarks that  
even the air smells filthy and bats can be heard  
nesting somewhere nearby. It is a bit of a maze  
with twisting tunnels and various junctions and  
optional routes. Jim wonders if there is a map  
nearby as various signs warn of the dangers of  
cave-ins and they spot thick cobwebs on the ceiling. They come across an old mining elevator 
extending over a deep chasm but it is out of action and several zombies and Web-Spinners are 
lurking in the area.  
 
Eventually they are able to navigate their way round and drop down into the original drainage 
area and the actual drained sewer canal on the lower portion of the area they originally started 
in. The walkway by the elevator leading back up to Umbrella’s corporate building is above 
them. On the floor Kevin finds a small capsule ring with a mounted jewel acting as a tiny 
compartment used to store medical capsules. Quickly they run down the canal until they spot 
Linda still lying on the ground ahead. She is thankfully still alive and slowly comes around.  
They help her up and she expresses her thanks, concluding that she must have passed out. She 
suddenly remembers Carter hasn’t made it and laments that her intuition was screaming at her 
to stop him using the Tyrant as his own personal toy. She also regrets the AT1521 sample 
being destroyed and when the others ask what it is she explains that Umbrella has been 
spreading a virus throughout Raccoon City. That one little capsule contained what could have 
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been the only possible cure for the virus. She checked the development data beforehand and is 
confident she can recreate the reagent, but none of that means a damn thing unless she can get 
her pretty little head out of the city alive.  
 
Suddenly, they all hear the sound of rushing water  
getting louder and within moments the canal  
rapidly begins to fill with water as the automated  
drainage system is activated. The force of the  
water is immense and numerous debris is pushed  
through. Linda, Kevin and Jim are washed away  
completely by the water although Mark and David  
manage to grab hold of the wall and hold tight  
until the torrent has subsided. Soon all is calm but  
they are now waist deep in water and there is no  
sign of Linda, Kevin or Jim anywhere. David says  
it is the discharge water and wonders what has become of Linda only for Mark to suggest she 
has been washed away. He spots a six-sided valve handle on the wall and detaches it. They can 
use this to lower the emergency ladder and hopefully reach the surface. David agrees there is 
no reason to stick around here so quickly they began to slosh back up the underground 
waterway and avoid the zombies that are closing in. Along the way Mark mutters that this sewer 
is no place for an old man. 
 
Meanwhile, after steeling her nerves, Jill picks up her weapons and prepares to leave the clock 
tower, already feeling much better thanks to the vaccine. But no sooner has she stepped into 
the gallery can she hear the Nemesis let out another roar. It is waiting somewhere close by. The 
floor is covered in broken glass and a raging fire burns outside. The doors to the dining room 
have been shattered so she carefully steps through, constantly on the lookout for any dangers. 
The pursuer soon makes its appearance in the main hall, dropping down from the ceiling to 
confront her. Jill fires off several shotgun blasts before running away and Nemesis follows her 
through the various rooms of the clock tower until she makes it outside, where it curiously does 
not follow. 
 
Now outside in the pouring rain, she walks down the  
alleyway to be confronted by several zombies who  
are on fire thanks to the hospital explosion. Jill  
watches in disgust as they reach out for her,  
completely oblivious to their skin and clothing  
melting away. After gunning them down she walks  
out to observe the remnants of the hospital, now  
reduced to nothing more than a huge mound of  
smoking rubble. This road leads down to the  
suburban residential district containing Woodbine  
Drive and Chumleigh Drive but both are now totally  
blocked off. She uses her lock picks to break into a nearby office for park employees. Inside is 
a cluttered room containing lockers and a desk littered with magazines and books. She finds 
another photograph of some zombies attacking and on the wall is a board with numerous keys, 
amongst which is the key for the main gate to Raccoon Park. She heads back outside, her feet 
squelching in the numerous puddles created by the rain. A vandalised yellow taxi is completely 
blocking the road so he has no choice but to climb the gates up to the park gates. 
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The park is beautiful inside and she emerges onto the front plaza with ornate golden 
streetlamps illuminating immaculately kept trees and bushes surrounded by flagstone flooring. 
A decorative pool with spotlights under the  
surface runs underneath a bridge and  
numerous park benches are dotted around.  
The sight is almost tranquil in the rain until  
two Hunter Betas slumbering in the water  
suddenly come charging out at her. Jill takes  
them both out from a distance with the  
shotgun and moves to examine her  
surroundings. A path to her right leads down  
some steps to a wooden bridge with guide  
ropes crossing over another artificial water  
feature. There are lamps in the pool and  
statues of various animals including birds and a tiger are all illuminated with spotlights. The 
lights give off a green haze to the water which is pockmarked by the falling rain from above. 
However, lurking just underneath the surface are several amphibian-based Hunters known as 
Hunter Gammas which are another experiment from Umbrella Europe. They boast keen 
sensory abilities and are dangerous in areas with rich water sources, but a weakness to sunlight 
and exposure to dry air makes deployment opportunities limited. They quickly jump up onto 
the bridge and are capable of swallowing Jill whole, but she is able to beat them back long 
enough with the shotgun. 
 
A gate at the end takes her on a trail with  
wooden fencing leading further into the park.  
Lamps and spotlights illuminate thick trees  
and a diverse selection of plant life. Several  
zombie dogs lurk here so she needs to be  
careful before proceeding onwards. Further  
up the track she comes across the body of a  
U.B.C.S. Monitor who has been shot to  
death. He is in possession of the park key  
and a written order from Umbrella HQ for all  
the Supervisors. This Monitor was known as  
‘Bravo 16’ and Monitor objectives were to  
obtain and secure samples of all information pertaining to Raccoon City as well as to observe 
and record combat data on the U.B.C.S. Their secondary objective was to destroy all evidence 
including the hospital containing the experimental vaccine treatment data and finally they were 
to assess the guinea pigs’ ability to accomplish the mission. Once all directives were completed, 
the Monitors were ordered to evacuate the area completely, disregarding anyone else who was 
not a Monitor and to not bring back anything that might be traced back to the company. Jill 
pockets the note and comes to the conclusion this Supervisor was murdered in cold blood. 
Another dead Supervisor is up ahead, also murdered and he lays next to a heavy mesh fence. 
The gate up ahead has been chained off and locked with a heavy padlock. A sign nearby warns 
no trespassing beyond this point. From memory, Jill recalls the route beyond crossing over the 
Circular River and then to an old, abandoned plant that has been vacant for some time. With 
nothing else here aside from a park bench and a trash can, she retraces her steps back up to the 
main section of the park. 
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Meanwhile, Cindy, George, Alyssa and Yoko have made the trek from the R.P.D. to the 
university unopposed. The sky is slowly brightening as the foursome reach the impressive-
looking main building and they only have roughly an hour until dawn. A slight mist is in the air 
as they walk through the magnificent, deserted courtyard and up the steps towards the main 
entrance. Several of the ornate street lamps are still on and there is no sign of anything out of 
the ordinary.  
 
Inside, the main entrance hall is empty. This  
room is huge and their footsteps are muffled  
on a thick, dusty patterned carpet. Two  
reception desks sit ahead in between large  
wooden bookcases and stairs on either side  
leading up to the second floor balcony. A  
computer and several documents have been  
left behind on the desk, but nothing out of  
the ordinary. The rest of the room is mostly  
bare but there is several large paintings on  
display depicting vast backdrops in an art  
style that makes them all feel at ease. George  
wonders what has happened here and why his old friend Peter contacted him. He wonders if it 
has something to do with his own virus research. Although Peter was his alumnus, they were 
hardly close friends. He cannot help wondering where he himself fits into the equation. 
 
Exploring the hall further, there are also sculpture-style paintings of various individuals but 
there is no way to tell if they are valuable or not. Yoko is privately wondering about Umbrella 
and the virus that changed the city, pondering about whether she will join all those already 
infected. She is interrupted by Cindy who asks  
out loud what they are even doing here. She  
has been here before and notes it used to be  
so peaceful. Alyssa remembers this place was  
remodelled and expanded four years ago with  
many researchers here employed by  
Umbrella. But she knows that doesn’t prove a  
link to this disaster as most of the city is  
influenced by the corporation. There are only  
a handful of places in town that are not.  
Behind the main desk is a painting of the first  
university president; William A. Fitzgerald.  
Behind the main staircase there is a stuffed moose head mounted on the wall with holes in 
both of its eye sockets. Cindy thinks it is strange and comments on its eyes being so lifeless, but 
George thinks it is a rare specimen. Directly opposite is a locked door built into the back of the 
staircase. Various paintings are on display around it with the letters on the door being quite 
ornate. With no sign of any dangers, they decide to explore further into the building. George 
finds a door with a broken handle he cannot access from this side and a little further down is 
the student affairs office. 
 
Greg Mueller is currently in the second hall on the third floor near the laboratory. He is aware 
survivors are in the university and recognises Yoko although he is unfamiliar with the others. 
He decides to monitor their progress through the campus via the CCTV system. 
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Inside the student affairs office they are accosted by a wandering female zombie but Alyssa 
soon gets rid of it with a clean headshot, having become quite adept with firearms thanks to her 
experiences over the past week. A number of  
old-style desks have been pushed together to  
form two large workspaces and as they search  
amidst all the books and files, Cindy finds an  
interesting diary from Peter Jenkins. Dated  
August 30th, it describes reagent creation is  
at its final stage and that he has been working  
on the vaccine with an ex-Umbrella  
researcher named Greg. They are calling it  
‘Daylight’. Later entries reveal Greg has  
provided a t-Virus sample and they tested it  
with the vaccine which successfully  
suppressed the growth of the ‘t’ viral cell. Several pages of the diary have then been torn out 
before the final entry on September 19th suggests Peter has been betrayed by Greg. He writes 
how he must hide the compound instructions and contact George. The mystery deepens. 
 
Near the stack of books by the computer, Yoko admires an old coffee maker she concludes is 
probably an antique. They continue to search, checking a coat stand and a closet for the office 
staff. A fine-looking chess set sits on a small dresser next to a lamp and further down is a 
counter for filling in documents. George comes across a decorated watch on the table near the 
lamp. Flying angels decorate the face and he admires the magnificent craftsmanship. On the 
opposite wall are two large bookcases stacked to the brim but none of the titles grab anyone’s 
attention. Various pictures and certificates are on the walls and Yoko finds an interesting 
Geology book on the wooden counter with a bookmark on a certain page; 
 
“Genealogy Facts: 
Common in cats and dogs but sometimes displayed in humans, there is a genetic mutation 
known as 'odd eye' in which a person's right eye will be a different colour from their left. 
Another extremely rare case occurred in a moose discovered in 1981 on a Columbia mountain 
in Canada. The case states that the moose had a shining red eye and a blue eye that sparked 
like jewels.” 
-REOUT: Genealogy Facts; undated. 
 
Whilst Cindy and Alyssa search the rest of the office, George accompanies Yoko through the 
next door into the General Manager’s room. In here the only light source is from a brightly-lit 
table lamp near a bookcase shining down onto two high-quality sofas sandwiching a large coffee 
table. Opposite is an finely carved writing desk and wingback chair. A brand new PC is on here 
and looks to have been installed recently. On the back wall is a ticking grandfather clock next 
to a bookcase containing various dictionaries on foreign languages. They find a curious memo 
left behind on the desk which is seemingly gibberish and written in code. But the last line says; 
 
“Hour: 47 Minute: 93” 
-REOUT: Number Memo; undated. 
 
It doesn’t really mean anything to them until a curious George notices a picture of a red herb 
on the wall beside the desk that slides upwards to reveal a hidden switch. Pressing it makes one 
of the clock hands light up. Intrigued, Yoko looks at the number memo once again and realises 
the code is for setting a unique time on the clock. When she believes she has the right 
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numbers, she manually turns both clock hands to set the corresponding time and is rewarded 
with a chime and a wooden cuckoo suddenly pops out holding a red jewel. She takes hold of it 
and realises it must be for the moose outside in the entrance hall. According to the Genealogy 
book, there must also be a blue jewel to find. 
 
They return to the office where Cindy and Alyssa still wait then move back out into the 
entrance hall. After slotting the jewel in place they decide to split up to find the next one. 
George will take Cindy and try the door next to the student affair’s office, Alyssa and Yoko will 
take the door on the opposite side. They will then regroup in here with their findings and move 
up to the second floor together. 
 
Meanwhile, Jill Valentine arrives back at the  
central section of the park where a gate to her  
left takes her into an area of the park that is still  
under construction. Some of the flags have yet  
to be laid and blue tarpaulin and several  
scaffolding platforms are set up for further work  
to be carried out. Across another water pool is a  
decorative fountain with statues of birds on all  
sides. A signpost is on the wall explains how the  
fountain can be manipulated by placing the  
gears in the machine in different sequences,  
resulting in the fountain distributing its water in  
differing styles. Jill plays around with it until she stumbles on a sequence that opens up a vent 
on the floor of the pool which drains the water completely. She moves down to investigate and 
finds a ladder leading down the drain into a sewer channel.  
 
She climbs down and is soon knee-deep in oily- 
brown sewage water. She wades up the tunnel  
and can see a large disturbance in the water up  
ahead behind a barred grille. This is the Grave  
Digger moving up through the tunnels and it  
releases a host of its Sliding Worm offspring  
that swim through the bars up the tunnel and  
lash at Jill’s legs in an attempt to suck her  
blood. Quickly she jumps out of the water and  
down a side tunnel where another ladder leads  
back up to the surface. 
 
She emerges out of an old well and into a small cemetery which is separate to the larger 
cemetery further down. All the gravestones shine in the rain and the grass around them is 
overgrown. The rain has made the ground soggy and recently infected bodies are able to dig 
their way out to the surface, grabbing at Jill’s boots. She stamps on them in disgust and runs 
round to a small cabin for the park wardens. The door is locked but luckily she has the park 
key taken from the dead U.B.C.S. supervisor and is able to get inside out of the storm.  
 
Inside, the cabin is full of gardening equipment and cleaning instruments used for general park 
maintenance. A large table in the middle is full of deserted alcohol bottles and numerous 
cupboards and shelves contain various tools and implements. A small lamp burns on top of an 
old fireplace and firewood is gathered in the grate. Jill can feel wind blowing in from the back 
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of the fireplace. As she is soaking wet from the rain she takes out her lighter and sparks up a 
fire which is soon burning fiercely and warming her up. At the back of the cabin is a small door 
leading to a storage room full of dried up pumpkins and spades and forks hanging from the 
wall, but nothing inside is particularly useful.  
 
Returning back to the main room she notices the wood in the fire has almost burned itself out 
already and she spots a hole in the back of the grate where one of the bricks is missing and light 
shines through. Curious, she takes an iron pipe from one of the cupboards and uses it to prise 
the bricks free, creating a space large enough for her to crawl through. 
 
Inside is a hidden room used as a secret hideout  
and meeting point for the U.B.C.S. Monitors. A  
large map of Raccoon City is on the wall and  
numerous schematics of key buildings are  
stretched out on a wooden table. She also finds  
a report left behind praising the endurance  
ability of the zombies. Despite the degradation  
in intelligence, the author theorises that the  
t-Virus will be at its most effective by secretly  
contaminating prisoners of war and then  
releasing them back into their respective  
populace, spreading the infection from within.  
The Monitor also reports sightings of various plants and animals infected with the t-Virus and 
both could be viable directions for future biological weapons development. He has heard 
rumours of a giant alligator living in the sewers and has himself encountered the Grave Digger 
moving underground. He also reports having a run in with the Nemesis T-Type and concludes 
its continuing presence in the city must mean its mission is not yet complete and that 
S.T.A.R.S. members are still hiding out somewhere. Also on the table is another key that can 
be used to unlock the padlock for the gate crossing over the Circular River at the other side of 
the park. A large, green chalk board is in the corner of the room containing a hand-drawn map 
of the city with key locations such as the R.P.D. and the General Hospital marked. A note has 
been pinned up from the Directorate of Operations stating that the U.S. Government have 
received approval to conduct a tactical strike that will obliterate Raccoon City and that all 
Supervisors should evacuate immediately. Umbrella have used their political contacts in the 
Senate to stall proceedings but the town’s destruction is now inevitable. Horrified, Jill turns to a 
small alcove in the corner where another murdered Supervisor lays sprawled against some 
boxes marked with the Umbrella logo. Nearby is a communications device which is set to auto-
receive mode and a message suddenly comes through to all Monitors confirming that their 
mission has been terminated and to all return immediately. 
 
Quickly, Jill prepares to leave and crawls back through the hole in the fireplace only to 
encounter Nikolai on the other side. He walks over and says he is quite impressed she has 
managed to stay alive until now. She retorts that he has been doing an excellent job of looking 
out for himself and asks him to help out, but he has no intention of helping her at all. Jill 
concludes she and Carlos are just pawns in this entire game and Nikolai does not deny the 
statement. He explains his employers wanted a detailed analysis of the zombie beings that were 
created through t-Virus infection and Jill is aghast that Umbrella would actually send in a 
military unit to be purposefully butchered by their own creations. Nikolai says this is not strictly 
true, stating that although conditions encountered on this operation were extreme, it was an 
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unexpected outcome that all U.B.C.S. teams would all be wiped out. The Monitors were only 
required to collect live data from the subjects.  
 
Suddenly the whole cabin begins to shake as the  
Grave Digger tunnels nearby. Nikolai realises  
it is another mutant and quickly makes his  
escape, leaving Jill alone once again. She runs  
outside to find the rain has stopped but the  
wind has picked up and whistles like a banshee  
around the cemetery. All appears still until a  
small tremor causes the ground to shake and  
numerous leaves fall from the trees above. She  
tries to run but the ground beneath her feet is  
uprooted and the whole cemetery slides into a  
sinkhole created by the Grave Digger as it rises  
to the surface and bares its four sharp talons. Jill quickly navigates her way through the mud 
and debris, firing every so often at the Grave Digger before it disappears back underground. It 
tunnels beneath her feet and will pop up at random places in an attempt to latch hold of her. 
The shaking ground dislodges a couple of street lamps and Jill uses her shotgun to shoot them 
down into a large pool of water. Next time the Grave Digger comes up, Jill shoots it and 
knocks it back into the water where it is instantly electrified and slowly sinks to the floor in a 
giant pile of mush. Using some nearby fallen debris from a fence, Jill is able to clamber out of 
the pit and begins to backtrack through the park and the sewer tunnel to the locked gate on the 
opposite side. 
 
Having watched Jill defeat the Grave Digger from afar, Nikolai makes his way towards the 
abandoned plant to secure his escape helicopter before heading over to Raccoon University to 
complete his final objective with Operation Emperor’s Mushroom. He is to assassinate rogue 
researcher Greg Mueller and acquire a sample of the Thanatos Tyrant’s blood before 
destroying the university completely. Then it will be time to leave Raccoon City for good. 
 
Inside the university at that very moment, George and Cindy step through the door into a 
waiting room where they work together to take out a single zombie wandering around 
aimlessly. Sunlight has started shining in through the windows and it will be daybreak soon. 
They move down, passing trophies and medals displayed in a glass cabinet and two blue, 
leather sofas sitting either side of a concrete bronze bust statue of the first university president. 
He has a righteous moustache and a brass pair of spectacles that can be removed. Interested, 
Cindy decides to take them with her and they move on, just as the door behind them begins to 
buckle and a zombified police officer barges through. George takes care of it and they run 
down to the door on the opposite side of the corridor.  
 
They are now in an almost identical-looking corridor that branches to the left near a display 
shelf showcasing a book written by one of the university teachers. Cindy concludes that the 
students were probably forced to buy this one. Further down, they pass another bronze bust, 
this time displaying a carving of the third university president; a female who looks to have been 
a broad-minded person. Nearby, a lower section of the wall has been kicked out and there are 
broken wooden planks on the floor. They continue round until a door at the end takes them 
into Passage B. 
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They are now in a concrete utility tunnel full of boxes of maintenance equipment and an old 
stepladder. Lying on one of the cardboard boxes is part of a torn memo that reads ‘…161’. 
They can hear a loud, electrical crackling sound and round the corner they see that several live 
cables have been cut and set sparks flying. A panel on the nearby wall has a switch that sends a 
large arc of current flying out of the cables, ready to fry anyone unfortunate enough to walk 
directly underneath. A closed shutter on the wall has ‘C-3’ painted across and is a loading 
entrance for cargo but it doesn’t seem to be used anymore. More windows are on the walls 
here and they can see it is gradually getting lighter outside. Another door on the wall leads back 
to the entrance hall and the other side has the broken handle that George examined earlier. 
Further up the passage a load of junk has been piled up near some drums stored behind a 
mesh fence emblazoned with danger signs. A set of double doors is here leading out into the 
courtyard but they need an ID card to get through. Instead, they decide to head back to the 
entrance hall and await the others. 
 
Meanwhile, Alyssa and Yoko have taken the  
opposite door in the hall and find themselves in  
a security office containing an elevator which is  
currently locked down. The elevator controls  
are linked to a computer but they need a four  
digit code to activate it. They search around,  
looking through a bunch of employee lockers  
plastered with personal photographs and graffiti.  
Several monitors depict CCTV views from  
various rooms across the main building and on a  
cones they find a map of the university which  
Alyssa stuffs into her pocket. They need to find  
a way to get the elevator working so they can access the third floor and basement levels. For 
now, they return to the entrance hall. 
 
Now reunited, the four of them head upstairs onto the second floor where another desk awaits 
on the main balustrade in front of a huge painting of William Fitzgerald, the first president. 
Another set of stairs leads up to the main second floor balcony which runs along the entire 
perimeter of the entrance hall, decorated only with the odd painting and shelves full of books 
they don’t have time to read right now. There is only one door up here which leads into the 
east wing.  
 
There is another zombie patrolling in here and  
after taking care of it, they make their way  
down the red carpet. Velvet green curtains are  
draped down and they pass the occasional  
decorative chair and wooden cabinet with brass  
candlesticks and teapots on display. Further  
down, the passage turns to the right where the  
walls are made up of wooden panels with small  
bottles and pots are on display, prompting  
Yoko to wonder how old they are. They soon  
come to two doors stood opposite each other.  
George and Cindy take the door on the right  
leading into the art gallery, and Alyssa and Yoko the door opposite into the drawing room. 
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The art gallery is quite magnificent, full of glass display cases showcasing everything from art 
objects to stone statues and immaculately carved busts. An antique chess board is on display 
beneath a decorative coat of arms and  
adjacent is a selection of ornamental  
firearms including pistols and hunting  
rifles. But they are for display purposes  
only and cannot be used as weapons. An  
avid watch collector, George’s attention is  
drawn to an old-style hand-wound watch  
on display near the chess board. The stem  
needs to be wound to get it working and he  
misses these kinds of timepieces. Many  
fine paintings line the walls and Cindy  
remarks it would be nice to take the time  
to look them all over in detail if the circumstances were different. On the opposite side of the 
room, George’s interest is piqued by another collection of antique watches that any prospecting 
collector would drool over. There is also an elaborately decorated grand piano that must be 
worth a fortune. Soon their attention is drawn to a large marble statue of a goddess at the back 
of the room. An inscription reads; ‘The wise one who hold up light’, and she has the blue jewel 
held aloft in her right hand. Unfortunately it is too high for them to reach. 
 
Meanwhile, in the drawing room, Alyssa and  
Yoko have been searching around, noting a  
handgun that has been left behind on a coffee  
table in-between two sofas. Someone has  
evidently been here very recently as a pot of tea  
has been left unfinished and is getting cold.  
There is also a large grandfather clock although  
it is no longer ticking and a selection of  
ornamental plates and dishes are on display. A  
desk in the corner looks to have been rifled   
though and the table lamp has been left  
switched on, radiating a warm shine into the  
corner of the room. Yoko spots a book on computer programming tips that looks quite 
interesting. On the opposite side is a sculpture of the fourth university president and Alyssa 
remarks that he looks quite old. There is also some potted plants and a bookshelf containing 
various autobiographies and essays. On the back wall is a single door that leads into the 
University President’s room.  
 
In here they find fine antiques and trophies on display in a large cabinet next to the president’s 
desk which has evidently been searched as the drawers have been pulled out and a coat stand 
knocked over. Various papers and documents lay scattered everywhere. Alyssa spots a 
diamond necklace on the left side of the table and notes it would certainly turn a few heads. On 
the back wall are portraits of the four university presidents past and present. The first president 
has a gorgeous moustache, the second has sharp eyes beneath his glasses, the third is female 
and seems to be a broad-minded person, and finally the forth seems to be quite old. Suddenly, 
the closet door is kicked open and a zombie emerges dressed in a bloody lab coat. Yoko 
shrieks but Alyssa steels her nerves long enough to put a bullet in its head. Resuming their 
search, Yoko checks out a decorative fireplace with a picture of the goddess from the art gallery 
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on the wall above. A red and blue rope hangs in the hearth and an inscription reads; ‘Wise 
one, lend us your hand.’ Intrigued, she randomly pulls the blue rope. 
 
Back in the art gallery, George and Cindy are both shocked as the goddess statue suddenly 
lowers her arm and they are able to recover the blue jewel. A little freaked out, they head back 
out into the main corridor and bump pack into Yoko and Alyssa as they emerge from the 
drawing room. Together they move to check out the rest of the passage, only to find a dead 
end where a section of the wall is jutting out. There is also a bust of the second university 
president. Remembering the paintings in the president’s room, Yoko places the brass 
spectacles onto the bust and this triggers a section of the wall to retract and reveal a hidden 
door. Intrigued, the four of them move on inside just as they hear another zombie banging on 
one of the doors somewhere behind them. 
 
They are now on a metal gantry in a large, dimly lit room known as ‘Testing Passage A’. A red 
glow buzzes from an old fire alarm and George doubts it still works. They find a ladder at the 
other end and climb down to the lower floor where the corridor is flanked by an array of pipes 
and conduits. A sharp sparking sound crackles with more exposed cabling hanging down from 
the ceiling and Yoko can feel a slight vibration coming from the pipes. They unlock the door at 
the end of the passage and emerge into the same loading corridor Cindy and George explored 
earlier. From here, they can return to the Entrance Hall.  
 
Together, they move to the back of the room and slot the second jewel into place on the stag; 
triggering the hidden door to open at the rear of the staircase. This reveals a dimly lit set of 
stairs where various notes and scribblings cover the walls. At the bottom is a darkened study 
area where they find the dead body of Peter Jenkins slumped at the desk. There is a bloody 
memo by the body addressed to George; 
 
“George 
I’m a dead man… 
Hurry and create a reagent. Then get the hell out  
of Raccoon. 
(Something is written on the back) 
There’s a reagent incubator in the lab. Collect  
the three key ingredients, set them in the  
incubator and…” 
-REOUT: Blood-stained Memo; undated. 
 
The rest is illegible due to the blood stain. They rummage through the desk searching the pile 
of documents bathed in the glow of the computer screens and come up with another important 
memo; 
 
“Reagent components: 
1. P-base 
2. V-poison 
3. T-blood 
Synthesize the components in the incubator located in the lab. 
The machine will automatically mix the components. It will take some time to totally mix them. 
• Once it is generated, you can make a copy by setting it in the high speed incubator. 
1. P-base 
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Generated 2500 ml for the reagent. Since storage device in the lab is out of order, sample is 
being stored in the basement tank. Keep sample in air-tight case or it will dissolve. 
2. V-poison 
Generated from bee poison as a culture catalyst. It is kept in the lab. Gathering usable amounts 
of V-poison is very labour intensive. Handle it with care. 
3. T-blood 
Blood from a creature infected with the "t" virus. 
• A sample from Greg should be arriving.” 
-REOUT: Reagent Generation Memo; undated. 
 
Upon reading the notes George remarks it would be prudent if they all formulated a plan of 
action and that there could be information in this office pertinent to their survival. As they 
continue to search around, looking through the rows of technical books on the walls, Cindy 
finds another torn memo. It reads’ ‘Changed Elevator Code’ 4…” She combines it with the 
other section of torn memo she found to complete a four digit code of 4161. This should now 
get the elevator working. Amidst all the items on the desk, George finds a Mental Computation 
trophy where people competed by solving mathematical equations mentally. Peter was the 
current champion. There is also an old photograph depicting a young Peter and a colleague 
named John smiling happily together. Yoko says they still need to fully search the remaining 
floors of the university and so they return to the security office and input the code into the 
computer which reactivates the elevator. Moving inside, they now have access to the third floor 
as well as the second and fourth basement levels. To begin with, they decide to all ride up 
together to the third floor. 
 
Meanwhile, having retraced her steps back  
through the park and up the woodland trail,  
Jill is able to use the park key to release the  
padlock and pass through the gate. She moves  
up some stairs into a wooden structure based  
on the riverbank. Because this is now a  
restricted area it has long been abandoned  
and is in a state of disrepair. Some planks are  
rotten and old benches have toppled over.  
The remnants of a long-faded map are on the  
wall. Beyond is a rickety old bridge crossing  
over the Circular River to the Dead Factory beyond. However, just as she starts to make her 
way across, sharp tentacles pierce the wood beneath her feet and as she backs away, the 
Nemesis jumps up from underneath and lands on the bridge before her. As it raises its arms to 
attack, Jill fires but her barrage only slows it down momentarily. Knowing this is a fight she 
cannot win in such confined conditions, Jill takes a risk and jumps off the bridge, landing in the 
river below. Nemesis does not follow and instead walks towards the abandoned factory, as if 
sensing her intended destination. 
 
Down below, Jill fishes herself out of the river and onto the rocky bank overgrown with weeds 
and grass. She cannot reach the main entrance from here so instead climbs inside a sewer 
outtake tunnel and wades through the filth before climbing over a metal gate and into the 
factory proper. She hauls herself out of the water and down a small corridor on the right that 
leads to a monitoring room. Inside, all the machinery is rusting and the walls are covered in 
congealed grime. Much of the space is taken up by machines and instrument panels used for 
water regulation and there is a viable water sample ready for collection. She also finds a security 
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manual on the desk which confirms the Dead Factory is simply a ruse for an operating 
Umbrella facility.  
 
“Security of the Plant 
Since this plant is a facility under the disguise of a deserted factory, civilians will sometimes 
enter. If this should occur, do not hesitate to shoot them. If they choose to surrender, arrest 
and then transfer them to the laboratory as new guinea pigs. You will be rewarded. 
"Maintenance of the Device" 
This entire plant is controlled by an epidemic prevention system. When contamination is 
detected in the treatment room or decomposed specimen pool, the plant will automatically be 
locked down for isolation. In that case, you must follow the manual to unlock it. If the 
contamination is over the limit, the whole system will automatically lockdown. Then, you must 
remain in the plant and wait for subsequent orders. Those who leave the facility without 
permission will suffer extreme consequences.” 
-RE3: Security Manual; undated. 
 
A door at the back of the room leads down a  
staircase to a small room with laboratory  
equipment set up on a stainless steel workspace.  
Memos pinned to the wall contain experiment- 
related notes warning to watch for the portion  
with no wave when adjusting the data. Beakers  
and test tubes are arranged in racks on the work  
bench and at the back of the room is a large  
device designed to test water quality. A blinking  
red light flashes a water pollution alert and that  
blocking of the waste abolition area passage is  
now in progress. To maintain safety the lock will  
not be released until a manual check has been performed. Further to her right is additional 
machinery where ultraviolet rays are applied to the water and there is a tiny slot where a plastic 
card can fit. Jill adds the water sample to the machine and watches the process until the 
machine confirms the water quality check has passed the safety level. This causes the light on 
the machine to turn from red to green and the lock to the outer purification room on the 
second floor turn from red to yellow. Satisfied, Jill prepares to search the rest of the plant. 
 
Meanwhile, having been washed away by the water  
discharge somewhere beneath Umbrella’s  
corporate building, Jim and Kevin come to in a  
sewer tunnel somewhere near the Apple Inn.  
Linda is nowhere to be found nor is Mark and  
David so they set off alone to find them. Behind  
them is a barred gate where lumber scarps are  
piled up so they head the opposite way up the  
tunnel with Kevin on point. They can hear rats  
squeaking in the darkness and raw sewage spills  
out of a nearby pipe. Thick cobwebs coat the  
cracks and recesses of the walls, all plastered in mould and slime. Up ahead Jim finds the 
remnants of an old edition of the Daily Raccoon dating back to April with a headline about 
high levels of toxins in the local water supply. Up ahead they spot rungs on the wall that will 
lead them back up to the surface through a manhole. 
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Kevin emerges onto the street to see Linda ahead of them moving towards the Apple Inn. Up 
on the viaduct, U.B.C.S. member Arnold takes a pot shot at Linda, shooting her in the leg and 
knocking her to the ground. He muses to himself  
that this will be his 99th rodent kill. But as he  
watches her crawl painfully into the doorway of  
the inn he realises she may in fact be a live one.  
He decides to let her live but doesn’t seem at all  
concerned he just shot an innocent. At that  
moment, Tommy Neilson, a mousy little man in  
a suit comes storming over to Arnold, demanding  
to know what he is doing. He says Arnold needs  
to get out there and find Rodriguez and his co- 
conspirators and asks just how long he intends to sit here and do nothing. He needs to get it 
through his thick skull that if the package gets out it will be his neck on the line, not Neilson’s. 
But Arnold ignores the executive and takes a call on the radio from his subordinates, 
confirming that landmine placement is complete and Arnold is happy that any potential ground 
exit is now taken care of. Neilson rages and asks Arnold if he’s forgotten who gives the orders 
around here before asking him to consider the position he is in. Arnold suddenly points his 
weapon as if to shoot Neilson only to hit a nearby zombie instead. That is his 100th kill and he 
walks away satisfied with his work, leaving a befuddled Neilson shaking on the spot. 
 
Back on the street, Kevin and Jim make a run for it as Arnold fires down more pot-shots from 
the viaduct. They quickly dash across the street and into the Apple Inn, bullets ricocheting off 
the concrete asphalt around their feet. Inside they find Linda, badly wounded and hobbling on 
one leg. Jim goes over to support her whilst Kevin checks their surroundings. The reception 
desk is empty and there are a number of expensive-looking paintings lining the walls beside 
some comfortable-looking sofas, but there is no time to rest. He remarks that the military have 
been in here and there must be another way out. Linda can walk, but she needs to be 
supported.  
 
They head back outside onto the street but are wary as Arnold still lurks on the viaduct above. 
Several stray shots accidentally set off one of the landmines, ensuring they need to be extra 
careful. They use the wall by a nearby restaurant as cover and up ahead a yellow taxi has piled 
into a crashed truck and left blood all over the seats. On the floor they find a doll covered in 
blood and tears, telling the tale of its owner’s last, miserable moments. The only way ahead is 
through a door marked with warning signs and into an adjacent construction site. Jim notes the 
shooting has stopped and wonders if the sniper has left.  
 
Inside the construction site their feet scrunch on the  
gravelled floor and a light shines by a nearby excavator  
on treads. Gas bottles and pipes lean against the wall  
and a large portable generator rumbles in the corner.  
Tread marks are present on the ground and they  
carefully navigate their way around, wary for possible  
landmines. On the floor they find a military armband  
with division and rank written on it. It is from the  
Umbrella Security Service. They step over a wooden  
board erected over a small pit and make for the exit  
on the other side, stopping momentarily to take out  
one zombified member of Rodriguez’ U.S.S. squad. 
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Back at the Dead Factory, Jill backtracks to the sewer to search alternate routes when she is 
suddenly attacked by several zombies hiding underneath the water. However, Carlos is there to 
incapacitate them with his rifle and remarks that  
saving Jill is quickly becoming a full time job. She is  
grateful once again but he looks concerned and  
bids her to listen closely as he’s learned the U.S.  
Government is going to launch a missile directly  
into the city as soon as day breaks. Jill is horrified  
as dawn is only a couple of hours away. Carlos is all  
too aware and says they need to split up and find a  
way out of the city as soon as possible. He warns  
her to watch out for that traitor Nikolai before  
taking off once again.  
 
She moves on and soon finds herself in the purification room which again is full of grime and 
rust. Some stairs take her up to an elevated level where the main purification pool is housed. 
The water is full of all manner of corrosive chemicals and sterilisation agents designed to break 
down all the waste that is emptied out from the sealed treatment room above. Several Drain 
Deimos lurk inside the water and Jill blasts them dead without getting too close to the edge. A 
number of readouts confirm that the water pollution control device has stopped functioning 
and displays an error message. The only way out of this room is an elevator up to the next level 
near to a mop and bucket leaning against the wall and a warning sign on the wall reading: 
‘When activating a polluted water disposal device, make sure that the area has been evacuated 
of all personnel.’  
 
Jill rides the elevator up to the second floor of the plant and into an upper control room 
overlooking the purification pool below. Several worker zombies lurk in here and she takes 
them all out before exploring the room. The door to the outer waste treatment room area is 
still locked down and flashes a yellow light, indicating that only one of two security locks have 
been disengaged. She investigates the numerous control panels and observation system. 
Although it looks grimy and old in appearance, this system has clearly been installed fairly 
recently. She also finds a system disk used to unlock the main treatment room door, but she 
still has to disengage the secondary lock to gain access to the outer area first.  
 
She is able to unlock a door on the far wall that takes  
her out into another rusted and dilapidated corridor.  
However, as she walks round the corner she is  
almost shot by Nikolai. Diving for cover, she peers  
round the corner as he walks into the radio room  
and brings down a metal shutter, electronically  
locking it behind him. Jill goes to investigate but she  
will need to find an employee key card to get inside.  
This will ensure Nikolai will secure the only  
remaining helicopter and leave Jill and Carlos  
stranded. Now he is free to get to the university and  
complete his final mission. 
 
Meanwhile, David and Mark emerge up from a manhole onto Main Street South amidst the 
ruins left behind from Operation Mop-Up one week ago. The concrete road is all buckled and 
destroyed and several buildings have collapsed. The remnants of a large crane have gouged out 
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a huge chunk of the road and the view is illuminated by the still working headlights of a truck 
crushed by the collapsing rubble. David wonders if a bomb went off.  
 
At that moment, somewhere behind them, the  
T-0400TP staggers along the road, the  
explosion from the implanted device causing  
extensive damage. Detecting an imminent  
threat to its life, the Tyrant releases its power  
limiter and triggers secondary t-Virus mutation,  
becoming the ‘Tyrant Reborn’ with increased  
muscular mass and extended claws on either  
arm. Due to improvements implemented into  
this particular model, it is able to form rock-like growths over a majority of its body in order to 
act as extra armour plating when under sustained attack. It also has increased agility and speed. 
The Tyrant immediately begins to chase them down so David and Mark quickly manage to 
find a spot underneath the rubble to crawl through near a ruined sign pointing the way to Fox 
Street. There is no sign of any zombies, B.O.W.s or military personnel so they cautiously 
make their way up the ominous, wind-swept street. 
 
Back at Raccoon University, George, Cindy, Alyssa  
and Yoko emerge from the elevator out onto the  
third floor. They are in a bland-looking corridor  
where a postal trolley has been dumped and drag  
marks are all over the floor. A large hole is present in  
the ground and none of them wish to get too close.  
Beyond that a table and some chairs have been piled  
into the corner near to some wooden shelves full of  
jars and other assorted junk. A door on the right  
leads into the experiment preparation room. Inside  
they find the room has been trashed with a desktop  
in disarray and papers all over the floor. A  
transparent privacy curtain hides some kind of storage unit and at the opposite end of the room 
are several refrigeration units and sterilised holding chambers containing frozen samples and 
chemicals. A door on the left here leads into the main laboratory. 
 
Inside the lab are two large stainless steel workbenches and sinks. Chemicals and blood have 
been mixed together resulting in an indescribable smell. A row of lockers on the back wall 
contain old lab coats and there is a desk in the corner covered with large blood stains. Posters 
and schematics of the human body are stuck to the wall and there is a large whiteboard with 
complex chemical formulas jotted down, too complicated for any layman to understand. In 
one of the sinks they find some old bed restraints used for binding violent patients down. On a 
bench on the opposite side is the broadcasting system for the university and to the right of that 
is the reagent incubator. Once they find the three components of the Daylight vaccine, this 
machine will synthesise them. There is one other door in this room but it is tightly locked and 
will not open. On a work bench near the door, Yoko finds a preserved bee kept in a jar of 
formaldehyde.  
 
With their mission ahead now clear, they return to the elevator and prepare to split up once 
again to make their search more productive. Alyssa and Yoko will head down to B2 Level and 
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search the Water Purifying facility whilst Cindy and George check B4 Level and the old 
subway tunnels and emissions tower. 
 
Alyssa and Yoko soon step out onto B2 and find themselves in an old storage shed by the pier. 
Behind a chain-link fence are several boats but they are all rotting and in disrepair, they cannot 
escape using these. Shelves contain all manner of materials including buoys, life rings, and life 
preservers – some of which are torn. There are also some empty fuel drums and packing crates 
all stamped with ‘Umbrella.’ In the corner is an open manhole with rungs leading down to the 
waterways below, but they ignore it for now and head outside onto the pier. 
 
George and Cindy meanwhile ride down to B4 level in the elevator and step out into a bland, 
concrete corridor. Cindy realises they are directly underneath the university and decides she 
doesn’t like it down here. Through some blinds in the window, they can see inside Greg 
Mueller’s laboratory and can make out the huge culture tube that housed Thanatos. It is now 
empty. George wonders how such a place could exist here and concludes this cannot be an 
ordinary warehouse. On the floor, Cindy finds a small ring modelled after the face of Raccoon 
Zoo’s mascot; ‘Mr. Raccoon.’ They can hear the whir of machinery from within but the door is 
locked and they cannot get inside. Instead, the only other door in the passage leads down to 
the access waterway. 
 
This place is cold, dirty and now inhabited by  
several giant spiders that scuttle along the floor  
and ceiling, ready to spit their poisonous  
venom at anything that wanders too close.  
Cindy shrieks and says this place gives her the  
creeps as George ponders the spiders being  
the result of another virus. Taking her hand,  
George leads Cindy down the steps and they  
pass through a drained sewage canal before  
emerging out into an old subway tunnel where  
a yellow locomotive is garaged, the same type  
used in coal mining operations. George thinks not many people will ever come down here. 
Cindy admits she didn’t even know part of the subway came through here and they follow the 
tracks down and cross over a large hole in the ground where the tracks have buckled and water 
trickles out a burst pipe. This line is no longer in use and an old train has been left abandoned 
here. There are several large, infected wasps in this section of the tunnel so they decide to take 
shelter in the wrecked subway train.  
 
Inside it is a mess and has obviously been involved in a high-speed crash as all the walls are 
buckled, the windows broken, and sheet metal split. Several zombies of former passengers and 
rail employees lurk within and George keeps his calm shooting them all down. At the other 
side they exit the train and avoid the wasps only to find the tunnel blocked further down thanks 
to a ceiling collapse and several exposed wires sparking and crackling with raw electricity. Cindy 
is upset as she’d half hoped the two of them could have just followed the subway tracks out of 
here and George admits escape this way is now impossible. Instead they take the only door 
which leads into another passageway. A cart with a broken wheel is blocking a nearby door and 
they cannot move it. Instead they try a door opposite which leads into the underground 
management office.  
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This is another cluttered room dominated by a large table in the middle. Lockers have been 
knocked over and hang precariously in the corner. The back wall is full of various monitors 
displaying live CCTV feeds although one of the main monitors is hissing out loud static. There 
are two gas cylinders in the corner and the area around them is wet from a leak somewhere in 
the ceiling. On the shelf units, Cindy finds a map for the interior of the emissions tower.  
 
Moving back into the corridor, Cindy yelps in fright when the window to the blocked room is 
suddenly put through and three zombies crawl out over the broken glass. George uses the last 
of his ammo on the creatures and then discards his empty 9mm. Another door here takes 
them into the control room. 
 
In here they find a water cooler and a couple of desks near to a main control station that 
measures emissions output. On one of the desk they find another fragment from Peter Jenkins’ 
diary. It is dated two weeks ago on September 17th and describes how they don’t have enough 
V-poison for the Daylight compound. There is a wasp’s nest inside the emissions tower but it is 
dangerous and he will need protective clothing before he ventures inside. The entrance to the 
emissions tower is nearby but first they need to find a way to reactivate the power so they can 
ride the elevator up to the top. 
 
Stepping back into the t-shaped passage, a single  
door is flimsily locked so George barges it open  
and they emerge into a storeroom full of  
cluttered junk and shelves. A large desk has  
discarded coffee cups and schematics of the  
tower as well as a work schedule. There is a  
lone zombie in here that George batters with a  
nearby led pipe he finds in the corner. There is  
one other door in here but it is locked and a  
sign reads ‘High Voltage’ on the wall next to it.  
However, a nearby locker has scuff and drag  
marks on the floor so George pushes it aside to  
reveal a ventilation shaft. He waits behind whilst Cindy crawls into the adjacent room and 
unlocks the door from the other side. This is the auxiliary power supply room and is full of 
wires and electrical panelling on the wall. A constant hum of circulating current can be heard 
from the machinery. George operates the switchboard and reroutes the power to the emissions 
tower, ensuring the elevator should now be operational.  
 
They retrace their steps back to the t-shaped passage  
and climb up some steel rungs embedded into the  
wall outside the control room leading up to the tower  
access passage. Small roaches scuttle for cover as they  
emerge at the top underneath a shining electric bulb  
coated with dust and grime. The passage is cold and  
bare, with pipes and grids circulating overhead. Cindy  
finds some bug repellent left behind in a trolley and  
down the opposite section is a door marked ‘Do Not  
Enter’. This is the entrance to the emissions tower  
proper. 
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Meanwhile Alyssa and Yoko emerge outside onto the waterfront and witness the rapidly-
brightening sky as dawn fast approaches. They are on the opposite end of a rusty old shutter 
where a single light shines down onto rows of collected wooden pallets. A ramp leads down 
into the Circular River which flows directly adjacent to the university. The water looks cold, 
dirty and uninviting. A wooden jetty runs down a small enclosure which actually contains 
several Neptune sharks; though they are infants and much smaller than the specimen housed at 
the Arklay Laboratory. They can see the large silhouette of the main bridge and overpass that 
crosses over the river through the mist ahead. Several boats are anchored in the harbour and at 
the other end of the jetty, a stairwell leads up alongside a huge concrete wall. From here they 
are able to double back and head towards a door to the main university courtyard. 
 
At that moment, four members of the U.B.C.S.  
are engaged in battle with the Thanatos Tyrant  
in the courtyard. They are all firing automatic  
weapons but it is having little effect against the  
mighty creature. Thanatos just strides towards  
them slowly as the mercs realise their attacks  
are not working. None of them are aware that  
Nikolai is on one of the second floor terraces  
of the main administration building and is  
observing the battle through his sniper scope.  
He bids Thanatos to calm down for he requires  
a sample of its blood before firing down an automatic syringe which latches onto the creature’s 
back and begins drawing blood into a small glass vial. The plan now is for the mercs to 
incapacitate the creature so the sample can be retrieved, but instead the injection sends 
Thanatos into a rage and he decimates the four U.B.C.S., slicing them into pieces before 
retreating from the area, taking one of the bodies away with it. Nikolai is irked by this outcome 
but still impressed with the Tyrant’s combat skills. He won’t underestimate it next time. 
 
After Nikolai has left, Alyssa and Yoko step into the courtyard. The spire of the emissions 
tower looms high up in front of them but the door to the entry building is locked until power is 
restored. Several vehicles are parked in the lot that affords an excellent view of the harbour 
below. Further down they come across the three remaining bodies of the U.B.C.S. On one of 
the corpses, Alyssa finds a copy of their orders which are codenamed ‘Emperor’s Mushroom.’ 
 
“1.Operaton Plan: 
Emperor's mushroom 
2.Area of Operation: 
Within 4 blocks of Raccoon University district. 
3.Time: 
60 minutes, starting at 5:35 AM 
4.Arms 
Basic armament: C-2 + Extractor 
5.Purpose 
To gather T's blood (Code name: T-blood)  
-or- to kill T and retrieve its body 
Supplementary information: 
Biggest priority of the operation is to gather T-blood and erase all of T's traces. If the body is 
deemed too difficult to recover, destroy it and the general area.” 
-BIOOUT2: Orders; undated. 
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Their mission was to gather a blood sample from the Thanatos Tyrant or better yet kill it and 
secure the body. If the body was too difficult to recover, their contingency is to destroy it and 
the general area. The time window for this mission was 60 minutes, starting at 5:35am – not too 
long ago. Near some worker’ signs, they find an open manhole that leads down to the water 
purifying facility. On a nearby crate, Alyssa notices an invitation flyer to the Chemical Study 
Society and deems it to be rather suspicious… Putting it out of her mind for now, they both 
climb down the manhole. 
 
Down here is a maze of pipework and pumping stations, with gantries and mesh walkways built 
above a swirling pool of ready-to-be-filtered water. Nearby is the quality assurance testing room 
where the main control station is located. The floor is covered in blood, and wiring and cables 
are strewn about and connected to machinery on the back wall. An automated door leads to 
the tunnel crossing directly over the main water channel. A door on the other side is marked 
‘59’ but is electronically locked and cannot be opened at the moment.  
 
They retreat back to the main hub of the facility  
and grab hold of overhead pipework and shuffle  
across the water to the other side. Here, Alyssa is  
intrigued by two sealed storage containers but her  
close proximity causes trapped Hunter Gamma  
specimens locked inside to escape. Yoko is  
repulsed at the sight of the aquatic beasts as they  
immediately jump into the water and start circling  
the pool. Before they make a hasty exit, Alyssa  
notices a key with a red tag on the floor so she  
picks it up just in case they encounter any locked  
doors further inside. They hide from the Hunters in a nearby rest room but there is nothing 
inside other than three closed toilet stalls and a grimy sink and mirror that is not very clean. 
Moving back outside, they take the next door along which leads into the same underground 
tunnel adjacent to the testing room, although they are now further down. They can see more 
Hunters in the water and evidently more have been released, meaning all their storage capsules 
must have triggered simultaneously. 
 
From here they enter a series of utility tunnels used  
for the storage of junk, old boxes, rusting oil drums  
and numerous traffic cones and signs. A few  
zombies lurk down here dressed in tattered  
clothing and are likely the former employees.  
Alyssa notes a duty breakdown chart for the staff  
pinned to the wall. A door to the left leads to the  
underground west and east waterways one level  
down running back underneath the university so  
they ignore that way for now and keep pushing  
forward. In the next passage they find an old  
storeroom with shelves containing maintenance tools, sandbags and piles of discarded rotting 
lumber and rusting oil drums. On the shelf is a grenade launcher which Yoko takes as it will 
provide more than adequate defence against the Hunters. Moving back outside, they continue 
down the tunnel until the remaining door takes them into the Water Works Management 
Office. 
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Inside, Yoko is repulsed by a huge blood splatter on the floor that reaches up the wall and 
across a nearby white board. The whole back wall is full of shelving units holding box files of 
water purity reports and performance reviews and a  
nearby filing cabinet has been left half-open. On  
the main desk amidst all the scattered paperwork  
they find a reagent case. There is also a memo  
requesting the malfunctioning cables in the main  
university building be fixed as rats keep gnawing  
through them, confirming that the main generator  
is housed in the northwest side of the first floor  
hall. The generator is very powerful due to all the  
high-tech lab equipment installed on campus. They  
also find an article written by Peter Jenkins with  
abstract mathematical expressions written all over  
the page. Near the desk is a small machine that stocks samples of the Progenitor base; one of 
the three core components needed for the Daylight vaccine. Yoko quickly synthesises a sample 
but realises the reagent case is cracked. If the Progenitor base is exposed to the open air it will 
slowly dissolve. They need to move fast. At the back of the room is a locked door but Alyssa is 
able to open it using the key with the red tag.  
 
They are now in the main water tank, and on the opposite side of a chain link fence across the 
water is the other side of the locked door found just off the testing room. A control panel on 
this side of the fence unlocks the door, but they are going to have to retrace their steps all the 
way back around to access it. Two more Hunter Gammas also lurk in the water here, so Yoko 
tests out her grenade launcher and finds it most effective against them.  
 
Meanwhile, Jill continues her search of the Dead Factory and finds herself by the main 
entrance which leads outside and to the bridge across the Circular River she was forced to 
jump off a little earlier. Heading the opposite way, she takes a single door into an employee 
office and lounge area. A few desks are covered with work papers and food and drink 
remnants. A green board on the wall has the weekly work schedule scribbled on and there are 
a few posters plastered to the bare walls. Boxes have been haphazardly piled into a corner next 
to a couple of old lockers. Perusing one of the cupboards, she finds a key attached to a plastic 
card with an ID engraved into it. This can fit into the machine by the water tester in the lab on 
the first floor to rewrite access.  
 
On the cluttered desk she also finds a diary from  
the factory manager. It seems he was transferred  
to this facility on his 30th birthday back in April  
and in the following month the new disposal  
system was completed. The system uses a special  
type of gas that can decompose the cells of the  
guinea pigs completely. He also writes about  
accidentally locking himself in the treatment  
room and how it took him an hour to get out,  
even with his key card. Later entries talk about  
them being sent too many waste materials to  
process and the disposal system not functioning  
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properly. Biohazard conditions increased and the viral antibodies all the staff were given were 
not effective enough. Employees were becoming infected and the plant manager began carrying 
a gun to work. He has made no further entries since July 29th, over two months ago now. 
 
Another door leads into another control room with a control panel regulating power for the 
safety system. A number of cracked pipes spit out white-hot steam so she needs to be careful 
negotiating her way past. When she finally reaches the controls she confirms they are set to 
stand-by mode so she pushes the switch to supply full power to the safety system and this 
unlocks the secondary lock to the outer treatment area. Before heading back to the door, she 
notices an elevator that leads down to B1 level which is a small storage area where weapons are 
kept. However she cannot access the elevator without a valid card key. Dejected, Jill retraces 
her steps all the way back to the outer treatment area door which is now unlocked with a 
flashing green light. 
 
Back at the water treatment facility beneath the  
university, Alyssa and Yoko have retraced their  
steps all the way back through the facility and  
gone beyond the testing room and into the water  
channel where the previously-locked door is  
now accessible and takes them back into the  
main water tank, albeit on the other side of the  
mesh fencing. From here they climb a small  
platform by a broken ladder and access a small  
control room with a device used for measuring  
water purity. Lying on one of the chairs is a  
sealed reagent case – one capable of storing the  
Progenitor base safely. Instead of heading all the  
way around the water purifying facility once again, they elect to take a short cut by jumping 
down off the elevated gantry outside the control room and into the water pool. From here they 
can swim to the other side and take a huge shortcut back to the water works management 
office. Once they have synthesised another P-Base sample, they begin to make their way back 
to the university, using a short-cut through the east and west waterways and then a ladder 
leading back up to an exposed manhole inside the boating shed by the pier. 
 
Meanwhile, back in the Emissions Tower, George  
and Cindy have continued their search for the  
V-Poison sample. The lower part of the tower has  
been used as a dumping ground for bags of  
cement and other building materials. A stack of  
circular piping leans against the wall near to a  
wheelbarrow and an alarm is blaring. On one of  
the wooden crates by the door, George finds a  
notebook belonging to Peter Jenkins but there is  
nothing useful inside, although the notes are  
written in an orderly manner with a great  
emphasis on detail. They can hear the buzzing of large wasps nearby and quickly hurry to the 
elevator in the central atrium. There they ride upwards and keep going until the walls of the 
tower are gradually consumed in a thick, gelatinous residue that completely covers the sides. 
When the elevator kicks them off, they are now on B1 level though the tower continues on 
upwards for a long way yet. They are on a circular walkway extending around the inner 
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perimeter of the tower. The hive is thick and pockmarked with dozens of individual holes. 
Every so often they will come across a pulsing sac with some kind of larvae inside struggling to 
get out. The wasps that buzz above and on the walls are all large and oversized thanks to the t-
Virus. Cindy uses her bug repellent as much as she can but all it does is temporarily drive the 
wasps away and make them even angrier. As they continue to circle round, George spots a 
small container in one of the holes in the hive containing a high trace of V-Poison. He quickly 
pockets the case and steps over the hardened resin obscuring the floor and climbs the stairwell 
up to the next level. From here they can take a door leading out of the tower and into the 
adjacent emissions tower station. 
 
This room is an office with a work station full of  
cargo logs and manifests. A window shows the  
cargo entrance visible in the back. Measuring  
devices with various switches attached are  
installed on the walls and there is a cluttered  
desk clustered with paperwork and files. A pair  
of worn out boots on the floor belong to the  
emission tower administrator and the soles are  
almost worn through. An exit door leads out  
into the rear courtyard of the admin building  
where the U.B.C.S. were slaughtered. Because  
they restored the power, this door is now  
electronically unlocked. The back square outside is empty, though Cindy is a little unsettled by 
the three massacred bodies of the U.B.C.S. There is a big trailer truck with no driver parked by 
the main door and one of the mercs is slumped up against it. Cindy notices a key card on the 
floor they can use on the access reader to unlock the entrance door and get back inside the 
university. Near the doors is an old emblem lacquered with metallic plating. It is a cheap look. 
 
Meanwhile, somewhere across town, Mark and David emerge onto Main St north and come 
across Rodriguez’ helicopter waiting on the ground. On the floor is a note entitled ‘Danger List’ 
explaining that ‘All who oppose the organisation must be dealt with’ and includes a list of 
names all written in code. Inside, the helicopter cabin is full of military equipment and 
Rodriguez himself stands by the door. He is worried about Linda and is surprised when David 
and Mark explain they know her. He tells them to bring her back here if they can find her. 
David asks Rodriguez when he is planning to leave but the U.S.S. man isn’t sure. Before they 
leave, Mark spots an interesting file on one of the seats. 
 
“General Manager Tommy Neilson 
Permission granted for the following: 
Cargo No. C8L-090092 
Contents: Organic test subject 
Storage time: 48 hours 
Recommended temp: 5 - 113 F 
Humidity: 5 - 85NRM 
Atmospheric pressure: 86 - 106 kPa 
Supplementary notes: 
Cargo must be kept in a low oxygen  
environment (no greater than 14%  
saturation level). Avoid long periods of exposure to open air.” 
-REOUT2: Delivery Permit; undated. 
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Mark also helps himself to a six ounce flask made of polished silver he finds on a seat. He 
believes Bob would have loved this and decides to take it and leave it at his grave.  
 
They both step back out onto the street outside where thankfully there is no longer any sign of 
the Tyrant. They both wonder whether they can trust Rodriguez and hope Linda is still okay, 
even though they don’t even know if she is still alive. Mark is confident Rodriguez will let them 
board, especially if they find his colleague. He believes what she knows is important and 
wonders if she is connected to the army somehow. Through the door on the other side they 
emerge out onto a street underneath the main underpass. Out here large sections of the road 
above has collapsed and crushed several cars beneath. Steam hisses out of a nearby drain and 
they all hug the graffiti-laden wall and keep off the main street, knowing several mines will have 
been placed. Further down the road is blocked completely so they duck into a nearby office 
building. 
 
Back at the university, George and Cindy make  
their way back inside the main entrance hall and  
are reunited with Alyssa and Yoko. Suddenly  
however, glass smashes from the large window on  
the second floor and a powerful, muscular shape  
comes sailing through and lands gracefully on the  
carpet in front of them. This is the Thanatos  
Tyrant, and he is very angry. Yoko spots  
something in its neck and wonders aloud what it is  
before realising it appears to by a syringe full of  
blood. The four of them scatter, each going in  
different directions. Alyssa heads into the nearest corridor believing she has gotten away only 
for Thanatos to smash its way through the wall from the student affairs office. What follows is a 
game of cat and mouse across the administration building as Thanatos hunts them down one 
by one, smashing up anything in its way. Their guns seem ineffective against it and it moves too 
fast so they are forced to try and hide. 
 
Eventually, George finds himself in one of the passageways with the sparking cables. He bravely 
waits by the junction box and allows Thanatos to come at him. As the Tyrant turns and runs at 
him full speed, George flips the switch just as Thanatos is directly underneath the snapped 
cables, zapping it with thousands of volts of raw current. Immediately the Tyrant is 
incapacitated and falls motionless to the floor. Now examining it more closely, he can see the 
small device still attached to its back containing the vial of blood. Steeling his nerves, he 
carefully removes the blood sample and yet the creature does not stir.  
 
After reuniting with the others, they now have all three base components to make up the 
Daylight vaccine and so they head for the elevator and travel up to the laboratory on the third 
floor. The lab is just as empty as when they left it and Yoko quickly inserts all three 
components into the reagent machine and starts the sythesisation sequence. 
 
At that moment, only a few rooms away in the second hall, Greg Mueller watches their 
progress and deactivates the power which shuts down all the machinery in the lab, preventing 
the Daylight vaccine from being created. He has been watching them all on CCTV and so far 
everything has gone to plan; Thanatos has destroyed the U.B.C.S. invaders come to kill him 
and Yoko and her stooges have unknowingly collected all the Daylight components for him. 
Now he plans to take the vaccine for himself and flee Raccoon City, ready to hold Umbrella to 
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ransom at a later date. Thanatos will deal with survivors for him. To enact the final phase of his 
plan, he uses the computer to unlock the door from the laboratory to the machine storage 
room and waits for them to come to him. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: UMBRELLA CHRONICLES – DEATH’S DOOR begin. 
 
“It is important to remain calm and collected even in the most extreme situations. In 
Umbrella’s underground laboratory, I forgot that wisdom. Something about the meeting with 
Leon changed me. First thing’s first though, I must escape this town and survive in order to 
accomplish my objective. I can save the truth for after I make it out alive.” 
-REUC: Death’s Door; Ada Wong Narration; 01/10/98 
 
Having laid low to recuperate following events at  
the underground laboratory the previous day,  
Ada Wong is now in one of the underground  
sewer tunnels, heavily bandaged and limping  
badly thanks to her wounds suffered at the  
hands of the T-103. She is on her way to the  
Apple Inn to rendezvous with her contact from  
the rival company. The tunnel is dark and silent  
and a rat scurries past behind her. The passage  
is relatively clear save for a few Giant Spiders  
which pose no threat. Grime and damp seep  
down the walls and her footsteps echo down the tunnel. After turning left she is able to climb 
up a ladder back up onto the street outside the Apple Inn. Ada surmises her contact should be 
there by now and they are due to meet inside the hotel. The street contains numerous wrecked 
cars and a few zombies are milling around in the distance. She can spot a pack of hungry-
looking zombie dogs in an alleyway next to a flaming car so she fires off several shots before 
quickly moving inside the hotel, heading inside the temporary fire door installed by the R.F.D. 
one week ago now. The lobby of the hotel is silent with an empty reception desk and a 
selection of comfortable-looking seats in the lounge area near an old fireplace. Not wasting any 
time, Ada heads to the room where her contact will be waiting. 
 
At the same time back in the third floor  
university lab, Yoko and the others wonder  
why the power has suddenly been cut when  
they find the previously-locked door to the  
machine storage room is now open. They step  
through into a large open space that has been  
crudely converted into an experiment room.  
Large plastic tarps conceal beds with dead  
bodies on them and used surgical tools and  
laboratory equipment have been deserted here.  
Behind the plastic tarp are three metallic  
gurneys, two of which are occupied. The first holds a dead U.B.C.S. member and all the blood 
appears to have been drained from his body. The second corpse is covered by a white sheet 
and the third gurney is empty. Yoko finds a blood-soaked U.B.C.S. beret and wonders if its 
owner is okay. Behind, Cindy is horrified at the sight of two dead Hunters hanging from hooks 
suspended from the ceiling. Even in death they still look menacing. A third dissected MA-125R 
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lies on a table next to a host of x-rays and medical charts. Nearby are shelves full of chemicals 
and a wash basin used to wash away blood. A vaguely metallic smell hangs in the air.  
 
Moving on, they pass through the tarp and into the  
second hall where Greg Mueller is waiting for  
them. The room is large and almost empty save  
for a single desk cluttered with computer monitors  
and paperwork. On the wall behind is a large  
blackboard covered in complex formulas and  
chemical equations far too complex for any layman  
to understand. The room is in darkness save for  
the ominous glow from the security monitors and  
the bright light of an overhead projector shining  
against the wall behind them. Greg steps forward and apologises for activity inside the 
university being so hectic. He has been monitoring their progress from here and is grateful for 
their assistance in doing his job for him. ‘Daylight’ is the key; the only effective resource against 
the t-Virus and he will not turn it over to Umbrella. He reminds them all that Umbrella is 
responsible for the biological disaster that has befallen Raccoon City and muses that the entire 
Tyrant project has been one big disaster. Brute force should not be the only necessary criteria 
for a weapon. It should also be beautiful, unique, and god-like. He says all four of them will 
now assist him once again by playing with his ultimate creation. 
 
He then turns to address Yoko directly, saying it has been two years since the unfortunate 
incident, although he cryptically adds she might not be aware of that. But what happened was 
so terrible he doesn’t blame her for wanting it erased from her memory. He doesn’t admit as 
much, but he was the one who performed the memory-wipe procedure on her back in 1996.  
 
Whilst they are in conversation, no one notices  
Nikolai hiding up in the rafters directly above  
them. He has a silenced pistol with a red-dot sight  
aimed directly at Greg’s head. He begs the  
scientist farewell before pulling the trigger and  
splattering his brains all over the floor. Greg falls  
and blood covers the projection machine, casting  
an eerie red glow onto the back wall. Nikolai  
checks his watch and notes it is almost time  
before the sterilisation operation is launched. He  
has laid plastic explosives in key locations across the university and this place will detonate in 
seven minutes. Now he hurries back towards the Dead Factory where his escape helicopter 
awaits. 
 
Yoko and the others look on in horror at Greg’s lifeless corpse on the ground, George gazes 
up at the ceiling for his attacker but sees nothing other than some plastic explosives and a 
timer. They need to get out of here, fast. Looking for a way out they spot an elevator on the 
side wall but it is powered down. Alyssa investigates the computers behind the desk and is able 
to reconnect power to the laboratory and subsequently reactive the reagent generator. She also 
able to release all locks on campus thanks to the emergency situation to help them get out on 
time. On the desk she also finds Greg’s expensive-looking fountain pen and an identification 
paper confirming Greg worked at the university as a teacher. Whilst the others wait by the 
elevator, George accompanies Yoko in returning to the reagent machine and upon passing 
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back through the machine storage room they notice more plastic explosives have been attached 
to the walls. Back in the lab Yoko waits by the reagent  
machine as it slowly generates samples of the  
completed Daylight vaccine. With several samples  
soon in their possession, they return to the others in  
the second hall and take the elevator back down. 
 
This elevator only goes one level down onto the  
second floor and they get out inside testing passage B.  
From here they unlock a secret door which leads back  
into the president’s room, directly behind the large  
portrait on the wall. They quickly pass through the  
drawing room and into the corridor where they make their way back downstairs, doing their 
best to avoid the Thanatos Tyrant which is now back up and stalking the various rooms and 
halls. 
 
Back at the Dead Factory, Jill has made her way back to the main treatment area door now that 
both locks have been disengaged. Inside is an outer room with a bright red biohazard symbol 
on the wall. Some of the wall panels have been taken down, leaving the interior exposed where 
someone was working on the internal wiring. Cables and conduits snake across the floor and 
cool air seeps out from a large, steel refrigerator at the back of the room. Closer inspection 
reveals numerous claw marks indicating that something tried to crack it open from inside. The 
door to the treatment room is solidly locked so Jill inputs the system disc into the reader on the 
wall to grant access.  
 
The interior room is a huge waste disposal dump piled to the brim with old research materials, 
rubbish and the remnants of discarded chemicals and specimens. She even spots the rotting 
corpse of a dead researcher wearing a white lab coat. It is dark inside the room and a warning 
announcement confirms the treatment process will begin in four minutes. Jill suddenly realises 
the floor beneath her feet is actually a retractable door and when the countdown expires all the 
waste will fall on to a sloped platform underneath and slide down into the treatment pool full of 
corrosive chemicals. 
 
Suddenly, she is approached by the Nemesis who  
has seemingly been waiting here all along. It swats  
at her with the tentacles on its right hand and Jill  
quickly ducks out of the way. She tries to run but  
Nemesis soon has her cornered and lashes out  
once again. Jill ducks and Nemesis catches a  
faucet that expresses corrosive acid. The creature  
is drenched and the chemical burns away several  
of the tentacles on its hand, leaving only one  
remaining. Jill immediately tries to activate the  
other faucets nearby but they are all too tight to  
turn. Instead she blasts the release valves with her shotgun. Nemesis is intelligent enough to 
know the chemical is harmful, so backs away when it believes itself to be in harm’s way. But 
when it does get hit, it howls in pain and its whole body boils and steams. 
 
Eventually, after several minutes of tense battle, the Nemesis wavers and its head falls off and 
collapses to the ground. Somewhat incredibly the creature keeps on coming, lashing out blindly 
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with its one remaining tentacle until a final salvo of shotgun blasts knocks it back to the floor. A 
shrilling alarm begins to sound as the countdown almost reaches its final conclusion. 
Frantically, Jill searches around the waste dump and fortuitously procures a dead researcher’s 
ID card that has fallen out of his lab coat. She uses it to escape the room before the countdown 
expires. When the countdown reaches zero, the floor gives way and all the waste materials 
tumble down to the floor below, sliding down the chute and into the waste treatment pool. The 
headless body of Nemesis is amongst it all and is soon lost beneath the surface of the liquid 
solution in a cloud of bubbles. 
 
At the Apple Inn, Ada arrives at the guest room only  
to find her contact slumped dead on a chair, killed  
by an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound to the  
head. Before she can investigate further, a familiar  
voice sounds from a portable communications  
monitor set up on the table. She is shocked to find  
Albert Wesker watching her. He explains that her  
contact lost his will and chose death. He was a weak  
man. He also chastises her for betraying them and  
helping Leon Kennedy. Her choice of actions will  
have consequences for their organisation. Ada reaches into her pocket and pulls out her trump 
card, placing a sealed tube on the table where Wesker can see, and explaining that it is a tissue 
fragment containing Birkin’s G-Virus. He is actually impressed and admits that despite some 
setbacks, she has proven her value to the rival company after all. He explains there are two 
things she needs to know; first is that Raccoon City is on the brink of imminent destruction 
thanks to a government launched missile, and secondly a high-ranking Umbrella officer is in 
the process of leaving town in a helicopter. She needs to find a way onto that helicopter or 
there will be no way for her to leave Raccoon City in time. He pushes a few buttons off screen 
and an electronic case opens beside Ada’s feet, revealing a grapple gun capable of firing a high-
tensile wire designed to support her weight. Wesker signs off by informing Ada it is in their 
best interest that she survives, the G-Virus sample is required for the organisation. 
 
Ada contemplates Wesker’s words after the screen goes dark and she walks to the window to 
survey the ruined city, still clutching the G-Virus tissue fragment. For a moment she seems to 
contemplate leaving the sample behind, for if the t-Virus caused all this disaster, what would 
happen if the G-Virus ever got out? She leaves the hotel thinking about Wesker and how he 
only cares about people and things that he can manipulate for his own ends. Apparently she is 
still useful to him for the time being but is fully aware that the day she stops being useful is the 
day she will be disposed of. She will make it back. She has to. Now in possession of her new 
grapple gun, she should be able to traverse through the ruined areas of the city much quicker. 
 
Meanwhile in a warehouse building just off Main St,  
Arnold angrily confronts Tommy Neilson having  
just heard the commencement of Code: XX, the  
first phase of the Raccoon City sterilisation  
operation initiated by Derek Simmons and the U.S.  
Government. He demands to know why Neilson  
withheld information confirming the incident will be  
contained the old fashioned way via the complete  
destruction of the target area and everything in it.  
He almost chokes the life out of Neilson who 
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pleads that he kept telling Arnold to hurry. Frustrated, Arnold tosses the hapless Umbrella 
executive aside and begins to walk away. Neilson scrambles after him and insists he needs to 
get back out there and find the Nyx capsule, but Arnold refuses and tells Neilson to go do it 
himself. He’s not going to go up in flames with the rest of the town. This job has turned out to 
be a lot hotter than he’d expected. He walks away, ready to abandon the rest of his men and 
make his own escape from Raccoon City. Desperate and beyond pathetic, Neilson scampers 
after him. 
 
At the same time, Rodriguez is listening in to Umbrella traffic via his radio and picks up a 
transmission confirming that the order to put Code: XX into effect has been issued and all 
units in the target area must evacuate immediately. Rodriguez realises the end game has begun 
and stares out of the window at the U.S.S. cargo container holding the stolen Nyx. With or 
without Linda, he realises he no longer has much of a choice and it is time to get his butt out of 
the city. 
 
Simultaneously, David and Mark move up Main Street and onto the steps where the bridge 
crosses over beside Raccoon Mall. Mark calls out to any survivors but gets no response and 
David remarks this place looks familiar. Further ahead they spot the Tyrant Reborn with its 
back to them so they carefully backtrack. They do not have the weaponry to get beyond the 
Tyrant so decide to retreat back to Rodriguez’ helicopter and wait for another opportunity. 
 
Meanwhile, despite her injury, Linda ushers  
Kevin and Jim on as they are running out of time  
to get back to Rodriguez’ helicopter. A door  
leads into an old storage warehouse connected  
to the office block. This is the same place  
Arnold and Neilson were in only moments ago.  
The storage warehouse connected to the office  
building is full of metal shelving units containing  
wooden crates and boxes of archived files with  
wooden pallets filled with cellophane wrapped  
packages and parcels. Part of the ceiling has  
collapsed in one corner and on the opposite side is a broken forklift truck. Near the rear door 
by the closed shutters they find trolleys full of canned beverages that are all past their sell-by-
date. The door at the back takes them out onto the street behind the residential area. From 
here they can reach the footbridge next to Raccoon Mall and cross over down onto Main Street 
on the other side where Rodriguez is waiting. On a ruined car they find a CTS mine detector 
left behind by one of the U.B.C.S. members. 
 
“CTS Mine Detector Outline: 
This device is designed for the detection of claymore anti-personnel mines. When detected, an 
alarm sounds to alert the user. 
The alarm denotes distance by decreasing the time between beeps as the device is placed in 
closer vicinity to the mine in question. Caution must be exercised when interpreting this alarm 
sound. 
Only qualified personnel may deal with a mine's removal and disposal. In emergencies, 
however, a mine may be detonated from afar with firearms or other methods of attack. In this 
situation, caution is urged.” 
-REOUT2: CTS Manual; undated. 
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They also find a bulletproof vest belonging to a U.B.C.S. operative covered in blood and bullet 
holes. Moving on, they don’t get far into the street when they spot the Tyrant Reborn lurking in 
the street ahead, setting off landmines as it lumbers towards them. With Linda’s injury and 
their limited firepower, there is no way Kevin and Jim can defeat it so they retreat back inside 
the warehouse. 
 
Ada Wong arrives in the area and makes it inside the warehouse before Kevin, Jim and Linda. 
She plans to reach the overpass from the building roof and hitch a ride on the passing 
helicopter. 
 
At the Dead Factory, Jill emerges from outside the  
treatment room when a female computerised voice  
suddenly issues a preliminary warning that the  
missile attack has been confirmed, a message sent  
on the off-chance any Umbrella personnel are still  
alive here. With no time to waste, Jill abandons  
her plan of re-writing the facility key to gain access  
to the elevator for the armoury and instead heads  
straight for the radio room. With the employee  
key card she has acquired, she should be able to  
raise the lockdown Nikolai initiated. In the upper  
control room, she peers over the railing at the treatment pool down below. All is calm save for 
one corner where a small disturbance is causing bubbles to rise to the surface. She can only 
hope Nemesis is gone for good but experience would suggest otherwise. Several more zombies 
come at her, some missing numerous amounts of skin and exposing red sinew and bone. She 
blasts her way past and moves through the door to the corridor by the main entrance.  
 
Using the card key, she raises the shutter and gains access to the radio room. This place is in a 
sorry state of disrepair with sections of the slat-tin roof missing and all the windows smashed, 
exposing all the rusting equipment to the elements. The wind swirls ominously and the sky is 
definitely beginning to lighten as dawn approaches. A portable radar receiver has been left on 
the control station and she can use it to track the distance of any incoming missile. Luckily, 
nothing is registering yet. 
 
Meanwhile, Rodriguez’ helicopter lifts off into the  
air and hoists up the cargo container holding the  
Nyx. He has ran out of time to help Linda and  
needs to get the specimen out of the city and to  
his buyers. He also has Mark Wilkins and David  
King on board. But as they begin to move off,  
Rodriguez illuminates the roof of the adjacent  
office building with a spotlight and spots Tommy  
Neilson clumsily wielding a rocket launcher.  
Neilson fires in one last desperate attempt to stop  
the U.S.S. traitor’s escape but the rocket goes awry and Rodriguez takes evasive action and 
holds his breath as the rocket sails harmlessly past. However, the sudden jolt of the helicopter 
causes the support chains to come loose and the Nyx crate drops down to the ground below, 
landing hard on the elevated overpass. Cursing, Rodriguez knows he does not have the time to 
turn back and is forced to leave the B.O.W. behind. 
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Minutes later, what’s left of the U.B.C.S. team under Neilson’s command move to secure the 
Nyx crate, minus Arnold who has already fled in an attempt to get clear of the impending  
missile blast. The six operatives are armed with  
MP5 machine guns and torches that illuminate  
the damaged crate. They identify it as the  
package they are after and move to secure it  
when sentient tentacles suddenly reach out  
across the road and impale all the mercs who  
blindly fire back and pepper the asphalt with  
bullet holes. Once all the mercs are dead, the  
tentacles drag their bodies along the road for 
the Nyx to absorb and grow stronger.  
 
The U.S. Government launches an experimental thermobaric missile from Dallas Air Force 
base within a radius of 120 miles from Raccoon City as the sterilisation operation begins. 
 
Back in the radio room of the Dead Factory, the instrument panel suddenly beeps with an 
incoming transmission. It is Nikolai and he is impressed with Jill’s persistence at refusing to die 
but claims there is no escape for her. At that moment, a helicopter rises up in front of the 
windows outside and opens fire with its canons, shattering what remains of the glass and 
peppering the room with bullets. Jill frantically ducks beneath the desk until the salvo is over. 
She tries to negotiate and asks if his plan has been to make it out on his own all along. Nikolai 
explains he has made sure none of the other U.B.C.S. Supervisors survived and since he’ll be 
the only one left who knows what really happened in Raccoon City, he’ll have more bargaining 
power when it comes to discussing his bonus. Jill asks why he needs to kill her for she is not on 
Umbrella’s payroll, but he reveals the company want her eliminated for reasons of their own. 
The amount is modest but there is a reward to be claimed upon the confirmation of her death. 
Their conversation is suddenly interrupted by the portable radar receiver trying to pick up an 
incoming signal. Nikolai decides to abandon the battle and leave, telling Jill to either accept 
death with dignity or die with regret, the choice is entirely hers. She can only watch as he 
navigates the helicopter round and flies off out of sight. Within minutes he will have left 
Raccoon City airspace and be clear of any potential blast zone. 
 
Jill watches on dejected as Carlos enters the  
room behind her. She informs him that  
Nikolai beat them to the chopper and he  
guesses their time is up but still refuses to  
concede and will not die in such a desolate  
place as this. He begins pushing buttons on the  
communication station, trying to pick up any  
nearby signals that may be broadcasting. After  
several moments, he picks up a garbled  
transmission from Barry Burton who is now in  
Raccoon City in his own helicopter looking for  
Jill. The message is so distorted she cannot recognise his voice but she hears her name 
mentioned as well as ‘S.T.A.R.S.’ He is wanting her to contact him. Jill wonders who it could 
be and Carlos is excited he mentioned her by name and is specifically looking for her. They 
need to tell him where they are but when they try to send out a return message it cannot get 
through. Carlos slams his fist down on the panel in frustration and says they need to make one 
last attempt to get out of this place before running off once again. 
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In his helicopter, Barry Burton picks up a signal. There is no message but the source is from 
an abandoned factory in the north-east outskirts of the city. He quickly heads in that direction. 
 
At that second, the radar receiver picks up a signal  
from the incoming missile and the female voice  
confirms the missile attack and that the emergency  
level has been set to ‘D’. All personnel are to  
evacuate immediately. An emergency hatch opens  
on the floor with a ladder leading down to a lower  
level. Jill can already see the blip of the oncoming  
missile on her radar and does not waste any time  
heading down. She passes through a grimy looking  
passageway before emerging outside into a  
scrapyard. Giant piles of rubbish and cars stacked  
up for scrap are everywhere and sections are smoking and on fire. Amidst the carnage she finds 
the bodies of two dead U.S. Special Forces members and a file on the ground detailing an 
experimental weapon known as the Paracelsus Sword the U.S. Military hopes will be effective 
against creatures created by the G-Virus. 
 
Meanwhile, back at the university at that exact moment, Alyssa, Yoko, Cindy and George make 
it out outside into the back square with just seconds to go until the countdown expires. 
Suddenly all the charges rigged in the administration building go off and numerous explosions 
occur causing all the windows to smash and part of the structure to collapse. The Thanatos 
Tyrant is still inside the main building and is crushed when the ceiling collapses. 
 
At that moment, two members of the R.F.D.,  
Danny and Gill, last seen on duty the night  
the outbreak really got out of control when  
the fire broke out at the Apple Inn, are doing  
a last-minute flyby of the deserted city  
looking for survivors. They witness the  
explosion of the university building and Gill  
directs the chopper down for a closer look.  
As they move down towards the back square  
they can see the extent of the blast damage.  
Most of the third floor where the lab was situated has been completely destroyed and many 
other sections of the building are on fire with rubble and debris littering the back square. As 
Gill maneuverers the main searchlight, Danny uses a speakerphone to call out to any survivors 
and spots Yoko’s party down below. Danny says they are here to get them out and indicates a 
nearby courtyard they need to get to so they can land the helicopter safely.  
 
As the R.F.D. chopper moves off, George leads the others towards a side door near the main 
gate, avoiding several wasps that seem to have emerged from the emissions tower following the 
explosion. Yoko urges the others to run as they are almost there now. Cindy finds herself 
remembering the night at J’s Bar. It feels like months ago but in reality it has only been a few 
days. Alyssa admits it is strange a whole city could be controlled by one corporation and had 
heard rumours before that would make killer stories. But she’s always had to look out for 
herself as digging too deep in the wrong places would only get her fired. 
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Having travelled up through an old warehouse and storage facility, Ada Wong emerges onto 
the roof of the building beside a huge neon sign for ‘Zapata Beer’. At this position she can 
jump across the roof onto the overpass known as the West Side Gate. From there the main 
road leads right out of town. The road is broken and buckled in several places and numerous 
abandoned cars are present. Suddenly, Ada is astonished to see the huge form of the Tyrant 
Reborn leap down to confront her. The creature has temporarily lost track of Mark Wilkins 
and David King and has now found her instead. She can see its armoured skin and increased 
muscle mass means it has already shed its power limiter. Ada finds the creature quick but 
predictable and is able to do enough damage to temporarily incapacitate it. A few nearby 
zombies have been attracted by the sound of gunfire and she wishes they would just leave a girl 
alone.  
 
At that moment she spots the helicopter about  
to fly past overhead. Unbeknownst to her, this  
helicopter is being piloted by Sergei Vladimir  
and secured underneath is a cargo container  
containing the extracted U.M.F.-013  
mainframe. She quickly gets to higher ground  
by rappelling up onto the roof of a truck  
before firing the grapple gun and hooking  
onto the cargo container. She is chased down  
by a rogue MA-121 Hunter Alpha and loses  
her shoe to the creature as she takes off up into the air. Ada shouts down that he can keep it 
before pulling herself up and landing safely onto the container beneath the helicopter. 
 
After moving through the junkyard, Jill spots another warehouse directly ahead and slumped 
by the door is a dead T-103 Tyrant, killed before it had the chance to deactivate its power 
limiter and become a Super Tyrant. It is slowly burning in a fire and an acrid smell permeates 
the air. Inside the warehouse is a large generator and the place is in ruin following a titanic 
battle between the remaining T-103 units dropped by Sergei Vladimir and the U.S. Special 
Forces team. Mutilated bodies are everywhere, as are the corpses of the Tyrants. Only one 
managed to become a Super Tyrant but now lies crushed against the wall. The ‘T’ storage pods 
are nearby. Blood splatters, broken machinery and spent bullets are everywhere and it is clear 
nobody survived this battle.  
 
Exploring the back of the room Jill finds the  
experimental army rail cannon. It is currently  
on standby mode and not receiving enough  
power so she has to manually insert the three  
battery units into the generator. As soon as she  
slots the first one into place, what remains of  
Nemesis spills into the room from somewhere  
up above. It is now horribly disfigured and  
barely recognisable from its original form. It  
immediately begins to feast on the dead Super  
Tyrant slumped by the wall, using the t-Virus  
cells to aid its regeneration capabilities. It has lost most of its motor functions and is only able 
to drag its large form across the floor, using what is left of its tentacles and bursting corrosive 
tumours all over its body to attack. The tendrils of the Nemesis parasite itself can be seen 
exposed and protected by a transparent embryotic sac.  
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Because it is so slow and has to drag itself to move, Jill is able to avoid it long enough to activate 
the remaining two batteries for the generator and increase the power levels to the required 
amount for the rail cannon. The prototype weapon demonstrates its power by carving a giant 
hole all the way through the generator as if it were made from paper. Jill waits for the weapon 
to recharge before luring Nemesis into the hole and waiting for the canon to eviscerate it. With 
much of its movement capabilities degraded and its attacking capabilities weakened, she will 
hopefully finish it off for good very soon. 
 
Back at the storage warehouse, Kevin takes hold  
of Linda and they move past two disconnected  
pay phones just as a zombie bursts through a  
door to their right. Kevin takes it out with a  
clean head shot and they move inside to  
investigate. In here a stairwell leads up to the  
upper part of the building and they quickly head  
up, passing fizzing malfunctioning circuitry and  
flickering lights. They pass a smashed fridge  
with bottles and cans strewn all over the floor  
amidst a large, fresh bloodstain. Jim takes hold  
of Linda so that Kevin can deal with the stray zombies they come across. On the next floor up 
they find the windows shattered and the blinds smashed. A pile of boxes have toppled over, 
spilling sawdust and paperwork into the room. Claw marks and bloodstains cover the walls. 
 
Soon they arrive at the rooftop looking onto the overpass underneath a large crackling neon 
sign for Zapata Beer. On the floor by some railings, Jim finds some orders from Umbrella 
headquarters addressed to Tommy Neilson. It talks of how the cargo dock under his command 
has been hijacked and that Commander Rodriguez of the 2nd U.S.S. division is the ringleader 
behind it. Jim points to the overpass and says it is a highway and there may be cars they can 
use. Someone has left behind a book detailing the setting of various traps. This could be 
dangerous in the wrong hands. The only way off the roof is to jump over a small gap onto the 
overpass where a hole has been punched in the wall leading to the main road. Kevin jumps the 
gap and almost falls down before hauling himself back up. Jim joins him and they agree to 
leave Linda behind until they can find a way for her to cross safely with her injury. 
 
The overpass is deserted save for a bunch of  
discarded military vehicles. The storage crate for  
the Nyx lies broken and empty and there is no  
sign of the creature itself. The road is ruptured  
and cracked in many places, bathed in cool  
overhead lights and signs leading towards the exit  
of Raccoon City. Many of the vehicles are  
disabled but plenty of hardware has been left  
lying around so they both take the opportunity to  
tool up. 
 
At that moment, the Tyrant Reborn climbs back up onto the road, now recovered after being 
earlier incapacitated by Ada Wong. However, it is immediately attacked and absorbed by the 
Nyx who reaches up behind it, already twice its original size thanks to its absorption of the six 
U.B.C.S. members. The Nyx is now huge, a pulsating mass of flesh with legs and a huge 
protrusion that could be its head. The remains of the Tyrant are still visible and seem to have 
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melded with its left shoulder. Its right hand is now a tangled mass of human remains, the faces 
of the U.B.C.S. members also still visible. Tentacles used as feelers and stabbing weapons 
protrude from its back. The creature hobbles around the highway and is able to fire projectiles 
from its body mass that explode on impact with a sticky mucus. Kevin wonders how they are 
supposed to fight this thing and doubts they will be able to kill it. Jim is aghast and wonders if 
that is a person actually stuck to the creature. 
 
Simultaneously, the university survivors now find  
themselves in a loading passage where a large  
lorry is blocking the route ahead next to a  
construction area where large scaffolding  
platforms have been set up to effect repairs on  
the wall. They use the scaffold to get to the other  
side of the truck and head for the last door to  
take them into the courtyard when they are  
suddenly attacked by the Thanatos Tyrant once  
again. The damage it has taken in the explosion  
has caused the B.O.W. to deactivate its power  
limiter and further mutate, becoming the Thanatos-Reborn. Its overall muscle mass has 
expanded, causing its skin to stretch and split in several places, revealing reddish tissue and 
muscle underneath. The metal plate protecting its exposed heart has been lost and its left arm 
has been severed off completely. But to compensate, the Tyrant now stands at over 12ft tall 
and its right arm has enlarged and developed powerful talons, now also capable of elasticity for 
extended reach. Cindy is dismayed as she had hoped the monster was already dead.  
 
The survivors scatter as Thanatos lunges for them all, clearly retaining its impressive jumping 
power. The use a small pit dug out in the ground to avoid its claws and open up with all their 
remaining weapons. Yoko’s grenade launcher she found in the purification facility is 
particularly effective. She remarks that although Thanatos is impressive, she is sick of him now. 
Soon they manage to incapacitate it once again and kick open a nearby door to get to the front 
square. 
 
Back on the overpass, Jim and Kevin continue to empty their weapons into the Nyx, using the 
vehicles as cover and taking care to stay away from its feelers who actively search for them. The 
swollen body mass of the Nyx thanks to all the organic matter it has consumed acts as a 
hardened shield when under intense gunfire, but after suffering a sustained attack it will drop to 
the floor and expose a vital organ in its chest. This is the area Kevin and Jim target. In one of 
the army trucks, Kevin finds a loaded rocket launcher and is able to destroy the creature 
whereupon its body mass collapses into a pile of slush and bile. Kevin concedes that was 
fucking nuts but they are home free now and it’s time to hit the road. Jim jokes he was too 
much for the Nyx but is still wary it may come back. Quickly they use a wooden board on the 
floor to bridge the gap to the office building rooftop so Linda can hobble across. Kevin tells 
her to hang in there and mentions she has some special medicine to make. She agrees not to 
give in just yet and suggests they just get moving. He jokes they could do with a helicopter 
round about now but Jim finds one of the army trucks still with the keys inside. He asks Linda 
if her injuries are okay and she nods. 
 
At the Dead Factory, the Nemesis is finally caught in the direct firing line of the Paracelsus 
Sword. The blast is devastating and seemingly strikes a final blow to the creature which soon 
begins to shrivel up and pulsate in the throes of death. As Jill quickly makes for the door she is 
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stopped in her tracks and astonished to find the Nemesis crawling after her once again, now 
reduced to nothing more than a pulsating mound of flesh covered in sores and pustules. It 
attempts to spit acid at her and she dives out of the way, picking up a Colt Python belonging to 
one of the dead Special Forces operatives. She empties the speed-loader directly into Nemesis 
until it is finally dead once and for all before dropping the gun and heading out through the 
door. 
 
Checking the radar, the missile is almost here  
and she quickly rides down to the lower level,  
emerging out into another waste dump flanking  
an extensive industrial area full of large  
transportation cranes and electrical pylons.  
There is nowhere left to go until she hears  
Carlos ride down on the elevator behind her.  
He is excited and tells her a chopper is inbound.   
He sparks up a flare and within seconds they  
see a blue and white helicopter hovering in the  
sky. It is Barry Burton and he sets down to pick  
them both up. 
 
Now in the front square with Thanatos still hot on their tail, the survivors look up and can see 
Danny and Gill’s helicopter waiting to land but are prevented from doing so when Thanatos 
returns once again, jumping over the wall and into their midst with a single leap. George refers 
to the Tyrant as ‘a persistent little bugger’ but all the fear has now left him as he has come too 
far to relinquish his life now. As the four of them back away in separate directions, Thanatos 
can only go after them one at a time and this gives Yoko the chance to retreat to a nearby 
armoured truck and retrieve an ampule shooter. She loads it up with one of her Daylight 
samples then shoots the Tyrant in the heart. The Daylight antigen deposits a super-heated 
charge which literally cooks Thanatos from the inside out, cracking open its skin and killing it 
instantly. Quickly, Yoko, George, Cindy and Alyssa board the helicopter when it lands in the 
square and then it takes off immediately, with Gill heading for the outskirts and out of Raccoon 
City airspace as soon as possible. 
 
Kevin, Jim and Linda quickly set off down the overpass in one of the army trucks, speeding 
down the tunnel and towards the city limits as the missile is now only moments away.  
 
Back in Sergei Vladimir’s helicopter, he runs his thumb  
down the sharp edge of his customised blade, enjoying  
the sensation of the sharp pain cutting his skin. He has  
just evacuated a high-ranking Umbrella official and  
Sergei asks if he believes him to be reckless. The  
official replies that Sergei has just stolen the computer  
core from his own company and he wouldn’t exactly  
call that kind of behaviour stable. Sergei chuckles and  
explains that the people who go down in history as  
heroes are never stable. Inside U.M.F.-013 is all of the  
research data and with that, Umbrella will rise from the  
ashes. He barely reacts as the missile sails past them. 
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At the same time, Barry Burton takes his two passengers safely away from the blast zone. Jill 
thanks him for saving their lives and Barry says he couldn’t let her die. Only then does she 
recognise who he is. Jill looks out the window and  
spots the oncoming missile. Nearby is another  
helicopter piloted by Sergei Vladimir evacuating  
the U.M.F.-013 with Ada Wong hitching a ride  
underneath. Barry looks at his watch and says it’s  
the end before seconds later their whole vision  
turns bright white as the missile impacts behind  
them. 
 
Kevin, Jim and Linda also make it out of town  
just in time as the whole world turns piercing white behind them… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The thermobaric missile detonates directly above the St. Michael Clock Tower in a sudden 
flash of piercing light and sends a shockwave rumbling out across the city, obliterating 
everything in its path with devastating force. Landmarks such as the R.P.D. and the clock tower 
are wiped out in seconds as buildings fall and entire streets are levelled. The zombies still 
roaming around are vaporised as the shock wave of devastation expands its radius. The blast 
wave soon hits Jill’s helicopter and she cries out at the jolt before promising that Umbrella will 
pay for all of this. 
 
Curtis Miller’s wife and daughter are killed in the missile explosion, as are Mera Biji’s parents. 
 
It remains unknown if Echo Six and Wolfpack made it out of Raccoon City alive. 
 
As Danny and Gill fly the university survivors off into the morning sun and leave the giant 
mushroom cloud far behind, they each take a moment to contemplate their experiences in 
Raccoon City. Yoko grips the sample of Daylight in her hands and wonders about what Greg 
told her in the university. But with this vaccine they have hard evidence to use against Umbrella 
and now a possible antidote to their deadliest weapon. 
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“Is there a secret hiding inside me? If so, I can’t run away from it. This is… finally something 
hopeful. I have to see this through to the end.” 
-REOUT: Decisions, Decisions – Yoko Remain Hopeful; 01/10/98.  
 
George is thinking about his old friend Peter  
Jenkins. Now that they have his Daylight creation,  
his death will not be for nothing. 
 
“It’s finished and I can finally rest… No, I have  
one thing left to do. I am not a saviour. It is just  
my duty.” 
-REOUT: Decisions, Decisions – George Remain  
Hopeful; 01/10/98. 
 
Although relieved to be finally out of Raccoon City, Alyssa can already feel the weight of the 
burden that comes with the inevitable articles she will have to write exposing the biohazard. Gill 
offers her some headache pills, but she politely declines upon realising they are an Umbrella 
product. She also harbours some regrets and wonders if she really has the nerve to write the 
story of her lifetime knowing the implications it will bring. 
 
“Everyone has the right to know the truth. Some people give their lives for it… But what does 
that mean? Innocent curiosity can bring self-destruction. My only hope is to forget. The 
darkness is too much for me.” 
-REOUT: Decisions, Decisions – Alyssa Regretful ending; 01/10/98. 
 
Cindy is so relieved their ordeal is over but then it suddenly dawns upon her that she is out of a 
job. She spots Gill has a small gash on his leg and offers to treat it. He says it is nothing but she 
insists she has to stop the bleeding. Upon dressing the wound, she realises there is any number 
of things she can do now. 
 
“The end of the world comes suddenly. The only life I knew was those quiet days in the city. 
Now it’s all gone, I can’t stop shaking. The fear has gone but I cannot wash away this 
overwhelming sense of loss.” 
-REOUT: Decisions, Decisions – Cindy Regretful ending; 01/10/98. 
 
Having hitched a ride on Sergei Vladimir’s helicopter, Ada Wong  
prepares to leave and hand over the G-Virus to Albert Wesker and  
the rival company. Her mission has been a success. 
 
“I survived the fate of Raccoon City thanks to Wesker’s warning. Of  
course, I knew the only reason my life was spared was because I had  
the G-Virus tissue fragment. But I would settle things in time. We  
were both used to being backstabbed and manipulated. I had a  
feeling our partnership would last a little while longer.” 
-REUC: Death’s Door; Ada Wong Closing Narration; 01/10/98. 
 
Ada’s exploits in surviving Raccoon City will see her name become 
infamous in the underground world of espionage.  
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18 miles away from Raccoon City, dozens of survivors and bystanders have gathered at a truck 
stop in the midst of the Arklay Mountains. Looking back through the pristine valley with is rich 
expanse of trees is the thick mushroom cloud  
from the fallout of the missile detonation. It is  
staggering to see such a sight in the middle of  
the American mid-west. Rodriguez is here too  
and they are reunited, although the precious  
Nyx specimen has been lost. But Linda  
explains that what’s done is done and they  
cannot take it back. But she is confident they  
can start again from the beginning as that is  
the one gift humans have. They can rebuild.  
 
"And so the town was gone...just like that. In a quick empty flash of light. Maybe I'm getting 
old...but I really don't remember what I was feeling when I saw the town go up in flames. Then 
again, it's not like I forgot what happened, it's just that I'm the type of guy who focuses on the 
now, not ancient history." 
-REOUT2: End of the Road – Kevin Epilogue; 01/10/98 
 
"It's like a funky horror movie complete with an explosive climax and a hold-onto-your-seat 
ending. I wouldn't be surprised if there was some narrator’s voice saying "The fight was only the 
beginning!" I don't wanna have to put myself through this zombie shit again. You only get one 
chance at life, true dat, so I'm gonna spend the rest of mine having fun!" 
-REOUT2: End of the Road – Jim’s Epilogue; 01/10/98 
 
"I could fill a book with all the regrets and bad memories of those days, but being there 
surrounded by all that death and decay taught me one important lesson that I didn't even learn 
in 'nam. That in the power to protect people, the ones you love, may true valour and 
righteousness. It's my duty to survive and tell this tale." 
-REOUT2: End of the Road – Mark Epilogue; 01/10/98 
 
"So the shit hit the fan and the fan finally busted...that's how Raccoon City came to pass...come 
on let's face it, life, even if you aren't surrounded by zombie freaks...there are still plenty of 
other dangers waiting for ya...so, whatever new crisis comes my way it's still more of the same 
shit on a different day..." 
-REOUT2: End of the Road – David Epilogue; 01/10/98 
 
At the outer military blockades there is  
pandemonium as thousands of people gather  
and have to be restrained by the army as they  
ponder the fates of friends and family left inside.  
Dr. Curtis Miller is hysterical and has to be  
physically restrained as he tries to fight his way  
through. Behind him his younger sister Angela  
stands distraught, completely lost for words.  
 
Soon global news networks are reporting about  
the missile touchdown and the eyes of the entire world are on the remains of Raccoon City. 
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“And now we have a rather unfortunate turn of events. It seems that the President and the 
Senate have passed judgment over the civilians of Raccoon City by ruling that the Army’s 
sterilisation operation is the best course of action for this extreme situation and have since, 
executed it. Based on that fact, the Raccoon City has been literally wiped off the map. Current 
reports have the death toll surpassing the 100,000 mark. Our hearts go out to those poor 
civilians of Raccoon City...” 
-BIO3: Epilogue; 01/10/98. 
 
More news outlets speculate on the nature of the missile launched by the U.S. Government on 
their own soil and the prospect of finding survivors in the aftermath of the blast. 
 
“According to unconfirmed reports, the missile was allegedly nuclear. If this is indeed the case 
then there is little hope of finding any survivors amongst the city’s 100,000 inhabitants.” 
-REDEG: News Report; 01/10/98 
 
Oswell Spencer hears about the destruction of Raccoon City and ponders his next move now 
Umbrella’s alliance with the U.S Government is now well and truly over. He realises the 
President and his administration will do all they can to shift the blame for the incident solely 
onto the company as well as distancing themselves from any collusions involving the 
development and use of bio-organic weapons. He feels Umbrella will not survive this attack, 
but he will do all he can to preserve his work. The key to everything remains the Progenitor 
Virus source in Africa. Knowledge of its exact location remains a closely guarded secret known 
only to a select few executives. He will take steps to permanently silence these people to ensure 
no leaks will be made. This will also include the elimination of African Lab Director Brandon 
Bailey who has been in the post since 1969. All data pertaining to the African lab’s existence 
will be purged from all Umbrella records and its location will remain known only to himself 
and a small handful of Level 10 executives. This extreme measure will be the only way to 
preserve and protect the source of the Progenitor Virus during Umbrella’s inevitable downfall. 
Then he can begin anew. 
 
“I just received word that Raccoon City has been wiped out. The Americans finally took action 
against us. I hope the irony of using the very military machine that was supposed to protect 
them from foreign attackers to kill their own people is not lost on them. 
While the danger posed by the threat of the t-Virus spreading was very real, I don't think 
Americans will easily forgive their government for the deaths of over 100,000 of their own 
people. 
If the truth of this matter is ever brought to light, support for the current administration will 
plummet. I don't think he wants that. 
Even a child can see that they will come after Umbrella with everything they have. To hide 
their own foolish mistakes, they will blame Umbrella for Raccoon City's annihilation. 
It would seem Umbrella will share Raccoon City's fate, but perhaps it will be to a lesser degree. 
Umbrella was nothing but a tool for the research of the Progenitor virus. Even without that 
tool, the research still survives. 
Only Umbrella's lowly employees will be hurt by its dissolution. 
If the secret research involving the Progenitor virus is protected, then I can always rebuild 
anew. I've already made preparations for such a plan. 
The research facility in Africa remains a secret, and it is there that the Progenitor virus is 
produced, something that we didn't achieve until the late 80s. 
Only a handful of people in the company are even aware of the African facility's existence 
thanks to our strict regulation of the flow of information. Only a minimum amount of 
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personnel were ever transferred from Africa to other locations, and they were always closely 
monitored. 
Director Bailey has been confined to the African facility for almost 30 years, and even that has 
all been for this day. 
All that remains is to close that facility and everything will go according to my plan. 
Once that facility is gone, all its connections to Umbrella will disappear with it. Then I will have 
to deal with anyone who has a Level 10 security clearance as they are the only ones who know 
of the African facility's existence. Everyone else will be summarily disposed of. 
My secrets will be protected. When one buries a treasure, one should not leave behind a map.” 
-RE5: Spencer’s Notebook; undated. 
 
The President of the United States addresses the nation over the destruction of Raccoon City 
and the reasons this extreme decision had to be taken. However, he stops short of answering 
questions and leaves the stage when probed about the possible connections between the 
biohazard incident and Umbrella Corporation.  
 
Nikolai Zinoviev reports back to Umbrella, delivering a compendium of combat data gathered 
from the U.B.C.S. troops against the virus carriers and B.O.W.s. Umbrella are also aware 
Sherry Birkin is in custody of the U.S. Government who therefore have access to the G-Virus. 
Their own sample will be delivered personally to Christine Henri in Loire Village by Hunk. 
But with William Birkin now dead, the virus still remains incomplete. 
 
Ada Wong reports back to the rival company and hands over the preserved G-Birkin tissue 
fragment so the G-Virus can be extracted. Both Umbrella and the U.S. Government remain 
unaware the rival company now has access to the virus. 
 
OCTOBER 1998 ONWARDS (NO SPECIFIC DATES) 
Jill, Carlos and Barry lay low for a while before pondering their next move. Eventually they all 
decide to go their separate ways. Barry wants to return to Canada to be with his family and Jill 
is eager to get to Europe and link up with Chris Redfield. After much discussion, Carlos 
decides not to join the fight against Umbrella and says goodbye to Jill. His plan is to get over 
the border as quickly as possible and move through Mexico and settle in either Chile or 
Columbia. He even considers further plastic surgery to change his appearance again. 
 
Word reaches the African Lab that Raccoon City has been destroyed, but Brandon Bailey is 
indifferent to the whole incident, just as he was when he heard Arklay Labs had been destroyed 
earlier in the summer. 
 
The U.S. Government file several lawsuits against Umbrella, definitively blaming them for the 
Raccoon City disaster. The PR machine is soon in full swing to completely separate themselves 
from any collusion with the pharmaceutical giant.  
 
Utilising the data recorded by Nikolai Zinoviev, the research teams at Umbrella begin 
developing improved B.O.W. products such as the Black Widow, Gulp Worm and Albinoid. 
 
The Licker is bred as a B.O.W. at the facilities on Sheena Island. Researchers decide to keep 
the phrase 'Licker' as its name, first coined by members of the doomed Raccoon City Police 
Department. 
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The rival company begin dissecting the recovered combat data on the performance of the 
Nemesis T-Type from Raccoon City, yet another of Umbrella's primary products they have 
managed to steal valuable data from. 
 
A lowly Umbrella factory worker named Burnside discovers confidential data by accident and 
attempts to sell it to rival corporations. He is forced into hiding and Umbrella send agents to 
his home who shoot and kill his wife after she resists them. Her teenage son Steve is detained 
and taken to Rockfort Island prison facility. Burnside is caught located shortly afterwards. 
 
After learning that Derek Simmons is the one who decided to bomb Raccoon City, Ada Wong 
decides to sever all ties after realising just how powerful and dangerous he is. Although they 
have an excellent professional relationship, remaining in league with him whilst knowing what 
he is now capable of could potentially be extremely hazardous, so she takes off without looking 
back. Ada Wong is just one of many aliases to conceal her true identity, and now for her own 
safety she may have to say goodbye to that name. 
 
“A woman looks at herself in the mirror. She used to  
be called Ada Wong. But this morning she will say  
good-bye to the name. "I'm not Ada Wong  
anymore..." She feels her abs and thinks, "This is  
Ada's scar, not mine." As she says good-bye to Ada  
Wong, she can't stop her tears. However, there isn't  
much time left before her next mission...” 
-RE3: Ada Epilogue; undated. 
 
Simmons is furious when he finds out Ada has left  
him. She has covered her tracks well and he has no way of reaching her or finding out where 
she has gone. He is devastated and begins to feel emotionally stressed for the very first time in 
his life. He begins to become obsessed with trying to find her and get her back on his side.  
 
"How could she leave me? We were the perfect partners! She was beautiful, intelligent, and the 
only one I would allow at my side. She should have known that. 
Ada, why... 
Now I'll have to create a replacement." 
-RE6: Ada and Derek; undated. 
 
A non-profit NGO known as 'TerraSave' is established, dedicated to helping victims of 
bioterrorism and medical-related health disasters. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: TERRASAVE 
TerraSave was a non-government affiliated organisation formed in the  
aftermath of the Raccoon City incident to aid victims of bioterrorism and  
expose unlawful pharmaceutical testing. The mistrust and conspiracy that  
surrounded the cause of the Raccoon City incident ensured TerraSave  
launched with a promise to root out the truth and expose governments  
and corporations that profited by covering up man-made disasters and  
pandemics. Whilst they lacked any armed forces, their main focus was  
humanitarian aid and their varied activities included dispatching teams  
for treatment and goods supply in disaster zones, monitoring the legal 
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distribution of medication, research facilities, drug development safety, and staging large-scale protests against 
fraudulent government and corporate activities.  
In their early years, the organisation’s activities were limited to peaceful protesting and non-violent disruptions 
of major corporate events. They also regularly published exposés of illegal practices and propaganda on the 
home page of their website. Because of the paranoia surrounding corporations like Umbrella and other 
members of the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium following Raccoon City, TerraSave quickly gained a cult 
following which soon developed into large public and political support. They later developed links and working 
partnerships with the World Health Organisation and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Substantial 
donations and financial aid ensured TerraSave’s growth to global coverage and large-scale recruitment meant 
they could now deploy operatives to biohazard hot zones to provide aid and medical supplies. They also took in 
refugees from bioterrorism incidents and brought them up in special facilities worldwide. In 1998 they counted 
Dr. Curtis Miller as one of their members. He formerly worked in Raccoon City and lost his wife and child in 
the incident. In December that year they also recruited Claire Redfield following her return from Rockfort 
Island. In the following years TerraSave also developed links and worked closely with the Federal Bioterrorism 
Commission (F.B.C.) with spokesperson Neil Fisher becoming a close associate of Morgan Lansdale. 
TerraSave suffered a brief setback in 2002 when WilPharma Corporation’s proposed move to Harvardville was 
formalised. WilPharma had capitalised on Umbrella’s downfall to take over as the world’s leading 
pharmaceutical corporation and the decision to base their new headquarters in Harvardville was expected to 
completely revitalise the flailing town’s economy. But Harvardville was the home town of Curtis Miller and he 
deeply opposed the move. He mounted an aggressive information campaign against WilPharma and was soon 
arrested for obstruction of business practices and extortion. This was a major scandal for TerraSave and Curtis 
Miller was immediately expelled from the organisation.  
In 2004, TerraSave continued to grow and among the  
new recruits was Gina Foley; a university graduate  
whose older sister Rachel was in the F.B.C. They were  
also on site during the Terragrigia Panic when Italian- 
based terrorist organisation Il Veltro dispersed the  
t-Abyss Virus across the whole city, triggering a serious  
biohazard. TerraSave assisted with search and rescue,  
taking in survivors and co-ordinating with the F.B.C.  
and General Lansdale. Neil Fisher also rescued a three  
year old girl called Natalia Korda after both her parents were killed during the incident. The following year the 
B.S.A.A. exposed Morgan Lansdale as the orchestrator of the whole incident and secret financier to the Veltro 
terrorist group. Lansdale tried to protest that it was all for the greater good to warn the world about the 
dangers of bioterrorism threats, but he was arrested and relieved of his position. Shortly afterwards the F.B.C. 
were dissolved. TerraSave official Neil Fisher took the news of Lansdale’s downfall hard and had fully believed 
in his mentor’s principles, despite the awful loss of life in Terragrigia. He secretly vowed to continue Lansdale’s 
work and would use his position within TerraSave to do all he could to resurrect the F.B.C. by justifying the 
need for their existence. 
By August 2005, TerraSave had regular picket lines outside of WilPharma’s new headquarters in Harvardville 
and also learned of the secret human trials they were performing in India to test out the in-development t-
Vaccine. They obtained photographic evidence of the trials and published them on the front page of their 
website. TerraSave warned that if the U.S. Government did not immediately begin an investigation into 
WilPharma’s activities, they would sue them in International Criminal Court. WilPharma’s stock nosedived in 
the face of the accusations and the government began to hesitate about approving the t-Vaccine. As a 
compromise, WilPharma donated their supplies of the t-Vaccine to the Strategic National Stockpile.  
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In November, WilPharma stockholder Senator Ron Davis hastily arranged a National Pharmaceutical 
Conference to deflect criticism away from the company and TerraSave used this news to stage a huge protest at 
Harvardville airport the day of the Senator’s arrival. Claire Redfield attended the protest after recently 
compiling incident reports for the F.D.A. which had been keeping her up at night. Unfortunately, bioterrorist 
Frederic Downing also chose the day of Davis’ arrival to cause a biohazard at Harvardville Airport by 
unleashing the t-Virus. Downing was using a grief-stricken Curtis Miller by duping him into believing they 
could use the biohazard to force the U.S. Government into revealing the truth behind the Raccoon City 
incident, but in reality the whole thing was a planned demonstration of the t and G-Viruses for General 
Grande; a dictorial leader from the Republic of Bajirib who was interested in purchasing the viruses alongside 
samples of the t-Vaccine. The incident caused a traumatic loss of life and Claire Redfield was distraught when 
she learned TerraSave’s disruption techniques caused a delay in the t-Vaccine reaching the national stockpile, 
meaning many deaths at the airport could have been prevented had the protest not been taking place. 
Eventually Claire assisted Leon S. Kennedy in resolving the incident by arresting Downing and securing all the 
t-Vaccine development data for the government. 
TerraSave continued campaigning for victims of bioterrorism all over the world for the next several years and 
sent many aid workers to the stricken district of Kijuju in West Africa following the Las Plagas outbreak of 
2009. These included Neil Fisher, Gabriel Chavez and Pedro Fernandez and they spent weeks cleaning up the 
aftermath and restoring normal living and working practices to the region. TerraSave also kept a close eye on 
the global public scrutiny of Tricell Inc and the subsequent investigation into their role in the development of 
the Uroboros Virus.  
By 2011, TerraSave had grown even further and launched a new advertising and recruitment campaign and 
counted Moira Burton, daughter of ex-S.T.A.R.S. member Barry, amongst its new members. By now Neil 
Fisher had clandestinely come into contact with Alex Wesker after searching the B.O.W. underworld for ways 
to acquire a sample of Uroboros. He planned to recreate the Terragrigia Panic on American soil using 
Uroboros to justify the need for the F.B.C. to come back. But Wesker saw through this plan and bluffed Fisher 
the promise of a sample in exchange for test subjects to take part in her fear experiments on an isolated island. 
During a party at TerraSave headquarters to celebrate the new recruits, the building was raided by a platoon of 
mercenaries working for Wesker and several identified TerraSave workers were abducted, including Claire 
Redfield and Fisher himself. Claire and Moira woke up alone in an isolated prison facility and were forced to 
take part in fear experiments orchestrated by someone known only as ‘The Overseer’. Later, Fisher’s plan was 
subsequently exposed by Claire and he died after Wesker betrayed him and injected him with the Uroboros 
Virus. Following that incident, the B.S.A.A. and TerraSave conducted a joint investigation and determined the 
identity of The Overseer to be Alex Wesker; a former member of a secret master-race eugenics program 
conducted by Oswell Spencer of the former Umbrella Corporation. This helped them piece together that 
Spencer’s final legacy was somewhere in a hidden facility on an isolated island. 
In 2014, TerraSave conducted an investigation on Sonido De Tortuga Island and neighbouring Zanahoria 
Island in the Caribbean Sea after receiving reports of fisherman being attacked by marine life bearing 
symptoms of viral infection. Claire and another member named Inez Diaco visited both islands and met up 
with a local named Marilou Mabou. Claire and Inez had given a talk to Marilou’s school class some years ago 
and they had remained in contact ever since. Marilou’s husband from an arranged marriage had gone missing 
and strange things were happening on Tortuga Island. Claire later discovered it was home to an abandoned 
military base that was later purchased by Oswell Spencer and Umbrella in the late 1990’s. It was beneath this 
old base that she found Umbrella’s final legacy and that of the ‘Kodoku Plan,’ which was a survival of the fittest 
experiment to create the perfect B.O.W. Claire also discovered that a Chinese corporation named Shen-Ya 
Pharmaceuticals were also looking for the facility and had sent agents under the guise of film crew for a 
television show named ‘Idol Survival’, to steal the virus. Inez was killed in the incident and the new virus was 
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lost after Shen-Ya spy, Zǐlì, injected herself after being mortally wounded in a fall and decimated the retrieval 
team after becoming a monster. Marilou was rescued by Claire and later became an employee of TerraSave. 
 
Adam Benford’s ‘Secret Military Agency’ also becomes operational. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: SECRET MILITARY AGENCY/A.U.P.I.T. 
The Secret Military Agency (later Anti-Umbrella Pursuit and Investigation Team) was initially an undisclosed, 
underground organisation devised by top U.S. government official Adam Benford as a direct response to the 
Raccoon City incident. The primary goal of this unit was to gather information about bio-warfare, illegal viral 
weapons, and to create effective countermeasures. The incident at Raccoon City in 1998 played a large role in 
the creation of this unit and Leon S. Kennedy’s first hand experiences during the biohazard led to his 
immediate recruitment by Benford himself. Critical in dealing with bioterrorism incidents was the ability to act 
quickly. On the ground, what mattered most was B.O.W. combat experience, and people like Leon had 
demonstrated superior survival skills. Kennedy agreed to Benford’s offer in exchange for Sherry Birkin’s 
unconditional protection and through her the agency gained access to the G-Virus antibody. The incident in 
Raccoon demonstrated a very real threat of deadly biological weapons going out of control, and this was clearly 
evident not only from incidents involving Umbrella, but also other corporations such as the rival company and 
in later years, Tricell. Leon’s recruitment was also a means for the U.S. Government to keep a close eye on him 
and Sherry, both of whom had learned too much about the existence of illegal biological weapons.  
Members of the Secret Military Agency all received specialist training and were dispatched on secret missions 
under orders given directly from the White House. Each became specialised in handling bioterrorism incidents 
which were not easily fought by conventional methods. Agents in charge of special missions were assigned 
dedicated operators to serve as contact and support personnel, and orders were given via portable data 
terminals. This was a special measure to ensure there would be no knowledge that the mission was conducted 
under direct presidential orders, even if the agent failed in his mission. 
In its early years, the primary focus of the Secret Military Agency was almost exclusively on Umbrella 
Corporation and thus became known as the ‘Anti-Umbrella Pursuit and Investigation Team’ (A.U.P.I.T.). It 
was an elite taskforce formed under the auspices of the United States Strategic Command (U.S. STRATCOM). 
The unit was under the direct control of the President of the United States and had full authority without 
hindrance from Federal law enforcement or National investigatory agencies. Agents also possessed high 
security clearance and had access to classified intelligence channels. Each operative was also bound by the 
directive ‘Anti-Virus Weapon Protocol No.7600’, which was the eradication of all the weaponised viral strains 
engineered by Umbrella. Due to their classified and unconventional remit, A.U.P.I.T. missions were carried out 
not in accordance with standard operational regulations and all field agents involved had to consent to release 
of all protective responsibilities. Neither the U.S. Government nor the persons in charge of operational 
command would be held responsible for injury, illness or death to the operative during the execution of their 
duties. Also, in the case that operatives were captured by hostile forces, neither the government nor the persons 
in charge of operational command would negotiate with the operative’s captors in any way on their own behalf. 
With access to classified government archives, agents like Leon Kennedy were able to research persons of 
interest such as Albert Wesker and delve into the known history of Umbrella Corporation including its links to 
prestigious noble families like the Ashford’s. Leon’s access to extensive intelligence channels allowed him to 
trace the location of Chris Redfield in December 1998, the former S.T.A.R.S. member who had dropped off the 
grid and had launched his own private investigation into Umbrella. Leon was able to warn Chris that his sister 
Claire had been captured and passed him the co-ordinates for Rockfort Island where she was being held. 
In 2002, A.U.P.I.T. were monitoring the movements of South American drug lord Javier Hidalgo after they 
made a confirmed link between his criminal Sacred Snakes organisation and a former Umbrella researcher who 
had escaped justice. The U.S. Government had long believed Hidalgo were purchasing illegal biological 
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weapons from Umbrella to spearhead the Sacred Snakes’ own viral weapons program. When both parties 
suddenly disappeared completely from public view, A.U.P.I.T. were given clearance for an incursion operation 
to snatch Hidalgo. Leon Kennedy was chosen as the lead agent for this mission and was working alongside Jack 
Krauser, a decorated soldier employed under the United States Special Operations Command. They were sent 
into the small country of Amparo separately and used a mutual operator named Hannah to rendezvous at the 
designated mission starting point. During the mission they met Javier’s daughter, Manuela, and realised she 
had been infected with the t-Veronica virus as part of an extreme treatment program to combat a terminal 
disease. In order to survive the virus, Manuela had to undergo regular organ transplants and this answered the 
question why the Sacred Snakes were currently into illegal human organ trafficking and why so many teenage 
girls had disappeared from the region. Leon and Krauser discovered the Umbrella employee had been 
murdered and they eventually killed Javier after he allowed himself to bond with the V-Complex; a huge  
t-Veronica based plant organism that was cultivated to limitlessly consume everything around it. Leon brought 
Manuela back to the United States where she could undergo further treatment and allow the U.S. Government 
to explore countermeasures for the t-Veronica virus. 
In September 2002, A.U.P.I.T. were called into action again when a terrorist group led by a rogue former 
Umbrella employee named Morpheus Duvall, seized control of a luxury cruise liner having first stolen samples 
of the t-Virus from Umbrella’s Paris Laboratory facility. Duvall was holding the U.S. and China to ransom with 
the threat of launching missiles loaded with the virus at major cities from both nations. A.U.P.I.T. agent Bruce 
McGivern was dispatched to stop him and worked alongside Fong Ling of the Chinese Ministry of State 
Security to bring Duvall down. The resulting incident was catastrophic for Umbrella and resulted in the loss of 
a large percentage of their remaining client base as well as the prototype t+G-Virus and associated samples. 
By 2004, following Umbrella’s demise, A.U.P.I.T. switched their focus to rounding up former Umbrella 
Corporation employees who had gone underground. After receiving the order to cease operations, various 
former employees and researchers began leaking viruses and B.O.W.s from the company onto the black 
market. Troublemakers such as rouge nations, guerrillas, and terrorists all rushed to buy the evil weapons 
created by Umbrella and the world was rocked by bioterrorist incidents. 
In Autumn 2004, Leon Kennedy was seconded from A.U.P.I.T. to join the security detail of Ashley Graham, 
daughter of newly elected P.O.T.U.S., President Graham. Just prior to Leon’s arrival, Ashley was abducted on 
her way home from university and became embroiled in a conspiracy involving a religious sect called the Loss 
Illuminados, Umbrella’s rival company, and a parasitic organism known as Las Plagas. Using the skills he’d 
acquired and maintained as an A.U.P.I.T. agent, Leon successfully rescued Ashley and brought her home. He 
compiled the Kennedy Report which was shared with the B.S.A.A. and was first to suggest that the rival 
company were ‘the remnants of Umbrella’ looking to resurrect the corporation. 
In 2005, a t-Virus outbreak occurred in St. Cloud, Minnesota, and a Rochester City Police Officer named Tyler 
Howard uncovered evidence that the incident was orchestrated by a group of former Umbrella employees. This 
evidence saw him come into contact with Adam Benford who later recruited Howard as an agent for A.U.P.I.T. 
Howard’s recruitment into the secret agency was covered up by having his death faked and he was declared 
KIA during the incident.  
A.U.P.I.T. continued to function for the next six years until the entire organisation was overhauled and 
replaced by the formation of the Division of Security Operations in February 2011. As A.U.P.I.T. was one of 
several taskforces operating under U.S. STRATCOM, the premise of the D.S.O. was to select the very best 
agents from other branches of U.S. security and bring them under one elite group to act as the ‘Sword of the 
President’ in the ongoing fight against bioterrorism. The D.S.O. and accompanying Field Operations Support 
(F.O.S.) was the spiritual successor to both the F.B.C. and A.U.P.I.T. under one banner. 
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The U.S. Government proposes a plan to suspend Umbrella’s business activities pending a full 
investigation into the Raccoon City disaster. Umbrella’s response will be to sue the 
government. 
 
Yoko Suzuki and Linda Baldwin will appear in court to testify against Umbrella. The so-called 
‘Raccoon Trials’ will begin next year.  
 
Alyssa Ashcroft continues her journalism career and  
writes an article for the Daily Advisor about the  
existence of so-called bio-organic weapons. Her  
article is entitled ‘What is B.O.W.? Blowing the  
Lid off this Horrifying Secret Project.’ She is  
weightlifting in her apartment as she prepares for the  
next chapter in her life. The TV in front of her has  
yet another news bulletin on Umbrella.  
 
Cindy Lennox moves away from the area and buys a  
new house. She is ready to move on and put the nightmare of Raccoon City behind her. She 
speaks with a friend on the phone and asks they stop by to see her. 
 
Kevin Ryman accepts a new job in Miami. He is already impressed with the weather as he takes 
off down Route 96 towards Florida on his motorbike. He is relishing a new start. 
 
Mark Wilkins is reunited with his wife and son and they decide to make another go of their 
relationship. They move away to a new city and begin a new life. He just wants to relax now, 
but he is always ready for a little adventure. 
 
George Hamilton takes a keen interest in virology following his experiences in Raccoon City. 
He takes a flight to an undisclosed city and is speaking to a colleague about stopping by the 
university research lab sometime soon. He has some things to look into and believes he should 
be quite busy.  
 
Jim Chapman takes some time off to recuperate following his horrific experience in Raccoon. 
He is preparing to start work again when he enters a sports store to treat himself to a brand new 
set of sneakers. He is optimistic about what lies ahead for him. 
 
David King begins a new adventure by catching a ride on a cruise ship named ‘Silver Star.’ 
Before he departs he is seen chatting to someone on a pay phone, admitting that idle talk does 
have its place sometimes. Mysterious as ever, David boards the ship and watches the ocean. He 
will never be heard from again.  
 
The National Journal newspaper publishes an expose on Raccoon City – blaming the incident 
on a ‘mysterious corporation’. 
 
“Before long, as they always do, people stopped talking about the catastrophe that struck down 
the once peaceful town of Raccoon City. Time as they say, heals all. Yet even so, we must 
never forget about the horrific events leading up to the catastrophe, or history will surely repeat 
itself.” 
-REOUT2: Bad Epilogue; undated. 
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FRIDAY OCTOBER 2ND – SATURDAY OCTOBER 3RD 1998 
The world continue to speculate over the Raccoon City incident and the implications of the 
U.S. Government’s decision to launch a missile on their own soil. Rumours swiftly circle about 
the involvement of Umbrella Corporation. 
 
At Umbrella’s worldwide facilities, rumours quickly spread among staff that William Birkin 
may have been responsible for the incident. 
 
SUNDAY OCTOBER 4TH 1998 
A restaurant manager on Sheena Island hears  
about the Raccoon City incident. There are  
rumours Umbrella are behind the whole thing  
and he feels uneasy as the company also own  
Sheena Island and conduct experimental research  
here. 
 
“I heard an unbelievable story. A small town in  
America, Raccoon City, was destroyed last week.  
They said that all the residents turned into  
zombies and the city is now completely deserted. Umbrella Inc. is rumoured to be behind the 
incident, but I don’t know the details. Although the incident occurred far from here across the 
sea, I can’t help but feel anxiety if Umbrella is truly behind it. I hope this city will be okay…” 
-REGS: Restaurant Manager's Diary; 04/10/98 
 
TUESDAY OCTOBER 6TH 1998 
The restaurateur hears more rumours about the  
incident and that company elite William Birkin  
was responsible for the disaster by spilling his own  
virus through the sewerage system. 
 
“I heard another interesting story. This one is  
about William Birkin, who supposedly destroyed  
Raccoon City. He was the creator of the virus  
called T, or G, or whatever. He tried to use the  
virus for his own purposes. Unbelievable as it  
may seem, he injected the virus into his own body and turned into a monster.  
Also, the virus leaked into the sewer, and it is rumoured that rats spread the virus around the 
entire city.” 
-REGS: Restaurant Manager's Diary; 06/10/98 
 
Umbrella’s B.O.W. Development team submit an initial report on the combat performance of 
the Nemesis T-Type during the Raccoon City incident. Due to the number of U.B.C.S. 
operatives that were sacrificed to accumulate this data, it is hoped the recovered data will be put 
to good use when it comes to further developing this and other B.O.W. projects. 
 
“October 6, 1998 
Acquisition of t-Virus infection data and B.O.W. combat data in the Raccoon City biohazard 
was extremely difficult. Regarding combat data acquisition of a new B.O.W., a remodelled 
Tyrant we call "Nemesis", we dispatched U.B.C.S. squads and were forced to make 
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considerable sacrifices since the target was more violent than we had imagined and possessed 
an intellectual brain. 
As for you researchers, I sincerely hope that further evolved and ultimate B.O.W.s will be 
developed by analysing this combat data. 
Umbrella B.O.W. Development Team” 
-BIOGS: Report on Destroyed Raccoon City; 06/10/98 
 
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 7TH 1998 
The heads of each section of the city on  
Sheena Island meet with Commander  
Goldman to discuss the Raccoon City  
biohazard. During the meeting it is agreed  
that they must remain vigilant and steps  
be taken to prevent any such incident  
occurring on Sheena. Because of the  
Tyrant manufacturing plant, this island is  
more important to Umbrella than  
Raccoon City ever was. 
 
“Today, the leaders of each section of the city, including myself, attended a meeting with the  
Commander. The briefing was on the destruction of Raccoon City. 
During the conference, everyone placed blame on William Birkin. He betrayed the company 
and wanted to keep the G-Virus for himself. The Commander told us that if there is a traitor 
like Birkin in this city we should execute him immediately and without question. I 
wholeheartedly agree with the Commander’s orders. This city is as vital to Umbrella as that 
laboratory in Raccoon City was. No…it is actually much more important. 
We must not allow a biohazard to happen in this city. We cannot let Umbrella’s efforts to buy 
the city and establish these billion-dollar facilities go to waste. We should keep a closer eye on 
the behaviour of personnel in the future.” 
-REGS: Church Manager's Diary; 07/10/98 
 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 8TH 1998 
The restaurant owner discovers that t-Virus is  
being kept on the island so decides to pack up  
and leave Sheena before it is too late. He needs  
to get away from Umbrella. 
 
“What should I do? One of the Umbrella  
workers who came here for lunch mentioned that  
the t-Virus IS on this island. He said that there’s  
no possibility that an accident could occur here  
in this city, but…I’m not so sure. 
I decided to work for Umbrella because of the money. But now I’ve grown tired of opening my 
restaurant for only Umbrella workers. There is nothing new or interesting left for me in this 
town. I guess it’s time to get out of here before it’s too late…” 
-REGS: Restaurant Manager's Diary; 08/10/98 
 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 9TH 1998 
The teenage prisoners on Sheena Island decide to execute their escape plan tonight, citing the 
Umbrella workers’ distraction over the Raccoon City disaster as their best chance of success 
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because security is minimal. They will split up into two different groups; each taking a different 
route out and hoping at least one of them will make it outside. 
 
“The time has come. I’ve noticed the Umbrella people have been visibly disturbed for about a 
week or so. Rumour has it there was a terrible accident at an Umbrella laboratory somewhere 
in America. All the prison guards seem to be very busy gathering information on the accident, 
so security isn’t as tight. 
We’ve organised our comrades already. Stojkovic and Enriquez are supposed to steal the keys 
from the guards. Sankhon and I will act as decoys, and Yoshikawa and Fellipe are in charge of 
gathering weapons. 
We have decided our escape route. The plan will be carried out at 11pm tonight. We have 
twenty members separated into two units: Unit A and Unit B. Unit A will go into the sewer 
through the ventilation slot of the confinement room, while Unit B will use a rope to climb 
down the surveillance tower. We’ll use the rope they used to tie us. If we fail, Vincent will 
surely kill us. But if we stay here, Vincent will order them to cut our brains eventually. We’re 
dead either way, but I’d rather die trying to escape…” 
-REGS: Young Man's Diary; 09/10/98 
 
11PM: 
The prisoners begin their plan. Sakhorn and the  
young man pretend to fight each other to cause a  
riot with the rest of the prisoners. When the  
guards intervene, Stojkovic and Enriquez manage  
to grab the cell door keys in the confusion and  
release the rest of the prisoners. Soon the guards  
are quickly overthrown and their weapons taken.  
They split into two separate teams as arranged  
with the first group heading down towards the  
sewer and the second team taking a coil of rope  
and attaching it to the top of the surveillance  
tower, using it to rappel down to the courtyard below. There are twenty prisoners in all with 
each team comprised of ten individuals. 
 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 10TH 1998 
POST-MIDNIGHT 
After a general alert goes out across the city, the Prison chief and his guards lead a systematic 
search of the underground sewer complex where they apprehend the first batch of prisoners. 
The second group don't fare much better and are also caught. All twenty are escorted back to 
the prison where Vincent Goldman is waiting for them. After pondering what action to take, 
the sadistic Goldman is furious they even thought about trying to escape and personally 
executes each and every one of them in cold blood. After the massacre is over, Goldman 
calmly orders the bodies to be disposed of and for the Prison Chief to report the incident to 
Umbrella HQ as a mass-suicide. Even the Prison Chief is shocked at Goldman’s extreme 
action. 
 
MORNING 
In his office on Level 13 of the Umbrella building, Goldman reflects on his actions from a few 
hours ago. In hindsight, he concedes he perhaps went over the top. He does not feel sorry for 
the guinea pigs as they deserved to die for trying to escape, but their deaths will be hard to 
conceal from Umbrella, who spent a great deal of time and money collecting the captives from 
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all over the world and shipping them over to Sheena. He will also have to monitor the various 
heads of the city who seem a bit shocked by his cold-blooded decision to murder the prisoners. 
He confirms the Prison Warden’s report to HQ outlines the prisoners all killed themselves as 
ordered but he still has to be extremely careful when dealing with the others. Any rash moves 
could jeopardize his upcoming promotion with Umbrella and so he orders all city section 
heads not to talk about the incident. 
 
“Last night, a group of guinea pigs confined in the prison escaped, took weapons, and caused a 
riot. The guinea pigs responsible for the incident were all shot to death by myself, but it will 
cause a lot of trouble if Umbrella headquarters becomes aware of this. 
This could spoil my plan of returning to headquarters and collecting my reward for my great 
achievements in this city. I ordered the prison chief to report the incident as a mass suicide, but 
I will also have to order the others who are involved not to talk about it…” 
-REGS: Vincent's Diary; 10/10/98 
 
Rumours of the prison escape begin to filter through to other sections of the city. Andy the 
sewer caretaker makes a note of what he has heard. 
 
“It seems some terrible accident happened above ground last night. I don’t know any more 
details, but I heard that Commander Vincent has done something cruel.” 
-REGS: Sewer Caretaker Andy's Diary; 10/10/98 
 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 15TH 1998 
Lott Klein learns about Vincent’s murdering of the prisoners. He cannot understand why they 
were killed when his father told him Umbrella were trying to help them. Deep down inside, he 
begins to question everything he has been told about the island. 
 
“I heard Commander Vincent killed those people who tried to escape from the prison. I 
wonder how such a thing happened? I know they are inferior to us, but did we have to kill 
them? Is this what I believed in? Umbrella and my dad were supposed to help the inferiors by 
operating on them...why did he kill them?” 
-REGS: Lott's Diary; 15/10/98 
 
TUESDAY OCTOBER 20TH 1998 
The prison chief begins to regret his decision  
to cover up the murder of the guinea pigs by  
Commander Goldman, but he is too  
frightened to oppose him. Umbrella HQ have  
replied to his report about the ‘mass-suicide’  
and do not seem to suspect anything amiss. 
 
"Today, we received a reply to our report  
about the incident where 20 guinea pigs  
committed suicide the other day. The  
headquarters does not seem to have any suspicions and say that they plan to gather 
replacement guinea pigs soon. 
It’s too late, but now I’m starting to regret that I sent a fake report of a mass suicide incident, 
when it was actually a mass escape. However, as long as I stay in this city, it means death to me 
if I dare to oppose to Commander Vincent. I’ll never forget the cruel smile of Vincent when he 
was shooting at the boys who tried to escape from the prison on that night. It looked as if he 
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were killing a bunch of insects. Commander Vincent is indeed a very cold-blooded person, just 
as he is rumoured to be. He is a true murderer. I am in a position where I am supposed to 
report the truth to headquarters, but I’m also afraid of Commander Vincent...I don’t know 
what to do...” 
-REGS: Prison Chief's Diary; 20/10/98 
 
MID-LATE OCTOBER 1998 
City section heads on Sheena begin to have secret meetings to discuss what to do about 
Goldman. Collectively they are too frightened to oppose him but know something must be 
done before things get worse. Taking a huge risk, they manage to install some recording 
equipment and wiretap Goldman's office phone. With this they hope to get recordings from 
Vincent on the prisoner massacre and evidence he murdered one of his own colleagues to land 
his position on Sheena Island. A group of top Umbrella executives are coming to the island 
next month to replace the guinea pigs and to conduct an inspection so that will be a perfect 
opportunity to prevent them with the evidence. 
 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 23RD 1998 
Rock band ‘Deviant from Beat’ are booked to play at Heaven’s Night on Sheena Island 
tonight. 
 
MONDAY OCTOBER 26TH 1998 
Today was scheduled to be a health day at Raccoon General Hospital. 
 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 30TH 1998 
A forklift driver at the Ashford Transport Terminal in the Antarctic writes in his diary how he 
hates his job and realises he made a huge mistake joining Umbrella. 
 
“When I joined Umbrella Inc., I thought that I would be able to live care-free for the rest of 
my life, being employed by this huge corporation. It’s a joke that I ended up being a driver at a 
place like this. I asked for a position change, but they completely ignored me. It feels more like 
a prison! Work is extremely demanding, and there’s nothing fun about it. I’d rather be dead!” 
-RECVX: Worker's Diary; 30/10/98 
 
NOVEMBER 1998 
Ark Thompson, a private investigator, is hired by his friend Leon S. Kennedy to investigate 
Umbrella’s dealings on Sheena Island. The island is a secluded place owned exclusively by the 
company. Leon has uncovered this information thanks to his new role in the U.S. 
Government. 
 
Ark later manages to arrive on the island undetected but is observed acting suspiciously by Lott 
Klein. 
 
The Hypnos Tyrant prototype is completed. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: HYPNOS T-TYPE TYRANT 
The Hypnos Type Tyrant was based around a concept of creating a smaller, more agile and more ferocious 
human biological weapon. This was a purposeful direction by Commander Vincent Goldman who wanted to 
create something that differed greatly to the mass-produced Tyrant models created by Umbrella U.S.A. One of 
the primary goals with the Tyrant Project was to create an efficient weapon capable of infiltration techniques 
with the ability to pass itself off as a human and sneak into enemy territory undetected. With this in mind, it 
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was important for Goldman and his research team to create this project from scratch, meaning a unique 
human subject had to be found and the Tyrant transformation process started from the beginning, rather than 
using the base subject clone from previous models. A suitable youth  
subject was chosen and body-strengthening surgery applied, though  
not to the extent of previous Tyrant subjects, and then Birkin’s t-Virus  
variant was added. The next step was to apply the ‘Hypnos Gene’. This  
was the result of a project run by the Gene Application Engineering  
Laboratory to develop an artificial gene to make the Tyrant as efficient  
as possible. Using Charles Darwin’s ‘Survival of the fittest’ doctrine as a  
base, many cells of differing types were extracted from various subjects  
and made to fight. Those that survived were then thrown at each other  
again and the strong genes of the winning cells were retained. Over a  
period of approximately three weeks, hundreds of thousands of gene  
selections were performed. The researchers worked day and night on  
this, often without any sleep until finally the most powerful surviving  
cell was extracted from all the others. To celebrate their work, the  
researchers named this gene ‘Hypnos’ after the Greek god of sleep.  
Because the Hypnos gene was so integral to the overall project,  
Goldman adopted the name for the Tyrant itself.  
The second core component of the Hypnos T-Type was the  
incorporation of a large quantity of neural transmitter with high levels  
of purity during the process of gene cultivation. This chemical is  
known as β Hetero Nonserotonin and is a key element of the human  
brain. It is produced by the pituitary gland of teenagers in the latter stages of developing their secondary sex 
characteristics. Medical data explains that this cerebral neural transmitter is produced in response to the 
excessive secretion of noradrenaline that is produced from the locus coeruleus in the brain stem. Noradrenaline 
is produced when people are in a high state of extreme tension or fear. β Hetero Nonserotonin cannot be 
extracted from a brain-dead human body because the substance only exists in stimulated cells. Thus when 
Goldman had adolescents shipped to Sheena Island from all over the world for raw material, the most efficient 
extraction method was to surgically remove the pituitary gland after simulating superfluous secretion of 
noradrenaline through fear of dying and the severe pain of the skull being opened without applying 
anaesthetic. 
The resulting creature was a smaller Tyrant, albeit compensated with phenomenal athletic abilities and 
excessive ferocity due to the application of the β Hetero Nonserotonin. In addition the Hypnos Tyrant had 
extraordinary regenerative abilities thanks to the Hypnos gene constantly promoting the production of strong 
cells within the body. Its base appearance was not unlike a teenage male in terms of size and bulk. Its sex organs 
had been surgically removed and it bore a miniaturised version of the trademark Tyrant claws on its right arm. 
Curiously this arm and supporting shoulder were coated in a small growth of hardened skin which acted as a 
form of natural armour plating when the creature came under attack. Because a youth subject was chosen for 
the base template, it was not as strong as previous models and its brain was less developed, meaning it could 
not sustain much damage before secondary t-Virus mutation was triggered. This caused the creature to develop 
substantial muscle growth and accelerate its heightened agility levels and ripping the skin. A curious 
development was the creature’s insistence to have its mouth open in this form. Further damage would result in 
a third form, where muscle bulk would swell to the extent it almost had a hunched back. Further stretching of 
the skin would tear the chest cavity and expose the heart. Due to its increased blood-flow, the heart was swollen 
in size and left an obvious weak point for firearms.  
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Only one Hypnos subject was ever produced and it was destroyed before a proper combat test was performed 
and any data collected. The destruction of the Tyrant Plant on Sheena Island was enough for Umbrella to 
decide not to take the project forward any further. 
 
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 3RD 1998 
The forklift driver at the Antarctic base has his vacation cancelled suddenly because facility 
director Alfred Ashford makes an error which requires additional manpower to fix. The 
employee cannot stand Alfred, noting how he doesn’t treat his own workforce like human 
beings. 
 
“My hard-earned vacation was cancelled suddenly. I heard they failed to secure enough 
manpower due to a mistake made by the facility head, Alfred. That fool doesn’t deserve 
forgiveness. He doesn’t even treat us like human beings!” 
-RECVX: Worker's Diary; 03/11/98 
 
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 5TH 1998 
The worker hears a story from a colleague who has worked in Antarctica for over eight years. 
He tells of how a man is supposedly locked up in a cell deep underground and been 
imprisoned for over ten years. People refer to him as ‘Nosferatu’ and are deathly afraid of him. 
But the driver believes this to be a ridiculous fabrication. 
 
“I heard an interesting story from a guy who’s been working here for over 8 years. He must be 
awfully patient… He says that there is a man who has been confined here for over 10 years, 
locked up in a cell located deep below here. People call him “Nosferatu” and are deathly afraid 
of him. What an absurd story!” 
-RECVX: Worker's Diary; 05/11/98 
 
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 7TH 1998 
Lott Klein spots Ark Thompson acting suspiciously  
on Sheena Island. He is going round various  
sections of the city speaking to people and trying to  
gather up information whilst posing as an Umbrella  
employee. Lott decides to follow him and watches  
as he enters the underground sewer network. Lott  
hides in the background as Ark goes to see the  
janitor Andy Holland who lives down here. The  
old man is surprised to see Ark who now  
introduces himself as Vincent Goldman and explains he’s been transferred to this facility to 
inspect it. Having met the real Vincent Goldman through his father, Lott realises this man is an 
imposter. 
 
Later that day, Lott goes to see Goldman in his office on  
the 13th floor of the Umbrella building and tells him of  
Ark’s meeting with Andy in the sewer. Goldman does not  
seem all that surprised by the revelation a spy has  
infiltrated the island but he thanks Lott for his loyalty  
nonetheless. As Goldman ponders his next move, he  
wrongly believes Ark has been sent from Umbrella and  
that they may know the truth behind the mass suicide at 
the prison. But how could they possibly know? The only 
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logical explanation is that one or all of the separate city section heads have betrayed him. He 
needs to investigate further. 
 
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 8TH 1998 
Goldman uncovers more evidence that the section heads of the city are conspiring against him. 
He no longer believes that the spy works for Umbrella but remains convinced he has 
something to do with the planned rebellion happening on the island. He is dismayed that the 
only person he can seemingly trust is an insignificant 12 year-old boy. He can do without all 
these distractions as he cannot allow the work being performed at the Tyrant factory to be 
disrupted. The Hypnos-T Type currently slumbering at the factory is waiting to be battle-tested. 
He has so much at stake and will be damned if he lets the insignificant people of this island 
ruin everything for him. He just needs to hang in there for a few more months until he can 
return to Umbrella Europe and receive his promotion for all he has achieved. For now, he still 
has some time as the company corporate executives are not coming to the island from HQ for 
a couple of weeks yet and he knows nothing will be done to oust him until then. He decides to 
let the spy live for now and try to find out who he works for. 
 
"The people of the city who have been opposing me are now trying to gather information, 
intending to report to headquarters what I did. 
Yesterday, that little boy, Lott, told me that a spy sneaked into the city. I guess that spy may 
have something to do with the rebellion happening here. 
I'll let him for now, and see who he works for and why he is here.  
Then I'll kill him. 
It's a sad story that the only person that I can trust in this whole city is that little kid, Lott." 
-REGS: Vincent's Diary; 08/11/98 
 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 9TH 1998 
Ark Thompson, once again impersonating Vincent  
Goldman, heads back down to the sewers to meet with  
Andy Holland for an inspection. This time Andy, who has a  
passion for photography, takes Ark's picture as a souvenir  
but Ark gets angry with him. Andy wrongly believes this  
extreme reaction is down to Vincent's reputation for being a  
cruel and ruthless man, but in reality it is because Ark does  
not want his undercover identity compromised. If the  
people here discover he isn't really Vincent, then the game will be up. He still has much more 
to uncover before he can report back to Leon. 
 
“Today at last, Commander Vincent came down here for an inspection. We made small talk, 
but I could see nothing but cruelty in him. When I took a picture of him as a souvenir, he 
became very angry…what a jerk!” 
-REGS: Sewer Caretaker Andy's Diary; 09/11/98 
 
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 10TH 1998 
In the cold, dark isolation of the Antarctic Transport Terminal, high winds batter the facility 
making ominous whistling sounds. The forklift driver is awoken shortly after midnight by what 
he swears is a deep growling sound coming from somewhere underground. He curses himself 
for thinking too much into the silly 'Nosferatu' story. 
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“At midnight, I woke up to an ominous growling sound that seemed to be coming from deep 
underground…I’m so pathetic to have been frightened by such a foolish story. Then again, I 
suppose anyone would have a hard time maintaining their sanity in a place like this!!” 
-RECVX: Worker's Diary; 10/11/98 
 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 16TH 1998 
Following orders from Spencer, the Umbrella African Research Centre is abruptly closed 
down. Facility Director Brandon Bailey who has been there for thirty years is indifferent to the 
whole thing and ponders just how much of his life he has wasted. He knows now that the day 
he really stopped caring was over ten years ago when he was informed that Dr Marcus had 
died. It is apparent he never knew Marcus was murdered by Umbrella, nor had any knowledge 
of his apparent resurrection earlier this year. 
 
“We’ve closed down the Research Centre. 
It’s strange, but I don’t really care. I’m indifferent  
to the whole thing. I feel the same way as when I  
heard that the Arklay Facility and Raccoon City  
were destroyed. When did I become so  
apathetic? I’ve spent every waking moment  
researching and extracting the Progenitor Virus.  
Everything I did was for Dr. Marcus.  Actually,  
when I think about it, I probably stopped caring  
the day I heard he had died all those years ago. 
I didn’t feel angry or happy or even shocked; I felt nothing at all. It was as if all my emotions 
had just shut down. I just kept sending out samples of the Progenitor Virus to all of Umbrella’s 
laboratories. I was just an automated machine reporting to Umbrella Headquarters every time 
one of my subordinates made a breakthrough or discovered something new. 
I was like a zombie ambling through life. No thoughts, no feelings. And now the Research 
Centre where I’ve spent half my life is closed. I really don’t care one way or another. It’s 
probably all for the best. Perhaps it is too late to have any semblance of life again.” 
-RE5: Research Director's Brandon's Journal; 16/11/98 
 
Meanwhile, with the closure of the facility, Oswell Spencer believes he can now keep the 
location of the Progenitor Virus source a secret from Umbrella's many rivals. He will now 
begin the process of eliminating every Level 09 employee with knowledge of the source 
location in Africa until only he and a trusted few are the only ones aware of its existence. Once 
that is done, he can continue his work with Alex. 
 
NOVEMBER 17TH-18TH 1998 (CIRCA) 
Back on Sheena Island, the other section heads review Vincent's taped phone calls over the last 
month and look for evidence they can use against him. There are several phone calls from 
Goldman's mother begging him to quit Umbrella and return home but it seems Vincent's 
sadistic ambitions are getting the better of him. After spooling through hours of material they 
finally discover phone conversations regarding the prison suicide and obtain proof that he 
murdered them all himself. More revelations include how he murdered one of his close 
colleagues to ensure he got the vacant position on the island. The city heads keep the 
wiretapping recordings safe and plan to present them to Umbrella's corporate executives when 
they visit the island next week.  
 
"Wiretapping Record of Vincent 
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We can no longer tolerate what Commander Vincent has been doing, 
To deprive him of his position, we must obtain conclusive evidence of his evil doings, and 
report it to headquarters. 
We realized that he is very intelligent and cautious. As a last resort, though it was very 
dangerous for us, was to wiretap his phone conversations. 
Finally we obtained evidence that was potent enough to deprive him of his position. 
This tape contains his conversations on the prison breaking incident last month. It proves that 
he shot those young people all by himself, and that he tried to hide the truth. 
Furthermore, this tape reveals that before coming to this city, Vincent had killed his colleague 
only for the purpose of his own promotion. 
If we could hand this tape to the corporate people coming to the city next week, he will surely 
lose his position for sure. 
Then the city will be peaceful once again." 
-REGS: Wiretapping Record of Vincent; undated. 
 
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 19TH 1998 
Goldman discovers his phone has been hacked  
and his private conversations recorded. He  
learns of the evidence the city section leaders  
have and how they have compiled a prosecution  
report ready to hand over to the corporate  
executives visiting Sheena next week. He is livid  
and cannot allow this information to be revealed.  
He does not know exactly how many people  
know his secret and so plans to kill them all by  
spreading the t-Virus across the island. It is an  
extreme measure to take, but the only way to ensure every one of the people planning to betray 
him will be silenced. It will also stop anyone from Umbrella coming to the island. He will take 
steps to ensure the biohazard is made to look accidental so his chances of promotion when he 
returns to Umbrella HQ will not be affected. With his mind made up, he starts to make 
preparations, estimating he'll need a couple of days to ensure everything will be ready, 
including securing his own escape route. 
 
“The people of the city seem to be preparing to hand the prosecution report to the 
headquarters people who are delivering the new guinea pigs next week. They say that they have 
evidence of my doings. I can never allow them to reveal that. Those civilians will regret what 
they are doing. I’ll teach them what happens to those who oppose me!!” 
-REGS: Vincent's Diary; 19/11/98 
 
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 22ND 1998 
Vincent Goldman spreads the t-Virus across the city on Sheena Island, killing most of the 
citizens. He also releases a number of B.O.W.s stored at the Tyrant Plant including Hunter 
Alphas and Lickers. This should take care of the people planning to betray him and now all he 
needs to do is rid himself of the spy and acquire confirmation of his death. He reports the 
biohazard to Umbrella Headquarters as an accident and the company understandably cancels 
their scheduled corporate visit. He decides against releasing any of the T-103's for now as they 
hopefully shouldn't be needed.  
 
“Now they know who holds the power! I’ve spread the t-Virus all over the city. Of course it was 
done to look like an accident. The city should be completely contaminated. Now I can go back 
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to headquarters and get promoted for my great achievements at the factory. No one can 
oppose me now! 
Wait…there is one person that I have to take care of. It’s that spy. I have to eliminate that rat 
who sneaked into the city!” 
-REGS: Vincent's Diary; 22/11/98 
 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 23RD 1998 
The virus spreads like a silent killer; zombies and  
monsters are soon everywhere, killing those who are  
still uninfected and the city is soon a total loss. Lott  
Klein cannot believe what is going on. He tries to get  
back to his house where his parents and sister will be  
waiting for him. His dad works for Umbrella so maybe  
he can explain what is going on. 
 
On his way back to the house he gets the fright of his  
life when he is attacked by zombies wearing Umbrella uniforms. These were once the same 
people that were so nice to him; the Church Manager who let him come into the vestry and 
read all the comics and play on the pinball machines, the manager of the Entrepot, the 
Restaurant owner, the people from the Heaven’s Night Club, all of them are now after him. 
Luckily, he manages to get away, eventually arriving home where his parents barricade them all 
inside. Unfortunately, they are starting to show signs of infection. 
 
“The city is in total panic! Monsters are everywhere and they are attacking people! Those 
Umbrella people who were very nice to me suddenly started attacking me. I need help! Please 
someone rescue me!” 
-REGS: Lott's Diary; 23/11/98 
 
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 24TH 1998 
Through the night, both Lily and Lott's mom  
and dad become zombies and attack their  
children. Lott takes a baseball bat from his  
bedroom and they manage to escape the  
family home. They decide to try and get to  
the Umbrella building in the centre of town  
and find Vincent, believing he will protect  
them. Once there however, they run into a  
surviving Umbrella employee who tells them  
that all the madness happening on the island  
is Goldman's fault. With no one now left to turn to, Lott does his best to try and protect his 
sister. 
 
“My dad and my mom turned into monsters. One of the survivors told me that Commander 
Vincent turned the people into monsters. I can’t trust anyone now. I have to survive and 
protect my sister Lily, no matter what! We have to escape from this city together!!” 
-REGS: Lott's Diary; 24/11/98 
 
Meanwhile, Umbrella Headquarters consider their response to the Sheena Island outbreak. 
Normally they would deploy the U.B.C.S. as they did in Raccoon City to collect combat data 
and rescue any important surviving company employees. However, with the Raccoon incident 
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being so recent in memory combat data not required and the unit suffered many losses, so the 
company decide to test a prototype experiment by sending in a group of genetically-engineered 
soldiers known as 'Undertakers'. The idea behind this unit is to save money, personnel and 
eliminate the risk of betrayal. When killed, the trashsweepers’ body automatically dissolves 
until there is no trace it ever existed. They can be directly programmed to follow the orders of 
the U.T. Commander, who is the only human in the entire unit. 
 
PARAMILITARY UNIT PROFILE: UMBRELLA UNDERTAKERS (CLEANERS) 
The ‘Under Taker’ unit was a short-lived experimental program to create a disposal evidence destruction force 
applied to top-secret missions of hazard degree A+ class. Their mission parameters were restricted to two 
phases; the elimination of witnesses and the complete destruction of the target area. The only human is the unit 
commander who leads the artificial biological force; these  
are artificial humanoid beings designed as soldiers rather  
than weapons. They were small in size, with enlarged  
arms and legs that gave them an awkward posture. Their  
movements were almost monkey-like and they often  
performed forward roles and flips when under sustained  
attack. They could be programmed to follow basic  
commands and trained to handle firearms, although their  
marksmanships skills were often below-average. They  
carried basic MP5 machine guns and single night-vision  
goggles. When fatally injured they would emit a high-pitched inhuman shriek and their bodies would dissolve 
completely following the release of a highly corrosive chemical built into their skin-tight combat suits that 
acted as a modified version of the external ‘Power Limiter’ applied to some Tyrant models. This was 
purposefully designed to leave no trace of the Under Taker’s existence. Mission instructions were relayed via a 
computer device on their helicopter transport with cables connected to the helmets of each individual 
operative. Upon completion of their mission, the Under Taker operatives would self-destruct in accordance 
with a pre-programmed order prior to deployment. Only the human commander’s return was permitted. In 
the operation on Sheena Island, their orders were to conceal the biohazard that broke out due to the 
recklessness of Commander Vincent and destroy the entire island using the research facility's self-destruct 
device. Throughout Umbrella, the Under Taker’s were also referred to as ‘Trash Sweepers’ or ‘Cleaners’ and it 
is believed they may have been a temporary exercise due to the recent decimation of the U.B.C.S. in Raccoon 
City, though this has never been confirmed. 
 
EVENING: 
Umbrella respond to the incident by sending in an armed clean-up team to quell the biohazard 
and kill any survivors. As the sun begins to set, helicopters carrying Under Takers set off across 
the sea. The mission is designated Code: Blanket and only the human commander will return. 
  
"CODE: Blanket is ordered 
Obliterate UM26E completely 
The sky is ominously stained like blood by the setting sun, several black helicopters are flying 
having received special orders from HQ. 
They are named "The Undertakers", and their mission is to eliminate the surviving residents, 
and completely purge the target area. 
Inside the helicopter, a team of soldiers, who are equipped with special gear as black as the 
helicopter, are standing on both sides of the cabin. 
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The soldiers are completely silent and motionless, their forearms are too long and look 
unnatural as humans. Many thin cables are connected into the heads of the soldiers from a 
centrally installed device set in the middle of the cabin. On their goggles, LED lights flicker 
irregularly. 
They are lives created for death.....such ironic vessels. 
The operation is close at hand, and the team leader looks at his soldiers and mutters to himself 
as they make final adjustments and are learning about the mission. 
After several hours, only he will be in the cabin of the returning helicopter. 
The helicopters are still flying on the sunset sky which gradually changes from red to dark 
black as twilight descends on the sea. The helicopters fan out on the rippling ocean as the sun 
disappears and change course to the Northwest, melting into the night sky." 
-Biohazard Gun Survivor Official Guidebook 
 
Meanwhile, Ark Thompson has spent the last  
several days laying low on the island. Since the  
t-Virus outbreak he has seen some truly horrific  
things and can appreciate now just what his  
friend Leon Kennedy went through in Raccoon  
City. Zombies roam the streets and horrific bio- 
organic weapons stalk the shadows. If Umbrella  
really are the masterminds behind these  
creations, Ark knows he needs to gather solid  
evidence, and fast. He manages to get inside the main Umbrella offices and sets about 
obtaining and destroying some of the research results. He sets the building on fire and destroys 
part of the laboratory but is eventually cornered by Vincent Goldman himself. They briefly 
fight and Goldman grabs hold of his dog tags before Ark manages to escape and quickly heads 
for the roof. Goldman gives chase and catches up just as Ark lifts off from the roof in a 
helicopter. He quickly grabs hold of the landing struts and is hoisted up into the air. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: GUN SURVIVOR begin. 
 

THE SHEENA ISLAND INCIDENT: NOVEMBER 24/25TH 1998 
 
A truck for ‘Osterich Beer’ stands half buried in a concrete wall, blocking the entire street. The 
cab is on fire and flames rapidly spread as smoke pours into the night sky in thick bellows. 
Four zombies stagger aimlessly towards the bright inferno as if dazzled by the light. 
 
In the night sky above, the helicopter piloted by Ark  
Thompson struggles to gain altitude as Vincent  
Goldman doggedly hangs off one of the landing  
struts below. With relentless determination,  
Goldman manages to haul himself up and gain  
some leverage. He still has his gun and takes aim at  
the back propeller on the wing, determined not to  
let Ark escape. He fires and the back end of the  
chopper goes up in flames. The engine begins to  
whine as the helicopter spins out of control.  
Goldman hangs on for dear life but eventually loses  
his grip and plummets to the ground. In the cockpit, Ark desperately fights for control but it is 
no good. Whatever Goldman did, he struck something vital and now the helicopter is going 
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down no matter what. He tries to find somewhere to make an emergency landing and steers 
away from the streets. Moments later the chopper crashes somewhere in a wooded area on the 
edge of town and sets alight. Dazed but otherwise unhurt, Ark manages to unstrap from his 
chair and throw himself clear of the wreckage before the flames engulf the mangled cockpit. 
Lying on the grass with his head spinning, he soon loses consciousness. 
 
Just around the corner, Goldman lands hard on the cobbled street by the New Miel Church. 
He too is unconscious, but miraculously alive and still clutching Ark's dog tags. 
 
Sometime later, Ark awakens and gets  
groggily to his feet. Despite escaping the  
crash relatively unharmed besides a few  
bruises and scratches, a head injury has  
caused him to suffer from memory loss.  
He cannot remember his name, who he  
is, where he is, or what he is doing here.  
Checking his pockets he finds nothing  
that could identify him except for a gun; a  
Glock 17 with a full clip. Looking around  
he sees the wreckage of the helicopter.  
The fire has mostly burnt itself out by  
now yet a few embers still simmer away. He is on a grassed area laced with gravel. A metal 
fence runs down the left hand side, behind which are thick trees leading off into the darkness 
beyond. On the right side is a white concrete wall with a doorway a bit further down. Six 
wooden packing crates are stacked around him and the occasional sound of a Cerberus can be 
heard somewhere in the distance. Thanks to his memory loss, Ark thinks it nothing more than 
a baying wolf, and is oblivious to the danger he now finds himself in. He cannot remember 
anything. He moves forward down the gravel track upon which grass and weeds are fighting to 
grow through. There is no way past the wrought iron fencing leading out into the dark woods 
beyond so he heads through an alcove in the stone wall opposite, containing an unlocked iron 
gate. 
 
He now finds himself in a narrow cobbled street.  
A single window is on the left wall but heavy  
wooden shutters are blocking it. To the right is a  
church and beyond that another door on the far  
wall before the corridor forks around blindly to  
the left. A body lies in the middle of the pathway.  
It is Vincent Goldman and he is still unconscious  
having fallen from the helicopter. Ark's amnesia  
means he cannot remember who Goldman is,  
though he does look familiar to him. A quick  
search reveals Goldman to be holding a set of  
dog tags. They are stamped: 'Ark Thompson’ and this leads Ark to falsely believe that 
Goldman is actually Ark and that he is already dead.  
 
Suddenly he senses movement behind him and whirls to see a single zombie creeping up on 
him. Instinctively, he raises the gun and fires. The round buckles into the zombie's chest as it 
moves ever closer to him. Two more rounds thump wetly into its belly before finally a shot 
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straight through its throat takes it down. Not quite sure what he has just witnessed, Ark searches 
the corpse of the zombie and finds it to be in possession of a rusted key. 
 
He now has three options. The door to the immediate right leads into the church, a silver 
plaque to the right identifies it as the 'New Miel Church.' The door on the back wall as the path 
turns left is the back entrance to a restaurant. He checks down the left passage and sees that it 
ends at another single door some twenty yards down. He trots down the path, passing a rusted 
dumpster on the right side and another barricaded window on the left. In the narrow confines 
of the passageway, the wind whistles menacingly and the occasional howl of the zombie dogs 
can still be heard. At the end of the passage is the back entrance to the Southend Theatre 
where black and white movie posters are plastered to the wall and door. He uses the rusted key 
and unlocks it.  
 
Stepping through, he emerges into a corridor with grey  
walls and a black and white chequered floor. To the  
left is a dead end with a green chalk board for staff  
notices on the wall. To the right the corridor moves up  
towards the main reception desk. A single zombie  
strides down the corridor towards him, arms hungrily  
outstretched. Shivering with fear, Ark decides to play  
it safe and retreats back outside into the passageway,  
still not sure what is going on at all. 
 
Instead, Ark jogs back up the path and unlocks the  
door leading into the Restaurant Merli, finding himself in a large kitchen. A large silver table 
runs down the centre of the room and there are various ovens, sinks and fryers across the back 
and side walls. A set of double doors on the far left has a green sign above reading 'Storage'. 
Three zombies lurk in here and smashed glass and plates litter the floor. Again, Ark retreats 
back outside before the creatures can get too close and closes the door behind him.  
 
His last option now is the New Miel Church. But as  
he opens the door and steps through he almost  
walks right into the arms of two waiting zombies.  
With no time to retreat he raises his gun and takes  
them out with two headshots, taking a moment to  
admire his seemingly impressive marksmanship  
skills. With the room now clear, he decides to stay.  
He is in a small chapel, with three wooden pews on  
each side of the central aisle, enough to sit maybe  
four or five people on each one. The walls are  
white and bare, with three lights and a door on each  
side. At the head of the room is a simple wooden altar with five unlit candles. The Umbrella 
logo is written unnervingly on the back wall underneath a small window as if to symbolise the 
company as some kind of cult to be worshipped. The creepy atmosphere of the small church 
puts Ark on edge and he keeps the safety off his gun at all times. 
 
The door on the left is locked but the opposite door is unlocked and leads into a study. Three 
more zombies are in here and Ark reacts quickly to take them all out. The study has a calming 
atmosphere to it. Wooden beams cover the bottom third of the walls before being replaced 
with bright purple wallpaper and black patterning. The carpet is thick and dust-ridden; a 
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healthy shade of green with a creamy-white swirl design. The room is divided up into three 
sections with the left side being split by two bookcases. The central area is for study with a table 
and a blue-quilted wooden bench. The right side is separated by a wooden partition hiding a 
desk and chair next to the right wall.  
 
Inspecting the left side of the room first, he  
notices an antique clock ticking loudly. A clock  
winder is attached which he takes and puts in his  
pocket. He moves between the two bookcases,  
finding them to be stocked full of dusty old  
manuscripts but nothing of apparent interest.  
Moving on to the central study area he peruses  
the three wooden magazine stacks. They are all  
full of magazines for young people and their  
content is not something normally found in a  
church study. On the back wall a landscape  
painting of a rural farmhouse in a tranquil scene hangs in a white frame and an open journal 
and a green book lie on the table. Finally, Ark checks out the private study area behind the 
wooden partition. A fine oak writing desk sits against the wall, illuminated by a brass table 
lamp. Various certificates and memos have been pinned to the walls and resting on the desk is 
the chapel key. With no other doors leading to new areas, Ark returns to the main vestry and 
uses the chapel key to unlock the other door. 
 
He emerges into a passageway. Four windows run down the right wall and on the left is a set of 
wooden double doors. At the end of the passage is another door. He tries the double doors 
and inside is what appears to be a recreation room. The floor is wooden and cheap, with green 
patterned wallpaper decorating each wall. Various kids’ posters are pinned up and directly in 
front of Ark is another bookshelf filled with children's magazines and books for young adults. 
A dartboard also hangs on the wall above. To the left are two wooden tables with two benches 
to each one. A journal rests on the left bench marked 'Church Manager's Diary.' Ark flicks 
through to the last entry which is dated October 7th of this year. It talks about Umbrella and 
the recent destruction of Raccoon City. All blame has been placed on William Birkin for 
wanting to keep the G-Virus for himself. Cryptically, the church manager goes on to mention 
that the laboratory hidden on this very island is much more important to Umbrella then the 
one in Raccoon was.  
 
Ark puts the book down and continues searching  
around. To the right, the room extends past a wall  
into a second smaller room with a pinball machine  
and three arcade machines, although there is no  
power running to any of them. Ark is puzzled as to  
why kids’ games and accessories are kept in a  
church vestry. Another zombie is in here and he  
dispatches it with a clean headshot, seeming to have  
overcome his initial fear of the creatures now. With  
nothing else inside here he retreats back outside to  
the main corridor. 
 
There are now three zombies in here to his left. Raising the gun, he patiently waits for them to 
get close enough before taking them down. Once they are dealt with, he jogs up the corridor 
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towards the door at the far end. To the left of the door is a window but the wooden shutters are 
closed and behind him to the left is another antique clock, the same as the one in the study 
although this one is not ticking. Using the clock winder, he manages to get it going once again 
and the clock chimes twice and begins ticking when suddenly the wooden floor to his right 
retracts into the wall, revealing a set of steps leading down to a cellar. Intrigued, Ark steps 
behind the iron railing and heads down. 
 
At the bottom he finds himself in a small dimly-lit  
wooden corridor full of cobwebs. A scuttling  
shape on the ceiling puts him on guard and he  
can just make out the shape of a Giant Spider.  
Terrified, Ark runs underneath it and dashes  
through the rusted iron door on the right side. He  
is now inside the main storage cellar, full of  
packing crates and boxes. There are three more  
zombies here and Ark has to use a fresh clip to  
get rid of them. He inspects the crates but they  
contain nothing of interest, although one is  
marked 'Blue Horse'. On the right hand side is a desk illuminated by a small lamp.  On it is the 
'Rear Church Key' which he takes. He notices a picture of a woman in religious robes on the 
wall behind the desk, as well as a black and white 1998 calendar with a woodland picture and a 
poster of the sun obscured by clouds entitled 'God, Please save me.'   
 
He turns to leave, cautious of the Giant Spider waiting outside. He creaks the door open and 
sees the arachnid is on the ceiling at the other end of the passage with its back to him. Ark fires 
and it drops to the floor. He fires again and again until the spider flips onto its back and kicks 
out its legs in the throes of death. Gingerly stepping past the still twitching body, he runs back 
up the steps to the main corridor. Using the Church’s rear key, he is able to unlock the door 
and get back outside. 
 
Meanwhile, Andy Holland is tracking Ark’s progress through town. He plans to taunt him 
using the payphones dotted around and lure him somewhere secluded where he hopes to kill 
him with his sniper rifle. Andy has no idea the man he is stalking is a private detective named 
Ark Thompson and still fully believes he is in fact the real Vincent Goldman. 
 
Goldman himself also regains consciousness and begins to make his way back towards the 
Umbrella building. He has access to the city’s CCTV system from there and he plans to use it 
to relocate Ark’s position. 
 
Ark is now on yet another cobbled backstreet. A  
payphone to his right suddenly begins ringing and  
once again the cold wind whistles in his ears.  
Before he can do anything, he spots two zombie  
dogs prowling the street. He raises his weapon and  
gets a lucky shot right between the eyes of the first  
one, sending it down with a yelp. The other lunges  
and he ducks and rolls to the left before coming up  
and blowing the demon dog away. He ejects his  
spent clip and reloads, now running short on  
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ammo. The pay phone still rings so he jogs over to answer it, hoping whoever it was could tell 
him what the hell is going on. But as soon as he lifts up the receiver, the line on the other end 
clicks dead. Unnerved, he puts the phone down and looks around to try and get his bearings.  
 
To the right, the main road is blocked by a heavy iron gate. To the left is the main entrance to 
the 'Restaurant Merli' but its door is locked from the other side. Finally, the road ends at the 
main entrance to the Southend Theatre Cinema buts its entrance doors are also locked tight. 
The road stretches out to the right but is blocked off by barricades and extends off into the 
blackness beyond. The only other way off the street is some steps to the right of the payphone 
leading to a riverbank under the bridge.  
 
At the bottom is a beautiful cobbled walkway.  
Some steps on the other side lead back up at the  
opposite end. Two ornate street lights illuminate  
the path and a couple of park benches sit against  
the left wall. The sound of running water is  
heard to the right and Ark peers over the stone  
wall to see a canal running below. There is a  
creature here that scuttles towards him. It is a  
Licker; exactly the same as those found on  
Raccoon City. But unlike the secondary  
infectant variety from Raccoon, these specimens  
are bred specifically on Sheena Island as a B.O.W. Ark immediately opens fire but is thrown 
back as another Licker suddenly jumps out of the water below and onto the walkway. He aims 
for their exposed brains and eventually takes them out with headshots. On the second park 
bench he finds a rusted key. 
 
Moving on, he reaches the other side of the pathway and climbs up the steps, emerging onto 
another cobbled, dimly lit side street. A silver SUV is parked up here and the street appears to 
be free of dangers at first glance. Another pay phone is on the opposite side which is ringing. 
Cautiously, Ark picks up the receiver. A man’s voice is on the other side. He refers to Ark as 
Vincent and repeatedly calls him a murderer. But before Ark can ask any questions, the line 
goes dead.  
 
The road across the bridge to the right is blocked off by sturdy iron gates and there are no 
steps leading down to the waterway. His only option is to head left up the street past the parked 
car. The building to the left has a bright yellow neon sign reading; 'Entertainment Club 
Entrepot.' The building to the right is the 'Center Hospital,’' and further down at the end of the 
street is a library. Vincent tries the door to the Entrepot and finds it unlocked. 
 
Andy Holland lies in wait inside the library and sets up his sniper rifle by one of the windows, 
hoping to get a clear shot at Ark. 
 
Meanwhile, the two black helicopters carrying the  
Umbrella Under Taker teams arrive at Sheena Island and  
hover above the city. Powerful searchlights from each  
chopper shine down on to the ground as the genetically- 
engineered soldiers rappel down zip lines and deploy  
onto the ground armed with Heckler and Koch automatic  
weapons. Up above, their human commander remains on 
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the helicopter to direct operations from the air. He relays the mission instructions that a clean 
sweep of the area is required. Everyone and everything must be cleansed. The two helicopters 
begin to move away across the night sky. 
 
Ark is now inside Club Entrepot where several arcade machines are present. Two zombies can 
be heard out of sight round the corner to the right and there is a sudden burst of automatic 
gunfire and the two zombies fall to the ground, dead. As Ark watches, a black-masked 'man' 
carrying a smoking rifle steps out from round the corner. He is one of the Umbrella cleaners 
and raises his weapon but Ark manages to shoot first, hitting him directly in the chest. The 
'man' falls to the ground and bleeds green blood before his body dissolves into the ground.  
 
The rest of the room appears to be clear and  
he takes a look around, still on his guard.  
Three arcade machines are on the right wall  
and the one in the middle has toppled over.  
On the left are two more arcades followed by  
a set of double doors leading into the next  
room. Above the door a green neon sign  
reads; 'Welcome to The Entrepot.' Next to  
the door is a poster for the Sony PlayStation  
game ‘Dino Crisis.’ Two large driving  
machines are linked up on the front wall with  
a blue neon sign identifying the game as 'Hard Drive'. Next to that is a money changer machine 
and a notice board with a reminder for Umbrella employees to pay using their ID card. There 
are three more arcade cabinets underneath a red neon 'Shooting Games' sign and a smashed 
window on the far wall. Peering out, Ark can see nothing but darkness with a single white light 
illuminating part of the wall and an old dumpster beneath it. 
 
A door here leads into a smaller room. Inside, two cleaners are waiting and raise their weapons 
to shoot him. Ark staggers back and prepares to meet his maker when suddenly two gunshots 
ring out from nowhere and the two Umbrella creations drop dead to the floor, again dissolving 
into a genetic soup with hissing steam until no trace of them remains. Ark looks out of a 
smashed window for his unexpected saviour and spots a shadowy figure brandishing a rifle 
from a window in the building opposite. It is Andy Holland and he fires off six more rounds, 
forcing Ark to duck and roll to safety as the shots pepper the back wall around him. Eventually 
Andy moves away from the window, retreating further into the library. 
 
Ark decides to abandon his search of the  
Entrepot and heads to library to confront his  
attacker. Even if he is hostile, he is still human  
and may be able to explain what is going on  
around here. He walks back out onto the main  
street which is thankfully still deserted and  
heads for the main entrance to the library, using  
the cracked key to unlock the hefty double  
doors. Inside is an impressively furnished main  
lobby and there waiting for him is the Sheena’s  
janitor, Andy Holland; the man who has been  
ringing Ark on the pay phones and taking shots at him. Andy is frightened at being confronted 
by who he believes to be Vincent Goldman and is confused when Ark does not recognise him. 
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He pleads with Ark not to kill him but becomes angry when they hear the UT Commander’s 
helicopter pass overhead. He refers to Ark as Vincent and claims what is happening in the city 
is all his fault and that he made Umbrella send the cleaners to destroy this place. He suddenly 
runs off and disappears through a door marked ‘Stacks.’ A confused Ark tries to follow him 
but Andy has locked the doors, leaving him with no choice but to explore the rest of the lobby. 
 
The lobby is massive, and its minimalistic look  
and lack of furniture only adds to its size. A lush,  
green carpet with white patterned swirls covers  
the floor and all the walls are made of decorative  
oak panels. The right wall has a very faded  
landscape painting of three figures trekking  
across a plain by a tree and the Umbrella logo is  
carved out above the main entrance. The left wall  
has the guide map for the library pinned up and a  
display cabinet near the left side with a glass  
plinth displaying some sensitive manuscripts. Behind is a reception desk with a computer and 
ID card scanner. The computer is turned off and a small handwritten note reads; 'If you're an 
employee and are borrowing a book, please use your ID card.' Behind the desk are two 
wooden chairs with purple-quilted lining and beyond that a bookshelf is set against the far wall. 
In the centre of the room a large wooden staircase leads up to the next floor. He cautiously 
makes his way up, his footsteps creaking loudly. Upstairs the balcony to the left and right has 
been converted into a quiet study area. Desks with small lamps are set against the far wall and 
front landing facing back downstairs. A set of double doors leads into the next room which is 
full of shelves crammed with thousands of books. 
 
Ark does not notice that Andy has come out of the Stacks and followed him upstairs. 
 
Once Ark is fully inside the room, Andy closes the door behind him and locks it, trapping him 
inside. Andy is aware an MA-121 Hunter Alpha is trapped inside this room and has already 
knocked over one of the book cases in frustration attempting to get out. Ark bangs on the door 
but to no avail. He is trapped. Andy sneers on the other side of the door that it’s a shame 
Vincent has to die here, but then coldly announces that this is the perfect place where a cold-
blooded murderer should die. He cackles once more then returns downstairs, leaving Ark to 
his fate. 
 
Ark picks up a nearby clicking sound and realises  
he is not alone in the room. He raises his gun  
and tries to locate the source, his view obscured  
by the many bookshelves. He glances to his right  
and spots one of the shelves has been pushed  
over and it leans across onto another, blocking  
the way. Books and papers lay scattered across  
the floor. He edges to the right, trying to keep  
quiet as the sound of sharp claws scraping on the  
wooden floor gets louder. He gets to the end of  
the row and glances round… Nothing, just more  
and more books. He moves forward, his back leaning against the books until he reaches the 
end. Taking a deep breath, he lurches round the corner, just in time to see a green-lizard type 
thing with sharp claws run at him. Ark fires and manages to get three shots off before he ducks 
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back round to avoid a swiping claw. The Hunter lands with its back to him and Ark presses his 
gun against the back of his head and pulls the trigger. It lets out a piercing screech before 
dropping to the floor, a pool of green blood forming around its scaled form.  
 
He moves on and checks the rest of the room. The subject matter for many of the manuscripts 
are chemicals, with a whole section dedicated to books on Umbrella and a section on 
biohazards. The far right corner of the room holds a desk and computer. A gun rests on the 
desk which he takes for reserve. It is a Nanbu 14 Custom, more powerful than the Glock, but 
slower to compensate. Looking round there are a couple of papers on the desk but nothing of 
any major interest. The desk chair has also been knocked over. With no other way out, Ark 
heads back to the main door and is surprised to find that it has been unlocked. 
 
He steps back out into the study area. It is clear, with no sign of Andy, any monsters, or any of 
Umbrella's cleaners. He heads back downstairs to the ground floor and begins to relax when 
suddenly two Cerberus dogs jump through the windows, shattering the glass on either side of 
the main entrance doors. Ark turns and makes a run for it, heading for the Stacks. His luck 
must be in as Andy obviously forgot to lock the door again on his way out and he is able to get 
inside and shut the door before the two dogs can get at him.  
 
More bookcases are in here and more clicking  
sounds, followed by the deep rasping of a Licker.  
Ark cautiously moves forward, noticing that all  
the books on the shelf to his right are on small- 
arms weapons. He reaches the end and waits, still  
hearing the talons of the blind B.O.W. as it  
moves around. Glancing round the corner, he  
sees that there are two of them. Taking a deep  
breath, he whirls round and opens fire,  
peppering the first one with bullets in the soft  
tissue of its brain. It screeches an inhuman sound  
as it flails around trying to get a bead on Ark, but eventually squeals in death as a pivotal bullet 
penetrates its head. The other Licker tracks Ark by the sound of his gun and lunges across the 
room with its claws. Ark ducks and continues to fire until the second creature also lays dying in 
a pool of its own blood. He reloads the Glock and begins to explore the room now it is free of 
dangers.  
 
The bookshelves on the back and left walls contain various tomes on brain surgery. A desk sits 
against the back wall underneath some black and white photographs. There is a file on here 
with 'Umbrella: Top Secret' stamped across it. The contents detail the events concerning the 
Arklay Mansion and Raccoon City biohazards as well as profiles on some of the corporation's 
leading bio-weapons.  
 
“Umbrella Corporation Confidential Material 
Reading forbidden except for those concerned 
This file is data of new organisms and B.O.W.s, born due to the accidental leak of the "t-Virus" 
which occurred in the United States Arklay Laboratory beginning on May 11, 1998, and the 
large-scale biohazard that occurred in Raccoon City four months later. In addition, it is 
believed that more B.O.W.s besides those described here exist, though unconfirmed. They 
shall be listed in the file as soon as data is gathered about them. 
B.O.W. File 1 [ZOMBIE] 
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Humans infected with the t-Virus. They lose reason as human beings and are driven by 
instinct, particularly hunger, and always wander in quest for human flesh. 
Handling Technique: Since their movement is slow, they can be easily defeated by sniping 
from a remote place. 
B.O.W. File 2 [CERBERUS] 
Dogs infected with the t-Virus. Since physical erosion seldom progresses compared with the 
human Zombie, it attacks with clever movement. They are sensitive to sound and may run and 
attack if noise is heard from a distance. 
Handling Technique: Although it is a monster which can be sufficiently dealt with using a 
handgun, it is difficult to aim at due to its quick movement. 
B.O.W. File 3 [LICKER] 
Born after a human became a Zombie and was further eroded by the t-Virus, causing a 
mutation. With its transformation, it came to possess outstanding characteristics including 
quadrupedal walking and exposure of the brain. It does not have visual organs, hearing 
develops abnormally as a substitute and instantaneous force drastically improves in comparison 
with a Zombie. 
Handling Technique: Since it attacks in response to sound, attacks with firearms require 
caution. In addition, it is dangerous to run recklessly since it also reacts sensitively to footsteps. 
B.O.W. File 4 [IVY] 
A plant-based B.O.W. Independent walking is enabled by taking in vapours from the surface 
of the body. Please be cautious of its whip-like tentacle attacks. 
Handling Technique: Since it is weak to fire, a grenade launcher loaded with flame rounds is 
effective. 
B.O.W. File 5 [HUNTER] 
A B.O.W. created by manipulating human DNA with the t-Virus. The muscular strength of 
the lower body in particular is enhanced and it jumps high when about to attack. 
Handling Technique: Right before it throws itself on prey, there is a moment when its clever 
movement stops for an instant. It is best to attack here. 
B.O.W. File 6 [TYRANT] 
The ultimate form of a t-Virus B.O.W. which our company gave all its power to create. In 
addition, based on the Tyrant, our European affiliate company developed a more brutal 
"Enhanced Tyrant", commonly named "Pursuer", by allowing an intellectual organism to 
parasitize it. 
Handling Technique: There is nothing to match this tough defensive and destructive power. 
B.O.W. File 7 [ ] 
It has not yet been completed, but we can theoretically produce a more ferocious B.O.W. by 
administering a certain substance in large quantities during the gene culture of a Tyrant. 
However, the problem is...” 
-REGS: Umbrella Top-Secret File; undated. 
 
Ark wonders what such a confidential document was doing left lying around in a library as he 
peruses more shelves to the right of the desk, all stacked with books on bacteriology, and the 
opposite shelf dedicated to botany. A faded painting hangs on the back wall but it is so old it is 
hard to make out the picture depicted. The shelves to the left along the back wall are on brain 
surgery while the final aisle has sections on biology. A single door leads out of the stacks which 
Andy must have passed through and is unlocked. Stepping through, Ark finds himself in an 
office. Three zombies are in here but are easy to dispatch. A noticeboard is on the right wall 
and a clock reads 2:20AM. There is also a small tree in a pot which has been knocked over 
and a bookcase containing the full library catalogue. Three windows run down the back wall, 
the first of which has been smashed and four work desks are in the middle of the room but 
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have been moved around as if someone has been searching through them. Various documents 
and bits of paperwork lay scattered about and a manhole opener lays on one of the desks, 
which he takes. Behind a partition at the other end of the room is a white board with the office 
worker's schedule written and opposite that is a back door leading outside. 
 
He is now in a small, confined alleyway. A rusted grey drainpipe runs down the wall to his right 
and three infected crows are on the floor. Moving down the alley he emerges into a square and 
suddenly remembers where he is… He is in the barricaded section amidst the two main streets 
running either side of the canal he has already explored. To his left is the Center Hospital and 
the Entrepot Arcade and to the right is the Southend Cinema Theatre and the Restaurant 
Merli. Unfortunately, there is no telling which way Andy Holland went. There is a manhole in 
front of him and he has just picked up an opener but there could be all manner of dangers 
down there, not to mention the dark. The streets still appear to be clear, save for the odd howl 
of a faraway zombie dog and there is no sign of any of the Umbrella soldiers. He decides to 
check out the one place he hasn't yet searched which is the Center Hospital. Moving to his left, 
he vaults over the barricade and walks over to the hospital doors. 
 
Meanwhile, Vincent Goldman has reached his fire- 
damaged office and is checking over the CCTV coverage  
in the city, eventually catching sight of Ark just as he  
enters the main lobby of the Center Hospital. He will not  
allow this spy to escape the island and remote activates  
several T-103 Mass-Produced Type Tyrants hidden in  
the factory laboratory to hunt him down. Goldman then  
hears the UT Commander’s helicopter fly by and is  
surprised at how quickly the cleaners have arrived.  
Umbrella clearly want this mess taken care of quickly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ark is in main reception at the Center Hospital, unaware that he is being watched by Goldman 
via CCTV. A reception desk to the right is all in darkness. There are three signs above reading; 
'Internal medicine', 'Surgery', and 'Accounts'. On the opposite wall is a no smoking sign and a 
patient noticeboard. Up ahead is a tree in a pot and five benches making up the waiting area. 
At the back of the room are two non-functioning payphones and a rack full of various 
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magazines for young people. On the right wall is a reception hole for medicine but the curtain 
is drawn. A door leads behind the reception area but it is closed and marked for staff only. The 
only other way out is a set of double doors next to main reception. This place seems dead and 
there are no signs of any survivors. 
 
Through the doors is a corridor, where a single zombie-doctor lurches towards Ark. He takes 
his gun and shoots it between the eyes. The corridor beyond has been completely blocked 
where desperate survivors have used lockers and desks as a barricade during the initial panic. A 
door to the right is marked 'Health Examination' and inside are three more zombies which he 
quickly kills. There is a gurney to the left and a couple of lockers but the room is dominated by 
an expensive CT scanner. Ark activates the control panel at the back of the room and the CT 
machine boots up, revealing a key for the Medicine Room.  
 
Stepping back into the main corridor he uses the  
key to enter the Medicine Room opposite. A  
zombie with exposed ribs and a bloodied shirt is  
waiting for him inside and he quickly puts a bullet  
in its head. Round the corner to the right past a  
cabinet full of medical journals and files are two  
more of the undead. Again, Ark uses the Glock  
with trained hands to put them down. An inter- 
company phone is in here but the line is dead.  
Several desks line the back wall with computers  
and documents and a rack of test tubes is also  
visible. Several staff memos and hand-written notes have also been pinned to the wall above. 
 
A door at the opposite end takes him into another examination room where three more 
zombies lurk, one of which is a former doctor of this hospital and still wearing his white lab 
coat. After taking them out, Ark does a quick search of the room. It is quite large with a walled-
off partition almost separating the room in two. Behind the partition a projector screen hangs 
on the left wall and to the right are several cabinets full of patient records. A couple of the 
cabinets have toppled over onto the floor. In front of the partition is a medical examination 
bed and a privacy curtain on a rail. A desk with a computer and printer is on the opposite wall 
next to a cupboard full of files. There is some paperwork on the desk and one file in particular 
catches his eye. 
 
“Name: William J. Smith 
Sex: Male 
Age: 17 
Height: 181cm 
Weight: 72kg 
Physical condition: Good 
Mental condition: Languid 
Medicine: 
Tranquilizer 10mg in soup for every breakfast. Hallucion 5mg in bread for every dinner. 
 
Name: Jennifer Campbell 
Sex: Female 
Age: 18 
Height: 165cm 
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Weight: 47kg 
Physical condition: Good 
Mental condition: Unstable 
Medicine: 
Since she has been confined for a long time, she has become very suspicious. Putting drugs in 
her meals is ineffective, as she rarely eats. It would be best to put the tranquilizer into her 
drinking water. 
 
Name: Ryoji Yokota 
Sex: Male 
Age: 18 
Height: 177cm 
Weight: 59kg 
Physical condition: 
According to the results of an MRI, a vein tumour was found at his cerebellum. Worthless as a 
product. 
 
Name: Karelina Albachakov 
Sex: Female 
Age: 17 
Height: 155cm 
Weight: 43kg 
Physical condition: Good 
Mental condition: Good 
Medicine: 
Tranquilizer 10mg in soup for every breakfast.” 
-REGS: Medical Charts of the Patients; undated. 
 
These patients were all teenagers and Ark wonders if they are linked to the arcade and all the 
young people’s books and games he has found in the various places he has visited so far. He 
leaves the Doctor's Office and emerges back out into the corridor on the other side of the 
barricade that had blocked his way earlier. A hospital guide map is on the wall opposite and to 
the left some stairs lead up to the second floor. Cautiously, he continues making his way 
forward. 
 
Up top it is all quiet with no zombies and no sign  
of any survivors. The corridor has a green tint  
and looks sterile with a faint smell of disinfectant  
in the air. There are no bodies anywhere, and no  
signs of any struggle. The first door he comes to  
is 'Room 201' and inside are several beds for  
patients all screened off by green partitions.  
These beds are all stained with blood. Another  
zombie prowls around in here and Ark soon puts  
paid to its miserable existence. The wind howls  
loudly and ominously through a broken window  
on the far wall and an overturned trolley splattered with blood lays on the tiled floor in the 
middle of the room. He steps back out into the corridor and heads through the door opposite.  
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The Nurse Station is abandoned yet a large splatter of blood is on the right wall and scattered 
paperwork all over the floor. There is a table at the back of the room with a CZ75 handgun on 
it which Ark takes with him. Memos and notes are pinned up on the wall above the desk that 
runs the length of the room. Several noticeboards are also present. At the back an open door 
leads into an employee's locker room. There is more blood on the floor here and on the far 
right wall is a control panel that powers an elevator so he flips up the three levers on the panel 
to restore power. With that done he leaves the Nurse station and heads back into the corridor 
to check out the last few rooms. 
 
Room 202 is on the right side and leads into another patient room. There is just the one bed in 
here with several bits of monitoring equipment and an intercom to call the nurses. A television 
fixed to the wall opposite the bed blares out loud static. Next to the green partition are two 
visitor’s chairs and an internal phone on a trolley in the corner, nothing of any use.  
 
The next room down is Room 203 which again features just the one patient bed and the same 
monitoring equipment. More zombies are in here so Ark quickly ducks back out into the 
corridor.  
 
The last room is a big double door on the  
opposite side of the corridor with a large red  
light above. A sign to the left prohibits the use  
of mobile phones and a plaque underneath  
reads 'Operating Room'. Inside, the room has  
been divided into two with the first section  
containing a sink for the doctors to scrub up as  
well as lockers for their clothes. A couple of  
boxes are on top of the lockers. At the far end  
of the room is a trolley with a manhole opener  
resting on it. To the left of the room is a door  
between two windows leading into the main operating theatre. A patient bed is in the centre of 
the room underneath some powerful lights. A trolley with surgical equipment is nearby and 
several x-ray charts hang on a stand. An ECG monitor is on a table next to two silver oxygen 
cylinders marked 'handle with care'. This is where all the Umbrella guinea pigs are brought for 
examinations before being deemed suitable for the Beta Hetero Nonserotonin experiments. 
There is nothing useful in here so he returns to the main corridor.  
 
The elevator is down the hall but as he heads towards it a section of the ceiling suddenly gives 
way and something large and powerful drops into the room in a cloud of dust. It is a T-103 
Tyrant; identical to those deployed to Raccoon City two months ago and mass-produced at the 
factory on this very island. It zeros in on its target and begins to walk casually towards Ark. He 
opens fire but his bullets seemingly have little effect. The Tyrant raises its massive fists to 
crunch him but Ark ducks and takes off up the corridor back the way he came. As he reaches 
the stairs he looks back over his shoulder, half expecting the creature to be upon him only to 
find it still at the other end of the passageway. It continues to walk slowly towards him, not 
bothering to run. Ark resumes fire, small speckles of blood fizzing off its massive green trench 
coat. The Tyrant is halfway down the corridor when it wobbles ever so slightly. Ark continues 
to fire until eventually the T-103 topples to the ground, temporarily incapacitated. 
 
With the power now restored, Ark rides the elevator two floors down to the basement and 
arrives at the morgue. It is cold down here and uninviting with three slabs for dead bodies and 
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a single gurney next to the refrigerators used to store corpses. A single, naked zombie and a 
Giant Spider lurk in here but he quickly bypasses them and heads through a door into a power 
room housing a massive electrical generator that powers the whole hospital. There is a 
manhole on the floor and he elects to drop down and take his chances in the sewer rather than 
backtrack through the hospital with the Tyrant lurking. 
 
He climbs down the ladder and emerges into a  
large tunnel with a river of sewage running  
down a canal and disappearing through a large  
metal grille. There are several more access  
points to his left and to the right is a single  
door next to some graffiti sprayed on the wall  
in red paint. There is a large ‘X’ above the  
words ‘No one is admitted to this room  
without a permit.’ An eye has been crudely  
drawn above the door next to the words ‘Keep  
Out!’ Ark is surprised to find the door unlocked.  
 
Inside he finds an old control room that has been crudely converted into someone’s living 
space. Amidst all the rusty pipes and generators, an old bed sits in the corner next to a silver 
locker and the walls are decorated with various Polaroid photographs. Blueprints lay sprawled 
all over a desk and an old transistor radio sits atop a wooden crate. This is where Andy 
Holland lives, and Ark finds his journal on one of the tables. The last entries talk about 
Vincent Goldman and how he authorises inhumane experimentation on children captured 
from all across the world who are brought to this island. It also vaguely mentions an ‘accident’ 
and that Vincent has recently done something especially despicable. The last entry is dated 
over two weeks ago on November 9th when Vincent met up with Andy for a sewer inspection. 
Andy took a picture of him for a souvenir and Goldman became angry. Ark surveys the 
Polaroids on the desk and is dismayed to find one of himself, looking extremely angry and 
trying to shield himself from having his picture taken. He suddenly realises that this must mean 
he is Vincent and holds his head in shock as it dawns on him this whole thing is his fault. 
 
Suddenly the door opens behind him and Lott  
Klein walks in. He knows of Ark’s true identity  
and believes Ark is out to get him because he  
blew his cover to the real Vincent Goldman.  
He has no idea about Ark’s amnesia and is  
frightened when the bigger man turns to face  
him. He pleads with Ark not to kill him,  
claiming he didn’t know anything about him  
back then. He suddenly turns and runs off out  
the door before Ark can stop him. Ark gives  
chase and emerges into another sewer tunnel  
with green mould and slime covering the concrete walls and floor. Horizontal wall lights at 
scattered intervals illuminate the way ahead but there is no sign of Lott and as he turns the 
corner to the right, one of the ceiling grates gives way and clatters to the floor, causing Ark to 
slip in the grime and land on his back. A single Licker drops down through the hole and lands 
gracefully on all fours, but Ark remains cool and manages to kill it. A few yards further ahead 
the passage ends at a ladder leading back to surface level. He now finds himself inside the 
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outer room to a building named 'Paradise'. Behind him some heavily locked double doors 
prohibit access back outside into the night. The only option left is straight on. 
 
Passing through some double doors he emerges into a large room with several zombies on 
guard. After taking them out he finds a reception desk on the left wall and further down is a 
door on either side. He is somewhat disturbed to discover that this building they call 'Paradise' 
is actually a prison. A sign on the wall identifies the door to the left as 'Office Room' and the 
one on the right as the 'Imprisonment Area'. He decides to search the office first to try and find 
some answers.  
 
The door leads to the office behind reception.  
A large desk made up of different working  
areas dominates the middle of the room and  
various filing cabinets and noticeboards are set  
up. A green chalk board has the work  
schedule of the prison guards written on it and  
various notes, memos and prison guidelines  
have been stuck to the walls. A door to the far  
left leads into the Prison Chief's office and the  
interior is of stark contrast to the rest of the  
prison with rich green wallpaper and a thick,  
blue carpet on the floor. A fine oak coffee table flanks two pristine red leather sofas and a blue 
art print hangs on the wall behind them. A tree flowers in a pot next to an antique writing desk 
in the corner and the Umbrella logo is on display by the wall next to the desk, once again 
reminding Ark that the company seems to be running things across the entire island. On the 
coffee table he finds the Prison Chief's diary and flicks through to the last entry. It is dated 
October 20th and details a planned escape attempt by the prisoners here, but the escapees 
were all rounded up and executed personally by Vincent Goldman. The Prison Chief then 
covered up the affair by reporting the incident to Umbrella HQ as a mass-suicide. Putting the 
book down, he searches the chief's desk and finds the Prison Cell key. Satisfied, he leaves the 
room and returns back into the main corridor. 
 
Using the prison cell key, he can now access the  
main holding area. Stepping through the door, the  
corridor immediately turns to the right and runs  
down towards another door. There is a table on the  
right with a coil of rope and he slings it over his  
shoulder as it may prove useful later on. The heavy  
steel door at the end of the passage is locked from  
the other side but an open doorway to the left leads  
to the outer area where the prison guards can relax.  
There is a table and chairs present with  
newspapers, drinks and magazines. There is also a  
refrigerator and lockers for three guards with a newspaper stand in the corner and the walls are 
plastered with magazine clippings of swimsuit models. There is also a row of lockers for the 
personal effects of the prisoners. At the back left wall a barred door leads into the holding cell 
area. 
 
Stepping inside, Ark finds himself in a long horizontal room with four cells in all, two on either 
side with another door down the hall to the right. Before he can search the cells, he spots the 
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body of a young boy on the floor to his left. He has blonde hair and is dressed in blue prison 
overalls. Turning him over, Ark can see that his neck has been cut open by a sharp blade. The 
door to the first cell is open and inside is the skeletal form of an emaciated naked body. But as 
Ark approaches, the body rises upwards and moves towards him hungrily. He quickly ends its 
suffering by putting a bullet between its eyes. The  
cell is cold and extremely barren with blank walls  
and only a board hanging off the right wall which  
constitutes a 'bed'. There is another diary on the  
bunk belonging to one of the young prisoners  
and it seems this unfortunate soul was kidnapped  
by Umbrella agents in the Congo back in August.  
As Ark suspected, the diary confirms that many  
children have been brought to this island from all  
over the world to be experimental guinea pigs for  
Umbrella. They were not mistreated and were taken to a nightclub and an arcade to relieve 
their stress but their meals were always drugged. Later the boy documents about how many of 
his friends were taken to 'the factory on the hill' and never came back. This must be where the 
experiments are taking place. More entries confirm Vincent Goldman is in charge of the 
heinous experiments that involves cutting into the children's skulls to extract some kind of 
chemical. The final entry is dated October 10th and details their escape attempt. The teenagers 
separated into two groups, with one group using the ventilation shaft inside the confinement 
room to reach the sewers and the other group climbing down the surveillance tower. Judging by 
the prison chief's journal he had read earlier, Ark assumes these must be the same kids that 
were executed by Goldman and their deaths covered up as a mass suicide.  
 
Carefully putting the journal down, he moves on to the next cell down where he finds another 
murdered young man, his neck cut upon by a sharp blade. The third cell is empty and the 
fourth has another dead occupant, no more than 17 years-old. Feeling his anger rising, Ark 
heads through the metal door at the far end of the room. 
 
He is in another bland, concrete corridor with two  
barred windows on the left looking out into the night  
sky outside. Behind him is a set of steps round the  
corner leading down to the lower level. A rusted  
door is dead ahead and to the right an unlocked  
door for the shower room. He decides to check out  
the basement first and takes the stairs down,  
emerging into a small passageway lit up by two lights  
on the left wall. Two cells are on the right hand side  
but both doors are shut. At the end of the short  
corridor is a set of double doors that leads to the  
confinement room. But as he moves forward he gets the shock of his life when both cell doors 
suddenly fall off their hinges and two zombies emerge. He is forced to take them down at close 
range and a quick check of both cells reveal them to be empty inside. 
 
Inside the confinement room it is dark and the air musty. Curiously, the environment has been 
transformed into some kind of primitive nest. Webbing dominates the floor and ceiling with 
some sort of cocoon in the centre of the room with smaller variants suspended from the 
ceiling. Suddenly, two large moths emerge, massive in size thanks to the effects of the t-Virus. 
However, their larger size only makes them easier to hit and soon both of them are lying on the 
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floor dead with 9mm slugs in their bodies. There is an open ventilation shaft on the back right 
wall and he goes over to inspect it, concluding this must be where the first set of kids escaped 
to. He peers into the opening but can see nothing but darkness beyond. A sticky fluid drips 
down all over and he decides to retreat back out of the room and return upstairs to ground 
level. 
 
He tries the door on the right into the shower  
room. Inside are several more zombies and a  
communal shower area. Ark's eyes light up when  
he spots a S.P.A.S. 12 shotgun lying on the floor,  
probably dropped by one of the prison guards  
during the initial panic. He takes it with him,  
pleased to see that it is fully loaded. Returning  
back outside into the corridor, he heads through  
the rusted door which takes him to the prison  
yard outside. This is a large recreational yard with  
a gravel flooring and twelve-foot high perimeter  
walls with razor wiring on top preventing any means of escape. A guard’s watch tower can also 
be seen on the far right side. Four drainage poles stick out of the floor with fresh blood over 
them. Two Hunters patrol the yard and their claws can be heard scrunching on the gravel.  
 
Ark readies his shotgun and fires at the two creatures before they can get close to him. One is 
catapulted backwards to the floor and the other shrieks as it leaps at him with its claws but he 
manages to duck out of the way just in time. He rolls to one side and fires at the creature, 
puncturing its belly and sending streams of sickly green fluid bursting from its wounds. With 
both creatures wounded, he quickly crosses over the yard. A door to the right can be unlocked 
and leads back into the prison and to the left a gap in the wall leads to a small pathway running 
down to the watch tower. Ark elects to go this way and climbs the ladder to the top. From there 
he can use powerful searchlights to look back down at the prison yard. A hook is attached to 
the opposite side and he uses the rope he acquired to climb down the other side. 
 
Now out of the prison he finds himself in a very  
narrow corridor with the high perimeter wall to  
the left and buildings to the right. He can hear  
automatic gunfire from somewhere in the distance  
coming from the Umbrella Under Takers  
engaging the infected. The alleyway runs down  
some fifty metres or so and he can just make out a  
large humanoid figure walking slowly towards him.  
It is the T-103 Tyrant he first encountered in the  
Center Hospital. Ark drops to one knee and  
quickly opens fire, his bullets pinging off the large  
Tyrant's green trench coat. He is in such tight confines there is nowhere to run and so he needs 
to take the Tyrant down before it reaches him otherwise he is done for. Behind him is a just 
dead end with three old fuel drums stacked up against a brick wall. The Tyrant stumbles ever 
so slightly before resuming its giant strides towards Ark who is backed up in the corner like 
some hapless animal. As the shotgun clicks dry he reverts to his pistol and fires. The T-103 is 
less than ten yards away now, close enough for Ark to see its staring, unfeeling eyes. However 
just as it is upon him, it stops and sways on its feet before toppling over onto its chest, 
temporarily incapacitated once again. 
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Relieved, Ark quickly side steps around its comatose form and runs down the graffiti-laden 
alleyway. The gunfire becomes louder and Ark tries to stick to the shadows, avoiding the lights 
running down the walls at scattered intervals. He soon comes to a cross roads. To the left is a 
dead end with black garbage bags and a dumpster. To the right is a set of metal stairs leading 
up to the rooftop of a warehouse. Straight on the alleyway stops at a chain link fence next to a 
door on the left hand side.  
 
Wanting to avoid the Umbrella soldiers if at all  
possible, Ark moves forward to try the door on  
the left side. Thankfully it is unlocked and he  
steps inside, emerging into the back storeroom  
of the 'Heaven's Night' club. But before he can  
properly register his surroundings he does a  
double take at the sight of the T-103 Tyrant  
standing directly in front of him, the same  
model as the one he'd just shot only moments  
ago. Vincent Goldman has evidently released  
numerous Tyrants from the factory in a bid to  
track him down. The Tyrant lunges with a shoulder charge and Ark is able to get one blast off 
with the shotgun point blank into its face before it collides and sends him crashing into the wall 
by the door. Fortunately the expected killing blow from the Tyrant never arrives as the shotgun 
blast directly to the face seems to have disorientated it somewhat. Ark turns and fires again and 
again as the creature rises up. It swats at him with massive fists and he only just ducks out of the 
way in time. Another two blasts and the massive humanoid drops down to the floor and lays 
still. Breathing heavily, Ark tries to stop shaking and reloads the shotgun. 
 
The room is full of assorted junk with crates of  
beer dotted around and advertisements on the  
walls for various live concerts including 'Rose  
Night' and 'Deviant from Beat'. Posters of  
attractive women also line the walls and there is a  
noticeboard with a memo of the live concert  
schedule. A couple of green gas bottles lean  
against the wall although one has toppled over  
onto the floor. Six metal lockers are situated at  
the back of the room next to a small desk with a  
telephone and a book of various fixtures. A door  
to the right leads into the main function room which is dimly lit with red spotlights in the 
ceiling illuminating the dance floor in the centre. To the right is a stage with some speakers and 
a drum kit. 'Heaven's Night' is written on the wall behind it. Next to the stage is the DJ's booth 
and on the opposite side is the bar. A neon sign on the wall next to the liquor shelves flashes 
'Quick Mixxed' in green writing with a yellow circle and the walls are plastered with various 
posters and flyers. Straight ahead a small set of stairs lead up to the VIP room and to the left 
the passage continues round to the cloak room and the main exit. He tries the exit door but it 
is locked. A card reader is on the wall next to it. He heads back down the passage and up the 
stairs to search the VIP room.  
 
Inside is a blue leather sofa and a few chairs surrounding a black table and a large window 
looking out into the main clubroom. On the table is a bottle of champagne and a few glasses as 
well as a VIP member's card that looks as though it would fit the card holder on the exit door. 
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However, just as he picks it up, the door to the VIP room opens and the T-103 strides into 
view. Like a cornered animal, Ark desperately opens fire on the monster. He is able to slip in-
between two of the pillars where the Tyrant cannot follow due to its massive bulk and quickly 
runs out the door. Running down the steps he imagines the innocent kids who would have 
been brought here, watched by the Umbrella workers who would one day send them to their 
deaths at the factory on the hill. As he rounds the corner he almost runs into another T-103. 
Due to the large room he is able to run around it and he slots the VIP card into the reader to 
unlock the door at the far end. 
 
He now finds himself back on one of the main  
streets outside. A large, impressive looking  
building stands before him with the Umbrella logo  
written above the main entrance. This is where the  
city is controlled from. Ark takes a step towards it  
when he suddenly stumbles, as if the very sight of  
the building triggers a flashback in his memory.  
He experiences a vision of him meeting with Andy  
Holland in his makeshift home in the sewers as  
well as an image of Vincent Goldman's office. He  
feels pain in his head, as if the memories he is  
experiencing are hurting him somehow. He knows he may find the answers he is looking for in 
the Umbrella HQ. He has no other choice regardless as the path to the right is blocked off 
with barricades and the road to the left blocked by a crashed truck for 'Osterich Beer: No.1 
Quality of the World Beer'. Part of the truck is still on fire and shattered glass is all over the 
cobbled floor. 
 
Climbing up the steps he enters the glass double  
doors and emerges into the lobby. It is a very  
large square room with a main reception desk in  
the centre with the Umbrella logo and a set of  
doors on the right wall. What is immediately  
apparent is the building has suffered from  
excessive recent fire damage. There are burn and  
scorch marks everywhere along the floor and  
walls and large chunks of the ceiling have fallen  
through and crashed down to the floor below. A  
large painting on the left wall has been burned  
beyond recognition. Two Hunters emerge from behind the cracked reception desk and he 
readies the shotgun, blowing them both to hell before they can get to him. He moves over to 
the desk but there is nothing of interest except for a box of magnum rounds he puts into his 
pocket. Moving round the room he heads over to the doors on the right and into the corridor 
beyond.  
 
In here the once pristine white floor and wall tiles have been blackened with soot from the 
recent fire. Four zombies await in here but fortunately they are far enough back for him to take 
them out with ease. To his right is nothing but a dead end with a small fire alarm with a bright 
red light. Taking a left, he jogs down the hall towards an elevator at the end. The passage forks 
to the right with another elevator but this one has been badly damaged by the fire and is no 
longer operational. Ark thumbs the switch by the side of the lift and the green doors part to bid 
him access. The building has thirteen floors and something at the back of his mind tells him to 
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head up to the very top so he presses the button for floor 13. The doors close and the lift 
begins its ascent. 
 
Seconds later, the doors part and he emerges into a corridor tinted in green light from two 
fixtures running parallel along the ceiling. A row of eight windows on the left side offers a 
spectacular view of the rest of the city but peering outside reveals nothing of interest. There is 
no movement of people, no car headlights, just the swirling of the wind and the orange glow 
from several fires in the far distance. Up ahead the passage turns to the right where two MA-
121 Hunter Alphas await. Ark levels the shotgun and blows them apart before they can get too 
near with their claws. There is a door to the left and further down one to the right is 
electronically locked and requires key card ID to access. The door on the left however is 
unlocked and he steps inside into the private office of Vincent Goldman. 
 
The office is a huge, rectangular shaped room  
with the back wall made up of huge glass  
windows looking down on the city below. An  
impressive wooden desk is in the centre which  
Goldman used to conduct his affairs. On the left  
hand side are some cupboards with several  
ornaments, pictures and certificates hanging on  
the wall above. There is also an Umbrella flag  
but it has been burnt in the fire. On the right is a  
large security station with a bank of monitors  
relaying CCTV images from key locations across  
the island. There are ten monitors in all and only  
four of them are still working. One of the images depicts a control room where a little girl is sat 
at a chair. Ark runs over to the panel and begins flicking switches in an attempt to 
communicate with her. The girl moves and turns her head as if she can hear something but he 
cannot get through to her. Frustrated, Ark turns away from the monitors and slowly walks back 
towards the middle of the office. The room looks strangely familiar to him and suddenly a bolt 
of pain shoots up his body and into his head. He suddenly has a flashback of himself in this 
very room wrestling with a man dressed in a white uniform whilst the whole place was on fire 
around them. He has been here before! 
 
He moves around to search the desk and finds a notebook computer burned beyond repair. 
On the floor is a blue Umbrella ID card with the words ‘Security System’ stamped on it. This 
belongs to Goldman but there is no picture. He moves over to the far side of the room to the 
long wooden cabinet with the plates and pictures on. There appears to be a picture of a factory 
but it is burned and hard to view. There is also a framed Umbrella medal and several award 
certificates and commendations. Amidst two ornamental plates is Goldman’s diary. Flicking 
through the pages, Vincent has written of how he executed all of the prisoners after their 
escape attempt and that he needs to cover up the incident as he will be in trouble if Umbrella 
headquarters became aware of his actions. It also seems as though the people of the city have 
slowly been turning against him and were intending to report his deeds back to Umbrella 
behind his back. He also makes mention of a spy infiltrating the island and that he needs to 
know who he is working for before he can be eliminated. Later entries shockingly reveal that 
Vincent himself was the one who intentionally leaked the t-Virus across the island just to 
silence the people building up the prosecution evidence against him. Disgusted, Ark throws the 
book down. 
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He is about to leave the room when another T-103 unit suddenly bursts through the wall at the 
security station, destroying it completely as if it were made out of paper. It strides towards him 
and Ark reels off a few rounds from the shotgun before darting for the door. Now back in the 
corridor outside, he sprints for the door to the left and uses Vincent's ID card to unlock it. 
This leads into a huge control room that runs the whole building. Banks of control panels and 
monitors cover the entire back wall with a large console divided into two and several 
workstations in front. The readouts on the monitors indicates that all systems seems to be 
functioning normally. Ark runs round the consoles and down to the left of the room where 
another unlocked door awaits. It leads into another office type area but a sudden noise round 
the corner puts him on guard. He can hear a woman’s voice playing on an audio recording. It 
is Vincent Goldman’s mother of all people, pleading with him to leave Umbrella and to stop 
performing such heinous crimes and return home.  
 
Investigating further, he finds the recording has  
been played by the little girl he saw earlier on the  
CCTV monitor. She is sat on a chair messing  
around with the control station. She yelps in fear  
when she spots Ark and tries to make a run for  
it, but he stops her and tries to reassure her in a  
calming manner. This is Lily Klein; Lott’s little  
sister. Ark gently asks her not to be afraid and  
enquires about the tape she was listening too.  
She is unsure and says she was only listening to it  
because she was so bored. Her brother had told  
her to wait here for him. She suddenly tries to run free and Ark struggles with her until Lott 
arrives and swings a baseball bat, forcing Ark to let go of Lily. Lott tells her to run and she 
disappears out of the door. Ark tells Lott to put the bat down and promises he won’t harm 
him. But Lott’s not stupid and believes Ark will kill him if he drops the weapon. He shouts at 
Ark to stay back and not to come any closer, swinging the bat wildly in the air. Ark tries to 
reason with him, saying that he knows Lott thinks he is a murderer, but he assures him he 
would never to anything like that to anyone. Lott doesn’t listen and suddenly turns and runs off 
out of the door on the other side of the room. For a moment, Ark considers giving chase but it 
would only result in scaring him even more. Instead he turns to examine the communications 
console where a document rests on top. 
 
"Wiretapping Record of Vincent. 
We can no longer tolerate what Commander Vincent has been doing. 
To deprive him of his position, we must obtain conclusive evidence of his evil doings, and 
report it to headquarters. 
We realized that he is very intelligent and cautious. As a last resort, though it was very 
dangerous for us, was to wiretap his phone conversations. 
Finally we obtained evidence that was potent enough to deprive him of his position. 
This tape contains his conversations on the prison breaking incident last month. It proves that 
he shot those young people all by himself, and that he tried to hide the truth. 
Furthermore, this tape reveals that before coming to this city, Vincent had killed his colleague 
only for the purpose of his own promotion. 
If we could hand this tape to the corporate people coming to the city next week, he will surely 
lose his position for sure. 
Then the city will be peaceful once again." 
-REGS: Wiretapping Record of Vincent; undated. 
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Looking around, there is a large map of Sheena Island on the right wall and a transparent room 
containing three huge super computers. To the left is a terminal for the super computers with 
five monitors all displaying emergency warning signs. To the right of these is another door and 
a CCTV camera watching him on the top left wall. The doors are unlocked and he passes 
through into the next corridor.  
 
He is now in a bare room with two elevators  
which can take him back down to the ground  
floor. To the left is a huge hole in the wall and  
he peers through to see it leads back into  
Vincent's office and was caused by the T-103  
when it crashed through the security station.  
The elevator on the left is out of action so he  
presses the switch for the right one, which slowly  
begins its ascent from the ground floor. As he  
waits, Ark hears a sound to his left and turns to  
see the T-103 stood by the hole in the wall. Ark  
opens fire to slow it down whilst praying for the elevator to hurry up. The Tyrant again opts for 
the casual approach and calmly walks towards him, the shotgun rounds exploding into its chest 
and hardly slowing it down at all. When the elevator pings and the doors part, Ark runs inside 
and frantically slaps the button to take him back down to the ground floor. The doors close just 
as the Tyrant reaches them and luckily the elevator heads back down before it can do any 
damage. 
 
Back on the ground floor he emerges into  
another corridor that appears free of any  
hostiles. However, three windows on the left  
wall have caved in and shards of glass litter the  
tiled floor. He runs down the hall, footsteps  
scrunching and turns to the right where he  
comes across a strange barrier with a green  
neon light on either side. A card reader is on  
the left wall and a warning notice reads 'Notice:  
Through the metal detection within 5sec  
through ID card at left card reader.' Taking out  
Vincent's card, he swipes it through the reader and is able to pass through with his weapons and 
avoid activating any alarms. Around the corner is a staircase leading down to the basement. A 
sign on the wall next to a window indicates it leads to an underground parking garage. Aiming 
the shotgun, Ark slowly descends the stairs when suddenly the window at the top of the stairs 
shatters and an Evolved Licker comes crashing through; a weaponised version of the regular 
creatures Ark has seen prowling the island so far. He ignores the Licker before it can track him 
and takes the stairs two at a time until he safely reaches the bottom. 
 
The underground parking garage is barren with three of the four parking bays vacant with a 
large, white estate car occupying the bay furthest away from him. Three zombie dogs lurk in 
here and he has to be extra careful to take them out before they can flank him. With their 
innards soon spilling out onto the concrete floor, Ark goes over to the car to see if it triggers 
any memories. It is locked and there are no keys. The registration plate is BBX1723 and it 
likely belongs to Vincent. A shutter blocks any further access to the right which presumably 
leads to more parking bays and a big yellow arrow on the floor points to the exit ramp on the 
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left hand side. Curiously, there is a grenade launcher lying on the car which he takes with him. 
He then heads up the ramp and through the exit door. 
 
He is now back out on the streets where up ahead  
in the darkness he can just make out Lily and Lott  
running away. He gives chase and sees them jump  
over a fence and into the canal. Ark soon reaches  
the edge and spots them wading through the water  
below. He shouts out to them but they either do  
not hear or simply ignore him. Ark vaults over the  
fence and lands in the cold, murky water, the  
sudden temperature drop almost taking his breath  
away. The canal stinks and the water comes up to  
his waist as he begins to slosh through after Lily  
and Lott. He soon arrives at a large iron grille that fortunately has an unlocked gate for him to 
get through.  
 
In the next section there is no sign of the kids and soon the red brick of the offices and 
apartment blocks on the left hand side give way to trees and shrubbery indicating he is heading 
out into the suburbs of the town. Several street lamps are visible, but there is no ladder for him 
to climb up. About twenty yards ahead is a footbridge that runs over the canal with a lone 
Hunter pacing up and down. Trying to keep quiet, Ark sloshes up the canal but the Hunter 
spots him and acrobatically leaps off the footbridge and into the water. Ark lifts up the shotgun 
to bear and blasts the creature square in the face, sending it flying back where it disappears 
beneath the murky depths and does not resurface. Passing underneath the bridge he comes to 
another iron grille with another unlocked gate leading into the next lock.  
 
This area is home to two giant spiders and their huge,  
hairy bodies protruding from the surface of the  
polluted water turns his stomach into a knot. The  
spiders twitch ever so slightly but do not move and so  
he cautiously moves forward, keeping his shotgun  
trained at all times but he does not fire. Only when  
the first spider spits a blob of corrosive acid does he  
put a scatter shell into its face, causing it to flip onto  
its back and kick its legs in the air in fury. As the  
other Giant Spider tries to manoeuvre its body  
around, Ark sloshes through the water and heads  
towards the next grille. His despair turns to relief when he spots a ladder on the right hand wall. 
Quickly, he climbs up out of the dirty water before the two spiders can get at him. 
 
Now up on the river bank, a chain-link fence has a hole cut into the bottom, just big enough for 
him to fit through. This was likely made by the kids so he crawls through and he soon gets back 
to his feet on the other side and finds his bearings. His venture up the canal has taken him into 
the more picturesque outskirts of town and one of the residential areas. He is in the garden of a 
beautiful-looking home overlooking a forest in the background. Several street lamps illuminate 
an immaculately kept lawn around the house. A high wall surrounds the property and it looks 
like a good place to hole up for a while. He moves up to the front door and to the right can see 
several zombies milling about on the street outside, but the sturdy-looking gate is preventing 
them from getting into the garden.  
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He opens the door and walks inside the house, emerging into a spacious and very tidy lounge. 
A thick, grey carpet covers the floor and the walls are decorated with light brown wallpaper and 
a white floral pattern. There is a wooden dining table to the left with a chequered cloth and a 
window in the wall looking into the open-plan kitchen. There are a few wooden cabinets 
containing books and other materials, a striped sofa and chair next to a lamp and a coffee table 
overlooking an unlit fireplace. A large TV sits in the corner next to a grand piano and the 
fireplace appears as though it hasn't been used in a while. The expensive furnishings suggest an 
Umbrella employee must live here. There are several black and white photographs on the wall 
and Ark recognises two children as Lily and Lott. On the left side of the room the kitchen is 
also immaculate with black tiles on the walls. Nothing is out of place and nothing seems 
suspicious here. 
 
The door next to the kitchen leads into a large  
master bedroom with green carpet and green  
vertically striped wallpaper. Curiously there are  
two single beds rather than one double and  
behind the curtains are two sets of patio doors  
leading outside into the garden. A cabinet by the  
wall contains various books on Umbrella. There  
is a zombie lying face down between the two beds  
and Ark puts a bullet in its head just as it begins  
to rise up. He then returns to the main living  
room where the door on the opposite side leads into a children's bedroom.  
 
There is a red toy chest next to the door full of various objects and a poster for Street Fighter 2 
on the wall above. A set of bunk beds stand by the back wall and a blue model aeroplane hangs 
from the ceiling. There is also a wardrobe and a large yellow teddy bear leaning against the wall 
as well as a TV, video player and stereo. On the right wall is a bookcase between two separate 
writing desks. Childish pictures done in crayon line the walls amidst various other posters of 
cars and the like. The only window in the room has been smashed, otherwise there is nothing 
amiss. He walks over to the far writing desk where he finds Lott's diary. It reveals Lott's dad was 
an important employee of Umbrella, which explains the lavish house and all the expensive toys 
for the kids. He worked closely with Commander Goldman and conducted experiments on the 
prisoners brought to Sheena Island to make them into ‘better people’. Later entries confirm 
that Lott's parents have been killed and that Goldman himself intentionally leaked the t-Virus 
across the island. Ark shakes his head and wonders how he has managed to do all this. 
 
Suddenly, he is put on his guard by a noise  
coming from behind him and spins round to see  
the wardrobe door move. Walking over, he  
opens it up to find Lily cowering inside. She is  
scared out of her mind and gently he lifts her out  
and sets her down, doing his best to reassure her.  
He tells her not to be afraid and that he won’t  
hurt her. He asks where Lott is and she pleads  
with him to save her brother. He has gone to the  
factory as he believed he could find a way to  
escape from this place. But she knows there are  
lots of scary monsters up there and if he goes inside he will be killed. She hugs Ark and begins 
to sob uncontrollably, blubbing that she has already lost her mum and dad and cannot lose her 
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brother as well. Ark needs to save him and promises he will do it, viewing it as a small piece of 
redemption for seemingly being the cause of all this chaos and suffering on Sheena Island. He 
may have been a bad person, but that was before, it is not who is now. He makes a silent vow 
to himself that he will save these two kids. He tells Lily to hide here whilst he goes to find Lott, 
then they will come back for her. Leaving her in the bedroom, Ark leaves the house and 
returns to the garden outside. 
 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 25TH 1998 
Meanwhile, after securing most of the town, the UT Commander heads to the Tyrant 
Production Factory to activate the self-destruct mechanism. If the island is deemed a total loss 
due to the biohazard, all evidence of Umbrella's illegal experimentation must be wiped out as 
per standard protocol. The loss of the Tyrant Factory would be a huge blow to the corporation, 
but a necessary one with the Raccoon Trials due to begin early next year. The Commander 
leaves a squad of cleaners to take up defensive positions in the forest leading up to the 
mountain to take care of any stragglers who try to get in their way. 
 
Vincent Goldman also arrives at the factory, as does Lott, who is trying to find the subway 
system that could take them to the heliport on the other side of the island. 
 
In the garden of Lott’s house, Ark sees the  
persistence of the zombies banging on the gate has  
paid off as it has given way to let them through.  
They stagger aimlessly around the drive and he has  
to kill them all to ensure they do not get into the  
house and attack Lily. A blue car belonging to the  
Klein family is parked on the drive and he  
considers using it once he has found Lott. He  
heads back onto the main street only to find the  
path to the left is barricaded off so he follows the  
cobbled street down to the right, past several old- 
style street lamps and a knocked over rubbish bin.  
The wall gives way to a chain-link fence leading up to a tram station with an entrance sign next 
to some steps. The station is at the base of the cliff but the cable car is not in the dock and 
must be at the other station further up the mountain. The black of night prevents Ark from 
seeing very far into the distance and the whistling wind has picked up. The occasional howl of a 
far off Cerberus can be heard. Various spotlights light up the station and on the other side of 
the security fence the sharp granite of the cliff rocks can be seen. A few crates are stacked up in 
the corner stamped with 'Umbrella' and further round he can see the door for the station 
building. As he heads over he gets the fright of his life when the door suddenly flies off its 
hinges and a Hunter bursts out. Bringing up the shotgun, he quickly blasts it away before it can 
get close to him.  
 
He carefully enters the building and finds himself inside a plain-looking waiting room with no 
decoration on the grey concrete walls. Metal benches for waiting passengers align each side of 
the room and there is a bin next to a door for the main control room. This room is empty and 
there are two large windows on the opposite wall looking out onto the sky tram track. Several 
posters are on the wall, including one advertising a local fossil expedition and two art posters 
for 'Princess Media'. There is also a timetable for the sky tram itself and he moves to the main 
control panel and activates the power, returning the tram back down to this station. But as he 
waits, the window next to him suddenly caves in and two Evolved Lickers burst through with a 
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screech. Raising one hand to shield himself from the shards of glass, he uses his other to fire 
the shotgun blindly. As the Lickers spin around to try and pinpoint his position, Ark runs for 
the door and just manages to get through in time, trapping them inside. 
 
Moving back outside, he hears the tram dock into the station. But as he climbs aboard, another 
Hunter that was lurking on the roof of the control room building leaps onto the top of the tram 
with a large clank. The tram then moves off with the B.O.W. hitching a ride on the top. Ark 
takes the opportunity to reload his weapons and once the tram docks on the other side he is 
ready. When the door opens the Hunter on the roof raises its claws to strike but all the 
creature gets for its troubles is a shotgun blast to the face. It falls lifeless to the floor, its green 
blood spilling out onto the stone flags. He can hear the clicking of two more Hunters close by 
and he patiently waits for them to come into view before taking them both out.  
 
This station is practically identical to the last one  
and is very dimly lit with only a few spotlights  
illuminating a high chain link fence around the  
perimeter and the cliff face beyond. There are  
crates and construction materials littered about,  
all with Umbrella symbols and a rusted blue and  
white sign on the fence points the way ahead to  
the ‘Umbrella Chemical Plant.’ That is where he  
wants to be so he heads round the corner  
towards an open gate. He notices another sign  
on the floor resting against the fence to the left.  
It is blue with white writing but curiously all the writing has been painted over with yellow paint 
so it cannot be read. Shrugging, he moves through the gate and down some steps onto the 
lower platform. 
 
The layout is similar and a bridge crosses over the chasm between the two cliffs. But as Ark 
steps onto the bridge, a powerful hand reaches up and another T-103 unit propels itself up 
onto the bridge and blocks his path. Ark quickly reaches for the grenade launcher he found in 
the Umbrella HQ and fires at the Tyrant, who roars in pain and swats Ark aside, sending him 
spinning backward into the railing. Ignoring the pain, Ark quickly fires twice more until the 
Tyrant sways and topples over onto its face, temporarily immobilised. He quickly steps over 
the body and clanks over the metal bridge. On the other side the concrete flags give way to 
sand and mud on the floor. Chain link fence runs all around and there are a couple of rusted 
oil drums and several crates in here.  
 
A gate on the other side leads into the next area  
and another gate straight ahead leads onto a dirt  
track running up the side of the cliff.  
Alternatively a path to the left runs over a rusted  
metal bridge before stopping at the entrance to  
an underground mine. With the wind whistling  
around him and the far off howl of a zombie  
dog in the night, Ark moves over the bridge to  
inspect the mine entrance. Amber lights on top  
of the fence give the area a peaceful, golden  
glow, but the entrance to the mine looks  
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extremely foreboding with an elevator behind a metal gate ready to take him down into the 
darkness. With the various horrors he has already encountered on the island he can only 
imagine what depravities lurk in the dark, damp mine. A warning sign next to the gate reads: 
'Underground passage under construction. No trespassing! Construction Personnel only.' He 
decides against taking this route and begins to backtrack when he notices another gate in the 
chain link fence to the left of the mine entrance. This route lead into the forest beyond and a 
guidepost identifies it as 'Ellemona Mountain Road'. Again, the forest could be dangerous and 
extremely dark so he decides to stick to his original plan of heading up the track on the edge of 
the cliff face. This would seem to be the quickest route up to the factory. 
 
The gate is extremely rusty and squeals loudly  
when he steps through. On the other side is  
nothing but some broken fencing damaged by  
various rock falls from the steep bluffs. Beyond  
the edge of the cliff is sheer blackness and he  
has to tread carefully. A skittering sound can be  
heard to his right and he watches as several  
small rocks clatter down the side of the cliff,  
sending up clouds of dust. He moves on a little  
but is forced to halt once again as the ground  
begins to shake and several large boulders  
come rumbling down the side. He backs away as they come crashing down all around him and 
he topples over the edge of the cliff. However, the expected plummet to his death never arrives 
and instead he lands hard on the floor some 15 feet down. Groaning, Ark gets groggily to his 
feet, in great pain yet thankful to be alive. He is now in some sort of quarry, with steep inclined 
rock on either side, too hard to climb up. The path stretches out into darkness ahead and as he 
wearily begins to make his way forward. Suddenly he can hear the unmistakable sound of large 
footsteps clumping loudly on the floor and before long another T-103 Tyrant steps out of the 
gloom. Ark raises his weapon and fires, stunning the Tyrant long enough to run around it. 
 
He moves on, stomach pounding as he scrambles up the incline of the path. He can hear the 
Tyrant behind him and gets a shock when another one appears in front of him. He fires again 
and is able to run around it. The Tyrant absorbs his bullets like a sponge and makes no effort 
to run after him, choosing instead to turn around and casually walk up the track behind him, 
biding its time. Ark can feel his calves begin to ache as he moves further up the bumpy track. 
Another Tyrant is waiting for him ahead. This time the path is too narrow for him to skirt 
round it and with the other two T-103's moving up behind he will soon be sandwiched in. 
Pulling out the grenade launcher, he fires four times at the Tyrant, causing it to drop down to 
the floor, temporarily stunned. Ark runs on and finally reaches the top of the track where a 
rickety rope bridge awaits for him to cross over the next chasm. As he steps onto the bridge he 
can feel the old wood groaning and creaking beneath his feet. Visibility is almost at zero when 
another T-103 steps onto the bridge from the other side, blocking his way. Ark feels his 
stomach knot, concerned the bridge may not take their combined weight. The Tyrant seems to 
sense this as well and turns around to retreat. But as Ark gets too close to the other side, it 
steps back onto the bridge to block his way. He realises he has no choice but to take it out and 
does so using the last of his grenade launcher rounds.  
 
On the other side of the bridge the coastline path ends at another chain-link fence with a gate 
leading through to the next area. Two Hunters patrol here and he uses the shotgun to kill 
them, concerned at just how much ammo he is using up, though taking heart that the increased 
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number of B.O.W.s he is facing must mean he is on the right track. A sign on the fence behind 
him identifies the coastline path he has just been through as 'Bay Area Highway Construction 
Land'. As he moves down the path he spots  
an entrance to the mountain mine on the left  
and surmises this must be an alternate  
entrance to the same mine down at the sky  
tram station. Further down is another gate  
leading to the Ellemona Mountain Road  
confirming all three paths lead to the same  
place. Heading straight ahead, another gate  
takes him into the grounds of a dilapidated  
old mansion. There is a sign on the outer  
chain link fence surrounding the area reading:  
'Warning: Umbrella employees only.' He is puzzled because there is clearly no sign of a factory 
anywhere and this old house is decrepit and long-since abandoned. 
 
He moves inside in the outer garden of the old estate. Grass has grown up through the mud to 
create a badly kept lawn and a path runs down the middle where the main gates have been 
blocked by rubble. A large, wrought-iron fence surrounds the entire estate and several zombie 
dogs are inside. Due to the darkness it is almost impossible to see them so he has to be extra 
careful when taking them out. Some moss-covered iron gates at the end of the central path lead 
to the inner garden of the mansion and up close the building looks old and in a bad state of 
disrepair. There are no lights on anywhere and the place doesn't even look lived in. It is 
extremely dark and there is no sign of the factory and chemical plant he was expecting to find. 
This abandoned house is a waste of time.  
 
He tries the main double doors of the  
mansion but they are tightly locked. But a  
quick search reveals an alternate door round  
the side of the building which opens up into  
the main lobby of the house. As expected it  
is derelict. The front door is boarded up  
from the inside and half the ceiling has  
collapsed, smashing the main staircase  
leading up to the upper floor. Bricks and  
dust are everywhere, and the red rug leading  
down to the front door is ruined.  
Disappointed, he turns to leave only to hear a sudden muffled scream from somewhere below. 
Ark recognises the voice as Lott and spins round to see where it came from, noticing a large 
open trapdoor leading down to the basement of the mansion. Readying his weapon, Ark 
silently descends the stone stairs and disappears into darkness. 
 
Several feet down, the darkness soon illuminates and he finds himself on a metal catwalk 
surrounded on all sides by sleek construction, latticework and bright lights. The catwalk is 
horseshoe shaped and Ark can see an elevator at the far end. Blocking his way are another two 
T-103 units and he immediately opens fire on the first as the second has to move all the way 
around the catwalk to get at him. His bullets riddle the Tyrant’s trench coat that doubles as its 
power limiter and green blood spirals out, yet it does not show any pain or slow down. Ark 
backs up to the doorway as his clip runs dry and he switches to the shotgun. Three rounds later 
and the first T-103 is on the floor but the second is now in view and he wastes no time in 
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pumping it full of shotgun blasts. Ark's gun clicks dry just as the second Tyrant falls down, 
incapacitated. Breathing a huge sigh of relief, Ark hurries on, knowing he hasn't got long before 
the both Tyrants get back up again.  
 
The elevator is out of action, so he follows the catwalk all the way around until he comes to a 
security room. Inside all the instrument panels are powered down and he has to activate the 
main switch to restore power to this floor. Within seconds all of the control panels suddenly 
light up and the elevator reboots and sends the carriage up to this floor. A chair at the control 
station has been knocked over and the monitors show green schematics of the laboratory 
layout. He memorises as much as he can before quickly heading out of the security room and 
to the elevator before the Tyrants begin to stir. Reloading his weapon, he rides the lift down to 
the next level. 
 
He emerges into a large power room bathed in  
a dull golden glow from the lighting on the  
walls and ceiling. Large generators and  
machinery dominate the room behind exterior  
chain link fences with warning signs plastered  
all over. A network of pipes snake all across  
the ceiling and straight ahead is a set of heavy  
hydraulic doors with a large red light above.  
His route is blocked by two naked zombies,  
both unfortunate guinea pigs for  
experimentation. He ignores them for now and  
heads to the right hand side of the room,  
moving down between the massive machines. Two more naked zombies are here and he 
quickly takes them down. Another set of double doors stand opposite a large control panel full 
of red lights. These doors are unlocked and so he steps through to emerge into another sleek-
looking metallic corridor with reflective chrome panels on the floor and sides. Numerous 
ventilation slabs line the bottom of the walls and on the right hand side the wall converts into a 
large shutter with black and yellow warning markings on the bottom. There is a control switch 
for the shutter but it has no power at the moment. He now has two options with a door directly 
behind him, or alternatively the passageway turns to the left and runs down 20 more feet or so 
before ending abruptly at another set of double doors. 
 
He tries the one nearest to him and finds it  
unlocked. He is now in the Genetic  
Manipulation Room, a large control area  
where a number of cultivated experiments are  
being performed in large glass pressure tubes.  
In the centre of the room is a large stasis tube  
and the protective glass has been smashed,  
suggesting something powerful broke out or  
was released, and glass shards lie all over the  
floor. Two smaller tubes are bathed in a cool  
blue light and appear to be individual creature  
cells being cultivated and Ark wonders if Umbrella were cloning the B.O.W.s here. Further to 
the right are two larger stasis tubes containing Plant 43 specimens in bio-organic fluid. Plant 43, 
or Ivies as they have come to be known were originally created in the underground laboratory 
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in Raccoon City following data recovered from the original Plant 42 during the Arklay Mansion 
incident. Despite their menacing appearance, they are perfectly harmless at the moment.  
 
On the back wall are two very large cylinders  
containing liquid nitrogen for the experiments.  
On the right a large control station full of  
panels and monitors is used to operate the  
cultivation devices. An electronic door on the  
far right wall with the words 'Type R' written  
above brings him through into a small but  
well-lit corridor. An open doorway on the  
right leads into a dimly-lit but expensive  
looking observation room. There is an  
Evolved Licker in here and he quickly blasts it  
to pieces before it can sense his presence. A large surgical table stands in the centre of the 
room with a white sheet draped over and some monitoring equipment on the far side. There 
are two more large gas cylinders in here as well as shelving units and cupboards containing 
various chemicals all lined up.  
 
On a large workstation he finds a journal from one of the factory workers. The last entry is 
dated August 5th of this year and the staff here have been using human test subjects and cutting 
into their skulls to extract a neuro transmitter from their brains. This was being done on a daily 
basis under the supervision of Vincent Goldman to make a new model Tyrant that is smaller, 
more agile and more ferocious. He searches the desk some more and comes across an 
activation disc that will help him access the more restricted parts of the factory. But just as he 
picks it up he can hear a noise from somewhere nearby that sounds like smashing glass. 
Readying the shotgun, he leaves the observation room and returns down the corridor back to 
the Genetic Manipulation Room. 
 
As he runs down the short corridor a couple of  
ventilation covers on the ceiling are kicked out  
and another Evolved Licker drops into the  
room. Ark ignores it and makes it through the  
door before the creature can get its bearings.  
But he is in for a shock back in the genetics  
room when he sees the two Ivy specimens have  
escaped their confinement and are making a  
beeline for him. Quickly, he unslings the  
grenade launcher and ducks out of the way as  
the first plant spits corrosive fluid at him. He showers the Ivies with acid rounds and watches 
with satisfaction as their skin burns away and they both shrivel down to a pile of mush on the 
floor.  
 
Quickly returning to the corridor outside, he takes a left and jogs down to the set of double 
doors at the end. It looks like another elevator but it is locked and an employee ID card is 
required to release the lock. Frustrated, Ark turns and retraces his steps all the way back round 
the corridor and into the power room at the opposite end. This room has been repopulated by 
several more naked zombies in his absence and he side steps around them all and makes his 
way round to the set of double doors with the red light which he ignored earlier.  
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These doors takes him into what appears to be the central atrium of the factory. A huge, 
circular metal funnel reaches vertically up as far as his eye can see with 'HG-536' printed in 
black lettering. A metal catwalk with hand rails  
extends all the way around it and he moves on  
to where a door ahead reads; 'Danger Section  
Type-D'. However it is closed and there is no  
door handle or activation switch to open it.  
Shrugging, he follows the catwalk right around  
the central funnel and notices the Umbrella  
logo is stamped on the other side of it. At the  
end of the catwalk is a large control panel  
underneath two monitors for the power  
reactor. He inserts the activation disc he  
picked up a little earlier and boots up the system. Immediately the monitors wink to life as 
electric power is distributed to all the facilities on this floor of the factory. An alarm begins to 
chime and the door with no handle suddenly opens and several zombies decked in white lab 
coats and research gear pour out onto the catwalk. Ark quickly takes them out before heading 
back round the gantry. The room the zombies emerged from is empty except for two large 
pipes releasing hot steam every five seconds as indicated by a sign reading; 'Danger: Intense 
Heat Pipe.' There is also some grenade rounds in here which he gladly scoops up. 
 
Heading back through the power room he notices the big control panel that was covered in red 
lights earlier are now all bright green, indicating all areas of the facility are now operational. He 
moves through the door and back into the corridor outside the Genetic Manipulation Room. 
With power now resupplied, he hits the switch on the wall and watches as three shutters retract 
to reveal an emergency area beyond. Unfortunately, two more Ivies hide here and it takes 
another four acid rounds to dispose of them. A sign on the wall reads 'Emergency Door' and 
the body of a dead researcher is slumped on the floor He is not breathing anymore and a quick 
search of his body produces a red ID card. Using this he can now power up the emergency 
elevator at the end of the corridor and ride it down to the next level. He quickly does so and a 
red digital readout on the inside of the elevator soon tells him he has arrived at B3 level of the 
factory. 
 
The doors part to reveal an empty and very wide  
room full of silver chrome panels. Again, the  
chrome is mixed with the familiar yellow and  
black striped warning markers and there are  
halogen lights banked at regular intervals on the  
lower walls. Two more Ivies lurk in here and  
Ark is forced to use the last of his acid rounds to  
get rid of them. At the far end of the room is  
another closed metal shutter taking up the entire  
width of the chamber. A panel on the left wall  
with a blue light is used to activate it and the  
shutter slowly retracts to reveal another outer room with a huge set of double doors 
emblazoned with a warning notice and a large biohazard symbol across the middle. Ark opens 
the huge doors and moves inside.  
 
On the other side he finds himself on a long walkway extending across a vast warehouse below. 
Looking down he can see rows of cryogenic tubes all containing large humanoid figures. Upon 
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closer inspection, he actually notices that they all contain T-103 Tyrants. They are being mass-
produced right here on this island. There are dozens of them. Suddenly, yet another Tyrant 
suddenly drops into the room and begins  
striding purposefully towards him. Ark  
peppers it with gunfire, glad of the  
distance between it and himself on the  
walkway. Two clips later and it shudders  
and falls to the floor. He runs towards the  
door at the far end, knowing he needs to  
find some way to destroy this place and  
still mistakenly under the impression he  
has caused it all. Suddenly he hears  
another scream from Lott coming from  
the other side of the door. 
 
At that moment, Lott Klein backs away against a railing as an MA-121 Hunter Alpha walks 
casually towards him, its feet tapping on the metal floor. Lott waves his baseball bat in a futile 
attempt to ward it off. He reaches the railing and the only thing behind him now is a long fall 
into a big, dark chasm. The Hunter suddenly screeches and jumps at him, landing on Lott's 
chest and the momentum tips them both over the handrail. Luckily, Lott manages to grab onto 
it with his left arm. But he drops the baseball bat and both it and the Hunter plummet out of 
sight into the pit. 
 
Ark steps through the door and hears Lott crying out for help. He has gone over the edge and 
is hanging on for dear life. Ark rushes over to the railing and takes the boy by the hand. He 
starts to pull him back up when another Hunter suddenly enters the room. Ark is forced to 
leave Lott hanging on as he turns around with the shotgun and blasts the creature full in the 
chest, sending it sprawling to the floor. He quickly moves in and finishes it off before running 
back to Lott and pulling him to safety. 
 
Lott hugs him and apologises but Ark assures him  
none of this is his fault. It is all down to Vincent, or  
in other words, down to him. Lott doesn’t  
understand why Ark is blaming himself for the  
t-Virus outbreak and confirms that his name is Ark  
Thompson and he is a private detective. Ark is both  
confused and relieved at the same time. Ever since  
he’d awoken from the helicopter crash with a hole  
in his memory he had believed he was Vincent  
Goldman. He asks Lott why he kept running away  
from him if he knew he wasn’t Vincent and the boy says he was scared because he was the one 
who told Vincent about him snooping around on the island. He goes on to recall how Ark first 
came to Sheena Island several weeks ago and posed as Vincent for meeting with Andy Holland 
in the sewers. Lott had been eavesdropping on the meeting and because he had personally met 
Goldman before through his father, he knew Ark wasn’t him, so he went to the Umbrella 
building and told Goldman there was a spy impersonating him. Ark is barely able to believe all 
this but is massively relieved he is innocent of all the heinous crimes on this island. 
 
Suddenly, the entire room begins shaking as if there is a small tremor above ground and then 
quickly subsides. At that moment, somewhere above them, the U.T. Commander is activating 
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the self-destruct mechanism for the facility as part of his mission to clean up the island and 
erase any evidence of Umbrella's wrong-doings. Ark urgently asks Lott if he knows a way off 
this island and the boy confirms his dad told him there is a railway station up ahead from here 
that runs underground all the way to an isolated heliport. Ark asks Lott to go and get Lily and 
they will all meet up at the station. As the boy leaves, the self-destruct system is activated and 
they have ten minutes before the whole place is detonated. All personnel are to evacuate 
immediately. 
 
Stepping up the pace, Ark heads through the door into the next room. He ponders Lott’s 
words about his true identity and more memories rise to the surface. He remembers now that 
the reason he came to Sheena Island was at the request of his friend Leon S. Kennedy to 
investigate Umbrella’s operations. The previous evening he had infiltrated the Umbrella 
building and destroyed part of the lab by starting a fire. Vincent Goldman had confronted him 
and they had gotten into a scuffle. Goldman had pulled off his dog tags before Ark was able to 
escape to the roof and take off in a helicopter. Goldman had followed him and held on the 
landing struts just as he took off into the night sky. The Commander had then shot something 
which caused Ark to lose control and they crashed. Finally he can remember everything. 
 
The corridor beyond is empty with a shutter  
on the left hand wall and a red sign identifying  
'Area E'. The shutter switch is currently  
locked out and cannot be activated. He has  
no choice but to continue on up the metal  
corridor towards the door at the far end with a  
bright green light glowing above. This leads  
into the main control room and central hub  
of the entire factory. The room is filled with  
multiple control panels and workstations with  
large screens and monitors displaying CCTV  
images from nearly every room in the factory. In the centre of the room is an impressive 
circular chrome table with an electronic schematic of the entire island built into it. All 
Umbrella operations are controlled from this very room. The walls are chrome metal, giving 
off a reflective pattern, blending perfectly with all the high-tech flat screen monitors everywhere. 
Many of the readouts display cultivation devices in other rooms but one large monitor to the 
left shows an unidentified room with another large Tyrant slumbering in a capsule. This is the 
Hypnos T-Type; a prototype model and the fruit of Goldman’s work.  
 
Several researcher zombies shuffle around the control room and he is forced to put them all 
down before he can have a better look at the monitors. A few have been broken or disabled 
and only portray static. A door on the opposite side of the control room with an amber light 
above is locked. Looking around the central table, he locates the switch to activate the power 
for the shutter leading to Area E. Backtracking back into the corridor, he flicks the switch to 
raise the shutter and a further three shutters open up behind to reveal the entrance to the most 
restricted area on the entire site. Two more Ivies patrol this section and he is forced to use the 
shotgun which proves to be surprisingly effective. Running down the corridor he heads though 
the double doors with the biohazard symbol on them, arriving in the culture chamber of the 
new Tyrant, The Hypnos T-Type. 
 
The Tyrant slumbers in a large chamber at the very back of the expansive room with clusters of 
computer terminals and monitoring equipment lining either wall. To the left are four large 
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refrigeration chambers storing low temperature samples and on the opposite wall are two 
closed cultivation capsules. A control station in the centre of the room monitors the Tyrant but 
there is no obvious way to deactivate it. Hypnos is Umbrella's attempt at creating a smaller, 
more agile and more ferocious Tyrant  
able to pass off as human and still retain  
the destructive power of its larger T-103  
counterpart. The Genetic Engineering  
Research Department had conducted  
experiments in which different cell types  
had been experimented on and the  
superior surviving cells led to the  
discovery of the 'Hypnos Gene'. The  
Hypnos gene was then introduced during  
the Tyrant gene cultivation process along  
with the administration of "β Hetero  
Nonserotonin", a neuro transmitter found in the brains of adolescents necessary to increase the 
ferociousness of the Tyrant. As well as achieving the goal of a small Tyrant capable of 
disguising itself as a human, it also gained superior abilities as a result of the Hypnos gene 
promoting the development of strong cells within the body. The researchers worked day and 
night to create this Hypnos gene and fought to overcome sleep deprivation, and were finally 
able to yield a cell that had conquered all other cells in a competitive experimental 
environment to emerge as the sole survivor. The researchers named this new DNA "Hypnos", 
after the Greek God of Sleep. With it, development of a small-type B.O.W. sample specimen, 
more powerful than the Tyrants that had come before, has been perfected. On one of the 
control stations to the left, Ark finds another research paper detailing the chemical used as a 
key component in creating the Hypnos T-type. 
 
"To establish a system of mass-producing Tyrants, it is absolutely necessary that during the 
process of gene cultivation, a large amount of pure Beta Hetero Nonserotonin must be 
injected. This material is one of the human brain's elements. It has been revealed that the 
material is mainly produced by the pituitary of people at the latter period of developing their 
secondary sex characteristics. 
Also, medical data shows that this cerebral material is produced in response to the excessive 
secretion of noradrenalin that is produced from the locus coeruleus in the brain stem. 
Noradrenalin is the cerebral material secreted when people are in a state of extreme tension or 
fear. As the Beta Hetero Nonserotonin only exists in active cells, you can't extract it from a 
dead brain. 
Thus, the best way to extract the material is to cut open the subject's skull without using 
anaesthesia. This will cause the excessive secretion of noradrenalin. The pituitary is then ripe 
for immediate extraction. 
Vincent Goldman, Commander 
Tyrant Plant on Sheena Island" 
-REGS: How to Extract Beta Hetero Nonserotonin; undated. 
 
Ark checks the main control station one more time and finds the master key for the laboratory 
before returning to the corridor outside. However, as he leaves, his presence in the culture lab 
must have affected the atmosphere in the room for it causes the Hypnos T-Type to awaken 
from its slumber... 
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Back in the corridor outside, Ark rushes back towards the control room as the factory begins to 
shake and dust and debris rains down from the ceiling. As he dashes round the corner, a bullet 
clatters off the wall to his left and he spins around to  
find Vincent Goldman standing with a gun pointed  
right at him, still alive and well. Goldman is livid and  
blames Ark for being unable to fulfil his mission  
objective. Umbrella was going to take care of him,  
but Ark has screwed it all up. But before Goldman  
can pull the trigger, he is impaled from behind by  
his own creation; the Hypnos T-Type. Gurgling  
blood, Vincent uses the last of his strength to turn  
around and stare at the Tyrant’s face just as it swats  
him to the floor and the hapless Commander dies in  
a rapidly spreading pool of his own blood. The Tyrant then immediately turns its attentions to 
Ark who lets rip with the shotgun. Hypnos walks slowly towards him at first, absorbing the 
gunshots with little effort. It then suddenly breaks into a run and Ark is forced to dive out of 
the way at the last second as the Tyrant's claws grasp for him. The Tyrant is smaller and less 
muscular than previous models because the base host was a younger male human, fortunately 
this has also made it weaker. He continues to fire until the gun runs dry and he turns to the 
Grenade Launcher. After only a few shots, the Tyrant drops down to the floor and lays still. 
 
Not wasting any time, he hurries down the corridor and returns through the door to the main 
control hub. Inside, all the viewing monitors have been replaced with big, flashing emergency 
warnings. Using the master key, he is able to unlock the door on the back wall and pass 
through onto the other side. 
 
Meanwhile, back in the corridor, the Hypnos Tyrant reawakens and gets to its feet, triggering 
the first of several mutations which gives it increased muscle mass and longer claws. 
 
Ark is now in a long chrome corridor bathed in a red light thanks to the emergency beacons. 
There are five doors on either side of the corridor, all tightly shut until a controlled explosion 
sends them flying off their hinges and several U.T. troopers emerge. Ark quickly lets off a few 
blasts from the grenade launcher before they can open fire. This easily incapacitates the 
genetically created soldiers and their bodies dissolve into a pile of mush on the floor.  
 
Moving on, Ark reaches the door at the opposite  
end and hurries through where an elevator takes  
him down to B4 level and he arrives at the train  
station. He can see Lily and Lott waiting for him  
at the far end of the passage and behind them is  
the train itself with 'Umbrella' written across it.  
Lott calls out to him and Ark shouts at them to  
get on board the train. The self-destruct  
countdown now has five minutes left. The  
shutter for the train tunnel is down and he needs  
to get it open before they can escape. The  
shutter has black and yellow warning stickers and is marked ‘C-296'. The panel is located at the 
far end of the platform. Pushing the switch, the shutter slowly opens, revealing the rail tracks 
that disappear off into the distance. Quickly, he heads back down the platform when he is 
assaulted by two more U.T. soldiers but he manages to get his gun off before they do. Bullets 
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whine and richoet around him as two more soldiers fire down on him from a walkway running 
above the train. Ignoring them, he keeps his head down and makes for the train, just managing 
to get through the automatic doors as bullets ping off the hull around him. 
 
Quickly making for the controls, he activates the automatic launch and the train begins its 
automated route through the underground network right across the island to the heliport. The 
journey is several miles and once they emerge into the deserted underground station on the 
other end, Lily and Lott run off ahead. The station is deserted and a sign ahead points the way 
to the heliport near an elevator marked ‘D-11.’ 
 
The elevator takes them back up from B4 to the  
surface and the empty heliport. The helicopter  
is visible in a garage underneath a partially- 
closed shutter bearing the Umbrella logo. The  
helipad is surrounded on all sides by a high  
perimeter wall with spotlights shining down onto  
the landing pad. Ark tells the kids to get inside  
the chopper whilst he opens the door. But the  
Hypnos T-Type has followed them and now sits  
crouched on the high perimeter wall by the  
control tower like a cat ready to pounce. Ark  
cannot believe it is still alive as it gracefully  
jumps down to confront him. Since their first meeting, its mutation has caused its muscle mass 
to increase and its mouth is now fused permanently open, exposing sharp teeth inside. The 
claws on its left arm have extended and its artificial heart is bulging out of its chest, stretching 
the skin around it. 
 
The Tyrant lunges, dashing forward with  
incredible speed and displaying impressive  
athletic agility with a series of high leaps. Ark  
opens fire, aiming the shotgun at the Tyrant’s  
heart and splattering its green blood all over the  
tarmac. The battle is intense and soon he is out  
of shotgun shells and reverts to the grenade  
launcher. The Tyrant is soon on fire but  
continues to attack, despite the flames melting  
away the skin on its back. Ark sustains several  
wounds himself in the ensuing battle before  
eventually the Tyrant staggers and drops to its knees. It begins to convulse and swat its claws 
around in frustration as a third stage mutation begins. Its muscle mass almost doubles and 
numerous veins and blood vessels become visible due to the increased blood flow to 
compensate. This causes the Tyrant’s heart to enlarge and burst through the skin completely, 
becoming fully exposed. But despite its extreme bulk, the Hypnos still displays heightened 
agility and begins to shoulder-barge Ark, then hoists him up into the air completely. Ark fires 
into its face to get it to drop him back down and the battle resumes until eventually the Hypnos 
topples and falls. Only this time it doesn’t get back up. 
 
Quickly, Ark dashes to the helicopter and they take off into the night sky, leaving the island 
behind. Back at the Tyrant Production Factory, the computer counts down the final ten 
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seconds until the entire facility goes up in a colossal explosion so big that the blast wave likely 
takes out half of the town community and surrounding area. 
 
From up in the helicopter, the sky is beginning to  
lighten as the sun gets ready to signal the dawn of a  
new day. They look down as they head out to sea and  
see great plumes of smoke wafting up from Sheena  
Island behind them. Lott holds Lily’s hand and insists  
they are now safe. Ark nods his approval until the  
whole helicopter suddenly lurches violently and they  
hear an inhuman growl. Somehow, the Hypnos Tyrant  
is still alive and is hanging onto the landing struts. It  
climbs up and tries to get inside via one of the  
windows. But as it raises its giant claws to strike, Ark fires one of the rear-mounted missiles 
which slams into the Tyrant and carries it away from the helicopter. Hypnos screams in rage as 
it scrambles for purchase and Ark quickly fires a second missile to impact into the first and 
detonate, vaporising the Tyrant and destroying it indefinitely. As they continue to fly away 
across the sea, the sky becomes lighter and both kids ask Ark what they are going to do next. 
He isn’t sure, but they can continue to fly so long as they have fuel. 
 
The fates of the UT Commander and Andy Holland remain unknown yet all traces of 
Umbrella’s illegal operations on the island have been wiped out. Unfortunately this includes 
the loss of the Tyrant Factory which will hamper production output and future sales and 
distribution of the T-103. 
 
Ark Thompson reports back to Leon Kennedy with his findings on Sheena Island. 
 
DECEMBER 1998 
Since the Raccoon City incident, Umbrella have been developing several new B.O.W.s based 
on combat data recovered by U.B.C.S. Monitors during the incident. Data obtained on the 
‘Grave Digger’ he observed within Raccoon Park has allowed Umbrella researchers to develop 
a similar creature based on an earthworm. This prototype specimen is developed on Rockfort 
Island and used in live-ammunition training exercises for the U.S.S. teams and Anti-B.O.W. 
squads. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: GULP WORM 
The Gulp Worm was a new weapon concept following data analysis from the  
arthropod Grave Digger creature observed during the Raccoon City incident.  
The base organism was an earthworm that went through extensive gene  
manipulation and artificial strengthening before being administered with the  
t-Virus. Like most arthropods, the virus caused the creature to grow to  
gigantic proportions and its skin hardened to allow its massive bulk to tunnel  
through large volumes of solid earth and rock. Its mouth opened up like a  
petal and it developed strong teeth and a powerful digestive system capable of  
swallowing an adult human whole. The creature possessed no optic organs and  
hunted via sound patterns from vibrations in the earth. In addition it also had  
a powerful sense of smell to track its prey from underground before forcefully 
jumping out from beneath to launch its attack. It normally liked to remain  
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dormant underground and would attack without warning. Only one unique specimen was developed and 
during the prototype stage it was transferred to Rockfort Island for data collection. A series of controlled 
combat tests were set up against trainees of the Anti-B.O.W. Countermeasure Service present at the base. The 
results of said tests would determine whether the creature was to be further developed as a marketable B.O.W. 
During the biohazard caused by the rival company’s attack in December 1998, the Grave Digger escaped and 
had free roam of the island, preferring to dwell in the caves beneath the military training facility. 
 
Also developed on Rockfort Island is the Albinoid, which is the result of directly injecting a 
salamander with the t-Virus. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: ALBINOID 
The Albinoid is the result of injecting the t-Virus into the  
genes of a local Salamander native to Rockfort Island. Like  
a normal amphibian, the resulting organism changes as it  
grew with age. In infancy, the organism possessed two legs  
and a ‘tail’ it used to propel itself forward. It had a mouth  
on the underside of its body and was salmon-pink in  
colour. It was also capable of discharging moderate  
amounts of electricity to stun any nearby prey. What was  
most impressive to researchers was its rapid growth cycle  
which was approximately 10 hours from birth to adult form. Its length exceeded 2 metres during the 
transformation process and in its final adult stage the creature possessed four legs resembling human arms. It 
had a bizarre appearance due to the obvious lack of a head and also developed spikes on the top of its body as 
an added defence mechanism. The adult creature was highly adept at mobility and was able to discharge large 
amounts of electricity far greater than the infant species. The Albinoid was a natural swimmer and was most 
effective as a weapon when in an aquatic environment. Although weaker on land, the Albinoid retains a 
remarkable ability to crawl and slide across the floor, walls and ceilings. The prototype specimens were 
developed in the laboratory based at the Military Training Centre and Umbrella’s planned strategy was to allow 
them to infiltrate enemy territory undetected whilst still in juvenile form. Then as they developed into adults 
they could wreak havoc by contaminating the water supply and discharging lethal amounts of current. The 
potential for the Albinoid as a weapon was high but research was shelved after all the specimens were destroyed 
during the 1998 biohazard attack launched by the rival company. 
 
Perhaps the most impressive new B.O.W. of all is the Bandersnatch; a humanoid weapon 
based on existing Tyrant research but with a much lower budget. This is an experiment to 
create a cost-effective human biological weapon that could be mass-produced quite easily. It is 
developed exclusively on Rockfort Island and due to be combat tested in the near future. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: BANDERSNATCH 
The Bandersnatch was a unique product designed to capitalise on research carried over from the Tyrant 
Program. It was to be a mass-produced prototype based on the Tyrant, but purposefully manufactured for 
practicality as a single weapon rather than perfection. Like the Tyrant, the base organism was a human, but 
because no attempt was made to keep it realistically human-looking for infiltration purposes, it developed a 
disfigured and distorted appearance with a yellow/brown skin tone covered with exposed arteries and blood 
vessels originating from a hole in its left shoulder. In addition its lower body degenerated way beyond expected 
levels which limited its mobility and furthermore its left arm was all but non-existent, forcing it to rely on its 
right arm completely. But the Bandersnatch was able to overcome these faults by its right arm developing an 
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extendable and almost elasticated form. Researcher have noted this unique trait was very similar to the ability 
found in the Thanatos Tyrant developed by Greg Mueller once that particular specimen became injured 
enough to disengage its power limiter. Also like the Bandersnatch,  
the Thanatos’ left arm became smaller and useless with its right  
becoming significantly more powerful to compensate. The  
Bandersnatch’s ability to latch onto things with its extendable  
right arm and pull itself around is an ability not recorded in  
previous B.OW.s and allowed the creature to track its targets  
quickly and with great precision. Its right arm had great flexibility  
and could be flailed around like a whip or to grasp hold of targets  
and crush their skulls. With its considerable attack power and  
durability, most other creatures feared the Bandersnatch despite it  
doing nothing more than attacking repeatedly with its right arm.  
But a significant weakness proved to be a lack of protection to the  
head. A lack of left arm meant the creature could only protect  
itself with its right, leading to a poor imbalance between attack  
and defence. Despite the creature being much cheaper to produce  
that a Tyrant, it was significantly weaker and the highlighted flaws  
made it undesirable as a weapon going forward. What prototype specimens were developed were housed at 
Rockfort Island and further development was halted following the biohazard in December 1998. The project 
was later discontinued when it was confirmed the Bandersnatch development data was secretly obtained by the 
rival company. The creature was codenamed after its namesake in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass. 
 
Umbrella also develop a new spider B.O.W. at the South Pole facility based on the reams of 
data from secondarily-infected arachnids collected from Raccoon City. Upon completion they 
will be sent to Rockfort Island. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: BLACK WINDOW/GIANT BLACK WIDOW 
This spider was a B.O.W. created by Umbrella based on data  
collected from a series of secondary infected arachnids observed  
in Raccoon City. The base organism is the titular black widow  
and possessed a phenomenal vitality unseen in previous arachnid  
models. Additionally it could move around lightly and efficiently  
even if its abdomen was destroyed. It was extremely poisonous  
and a curious effect of the t-Virus was a colouration change from  
deep black to green and purple. But its main distinguishing  
feature was its completely hairless body. It attacked its prey by secreting a highly toxious venom or by climbing 
up its prey and wrapping its legs around their body to restrict escape movement. It was also completely 
resistant to anti-B.O.W. gas countermeasures.  
A single, giant specimen was observed in the South Pole facility following secondary exposure to the t-Virus 
and changes to its environment. It exhibited the same traits as its smaller Black Widow cousins and carried its 
young in her stomach, just as her Raccoon City predecessors did, and released them upon death. It is unknown 
why a singular specimen underwent such rapid growth but it appears related to further exposure to the virus 
similar to the effect that resulted in the unique Black Tiger specimen at the Arklay Mansion. 
Black Widows were specially developed as a B.O.W. before being sent to Rockfort Island for training purposes. 
They were then to be stored at the Antarctic base for transport before being sent out to all Umbrella facilities 
worldwide.  
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Thanks to the combat and development data provided on the MA-121 Hunter Alpha by 
Albert Wesker, research teams of the rival company are finalising two new Hunter models in 
an effort to disrupt one of Umbrella's most successful B.O.W. products. After many months of 
development, these new models are now ready for combat testing. Although Umbrella have 
already created their own successors to the MA-121 series, the rival company are confident 
they have developed the most advanced model to date and hope to monopolise the B.O.W. 
market with their 'Hunter II' and 'Sweeper' sub-series. 
 
B.O.W. PROFILE: HUNTER II/SWEEPER 
The Hunter II was a B.O.W. developed by the rival company after the  
MA-121 Alpha development data and frozen embryo was stolen by  
Albert Wesker during the mansion incident. Although the base  
creature remains largely the same in appearance to the original Alpha  
model with a body covered in reptile scales, it had higher practicality  
as a weapon than the original thanks to a sophisticated external  
control mechanism referred to as an automated self-propelled  
surveillance device. This device would zero in on a target and relay its  
position to the nearest Hunter unit, which was surgically implanted  
with a small optical computer. This mechanism improved the  
Hunter’s functionality as a solider by programming the creature to attack only specific targets, negating the 
need for a trainer. The Hunter II attacked by approaching its target with quick movement and then tearing 
them apart with sharp claws on both hands. Minor improvements were also made to its versatility and 
durability ensuring it developed an enhanced degree of perfection as  
a weapon compared to a standard Hunter which was difficult to  
control with limited intelligence and attacked targets indiscriminately.  
A sub-species was developed known as the ‘Sweeper’ and its athletic  
abilities were heightened over the standard Hunter II and it was  
skilled at jumping abundantly to perform multilateral attacks. It was  
also a poisonous variant capable of secreting a potent venom from the  
tips of its claws that could severely weaken any opponent. This was  
thanks to the incorporation of venomous reptile genes during the  
genetic engineering process to make the Sweeper athletically stronger.  
This toxicity ran throughout its body and caused its skin to develop a  
red texture compared to the usual reptile-green. Its name was derived from the fact it was used to chase down 
targets the Hunter II missed and they were usually deployed simultaneously.  
The success of the Hunter II and Sweeper on the B.O.W. market for the rival company was enough for 
Umbrella to terminate and phase out their Hunter program and instead developed a successor with the 
‘Anubis’ project. 
 
Umbrella are also conducting experiments on mice on Rockfort Island in a bid to increase 
their intelligence. One such subject is codenamed; D.I.J. 
 
Using his newfound position within the U.S. Government, Leon Kennedy has been attempting 
to track down former S.T.A.R.S. member Chris Redfield, so far without success as Chris is 
obviously trying to cover his tracks. The only people that know of his location are Jill Valentine 
and Barry Burton. He is currently at a designated safe house somewhere in Europe conducting 
his investigation into Umbrella. Jill is due to join him any time now. But Chris is unaware that 
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Umbrella have him under surveillance. They know exactly where he is and are monitoring his 
movements very closely. 
 
Just prior to the Raccoon City incident, William Birkin’s improvements to the epsilon-strain  
t-Virus with modified V-ACT to create Lickers was shipped out to all Umbrella facilities 
worldwide and has become more commonly known as the ‘mass-produced’ strain. Now 
scientists on Rockfort Island have made a new experimental variant with two key differences. 
Firstly this iteration of the virus reverts back to initial airborne transmission, though it can still 
contaminate chemicals and local water supplies. Secondly and most importantly, the virus has 
been improved thanks to applied extra influence from Progenitor and now has the ability to 
revive the dead. Previous t-Virus strains could only infect a living host and the virus would 
eventually stop their hearts and revive them, but crucially they could never infect a dead, 
uncontaminated corpse. A virus needs a live host to propagate but as Progenitor is the 
fundamental process in all of biodiversity, it has the ability to repair and revive completely 
proliferated cells. Now this new t-variant can infect a dead corpse and bring it back to life.  
 
The rival company has been in regular contact with their spy on Rockfort Island who feeds 
intelligence on possible sightings of Alexia Ashford; the supposed long-dead sister of facility 
head, Alfred. But reports are conflicting with sightings of Alexia reportedly alive on the island 
and also that she lies in suspended animation due to be awakened at the end of December. 
Albert Wesker is intrigued and consults with the higher-ups of the rival company on what he 
knows about the famed t-Veronica virus. A prototype was developed but Umbrella have no 
samples and research was scrapped after Alexia’s alleged death. But if she is still alive and they 
can capture her, the rival company will have yet another key strategic advantage over Umbrella. 
Wesker will be given control of the organisation’s H.C.F. (Hive/Host Capture Force) Special 
Forces and will raid Rockfort Island. 
 
Claire Redfield makes preparations to fly out to France to check out Umbrella's Paris Lab 
facility, hoping to find some clues as to the whereabouts of Chris. 
 
Umbrella finalise a three month investigation into the possible security leak on Rockfort Island. 
Although they have been unable to crack the identity of the informant, the investigators are 
certain the traitor is a high-ranked staff member who has at least 90% access to all facilities on 
the island, including viral storage. They are also believed to be in regular contact with the rival 
company. Intelligence suggests this traitor may be co-ordinating with agents of the rival 
company to plot some sort of attack on the island and it is imperative they ascertain this spy's 
identity as soon as possible. For security purposes, Umbrella Europe send a Nemesis T-Type 
unit over to Rockfort Island. The data retrieved from its performance in Raccoon City is 
beyond anything the research teams could have imagined and so could prove very useful if 
needed. The investigation report also confirms that somehow the rival company have come 
into possession of important development data regarding the Hunter B.O.W. series and 
successfully created new models based on the MA-121 Alpha series. How the Hunter 
development data was leaked is unclear at this point but the news confirms that Umbrella have 
at least one other serious security leak and is more evidence Albert Wesker may still be alive. 
 
“A brief report. 
For three months our agents have conducted a secret investigation, but we've not yet been able 
to establish the H.C.F. spy's identity. However, based on the D documents obtained in Geneva, 
we're almost certain that a traitor lies hidden able to freely wander the official residence on 
Rockfort Island. We promise to dispose of any such individuals as soon as they are identified. 
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We're not sure what the enemy is planning, but there's definitely a threatening air drifting in 
from H.C.F.'s direction. It seems they've succeeded in replicating the test subject they stole. 
Naturally, a certain man is involved with that success. He's a man whom you also know. 
I've sent you a gift just to make sure. It's an American-made Nemesis-T Type B.O.W., the 
latest model of outstanding performance in Raccoon City, but the foot does not stick because 
both its budget and management are tricky secret expenses. It's hidden in a routine shipment of 
machine parts that'll arrive by submarine. Therefore, you and I are the only ones who know 
about this monster being sent to the island. 
P.S. The Nemesis-T Type will automatically deploy in the event of an emergency. 
There's no other way to activate it. Think of it as an added layer of security.” 
-BIOGS2: Surveillance Report; undated. 
 
THURSDAY DECEMBER 17TH 1998 
Night: 
Claire Redfield silently infiltrates Umbrella's  
Paris Lab facility on a quest to uncover some  
evidence as to the whereabouts of Chris. But  
she does not get far into the complex before  
she is spotted by the armed security detail.  
Taking off, Claire runs for her life as the  
guards give chase and she eventually finds  
herself on one of the upper floors with two  
operatives wielding AK-47s on her tail. Umbrella are so concerned about this lapse in security 
they have mobilised an attack helicopter armed with twin Gatling guns to take Claire out. 
Damage to company property seems the least of Umbrella's concerns as the chopper pilot 
opens fire on the building, shredding through the screen-glass windows. Claire manages to dive 
down a corridor in the nick of time but the two guards pursuing her are not as lucky and are 
quickly cut to ribbons. Using thermal imaging, the pilot is able to track Claire's position within 
the building and continues to fire. Claire desperately makes for an open door at the far end of 
the corridor and launches herself through the threshold, tumbling down a metal stairwell and 
landing in a crumpled heap on the floor.  
 
She is now in some kind of darkened storage  
warehouse, full of gas tanks and other flammable  
materials. But she is barely up on her feet before  
a whole platoon of security guards arrive to hold  
her at gunpoint. She raises her hands ready to  
surrender her weapon. But as she drops it to the  
floor, Claire falls to her side, catches the weapon  
and fires at the flammable tanks behind the  
guards. The resulting explosion knocks down the  
entire platoon. But as she prepares to leave she  
suddenly senses a presence on the stairs behind and whirls round to find herself confronted by 
the head of 3rd Security Unit, Rodrigo Juan Raval. They point their guns at each other but 
Claire's is empty whilst Rodrigo's is very much loaded. He coolly informs her not to move and 
she is quickly taken into custody. 
 
DECEMBER 18-26TH 1998 
Leon eventually manages to track down Chris at his safe house in Europe. After confirming he 
is safe and well, Leon prepares to relay the information to Claire, only to find she has 
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mysteriously disappeared. Despite his extensive resources, he cannot locate her at all. Worried, 
he continues to search for her. 
 
A shipment of precious cargo is due to be transported to Rockfort Island from Umbrella’s 
South Pole facility. It is a mass-produced T-103 frozen in stasis due to be used by the Anti-
B.O.W. squads as a training opponent. Due to the volatile nature of the cargo, an Umbrella 
executive recommends Hunk’s team as the ideal unit to oversee transport. Strict orders are not 
to reveal what is inside the cargo. 
 
“Umbrella Internal Memo – CONFIDENTIAL 
Subject: HUNK 
You were right about HUNK; he’s a piece of work alright but no doubt trustworthy. 
I think we should use him when we transport it. 
It might become volatile in transit. 
The U.S.S. will be better equipped if it actually does get out. Their special B.O.W. training will 
at least give them a chance. 
But no one can know what is inside…not yet. Not even Hunk. 
He won’t like it. But he’ll follow orders. 
He’d follow us into hell if we asked him…” 
-REORC: Inserted Evil: Internal Memo; undated. 
 
Some days later after successful pick-up, Hunk leaves the South Pole Base via plane 
transporting a T078 Tyrant specimen to Rockfort Island. This Tyrant is a mass-produced  
T-103 type originally developed on Sheena Island before the production factory was destroyed. 
The Tyrant was first taken to the Ashford base at the South Pole to be modified. Its power 
limiter has been removed and its claws reduced so it can be used as a training opponent for the 
Anti-B.O.W. teams. T078 is its batch number. Hunk is due to arrive on Rockfort at 1630 
hours and is not happy about being assigned such a small, run-of-the-mill mission and being 
kept in the dark about what the exact contents of his cargo are. When he arrives at the island 
and oversees safe storage of the package, he files a report to Alfred Ashford. 
 
"Attn: Mr. Alfred Ashford, Head of the facility 
Today at 16:32, I arrived successfully from the Umbrella transport base with the large-scale 
B.O.W. capsule. Extreme care was taken during transport, and all 108 check points were 
confirmed condition "green" in accordance with standard procedures. It is currently being 
stored in a freezer.  
There's one thing that I don't understand. We are normally assigned to special missions. Why 
were we ordered to transport a frozen capsule this time? 
I understand that this may be classified as top-secret, but without knowledge of the contents, 
our safety could be at risk during this transport. This is especially important if the contents are 
potentially harmful. We would like to ask you provide us with more information, should we be 
assigned similar missions in the future. 
I still remember the good old days in the military training centre. Nothing has changed since 
then. 
We will gear up for the next mission today at 23:00. 
Umbrella Special Forces Unit  
HUNK" 
-RECVX: Hunk's Report; undated. 
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The Prison Warden at the Military Training Facility comes across an unusual spider inside an 
empty cell where it has constructed its web. The warden observes the arachnid and soon senses 
a connection to it, comparing the similarities of living their lives secluded from all others. He 
begins feeding it moths and roaches, watching in fascination as it grows and consumes each 
meal.  
 
As the days go by, the warden wants the spider, which he has now named Neticia, to grow 
bigger and even stronger. He begins to steal dead human bodies from the alchemist’s lab and 
allows Neticia to eat them. He doesn’t see any harm in this action for these unfortunate souls 
were only remains from various t-Virus experiments that were no longer useful and scheduled 
to be disposed of secretly. By eating these bodies, Neticia becomes secondarily infected with 
the t-Virus and soon grows to the size of a man. 
 
Sometime later, when the warden has run out of bodies, he sends an unsuspecting live prisoner 
to Neticia’s cell where they are eaten alive. Again, the warden doesn’t see the problem as all the 
prisoners in the barracks would be experimented on or by tortured to death by Alfred anyway 
so no one will care if a few went missing. 
 
Eventually, Neticia becomes too big to be confined in her cell. The warden seemingly takes 
leave of his sanity by deciding to let her loose in the prison. Despite her bulk, Neticia takes to 
the ceiling and finds a hiding place in the shadows. She will emerge every now and again to 
snatch an unsuspecting prisoner or prison guard but she remains undiscovered. 
 
Steve Burnside’s father is chosen as a guinea pig for an experimental strain of t-Virus, however 
he fails to coexist with the virus and will become just another zombie.  
 
SUNDAY DECEMBER 27TH 1998 
During the misty afternoon, two Umbrella transport helicopters are headed to Rockfort Island. 
They are transporting a number of prisoners, amongst which is Claire Redfield following her 
apprehension at the Paris Lab a week and a half  
earlier. Her captor and Chief of Security  
Rodrigo Juan Raval is personally escorting her.  
The island itself is under the jurisdiction of  
Commander Alfred Ashford, grandchild of  
legendary Umbrella co-founder, Edward  
Ashford. During the journey, Claire has a bag  
over her head to prevent her from knowing  
where she has been taken to. Upon arrival, she  
is manhandled and taken to the prison barracks  
for processing. Her identification number is WKD4496 and she is unceremoniously welcomed 
to her new home. The bag is removed from her head but as Claire blinks to adjust to her new 
surroundings a guard steps forward and cracks her over the head with the butt of his rifle, 
knocking her unconscious. As she is taken down to her cell, Rodrigo will complete the transfer 
paperwork. 
 
"Her name is Claire Redfield. We caught her trespassing in our Paris Lab facility ten days ago. 
She apparently infiltrated the complex looking for her lost brother, Chris Redfield, one of the 
surviving members of the R.P.D.'s famous S.T.A.R.S. teams." 
-RECVX: Intro Rodrigo Narration; 27/12/98. 
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Alfred Ashford and his 'Alexia' celebrate 'Tanya's' 13th birthday for the 15th time. They write 
an invitation for her to join them at the Ashford estate, but of course they know she cannot 
accept as she is in suspended animation at the South Pole base. Instead Alfred praises her for 
making Alexia's experiment a success. As a favour to his Alexia, Alfred asks Tanya to sing the 
lullaby that his sister loves so much. 
 
"ALEXIA: Ready, dear brother? 
ALFRED: Dear Tanya, congratulations on your 13th birthday. I wanted to invite you to the 
estate to celebrate this joyous occasion, but I know that you are unable to attend. So at least 
allow me the honour of sending you my heartfelt felicitations. You understand Alexia well. You 
understood the sorrow of a lonely girl. You too were exceptional. Perhaps even rivalling Alexia. 
That's right, without you, Alexia's experiments may not have been as successful as they were. So 
I am grateful for being able to celebrate your birthday like this. Tanya, if you would be so kind 
as to do me a favour... well, for Alexia actually. Could you please sing that song again? That 
soothing lullaby. I'm sure that it will bring back fond memories for her. Isn't that right, Alexia?" 
-REDC: Alfred and Alexia 1; undated. 
 
"There was a friendly, but naive King who wed a very nasty Queen. The King was loved, but 
the Queen was feared. Till one day strolling in his court, an arrow pierced the kind King's 
heart. He lost his life and his lady love." 
-REDC: Alexia's Song; undated. 
 
Now in his Alexia persona, Alfred thanks Tanya for being the perfect test subject. 15 years 
have now passed since she was placed into suspended animation at the age of just 12. It was 
during the first year of Alexia's sleep that Alfred began to miss his sister so much that his mind 
cracked and he began to hallucinate that Alexia was still with him. He immediately felt better 
upon learning that she had never left his side after all. However, that left the question of just 
who the girl was inside the cryo-tube and thus Tanya was born; a hypothetical guinea pig used 
in Alexia's experiment, chosen because of her striking resemblance to her. Because Alexia was 
due to turn 13 in 1984 it would also be Tanya's 13th birthday. From that moment on, each year 
Alfred and 'Alexia' have celebrated Tanya's 13th birthday every single time. 
 
“ALFRED: Alexia... It's your turn now. 
ALEXIA: Tanya, it's been 15 years now. 15  
years since you looked so curiously at me.  
You would stare into my eyes, even as I  
closed the door. I am sure you were afraid of  
me. Uneasiness comes to everyone before  
they sleep. The feeling of your future  
suddenly washed over by white light. The  
same is true for me.  
I wanted you to feel what I have felt and taste  
what I have tasted. The same IQ, the same  
age, the same physical makeup, the same blood type. I searched the world over and when I 
found you, my experiment became more definitive. The changes human cells undergo during 
cryogenic sleep... The kind of brain waves a person who has been frozen in time gives off... 
These data variances are a reference for comparison for my research. Tanya, thank you. 
Because of you, I have learned so much. So, it is with thanks that we celebrate. It's your 13th 
birthday for the 15th time! Happy birthday eternal thirteen.” 
-REDC: Alfred and Alexia 2; undated. 
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During the early evening another scheduled visitor arrives on Rockfort Island. Umbrella has 
signed a contract with a company called Metal Industries, who specialise in developing unique 
metallic alloys. They are in negotiations to supply Umbrella with a new alloy called 'TG-01' 
which is extremely lightweight and cannot be recognised by metal detectors. The Metal 
Industries representative is named Carl Grisham and Prison Chief Paul Steiner is to be his 
escort during his visit. Steiner sends a fax to security with an application for access to Prison 
Area D where the metalwork workshop is located near the barracks. 
 
"Be sure to verify the content of the following facility access application form, and add the 
applicants' name to the expected visitor's list. 
Chief, Prison Guard Room 
Paul Steiner 
I hereby apply for access permission for Prison Area D. 
Details follow. 
Visitor's name: Carl Grisham 
Purpose of Entry: 
Carrying in the following materials; 
1. New product sample from Metal Industries Co.: "TG-01". 
2. Various daily commodities ordered by the prison. 
Note: 
1. Will use a transportation truck. 
2. "TG-01" sample will be stored in a designated briefcase." 
-RECVX: Fax on the Facility Access Application; undated. 
 
Albert Wesker leads the H.C.F. teams on an aerial assault of Rockfort Island. 
 

THE ROCKFORT ISLAND INCIDENT: DECEMBER 27-28TH 1998 
 
"They were aristocrats, entitled and sustained by a greed for power. Having been involved in 
the foundation of Umbrella, the Ashford family had also independently performed research on 
the Veronica virus. However, fifteen years ago, Alexander Ashford disappeared under 
mysterious circumstances. To make things worse, Alexander's daughter, Alexia, a child prodigy 
who played a key role in the research, died at a young age. Her untimely demise brought an 
end to the Veronica project and the Umbrella files show that all research was apparently lost. 
The Ashford lineage gradually lost its power to the corrupt hands of the Umbrella 
Corporation. Alexia's brother, Alfred was demoted to a mere supervisor and he was sent to 
command a private detention facility on an isolated island in the southern seas alone." 
-REDC: Game of Oblivion Prologue; Leon's Monologue 
 
NIGHT: 
In the private residence on the hill at the top  
of the island, Alfred Ashford sits in his  
candlelit bedroom staring into an elegant  
snow globe depicting a tiny version of Alexia  
and himself playing in the snow in front of a  
house. The Berceuse lullaby is playing on the  
music box beside him. Alfred muses that he  
feels this year may be special and asks Alexia  
if she feels the same. But then he believes  
there is something he is forgetting. Across the  
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room, the wig he often wears when dressed as his sister hangs on a stand. He speaks again, this 
time in Alexia’s voice, instructing her brother to not be so hard on himself, to set down his 
burdens and come play a game with her. He agrees and admits that ever since his sister came 
back, he has never been so happy. Suddenly, a distant boom makes the room shake and he 
slowly gets up off his chair and stares towards the ceiling. 
 
Rockfort Island is being attacked. The perpetrators are a private military force led by Albert 
Wesker, himself working under the directive of the rival company. It is an aerial attack, with 
several bombers attacking key targets across the island. One such designation is the Military 
Training Facility where the underground levels store a new strain of ε-type t-Virus designed to 
spread infection quicker via airborne transmission. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rockfort's defences deploy immediately. Powerful searchlights light up the night sky, searching 
for the attacking planes as ground troops mobilise and alarms sound. The attackers also deploy 
armed soldiers onto the island and several battles ensue. H.C.F.’s objective is to capture the 
real Alexia Ashford upon her awakening. They have also brought along several surprises, 
including a contingent of Hunter II's; a new model Hunter developed by the rival company 
based on data stolen by Albert Wesker from the original Umbrella MA-121 Alpha model. 
This new creature uses the standard model as a base, but is able to be controlled more 
efficiently thanks to an automated detection system which sends the Hunter II to attack only 
specific targets. Amongst their number are several sub-species of a poisonous variety known as 
Sweepers. This is to be their inaugural combat test. 
 
During the chaos, the prisoner barracks are opened and those still alive, including Steve 
Burnside, manage to flee. Others are not quite so lucky. The Chief Warden, already delirious 
with infection, chooses death at the hands of the spider he has spent the last week cultivating in 
a spare cell and writes in his diary for the final time. 
 
"Only a few hours remain for me as a conscious human being. This will be the final entry in my 
diary. I won't waste precious moments whining about what could have been. Who dropped the 
ball this time? Ah well, what's done is done. In 48 hours the virus will contaminate this entire 
island and every life form will die out. Soon I will be nothing more than a soulless bag of meat 
controlled completely by the virus. She is my last hope. My invincible lover, Neticia. I first met 
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you in an empty solitary cell. You had innocently chosen that spot to make your web, a place to 
call home, though there was no food for you to catch. I wonder why I fell for you...Perhaps it 
was because I sensed we were kindred spirits, choosing to live our lives in some sheltered 
corner secluded from others... I diligently kept feeding you with moths and roaches. Watching 
you wrap their bodies and suck out their fluids relaxed me. I noticed how you had grown, but I 
wanted you to be bigger and stronger. That's why I started to steal bodies for you. There was no 
harm in it, after all they were dead remnants from various experiments, no longer useful and 
left to be disposed of secretly.  
So I did just that, by feeding you. The effect of the virus on you was astounding, and in no time 
you had become as big as a man. Then, when I ran out of food, I sent a prisoner to the cell. 
They would be tortured to death by Alfred anyway. No one cared if a few went missing... 
At last you have grown too big to live in a cell. Now I let you crawl loose in the prison. The 
ceiling has become your resting place and you've begun to devour prisoners and prison officers 
at random. No one will be able to destroy my lover. You are far more powerful than that 
annoying Alfred, your fangs are sharp enough to slice his empty little head off with one bite.  
All those memories...they'll be gone. My whole body has been infected by the virus. Now I'm 
hearing the noise you make when you crawl on the ceiling with your eight slender legs, Neticia. 
I guess you have eaten your food up. I guess the hunger is urging you. My dear Netty... Kill 
everyone. Destroy everything. Devour all. The meaning of the world will be lost when I die. I 
know you are gazing at me with your eight eyes. Don't hesitate. Now, fulfil your urge, and let 
nature take its course as you sink your beautiful fangs into me..." 
-REGS2: Diary of Chief Warden; undated. 
 
In another section of the prison, Steve Burnside's dad, a man locked up for illegally selling 
company secrets, knows all about the deadly properties of the t-Virus. He is already infected 
thanks to being selected for a failed experiment and his only regret is that he will not be given 
the chance to apologise to his son. Hurriedly, before his intelligence begins to fail, he scribbles 
one last message onto the wall of his cell, hoping against hope that his son will come across it. 
 
"Dear Son, 
t-Virus will soon destroy everything. 
Son, I was in ....... know how dreadful the virus is. Once the virus infects a certain percentage of 
the island, it cannot be reversed or stopped. Remember that once it enters into the body....... 
virus controls it, and comes out to spread the virus....... number will explode. 
I can't ask you to forgive me, as you have said; your mother was killed because of me. This is a 
truth that I can't deny....... I can only regret what I have done. I can't understand why things 
went in this way and what really went wrong. 
I can admit that I was not a good father to you, but I've loved.......es........at... 
I can't hide what I've been doing. 
I can't undo what I've done. 
All I can do is pray that you live. 
I think you know better than to come back here. However, if you are reading this, it means you 
are still here.  
You must leave as soon as possible! This place will be wiped...... your father will be dead by 
then. 
I love you, m. .o.." 
-REGS2: Diary of Chief Warden; undated. 
 
The resulting battle across the island does not last for long as H.C.F. forces manage to take 
control of over 90% of the island thanks to a third level biohazard caused by the airborne  
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t-virus now leaking from storage because of the aerial bombardment. Security Officer Rodrigo 
Raval is injured during the battle but survives despite all the other security teams being wiped 
out. Gripping his stomach, he begins to make his way back towards the cellblock underneath 
the graveyard.  
 
Many H.C.F. troops on the ground also become infected thanks to the biohazard. Many 
zombies soon appear, a broad mix of prisoners, staff, palace guards and Special Forces 
operatives. 
 
Wesker sets up his base of operations in the underground hangar where the cargo plane is 
docked. He has his men deliver the containment canisters of Hunter II's to that location ready 
for deployment at his discretion. 
 
The events of RESIDENT EVIL: CODE VERONICA X begin. 
 
Still inside the prison, Claire Redfield slowly begins to regain consciousness before awakening 
with a jolt as loud explosions can be heard all around and sounds of powerful jet engines flying 
through the air. Her dimly-lit cell shakes and dust rains down from the ceiling before the room 
is plunged into total darkness as the overhead bulb smashes. She grips the bars of her cell but 
there is no way out. 
 
Soon the noise of the bombing outside subsides  
and the only sound is dripping water from a leak  
somewhere in the damp-ridden ceiling. Rodrigo  
enters the room and due to his limp and the  
darkness of the room, she almost mistakes him  
for a zombie until she flicks on her lighter and  
illuminates his face. She recognizes him as the  
man who captured her back in Paris and is  
surprised when he unexpectedly unlocks the cell  
door and gestures for her to leave. Claire doesn't  
move, unsure what to do. Rodrigo slowly walks away in obvious pain and slumps down into a 
chair behind a desk. He pulls out a bottle of Haemostatic medicine, but gets angry when he 
realises it is empty and hurls the bottle across the room in disgust. He gestures at Claire to get 
out of here and insists Rockfort Island is finished. He speculates the attackers may be a Special 
Forces team but he is unsure. In any case the prison has been taken over and all its troops have 
been wiped out. Claire is still hesitant but Rodrigo stresses she is free to leave the complex, 
although she may as well know she has no chance of getting off this island alive. She asks his 
intentions but he tells her not to worry before closing his eyes. She can see he is bleeding from 
a wound on his chest.  
 
Looking around she can see a pile of sandbags have been mounted by the wall next to two 
wooden chairs, one of which has toppled over. An alcove contains an old shower and a white 
hose protrudes from a grate on the floor with a relentless dripping coming from the pipes 
above. A file on Rodrigo’s desk contains a list of prisoner names with Claire’s on the end. It 
also lists Rodrigo as being from Umbrella Medical, Paris; 3rd Security Unit leader. There is 
also a combat knife which she takes with her. Rodrigo doesn’t seem to mind. 
 
She steps into the corridor outside where immediately ants and cockroaches scurry away and 
quickly disappear through tiny cracks in the wall and floor. A red glow hums from an old alarm 
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system on the wall and she retains her lighter as it is still very dark. The corridor turns right and 
her feet scrunches on glass shards from a smashed light bulb on the floor. Further on some 
steps lead her up to the surface. 
 
Meanwhile, Steve Burnside is alone in the main courtyard, already drenched from the pouring 
rain. Not sure of where to go, he decides to evade the zombies by hiding in the main watch 
tower. There is a mounted chain gun inside on a turret he can use to protect himself. 
 
Claire emerges outside into a dark and misty graveyard with a healthy downpour of thick rain 
coming down. Putting the lighter away she draws her knife and steps into the night. Just ahead 
she can see a transport truck has crashed into the wall and oil leaks from the engine. 
Something is sparking nearby and a dead body and a briefcase can be seen inside. The dead 
man is Carl Grissom; a representative of Metal Industries who had transported a new metal 
compound to the facility only hours ago. Many of the gravestones are old, weathered and 
neglected. 
 
A sudden explosion occurs behind her as the  
crashed truck bursts into flame. The metal  
briefcase has come free of the wreckage as well as  
Grissom’s corpse which is now up and walking  
towards her, arms outstretched. Part of the  
zombie is on fire but the heated flames do not  
slow its ambling stumble forwards. As Claire  
creeps backwards, the earth around her begins to  
give way and dirty, skeletal hands reach out as  
naked, decomposed bodies appear out of the  
ground. These prisoner zombies had all been recently buried after being declared dead 
following t-Virus infection. The rainwater has helped the t-Virus penetrate deep into the soil 
where they were buried, revitalising their flailing bodies. 
 
The zombies close in but Claire manages to wriggle free and escape into an adjacent courtyard 
where the other side of the crashed truck can be seen. Suddenly the ground around her feet is 
peppered with gunfire, sending her scurrying for cover. It is coming from the watch tower 
above and somewhat fortuitously, she finds a discarded M93R handgun on the floor beside 
her. She waits for her assailant to cease fire before taking out the searchlight above. She then 
aims at the person firing only to be answered by a surrender and the cry of a young man 
pleading for her not to shoot after he realises she is not a zombie.  
 
He clambers down from the tower and goes to meet  
Claire, apologising for the misunderstanding and for  
mistaking her as another one of the monsters. Claire  
is still suspicious and warns she’ll fire if he makes  
one wrong move. He apologies again and introduces  
himself as Steve Burnside, explaining that he is a  
prisoner on this island. He is also guessing that she  
is not from Umbrella either and she nods,  
introducing herself as Claire Redfield. Steve likes  
her name and makes certain he will remember it.  
He also reveals there is an airport around here somewhere and when he finds it he will finally 
be able to escape this crazy island. He then bids her farewell and turns to leave. Claire asks him 
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to wait but he says he doesn’t want her following as she’ll only slow him down. He grins once 
again before leaving through the gate. 
 
Claire considers her options. There is a heavy iron gate to the left but it is completely locked 
down and impossible to open. To the right is the central gate of the prison but it is locked with 
a hawk's picture carved into the hollow. This only leaves her with the door Steve went through 
and she follows but he is nowhere to be seen. Instead she finds herself between two huts 
making up the prison barracks. An overflowing drainpipe on the end has water gushing out the 
bottom of the guttering and further down the wall has collapsed and flames can be seen from 
the other side. The complex is surrounded by a large wall laced with barbed-wire and through 
the fog she can make out the swirling beam of a lighthouse beyond at the tip of the island. 
 
The interior of the first hut is cold and damp  
with two long wooden tables extending across  
the room with half eaten food items left  
behind. A mop and bucket leans against the  
right wall and on the ceiling the light swings and  
squeaks in the breeze. To the left, three  
wooden stairs lead to a raised platform with  
another dining table and a small TV on the top  
right wall on a wooden mount. Two zombies  
are in the room which Claire dispatches with  
ease, having gotten plenty of practice from her  
experiences in Raccoon City. In the far left corner of the main room is a small kitchen area 
with pots on the stove and some leftover soup that is still a bit warm. A bookshelf on the wall 
holds shabby magazines and an open door at the far end leads to a single toilet with some 
rather disgusting stains and a horrible smell lingering.  
 
One other door leads through to the sleeping  
quarters with three sets of bunks on either side of  
a narrow passage, enough for twelve prisoners in  
all. The bed sheets are caked in blood and a  
couple of bodies are still present although  
immobile. She spots a journal on one of the  
bunks and peruses the last few pages which are  
dated as far back as May. They concern a man  
and his fellow bunkmate named Bob who was  
actually Alfred Ashford’s former attendant Robert  
Dorson. There is something sinister about 'a  
building near the guillotine stand’ and 'anyone taken to that building never comes back.' 
Unsettling stuff. Around the corner to the left are three shower cubicles and a body is slumped 
containing a box of handgun rounds which she takes. There is still no sign of Steve anywhere. 
She can hear a tapping sound at the window and can see a zombie banging against the glass 
from the other side only for it to suddenly come crashing through. Two more bodies also 
reanimate but she keeps her nerve to dispatch all three. The zombie that came in through the 
window is a former security guard and drops a pair of M-1000P semi-automatic pistols which 
she gladly takes off him. 
 
She retreats back outside into the rain and as she moves down the wooden steps, she fails to 
notice a zombie dog watching her from underneath the building. This is one of many 
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Dobermans raised at the military training facility becoming secondarily infected by eating 
contaminated fodder and living things polluted with the t-Virus. Claire moves over to the back 
wall and runs around the back of the hut where a body on the floor is suddenly dragged 
underneath the building. Picking up the pace, she passes four vent openings at the back of the 
hut and after doing a full circle finds an exit to the left. There is also a chain-linked fence in 
front of her that is padlocked from the other side. She takes the door on the left and emerges 
into another exterior corridor with 6ft high barbed-wire concrete walls. A double iron door to 
the left is completely nailed down and if she has her bearings correct it should lead back to the 
courtyard where she first met Steve. 
 
Two more zombies lurk around the corner but  
two clean headshots soon put paid to them.  
There is a metal dust box on the left wall and  
opposite is another area blocked off by a fence.  
Two more zombies are in here and they bat  
against the fence trying in vain to get at Claire.  
There is a large blue shutter but the opening  
switch on the left has no effect and is locked.  
Further down the building is a single door  
which thankfully is unlocked and she finds  
herself in a plain room with dull grey walls and  
a green stripe running along the bottom. Directly in front is a metal detector and an automated 
voice instructs her to place any metallic items in the security box. She is hesitant to part with 
her weapons but does so in order to progress without triggering the alarm. The passage loops 
around to the right and through the grimy windows she can see several prisoner zombies 
milling around outside. Boxes and construction materials are piled up against the walls but 
nothing is useful. Eventually she passes through the next metal detector on the other side and 
emerges into a workshop. 
 
In here is a big wooden table with various manufacturing devices. Work benches with tool 
boxes and other implements line the back left wall and there is also a large machine that scans 
3-D images and replicates materials. A file left behind on the desk explains how it works. 
 
"3D Duplicator User's Manual 
Our new product, the '3D Duplicator' consists of two parts.  
3D Scanner Portion 
This portion scans a 3D object. Simply place the material that you want to have scanned onto 
the tray of the scanner. The scanned object will be processed into 3D data, which will be 
transferred into the duplicator portion. 
Duplicator Portion 
If you place the material you wish to have converted on the machine, you can begin conversion 
based on the 3D data that was created by the 3D scanner portion. The conversion will be 
executed with complete data accuracy. The result will be an object precisely true to the 
original." 
-RECVX: User's Manual; undated. 
 
Claire moves on through another door into the manager's office. Inside, she finds Steve 
searching on a computer. He has stumbled across a file on Chris Redfield who is currently 
laying low somewhere in Europe conducting a secret investigation into Umbrella. But unknown 
to him, Umbrella have already found him and are monitoring him closely. Claire surprises 
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Steve who asks if Chris Redfield is a relative of hers. She perks up at the mention of her 
brother and is horrified when Steve confirms Umbrella has him under close surveillance. She 
begins typing on the computer herself, wanting to contact Leon and tell him to let her brother 
know he’s being monitored. It’s a good thing she has access to an outside connection from 
here. Steve asks why Umbrella are after him and she admits she’s not sure but that he’s been 
missing now for three months. She explains she was in Paris looking for him and broke into 
one of Umbrella’s labs but subsequently got caught and sent here. She asks Steve his story but 
he’s reluctant to tell, saying only that some other jackass screwed up and landed them both in 
here. 
 
The computer suddenly beeps and brings up the  
exact location of the island, confirming they are  
in the southern hemisphere. It is evident to Steve  
that Claire doesn’t know much about Rockfort  
Island and he explains that this whole place is  
owned by a noble family called the Ashford’s.  
He turns and indicates a picture on the wall of a  
blonde man with blue eyes dressed in red  
ceremonial military uniform. That is Alfred  
Ashford, the only surviving member and rumour  
has it he went mad from loneliness. Claire is still confused as to why anyone would want to 
bomb this place but regardless, she needs to contact Leon. Steve sarcastically suggests she 
sends her brother the co-ordinates for the island and ask him to come and help. Claire agrees 
that is an excellent idea and will do just that, only to be surprised when Steve says he was just 
kidding. Even if Chris Redfield is her brother, there’s no way he could get here. He won’t 
come and she’ll just end up disappointed if she relies on others. He knows this first hand and 
suddenly storms out of the room, leaving Claire bewildered and wondering what that sudden 
outburst was all about. Clearly Steve is harbouring issues he isn’t ready to talk about yet. 
 
Shrugging her shoulders, she finishes the e-mail to Leon and conducts a quick search of the 
room. There is a filing cupboard where management documents are stored and a cluster of 
security monitors used to watch the prisoners. In the desk next to the computer she finds the 
metal hawk emblem that will unlock the main gate and a switch on the wall to unlock the blue 
fire shutter outside. Unfortunately the other exit out of here is being held by something and 
cannot be opened from this side. This means the only other way out is back through the metal 
detector but in order to get through she will need to place the Hawk emblem into the security 
box, meaning she will not be able to get out of the main prison complex. It is a headache but 
thankfully a file on the desk holds the answer. It explains that the man in the crashed truck 
outside was a representative of Metal Industries and was transporting a non-metallic material 
for replication purposes. This special alloy is inside the briefcase that fell out by the fire. If she 
can get hold of it she can make a non-metal duplicate of the hawk emblem and be able to get 
past the metal detector. 
 
Confident this plan will work, she begins to retrace her steps. Passing back through the 
workshop, she places the emblem into the security box and moves through to the other side 
where she takes back her guns and lighter. She heads back outside and tries the switch for the 
shutter which is now unlocked and finds two zombies inside that she dispatches instantly. 
There is nothing else of value inside save for some wooden packing crates and a fire 
extinguisher. But as she passes by the wooden fencing next to the guillotine stand, the door 
suddenly bursts open and the two zombies inside begin making their way out to attack her. She 
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draws her twin M-100Ps and kills them both. She takes a quick look inside the guillotine area 
and sees the chopping block covered in blood. There is also a padlock key on the floor which 
she takes. Another door is in here but she needs a blue plate indentation to unlock it. 
 
She continues to backtrack and manages to  
make it past the barracks unscathed aside from  
a surprise attack from two zombie dogs. She  
uses the padlock key to unlock the chain-link  
fence so she doesn't have to run right around  
the back of the hut when she comes back. She  
moves through the courtyard and back to the  
graveyard where she uses the M-100P on the  
skulking zombies. She retrieves the case from  
the fire and sure enough it contains the TG-01  
sheet compound and product description file. 
 
"Thank you for your continued support and for using our products. This time we have 
gathered our most advanced technologies, and have succeeded in creating the unique anti-
metal detection alloy 'TG-01'.  
-TG-01 features- 
1. Cannot be detected by any metal detectors. 
2. Cannot be pictured by roentgenography at the immigration check. 
3. Lightweight, yet durable. 
We plan to develop various weapons utilizing this innovative new alloy. We have enclosed a 
sample for you to review. We look forward to hearing from you regarding possible business 
opportunities. 
Metal Industries Co. 
Chief, 
Development Planning 
Carl Redhill." 
-RECVX: TG-01 Product Description; undated. 
 
She retraces her steps all the way back to the workshop, leaving behind her weapons once 
more and using the duplicating machine to scan the real emblem and the TG-01 in the 
duplicator to make a perfect copy. She then returns to the entrance, picks up her guns and 
heads back to the courtyard and the main prison gate she can now finally pass through. 
 
On the other side she can see the prison facility is  
separated from the main complex by a huge  
chasm. A wooden bridge stretches across to  
connect the two sites but has been destroyed in  
the bombing and a half-wrecked jeep topples  
precariously on the edge. At the other side of the  
bridge is a cliff and she could just make out a  
metal stairwell leading upwards. As she moves  
forwards through the gloom, she believes she can  
see someone on the other side at the top. It is a  
woman in a velvet dress and she begins to sing a  
lullaby about a friendly, naïve king who wed a nasty queen before stepping back and vanishing 
suddenly into the darkness. Claire calls after her but gets no response.  
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Now that the rain has stopped, she hurries to find a way across. A metal gantry runs alongside 
the bridge and enables her to cross the chasm. However, the tunnel on the other side leading 
through to the airport is completely blocked thanks to a rock fall caused by the aerial 
bombardments. A few fires are scattered about and Claire uses some metal crates to negotiate 
past the flames and onto the stairwell leading up the cliff. After zigzagging her way up to the top 
she arrives at the main complex. To the right is the Military Training Facility and straight on is 
the passage leading to the residential palace and gardens. 
 
Meanwhile, back in America, Leon Kennedy receives Claire's e-mail containing Chris' location 
in Europe. The e-mail also contains the co-ordinates for Rockfort Island in South America and 
Leon does a quick background check and discovers that it is an island detention facility, owned 
by Umbrella and run by the Ashford family. He contacts Chris directly and updates him on the 
situation. Chris is currently in a secure safe house awaiting Jill Valentine to join him, but Leon's 
message quickly changes his plans. He prepares to leave for Rockfort immediately and asks 
Leon to set up a rescue mission. 
 
Just a few days earlier, Chris had been sat alone  
in a cafe writing one of his many letters to  
Claire and apologising for all his secrecy of late.  
He didn't want to let her in on the truth as he  
wanted to protect her. As he wrote, a girl had  
passed by that reminded him of Claire. Now  
that he knew Umbrella had her, his worst fears  
had been realised. 
 
"'Please forgive me Claire.' 
Chris Redfield has just finished this letter with  
his signature phrase. As he removes his sunglasses, a lady walks by him with light steps. 'She 
looks about the same age as Claire,' he thinks. A short time later, Chris discovered that his 
sister was looking for him, but was caught..." 
-RE3: Chris Redfield Epilogue 
 
"Once Chris disappeared after the Mansion incident he was near impossible to track down. But 
using my newfound position in the government, I eventually discovered his location. I would 
have contacted his sister, but she was a ghost herself. So I turned my search over to Claire then, 
and eventually learned of her confinement on Rockfort Island. I shared this information with 
Chris and he asked me to arrange a rescue mission before he set off on his own to find her." 
-REDC: Game of Oblivion 7; Leon voiceover. 
 
Back on Rockfort, Claire elects to head straight for the Palace and runs past a few more 
zombies before going up some stone steps and through a gate into the palace gardens. A 
couple of zombie dogs patrol in here and she uses the M-100P to get rid of them. The scenery 
in here is quite beautiful with stone-cladding floors, black old fashioned lampposts and crisp, 
white marble pillars and décor, all surrounded by plenty of greenery and well-kept shrubbery. 
The palace itself is also very impressive and she can hear the incandescent buzzing of flies and 
moths swarming around the lanterns. The Palace area has survived much of the aerial attack 
from the rival company with the only thing of note being some smashed pillars at the bottom 
end of the garden. Curiously, Claire finds a Navy Proof emblem on the floor with a picture of a 
submarine carved onto it. She decides to take it with her before entering the grand double 
doors of the palace. 
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Inside is a main reception hall. Blue and white chequered flags on the floor are visible beneath 
a rich red carpet laid down the centre of the room between four giant pillars supporting the 
second floor. Many fine painting line the walls  
in golden picture frames and on the second  
floor looking down on the whole room is a  
large portrait of Alfred Ashford himself.  
Claire goes over to the wooden reception  
desk at the back of the room and studies the  
computer. The security system is active and  
an employee number must be entered for the  
system to unlock. There are two doors in the  
lobby. The first is electronically locked and  
the second leads to a bathroom. There are  
three toilet stalls in here with the door on the third stall broken. The far wall is damaged and a 
jagged hole is exposed to the crisp evening air outside. Bats can be heard nesting in here but 
there is nothing useful. She returns to the main hall and takes the steps up to the second floor. 
 
A passage to the left runs past Alfred's weathered  
portrait and ends at a locked door to a small  
casino. She will need to find a silver key to get  
inside. The passage opposite goes up a few stairs  
and then into the secretary's office. This room is  
nicely furnished with the antique desk holding an  
inkwell and a typewriter. Behind is a bookcase  
stacked with professional books and opposite the  
desk a green corner sofa sits against the wall with  
a coffee table next to it. The table has a vase of  
red roses and a drinks trolley is nearby. On the  
desk is a note from Robert Dorson, the former secretary complaining about how he is 
prohibited from entering the private residence even though he is Alfred’s personal aide. He 
also talks of incurring Alfred’s fury when he asked of his sister Alexia. To the left a small 
passage ends at a door with an indentation for two lugers and a wooden antique cabinet against 
the right wall that looks as though it has been moved recently. She pushes it aside and finds an 
employee card belonging to someone named James Astos. She can use this to access the 
computer downstairs. Returning to the first floor she goes to the computer and types the 
employee code: NTC0394. She is rewarded with a satisfying click as the electronic lock 
deactivates on the door behind her. 
 
She steps through into another corridor with more splendid décor. A hollow on the wall to her 
left displays an earthenware pot with an elaborate floral design near a set of locked double 
doors opposite, again requiring a silver key. Heading down the corridor she goes through 
another door at the far end and emerges into a room packed with war memorabilia. Display 
cabinets and models are everywhere. There is also a projection screen on the front wall and a 
table in the middle of the room with two green chairs and a sofa around it. Claire looks over 
the display cabinets. Combat knives, handguns, a model fighter plane, and a large cabinet 
stocked with visual references with war being the primary theme. A model battleship is on 
display, two magnums and a jewel modelled after an ant. There is a button below this and she 
presses it. Suddenly, the lights dim down and an old projection film appears on the screen of a 
young Alfred and Alexia. Alfred is pulling the legs off a live dragonfly before dropping it onto 
some soil where it is helplessly eaten alive by a swarm of ants. Alexia comes over to watch and 
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the twins stare lovingly into each other’s eyes. Once the film ends some lights illuminate a large 
wooden and glass cabinet displaying a model tank. This cabinet then shifts forward to reveal a 
hidden room behind the wall where the projection screen is.  
 
Inside are some green shelves with antique firearms from many countries on display. More 
shelves contains decorations and more archaic military items stored. At the back, a pair of gold 
lugers are displayed on the wall, but when she tries to take them, an alarm sounds, the door 
closes and the room begins to heat up. Quickly, she puts the guns back and the trap resets 
itself. She needs to find some way to get the gold lugers out so she can get through the door in 
the secretary's office. But with nothing else she can do for now, she leaves the display room and 
returns to the corridor outside. 
 
There is one more room here to Claire's left, but  
it is locked with a gold crest carving on the lock.  
Dejected, she returns to the main hall, but as she  
is about to leave the palace, she hears a scream  
she recognises to be Steve. She returns to the  
military museum to find the trap activated. The  
projector screen has risen up to reveal a control  
panel behind. On a monitor, she can see Steve  
trapped inside and she works the controls to  
reset the trap and free him. He stumbles out and  
collapses to the floor, admitting that was a close  
call. But thanks to her he’s found these two gold  
lugers. Claire tells him to hand them over, insisting she needs them, but he is not so willing. He 
eventually concedes he will trade them if she finds anything fully automatic he can use. He then 
leaves once again. 
 
Claire heads back out towards the main hall, but another surprise is waiting. As she walks 
towards the front doors she panics when she notices a red dot from a laser sighting creeping up 
her body. She manages to dive behind a pillar just  
as two shots ring out, striking the floor where she  
stood only seconds ago. Alfred Ashford is  
standing on the second floor landing armed with a  
rifle. He accuses her of trying to interfere with his  
operation by allowing herself to be captured so  
she could lead her people to this base. Claire  
protests her innocence but she is not fooling him.  
He introduces himself as the commander of this  
island and she retorts that he must be one of  
Umbrella’s lower level officers if he’s in  
command of a backwater base like this one. Enraged, Alfred fires a shot into the ceiling in 
anger before explaining that the Ashford Family is among the world’s finest and that his 
grandfather was one of the original founders of Umbrella. He aims the rifle and asks again why 
she has attacked this installation. Claire truly doesn’t know what he’s talking about and Alfred 
explains his reasoning that shortly after her arrival on Rockfort, his base was attacked so she 
must have informed her people of its location. She again pleads that she doesn’t know anything 
about that but Alfred deems this unacceptable. His installation has been destroyed and the 
experimental t-Virus strain released, creating countless zombies and monsters. He wants to 
know who she is working for and fires another shot, clipping the pillar and flicking dust 
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fragments into her face. But after a moment, he begins to cackle like a small boy and agrees to 
let her have her way for now. She is just a rat in a cage and he’ll be sure to keep her entertained 
before she is disposed of. He then leaves through the door into the secretary's office and Claire 
is left alone and a little shaken up. 
 
Leaving the palace, she takes the right garden path and down some stairs to a small dock where 
an alcove beneath the stairs hides some boxes and supplies on a table. At the side of the dock, 
rusted construction materials and oil barrels have been left here by a wooden jetty with a ship's 
steering wheel on a podium. When she spins it clockwise a small submarine surfaces up from 
the depths below. She climbs on board and takes the ladder down below. The sub is small and 
compact, used for transport to the underground level. There is a side-pack on a bench which 
she takes to enable her to carry more things. She goes over to the control panel opposite and 
activates the sub to submerge once more. She can feel the sub descending and bubbles flow 
past a small porthole on the left side. 
 
In less than a minute, the sub has docked at an  
underwater hatch. After re-pressurising, Claire  
opens the hatch and climbs up the ladder into  
a small corridor with thick plexi-glass windows  
looking out into the watery abyss around her.  
Some steps lead down to the left and at the  
bottom she can see the docked sub through a  
large window. She follows the corridor round  
and goes through the only door at the far end,  
finding herself in a reception office. A wooden  
desk is to the right with a computer and  
various documentation spread across. On the left wall is a leather sofa and beyond that a large 
tank with two large fish swimming inside. The walls are decorated with a number of landscape 
pictures and beyond the reception area baggage and boxes have been piled up against the wall. 
A closed shutter is affixed to the back wall and on the left side is a single door. Three zombies 
stand in her way which she uses the M-100P on. 
 
She emerges into a huge hangar on a platform overlooking the open sea. A large sea plane is 
docked and the control system for the airport is on the left wall. This is where Albert Wesker 
set up his command centre after his H.C.F. troops took full control of the island but there is no 
sign of him at the moment. A small boarding lift permits access to the plane but it will only 
work if three emblem proofs are installed. She already has the Navy one so slots it into place 
but there are two more still to find. There is a fluttering above and she notices a number of bats 
flying about the red steel girders up above. 
 
With nowhere else to go, she returns back to the  
reception room where the shutter at the back is  
unlocked and she passes through onto a huge  
bridge extending across the hangar. It will have to  
be raised if they are to get the plane through. At  
the other side of the bridge is another shutter  
leading to a small worker’s warehouse. A crane  
above is used to move crates stored on the floor  
below and there is a shutter in front of her with a  
control panel reading ‘K-402’ but she has no key to 
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unlock it. To the left is a control panel but a big steel crate blocks access. Wanting a closer 
look, she operates a small transport lift that takes her up to the third level control room for the 
crane. 
 
Another door here leads back to the main  
hangar and houses the control panel where the  
main bridge can be raised and lowered, but the  
control lever is missing. Passing back through  
the door, Claire operates the crane controls to  
move the steel crate blocking the control panel  
on the floor below then takes the lift back  
down and sees that the controls for the loading  
lift are now accessible. She activates the  
controls to bring the elevator up to her level  
but unfortunately the lift is housing four  
worker zombies wearing hard hats. After taking care of them she walks over to the far side of 
the elevator and finds a Biohazard key card which she pockets. With seemingly nowhere else 
to go, she retreats all the way back to the sub, past the palace and on to the training facility. It's 
the only place she hasn't yet explored. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The outside of the Military Training Facility is barren yet she is suddenly attacked by the Gulp 
Worm; an experimental B.O.W. used for training purposes by the soldiers on Rockfort. It had 
gotten loose during the attack on the island some hours earlier. Quickly, Claire runs for the 
main doors before the giant creature can surface again and makes it inside the entrance. The 
interior is of uninspired design with brown chequered flooring and dull white walls with 
wooden beams and lower oak panelling. A shutter to her right is open next to an electronic 
card reader revealing a set of stairs leading up to the next floor. Several pay phones are on the 
wall near a wooden bench where a cigarette bin has toppled over. There is a door opposite 
with another on the right hand side and beyond that another corridor is blocked by a metal 
security shutter. Claire tries the payphones but the lines are dead and so decides to head up the 
stairs through the open shutter. 
 
On the top landing an oil lamp burns brightly on the wall next to a window looking out onto 
the yard outside. There are two doors up here and she cannot open the first as the door knob 
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is missing. The second takes her into the outer room of a sealed laboratory. Stationary and 
related office supplies sit on a small wooden table next to a coat stand with a single stained lab 
coat hanging off. Several filing cabinets are in the corner as well as a desk with a laptop 
computer and various sheets of paperwork. Somewhat disturbingly, three large animal cages 
are stacked up in the far corner with dried blood on their bases and she wonders if animal 
experiments were being conducted here. A single door leads into the bio-experiment room but 
it is locked. A warning light indicates a high tolerance of abnormal air in the room and she 
does not know the four digit pass number to get inside. There is an observation window but it 
is too dark to see anything. She turns back to examine the paperwork on the desk and finds 
one particular file of interest; 
 
"The emergency door lock system in the biology experiment room can be released with the 4 
digit pass number. I hope you haven't forgotten about that already. I have just received an 
order from the system administrator requesting us to change the pass number periodically. 
What bothers me is that you often lose important memos, pass numbers or even chemicals... 
So, in an attempt to solve the problem, I came up with an idea. You know the red human 
skeleton picture at the back of the biology experiment room? I have decided to use the 
number signed on the picture as the pass number. If you happen to lose the memo, just look at 
the picture. Well, I don't think you would ever need to use the emergency pass number, 
anyway. But just in case, now you know. Take it easy, Mr. Careless!" 
-RECVX: Memo on the Pass Number; undated. 
 
Next to this file is a bowgun loaded with 30 bolts  
which she decides to take. With nothing else of  
interest here, Claire prepares to leave when  
suddenly an alarm begins to sound and a red  
warning light comes from inside the bio- 
experiment room. She walks towards the  
observation window when suddenly a researcher  
wearing blood-stained overalls appears on the  
other side and begins to frantically bang against  
the glass. He is terrified and keeps looking  
behind him before staring at Claire with pleading eyes. She panics, unsure of what to do and 
shouts that she cannot get the door open. Suddenly, something powerful grabs the researcher's 
head from behind before slamming it hard against the shatter proof glass, splattering blood 
everywhere. As the mucus drips down the glass, Claire can see no sign of the man's attacker but 
can make out a red picture of a skeleton pirate hanging on the back wall. Unfortunately she is 
too far away to read the code scrawled on the bottom.  
 
A little disturbed, Claire exits through the door and back into the passage outside. The cause of 
the disaster inside the bio-experiment room is the result of Alfred Ashford releasing the 
Bandersnatch B.O.W.s and the failsafe computer detects this anomaly and declares a Level 3 
biohazard contamination. An evacuation message is issued and all the emergency shutters 
begin to close. Quickly, Claire takes the stairs two at a time and rolls underneath the shutter 
just before it closes. A message next to the silver card reader confirms that ventilation of the 
biology room is incomplete and the lockdown will only release once ventilation is complete. 
 
She moves to the next door down and steps into an administration office with large cabinets 
containing security-related documents and a cluster of monitors making up the island’s 
surveillance system with an electronic blueprint of the training facility layout. On the other side 
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of the door is a green chalk board and a worker’s desk with scattered documents and a stereo. 
Three zombies are playing dead on the floor so she quickly dispatches them all to be safe. 
Another office at the back of the room contains some lockers and a locked storage cabinet. 
Returning to the main room, Claire searches the drawers only to find them locked with a 
simple lock. However, she notices the photocopier and prints a copy of the training facility 
layout. Satisfied, she steps back through the door and into the main lobby once again. 
 
She heads through the last door and into the  
guards' changing area. A white porcelain sink is  
by the door with a heavily cracked mirror. A  
couple of vending machines labelled 'Valentino  
Rosso' and 'Gumball' stand on the opposite side  
before the room opens up with row upon row of  
lockers interspersed with a few washing baskets  
with dirty towels and linen stuffed inside. Round  
the corner are more lockers and three blue  
benches for the trainees to get changed on. The  
odd box sits on top of a few of the lockers and a  
couple of posters decorate the sparse walls. A ceiling fan spins lazily up ahead.  
 
Several more zombies wander hungrily towards Claire as she gets closer and she quickly 
dispatches them with carefully timed headshots. Another door is at the back of the room next 
to a dead body slumped by the wall. There is blood all over the corpse and the wall behind 
him. As she approaches, several cockroaches scatter away up the wall. This door leads into a 
large room full of steam with a sauna and three showers on the wall. There is also a shallow 
swimming pool with a bust of a lion on the wall pouring water into the pool from its mouth. 
Claire spots something glinting under the surface and goes to retrieve it. It is a key with the 
word 'storage' written on the tag. Claire surmises it must be for the storage safe in the admin 
office and so returns back to unlock it. Inside she finds some explosive powder for the bowgun. 
That should come in handy against the zombies. 
 
Returning to the corridor, Claire uses the biohazard  
card she took in the airport to raise the shutter  
blocking the last door. Beyond is a corridor lit by  
several oil lamps on both sides and ending at  
another door. Suddenly the shutter behind Claire  
closes leaving her with no choice but to go through  
the door leading into an outside courtyard. There is  
a set of iron doors directly ahead next to some  
stone steps leading up to the next level. But as she  
walks across the courtyard, she senses a presence  
behind her and spins around to find a red dot laser sighting crawling up her back. It is Alfred, 
and he is stood on the next floor with his rifle looking down at her. Instinctively, Claire dives 
out of the way just as a shot rings out. The bullet misses her and instead ignites several fuel 
barrels stacked up by the doors, causing them to explode in a ball of flame. She screams his 
name but the crazed commander is already lining up another shot. Quickly, she ducks by the 
wall for cover and watches as the red dot sight from his rifle dances across the courtyard floor. 
After a few moments, she dashes for the stairs and charges up, prompting Alfred to make a 
quick exit.  
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Up here there is a wooden door to the left which is locked from the other side. A very old 
relief of a noble man is carved into the stone wall of the building. In front of this is a blue 
indigo plate with an indentation for a missing emblem. From this height, Claire can see over 
the facility wall and spots an ominous mansion on a hill in the distance surrounded by trees 
and woodland. From this position it looks incredibly foreboding. 
 
There is one other door up here which has to be  
where Alfred went and so Claire sets off in  
pursuit. This leads back inside to an empty  
corridor with several windows. At the end of the  
small passage is a drinks machine next to a  
couple of boxes and two doors. The first leads  
into a small office with a desk and typewriter  
next to a couple of green couches on the back  
wall. A TV is mounted on the top right hand  
side and a fan buzzes through a vent. A green  
chalk board has the week's work schedule written  
up and some work clothes hang on pegs. On one of the couches she spots a bottle of 
haemostatic medicine, realising it could be used to help Rodrigo back at the prison. She steps 
back into the corridor but as she moves towards the other door a shutter suddenly comes down 
behind her and blocks the way back. A mouse manages to escape under just in time which 
Claire fails to notice. This mouse is actually an escaped test subject codenamed D.I.J. which 
has been involved in experiments to increase intelligence. 
 
Alfred’s cackle suddenly comes from a small  
speaker installed on a shelf above the vending  
machine. He has purposefully led Claire up here  
to take part in a special playground he has  
prepared just for her. He wants her to keep him  
amused and not to disappoint him by dying too  
soon. He so wants to enjoy this. She has no other  
choice but to go through the door and emerges  
into a warehouse of some sort, though it appears  
to be empty. To the right is a set of Uzi 9mm's on  
the floor. She takes them but they are not loaded. However, peering over the gantry she spots 
some ammo on top of a metal storage crate. But as she walks back, the door she entered by 
suddenly locks and a shutter in the wall opens up to reveal a Bandersnatch; one of Umbrella's 
newest B.O.W.s that is actually based upon Tyrant development data. Upon seeing the size 
and mutated ugliness of the thing, Claire readies her bowgun, now equipped with explosive 
powder and fires. It recoils back before suddenly extending its arm like rubber the whole 
length of the room and using it to propel itself at her. She manages to roll out of the way just in 
the nick of time and fires three more darts at the creature, finally killing it.  
 
As she moves cautiously towards the steps she notices strange child-like graffiti scrawled across 
each wall. 'Welcome' is written in large red letters on the opposite wall and on the right hand 
side is a crude drawing of an adult holding hands with two children. The adult has been 
scrawled out in blood-red paint. The words 'Dad', 'Alex', and 'Al' are also written in white paint 
here. Somewhat nervously, Claire makes her way down, her feet clanking on the metal steps. 
On the bottom level it is empty save for a few crates and barrels. A door previously locked has 
now swung open and above are more childish markings, including an arrow pointing to the exit 
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and the words 'Go to heaven'. More scribbles include people with their heads exploding and 
arrows in their chest. 
 
The room beyond is anther storage area when  
suddenly Claire is grabbed around the head by  
another Bandersnatch. It hoists her up into the air  
and begins squeezing. As she squirms helplessly in  
its grasp, one of the windows above smashes and  
Steve comes flying out firing his golden Lugers.  
Momentarily stunned, the Bandersnatch drops  
Claire as Steve lands on the floor. He looks at her  
as she lies dazed then without even turning to face  
the creature, opens fire at the Bandersnatch,  
shooting over and over again before finally walking over and kicking it against the back wall. 
One more shot puts the horrific beast out of its misery for good. He admits that felt good, 
referring to himself as Claire’s knight in shining armour as she groggily gets to her feet and 
thanks him. She hands him the twin Uzi machine guns and his eyes light up at the sight of 
them. She reminds him of their deal and he gladly hands over the Lugers. Like a child with a 
new toy, he rambles about how cool his new weapons are but feels more than a little tricked 
when he finds them both devoid of ammunition. Claire chuckles and points to a magazine lying 
on top of the storage crate. She asks for a boost up and she’ll get it for him. She climbs onto his 
back and he moans she is heavier than she looks, but soon his guns are fully loaded. 
 
Suddenly, the platform they stand on suddenly begins to descend down to the next level. 
Alfred’s voice rings out once again and says that Claire and her knight can make the descent 
into death together. There is more graffiti on the walls down here. A red arrow points 
downwards and Steve muses that this island is seriously messed up. She asks him what 
happened here but he tries to dodge the subject and says he just cannot forgive what went on. 
As they move, they spot more graffiti on a metal shutter. A boy waves hello and a girl wave’s 
goodbye. Between them is the word 'Go!’ written in large red letters with a white arrow pointing 
downward. Numerous watching eyes have been painted all over the wall and soon they arrive 
down on the second basement level where ahead is another door with red childish scribbles 
and white eyelids all over it. Inside is a colossal warehouse which spans the entire length of the 
training facility basement. The room is filled with a huge wooden structure aptly referred to as 
the ‘Kill House’. It is one of many locales U.S.S. troops and operatives such as Hunk and 
Vector have used for their training in past years. 
 
Claire is curious about the large wooden structure and  
Steve doesn’t think it looks like a training field. The  
structure is set up over two floors and contains various  
rooms and windows. Claire thinks the whole thing is  
insane but Alfred’s voice soon booms over the  
speaker system and he cackles that war knows no  
sanity. The soldiers based on Rockfort are trained to  
kill, to slaughter and to survive through whatever  
madness they witness. Now it’s their turn and all they  
have to do to end their torment is die. Claire checks her gun and promises Steve they’ll do 
whatever it takes to get through this. The word 'Go' with a red arrow pointing inside is painted 
on the floor just inside the door. Gingerly, the two of them step inside. The Kill House is 
mostly made up of cheap balsa wood with electric lights installed at scattered intervals. The 
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words 'Good Luck' and 'Do your best' are scrawled in red and white on the wall ahead. The 
interior is full of practice targets and zombies and the walls are riddled with old bullet holes. 
They are sent down a predetermined path with Alfred throwing crazed and immature insults at 
them at every turn. Dried blood splatters cover the cheap plywood structures and moving 
practice targets are interspersed with real virus carriers and zombie dogs. The two of them 
manage to get through the kill house okay but Alfred’s taunts succeed in rattling up Steve who 
finally admits he will lose his mind if he is forced to stay here any longer.  
 
They quickly step through the door leading out of the warehouse and into a small elevator 
which takes them back up to the first basement level. With some renewed determination after 
finally getting out of the Kill House, Steve prepares to take charge, chambering his twin Uzis 
and wanting another opportunity to test out his new toy. He tells a bemused Claire to wait 
behind whilst he scouts up ahead and clears the area. 
 
Through the door he finds himself in a storage  
area with a room to his right blocked off via a  
shutter. A grenade launcher sits on the other  
side. A door to the left leads into a small  
storage room near some shelves with oil  
drums and fuel cans beside some gas bottles.  
Several worker zombies lurk in here and Steve  
takes great delight in mowing them all down. A  
door on the right leads into a large room with  
stone walls. A huge rusted generator rumbles  
and looks to have been in use for a long time.  
A rupture in the pipework means gas for the freezing device is leaking out but the ventilation 
system is working and dispersing it through the floor. A corridor near the machine is blocked 
off by an iron gate and on the other side is an indigo card reader. Up some steps near the 
grimy stone walls a notice is on the wall by the door advising that the breaker may fail due to 
overload. Should it fail, the control lever must be raised and a diagram points to where the 
lever is located behind the gate. Once the lever is pulled the ventilation system will resume 
operation.  
 
Steve ignores the sign and heads through the door  
into another stone corridor with green, lichen- 
ridden walls. A relief of a strange-looking face is  
carved into the wall and below an iron bridge is a  
small, subterranean river. An elevator is on the  
other side and just as he reaches it, Claire opens  
the door behind him and finally catches up. Steve  
is pleased with his handiwork and explains his guns  
are more reliable than any person, a notion Claire  
scoffs at. His demeanour suddenly changes  
completely and she asks what happened to him, wanting to know who brought him to this 
island and where his parents are. But these questions only fuel his anger and he screams he 
doesn’t want to talk about it before firing his gun up into the air in anger. She feels sorry for 
him but he is eager to just keep going. 
 
The elevator takes them up onto the second floor of the training facility and they soon emerge 
onto an overhead balcony overlooking a motor pool where an old jeep is in for repair. 
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Suddenly the rotting wood gives way beneath their feet and they both fall to the floor below 
where Claire lands awkwardly and gets her leg caught in some rubble. She warns Steve about 
an approaching zombie and his blood runs cold  
when he recognises the undead face of his own  
father. He hesitates and backs away, leaving a  
confused Claire terrified as the zombie turns its  
attentions to her. But suddenly Steve comes to  
his senses and shoots his father, emptying both  
clips from his sub-machine guns before  
collapsing to the floor and breaking down  
completely. After his tears have dried and  
Claire is freed, he explains that his dad used to  
work for Umbrella. He tried to steal classified information and sell it off to the highest bidder, 
but he was caught and as punishment his wife was killed and he and Steve were imprisoned on 
Rockfort. Claire cannot even comprehend the anguish he must be going through but he carries 
more anger towards his father for being a fool and incredibly stupid to do something so 
reckless. He begins to sob again and she puts a hand on his shoulder and tells him to rest for a 
while. 
 
Leaving him to grieve alone, she unlocks a door  
to his left and finds herself in the first floor  
elevator hallway with a couple of wandering  
zombies. They are dressed in suits and ties and  
are former guards from the palace. After putting  
them out of commission, she heads down the  
passage and through a door into the model  
room. This place is empty apart from a picture  
of a young man on the wall and a blue eagle  
plate on the opposite side. A painting on the  
wall details a depiction of this very room, but  
several key details are missing including a skeleton painting where the eagle plate should be 
and a miniature model of the training facility complex itself. Claire takes the eagle plate and 
leaves the room. 
 
She quickly passes back through the vehicle garage and out into a side courtyard where a large 
tank is parked up. Tread marks in the mud suggest it has been recently moved and it certainly 
seems to fit in with Alfred’s acquired taste for all things military. She can hear the approaching 
patter of zombie dogs so she quickly unlocks a side door that takes her back out onto the front 
of the training facility. She avoids the Grave Digger still lurking underground and quickly ducks 
back inside the main entrance. 
 
Inside, the alarm is still blaring from the biohazard in the bio-experiment room on the second 
floor and both shutters remain closed. However, she can use her silver card to open up the far 
shutter and reach the outside courtyard where Alfred took pot shots at her earlier. The fire still 
rages from the detonated fuel drums and more zombie dogs lurk in the flickering shadows. 
Upstairs she uses the eagle plate on the blue indentation and a small compartment opens up to 
reveal the indigo emblem key card. She spends the next several minutes using the key card to 
retract all the various shutters across the building, including the one in the basement near the 
ventilation machine. She then backtracks to the storage area and opens up the shutter that 
allows her to retrieve the grenade launcher she spotted earlier. A further door in here leads to 
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the freight elevator she and Steve rode down on and nearby is a sealed room decimated from 
some kind of explosion. Looking at the equipment inside this seems to be the source of the  
t-Virus leak. 
 
She eventually finds her way back up to the second floor and uses the indigo keycard to open 
up the final shutter, revealing a control room on the other side. Several dead bodies lay on the 
floor and it appears these men fruitlessly tried to seal themselves inside when the attack on the 
island began. All the controls and monitors seem to be off and the workstation on the raised 
platform appears powered down. However an automated screen on the wall shows specs for an 
in-development B.O.W. named Albinoid. 
 
“The Albinoid:  
Description: 
A creature which is created by injecting the  
t-Virus into the genes of a salamander.  
Characteristics: 
Similar to a normal amphibian, an  
Albinoid’s body will change as it grows with  
age. When young, an Albinoid is small in  
size, but it can grow to over seven feet in a  
very short time frame (10+ hours). They  
possess high mobility and are able to discharge electricity. These characteristics are most 
notable when they are underwater in their adult form.” 
-RECVX: Albinoid description; undated. 
 
On the lower level by the main control panel, an Army Proof lays on the workstation, similar to 
the Navy proof she has already found so she places it into her pocket. The screens display 
readouts monitoring the biohazard breakout in the bio-experiment room and she is able to 
check the security cameras inside the lab. The view shows a flashing red light and some broken 
specimen tubes. The dead researcher’s bloodied corpse can be seen on the floor and on the 
back wall is a familiar-looking skeleton picture she noticed on the painting in the model room. 
Zooming in, she can see the code ‘1126’ scrawled onto the bottom. Recalling the file about the 
pass number she found earlier, this must be the code to enter the bio-experiment room. 
 
She makes her way back downstairs to the main  
hall and uses her remaining key card to open  
up the final shutter and regain access to the bio- 
experiment room which has now finished  
ventilating. Using the code she enters the  
laboratory and inside there is blood and broken  
glass everywhere. The two main specimen tubes  
were destroyed from the inside with great force 
where the Bandersnatches escaped. Large cases 
hold experimental objects and test tubes and  
culturing machines are present. At the back of  
the room is a large refrigeration unit for storing samples and on the opposite shelf are three 
smaller containment capsules. Two are broken and empty but the third holds a living organism 
the label identifies as a ‘Baby Albinoid.’ Claire lifts the skeleton picture off the wall, intending 
to put it in its rightful place inside the model room. But in doing so, the baby Albinoid smashes 
its way out of its tank and goes on the rampage, triggering another biohazard. Claire quickly 
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sprints from the room and dives down the stairs just as the shutter closes once again and seals 
off the area. Thankfully she has no intention of ever going back up there and begins to retrace 
her steps back around the facility and hang the painting on the wall in the model room. Once it 
is in place, the back wall suddenly retracts to reveal the miniature diorama of the training 
facility as depicted by the picture on the opposite wall. A gold key is resting upon it and closer 
inspection reveals a small hollow where the tank in the outside yard would normally be. A 
small plinth to the left holds a memorial plate which reads; ‘Dedicated to the training facility’s 
completion. December 8th. Alfred Ashford.’ 
 
Claire decides to return to the palace and use  
the Gold Lugers she got from Steve to unlock  
the door in Robert Dorson’s former study.  
But first, she uses the gold key to unlock a  
door on the ground floor next to the military  
museum. This leads to an exhibition room  
dedicated to the Ashford family history. The  
crisp white walls are decorated with golden  
floral designs and finely crafted portraits of  
each of the seven generation family heads are  
on display. The whole room is bathed in  
candlelight, crafting a soothing golden glow off the walls. A picture of scholarly Edward 
Ashford is one display on one side; one of the legendary founding fathers of Umbrella and sat 
clutching a dusty old book. Up the steps is a portrait of Alfred himself as a young body and left 
underneath is a small parchment containing a message to him from Scott Harman; the former 
family butler. In it he explains how each family head is presented with a gift to honour their 
succession such as a candlestick, a teacup, or a vase and briefly touches upon the family linage 
since the great Veronica before ending with a sincere hope that Alfred can help regain glory to 
the Ashfords. There is a strange button beneath the painting alongside a small inscription 
reading: ‘Trace the Ashford legacy, reveal the true master.’ To the left of the painting is a pure, 
white candlestick on a stand commemorating the memory of Alexander Ashford’s succession. 
A similar stand on the opposite side has been completely destroyed. Using Scott Harman’s 
note, Claire goes around each painting in turn and presses the buttons in the correct order, 
starting with Veronica and ending with Alfred. Pressing the final button causes the wall to spin 
around 180 degrees and Alfred’s painting is replaced with one of Alexia. An earthenware vase 
is also on display. Inside the vase is a strange, red queen ant object. Intrigued, Claire pockets 
the ant and leaves the room. 
 
Up in Dorson’s office, slotting the gold lugers  
into place unlocks a door into Alfred’s private  
study. Thunder and lightning rages outside as  
another storm settles over the island though no  
rain falls. Old, dusty bookshelves are lined with  
thick, leather-bound tomes and a smashed glass  
display cabinet sits next to a fireplace that hasn’t  
been used in a while. Old photo stands and  
pictures are on show and there is also an antique  
wooden music box. At the front of the room  
beyond a coffee table and some black leather  
chairs is Alfred’s desk. A memo has been left on the desk alongside a note that reads ‘First 
digit: Left, Right. Second digit: Left. Third digit: Right. Fourth digit: Right, Right, Right. You 
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must not reset while manoeuvring.’ There is also a computer on the desk and turning it on 
plays that creepy video of Alfred and Alexia torturing the poor dragonfly with the ants. It also 
causes a light on the music box to start glowing. The operating system wants a four-digit 
passcode and using the memo, Claire is able to turn the dials on the music box to get ‘1971’ – 
incidentally the birth year of both Alfred and Alexia. Inputting this code into the computer 
causes the music box to slide to one side and reveal a hidden passageway beyond. 
 
Suddenly the back window looking out onto the  
island smashes and Claire is showered in glass  
shards as a Bandersnatch comes hurtling  
through. She quickly uses her Bowgun to  
dispatch it and heads down the tunnel. It soon  
leads out onto the wooden bridge crossing the  
waterway that Alfred had the prisoners  
construct several years ago. The sound of  
running water can be heard below and  
numerous stone reliefs are set into the wooden  
walls with candle-light lanterns hanging down  
from above. Thunder and lightning continues to crack and flash and at the end of the bridge 
some stone steps lead upwards into a thick mist. As she makes her way up, lightning flashes 
and illuminates the silhouette of a large, gothic-style building in the gloom and another thunder 
clap obscures what sounds like a female cackling with laughter.  
 
The grounds of the imposing mansion are all in a state of disrepair, with crumbling stone 
structures, cracked walls and uneven ground covered in weeds. The moon looks menacing in 
the darkened sky, illuminating a creepy bust of a horned beast and an angel statue with its chest 
and innards deliberately cut open. A line of creepy stone gargoyle statues are on display and 
much of the architecture has been damaged by the aerial attack. 
 
Unbeknownst to Claire, Albert Wesker is also  
here. He hides in the shadows and watches  
her progress, frightening her by calling out  
that he attacked this island upon hearing the  
news of a special awakening. But now it seems  
it was just a pre-tense and he hopes Claire can  
lead him to the truth regardless, specifically  
referring to her as ‘Chris’s little sister.’ Claire  
tries to look in every direction at once for the  
source of the voice but no one appears to be  
there. Unsettled, she quickly moves on. Two  
more Bandersnatches lurk in the ruins as it becomes apparent this area was blasted during the 
aerial attack. She runs up the crumbling steps only for the monsters to use their elongated arms 
to reach up and propel themselves over the balcony towards her. She just has time to run past 
them and into the front door of the mansion before they can attack. 
 
Inside, the manor is incredibly dark and dusty and she is forced to use her lighter which only 
adds to the creepy atmosphere as flickering shadows dance off the walls. Her presence disturbs 
a nest of bats who begin flapping around in a frenzy up above and Claire is aghast to find a 
huge doll suspended from the ceiling. Her footsteps throw up plumes of dust on the musky red 
carpet and she quickly searches around, noticing well-stacked bookshelves with topics including 
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politics, literature and science. A marble desk displays stone figures and ornaments and a large 
cabinet showcases an assortment of creepy dolls, suited to the liking of the resident. This place 
is dominated by the effigy of a large doll hanging down from the ceiling by wires that has been 
badly mutilated.  
 
A door to her left leads into a small dining  
room with a large table covered in broken  
trinkets and bottles. A suit or armour, some  
weapons and decorative masks are on display  
on the back wall. On the opposite side a  
plentiful supply of firewood in the grate  
allows Claire to spark up a roaring fire and  
add some much-needed illumination to the  
room. Looking around there is not much of  
use and it is too dark outside to see anything  
through the windows. Some broken crockery  
and smashed boxes indicate some sort of disturbance but nothing terribly significant. 
 
She leaves the room and heads up the staircase to the second floor, getting an even closer look 
at the huge, suspended doll from the ceiling. The second floor balcony has wooden alcoves 
filled with more demonic-looking angel statues all with looks of pure evil on their faces. A 
glowing candlestick in the corner does little to illuminate the gloom and further round a set of 
double doors have been smashed down beyond repair. This was the original path from the 
manor back to the rest of the island but was destroyed beyond repair some time ago which 
resulted in the necessity of the new bridge being constructed. On the top balcony a table and 
chairs look right at the large doll’s face and her left arm has been ripped off. Claire tries not to 
look at it as she takes the only door into another passageway. 
 
She is now in a corridor outside the two main  
bedrooms and immediately she can hear  
voices so ducks by the wall to hear. A female  
can be heard talking to Alfred, and refers to  
him as her brother which means it can only  
be Alexia. Unbeknownst to Claire, this is  
only Alfred, dressed up as his sister and  
having a conversation with his dual- 
personality. She wants to know what is taking  
so long when their enemy is only a little girl.  
Alfred apologises but insists he has been  
trying his best. Alexia stipulates the revival of the Ashford family is dependent on his success, 
something he is well aware of. Alfred assures her he will do the upmost to restore the family 
name in time for her to become the new master but Alexia says she will take care of it herself. 
Suddenly, Claire makes a noise and Alexia comes to the window, calling out to anyone who 
may be hiding in the corridor. Eventually she puts it down to her imagination and she and 
Alfred soon leave. 
 
Once the coast is clear, Claire gets up and begins to explore her surroundings. The corridor is 
quite cluttered with piles of miscellaneous books stacked up. A dresser with a lamp gives off a 
soft glow and a stone bust of a female sits opposite. A whole bookshelf is devoted to books on 
history whilst a nearby cabinet has professional biology books piled up on top. A sofa opposite 
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has chemical books scattered all over and round the corner a large-size custom made doll is on 
display.  
 
Claire enters Alexia’s bedroom to find it  
lavishly furnished and a music box playing  
the now familiar ‘Berceuse’ melody. A  
beautiful cabinet has antique dolls on  
display and the wooden music box must be  
worth a fortune. Various expensive paintings  
and golden candlesticks are dotted around  
and in the corner sits a dressing table with a  
smashed mirror. A relief set into the wall  
seems to resemble a goddess and to the left  
is a large four poster bed which has retracted  
down to reveal a ladder leading up to an attic space, but the hole at the top is sealed. Examining 
the music box, she notices something written on the back of the lid; ‘Red queen and blue king 
return. The path opens.’ Claire closes the lid and it automatically locks. The bed behind her 
suddenly reverts back to normal and reveals a silver key lying on the duvet. A red jewel is 
embedded into the music box lid and Claire fits the red ant object into the hole which re-opens 
the lid. After taking the silver key, the bed slams back down and she quickly leaves the room.  
 
An investigation of Alfred’s bedroom reveals a similar décor full of exquisite furnishings. His 
music box has blue jewels and a mannequin stands in the corner used to hang and display 
clothes. The relief set into the wall shows a woman’s back and an old message card lays on his 
bedside cabinet from his sister congratulating him on becoming the new family master. With 
nothing else to do here, Claire returns to the palace to unlock the remaining doors now she has 
the silver key. 
 
Back in the palace the first room is a small casino on the second floor just past the landing 
beneath the huge, cracked oil painting of Alfred on the wall. Inside the room is small and 
compact with a number of slot machines and a baccarat table with roulette wheel. At the back 
is a blackjack table sandwiched between an antique grand piano and a well-stocked bar. A 
closer examination of the piano reveals a missing piano roll designed to read out data. The 
ceiling is comprised of a huge glass aquarium full of numerous tropical fish and two small 
balconies look down onto the main hall below. With nothing of any use in here, Claire moves 
on. 
 
Back downstairs she uses the silver key to  
unlock the only remaining door in the palace  
which leads into a large conference room.  
Two Bandersnatches lurk in here and she  
takes care of them both before commencing  
her search. The Ashford family’s halberd and  
eagle crest is present in the room, with the  
large sigil stitched into the red carpet and a  
shield affixed to the wall. Many fine paintings  
of historical figures are on the walls and a huge  
oak meeting table dominates the room in a  
horseshoe shape littered with paperwork, books, telephones and half-drunk tea from a recent 
meeting. A broken slide projector is at the head of the room and left behind is a report from 
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U.S.S. Alpha leader Hunk reporting the successful transport of a frozen capsule to the island. 
Hunk is not happy his team were assigned this routine mission and not told about the contents 
of the package. But he always likes visiting Rockfort as it reminds him of his training days. On 
the floor by the Ashford crest is another blue eagle plate, identical to the one she found in the 
training facility. She can use this one on the guillotine back at the prison. 
 
She retraces her steps all the way back down the cliff  
and along the bridge across the chasm and back to  
the prison complex. The attack has killed the power  
in most areas and now the fires have all been  
extinguished the whole place is shrouded in  
darkness. Claire uses her lighter and runs past the  
remaining zombies and through the graveyard back  
to Rodrigo. He is still sat in the cell block and is  
surprised to see her, almost blowing her head off  
after mistaking her for a zombie. She passes him the  
haemostatic medicine and he is grateful, but advises she get going away from this place. She 
decides to leave him her lighter so he is not sat alone in the dark, explaining it was a gift from 
her brother but he is welcome to keep it. Again he is thankful and provides her with a lock pick 
in return, she might need it later on. After that he urges her to leave and tells her not to worry 
about him. 
 
Knowing she cannot change his mind, Claire leaves Rodrigo and heads back to the guillotine 
stand behind the prison barracks. Placing the eagle crest into the slot causes the guillotine to 
snap down and the door to open, revealing a hidden area beyond. More rain-sodden prisoner 
zombies emerge and after dealing with them she enters a nearby hut that turns out to be a very 
primitive-looking infirmary. Numerous cabinets contain arranged chemicals with unfamiliar 
names and wooden partitions block off two patient beds. The first has a dead body that 
appears to have been completely anatomised. Numerous blood-stained scalpels are on the 
table nearby. The second bed has an occupied body bag.  
 
This whole place feels extraordinarily creepy and  
uninviting, with damp-ridden bare stone walls, bars  
on the windows and a security camera looking  
down on the whole thing. At the back of the  
infirmary is a small office with a cluttered writing  
desk and various notices pinned up on the wall.  
An elaborate model of the human body is on  
display but it is missing its right eye. Amidst the  
paperwork on the desk is a note left behind by the  
anatomist, conveying how a demon has taken over  
his mind due to the longevity of the sinister work  
he performs here by cruelly torturing and experimenting on the prisoners. He also talks about 
a hidden secret in the basement that only he and Alfred know about. Something so horrific that 
should it ever be exposed to the outside then his life would be over. 
 
Unsettled, Claire leaves the infirmary via the back exit, failing to notice the body bag moving on 
the bed behind her. The door takes her into a small crematorium with two burners fuelled by 
gas to incinerate dead bodies. A small fire has spread and several zombies are wandering 
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around with their flesh cooking. There are also blood-stained tables, a stretching rack and 
strange devices designed to inflict maximum amounts of pain.  
 
Returning to the infirmary, Claire is aghast to find the reanimated form of the anatomist 
himself, hungrily eating the corpse lying on the bed and noticing the body bag he was in is now 
empty. The anatomist turns to regard her hungrily, his withered face covered in dark blood. 
He lunges for her just as the half-eaten corpse on the table also rises up to attack. Claire keeps 
her composure and blasts them both dead and as the anatomist falls to the floor, one of his 
eyes becomes dislodged. Claire realises it is a false eye and picks it up to place into the human 
body model in the back office which opens up another hidden door. 
 
Inside is a darkened passage full of gas pipes  
and infested with more bats. A door at the  
end takes her into an elaborate room filled  
with various torture implements. A golden,  
candlelit chandelier illuminates two water  
pools, one with a human-sized cage attached  
to a wooden stock for lowering into the  
water, and the second a large wooden  
waterwheel used to strap living subjects to  
and submerge them. Torture implements  
are on display on the walls and large  
bloodstains smother the tiled floor. But what is most disturbing is a red viewing chair placed 
next to a wooden table with a bottle of port and an ashtray, as if Alfred himself liked to sit here 
and watch the prisoners being tortured.  
 
Disgusted, Claire finds an alcove with stone steps leading even further down to a small crypt 
where a weathered stone statue holds a rusted sword. Removing the sword activates a poison 
gas trap and she can only deactivate it by rotating the statue 180 degrees to face its counterpart. 
Doing this reveals a stone casket she can plunge her sword into. To her horror, the casket then 
opens and she is attacked by a slumbering zombie not happy it now has a sword through its 
belly. Claire kills it and finds the missing piano roll lying on the floor. Now she needs to retreat 
all the way back to the palace. 
 
After having made her way back across the island  
once again, Claire is about to enter the palace  
when she is accosted by Albert Wesker on the  
front courtyard who decides it’s now time for  
formal introductions. Claire doesn’t recognise  
him at first until he steps closer and she realises  
with a shudder it is Chris’s former commander  
turned traitor who should be dead. Wesker refers  
to himself as a ghost coming back to haunt her  
dear brother. He confirms that he was the one  
who attacked Rockfort though finding Claire  
Redfield here was a most unexpected twist even to him. Now he has this nice surprise her ever-
so-caring brother will definitely show up and he thanks her for being such good bait. Claire 
tries to reason with him but Wesker grabs her by the neck saying he flatly despises Chris before 
backhanding her across the courtyard. As she lays winded on the floor, he stamps on her with 
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his boot and plans to torture her to the point where Chris will beg to have her put out of her 
misery.  
 
But then he is suddenly interrupted by a call from one of his subordinates. They have a 
situation somewhere down near the airport and Wesker tells them to stay put until he gets 
there. He walks away from Claire, deciding she can live a little while longer as it seems she may 
still be of some further use to him. She can only watch in horror as he performs an impossible 
leap over the bridge and down towards the submarine in a casual feat no ordinary person could 
possibly accomplish. Wanting nothing more than to stay out of his way, Claire quickly heads 
back inside the palace. 
 
Placing the piano roll into its slot in the casino  
causes the now familiar ‘Berceuse’ melody to  
begin playing. In turn this opens up a hidden  
compartment on one of the King Maker slot  
machines to reveal the blue king ant object.  
This will go into the music box in Alfred’s  
bedroom in the private residence and so she  
heads in that direction. Since she opened up  
the hidden passageway, the waterway bridge  
and the manor house itself are now crawling  
with zombies and it takes her some time to get  
through them all. Eventually however she makes it to Alfred’s room and slots the blue ant 
object into place. This opens up the music box and she finds the plate is missing. She places 
the one from Alexia’s room inside to begin the melody and this causes Alfred’s four poster bed 
to slide downwards and reveal a hidden ladder up to the attic.  
 
Cautiously, Claire climbs up and emerges onto a small carousel with two finely finished 
wooden horses. The attic is full of cluttered junk including old furniture, dolls, a telescope and 
a cello. There is a large depiction of an ant on the wall with an unusual key hole where its 
mouth would be. Claire searches around and notes the scenes from various fairy tales etched 
onto the walls such as a princess and her castle. On an old chair next to a broken grandfather 
clock she finds a golden dragonfly. A closer look reveals the wings can be detached to leave a 
key. Slotting it into the ant picture causes the carousel to fire up and realign so that two halves 
of a ladder connect and grant access to a hidden room up top.  
 
Climbing the ladder reveals a small study with a  
dusty old carpet draped along the floor and a  
writing desk and lamp. Scores of bookcases are  
crammed with various literary compendiums,  
chemistry books and encyclopaedias. A glass  
cabinet has insect specimens neatly displayed  
and on a wooden stair is an old newspaper  
clipping with a 1981 headline of how a 10 year- 
old girl genius graduated at the top of her class  
from a prestigious university and how Umbrella  
Corporation offered her a head researcher role. There is something on top of the insect 
cabinet and she has to push a wooden crate over to climb on and reach up. She finds a 
crumpled confession letter from Alfred as well as the Air Force Proof; meaning now they can 
activate the transport lift to get to the cargo plane in the airport.  
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“Alexia, my sister, is a genius and possesses unmatched beauty. She is everything to me. I 
would overcome any obstacle and be willing to risk my life for her. For Alexia, I must revive 
the glorious Ashford Family which fell during the era of my father, Alexander. Together, we 
will restore our family name. Once that has been achieved, I'll build a palace where only nobles 
may gather. 
I cannot allow the unwashed to see my dear Alexia, to whom my life is devoted. She reigns the 
world as queen, with I as her servant. That is my dream, and how sweet it will be. Those 
accomplishments will be proof of my love toward Alexia. It is the purpose of my existence. All 
other people are meaningless, and they shall prostrate themselves before Alexia and I. 
Devoted to my beloved Alexia,  
Alfred Ashford” 
-RECVX: Confession Letter; undated. 
 
She quickly climbs back down into the bedroom,  
but because the carousel span round she now  
emerges instead into Alexia’s room where upon  
trying to leave she is suddenly held at gunpoint  
by the woman herself who formally introduces  
herself. But in reality ‘Alexia’ is really a cross- 
dressing Alfred. ‘Alexia’ holds a sniper rifle and  
promises to kill Claire for the pride of the  
Ashford family, only for their conversation to be  
interrupted by Steve who literally walks in on  
them both. Alexia fires and grazes Steve’s arm before he fires back and wounds her. Alexia 
quickly makes her escape through the goddess relief that actually turns out to be a secret door. 
They chase after her and are surprised to find Alfred’s bedroom apparently empty. There are 
blood stains on the carpet and Steve quickly checks under the bed but nothing is there. Claire 
is more disturbed to find Alexia’s discarded dress on the bed and a blonde wig by the music 
box. Suddenly, Alfred jumps down from his hiding place atop the bed but Steve is equal to 
him. They soon have him cornered and can see he is wearing lipstick and make-up. But before 
they can interrogate him, Alfred spots his own reflection in the mirror and is terrified. He 
screeches and runs out of the room leaving a baffled Steve wondering what just happened. 
Claire realises that there never was an Alexia after all and that Alfred has been posing as two 
different people with a split-personality. They quickly decide to leave only for an alarm to start 
sounding and an announcement that the self-destruct system has been activated. They need to 
get out of here. 
 
Together, they leave the manor and make their way  
back down towards the airport where outside the  
front of the palace they see three cargo planes  
leaving the island as the remaining survivors  
manage to evacuate. Using the three proofs, they  
are able to gain access to the plane in the undersea  
airport. Steve jumps into the pilot’s seat to carry out  
the pre-flight checks and confirms everything is  
good to go. But they cannot take off until they raise  
the bridge so they can get out of the hangar. Claire  
will take care of it and tells him to stay behind and make the necessary preparations for take-
off. A control lever for the bridge is in the cockpit and she takes it with her. Wesker 
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meanwhile, is watching from the shadows holding his S.T.A.R.S emblazoned combat knife. He 
chuckles to himself and muses that he knew Claire would lead him to the truth eventually. 
 
She backtracks and crosses over the bridge to the other side of the hangar. Using the elevator 
she heads up to the crane control room and through the door where she can use the control 
lever to raise the bridge up to this level. Crossing over, she finds a small room overlooking the 
aquarium and reception area. Several dead bodies are in here and a quick search reveals one to 
be in possession of the Airport Key. Crossing back over the bridge with the lapping water and 
plane below, she heads back down to the freight warehouse. Because the bridge has now been 
raised, she cannot get back to the plane this way and so uses the airport key to raise the shutter 
blocking the only remaining door. This leads into another small storage room with an elevator 
she can ride back up to the surface just as the countdown clock for the self-destruct reaches five 
minutes. 
 
At that moment, Alfred Ashford is in the second floor  
control room of the training facility preparing to  
release the T-103 Mass-Produced Type Tyrant. This  
is batch number T078 and was the very specimen  
delivered to the island by Hunk and his team to be  
used as a training opponent for the Anti-B.O.W.  
teams. It has no power limiter and its claws have been  
blunted down, but now Alfred plans to use it to  
prevent Claire and Steve escaping from the island,  
calling it a reckoning for them trying to oppose him.  
Although dressed in his regular military attire, Alfred still wears make-up and speaks in Alexia’s 
voice. He cackles hysterically and vows not to let either of them escape. As he hits the 
activation switch, downstairs in the lab a frozen capsule opens and the Tyrant emerges. 
 
Meanwhile Claire’s elevator reaches the surface and  
she finds herself back at the front entrance of the  
military training facility. She has to make her way  
back to the airport from here but is soon stopped in  
her tracks by the Tyrant who smashes its way  
through a burning gate on the path leading back up  
to the palace. There is no way for her to get around  
so she is forced to engage it, turning to her grenade  
launcher. Fortunately her weapons are enough to  
drive it back and temporarily knock it to the ground  
long enough for her to get past and head back towards the submarine dock. 
 
Soon enough she is reunited with Steve on the plane who is worried about why she took so 
long. She insists there is no time to explain and urges him to get the plane moving. He guns the 
engine and they soon move out of the hangar and pick up speed across the water. Before long 
they are in the air and they can still see great plumes of black smoke rising up from the 
numerous fires still burning across Rockfort Island. Steve whoops in delight they have finally 
made it away from that death-trap place and Claire also cannot believe their ordeal is finally 
over. They share a lingering look that lasts a few seconds longer than it should before Steve 
apologises, admitting he caused her a lot of problems back on the island with his childish 
behaviour, but she insists there is nothing to forgive. It has been hard for both of them. He says 
he hopes she finds her brother as he knows what is like to be alone in the world, but then he 
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quickly changes the subject and asks her where she wants to go. He can take her anywhere she 
wants and Claire admits she’s heard Hawaii is nice this time of year.  
 
Back on Rockfort, the various facilities across the  
island begin to detonate and Alfred can feel the  
whole place shaking beneath his feet as he makes  
it into the rear courtyard of the training facility.  
Pressing a hidden switch causes the tank to move  
several yards on its treads to reveal a hidden  
elevator down to the basement level. From here  
he can access a hangar containing two V/TOL  
Harrier Jump Jets. The planes are adjourned  
with the Ashford family crest and Alfred  
promises Claire that this game is not over yet and they will soon see what real terror is all 
about. He pilots one of the jets and soon rises up into the night sky before taking off across the 
ocean towards Antarctica. 
 
Back on the C-10 transport, an alarm suddenly  
sounds in the cockpit and Steve looks over the  
readouts and realises the rear loading bay door is  
open. Claire offers to go and check it out and he  
unlocks the cargo room door. Inside, the rear  
hatch is indeed open and somehow standing  
before her is the mass-produced Tyrant, now  
bleeding from the damage she’d initially inflicted  
back on the island. It stares menacingly at her  
before extending a talon on its right arm and  
striding forward. A sudden noise to her immediate right indicates the cargo catapult is ready for 
launch; an automated ejection device on treads used to load and unload heavy cargo onto the 
plane. Instinctively, Claire hits the switch and the catapult loaded with two heavy crates slams 
into the Tyrant, pushing it back towards the exposed door. However, the creature is strong 
enough to stop it at the last moment and propels the load back towards the opposite side. It 
will take several moments to reset so Claire opens up with her bowgun, before changing to her 
grenade launcher now loaded with the precious Anti-B.O.W. rounds. The confines of their 
battle arena are restricted and she only just manages to avoid the Tyrant’s attacks, its claws 
gouging great holes into the metal walls and sending sparks everywhere. However, the Anti-
B.O.W. rounds prove to be very effective against the creature and by the time the catapult is 
next ready to launch, the Tyrant is too weak to stop itself being propelled out of the back of the 
plane and falling to an untimely demise. 
 
She returns to Steve and when he asks what was wrong, simply says she found a giant 
cockroach that needed to be stepped on. Suddenly, the planes controls shift into autopilot 
mode and Steve loses all control. The plane suddenly veers off course and changes direction to 
a predetermined set of co-ordinates. He cannot switch over to manual control. Suddenly, 
Alfred’s smug face appears on an overhead monitor, his voice switching between his 
Alfred/Alexia personas as he apologises for halting their escape. He disappears again just as 
Claire angrily calls him a cross-dressing freak. Realising now their ordeal is not over, there is 
nothing for them to do but sit and wait to see where the cargo plane will take them. 
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The C-10, as well as all the other planes that evacuated from Rockfort, are all programmed to 
switch to auto-pilot mode and change designation to southern longitude 82.17 which will take 
them directly to the South Pole transport terminal. This is standard practice for the transfer of 
personnel and equipment between the two Ashford-run facilities and will now ensure Claire 
and Steve will not escape Alfred’s clutches. However, the three planes still ahead of them carry 
evacuees from the island who have been infected with the t-Virus. A problem with the 
automated landing procedure means the planes crash into the South Pole facility and the 
infected people, all now zombies, spill out and begin attacking all the base personnel. Before 
long, everyone is overwhelmed and the damage caused by the crashed planes causes several in-
development B.O.W.s to escape, including the Black Widows and the Moths. One escaped 
spider becomes secondarily infected with the virus and grows to gigantic proportions thanks to 
unique changes in its environment. 
 
Hours later, Steve and Claire are huddled together on the floor of the cabin, neither have 
noticed the darkness from the windows has given way to the grey wastes of the Antarctic. Claire 
is asleep and Steve watches her slowly before leaning in for a kiss only to be put off when she 
suddenly shifts position. Instead he stands up and gazes out of the windows, suddenly 
wondering where the hell they are. He checks their latitude position and 82.17 degrees 
confirms they are over the Antarctic. Claire gets  
up, not believing herself until she gazes down at  
the snowy peaks far below. Staring out of the  
frost-laden windows and through the blizzard  
they can just make out the silhouettes of  
buildings far below. Numerous funnels of  
smoke rise up into the air and Claire spots the  
wreckage of several planes and realises they are  
the transports that took off from Rockfort  
Island before they did. Steve notes this means  
this facility must also belong to Umbrella. But for now they can do nothing but hold on tight as 
their plane touches down for a forced landing, the weather conditions causing a malfunction 
with the landing sequence. The plane crashes down onto the snow-covered runway and slides 
along the ground before the nose careers through the main central atrium of the base. 
Although the plane is wrecked, both Claire and Steve survive the crash intact. 
 
After checking themselves over for bumps and  
bruises, Steve cannot believe they are still alive  
and kicks open the cabin door. Jumping down to  
the walkway below, he reaches up to catch Claire  
and she topples on top of him, leading to a  
lingering awkward moment between the two. He  
somewhat childishly ignores Claire’s offer to help  
him up and instead looks over the plane. It is  
trashed beyond repair and he suggests they split  
up to find a way off this oversized freezer. She  
agrees and he immediately runs off.  
 
Claire stays behind to check over her surroundings. She is on a gantry overlooking a deep 
circular pit that makes up the central core of the facility. It goes down a further six levels and is 
surrounded by mist. To her left is a locked door marked ‘Emergency evacuation VTOL 
storage. Restricted Area.’ Beyond that she can see a large transport elevator shaft with three 
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thick cables disappearing down into the gloom. On the opposite side beyond the nose of the 
wrecked plane, a ladder leads down to the lower level. A set of double doors down here leads 
to the next area. 
 
She now finds herself on an elevated gantry looking down on a large sorting warehouse. 
Various machinery can be seen with conveyors used for transporting materials and cargo to the 
differing rooms inside the complex. She can hear the hungry moans of the zombies below and 
notices all the workforce have been recently infected. She runs to her left towards an unmarked 
door on the wall. The wall has been heavily damaged here and the walkway has split, meaning 
she cannot get on the other side where the controls for a large crane are situated.  
 
The door takes her into a small, dimly-lit metal workshop full of cutting and shaping machines. 
A zombie is trapped inside a storage unit and bangs repeatedly on the cage when Claire runs 
past. Opposite a desk full of cluttered paperwork and ashtrays is a machine with a diamond-
cutting edge used to reshape metallic materials but there is nothing else of any use. Back 
outside there is another door on the opposite side of the gantry but it is locked and the label 
reads ‘Machine Room.’ 
 
Moving back outside to the main atrium, another door to her left near a stairwell takes her into 
the worker’s quarters. This is a large room tightly packed together with clustered bunk beds for 
the employees and banks of lockers. This place is full of bodies and large bloodstains are 
everywhere, indicating signs of a very recent massacre. Many of the beds have toppled over and 
the now-bloodied sheets have been ripped apart. A small table at the back is used for 
recreational activities and the remnants of card games and a chess set can be seen amongst the 
debris. On the table is an employee’s diary and the last few entries date back to October, 
highlighting the demanding work conditions and general unhappiness of the worker. A mistake 
by Alfred Ashford meant his hard-earned vacation was suddenly cancelled and he also writes 
how Alfred generally treats his staff with contempt. Later entries describe worker stories about 
a strange man confined to a cell deep underground. People refer to him as ‘Nosferatu’ and all 
are deathly afraid of him. The worker disbelieves the story at first, but recalls one occasion 
where he believed he could hear someone growling from somewhere underneath him. Claire 
puts the diary to one side and investigates the nearby lockers, finding ammunition to replenish 
her weapons and some healing items. However, her movements disturb the zombies and as 
one slides off a top bunk and onto the icy floor, the rest begin to stir and slumber. Penned in, 
Claire is forced to take them all out before she can escape the room, stopping briefly to snatch 
a map of the facility from off the wall. 
 
Back outside, a metal stairwell takes her down to B2  
level where she comes across a darkened corridor  
that is in the process of being transformed into an  
insect hive. Large strands of sticky threads have  
been woven out across the walls and a human body  
has been trapped in a cocoon. A large nest has been  
constructed and belong to secondarily infected  
moths. Unlike the Giant Moths in the sewers of  
Raccoon City, these moths' wings have grown in  
perfect proportion to their bodies and this gives  
them incredible manoeuvrability. They search the area around their nests for prey, on which 
they will lay parasitic eggs. Claire can see one digging into the spine of a dead body lodged in 
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the ceiling. She quickly avoids it and heads through the nearest door, taking her into Alfred’s 
personal office that formerly belonged to his father. 
 
Again this room is in darkness, indicating that  
power for the entire facility has been shut  
down. The walls are covered in rich, red  
wallpaper and many oak furnished cabinets  
and dressers are present. Antique paintings  
have been hung up and a decorative sword is  
on the wall near to a fine-looking grammar  
phone. The main desk houses a computer, a  
telephone and a typewriter as well as a lamp  
and a box of finely cut cigars. There is an old  
memoir left on the desk written by Alfred’s  
father, Alexander. In it he explains how his own father Edward Ashford first discovered the 
Progenitor Virus alongside Oswell Spencer, initially studying it for military use which later gave 
birth to the t-Virus project which was the whole reason why Umbrella was formed; to 
camouflage that research. But following Edward’s death, the Ashford’s research fell into 
decline and Alexander’s goal was to develop the Code: Veronica project and create a clone of 
their beautiful ancestor and founding matriarch to restore honour and glory to the family. 
Intrigued, Claire puts the diary down and notices an incessant banging sound coming from 
somewhere nearby but the room is too dark to see the source and the lights do not work. 
 
Moving on, Claire bypasses the moths lurking in  
the corridor outside and moves through the next  
door which takes her into the sorting warehouse  
proper. This place is dominated by the large  
equipment sorter but it is currently powered  
down and cannot be activated. It is loaded with  
crates of Anti-B.O.W. gas labelled ‘Handle with  
Care.’ After taking care of all the worker  
zombies, Claire heads up a small set of steps to  
the nearest door which is headed ‘Mining  
Room’ but it is locked. The next door down is  
ominously labelled ‘B.O.W.’ and leads to a darkened room encased in spider-webbing. There 
are large cultivation capsules that are completely frosted over and crates and containers all 
labelled with biohazard markers. One of the capsules has broken and several Black Window 
B.O.W.s are running loose. They scamper towards Claire but she is equal to them with her 
grenade launcher, although there is one hiding underneath the mezzanine flooring she cannot 
get to. Some of the crates have barcodes for ‘B.O.W. Storehouse’ and these codes are scanned 
into the mail sorter to ensure the appropriate cargo reaches the correct destination. There is 
also an emergency gas mask that automatically releases when a gas leak occurs. 
 
The last room inside the warehouse to investigate is the armoury, which is full of metal shelving 
racks containing numerous chemicals and flammable materials. In a secure locker she finds a 
fully-loaded AK-47 assault rifle and nearby are a stack of missiles. Round the corner is a safe 
with a combination lock. Someone has set explosives here and the detonator has been left on 
the floor. After putting it in place she needs to raise the temperature in order to set it off. The 
mail sorter also delivers cargo to this room and at the bottom of the conveyor is the mining 
room key which she takes with her. 
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Moving back outside, she unlocks the mining room door and emerges into a large room full of 
drilling equipment ready to sheer into the natural rock surrounding them. On an elevated 
platform she notices a shut-off valve in case of a gas leak but the octagon-shaped valve handle is 
missing. Suspended on a crane above a large chasm is a rusted-orange drilling vehicle. A door 
further on takes her into the generator room which is guarded by several zombie dogs. From 
here she is able to restart the generator and then reactivate electrical power for the entire 
facility. Immediately all the lights come back on and back outside in the mining room the 
sudden illumination causes an almost luminescent, reflective quality off all the frosted ice. 
 
Now the power is on, Claire returns back to Alexander Ashford’s old office to investigate the 
banging sound which is still rattling from somewhere near the back wall. But with the lights now 
on she inspects an old bookcase and notices drag marks on the floor. Curious, she is able to 
push the shelving back to reveal a hidden passageway. Inside are three blue lockers and 
something is rattling around inside the middle one. Steeling her nerves, Claire moves forward 
only for a large, white mouse to burst out and scurry away. It stops to regard her for several 
moments before disappearing out of sight. This mouse is actually an escaped test subject code-
named D.I.J.  
 
Investigating the open locker, Claire finds some  
confidential papers and a departure letter from  
the former family butler, Scott Harman. He has  
left this letter as an apology for his abrupt  
departure from his services. He gives no reason  
for his resignation, other than it has been a joy to  
serve the Ashford family for the last two  
generations. A switch concealed at the back of  
the locker causes them to retract and reveals  
another secret room. This leads to a bland- 
looking square-shaped room with bare concrete  
walls and mesh flooring. Underneath the mesh grating is a secure cell where Alexander 
Ashford himself aka: Nosferatu is chained to the wall in a straight-jacket and held in place by a 
huge battle-axe embedded into the wall. He lets out a low moan that echoes off the walls and 
sends a shiver right through her. She wants nothing more than to leave this place but first she 
notices an empty plant pot in the corner, underneath which is the machine room key. 
 
Claire retraces her steps back up to B1 level and the  
gantry overlooking the sorting warehouse. She uses  
her key to get inside the machine room and from  
there can access a door to the upper level of the  
generator room where she finds a square-shaped  
valve handle. Returning back to the machine room  
she bumps into Steve who excitedly tells her he’s  
discovered there is an Australian observation base  
located approximately seven miles away from here.  
That should be their target. She is in agreement and  
suggests they try and break through the wall with the large digging vehicle. If they manage that 
then they might have a chance.  
 
Steve operates the crane controls to bring the digger up from the chasm below. But as he shifts 
it onto the platform, he gets distracted watching Claire and dislodges a steel pipe that starts 
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spewing poison gas into the room. Claire grabs him and they quickly retreat back outside. Steve 
is angry with himself and says it is all his fault but she tells him to man up and promises they 
will escape this place together. For now they need to shut off the gas and will have a better 
chance of stopping it if they split up. He agrees and starts to head off before she promises him 
again that they will escape together. 
 
After he has gone back down to B2, Claire takes  
the valve handle to the workshop on the opposite  
side and uses the metal cutter to re-shape the end  
into an octagon. She can now use it to fit the  
emergency valve in the mining room and shut off  
the gas. But for now that room is still flooded  
with toxic fumes and she will need to find a gas  
mask to get inside, suddenly remembering about  
the one inside the B.O.W. storage room. She  
returns downstairs to the main warehouse where  
thanks to the power restoration she is now able to  
start up the mail sorter, though she needs to apply the correct barcode to ensure the Anti-
B.O.W. gas reaches the correct room. Starting the upper conveyor belt sends a weapons crate 
into the armoury which sufficiently raises the temperature enough to trigger the explosives and 
set the whole room on fire. The lower conveyor belt sends the Anti-B.O.W. gas to the B.O.W. 
storage area where it splits and releases gas all over the room. Claire walks inside to find the 
entire place bathed in a green tint, though the Anti-B.O.W. gas is seemingly having no effect on 
the Black Window still prowling around beneath the floor. But the dispersal of the toxin has 
triggered the automatic release on the gas mask and she is able to grab it. 
 
Equipping the mask, she is able to safely enter the  
mining room and use the valve handle to shut off  
the gas. But just as she believes they are now safe,  
she is accosted by Alfred who is on the gantry in  
the machine room upstairs. He holds his sniper  
rifle and still speaks in his Alexia voice, musing  
that he cannot wait to see her shriek in agony. But  
suddenly Steve arrives and takes him by surprise.  
Alfred fires three poorly aimed shots at Steve who  
dives out of the way and shoots Alfred in the gut,  
causing him to topple over the gantry and crash down to the floor below on the opposite side 
of the chasm to Claire. Now fatally wounded and disorientated, Alfred staggers up but soon 
falls backwards into the pit, his screams soon receding into nothingness.  
 
Suddenly, as if sensing the imminent demise of his son, Nosferatu lets out a reverberating roar 
that echoes across the whole facility, putting Claire and Steve on edge. His anger triggers a 
small mutation that rips open his chest and exposes his heart. Added strength enables him to 
dislodge the embedded battle axe and rip himself free of his bonds. Nosferatu then calmly 
walks away and kicks his way out of his cell. 
 
Meanwhile, Steve has joined Claire down by the digger and she pauses only to recover Alfred’s 
sniper rifle before they both climb on board and make their bid to escape. Steve takes the 
controls and busts through the wall, moving through a water tank and sheering through ice that 
causes torrents of water to flood into the facility and submerge much of B2 level. The 
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temperature is sub-zero and it won’t take long for it to freeze over. Soon, the digger crashes 
through the wall and they emerge back outside where a blizzard still rages. The digger is not fit 
for purpose to travel all the way to the Australian base so they will need to find other means, 
however they cannot stay outside for long otherwise they will both die of exposure. Steve spots 
some steps leading up to a nearby heliport and suggests they could maybe escape through 
there. Together they climb up onto the snowy landing pad, the environment around them 
completely obscured by fog and snow. Claire leads the way back down the other side but 
hesitates when she spots a strange silhouette through the gloom making its way up towards 
them. Steve asks what the problem is and asks if she is scared before seeing the figure for 
himself and pushing his way in front. 
 
The figure is Nosferatu, and upon sensing its two  
targets, three large tentacles spout out from his  
back to compensate for the fact both its arms are  
still held behind its back and uses them as feelers  
to move around. Before Steve can open fire,  
Nosferatu uses a tentacle to swat him away,  
knocking off the edge of the platform and leaving  
him hanging precariously on the edge. Claire  
rushes over to him but there is no time to help as  
Nosferatu is almost upon her. Steve tells her to  
forget about him and run but Claire stands her ground and prepares to fight. Nosferatu is 
difficult to see in the gloom and as she avoids its swooping tentacles, she can just make out its 
exposed heart protruding through its shattered ribcage. Its body is also capable of secreting a 
deadly poison that turns into a purple fog when it makes contact with oxygen. Claire keeps her 
distance and aims for its heart with her sniper rifle. Taking her time and circling the creature, 
she keeps well back from the poison gas as the swirling winds blow it all around her. 
Eventually, after 5 or 6 shots, she finally kills Nosferatu by destroying its heart and poor, 
tormented Alexander Ashford finally falls lifeless to the ground. 
 
Quickly, Claire heads back to Steve who is still hanging on for dear life. He is glad she is okay 
and she pulls him up to safety where they both take a moment to catch their breath. Steve again 
apologises, feeling guilty about letting her down yet again but she tells him not to worry and 
insists they get going. As she heads out in front he makes a silent promise to protect her next 
time something happens. They quickly make their way down the other side of the heliport and 
Claire cannot believe they are finally out. Through the blizzard Steve spots a snowmobile they 
can use to drive right over to the Australian base. 
 
Meanwhile still clinging to life, Alfred Ashford has  
recovered and is on B6 level of the base. He drags  
himself forward, leaning against the wall and  
leaving a large trail of blood behind him. He  
opens the door into a dimly lit room where  
machinery and computers monitor a solitary  
humanoid figure encased in a frozen stasis tube.  
He is now speaking back in his normal voice and  
fighting back the pain of his wounds, he promises  
he will not forget about what Claire has done. He  
falls to the floor and drags himself up the steps to the raised platform where the stasis tube sits 
bathed in artificial light. The person inside is Alexia, naked and beautiful, ready to emerge 
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from her 15 year hibernation now that her body has fully attuned to the t-Veronica Virus inside 
of her. As if on cue, lights and readouts wink to life and monitors light up as the automated 
awakening process begins. Alfred watches in awe and reaches out for his sister as the tank 
drains of fluid and the door opens with a wisp of escaping air. Alexia opens her eyes and steps 
forward, looking down on her dying brother as he stares at her in wonderment. He cannot 
believe she is finally awake and says her name one last time before slumping down and 
breathing his last.  
 
Now fully awake and with the virus coursing through her, Alexia links up symbiotically with the 
slumbering Alexia-Pod; the plant-like organism whose vines and roots have extended out all 
across the base. At her command, one of the main growths bursts out the top of the 
observatory atrium and spreads out several kilometres across the Antarctic tundra in a matter 
of seconds. The tentacle catches up with Claire and Steve’s snowmobile and overturns it, 
hoisting it up into the air and bringing it crashing down to the floor where it bursts into flames. 
Back in the lab, Alexia watches the carnage on a nearby monitor whilst cradling Alfred’s dead 
body in her arms and stroking his hair softly. The Alexia Pod will bring both Claire and Steve’s 
comatose bodies back to the facility where she plans to use them as test subjects for the t-Alexia 
virus; the adapted Veronica strain that now flows through her own bloodstream. 
 
MONDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1998 
It is around this time that Jill reaches Chris Redfield’s  
safe house in Europe, but he has already left for  
Rockfort Island and all that is left behind is one of his  
combat knives.  
 
“After escaping the city, Jill set out to join Chris 
Redfield. However, all she found was an empty 
Hideout of Chris’s. On the floor was Chris’s knife.  
Jill left without hesitation because she firmly believes 
that Chris is still alive. She will search for him until 
she finds him. Then they can go and put an end to Umbrella.” 
-RE3: Jill Valentine Epilogue; undated. 
 
Meanwhile after a long journey from his hideaway in Europe, Chris has arrived at Rockfort 
Island by boat after following the co-ordinates provided to him by Leon. Taking a rucksack full 
of weapons and equipment, he begins to scale the sheer bluffs of the cliffs leading up and away 
from the churning sea. He is wearing the prototype S.T.A.R.S. uniform he was trialling when 
their unit was disbanded as a mark of respect to his fallen teammates. Although a competent 
climber, one vital slip causes him to lose his rucksack full of guns, meaning he reaches the top 
with only his Glock 17 pistol left. Nevertheless, he makes a promise to Claire that he is coming 
to save her. 
 
“Following up on a lead given to me by Leon, has brought me here.” 
-RECVX: Chris opening narration; 28/12/98. 
 
Up head on the rocky outcrop is the entrance to a cave and inside is an old burial chamber 
located beneath the remnants of the old church. There are numerous graves inside, some very 
old and etched into the walls and they must belong to the early residents of the island. But 
before he can investigate further the tunnelling of the nearby Gulp Worm causes rocks to fall 
and block the cave entrance. A little further in he comes across a wounded man slumped 
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against the wall; it is Rodrigo, and he has come here to lay next to the graves of his parents, 
Robert and Maria. Rodrigo looks up and admits he is shocked to find another living person 
still on the island, he thought he’d be the only one left by now. He asks Chris what his business 
is and Chris replies he has come to the island looking for a certain girl, asking if he knows of 
anyone called Claire Redfield. Rodrigo looks up at the mention of Claire and Chris presses 
him for more, only for Rodrigo to assure him he helped her escape. Several planes took off 
from Rockfort not long ago, and although he cannot say for certain, he assumes Claire would 
have been on one of them. Chris nods, saying his sister owes Rodrigo and thanks him for his 
help. The wounded Umbrella officer reveals that everyone else has gone and he’s likely the 
only other person left alive here. He urges Chris to get going and follow his sister off this island. 
But before Chris can leave, the Gulp Worm suddenly tunnels out of the floor before them and 
swallows Rodrigo whole in one quick movement. Before Chris can react, the worm has already 
disappeared back underground. 
 
Chris heads into the next room which is a large  
underground cavern with rocky walls and a sandy  
floor. This is the domain of the Gulp Worm and  
the floor literally shakes around him as he can feel it  
tunnelling beneath his feet. The worm can pick up  
the vibrations of Chris’s footsteps and launches up  
to attack, bursting out of the ground looking for  
fresh meat. Chris dodges and fires back until the  
worm disappears again. A game of cat and mouse  
ensues until eventually Chris’s bullets causes enough  
damage to kill the creature. In its death throes, the worm spits out Rodrigo who is still in one 
piece, albeit in a lot of pain. Chris hurries over to him but he has been badly burned from the 
acidic chemicals inside the worm’s stomach that have begun to break him down for digestion. 
His wounds are fatal but Rodrigo seems content at the prospect of meeting his family again 
soon. He hands Chris back the gold lighter, explaining that Claire gave it to him as a token of 
thanks for saving her. He won’t be needing it anymore. Chris realises it’s the same lighter he 
gave to Claire as a gift and shortly afterwards Rodrigo passes away in his arms. 
 
Moving on, he finds an elevator at the other side  
of the cavern that brings him up to the surface  
and lets him out at the motor pool on the  
ground floor. This entrance had been previously  
hidden behind a mural when Claire and Steve  
were here. The garage has seemingly been  
unaffected by the self-destruct device and several  
trainee zombies still wander around. He notices  
a second floor balcony with a few doors but he  
cannot get up there. A small cargo lift is nearby  
but it is missing a battery.  
 
From here he is able to get inside the rear yard with the tank and finds the hidden elevator 
Alfred used to get to the underground hangar. Chris rides down and emerges in a darkened 
corridor with concrete walls and rusted steel girders. A sealed manhole is on the floor and 
round the corner is the door to the hangar but it is locked. The eagle plate relief is carved into 
it and there is a hole where the halberd once was. On the floor is a battery which he takes for 
the cargo lift. 
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A small security office is nearby housing a desk and some security guard lockers. A grand 
painting of a volcano erupting on an island hangs on the wall alongside the description ‘Lava 
burns forest, flows to sea, forms the earth.’ In  
here he finds some additional ammo. Chris  
steps back into the corridor, only to be accosted  
by two Black Widow B.O.W.s that smashes  
their way out of a ventilation duct. The damage  
from the self-destruct device has caused these  
specimens to escape their confinement and  
Chris stands well back from their poisonous  
venom as he takes them out from distance. He  
then immediately returns to the motor pool and  
uses the battery on the elevator to elevate himself up to the second floor. Up here he finds the 
chemical storage key left behind on a small table alongside a report on an enhanced anti-decay 
alloy.  
 
“The reinforced corrosion resistant alloy "Diploid" was scheduled to be adopted in the storage 
capsules of new B.O.W. models, but it was quickly cancelled. 
The reason for it, even though "Diploid" boasts superior tolerance to any liquid including 
strong acids, is that a defect was revealed in which it melts easily when soaked in a liquid 
mixture of two kinds of chemicals, "Clement α" and "Clement Σ." 
We can't accept a single exception in selecting the capsule material considering the danger of 
new B.O.W. models. Now that it's been decided that it won't be adopted for the storage 
capsules, in the end only the plate section of the indigo blue shining "Eagle Plate" was made 
using this "Diploid." 
〜About "CLEMENT Series Chemicals"〜 
α is a chemical used in firearms maintenance and it doesn't have any particularly outstanding 
properties, but for Σ, it has a property to change colour to blue at a certain temperature. (It's a 
digression, but this temperature is incidentally also the same as the date this training facility was 
completed.) 
Since Σ has a specific phenomenon, it's believed that unknown properties are hidden within 
the "Clement Series Chemicals." I will report again if new characteristics are revealed in the 
future.” 
-BIOCVX: Report: Enhanced Anti-Decay Alloy; undated. 
 
Soon he reaches the second floor control room of  
the training facility where Alfred set loose the  
Tyrant. A video is playing on the screen of Alexia,  
now dressed in a purple evening gown and still  
cradling her brother’s body. She is singing  
‘Berceuse’ and Chris wonders who she is. 
 
At the same time, Albert Wesker is down at the  
airport and is watching the same transmission. He  
is angry Alexia is already fully awake and will need  
to head to the South Pole facility immediately. But then he spots Chris on a CCTV feed and 
decides to lay a trap. He turns back to the storage canisters containing the Hunter II 
specimens. He begins to release them and programs the self-seeking surveillance device to 
enable them to track specific targets. These B.O.W.s are sure to keep Chris entertained and 
Wesker chuckles that they can be a small welcoming gift from him. 
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Chris leaves the control room and heads into the small exterior courtyard where Alfred first 
attacked Claire with his sniper rifle. The self-destruct system has caused significant damage 
here and the floor has caved in, revealing a fast-flowing underground river below. The Eagle 
Plate lies on the floor here, but before he can move, the ground crumbles and the plate 
splashes down into the river before being washed away into the blackness below.  
 
He begins to explore the training facility of which a  
surprising amount is still intact despite the self- 
destruct detonation. Several walls have caved in  
and a large fire burns relentlessly through the core  
of the building. Zombies are also still present,  
including former palace aides and guards, some of  
which have had plastic explosives strapped to their  
backs as a trap for any unfortunate survivor who  
might shoot from too close up. Chris rides down to  
the basement and near the bridge with the lion  
relief and underground river, some steps have been  
lowered down, enabling him to get to the next level down and discover the lab where the T078 
had been stored. This place is set up over two floors and contains many reinforced storage 
capsules for various Bandersnatch specimens. They are all frozen and the glass cylinders are 
iced over. One empty tube is larger than the others and is labelled ‘T-078.’ 
 
From here, he is able to get to the turn table  
platform which is now broken. The floor has  
partially collapsed down here and nearby is a  
small laboratory that has suffered extensive  
damage and is the source of the t-Virus leak  
across the island. He has to pass through a now  
inactive decontamination room and a locker full  
of anti-bacterial clothing to get inside and he  
notices a ventilation shaft on the wall has been  
crushed. Inside are various freezers for viral  
storage and he is able to use the chemical storage  
key to unlock the main refrigeration unit. He sets the temperature to the setting of 12.8 degrees 
and is able to retrieve the Clement Σ which changes colour from green to blue.  
 
Moving back outside on the turn table, he finds an old door knob on the floor and is spotted 
by the surveillance device which emits an alarm that draws any nearby Hunter II to his 
location. These beasts are powerful and more formidable than the Hunter Alphas he fought 
back at the mansion and he barely manages to escape. He has to move with extreme caution as 
the surveillance drone moves from room to room and scans for identifiable targets. Anything 
confirmed will immediately send Hunters to that area. 
 
He is able to attach the knob to the door outside the now ruined bio-experiment room and this 
gives access to another section of the upper balcony in the motor pool where he is able to 
retrieve a small model tank which fits into place on the training facility diorama in the display 
room on the first floor. Once this is in place, a painting slides back to reveal a hidden 
compartment. The turn table key is kept here alongside a secret note written by Alfred 
explaining that the underground passage leading to the mansion where he and Alexia live had 
been badly damaged. He also makes mention of an underground waterway and how he 
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planned to make the prisoners construct a new bridge. Once the bridge was complete, he 
would kill everyone involved in its construction and seal the mansion door at the end of the 
waterway. The waterway entrance is locked via a diorama trick, which is where he stands right 
now. He needs three ‘proofs’ to proceed which will deactivate a laser security grid blocking the 
switch that will open up the hidden waterway entrance. 
 
Moving to search around once again, Chris  
returns to the basement lab where he has an  
unexpected reunion with his former S.T.A.R.S.  
commander. His blood runs cold upon hearing  
a familiar chuckle and he turns around to be  
confronted by a ghost from his past as Albert  
Wesker stands before him, dressed in black  
military attire and seemingly in the picture of  
health. Wesker grins coldly at Chris, his eyes  
concealed as ever behind black sunglasses.  
Chris can barely believe it and asks why he is here. Wesker calmly responds that he came for 
Alexia Ashford. The organisation he works for has tasked him with capturing her. Putting the 
pieces together, Chris suddenly realises it was Wesker that attacked the island, which means he 
also attacked his sister. He tries to raise his weapon but Wesker reacts with astonishing speed 
and slams into him with such force that Chris is propelled across the room and smacks off the 
back wall. Before he can recover, Wesker calmly shoots across the entire length of the room in 
a fraction of a second and uses inhuman strength to grab Chris by the neck and hoist him up 
into the air. Wesker reveals Chris has no idea just how much he despises him. Chris destroyed 
his carefully laid out plans so now he’s sold his soul to a new organisation. Chris can die now. 
But despite his air supply being slowly cut off, Chris struggles enough to punch Wesker to the 
face, knocking his sunglasses off and revealing his piercing cat-like eyes. Unperturbed, Wesker 
reveals a secret and says he’s figured out Claire is now in the Antarctic, with Alexia. It’s too bad 
he won’t get the chance to see her again. He laughs and begins to squeeze Chris’s neck only to 
be interrupted when another live transmission from Alexia comes through on a nearby 
monitor. She cackles at them both before disappearing once again, seemingly appearing only to 
taunt the two men. The ploy seems to work and a shocked Wesker tosses Chris aside with 
ease, watching as he smacks off a storage capsule and lands in a heap on the floor, coughing, 
spluttering and gasping for breath. Wesker leaves just as a Bandersnatch is released and Chris 
recovers just in time to retrieve his weapon and shoot it dead. 
 
He presses on, reaching the turn table room once  
again but Wesker is nowhere to be seen. The  
room is sparkling and crackling from various  
electrical malfunctions but the two Hunters that  
were here earlier are also gone. Relieved, Chris  
uses the turn table key to activate the lift and ride  
up to the surface level, using a large hole in one of  
the destroyed walls to make it to the front  
entrance of the training facility. The Ashford  
manor and palace have been completely  
destroyed by the self-destruct explosion, but the underground airport is still intact and he is 
able to get down there via the cargo elevator that leads to the storage warehouse and crane. 
This place is full of zombified H.C.F. members, still wearing their tactical gear and night vision 
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goggles. The underground airport is completely undamaged and he is able to recover the three 
proofs from the control device where the C10 cargo plane was docked. 
 
Wesker meanwhile has gathered what remains of his squad and leaves Rockfort Island via 
submarine, commandeering the one used to reach the underground airport. Their destination 
is the South Pole base in Antarctica where he intends to incapacitate and capture Alexa 
Ashford. The only t-Veronica virus in existence is now in her bloodstream and he must recover 
it for the rival company at all costs. 
 
With the Army, Navy and Air Force Proof now in  
his possession, Chris returns to the ruined  
Military Training Facility, narrowly avoiding two  
poisonous ‘Sweeper’ Hunters patrolling the main  
yard outside. Fires burn in the main reception  
area and the wall has caved in completely, but he  
is able to bypass it by moving through the admin  
office and through another hole in the wall. From  
here he is able to get down to the basement and  
restart the ventilation system to disperse the  
poison gas that now floods this area. Exploring  
further he soon comes across the workshop and is able to modify his Glock 17 to make it more 
effective. Amongst the chemicals used to clean the weapon parts is Clement α. Mixing this 
together with Clement Σ creates the Clement Mixture; an enhanced chemical capable of 
dissolving the enhanced Diploid metal alloy. 
 
Still avoiding the zombies and the surveillance  
drone for the Hunters, Chris eventually makes it  
back unscathed to the diorama room where he  
slots all three proofs into place to deactivate the  
laser security system. This allows him access to a  
lever that causes the training facility model to  
slide to one side and reveal a ladder leading  
down to the underground water way. The ladder  
takes him down into a darkened corridor with  
damp, lichen-covered walls and rusted pipework.  
Several Black Windows inhabit this darkened  
space and he also finds the old, sealed door that led to the original passage up to the manor on 
the hill. Further on he crosses a small, iron bridge overlooking the underground river before 
another ladder takes him even further underground. Down here is a large but shallow water 
pool, inhabited by the now adult Albinoid. It swims around the pool, paying no heed to Chris, 
every so often discharging a burst of electricity, which is amplified in the water. Unfortunately 
for Chris, the eagle plate lays at the bottom of the pool. He waits for the Albinoid to swim away 
and times its electrical discharge before quickly dropping into the pool and scooping up the 
plate. Luckily he is able to get back out before he is fried. 
 
Backtracking, Chris makes it all the way back to the hangar and uses the clement mixture to 
melt away the Diploid-made eagle plate to leave only the golden halberd behind. Placing it into 
the slot, the hangar door unlocks and he is granted access. Inside is the second of Alfred’s 
harrier jets, this one also decorated with the Ashford family sigil. Quickly, he climbs aboard 
and makes all the checks for take-off. With seasoned skill, he lifts the harrier up into the night 
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sky where the large orb of the moon shines brightly and heads off across the ocean and towards 
Antarctica.  
 
Alexia Ashford imprisons Steve in the coliseum prison area. She is preparing to inject him with 
the t-Alexia strain synthesised from a sample of her own blood. 
 
She also recovers Alexander’s corpse and hangs him from a hook and crane in the main 
factory, his body submerged in the rapidly freezing flood water. 
 
Wesker and his men arrive at the base by submarine and dock at the underground channel on 
B6 level. They split up and begin their search for Alexia. 
 
Chris soon arrives at the South Pole and homes  
in on the Umbrella transport terminal. A  
blizzard is blowing down below and a slow  
circle of the complex reveals no visible activity  
on the outside. The landing lights of the hangar  
are activated and the roof is open ready for him  
to hover above and gently lower the jet inside.  
Once he has landed, the roof overhead closes  
and an automated platform and ladder slides  
over to his location so he can disembark. Also  
here is Alfred’s jet and he passes by an  
emergency evacuation elevator that is currently inactive. Moving through the next door takes 
him out into the main observatory atrium. He immediately spots the wreckage of the cargo 
plane that has smashed through the wall but before he can investigate he is stopped in his 
tracks by the tentacles of the Alexia-Pod that have broken through the concrete walls. The 
thick, plant-like tendrils only attack when he gets too close and several shots to their hide 
causes them to soon retreat out of sight and let him pass. A large hole in the roof has exposed 
the observatory to the elements and snowflakes drift down as he passes beneath the buckled 
nose of the plane. No one is on board. 
 
A quick check of the main floor reveals the  
flooded water has now frozen over, with the  
sorting machine and downstairs rooms now  
completely encased in ice. The worker’s  
dormitory is also empty so Chris heads  
downstairs to B2 where the moth’s nest is still  
present. Alexander’s office is also still empty but  
he notices a halberd slot on the wall and puts his  
own into place. This unlocks a cupboard door  
and inside is the diary of Alfred Ashford and a  
curious looking paperweight with numerous different symbols. The diary goes back to 1983 
and talks of a secret door in the mansion replica hall. Three jewels symbolising proof of 
Ashford family membership are required to open the trick lock and the young Alfred writes 
about how desperate he was to get inside. Later entries show he was successful and discovered 
a horrible secret about the birth of his sister and himself that made him suddenly despise his 
own father to the point where they actually captured and used him as a test subject. When that 
failed Alexia wanted to test the virus on herself but calculated she would need to spend 15 
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years in cryogenic suspension for her body to be able to adapt and cope with the t-Veronica 
Virus. 
 
Because of the ice, the door to the factory will not open so he returns upstairs to the upper 
factory floor. Chris is able to step onto the ice and reach a door on the other side of the ruined 
gantry, meaning he can now access areas Claire and Steve could not get to. Alexander’s corpse 
is visible just under the surface of the ice, as is the moving form of an unusually large arachnid. 
The crane controls are in a small booth on the other side of the frozen walls, but he will need 
to find the crane key to get it working. Moving round the walkway with the buckled handholds, 
he can see large patches of ice are beginning to form on the frozen walls.  
 
The door to the upper mining room is accessible  
but inside the lower level has completely frozen  
over and several zombies have become encased  
in the ice. The chasm and the cage used to hold  
the drilling vehicle in place are completely  
covered, but he is still able to walk across and  
recover the octo-valve handle from the  
emergency gas shut off. Suddenly, there is a  
sickening cracking sound as the zombies around  
him begin to slumber and prise themselves up  
off the frozen surface, their clothes and skin tearing and ripping with the effort. Chris makes a 
quick exit and returns to the upper factory floor. 
 
He crosses over the ice and onto the other side of  
the broken gantry, stepping through the only door  
leading into a corridor where another Hunter  
surveillance drone moves along the ceiling. With  
a sudden chill, Chris realises that Wesker is also  
here. Avoiding its gaze he steps into the nearest  
door and into a small control room. Everything is  
powered down and the instrument panels don’t  
look like they have been used in a while. There is  
a large water tank in here and a fresh blood stain  
running down the wall. The water in the tank can  
be drained either to clean the tank or change the water, but he will need a square-shaped valve 
handle to do so. Peering into the depths, there appears to be something at the bottom of the 
pool. Also in this room is a small transport elevator leading down to the armoury. But large 
parts of it are still on fire due to the explosives detonation from earlier. He will need a fire 
extinguisher to beat back the flames. 
 
Moving back outside to the corridor, he avoids the surveillance drone and makes it to an 
elevator which takes him down to B5 level. Down here it is very dark and the whole place is 
devoid of power. He can hear the talons of an approaching Hunter in the darkness and just 
manages to bring his shotgun to bear in time to blast back the poisonous swipe of a Sweeper. 
Two shots later and it is a bleeding, twitching mess on the floor. The scene around him is 
surreal. He is in a room with no windows, yet the walls have been decorated to depict an 
exterior sky with clouds. There is also a garden complete with water features, greenery and a 
small carousel with his and hers toy ponies. Also visible in the gloom are the front double 
doors to a ‘house’. Around the garden he finds two ‘winged objects’ that could be useful. 
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Chris cautiously moves inside the house and is instantly hit by déjà vu as he finds himself in a 
main hall strikingly similar in design and décor to the very same room in the Arklay Mansion. 
A pristine tiled floor and red carpet stretches up the magnificent staircase before him and to his 
right are a set of double doors that should have led to the reception room. However, this time 
the doors are locked and a biohazard symbol is carved by the key hole. Up the stairs is a 
portrait of the Ashford twins sat alongside their father. There are holes on Alfred’s finger, 
Alexander’s ear and Alexia’s bosom and he realises this is the secret door Alfred referred to in 
his diary. An exploration of the upper balustrade reveals just one door but it is locked. 
Something is definitely amiss here and the vibe is creepy. There are no paintings or 
decorations on the walls and the gas torches flicker ominous shadows everywhere. 
 
He returns downstairs and checks behind the stairs,  
only to come face to face with Claire who is  
unconscious and encased against the wall in some  
kind of cocoon. Quickly, Chris uses his combat  
knife to cut her free and she soon comes to and is  
overjoyed to see him. She has missed him so much  
and he says they need to leave, but Claire stresses  
they cannot go without Steve. She explains he is a  
boy who helped her escape Rockfort but they got  
separated. Chris muses he must still be somewhere  
in this base but suddenly Claire comes across all funny and realises she has been poisoned. 
Quickly, Chris sets her down and promises he will be right back with some serum. 
 
Moving back outside the mansion hall replica,  
another door takes him into a frozen corridor  
with dry ice being pumped in through the  
ventilation system. A door marked  
‘Danger: High Voltage’ takes him into a small  
power room where he is able to use the valve  
handle to reconnect the electricity device and  
reboot the power. Immediately all the lights  
come on and he can see much better. Back  
out in the now well-lit corridor, he is forced to  
take out a group of tightly packed together  
zombies before an electronic door takes him into what is a replica of the Arklay mansion 
reception room. Although the décor is slightly different, the overall style is the same and a 
goddess statue of a woman drawing water is present, as are several paintings on the wall. The 
double doors with the biohazard symbol are still locked but these will lead back into the main 
hall replica. 
 
The similarities to the old mansion end when he moves through the next doorway. What 
should have been a dusty old storage space for old trinkets is now a bare, red corridor with 
several biohazard suits hanging up on the wall. Another door is here as well as a tiger statue 
with red and blue jewels for its eyes. Taking the blue jewel causes the tiger to spin round and 
reveal an attachment for the valve handle that will make it square-shaped. Taking the red jewel 
reveals some ammunition.  
 
The opposite door is an elevator which decontaminates then takes him back up to the first 
floor of the airport section of the base. He emerges into another large circular atrium 
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dominated by a huge ant’s nest that must be 50 feet tall. Large, oversized ants crawl all over the 
walls and floor and nearby Chris finds another dragonfly wing object. There are two rooms to 
explore in here, one to the left and one to the right. 
 
The door on the left takes him into a small  
study with a writing desk, an oil lamp and a  
bookcase. A beautiful portrait of Veronica  
Ashford is on the wall and Chris uses his  
lighter to ignite the oil lamp to offer up more  
illumination. Two zombies lurk in the  
shadows and he takes them out with precision  
marksmanship before moving over to search  
the desk. He finds an interesting research  
report written by Alexia detailing her  
experiments on ants stemming from the  
remains of an ancient virus she found within the genes of one of the queens, and that their 
ecosystem is a perfect symbiotic harmony of worker and soldiers slaving over one ruler. Should 
the queen die, the ant hill will perish and this is how Alexia sees herself and the other ignorant 
masses of humanity. She has injected the queen ant’s gene into the Progenitor Virus to create 
the t-Veronica. Alexander Ashford was the first test subject but the virus rapidly changed his 
cells, destroying his intelligence and body flesh. He also secreted a strange poison which she 
had to create a special antidote for. The report mentions the antidote is stored inside the 
weapon/chemical warehouse on B2 level and Chris realises this is what he needs to help Claire.  
 
Another doorway in here leads to a small lab where a large control panel was once hooked up 
to a supercomputer. There are two large specimen tubes nearby. One is empty and the other 
contains an ant hill with a queen ant. Closer inspection reveals the queen has died and the ant 
hill has perished as a result. Opposite is an examination table with a powerful electron 
microscope. 
 
Chris moves back outside to the main atrium  
and squashes several ants under his boots as  
he moves to investigate the door on the other  
side, stopping when he spots several large fresh  
blood-splatters on the wall. The automated  
door opens up to reveal Alexia’s hibernation  
chamber. Amongst all the control stations and  
instrument panels, a large monitor depicts  
nothing but static and left behind on the desk  
is another virus research report explaining  
Alexia’s later work on t-Veronica. By this point  
she has injected the virus into her own body and will enter a frozen 15-year sleep where her 
bodily functions will be slowed down enough for her to adapt to the virus and not become 
overwhelmed by it. During this time she writes how she would be completely helpless and have 
no choice but to trust her safety to her loyal but inept brother. Alexia calculates that by the time 
she will awaken, she will be the new ant queen and t-Veronica will be unleashed upon the 
world, meaning every last creature will exist to serve only her.  
 
On a raised platform nearby are more bloodstains near a strange device that looks like it 
protrudes up from beneath the floor. A blood-splattered instrument panel nearby has a small 
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message written on it: ‘As twins, Alexia and I are two sides of a coin.’ Some strange symbols are 
portrayed and Chris realise they relate to the paperweight he picked up earlier. Using this 
object, he is able to input the correct code which opens up a small slot for him to place the 
paperweight into. This triggers a release activation and causes Alexia’s cryo-stasis pod to rise up 
from the floor. Inside is the dead body of Alfred and Chris stands back aghast as the chamber 
opens and his body tumbles out onto the floor. He is wearing a ring with a blue jewel and Chris 
is able to remove it. Now he needs just two more Ashford family jewels to open up the hidden 
door in the mansion hall. 
 
He retraces his steps all the way back to B1 level,  
avoiding Wesker’s search drones and uses the  
square attachment on the valve handle to drain  
the water from the tank. This enables him to  
climb down and retrieve the crane key from the  
bottom. Suddenly, the glass smashes as a  
Sweeper comes flying inside. Staggering back,  
Chris blasts the Hunter back with the shotgun  
and quickly finishes it off before it has a chance  
to recover. Stepping over the shards of broken  
glass, he quickly rides the elevator down to the  
armoury and chemical storage where he identified the serum on one of the shelves. He also 
uses a fire extinguisher to put the flames out and finds the crate from the sorter that caused the 
initial explosion is holding a magnum revolver. The heat sensitive explosive left by Claire is 
also still in place and he uses his lighter to detonate it, revealing a cupboard full of ammunition. 
 
Fully stocked, Chris returns to the upper floor  
of the main warehouse where he is able to use  
the crane key to activate the winch and extract  
Alexander Ashford’s body from the ice. The  
cracking sound is sickening, but soon the body  
rises upwards, exposing a pool of freezing cold  
water underneath. Alexander, now lifeless, is  
still in his straightjacket with his hands bound  
and a blindfold covering his eyes. Chris is  
aghast that his own children could have done  
this to him. The crane slides to one side only  
to reveal Alexia standing on the opposite side of the room. She taunts Chris by citing 
Alexander as an example of how she gets rid of insignificant bugs and remarks how the spider 
always asks the fly how it will wish to die. She cackles maliciously but soon her form is 
obscured by the large arachnid that is now free of the ice. It is a Black Widow; albeit 
secondarily infected which has caused it to grow even larger. Its huge bulk latches onto and 
destroys the control booth, forcing Chris to dive for cover. Alexia disappears and Chris avoids 
the rampaging spider as it scuttles along the wall and ceiling, attacking with its fangs and spitting 
its poisonous venom. Chris skids onto the ice, and avoids the water pool to get close enough to 
Alexander and recover his green earring. The gem can be detached to provide the second 
Ashford proof. Only one more to go. Quickly, he decides against fighting the giant Black 
Window and darts for the door, intending to return to Claire as fast as he can. 
 
He makes his way back down to B5 level, where the reactivated power has illuminated the fake 
garden and powered up the carousel. Inside the main hall Claire still lays slumped by the stairs 
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and Chris administers the serum. A few moments later she begins to come round, the antidote 
having an immediate effect. She thanks him for saving her, just like a typical big brother 
looking out for his little sister.  
 
Suddenly, they are interrupted by Alexia who is  
standing over them on the upper floor landing,  
giggling incessantly once again. Chris is wary of her  
but Claire is more shocked there is actually a real  
Alexia. She taunts them both, saying it is almost  
time and labels them as genetically inferior siblings.  
She leaves via the door and Chris suggests they  
chase after her as she might know where Steve is.  
Together, they run up the stairs towards the upper  
floor only for the writhing tentacle of the Alexia- 
Pod to punch a hole through the wall and attack. It devastates the balcony, causing the whole 
balustrade to collapse, leaving Chris in a heap on the floor with a twisted knee. The tentacle 
soon retreats and Claire looks back down at her brother, knowing there is no way for her to get 
to him. They suddenly hear Steve scream and he urges her to keep going, she needs to find 
him and Chris assures her that he will be fine on his own. Reluctantly, she moves on by herself. 
 
The only door takes her into a small sitting  
room where two candlesticks above a  
mantelpiece cast a flickering radiance across  
the room. The Ashford coat of arms is  
draped down the pock-marked patterned  
wallpaper and there are potted plants either  
side of a dresser. A bookcase on the opposite  
side can be shifted to reveal some hooks on  
the wall behind and a small coffee table holds  
some dusty-looking old books and an ash tray.  
A door on the opposite side reveals a small  
corridor with a beige carpet and several glass display cabinets containing decorative plates and 
other ornaments. Many grand painting line the walls but they are soon broken when more 
Alexia Pod tentacles smash their way through. Claire is forced to shoot them back, watching 
green internal fluids spill onto the floor before they writhe and bid a hasty retreat. She passes 
one door which is locked from the other side before the passage forks round and she heads 
out the other side. 
 
She emerges into a dimly lit prison area with several cells containing zombies that suddenly 
spring up excitedly and begin banging on the bars. Antique weapons and even a canon are on 
display. On the floor nearby is a security file written by Alexander Ashford explaining how he 
has installed a self-destruct device in the facility and used Veronica as the activation password. 
Claire also finds a key card to gain access to the coliseum prison where Steve is being held. 
 
Inside the coliseum, she uses the keycard to raise the security gate before proceeding down an 
ominous-looking tunnel with stone walls and suits of armour on either side. At the back she 
finds Steve, tied with restraints and held in place by the same battle axe that restricted 
Alexander. He is semi-conscious when she gets to him, only coming round when he recognises 
her voice. She hits the button to release his bonds but they cannot move the battle-axe which is 
fully wedged into the wall. He cannot get free. Claire asks who did this to him and Steve says it 
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was the crazy woman Alexia. She told him she was going to perform the same experiment on 
him that she tried on her own father. She’s completely insane. 
 
Suddenly, he begins to panic as the virus takes over,  
his brain cells quickly eroding as they fail to adapt  
to the virus. He has problem breathing and begs  
Claire for help before powerful mutations suddenly  
begin to occur. His body mass begins to swell  
before his skin rips and turns a dull green pigment  
thanks to the chloroplasts within t-Veronica. His  
spine curves and becomes hunched as several large  
spines protrude out of his upper body. Increased  
strength means he can rip the axe from the wall and  
soon all inner reason and sense of self is lost, meaning he will attack any target with no sense of 
friend or foe. Claire cannot take in what she is seeing and turns to run as Steve suddenly runs at 
her, blindly swinging the axe and smashing up the suits of armour aligning the walls. His escape 
causes the security gate to automatically shut and Claire desperately rolls underneath just in 
time, leaving Steve trapped on the other side where he begins to hammer the axe into the metal 
bars in frustration. She collapses by the wall, her whole body shaking with fear and yet at the 
same time overcome with emotion and distress. 
 
Suddenly, the main tentacle from the Alexia-Pod punches a hole through the wall and at 
Alexia’s command, knocks Claire to the floor before coiling around and holding her in place 
for Monster Steve to finish off. Steve soon finishes smashing his way through the bars and 
Claire screams, knowing she is helpless to prevent the killing blow. But miraculously, Steve 
hesitates just as he brings the axe down, stopping at the final moment as some part of his 
humanity fights back against the virus within him. He calls Claire’s name, his voice now barely 
recognisable before he slams the axe down and severs the Alexia-Pod tentacle in two. Enraged, 
the tentacle slams into Steve with such force it ruptures every one of his internal organs before 
retreating back through the hole in the wall. Mortally wounded, Steve begins to revert back to 
his more human self, although his body is broken and his flesh is still covered in plant-like 
lesions. Claire tries to reassure him that they will both get out of here and that her brother has 
come to rescue them both. Steve struggles to get his words out but is happy that her brother 
kept his promise, even though he now cannot. He cannot move and simply says he is glad he 
met her and that in the brief time they’ve had together, knows he loves her. Steve then closes 
his eyes and stops breathing, and Claire bursts into tears in an outpouring of grief and emotion. 
 
Meanwhile, back in the mansion replica hall,  
Chris hides behind one of the marble pillars  
and peers out as Wesker arrives to confront  
Alexia on the main staircase. Again she is  
laughing at the inferior being stood before her,  
but Wesker is not intimidated and is pleased to  
have finally found her. He tells her straight that  
he knows she is responsible for the creation of  
the t-Veronica Virus and that the only existing  
sample is in her body. He wants it, now. But  
Alexia retorts that he is not worthy of its power 
and begins to calmly walk towards him with a look of pure evil on her face. Before Wesker’s  
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very eyes, Alexia unleashes the full power of t-Veronica and her body temperature begins to 
rise and her blood boil. Her skin combusts into flame and burns away her clothes, causing her 
jewel-encrusted choker to fall to the floor. A hard, plant-like growth forms into place around 
the left side of her face and body, fusing with her skin and acting as a shield and extra layer of 
protection. Awestruck, Wesker takes a step back  
and she backhands him across the jaw, knocking  
him back down the stairs. She jumps at him but  
he dives out of the way, defiantly demanding that  
she will be coming with him. Unperturbed,  
Alexia’s blood combusts when it reacts with  
oxygen and she flails it at Wesker, the droplets  
of red crimson immediately erupting into flame.  
Using his super speed, Wesker is able to run  
across the room and propel himself off the wall,  
landing a devastating punch across Alexia’s face. She staggers back but appears unharmed and 
Wesker quickly douses the flames across his own clothes. Alexia then flings more of her 
flammable blood and this time Chris is inadvertently in the line of fire and has to dive clear, 
exposing himself to Wesker. Wesker immediately tries to go for him but they are separated by 
more of Alexia’s fire. Smirking, Wesker decides that because Chris was one of his best men, 
he’s happy to let him handle this little situation. Quick as a flash, Wesker disappears through 
the main doors before Alexia can reach him. Chris tries to escape up the stairs but she attacks 
again, forcing him to roll back down and confront her. He quickly dodges her flame attacks 
and pulls out his recently acquired Colt Python, emptying the entire six bullets into her hide. 
Alexia takes all the blows without any attempt to dodge or deflect them before staggering back 
and falling to the floor. Wary after such a surprisingly easy victory, Chris quickly retrieves her 
fallen choker from the floor and removes the red jewel. He heads up the stairs and slots all 
three jewels into place on the family portrait. This causes a mechanism to retract the painting 
down to the floor and reveal a hidden door. Chris steps through and no sooner has he gone, 
Alexia rises up off the floor… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chris now finds himself in a corridor with a red-patterned carpet and white-panelled walls. 
Several zombies are present and he is forced to take them all out before heading through the 
nearest door on his right hand side. This takes him into a small laboratory full of old 
equipment and technology from the 1970s and 1980s. Left behind is a binder containing a 
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report on the Code: Veronica Project. Following years of research, Alexander Ashford had 
finally identified the inheritance element that determined the intelligence of man. By artificially 
recomposing the base alignment and manipulating the absolute value of intelligence artificially, 
he injected it into the unfertilised egg of a surrogate mother alongside genes taken from 
Veronica Ashford’s mummified corpse. The result was the birth of Alfred and Alexia, though 
as it turns out Alfred was nothing more than an unexpected by-product. Alexia was the real 
payoff. She was a classified genius and everything Alexander could have hoped for to revive the 
Ashford family legacy. Putting the report down, a small lift platform rides down to a lower level 
where more control panels and monitoring equipment are connected to two large empty 
specimen capsules and a sterilised chamber. Opening up the chamber reveals another winged 
object, which makes four in all now. 
 
Moving back upstairs, he is able to unlock another door which brings him into the upstairs 
passage where Claire was attacked by the Alexia-Pod tentacles. From here he can get to the 
prison where he hears Claire sobbing on the other side of the coliseum door. It is locked tight 
and he cannot get it open. He asks if she is with Steve and she can barely get her words out. 
Her grief is enough to tell Chris that Steve is gone. They need to get out of this place right now 
and he asks if she can open the door from her side, but she is trapped. All the locks are 
electronic and it’s impossible to get them open. Claire explains the only way to deactivate every 
electronic lock is to activate the self-destruct system and trigger an emergency situation. She 
slides the security file beneath the door so Chris knows where to go and what to do. 
 
He hurries on, passing the emergency activation  
elevator which is currently powered down. Some  
steps round the corner lead to a large mesh  
gantry, underneath which is the huge ant hill he  
passed by earlier. There is a security device here  
to release a Linear Launcher missile system in  
case of a biohazardous outbreak, but both  
switches need to be turned simultaneously by two  
people. Unfortunately the door to the self- 
destruct device is locked and there is a hollow the  
shape of a dragonfly. Quickly, Chris retraces his  
steps back to the hallway through the lab and explores the remaining rooms. There is an old 
study full of crammed bookcases, a coat stand and an antique writing desk. On the wall are 
framed certificates, scientific doctorates and a beautiful portrait of Veronica Ashford sitting 
inside a golden frame. Searching through the desk drawers he finds the sterile room key which 
is etched with a biohazard symbol. 
 
The remaining two rooms are exact replicas of Alfred and Alexia’s bedrooms from the manor 
house back on Rockfort Island, complete with their own personal tastes and gorgeous 
furnishings. However, the blue sapphire is missing from Alfred’s music box and likewise the 
red ruby from Alexia’s. He remembers the jewels inside the tiger eyes and heads back to 
retrieve them. He can use the sterile room key to unlock the door in the mansion hall replica 
before heading to the generator room and shutting off the power. This will enable him to 
retrieve the two jewels from the tiger statue without it activating on itself. Returning to the 
bedrooms, he slots both jewels into place and retrieves the spinning musical plate from Alexia’s 
box and puts it into Alfred’s, this triggers a hidden entrance to open above the main four-poster 
bed and into an attic space. 
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Chris climbs up and is forced to use his lighter to illuminate this darkened space, casting a 
warm glow across fine oak furnishings and wooden floorboards. Many antique trinkets are on 
display down a line before the room opens up to reveal a large meeting table with chairs all  
adjoined with the Ashford sigil. There are  
large portraits of Veronica, Alexander and  
Edward Ashford on the walls although  
Alexander has a large tear through the canvas  
across his face. On the table is the remains of  
an ant hill and resting inside is a dragonfly  
object. This very room is where Alfred and  
Alexia made their video all those years ago  
and Chris connects the four winged objects to  
the body to craft the completed gold dragonfly. 
 
He quickly moves back to the mesh platform beyond the prison and uses the dragonfly object 
to get inside the secure room. Using the security card from Claire’s file, he is able to release the 
self-destruct mechanism and uses the passcode ‘Veronica’ to trigger the system. Immediately a 
five minute countdown begins and every electronic lock within the facility is automatically 
disengaged. 
 
Chris heads back out and bumps into Claire on the mesh platform outside. She is glad he has 
made it and he says they need to get out of here right now. However, the Alexia-Pod tentacle 
suddenly rips a hole through the floor and blocks their escape. They both watch in terror as the 
creature opens its mouth and spits out Alexia, now naked and back in her human form, onto 
the gantry. Once deposited, the tentacle retracts and Alexia begins to mutate into the first form 
she used to attack Wesker earlier. Claire panics but Chris spots the linear launcher and tells 
her to help him release it by turning both release keys simultaneously. They are successful but 
the launcher requires time to charge up and by now Alexia has turned to face them. Chris yells 
at Claire to get going and head straight for the emergency elevator, promising her that he can 
take care of this. There is no time for her to argue but she tells him not to die and leave her 
alone. She runs for the stairs but Alexia blocks her path with a wall of flame. But before she 
can attack Claire, Chris shoots her down, allowing his sister to get away and causing enough 
damage to Alexia to trigger her second mutation. 
 
Immediately her body mass starts to swell and her  
second form begins to display the DNA  
characteristics of the t-Veronica virus. Her upper  
body changes to resemble a queen ant and her  
lower body to that of plant roots that fuse with the  
Alexia Pod directly underneath. She develops a  
giant fallopian tube or oviduct capable of giving  
birth to offspring soldier ants and tentacles. Alexia  
cannot move in this form and uses the ants and  
tentacles to unleash her attacks. Chris immediately  
opens fire with all of his guns, tearing bullets into  
Alexia’s exposed abdomen, all the while dodging the tentacles that try to swat him off his feet. 
At this early stage of virus integration, the larvae she produces are still incomplete and Chris is 
able to dodge them easily enough to cause enough damage to trigger Alexia’s third mutation. 
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With her giant reproductive abdomen destroyed, Alexia breaks off her upper body and uses 
her wings to become a flying insect. Beating her four wings she begins buzzing around in the 
air, still resembling something like an ant crossed with a dragonfly. In this form her natural 
defence instincts kick in and all round durability is increased, meaning Chris’ weapons are 
useless against her. She attacks him by spitting her blood and letting it burst into flame. Her 
face still looks human and is now steeped in sadness. Sensing something is wrong in the hive, 
all the ants below begin amassing, climbing up the walls and scurrying up to protect their 
queen. Suddenly, the linear launcher completes its charging process and is now ready for use. 
Chris dives for the weapon, takes steady aim and immediately fires up and strikes the flying 
Alexia with precision aim. The all-powerful high energy charge completely obliterates her, 
raining down chunks of blood and flesh all across the gantry. Wasting no time, Chris drops the 
weapon and sprints for the stairs as giant bursts of flame begin to erupt all around the room. 
 
When he gets to the bottom near the emergency elevator he spots Claire at the opposite end of 
the passage and is horrified to see that Wesker has captured her. He shoves her though a hole 
in the wall and goads Chris to follow. 
 
Chris sprints after them and finds himself in a utility  
corridor full of zombies. He brushes past them all  
and sprints through some double doors to emerge  
in an underground submarine dock built inside a  
large, natural cavern. Wesker is waiting for him and  
still has hold of Claire. He congratulates Chris’s  
efforts on defeating the Ashford’s, citing that it turns  
out that Alexia’s work wasn’t much of anything after  
all. Now the only thing left is revenge. Chris appeals  
to him to let his sister go, suggesting the fight is  
between them, not her. Wesker ponders a moment before shoving Claire away. He cracks his 
knuckles and declares that today has been a good day. He may have come for Alexia, but 
killing Chris will be even better. Chris confirms that Alexia is dead but Wesker is unconcerned 
as now has Steve to work with. Inside his body are traces of the t-Alexia strain virus and he 
should make for a good specimen. He taunts Claire by saying there may even be a possibility of 
resurrection and Steve could one day come back alive to see her again. She is livid and 
demands he not touch him, but Wesker coldly informs her that his men have already 
recovered his body. Chris tells his sister to go for the emergency exit and as a surviving member 
of S.T.A.R.S., he has to remain behind to finish this. Claire reminds him of his promise to her 
and quickly runs for the door. 
 
Chris turns back to Wesker and promises he will end this once and for all in honour of all his 
fallen S.T.A.R.S. team members. Wesker takes off his shades to reveal his cat-like eyes and 
admits he doesn’t know where Chris gets his confidence from. He begins to circle like a shark 
but Chris makes the first move by lashing out with a metal bar. It has little effect on Wesker 
and when he blocks the second blow with his arm, the steel actually bends. One kick is enough 
to pummel Chris to the floor and leave him winded. Wesker mocks as the whole cavern begins 
to shake around them. 
 
Meanwhile, with the emergency alarm still blazing all around her, Claire makes it back to the 
hangar and climbs on board the harrier jet. Anxiously she keeps watch on the emergency 
elevator, praying her brother will arrive soon. 
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Back in the cavern, Wesker continues to give Chris a thorough beating, leaving him with a 
bloodied nose. Wesker admits he may no longer be human but the power he has gained is 
simply magnificent. Another devastating upper cut leaves Chris in a mess on the floor, but 
amidst all the construction materials in the hangar, he notices crane load of girders wrapped in 
chains suspended in the air high above them. If he can get Wesker beneath them it might be 
his only chance to get out of this alive. After showcasing more of his new found abilities, 
Wesker launches himself into the air for the killing blow but Chris anticipates the move and 
dives out of the way just as Wesker’s fist punches a hole into the ground. Quickly, Chris jumps 
for the release lever and Wesker just has time to look up before he is buried beneath a host of 
falling steel girders. Relieved, Chris gasps for breath and leans against the wall as more distant 
explosions rumble off across the facility. 
 
Suddenly, the girders are pushed to one side and  
Wesker emerges once again, leaving Chris  
gasping in disbelief. Wesker smiles, before  
stumbling somewhat, showing that he can be  
weakened at least. He acknowledges a valiant  
effort by Chris who slowly gets up to face his  
nemesis once again. Suddenly, a gas explosion  
ruptures a nearby pipe and blows them both  
back with Wesker taking a gout of flame to the  
face and leaving him horrifically burned. The  
pipework collapses and soon both men are separated by a wall of fire. Wesker says today is 
Chris’s lucky day and next time they meet not to count on another. He begins to laugh once 
more, promising their dual is only on hold until they meet once again. With time running out, 
Chris makes a quick exit, leaving Wesker laughing amongst the flames. 
 
Numerous explosions rattle around the base and the main ant hill and Alexia-Pod begin to 
collapse, the numerous queen-less ants scurrying around and burning to death. Down in the 
hangar, Claire anxiously waits for news of her brother until moments later the emergency 
elevator doors open and he dives out just as a fiery  
backdraft of flame shoots out behind him. He lands  
on the nose of the plane and makes her laugh when  
he says he always keeps his promises. He quickly  
climbs on board and fires up the engine, rising the  
plane into the air and taking off, leaving the base far  
behind. 
 
Wesker retreats back to the submarine and leaves  
the base. 
 
As they fly away across the Antarctic, Claire asks Chris to promise him once more that he 
won’t ever leave her alone again. But he apologises and says this isn’t over yet. There is still one 
thing they have to do and that is to destroy Umbrella once and for all. Seconds later, the whole 
South Pole facility detonates behind them. But although the explosion is colossal, it does not 
destroy the base completely and significant remnants remain intact. 
 
On the flight back, Claire falls into a deep sleep from exhaustion after her ordeal. She soon 
begins to dream and relives events from the island in her mind, albeit with some significant 
differences. 
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The events of RESIDENT EVIL SURVIVOR 2: CODE VERONICA begin. 
 
Claire suddenly wakes up in a cold sweat to find she is still in the back of the V-TOL with 
Chris sat in front of her. She just had a terrible nightmare about what happened on the island 
and what became of Steve. She even imagines horrors she never encountered in Raccoon City. 
 
“I seem to have fallen asleep in spite of myself. The sound of the turbo engine of the V-Tol has 
woken me up. I was dreaming. No. I was having a terrible nightmare. I'm drenched in sweat, 
and my heart is thumping in my throat. The dream is fading away rapidly, just like a dream 
always does. Then only the memory of fear and deep sorrow remain. To my surprise, I seem 
to have been crying. In the cockpit, Steve is controlling the plane. The nightmare has gone far 
behind. What do I have to fear? What should I be sad? We're safe, for we got away from the 
cause of so much fear and sorrow. The island... I can see the warm sunlight coming into the 
cockpit, as if it erases the darkness. There are dolphins jumping on the surface of the sea 
below. However, the fragments of the nightmare never leave my mind. The scenes I dreamed 
of are surfacing one by one. I was dreaming of the island... 
I was fighting just like I did a while ago, just like I did together with Steve. But the dream was 
about to unfold in a different way, in the worst way. My farewell to Steve... That is a reality that 
could've happened... if anything had gone wrong... But it didn't. We won this future. We have 
escaped from the island of death. It's time I forgot the nightmare. It's time I talked with Steve. 
The sky is bright with sunlight. 
It's becoming brighter and brighter. I wonder why he doesn't turn around? Now it's too bright, 
as if I'm in a white blanket of fog. 
Was it just a dream? I don't know... I'm in a white blanket. 
I wonder why he doesn't turn around. Is what I believe to be reality real? The steady sound of 
the engine of the V-Tol has become louder and louder like the noise from a swinging axe, and 
I realize that I'm waking up.” 
-REGS2: Monologue of Claire; 28/12/98. 
 
LATE DECEMBER 1998 
Upon her safe return to the U.S., Claire decides  
to put her experiences of Raccoon City and  
Rockfort Island to good use by joining  
TerraSave. She will campaign for victims of  
bioterrorism and help expose the illegal  
malpractice of large corporations. 
 
The U.S. Government begin an investigation into the Rockfort Island incident in a bid to 
gather more evidence against Umbrella for the forthcoming Raccoon Trials. The National 
Security Agency intercept a highly confidential and encrypted e-mail initially sent during the 
midst of the incident. It was found using a signals intelligence collection and analysis network 
known as ECHELON; a system originally developed to monitor military and diplomatic 
communications of the Soviet Union and its Eastern Bloc allies during the Cold War in the 
early 1960s. Using a search parameter of 'Alexia' this e-mail is stripped from the network and 
decrypted. The identity of the sender and recipient are code named and is actually an e-mail 
sent by Albert Wesker back to the rival company. Although no one in the NSA knows what 
this means, its relevance in the disaster is thought to be high. 
 
"From: Red Eyes [SMTP:xxxx@xxxx.ne.xx] 
Sent: Thursday, December 28, 1998 0:59 AM 
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To: Golden Sheep 
Subject: Encounter with t-Veronica 
Report: 
During the operation on Rockfort Island, we had an encounter with a t-Veronica infected 
individual. 
It is likely the Umbrella of Death concealed t-Veronica on the island. As a result of the third 
level biohazard due to our sabotage operation, we have seized 90% of the island's facilities and 
systems. There is no longer any organized resistance. The infected individual closely resembles 
Alexia, daughter of the Ashford family. 
We encountered them yesterday at 22:40 in the underground laboratory and conducted a 
close-range battle with one agent platoon and two Enhanced Hunter platoons, but they were 
completely annihilated in the battle within about three minutes. 
Though an observation, it possessed extreme adaptive transformation ability with unimaginable 
potential against external assault factors, such as immediately transforming its exoskeleton in 
reaction to bullets. Furthermore, given environmental changes and threats to its life, I can easily 
imagine it carrying out further adaptive evolution. 
The infected individual's blood possessed a property to ignite when it came into contact with 
air, and the blood dispersal attack it used far exceeded the capability of flamethrowers and 
could instantly form a field of hell-fire 
The probability of my squad's return is close to zero. We are pursuing the infected individual 
as it is formidable with unmatched intellectual human cerebration and increased offensive 
capabilities. 
-BIOGS2: An E-Mail to an Acquaintance; originally dated 28/12/98. 
 
In the aftermath of the incident, Umbrella, the U.S. Government and other key players across 
the globe are now aware that Albert Wesker is still alive. Derek Simmons takes steps to raise 
security around Sherry Birkin, suggesting she may be at risk from Wesker and the rival 
company. 
 
1999 
UNDATED EVENTS 
Claire has correspondence with Leon and provides information about the Ashford Family and 
the t-Veronica Virus. This will stand him in good stead for future events and he is able to 
update U.S. Government’s records on Umbrella. 
 
The new Umbrella facility hidden beneath the ruins on Sonido de Tortuga Island is finally 
completed and goes online. With the fall of Raccoon City, this facility will become vitally 
important for Umbrella to continue their biological weapons research well away from prying 
eyes. 
 
Still in full-time custody of the U.S. Government, little Sherry Birkin continues to be poked 
and prodded by curious scientists to monitor how the G-Virus in her body is affecting her 
physiology. They have already ascertained the ‘Devil’ vaccine administered to her has not 
killed the virus but rather put it into a dormant state. The virus seems to be adapting to her 
DNA and resulting in extraordinary regenerative abilities. She will remain in government 
custody indefinitely, especially now they have confirmation Albert Wesker did not perish in the 
mansion incident last year as originally suspected. The U.S. Government have reliable 
intelligence that Wesker and his organisation have a keen interest in Sherry and may plan to 
snatch her at any moment. This is the official reason Sherry is told why she cannot go free. 
Derek Simmons also becomes Sherry's legal guardian. 
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Unknown to Simmons, the rival company have spies planted deep inside the U.S Government, 
meaning Wesker can get access to Sherry should he need to. 
 
Rival company scientists are able to extract blood samples from the corpse of Steve Burnside, 
allowing them to replicate the t-Alexia strain of the Veronica virus. Once they have what they 
need, Steve’s body is destroyed and work begins of dissecting the virus. They also begin 
extrapolating data recovered from Umbrella’s Bandersnatch B.O.W. 
 
Having finally been reunited with Chris, Claire now turns her attentions back to Sherry and 
keeps her promise to go back for her. The little girl still undergoes daily tests and observations 
but after coming to an arrangement with Derek Simmons, Claire is allowed to stay by Sherry's 
side during this harrowing time. She visits Sherry as often as she can, trying to help her 
overcome all the trauma she has endured. Sherry idolises Claire and is determined to grow up 
to be just like her: a strong, capable woman. Simmons is not without compassion for the 
orphaned girl, and allows Claire access to visit and comfort Sherry, even though the girl's 
existence remains closely guarded state secret. 
 
Claire takes an instant dislike to Simmons and is worried whenever she has to leave Sherry's 
side. One day before leaving for an assignment with TerraSave, she writes a letter to Sherry 
explaining her fears, but the letter is intercepted and fortunately never shown to Simmons. The 
person who finds it sympathises with Sherry and Claire's situation, but cannot allow it to go to 
Sherry, so he has it destroyed in secret. 
 
"Sherry, 
I don't want to make things any harder for you, but I need you to be careful around Simmons. 
I know he's been supportive and lets me see you, but something's not right with him. I don't 
have any proof, but I know what people look like when they're hiding something, and I get that 
feeling every time I look into his eyes. You are so trusting of people, and it worries me. Please 
just be careful, for my sake. 
I'll be busy, so I won't be able to come and see you for a little while. Keep being your cheerful 
self." 
-RE6: Life without Freedom; undated. 
 
The U.S. Government take action against Umbrella by issuing a company-wide suspension of 
business order. Immediately the corporation’s worldwide stock prices begin to crash. The 
President hopes this move will win back public trust as he is desperately fighting for his position 
amidst rumours of the government’s alleged involvement in the Raccoon City incident. The 
fallout from the disaster has left the public very mistrustful of the government.  
 
"1999 - The U.S. Government issues a business suspension order to Umbrella and the 
company incurs much damage." 
-Biohazard: Umbrella Chronicles Art of Arts. 
 
Oswell Spencer immediately appeals against this action and in response hires the best legal 
specialists’ money can buy. His advisors prepare false witnesses to try and create the 
appearance of a conspiracy with which to turn public opinion away from Umbrella and towards 
the U.S. Government. Umbrella file their own lawsuit against the government and the case will 
be heard at the U.S. Supreme Court later this year. 
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Meanwhile Alex Wesker is slowly coming to realise she actually has zero obligation to devote 
her life to Oswell Spencer. The demise of Raccoon City and the subsequent business 
suspension placed on Umbrella effectively means Project Wesker is now on indefinite hold 
until the secret of the Progenitor Virus source is preserved  
and such time comes when they can begin anew. Because  
Spencer revealed her origins to her at a young age, she is  
not bound by the same psychological hold from Spencer  
that Albert, the only other surviving Wesker child, still is.  
If Umbrella were to fall because of the Raccoon Trials,  
Spencer would be nothing but a decrepit, old man. She no  
longer needs to foolishly and impulsively follow his  
commands blindly. It is time she began thinking of herself  
and decides to look for ways to cure her own illness,  
rather than blindly pursue foolish machinations to make  
Spencer a god. Together with her loyal servant Stuart, Alex begins secretly plotting an existence 
away from Umbrella and her ‘father.’ They begin scouting potential locations across the globe 
where they can relocate in absolutely secrecy and begin their own plans in a place they will 
never be found. In the meantime, she will remain loyal to Spencer as a ruse and continue her 
duplicitous use of his vast resources until the right time comes to flee. 
 
Derek Simmons launches 'Project Ada'; an ambitious research venture funded by The Family 
to create a perfect clone of Ada Wong. He appreciated her talents as a spy but more than that 
he believed she harboured genius characteristics, just like himself, and he developed a distorted 
attachment and love for her. He will not be complete until she is back by his side once again. 
 
PROJECT PROFILE: PROJECT ADA 
Derek Simmons believed in world stability and the virtue of The Family was to preserve that stability at any 
cost, even if they had to act illegally to do so. When Simmons first met Ada Wong, it caused a ripple in his 
normally logical and unperturbed personality. Ada's skills as a spy were unparalleled, and the missions she 
carried out for him were instrumental to his goals. But a fracture in their  
working relationship was formed when Ada learned he was behind the  
operation to destroy Raccoon City. Realising it was dangerous to keep  
company with Simmons, Ada left his employ and never looked back.  
From that point on, Simmons was maniacal in his plans to get her back.  
Whether it was because he felt an emotional attachment to her or  
because he believed she was the only person whose intelligence and  
ambition matched his own remains unknown. But this infatuation with  
Ada led him to put this sinister plan into action. He wanted a perfect  
replica that could be trained and conditioned to act and sound just like  
the real thing. Because he was unable to acknowledge that Ada had left him for good, this plan filled with 
madness was his solution to get her back. Simmons put genius scientist Carla Radames in charge of the project 
and she began by laying the foundations for the Chrysalid Virus, or C-Virus for short. The origins of this virus 
was initially not to create biological weapons but instead to create and give birth to new life forms using 
individuals with a close genetic match to the desired subject as guinea pigs. The C-Virus was essentially a 
balanced fusion of the t-Veronica and G-Virus, and took many years to develop and stabilise. The virus caused 
many mutations to the host subject until a certain threshold was exceeded and the host was completely 
enveloped in a chrysalid. It was during this form that the original host body was destroyed and rebuilt 
completely into an entirely new form. This was thanks to the actions of the C-Virus within the pupa. Once the 
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new life form was ready, it broke the outer crust of the chrysalid and emerged, becoming something later 
referred to as a ‘Complete Mutation Species.’ Simmons tried to harness this mutation process when he tried to 
replicate Ada Wong. But because very little hard data existed on her, Simmons was forced to use female test 
subjects with only a very basic match, such as similar ethnic appearance, age and body mass, but none of these 
experiments proved fruitful. Outside genes were introduced  
and each DNA sequence had to be combined with the  
chrysalid’s bio-structure. Over the years many by-products  
were born during Simmons’ relentless pursuit of Ada.  
Creatures such as the Gnezdo and early forms of the  
Lepotica were two such examples, with obvious traces of  
femininity remaining in their figures. Simmons preserved  
the female aspect, but discarded everything else. Soon the  
number of test subjects went into the thousands and it  
became evident that the process would not work without a close compatible match to the original Ada.  
By 2009 they had gone through over 12,200 test subjects and still there had been no success. But thanks to the 
vast resources of The Family it was later discovered that the genome sequence of Carla Radames, Simmons’ 
trusted scientist, came through the simulation models as potential compatible subject. Without a second 
thought, Simmons tricked Carla into taking part in the experiment because she believed he valued her and their 
work too much to risk her. But she was wrong, and Simmons finally succeeded in creating the clone of Ada he 
had always desired. An experiment was performed on Carla whilst under restraint using the C-Virus as a 
retroviral vector to deliver samples of Ada Wong’s genetic material into Carla’s cells. Because she was a close 
genetic match to Ada, the C-Virus successfully transduced the infected cells and began propagation. Like other 
subjects, Carla’s body was enveloped in a hardened chrysalid structure and inside her original body was 
completely broken down and rebuilt using the new DNA fusion from Ada, and Carla’s similar genetic makeup.  
The resulting organism was born on April 30th, 2009 and  
was the 12,235th subject of the project. But whilst Carla  
looked and behaved similar to Ada, there was still a piece  
of her deep inside that remained as Carla. Simmons’  
relationship with Ada had only ever been professional, so  
he couldn't see that this clone was not the real Ada.  
Whether through misguided affections or a desire to  
revenge himself on Ada, he ignored any nagging doubt and  
began to train and treat Carla as if she were the real Ada  
Wong. Carla, having lost most of her personality during  
the experiment, behaved as Derek wanted. But in the depths of her soul, there was still a spark of Carla's 
original self, and once it came to the surface, she vowed to destroy Simmons, the man who had ruined her life. 
This remnant of her former life slowly and subtly came to the surface and would eventually prove to be 
Simmons’ complete downfall. On the surface, Carla remained a loyal subject, working with The Family and 
Simmons to weaponise the C-Virus by developing Complete Mutation Species as B.O.W.s. Simmons had 
already noted that by combining animal genes with the C-Virus, the mutant species it created reflected the 
characteristics of those creatures. Under his direction Carla incorporated many genes into the C-Virus, 
including reptiles and mammals, and considered the resulting organisms as biological weapons. But whilst this 
research took place, Carla bided her time and syphoned resources from The Family to plot her ultimate revenge 
plan. This led to the formation of the Neo-Umbrella terrorist group and the eventual attacks on Tall Oaks and 
Lanshiang several years later. But despite her hatred towards Simmons thanks to the retained memories of her 
former life, Carla became so engrossed in her new form that even she began to regard herself as the real Ada 
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Wong, attacking her counterpart as an imposter without duplicity. But it was Ada herself who finally put paid 
to Carla’s existence and she later destroyed all of her work and all traces of her identity theft, ensuring Project 
Ada could never be replicated. 
 
Because they are no longer affiliated with Umbrella, the U.S. Government begin their own 
covert biological research under the direction of Simmons. Because they failed to secure 
William Birkin, Simmons installs Carla Radames in his place at the forefront of that research. 
He is soon very pleased with her intelligence and early research results. Carla is overjoyed that 
Simmons is giving her recognition and placing his complete trust in her. Her admiration for 
him is growing by the day. 
 
After months of pressure following the Raccoon City  
disaster, the President of the United States is forced  
to resign following ever increasing speculation over  
the incident. Ever since the tragedy, rumours began  
to circulate that the U.S. Government was acting in  
collusion with Umbrella and may have played a part  
in destroying the city to cover up any such  
relationship. Furthermore, the missile blast would  
also have conveniently destroyed any evidence of  
such an alliance. The President has desperately been  
trying to quell these rumours and win back public support by hitting Umbrella with an 
indefinite suspension of business decree and filing a lawsuit against the company alongside 
other legal action enacted from other sources. However, Umbrella hit back by implicating the 
government's involvement in the incident and claiming they were one of their biggest customers 
when it came to doing business with covert illegal practices. These accusations have backed the 
President into a corner and had the added bonus for Umbrella of shifting some of the blame 
for Raccoon City onto the government and away from them. With these fresh allegations, the 
President finds his position untenable and resigns his position. His final news conference is 
broadcast around the globe. 
 
A new Presidential administration is quickly elected into power. This new government quickly 
adopts a firm anti-Umbrella stance to gain public support. The press and public are naturally 
sceptic, but over the next few years the President and his advisors will enact a number of 
initiatives detrimental to Umbrella and immediately they launch a series of enquiries into the 
pharmaceutical giant. 
 
The Raccoon Trials begin at the U.S. Supreme Court and a formal investigation into the 
Raccoon City incident gets underway. Survivors of the incident including former Umbrella 
employees Yoko Suzuki and Linda Baldwin present their testimonies but there is a glaring lack 
of physical evidence thanks to the government’s sterilisation operation which destroyed the 
town. Ground Zero is currently sealed off and in control of the U.S. Congress who have several 
investigation teams painfully combing through the remains. Oswell Spencer’s lawyers are still 
contesting the business lawsuit and bribed witnesses are supporting Umbrella’s claim of 
innocence in the whole affair. Several high-ranking U.S. Government officials have also refused 
to testify for fear of implicating themselves. Umbrella’s defence also calls into question the 
testimonies of the survivors; claiming government officials have coerced them into slandering 
Umbrella and that the sterilisation operation was a government plot to destroy evidence of their 
own involvement. This constant redirecting of blame and lack of cohesive evidence for either 
side’s claim means the trial gets off to a slow start and is already locked in stalemate. Spencer’s 
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legal team predict that unless new evidence comes to light, the Raccoon Trails could drag on 
for years so it is imperative they get the business lawsuits filed against Umbrella overturned as 
soon as possible. 
 
FEBRUARY 1999 
Umbrella's stock prices fall due to the business suspension order and those of Umbrella USA 
have gone into complete collapse thanks to the Raccoon City disaster occurring on their own 
soil. The loss of several key facilities and the ensuring negative public and political outcry have 
only added to the collapse. 
 
APRIL 1999 
The remains of Raccoon City remained sealed off  
with guards manning the entrance 24 hours a day.  
Inside, crude research posts have been set up as  
government officials and science teams comb  
through the remains. The whole area is deemed  
off-limits to civilians and the work being  
conducted inside is top secret. The main research  
hub is situated some 100 feet in the air on top of  
erected scaffolding and provides a bird's eye view  
of the whole site. Two satellite receiving dishes are  
affixed on the roof. The government investigation  
teams have been conducting many tests on the site  
including checking for any remaining viral  
presence, the possibility of any surviving B.O.W.s  
and if the environment is still capable of sustaining  
life. But early signs indicate the whole area is still  
uninhabitable, despite six months having passed  
since the experimental missile was dropped. A number of tests will be performed including 
recovered B.O.W. specimens being dropped into the area to test their survivability to such 
adverse environmental conditions. Today’s operation has only 15 minutes of safe operation left 
as a jet streams in the air towards ground zero. Where Raccoon City once stood is now just a 
huge impact crater peppered with smaller ones. Not a single building is left standing and for 
miles around areas once blanketed by rich forest are now nothing but barren, burned 
landscape. As the plane passes directly over the site, a high powered camera built into the 
underside of the jet takes a series of aerial photographs. 
 
Sometime later, a scientist is sat studying these very same photographs. He is in a small but 
plush air-conditioned lab and extraction fans built into the ceiling cast large shadows over the 
room. One of his colleagues comes over with a chart of data. Today’s results show the numbers 
are just the same, despite six months passing. He concludes there’s no way people could 
sustain life down there. His colleague remains optimistic and suggests that may be the case for 
humans, but not everything. As they study the readings they are soon interrupted by a phone 
call from head office. They want to know if everything is ready and the scientist replies they will 
start at noon as scheduled. They confirm they will be dropping two for each, beginning with 
sample T4. The rest will follow at 15 minute intervals. Outside the temporary research outpost, 
the jet carries out another sweep over the decimated city. 
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FURTHER UNSPECIFIED DATES 1999 
The ongoing Raccoon Trials are also having a negative impact on the Global Pharmaceutical 
Consortium; a trade organisation and council representing many different pharmaceutical 
corporations from across the globe. Because Umbrella are an executive board member of the 
G.P.C., the consortium is suddenly looked upon with deep mistrust and negativity. Many 
sectors of the general public come to believe that any pharmaceutical company affiliated with 
Umbrella through the G.P.C. could possibly be involved in the Raccoon City conspiracy and 
begin boycotting their products. Because medicine and pharmaceuticals are such an integral 
part of all medical procedures, the public are well informed when it comes to which 
medications are trusted and which are not. If the population loses trust in the company 
responsible for creating certain medications, said company can quickly be bankrupted. These 
are uncertain times for the G.P.C. and the whole industry. 
 
Retired military officer Morgan Lansdale issues a stark warning about the threat of so-called 
bio-organic weapons even though their existence hasn’t officially been recognised in public 
circles. Lansdale believes a repeat of the Raccoon City incident is inevitable and cites the lack 
of trained military units available to deal with this emerging threat. Lansdale also serves as an 
advisor to the G.P.C. 
 
The Umbrella stock crash results in the forced closure of Umbrella USA. This branch of 
Umbrella includes the Chicago Office who up until recently had been fighting for almost 
dictorial control over the corporation after banking on the success of the G-Virus and the 
resulting G-Creatures bioweapons. It was their pressure and enforced sanctions placed upon 
William Birkin that resulted in him attempting to defect over to the U.S. Government which 
essentially triggered the whole Raccoon incident. Umbrella USA had long been involved in a 
healthy corporate rivalry with Umbrella Europe. The creation of successful products such as 
the Hunter and Tyrant projects, coupled with the work of Dr Birkin had led to the power of 
the American branch gradually increasing, forcing Umbrella Europe to bend to its will. 
Alarmed, the European laboratories joined forces and created a variety of successful 
enhancements to existing B.O.W.s such as the Hunter β, and started the "Nemesis Project" 
which intended to enhance existing B.O.W.s, all in an attempt to restrain the growing influence 
of Umbrella USA. But now in the aftermath of Raccoon, Umbrella USA is shut down and all 
their primary research projects are immediately shifted to Umbrella Europe, which is now 
being run by Sergei Vladimir in Russia. Over the next several years the Russian branch of 
Umbrella will work effectively in the development of new bio-genetic weapons. These 
developments will serve as a springboard to expand Umbrella’s business activities to the crisis 
regions throughout the world. 
 
Through unknown means and at an unknown location, the specific information of which 
remains redacted, a new species of hyper-evolved fungus is discovered. Upon closer inspection, 
this bacterium has unique properties with the potential to alter and control a subject’s mind 
and thought process. This Mold is simply known as ‘specific fungus/bacterium’ but will 
become more commonly referred to as ‘Mutamycete.’ 
 
ORGANISM PROFILE: THE MOLD/MUTAMYCETE 
The Mold was a new species of fungus that was classified as a superorganism made up of billions of fungal 
filaments all cooperating eusocially. Direct exposure to this mold would bring about auditory and visual 
hallucinations and prolonged fusion would see the host’s somatic cells targeted, causing mutations in the 
body’s physical structure. This concept was attractive to various organisations developing biological weapons 
because it had the potential to turn enemy combatants into allies and convert hostile elements into willing 
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servants. If the Mold was harnessed successfully the implications could change the very face of global warfare 
and make viral weaponry and bio-organic weapons obsolete. Enemy organisations, countries, and rogue 
nations would suddenly become companions who cooperated and served voluntarily. By increasing the number 
of allies it would effectively eliminate the cost of not only prisoner of war handling but also combat itself. This 
concept soon attracted interest from several national organisations.  
The exact origins of the Mold remains unknown and all information relating to its initial discovery and source 
is classified. Initial studies led researchers to catalogue the mold as a ‘vicariant evolution’ fungus, meaning it 
was descended from an original fungal strain after species distribution became segmented and the separated 
populations evolved due to different selecting factors, causing these populations to become unique species. Like 
the Progenitor Virus, the Mutamycete strain may have evolved due to unique environmental factors from a 
particular location that helped it thrive and become  
unique enough to produce these special properties.  
Although details remain censored, the bacterium was  
originally in the possession of criminal organisation  
‘The Connections’ in the late 1990s. They intended to  
create a human biological weapon using the Mold  
and taking advantage of its psychotropic compounds  
with the purpose of influencing others via mind  
control – up to and including inducement to violence.  
This successful application could vary from political  
to military to complete economic destabilisation. The method of inducement had to be chemical transference 
of psychotropic compounds via skin to skin contact between the host and the target, inducing a mentally 
suggestive state in the target responsive only to host. The Mold may also have been tinkered artificially through 
application of a virus as later research notes describes the Mutamycete as ‘virus-accentuated.’ 
The fabrication method for this proposed bioweapon was to introduce the Mutamycete genome to a pre-Stage 
4 human embryo and perform cultivation in a controlled environment over a period of 38-40 weeks. This was 
performed by a doctor named Olivia in 1999. Initially the A-C Series of embryos were either completely 
unviable or those born were not fit for purpose, with each letter classification representing a level of bonding 
success with the Mold. Eventually four working prototypes were successfully created, and these were D-Series 
models Dana, Dahlia, Darlene and Dorothy. The research implied that for unknown reasons, the Mutamycete 
genome would only take to female embryos, as all male infected subjects never made full term. The resultant 
organisms were classified as ‘candidate specimens’ and graded based on usability. The D-Series were the most 
successful to date and four more subjects were created at a later date, yet they all still proved to have poor 
performance and poor practicality. One model became decrepit after just 319 days. Another died of over 
exposure to infection, and another committed suicide. Subject D-005, Delores, turned homicidal and killed two 
of the other subjects. Sometime later, the most promising subject, Eveline, showed a level of stabilisation with 
the Mold hereto unseen and her promise led to her becoming the first E-Series subject. Upon further study, 
Eveline became the only test subject able to secrete her own unique variant of Mutamycete at will. She was able 
to completely control these secretions that were fully adapted to her body chemistry. 
E-TYPE MUTAMYCETE: 
This Mutamycete was black and oily in appearance, and close examination revealed that E-Type Mutamycete 
imposed a profound control over body and mind when introduced into a host organism. It is believed Eveline 
could achieve this via a similar process to the auto inducer pheromones used for quorum sensing in 
pseudomonas bacteria. The bacteria communicated with each other using chemical signal molecules which was 
critical for synchronising the activities of large groups of cells. This chemical communication involved 
producing, releasing, detecting, and responding to small hormone-like molecules termed auto inducers. This 
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process, termed quorum sensing, allowed bacteria to monitor the environment for other bacteria and to alter 
behaviour on a population-wide scale in response to changes in the number and/or species present in a 
community. Transference of E-Type Mutamycete has to be through direct skin to skin contact and is broken 
down into three distinct phases; 
1. Initial Infection: - The Mold ingests nutrients from the subject’s body to propagate itself and slowly takes 
over cells within the body. As a side effect of this, the subject gains remarkable regenerative abilities. During 
research experiments, arms and legs were removed from human test subjects who were then able to reattach 
the amputated limbs and restore full functionality within a few minutes. The Mycelia causes the infected 
subject to experience visions of Eveline (although she is not really there) and hear her voice (which is inaudible 
to anyone else). 
2. Mid-Stage Infection: - Once the mold reaches the  
brain, it gathers around the cranium and the subject's  
thoughts become "in tune" with those of the E-Series  
asset. If this state continues, the host will lose all sense  
of ego. Auditions with infected subjects throughout  
the stages of infection revealed that at first, the  
phantom Eveline appeared to be a normal young girl,  
sometimes desiring companionship or assistance. As  
time progressed, she began making more and more  
extreme demands, including self-mutilation and attacks on other people. The psychological shock this induced 
helped to break down the mind's natural barriers to Eveline's brainwashing effect, and by the time mental 
control was achieved, the Mutamycete infection had progressed throughout the body's cells, so the body will 
mutate in a unique fashion. 
3. Complete Infection: - After every cell in the body has been taken over by the Mold, the subject began to lose 
their human form. Physical mutations differ from case to case, but all result in him or her acquiring incredible 
physical strength. Containing a subject at this stage is extremely difficult. 
The regenerative properties of the E-Type Mutamycete are due to the changed cells exhibiting an extraordinary 
resilience to physical and chemical damage. The E-Series Mutamycete secreted a telomerase-like enzyme 
through the cell wall, causing abnormal activation of the ERK pathway to achieve forced cell division-quickly 
regenerating damaged tissue. However, studies showed that the regenerative properties could vary from subject 
to subject. Studies on the infected Baker family from 2014-2017 showed that despite each member possessing 
unnatural healing ability from trauma wounds, only the matriarch Jack possessed this ability in the extreme. 
Further tests showed that as the regeneration is repeated, the cellular tissue gradually became sluggish and 
dysfunctional. The working hypothesis of researchers put this down to the endlessly replicated cells reaching 
their Hayflick limit, meaning they could not replicate anymore because the individual cells had lost too much 
DNA to proceed through replication. In order for this to happen, something happened to the cells that 
inhibited the telomerase enzyme completely.  
The E-Series bio-weapon also possessed the unique ability to from organisms composed of the fungal filaments 
making up the Mutamycete. These ‘Molded’ creatures were super organisms formed of countless mycelia. 
These creatures exhibited a strong survival instinct and would defend themselves ferociously with the slightest 
provocation. Their fungal toughness and remarkable strength gave them significant battlefield potential.  
Because she controlled the bacterium, Eveline could control the Molded in a similar process the t-Virus Queen 
Leech controlled the smaller leeches. There was also some indication that the E-Type Mutamycete could be 
used to revive the recently deceased, however this was never formally tested with early subjects destroyed much 
too early to collect any definitive data. 
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Although Eveline created Molded subjects from corpses and subjects she did not want to join her ‘family’, The 
Connections also performed experiments to weaponise these creatures, resulting in the ‘White Molded’ 
organisms. These creatures were much more durable than regular Molded, and could only be destroyed by a 
special type of anti-regen ammo comprised of mycetoxic rounds developed specially for use against fungus-
based bio-weapons. The bullets excreted a toxin upon impact that not only rapidly destroyed fungal cell 
membranes, but also prevented regeneration of lost tissue.  
The E-Series Mutamycete became highly sought after, and in 2017, only Chris Redfield and the Umbrella 
Corporation PMC prevented Lucas Baker from selling E-Series data to an interested party.  
The E-Type Mutamycete was also trans-species and capable of infecting other plants and animals. It was highly 
virulent and would keep mutating as it encountered new organisms. Infected alligators would develop large 
tumours and blisters on their skin, and the Mold would congeal and gather around tree trunks and bushes. If 
left unchecked, it could contaminate and destroy an entire eco-system. It was also toxic and would quickly kill 
fish and other smaller organisms. 
KNOWN TREATMENTS: 
When The Connections performed unspecified tests on samples of Eveline’s body tissue using a foreign 
element, a unique fungicidal serum was produced that could be used to treat accidental Mutamycete exposure 
provided it was at an early stage. Administering the serum to an infected subject would cause the mycelia to 
calcify, but if the subject's cells were already largely invaded, the serum would be fatal. Since the treatment 
window was so small, the serum's primary use was therefore for disposal of infected subjects, rather than a 
cure. In exploring the potential of this serum, researchers found a way to enhance its effects to extreme 
potency, becoming a compound now known as E-Necrotoxin which could completely destroy infected subjects 
with even just a small amount. For optimal performance, the E-Necrotoxin needed to be stimulated before use 
by placing a sample of an E-Series asset’s cells into the Necrotoxin container. 
Blue Umbrella PMC also developed their own cure using various medicine compounds placed through a 
synthesiser. But due to the rapid mutational quality of the Mutamycete, the component compounds could 
quickly be rendered useless if exposed and had to be kept sterile. 
 
The organisation in possession of this unique Mold is a mysterious criminal enterprise known 
as The Connections. Little is known about them other than they are a known affiliate of the 
rival company. 
 
ORGANISATION PROFILE: THE CONNECTIONS 
The Connections were an underground criminal network with known links  
to illegal drug and arms trafficking, money laundering and bio-chemical  
research. In later years they specialised in producing bioweapons for sale  
on the international black market. Little was known about their size,  
market share and number of members. It is also unknown when they were  
founded or where they were based, although they were confirmed to have a  
Central American branch and a European headquarters where some of  
their most secretive projects were kept. They also had an extensive client  
list and were known to collaborate and do business with other nefarious  
organisations, including Umbrella’s main rival company. Massive profits  
were generated through arms sales and the import and export of drugs.  
The Connections’ bio-weapons division was spearheaded by the discovery of the vicariant evolution fungus 
more commonly known as Mutamycete. This new species contained unique psychotropic compounds and 
researchers theorised about creating a weapon that could change the very face of warfare. They envisioned a 
human biological weapon with the ability to turn enemy combatants into allies and convert hostile forces into 
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willing servants, negating the need for conflict altogether. This ambitious pitch attracted the attention of 
several interested parties, including national organisations.  
In 1999, researchers introduced the Mutamycete genome to a pre-stage 4 human embryo and performed 
cultivation in a controlled environment over a period of 38-40 weeks. In 2000, around the time the first subjects 
were born, The Connections enlisted the help of the rival company and received technical assistance from their 
H.C.F. division to further develop the Mutamycete. Following this brief collaboration, the rival company left 
the project for reasons unknown and The Connections continued development alone. Eventually, after many 
failures, four successful prototypes were created. A letter of classification was given to the subjects based on 
their compatibility to the hyper-evolved Mold and these four test subjects became the ‘D-Series’, after the A-C 
series had been completely unsuccessful. But through continued observation and experimentation, the D-Series 
were found to be faulty, with limited performance and poor practicality, although four more D-Series subjects 
were created, making eight in total. Sometime later, these various faults were ironed out in a new subject, 
named Eveline, and she was designated as E-001 having demonstrated an acceptable level of stabilisation with 
the Mold. Through repeated observation, she was eventually seen as the completed form of the biological 
weapon and was able to excrete a special variant of the Mutamycete tailored to her bio-chemistry. The 
Connections confined Eveline and she grew up in isolation, and this caused a unique effect of her becoming 
obsessed with ‘family’. The Mold she secreted became known as the ‘E-Type Mutamycete’. 
In 2010, The Connections recruited a woman named Mia, who would go on to marry a systems programmer 
from Los Angeles named Ethan Winters a year later. Mia hid the true nature of her employment from Ethan 
and insisted she worked for a trade organisation. She was often away on ‘business’ for months at a time. 
By 2014, Eveline was perfected and The Connections began preparations to market her as a bioweapons 
commodity with the application to disrupt and influence political, military and economic destabilisation. E-001 
was ready for field testing and a suitable clients were identified in the Americas. But by now the activities of 
The Connections had come to the attention of the newly reformed Umbrella Corporation PMC who were 
actively trying to track them down and put a stop to their criminal activities. Umbrella also secretly wanted to 
acquire Eveline and her special Mutamycete having known all about its potential from when they first provided 
technical assistance to the organisation back in 2000 when they were still the rival company. Chris Redfield also 
led an investigation team that may have been affiliated with Umbrella to The Connections’ European 
headquarters. Fearing a theft of the E-001 weapon by rival organisations, The Connections wanted Eveline 
transferred to their Central American branch for safe keeping. She was smuggled onto an LNG tanker with two 
handlers, Mia Winters and Alan Droney, who posed as her parents. However, during the journey Eveline was 
able to break free after Alan neglected his fatherly role and upset her. Eveline took advantage of a huge storm 
and caused complete chaos on the ship, killing Alan and the entire crew then infecting Mia with the Mold 
before the tanker was destroyed. The remains of the ship washed up in the bayou in Southern Louisiana and 
the unconscious forms of Eveline and Mia were found by Jack Baker and taken back to his family home. Once 
Eveline recovered she used the Mold to infect all members of the Baker family one by one and began building 
her new family. Mia was now stuck in limbo, having first been rejected by Eveline as her ‘mom’ and yet kept 
alive through infection. She also suffered from amnesia and lost all memory of the period where she worked for 
The Connections. She underwent further mental control from Eveline and her behaviour became very erratic.  
During this time, The Connections were actively searching for Eveline and eventually discovered the remains of 
the wrecked tanker on the outskirts of Dulvey. But Eveline was now too dangerous to approach so they 
observed her from a safe distance, setting up a small base of operations in an abandoned mine complex a few 
miles away from the Baker farm. Because Mia was now mentally unstable, in 2015 agents from The 
Connections instead approached Jack Baker’s son, Lucas, and gave him a serum that released him from 
Eveline’s mental control in exchange for him compiling progress reports on Eveline and forwarding them on to 
the company. Lucas then pretended to still be under Eveline’s sway to avert any suspicion.  
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Over the next two and a half years The Connections observed and built up more data on Eveline as she 
operated in the stable family environment she always craved. But without her treatments, she had rapidly aged 
and now had the appearance of an elderly woman. Her mental state had also declined and she was a danger to 
all those around her. As a result, the company sent Lucas the E-Necrotoxin with orders he use it if she gets out 
of control. Throughout all this time, The Connections had established a fully operational research facility in 
the mines and were experimenting on the E-Type Mutamycete, trying to create weaponised variants of the 
Molded creatures they deemed ‘White Molded’. These creatures were much more resilient than their original 
counterparts. By 2017 the lead researcher was a Stanford graduate with a master’s degree in microbiology. He 
was mistrustful of Lucas Baker and branded him a lunatic. He was livid when Lucas eventually replaced him as 
lead researcher and planned to complain to The Connections’ headquarters at the next scheduled meeting. He 
believed Lucas had no real interest in their work and just messed around with the test subjects, making them 
fight each other and conduct unnecessary autopsies to satisfy his own sick tendencies. He also accused him of 
knowing nothing about the potential of the E-Type Mutamycete. The Connections were also aware that 
Umbrella Corporation had located the site where Eveline was in play and surveillance photographs were 
captured of an Umbrella helicopter scoping out the area. 
Events came to a head in June 2017 when it was revealed Lucas Baker was secretly in negotiations with another 
unknown organisation with plans to sell them the E-Series data. He killed all the researchers in the mine and 
planned to sever ties with The Connections completely. But Lucas’ plans were foiled by Ethan Winters and the 
imminent arrival of soldiers from the Umbrella PMC. Lucas was killed by Chris Redfield and the transmission 
of the E-Series data to his mysterious buyer was stopped before the upload was complete. Although Chris 
destroyed the computer server, Umbrella’s tech teams worked hard to restore everything and soon all The 
Connections’ research data on the E-Type Mutamycete was now in their hands. Documentation recovered from 
the labs confirmed that Mia Winters was a Connections agent and she remained in Umbrella’s custody. 
 
JUNE-JULY 1999 
The Connections begin their research into the Mold by infecting a pre-Stage 4 human embryo 
with the Mutamycete genome where it will be cultivated in a controlled environment over a 
period of 38-40 weeks.  
 
SEPTEMBER 1999 
A memorial service is held for the victims of the Raccoon City disaster which occurred one 
year ago. The occasion is marked by many towns located hundreds of miles away from ground 
zero all joining together to remember those who lost their lives during the tragedy. Attendees to 
the service include Dr. Curtis Miller, who lost his wife and child in the town, and Mera Biji, a 
young girl who lost both her parents. One year has passed but nothing can quell the national 
mourning. This memorial service will be an annual event from now on.  
 
Umbrella continue to operate and generate revenue thanks to their dummy corporations and 
front companies. Over the next few years Oswell Spencer will launch a company recovery plan 
by authorising new projects and ways to generate more money. He needs Umbrella to survive 
in order to fulfil his goal creating the perfect virus to create a race of super-humans that he will 
rule over as a god. They will have to extend their client base and sell B.O.W.s to more 
unsavoury customers in order to generate sustained finance.  
 
Some former Umbrella researchers compensate their personal losses by selling off company 
secrets to the highest bidder. 


